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PREFACE

In the following pages the Author has attempted a t^^k of no ordinary or inconsiderable

difficulty. He has aimed at furnishing the general public with what may best be described

as a Comprehensive Guide to English Litffl-ature. He has endeavoured to meet the wants

of people of education aiid intelligence who \are desirous of urf'^^'standing and enjoying

all they read, but are without the assistance of well-equipped libraries. It has been his.

object to condense into the present volume-all the information that readers thus situated

would be likely to require, as well as to supply the needs of those who are anxious merely

to gain a few particulars in connection with authors and their productions. His work

is one of reference rather than of criticism, an accumulation of facts rather than of

opinions
;
yet an effort has been made to render it so generally iateresting that it may be

dipped into here and there with the certainty of something being found capable of giving

pleasure as well as information.

The variety of the contents may best be estimated by an examination of a page or two,

and their usefulness most appreciated after a brief experience. Roughly speaking, however,

they may be grouped under the following heads :

—

All Prominent Writers, and writers of special interest, are carefully included, and,

where possible, the following particulars concerning them are given : (1) dates of birth

and (in the case of deceased writers) death; (2) titles of leading works, with dates of tlieir

production; (3) notices of sta/nda/rd hiograpliy amd criticism; and in many cases (4)

critical eocbracts illustrative of their distinctive characteristics. No attempt has been made

to go into biographical details; the object has been rather to indicate where such details

are to be obtained, and thus to supply a want which most students and readers have

experienced. The dates of birth and death are the result of a dUigent comparison of

authorities, whilst in most instances those of the publication of particular works have been

given chronologically.

The titles of the Chief Poems, Essays, Plays, and Novels in the language are

recorded, accompanied by such particulars as their relative importance would appear to

warrant.

Similar treatment has been accorded to the more important Works of PhilosophYj

Science, and the Belles Lettres ; under which latter head may be included notice?

many curious single works not easily to be classified under any other of t>

of Literature.
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Further, the Noms de Plume assumed by literary men and women are given and

explained, many for the first time.

Familiar Quotations, Phrases, and Pr6v!eebs are, entered iii conkderable numbers,

with distinct and accurate references to their original soukes. These are arranged, so far

as possible, according to thw: first striking word—a plan which has seemed to the Author

,
the most useful and intelligible that could be adopted.

Characters in Poetrt and Fiction are largely indexed—to an extent, indeed, not

hitherto attempted, and with the result, it is believed, that few of any importance are

omitted. Illustrative Quotations are frequently appended.

The most celebrated Poems, Songs, and Ballads are entered, not only by their titles,

but by their first lines, which are frequently remembered when the titles are forgotten.

A feature of the Work is the introduction of references to Translations of the Works

of prominent Foreign Writers of all times and countries.

Another feature is the insertion of notices of some of the most celebrated Libraries

throughout the kingdom, and of Societies connected with English Literature.

Space is also devoted to brief, but, it is hoped, sufficient explanations of the various

kinds of Literature, such as Epics, Odes, Masques, Mysteries, and so on.

Finally, special articles, as exhaustive as their limits would permit, have been

introduced on such subjects as The Drama, Newspapers, Novels, and Poetry, with the

view of enabling the reader to systematise, if he please, the varied information given in

other portions of the work.

A work so comprehensive in aim—necessitating the survey of so wide, so inexhaustible

a field—can hardly be quite free from error. Yet the Author would fain hope that no

signal inaccuracy will be detected ; and while committing his pages to the consideration

of the public, he feels it due to himself to say that, during the years occupied in the

preparation of the work, he has grudged no labour to make it worthy of the favourable

reception he trusts it will obtain.

W. D. A.
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ABB ABH

Abbey Walk, The. A ballad, by Eobeet
Henkysoun (d. 1508), included in Lord Hailes'

collection of Ancient Scottish Songs.

Abbot, Charles, Lord Colchester (1767

—

1829). Author of an CBsay On the Use and Abuse
ef Satire, Oxford, 1786.

Abbot, Charles, Lord Tenterden (1762—
1832). Author of a Treatise o» the Law relating to

Merchant Shyis and Seamen (1802) , and other im-
portant worke.

Abbot, George, Archbishop of Canterbury
(1662—1633), wrote a number of polemical, theo-

logical, historical, and biographical works, and
erected and endowed a hospital at Guildford,

Surrey.

Abbot, Bev. Lyman. See Benadly.

Abbot, Robert, brother of the Archbishop
of Canterbury (1660—1617), was the author of

the Mirror of Popish Subtilties, and other contro-

versial treatises.

Abbot, The. A novel by Sir "Walter Scott
(1771—1832), published in 1820, and iateuded as

a continuation of the Monastery (q.v.).

Abbotsford Club. A Literary Club founded
at Edinburgh in 1835, to promote the publication of

works relating to Scottish History, Literature, and
Antiquities. The membership was limited to fifty,

and the club is now extinct. Upwards of thirty

volinnes (all in quarto) were published under its

auspices.

Abbott, Jacob, American Congregational

minister (b. 1803), published the first book of his

Young Christian series in 1825, and has since

issued upwards of a hundred separate works, most
of which have been republished in this country,

and translated into various languages.

Abbott, John S. C, brother of the above

(b. 1805, d. 1877), wrote the J!foi!Aera!!Sbm«(1833),

the Child at Mome, and numerous historical com-
pendiums.

Abcedarian Hymns. Hymns which began
with the first letter of the alphabet, the succeeding

lines or verses commencing with the other letters

in regular succession.

J

Abdael. in Dryden's poem of Absalom and
Achitophel (q.v.), stands for General Monk, Duke
of Albemarle, who was mainly instrumental in
furthering the restoration of Charles II. (David).

Abdallah. A character in Byron's Bride of
Atydos (q.v.) ; murdered by his brother Giaffir.

Abdiel, in Milton's poem of Paradise Zost
(q.v.), one of the seraphim who, when Satan
endeavoured to incite the angels to rebellion, alone
stood firm in his allegiance

—

" Paltiiul loimd
Among the faithless, faithful only he."

A'Beckett, GilbertAbbot, author (b. 1811,
d. 1856), produced more than thirty dramatic
pieces, and was one of the earliest contributors to

Punch (q.v.). He was also the author of the Comic

Sistories of England and of Eome, of the Comic
Blackstone, and other works of a similar character.

Abel Shufflebottom. The nom de plume
under which Robert Sotjthey (1774—1843) printed

some " amatory poems " of the burlesque order,

written in 1799.

Abellino. The hero of Lewis's story of the

Braiio of Venice (q.v.). He appears alternately as a
beggar and a bandit, and at last falls in love with,

and marries, the niece of the Doge of Venice.

Abererombie, John, M.D. (b. 1781, d.

1844), wrote Inquiries Concerning the Intellectual

Powers and the Iiwestigation of Truth (1830), the

Philosophy of the Moral Peelings (1833), and several

medical treatises.

Abererombie, Patrick, M.D. (b. 1656, d.

1720), wrote the Martial Atehievements of the Scots

Nation (1711—1715).

Aberdeen Philosophical Society. In-

stituted 1840.

Abernethy, John (1763—1831). A distin-

guished surgeon at St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

London; published Surgical and Physiological

Essays, 1793—7, and alarge number of professional

and scientific works.

Abessa. A damsel ia Spenser's Faerie Qmene

(q.v.), in whom Abbeys and Convents are personi

fied. ^:^'

Abhorson. An executioner ia Skake^pe '

play of Measure for Measure (q.v.).
''sa -s
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" Abide with, me ; fast falls the even-
tide." First line of the Evening Hymn, by the Eey.
Henby Fkancis Lyte (q.v.).

" Abide with, me from m.orn tUl eve."
A line of Keble's lEvcning Sgmn, in the Christian
Year (q.v.).

Abigail. A typical name for a servant or
handmaid (1 Samuel xxv. 3) ; used as a name for
a ser%'ant in Beaumont and Fletcher's Seornful
Lady, and also by Swift, Fielding, and others.

Able or Abel, Thomas. An English di-

vine, executed at Smithfield during the reign of
Henry VIII. (1540), for having written and pub-
lished An Ansiver that by no manner of means it

may be lawful for the King to be divorced from the

Qtieen'a grace, his lawful wife.

Abou Ben Adhem. The title of a short
poem by Leigh Hunt (1784—1859), beginning

—

" Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe increase)
Aivolie one night from a deep dream of peace."

Moir speaks of this piece as " full of picturesque
yet delicate beauty of thought and language."

Abon Hassan. The hero of the tale of the
Sleeper Aioakened in the Arabian Nights. While
asleep, he was transferred from his own bed to
the couch of the Caliph, and on awakening was
treated in a style similar to that enjoyed by
Christopher Sly, in the introduction to the Taming
of the Shrew.

" Above all Greek, above all Eoman
fame." Line 26, book ii., epistle i. of Pope's
Imitation of Horace (q.v.). Dryden, speaking of
the death of Lord Hastings, had previously used
a very similar phrase.

Abra—
" Abra was ready ere I cali'd her name

;

And, thouffh I cali'd another, Abra came."
Phiob, Solmium cm the Vanity ofthe World.

Abraham's Sacrifice, A Tragedie of.
Written in French, by Theodore Beza, and trans-
lated into English by Arthur Golding (d. 1590)
in 1575. It had been performed at Lausanne
about 1550. The Duke of Devonshire possesses
a fac-simile copy of this rare religious play.

"Abram. Cupid." A phrase occurring in
Romeo and Juliet, act ii., scene 1 ; read by some
editors, "Adam Cupid." Dyce suggests that
" abram " may mean, as it often meant in Shake-
speare's time, "aubm-n," referring to the hair of
Cupid. Others think that "Adam" refers to a
noted archer of the day; and it wiE be remembered
that the whole line runs

—

"Young Adam Cupid, lie that shot so trim."

Abridging the Study of Physic, An
^ssay for. By John Armstrong, M.D. (1709

T'J). Published in 1735, and intended as a satire
the quackery and incompetency of the medical
'Vssion at that particular period. It was

accompanied by A Dialogue betwixt Hygeia, Mer-
cury, and Fluto, relating to the practice of Physic,

and was followed, later, by An Epistle from
XJsbecli, the Persian, to Joshua Ward, Esq., which
is said to contain " much wit and pleasantry. In
the dialogue," says Anderson, "he has caught
the very spirit of Lucian."

" Abridgment of all that was pleasant
in Man, An." A description applied to Garrick,

the actor, by Goldsmith, in his poem of Retalia-

tion (q.v.).

Absalom and Achitophel.ApoembyJohn
Dryden (1631—1701), published in 1681, and
written throughout in allusion to the conspiracy

to place the Duke of Monmouth, natural son of

Charles II., upon the English throne. The prin-

cipal fictitious characters in this famous satire are

thus identified

—

Abdael, Monk, Duke of Albe-
marle ; Absalom, the Duke of Monmouth ; AcM-
tophel, the Earl of Shaftesbury ; Omri, Lord Chan-
cellor Finch ; Corah, Titus Oates ; David, Charles
II. ; Doeg, Elkanah Settle ; Hushai, Hyde, Earl
of Eochester ; Jonas, Sir WiUiam Jones ; Ishbo'
sheth, Richard Cromwell ; Pharaoh, the King of

France ; Saul, Oliver Cromwell ; Sheva, Sir Eoger
I'Estrange; Zimri, George, Duke of Buckingham.
Egypt stands for France, Hebron for Scotland,
Jerusalem for London, and Israel for England.
Of the second part, published in 1684, all but
two hundred lines was written by Nahum Tate
(1652—1715). Hallam characterises Dryden's
portion as " the greatest of his satires—^the work
in which his powers became fuUy known to the
world, and which, as many think, he never sur-
passed. The spontaneous ease of expression, the
rapid transitions, the general elasticity and move-
ment, have never been excelled." A Latin trans-
lation was published by Francis (afterwards
Bishop) Atterbury in 1682. See Absalom Senior,
and Azaria and Hushai.

Absalom Senior : " or, Absalom and Achito-
phel Transposed." One of the Whig replies to
Dryden's satire, written by Elkanah Settle
(1648—1724).

" Absence, hear thou my protesta-
tion." First line of an auonj-mous poem in
Davison's Poetical Mhapsody (1602) :

—

" For hearts of truest mettle
Absence doth join, and time doth settle."

"Absence makes the heart -grow
fonder." A line occurring in a lyric by Thomas
Haynes Bayly (1797—1839), entitled Isle ofBeauty
W-v.).

Absolute, Captain. In Sheridan's comedy
of the Mivnh (q.v.). Under the nom de guerre of
Ensign Beverley, he secures the affections of

'

Lydia Languish (q.v.), the heroine of the play.

Absolute, Sir Anthony. Father of tho
above. "He is an evident copy," says HaisUtt, \

" after SmoUett's kind-hearted, high-spirited Mat- '

thew Bramble " (q.v.).
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"Absolute the knave is! (How)."—
Samlet, act v., sceae 1.

"Abstracts and brief Chronicles of
the time."

—

Hamlet, act ii., scene 2. The phrase
ia there used in reference to actors, but is now
generally applied to newspapers, of which, rather

than of " the players," it is true that " after your
death you were better have a bad epitaph, than
their ill report while you hved."

Absurditie, The Anatomie of. See

AUATOMIE OP AliSUUBITIE.

Abudah. A character in Ridley's Tales of
the Genii. See Genii, Tales of the.

Abuse of Satire, On the. A poetical

satire written by Isaac Disraeli (1766—1848) in

1789, and directed against John Wolcot ("Peter
Pindar"), who replied to the author, whom he
supposed to be Hayley, the poet, in a "virulent"

pasquinade. See Abbot, Chaeles, Lord Col-
chester.

Abuses Stript and "Whipt : " or, Satiricall

Essayes," in two books, written by Georqe
Wither (1588—1667), and published in 1613, with
the following motto on the title-page :

—

" DeBplee not this what ere I seeme to sliewe,
A foole to puniose speaks sometime you know."

He spoke to such purpose in this instance that

he procured for himself imprisonment in , the

Marshalsea. Yet "the satires, although sharp,

were generous ; their style was diffuse, but simple,

earnest, often vigorous; for Wither," says Pro-

fessor Morley, "had the true mind of a poet."

Abuses, The Anatomie of : " Conteyning

a I)iscou,erie, or Briefe Summarie of such Notable

Vices and Imperfections as now raigne, in many
Christian Countreyes of the Worlde: but (espe-

ciallie) in a verie famous Hand called Ailgna

:

Together with the most feaieful Examples of God's

Judgementes executed upon the wicked for the

same, as well in Ailgna of late, as in other places

elsewhere. Verie godly to be read of all true

Christians, euerie where : but most needefuU to

be regarded in Englande." This "curious por-

traiture, made dialogue-wise," by Philip Stubbes,

"of the amusements and other social customs of

the day," was published in 1583, and again in an
enlarged form, in 1585. Ailgna, of course, is Eng-
land—" a famous and a pleasant land, with a great

and heroic people ; but they abound in abuses,

chiefly those of pride—pride of heart, of mouth,

of apparel." The two interlocutors are called

Philoponus and Spudeus. See Brydges' Censura

Literaria ; Collier's Poetical Deeameron ; Deuce's

Illustrations of Shakespeare; Dibdin's Bibliomania;

and the Shakespeare Society Papers, vol. iv. Nash
ridiculed Stubbes "for pretending to anatomize

abuses and stubbe up sins by the rootes."

Abydos, Tie. Bride of. See Bride op

Abydos, The.

Abyssinian Maid, An. In Colerid&e's
poem of Kubla Khan (q.v.) :

—

" And on her dulcimer she played.
Singing of Mount Abora."

Acadia. The poetical name of Nova Scotia,

and the scene of the incidents narrated in Long-
pellow's poem of Evangeline (q.v.).

"Accept a miracle instead of wit."
First line of an epigram ascribed to Young, the
poet, who wrote it with a pencil belonging to the
famous Earl of Chesterfield

—

" See two dull lines by Stanhope's pencil writ."

"Accidents by Flood and Field."—
Othello, act i., scene 3. '

Accommodated—
"Accommodated ; that Is, when a man is, as they say, accom-

modated; orwhenamanis—beiug—whereby—he may be thought
to be accommodated, which is an excellent thing."

Ki7t{i Eevjry XY., pt. 11., act 111., scene 2.

Acheley, Thomas, temp. Queen Elizabeth,

was the author of A most lamentable and trafficall

Sistorie, which a Spanishe Gentlewotnan named
Violenta executed upon her Lover Didaco, because he

espoused another, heying first betrothed writer her.

Newly translated into Bnglish ineeter by T. ^.,. and
printed at London in 1676. He was also a con-

tributor to England's Parnassus (1600). See Eit-

son's Bibliographia Poetica.

Acheta Domestica. The name under
which Miss L. M. Bddgen has pubhshed several

works, notably March Winds and April Showers

(1854), and Episodes of Insect Life (1869).

Achilles. An opera written by John Gay
(1688—1732), and produced immediately after his

death.

" Aching void." A phrase occurring in

Cowper's poem. Walking with God—
" What peaceful hours I once enioyed!

How sweet their memory still

!

But they have left an aching void
The world can never flU."

Aehitophel, in Dryden's satire of Absalom

and Achitophel (q.v.), is intended for the Earl of

Shaftesbury (1621—1683), who abetted the rebel-

lion of Absalom, the Duke of Monmouth. " The
character of . Achitophel," says Hazlitt, "isvery

fine, and breathes, if not a sincere love for virtue,

a strong indignation against vice."

Acis and Galatea. A serenata, by John

Gay (1688—1732), produced at the Haymarket,

with Handel's music, in 1732.

Acolastus his Afterwitte, printed in 1600,

and notable for its plagiarisms from Shake-

speare's Venus and Adonis (q.v.), and Rape of

Luereee (q.v.).

Acrasia. A witch in Spenser's Faerie Qtieene

(q.v.), in whom the vice of Intemperance is per-

sonified.

Acres, Bob. In Sheridan's comedy of the

Pivals (q.v.). " He is a distant descendant," says

Hazhtt, " of Sir Andrew Ague-cheek" (q.v.).
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" Across the walnuts and the wine."
A line in Tennyson's Miller's Daughter (q.v.).

Acrostic. A form of verse said to have teen
invented in the fourth century, in which the first

letter of each line read downwards forms a name
or word. Douhle acrostics are verses in which
the first letters form one word and the last

another.

"Act well your part, there all the
honour lies." Line 193, epistle iv., of Pope's Essay
on Man (q.v.).

Actes of the Apostles, The, "trans-
lated into Englyshe metre " by Chkistopher
Tye (circa 1645), were printed in 1553, "with
notes to eche chapter to synge and also to play
upon the Lute, very necessarye for studentes after

' theyr studye to fyle their wittes, and alsoe for all

Christians that cannot synge, to reade the good
and godlye storyes of the lives of Christ his
Apostles." They were sung for a time in the
Eoyal Chapel of Edward VL, but never became
popular. The following is a specimen of their
versification :

—

" It chaunced In Iconlura,
As they oft times did use,

TojfCther tbey Into did come
The sinagogue of Jews."

" Action to the word, Suit the."—-Sa»»-
let, act iii., scene 2.

Active Policie of a Prince, The. A
moral poem by Geoege Ashbt (temp. Henry VI.),
written for the use of Prince Edward, and notable
as eulogising, in the preface, "Maisters Gower,
Chaucer, and Lydgate "—" a proof," says Warton,
"of the estimation which that celebrated trium-
virate continued to maintain."

Active Powers of the Human Mind,
,
Essay on the. By Thomas Eeid (1710—1796).
Published in 1788, and containing a survey of
the general field of ethics, with an analysis of
the mechanical, animal, and rational principles of
action, and discussions on the theories of free will
and moral approbation.

Actor, The. A poem by Eoeeet Lloyd
(1733—1764), published in 1760, in which he
severely reprobates the errors of contemporary
actors. He opens with an eloquent tribute to the
powers of Gamck, whom less talented performers
could imitate but not equal; and then passes on
to censure the most striking eiTors in theatrical
action,' especially the studied affectation of atti-
tude, the disagreeable practice of over-acting parts
the monotony of some performers, and the rmt of
others. He concludes with an address to, and an
apology for the actor, whom he describes as—

" £^?S?'"^ "'^ '"'"'' "8 proper fare to smnHolding the faithfulmWr up to man™ '

"Actor (Well graced) leaves
stage. —Richard II., act v., scene 2.

AcTOE*s°^^'
Apology for. See Apology for

the

Acts. The division of dramatic stories and
poetry into acts was first made by the Komans.
In Horace's A.rt of Poetry (is.c. 8), five acts are

mentioned as the rule.

Acts and Monuments of these latter
and perillous Dayes : " touching Matters

of the Church, wherein are comprehended and
described the great Persecutions, and horrible

Troubles, that have been wrought and practised

by the Romishe Prelates, especiallye in this Beahne
of England and Sootlande, from the yeare of our
Lorde a Thousande, unto the Tyme now present.

Gathered and collected according to the true Copies

and Wrytinges certificatorie, as well of the Parties

themselves that suffered, as also out of the Bishops'

Eegisters which were the doers thereof." This
famous work, written by John Fox or Foxb
(1517—1687), was first printed in English, under
the above title, in 1562. It was at Strasburg, in
1554, that Fox published the first volume of the
work, in Latin, as " Commentarii Rerum in Ecclesia
gestarum, maximarumque per totam Europam per-
secutionem a Wicklevi Temporibus." The first

folio edition of the whole was given to the world
in 1559, and was entitled, " Eerum in Ecclesia
gestafum, quae postremis et periculosis his tem-
poribus evenerunt, maximanimque persecutionum
ac Sanctorum Dei Martyrum, cieterarumque renim
si quae insignioris exempli siut, Commentarii: in
qua de_ rebus per Angliam et Scotiam gesto,
atque in primis de horrenda sub Maria nuper
Eegina persecutione narratio continetur." It
occupied its author eleven years in its composition.
When

_
completed, and published in English, it

immediately became so popular, that "it was
ordered," says AUibone, " to be set up in every
one of the parish churches in England, as well
as in the common halls of archbishops, bishops,
deans, archdeacons, and heads of colleges ; and its
influence in keeping alive the Protestant feeling
in Great Britain and North America is too well
known to be disputed." Abundant testimony was
and has since been given to the trustworthy cha-
racter of the facts related. Strype describes Fox
as "a most painful searcher into records," and
says, "all the world is infinitely beholden to him
for abundance of extracts thence communicated to
us m his volumes. And as he has both been found
most diUgent, so most strictly faithful and true in
his transcriptions." Archbishop A^Tiitgift declared
that Fox had "very diUgently and faithfuUy
laboured m this matter," and Bishop Butler, having
compared the^ci!* and Monuments with the original
authorities, confessed that he "had never been able
to discover any errors or prenxrications in them,
but the utmost fidelity and exactness."

/n"-f.?*^.°,^'^ angels are, or good or Ul
Vr /• „ -* l™e m Fletcher's play of the Somst
Alan s Fortune (q.v.). .

" Fatal shadows that walk by us still."

X
"

A,*^^r,l,.^°^® daughter of my house and
hcuit. The opening line of the third canto of
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Btkon's poem of Childe Sarold's Filgrimage
(q.v.).

Adair, Sir Robert, poet (b. 1763, d. 1855),
is notable only as one of the contributors to the
Eolliad (q.v.).

Adalard was the author of a Siography of
Dwttstan, -written at the request of Archbishop
Alfheh, to whom he dedicated his work. It is

called in some manuscripts a " eulogium." It is

really " rather a commemorative sermon than a
history, and is written in a declamatory style."

See Wright's Biographia Britanniea Ziteraria.

Adam—
" Adam the goodliest man of men Blnce bom
His sons, the fahrest of her daughters Eve."

ParadUe Lost, hk. It., 1. 323.

Adam. The coUege tutor in Clovgh's poem
of the Bothie of Tober-na- Vuolich (q.v.)

;
probably

intended for the author himself, and described

as

—

*'^he grave man, nicknamed Adam,
White-tied, clerical, silent, with antique square-cut waistcoat.
Formal, unchanged, of hlack cloth, but with sense and feeling

heneath it."

Adam, in Shakespeahe's play of As You
Like It (q.v.), is an aged servant to Oliver. " A
delightful and suggestive contrast to the cha-
racter of Jaques (q.v.), which could hardly," says
Grant White, " have been accidental." There is

a tradition to the efiect that the poet himself played
this character.

Adam.. A monk of London, who flourished

in the fourteenth century. He wrote the lAfe of St.

Hugh pf Lincoln, Two Treatises on the Advantages

of Tribulation, Scala Cceli, Le Sitmptione Eucha-
risticee, and Speculimi Spiritualium.

Adam Bede. See Bede, Adam.

Adam Bell, Clym. of the Clough, and
William of Cloudesley. A ballad of three
famous outlaws, whose skill in archery rendered
them as celebrated in the North of England as

Eobin Hood and his followers were in the Midland
Counties. They haunted the forest of Englewood,
not far from Carlisle. The BeUs were noted rogues
in the North down to the time of Elizabeth. See

Cloudesley, Young.

Adam Blair. See Blaik, Adam.

" Adam delv'd and Eve span (When),
Where was than the gentleman?" A famUiar
couplet quoted |iy Hume in his JSiatory of England,
chap, xvii., note 8.

Adam Graeme. See Gbaeme, Adam.

Adam, Robert, Scottish Episcopal clergy-
man (b. 1770, d. 1826), wrote the Beligious World
Displayed (q.v.).

Adam Seotus, Monk of Melrose (d. 1180),
wrote a Life of St. Columbanus, and other works,
which were printed at Antwerp in 1659.

"Adam, The offending."—JE»«^ Senry
v., act i., scene 1.

Adamnan, St. (d. about 704). He wrote Be
Situ Terrce Sanctte or Be Locis Sanctis (q.v.)., a
Life of St. Columba, and other works. His Bio-
graphy was written by Bede in his Ecclesiastical
History'. See also Wright's Biographia Britanniea
Literaria.

Adams, Hannah, an American authoress
(b. 1766, d. 1832), wrote a History of Religious
Opinions (1784), a History of New England (1797),
and a History of the Jews.

Adams, John. See Index Villakis.

Adams, John Quiney, sixth President of
the United States (1767—1§48), wrote and trans-
lated a number of works, the most important of
which are the Origin and Principles of the American
Bevolution, ^c. Lectures on Rhetoric and Oratory,

Eulogies on Madison, Monroe, and La Fayette, &c.
See the Biographies by Seward and Josiah Quiney.

Adams, Parson Abraham, in Fielding's
novel of Joseph Andrews (q.v.), is a country curate

remarkable for his eccentricities, his ignorance of

the world, his knowledge of books, his poverty,

and his wealth of generous nature. " As to Parson
Adams," says Leigh Hunt, " and his fist, and his

good heart, and bis Jischylus which he could not

see to read, and his rejoicing on being delivered

from a ride in the carriage with Mr. Peter Pounce,
whom he had erroneously complimented on the

smaUness of his parochial means, let everybody
rejoice that there has been a man in the world
called Henry Fielding to think of such a character,

and thousands of good people sprinkled about that

world to answer for the truth of it." " The worthy
parson's learning, his simphcity, his evangelical

purity of heart, and benevolence of disposition, are

so admirably mingled with pedantry, absence of

mind, and the habit of athletic and gymnastic exer-

cise, that he may be safely termed," says Scott,

" one of the richest productions of the Muse of

Fiction." The Eev. William Yoimg, who was a

friend of Fielding's, and who is remembered by his

edition of Ainsworth's Latin Dictionary (1752), is

said to be the original of this famous character.

Adam's Profession. Gardening; alluded

to by the gravedigger in Hamlet.

Adams, Robert, a Sailor, The Narra-
tive of, "who was wrecked iu the year 1810, on

the Western Coast of Africa, was detained three

years in Slavery by the Arabs of the Great Desert,

and resided several months of that period in the

City of Tombuctoo." This " marvellous, curious,

but authentic" narrative, was published in 1816.

Adams, Sarah Flower (d. 1848), was the

authoress of some poetical pieces and other works,

published under the title of Adoration, Aspiration,

and Belief

Adams, WUliam, Vicar of St. Peter's-

in-the-East, Oxford (d. 1848), wrote Sacred Alle-

goriea (q.v.) ; the Warnings of the Holy Week; and

the Fall of Craisus : a Story from Herodotus. See
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the Life prefixed to the edition of the Allegories

published ia 1869.

Adams, "William T. See Optic, Olivek.

Adamson, Henry, poet of the seventeenth
century, wrote the Muse's Thremdie (q.v.). He
died in 1639.

Adamson, Patrick, Archhishop of St. An-
drews (b. 1536, d. 1592), wrote several theolo-
gical and other works in Latin. His Works were
published in quarto in 1619. " As a writer of Latin
poetry," it has been said, " he was little inferior to

Buchanan, Arthur Johnstone, or Andrew Melville."

Addison, Joseph, poet and essayist (b. 1672,
d. 1719), wrote Remarks on Several Farts of Italy

(1701), the Campaign (1704), the Present State of
the War (1707), Poems (1712), the Five Whig Ex-
aminers (1712), Cato (1713), Essay Concerning the

Error in Distributing Modern Medals (1715), Foems
to the Frineess of Wales and Sir Godfrey Kneller

(1716), the Freeholder (1722), Dissertations on the

most celebrated Roman Foets (1718^, Notes upon the

Twelve Books of Faradise Lost (1719), Dialogiies

upon the Usefulness of Ancient Medals (1726), Ode to

Dr. Thomas Burnet (1727), Divine Foems (1728),
On the Evidence of the Christian Religion (1730), and
Discourses on Ancient and Modern Learning. See
also the Spectator. His Works were published in
1765 with a Life by Tickell. The beat edition's

are those of Greene and Bohn. For Biography,
see Johnson's Lives of the Foets, the Li/oes by
Steele (1724), Sprengel (1810), Lucy Aikin (1843),
Elwin (1857), and the Addisoniana of Sir Kiohard
Phillips. For Criticism, see Macaulay's Essays,
Jeffrey's Essays, Hazlitt's Comic Writers, and
Thackeray's LTumorists of the Eighteenth Century.
Dr. Johnson said: "His sentences have neither
studied amplitude, nor afEected brevity ; his periods,
though not diligently rounded, are voluble and
easy. Whoever wishes to attaiu an Enghsh style,

familiar, but not coarse, and elegant, but not osten-
tatious, must give his days and nights to the study
of Addison." "Never," says Macaulay, "not
even by Dryden, not even by Temple, had the
English language been written with such sweet-
ness, grace, and facility. But this was the smallest
part of Addison's praise. As a. moral satirist he
stands unrivalled. In wit, properly so called,
Addison was not inferior to Cowley or Butler. We
own that Addison's humour is, in our opinion, of a
more delicious flavour than the humour of either
Swift or Voltaire." See Campaign, The

; Cato;
Chkistian Keligion ; Coverley, Sik Roger de

;

Dialogues of Ancient Medals ; Dbummek, The ;'

Freeholder, The ; Letters prom Italy ; Poets
An Account of, etc.; Eosamond; Spectator, The.

Addison of the North, The. A name
f!:iven to Henry Mackenzie, author of the Man of
Feeling (1745—1831), in allusion to the Addisonian
correctness of his style.

Addison, The American. A title be-

stowed upon Joseph Dennie (1768—1812) on

account of his two series of essays, entitled the

Farrago and the Lay Freachcr.

Addresses, Eejected. See Eejeoted Ad-
dresses.

Adeline. A feminine portrait by Alfred
Tennyson (b. 1809), written in 1830—

•' Mystery of myBteries,
Faintly smiling Adeline."

Adeline Amundeville, The Lady.
One of the heroines in Byron's poem of Don Juuit

(q.v.), canto xni., where she is described as

" The fair most fatal Juan ever met.
Although she was not evil nor meant IIL . . .

Chaste was she, to detraction's desperation,
And wedded unto one she had loved well—

A man known In the councils of the nation,
Cool, and quite English, Imperturbable."

" Adieu, adieu, my native shore."
First line of Childe Harold's Good Night, in Byron's
famous poem of that name (q.v.). The song was
said by the writer to have been suggested by Lord
Maxwell's Good Night, in Scott's BorderMinstrelsy

.

Admirable Criehton.
Admirable.

See Crichton, The

Admirable Doctor, The. A title con-
ferred upon EooER Bacon (1214— 1292), in
reference to his wonderful erudition, his important
discoveries in science, and his general superiority
in insight and breadth of view to his contem-
poraries.

Admiral Hosier's Ghost. A baUad by
EiOHARD G-LOVER (1712—1785). The admiral had
been sent out to the West Indies to overcome,
though not to attack, the Spaniards, and died of a
broken heart after seeing the greater part of his
men perish from the diseases generated by that
unhealthy cliinate.

" Admired disorder. With most."—
Macbeth, act iii., scene 4.

Admonition to the Parliament, was
the title of a work issued by the Puiitans in 1571,
which condemned aU ceremonies in religion except
those authorised by the New Testament. Wilcox
and Field, the supposed authors, were imprisonedA second Admonition, written by Carter, called
forth a reply from Archbishop Whitgift.

,
Adolphus. John, barrister (b. 1764 or 1770, d.

1846), wrote A Sistory of England from the Acces-
sion of George III. to 1783 (1802), and Biographical
Memotrs of the French Revolution (1799), besides
assistmg Archdeacon Coxe xa. preparing for the
press hxs Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole. Recollec-

Kshed 187
"^'^'''•^'""' ''^y'l^^ daughter, were pub-

Adon-Ai. The mysterious spirit of love and
beauty which figures in Lord Lytton's romance ofMmm- (q.v.). It seems typical of pure intellect.
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Adonais : " An elegy on the death of John
Keats," written by Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792

—

1822) in 1821, and descrihed by R. H. Button
as " a shimmer of beautiful regret, fuU of arbitrary
though harmonious and delicate fancies."

.
" Adorn a tale ; To point a moral, or."

See Dr. Johnson's poetical satire. The Vunity of
Sitman Wishes, line 221.

Adriana, in Shakespeake's play of the Comedy

of Errors (q.v.), is the wife of Antipholus of Syra-
cuse.

"Adulteries of Art, The." A phrase
used by Ben Jonson in a song contained in his

play of the Silent Wmyian, act i., scene 6.

Advancement of Learning, The. A
prose treatise by Francis, Lord Bacon (1561

—

1626), published in 1605, and contains not only
the germ of his Latin work, Dc Augmentis Scien-

tiarum (1623), but really the pith and marrow of

the Baconian philosophy, if taken in connection with
the secondbook of the Novum Scientiarwn Organum
(q.T.). An analysis of the work may be read in

Hazlitt's Lectures on the Ziterature of the Age of
Elizabeth. See, also, Stebbing's edition of the

Works of Bacon.

AdventTirer, The. A periodical paper, the

issue of which began on November 7, 1752, and
was concluded on March 9, 1754. It consists of

140 numbers, and was conducted by Dr. John
Hawkesworth (1715—1773), with the assistance

of Dr. Johnson, Dr. Eichard Bathtirst, and~
Joseph Warton.

Adventures of an Atom, The. See

Atom, The Adventures op au.

Adventures of Five Hours, The. A
comedy by Sir Samuel Tuke (d. 1673), produced

in 1663. The plot is borrowed from Calderon, and
is described by Echard as " one of the pleasantest

stories that have appeared on our stage." Lang-

baine caUs it " one of the best plays now extant,

foroeconomy and contrivance," and Pepys thought

it superior to Othello ! It was a great favourite

with Charles JI. It contains the familiar couplet

(act v., scene 3) :

—

" He Is a fool who thinks hy force or skill

To turn the current of a woman's wIU."

See "Wood's Athente Oxonienses.

"Adversity's sweet milk,philosophy."—JRomeo and Juliet, act iii., scene 3.

Adversity, Hymn to. A poem by Thomas
Gray (1716—1771), beginning—

" Daughter of Jove, relentless power."

" Ad.versity, The Uses ot."—As You like

It, act ii., scene 1.

Advertisements in Newspapers, as now
published, did not become general tUL the beginning

of the eighteenth century. A duty, charged

according to the number of hnes, was imposed in
1712, wMch was afterwards altered to a fixed rate
of 3s. %d. in England, and 2«. M. in Ireland, for
each advertisement. This impost was reduced in
1833 to Is. &d. and Is. respectively, and finally

aboHshed in 1853. See Sampson's History of
Advertising (1875).

Advice, The. A lyric by Sir Walter Ea-
LEIGH (1552—1618), in Le Frince d'Amour (q.v.),

beginning, in each of the three verses,

—

" Many desli-e, but few or none deserve."

Advice, The. A poetical satire by Tobias
George Smollett (1721—1771), published in

1746, and containing some caustic strictures upon
Eich, the manager of Covent Garden, for whom
Smollett had written an opera called Alceste, but
with whom he afterwards quarrelled. It consists

of a dialogue between the poet and a friend.

Advice to a Courtier. See Schaw, Quintin.

Advice to a Son. A work in two parts,,

publishedby Francis Osborn (1589—1658), in 1656

and 1658, and condemned, though unsuccessfully,

for what were called its "atheistical principles."

Dr. Johnson called the author " a conceited fellow,''

and said that " were a man to write so now, the

boys would throw stones at him."

Advocate's Library, The, founded at

Edinburgh by Sir G. Mackenzie, King's Advo-
cate, in 1680, is one of the five libraries which,

under the Copyright Act (6 and 6 Victoria, cap.

46, 1842), are entitled to a copy of every book
published in Great Britain and Ireland, free of

charge.

" Ae fond kiss, and then we sever."
First Une of Farewell to Nancy, a song by Eoeeet
Burns (1759—1796), which is said to have been
inspired by Mrs. MacLehose, the Clarinda (q.v.)

of his correspondence, and is, says Alexander

Smith, " the most beautiful and passionate strain

to which that strange attachment gave birth."

** Had we never lov'd sae kindly,
,

Had we never lov'd sae hllndly.
Never met—or never parted.
We had ne'er been broken-hearted."

.3!geon. A merchant of Syracuse, in Shake-
speare's play of the Cmnedy of Errors (q.v.).

TF.IfT-in. An abbot, who is not to be confounded

withJEKric. Archbishop of Canterbury. He was the

author of " a lively little book" of Latin Colloquy,

.afterwards enlarged and republished by Miina
Data ; a Glossary in Latin and English ; Somilies,

compiled and translated from the Fathers, in two

sets of forty sermons each—^the first consisting of

a harmony of the opinions of the Fathers on all

points of faith, as then accepted by the English

Church (990), and the second telling of the saints

whom the Church then revered ; also, an abridged

translation of the Fentateuch and the Book of Job.

He became an abbot m. 1006. See Morley's First

Sketch of English Literature.
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iElfrie Society, for the publication of Anglo-
Saxon Works, Civil and Ecclesiastical, was insti-
tuted in London, 1843, and discontinued in 1856.
Only three works were published by the Society,
viz. :— (IJ The Bomilies of the Anglo-Saxon Chwrek,
edited, with a Translation, by B. Thorpe, 1843—6

;

(2) The Poetry of the Codex Vereellensis, edited,
with a translation, by John M. Kemele, 1844—56

;

(3) The Anglo-Saxon Dialogues of Solomon and
Satwnus, and Adrian and Mithem, edited and
translated by John M. Kemble, 1845—6.

fflmilia, in Shakespeare's play of the
Corned;/ of Errors (q.v.), is the wife of ".iEgeon,

and an abbess at Ephesus.

.Enigma. Gale attributes senigmatical
speeches to the Egyptians, and the riddle of
Samaon (Judges xiv. 12) is the earKest on record.
The ancient oracles frequently gave Eenigmatical
responses to questions which admitted of interpre-
tation in two ways totally opposed to each.other.

Mneid, The. See Viequ.

iEnigmata. The title of some Latin verses
by Aldhelm (656—709], written in imitation of
Symposius. Some Latm hexameters, under the
same title, were composed by Tatwinb of Brindun
(d. 734).

.Slschines. The Oration of this writer
against Gtesvphon was translated into English by
Portal (1756). Dr. Thomas Leland also pub-
lished an excellent version, with notes.

.fflschylus. The works of this writer have
been translated into English as follows :—The
complete Tragedies, by Potter (1777), by an
Anonymous Person (1822), Buckley (1849), and
Plumptre (1869) ; the Agamemnon, by Symons
(1824), Boyd (1824), and Davies (1868); the
Lyrical Dramas, by Blackie (1850) ; the Orestes,
by Dalton (1868) ; the Fromethem Vinctus, by
Webster (1866), and Lang (1870); and the Septem
Contra Thebes, by Davies (1864). See also ^schy-
lus, by R. S. Copleston, in Ancient Classics for
English Readers.

Maopvia. The Fables of JEsop were first

translated into English by William Caxtpn, in
1484. They were afterwards " compyled into elo-
quent and ornamental meter," by Eobert Henry-
Boun; "translated out of Latine into English
verse," by E. A. Gentleman (1634); "paraphrased
in verse," by John Ogilby (1665); and "done into
English verse," by Edmund Arwaker (1708). For
other and more recent editions see Lo-mades'
Bibliographer's Manual and the English Catalogue.

-3Htion. A character in Spenser's pastoral of
Colin Clout's come Home again (q.v.), which is
generally supposed to represent Shakespeare

—

" Ana there, thongh last, not least. Is MtXwv :A gentler shepherd may nowhere bo found,
"S"?^ Mnoo, full o( high thought's Invontlon,
Doth like himself heroically sound."

Mr. Keay, however, suggests that it may refer

to Drayton, who published his Idea in 1593, and
his Idea's Mirrour in 1594. "What more natural,"

he says, " than to indicate Drayton by -^tion,

which is the synonym of Idea ?
"

Affectionate Shepheard, The : "or, the

Complaint of Daphnis for the Love of Gany-
mede." A volume of poetry by Eichaed Barn-
field (b. 1574), published in 1594, and containing

The Teares of an Affectionate Shepheard ; Si&kefor
Love; The Second Day's Lamentation for the Affec-

tionate Shepheard ; The Shepheard's Content : or, the

Happiness of a Harmless Life ; The Complaint of
Chastitic; and Helens Mape: or, u, Ligiht La/nthervie

for Light Ladies, The volume consists of twenty
sonnets, in the form of English hexameters, in

which the author bewails hii unsuccessful love

for a beautiful youth called Ganymede, "in a
strain," says Warton, " of the most tender pas-
sion." He calls his work "nothing else but an
imitation of VirgUl, in the second eclogue of

Alexis."

Affliction of Margaret, The. A poem
by William Wordsworth (1770—1850), written

•* Years to amother bring distress.
But do not make her love the less."

Afflictions, A Short Essay of: "A
Babne to Comfort if not Cure those that Sinke or
Languish under present Misfortunes." Published
in 1647, and generally attributed to Sir John
MoNSON. See Wood's Fasti.

" Afric's sunny fountains, "WTiere.'*
A line in Bishop Heeer's Missionary Hymn,
beginning,

—

"From Greenland's ley mountains."

" After dinner talk, In." A phrase in
Tennyson's Miller's Daughter.

"After life's fitful fever, he sleeps
well."

—

Macbeth, act iii., scene 2.

Aftermath. The title of a lyric, and of a
volume of poems^ by Henry Wadsworth Lono-
fellow (b. 1807), published in 1873.

Against IioUardie. A poem by Thoma*
Brampton, printed in Eitson's Ancient Songs.

Agamemnon. A play adapted from th&
Greek of Seneca, by John Studley (d. 1587), and
published in 1666. It was written in the Alexan-
drine measure (q.v-).

Agamemnon. A tragedy by James Thomson
(1700—1748), produced in 1738, with Uttle, if any,
success. " It struggled with such difBculty through
the first night, that Thomson, coming late to his
friends with whom he was to sup, excused his
delay by telling them how the sweat of his distress
had so disordered his wig that he could not come
till he had been refitted by a barber." It is fur-
ther recorded that " he so interested himself in his
own drama that as he sat in the upper gaUery he-
accompanied the players by audible recitation, tm
a tneudly hint frighted him into silence."
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Agapida, Friar Antonio. The pseudonym
under -which Washington Irving (1783—1859)
concealed, for a time, the authorship of A Chronicle

of the Conqiiest of Granada (1829).

Agassiz, Louis Jean Bodolphe (1807—
1873'), geologist, ichthyologist, and natural his-

torian, was horn in Switzerland, but afterwards
settled in America. He wrote and published a
large number of valuable scientific treatises in

French and English. His most important work,
The Natural History of the Vnited States, to be
completed in ten volumes, was in course of pub-
lication at the time of his death.

" Agate stone, Wo bigger than an."
Part of a description applied to Queen Mab (q.v.)

in Shakespeake's tragedy of Romeo and Juliet.,

act i., scene 4.

Agatha. A "little poem of German village

life," by G-eorge Eliot. " Scarcely known to the
public," says the Quarterly Review, " and much
slighter in. plan and construction " than her other

poems. It wiLL be found included in the volume
entitled Jubal, and other Poe^ns,

Agathocles: "or, the, Sicilian Tyrant." A
play by Kichard Perrinchief (d. 1673). Printed
in 1676, and intended as a dramatic representation

of the career of Oliver Cromwell.

Agathos. A volume of allegorical stories, by
Samuel Wilberfobce, Bishop of Winchester
(1805—1873), published in 1840, and afterwards

translated into more than one European language.

"Age, ache, penury, and imprison-
ment."—Measure for Measure, act i., scene 4.

" Age, but for all time ; He was not of
an." See Ben Jonson's famous tribute To the

Memory of Shakespeare.

" Age cannot wither her."—Antomj and
Cleopatra, act ii., scene 2

—

"Nor custom stale
Her infinite variety."

" Age is as a lusty winter. Therefore
my."

—

As You Mke It, act ii., scene 3.

Age of Bronze, The : " or. Carmen Secu-

lare et Annus haud Mirabilis." A satire in heroic

verse by Lord Byron (1788—1824), published in

1823. It begins

—

" The * good old times '—all ttmes when old are good-
Are gone."

"Age of chivalry is gone, But the."
A sentence occurring in the famous passage respect-

ing Marie Antoinette in Burke's treatise On the

French Revolution.

Age, The :
" Politics, poetry, and criticism

:

a colloquial satire," by Philip James Bailey,

published in 1858.

"Age without a name, An." See Sir

Walter Scott's romance of Old Mortality, chap,

xxxii.

Aged Lover Benounceth Love, The.
A," sonnet, or rather ode," by Thomas, Lord Vaux
(b. 1510, d. 15S7), " more ^remembered," says
Wartbn, " for its morality than its poetry, and idly
conjectured to have been written on his death-
bed."

"Ages, His acts being seven."

—

As
You Like It, act ii., scene 7.

" Ages ; I, the heir of all the." A line

in Tennyson's poem of LocJcsley Hall (q.v.).

Agincourt, The Battle of. A poem by
Michael Drayton (1563—1631), published in 1627.

Aglaura. A tragi-comedy by Sir John
Suckling (1609—1641), produced, in 1637, on a
scale of great magnificence.

Agnes of Sorrento. A novel contributed

by Mrs. Beecher Stowe (b. 1812) to the Cornhill

Magazine, and republished in 1862.

Agnes, The Eve of St. A poem by Johk
Keats (1796—1821). It is characterised by Leigh
Hunt as " the most delightful and complete speci-

men of his genius .... exquisitely loving ....
young, but full-grown poetry of the rarest descrip-

tion
;

graceful as the beardless ApoUo ;
glowing

and gorgeous with the colours of romance." St.

Agnes was a Eoman virgin who sufEeredmartyrdom
in the reign of Diocletian.

Agnes Wickfleld, in Dickens's novel of

David Copperfield (q.v.), eventually becomes the

wife of the hero.

Agravine, Sir, sumamed "the Proud." A
Knight of the Round Table, celebrated in the old

romances of chivalry.

Agrippa, Henry Cornelius. The follow-

ing works by this writer have been translated into

English :

—

Of the Vanitie and Uncertaintie of Artes

and Sciences (1569), Occult Fhilosophy (1651 and

1665), Treatise of Nobility, and the Excellence of

Womankind (1542), the Praise of Matrimony (1545),

the Glory of Women (1652), and Female Pre-eminence

(1670). See the Life, by Professor Henry Morley.

Agrippina. An unfinished tragedy by Thomas
Gray (1716—1771). The fragment consists of the

first, and a portion of the second, scene. Among
the dramatis personie were to be Nero, Agrippina,

Seneca, and Demetrius the cynic.

Ague-cheek, Sir Andrew, in Shake-

speare's play of Twelfth Night (q.v.), " a straight-

haired country squire," for whom " life consists only

in eating and drinking." " Eating begf, he himself

fears, has done harm to his wit; in fact," says

Gervinus, " he is stupid, even to sUHness, totally

deprived of all fashion, and thus of all self-love

or seH-conoeit."

Aguilar, Grace, novehst and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1816, d. 1847), wrote the Days of Bruce,

Some Influence, Home Scenes and Heart Studies, the

Mother's Recompense, the Vale of Cedars, Woman's
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Friendship, Women of Israel, and other works. A
Memoir of her life was prefixed to the second edition

of Home Injluence.

" Ah, Chloris ! could I now but sit."
First line of a famous song hy Sir Charles Sedley
(1639—1728).

" Ah, County Guy ! the hour is nigh."
First liae of a lyric by Sir Walter Scott (1771—
1832).

"Ah, did you once see Shelley plain !

"

First line of Memorabilia, by Robert Browning
(b. 1812).

" Ah, God ! the petty fools of rhyme."
First line of a poem by Aifred Tennyson (b. 1809),

now entitled Literary Squabiles, but originally pub-
lished in Punch under the title of After-Thought,

and with the signature of " Alcibiades " (q..v.).

" They hate each other for a song.
And do their little best to hlte

And nlnch their hrothers In the throng,
Ana scratch the very dead for epite."

" Ah, how sweet it is to love ! " First

line of a song in Dryden's play of Tyrannic Love
(q.T.).

" Ah, what avails the sceptred race!"
First line of Rose Aylmer, a lyric by Walter
Savage Lanuor (1775—1864).

" Ah, what is love ! It is a pretty
thing." First hne of a poem by Eoeeet Greene
(1560—1692).

Ahmed, Prince. A character in the Arabian
Nights. He possessed a tent which would cover an
army, but might be 'carried in the pocket ; and also

the apple of Samarcand, which cured all diseases.

Aifde, Hamilton, novelist and poet, has

written Carr of Carlyon, In that State of Life,

Mr. and Mrs. Fauleonbridge, the Momance of the

Searlet Leaf and other Poems, the Marstons, Morals
and Mysteries, Penruddoelce, Philip, a drama, &c.

Aids to Reflection. A prose work by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772—1834), pub-
lished in 1825, and "full," says the Quarterly Mevievo,
" of passages of the most powerful eloquence."

Aige, Praise of. A poem by Walter
Kennedy (circa 1480) ;

printed by Lord Hailes in

. his collection of Ancient Scottish Poems.

Aikin, John, M.D. (b. 1747, d. 1822), wrote
an Essay on Song-Writing (1771), an Essay on the

Application of Natural Bistory to Poetry (1777),

Evenings at Some (q.v.) in connection with Mrs.

Barbauld (1792 —5), Letters on a Course of English

Poetry (1804), and various other works; besides

compiling a biographical Dictionary, and editing

the works of several standard authors. See his

Life, by Lucy Aikin (1823).

Aikin, Lucy (1781—1864), wrote memoirs of

the Court of Elizabeth and of the Court of James I.,

a Life of Addison, and other works. See her Life

by Le Breton.

Aih-ed, Abbot of Eievaulx (b. 1109, d. 1166),

wrote a Sule of Nms, thirty-three Homilies, and

other works, including a chronicle in description of

Stephen's Battle of the Standard.

Ailward, Simeon, wrote, about 1456, a

Latin poem called De Ludo Scascormn.

Aimwell,inFARaiJHAR's comedy of thePeaiix's

Stratagem (q.v.), endeavours to repair his broken

fortime by marrying an heiress. Hazhtt says that

the assumed disguise of Aimwell and Archer, in this

play, " is a perpetual amusement to the mind."

Ainsworth, Henry. The Author of Anno-

tations on the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Song

o/ jSoZobwm, published separately between 1612 and

1623, and afterwards collectively between the years

1627 and 1639. They appeared in a Dutch trans-

lation in 1690. Ainsworth's minor writings were

numerous.

Ainsworth, Robert (1660—1743), compUed

a Dictionary of the Latin Tongue, published in

1736.

Ainsworth, William Francis, M.D.
(b. 1807), physician and traveller, has written Ee-

searehes in Babylonia, Syria, ^e. (1842) ; Travels and

Resem-ehes in Asia Minor, Mesopotamia, ^c. ; Travels

in the Track of the Ten Thousand Greeks (1844), &c.

Ainsworth,WiUiam Harrison, romancist

(b. 1805), has written Sir John Chimrton, Rook-

wood (1834) ; Crichton, Jack Sheppard (1839) ; Guy
Eawkes, Old St. Paul's (1841) ; The Miser's Daughter,

Windsor Castle, St. James's, Lancashire Witches

(1848) ; The Star Chamber (1854) ; The Flitch of
Bacon; Ballads, Romantic, Fantastical and Humorous

fl865J ; the Spendthrift (1856) ; Mervyn Clitheroe

(1857) ; the Combat of the Thirty (a poem), Oving-
dean Grange (1860) ; the Constable of the Tower
(1861); ths Lord Mayor of London {l?,&i); Cardinal

Pole (1863) ; John Law, the Projector (1864) ; the
Constable de Bourbon (1866) ; Old Court, the Spanish
Match (1867) ; Myddleton Pomfret (1868) ; Hilary
St. Ives (1870) ; Old St. Paul's (1871) ; the Good
Old Times (1873) ; Merrv England (1874) ; Preston
Fight (1876); Chetwynd Calverley (1876), &c. An
edition of his novels was published in 1864—1868.

"Air, a charter'd libertine, is still
(The)."

—

Xing Henry V., act. i., scene 1.

" Air, into thin air. Are melted into."—The Tempest, act iv., scene 1.

" Air is full of farewells to the dying
(The)." From' Resignation, a poem by Oliver
Wendell Holmes (b. 1809).

Aird, Thomas, poet and prose-writer
(b. 1802, d. 1876), wrote Religious Characteristics
f 1827^, the Old Bachelor in the Old Scottish Village

(1848) (q.v.), the Devil's Dream, the Captive of
Fez, and several miscellaneous poems (1856). He
was for some time editor of the Dumfries Herald.
See Gilfillan's Literary Portraits.
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" Airy, fairy Lilian." First line of Lilian,

a short poem by Alpued Tennyson.

Airy, Sir George BiddeU, K.C.B. (b.

1801), Astronomer Royal of Great Britain, has
published numerous dissertations on Astronomy,
and kindred sciences, and has contributed articles

to the leading encyclopaedias and journals.

Airy, Sir George, in Mrs. Centlivee's
comedy of the Busybody (q.v.), figures as a
gentleman of £4,000 a year

; gay, generous, and
gallant ; in love -with Miranda (q.v.)

.

"Airy tongues that syllable men's
names." In Milton's Comtts, line 208. The
phrase " syllable thy name " is reproduced by Lord
Lytton in the well-known description of Claude's
imaginary palace in the Zady of Lyons (q.v.).

A ^Kempis, Thomas. See Kempis, Tho-
mas A.

Akenside, Mark, poet (b. 1721, d. 1770),
wrote the Pleasures of Imagination (1744), and
some miscellaneous pieces. His complete works
were published in 1772, and are included in the
editions of the British Poets issued severally by
Anderson and Chalmers. His life has been written
by Dr. Johnson, Bucke, and Dyoe. See also

the Biographia Britanniea and the introduction to

the Pleasures of the Imagination by Aikin. " Aken-
side," said Dr. Johnson, " was a superior poet
both to Gray and Mason." " If," wrote Lord
Macaulay, " he had left lyric composition to Gray
and CoUlns, and had employed his powers in grave
and elevated satire, he might have disputed the
pre-eminence of Dryden."

Akermau, John Yonge, antiquarian,

archaeologist, and numismatist (b. 1806), has written
Legends of Old London, a Nttmismatic Manual, and
numerous works on similar subjects.

A. K. H. B. See Boyd, A. K. H.

Alabaster, William, prebendary of St.

Paul's (b. 1567, d. 1640), wrote Boxana (1632)

{fi.'v.). Apparatus in Bevelationem Jesu Christi (1610),

and Seven Motivesfor leading the Church of England

for the Church of Borne (q.v.). He is styled by
Anthony a Wood, " the rarest poet and Grecian

that any one age or nation ever produced." See

the Athenai Oxonienses and W. C. Hazhtt's Barly

Unglish Literature.

" Alacrity in sinking, I have a kind
of."

—

Merry Wives of Windsor, act iv., scene 5.

Aladdin. The hero of the tale in the Arabian

Nights, who is possessed of a wonderful lamp, the

mere rubbing of which secures for him all he
desires. He accumulates wealth, builds a magni-
ficent palace, marries the daughter of the Sultan

of China, neglects the lamp in his prosperity,

loses it, and his palace is transported to Africa.

Aladine. 'The cruel King of Jerusalem, in

Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered (q.v.).

Alarm against Usurers, An: " con-
tayning tryed experiences against worldly abuses."
A tract by Thomas Lodge (1555—1625), published
in 1684, and accompanied hj the Selectable Sistorie

of Forbonius and Prisceria, with the lamentable Com-
plaint of Truth over England.

Alarm to TJnconverted Sinners, An.
A tract by Joseph Alleinb (1633—1688), pub-
lished in 1672, of which 20,000 copies were speedily
sold. It was afterwards republished in 1675, and
ran through an edition of 60,000, under the title

of A Sure Ottide to Heaven. Bickersteth calls it
" a very awakening and judicious book."

Alarum for London : " or, the Siege of

Antwerp, with the ventrous Actes and valorous
deeds of the lame Soldier." A play printed, in

1602, the plot of which is taken from the Tragical

History of the City of Ant

"Alas! for the rarity of Christian
charity." From Hood's poem of the Bridge of
Sighs (q.v.).

" Alas ! how easily things go wrong."
First Kne of a lyric in Geoege Maodonald's
Phantasies (q.v.).

Alasnam. A character in the Arabian Nights,

who possesses nine pedestals but only eight statues

of solid gold to occupy them. He goes in search

of a lady to fill the vacant pedestal, and discovers

one who is the most beautiful and perfect of her

race, and she becomes his wife.

Alastor : "or, the Spirit of Solitude." A poem,
by Peecy Bysshe Shelley (1792—1822), written

in 1815, and published in 1816. "It represents,"

ia the author's own words, " a youth of un-
corrupted feelings and adventurous genius, led

forth, by an imagination inflamed and purified

through famiHarity with all that is excellent and
majestic, to the contemplation of the universe."

Its subject is, Uke that of Wordsworth's Prelude,

the development of a poet's mind ;
" but much

more vaguely and indefinitely brought before us.

Even in this youthful production we have," says

D. M. Moir, " much of the mastery of diction, the

picturesqueness of description, and the majestic

imaginative gorgeousn'ess or grace for which his

maturer writings were distinguished." " Alastor,"

says E. H. Hutton, " embodies a purely ideal pas-

sion, and yet one so ardent, that it draws the hero,

who is an imaginative copy of Shelley, acrossthe

Balkan, over the steppes of Southern Eussia, into

a little leaky boat on the Black Sea, where, using

his cloak for a sail, he drives for two days, with

his hair very naturally turning grey all the time

;

and, having sailed up one of the rivers that flow

down from the Caucasus, he dies in a spot of

apparently impossible geography, his whole career

being a wild pursuit of a vision presented to him
in a dream, the fascination of which dwindles into

a pair of visionary eyes. Yet this is certainly one

of Shelley's most characteristic and most beautiful
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poems." Its title is sifid to have been suggested
to Shelley by his friend T. L. Peacock (q.v.), who
" was amused," says Mr. Buchanan, " to the day
of his death by the fact that the public, and even
the critics, persisted in

, assuming Alastor to be the
name of the hero of the poem, whereas the Greek
word 'A\d(rTup signifies ' an evil genius,' and the
evil genius depicted in the poem is the Spirit of

Solitude."

Alazono-Mastix : ".or, the Character of a
Cockney : in a Satyricall Poem." By " Jumns
Anonymus, a London Apprentice." Printed in
1651. See the Hetrospective Meview, vol. viii.

Alba. The title of a play performed at Oxford
in 1583, before Albertus de Alasco, a Polish prince;
" in which," says Warton, " five men, almost
naked, appearing on the stage, gave great offence
to the queen and maids of honour."

Alban, St. A Latin poem on the life of this

saint was written by Eobbrt Dunstable about
1154. It is in elegiac verse, and consists of two
books.

Albert Lunel. See Lunel, Albeet.

AlbertazzOjinthe Orlando Furioso of Ariosto,
married Alda, daughter of Otho, Duke of Saxony,
and was the progenitor of the Eoyal Family of
England.

Albertus Magnus. The Book of Secretes of
this writer was published in 1637, but there had
been a previous edition, date unknown, which
included " a booke of the same author of the
marvaylous thinges of the world, and of certain
effectes caused of oertayne Beastes." His De
Seoretis Mulierum, " or the Mysteries of Human
Generation fully revealed," was "faithfully
rendered into English," and published by OurU
in 1725.

Albiazar. A character in Tasso's Jerusalem
Delivered, representing a leader of the Arab host
which joined the Egyptian armament agaiilst the
Crusaders.

Albigeuses, The. An historical novel by
Chables Eoeeet Matubin (1782—1824), published
in 1814.

Albione, King. See Albovine.

Albione's Queene, The Famous His-
torie of. A romance, of which Queen Katharine
is the heroine, published in 1601.

Albion's England :
" A continued History

of the Same Kingdome, from the originals of the
first inhabitants thereof, unto the raigne of Queen
Elizabeth." Written by William Waenek (1658—1609), and " containing much good poetry and
curious information." The first portion was pub-
lished in 1586, but the work was not completed
till 1606.

Albon and Amphabel: "The glorious
Lyfe and Passion of Somt Albon, Prothomartyr of

Englande, and also the Lyfe and Passion of Saint

Amphabel, translated out of Frenche and Laten in

to Englishe, by John Lybgate, monk of Bury,"

printed in 1634. This poem is written in seven-

line stanzas.

Albovine, King of Lombardy. A tra-

gedy by Sir William Davenant (1603—1668),

produced in 1629. The story on which this play

is founded is told by Caxton in his Golden Legend,

and it may be read in Belleforest's Biatoires

Tragiques, Heylin's Cosmographie, Machiavelli's

Sistory of Florence, and in Lydgate's Bochas. It

was also made the subject of an Italian tragedy by
Giovanni Rucellai. It tells how Albovine, having
conquered another king, " lade awaye with hym
Eosamounde his wif in oaptyvyte, and he dyde
make a cuppe of the skulle of that kynge and
closed in fyne golde and sylver, and dranke out
of it," &c.

Albracca's Damsel. Angelica, in Akiosto'b
Orlando Furioso.

Albumazar the Astronomer. A play
by ToMKis, of Trinity CoUege, Cambridge ; acted
before James I., in Trinity College Hall, on Tues-
day, March 7th, 1614, and revived after the
Eestoration, when Dbyden wrote the prologue.
In the Biographia Dramatica it is called " indis-

putably an excellent comedy." Albumazar is the
name of a famous Persian astronomer (Sistoire
Universelle, v. 418).

Albums, which are now merely blank books,
with ornamental exteriors, for the reception of
autographs, fugitive verses, &c., were originally,
among the Eomans, tablets covered with gypsum,
on which were inscribed the Annales itaximi of the
pontifex, prsetorial edicts, and rules relative to civic
matters. In the Middle Ages, Ksts of saints, sol-
diers, persons in authority, &c.,were called albums,
and the termwas also applied to the " black board "

on which public notifications were exhibited.

Albyon Knight : " A mery Playe bothe
pythyandpleasaunt," of which only one copy, and
that a mere fragment, is in existence. It consists
of twelve closely printed quarto pages, and may be
described as a political moral, " the only specimen
of the kind in our language," the object of which,
says Payne CoUier, " seems to have been to iUustrate
and enforce the right rules of government for a
state. Probably this was the play performed
before Queen Elizabeth at Christmas, 1658—9 of

' such matter that the players were commanded to
leave off

.
It was entered on the Stationers' booksm 1565—6. Albyon Knight, the hero, is of course

a personification of England. Among the other
charactera were Temporalty, Spiritualtv, Princi-
pahty. Commonalty, Sovereignty, Peace, and
Plenty. ^

.- > >

Alcazar, Battle of: "fought in Barbarie,
between Sebastian, King of Portugal, and Abdel-
melee, lung of Marocco, with the Death of Captaine
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Stukeley, as it was Sundrie Times plaid ty the
Lord High Admirall Ms Servants." A play, by
George Peele (1562—1598), printed in 1694, and
ridiculed by Shakespeare iu Senry IV., part 2,

actii., scene 4.

Alchemie, The Compounde of. A poem
by George Eipley (d. 1490) ; -written in 1471

;

printed in 1691, and again by Ashmole in his
Theatrum Chemicum. It is in the octave metre, and
professes to *' contain the right and pprfectest means
to make the Philosopher's Stone {aurtmt potabile),

•with other excellent experiments." Warton
describes it as " nothing more than the doctrines

of alchemy clothed in plain language and a very
rugged versification."

Alchemist, The. A comedy by Ben Jonson
(1574—1637), first acted in 1610, and the most
famous of its author's dramatic productions, though
Hazlitt considers it does not deserve its reputa-
tion. " There is, however, one glorious scene

between Surly and Sir Epicure Mammon, which is

the finest example I know of dramatic sophistry,

or of an attempt to prove the existence of a thing

by an imposing description of its effects."

Alcibiades. The pseudonym under which
Alfred Tennyson (b. 1809) contributed to Ftmch,

in February, 1846, a piece entitled the New Timon
and the Poets, and in March 7, 1846, another, en-

titled, After-Thought, since reprinted as Literary

Sqtiabbles.

Alciphron : " or, the Minute Philosopher

:

in seven dialogues; containing an Apology for the

Christian EeUgion against Free-Thinkers." By
George Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne (1684

—

1783). Published in 1732, and devoted to the

refutation of Atheism, Fatalism, and various other

forms of unbelief. Alciphron figures throughout

the dialogues as a free-thinker. His name is pro-

bably compounded from a\Kfi, "strength," and
4)p^i/, " heart," and seems equivalent to fort-cceur,

or " strong-hearted."

Alciphron. The title of a poem by Thomas
MooEB (1779—1852), founded on the Egyptian
mythology. Alciphron is also the hero of Moore's
prose romance, TAe Epicurean (q.v.).

Alcott, XiOUisa M., an American novelist,

has published An Old-Fashioned Girl, Aimt Jo's

Scrap Bag, Little Men, Little Women, Little

Women Wedded, Moods, Morning Glories and other

Stories, Camp and Fireside Stories, Work, Silver

Pitchers, Ease in Bloom, and other books.

Alcott,WilliamA.,M.D.(b. 1798). Ayolu-
minous American writer on physiology, hygiene,

and practical education.

AlCUin (b. 735, d. 804). The Works of this

writer are generally divided into three classes :

—

(1) The Commentaries on the Scriptures, consisting

of Questions and Answers on the Book of Genesis ;

Comments on the Penitential Psalms,, tm. the Song of

Soloimn, and on the Book of Eoclesiastes ; the In-
terpretatitines Nomimim Sebraicum ; and the Com-
inentaries on the Gospel of St. John, and on the
Three Fpistles of St. Paul. (2) The Dogmatic
Writings, including the treatises Be Fide Trinitatis
et Be Processione Spirilus Sancti, and the books
Against Felix and Blipandus. (3) The Litiirgie

Works : the Liber Sacramentorum, the treatise Be
Psalmorwn Usu, the Officia per Fcrias, and the tracts
Be Virtutibtis et Vitiis and Be Anima Ratione.
To these are added Lives of St. Martin of Tours, of
St. Bicharius, of Wilbrord, and of St. Vedastus, the
latter of which was merely corrected and edited by
Alcuin from an older writer; and four treatises^

Be Grmnmatica, Be Orthographia, Be lihetorica et

Virtutibus, and Be Bialectica. The complete Works
were published by Andre Duchesne, under the
Latinised name of " Andreas Quercetanus," in
1617, and again, in 1777, by Frobenius, Prince-
Abbot of St. Emmeram, at Eatiabon. A list of the
editions of the separate works will be found in

Wright's Biographia Britannica Literaria. For
Biography, see the Life, written in 829, and printed
in the editions of the Works, in the Acta SS. Ord.

S. Bened., of MabiUon, in the collection of Surius,

and in the Acta Sanctorum of the Bollandists;

also, the sketch by Mabillon; the Life by Fro-
benius, prefixed -to his edition; and the Life by
Professor Lorenz, of Halle (1829), translated

into English by Jane Mary Slee (1837). "Alcuin,"

says Professor Lorimer, "has no claim to the

praise of originality of mind or creative genius

;

nor did he ever add much that was new to the

existing stores of human knowledge. All that can

be claimed for him is, that his superior talents and
indefatigable industry enabled him to master all

the learning of his age, and that his enlightened

zeai iu the interests of knowledge and culture,

and a skill in the work of education fully equal to

his zeal, made him one of the brightest lights of

the period in which he lived, and one of the

greatest benefactors of mediaaval Europe."

Alcuin of TOTirS. See Epistoljg.

Aldabella. Wife of Orlando, in Ariosto' s Or-

lando Furioso ; also the name of a marchioness of

Florence in Milman's tragedy of Fazio (q.v.).

Aldan, John. Friend of Miles Standish, in

Longfellow's poem, Courtship of Miles Standish

(q.v.) ; in love with, and eventually mari-ied to,

PriscUla (q.v.), with whom he had at one time

pleaded the cause of his friend.

Aldhelm (b. 656, d. 709), is known in litera-

ture as the author of ^nigmata. and a prose

treatise. Be Laude Virginitate. His Biography has

been written by William of Malmesbury and

Faricius of Abingdon. See also Bede's Ecclesiastical

Sistory and Wright's Biographia Britannica, where

a list of the editions of his works is given.

Aldlborontiphoseophornio. A character

in Carey's burlesqueof Chromnhotonthologos (1734)

;

also, a nickname given by Sir Walter Scott to his
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friend, the publiaher, James Ballantyne, in allusion

to his pompous and dignified manner. The follow-
ing well-known couplet appears in it :

—

" AldlborontiphoBcophomlo

!

Where left you Clironoilhoti^nthologos7 "

Aldine Press, The, was that of Aldo
Manuzio (Aldus Mauutius) and his son Paolo
(1511—1574) at Venice, at which were printed
many of the' first and early editions of the Greek,
Latin, and Italian classics, commencing with
Musa3us in 1494—all being noted for the excellence
of their typography. "Under the title of the
Aldine Edition of the British Poets, Mr. Pickering
published fifty-three volumes, which still hold avery
high place in the estimation of the reading public.

Aldingar, Sir. The title of a ballad included
in Bishop Pekoy's Reliques of Ancient British
Poetry. Sir Aldingar is a steward who accuses
Queen Eleanor, the wife of Henry II., of infidelity,

a charge which is refuted by the appearance of an
angel, in the form of a child, to testify to the lady's
innocence.

Aldrieh, Henry, D.D., of Christ Church,
Oxford (b. 1647, d. 1710), wrote, among other con-
troversial and architectural works, Artis Zogicce
Compendium, Oxford (1692), still used as a text-book
there ; and JEHementa Arehiteeturm C'ivilis ad Vitruvii
Vetervmque Disciplinum et recentiorwn preBseriitn ad
Paladii exempta probatiori coneinnuta, Oxford (^Ele-

ments of Civil Architecture, translated by the Eev.
Philip Smyth, Oxford, 1789).

Aldrieh, Thomas Bailey, American poet
(b. 1836), has published a volume of Miscellaneous
Poems, and a story in verse, called, The Course of
True love never did run Smooth (q.v.). His Poems
were reproduced in England in 1866 ; the Story of
a Bad Boy, in 1869 ; and Prudence Palfrey, ia 1874.

Ale,A Panegyric on Oxford. A poem by
Thomas "Wakton (1728—1790), contributed to
Dodsley's Collection of Poems. It begins :

—

" Balm of my cares, sweet solace of my tolls,
Hall, juice benignant ! O'er the costly cups
Of rlot-stlrring Tvlne, unwholesome draught.
Let pride's loose sons prolong the wasteful night

:

My sober evening let the tankard bless,
With toast embrown'd, and fragrant nutmeg fraught,
While the rich draught with on-repeated whtlfs
Tobacco mild IihproveB."

Aleria. An Amazon, and the best beloved
wife of Guido the savage, in Orlando Furioso.

Alethes. An ambassador from Egypt to King
Aladine in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

Alexander and Campaspe. A drama by
John Lyly (15'53—1601), printed in 1584, and
described by JHazIitt as " a very pleasing tran-
script of old manners and sentiment. It is full,"

he says, " of sweetness and point, of Attic salt

and the honey of Hymettus." "Warton mentions
" A BaUct entitulcd, 'An history of Alexander,
Campaspe, and Apelles, and of the faythful frynd-
shippe betweene theym, printed for Colwell in 1 565

."

See Ai'BLLEs.

Alexander, Archibald, D.D. (b. 1772,

d. 1851). A distinguished American divine and
voluminous author of religious and didactic works,

the principal of which are Evidences of Revealed

Religion, On the Camon of Scripture, Outlines of

Moral Science, &c.

Alexander, Cecil Frances. The wife of

WiUiam Alexander, D.D., Bishop of Derry, and
author of Moral Songs, . Hymns for Children, and
Poems on Old Testament Subjects. Mrs. Alexander

has also edited the Children's Garland in the

Golden Treasury Series.

Alexander, Life of. Attributed to Adam
Davie (q.v.) , and founded partly upon a translation

from the Persian by Simeon Seth (1070), and
partly upon a French Roman d'Alexandre. See
Warton' s History of English Poetry, vols. i. and ii.

See, also, Alisacndee., Kyng.

Alexander of Hales (d. 1245), compiled
the Summa Theologia by command of ]?ope Inno-
cent IV., and -wrote some commentaries on the
Scriptures. The former was printed in 1475, the
latter appeared in. 1476. See iBKErnAGABLE
Doctor.

Alexander the Corrector. A name
assumed by Alexander Crtjden (1701—1770),
author of the Complete Concordance of the Soly Scrip-
tures, under the impression that he was divinely
commissioned to rebuke and reform his degenerate
age. A volume of his Adventures was published
in 1754, giving " An Account of his being sent to a
Private Madhouse at Chelsea, September, 1753 ; an
account of the Battle {i.e.. Trial) at "Westminster
Hall, February 20, 1754 ; an account of his Escape
from_ BethnaU Green, in March, 1738. Of his
Application at St. James's for the Honour of
Knighthood, and as Candidate for the City of
London ; with his Love Adventures and Letters

;

also a Declaration of "War sent to the amiable Mrs.
Whittaker." See Concordance.

Alexander, William.
MENT.

See Day op Judg-

Alexander, William, first Earl of Stirling
(b. 1580, d. 1640). He -svTote Aurora (1604) ; the
Monarchicke Tragedies: Crossus, Darius, the Alex-
andraians, Julius Cmsar (1607) ; and Recreaiimis
with the Muses (1637). See "Walpole's Royal and
Nolle Authors.

Alexander, William, D.D., Bishop of
Derry and Raphoe (b. 1824), has published a theo-
log-ical prize essay, a volume of poems, several
lectures and sermons, papers on the Irish Church,
and numerous fugitive works.

Alexander, WUliam Lindsay, D.D.,
Independent minister (b. 180§), is perhaps best
kno-wn as the third editor of Kitto's Biblical Cyclo-
pcedia. He has also contributed to the Eiicyclopccdia
Britannica, and has published, among other works
Christ and Christianity (1854), a. Life of Dr. Ward-
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law (1856), Christian Thought and Work (1862),
St. Paul at Athens (1865), and Sermons (1875).

Alexander's Feast: "or, the Power of

Music." An ode by John DhydEn (1631—1701),
in honour of St. Cecilia's Day. "As a piece of

poetical meohanism to be set; to music, or recited

in alternate strophe and anti-strophe, with classical

allusions and flowing verse, nothing," saysHazHtt,
" can he better. It is equally fit to he said or

sung ; it is not equally good to read." St. Cecilia,

a Eoman' lady of good family, suffered martyrdom
for her devotion to Christianity, a.d. 230. She is

regarded as the patroness of music—church music
especially ; and the 22nd of November is dedi-

cated to her. The legend runs that once, while
playing on a musical instrument, an angel was so

enraptured by her glorious strains that he quitted
his celestial sphere and visited their creator. Hence
the lines by Dryden

—

" Let old Timotheus yield the prize.
Or both divide the crown

;

He raised a mortal to the slcles ;

She drew an angel down.'*

It was performed, with music by Handel, in the
year 1736.

Alexandra. Queen of the Amazons, ar^d one
of the ten wives of Elbanio, in Orlando Furioso.

" Alexandrine ends the song, A need-
less." See Pope's Essay on Criticism, part ii., line

355:—
*• That, like a wounded scalce, drags its slow length along."

Alexandrines are rhyming verses consisting

each of six measures or twelve syllables. The
name is supposed to be derived from an old French
poem on Alexander the Grreat, written about the

twelfth or thirteenth century ; according to others

it was so called from one of the authors of that

poem being named Alexander. The last line of

the Spenserian stanza is an Alexandrine. The
only complete English poem written wholly in

Alexandrines is Drayton's Polyolbion (q.v.).

Aleyn, Charles, poet (d. about 1640), wrote
the Battle of Cressy and Poictiers (1632), the ffisiory

ofHenry VII. (1638), and the Sistory of Euriolus

and Lucretius (1639).

Alfayns and Archelaus: "two faythfull

lovers," whose "famooste and notable history,"

printed in 1566, is probably identical with that

told in " the ballet intituled the story of ij faythful

louers" (1668), "The tragicall historye that hap-

pened betweene ij Englishe louers" (1564), and
pieces with very similar titles, printed in 1567 and
1569.

Alfleri. The tragedies of this Italian poet

were translated into English by Charles Lloyd,

in 1815. An English version of the fUadi Vittorio

Alfierl appeared in 1810.

Alfonso, Don, in Bykon's Bon Juan, (q.v.),

is the husband of Donna Julia.

Alford, Henry, D.D., Dean of Canterbury
(b. 1810, d. 1871), wrote Poems and Poetical Frag-
ments (1831) ; the School of the Heart, and other
Poems (1835); the Abbot of Mnchelnaye, and other
Poems, and various theological works. His edition

of the Greek Testament appeared in 1844—52.

His Life has been written by his widow (1873).

'

Alfred, King of England (b. 849, d. 901),
translated into English the following works

:

Bede's ^Ecclesiastical History, Orosius's Uni/versaZ

History, Bcethius's Be Consolatione Philosophic,

and Gregory I.'s Pastoral on the Care of the Soul.

His Biography was written by Spehnan (1678),
Powell (1634), BickneU (1777), and by Thomas
Hughes, M.P., in the Sunday Library. See, also,

Wright's Biographia Britannica. See Proverbs.

Alfred. A poem in twelve books, by Sir

Richard Blackmore (1650—1729), published in

1713.

Alfred. A masque, written by James Thom-
son (1700—1748), in conjunction with David
Mallet (1700—1765), and produced in 1740 at

Cliefden, the summer residence of the Prince of

Wales. It was afterwards dramatised by the

latter writer, and brought out at Drury Lane in

1751. It contains the famous song of Rule Bri-

tannia, of which Southey said that " it will be the

political hymn of this country as long as she main-
tains her political power."

Alfred. An epic poem in six books, by Henry
James Pye (1745—1813), puhUshed in 1801.

Algarsife. See Cambuscan.

Alhadra. A character in Coleridge' s tragedy

of Remorse (q.v.).

Alhambra, The. A volume of legends and
descriptive sketches by Washington Irving (1783

—1859), published in 1832. " The account of my
midnight rambles about the old place is," says the

author, " literally true, yet gives but a feeble idea

of my feelings and impressions, and of the singular

haunts I was exploring. Everything in the work
relating to myself and to the actual inhabitants of

the Alhambra, is unexaggerated fact ; it was only

in the legends that I indulged in romancing, and

these were founded on material picked up about

the place."

Alice : " or, the Mysteries." See Maltravers,

Ernest.

Alice du ClOS. The heroine of a ballad by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772—1834).

Alice Tell : " or. Poverty." A ballad by

William Wordsworth (1770—1850), written in

1801, and described by Moir as "palpably mediocre

and worthless."

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.
A fairy story for the young, published in 1869,

under the nom de plume of Lewis Carroll (q.v.)

.

It has been translated into several European
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languages. A continuation, entitled, Through the

Looking-glass, and what Alice found there, was
published in 1871.

AliciS/. The wife of Arden of Feversham, in

LiiLo's tragedy (q.T.), in love with, and criminally

teloved ty, a man called Mosby (q.v.).

Alipharnon, The giant. Don Quixote
attacked a flock of sheep, which he declared to be
the army o:^ the giant Alipharnon.

Aliprando. A Christian knight in Tasso's
Jerusalem Delivered.

Aliris. The Sultan of Lower Bucharia, who,
under the name of Feramors, wooed and won
Lalla Soolch, in Moobe's poem of that name (q.v.).

Alisaiinder, Eyng, The title of an old

romance included by Webek. in his well-known
Collection. He describes it as unquestionably a

free translation from the French, though the

English adapter professes to have supplied the

description of a battle, which was not given in

the original. A romance on the same subject was
printed by one Alexander Arbuthuot, in Scotland,

and is described byWeber as also a translation from
the French, and the work of an anonymous Scotch

poet of the fifteenth century. See Alexander,
Life of.

Alison, AreMbald, Scottish Episcopal

clergyman (b. 1757, d. 1839), wrote an Essay on

the Nature and Frinciples of Taste (1790) ; Ser-

mons (1814—1816), and a. Memoir of the Life and
Writings of Lord Woodhouselee (1818). See Lord
.Teffirey's Essays, and Sinclair's Old Times and
Distant Places. See Taste, On the Nature, &c.

Alison, Sir Archibald, Bart., son of the

preceding (b. 1792, d. 1867), wrote a History of
Europe, from the French Revolution of 1789 to the

Accession of Napoleon III. (1839—42) ; Principles

of Population (1840) ; Free Trade and Fettered

Currency (1847) ; a Life of the Duke of Marl-
lormigh (1847) ; Essays : Historical, Political,

and Miscellaneous (1850), and other works. See the
Quarterly Review, vols. Ixx., Ixxii., Ixxiii., Ixxvi.

;

the Edinburgh Review, vol. Ixxvi. ; the Westminster

Review, vol. xli. ; and the North American Review,

vols, viii., X., xi., xx.

Alison G-ross. A ballad printed by Jamieson,
" from the recitation of Mrs. Brown." It tells

how a wretched old witch turned a youth into a
serpent, and how he was released from his thral-

dom by the Queen of the Fairies.

"All along the valley, stream that
flashest bright." First line of a lyric by Alfred
Tennyson (b. 1809), entitled, In the Valley of
Cauteretz.

" All are architects of fate." First Knc
of the Builders, a poem by Henry Wausworth
Longfellow (b. 1807).

" All are but parts of one stupendous
whole." Line 267, epistle i., of Pope's Essay on

Man (q.v.) :

—

" Whose body Nature le, and God the BOUL"

"All cry and no wool." Line 852,

canto i., part 1, of Butler's Epitaph on Shake-

speare.

" All Europe rings from side to side
(Of which)." A line in Milton's 22nd Sonnet.

AH Pools. A comedy by George Chapman
(1557 1634), founded ,upon Terence's Heauton-

timorumenos, and printed in 1605. " The style,"

says Mr. Swinburne, " is limpid and luminous as

running water; the verse pure, simple, smooth,

and strong; the dialogue always bright,- fluent,

lively, and at times relieved with delicate touches

of high moral and intellectual beauty ; the plot

and characters excellently fitted to each other,

with just enough intricacy and fulness of in-

cident to sustain, without relaxation or confusion,

the ready interest of readers or spectators."

All for Love :
" or, a Sinner Well Saved."

A poem, in nine paxts, by Egbert Southey (1774

—

1843). Written in 1829, and founded on a passage

in the Life ofSt. Basil, ascribed to his contemporary,

St. Amphilochius, Bishop of Iconium.

" All for love : and a little for the
bottle." See Wattle, Captain.

All for Money. " One of the most elaborate

and involved of our later morals. The characters

engaged in it," says Collier, " are no less than
thirty-two in number. It professes to represent
' the manners of men and fashion of the world

'

at the date when it was produced ; but it is any-
thing but a picture of manners, and the author
directs his attack in various ways against avarice.

On the title-page he terms lus work a 'pitiful

comedy,' and in the prologue he tells us that it is

also a ' pleasant tragedy;' but it has no pretensions
to be considered one or the other." It was printed
in 1578.

" All in the Downs the fleet was
moor'd." First line of Gay's .ballad, entitled,
Sweet William's Farewell to Black-eyed Susan.
See Black-eyed Susan.

All in the Wrong. A novel by Theodore
Edward Hook (1788—1841).

All in the Wrong. A comedy by Arthur
MuRi'HY (1727—1805), adapted from the French
of Destouches.

" All is not gold that glisteneth." See
Middleton's playofA Fair Quarrel, act ii., scene 1.
See also Shakespeare's play of the Merchant of
Venice, act ii., scene 7 :

" AU that glistens is not
gold." Chaucer, in his Chanones Yemannes Tale,
has,

—

" All thing, which Bhtncth as the gold
Ne iB no gold, as I have herd It told."
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" All June I bound the corn in
sheaves." First line of One Way of Zove, a, ^oem,
hj Robert Bkowning (b. 1812) :

—

•' Rose by rose, I strip the lenveB,
And strew them where ]?aiUine may pass.
She win not turn aside ? Alas I

Let them He. Suppose they die?
The chance was they might take her eye."

"All men think all men mortal but
themselves." lu Young's iV»(?A< Thoughts, night i.,

line 424.

" AU my past life is mine no more."
First line of a song hy John, Earl of Rochester
(1647—1680).

"AU praise to Thee, my Grod, this
night." First line of the ^Evening Symn, by-

Bishop Ken (1637—1711).

"Allpreeiou.s things, discoveredlate."
First line of the Arrival in the Say-Dream, a
lyric by Alfred Tennyson (b. 1809).

" AU that's bright must fade." First

line of a song by Thomas Moore (1779—1852) :

—

"The brightest stlU the fleetest

;

All that's sweet was made
But to be lost when sweetest !

"

" AU the souls that were, were forfeit
once."

—

Measure for Measure, act ii., scene 2.

"AU the world's a stage." A familiar

quotation, which is to be found in act ii., scene 7,

of Shakespeare's Aa You Like It. Compare it

with the following passage in Heywood's Apology
for Actors (q.v.) :

—

" The world's a theatre, the earth a stage.
Which God and Nature do with actors fill,"

AU the Year Round. A weekly periodical,

originated by Charles Dickens (1812—1870) in

1859, and edited by him until his death. It

arose out of a dispute between Dickens and his

publishers, which resulted in the discontinuance of

Sotischold Words (q.v.). The first number con-

tained the opening chapters of A Tale of Two
Cities (q.v.) , and the magazine was frequently en-

riched by miscellaneous contributions from the

pen of the editor. Among the leading writers,

besides Dickens, have been Lord Lytton, Wilkie
Collins, Gr. A. Sala, Edmund H. Yates, John
Hollingshead, Andrew HaUiday, Mrs. Gaskell,

Miss Procter, Miss Martineau, and Miss Dickens.

"AU thoughts, all passions, aU de-
lights." Opening line of Coleridge's poem of

Love.

" AU we know of what the blessed do
above." See Waller's Song to Chloris—

" Is, that they sing and that they love."

The most familiar version of the lines is that given.

by Lady Rachel Russell in her Letter to Marl
Galway on Friendship :—

" All we know they do above.
Is, that they sing and that they love."

"AU worldly shapes shaU melt in
gloom." First line of the Last Man, a Ij-ric by
Thomas Campbell (1777—1844).

All's Lost by Lust. A tragedy by
William Rowley (temp. James I.), pi'inted ia
1633.

" All's over then : does truth sound
bitter?" First line of the Lost Mistress (q.v.), a
poem by Robert Browning (b. 1812).

All's WeU that ends WeU. A comedy
by William Shakespeare (1564—1616), first

printed in the foKo of 1623. Meres, in his JPalladis

Tamia, mentions among the plays of Shakespeare
which were then in favour, a comedy called Lov^ s

Labour's Wonne, which most authorities now agree in
identifying with ^Ws Well that ends WeU. It would
seem to have been originally written as a com-
panion to Love's Labour's Lost (q.v.), probably about
1601 or 1602, and afterwards to have been revised

and republished by the author -with a new title.

The plot is partially founded on a tale in Boccaccio's

Decameron, giomata iii., novella ix., or rather, on
Painter's translation of it, which forms the thirty-

eighth novel of the first volume of the Falaee of
Pleasure (q.v.) :—" Giletta, aphisition's daughter of

Narbon, healed the French king of a fistula, for

reward whereof she demanded Beltramo, Count of

Rossiglione, to husband. The counte being married
against his will, for despite fled to Florence and
loved another. Giletta, his -vrife, by polKcie founde
meanes to lye -with her husband in place of his

lover, and was begotten -with ohilde of two sonnes,

which knowen to her husband, he received her

again, and afterwards he lived in great honour and
felicitie." The comic passages are, however,

entirely Shakespeare's. "It is the old story,"

says Schlegel, " of a young maiden whose love

looked much higher than her station. . . . Love
appears here in humble guise; the wooing is on
the woman's side ; it is striving, unaided by a reci-

procal inclination, to overcome the prejudices of

birth." " It is," says Hazlitt, " the most pleasing

of our author's comedies."

AUegOry, as a figure of rhetoric, is the em-
bodiment of a train of thought by means of sensible

images, which have some resemblance or analog-y to

the thought. The Allegory differs from the meta-

phor chiefly in extent : the latter is confined to a

single sentence or expression, while the former is

sustained through the whole work or representa-

tion. There are numerous Allegories in the Bible.

The moat famous in Bnghsh literature are Bunyan's

Filgrim's Frogress (q.v.),and Spenser's FaerieQueene

(q.v.) ; many also are to be found in the -writings of

Addison, Steele, Johnson, and the " E3sayistB."_Alle-

goryhas been in use from the earliest ages. " Oriental

people are specially fond of it. As examples from

antiquity may be cited, the comparison of Israel to

a vine in the 80th Psalm ; the beautiful passage in

Plato's Fhmdras, where the soul is compared to a

charioteer dra-ssTi by two horses, one white and one

black; the description of Fame in the 4th book

of the ^neid." [Chambers.) The proper con-

sideration of Allegory in the fine arts generally is

of the highest importance. It is not confined to
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language, but is carried into painting, sculpture,
scenic representation, pantomime, and the like.

Allegro, Ii'. See L'AxLEGKo.

Alleine (or Allein), Joseph. A Noncon-
formist divitie (b. 1633, d. 1688). He wrote a num-
ber of religious works, the best known of which is

An Alarm to Unconverted Sinners (q.v.). See the
biographies by Stanford, Baxter (1.672), and
Newton.

"Allen, Humble." See Allwokthy, Mb.

Allen, Mr. Benjamin. A young surgeon
who figures in Dickens's novel of the Pickwick
Papers (q.v.).

Allen-a-Sale. One of the famous archers
of Eobia Hood, who had interfered to secure his
marriage to a fair young maiden, betrothed to a
decrepit old knight. He is the minstrel of the
merry band of venison-hunters, who held high
revel in Sherwood's leafy glades, and as such
makes frequent appearances in the old English
baUads.

Alley, William, D.D., Bishop of Exeter
(1512—1570), wrote a Hebrew Grammar, the Poor
Man's Library, and translated the Pentateuch for
Bishop Parker's Bible.

Alliance between Church and State,
The. A work by William Waeburton, Bishop
of Gloucestee (1698—1779), published in 1736,
in which he demonstrates " the Necessity and
Equity of an Established Religion and a Test
Law." Sec State in its Relations with the
Chukoh, The.

Allibone, Samuel Austin, LIi.D. An
American writer (b. 1816). He has published a

-Dictionary of British and American Authors (1858,

1870, and 1871), remarkable for the extent and
accuracy of its information.

Allingham, William, poet (b. 18281, has
written Poems (1850), Say and Night Songs (1854),
The Music Master and other Poems (1857), Laurence
Bloomfleld in Ireland (1864), and Songs, Ballads and
Stories (1877). In 1874 he succeeded Mr. J. A.
Froude in the editorship of Fraser's Magazine.

Allot, Robert, is generally accepted as the
compiler of England's Parnassus (q.v.), a collection

of fugitive poems by the leading writers of
Elizabeth's reign. Collier says he was a joint
sonneteer with Edward Gilpin before the publica-

tion of Markham's Devereux in 1597 ; but more
than that is not known. See the Poetical Decameron
and Brydges' Bestittita.

Allston, Washington, American poet (b.

1779, d. 1843), was the author of the Sylphs of the

Seasons, and other Poems (1813), and the Romance of
Monaldi (1841). His Poems and Lectures on Art
were edited by Richard H. Dana, jun., in 1850.

See Griswold's Prose Writers of America, and tlje

North American Review, vols. v. and liv. " We

have often pored over AUston's pages," says the

latter authority, " to admire the grace and delioaoy

of his English poetical style." "All the specimens

I have seen of his prose," says Griswold, " indicate

a remarkable command of language, great descrip-

tive powers, and rare philosophical as well as ima-
ginative talent."

" Allured to brighter worlds, and led
the way." Line 167 of Goldsmith's poem of the
Deserted Village (q.v.).

Allworth. A character in Massingee's play
of A New Way to Pay Old Debts (q.v.).

Allworthy, Mr., in Fielding's novel of
Tom Jones (q.v.), a man of amiable and benevolent
character; intended for Mr. Ralph Allen, of
Bristol, who was also celebrated by Pope [Epilogue
to the Satires, dialogue i., line 136) in a familiar
couplet :

—

*' Let humble Allen, "with an awkward shame,
Do good by stealth, and blush to And It fame."

Alma : " or, the Progress of the Mind." A
poem, in three cantos, by Matthew Peioe (1664

—

1721) ; "written," says Dr. Johnson, " in professed
imitation of Hudibras (q.v.), to which it has at least

one accidental resemblance : Sudibras wants a plan,
because it is left imperfect ; Alma is imperfect,
because it seems never to have had a plan. It has
many admirers, and was the only piece among
Prior's works of which Pope said that he should
wish to be the author."

Almanacs were first published in England in
the fourteenth century, and one of the eailiest
known is John Somer's Calendar, written in Oxford,
(1380). The Stationers' Company claimed the
exclusive right of publishing almanacs, but this
monopoly was abolished in 1779. A duty was
imposed on them in 1710, and repealed in 1834.

Almanzor. A character in Detden's tragedy
of the Conquest of Granada (q.v.)

.

Almanzor and Almanzaida. A novel
attributed to Sir Philip Sidney (1554—1686) by
the printer, who issued it in 1678. " This book
coming out so late, it is to be enquired," says
Anthony a Wood, " whether Sir PhiUp Sidney's
name is not set to it for sale-sake."

Almeria. The heroine of Congkeve's tragedy
of the Mourning Bride (q.v.)

.

AJmeyda, Queen ofGrenada. A tragedy
by Sophia Lee (1760—1824), produced in 1796 at
Drury Lane, with Mrs. Siddons in the character of
the heroine.

"Almighty dollar. The." A phrase used
by Washington Ieving (1783—1859) in his sketch
of the Creole Village.

A, L. O. E. The well-Imown initials, adopted
S-s a pseudonym by Miss Tucker, the author of
numerous stories and religious works for the
young. "A. L. 0. E." stand for "A Lady of
England." See Tucker, Miss.
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"A lover of late was I." First line of an
old song, printed in Bishop Percy's Seliques of
Ancient English, Foetry.

"Alone with his glory." A plirase in

Wolfe's verses on the Jiurial of Sir John Moore
(q.y.).

Alouzo the Brave and the Fair Imo-
gene. A ballad hy Matthew Gregory Lewis
(1775—1818), heginning—

**A warrior bo bold and a virgin so bright,
Conversed as they sat on the green

;

They gazed at each other with tender delight,
Alonzo the Brave was the name of the knight—
The maiden's was Fair Imogene."

Alp, the renegade, in Bybon's poem of the
Siege of Corinth (q.v.), is a Christian knight whose
wrongs have induced >""Tn to turn Mussulman to
obtain revenge.

Alph, in Coleridge's poetical fragment of
KvMa Khan (q.v.), is the sacred river that ran
through unfathomable caves "down to a sunless

sea."

Alpheus. A prophet and magician in Orlando

Furioso.

Alphonsus, King of Arragon, The
Comical Historie of. A play by Robert
Greene (1560—1692), printed in 1597.

Alsatia, The Sqtiire of. A comedy by
Thomas Shadwell (1640—1692). Alsatia was the

name popularly given in former times to White-
friars, in London, which was for a long period an
asylum or sanctuary for debtors and persons

desiring to evade the law. Many of the most
stirring scenes in Scott's Fortunes of Nigel are re-

presented as having occurred in Alsatia.

Altare Damaseenum : " Sen Ecclesise An-
glioanse Politia Ecclesise Scoticanae obtrusa, a,

Formalista quodam deUneata, illustrata et exami-

nata, sub nomine olim Edwardi Didoclavii, Studio

et Opera Davidis Calderwood" (1575—1651).

Published originally in 1611 ; afterwards, in Eng-
lish in 1623. It is a vehement attack upon episco-

pacy, in reply to Archbishop Spottiswoode (q.v.).

Altercation or Scolding of the An-
cients, A Treatise concerning. By John
Arbtjthnot, M.D. (1675—1735). Published^ in

1750, in the author's collected works: it exhibited

the best qualities of his satiric wit.

Althea, To: "Prom prison." A poem by
Richard Lovelace (1618—1668), beginmng-

" When love with nnconfined wings."

It was written whilst the author was incarcerated

in the Gatehouse, Westminster, for presenting a

petition to the House of Commons in favour of the

king.

Alton Locke, Tailor and Poet. A novel

by the Rev. ChaAes Kingsley (b. 1819, d. 1875),

published in 1850.

Alvarez Espriella, Manuel. See Es-
PRIELLA.

Alyfaee, Annot, in Udall's Balph Soister
Doister (q.v.), is a servant of Dame Christian
Custance (q.v.).

Alzirdo, King of Tremizen, in Orlando Furioso.

" Am I not in talissed case ? " First line
of a song, by John Skelton (1460—1529), sung
by Lust in the moral play of the Triall of Pleasure
(q.v.).

Amadis of Praunee, The Treasurie of,
is a translation from the French of Nicholas de
Herberay by Thomas Paynel, printed in 1667. It
was followed in 1595, 1619, 1652, 1664, and 1694,
by versions of several portions of the same romance
by Anthony Munday and others. " All these old
translations, however, are very indiSerent and faith-

less, and the reader who desires to relish this de-
lightful old romance, must read it," says Carew
Hazlitt, " in Southey's English,"—which was trans-
lated from the Spanish of Vasco Lobeira. Not
unworthy of ranking with the latter version is that
written by Stewart Rose, which was published
in 1803.

Amadis of Greece. A supplemental part of

the romance of Amadis of Fraunce (q.v.), added by
Feliciano de Silva.

Amanda. A lady, celebrated in the poetry of

James Thomson (1700—1748), whose name was
Young, and who eventually married an Admiral
Campbell. She inspired, among other pieces, the

following graceful song

—

** Unless with my Amanda blest,
In vain I twine the woodbine bower

;

Unless I deck her sweeter breast.
In vain I rear the breathing flower

:

"Awakened by the genial year,
In vain the birds around me sing.

In vain the freshening fields appear,
TTit/iOMt my love there is no Spring."

Amantium Irse Redintegratio Amoris
Est. A poem by Richard Edwards (circa 1523

—

1566), printed in the Faradise of Dainty Devices

(q-v.).

Amarant. A cruel giant slain by Guy of

Warwick. See Guy andAmarant in Percy's Beliques.

"Amarantha, sweet and fair." First

Une of To Amarantha, that she would dishevel her

hair, a song by Richard Lovelace (1618—1658),

containing the line

—

" Shake yonr head, and scatter day."

Amaryllis. The name of a rustic beauty in

Virgil's Eclogues and the Idylls of Theocritus,

frequently adopted in modem pastoral poetry. See

Milton— ^ „" To sport with Amaryllis In the shade.

Dryden—
" To AmaryUis Love compels my way.

And Wither—
" Amaryllis did I woo."
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Amaryllis, in Spenser's Colin Clout's Come
Some Again (q.v.), was intended for the Countess
Dowager of Derby, for whom Milton wrote his

Arcades (q.v.).

Amateur, An. The pseudonym adopted by
Pierce Egan the elder, in the publication of his

work entitled Real Life in London (q.v.).

Amaurot. The name of the chief city of
Utopia, in Sir Thomas More's famous work of

that name (q.v.) ; taken from the Greek a/impSs,
" shadowy," " unknown."

Amazia, in Pordage's satiric poem of Azaria
and Hushai (q.v.), stands for Charles 11., who is

described as flying " over Jordan"

—

" Till God had struck the tyrant Zaliad dead

;

When all his suhjects, who his fate did moan.
With joyful hearts restored him to Ills throne

;

Who then his father's murtherers destroy'd,
Alld a loner, happy, peaceful reign enjoy' d,
Belov'd of ail, for raerctfui was ne.
Like God, in the superlative degree."

Ambarvalia. A volume of poetry, since in-
corporated in the complete edition of his poems, by
Arthur Hugh Clough (1819—1861), -written be-
tween 1840 and 1847, chiefly at Oxford, and pub-
lished in 1849. They are all poems of the inner
life, and it has been said of them that " they -will

hold their place beside those of Tennyson and
Bro-wning."

"Ambassador, An, is an honest man
sent to lie, abroad for the commonwealth." See
Sir Henry Wotton's Panegtjrio on King Charles.

" Ambition should be made of sterner
stuff."

—

Julius Ccesar, act iii., scene 2.

Ambrosio. The hero of Lewis's romance, The
Monk (q.v.). He is abbot of the Capuchins at
Madrid, and, for his reputed sanctity, is termed
the Man of Holiness. But the temptations of his
evil spirit, called Matilda, overcome his virtue, and
he proceeds from crime to crime, until, condemned
to death by the Inquisition, he bargains for his
soul with Lucifer, and is released from prison, only
to be dashed to pieces on a rock.

Amelia. A novel by Henry Fielding (1707
—1754), published in 175 1 , of whichwe are told that
Dr. Johnson " read it through -without stopping "

" He appears," says Malone, " to have been par-
ticularly pleased with the character of the heroine
of this novel, and said Fielding's Ameha was the
most pleasing heroine of aU the romances, but that
vile broken nose, never cured, ruined the sale of
perhaps the only book, of which, being published
betimes one morning, a new edition was called for
before night." " H. Fielding," wrote Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu, " has given a true picture of
himself and his first -wife, in the character of Mr.
and Mrs. Booth, some compliments to his own figure
excepted

; and I am persuaded several of the inci-
dents he mentions are real matters of fact."
•' Amelia," says Thackeray, " pleads for her hus-
band. Will Booth ; Amelia pleads for her reckless,
kindly old father, Harry Fielding. To have in-

vented that character is not only a triumph of art,

it is a good action. They say it was in his own
home Fielding knew and loved her ; and from his

own -wife that he drew the most charming character

in English fiction. Amelia is not perhaps a better

story than Tom Jones, but it has the better ethics."

Amelia. See Heptameeon or Civill Dis-
courses, An.

Amelia, in Thomson's poem of the Seasons

(q.v.), book ii., is a rustic maiden, killed by a stroke

of lightning wMle sheltering in her lover's arms.

Amelia Sedley, in Thackeray's novel of

Vanity Fair (q.v.). " A dear little creature," says
the author, " but not a heroine

;

" in love -with

George Osborne.

Amends for Ladies. A play by Nathaniel
Field (d. 1641), printed in Dodsley's Collection of
Old Flays. See Woman's a Weathercock, A.

Amergin. The name of two Irish bards, one of
whom lived in the middle of the sixth century, and
-wrote Dinn Seamchus, or- History of Noted Flaeea in

Ireland; the other lived in the seventh century,
and composed a treatise on the pri-vUeges and
punishments of the different ranks of society, a
copy of which is preserved among the Seabright
MSS. in Trinity College, Dublin. See the works
on Irish Poetry by O'EeilLy and Ware.
America, On the Prospect of Planting

Arts and Iiearning in. Verses by George
Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne (1684—1753), which

'

read like a prophecy of the greatness to which the
New World was afterwards to attain. The last
lines run :

—

" -Westward the course of empire takes its way

:

The four first acts already past

;

A fifth shall close the drama with the day

;

Time's noblest offspring is the last."

American Notes for General Circula-
tion. Sketches of American life and character
by Charles Dickens (1812—1870), whose first
visit to the United States was made in the January
of 1842. The Notes were published in October of
the same year, and were dedicated " to those friends
of the author in America, who, gi-ring him a
welcome he must ever gratefully and proudly re-
member, left his judgment free, and who, loving
their country, could bear the truth, when it was
told good-humouredly and in a kind spirit." This
ho-wever, it appeared they could not do, and the
book ga-sre great offence to the people whom it
attempted to describe. Both Judge Haliburton
and E. W. Emerson have touchy references to itm their works, and an American lady wrote a reply
to It, under the witty title of Chmige for American

T T /^^i8'lan<l It was more favourably received.
Lord Jeffrey wrote to the author: "A thousand
thanks for your charming book, and for all the
pleasure, profit, -and reUef it afforded me. Youhave been very tender to om- sensitive friends
beyond the sea, and really said nothin.tr which wiU-
gi-ve any senous offence to anv moderately rational
patriot amongst them."

"
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Ames, Joseph (b. 1689, d. 1758), was the
author of Typographical Antiquities (c[.v.)

.

AmiCOS, Ad. A poem by Eichard West
(1716—1742), the friend of Gray and Walpole.

Amicus. The pseudonym adopted' hy Sib
Thomas F^iiRBAiira (h. 1823) in a series of letters

contributed to the Times newspaper, on the relations
between employers and employed, social progress
generally, trade unionism, and other subjects.

Amiel. In Dryden's ^Js«&m and Achitophel
(q.v.^, Mr. Seymour, the Speaker of the House of
Commons, was personified under the name Eliam
(anagram, Amiel), " friend of God."

Amilec : " or, the Seeds of Mankind." A
semi-satirical romance, translated from the French,
and published in 1753. It endeavours to explain
the analogy between the propagation of animals
and that of vegetables.

Amine. A character in the Arabicm Nights,
represented as " so hard-hearted that she led her
three sisters about like a leash of greytouuds."

Amintor. The hero of Beaumont and Flet-
•chek's play of the Maid's Tragedy (q.v.).

Amir Ehau. See Davidson, Luoketia Maria.

Amitie, The Arbor of. See Areob. op
Amitib, The.

Amlet, Richard. A gamester, in Tan-
erdgh' scomedyof the Confederacy (q.v.). ''A notable
instance," says Charles Lamb, " of the disadvantages
to which this chimerical notion of affinity consti-

tuting a claim to acquaintance may subject the
spirit of a gentleman."

Am.on and Mardocheus : " a fabulous
poem," on the story of Haman and Mordeeai, pre-

served among the Vemon MSS. It begins by telling

how King Ahazwere (Ahasuerus) loved a knight,
Amon, " so wele,"

—

" That he commaiinded men should knele
Elfore him. In such a Btreete,
Over all ther men mlhte him meete," &c.

"Among my fancies, tell me this."
First line of Kisses, a poem, by Robert Herbick
(1591—1674).

" What IB the thing we call a klBB ?

"

" Among them, but not of them (I
vstood)." Aline in stanza 113, canto iii., of Byron's
Ghilde Barold's Filgrimage (q.v.).

Amoret, in Spenser's poem, of the Faerie
Queene, book iv., is a lady married to Sir Scudamore
(q.v.), and represents the eager devotion of a loving
vnfe.

, Amoret. A lady, probably Lady Sophia Mur-
ray, who is celebrated in the songs of Edmund
"Waller (1605—1687). See, for example, Sacha-
risscCs cmd Amoret's Friendship and To Amoret, in
the latter of which the poet " compares the different

modes of regard with which he looks on her and
Saoharissa" (q.v.).

Amoretti :
" or, Sonnets," by Edmund Spen-

ser (1652—1699), pubhshed in 1595, in which he
describes the progress of his love. They are
eighty-eight in number.

" Amorous, and fond, and billing
(Still)." Line 687, canto i., part 3, of Butler's
poem of Sudibras (q.v.).

" Like Philip and Mary on a Bhilllng."

Amorous Orontus : "or, Love in Fashion.'-
A comedy in heroic verse, printed m. 1666, and
translated by John Bultbel, from the Amour a la
Mode of CoRNEILLE.

Amorous Prince, The. A play by Aphka
Bbhn (1642-1689), printed in 1671.

Amorous Warre, The. A tragic comedy
by Jasper Mayne (1604—1672), printed in 1648.

Amory, Slanche, in Thackeray's novel of

Pendennis (q.v.) ; " lacks fire, and is too insipid,"

says Hannay, " to overcome the kind of negligent

contempt which her shallowness and selfishaess

inspire."

Amory, Thomas, S.D., English Presby-
terian minister (b. 1701, d. 1774), wrote .4 Dialogue

of Devotion, after the manner of Xenophon (1733,

1746), Miscellaneous Sermons (1756), and Twenty-
Two Sermons, mostly on the Divine Goodness (1766).

See the Biographia Britannica. " In his theological

views," says Dr. Lindsay Alexander, " he strongly

inclined to Arianism, and both as a tutor and a
preacher contributed his share to the defection

from evangelical sentiments which, in the course of

the last century, withdrew so many of the English

Presbyterians from the faith of their forefathers."

Amory, Thomas, bookseller (b. 1691, d.

1788), wrote Memoirs containing the Lives of several

Ladies of Great Britain (1755), and the Life of John

Buncle, Fsq. (1756—66). See Bungle, John, Esq.,

and Memoirs Containing, &c.

Amours de Voyage. A poem in English

hexameters, by Arthur Hugh Clough (1819

—

1861). "The siege of Eome during his residence

there in 1849 was the stimulus," says Hutton,
" which gave rise to this very original and striking

poem—a poem brimful of the breath of his Oxford

culture, of Dr. Newman's metaphysics, of classical

tradition, of the political enthusiasm of the time,

and of his own large, speculative humour, subtle

hesitancy of brain, and rich pretorial sense. Yet

so ill-satisfied was he with this striking poem, that

he kept it nine years in MS., and published it

apologetically, at last, only in an American maga-

zine, the Atlantic Monthly. His idea was to draw

a mind so reluctant to enter on action, shrink-

ing so morbidly from the effects of the ' ruinous

force of the will,' that even when most desirous

of action it would find a hundred trivial intellectual

excuses for shrinking back in spite of that desire."

The poem takes the form of letters from one cha-

racter to another; the dramatis persona being

Claude, the hero ; his friend, Eustace ;
Georgina
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and Louisa ; Mary Trevellyn, the heroine, with
vrhom Claude ia in love ; and Miss Boper.

Amphialus, son of Ceoropia (q.v.), in the
Arcadia (q.v.) of Sir Philip Sidney; in love with
PhUoclea (q.v.), hut eventually united to Queen
Helen of Corinth.

Amphion. A humorous poem hy Alpeed
Tennyson. Amphion was the son of Jupiter and
Autiope, and played the lyre with such wondrous
skill, that stones and trees moved about at his

command. Like Orpheus, in Horace

—

" Unde vocalera temere Inseciitaa
' Orphea allVEB

Arte materna rapidoB morantem
Flumlnum lapsus celeresque ventOB,
Blanduia et aurltas fldlbus canorls

Ducere QuercuB."

"Ample room, and verge enough."
See GtRay's poem. The Bard, part ii., line 3.

Amwell. A descriptive poem hy John Scott
(1730—1783), taking its name from the place in

Hertfordshire where the writer lived for twenty
years.

Amynta. The subject of a poem by Sir GriL-

BERT Elliott (d. 1777), beginning

—

"My sheep I neglected, I broke my sheep-hook,'*

and described by Sir "Walter Scott as " that beau-
tiful pastoral song."

Amyntas : " or, the Impossible Dowry." A
dramatic fairy pastoral, by Thomas Randolph
(1605—1634). "Thanks be to the witty scholar,

Thomas Randolph," says Leigh Hunt, "for an
addition to the stock of one's pleasant fancies."

Amyntor and Theodora. A poem in

blank verse by David Mallet (1700—1765), pub-
lished in 1747. The scene is laid in the island of

St. Kilda, whither a certain Aurelius has fled to

escape the religious persecutions under Charles II.

The poem is full of descriptions of marine phe-
nomena.

Amys and Amyllion. The title of "a
favourite old romance, founded," says Warton,
" on the indestructible likeness of two of Charle-
magne's knights, originally celebrated by Turpiu,
and placed by Vincent do Beauvais under the reign
of Pepin." The old EngUsh romance which teUs
their story is probably translated from the French.
It contains three hundred and ninety-nine six-

lined stanzas, and is analysed by EDis in his Early
English Somanees. See Weber's work on the same
subject.

"An hour with thee! —when earliest
day." First line of a lyric by Sir Walter Scott
(1771—1832).

" An old song made by an aged old
pate." First Hne of the Old and Young Courtier

(q.v.).

Anacharsis the Younger in Greece.
A volume of travels during the middle of the fourth
century, e.g., translated from the French of the
Abbe Barthelemy by W. Beaumont, 1791.

Anacreon. Translations into English from

the Greek of this author have been published by
Wood, Cowley, Oldham, and Willis (1683), John

Addison (1735), Fawkes (1760), Greene (1768),

Moore (1800), Lord Thurlow (1823), and Arnold

(1869). See Lowndes' Sibliogrwpher's Manual, and

the English Catalogue.

Anacreon Moore. An appellation fre-

quently bestowed upon Thomas Moore (1779

—

1862), in allusion to his translation of Anacreon,

and the general character of his lyric poetry.
" In that heathenish heaven

Described by Mahomet and Anacreon Moore."—Bteon.

Anacreon of the Twelfth Century.
Walter Mapes, also called the "Jovial Toper"
(1150—1196). He is best known as the author of

a Latin song which has been translated by Leigh
Hunt under the title of the Jovial Friesfs Con-

fession.

Anacreon, The Scottish. A term applied

to Alexander Scot (circa 1562), the general

tone of whose poetry is amatory.

Anagram. An anagram is the transposition

of the letters of a word, phrase, or short sentence,

so as to form a new word or sentence; and it

is said to have been used by the ancient Jews,

Greeks, &c. One of the happiest anagrams is that

on the name " Horatio Nelson," the letters forming
which by transposition become

" Honor est a Nilo." ^

Anah, in Byron's Seaven and Earth, is a
tender-hearted, loving creature, loved by Japhet,
but loving the seraph Azaziel, who carried her off

when the flood came.

Analogy of Beligion, The, Natural
and Bevealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Hature. A famous treatise by
Joseph Butler, Bishop of Bristol (1692—1752),
published in 1736, the best edition of which is that
superintended by Bishop Fitzgerald. Sir James
Mackintosh said that " though only a commentary
on the singularly original and pregnant passage of
Origen, wMch is so honestly prefixed to it as a
motto," it was, notwithstanding, " the most original
and profound work, extant in any language, on
the Philosophy of Religion." The motto from
Origen runs as follows :

—" He who believes the
Scriptures to have proceeded from Him who is the
Author of Nature, may well expect to find the same
sort of difficulties in it as are found in the consti-
tution of Nature." " The temper in which Butler
pleaded for Christianity was," says a recent writer,
" in wonderful contrast with that of the evidence-
writers of his time. The heat of controversy
never disturbs his calm impartiality. Instead of
refutation and demonstration, Butler's object was
to obviate objections and to discover probabilities.
These he found in analogies. The word analogy
has a very wide application, and Butler uses it
in all the varieties of its meaning In
the Analogy he is addressing the Deists. His
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arguments are intended to meetthe otjeotions of men
who admit that the constitution and the course of

nature are the work of God. This is not finding

the evidence of the invisible in the visible, nor
deriving arguments for the constitution of another
world from the course of this. It is only showing
that Christianity is not so certainly false as some
persons supposed it to be."

Anarchy, The Masque of. A satirical

poem, by Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792—1822),

printed, with a preface by Leigh Hunt, in 1832.

It was written in 1819. Eossetti describes it as
" the record of his fiery and righteous zeal against

the authors of the ' Manchester Massacre,' which
was then crimsoning the soil and the cheeks of

Englishmen." It is one of the least effective of

his compositions.

Anastasius. A romance of Eastern life and
travel, by Thomas Hope (1770—1831), printed

in 1819. It professes to be " the memoirs of a
Greek, written at the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury," who, " to escape the consequences of his own
crimes and vUlanies of every kind, becomes a rene-

gade, and passes through a long series of the most
extraordinary and romantic vicissitudes." Sydney
Smith, in the ^Edinburgh Review, asked where the

author had hidden " all this eloquence and poetry "

up to that time ; how it was that he had " all of a

sudden burst out into descriptions which would not
disgrace the pen of Tacitus, and displayed a depth
of feeling and a vigour of imagination which Lord
Byron could not excel." Gifford, in the Quarterly

Seview, was less enthusiastic, describing the book
as " a paradox of contradiction, rational and absurd,

profound and shallow, amusing and tiresome."

Anatomie of a Womaii's Tongue, The

:

" divided into five parts ; Medicine, a Poison, a
Serpent, Fire, and Thunder." A scarce poetical

tract, published in 1638.

Anatomie of Absurditie, The: "contayn-
ing a breefe Confutation of the slender impute^
Prayses to feminine Perfection." A satirical tract

by Thomas Nash (1567—1600?), printed in 1589.

Anatomie of Abuses, The. See Abuses,

The Anatomie or.

Anatomy of Melancholy. See Melan-
choly, Anatomy of.

Anaxarte. A character in Amadis of Greece

(q.v.).

Anaxus. A character in Sir Philip Sidney's

Arcadia (q.v.).

" Ancient and fish-like smeU, A very."—Tempest, act ii., scene 2.

Ancient and Modern Learning, An
Sssay upon the. Published, with other essays,

under the title of Miseellanea,. by Sir William
Temple (1628—1698), in 1705, and famous as

having excited the controversy concerning the

letters of Phalaris (q.v.), in which Boyle, Swift,
and Bentley took a prominent part. The essay
seems to have been suggested by, and to a certain
extent founded on, Perrault's Age of Louis the

Great, in which, obviously with the view of flatter-

ing the authors of that time, it was argued that

the ancient writers were much surpassed by the
modems.

Ancient Mariner. The. A poem by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge (1772—1834), written at

Stowey, about 1796—7. The hero, an ancient
mariner " with a long grey beard and glittering

eye," suffers terrible evils, and likewise inflicts them
on his companions, from having cruelly killed an
albatross. All his comrades perish of hunger, but,

as he repents, he is permitted to regain the land.

At intervals, however, his agony returns, and he is

driven from place to place to ease his soul by con-
fessing his crime and sufierings to his fellows, and
enforcing upon them a, lesson of love for " all

things, both great and small." De Quincey refers

the idea to a passage in Shelvocke, the circum-

navigator, who states that his second captain, a

man of melancholy mood, was possessed by a fancy

that some long season of foul weather was owing
to an albatross which had long pursued his ship.

Therefore he shot it; but his condition was not
mended. " The Ancient Mariner," says Swin-
burne, "is perhaps the most wonderful of all

poems. In reading it we seem rapt into that para-

dise revealed by Swedenborg,wheremusic and colour

and perfume were one, where you could hear the

hues and see the harmonies of heaven. Eor absolute

melody and splendour it were hardly rash to call

it the first poem in the language. An exquisite

instinct married to a subtle science of verse has

made it the supreme model of music in our lan-

guage." The fines

—

•' And thou art long, and lank, and brown.
As is the ribbed sea-sand/*

and the verse beginning—
" He holds him with his glittering eye,"

were written by Wordsworth, who also suggested

the idea of shooting the albatross, of which he had
read in Shelvocke's Voyages. It appeared in 1798.

Ancren Riwle, The. An early piece of

Transition English, " of much interest to students

of the language, but of slight interest as literature."

It seems to have been written by a Bishop Poor,

who died in 1237, and was intended, says Professor

Morley, for the guidance of a small household of

women withdrawn from the world for the service

of God, at Tarrant Keynstone, in Dorsetshire.

Ancrum, Earl of, Eobert Kerr (b. 1578, d.

1654), was the author, says Horace Walpole, of " a

short but very pretty copy of verses to Dnmunond,
of Hawthomden."

" And is this Yarrow ? ,
this the

stream." First line of Wordsworth's poem of

Yarrow Visited (q.v.).
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" And on her lover's arm she leant."
First line of the Departure in the Bay Dream, a
lyric by Alfred Tennyson.

"And thou art dead, as young as
fair?" First line of Byron's stanzas To Thyrza
(q.T.), written in February, 1812.

" And WiUiej my eldest born, is gone,
you say, little Annie ? First line of the Grand-
mother, a poem by Alfred Tennyson.

" And wilt thou leave me thus ? " First

line of the lover's Appeal, a lyric by Sir Thomas
Wyatt (1503—1542), of which F. T. Palgrave says

that " it was long before English poetry returned

to the charming simplicity of this and a few other

poems by Wyatt."

Andersen, Hans Christian (1806—1875).
The works of this famous Danish writer have fre-

quently been repubhshed in English translations.

Among others are The Improvisatore, The Story of
My Life, In Spain, The Sand Sills of Jutland, and
various volumes of juvenile stories. Andersen was
born at Odensee, and his seventieth birthday was
celebrated by great rejoicings at Copenhagen.

Anderson, Christopher, Baptist minister
(b. 1782, d. 1852), wrote Annals of the English
Sible (1845), and other works. See the Life and
Letters by his nephew (1854).

Anderson, James, Scottish archseologist
(b. 1662, d. 1728), published, in 1705, an Historical
Essay, showing that the Grown and Kingdom of
Scotland is imperial and independent. BCs most
important work, however, was a collection of fac-
simile charters of the ancient Scottish kmgs
and nobles, with their seals and coins, published,
in 1739, under the title of Selectus Diplomatum et

Numismatum Scotia Thesaurus.

Anderson, Botaert, M.D. (b. 1751, d. 1830),
is best known as the editor and biographer of a
large number of the British poets, whose works he
included in a series of volumes now rarely to be
met with: "To good old Anderson," wrote the
Quarterly Renew, " the poets and literature of the
country are deeply beholden."

Anderson, Robert, poet (b. 1770, d. 1833),
published in 1805 a volume of Ballads in the
Gwmberland Dialect. His collected works appeared
in 1820, with an autobiographical notice of the
author.

Andrewes, Lancelot, successively Bishop of
Chichester, Ely, and Winchester (b. 1555, d. 1626),
was one of the translators of the authorised version
of the Bible, and the author, among other works,
of a reply to Bellarmine's treatise against King
James \.'^ Defence of the Right of Kings (1609). His
Manual of Devotion in Greek and Latin was trans-
lated by Dean Stanhope. His Works were col-
lected and published in 1589—1610. Of these a
selection from his Sermons (1631) has recently been
reprinted (1868), and his Manual fon the Sick,
edited by Canon Liddon (1869). See the Library

of Anglo-Catholic Theology, and the Biographies by
Isaacson and Russell. " He was so skilled," says

Fuller, " that the world wanted learning to know
how learned he was." " This is that Andrewes,"
says Bishop Hacket, " the ointment of whose name
is sweeter than spices."

Andrews, Joseph, The Adventures of.
A novel by Henry Fielding (1707—1 754), published

in 1742, two years after Eichardaon's Pamela, which
it was intended to ridicule. " There is, indeed,"

says Scott, " a fine vein of irony in Fielding's

novels, as will appear from comparing it with the
pages of Pamela ; but Pamsla, to which that
irony was applied, is now in a manner forgotten,

and Joseph Andrews continues to be read for the
admirable pictures of manners which it presents,

and, above all, for the iniriitable character of Mr.
Abraham Adams (q.v.), which alone is sufficient to
stamp the superiority of Fielding over all writers
of his class." Joseph Andrews, it may be added,
was avowedl}' written " in imitation of the manner
of Cervantes," and Professor Masson points out
that the influence of the Spanish writer is visible,

indeed, in all Fielding's subsequent novels.

Andrews, Peter Miles, dramatic writer
(d. 1814), was the author, among other pieces, of
The Baron Kinkvervankots-dor-sprakengotehdern
(q.v.). " This gentleman," says the Biographia
Dramatiea, " is a ^ealer in gunpowder, but his
works, in their effect, by no means resemble so
active a composition, being utterly deficient in
point of force and splendour." See Better Late
THAN Never.

Andromana : " or, the Merchant's Wife." A
tragedy first printed in 1660, and founded on the
story of Plangus in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia
(q.v.), which was also made use of by Beaumont
and Tletches, in their play of CupicCs Revenge
(q.v.). Andromana has been attributed to James
Shirley (1594—1666) ;

" although," says Dyce, "it
bears 'not the slightest resemblance in 'diction,
thought,^ or versification, to his acknowledged
dramas." It is included in Dodsley's Collection of
Old Plays.

•'

Andromeda. A poem in English hexameters,
by the Rev. Charles Kinosley (b. 1819, d. 1875),
the subject of which is the well-known classical
myth of Andromeda and Perseus. A poem by
George Chapman (1557—1634), entitled Andro-
meda Liberata, or the Nuptials of Perseus and
Andromeda, appeared in 1614.

,.,A'^*""li°a- ^ beautiful handmaid of Logis-
tiUa, in Orlando Furioso.

Andronicus. A tragedy, with the sub-title
Impieties Long Increase, or Heaven's late Rcvenqe,
pubhshed at London in 1661. It is a fierce attack
upon the Puritans, and a glorification of the Stuart
dynasty.

Andronicus, Titus. See Titus Andronicus
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Anecdotes of Literature and Scarce
Books. By William Beloe (1756—1817).
Published 'betweeu 1807 and 1812, and containing
much valuable information on literary topics.

Anemolius. The Laureate of Utopia, in Sir
Thomas Moee's romance of that name (q.v.).

Aneuria. A "Welsh bard, who died about 570.
&e GoDpDIN.

Angel World, The. A poem by Philip
James Bailey (b. 1816), published in 1850, but
afterwards incorporated with the writer's JFcstus

(q.v.).

Angela Pisani. The title of a novel by the
Hon. George Sydney Smythe, seventh Viscount
Strangpord, published in 1875, and prefaced by a
biographical sketch of the author from the pen of
Lady Strangford. " Angela Fisani," says a recent
critic, " is a .romance without a hero, and a story
without a plot; but it abounds in powerful de-
scriptions, and in very elaborate writing. Its style
is overladen with ornament. There is an excessive
fondness, which becomes wearisome, shown for
recondite historical aUusiou Yet there runs
a strong vein of human interest throughout." See
AVERANCHE, LlONEL.

Angelica. The heroine of Congreve's comedy
oiLovefor Love (q.v.); ia lovewithValentine, but the
ward of Sir Sampson Legend, who seeks to marry
her. She jilts the old man,, however, and marries
the younger lover. Angelica is supposed to repre-
sent Mrs. Bracegirdle ; Valentine, the author him-
self, who was enamoured of the actress, and was
the rival of the dramatist, Kowe, in her afieotions.

Angelica. The heroine of Ariosto's Orlando
Furioso. She was beloved by Orlando (q.v.), but
married Medoro (q.v.). Also the name of the
heroine of FARaiiHAR's plays of the Constant Couple
(q.v.), and Sir Harry Wildair.

Angelica, in the second part of the History of
Farismus (q.v.), is a princess, and "Lady of the
Golden Tower," beloved by Parismenos (q.v.).

Angelic Doctor. A name bestowed upon
Thomas Aquinas, because he discussed the knotty
point of " how many angels can dance on the point
of a needle." He was also called the Angel of
THE Schools.

Angelo. A character in Shakespeare' s Measure
for Measure (q.v.) ; also the name of a goldsmith in
the Comedy of Errors (q.v.).

Angeloni, Battista. See Letters to the
English Nation.

"Angels and ministers of grace, de-
feud us ! "

—

Hamlet, act i., scene 4.

"Angels are bright still, though the
brightest fell."

—

Macbeth, act iv., scene 3.

" Angels are painted fair, to look like
you."—Otway's Venice Preserved, act i., scene 1.

"Angels listen when she speaks." A
Ime m a song by the Earl of Rochester.

" Angels' visits. Like." A simile which
has been used by at least three English poets. By
John Norris, in the Farting (1711) :

—

" Like angels' visits, short and bright ;

"

by Blair, iu the Grave (part ii., line 686) :

—

T., ,.- ^ "In visits
LlKe those of angels, short and far between ;

"

and by Campbell, in the Fleasures of Hope (line
375):— ^

" Llie angel-vlslts, few and far between."

The latter is the one most frequently quoted,
though it was obviously suggested by the more
correct and forcible passage in Blair.

AngioUaa. The wife of the doge, in Byron's
Marino Faliero (q.v.).

Anglia Christiana Society. Instituted
1847 ; now dissolved. It issued three volumes only.

" AngUng is something Kke Poetry,
men are to be bom so." See Walton's Complete
Angler, part i., chap. 1.

Angliorum Lacrymse : " in a sad passion,
complayning the death of our late soveraigne Lady
Queene Elizabeth; yet comforted againe by the
vertuous hopes of our most Eoyall and Renowned
King James." A poem by Eighard Johnson,
published in 1603.

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, The. Anationa,!
record of events, which is said to have been begun
at the instance of King Alfred the Great (849

—

901). " It opens," says Professor Morley, " after
a brief account of Britain, with Caesar's invasion

;

is in its earlier details obviously a compilation,
and that chiefly from Bede (q.v.), but begins to
give fuller details after the year 863 ; and so, from
a date within Alfred's lifetime, begins to take rank
with Bede as one of the great sources of informa-
tion on the early history of England. It may be
supposed that, for the keeping of this annual
record of the nation's life, local events were re-

ported at the head-quarters of some one monastery,
in which was a monk commissioned to act as

historiographer ; that at the end of each year this

monk set down what he thought most worthy to

be remembered, and that he then had transcripts

of his brief note made in the scriptorium of his

monastery, and forwarded to other houses for

addition to the copies kept by them of the great

year-book of the nation. Geoffrey Gaimar, writing

in the twelfth century, says that King Alfred had
at Winchester a copy of that chronicle fastened

by a chain, so that all who wished might read.

In some such way as this the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

was kept up untU the time of the Norman Conquest,

and for three generations after that. Its last record

is of the accession of Henry II. in the year 1164."
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Anider. The chief river of Utopia, in Sir

Thomas Mobe's great work (q.v.) ; from the Greek
ivvSpos, " waterless," and apparently intended for

the Thames.

Aniniated Nature, A History of the
Earth, and of. By Oliver Goldsmith (1728

—

1774) ; a compilation for which he received eight
hundred guineas for eight volumes. "Johnson,"
says Professor Masson, " prophesied that he would
make the work as pleasant as a Persian tale, and
the prophecy was fulfilled." It is still popular.

Annabel, in Drtden's Absalom and Aehitophel
(q.v.), is designed for the Duchess of Monmouth.

Annabel Lee. The title and suhjeot of a
poem hy Edgar Allan Poe (1811—1849), which
Degins

—

" It was many and many a year ago,
In a kingdom by the Bea,

That a maiden there lived whom you may know
By the name of Annabel Lee."

Annales : " or, a Geuerall Chronicle of Eng-
land, from Brute unto this present Yeare of

Christe;" "colleoted by John Stow, citizen of
London" (1626—1605), and published in 1580.
It was "augmented" and published by Edmond
Howes in 1616.

Annals of Great Britain: "from the
Accession of George the Third to the Peace of
Amiens." By Thomas Campbell, the poet (1777

—

1844) ; issued anonymously in Edinburgh, in 1806.

Annals of the Parish, The. A novel by
John Galt (1779—1839), published in 1821.

Annals of the Poor. By the Eev. Leoh
BicHMOND (1772—1827), published in 1814, and
containing The Dairyman's Daughter, The Negro
Servant, The Toung Cottager, Conversation, and
A Visit to tlie Infirmary. These sketches origi-

nally appeared in substance in the Christian
Guardian, and have been frequently republished.
They were all of them written in the Isle of Wight,
and owe much of their interest to their local
colouring.

" Annals of the poor, The short and
simple." A line in Gray's Blegy written in a
Country Churchyard (q.v.).

Annan "Water. A Scottish ballad, which re-
lates how the hero, riding to meet his lover on a
Btonny night, is drowned in crossing a ford.

Anne Hereford. The title of a novel by
Mrs. Henry Wood (q.v.), which was published
in 1868.

Anne of Geierstein. A novel by Sir
Walter Scott (1771—1832), which was pub-
lished in 1829.

Annesley. A oharacterin Mackenzie's novel
of the Man of the World (q.v.), whose adventures
among the Indians are described with much spirit
and picturesqueness. James Annesley is also the
name of Charles Keade's Wandering Heir (1876).

Annie Fair. A ballad, printed by Herd,

Scott, Jamieson, Motherwell, and Chambers. It

tells how Annie, wedded to a noble lord, is forced

to welcome home a new bride of his, who turns

out, happily, to be her own sister Elinor, and who
promises that her love " ye sail na tyne."

" Seven ships, loaded weel,
Came o'er the sea wi' me

;

Ane o' them will tak' me hame.
And six I'll gle to thee."

Allingham says that the story, of which there

are several different Scottish versions, is found in

old French, in Swedish, in Danish, in Dutch, and
in German.

Annie of Lochroyan, Pair. A Scottish

ballad printed, in varying forms, by Herd, Scott,

Jamieson, and Buchan (under the title of Zord
Gregory). Lochroyan, or Loch Byan, is a bay
on the south-west coast of Scotland ; and the story

goes that Fair Annie, sailing to the casfle of her
lover. Lord Gregory, is refused admittance by his

mother, and, re-embarking, is drowned on her way
home.

"Annihilating all that's made." See
Marvell's poem of Thoughts in a Garden

:

—
" To a green thought, in a green shade."

Annual Register, The. A summary of
the history of each year; projected by E. and
J. Dodsley, and the first volume issued in 1768.
It is stm published yearly, and forms an invaluable
work of reference.

Annuals, which have been superseded by
special volumes, illustrated with the highest class
of wood engravings, were a series of yearly gift-

books, written by the best authors, and embellished'
with engravings on steel from paintings specially
made by the most famous artists. They were first

published in Germany, and the Forget-me-Not,
issued in London in 1822, introduced them to this
country. Immense sums were invested in their
production, and for many years they yielded large
profits to aU concerned in their manufacture. The
immense progress, however, made in the art of
engra-ving on wood, and the diSerence in the cost
of production, gradually forced them from the
market

;
and the issue of the Keepsake for 1866 was

the last regular appearance of the Annual proper
in this country. The most successful Annuals
were the Forget-me-Not, 1822—48; Friendship's
Offering, 1824—44; Literary Souvenir, 1824—34;
Amulet, 1827—34; Keepsake, 1828—56; Mood's
Comic Annual, 1830—42.

Annus MirabUis. ApoembyJoHNDRYDSN
(1631—1701), m celebration of the " year of won-
ders (1666), written in quatrains or stanzas of
four hnes m alternate rhymes. " I have chosen,"
says the poet, " the most heroic subject which any
poet could desire

; I have taken upon me to describe
the motives, the beginning, progress, and successes
01 a most just and necessary war : in it, the care,
and management, and prudence of our king; the
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conduct and valour of a royal admiral, and of two
incomparable generals ; the invincible courage of

our captains and seamen ; and three glorious vic-

tories, the result of aU. After this, I have in the

Fire [of London] the most deplorable, but -withal,

the greatest, argument that can be imagined."
Hazlitt, on the other hand, calls the Annus Mira-
bilis " a tedious performance ; a tissue of far-

fetched, heavy, lumbering conceits, and in the

worst style of what has been denominated meta-
physical poetry."

Another Life, The Physical Theory of.
A work by Isaac Tayiok (1787—1865), pubhshed
in 1836, in which the author, without reference to

Revelation, enters into a consideration of the pro-

babilities and possibilities of a future state. A very
similar subject of speculation is taken up in a more
recent and not less suggestive book, by Professors

P. G-. Tait and Balfour Stewart, called The Unseen

Universe (1875).

Anaelm, St. The Cur Deus Soma of this

famous writer was republished in 1863. See Zife,

by Dr. Davidson, in the Imperial Biographical Dic-

tionary ; also, by Dean Church, in the Sunday
Library.

Anson, Greorge, Lord. " A Voyage round
the World, 1740—4, compiled from his Lordship's

papers and official documents," by "Richakd
Walter, M.A.," was published in 1748. Some
doubt exists as to the real compiler of this cele-

brated narrative, most of which, says Allibone, was
composed by Peter Bobbins. The Edinburgh
Seview, in 1839, said it was stiU the most delight-

ful voyage with which it was acquainted. See

Supplement to Lokd Anson's Voyage.

Anster Pair. A mock-heroic poem, in the

ottava rima stanza, composed by William T'ennant

(1784—1848), and published in 1812. Its subject

is the marriage of the far-famed Maggie Lauder
of Scottish song, and much of its humour consists

of descriptions of the various people who flocked to

Anster, or Anstruther, Fair on that occasion. It

probably suggested to Frere the idea of his

Monies and Giants (q.v.), which, in its turn, acted

as the inspiration of Lord Byron's JSeppo (q.v.).

Its foreign prototypes may be looked for in the

lighter works of Bemi and Ariosto.

Anstey, Christopher, poet (b. 1724, d.

1805). He wrote, among other works, An Election

Ball, in letters from Mr. Inkle to his Wife at

Gloucester ; The Priest Dissected ; Speculation, or a

Defence of Mankind (1780) ; Liberality, or Memoirs

of a Decayed Macaroni ; The Farmer's Daughter,

and The New Bath Guide (1766). His Poetical

Works were published in 1808, with a Life by his

son. " I think biTn a real genius," wrote Hannah
More, "in the way of wit and humour." See

Election Ball, An ; New Bath Gbide, The
;

Priest Dissected, The.

Anstey, John. See Pleader's Guide, The,
and SuRKEEUTTEH, John, Esa.

Anstis, John. See Garter, The Eegister
OP, &o.

Anthea, To. A poem by Egbert Herrick
(1691—1674).

Anthology, An English, was issued in

1793—4, by Joseph Eitson (1752-1803).

Anthropological Society, for Promoting
the Science of Man and Mankind, was instituted in

1863, and issued the Anthropological Review in the

same year. In 1871 it amalgamated with the

Ethnological Society (Instituted 1843), and is

now styled the Anthropological Institute. A
number of works have been published imder its

auspices.

Anthropometamorphosis :
" Man Trans-

formed, or the ChangeHng." A work by John
BuLWER, published in 1653, in which he endea-

vours to show " the various ways how divers people

alter the natural shape of their bodies." See

Oldys' British Librarian and the Retrospective

Review, vol. ii., new series.

"Anthropophagi(The),andmenwhose
heads do grow beneath their shoulders."

—

Othello,

act i., scene 3.

Anti-Coningsby : "or, the New Generation

Grown Old." " By an embryo M.P." Published

in 1846, and suggested by Disraeli's novel of

Coningsby (q.v.). "The writer, who was a lady, made
the story conclude with the defeat of Ben Sidonia

in England, and his flight to Syria, there to or-

ganise a young Palestine party. See Sidonia,

Ben; Codlinqsby.

Anti-Jacobin Eeview, The : "AMonthly

Periodical and Literary Censor," from the com-

mencement in 1798 to the conclusion in 1821.

To this famous periodical, which supported by the

bitterness of pun, epigram, and parody, the prin-

ciples of the Tory party, the principal contributors

were Gifford, Hookham Frere, and Canning. In

its pages appeared some of the latter' s liveliest

jeux d'esprit, such as the Needy Knife-grinder

(q.v.), and the tragedy of the Rovers (q.v.). See

the Cornhill Magazine for 1867, Hayward's Ussays

(2nd series), and the Works of John Hookham
Frere. A selection, entitled, Poetry of the Anti-

Jacobin, was published in 1801, and has been

frequently reprinted.

Antiocheis. A work by Joseph of Exeter

(circa 1197), of which only a fragment, discovered

byLeland, and preserved by Camden, has come

down to us. It is quoted in Warton's History of

English Poetry, vol. i.

Antipholus of Ephesus; Antipholus
of Syracuse. Twin brothers, sons of Mgeou and

Emilia, in Shakespeare's Cotnedy of Errors—
" The one so like the other

Ab could not be distinguished but by names.

Antipodes, The. A comedy by Eichakd

Brome (d. 1652), printed in 1633, and founded on
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the idea that, at the Antipodes, everything must
1)6 opposite to what it is in our own sphere ; ser-

vants governing their masters, wives ruling their

hushands, old men going to school again, and
so on. .

Antiproguosticon. A treatise hy Wiluam
FuLKE (d. 1589), written to expose the astrologers of

his time, and translated hy William Painter. The
Latin original appeared in 1570.

Antiquarian Etching Club was instituted

in London (1848), and published six volumes of

etchings hy memhers. The puhlications of the club

were discontinued after 1853.

Antiquarian Society of London was
originally formed in 1572 by Archbishop Parker,
Camden, Stow, and others. It was revived in 1707,

and received a charter of incorporation from
George II., in 1761 ; and apartments in Somerset
House were granted to it in 1777. Its memoirs,
entitled ArehiBologia, were first published in 1770.

A list of books published by the Antiquarian
Society wiU he found in Lowndes' Bibliographer'

a

Manual.

Antiquary, Tlie. A comedy by Shakeeley
Mahmion (b. 1602, d. 1639), published in 1641, and
reprinted in Dodsley's Old Flays. The antiquary
is called Veterans.

Antiquary, The. A romance by Sir Waltee,
Scott (1771—1832), the third in order of the
Waverley Novels—published in 1816.

Antoninus, Marcus Aurelius. The works
of the great Eoman Emperor have been translated
into English by John Bourchier, Lord Bemers
(1636), Casaubon (1692), Thompson (1747), Collier

(1701), Thomson (1749), Graves (1792), and Long
(1869). See Matthew Arnold's Essays in Criticism,

and Dr. Farrar's Seekers after God.

Antonio. The hero of Shakespeare's play of

the Merchant of Venice (q.v.), whose "melancholy
and self-sacrificing magnanimity" is described by
Sohlegel as " affiectingly sublime. Like a princely
merchant, he is surrounded by a whole train of
noble friends. The contrast which this forms to
the selfish cruelty of the usurer Shylock was neces-
sary to redeem the honour of human nature."

Antonio. A sea captain in Shakespeare's
comedy of Twelfth Night (q.v.), remarkable for his
fanciful friendship for Sebastian (q.v.).

Antonio. Brother to Prospero, and the usurp-
ing Duke of Milan, in Shakespeare's play of the
Tempest (q.v.).

Antonio. Father of Proteus, in Shakespeare's
play of the Two Gentlemen of Verona (q.v.).

Antonio and Mellida, The History of.
A drama by John Marston (d. after 1633), the
second part of which is called Antonio's Sevcnge.
Both were acted in 1602.

Antony. A tragedy by Mary, Countess of

Pembroke, written in 1590, but not pubHshed

until 1595. It is a translation from Gamier, and

the principal speeches are in blank verse.

Antony and Cleopatra. A tragedy by

William Shakespeare (1664—1616), published,

according to an entry in the Stationers' Eegister,

on May 20, 1608, and founded on the life of

Antonius in Roger North's edition of Plutarch.

Daniel had pubKshed a tragedy called Cleopatra in

1594, and, in 1596, the Countess of Pembroke
translated the Tragedie of Antonie from the French

of Gander; hut Shakespeare does not seem to have

been indebted to either. "This," says Hazlitt,

" is a, very noble play. Though not in the first

order of Shakespeare's productions, it stands next

to them, and is, we think, the finest of his historical

plays—that is, of those in which he made poetry

the organ of history, and assumed a certain tone of

character and sentiment, in conformity to weU-
kuown facts, instead of trusting to his observations

of general nature or the unlimited indulgence of

his own fancy. What he has added to the history

is on an equality with it. The play is full of that

pervading comprehensive power by which the poet

always seems to identify himself with time and
circumstance. It presents a fine picture of Roman
pride and Eastern magnificence, and, in the struggle

between the two, the empire of the world seems
suspended, ' like the swan's down-feather,'

—

* That stands upon the swell at full of tide.
And neither way Inclines.'

"

ApeUes. A character in Lyly's drama of

Alexander and Canipaspe (q.v.), notable as the
singer of the well-known song, beginning

—

" Cupid and my Campaspe played
At cards for kisses."

Apemantus. The cynic, in Shakespeare's
tragedy of Timon of Athens (q.v.). " The soul of Dio-
genes," says Hazlitt, " appears to have been seated
on the lips of Apemantus. The churlish profession
of misanthropy in the cynic is contrasted with the
deep feeling of it in Timon." " Apemantus," says
Professor Dowden, " serves as an interpreter and
apologist for Timon. He finds it right and natural
to hate mankind, and he does it with a zest and
vulgar good pleasure in hatred ; while Timon hates,
and is slain by hatred, because it was his need to
love."

Apieius Redivivus. A manual of gastro-
nomy by Dr. William Kitchener (1776—1827),
published in 1817, and followed by the Cook's
Oracle in 1821, and Feptic Precepts in 1824.

Apocalypsis Golise Episcopi. A Latin
poem, attributed by Wright to Walter Mapes,
Archdeaconof Oxford (1150—1196), and consisting
of a pungent onslaught on the corruptions of the
Court of Rome, the iniquities of monkdom gene-
rally, and the laws of the Cistercians in particular.
See CoNFESsio Golije.
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Apocrypha, or Apocrjrphal Writings.
This title £as been applied, since tlie time of

Jerome, to a number of writings wMcli the Sep-
tuagint had circulated amongst the Christians, and
which are considered by some as an appendage to

the Old Testament, and by others as a portion of

it. The history of the Apocrypha ends 135 e.g.

The Books contained in the Apocrypha were not in
the Jewish Canon, andwere rejected at the Coundl of

Laodicea, about a.d. 366, but the Eoman Catholic
Church accepted them as canonical at the Council
of Trent, 1546. The 6th Article of the Church of

England, 1563, admits portions of the Apocrypha
to be read as lessons, but many of these were ex-
cluded by the Act passed in 1871. By other Pro-
testant churches, in Great Britain and America,
they are completely rejected from pubho worship.

Apocryphal Ladies, The. A comedy by
Makgaret, Duchess of Newcastle (1624—1673).

Apollo—
" Apollo from his shrine
Can no more divine,
With hollow shrielt the steep of Delphos leaving."

II Peaseroao, line 176.

Apollo and Daphne. A masque by John
Hughes (1677—1720), produced in 1716, with
music by Dr. Pepusch.

Apollo Club, The, was, says Walter Thorn-
bury, in his Old and New Zondon, almost the very
first institution of its Mnd. It held its meetings
in the " Devil" tavern. Fleet Street, and was there

presided over by " that grim but jovial despot,"

Ben Jonson, who gathered to his side " all the
prime literary spirits of the age," and who, in his

Marmion, makes Careless say he has " come from
Apollo "

—

*' Prom the heaven
Of my delight, where the hoon Delphic god
Drinks sack, and keeps his bacchanalla.
And has his altars and his incense smoking.
And speaks In sparkling prophecies."

See Mermaid Tavern.

Apollo, Hymn of.
Shelley ; written in 1820.

By Percy Bysshb

Apollodoros. The leading character in Pro-
fessor Aytotjn's satire, Firmilian, " a spasmodic
tragedy" (q.v.).

Apollonius Bhodius. The Argonautics of

this writer was translated into English by Fawkes
and Meen (1780), Greene (1780),and Preston (1803).

" Apollo's lute. Musical as is." A phrase

in Milton's Cootms, line 476, descriptive of "divine

philosophy "

—

" Not harsh and crabhed, as dull fools suppose."

ApoUyon (from the Greek (moWviu, to ruin).

An evil spirit,who figures in the Jewish demonology
as Abaddon, and is described in Revelation (ix. 2),

as "a king, the angel of the bottomless pit." He
appears also in Bunyan's Filgrmis Frogress (q.v.).

Apologia pro Vita Sua: " Being a History

of has Religious Opinions," published by John
Henry Newman, D.D. (b. 1801), in 1864. The

Rev. Charles Kingsley had written in the pages of
" a magazine of wide circulation," that " Truth,
for its own sake, had never been a virtue with the
Roman clergy. Father Newman informs us that
it need not, and on the whole ought not to be "

—

a statementwhich Dr. Newman immediately denied,
and which eventually resulted in a short but sharp
correspondence between the two clerical combatants.
This correspondence Dr.Newman republished iu the
form of a pamphlet, with some remarks of his own
as an appendix ; whilst Mr. Kingsley retorted in
another pamphlet

(
What does Dr. Newman Mean ?),

which goaded his adversary into the long and
masterly reply (forming a history of one of the
most important epochs in modem ecclesiastical

affairs) to which he has given the above-quoted
title. The Apologia will probably never be equalled
as a specimen of acute self-analysis. The only
subsequent work of a similar nature with which
it can be compared or associated, is Mr. Glad-
stone's Chapter ofAutobiography (1868), which was.

designed to defend the consistency of his action in

reference to the Irish Church.

Apology for Actors, An : " containing

three briefe treatises : 1 . Their Antiquity. 2 . Their

ancient Dignity. 3. The true use of their Quality."

A poem by 'Thomas Heywood (b. circa 1570),

published in 1612, and characterised as an "in-

genious and amusing " work. It has been reprinted

in the Somers' Collection of Tracts, and by thu-

Shakespeare Society.

Apology for Bow Legs, A Sailor's. A
humorous poem by Thomas Hood (1798—1845).

Apology for his own Life, An. By
Colley Cibeek (1671—1767), pubHshed in 1740.
" Cibber, says HazUtt, " is a most amusing
biographer; happy in his own opinion, the best

of all others ; teeming with animal spirits, and
uniting the self-sufficiency of youth with the

garruhty of old age. He brings down the history

of the stage, either by the help of observation or

tradition, from the time of Shakespeare to his own,

and quite dazzles the reader with a constellation

of male and female, of tragic and comic, of past

and present excellence." Even Dr. Johnsonadmitted

that his Apology was " very well done
;

" and

Swift was so much pleased with it that he sat up'

all night to read it.

Apology for Toetrie, An. See Poeteie,

An Apology por.

Apology for Rhyme, An. By Samuel

Daniel (1562—1619)-, printed in 1603, and re-

printed in 1815. See Art of English Poesie.

Apology for the true Chj^istian Di-

vinity : " as the same is held forth and preached

by the People, called in scorn, Quakers." By
Robert Barclay (1648—1690) ; originally written

and printed at Amsterdam in Latin (1676) ;
after-

wards translated into English by the author, and.

printed in 1678. It has been translated into the-
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principal European languages, and contains the
ablest exposition of the Quaker tenets that has
yet appeared.

Apophthegms, New and Old. By
Fbancis, Lord Bacon (1561—1626). Published in
1626, and declared by the Ediniurgh Review to be
" the best jest-book ever given to the pubho."

Apophthegms, Witty, "delivered at
several times, and upon several occasions," was
the title of a small volume published in 1668. It
purported to be the work of King James I., the
Marquis of Worcestek, Sir Thomas More, and
Francis, Lord Bacon. The contributions of Lord
Bacon and the Marquis of Worcester would pro-
bably be selections from the Apophthegms, New cmd
Old (1625) of the former, and the Apophthegms, or

Witty Sayings (1660) of the latter.

Apostolatus Benedictmorum. A volumi-
nous commentary on the Benedictine Rule, by
Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury (926—988).

"Apostolic blows and knocks. By."
Line 200, canto i., part i., of Butler's Mudibras
(q.v.).

Apostolic Creed, The. "Was versified by
William Whyttington, Dean of Durham. See
Athanasian Greed. The following is a specimen
of his version :

—

" From thence shall He come for to judge
All men both dead and quick,

I in the Holy Ghost helieve,
And Church that's CathoHck."

" Apparel oft proclaims the man. The."—Hamlet, act i., scene 3.

Apperley, Charles James, a well-known
sporting writer (b. 1777, d. 1843), wrote under the
pseudonym of " Nimrod," and published Nimrod's
Hwnting Tours (1836), The Chase, the Turf, and the
Road (1837), The Rorse and the Hownd (1842),' and
many other works of the same kind.

" Appetite had grown by what it fed
on." A line in Hamlet, act i., scene 2.

Appian. The History of the Soman Wars,
by this writer, was translated into English in 1578
and 1679. " His work," says Dr. Donaldson, " is a
mere compilation, not always very carefully exe-
cuted

; but it has become valuable on account of
the loss of some of those books from which he has
drawn his materials."

AppillS, in Pope's JSssay on Criticism (q.v.),

is intended for John Dennis, the critic, and re-
fers to his tragedy of Appius and Virginia (q.v.),

which was damned in 1709. He was also the " Sir
Tremendous" of Pope and Gay's farce of Three
Hours after Marriage (q.v.).

Appius and Virginia. A moral-play, by
"E. B.," reprinted in Dodsley's Colleetion of Old
Flays. It was probably written in the early part
of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and is notable as
containing a peculiar admixture of history and alle-

gory. Thus Conscience, Kumour, Comfort, Eeward,

and Doctrina are employed to punish Appius and

console Virginius ; and there is a vice called Hap-
hazard, which interferes in everything, and with

everybody, and makes great efforts to be amusing.

Kfor is there any attempt towards preserving dra-

matic decorum. "Virginia and her mother go
to ' church,' and Virginius, like a sound orthodox

believer, explains the creation of man and woman
accordiug to the Book of Genesis." It is, perhaps,

unnecessary to repind the reader that the story of

Appius and Virginia is one of the most tragic

episodes in early Roman history, and forms the

subject of one of Macaulay^s most stirring and
pathetic Lays (q.v.).

Appius and Virginia. A tragedy by John
Dennis, the critic (1667—1734) ; acted unsuccess-

fully in 1709. The thunder employed in it was,

however, so admirably concocted, that, to his in-

dignation, it was "stolen" for the representation

of Macbeth. See Dibdin's History of the Stage, iv.,

357.

Appius and Virginia. A tragedy by John
Webster (17th century). Was printed in 1654,

and revised by Betterton, in 1679, under the title

of the Roman Virgin ; or, the Unjust Judge.

" Applaud thee to the very echo, 1
would."

—

Macbeth, act v., scene 3.

Apple Dumplings and a King, The. A
well-known humorous poem, directed by John
WoLCOT (1738—1819) against George III. See
Pindar, Peter.

Apple Pie, The. A poem sometimes attri-

buted to Dr. King, and included in KichoUs' Select

Colleetion of Rooms. Its real author was Leonard
Welsted (1689—1747).

Application of Natural History to
Poetry, Essay on the. By Dr. John Aixm
(1747—1822), printed in 1777.

"Approbation from Sir Hubert Stan-
ley is praise indeed."

—

Morton, Cure for the
Heart-ache, act v., scene 2.

" Apt alliteration's artful aid. By." A
line in Churchill's poem of the Prophecy of
Famine.

Apuleius. The Golden Ass of this writer
was translated into English prose by Adlington
(1556), and Taylor (1822) ; his Cupid and Psyche
into English verse by Lookman (1744), Taylor
(1795), Hudson Gumey (1799).

Aquilant. A knight in the army of Charle-
magne, in Orlando Furioso.

Arabian Nights' Entertainments. Of
this famous treasury of Oriental fancy, which has
an equal charm for credulous youth and sceptical
manhood, and to which the modem poet and
romancist are under considerable obligations,
numerous excellent English versions exist ; among
others, those by Foster (1802), Beaumont (1810).
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Scott (1811), and Lambe (1826). The facile prin-
eeps is by Lane (1841).

" Aratay the hleBt."—Paradise Lost, book iv.,

line 162.

Aram, Sugeue. A romance by Lord Lytton
(1805—1873), founded on the story of the Knares-
borough schoolmaster, who committed a murder
under peculiar circumstances. " Of the author's
' novels of crime,' this is," says the Quarterly

Review, " if not the best, by far the most instruc-

tive study. . . . The problem to be solved was
briefly this. Given a scholar with high aspira-

tions and great attainments, humane and tender-

liearted, leading a blameless life, how can such a
man have been brought to commit a murder for

the sake of gain? "Whether Lord Lytton' s is a
satisfactory solution is a wholly diSerent question.

That the Eugene Aram of the novel should have
committed a murder is just credible ; that he should
have been associated with such an unredeemed
villain as Houseman is iaoredible." The story of

Eugene Arajn also forms the subject of a well-

known poem by Thomas Hood, and it has been
dramatised by W. Gr. "WUls.

Araspes. King of Alexandria, "more famed
for devices than courage," in Jerusalem Delivered.

Arbaces, in Beaumont and Fletcher's King
and No King (q.v.), is a haughty voluptuary, whose
pride is eventually brought low.

Arbaces. A satrap of Media and Assyria, and
founder of the empire of Media.

—

Byeon's Sarda-
napalus (q.v.).

Arbaces is the name of the priest of Isis in

Lord Lytton's Last Dags of Pompeii (q.v.).

Arbasto, King of Denmarke, The His-

.

tory of.' A romance by Robert Greene (1660

—

1592), pubUshed in 1617.

Arblay, Madame D'. See D'Ahblay,
Madame. „

Arbor of Am.itie, The :
" wherein is com-

prised pleasant poems and pretie poesies, set forth

by Thomas Howell, gentleman," printed in 1568.

Arbuckle, James. A Scottish poet, who
flourished about the beginning of the eighteenth

century ; author of Snuff, and other poems of a
humorous and witty character.

Arbuthnot, Alexander, lawyer, divine,

and poet (b. 1538, d. 1583), wrote a Sistory of
Scotland, the Praises of Women, the Miseries of a

Poor Scholar, and other works. A namesake of his

. printed and published, in 1697, the first Scottish

Bible.

Arbuthnot, Epistle to Dr., byALEXAJsmEit
Pope (1688—1744); "being the prologue to the

Satires " (q.v.). It is remarkable as containing the

famous description of Addison as " Atticus" (q-v.),

and is prolific in lines which have become pro-

verbial.

Arbuthnot, John, M.D. (b. 1676, d. 1735),
wrote An Examination of Dr. Woodward's Account
of the Deluge (1697) ; Am Essay, on the Usefulness

of Mathematical Learning ; A Treatise concerning
the Altercation or Scolding of the Ancients; The
Art of Political Lying ; Law is a Bottomless Pit, or
the Sistory of John Bull (1713), and other works,
a complete edition of which was published in
Glasgow, in 1750 and 1751. See, also, the Bio-
graphia Britannica,th.e letters of Swift and Pope,and
the Setrospective Review, vol. viii. Dr. Johnson said
of Arbuthnot that he was " the first man among the
eminent writers in Queen Anne's time." Warton
says, " It is known he gave numberless hints to
Pope, Swift, and Gay, of some of the most striking
parts of their works; " andMacaulay says, " There
are passages in Arbuthnot' s satirical works which
we cannot distinguish from Swift's best writing."
Thackeray, too, calls him " one of the vrisest,

wittiest, most accomplished, gentlest of mankind."
See Bull, The History op John; Memoirs op
P. P. ; ScBiBLEEUs, Martinus ; Altercation, &o.

Arcades. Part of a masque, by John Milton
(1608—1674), performed before the Countess
Dowager or Derby, at Harefield, near Horton,
Bucks, not later than 1636. " It was but a slight

piece, contrived according to the fashion of the
time, its simple motive being family afiection."

"
' Arcades ambo,' id est, blackguards

both." A line in Byron's poem of Don Juan,
canto iv., st. 93.

Arcadia, The Countess of Pembroke's.
A pastoral romance in prose, by Sir Philip Sidney
(1564—1686), with additions and corrections by
his sister, after whom the book is named. It was
first published in 1590, and has recently been
edited by J. Hain PrisweU (1867). The author
had intended, we are told by Ben Jonson, to trans-

form the Arcadia into an English romance, of

which the hero was to be King Arthur. As it is,

the scene of the story, which is said to have been
taken from that of Hackness, six miles from Scar-

borough, is situated in a sort of " cloud-cuckoo-

land, inhabited by knights and ladies, whose man-
ners are taken from chivalry, whose talk is Platonic,

and whose religion is Pagan." It wasirom Arcadia
that Shakespeare derived the names of some of his

characters, such as Leontes, Antigonus, Cleomenes,

Archidamus, and Mopsa. Southey speaks of Sidney

as—
" Illustrating the vales of Arcady
With courteous courage and with loyal lovea."

See, also, the criticisms by Fulke GreviUe, Horace

Walpole, Dr. Drake, Hazlitt {The Age of Mizaieth),

and W. Stigant {Cambridge Essays for 1868). "It
would be mere pretence," says Professor Masson,
" to say that the romance could be read through

now by anyone not absolutely Sidney-smitten in

his tastes, or that, compared with the books which

we do read through, it is not intolerably languid.

No competent person, however, can read any
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considerable portion of it without finding it full

of fine enth.usiaBm and courtesy, of higli sentiment,
of the breath of a gentle and heroic spirit. There
are sweet descriptions in it, pictures of ideal love
and friendship, dialogues of stately moral rhetoric.

In the style there is a finish, an attention to

artifice, a musical arrangement of cadence, and
occasionally a richness of phrases, for which Eng-
lish prose at that time might have been grateful."

Among the leading characters are M^isidorus,
Pyrocles, PhUoclea, Pamela, Cecropia, and Euar-
chus (aE of which see).

Arcadia, The. " A pastoral," by James
Shirley (1594—1666), performed at Drury Lane
in 1640. " In this play," says Dyce, " the chief

incidents of Sidney's famous romance are not un-
skilfully dramatised."

Archseologieal (British) Association,
for the Encouragement and Prosecution of Ee-
searches into the Arts and Monuments of the
Early and Middle Ages, instituted in London, in
1843. Many important works have been issued by
this association.

Archaeological Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland. In 1845 a number of

members of the Bkitish Archaeological Associa-
tion seceded from it and formed this institute.

Eeports of proceedings, and valuable works are

issued at irregular intervals.

Archaeological (Irish) and Celtic So-
ciety was founded in Dublin in 1840, as the Irish

Archseologioal Society, and amalgamated with the
Celtic Society of that city (instituted 1845) in 1853.

The objects of the society were the preservation,

republishing, and re-editing MSS. and books re-

lating to the history, topography, and literature

of Ireland ; and upwards of thirty volumes have
been published.

Arehee's Banquet of Jests : " new and
old." Published at London in 1657. "A little

jest-book," says Isaac Disraeli, " very high-priced
and of little worth." The author was Archibald
Armstrong. iSee Archy's Dream.

Archer, in Farquhar's comedy of the Seaux's
Stratagem (q.v.), is a decayed gentleman, who acts

as servant to Aimwell (q.v.).

Archer, Thomas, novelist, has written

Wmjfe Smnmers, A Fool's Paradise, Strange Work,
Terrible Sights of London, Labours of Love, and
other works.

ArchimagO (Greek, apxn, chief, and iiayos,

magician). An enchanter in Spenser's poem of the
Faerie Queene (q.v.), typifying Hypocrisy or Fraud,
or the Evil Principle, in opposition to the Ked
Cross Knight, who represents Holiness. Disguised
as a hermit, and assisted by Duessa, or Deceit, he
contrives to separate the knight from the lovely
Una (q.v.).

Archimedes. The Arenarius of thiswriter was
translated from the Greek by Anderson, in 1784.

Archipropheta, sive Joannes Baptista.
A Latin tragedy by Nicholas Gkimbold (b. circa

1520), written in 1547, and probably acted at Ox-
ford in the same year.

Architrenius. A Latin poem, in nine books,

by John Hanvil, a monk of St. Albans (circa

1190). It is described by Warton as " a learned,

ingenious, and very entertaining performance.

The design of the work," he says, " may be partly

conjectured from its affected Greek title ; but it is,

on the whole, a mixture of satire and panegyric on
public vice and virtues, with some historical

digressions."

Archy's Dream. A satire on Archbishop

Laud by Archibald Armstrong, King Charles's

jester, who had quarrelled with the powerful

prelate, and had, in 1637, been " exQed the Court

by Canterburies MaUce." It appeared in 1641.

See Archee's Banquet of Jests.

Areite. A young Theban knight, made captive

by Duke Theseus, in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales

(the Knight's Tale).

Arcite. The friend of Palamon, in the Two
Noble Kinsmen (q.v.).

Arden, Snoch. A poem by Alfred Tenny-
son (b. 1809), published in 1864, narrating the

adventures of a seaman who, shipwrecked on an
uninhabited island in the tropical seas, spends

many years in solitude, and when rescued, returns

home to find his vrife married to another, with
whom she lives in happiness. Arden proves his

nobUity of spirit by refusing to reveal to her the

fact of his existence, suffers in silence, and dies

broken-hearted. This poem is, Taine thinks, the

least Tennysonian of the author's poems, wanting
in the true Tennysonian maimer, and full of me-
chanical supematurahsm. Yet "Enoch Arden is

a true hero, after the highest conception of a hero.

He is as great as King Arthur—by his imconquer-
able will, and by a conscious and deliberate bow-
ing before love and duty."

Arden, Forest of, in Shakespbaee's As Tou
Like Lt (q.v.) , is a purely ideal creation ; certainly

not intended for the forest of Arden in Stafiord-

shire : more probably the French Ardennes, on
each side of the Upper Meuse.

Arden of Peversham. A tragedy, printed
in 1592, and sometimes attributed to Shakespeare,
who possibly revived some of the scenes. Hazlitt
says it " contains several striking passages ; but
the passion which they express is rather that of a
sanguine temperament than of a lofty imagination

;

and in this respect they approximate more nearly
to the style of other writers of the time than to
Shakespeare's." Tieck has translated this tragedy
into German. A tragedy on the same subject was
written by George Lillo (1693—1739). Arden
was a gentleman of Feversham, who was murdered
by Ms wife and her paramour in 1570. See Alicia.
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Areopagitica : " or, Speech for the Liberty
of Unliceno'd Printing." A jrose work by John
Milton (1608—1674), published in 1644, and cha-

racterised by the historian Presoott as "perhaps
the most splendid argument the world had then
witnessed in behalf of intellectual liberty." Cha-
teaubriand declared it to be " the best English prose
work " Milton ever wrote, and said :

" The liberty

of the press ought to deem it a high honour to

have for its patron the author of Paradise Lost.

He was the first by whom it was formally claimed."

Warton termed it " the most close, conclusive,

comprehensive, and decisive vindication of the

liberty of the press which has yet appeared." And
Lord Macaulay described it as "that sublime

treatise which every statesman should wear as a

sign upon his hand and as frontlets between his

eyes." The title of the work is obtained from the

Greek Areopagus, or Mars Hill, a mount near
Athens, where the most famous court of justice of

antiquity held its sittings. Professor Morley thinks

it is also in allusion to the Areopagitic of Isocrates.
" Milton was seeking," he says, " to persuade the

High Court of Parliament, our Areopagus, to

reform itself by revoking a tyrannical decree

against liberty of the press. He took, therefore,

as his model this noble Greek oration, written with
discretion and high feeling, but without harshness
of reproof. He uttered nobly his own soul and the

sovil of England on behalf of that free interchange

of thought which Englishmen, permitted or not,

have always practised, and by which they have
laboured Kufely forward as a nation." See the

edition by Hales (1874).

Aresby, Captain, in Madame d'Akblav's
novel of Cecilia (q.v.), is a captain of the militia,

whose language consists of set phrases intermixed

with French words. " He is a most petrifying

wretch, I assure you. I am obsedi by him
partout."

Aretliusa. The princess in Beaumont and
Fletcher's play of Fhilaster (q.v.).

Arethlisa. A lyric by Percy Bysshe Shelley,
written in 1820, and beginning

—

•' Arethuaa arose
From her couch of BnowB
In the Acroceraunian moiintalns."

Argalus. A character iu Sir Philip Sidney's

prose romance, Arcadia (q.v.) ; in love with Par-
thenia (q.v.).

Argalus and Parthenia. A pastoral romance
by Francis Quarles (1692—1644) ; was published

in 1621, and is modelled on the Arcadia (q.v.)

of Sir Philip Sidney.

Argante. A giantess in Spenser's poem of

the JFairie Queene (q.v.) ; is intended as a type of

the most depraved sensuality.

Argantes. A fierce and unbelieving, but coura-

geous Circassian of high rank in Tasso's Jerusalem

TOelivered.

3

Argenis : " or, the Loves of Poliarchus and
Argenis." A political allegory written in Latin by
John Barclay (1582—1621), and pronounced by
Cowper to be the most amusing romance ever
written. It was translated at the request of
Charles I. by Sir Robert le Grys and Thomas May,
again in 1636 by Kingsmill Long, and again in.

1772, by Clara Eeeve, under the' title of The
Phcenix. Coleridge thought so highly of it that he
expressed a wish that it could have made its exit

from its Latin form, and have been moulded into an
English poem in the octave stanza or blank verse.

The island of Sicily stands for France, Poliarchus
for Henry IV., Usinulea for Calvin, the Hypera-
phanii for the Huguenots, and so on.

Argentile and Cnran. A tale included in
Albion's Mnr/land, a poem by "William Warner
(circa 1558-—1609), " full of beautiful incidents,

extremely affecting, rich in ornaments, wonderfully

various in style." Campbell describes it as " the

finest pastoral episode in our language."

Arges. Baron of Servia, and husband of

Gabrina, in Ariosto's Orlando Fierioso.

Argier. The form in which Algiers is men-
tioned in Shakespeare's Tempest (q.v.).

ArgUlan. A haughty and turbulent knight in

Tasso's Jeriisale^n Delivered.

Argument, An :
" to prove that the Abohsh-

ing of Christianity in England may, as tilings now
stand, be attended with some inconveniences, and
perhaps not produce those many good effects pro-

posed thereby." An amusing tract by Jonathan
SwiPT (1667—1745), the idea of which was praised

by Johnson as "very happy and judicious." It

was written in 1708.

"Argues yourselves unknown, Not to
know me."—Line 830, book iv., of Milton's poem
of Paradise Lost (q.v.).

Argyll, Duke of, George Douglas Campbell

(b. 1823), has written The Reign of Law (1866),

Primeval Man (1869), The Sistory and Antiquities

of Lona (1870), and several pamphlets.

Argyllshire, On Visiting a Scene in.

A poem by Thomas Campbell (1777—1844).

Arideus. A herald in the Christian army in

Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

Ariel. The "tricksy spirit" of Pro^ro in

Shakespeare's play qf The Tempest (q.v.) ; the

banished duke having secured his services by
delivering him from the imprisonment of a cloven

pine-tree, to which he had been doomed by the

witch Sycorax. In the demonology of the Middle

Ages, he sometimes figures as a spirit of the air,

and sometimes as a water spirit. As Longfellow

smgs :

—

On the hearth the lighted logs are glowing,
And, like Ariel In the cloven pine-tree,

For freedom
Groans and sighs the air Imprisoned In them.
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Ariel. One of the angels cast out of heaven.
See Paradise Lost, vi., 1. 371.

Ariel, in Pope's poem of The Sape of the

Lock (q.T.), is the leading spirit—" superior hy the
head —of the sylphs. " To give to the sprite of

The Sape of the Zock the name of the spirit in The
Tempest was a hold christening. Prospero's Ariel,"

wrote Leigh Hunt, " would have snuffed him
out Kke a taper. Or, he would have snuffed him
up as an essence by way of jest, and found him
flat. But, tested hy less potent senses, the sylph
speeies is an exquisite creation." " The machinery
of the sylphs," says Lowell, "was added at the
suggestion of Dr. Garth. The idea was taken
from that entertaining book, The Oozmt de Gabalis,

in which Fouque afterwards found the hint for his

Undine; but the little sprites, as they appear in the

poem, are purely the creation of Pope's fancy."

"Ariel to Miranda, Take." The first line

of With a Guitar, a poem by Percy Bysshe
Shelley (1792—1822), written in the latter year.

Arimanes. " The prince of earth and air " of

Persian mythology and Grecian fable. Introduced
by Byron in Manfred (q.v.).

Ariodante and Ginevra, The History
of. A play performed by " Mr. Mulcaster's chil-

dren" before Queen Elizabeth on the nights of

Shrove Tuesday, 1582—3. It is supposed to have
suggested some of the incidents in Shakespeare's
Twelfth Night (q.v.), and was itself founded on a
story ill the fifth canto of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso,

of which a rhyming English version, under the title

of The magicall arid plesaunte history of Ariodanto
and Janeura, daughter umto the hynge of Scots, was
published by Peter Beverley soon after 1565—6.

Spenser refers to the legend in the fourth canto of
the second book of his Faerie Queene.

Ariodantes. The lover of Ginevra in Ari-
osto's Orlando Furioso.

AHosto. The following are some of the lead-
ing translations of this famous writer into English

:

Orlando Furioso, by Harrington (1591), Croker
(1765), Hoole (1783), and Stewart Eose (1825)

;

the Satires, by Markham (1608), and Croker (1759) •

Elegies (1611).

Ariosto of the North. A name by which
Byron designated Sir Walter Scott.

Aristeas : " History of the Seventy-two Inter-
preters : to which is added, the History of the
Angels, and their Gallantry with the daughters of
Men, written by Enoch, the Patriarch : published
in Greek by Dr. Grabe, made English by Ed.
Lewis, of Chr. Church Coll., Oxon, 1715." To
this work Moore was largely indebted in his poem
of The Loves of the Angels (q.v.).

Aristides. A pseudonym under which F. W.
Blagdon published a. pamphlet reflecting on the '

naval administration of Earl St. Vincent (1805),

for which he was condemned to six months' im-
prisonment.

Aristides, The British. A title given to

Andrew Marvell, the poet (1620—1678).

Aristophanes. The works of this great
Greek comic writer have been translated into Eng-
lish as follows :—the complete Comedies by Mitchell

(1820—2), Hickie (1863), and Eudd (1867) ; The
Birds (1812), and by Cary (1824) ; The Clouds, by
Stanley (1687), Cumberland (1797), and White
(1769) ; The Frogs, by Dunster (1812) ; Plutus, by
Randolph (1661), Fielding and Young (1812), and
Carrington (1826) ; The Wasps, by B. B. Eogers
(1876). See Ancient Classics for English Fieaders.

Also, British Birds, The.

Aristophanes' Apology. A poem by
EoEERT Brownino (b. 1812), published in 1876,
and including Herakles, a transcript from the
Greek of Euripides.

Aristophanes, The English (or Mo-
dern). Samuel Foote (1722—1777), comedian
and dramatist, was so called on account of his

overflowing wit and humour.

Aristotle. The complete works of this philo-
sopher were translated into English by Taylor,
and published in 1806—12. The best separate
versions are— the Ethics, by WyUdnson (1647),
GiUies (1797), a Member of Oxford University
(1818), Taylor (1818), Browne (1853), Chase (1866),
Grant (1866), Williams (1869), and Giles (1870);
On Fallacies, by Poste (1866) ; On Government, by
EUis (1776), Giffies (1797) ; Metaphysics, by Taylor
(1801) ; Foeties, by Twining (1789), Pye (1792),
Taylor (1818) ; Rhetoric, byOrummin (1812), Gillies

(1823), Taylor (1818). See Life of Aristotle by
G. H. Lewes (1864), and by Sir A. Grant (1877).

Armado, Don Adriano de, in Shake-
speare's comedy of Love's Labour's Lost (q.v.), is

a military braggart and bully, who indulges in the
most exaggerated and affected airs, and is said to
have been intended as a portrait of John Florio,
the philologist and lexicographer, nicknamed " the
Eesolute." Hazhtt calls him " that mighty poten-
tate of nonsense," and his page, " that handful of
wit."

_

" Arms and the man I sip,g." The open-
ing line of Dryden's translation of the ^mid.
" Armed at aU -poiata."—Samlet, act i.,

scene 2.

Armenian Lady's Love, The. A ballad
by William Wordsworth (1770—1850), written
in 1830, and founded on a passage in the Orlandus
ot the author's friend, Kenelm Henry Digby.

Armgart. A dramatic poem published by
George Eliot in Macmillan's Magazine; since
reprinted in Juhal, and other Poems (1874)
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Armida, in Fairfax's translation of Tasso's
Gierusalemme Liberata, is a maiden whose enchanted
girdle has the power of attracting love to its

wearer

—

" Of mild denays, of tender scorn, of sweet
BepulseBi war, peace, bope, despair, joy, fear

:

Of smiles, jests, mirth, wo, grief, and sad regret

;

Blghs, Borrows, tears, embracements, kisses dear,
Tmlt, mixed first, by weight and measures meet

;

Then, at an easy fire, attempered were

;

This wondrous girdle did Armida frame.
And, when she would he loved, wore the same."

"Armies swore terribly in Flanders
(Our)." An expression used in Sterne's Tristram
" "

,iii. 11.

Armin, Robert. An actor, contemporary with
Shakespeare, who wrote A Nest of Ninnies, simply of
themselves, without compotmd (1608), and a comedy
called The Sistory of the Two Maids of More Clacke.

Arminianism, Display of. A treatise by
John Owen (1616—1683), published by order of

the House of Commons.

Armstrong, John, D.D., first Bishop of

Grahamstown, South Africa (b. 1813, d. 1856), was
a contributor to the British Critic, Christian Se-
membrancer, and Quarterly Review, besides editing

Tracts and Sermons " for the Christian Seasons."

Armstrong, John, M.D., poet (b. 1709, d.

1779), was the author of An Essay for Abridging
the Study of Fhysie (1735) ; The Economy of Love

(1737) ; The Art of Preserving the Sealth (1744)

;

Benevolence (1751) ; An Epistle on Taste (1753)

;

Sketches by Launcelot Temple (1758) ; and some other
works. A collection of his- Miscellanies appeared
in 1770, containing The Universal AlmanAck and
The Forced Marriage. For Biography, see Chai-
meia'B Dictionary ; and for Criticism, Campbell's
Specimens. The latter writer says of him, that " he
may, in some points, be compared with the best

blank Terse writers of the age," and that " on the
whole, he is likely to be remembered as a poet of

judicious thought and correct expression." He
adds : " As far as the rarely-successful application

of verse to subjects of science can be admired, an
additional merit must be ascribed to the hand
which has reared poetical flowers on the dry and
difficult ground of philosophy." " Thomson, in
his luxurious way, has hit oSf Armstrong's likeness

in his Castle of Indolence, canto i., stanza 9 ; while
Armstrong has given a medical finish to the same
canto, by contributing the stanzas that follow the
seventy-fourth." See Abridging the Study op
Physic; Forced Marriage, The; Art op Pre-
serving Health, The ; Love, The Economy op

;

Temple, Launcelot.

Armstrong, Johnny. A ballad, of which
various versions may be found in Wit Restor'd

(1658) ; in A Collection of Old Ballads (1723) ; and
in Allan Ramsay's Evergreen (1724). The story
goes that James V. of Scotland, being on an expe-
dition against the Borderers, was met, in 1529, by
the famous freebooter who gives his name to the

ballad, and who, at the head of all his horsemen,
boldly asked for a pardon, and for permission to
enter into the royal service. But the king was
obstinate :

—

*' Thou Shalt have no pardon, thou traitor strong.
For those thy eight score men and thee,

To-raorrow morning, by ten o' the clock.
Ye all shall hang on the gallows-tree."

Whereupon a fight ensued, "tUl every man of
them was slain

;

" and their bodies were buried in
a deserted churchyard at Carlenrig, near Hawick,
where their graves are still shown.

Armusia, One of the heroes of Fletcher's
play of The Island Frincess (q.v.), in love with
Quisara (q.v.).

Arnim, Robert, See Caradoo the Great.

Arno Miscellany : " being a collection of

Fugitive Pieces, written by Members of the So-
ciety called Ozioso, at Florence." Printed privately

in 1784; and satirised by GifiEord in his Baviad
and Meeviad (q.v.).

Arnold, Arthur, author and journalist (b.

1833), has written two novels. Sever Court and
Ralph (1863). The Sistory of the Cotton Famine
appeared in 1864, Letters from the Levant in 1868,

and Through Fersia in 1877. Mr. Arnold was
editor of the Echo from its commencement to 1876.

Arnold, iEdwin, poet and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1832), has written Griselda, u, Drama;
Foems, Narrative and Lyrical ; Education in India;

The Euterpe of Serodotus, translated and annotated;

The Sitopades' a, a translation ; A Sistory of the

Administration of India under the late Marquis of
Dalhousie (1864) ; The Foets of Greece (1869) ; and
a translation of Sero a/nd Leamder (1873).

Arnold, Matthew, D.C.L. (Ox.), LL.D.
(Edin.), poet and critic (b. 1822), has written The
Strayed Reveller (1848) ; Empedocles on Etna, and
other Foems (1853) ; Foems (1854^; Merope (1858);
Lectures on Translating Somer (1861); A French
Eton, or Education and the State (1864) ; Essays in

Criticism (1865) ; The Study of Celtic Literature

(1867) ; Schools and Universities on the Continent

(1868) ; New Foem^ (1868) ; Culture and Anarchy

(1809) ; St. Faul and Protestantism (1870) ; Friend-

ship's Garland (1871); A Bible Reading for Schools

(1872); Literature and Dogma (1873); Sigher
Schools and Universities of Germany (1874) ; God
and the Bible (1875) ; and Last Essays on Church
and State (1877). A complete eition of his

Foems was published in 1869. For Criticism,

see Essays, by W. C. Eoscoe; My Study Win-
dows, by J. K. Lowell; A. C. Swinburne's

Essays and Studies; Hutton's Essays; the

Bishop of Derry, in Dublin Lectures on Literature,

Science, and Art ; The Life and Letters of A. S.
Clough, vol. i. ; the Quarterly Review, April, 1869,

and Oct., 1868 ; the Westminster Review, July,

1863; the Edinburgh Review, April, 1869; the

Contemporary Review, v6i.Tiyi\y. /See Balder Dead;
Empedocles on Etna ; Heine's Grave ; Lessing's

Laocoon; Mycerinus; Obeemann; Rugby Chapel;
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Scholar-Gipsy, The; Soheab and Eustum;
Southern Night, 'A ; Strayed Reveller, The

;

Thundertentronckh ; Thyrsis ; Tristram and
ISEULT.

Arnold, or, Arnolds, Richard (circa 1500).
He wrote a work generally known as Arnold's
Chronicle, the proper title of wMch is The Names
of the Balyfs, Custos, Mm/res, and Sherefs of ye
Cite of Londonfrom the Time of King Richard the
First, &c. " The most heterogeneous and mul-
tifarious miscellany that ever existed " (Warton).

Arnold, Thomas, D.D. Head master of
Kughy (b. 1795, d. 1842). He wrote Lectures on
Roman History ; The Later Roman Commonwealth ;
Sermons ; a pamphlet on Church and State ; and
some miscellaneous works, edited, in 1845, hy his
biographer. Dean Stanley. See the Quarterly
Review, vol. Ixxiv. ; Knight's English Cyclopaedia,

and the Life by E. J. Worboise.

Arnold, WiUiam Delafleld (b. 1828, d.

1859), wrote Oakfield, or Fellowship in the Bast

;

The Palace of Westminster, and other Historical
Sketches; a translation of Wiese's Lectures on
Fnglish Education; .and a volume of Lectures on
English History. In the poem of A Southern Night,
by his brother, Matthew Arnold, allusion is made
to his death, at Gibraltar, on his way home from
India :

—

*• For there, witb bodily anguish keen.
With Indian heats at last fordone

;

With puljlic toll and private teen.
Thou sanlfest alone."

Arnot, Hugo (1749—1786), pubUshed a Col-

lection and Abridgment of celebrated Trials in Scot-

land, from 1536 to 1784, with Historical and Critical

Remarks (1786) ; History of Edinburgh (1789), and
several other works, including an Essay on
Nothing (1777).

Arod. The name under which Sir William
"Waller is personified in Drydbn's Absalom and
Achitophel (q.v.).

Aronteus. An Asiatic king who joined the
Egyptian armament against the Crusaders [Jeru-

salem Delivered).

Arraignment of a Lover, The. A short
poem by George Gasooigne (1630—1677).

Arraignment of Paris, The. A court
show or masque, by George Peele (1562—1598),
represented before Queen EUzabeth in 1584. " The
Arraignment of Paris," wrote his friend, Thomas
Nash, in that year, " might pleade to your opinions
his pregnant dexteritie of art and manifold varietie

of invention, wherein [me judice) he goeth a step

beyond all that write."

Arrowsmith, John, D.D. (b. 1602, d. 1669),
wrote Armilla Catechetica, or a Chain of Principles,

wherein the Chief Heads of the Christian Religion

are Asserted and Lmproved (1659) ; Tractica Sacra
(1657), and other works.

Arsetes. An aged eunuch in Tasso's Jerusalem

Delivered.

Arster, John, LL.D., Irish poet and es-

sayist, has published Poems, with translations from
the German (1819) ; a version of Goethe's Faust

(1835) ; and a volume of poetry entitled Xenidla

(1837). He has been a constant contributor to

various magazines and reviews.

Artemisia. A name imder which Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu (1690—1762) was satirised by
Pope. See Sappho.

" Art is long, and Time is fleeting."
A line in Longfellow's poem of A Psalm of Life.

" Art may err, but Nature cannot
miss."

—

Dryden, Cock and Fox.

Art of Cookery, The. A poem by Willlam
King (1663—1712), pubhshed in 1709.

Art of English Poesie, Observations
in the. By Thomas Campion (1540—1623). An
essay in criticism, republished by Haslewood, in

his collection of Ancient Critical Essays upon Eng-
lish Poets and Poesy (1816). It occasioned Daniel's

Apology for Rhyme (q.v.). See Arte of English
Poesie, 'The.

" Art of Crod, The cotirse of Nature is
the." Line 1267, night ix., of Young's Night
Thoughts (q.v.). " For Nature," says Sir Thomas
Browne, "is the art of God" {Religio Medici,

sect. 16).

Art of Preserving Health, The. A poem
by John Armstrong, M.D. (1709—1779), published
in 1744. " It is a kind of dictionary of domestic
medicine in blank verse, containing much learning,
much medical and moral philosophy ; but without
much original power, either of poetical conception
or execution." According to Warton, it is dis-

tinguished by classical correctness and closeness
of style.

" Art thou poor, yet hast thou golden
sliimbers." First line of a lyric by Thomas
Dekker (d. 1641), which celebrates the blessings
of contentment

—

*'0 sweet content I sweet, sweet content!"

" Art thou the bird whom Man loves
best?" First line of The Redbreast chafing the

Butterfly, a short poem by William Wordsworth
(1770—1850).

Arte of English Poesie, The. A critical

treatise attributed to George Puttenham (q.v.),

published in 1589, "and contrived," as the tide
page expresses it, "into three bookes, the first

of Poets and Poesie, the second of Proportion,
the third of Ornament." "The work," says
Arber, " is not exclusively confined to English
Poesie. The first of the three books gives also
the theory of the origin of the vaiious forms of
poetry. The second describes the ancient classic
poetry; reports, and apparently introduces into
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our literature, the Tartarian and Persian forms of

verse, afterwards so fashionalole, amd discusses the
appKcation df Greek and Latin metrical ' nume-
rositie' to English poetry. The third hook ex-

plains the then theory of punctuation ; has a long
chapter on Languages, deals -with the figures of

rhetoric as well as those of poetry proper, and has
some forty pages on a seemingly foreign subject.

Decorum ; hy which we are to understand not only

courtly manners, hut also apt and felicitous ex-

pression of thought, and appropriateness of dress

and conduct to our condition of life." Not the

least interesting portion of the first hook is that in

which the " author's censure" is given upon those
" who in any age have heen the most commended
writers in our English poesie," these heing Chaucer,

Gower, Lydgate, Langland, Harding, Skelton,

Wyatt, Surrey, Vaux, Stemhold, Heywood, Ferrye,

Phaer, Golding, Ealeigh, Dyer, Sidney, Edwards,
Gascoigne, and others. The Arte was reprinted

hy Joseph Haslewood in his Ancient Critical Essays
ia 1815, and more recently hy Arher. See Art op
English Poesie.

Artegal. A mythic king of Britain, who
figures in the Chronicle of Geoifrey of Monmouth,
and in Milton's History of Britain (q.v.).

Artegal. A knight in SpeSser's Faerie

Queene (q.v.) ; intended as a type of Justice, and
representing the poet's friend and patron. Lord
Grey. Many historical events are woven into the

narrative of his adventures.

Artegal and Elidiire. A poetical episode

by William Wokdswobth (1770—185.0), written

in 1815, and founded on a passage in Geofirey of

Monmouth's Chronicle.

Artful Dodger, The. The sobriquet of a
character—a young thief—^in Dickens's novel of

Oliver Twist (q.v.).

Arthur of Lytel Brytayne, The Hys-
tory of the Most Noble and VaUant
Knight. Translated into EngUsh from a French
original, by John Bourchiek, Lord Berneks
(1474—1532).

Arthur, King of Great Britain: "A
Book of the noble Hystoryes of Kynge Arthur,

and of certayn of his Knyghtes, reduced into Eng-
lysohe by Syr Thomas Malory, knyght ;

" printed

by Caxton, 1489, and recently reprinted.

Arthur, The Legend of King. An old

ballad in which the chronicle of De Leew, printed

at Antwerp, in 1493, appears to have been chiefly

followed. It is supposed to he spoken by Arthur
himself.

Arthur, The Book of Kynge : " and of

his noble Itnyghts of the Eound Table
;

" printed

by Wynkyn de Worde in 1498.

Arthur, The Misfortunes of. A tragedy

by Thomas Hughes, a student of Gray's Inn,

acted at Greenwich, on February 28, 1687. Lord

Bacon, then in his twenty-eighth year, assisted in
the invention and preparation of the dumb shows
by which the performance was varied. Among the
dramatis persona are Guenevora, Mordred, and
Gawin.

Arthur, King of England. A play by
EiCHAKD Hathaway (1598), probably a revival of

The Misfortunes of Arthm- (q.~v.).

Arthxir, King. An opera written by John
Dbyden (1631—1701), dedicated to the Marquis
of Halifax, and performed, with music by Purcell,

in 1691.

Arthur, Prince. An heroic poem, in ten

books, hy Sir Eichahd Blackmoke, M.D. (1650

—

1729), published in 1695, and written, as the

author tells us, " by such catches and starts, and
in such occasional uncertain hours as his profession

afforded, and for the greatest part in coffee-houses,

or in passing up and down the streets." It passed

through three editions in the course of two years,

and though attacked by Dennis in a formal criti-

cism, received the praise of Locke, concerning

whom Southey remarks that his " opinion of Prince

Arthur should be held in remembrance by all

dabblers in metaphysics when they presume to

dabble in poetry." Prince Arthur was followed,

in 1697, by King Arthur.

Arthur, King. A poem, in twelve books, by
Edwabd, Lord Lytton (1805—1873), pubhshed in

1848, in which modem characters, the late King
Louis Philippe among others, are introduced under

a very thin disguise. The poem is not without

interest as a clever tour deforce, but it has never

attained to popularity, and its reception by the

critics was cold and disheartening from the first.

" Nothing," says W. C. Eoscoe, " can more for-

cibly indicate Lord Lytton' s absolute deficiency in

true poetical genius than the value he assigns to

his own poetry. After ample time for reflection,

he has deliberately placed it on record that his

King Arthur is the highest effort of his powers,

.

and the work on which he rests his claim to post-

humous fame. This is to be most unjust to him-

self. No poet could have written King Arthur."

Arthur, King, in Tennyson's poem of The

Idylls of the King (q.v.), is intended less as a

portrait of

—

'* That gray king whose name, a ghost.
Streams like a cloud, man-shaped, from mountain peak,

And cleaves to calm and cromlech still,"

than as a personiflcation of the soul at war with

sense. The reader may, if he chooses, regard the

poem as a mere narrative, to be read for the

pleasure its details afford; but a writer in the

Contemporary Review for 1873, identified with a

personal friend of the poet's, assures us that the

Idylls are intended to be a consistent and coherent

allegory, opening with the mysterious birth of the

soul, as described in the " Coming of Arthur," and

closing with its no less mysterious disappearance,

as magnificently recorded in the concluding idyll.
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Through all the poem " we see the body and its

passions gain continually greater sway, till in the
end the spirit's earthly work is thwarted and
defeated by the flesh. Prom the sweet spring-

breezes of ' Gareth ' and the story of ' Geraintand
Enid,' whertf'UaC first gush of poisonSlg ^MsTon
BUwa for a time, and yet passes and leaves pure
a great and simple heart, we are led through
' Merlin and Vivien. ' where, early in the storm,

we see greai wil ana genius succumb ; and through
' Lancelot and Elaine.' where the piteous early

deaih oi innooerice and hope results from it—^to

the ' T^nly Gpil^ ' where we find religion itself

under the stress of it, and despite the earnest

efforts of the soul, blown into mere fantastic shapes
of superstition. In ' Felleas and Ettarre

'

the storm
of corruption ouhuinaledi VJUrlmg ike sweet waters
of young love and faith out from their proper

channels, sweeping them into mist, and casting

them in hail upon the land. Then comes the
dismal autumn—dripping gloom of the ' Last
Tournament,' with its awful and portentous close;

ffiiJ" then In ' Guinevere,' the final lightning-

stroke, and all th^TtSBno of the earthly life falls

smitten into dust, leaving to the soul a broken
heart for company, and a conviction that if in this

world only it had hope, it were of all things most
miserable. Thus ends the ' Eound Table,' and the
story of the life-long labour of the soul." {Spec-

tator, January, 1870.) Not only, however, does

Arthur typify the soul : he is a sort of ideal man,
a'" blameless king, a kind of human Christ—the
royal Liberator of his people, who shall surely

come again and complete his work—the mystically-

born king, victorious, defeated, but deathless."

This, as the writer in the Contemporary/ remarks,
was the central figure of a whole literature, which
flourished for generations, and doubtless was the
secret of its wonderful influence and duration.
" It is difficult not to see the analogy it suggests,

and difficult to doubt that, as a knightly version of

the Christ Himself, that figure became so popular
in the days of chivalry." The Arthur around
whom all these various legends gathered is de-

scribed as a King of Britain at the time of the
English invasion. He was the sou of TJther Pen-
dragon by Ignera, wife of Gorlois, Duke of
Cornwall, and was raised to the monarchy at the
age of fifteen. Waging war against the invaders,
he defeated them in every battle, and slew nearly
500 of them with his sword Excalibur (q.v.). He
then carried his forces into Scotland, Ireland, and
Iceland, and, returning triumphant, took to wife
Guenhever, said to be the fairest in the land, with
whom he lived peacefully for twelve years. After-
wards he fought valiantly in Norway, Hussia, and
Gaul, where the Eomans succumbed before his
marvellous prowess ; but, in the meantime, Mordred,
his nephew, had allied himself with the English

;

and it was in Cornwall, on the river Camlan, whilst
in the act of chastising the recreant and his rebel
followers, that the " flos regum " was slain. See

GuiKEVEIiE.

Arthur's Death, King. An old baUad

fragment, evidently taken from the romance of

Morte d'Arthur, and curious as a commentary on

Tennyson's poem of that name. Only it is Sir

Lukyn, and not Sir Bedivere, that the king sends

to cast Excalibur into the mere. See Excalibur.

Arthur, Timothy Shay. An American

writer (b. 1809), whose works, too numerous to

specify in detail, have obtained considerable popu-

larity in this country. For a Hst of them, see the

English Catalogue.

Artless Midnight Thoughts of a Gen-
tleman at Court, The ; "who for many years

built on sand, which every blast of cross fortune

has defaced ; but now he has laid new foundations

on the rock of his salvation." By Sir William
KiLLiQEEW (1605—1693); published in 1684.

Cihber says " that besides 233 thoughts in it, there

are some smaU pieces of poetry." "If," says

Southey, " he has really given us 233 thoughts in

one volume, we may recommend Sir William as a

worthy object of imitation, or rather admire the

improvement introduced in the book manufactory

since, of making volumes without any thoughts

at all."

Arundel, or Hirondelle. The magic steed

of Sir Bevis of Southampton, in the romance of

that name (q.v.) . An absurd etymology connects

it with the name of the castle and town of Arundel.

Arundel Society, for Promoting the Know-
ledge of Art by the publication of fac-similes and
photographs, was instituted in London in 1848.

ArviragUB. A son of Cymbeline, in Shake-
speare's play of that name (q.v.).

Arymes I^dain Vawr : " The Destiny
of Great Britain." A poem descriptive of the
expulsion of the Cymri from the British lales.

This has been attributed to Goeyddon, a bard of

the 7th century, and to Taliesin (q.v.) ; but
Stephens, in the Literature of the Kymri, assigns
it to Madoc ap Iddon, King of Gwent, in South
Wales, who died in 1180.

" As a beam o'er the face of the waters
may glow." First line of an Irish melody by
Thomas Moore (1779—1852).

" As at a railway junction, men." First
hne of Sic Itur, a lyric by Arthur Hugh Clough
(1819—1861).

" As I lay a thinkinge." Opening line of
the Last Verses of " Thomas Ingoldsby," by the
Eev. E. H. Barham (q.v.).

A 't!
^^ "^ ^**^ *^® ''^f®. I said to myself."A humorously satirical lyric in Dipsychus (q.v.), by

Arthur Hugh Clouoh (1819—1861). The refrain
runs :

—

"§™ P'eiBant It is to Imvo money, helglio IHow pleasant it is to have money I

"

" As it fell upon a day." First Une of a
lync by Eiohakd Barnfielb (b. 1574). The fol-
lowing Unes are often quoted :

—
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" Everything did 1>aBlBh moan,
Bave the nightingale alone.
She, poor bird, as all forlorn,
Leaned her breast up till a thorn

;

And there sung the dolofull'st dlttyi
That to hear It was great pity."

See Cynthia.

" As with gladness men of old." First

line of a popular hymn Vy William Chattekton
Dix (1860).

"As ye came from the Holy Land."
First line of False Love and Trite Love, a poem by
Sir Walter Raleigh (1552—1618). It is also the
first line of an old tallad, which, taking the form
of a dialogue between a pilgrim and a traveller,

was once very popular, and is quoted by Beaumont
in his Knight of the Burning Pestle, act ii., last

scene, and in an old play called Hans Beerpot, the

Invisible Comedy (1618), act i.

As You Like It. A comedy by William
Shakespeake (1664—1616) ; was probably acted

for the first time in 1399, and published, under the

title of "As You Like Yt, a booke," in 1600.

There can be no doubt that it was written in the

heyday of the author's genius, when he had just

completed the grand series of historical plays, and
was glad to throw himself for rest into the ideal

and idyllic world of Arden, before he set to work
at the equally grand series of tragic dramas that

began with Romeo and Juliet, and culminated in

Macbeth and Othello. He seems to have been in-

debted for the mere ground-work of this play to

Lodge's Sosalynde (q.v.) : or, Biiphttes' Golden

Legacie, found after his death in his cell at Silexcdra

(1560), which appears in its turn to have been
founded on an older English original. In this

tale, the deceased Sir John of Bordeaux has three

sons, Saladine, Femandine, and Eosader ; the

banished duke being Gerismond, King of France.

Celia is first Alinda and afterwards Aliena ; Corin

and Silvius figure as Ooridon and Montanus ; whilst

the shepherdess Phoebe and the faithful servant

Adam appear in the names that they preserve in

Shakespeare. Touchstone, Jacques, and Audrey
are, on the other hand, entirely the creation of the

poet, who also infuses into all the other characters

a life and spirit which they do not possess in

Lodge's work. " Large extracts from the latter are

given," says Moberly, " in DeUus's edition of the

works of Shakespeare, and a perusal of them only

demonstrates the more clearly how wonderfully

the poet has contrived to surround a somewhat
heavy and commonplace tale with an atmosphere
of brightness and romance. To him alone," adds

Moberly, " belong the charming conception of

outlawed forest life, the pure rusticity of the lower

characters, the serene magnanimity of the banished
duke, the inexhaustible sprightliness of Eosalind,

the knavish fool-wisdom of Touchstone, and the

superficial and worldly cavilling of Jacques ; aU
stamped with the unmistakable impress of his

master-hand, and combining, in the most singular

way, to give the play a most distinct and important

moral bearing, as well as the animation and grace
which has made it the delight of aU readers, young
and old." &ee'DoyfA.e-a!sShakespeare'sMindamdArt.

Asaph, A character intended for John
Drydcn, the poet (1631—1701), by Nahum Tate
(1662—1715), who added a second part to the for-

mer's poem of Absalom and Aehitophel (q.v.).

Ascanio. The hero of Fletohek's comedy of

The Spanish Curate (q.v.).

Ascanius : " or, the Young Pretender ;
" " a

true history," published at London in 1746. In
mythology, Ascanius was a son of .ffineas and
Creusa, second king of Latium, and the founder
of Alba Longa. See Virgil's JEneid, and Livy's

Ascapart, in the romance of Sir Bevis of
Southampton (q.v.), is a giant, thirty feet high,

who is said to have carried Sir Bevis, his wife, and
his horse, under his arm, though eventually he
falls a victim to the hero's prowess. Warton says

that he figures frequently in the old French
romances ; and there are numerous allusions to him
in the Ehzabethan.writers. Pope wrote :

—

" Each man an Ascapart, of strength to toss
For quoits both Temple Bar and Charing Cross.

"

Ascham, Roger (b. 1515, d. 1568), wrote
Toxophilus, the Scheie of Shootinge (1544) ; A Report

and Discourse of the affaires and state of Germany,
and the Emperor Charles his Court during certaine

yeares (1550—2), (1652) ; The Seholemaster (1570)

;

Apologia pro Coena Dominica contra Missam et eius

Prestigias (1577) ; Hpistolarum Libri Tree (1578) . His
English Works were collected, edited, and pub-

lished by Bennett in 1761, with a Life by Dr.

Johnson. They were again published in 1815

;

and appeared, under the editorship of Dr. Giles,

in 1865. See, also, Grant's De Vita et Ob. Pogeri

Aschami,a.-!i.dLH3xt\eyGo\e-ridLge'sNorthernWorthies.

FiiUer wrote of Asoham :
—"He was an honest man

and a good shooter. His Toxophilus is a goodbook
for young men ; hia Schoolmaster for old; his Epistles

for all men." Hazlitt says :
" Ascham is plaid and

strong in his style, but without grace or warmth

;

his sentences have no harmony of structure. He
stands, however, as far as I have seen, above all

other writers in the first half of the queen's (Eliza-

beth) reign." ;S«e Schoolmaster,The; Toxophilus.

Asgill, John (d. 1738), was the author of

An Argwment proving that Men may be translated

to Seaven without dying (1700), and various other

works, including a humorous Essay on a Registry

for Titles of Lands (1771), and The Succession of the

Souse of Hanover Vindicated (1714).

Ashburne, Thomas D'. An Augustine friar

(circa 1350) who wrote a reply to the Trialogues of

WicklifiEe, and various other theological treatises.

Ashtay, George, Clerk of the Signet to

Queen Margaret, was the author of the Active

Polieie of a Prince (q.v.). See Warton's History of

English Poetry.
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Ashford, Isaac. A peasant in Crabbe's poem,
The Farish Register (q.v.).

Ashmole, Elias (b. 1617, d. 1692), wrote
Fasciculus Chemicua (1654) ; Theatrum Chemicum
Britannicmi (1652) ; The Way to Bliss (1658) ; The
Institution, Laws, amd Ceremonies of the Most Noble

Order of the Garter (1672) ; and Antiquities of
Berkshire {\Ti.% or 172Z). OisMemoirs "drawnup
by himself by way of diary," were printed in 1717,

and reprinted 1774. Wood says of him: " He was
the greatest virtuoso and curioso that ever was
known or read of in England before his time.

Uxor Solis took up its habitation in his breast, and
in his bosom the great God did abundantly store

up the treasures of aU sorts of wisdom and know-
ledge. Much of his time, when he was in the

prime of his years, was spent in chemistry, in which
faculty, being accounted famous, he did worthily

deserve the title of MercuriophUus Anglicus." See

Fascicdlus Chemicus ; Garteii, The Most Noble
Order op the ; Theatrum Chemicum Beitanni-
CUM ; Way to Bliss, The.

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, conaistiag

of a valuable coUeotion of MSS., books, coins, &c.,

was presented to the university and opened in

1682 by EUas Ashmole (q.v.). The Ashmolean
Society, Oxford, was established in 1828.

Ashmore, John, poet (temp. 17th century),

produced Certain Selected Odes of Sorace Englished

(1621). '

Ashton, Charles, Canon of Ely (b. 1665,
d. 1752), produced editions of Hierocles and Justin
Martyr.

Ashton, Lucy. The heroine of Scott's novel
of The Bride of Lammermoor (q.v.) ; daughter of

Sir WiUiam Ashton, and betrothed to Edgar, the
Master of Eavenswood.

Ashton, Sir William. A character in
Scott's Bride of Lammermoor.

Ashwell, John, Prior of Newnham Abbey,
near Bedford, was the author of certain " Letters
sente secretley to the Byshope of Lyncolue," in
1527, " wherein the sayde Pryour accuseth George
Joye, that Tyme being Felow of Peter College, in
Cambridge, of fower opinions;" "the answere of

the sayde George unto the same opinions" being
pubUshed with the letters. " This work is of great
interest," says Allibone, " not only to the biblio-

grapher and lover of rare books, but as connected
with the history of one of the first men who stood
forth in England andboldlyadvocated the ' universal
difiusion ' of the Gospel." For an account of Joye,
see Fuller's Worthies.

Asiatic (Boyal) SocietyofGreatBritain
and Ireland, The, instituted in London in
1823, and incorporated by Royal Charter in 1824.
In 1828 it established the Oriental Translation
Fund, by the aid of which numerous volumes of
Eastern literature have been published.

" Ask me no more : the moon may
draw the sea." First line of a song by Alfred
Tennyson (b. 1809) in The Frineess (q-v.).

" Ask me no more where Jove
bestows." First line of a song by Thomas Carew
(1589—1639).

"Ask me no more whither do stray
The golden atoms of the day

;

For In pure love heaven did prepare
These powders to enrich your hair."

" Ask me why I send you here." First

line of a song called The Frimrose (q.v.).

"Ask what you wUl, my own and
only love." First line of a lync by Francis
Turner Palgrave.

" Ask why I love the roses fair ?

"

First line of The Season Why, a lyric by Fre-
deriok Locker.

Aske, James. See Elizabetha Triumphans. •

Askew, Anthony, M.D. (1722—1772), was
one of the fathers of the " Bibliomania " in Eng-
land.

Asmodeus. The fiendish companion of Don
Cleofas, " one of Satan's light infantry," in Le
Sage's Le Diable Boiteux, or The Devil on Two
Sticks. " As much a decided creation of genius,
in his way, as Ariel or Caliban " (Sir W. Scott).

Aspasia, in Beaumont and Fletcher's play of
The Maid's Tragedy (q.v.), is forsaken by Amintor,
who marries Evadne. " Aspasia," as Charles Lamb
says, " is a slighted woman, refused by the man
who had once engaged to marry her. Yet it is

artfully contrived, that while we pity her, we
respect her, and she descends without degradation.'
So much true poetry and passion can do to confer
dignity upon subjects wMch do not seem capable
of it."

Aspen Court. A novel by Charles Shirley
Brooks (1815—1874).

Ass, To a Young: "its mother being
tethered near it." A lyric by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge (1772—1834), written 1794. Hence the
allusion by Byron in the English Bards and Scotch
Beviewers (q.v.)

—

"r^®* none In lofty numbers can surpass
The bard who soars to elegise an aas.'*

Assembly of Foules, The. See Foules,
The Assembly of.

Asser, Bishop of Sherborne (d. 910), is sup-
posed to have- written, among other works, the
JElfredi Regis Res Gestce, published by Arch,
bishop Parker in 1574. See Wright's Biographia
Bntannica Literaria for the argument against
Asser' s authorship.

Assignation, The. A comedy by Sophia
Lee (1760-1824), produced at Drury Lane in
1807. "It was only performed once, the public
thinking that much of the satire was aimed at
public characters, and therefore naturally evinc-mg displeasure."
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" Assume a virtue, if you have it not."—Samlet, act iii., Bcene 4.

" Assurance double sure, I'll make."—Macbeth, act iv., scene 1.

"Assurance of a Man, To give the
world."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 4.

Astagoras. A female fiend, and companion of

the Three Furies, in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

Astarte. The lady heloved by the hero in

Byron's Manfred (q.v.).

Astell, Mary (h. 1668, d. 1731), wrote, among
other works, A Serious Proposal to the Ladies for
the Advameement of their trtie and greatest Interest,

and The Christian Religion as professed by a Daughter

of the Chureh of JEngland. She was ridiculed hy
the wits of her time, under the nickname of

Madonilla.

Astle, Thomas (h. 1735, d. 1803). An eminent
antiquarian and bibliographer, who succeeded his

father-in-law in printing the Records of Parlia-

tnent. He was a contributor to the ArchiBologia

and to &&.J^^et«sta^Monumenta, and was a most
efScient^cataloguer. He also wrote An Account

of the Seals of the Kings, Royal Boroughs, and
Magnates of Scotland (1^92), and the Origin and
Progress of Writing, as will hieroglyphic as Ele-

mentary (1784) ;
" the completest work on the

subject of writing in this or any other language."

" Astolat, The Lily Maid of." Elaine,

in Tennyson's Idylls of the Kiim (q.v.). Astolat is

Guildford, in Surrey. \

Astolpho, son of Otho, and an English duke,

was carried on the back of a whale to Aloino's isle,

and was afterwards transformed into a myrtle. His
flight to the moon is one of the ablest passages in

thj Orlando Farioso.

Aston, Anthony, " gentleman, lawyer,

poet, actor, soldier, sailor, exciseman, and pub-
lican," was the author of Dove in a Hurry (1709)

;

Pastora (1712) ; The '^ooVs Opera (1731) ; and A
Brief Supplement to Colley Cibber, Esq., his Lives

of the Late Famous Actors a/nd Actresses (1742),
" which contains some information not preserved

elsewhere."

Astoreth. A Syrian deity who figures in

Milton's Paradise Lost (q.v.), as—
" Queen of heaven, with crescent homB,

To whose bright toage nightly hy the moon,
Sldonlan virgins paid their vows and songs."

Astrsea. The poetical name assumed by Mrs.

Ajphra Behn (q.v.), a dramatic and miscellaneous

writer (1642—1689), whose works are distin-

guished by cleverness and lewdness. Thus Pope

—

" The stage how loosely does Astrfea tread I

"

Astrsea, Hymns of. A series of twenty-

six acrostics, in honour of Queen Elizabeth, by
Sir John Davies (1670—1,626).

Astrea : " A Romance written in French by
Messere HoNoui d'Urf^, and Translated by a
Person of Quality;" published in 1667. "Its
primitive Arcadia was placed in the valley of the
Loire, and its variety of excellent discourses and
extraordinary sententiousness caused Richelieu to
say that ' He was not to be admitted into the
Academy of Wit who had not been well read in
Astrea.' " D'TJrfe was bom in 1567, and died
in 1625.

Astrolabie, Conclusions of the. See
Bread and Milk pob Babes.

Astrophel. A pastoral elegy, by Edihund
Speksee (1552—1699), "upon the death of the
most noble and valorous knight. Sir Philip Sidney,"
dedicated to the Coxmtess of Essex. The name is

compounded of " Phil. Sid.," the abbreviation of

Philip Sidney, and their apparent Latin and
Greek synonyms. Thus Phil for cfilKos, the
friend, and Sid as from the Latin sidus, a star;

the whole meaning, " the friend or lover of the

star." The lover was Sidney, and the star his

lady-love Stella, or Penelope Devereux, daughter
of the Earl of Essex. (See the next paragrapn.)

Astrophel and Stella : " Wherein the Ex-
cellence of Sweet Poesie is concluded." A poem
by Sir Philip Sidney (1664—1586), in whidi he
celebrates his platonic devotion to the Lady
Penelope Devereux above mentioned. To the

second edition, published in 1591, about one hun-
dred and sixty sonnets and iongs were added.

Atalanta in Calydon. A dramatic poemby
Algernon Charles Swinburne (b. la's?), pub-
lished in 1864, and referred to by Professor Lowell

as exhibiting that poverty of thought and profusion

of imagery, which are at once the defect and the

compensation of all youthful poetry, even of

Shakespeare's. "Mr. Swinburne's power of as-

similating style," he says, " strikes us as something

marvellous. The argument of his poem, in its

quaint archaism, would not need the change of a

word or in the order of a period to have been

foisted on Sir Thomas Malory as his own com-

position. The choosing a theme which .fflschylus

had handled in one of his lost tragedies is justified

by a certain JEschylean flavour in the treatment.

The chorus has often an imaginative lift in it, an

ethereal charm of phrase, of which it is the highest

praise to say that it reminds us of him who soars

over the other Greek tragedians hke an eagle."

AtalantiS, or " Atlantis :
" " Secret Memoir?

and Manners of Persons of Quality of both Sexes,

from the New Atalantis, an island in the Mediter-

ranean," by Mrs. De La Riviere Manley (1672

—1724), and published in 1736. A work in which

the persons and manners of the court and nobility

who accomplished the Revolution of 1688 are

satirised with great freedom of language. Pope

refers to it in the Rape of the Lock

:

—
" As long as * Atalantis • shall he read ;

"
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and Bishop 'Warturtoii desorited it as " a famous
book, written about tbat time, by a woman full of

court and party scandals, and in a loose effeminacy
of style and sentiment, which weU suited the de-

bauched taste of the better vulgar."

Athanasia. The heroine of John Gibson
Lockhakt's novel of Valerius (q.v.).

Athanasian Creed, The, was versified by
William Whyttington, Dean of Dukham, a con-

temporary of Knox and Calvin, from the latter of

whom he received ordination. The following is a
specimen of his version :

—

*' The Father God is, God the Son,
God Holy Ghost also

;

Yet are there not three Gods In all.

But one God and no mo'."

A metrical arrangement of the same creed is given
in Hunnis's Handful of Honeysuckles (q.v.). See

AcTES OP THE Apostles, and Apostolic Creed.

Atheism, On the Necessity of. A
pamphlet published originally at 033ord, attri-

buted to Shelley (q.v.), and reprinted in the
" Notes" to Queen Mab (q.v.).

" Atheist half believes a God, By
night an." Line 177, night v., of Young s

Night Thoughts (q.v.).

Atheist's Tragedy, The : " or, the Honest
Man's Revenge." A play by Cykil Tournbur
(circa 1600), printed in 1611, and noticed in vol.

vii. of the Retrospective Sevietv.

Athelard of Bath flourished about 1110

—

1120, and was the author of the following works

:

De Modem et Diverso ; De Sic et non Sic ; Qutsstiones

Nattirales ; Hegula Abaci ; a treatise on the Astro-

labe ; Froblemata ; De Septem Artibus Liberalibus

;

a treatise on the Compotus; Liber Magistri Adelardi
Bathomensis qui dicitur Mappie Clavicula ; and
various translations from the Arabic. A list of the
editions of his Works is given in Wright's Biogra-

phia Britannica Ziteraria. See Philosophus An-
GLORUM ; QuiESTIONBS NaTURALES.

Athelstane, sumamed the " Unready," Thane
of Coningsburgh, in Sir Walter Scott's romance
of Ivanhoe (q.v.).

Athelstane's Victory, An Ode, written
in old English verse, and printed in EUis's
Specimens of the Mnglish Poets, from two MSS. in

the Cottonian Library, British Museum. It is

dated 937 in Gibson's Chronicles, 938 in Hickes's
Saxon Grammar, and is supposed to have been
written by a contemporary bard.

Athense Oxonienses : " an exact History of

all the Writers and Bishops who have had their

Education in the most eminent and famous univer-
sity of Oxford from 1600 to 1690," written by
Anthony a Wood (1632—1695), and published in
1691—2 ; followed very shortly after by Pasti, or
Annals of the University. A second edition, ren-
dered valuable by important additions and correc-

tions, appeared in 1721. " To the first volume,"

says Professor Eraser, " is prefixed in some copies

an account of the author, prepared by himself, in

which he claims the merit of freedom from party

prejudice, and alludes to his singularly recluse and

ascetic life. The world has not recognised his

liberality of temper so much as his wonderful in-

dustry. Though a diligent antiquary, he was
noted for the strong prejudice of a narrow mind."

It appears that at one time he was indicted for

defamation in the University Court, on account of

his criticisms on the Earl of Clarendon, Lord
Chancellor of England and Chancellor of the

University. At another, he was attacked with

much severity by Bishop Burnet, in a Letter to the

Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, to which Wood
replied in a Vindication, published in 1693.

Athenseum, The : " a Magazine of Literary

and Miscellaneous Information," edited by John
AiKiN, from its commencement, in 1807, to its con-

clusion, in 1809. The journal which now bears

this title was established in 1829, by James Silk

Buckingham (1786—1855), and included among
its earliest contributors F. D. Maurice, John
Sterling, J. S. Mill, and many other eminent
writers. See Carlyle's Life of Sterling.

Athenaid, The. A poem by Eichard Gloyek,
1787.

Athens :
" its Rise and Fall." An unfinished

historical work by Edward, Lord Lytton (1805

—

1873), of which two volumes were published in

1836.

" Athens, the eye of Grreece, mother of
arts and eloquence."

—

Paradise Regained, book iv.,

line 240.

Atherstone, Edwin, poet (1788—1872),
wrote The Last Days of Serculanemn (1821);
A Midsiimmer Day's Dream (1822) ; Airadates
and Panthea; The Fall of Nineveh (1828, 1830,

1847) ; The Sea-Kings of England (1830) ; The
Sandwriting on the Wall (1858) ; and Israel in
Egypt (1861). See Men of the Time, Mackenzie's
Imperial Dictionary of Biography, and Chambers's
Cyclopedia of English Literature. See Nineveh,
The Fall of.

Atin. The squire of Pyrockles, and stirrer up
of strife in Spenser's Faerie Queene, book ii.

Atkinson, Joseph, Irish dramatist, wrote
Mutual Deception (1795), A Match for a Widow
(1786), and Love in a Blaze (1800). The first of
these was afterwards altered by Colman, and pro-
duced at the Haymarket under the title of Tit
for Tat. The second and third were comic operas.

Atkinson, Thomas (d. 1639), was the
author of a manuscript tragedy in Latin, entitled
Momo (q.v.). See Athen.?e Oxonienses.

Atkyns, Bichard (1616—1677), wrote a
work on the Original and growth of Printing in Eng-
land, collected out of History and the Records of this
Kingdom ; wherein is also demonstrated, that Printing
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appertaineth to the prerogative Royal, and is a Flower

of the Crown of Ungland (1664). In this work
Atkyns, who was a patentee under the Crown for

printing, denied the claim of Caxton as introducer

of the art of Jirinting into England, and ascribed

it to CorselUs. It provoked considerahle contro-

versy, and he followed it up with a Vindication,

&o. (1669).

Atkyns, Sir Bobert (h. 1647, d. 17U),
wrote the Antient and Present State of Glostershire

(1712).

Atlantes. A magician and sage who educated
Eogero in all the manly virtues {Orlando Fiirioao).

Atlantis. See Atalantis.

Atlantis, The New. An unfinished work hy
Fbancis, Lord Bacon (1561—1626), which we are

told he devised " to the end that he might exhibit

therein a model and description of a college, in-

stituted for the interpreting of nature, and the pro-

ducing of great and marvellous works for the

benefit of man, under the name of Solomon's
House, or the CoUege of the Six Days' Works.
And even so far as tins his lordship hath proceeded
to finish that part. His lordship thought, also, in

this present fable to have composed a frame of

laws, on the best state or mould of a common-
wealth;" but this he did not live to effect. The
work as it stands, is a mere fragment, on the model
of the many similar fictions in which, as in the
Utopia of More and the Oceana of Harrington,
efforts have been made to draw the picture of a
perfect government. It is reprinted in Bohn's
Standard Library, and has been edited with notes

by J. A. St. John (1838). See Ataiantis.

Atom, The History and Adventures
of an. A romance pubhshed in 1769, in which
the writer, Tobias George Smollett (1721

—

1771), satirises the various pohtioal parties in

England from 1754 to the dissolution of Lord
Chatham's administration. " His inefficient patron,

Lord Bute, is not spared in this work, and Chatham
is severely treated under the name of Jowler "

(q.v.).

AtOSSa, in Pope's Moral Essays, epistle ii.,

is intended as a satirical portrait of the then
Duchess of Buckingham. It was long supposed
that the poet intended it for Sarah, Duchess of

Marlborough; but there seems no grounds for

such a supposition. The name is apparently taken
from Atossa, the Queen of Cambyses and of

Darius Hydaspes, by whom she became the mother
I of Xerxes. She is represented as a disciple and
follower of Sappho (q.v.), who, in Pope's Satires,

stands for Lady Mary Wortley Montagu.

Atropoion Delion :
" or, the Death of Delia,

with the Tears of Her Funeral." A monody on
the death of Queen Elizabeth, published in 1603,

and attributed to Thomas Newton (d. 1607), who
terms it " a poetical excursive discourse of our late

Eliza."

"Attempt, The, and not the deed
confounds us."

—

Macbeth, act ii., scene 1.

Attempts at Verse, by John Jones, edited
by EoBERT SouTHEY (1774—1843) in 1831.

Atterbury, Francis, D.D., Bishop of
Eochester (b. 1662, d. 1732), wrote four volumes
of Sermons (1740), a Latin translation of Absalom
amd Achitophel (1682), and some visitation charges,
which were published in his Miscellaneous Works
in 1789—98. The latter coUection contains all his
correspondence and tracts, including a mass of
curious and interesting ecclesiastical history. His
Private Correspondence was published by Lord HaUes
in 1768, his Mpistolary Correspondence by Nichols
in 1783. See, also, Atterburyana, being Miscel-
lanies by the late Bishop of Mochester, published by
CurU in 1 727. His Zife was written by Stackhouse
in 1727; his Memoirs had appeared in 1723. He
had " a mind," says Macaulay, " inexhaustibly rich
in all the resources of controversy." "In his
writings," says Dr. Doddridge, " we see language
in its strictest purity and beauty. There is nothing
dark, nothing redundant, nothmg obscure, nothing
misplaced." Buckingham thus describes biTn in
his Election of a Laureate (q.v.)

—

"a prelate for wit and for eloquence fam'd
Apollo soon missed, and he needs not be nam'd

;

Since amidst a whole bench, of which some are bo bright.
Not one of them shines as leam'd and polite."

Dr. Johnson thought Atterbury' s Sermons among
the best for style. See TJrim.

Atticus, in Pope's Epistle to Arbuthnot, is a
famous satirical portrait of Addison, written in

revenge for a fancied slight, the history of which
may be read in Disraeli's Quarrels of Authors,
Thackeray's Lectures on the Sutnorists, and the
various biographies of the two writers. The lines

are too well known to require quotation; but it

nmy be mentioned that the concluding couplet,

which now stands

—

*' Who but must laugh, if such a man there be?
Who would not weep, LC Atticus were he ?

"

first stood thus

—

"Who would not smile If such a man there be I
Who would not laugh If Addison were he."

Hazlitt calls the whole passage " the finest piece

of personal satire in Pope."

Atticus, The Irish. The name under
which the Earl of Chesterfield satirised George
Faulkner (d. 1775), in a series of once-celebrated

letters.

Atticus. One of the pseudonyms of " Junius
"

(q.v.), in his earlier communications to the Public

Advertiser.

Atticus, in Dibdin's "bibliographical ro-

mance " called Bibliomania (q.v.), is intended for

Eichard Heber, brother of Eeginald Heber, Bishop

of Calcutta (1783—1826), who was also called "the

Christian Atticus."

Attwood, Thomas (b. 1784, d. 1856), wa|

the author of some letters on currency, contributed
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to tte Globe newspaper in 1828, whicli estatlished,

says E. Walford, his reputation as one of the

ablest advocates of paper-money. He was after-

awards M.P. for Birmingham.

Atys. A Phrygian shepherd, of whom Cybele

became enamoured, and who, having taken a vow
of perpetual chastity, was made her priest; but,

brealdng the vow, he went mad, and was trans-

formed into a fir-tree. The fine poem of Catullus

on this subject has been trandated by Leigh
Htjnt (1784—1859).

Atys and Adrastus, The Tale of. An
heroic poem, by William Whitehead (1715

—

1785).

Aubrey, John, antiquary (b. 1626, d. 1700),

wrote the Natural Bistory and Antiquities of

the County of Surrey (1719), Miscellanies upon

Various Subjects (1696), and A History of Wilt-

shire, besides contributing Minutes of Lives of

eminent men to Wood's Athena: Oxonienses (q..v-),

and aiding Dugdale in the preparation of his

Monasticon Anglieanum (q.v.). A biography of

Aubrey by Britton was published in 1845 by the

Wiltshire Topographical Society, and an edition of

the Zives, &c., was issued in 1813.

Auburn. The name of Goldsmith's Deserted

Village, in his poem of that name, generally iden-

tified with Lissoy, in Ireland :

—

" Sweet Auburn ! loveliest village of the plain."

Audelay, John, a monk of Haughmond,
near Shrewsbury, wrote some verses, printed by
Halliwell PhiUipps for the Percy Society (1844),

which form an interesting specimen of the Shrop-
shire dialect in the fifteenth century.

" Audience (Pit) find, though few."—
Milton's Paradise Lost, vii., 30.

Audley Court. An idyll by Alpred Tenny-
son (b. 1809), written in 1842.

Audrey. A country lass in Shakespeake's
As You Like It (q.v.). " The most perfect speci-

men," says Charles Cowden Clarke, " of a wonder-
ing she-gawky."

Auerbaeh, Berthold. A German novelist,

several of whose works have been translated into

English and published in the Tauchnitz series.

Among others, On tlie Heights, The Country Souse
on the Shine, Edelweiss, and German Tales.

Augmentis Scientiarum, De. See Ad-
vancement OP Learning, The.

Augusta. The lady to whom Lord Byron
(1788—1824) addressed, in 1816, several stanzas

and epistles, and who stood to him in the relation

of half-sister. She married a Colonel Leigh.

Augustine, The Ladder of St. A poem
by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807),
which contains nimierous familiar Unes, and is said

to be the origin of an allusion to the writer in

Tennyson's In Memoriam, stanza 1. Thus, Long.

fellow says :

—

"Nor deem the Inexorable Fast
Ab wholly wasted, wholly vain.

If rising on Its wrecks, at last

To something nobler we attain.

Tennyson's lines are these :

—

" I held it truth with him who sings

To one clear harlJ in divers tones,
Tiiat men may rise on Btepplng-Btones

01 their dead selves to higher things."

The first two of these latter Hnes is certainly an

admirable description of Longfellow, but it is not

absolutely certain that the allusion is to him.

Auld Good-Man, The. A ballad in the

form of a dialogue, printed in the Tea-table Mis-

cellany (q.v.).

Auld Lang Syne. The famous song by
Eobert Burns (1759—1796). Bums himself as-

sured his friends that it was old, but it is generally

believed that he was, as Alexander Smith remarks,

the entire, or almost the entire, author.

Auld Eotain Forbes. A lyric by Susanna
Blamire (1747—1794), notable as a good ex-

ample of the Cumberland dialect. Its pathos is

almost comparable to that of Auld Sobin Gray
(qlv.).

Auld Bobin Gray. A ballad by Lady Anne
Barnard (1750—1825), written in 1771, under cir-

cumstanceswhichthe authoress hasherself recorded.

She says there was an ancient Scottish melody, of

which she was passionately fond, which a friend of

hers used to sing to her at her father's house in

Balcarras. This friend, it seems, did not object to

its having improper words ; but Lady Barnard
(then Lady Lindsay) did. She longed, she said,

to sing the air to (fifierent words, and give to its

plaintive tones some little history of virtuous dis-

tress in humble life, such as might suit it. The
song, as it now stands, was accordingly completed,
and became a favourite in the domestic circle ; but
the authorship, so far from becoming generally
known, was not divulged tUl 1823, when Ijady
Barnard acknowledged it in a letter to. Sir Walter
Scott. By him the ballad was printed in the form
of a tract for the Bannatyne Club, together with
two continuations, both, however, inferior to the
original poem. It may be added that the title
" Kobin Gray," was taken from the name of an old
herdsman in Lord Balcarras' service. The story
has since been elaborated into a prose fiction by
Charles Gibbon.

Aungervyle, Richard. See Philobib-
LON.

Aurelia Darnel, in Smollett's novel of Sir
Launcelot Greaves (q.v.), is described by Sir Walter
Scott as " by far the most feminine, and, at the
same time, lady-like person, to whom the author has
introduced us."

Aurelio and Isabell, Daughter of the
King of Schotlande. A once favourite
romance by Jean de Plores, published in one
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volume, in 1586, in Italian, French, and English

;

and again in Italian, Spanish, French, and English,
in 1688. It is probable that it may have given
Shakespeare hints for his play of The Tempest
(q.v.). See Warton's English Foetry, sect. 60.

Aurelius, Marcus Antoninus. See An-
toninus.

Aurelius, in Dibdin's bibliographical " ro-
mance," Bibliomania (q.v.), is intended for George
Chalmers, the antiquary (q.v.).

Aurora Leigh. A poem, or novel, in blank
verse, by Elizabeth Barkett Bkowning (1809

—

1861), published in 1856, and characterised by the
authoress as the " most matiire " of her productions,
and the one in vrhich " her highest convictions
upon Ufe and art are entered." Like Words-
worth's Prelude and Beattie's Minstrel, it is the
description of " the growth of a poet's mind," and
is characterised at once by scenes of the highest
passion, and by passages in which commonplace
conversation follows immediately upon metaphysi-
cal or philosophical discussion. Aurora Leigh is

represented as the daughter of a fair Florentine and
a learned Englishman, who subsequently achieves
fame as a, poetess. She is beloved by Romney
Leigh, an earnest philanthropist, for whom, after
he has passed through many and various vicissi-

tudes, Aurora at last owns her love.

Aurora, on Melissa's Birthday, Ode to.
By Thomas Blacklock (1721—1791). Commended
by Henry Mackenzie, author of The M<m of Feeling,
"as a compliment and tribute of affection to the
tender assiduity of an excellent wife."

Aurora Baby. A rich, noble English orphan:
in person " a rose with all its sweetest leaves yet
folded."

—

Bybon's Don Juan, canto 15.

Austen, Jane, novelist (b. 1775, d. 1817),
wrote \8ense and Sensibility (1811); Fride and
Frejud{ee (1812) ; Mansfield Fork (1814) ; Emma
(1816) ; Northanger Abbey (1818) ; Fersuasion (1818)

;

and lady Jane (1872). Her Life has been written
by her nephew, the Rev. J. Austen-Leigh. Sir
Walter Scott wrote of Miss Austen :—" That
young lady had a talent for describing the involve-
ments, and feelings, and characters of ordinary
hfe, which is to me the most wonderful I ever met
with. The big bow-wow strain I can do myself,
like any one now going ; but the exquisite touch
which renders ordinary commonplace things and
characters interesting, from the truth of the de-
scription and the sentiment, is denied to me."
"Miss Austen's novels," says Alexander Smith,
" are occupied with delineations of English society
in the middle and higher ranks. Her characters
are the most every-day characters, and her incidents
the most every-day incidents. Her books contain
nothing more exciting than a village ball, or the
gossip of a village spinster's tea-table ; nothing
more tragic than the overturning of a chaise in a

. soft ditch, or a party being caught in a shower of
rain going to church. Miss Austen has little

humour. Her ridicule is refined and feminine.
There is never more than a smile upon her lipsi
In her own deUcate walk she is without a rival.
Never was there such exquisite manners-painting

;

never was English middle-class life, with its little
vamties, its petty spites, its quiet virtues, so deli-
cately and truthfully rendered."

Austin, Alfred, poet, critic, and novelist,
has written An Artist's Froof (1864) ; Won by a
Mead (1865) ; The Season (1869) ; A Vindication of
lordByron (1869) ; The Foetry of the Feriod (1870)

;

The Golden Age (1871) ; Interludes (1872) ; Home
or Death (1873); Madonna's Child (1873); The
Tower ofBabel (1874); The Human Tragedy (1876).

Austin, John (b. 1797, d. 1860), wrote The
Frovince of Jwrisprudenee Determined (1832), (q.v.).

Austin, John, of St. John's CoUege, Cam-
bridge, wrote, in defence of the Roman Catholic
Church, The Christian Moderator, published in
1651. He also composed A Harmony of the Gospels,
and other works.

Austin, Samuel, contemporary with Drayton,
wrote a poem entitled Urania, or the Heavenly Mme
(1620).

Austin, Sarah (b. 1793, d. 1867), published
Characteristics of Goethe (183S) ; A Collection ofFrag-
ments from the German Frose Writers, Illustrated

with Biographical Notes; Considerations on National
Education; Sketches of Germany from 1760 to 1814 ;.

Selectionsfrom the Old Testament ; Betters on Girls'

Schools; and translations of The Story without an
End, Banke's History of the Fopes, and his
History of the Beformation in Germany. See
Macaulay's essay in the Edinburgh Beview for
1840.

Author's Bedchamber, Description of
an. Lines by Oliver Goldsmith (1728—1774) :

—

" A night-cap decked his lirows instead of bay

;

A cap by night—a stocking all the day."

Authors by Profession, The Case of,
"stated" by James Ralph (d. 1762), " in regard
to Booksellers, the Stage, and the Public," and
published in 1758. It enumerates many of " the
bitter evils incident on an employment so pre-
carious and so inadequately rewarded."

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, The.
A series of papers contributed by Olivek Wendell
Holmes (b. 1809) to the first twelve numbers of

the Atlantic Monthly, and republished in 1858.
" The Autocrat," says Dr. Shelton Mackenzie,

"is as genial and gentle, and, withal, as philo-

sophical, an essayist as any of modem times.

He is, however, somewhat more than an essayist

;

he is contemplative, discursive, poetical, thought-

ful, philosophical, amusing, imaginative, tender

—

never didactic. This is the secret of his marked
success. He interests variously-constituted minds,

and various moods of mind. It needed not the

introduction of lyrical pieces (which we are glad

to have) to show that the Autocrat is essentially a
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poet." The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table has

since teen followed by The Professor at the Break-

fast Table (1870), and The Poet at the Breakfast

Table (1872).

Autolycus. A pedlar in Shakespeahe's

Winter's Tale (q.v.). Dowden speaks of "the gay

defiance of order and honesty which. Autolycus,

most charming of rogues, professes. The sly

knavery of Autolycus has," he says, " nothing in

it that is criminal ; heaven is his accomplice. ' If

I had a mind to he honest, I see Fortune would

not suffer me ; she drops booties in my mouth.'
"

Aiitomathes, The History of. A work
of fiction by John Kirkby, published in 1745

under the following title :—" The Capacity and

Extent of the Human Understanding, exemplified

in the extraordinary case of Automathes, a young
nobleman, who was accidentally left in his infancy

upon a desolate island, and continued nineteen

years in that solitary state, separate from all

human society." " The Life of Automathes,"

says Gibbon, in his Autobiography ^ " aspires to the

honours of a philosophical fiction. It is the story

of a youth, the son of a shipwrecked exile, who
lives alone on a desert island from infancy to the

age of manhood. A hind is his nurse ; he inherits

a cottage, with many useful and curious instru-

ments ; some ideas remain of the education of his

two first years ; some arts are borrowed from the

beavers of » neighbouring lake; some truths are

revealed in supernatural visions. With these

helps, and his own industry, Automathes becomes
a self-taught though speechless philosopher, who
had investigated with success his own mind, the

natural world, the abstract sciences, and the great

principles of morality and religion. The author is

not entitled to the credit of invention, since he has
blended the English story of Robinson Crusoe with
the Arabian romance of Hai Ebn Tokhdan, which
he might have read in the Latin version of Pooock.
In the Life of Automathes I cannot praise either

the depth of thought or elegance of style; but
the book is not devoid of entertainment and in-

struction ; and, among several interesting passages,

I would select the discovery of fire, which pro-
duces, by accidental misqhief, the discovery of con-
science." The Sistory of Automathes has not met
with very extensive popularity, nor has it ever been
translated into any foreign language. " I am,
however," says "Weber, who includes it in his col-

lection of romances, " informed by an intelligent

friend, that he read a similar work in his youth, at

that time very popular, entitled The Self- Taught
Philosopher, probably the same as Automathes, or
borrowed from it."

Autumn. An ode by Thomas Hood (1798

—

1845), written in 1827.

Autumn. A poem, forming one of the series

of The Seasons (q.v.), by James Thomson (1700

—

1748), published in 1730.

Avalon, in medieval romance, was an en-

chanted island, where resided Arthur and Oberon,

and the Fairy Morgana. It is generally identified

with our English Glastonbury: "Avalon," from

the British "aval," an apple, va. allusion to its

orchards; and " Glaston-ey " (" Ynys Gwydrin "),

glassy isle, from the emerald hue of the waters

surrounding it. It is sometimes written " Avilion,"

and used poetically for a region of eternal happi-

ness. Tennyson writes in The Idylls of the King
(" The Passing of Arthur") :

—

•* I am poing a long way
To the iBland-valley of Avfilon,
where falls not hail, or rain, or any snow,
Nor ever wind Wows loudly."

See the romance of Ogier le Bamois.

Avenel, Sick, in Lord Lytton's story of

My Novel (q.v.), is an " Americanised Engnshinan
—not such as we know him from the broad farce

of Martin Chuzzlewit, or the caricatures of Punch,

but (allowing for personal idiosyncracies) the true

Yankee, big, blustering, sharp as a needle, but
honest, warm-hearted, and generous withal."

Avenel, The White Lady of. The
guardian spirit of the noble famUy of Avenel in

Sir Walter Scott's romance of The Monastery

(q.v.). See White Lady.

" Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered
saints, whose bones." First line of a sonnet by
John Milton (1608—1674).

Averanche, Iiionel, in Smythe's novel of

Angela Pisani (q.v.), is apparently intended as a

portrait of the author himself. " like Averanche,"
says a writer in Macmillan's Magazine, " Smythe
united to his intellectual tastes and political and
literary ambitions a craving after fashionable fame.
Keen politician and acute thinker as he was, he
was a man of pleasure as well ; nor cotild he have
been more gratified than by being classed, as one
of his friends has classed him, with those heroes at

once of the senate and the salon, of whom Alci-
biades will remain the dazzling and perennial
type."

Averanehes, Henry D', though a French-
man by birth, and though he probably wrote in
the French language, claims mention here as the
first recorded holder of the office now called " poet-
laureate." He figured in the court of Henry III.,

where he went by the name of Master Henry the
Versifier. His yearly salary seems to have been
" one hundred shillings," entries of such payments
to him occurring in Madox's Sistory of the Ex-
chequer, under 1249—1251. See Warton's English
Poetry and Auston's Lives of the Poets-Laureates.

Avery, Captain. The hero of one of Daniel
Defoe's minor stories, entitled. The King ofPirates :

being an Account of the Famous Enterprises of Cap-
tain Avery, the Mock King of Madagascar, puh-
Ushed in 1719.

Avery Glibun : " or. Between Two Fires."
A romance by E. H. Newell, an American writer
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("Orpheus 0. Kerr"), putlislied in 1867. The
preface is as follows :

—" Avery Glihun being my
first essay in sustained fiction, it seems remarkably
prudent to say no more about it."

Avesbury, Robert of (d. 1356), -was the

author of A Sistory of Edward III., from 1313 to

1356, printed in 1720. "In this work," says

Chalmers, " we have a plain narrative of facts,

with an apparent candoiir and impartiality; but
his chief excellence lies in his accuracy in point of

dates, and his stating all public actions from
records, rather than from his own notions."

Aveugle. Son of Erebus and Nox, in Spen-
ser's Faerie Queene (q.v.).

" Awake, JBolian lyre, awake." First

line of Gray's Pindaric ode. The Progress of Foesy

(q.v.).

"Awake, arise, or be for ever fallen !"

line 330, book i., of Milton's Paradise lost.

" Awake, awake, my Lyre." First line

of a lyric by Abraham Cowley (1618—1667) :

—

"And tell thy silent master's hiunble tale
In sounds that may prevail."

"Awake, my St. John! leave all
meaner things." Line 1, epistle i., of Pope's Essay
on Mom (q.v.).

/' Awake, my soul, and with the sun."
First line of the Morning Hymn, by Bishop Ken
(1637—1711).

" Away, delights ; go seek some other
dwelling." Opening line of a lyric in Beaumont
and Fletcher's play of The Captain.

"Away ; let nought to love displeas-
ing." First line of the poem of Winifreda (q.v.).

Ayenbite of Inwit, The (i.e., the Again-
Bite, or Remorse, of Conscience). An English
translation, by Dan Michel of Northgate, of a
French treatise, X« Somme des Vices et des Vertues,

written in 1279, by PrSre Lorens (Laurentius

Callus), for Philip II. of France. " It discusses,"

says Morley, " the Ten Commandments, the Creed,

the seven deadly sins, how to learn to die, know-
ledge of good and evil, wit and clergy, the five

senses, the seven petitions of the Paternoster, the

seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, and other sinular

subjects." The translation is in the Kentish
dialect. See the editions by Stevenson (1855) and
Morris (1866).

Ayesha, the Maid of Ears. A story by
James Morier (1780—1849), the heroine of which
is eventually discovered to be the daughter of an
Englishman, Sir Edward Wortley. Her lover.

Lord Osmond, is carried off by Corah Bej', and
Bent to the galleys, but is released through the

iatercession of the English ambassador, and carries

his bride to England.

Aylett, Eobert, IiIi.D., Master in Chan-
cery, wrote Peace with her Eou/r Qarders (1622);

A Wife not ready-made, but bespoken (1653); A
Poetical Pleading for and against Marriage ; Divine
and Moral Speculations (1654), and Devotions (1655).
See Brydges' Censura Literaria and Eestituta, and
Lowndes' Bibliographer' s Manual. Aylett wrote
his own epitaph as follows :

—

" Hjec suprema dies, sit mihl prima quies."
i.e.—

"Lord I let this last be my first day of rest."

Aylmer, John, Bishop of London (b. 1521,
d. 1694), wrote, in answer to Knox's First Blast of
the Trumpet agai/nst the monstrous Segiment of
Women, a pamphlet entitled. An Sarborowe for
Faithful and Trewe Subjects against the late Blowne
Blaste concerning the Government of Women (1559).

Aylmer'S Field. A poem by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1864.

Aymer, Prior. A Benedictine monk, prior
of Jorvaulx Abbey, in SirWalter Scott's romance
of Ivanhoe (q.v.)

.

Aymon, The History ofthe Four Sons
of. " Emprynted the 8th day of May, 1504," and
founded on an old French romance, Zes Quatre-

ii'i<«-^2/''""*;^yHu0NI)E ViLlENEUVE (1165—1223).
Aymon, or Hayman, is Duke of Dordoque, and
his sons are respectively termed Einaldo or

Renaud, Guicciardo or Q,uiscard, Alardo or Alard,

and Ricciardetto or Richard. BaKe has an opera

on this favourite old legend. Renaud figures also

in Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.

Ayres, John. A noted penman of the time of

Charles IL He published various works on the

subject of his special art ; among others. The Ac-
complished Clerk (1683), and ^ Tutor to Penmanship

(1696).

Ayres, Philip, who wrote in the latter half

of the seventeenth century, published, in 1670, a

translation from the Spanish of BarbadOlo, called

The Fortunate Fool; in 1680, The Count of Cabalis,

or the extravagant tftysteries of the Cabalists exposed

in jive pleasamt discourses on the secret sciences ; in

1683, Emblems of love; and in 1688, Fax Redux, or

the Christian's Beconciler.

Ayrshire Bard, The. A name conferred

on Robert Bums, the Scottish poet.

Ayscough, George Edward, the editor

of Lord Lyttelton's works, published, in 1776, a

tragedy called Semiramis, which was acted at Drury

Lane, with an epilogue by Sheridan the elder.

Ayscough, Samuel, clergyman (b. 1745,

d. 1804), compiled A Copious Index to the Re-

markable Passages and Words in Shakespeare (1790),

which, once famous, is now completely superseded

by Mrs. Cowden Clarke's ConcordoMce.

Ayton, Sir Bobert, poet (b. 1570, d. 1638),

produced several songs and lyrics, which were

printed in the Delitite Poetarum Seotorum (1637), and

"Watson's Collection of Scottish Poems {1106). For

a list of his Latin works, see Allibone's Dictionary
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of. British and American Authors. He is buried in

Westminster Abtey.

Aytoun, William Edmonstoune, poet,

novelist, and essayist (b. 1813, d. 1865), -wrote The
Life and Times ofRichard I. , King ofEngland (1 840)

;

Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers (1849), (q.v.); Both-
well (1856) ; Firmilian (1854), (q.v.) ; Norman Sinclair

(1861);^ Nuptial Ode on the Marriage ofthe Frinee of
Wales (1863) ; besides contributing several popular
tales to Blackwood's Magazine, editing the Ballads of
Scotland (1858), and writing, in conjunction with.

Theodore Martin, the Bon Cfaultier Ballads (q.v.).

See Both-well; Dunshunnbk, Augustus; Bon
G-AULTiEK ; Jones, T. Peboy.

Azaria and Hushai. A satiric poem by
Samuel Pobdagb (q.v.), son of John Pordage, the
astrologer (1625—1698). It "was -written ia reply
to Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel (q.v.), the
general structure of -which it follo-ws throughout.
" Samuel Pordage," says Professor Morley, " re-

jilied to Dryden's satire -with a temperance rare in

the controversies of that time. Unlike other
opponents, he gave Dryden credit for his genius

;

and the only lines that have any resemblance to

the usual coarseness of abuse are those -which

comment on the opening lines of Dryden's poem,
-which -were meanly complaisant to the king's vices."
In this poem, Monmouth is Azaria; Shaftesbury,
Hushai; Charles II., Amazia; Crom-weU, Zabad

;

Titus Gates, Lihni ; the Duke of York, JUliakim ;
-whilst Dryden himself is satirised as Shimei ; all of

which see.

B
" B." The initial under which the Eight Hon.

Geokge Ganniug (1770—1827) contributed to the
Microcosm (q.v.).

Baba, All. The hero of the story of the
" Forty 'Thieves," in The Arabian Nights.

Baba, Cassim. The brother of AH Baba,
who, in attempting to secure possession of the
wealth in the robbers' cave, forgot the right word,
and was discovered and put to death.

Baba, Hajji, of Ispahan, The Adven-
tures of. A Persian romance by James Mokibk
(1780—1S49), published in 1824, and followed, in

1828, by The Adventtires of Hajji Baba in England.

Babbage, Charles, phUosophical writer and
mathematician (1792—1871), -wrote The Economy
of Mamufactures a/nd Machinery (1833) ; A Ninth
Bridgewater Treatise (1837) ; and Passages from the

Life of a Philosopher (1864) ; besides contributing
largely to the Transactions of the Boyal Society, in

the history of which, by Weld (cap. -vii.), -will be
found some biographical particulars of the author.
A Hst of his works, amounting in number to over
eighty, may be found at the end of The Great Exhi-
bition (1851).

"Babbled o' green fields." See King
Henry V., act ii., scene 3.

Babbler, The. A series of essays, published

in 1767, which originally appeared in Owen's

Weekly Chronicle.

Babe Christabel, The BaUad of. A
poem by Gerald Massey (b. 1828), published in

1854, and forming an elegy on the death of one of

the author's children :

—

" In this dim world of clouding cares,

-We rarely know, till 'wUdered eyes
See white wings lessening up the skies.

The angelB with us unawares. ...
" Strange glory streams through life's wild rents.

And through the open door of death
We see the heaven that beckoneth

To the beloved going hence."

Babes in the Wood, The :
" The Cruel

Uncle, or the Hard-hearted Executor." A black-

letter ballad, printed in 1670, and identical with

The Children in the Wood, or the Norfolk Gentle-

man's Last Will and Testament. It is probably a

poetical version of the murder of the two Princes

in the Tower by Eichard III. Addison speaks of

it as " one of the darling songs of the common
people, and the deHght of most Englishmen at

some part of their age."

Babington, Charles Cardale (b. 1808), is

Professor of Botany in the University of Cam-
bridge, and author of several valuable botanical

treatises, including Flora Bathoniensis, The Flora

of the Channel Islands, Manual of British Botany,

&C.

Babington, Eev. Churehill (b. 1821),

-wrote the " Hulsean Prize Essay" in 1846, and
has edited several of the " Orations of Hyperides,"

from MSS. recently discovered.

Baboon, Xie-wiS^ in Arbuthnot's History

of John Bull (q.v.), is intended for King Louis

XIV. of Prance. " Philip Baboon," in the same
work, is a nickname given to Philip, Duke of

Anjou, grandson of the former monarch.

Baby May. A lyric by Willlam Cox Ben-
nett (b. 1820), forming the first in a volume of

Poems on Infants, published in 1861.

Baby's Debut, The. A parody by James
Smith (1775—1839) on the poetry of Wordsworth,
contained in the volume of Rejected Addresses (q.v.),

and concluding thus—
" And now, good gentlefolks, I go
To join mamma, and see the show

;

So, bidding you adieu,
I curtsey, like a pretty miss,
And if you'll blow to me a kiss,

I'll blow a kiss to you."

Bachelor's Banquet, The :
" or, A Ban-

quet for Baohelei's, wherein is prepared sundry
daintie dishes to furnish their tables, curiously
dressed and seriously served in

;
pleasantly dis-

coursing the variable humours of women, their

quicknesse of wits and unsearchable deceits." This
work was printed in 1604, and was probably -written

by Thomas Dekker, the dramatist (d. 1641).

"Back and side go bare, go bare."
" A good old song " in Bishop Still's comedy of
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Gammer Gurton's Needle (q.v.). It opens the second
act, and is described by Warton as " the first

chanson a ioire, or drinking ballad, of any merit in
our language." Dyce has pointed out a version of
it considerably older than the date of the play.

Backbite, Sir Benjamin, in Sheridan's
comedy of The Schoolfor Scandal (q..v.), is, as may
be inferred from his name, a cynical scandal-

monger.

" Backing of your friends ? Call you
that."

—

King Senry IV., part 1, act ii., scene i.

Bacon, Anne (b. 1528, d. leOO), trans-

lated, from Italian into English, twenty-five ser-

mons by Bemardine Oohine on The Predestination

and Election of God (about 1550) ; also, from Latin
into English, Bishop Jewel's Apology for the

Church of England (1564 and 1600). The latter

translation has been commended as " both elegant
and faithful." Biographical notices of this lady,

to whom Beza dedicated his Meditations, may be
found in Ballard's Memoirs of British Ladies, and
Birch's Memoirs of Queen Elizabeth.

Bacon, Delia. An American writer (b. 1811,
d. 1859), who published in 1857, The Philosophy

of the Plays of Shakespeare Vhfolded, the preface
to which was written by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(q.v.). In this work the authoress endeavours to

prove that Lord Bacon was the author of the
plays.

Bacon, Fryer, The Famous Historie
of, " Containing the wonderful things that he
did in his Life ; also, the Manner of his Death

;

with the Lives and Deaths of the two Conjurors,
Bungye and Vandermast," has been reprinted
in Thom's Early English Fictions. (See next para-
graph.)

Bacon and Frier Bongay, The Hon-
ourable History of Frier. A play by Eobbet
Greene (1560—1592), performed by "Her Ma-
jesty's servants" in 1594. It is reprinted in

Dodsley's collection of Old Plays.

Bacon, Francis, Iiord, Viscount St. Albans,
statesman and philosopher (b. 1561, d. 1626),
wrote Essays (1597, 1612j and 1624) ; Tlie Advance-
ment of Learning (1605) ; De Sapientia Vetenim
(1609) ; Novum Orgamum (1620) ; De Augmentis
Seientiarmn (1623); Apophthegms (1626); Sylva
Sylvarum ; and The New Atlantis, reference to

which will be found under their respective head-
ings. The Life of Bacon, says G. L. Craik,

has been written briefly by his chaplain. Dr.
Eawley ; at greater length, but very superficially

and slightly, by Mallet ; much more elaborately
in the Biographia Britannica, by Dr. Birch ; and,
with various degrees of fuhiess .and knowledge,
more recently by Basil Montagu, Lord Macaulay,
and M. Charles Eemusat {Bacon, sa Vie, son
Temps, sa Philosophic, 1857). A publication of some
value is W. Hepworth Dixon's Personal Sistori/

1

of Lord Bacon, from Unpublished Papers (1861).
The great questions of the true nature and sig-
nificance of the Baconian, or, as it is often styled,
the inductive or experimental philosophy, of its
originality, and of what part it has had in the
progress of modem discovery, have been amply
discussed and mustrated by John Playfair, Macvey
Napier, Coleridge, Hallam, Comte Joseph de
Maistre (in his Semarques sur la Philosophic de
Bacon, 1838), Macaulay, Hersohel, J. S. Mill,
Whewell, Eemusat, and, with very remarkable
acuteness and power, by Kuno Fischer, in his
Francis Bacon of Verulam : Sealistic Philosophy
and Its Age, translated from the German by John
Oxenford (1857). The best edition of Bacon's
Works is that by James Spedding, who has also
published his Letters and Life (1870). The tributes
to the genius of this great writer are, of course,
many and various. Of the poets, Ben Jonson
said he seemed to him " ever, by his work, one of
the greatest men and most worthy of admiration
that had been for ages." Cowley wrote

—

" Bacon, like Moses, led us forth at last

;

The barren wilderness he pass'd,
Did on the very border stand
Of the bless'd promlB'd Land,
And from the mountain-top of his exalted wit,
Saw It himself, and show'd us It."

Dryden said

—

** The world to Bacon does not only owe
Its present knowlede:e, but its future too."

Pope's description of him as " the wisest, brightest,

meanest of mankind" is familiar to every one.
Walton called him " the great secretary of nature
and all learning," and Addison declared that " he
had the sound, distinct, comprehensive knowledge
of Aristotle, with all the beautiful lights, graces,

and embellishments of Cicero." " Who is there,"
asks Burke, " that upon hearing the name of Lord
Bacon does not instantly recognise everything of
genius the most profound, everything of literature

the most extensive, everything of discovery the
most penetrating, everything of observation of
human life the most distinguishing and refined ?"

Bacon, John. See Eesoluts Doctor, The.

Bacon, Leonard, D.D., an American clergy-

man (b. 1802), professor at Yale College, U.S.,

was one of the editors of the Christian Spectator,

from 1826 to 1838, and of the Independent, from
1848 to 1863; and is the author of, among other
works, a Life of Richard Baxter (1830) ; Slavery

Discussed (1846); Christian Self-Culture (1863); and
The Genesis of the New England Churches (1874).

Bacon, Phanuel, D.D. (b. 1700, d. 1783),

was the author of five dramas, eventually collected

and published under the title of Sumorous Ethics ;

and of The Snipe, a ballad, and A Song of Similies,

to be found in The Oxford Sausage.

Bacon, Boger (b. 1214, d. 1292). A monk of

the Order of St. Francis, who wrote a large number
of works,—according to Leland, thirty ; according

to Bale, more than eighty ; and according- to Pits,
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nearly a hundred. Those that have been printed
are Opus Majws (1733 and 1750) ; Speculiim Alclie-

mi<B (Ibil) ; De Mirabili Fotestate Artis et Natura
(1542, 1612, 1657, and 1659) ; some chemical tracts

in the Thesaurus Chemicus (1603); and a treatise on
the means of avoiding the infiiiuities of old age
(1590). His unpublished manuscripts include Com-
putus Rogeri Baoonis; Compendium Theologieum, and
Liber Naturalium, in the King's Library; Opus
Minus, and Opus Tertian in the Cottonian Library.
For a complete list of his writings, published and
unpublished, see the Biographia JSritannica, and
Watts' Bibliographia Britannioa. Hallam says

:

"The mind of Eoger Bacon was strangely com-
pounded of almost prophetic gleams of the future
course of science, and the best principles of the
inductive philosophy, with a more than usual cre-

dulity in the superstition of his own times."

See, also, D'lsraeh's Curiosities of Literature, and
Warton's Bistory of English Poetry. See Ad-
mirable DocTOK, The.

"Bad eminence. By merit raised to
that."

—

Paradise Lost, lines 5 and 6, book ii.

BadCOCk, John. See Dictionary or the
Varieties or Life.

Badoura. A princess of China who becomes
enamoured of Camaralzaman at first sight [Arabian
Nights).

Baffin, Williamj navigator (b. 1584, d. 1622),
wrote an account of his voyage under James Hall
in 1612. The work is remarkable as being the
first on record in which a method is laid down for
determining the longitude at sea by an observation
of the heavenly bodies. BafSn also wrote an
account of his voyage under Bylot in 1615, and
liis name was given to the bay discovered by biTn

in 1616.

Baffled Knight, The: "or. The Lady's
Policy." A humorous baUad in the Pepys' Col-
lection ; reprinted in Bishop Percy's Eeliques of
Ancient British Poetry.

Bage, Kobert, novelist (b. 1728, d. 1801)
wrote Moimt Heneth (1781); Barham Downs (1 784)
The Fair Syrian (1787); James Wallace (1788),
Man as JSe is (1792) ; Sermstrong : or, Man as Se is

Not (1796). His Life was written by Sir Walter
Scott, who included his works in his Novelists'

Library. " The works of Bage," he says, " are of
high and decided merit. It is scarce possible to
read him without being amused, and, to a certain
degree, instructed. His whole efiorts are turned
to the development of human character, and, it

must be owned, he possessed a ready key to it."

See Barham Downs ; Man as he is.

Bagehot, "Walter, journalist and miscel-
laneous writer (b. 1826, d. 1877), published The
English Constitution (1867) ; Physics and Politics;
Lombard Street (1873) ; and Essays on Silver

(1877). He edited The Economist for some years.

BagBtock, Major Joe. A "rough and

tough'' character in Dickens's Dombey and Son

(q.v.).

Bailey, James M. An American journalist

and humorist; author of The Danbury Newsman
and Life in Danbury (1873).

BaUey, Junior. The boy at Mrs. Todgers',

in Dickens's novel of Martin Chuzzlewit (q.v.).

Bailey, Nathan, phUologist (d. 1742), pub-
lished, in 1728, the Etymological English Dictionary;

enlarged in 1737, and afterwards issued in folio,

imder the direction of James Nicol S^ott, and
frequently reprinted. He was also the author of

a Dictionarium Domestieum, and other educational

works.

BaUey, Philip James, poet (b. I8I6), has
written Festus (1839); The Angel World (1850);
The Mystic (1855); The Age (1858) ; and The Vni-

versal Symn (1867). See Angel World, The;
Festus.

Bailiff's Daughter of Islington, The.
See True Love Keouited.

Baillie, Joanna, dramatist, poet, and mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1762, d. 1851), published
Flays on the Passions (1798, 1802, 1812, and 18361,

MiscellaneousPlays (1804), TheFamilyLegend (ISIO),

Metrical Legends (1821), Fugitive Verses (1823),
Metrical Legends of Exalted Characters, and A View
of the General Tenour of the New Testament Regard-
ing the Nature and Dignity of Jesus Christ. Her
dramatic and poetical Works, with a Life, were
published in one volume in 1853. " Her tragedies,"
says Miss Mitford, " have a boldness and giasp of

mind, a firmness of hand, and resonance of cadence
that scarcely seem within the reach of a female
writer. That Mrs. Joanna is a true dramatist, aa
well as a great poet, I, for one, can never doubt."
"Woman," wrote Byron, "(save Joanna Baillie)

cannot write tragedy." See Family Legend, The.

Baillie, Robert, Principal of Crlasgow Uni-
versity (b. 1602 or 1599, d. 1662), wrote Lauden-
sium (1640), and a large number of controversial
tracts. His Letters and Journals were first pub-
lished in 1775, and have since been edited by
David Laing, LL.D.

BaiUif, Herry. The host of the Tabard Inn,
in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.

Bain, Alexander, LL.D., philosophical and
metaphysical writer (b. 1818), has written The
Senses and the Intellect (1855) ; The Emotions and
the Will (1859); The Study of Character (1861);
Mental and Moral Science (1868); Logic (1870);
Mind and Body (1873), and various text-books on
astronomy, electricity, meteorology, and English
grammar and rhetoric. He has contributed largely
to the periodicals of the day, and has edited the"
Minor Works of G-eorge Grote.

Baines, Edward (b. 1774, d. 1848), wroteA History of the Wars of the French Revolution
(1818) ; A Sistory, Directory, and Gazetteer of the
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County of York (1822) ; a similar work for The
County of Lancaster (1824 and 1836) ; and other

T^orke. His Life was written by his son, Edward
(1851).

Baines, Edward, son of the preceding

(b. 1800), besides writing the Biography of his

father, has published a Sistory of the Cotton Manu-
facttire, A Visit to the Vaudois of Fiedmont, The

Woollen Manufactures of England, and other works.

Baird, Spencer Fullerton, LL.D. (b.

1823), an American naturalist, has translated

and edited the Iconographic Encyclopaedia (1851).

In conjunction with John Cassin, he has also

written The Birds of North America (1860), and
The Mammals of North America (1861).

Bajazet. A character in Eowe's tragedy of

Tamerlane (q.v.).

Baker, George (b. 1781, d. 1851), was the

author of a Sistory of Northamptonshire, the first

part of which appeared in 1822, and about a third

of the fifth part in 1841. It was never finished,

owing to the weakness of the writer*s health.

Baker, Henry, poet, and naturalist (b. 1703,

d. 1774), published ^» Invocation to Sealth (1722)

;

Original Poems (1725—6) ; The Microscope Made
Easy (1 743) ; The Universe, a Philosophical Poem ;

and some other works. The Bakerian Lecture of

the Koyal Society was founded by this writer.

Baker, Sir Samuel White (b. 1821), tra-

veller, &c., published, in 1853, TJie Rifle amd
Sound in Ceylon, followed by Eight Years' Wander-

ings in the same island, in 1855 ; The Albert

JVToJisa (1866); The Nile Tributaries of Abyssinia

(1871) ; Jsmailia (1874) ; and other works.

Baker, Thomas, antiquary (b. 1656, d. 1740),

wrote Eefleetions on Learning, shewing the insufficiency

thereof in its several particulars, in order to evince

the usefulness and necessity of Revelation (1710).

For Biography, see the Metnoirs, by Masters, and
the Life, by Horace Walpole, prefixed to the

quarto edition of his Works (1778).

Bakhtyar Nameh : " or, Story of Prince

Bakhtyar and the Ten Viziers." A series of

Persian tales, published in English in 1801.

Balaam, Sir, in Pope's Moral Essays, epistle

iii., is a city knight, whose identity does not seem
to have been ascertained. He is described as

" A citizen of sober fame,
A plaJn good man. .. .

Beliglous, panctual, frugal, and bo fortli. . . .

Constant at cliiircli, and 'cliange ; his gains were sure,
His glvings rare, save fartliings to the poor."

Balades, by John Goweb (1320 — 1402),

printed from the original MS. in the library of the

Marquis of StafEord, at Trentham, nrT.818, are

written in French, but are followed by " other

poems" in English and Latin, notably the De
Pads CommendationeinLaudem Senrici Quarti(q^.\).

BalafrS, Le. A name given to Ludovip Lesly,

an old archer of the Scottish Guards, in Sir
Walter Scott's Qucntiii Durward (q.v.).

Balak. The name under which Bishop Burnet
is personified in Absalom and Achitophel (q.v.).

Baldassare CalVO. Father of Tito Melema
(q.v.), in Geokge Eliot's novel of Eomola (q.v.).

Ballento and Bosina.. See Bewabe the
Beahe.

Balder. A poem by Sydney Dobell (b. 1824,
d. 1874), published in 1854. It is strongly mys-
tical in character, thrown into a dramatic form,

hut without any dramatic interest. The hero
seems to have been suggested by Goethe's Faust,

and indulges in an amount of self-analysis which
is almost morbid. There are many fine passages

;

but the 'generally stilted character of the poem
deserved the satire aimed at it by Professor Aytoun
in his Firmilian (q.v.).

Balder Bead. A poem, in three parts, by
Matthew Aenold (b. 1822). Among many beau-

tiful passages, Bishop Alexander refers particularly

to " that matchless description of the burning of

Balder's ship in the funeral." The story is drawn
from Scandinavian mythology.

Balderstone, Caleb, in Sir Walter Scott's

novel of The Bride of Laminermoor, is, " of all our

author's fools and bores, the most pertinacious and

intrusive. His silly bufioonery," says Senior, " is

always marring with gross absurdities and degrad-

ing associations, some scene of tenderness or

dignity."

Baldwin, Bev. Edward. The pseudonym

adopted by William Godwin (1756—1836) in the

publication of several of his works.

Baldwin, John Denison, American poet,

miscellaneous writer, and joumallst (b. 1809), has

published Raymond Sill, and other Poems (1847)

;

Pre-historic Nations (1869) ; Ancient America (1872)

;

and other works.

Baldwin, "William (b. circa 1618), was the

author of fourteen out of the thirty-four hves

which constitute part iii. of the Mirrour for Magis-

trates (q.v.). He also published A Treatise of

Morall Philosophic, contaynyng the sayinges of the

Wyse, gathered and Englyshed (1547) ; The Canticles

or Balades ofSolomon,phraselyke declared in Englysk

metres (1549); and Fmeralles of King Edward the

Sixth (1560). Bale ascribes to him the authorship

of some comedies, and it is known that " he was

engaged in the reigns of Edward VI., and Phihp

and Mary, in preparing theatrical entertainments

for the court." Wood, again, attributes to his pen

a treatise on the Use of Adagies, Similies,^ and

Proverbs; but "when printed, or where, he

"cannot find." For Biography and Criticism,

refer to CoUier's English Dramatic Poetry, Waxion. s

Sistory of English Poetry, Brydges' Censura Lite-

raria, and Haslewood's edition of the Mirrour for

Magistrates. See also Carew Hazlitt's Early Eng-

lish Literature. See Beware the Cat.
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Bale, John, Bishop of Osaory (b. 1495, d. 1563),
wrote lUustrimn Majoris Sritanniee Seriptorum, hoo

est, Anglite, Camiritd, et Seotice, Summarima (1549),

which, revised and augmented, was pubHshed in

1 557 under the title of Scriptonim lUustrium Majoris
Britannia, qumn mme Angliam et Scotiam vacant,

Catalogus. He was also the author of nineteen
miracle-plays, printed in 1558, eleven of which are

devoted to dramatising the career of our Saviour,
the remainder being on miscellaneous themes. His
De Joanne Anglortim Rege, and Kynge Johan was
published in 1838 by the Camden Society from the
author's own manuscript, preserved in the library

of the Duke of Devonshire. See Warton's Sistory

of English Poetry, Collier's English Dramatic Lite-

rature, Carew Hazlitt's Early English Literature,

and Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual ; also, Dods-
ley's Collection of Old Plays. See Chefe Promises
OF God; Illustrium Majoris Beitannue; Old-
CASTELL, Sir Johan ; Temptatyon of our Lorde

;

Thre Lawes of Nature.

Bales, Peter. An account of this celebrated
person, who was one of the first to introduce short-

hand writing into this country, will be found in
Wood's Athente Oxonienses, edited by Dr. Bliss.

He was born in 1547, and died about 1610. See
Holinshed's Chronicle. See Writino Schoole-
MASTEE.

Balet, A, by Anthony "Woodville, Earl
KivBRS (1442—1483), appears to have been written
in imitation of a poem by Chaucer.

Balfour, Alexander, Scottish novelist and
poet (b. 1767, d. 1829), wrote Campbell: or, the
Scottish Probations (1819) ; Contemplation, and other
Poems (1820) ; The Eowndlvng of Glenthorn : or, the

SmiM/glers' Cave (1823) ; and other works. A selec-

tion from his writings appeared after his death,
under the title of Weeds and Flowers, and prefaced
by a memoir by D. M. Moir.

Balfour, James, of Pihig (b. 1703, d. 1795),
author of Delineations of the Nature and Obligations

of Morality (1752), and Philosophical Essays (1768).
He was a professor in Edinburgh University from
1754 to 1779, and is chiefly noticeable as an op-
ponent of the theories of Hume and Locke.

Balfour, John Hutton (b. 1808), Professor
of Medicine and Botany in Edinburgh University,
has written, in addition to many other botanical
works. The Manual of Botany (1849), 27(5 Plants of
Scripture (IS58), Phyto- Theology (1851), and several
important class-books.

Balfour of Burley. Leader of the Cove-
nanters, in Scott's novel of Old Mortality (q.v.).

See Scottish Worthies.

Balguy, John, theologian (b. 1686, d. 1748),
wrote Letters to a Deist, and other controversial

works.

Balin and Balan. One of the stories in

Malory's Mart d'Arthur (q.v.). See Hazlitt's

edition of Warton's English Poetry, ii., 118.

Baliverso. The basest knight in the Saracen

army, in Aeiosto's Orlando Furioso.

BaU, John, Puritan divine (b. 1585, d. 1640),

wrote A Short Treatise concerning all the Principal

Grounds of the Christian Beligion (1618), and A
Treatise of Faith (1632). See Wood's Athena
Oxonienses, and Fuller's Worthies. The latter writer

says : " He was an excellent schoolman and school-

master (qualities seldom meeting in the same man),

a painful preacher, and a profitable writer ; and his

Treatise of Faith cannot be sufficiently commended.
Indeed, he lived by faith, having small means to

maintain him."

BaU, The. A comedy by James Shikley
(1594_1666) and Thomas Dekkee (d. 1641).

"Ballad-mongers, These same metre."—King Henry IV., part 1, act ui., scene 1.

BaUad of Agincourt. See Battle op
Agincourt, and Cambrio-Beitons.
" Ballad to the Wandering Moon, A."

Stanza Ixxxviii. of Tennyson's jMjfwworiam (q.v.).

Ballad upon aWedding, A. A humorous
poem by Sir John Suckling (1609—1641) ; de-

scribed by Hazlitt as " perfect of its Mnd," and as

possessing " a spirit of high enjoyment, of sportive

fancy, a liveliness of description and truth of

nature that never were surpassed. It is superior

to either Gay or Prior, for vrith all their naivete
and terseness, it has a Shakespearian grace and
luxuriance about it which they could not have
reached."

Ballads. The foEowing is a list of the more
important collections of EngHsh and Scottish

ballads that have been published. It is given
in chronological order:

—

Wit's Sestor'd (1658);
Dryden's Miscellany Poems (1684—1708) ; Watson's
Choice Collection of Comic and Seriotis Scots Poems
(1706—1711), Collection of Old ballads (1723, 1726,

1738) ; AUan Bamsay's Evergreen, Scots Poems wrote
by the Ingenious before 1600 (1724), and Tea-table

Miscellany (1724) ; Percy's Eeliqiies ofAncient Eng-
lish Poetry (1765) ; Herd's Ancient and Modem
Scottish Songs, Heroic Ballads, 4c. (1769) ; Scott's

Minstrilsy of the Scottish Border (1802 and 1803)

;

Jamieson's Popular Ballads and Songs (1806);
Motherwell's Minstrelsy (1827) ; Lyle's Ancient
Ballads and Songs (1827) ; Buchan's Ancient Ballads
and Songs of the North of Scotland (1828) ; Cham-
bers's The Scottish Ballads (1329); Whitelaw's ^ooi
of Scottish Ballads (1845) ; Bell's Ancient Poem,
Ballads, and Songs of the Peasantry of England
(1857) ; Aytoun's Ballads of Scotland (1858 and
1861) ; Allingham's The Ballad Book (1865) ; and
Child's Collection, in eight volumes, published at
Philadelphia, America, in 1857—1869. " By Laing,
Sharpe, Maidment, some small contributions were
made to this branch of literature. Kinloch (1827)
gives some useful versions, with half-a-dozen minor
ballads."

" Ballads of a Nation, The." The well-
known saying on this subject, generally ascribed
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to Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun, may be foiind

in a letter from Metdier to the Marqviis of Mont-
rose and others, where he says :

—" I knew a very
wise man that believed that, if a man were per-

mitted to make all the ballads, he did not caxe who
should make the laws of a nation." It was, there-

fore, " a very wise man," and not Fletcher himself,

who was the real author of this famous dictum.
See Fletcher, Andrew.

Ballantine, James, Scottish-song and mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1808), has written The
Gaberlunzie's Wallet (1843); The Miller of Dean-
haugh (1844); Poems (1856); Songs, with Music
(1865); Life of David Roberts (1866); Lilias Lee

(1872), and some art publications.

Ballantyne, Rev. John (b. 1778, d. 1830),
was the author of A Comparison of Established and
Dissenting Churches (1824^, and An Examination of
the Human Mind (1828). The latter work is
" characterised," says Dr. McCosh, " by much in-
dependence of thought, and contains some original
views on the subject of the association of ideas and
the nature of the will." Ballantyne was minister
of Stonehaven in Kincardineshire.

Ballantyne, Robert Michael, writer for
the young, has published The Coral Island, Deep
Down, The Dog Crusoe, Erling the Bold, Fighting
the Mames, The Floating Light of the Goodwin
Sands, Freaks on the Fells, Gascoyne, The Golden
Dream, The Gorilla Hunters, The Iron Horse, The
Life-boat, The Lighthouse, Martin Sattler, Shift-
ing Winds, Silver Lake, XTngava, The World of Ice,

The Yowng Fur Traders, and many other works of a
like description.

Ballenden, John, Archdeacon of IMCoray,

translated the seventeen books of Hector Boece's
History of Scotland (1630), and was the author of
Epistles to James the Fifth, a Life of Fythagoras,
and several miscellaneous poems. See the Bio-
graphia Britannica and Warton's History of
English Foetry. He died in 1550.

Ballendino, Don Antonio, in Ben Jon-
son's comedy of The Case is Altered (q.v.), is' a
character in which the author intended to ridicule
Anthony Munday, the dramatist.

BaJmawhapple, in Sir Walter Scott's
novel of Waverley (q.v.), is a stupid and intractable
Scottish laird.

" Balm of hurt minds, great nature's
second course." (Macbeth, act ii., scene 1.) The
reference is, of course, to sleep.

Balnibarbi. A region of the island of Laputa,
colonised by chimeric^ projectors, in Gulliver's
Travels (q.v.).

Balquhither, The Braes o'. A song by
EoBEBT Tannahill (1774—1810).

" To our dear native Bcenee
Let VB journey tOf?ether,

Where glad innocence reigns,
'Hang the Braee o' Baliiuhither."

Balthazar is the name assimied by Portia in
Shakespeare's play of The Merchant of Venice
(q.v.). It is also that of a merchant in The
Comedy of Errors (q.v.), and of a servant to Don
Pedro in Much Ado about Nothing (q.v.).

Baltic, The Battle of the. See Battle of
THE Baltic, The.

Balwhidder, The Rev. Mieah, is a Scot-
tish Presbyterian minister in Galt's novel, entitled

The Annals of the Farish (q.v.). He has been
described as being " imbued with all old-fashioned
national feelings and prejudices, but thoroughly
sincere, kind-hearted, and pious."

Bamfylde, John, was the author of Sixteen
Sonnets, published in 1779, and reprinted in Park's
Collection of the Foets. Southey, in his Specimens of
the Later English Poets, speaks of biTti as " truly a
man of genius," and of his poems as " some of the
most original in our language."

Bamfylde, Francis, Prebendary of Exeter
(d. 1684), was the author of a curious book called

All in One : All Useful Sciences and Profitable Arts
in one Book of Jehovah Elohim. See Wood's Athena
Oxonienses, where that writer says of Bamfylde:
" He was first a Churchman, then a Presbyterian,

afterwards an Independent—or at least a sider

with them—an Anabaptist, and at length almost
a compleat Jew, and what not."

Bampton Iiectures, The, were founded
by the Rev. John Bampton, Canon of Salis-

bury, who, dying in 1751—he was bom in 1689—" gave and bequeathed his lands and estates to

the Chancellor, Masters, and Scholars of the
University of Oxford for ever," for the purpose of

endowing " eight Divinity Lecture Sermons, to be
established for ever in the said University," which
were to be " preached upon either of the following
subjects :^to confirm and establish the Christian
faith, and to confute all heretics and schismatics

;

upon the Divine authority of the Holy Scriptures

;

upon the authority of the writings of the primitive
Fathers ; as to the faith and practice of the primi-
tive Church ; upon the Divinity of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ; upon the Divinity of the

Holy Ghost; upon the Articles of the Christian

Faith, as comprehended in the Apostles' and
Nicene Creeds." The lecturers must have taken
a degree of Master of Arts at least, in one of the

two Universities of Oxford or Cambridge, and the

same person must never preach the DivinityLecture

Sermons twice. The following is a list of the

lecturers up to the present date (1877) :—Bandinel

(1780), Neve (1781), Hohnes (1782), Cobb (1783),

White (1784), Churton (1785), Croft (1786), Haw-
kins (1787), Shepherd (1788), Tatham (1789), Kett

(1790), Morres (1791), Eveleigh (1792), WilUam-
son (1793), Wintle (1794), Veysie (1795), Gray
(1796), Finch (1797), Hall (1798), Barrow (1799),

Richards (1800), Taber (1801), Nott (1802), Fairer

(1803), Lawrence (1804), Nares (1806), Browne
(1806), Le Mesurier (1807), Penrose (1808), Car-
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mthen (1809), Falconer (1810), Bidlake (1811),

Mant (1812), Comnson (1813), Van Mildert (1814),

Heter (1815), Spry (1816), MiUer (1817), Moysey
(1818), Morgan (1819), Fausaett (1820), Jones

(1821), Whately (1822), Goddard (1823), Conyteare

(1824), Chandler (1825), Vaux (1826), Milman
(1827), Home (1828), Burton (1829), Soames (1830),

Lancaster (1831), Hampden (1832), Nolan (1833),

Ogilvie (1836), Vogau (1837), Woodgate (1838),

Conybeare (1839), Hawkins (1840), Garbett (1842),

Grant (1843), JeH (1844), Heurtley (1845), Short

(1846), Shirley (1847), Marsh (1848), Michell

(1849), Goulhum (1850), Wilson (1851), Eiddle

(1852), Thomson (1853), Waldegrave (1854), Bode
(1855), Litton (1856), Jelf (1857), Mansel (1858),
Eawlinson (1859), Hessey (1860), Sandford (1861),

Farrar (1862), Hannah (1863), Bernard (1864),
Mozley (1865), Liddon (1866), Garhett (1867),

Moberley (1868), Payne Smith (1869), Irons (1870),

Curteis (1871), Baton (1872), Gregory Smith
(1873), Loathes (1874), Jackson (1875), Bishop
Alexander (1876), Eow (1877). No lectures were
delivered in 1834, 1835, or 1841.

Banburjr, The Shepherd of, is the title

of a work said to have been written by Dr. John
Campbell, in which " rules " are given " to know
the Change of the Weather." It was once very
popular, and professed to have been composed by
a certain John Clakidge. It appeared in 1744.

Bancroft, George (b. 1800), published a
volume of Poems in 1823, and a translation of

Heeren's Seflections on the Polities of Ancient Greece

in 1824 ; but his best known work is The Sistory

of the United States, in ten volumes, the first three

of which, being the Sistory of the Colonization of
the United States, were published respectively

in 1834, 1837, and 1840; volume iv., the ffisiory

of the Eevolution, appearing in 1852 ; volume v.

in 1853 ; volume vi. in 1854 ; volume vii. in

1858; volume viii. in 1860; volume ix. in 1866;
and volume x. in 1874. An English critic de-

scribes the work as one of " great research," and
says that, " while the author states his own
opinions decidedly and strongly, it is pervaded
by a, fair and just spirit. The style is vigorous,

clear, and frank, not often rising into eloquence,

but frequently picturesque, and always free from
imitation and from pedantry. It is, in fact, what
it professes to be—a national work, and is worthy
of its great theme." A volume of Bancroft's Mis-
cellanies appeared in 1855 ; Abraham Lincoln, a
memorial address, in 1866 ; and Joseph Seed, an
historical essay, in 1867.

Bancroft, Richard, Archbishop of Canter-

bury (b. 1544, d. 1610), produced two works.
Dangerous Positions amd Proceedings Published and
Practised within this Island of Britain, under Pre-

tence of Jteformation and of the Presbyterian Dis-
cipline, and A Survey of the Pretended Soly Disci-

pline, which, Whitgift tells, " were Hked and greatly

commended by the leamedest men in the realm."

Camden says the archbishop was "a person of

singular courage and prudence in all matters re-

lating to the discipline and establishment of the

Church." See Hickes's Bibliotheca Script. Eccles.

Anglieance and Dean Hook's Lives of the Arch~

bishops of Canterbury.

Bancroft, Thomas (d. about 1600), pub-

lished The Glutton's Peamr (1633), (q.v.); Two
Bookes of Hpigrammes and Epitaphs (1639); The

Seroieal Lover (1658), and other works. Of these

the first has been reprinted for the Koxburghe
Club. The second contains two epigrams on

Shakespeare, in which the phrase, " shook thy

speare," is probably an allusion, Allibone thinks,

to the poet's crest, which was a falcon supporting

a spear. Bancroft was a contributor to Lachrymee

Musarmn (1650).

Bandello. See Biondello.

Bane, Donald. A Highland servant, in Sir

Walter Scott's WaverUy (q.v.).

Bangorian Controversy, The, was ori-

ginally raised by a sermon, preached in 1717, by
Bishop Hoadley of Bangor, before George I. It

provoked numerous replies, the ablest of which
is by Law. The text of the sermon was, " My
kingdom is not of this world." See Hoadlbt.

Banim, John, poet, novelist, and dramatist

(b. 1798, d. 1842), wrote The Celt's Paradise (1821),

The Jest, Damon amd Pythias, Tales of the O'Hara
Family* (1825 and 182'6), Boyne Water (1826),

Seylla (1827), The Croppy* (1828), The Smuggler,

The Death-Fetch, The Ghost Slmter and his Family,

The Mayor of Windgap, The Denotmced (1830),

The Bit of Writin' and other Tales, and Father

Connell.* [In the works marked with an asterisk

John Banim received material assistance from his

brother Michael (b. 1796).] His Life was written

by P. J. Murray, and published in 1857. For
Criticism, see Miss Mitford's Recollections of a

Literary Life. Dr. Waller says of him :—" His
novels wiU ever retain, a hold upon the mind so

long as mankind shall love truthful delineations

of character and strong dramatic power of nar-
ration. As a poet, he has no inconsiderable merit,

and many of his compositions are full of pathos
and vigour." See Connell, Father; Croppy,
The ; Denounced, The ; O'Hara Family, Tales
op the.

Banished, The. A Swabian historical tale,

translated from the German by James Moeier
(1780—1849), and published in 1839.

Banister, Gilbert, poet of the fifteenth

century, was the author of The Miracle of St.

Thomas, published in 1647. He has been frequently
confounded with WilKam Banister, a writer of the
reign of Edward III. See Warton's History oj

English Poetry.

" Bank, I know a."—A Midsummer Wight's
Dream, act li., scene 1.
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Banks, Jolin, dramatist, produced, among
other pieces, The Rival Kings (1677) ; TJte Destruc-

tion of Troy (1679) ; Virtue Betrayed (1682) ; The
Unhappy Favourite : or, the Barl of Essex (1682)

;

The Island Queens (1684) ; The Innocent JJsurper

(1694) ; and Gyrus the Great (1696). See the Bio-

graphia Dramatica and Knight's English Cyclo-

padia. " His style," it has been said, " gives

alternate specimens of meanness and homhast. But
even his dialogue is not destitute of occasional

nature and pathos, and the value of his works as

acting plays is very considerahle." See Unhappy
Favourite, The.

Banks, Percival Weldon. See Rattler,
Morgan.

Banks, Sir Joseph, naturalist and traveller

(1743^1820). The chief work associated with his

name is the Catalogus Bibliothec<e Historico-Natu-

ralis, Josephi Banks, Baroneti, &c. ; Auctore, Jona
Dryander, Londini (1798—1800, 5 vols., 8vo). A
work, according to Lowndes, " certainly the most
comprehensive of its kind ever published." He
was also the author of several other practical and
scientiiic works ; and at his death he bequeathed

his library and collection to the British Museum.

Banks, Thomas Christopher, genealogist

and antiquarian (b. 1764, d. 1854), wrote The
Dormant and Extinct Baronage of England (1807),

A History of the Families of the Ancient Peerage of
England (1826), and other works.

Banks o' Yarrow, The. A ballad, in the

Scottish vernacular, which describes how two
brothers-in-law, being at odds, agree to fight a

duel on the banks of Yarrow river, and how one of

the combatants puts armed men in ambush and
treacherously slays the other. The poem is made
pathetic by the sorrow of the wife of the slain man.

Bannatyne, George (b. 1545, d. 1609),

was the collector of the celebrated MS. Corpus

Foeticorum Scotorum (q.v.). His Memorials, edited

by Sir Walter Scott and Dr. David Laing, were
published in 1826. The dub named after him was
founded in 1823, by Sir Walter Scott, who pre-

sided over its meetings from that date until 1831.

"The Bannatyne Club," says Lockhart, "was a
chUd of his own, and from first to last he took a
most fatherly concern in all its proceedings." The
books issued under its direction " constitute a very
curious and valuable library of Scottish history and
antiquities." Upwards of 100 volumes were pub-
lished by the club, which was dissolved in 1860.

Banquett of Dainties, " forallsuohe Gestes

that love moderatt Dyate." A collection of poetry

published in 1566, and referred to by Brydges in

the Censura Literaria.

Banquo, in Shakespeare's tragedy of Macbeth,

is a Scottish thane, who is murdered by Macbeth's

orders, and whose ghost afterwards haunts the

guilty king.

BansleT, Charles. See Pride and Vices of
Women Nou-a-Days.

Baptista. A rich gentleman of Padua, in
Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew (q.v.).

Baptistes. A Latin drama, by George
BucHANAK (1506— 1582), in the preface to which
the author " warns King James against the effects

of flattery and wicked counsellors, and writes

more like an experienced statesman than a scholarly

recluse."

Barabas, the hero of Marlowe' s tragedy of The
Jew of Malta (q.v.), is characterised by Lamb as " a
mere monster, brought in with a large painted nose

to please the rabble. He MUs in sport, poisons

whole nunneries, invents infernal machines. He
is just such an exhibition as a century or two
earlier might have been played before the Lon-
doners, by royal conunand, when a general pillage

and massacre of the Hebrews had been previously

resolved on by the cabinet."

Barataria. The island of which Sancho Panza,

in Don Quixote, was appointed governor.

Barbara Allen's Cruelty. A ballad, origi-

nally published by Allan Eamsay in his Tea-table

Miscellany (1724), and reprinted, with a few con-

jectural emendations, by Percy, in his Beliques.

Pepyshas a reference in his Diary (Jan. 2, 1665—6)

to " the little Scotch song of Barbary Allen."

" Barbarians all at play. There were
his young." A Hne in Byron's Childe Harold's

Filgrimage, canto iv., stanza 141 :

—

" There was their Dacfan mother—he, their Blre.

Butchered to make a Roman holiday."

Barbason. The name of a fiend referred to

by SHAKESPEARE, in The Merry Wives of Windsor,

act ii., scene 2, and Henry V., act ii., scene 1.

Barbauld, Anna Letitia, miscellaneous

writer (b. 1743, d. 1825), pubhshed Miscellaneous

Poems (1773), Miscellaneous Pieces in Prose [with

her brother, Dr. AiMn] (1773); Early lessons for

Children (1774); Hymns in Prose (1774); Devotional

Pieces, composed from the Psalms and the Boole of

Job (ni6) ; A Poetical Epistle to Mr. Wilberforee on

theSej'ection of the Billfor the Abolition of the Slave

Trade (1790) ; Remarks on Gilbert Wakefield's Inquiry

into the Expediency and Propriety of Public and

Social Worship (1792); Evenings at Home [with Dr.

Aikin] (1792—1795) ; Selections from the Spectator,

Tatler, Guardian, and Freeholder (1804) ; A Life of

Samuel Richardson (1806); an edition of The British

Novelists (1810); The Female Spectator (1811); and

Eighteen Hundred and Eleven (1812). An edition

of her Works was published, with a Memoir, by

Lucy Aikin, in 1827. letters and Notices by Le
Breton appeared in 1874. See Evenings at Home ;

Female Spectator, The.

Barbour, John, Archdeacon of Aberdeen,

poet (b. 1316, d. 1396), wrote The Book of the

Gestes of King Robert Bruce, and The Brute (q.v.)

;
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also, according to Bradshaw, fragments of a Troy-

Booh, and nearly 40,000 lines of Lives of Saints.

See Irving's Lives of the Scottish Foets, Wright's
Biographia Foetica, Ellis's Specimens, Walton's
Flngliah Foetry, and Campbell's Essays on English
Foetry. See Bruce, The.

Barbox Brothers. Characters in a story

by CHABiES Dickens (1812— 1870), contributed

to Mugby Junction (q.v.).

Barckley, Sir Bichard, poet, was the
author of A. Discourse of the Felicitie of Man, or

his Summmn Bonum, published in 1598, and re-

printed in 1603 and 1631. See Summtjm Bonu-m.

Barclay, Alexander, poet (b. near the close

of the fifteenth century, d. 15S2), wrote The
Shyp of Folys (1509), The Castle of Labour
(1606), The Mirror'of Good Manners, and Eclogues
[including The Tower of Vertue and ilonmi,r'\ (all of

which see). He was also the author of An Intro-

ductory to Wryte and Fronoumce French (1521),
and various minor pieces. See Wood's jithence

Oxonienses, Warton's .English Poetry, and Ellis's

Specimens.

Barclay, John, miscellaneous writer (b. 1582,
d. 1621), published Etiphormion (1604 and 1629),
(q.v.); Be Fotestate Fape (1611), (q.v.); Icon Ani-
marum (1614), (q.v.) ; Argenis : or, the Loves of
Foliarehus and Argenis (1621), (q.v.). See Hallam's
Literary Siatory of Europe, Coleridge's Bemains,
and Cowper's Letters.

Barclay, Robert (b. 1648, d. 1690), was the
author of Truth Cleared of Calumnies (1670); A
Cateehismand Confession ofFaith (1675); The Anar-
chy of the Banters (1676) ; Universal Lpve considered
and established upon its right Foundation (1677); An
Apologyfor the Trtie Christian Divinity (1678), (q.v.)

;

and other works, chiefly written in the interests of
the Society of Friends, of which the author was a
member. For Biography, see Sewell's History of
the Quakers, Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History, A
Genealogical Account of the Barclays of Xfry, and
The Biographia Britannica.

Bard, Samuel A. Thenomdeplmneassamei
by Dr. Ephraim George Squier (b. 1821) in the
publication of his Waikna : or, Adventures on the
Mosquito Shore (1856).

Bard, The. A Pindaric ode by Thomas Gray
(1716—1771), founded on a tradition, current in
Wales, that Edward I., when he completed the
conquest of that country, ordered all the bards
that fell into his hands to be put to death. The
plan of the poem is as follows :—^A bard, who is

the speaker, after lamenting the fate of his com-
rades, prophecies that of Edward II. and the con-
quests of Edward III. ; his death, and that of the
Black Prince; of Eichard II., with the wars of
York and Lancaster; the murder of Henry VI.,
and of Edward V. and his brother. He then turns
to the glory and prosperity following the accession
of the Tudors, through Elizabeth's r^ign, and con-

cludes with a vision of the poetry of Shakespeare

and Milton.

BardeU, Mrs. The landlady who brings the

famous action for breach of promise of marriage

against Mr. Pickwick, in Dickens's novel of The

FickwicJc Fapers (q.v.).

Bardo dl Bardi. The scholar, father of

Eomola, in George Eliot's novel of that name

(q.v.).

Bardolph. One of the followers of Falstaff, in

Shakespeare's Henry IV., and Merry Wives of

Windsor (q.v.).

Bards. The distinctive title of bard has been

conferred on several English poets. The following

are a few instances :—Bard of Avon, Shakespeare

;

Bard of Ayrshire, Eobert Bums ; Bard of Hope,

Thomas Campbell ; Bard of the Imagination, Mark
Akenside ; Bard of Memory, Samuel Kogers ; Bard
of Olney, William Cowper ; Bard of Eydal Mount,
William Wordsworth ; Bard of Twickenham, Alex-

ander Pope.

"Bards of passion and of mirth." First

line of Keats' s Ode on the Foets:

" Ye Lave left your soulB on earth t

Have ye souls In heaven too,
Douhle-llved in regions new t

"

Bargagli, Scipione. For a selection from

this writers works, see Eoscoe's Italian Bomanees.

Barham, Bichard Harris, novelist, versi-

fier, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1788, d. 1845),

wrote My Cousin Nicholas and the Ingoldsby Legends

(q.v.), besides contributing largely to magazines
and reviews. A large proportion of the articles

in Gorton's Biographical Dictionary are from his

pen. His Life has been written by his son (1870).

See, also, the Memoir prefixed to the edition of

the Legends, published in 1847. See Ingoldsby,
Thomas ; Peppercorn, H.

Barham Downs. A novel by Eobert Bage
(1728—1801), (q.v.), pubUshed in 1784, and re-

printed in Ballantine's Novelist's Library.

Baring-Gotdd, Sabine (b. 1834), has writ-
ten The Fath of the Just (1854); Ireland: its

Scenes and Sagas (1861); Fost-Mediceval Freachers
(1865) ; Curious Myths of the Mtddle Ages (1866-7)

;

The Silver Store (1868); The Book of Were- Wolves
(1869); Curiosities of the Olden Time (1869); In
Exitu Israel, a novel (1870); The Origin and
Development of Beligious Belief (1870); The Golden
Gate {1810); The Lives of the Saints (1872); Diffi-
culties of the Faith (1874) ; Tht Lost end Hostile
Gospels (1874) ; Life of the Mev. R. S. Hawker (1876).

Barker, George William Michael
Jones, better known as "the Wensleydale Poet"
(d. 1865), was the author of Stanzas on Cape Coast
Castle ; Three Days : or. History and Antiqttities of
Wensleydale ; and some other works.

" Bark is worse than his bite. His."
See Herbert's Jacula Frudentum (q.v.).
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Barker, Iiady, miscellaneous writer, has pub-
Kshed Station Life in New Zealand (1869), Travelling

About, A Christmas Cake in Four Quarters, Spring
Comedies, Stories About, and other works.

Barkis. The carrier, in Dickens's novel of

David Copperjield (q.v.), who courts his sweetheart,

Peggotty (q[.v.), hy leaving his offerings behind the

door; and whose declaration of his readiness to

marry her was summed up in the words " Barkis is

willin' " which have become proverbial.

Barksdale, Clemeilt, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1609, d. 1687), wrote Nympha Zibethris (1651),

(q.v.) ; Memorials of Worthy Persons ( 1661

—

1663) ; A Remembrance of Excellent Men (1670)

;

and other works specified by Wood ia his Atheme
Oxonienses. See Carew Hazlitt's Early English
Literature.

Barlaam and Josaphat. A " spiritual ro-

mance," written originally in Greek, about the
year 800, by Joannes Damascenus, a Greek monk,
and translated into Latin before the thirteenth

century. It is worthy of note as containing a
passage which Warton thinks was " probably the
remote but original source of Shakespeare's Caskets
in The Merchant of Venice."

Barleycorn, Sir John, is a jocular per-

sonification of the favourite English Uquor. A
well-known tract is still extant in which " the
arraigning and indicting" of Sir John are quaintly
described, and he is represented as of "noble blood,

well-beloved in England, a great supporter of the
crown, and a maintainer of both rich and poor."
He is tried before the following jury:—Timothy
Tosspot, Benjamin Binnper, Giles Lick-spigot,

Bamaby Full-pot, Lancelot Toper, John Six-go-
downs, Hichard Standfast, Small Stout, John
Never-sober, Obadiah Thirsty, Nicholas Spend-
thrift, and Edward Empty-purse. See Hone's
Every-day Book, vol. i. Bukns has a poem in
honour of this generous knight, besides the re-

ference to him in his Tam O'Shanter

:

—
" Inspiring bold John Barleycorn,
Wliat dangers thou canst make us scorn !

"

Barlow, Joel, American poet (1755—1812),
was the author of The Vision of Columbus (1787),
afterwards published, in an enlarged form, under
the title of The Columbiad, in 1808.

Barlow, Thomas, Bishop of Lincoln (d. 1691),

was the author of a number of theological works
mentioned by Anthony a Wood in his Athence
Oxonienses.

Barlow, 'William, successively Bishop of

Rochester and Lincoln (d. 1613), wrote a Life of
Dr. Richard Cosin, and some controversial tracts.

Barlowe, WillLam, successively Bishop of

St. Asaph's, Bath and Wells, and Chichester

(d. 1568), wrote Cosmography, and also various

pamphlets.

Barmecide's Feast, The, was the enter-

tainment given to Shacabac, a poor beggar, in the
Arabian Nights. It consisted of a series of empty
plates to which high-soimding names were given.
He, however, humoured the joke, and at length
protested that he could eat no more. In the end,
he fell foul of his eccentric host, who rewarded his
patience with food and wines to his heart's content.
The words have become synonymous with an illu-

sion, or where pretentious promises are followed
by petty performances.

Barnatay Budge. A novel by Chakles
Dickens (1812—1870), originally included in
Master Humphrey's Clock (q.v.), but afterwards
published separately, in 1841. Its main incidents
are founded on the story of the "No Popery" riots

in 1780, and several historical characters are intro-

duced—notably Lord George Gordon, the chief

rioter, and Lord Chesterfield, under the veiled
name of Sir John Chester (q.v.). A dramatic
version was put on the stage in the year of publi-
cation, and also in 1866. The raven in the story
was, the author tells us, a compound of two great
originals, of which he was, at different times, the
possessor, and one of which, stuffed, was sold, after

Dickens's death, for the sum of £120. See the
preface to the " Charles Dickens" edition.

Bamaby, Widow. The title of a novel by
Mrs. Thollope, published in 1838, the heroine of

which is a fussy, good-natured, vulgar woman,
whose whole soul is occupied with matrimonial
projects. A sequel, entitled Widow Bamaby Mar-
ried, appeared in 1840, and The Barnabys in

America in 1843.

Barnard, Lady Anne (b. 1750, d. 1825),

was the author of the famous ballad of Auld Bobin

Gray (q.v.). Her Life has been written by Lord
Lindsay, in his Lives of the Lindsays, and by
Miss Watson and Miss Tytler, in The Songstresses

of Scotland. See, also, Dyce's Specimens of the

British Poetesses.

Barnard, Mrs. See Clambel.

Barnardine. The name of a dissolute pri-

soner in Shakespeare's play of Measwre for

Measure (q.v.).

Barnes, Albert (b. 1798, d. 1870), American

theologian, is best known by his Commentaries on

the New Testament, and on Job, The Psalms, Isaiah,

and Daniel ; in all fourteen volumes. He also wrote

The Way of Salvation, Practical Sermons, and other

religious books.

Barnes, Barnaby, poet (b. 1569, d. 1607),

wrote ?7j« Praise of Musike (1586); Parthenophil

and Parthenophe (1593), (q.v.) ; A Divine Centurieof

Spirituall Sonnets (1595); Four Books of Offices:

Enabling private persons for the Speciall service of

all good Princes and Policies (1606), (q.v.); The

DeviVs Charter (1607) ; The Battle of Hexham, an

unprinted play ; and some verses prefixed to Har-

vey's Pierce's Supererogation (1593), Florio's Worlds

of Wordes (1698), and Ford's Fame's Memoriall
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(1606). See Wood's AtheniB Oxonienses ; Brydges'
Restituta; Ellis's Specimens of the English Poets, and
W. Carew Hazlitt's Early English Literature.

Barnes, Joshua (b. 1654, d. 1712), produced
a poem on The Story of Esther (1676) ; a Life of
Edward III. (1688) ; an edition of Anacreon (1705)

;

and an edition of Somer (1710). See Edwakd the
Third ; Gerania.

Barnes, JlHiana. See Bernees, Juliana.

Barnes, Robert, cliaplain to Henry VIII.
(d. 1540), was the author of Vitte Eomanorum Pon-
tificorum, quos Papas vocamus^ (1535) ; Sententiie, sive

Christiana! Religionis Prtecipud Capita; and other
works. See Bale's Lives.

Barnes, Thomas, joumaHst (h. 1784, d.

1841), after contributing for some time to the
Champion newspaper, heoame, on the dismissal of

Sir John Stoddart, editor of the Times, of which
post he discharged the onerous duties with energy
and skill for the space of more than twenty years.

See Gentleman's Magazine for 1841 and Grant's
History of the Newspaper Press.

Barnes, WiUiam, clergyman, poet, and
philologist (h. 1810), is the author, among other
works, of Poems of Sural Life in the Dorset Dialect,

A Grammar and Glossary of the Dorset Dialect, A
Philological Grammar, and An Anglo-Saxon Delectus.

An edition of the Poems of Rural Life was published
in ordinary English in 1866.

Barnet, in Moore's povel of Edward (q.v.),

is an epicure who falls in love with, and marries a
lady on account of her skill in dressing a dish of

stewed carp.

Bamfleld, Bichard, poet (b. 1674), wrote
The Affectionate Shepherd, containing the Complaint

of Daphnis for the love of Ganymede (q.v.), (1594);
Cynthia, with Certaine Sonnets (q.v.) ; and the
Legend of Cassandra (1595) ; The Encomion ofLady
Peetmia : or, the Praise of Money (1598) ; and Poems
reprinted by James BosweU, and including Remarks
by the late Edmund Malone (1816). See Warton's
English Poetry ; also, "As it fell upon a Day."

Barnevelt, Esdras. See Rape of the Look,
The.

Barnwell, George. A tragedy by George
LiLLO (1693—1739), founded on the story of a
London apprentice, who, seduced by the arts of a
vile woman, murders his uncle, and is betrayed by
his destroyer to a shameful death on the scaffold.

The scene of the murder is said to have been
CamberweU Grrove, near London. The play, first

introduced in 1730, is still occasionally performed
in the provinces. There is an old ballad on the
same subject.

Baron, Robert, poet (b. 1631), wrote
" 'EPnTOnAirNION," or. The Cyprian Academy
(1648); An Apologue for Paris (1649); Pocula Cas-

talia, fc. (1660), (q.v.); Mirza, a Tragedie ; and
other works. He is chiefly remarkable for his

plagiarismsfrom Milton, manyof which are exposed
by Todd in his edition of that poet's writings. See
Winstanley, PhilipB, and the Biographia Dramatica
for notices of Baron's dramatic pieces. His friend

Quarles constructed the following anagram out of
his name : Eobertus Baronus, Earus ab orbe notus.

Baronage of England, The : " or, an
Historical Account of the Lives and Most Memor-
able Actions of Our English History," by Sir
William DuGDALE (1605—1686); "distinguished,"
says Sir Harris Nicolas, "by the most laborious
research and astonishing accuracy."

Barons, The Last of the. An historical

romance by Edward, Lord Lytton (1805—1873),
published in 1843. The scene is laid in England
during the WarS of the Koses, and the hero is

Eichard Neville, Earl of Warwick, the famous
" King-maker," whose fall is the main action of
the story. "It is a great epic," says Senior,
" grand in its conception, and vigorous in its

execution;" in which the author " has given us a
picture of mediajval life as graphic as if it had
been painted by Scott.'

'

Barons' Wars, The. An historical poem,
in six books, by Michael Drayton (1563—1631),
published in 1603. It had previously appeared
in 1596, un(*er the title of Mortimeriadoa : the
Lamentable Civil Warres of Edward the Second and
Sis Barons. "In some historic sketches," says
Campbell, " he reaches a manner beyond him-
self. The pictures of Mortimer and the queen,
and of Edward's entrance into the castle, are
splendid and spirited."

Barrett, Eton Stannard, Irish poet and
novelist (d. 1820), wrote All the Talents, a poem in
ridicule of the Whig ministry (1807) ; The Heroine,
a parody on the romantic school of fiction; Six
Weeks at Long's ; and various pamphlets.

Barrett, Walter, Clerk. The pseudonym
of Joseph A. Scoville (d. 1864), author of The
Old Merchants ofNew York.

Barriers, The. A poem by Ben Jonsox
(1574—1637), written to celebrate the birth of
Henry, Prince of Wales (son of James I.), and
published in 1610.

Barrington, Sir Jonah, some time Judge
of the Court of Admiralty in Ireland (b. 1767, d.
1834), was the author of Personal Sketches of his
own Time (1830), and Historic Anecdotes and Secret
Memoirs relative to the Legislative Union between
Great Britain and Ireland {1S09—18S5). The latter
work excited a considerable sensation at the time
of its publica,tion. The former was republished in
1869.

-^

Barrister, A. The nom de plume assumed by
ttie author of two volumes of Essays, republished
from the Saturday Review (1862)'. They are said to
be ±rom the pen of Sir James Fitzjames Stephen.

Barrow, Isaac, D.D., Prebendary of SaKs-
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bury (b. 1630, d. 1677), wrote a nmnber of theo-

logical works, of which the first collected edition

appeared in 1683, under the supervision of Arch-
bishop TUlotson and Abraham HaU. They were
republished at the Clarendon Press in 1818 ; again
in 1842, by the Bev. James Hamilton ; and again
in America in 1845. The Opuscula Latina was
printed in 1 687. The mathematical works appeared
in the following order: Euelidis JSlementa (1655),

Euclidis Data (1675), Zectiones Opticte (1669), Zec-

tiones Geometricce (1670), Archimedis Opera, Apol-

lonii Oonicorum (libri iv.), Theodosii Opera (1675),

Zectio de Sph,<era et Cylindro (1678), and Zectiones

Mathematicis {1783). A Selectionfrom his Writings

was published in 1866. Of his Sermons Locke
said they were masterpieces of their kind. Of his

friendslup with TiUotson, an interesting testimony
remains in the conjunction of these two famous
names in Thomson's Apostrophe to Britannia—

" And lor the strength and elegance of truth,
A Barrow and a TiUotson are thine."

See Sermons ; also the Life, by Arthur Hill.

Sarrow, Rev. S. The nam de plwme under
which Sir Eichakd Phillips (1768—1840) pub-
lished several of his works, among others. The Fooir

Child's Zibrary, Questions on the New Testa/ment,

and Sermons for Schools.

Barry, Alfred, D.D., D.C.Ii., Canon of

Worcester (b. 1826), has pubhshed an Introduction

to the Old Testament, Notes on the Gospels, Chelten-

ham College Sermons, Sermonsfor Soys, Notes on the

Catechism, Religion for Every Day, and a, Zife of
Sir C. Barry, S.A.

Barry, Girald. See G-iraldus Cambrensis.

Barry, IiUdowick (temp. James I,), wrote a
comedy called Sam Alley (q.v.). See Wood's
Athente Oxonienses and Walpole's Soyal and Noble
Authors, where, however, he is wrongly styled

Zord Barry.

Bartholomseus Anglicus. See Glanvtl.

Bartholomew, Anne Charlotte, nee

Fayennann (d. 1862), wrote a volume of poems
oaUed The Songs of Azrael ; a play entitled The
King : or, the Farmer's Daughter (1829), and a farce,

It is only my Aunt.

Bartholomew Pair. A comedy by Ben
JoNSON (1574—1637), produced in 1614, and valu-

able for its lively pictures of the manners of the

times. " It is chiefly remarkable," says Hazlitt,
" for the exhibition of odJ humours and tumblers'

tricks, and is on that account amusing to read
once."

Bartlett, John EusseU (b. 1805), is the

author of The Progress ofEthnology, which appeared
in 1847 ; Seminiscences of Albert Gallatin (1849)

;

Dictionary of Americanisms (1848) ; Personal Nar-
rative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, ^c.

(1850—1854); and other works.

Bartlett, Rev. Thomas (b. 1789), wrote
(in 1816) Memoir of the Zife and Writings of
Joseph Butler, Bishop of Durham; Discourses on the
Confession of the Church of England, and other
works.

Bartlett, William Henry, author and
artist (b. 1809, d. 1854), wrote Walks about
Jerusalem, The Topography of Jerusalem, Forty Days
in the Desert, The Nile Boat, The Overland Soute,
Footsteps of our Zord, Pictures of Sicily, The Pilgrim
Fathers, and Jerusalem Revisited. See the Brief
Memoir by Dr. Beattie.

Bartoldo. A wealthy miser in Milman's tra-
gedy of Fazio (q.v.).

Barton, Amos, The Sad Fortunes of
the Rev. The title of one of the Scenes of
Clerical Zife (q.v.), by George Bliot.

Barton, Sir Andrew. The title and sub-

ject of a ballad apparently written in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth. Sir Andrew was a famous
Scottish admiral, whose depredations upon English
merchant ships so excited the indignation of the

Earl of Surrey, that he sent his two sons out to sea

to retaliate upon the bold old sailor, and in the

engagement that followed Sir Andrew lost his life.

This was on August 2nd, 1511.

Barton, Bernard, "the Quaker poet" (b.

1784, d. 1849), wrote Metrical Effusions (1812),

Devotional Verses (1826), The Widow's Tale (1827),

Household Verses (1845), and some other works.

His Poems and Zetters were published, with a
Memoir by his daughter, in 1853. The Edinburgh
Review says :

—" The whole staple of his poems is

description and meditation—description of quiet

home scenery, sweetly and feelingly wrought out,

and meditation, overshaded with tenderness and
exalted by devotion, but all terminating in sooth-

ing and even cheerful views of the conditions and
prospects of mortahty." " The gift of genius,"

says Alexander Smith, " can hardly be conceded

to him. He had no fire, no imagination, no passion;

but his mind was cultivated, his heart pure, and he
wrote like a good and amiable man."

Bas Bleu, The : " or. Conversation." A poem
by Hannah More (1745—1833), published in 1786,

and characterised by Dr. Johnson as " a great per-

formance." It was written in praise of the " Bas
Bleu," or Blue-Stocking Club, a literary assembly

which met at the house of Mrs. Montagu, its

founder ; and the following couplets have attained

to the dignity of " familiar words :"

—

" Small hahlts well pursued betimes
May reach the dignity ol crimes."

" In men this blunder still you find;

AU think their little set mankind."

Baseom, John (b. 1827), American political

economist and scholar, published, in 1861, Politi-

cal Economy, followed, in 1862, by a Treatise on

JEsthetics, and, in 1866, a Text-book of Rhetoric,

and other works on the kindred branches of
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"Base is the slave that pays."—Xwi'
Henry V., act ii., scene 1.

" Base uses we may retiu-n, Horatio

!

To what."

—

Samlet, act v., scene 1.

Bashftll Lover, The. A comedy by Philip
Massingee, produced in 1636

;
printed in 1656.

Basil, Count. A play by Joamma Baillie
(1 762—1851), included in the series on the Fassions,

published in 18Q2.

Basil, Theodore. The assumed name imder
which Thomas Becon (b. about 1510, d. 1570)
wrote many of his works.

Basilikou Doron, The, was a collection of

precepts on the art of government, written by
King James I. of England and VI. of Scotland,
for the instruction of his son Henry. They were
published in 1599.

Basilisco. A knight in the old play entitled

Soliman and Perseda (q.v.).

Basilius. King of Arcadia in Sir Philip
Sidney's romance of that name (q.v.).

Bassauio, in The Merchant of Venice, is

"kinsman and friend to Antonio" (q.v.), and
" suitor likewise to Portia" (q.v.).

" Baseless fabric of this vision, Iiike
the."

—

Tempest, act iv., scene 1.

Basse, William. The name of two poets
who lived about 1613—1651. To the elder are
ascribed an Epitaph on Shakespeare (1633) ; The
Sword and Bmkler (1602) ; Great Brittaines Sunnes-
set, bewailed with a Shower of Teares, a poem on
the death of Prince Henry (1613) ; and a coUeotion
of MS. verses called JPolyhymnia. The younger
was probably the author of some " choice songs,"
The Sunter in his Career and Tom of Bedlam, and
others, referred to by Walton in his Zives.

Basset-Table, The. ' One of a series of
Town Eclogues, published anonymously in 1716, and
intended as parodies on the pastorals of Pope and
PhiDips. TTie present one was written by Pope
himseU, the others by Lady Mart Wortlet
MoNTAGV. Basset was a game commonly played in
England after the Restoration, and in Prance in the
reign of Louis XIV., tUl that monarch issued an
ordinance prohibiting it.

Bassianus, in the tragedy of Titus Andrenicus,
is in love with Lavinia (q.v.).

Bastard, The. A poem by Bichabd Savage
(q.v.), published in 1728.

Bastard, Thomas (d. 1618), published
Chrestoleros : Seven Books of Epigrammes (1698),
(q.v.). ; Magna Britannia, a Latin poem (1605)

;

sermons, and other works. See Wood's Athena
Oxonienses, where it is said :—" He was a person
endowed with many rare gifts, was an excellent
Grecian, Latinist, and poet, and, in his elder years

a quaint preacher He was a most ex-

cellent epigrammatist, and, being always ready.to

versify upon any subject, did let nothing material

escape his fancy, as his compositions, running

through several hands in MS.,, show." Warton

speaks of him as " better qualified for that species

of the occasional pointed Latin epigram established

by his fellow-coUegian, John Owen, than for any

other sort of English versification."

Bastian, Henry Charlton, M.D. (b. 1837),

has written The Modes of Origin ofLowest Organisms

(1871); The Beginnings of Life (1872); Evolution

and the-Origin of Life (1874); Common Forms of

Faralysis from Brain Disease (1875) ; and a large

number of essays in various scientific journals.

Baston, Robert (d. about 1315), was, accord-

ing to Bale, poet-laureate and public orator at

Oxford. He wrote, principally in Latin, the fol-

lowing works :

—

De Strivilniensi Obsidione (Of the

Siege of Stirling), De Altera Scotorum' Bella, De
Scotia: Guerris variis, De variis Mtmdi Statibus, De
Sacerdotnm luxuriis. Contra Artistas, De Divite et

Lazaro, EpistoliB ad Diversos, Sermones Synodales,

some poems, comedies, and tragedies. See Bale,

Pits, Holingshed, Leland, and Warton. " The
rhyme Baston," says Allibone, " was called from
our author."

Bastwick, John, M.D., controversial writer

(b. 1593, d. 1648), wrote Flagitium Fontifiois et

Episcoporum Latialiwm (q.v.), Apologeticus ad Fra-
sules Anglicanos, and other works.

" Bated breath and whispering hum-
bleness, With."^

—

The Merchant of Venice, act i.,

scene 3.

Bates, Charley. A young thief, in the em-
ployment of Fagin (q.v.), in Dickens's novel of
Oliver Twist (q.v.).

Bates, William. See Silver-Tonoued, The.

Bath Intrigues. A novel, by Mrs. de la
EiviERE Manlet (1672—1724), in which the
story is told in the form of correspondence between
the dramatis persona. Mrs. Manley adopted a
somewhat similar plan in her Stage-Coach Journey
to Exeter, a fiction in which the narrative is con-
tained in eight letters to a friend. These works
probably gave Richardson the hint on which he
founded one or two of his novels.

Bath, Major, in Fielding's novel of Amelia
(q.v.), is a poor but high-minded gentleman, who
attempts to conceal his poverty under a bold
bearing and ostentatious language.

Bath, The Wife of. The heroine of one of
Chavcers Canterbury Tales (q.v.), which was
afterwards modernised by Dryden. The prologue
was paraphrased by Pope in a volume of Miscel-
lanies, e^tei by Steele, in 1714. " The greatest
part of it," says Tyrwhitt, " must have been of
Chaucer s own mvention, though one may plainly
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see that he has been reading the popular invectives

against maxriage, and women in general, such as

the Roman de la Rose, Valerius ad Rufinwrn de non

dueendd uxore, and particularly Sieronymus contra

Jovianum." See also Wipe or Bath, Thb.

Bathos, A Treatise of the : " or, the Art
of Sinking in Poetry," was contrihuted by Alexan-
der Pope (1688—1744) to the Proceedings of the

Scriblerus Club (q.v.).

Bathurst, Dr. Richard. For the contri-

butions of this writer to The Adventurer (q.v.), see

The Sritish Essayists.

Batman, Stephen, divine, poet, and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1537, d. 1587), produced The

Travayled Pilgrim (1569) ; The Golden Boohe of the

leaden Goddes (1577) ; The Doome (1581) ; and
other works. " He was also," says Warton, " the

last translator of the Gothic Pliny, Bartholomeus de

Proprietatiius Rerum." See Golden Booke.

Batrachomyomachia : " or, the Battle of

the Frogs and Mice." A translation from Homer
into English heroic verse by Thomas Parnell
(1679—1718).

Battayle and Assault of Cupide. See

CrpiDE.

"Battle and the breeze. The." In
Campbell's poem, Te Mariners of England {q^.v.)

:

—
" Whose flaff has braved a thoasand years

The battle and the breeze."

Battle of Agincourt, The. A poem by
Michael Drayton (1563—1631), published in

1627, and written in stanzas of six alternate

rhyming lines and a couplet, like Byron's Bon Juan.

Battle of Blenheim, The, is the title of

a popular poem by Robert Southey. The opening

'

lines are :

—

" It was a summer's eTenine,
, Old Raspar's work was done.
And he before his cottage door
Was sitting in the sun."

Battleof Pinnesburh, The. A fragment

of an old romance, printed in Kemble's edition

of Beowulf (q.v.).

Battle of Jerusalem, The. See Jeru-

salem, 'The Battle op.

Battle of Life, The : " A Love story," by
Charles Dickens (1812—1870), published in De-
cember, 1847. Among the dramatis persona are

Messrs. Snitchley and Cragg, Dr. Jeddler, AUred
Heathfield, Clemency Newcome, and Benjamin
Britain (q.v.).

Battle of Ramilies, On the ; and On
the Battle of Blenheim. Poems by John
Dennis (1657—1734), the latter of which obtained

for the author a hundred guineas from the Duke
of Marlborough, whose victories are celebrated

with a glowing pen, and who is represented, John-
son Bays, as enjoying a large share of the celestial

protection.

Battle of the Baltic, The. A war-lyric

by Thomas Campbell (1777—1844), vreitten in

1809. The opening lines are :—

•

" Of Nelson and the Nortli,
Sing the glorious day's renown."

The first verse originally ran :

—

" Of Nelson and the North
Sing the day.

When, their haughty powers to vex.
He engaged the Danish decks,
And with twenty floating wrecks

Crowned the fray."

Battle of the Books, The. A prose jeu
d'esprit by Jonathan Swift (1667—1745), of
which the full title runs as follows :

—" A full and
true account of the Battle fought last Friday
between the Ancient and Modem Books in St.

James's library." It was written at Moor Park,

during Swift's second residence there with Sir

WiUiam Temple, and arose out of a controversy

in which his patron had engaged in respect to the

superiority of ancient over modem learning. To
Temple's essay on this subject, WiUiam Wotton
and Dr. Bentley both replied, the former attack-

ing its main argument, and the latter denying

the genuineness of the Epistles of Phalaris and the

Eahles of ^sop, to which Temple had referred

;

and these in their turn brought into the contro-

versy the Hon. Charles Boyle, afterwards Earl

of Orrery, whom Swift supported in the treatise

named above. It appeared in 1704, and is said to

have been suggested by Courtay's Sistoire Poetique

de la Guerre nouvellement diclaree entre les Aneiens

et les Modernes.

Battle of the Poets, The. A poem by
John Sheffield, Duke of Buckinghamshire,
published in 1725, in which the poets of the

time are brought together to discuss their own
merits.

Battle of the Whigs, The. A poem,

written by Bonnel Thornton (1724—1768), as an

additional canto to Garth's poem of Th6 Dispensary

(q.v.).

" Battle's magnificently stern array!"
A line in Childe SaroWs Pilgrimage (q.v.), canto m.,

stanza 28.

Battle's, Mrs., Opinions on Whist.
One of the Essays of Elia (q.v.), by Charles

Lamb (1775—1834). "Old Sarah Battle (now

with God), who, next to her devotions, loved a

good game of whist."

" Battles o'er again, Pought aU his."
—Dryden's Alexander's Feast, line 66.

Baucis and Philemon. A poem, imitated

from the eighth book of Ovid, by Jonathan

Swift, and written about the year 1708.

Baviad, The. A satiric poem by William

GiFFORD (1757—1826), in which the writer severely

ridiculed the Della-Cruscan school (q.v.). The

Baviad was published in 1794. See M^viad, The.
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Baxter, Andrew (b. 1686, d. 1750), was the

author of an Inquiry into the Nature of the Human
Soul, the second edition of which appeared in 1737.
" His object in this treatise," says Dr. J. McCosh,
" is to establish the doctrine of the immateriality

of the soul, and he dwells largely on the vis inertia

of matter, and on the nature of body and force, as

furnished by the physics of Newton. In this work
he has an Essay on Dreaming, in which he main-
tains that the phantasms which present themselves
in our sleep are not the work of the soul itself,

but are prompted by separate immaterial beings."

In 1750 was published an Appendix to the Inquiry,

in which the writer endeavoured to answer some
of the objections to his theory propounded by Mac-
laurin. -Dugald Stewart said that the Inquiry
displayed considerable ingenuity as well as learning.

Baxter, Bichard, nonconforming divine

(b. 1615, d. 1691), wrote, among other works,
Aphorisms of Justification (1649) ; The Saints'

JEverlasting Sest (1649) ; A Call to the Uncormerted

(1657); Now or Never (1663); The Reformed
Liturgy (1661) ; The Ppor Man's Family Book
(1674) ; Paraphrase on the New Testament (1685)

;

Methodua Theologies Christiana (1681) ; A Chris-

tian Directory (1673) ; Catholic Theology (1675)

;

A Treatise of Mpiscopacy (1681) ; A Treatise of
ZTniversal Hedemption (169i) ; Seasons for the Chris-

tian Religion (1667) ; Universal Concord (1668)

;

Gildas Silvianus : or, the Reformed Pastor (1656) ;

Confessions of Faith (1655) ; A Life of Faith

(1670) ; The Certainty of the World of Spirits

(1691) ; and Poetical Fragments (1681). The num.
ber of his Works amounts to one hundred and sixty-

eight, of which the Practical Works, published in
1707, in four volumes foUo, were printed in 1850 in
twenty-three volumes octavo, with a Life by the
editor, the Rev. "W. Orme, at the end of which a
complete list of Baxter's publications is given. See
also Reliquics Paxteriana, a narrative of his life

arid times, by Matthew Sylvester (1696), which
has been reprinted in the fifth volume of Words-
worth's Ecclesiastical Biography. " I asked him,"
says Boswell of Dr. Johnson, " what works of
Eiohard Baxter I should read. He said, 'Read
any of them—they are all good.' " " His practical
writings," says Barrow, " were never mended ; his
controversial seldom confuted."

Baxter, William Edward (b. 1825), poli-
tician and traveller, has published Impressions of
Central and Southern Europe (1850) ; The Tagus
and the Tiber (1852) ; America and the Americans
(1866) ; Hints to Thinkers (1855) ; and Free Italy
(1874).

" Bay the moon, I'd rather be a dog
and."

—

Julius Ccesar, act iv., scene 3.

Bayard, The Chevalier. "The right
joyous and pleasant History of the Feats, Jests, and
Prowesses" of this famous knight was translated
by Saea Coleridge (1803—1852) from the French,
and published in 182S.

Bayes is the leading character in Bucking-

ham's burlesque of The Rehearsal (q.v.), lyhere he

at first appeared under the name of BUboa, as

a satire on that mediocre dramatist, Sir Robert

Howard. Afterwards, however, the conception

was so far corrected and altered as to form a
caricature of Dryden, passages from whose plays

are admirably parodied in the burlesque. See

Arber's reprint, in whicih these passages are given

at length.

Bayham, Fred. A character in TnACKERAy's
novel of The Neweomes (q.v.). "Where," says

Hannay, "is there a jollier Bohemian—a Bohe-
mian, and still a gentleman f

"

Bayle'S Dictionary, " Historical and Criti-

cal," published in 1710. " A very useful work,"

says Dr. Johnson, " for those to consult who
love the biographical part of literature, which
is what I love most." Pierre Bayle was bom in

1647, and died in 1706 ; his Dictionary having
originally appeared in 1695—6. It was written in

French, and was intended, its author said, " not to

inculcate scepticism, hut suggest doubts."

Bayly, Thomas Haynes, poet, novelist,

dramatist, and miscellaneous writer (1797—1839),
was the author of thirty-six dramatic compositions,

the most of which were successful. He also wrote
Aylmers, a novel; Kindness in Women, a series

of tales; Parliamentary Letters; Rough Sketches

of Bath; Weeds of Witchery. His chief fame,
however, rests upon his ability as a song-writer.

His Poetical Works and Memoir were published
by his widow. " He possessed," says Moir, " a
playful fancy, a practised ear, a refined taste, and
a sentiment which ranged pleasantly from iiie

fanciful to the pathetic, without, however, strictly

attaining either the highly imaginative or the
deeply passionate."

Bayne, Peter (b. 1830), essayist, biographer,
and poet, has written TJie Christian Life (1855);
Essays in Biographical Criticism (1867—1858); Thf
Life of Hugh Miller (1870)—^whom he succeeded in
the editorship of The Witness ; and The Days of
Jezebel, an Historical Drama (1872). He has also
contributed largely to the reviews and magazines,
besides editing several newspapers.

Baynes, Thomas Spencer, LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Logic at St. Andrews University (b. 1823),
has published a translation of The Port Royal Logic
(1861), and an Essay on the New Analytic of Logical
Forms (1852), besides contributing largely to the
reviews and newspapers. He is the editor of the
ninth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica.

"Be bplde, be bolde, and everywhere
be bolde. A line in Spenser's Faerie Queene,
book iii., canto xi., stanza 54.

" Be, or not to be. To." The opening of
a famous soliloquy by Hamlet in Shakespeare's
tragedy of that name, act iii., scene 1.

Beaconsfleld, Earl of. See Disraeli,
Benjamin.
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Beale, Lionel Smith, M.D. (b. 1828), is

lest known as tlie author of Sow to work with the

Microscope; Protoplasm; and The Mystery of Life

(1871). He has also written numerous other scien-

tific works of great professional value.

Beale, Thomas Willert (h. 1831), is the

author of The Mnterprising Impresario, and a large

number of miscellaneous contributions to literature

and music, written under the nom de plume of

Walter Maynard.

" Be-all and the end-all here, The."—
Macbeth, act i., scene 7.

Bean Iiean, Donald. A Highland cateran

in Sir Walter Scott's Waverley (q.v.).

"Bear-baiting, The Puritans hated."
See chapter ii., vol. i., of Macaulay's History of
Sngland. " Not," he says, " because it gave pain
to the bear, but because it gave pleasure to the
spectators." Qume said exactly the same thing
in chapter bdi., vol. i., of his Sistory of EnghmA.
" Even bear-beating was esteemed heathenish and
unchristian ; the sport of it, not the humanity, gave
offence."

Bear, Beware the. See Beware the Bear.

" Bear, like the Turk, no brother near
the throne." See Pope's Epistle to Dr. Ariuthnot,
line 197. The allusion is to Addison—" A man
too fond to rule alone."

"Bear the palm alone. And."—Julius

Casar, act i., scene 2.

Beard, Thomas. See Theatre op God's
Judgments.

" Beard the lion in his den. To." A
line in Sir Walter Scott's poem of Marmion,
canto vi., stanza 14.

"Bears and lions growl and fight."
See " Dogs Delight."

Beast, The Blatant. See Blatant Beast,
The.

Beatrice. Niece to Leonato, Governor of Mes-
sina, in Shakespeare's comedy of Much Ado about

Nothing (q.v.). " In Beatrice," says Mrs. Jameson,
" high intellect and high animal spirits meet and ex-

cite each other, like fire and air. In her wit (which
is briUiant without being imaginative) there is a
touch of insolence, not infrequent in women when
the wit predominates over reflection and imagina-
tion. In her temper, too, there is a slight infusion

of the termagant ; and her satirical humour plays
with such an unrespectful levity over all subjects

alike, that it required a profound knowledge of

women to bring such a character within, the range
of our sympathy."

Beatrice Cenci. The heroine of Shelley's
tragedy of The Cenci (q.v.), who commits parricide

in revenge for her father's incestuous lust.

Beatrice Portinari (b. 1266, d. 1290). The
daughter of a wealthy citizen of Florence im-
mortalised by Dante (1265—1321), who, at eight
years of age, formed a deep attachment to her
which lasted until her death. The Platonic purity
and tenderness of Dante's love for her are testified
by his first work, the Vita Nuova, which appeared
in 1300. Beatrice was married in 1287 to Simon
dei Bardi.

Beattie, James, poet and philosophical writer
(b. 173S, d. 1802), wrote Foems and Translations
(1760) ; Judgment of Faris (1765), (q.v.) ; Essay on
the Nature and Immutability of Truth (1770), (q.v.);
The Minstrel (1771 and 1774), (q.v.) ; Miscellaneous
Essays (1776) ; Dissertations, Moral and Political

(1783); Evidences of Christianity {m^) ; and Ele-
ments of Moral Science (1790—1793). For his con-
tributions to the Mirror, see The British Essayists.

His Life has been written by Chalmers (1811) and
Forbes (1806). Dr. Johnson said, "We all love
Beattie;" and Gray—^fastidious Gray—called him
" a poet, a philosopher, and a good man."

Beattie, WiUiam, M.D., poet and miscel-
laneous writer (b. 1793, d. 1875), is the author of the
standard Life of Thomas Campbell (second edition,

1850), of The Courts of Germany (1827), and several

poems, including John Suss (1829), The' Heliotrope

(1833), and Polynesia. Among his other publica-
tions are Histories of Scotland and Switzerland, The
Waldemes, The Castles and Abbeys of England, Tlie

Pilgrim in Italy, and numerous works on pro-
fessional subjects.

Beau (or Bel) Inconnu, Le. See Beaux
Disconsus, Li.

Beau Tibbs, in Goldsmith's Citizen of ttui

World (q.v.), is characterised by Hazlitt as " The
best comic sketch since the time of Addison ; un-
rivalled in bis finery, his vanity, and his poverty."

Beaufey, Robert de. See Carmen de Com-
MENDATIONE CeREVISIJE.

Beaufort, Cardinal. Bishop of Winchester,
in Shakespeare's play of Henry VI. (q.v.).

Beaufort, Bobert, in Lord Lytton's novel

of Night and Morning (q.v.), is a character on the

same lines as those on which the Pecksniff (q.v.) of

Charles Dickens was constructed. <

Beaumont and Fletcher, dramatists

(Beaumont, 1586—1616; Fletcher, 1576—1625),
wrote, in conjunction, the following plays :

—

The
Woman Hater (first printed in 1607); Cupid's

Revenge (1615); The Scornful Lady (1616); A
King and no King (1619), (q.v.) ; The Maid's

Tragedy (1619), (q.v.) ; Philaster, or Love lies

a-Bleedimg (1620), (q.v.) ; Monsieur Thomas
(1639J

;

Wit without Money (1639) ; The Coronation (1640)

;

and many others, for lie names of some of

which, see the end of this article. Collected

editions of Beaumont and Fletcher's Works were
published in 1660 by John Shirley, in 1812 by
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Henry Weter, and in 1843 by the Rev. Alexander
Dyce. For Biography and Criticism, see also

Campbell's Specimens oftheMnglish Poets, Hallam's
Literature of Europe, Schlegel's Dramatic Litera-

ture, Collier's Dramatic Poetry, Lamb's Specimens

of the Dramatic Poets, HazUtt's Age of Elizabeth,

Leigb Hunt's Imagination and Fancy and Selec-

tions from the Plays, Coleridge's Bemavns, Hartley
OoleridLge' a Notes and Marginalia, Sir Walter Scott's

Drama (in Encyclopedia Britannica), Macaulay's
Essays. Hallam writes :

—" Tiie comic talents of

these authors far exceeded their skill in tragedy.

In comedy they founded a new school, the Testiges

of which are still to be traced in our theatre.

Their plays are at once distinguishable from their

contemporaries' by the regard to dramatic effect

which influenced the writers' imagination. Their
incidents are numerous and striking; their charac-

ters sometimes slightly sketched, not drawn, like

those of Jonson, from a preconceived design, but
preserving that degree of individual distinctness

which a common audience requires, and often

highly humorous without extravagance, and their

language brilliant with wit." See Coxcomb, The ;

Honest Man's Fortune, The ; Little French
Lawyer, The ; Mad Lover, The ; Pilgrim, The;
and Valentinian.

Beaumont, Francis, dramatist (b. 1586,
d. 1616), is remarkable leas for what he wrote
singly than for the plays produced in partner-
ship with John Fletcher, the names of which
are given under the heading of Beaumont and
Fletcher. Beaumont wrote, besides, a paraphrase
of Ovid's Salmaeis and Hermaphroditua (1602)

;

a Masque celebrated at Lincolns's Inn and at
the Middle Temple, on the occasion of the marriage
of the Princess Elizabeth with the Count Pala-
tine, February IS, 1613; and some miscellaneous
poems, including a Letter to Ben Jonson, published
in 1640. "They are all of them of considerable,
some of them," says Dr. Bhss, " of high, merit."
Heywood wrote

—

" Excellent Beaumont, In the foremost rank
Of the rar'Bt wItB !

"

Ben Jonson

—

** How I do love thee, Beaumont, and thy Muee
That unto me doth Buch religion use !

"

See Brother, The Bloody ; Burning Pestle,
Knight of the.

Beaumont, Sir George, Epistle to. A
poem by William Wordsworth (1770—1850),
written in 1811.

Beaumont, Sir Harry. The nom deplume
under which Joseph Spence (1698—1768) pub-
lished a volume of Moralities: or, Essays, Fables,
Letters, and Translation!, in 1753.

Beaumont, Sir John, poet (b. 1582, d.
1628), published Bosworth Field, with a Taste of the
Variety ofother Poems (1629), (q.v.) ; and is said by
Anthony h. Wood to have written a poem in
light books, never printed, caUed The Crown of
Thorns. See Brydges' Censura Literaria.

Beaumont, Joseph, D.D. (1615—1699),

wrote Psyche : or. Love's Mystery (1647—8), (q.v.)

;

and an attack on Henry More's Mystery of Godli-

ness (1665), for which he received the thanks of the

University of Cambridge. His Poems in English

and Latin were published in 1749. See The £e-

trospeotive Seview, vols. xi. and xii.

"Beauties of exulting Greece, The
mingled."

—

Thomson's Seasons (S«mmer),]me 1,346.

Beauties of Shakespeare, The. The
first published selection from the works of the poet

was made by Dr. William Dodd (1729—1777), and
appeared in 1753. It is now superseded by other

selections, and by cheap editions of Shakespeare's

complete works.

Beautie, The Triumph of. A masque, by
James Shirley (1594—1666), written for the private

recreation of some young gentlemen, by whom it

was performed in 1646. The dramatist seems to

have been indebted both to Lucian's Dialogues and
Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream. The
story is the old mythological narrative of the

Judgment of Paris, which is also the subject of

Tennyson's poem of (Enone (q.v.).

" Beautiful, and therefore to be woo'd.
She's."

—

Senry VI., part 1, act v., scene 3.

"Beautiful Evelyn Hope is dead!"
First line of Evelyn Kope, a lyric by Eobeet
Browning (b. 1812).

"Beautifully less." See "Fine by De-
grees."

Beauty, A Discourse of Auxiliary:
" or, Artificiall Handsomeness, in Point of Con-
science between Two Ladies," published in 1656.
" This work," says Dr. Bliss, " is ascribed to Dr.
GrAUDEN by Ant. a Wood, but it seems rather to

have been the work of Obadiah Walker. It

had a sec'ond edition, in 1662, under the title of

A Discourse of Artificial Beauty, with same Satyri-

call Censures on the Vulgar Errors of tliese Times.

Wood, in his fifst edition, ascribes the work to

Bishop Taylor, but this mistake was corrected in

the second."

Beauty and the Beast, The. A well-
known fairy tale, from the iEVench of Madame
TiUeneuve, modernised and Anglicised by Miss
Thackeray in her Seven Old Friettds.

"Beauty, A thing of, is a joy for
ever." See Keats's Endymion, line 1.

"Beauty calls and glory leads the
way, 'Tis." See Lee's play of Alexander the Great,
act ii., scene 2.

"Beauty draws us by a single hair,
And." A hne in Pope's poem of The Sape of the
Loch, canto ii., line 27.

" Beauty is truth, truth beauty." A
line in Keats's Ode on a Grecian Urn.
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"Beauty still walketh on the earth
and air." First line of a sonnet by Alexander
Smith (1830—1867):—

*' Our present BunsetB are as rich in gold
As ere the Iliad's music was out-rolleti."

Beauty, The Masque of, by Ben Jonson
(1574—1637), was performed at court during the
Christmas of 1608.

Beaux Discousus, Li. An old metrical

romance, fovmded on the French of Eenals de
Biauju, and quoted by "Warton in his History of
English Poetry. A French version, entitled Le Bel
Inconnu, appeared as late as 1860, but this ap-
parently difflers in some respects from the original

work. A similar story, Warton tells us, is told in
Boccaccio's Decameron, in the Cento Novelle Antiche,

and in Gower's Confessio Amamtis.

Beaux's Stratagem, The. A comedy by
G-EOKGE Farquhar (1678—1707), written in 1707,
and remarkable for its " vivacity, origiaality of

contrivance, and clear and rapid development
of intrigue." Hazlitt considered it " the best
of his plays, as a whole ; infinitely lively, bustling,
and full of point and interest." See Aimweh,
Archer, and Scrub.

Beck, Cave, a theologian of the first half of

the seventeenth century, was the author of a curious
work, entitled The Universal Character hy which all

Nations may understand one another^s Conceptions,

reading out of one common writing their own tongues

(1657).

Beekford, WiUiam, romancist (b. 1760, d.

1844), wrote Biographical Memoirs of Extraordi-
nary Painters (1780) ; Dreams, Waking Thoughts,
and Incidents, in a series of Letters from various
parts of Europe, printed (not published) about
1783; Vatheh (1787) ; Italy, with Sketches of Spain
amd Portugal (1834) ; and Recollections of a Tour in
Portugal (1835). Cyrus Redding, in The New
Monthly Magazine, and in his Fifty Years' Secollec-

tions, has published some biographical details con-
cerning Beekford. "He is a poet," wrote the
Quarterly Review, " and a great one, though we
know not that he ever wrote a line of verse." See
Cecil : or, the Adventures of a Coxcomb ; Extra-
ordinary Painters ; Vathek.

Beckingham, Charles, poet and dramatist
(b. 1699, d. 1730), wrote Scipio Africanus, Henry
IV. of France, and other pieces, besides translating
from the Latin of Eapin a poem entitled Christ's

Sufferings.

Beekwith, Alfred. A character in Dickens's
story of Hunted Down (q.v.). See Slinkton,
Julius.

Becon, Thomas (b. about 1510, d. 1570),
wrote several tracts in defence of the principles
of the Eeformation. His Worckes, "diligently
perused, corrected, and amended," were published
by John Day in 1563—4. For a list of his
publications, which extend from 1541 to 1571,

6

see "Watt's Bibliotheoa Britannica. His Early
Works, being treatises printed by him ia the reign
of Henry VIII., were issued by the Parker Society
in 1843 ; his Prayers, and other pieces, in 1844, by
the same society, and under the same editor, the
Eey._ John Ayre. See the Selections from his
writings, with a Life; also, Lupton's Protestant
Divines, Tanner's Bibliotheca, and the British Re-
formers. See Basil, Theodore.

" Bed at "Ware, The Great." Alluded to
in Farquhar's comedy of The Recruiting Officer

(q.v.) ; also mentioned in Shakespeare's Twelfth
Night, act ui., scene 2.

Beddoes, Thomas Lovell, poet and dra-
matist (b. 1803, d. 1849), wrote The Bride's Tragedy

(1822), (q.v.) ; Death's Jest-Book : or, the Fool's

Tragedy (1850), (q.v.) ; and Poems (1851), to which
latter work a Memoir of the author is prefixed.

Bede (b. 672, d. 735), and sumamed The
Venerable. A list of the Works of this great

writer is given in Wright's Biographia Literaria

Britannica, and in Allibone's Dictionary of English

and American Authors. A complete edition ap-

peared in 1610. Dr. Giles, in 1843, published

them in the original Latin, with a new English
translation of the Historical Works, and a Life of

the author. For Biography, see, also, his own
Ecclesiastical History, and the accounts by Simon
of Durham, William of Mahnesbury, Baronius,

MabUlon, Stevenson, and Gehle (1838) ; also. War-
ton's History of English Poetry.

Bede, Adam. A novel by George Eliot,

published in 1859. " It is hkely to remain,"

says Hutton, " George Eliot's most popular work.

It is a story of which any English author,

however great his name, could not fail to have
been proud. Everything about it (if I except

perhaps a touch of melodrama connected with
the execution scene) is at once simple and great,

and the plot is unfolded with singular simpficity,

purity, and power."

Bede, Cuthbert. The nmn de plume of the

Kev. Edward Bradley (q.v.).

Bedford, Arthur, divine, and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1668, d. 1745), wrote The Evil and
Danger of Stage Plays (1706), The Great Abuse of

Musick (1706), and other works on similar subjects.

Bedford Row Conspiracy, The. A story

by William Makepeace ThackeIvAY (1811—1863),

founded on a tale by Charles de Bernard.

Bedivere, Sir, or Bedver. A knight of the

Bound Table, and butler to King Arthur, who
figures prominently in the old chivalric romances.

In Tennyson's Idylls of the King (q.v.), he is " the

first of aU his knights " in Arthur's court.

Bedloe, Life and Death of Captain
"William. A curious history, pubhshed in 1681,

of a very remarkable rogue, whose share in the

pretended Popish plots of Charles II.'s reign has
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tecome historical. He is said to have written a
tragedy called T/ie Excommimieated I'rince (1679).

Bedreddin Hassan. A character in the
Arabian Nights.

Bee, Jon. See Dictionaey op the Varieties
OP Life.

Bee, The :
" or, Universal Weekly Pamphlet,

by a Society of Gentlemen and Booksellers," which
was issued in the years 1733 and 1734, and ran
through one hundred numhers. It was edited by
Eustace Budgell. In 1759 appeared a series of

essays, under the same title, written by Olivek
Goldsmith, but extending to eight numbers
only. The Bee ; or, Literary Weekly Intelligencer,

edited by James" Andekson, LL.D., appeared in

1790, and was concluded in 1794.

Beeolierj Henry Ward, American minis-
ter and miscellaneous writer (b. 1813), has
written, among other works, The Star Papers;
Familiar Talks on Christian Experience; Freedom
and War Discourses; Life Thoxights; Life of Jesus
the Christ; Norwood: Life in New England; The
Overture of Angels; Plymouth Pulpit Sermons;
Prayersfrom Plymouth Pulpit; Sermons; Speeches;
and Lectures on Preaching.

Beecher, Lyman, D.D. (b. 1775, d. 1863),
wrote Sermons, Views in Theology, Skepticism,

Political Atheism, and other works, collected and
published in three volumes, under the author's
supervision. His Autobiography and Correspondence
appeared in 1865.

Beecher-Stowe, Mrs.
Beecher.

See Stowe, Mrs.

Beeflngton, Milor, in Canning's burlesque
of The Movers (q.v.), is an English nobleman,
exiled from England by King John.

Beelzebub, in Milton's poem of Paradise
Lost (q.v.), is one of the chief rulers of the world
of devils, second in rank to Satan only: "Than
whom," says Milton, " Satan except, none higher
sat."

Bees, The Fable of the. See Grumbling
Hive, The.

Bees, The Parliament of, "with their
proper Characters ; or, a Beehive furnished with
twelve Honeycombs, as pleasant and profitable

:

being an Allegorical Description of the Actions of
Good and Bad Men in these our Dales." A masque
of John Day {temp. James I.), printed about 1640,
and described as "a succession of twelve satirical

colloquies in rhyme, without continuity of cha-
racter." The characters are all bees, and bear
fantastic names—Meletus, Arethusa, Porrex, and
the like.

"Before our lady came on earth."
First hne of a song in Morris's poem of The
Earthly Paradise (q.v.). "Our lady" is Venus,
of whom the lyric is in praise ;

—

" O VenuB, thou Love alive,
Bom to give peace to soulB that strive."

" Before the beginning of years."
First line of a famous chorus in Swinburne's poem
of Atalanta in Calydon (q.v.).

Beggar-Maid, The. A ballad by Alfred
Tennyson, printed in 1842. See Cophetua, King.

"Beggared all description, It."—An-
tony and Cleopatra, act ii., scene 2.

"Beggarly account of empty boxes,
A."—Pomeo and Juliet, act v., scene 1.

Beggar's Bush, The. Acomedy by Feanois
Beaumont (1686—1616), first printed in 1661.

Beggar's Daughter of Bednall Green,
The. A popular old ballad, in two parts, written

in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

Beggar's Opera, The, by John Gay (1688
•—1732), first acted at Lincoln's Inn Fields, in

1727, would deserve notice if only as the first, and
perhaps the best, specimen of English ballad opera.

It seems to have owed its origin to a suggestioji by
Swift to Gay, that a Newgate Pastoral would make
"an odd pretty sort of thing." Acting on this

hint, the poet produced a comedy which was acted

in London for sixty-three successive nights amid
unprecedented applause, and obtained scarcely less

popularity all through the provinces. It was said

that it made Kich, the manager, gay ; and Gay,
the poet, rich. It was so extremely fashionable^,

probably on account of its many political aUusions,
and of Pepusch's music, that the ladies carried

about their favourite songs on their fans, and
houses were furnished with it on screens. A second
part, called Polly, which the Chamberlain refused
to license, was printed and published, but proved
of far inferior merit. Hazlitt says of the Opera,
that " it is indeed a mastei-piece of wit and genius,
not to say of morality. It is a vulgar error to call

this a vulgar play. The scenes, characters, and
incidents are, in themselves, of the lowest and most
disgusting kind ; but, by the sentiments and re-

flections which are put into the mouths of high-
waymen, turnkeys, their mistresses, wives, or
daughters, the author has converted this motley
group into a set of fine gentlemen and laies,
satirists and philosophers. He has, with great
felicity, brought out the good qualities and interest-
ing emotions almost inseparable from the lowest >

conditions
; and, with the same penetrating glance,

has detected the disguises which rank and circum-
stance lend to exalted vice." See Lockit, Mao-
heath, and Peachum.

Beggar's Petition, The. A well-known
lyric, included in a volume of Poems, issued in

1769, by the Eev. Thomas Moss, of Trentham.
The first and last verses run :

—

" Pity the sorrows of a poor old man,
Whose trembling limbs have borne htm to your door,"hose days are dwindled to the shortest span

;

Oh 1 give relief, and Heaven will bless your store."

Begging Friars, Treatises against the,
by John Wyclipfb (1324—1384), wero printed in
1608.
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Behn, Aplira, noveKst, dramatist, and poet
(b. 1642, d. 1689), wrote the foUowing plays -.—The
Forced Marriage (1671), The Amorous Prince (1671),
The Butch Lover (1673), Adelazar (1677), The Town
Fop (1677), The Rover (1677), The Debauchee

(1677), Sir Patient Fancy (1678), The Feigned
Courtezans (1679), The Rover, part ii. (1681), The
City Seiress (1682), TJie False Count (1682), The
Roundheads (1682]), T/ie Young King (1683), The
Lttchy Chance (1687), The Fmperor of the Moon
(1687), The Widow Ranter (1690), The Younger
Brother (1696). Besides these, she was the author
of Poems (1684); MisceUany: being a Collection of
Poems by several ha«,ds{l&?>S) ; Lycidus : or, the Lover
in Fashion, translated hy her (1688); and The
Lover's Watch (1688). Her Histories and Novels,

induding Oroneoko (q.v.), were published originally

in 1698, tteeightii edition being printed in 1735,
with a Life of the author by Gildon. A new
e<^tion was issued in 1871. For further biogra-
phical particulars and Criticism, see Miss Kava-
nagh's English Women of Letters, JeafEreson's

Novels and Novelists, and Forsyth's Novelists of the

Eighteenth Century. See Astejea.

" Behowlde of pensyfnes the pyeture
here in place." First line of a rare ballad by
Thomas Pbidioxe

;
probably that which gave the

name of " Queen Dido " to a celebrated tune, fre-

quently employed by the song-writers in the time
of Elizabeth.

Beichan, Young. A ballad, printed imder
different forms in the collections by the Percy
Society, Jamieson, Kinloch, and others, and appa-
rently founded on the story of GUbert, father of
Thomas a Beckett, Archbishop of Canterbury, in
whose life, by Robert of Gloucester, full particulars

may be found. Susie Pye, in the ballad, is pro-
bably the fair Saracen with whom Gilbert fell in
love whilst in the Holy Land, and who returned
his affection so far as to follow him back to
London. There she went about, seeking for her
lover, and calling out, " Gilbert, Gilbert !

" which
was the only English word she knew. At last, she
found him.

"Being your slave, what should I
do but tend." First Une of Shakespeare's
Sonnet Ivii.

—

" I have no precious time at all to spend,
Nor senices to do, till you require."

,

Beke, Charles Tilstone (b. 1800, d. 1874),
geologist and traveller, published, in 1834, the
first volume of Origines Biblica : or. Researches in

Primeval Sistory ; An Essay on the Nile crnd its

Tributaries (1847) ; On the Sources of the Nile
in, the Mountains of the Moon (1848) ; On the

Sources of the Nile (1849). In 1860, Dr. Beke
issued a second work on The Sources of the Nile,

with the History of Nilotic Discovery, and many
other important works by him have appeared from
time to time, including The Pritish Captives in

Abyssinia (1867).

Belarius, in Shakespeare's play of,^j,„.„c-
line (q.v.), is disguised under the name of Morgan
(q.v.).

Belch, Sir Toby, uncle of Olivia, in Shake-
speare's Twelfth Night (q.v.), is the utterer of the
famous saying, "Dost thou think, because thou
art virtuous, there shall be no more cakes and
ale ? '' " We have," says Hazlitt, " a friendship
for Sir Toby." It is not impossible that he sug-
gested at least the name of Sterne's Uncle Tobv
(q-v.).

^

Belcher, Dabridgecourt, who graduated
at Oxford in 1600, translated into English Sans
Beerpot, His Risible Comedy of See ine and See me
Not (1618). Wood, in his At]ien<e Oxonienscs,
attributes to him some other pieces. He died in
1621.

Belford. A character in Colman s comedy
of Tlie Clandestine Marriage (q.v.).

Belford. A friend of Lovelace, ia Eichakd-
son's novel of Clarissa Harlowe (q.v.).

Belford Begis :
" or, Sketches of a Country

Town," by Mary Eussell Miteord (1786—1855),
was published in 1835. The country town is

Eeadmg.

Belfrage, Henry, D.D., Scottish Secession
minister (b. 1774, d. 1835), wrote, among other
works. Discourses to the Yoxmg and Monitor to

Families. His Life and Correspondence appeared
in 1837.

Belfry of Bruges, The. A poem by Lons-
FELLOw, beginning

—

"In the market-place of Bruges stands the belfry old and Ijrown,
Thrice consumed and thrice re-buUded, still it watches o'er the

town."

Belial, in Milton's poem of Paradise Lost
(q.v.), is one of the leaders of the fallen angels, of

whom it is said that
"His tongue

Dropped manna, and could make the worse appear
The better reason, to perplex and dash
Matureat counsels."

Belianis, Don, of Greece. The hero of a

mediaeval romance of chivalry, translated into

English, and abridged, in 1598. A second edition

appeared in 1650. Its full title was, The Honour
of Chimalry : or, the famous and delectable History

of Don Belianis of Greece.

"Believe me, if all those endearing
yoxmg charms." Krst line of one of the Irish

Melodies, by Thomas Moore (1779—1852).

Belinda. An ideal lady-love, celebrated by
Broome, in a volume of poems (1727).

Belinda. A work of fiction by Maria Edge-
WORTH (1767—18*9), published in 1801, and de-

scribed as " something between a. moral tale and
a novel. It has the purpose of one and the inci-

dents of the other ; and the union, though always

artificial, is more felicitous in this first attempt
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than in many of Miss Edgeworth's subsequent

efforts." The real heroine of the story is Lady
Delacour, Belinda's chaperone, whose reformation

is the motif of the tale.

Belinda, in Pope's poem of The Rape of tht

Loch (q.v.), is intended for Mrs. Arabella Fermor, to

whom the poet penned the famous compliment :

—

" If to her share some female errors fall.

Look on her face, and you'll forget them all."

Bell, Catherine D. An American authoress,

whose best known stories, published under the

MOW de plmne of "Cousin Kate" (q.v.), are. Mope
Campbell, Boraee and .May, Unconscious Influence,

Self-Mastery, and Kenneth and Hugh.

Bell, Sir Charles, surgeon (1778—1842),
published a System of Dissections (1798—9) ; On
the Anatomy of Expression in Painting (1806)

;

Anatomy of the Brain (1811) ; The Hand, its

Mechanism and Vital Etidowments, as Evincing

Design, one of the Bridgewater Trealises (1833),

and many other works of great importance.

Bell, Currer. The nam de plmne adopted by
Charlotte Bronte (1816—1855) in the publica-

tion of her novels. See her Life, by Mrs. Gaskell

(1857). It will be observed that the initials of the

real and fictitious names are identical, as in the case

of the two other sisters, Emily and Anne, who took

respectively the pseudonyms of " Ellis," and of

"Acton," Bell. &« Bronte.

BeU, Henry Glassford, poet and prose

writer (d. 1874), founded and conducted the Mdin-
Jmrgh Literary Jovimal (1830—1832), and was the

author of Bomances, amd other Poems (1866).

Bell, Iiaura. One of the leading characters

in Thackeray's Pendennis (q.v.).

Bell, Peter. A tale in verse, by "William
Wordsworth (1770—1850), written in 1798, and
published, with a dedication to Eobert Southey, in
1819. Its exaggerated simplicity provoked several

parodies, one of which, entitled Peter Bell the

Third, was from the pen of Shelley.

_ Bell, Robert (b. 1800, d. 1867), noveUst,
journalist, and miscellaneous writer, was known as

the editor of the British Poets, and as intimately
associated with the Saturday Review. He con-
tributed to Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopmdia a History

of Russia and Limes of English Poets and Drama-
tists ; he also wrote Hearts and Altars, The Ladder
of Gold, and various biographical and descriptive

works. His dramas were produced as follows :

—

Marriage, in 1842; Mothers and Daughters, in
1843 ; and Temper, in 1847.

Bellair. A character in Etherege's comedy
of The Man of Mode (q.v.), intended, it is said, for
the author himseK. See Medley.

Bellamira : " or, the Mistress." A comedy by
Sir Charles Sedley (1639— 1728), produced in
1687. It is related that " while this play was act-

ing, the roof of the play-house fell down ; but very

few were hurt, except the author, whose merry

friend. Sir Fleetwood Shepherd, told him that

there was so much fire in the play, that it blew up

the poet, house, and all. Sir Charles answered,

' No ; the play was so heavy it brought down the

house, and buried the poet in his own rubbish.'

"

Bellario. The name of a page in Beaumont

and Fletcher's play of Philaster (q.v.). See

Euphrasia.

BeUaston, Lady. A licentious woman of

rank, in Fielding's novel of Tom Jones (q.v.).

Belleforest, Francois de (bom in Guieime,

in 1530), was the author'of Cent Histoires Tragiques,

a selection of stories from the Gesta Romanorum,

translated into English towards the close of the

sixteenth century (1583). It contains the story

on which Spenser's Phaon and Philemon in The

Faerie Queene (book ii., canto 4) is founded, and it

is likely that Shakespeare derived from the same

work the plot of his Much Ado about Nothing.

Bellendeu, John, Archdeacon of Moray
(d. 1550), translated the seventeen books of Boece's

Hystory of Scotland and five books of Liv/s
Annates. To the Hystory he added a chronicle

of a hundred years, besides writing a prologue in

verse, " in which," says Warfon, " Virtue and

Pleasure address the king [James V. of Scotland]

after the manner of a dialognie." He also wrote

Epistles to the king and a work on Pythagoras,

and is supposed to be mentioned in Lindsay's

Complaint of the Papingo (q.v.), as

" One cunnyng clerk, quhilk wrytith craftelle.
One plant of PoetlB, calllt Ballentyne."

Bellenden, Lady Margaret. A venerable

dame, lady of the Tower of TiUietudlem, in Scott's

romance of Old Mortality (q.v.), remarkable for

her fanatical conservatism and devoted loyalty to

the house of Stuart.

Bellenden, William. A literary Scotsman
in the beginning of the sixteenth century, who
wrote Cieeronis Princeps (1608) ; Ciceronis Consul

Senator Senatusque Romanus (1612) ; De Statu Prisd
Orbis (1618); Epit/ialamium on the Marriage of
Charles I. (1625); De Tribus Luminibus Romanorum
libri Sexdecem (1653), (q.v.) ; Bellendenus de Statu

(1787), (q.v.), the latter being a collection of the
three first-mentioned tracts.

Bellendenus de Statu, by William Bel-
lenden (see above), is a collection, in one volume,
of three tracts, namely, Ciceronis Princeps (1608),
consisting of excerpts from Cicero on the duties

of a, monarch; Ciceronis Consul (1612), a compila-
tion of a similar kind ; and De Statu Prisci Orbis

(16l8), an aocoimt of the religion, polity, and litera-

ture of the ancient world. It was published in

1787 by Dr. Samuel Parr, who, in a learned and
elaborate Latin preface, eulogises Fox, Burke, and
Lord North, pours out a fierce invective upon the
character and policy of Pitt, and accuses Middleton
of borrowing from Bellenden. without aoknowledg-
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ment, the materials for his Life of Cicero. Several

pamphlets were written ia reply to this ; notably
Tlie Farriad, " addressed to the editor of Bellen-

dene, upon his elegant hut illiheral preface, hy
William Chapman, A.M., 1788."

Bellerus. A Cornish giant, mentioned in

Milton's poem of Lycidas (q.v.).

Belle's Stratagem, The. A comedy by
ilrs. Hannah Cowley, produced in 1780. The
heroine is Letitia Hardy, a young lady of fortune,

who first, as an awkward country hoyden, 'disgusts

her lover, Doricovirt, afterwards charms him at

a, masquerade, and eventually marries him. This
comedy was reproduced in London in 1874. Its

title was evidently suggested by that of The Beaux'

s

Stratagem (q.v.).

Bellew, John Chippendall Montes-
iJTlieu (b. 1823, d. 1874), m addition to having
acquired considerable distinction as a public reader,

was also the author of a novel, Blownt Tempest

;

Shakespeare's Some; The Poet's Corner; and The
Seven Churches of Asia Minor.

Bellieent. Queen of Orkney, and sister of King
Arthur, in Tennyson's Idylls of the King (q.v.).

Bello Trojano, De. A Latin poem by
Joseph of Exeteb (circa 1198), founded on the

fabulous history circulated in the Middle Ages
imder the name of Dares Phrygius. It was first

printed in 1541, and is described by Warton as a
mixture of Ovid, Statins, and 01au(£an, who were
in Joseph's time the most popular of ancient

writers.

Bellows, HenryWhitney, D.D. (b. 1814),

American Unitarian minister, published, in 1857,

-4 Defence of the Drama, which, from the position

of the author, excited considerable attention and
criticism. He is also the author of several other
works.

Bells and Pomegranates. A series of

dramas and dramatic lyrics, published by Robert
Brownins (b. 1812), in 1842. Hence Mrs. Brown-
ing's allusion :

—

"Or from Brownlne Borne 'Pomegranate,* whicli, if cut deep
down tbe middle,

ShowB a heart within, blood-tinctnred, of a veined humanity."

" BeUy-full of flghtingj Every Jack-
slave hath his."

—

Cgmbeline, actii., scene 1.

Beloe^ William, clergyman and miscella-

neous writer (b. 1756, d. 1817), published, among
other works, a translation of T/ie Rape of Helen

(1786) ; Boems tmd Translations (1788) ; The Sistory

of Herodotus, from the- Greek (lldS); a translation

of Alciphron's Epistles (1791) ; a translation of the
Attic Nights of Aulus Gellius (1795) ; Miscellanies

(1796) ; Anecdotes of Literature and Scarce Books
(1806—1812), (q.v.); The Sexagenarian (1817),
(q.v.). The latter work is of an autobiographical

'

character;

Belphoebe, in Spenser's poem of The Faerie

Queene (q.v.) , was designed to represent thewomanly

character of Queen Elizabeth, as Gloriana (q.v.)
personifies her queenly attributes. "Belphoebe"
is belle Fhaie, the beautiful Diana, and she ac-
cordingly figures as a huntress. Compare with
Ben Jonson's " Queen and himtress, chaste and
fair."

•'How shall frayle pen describe her heavenly face.
For feare, throxigh want of aklll, her beauty to disgrace I

" '

Belsham, Thomas, Unitarian minister (b.

1750, d. 1829), wrote The Emdences of Christianity ;
Ah Exposition of the Epistles of St. Faul ; An Im-
proved Version of the New Testament (1808) ; A
Calm Inquiry into the Scripture Doctrine concerning

the Ferson of Christ (1811) ; and Discourses, Doc-
trinal and Fractieal (two series) . See the Life by
WiEiams (1836).

Belshazzar, A dramatic poem by Henry
Hart Milman (1791—1868), published in 1822.

Byron has an Occasional Fiece, called To Bel-

shazzar; and a, Hebrew Melody, called The Vision

of Belshazzar.

Belvidera. The heroine of Otway's tragedy
of Venice Freserved (q.v.) ; intended as a, type of

conjugal devotedness. Hence Thomson's well-

known line

—

" And Belvidera pours her soul in love."

See Jaffiek.

Benauly. The nom de plume under which
the Eev. Lyman Abbot (b. 1835) published, in

connection with his brothers, two novels entitled

Conecut Corners and Matthew Caraby.

"Ben Battle was a soldier bold."
The first line of Faithless Nelly Gray, by Thomas
Hood.

" Bench of heedless bishops here, A
little." A line in Shenstone's poem of The School-

mistress (q.v.).

Bendlowes, Edward (b. 1602, d. 1676),

wrote Theophila : or, Love's Sacrifice (1652), and
other works. See Wood's Athena Oxonienses.

Warburton said, " Bendlowes was famous for his

own bad poetry and for patronising bad poets;"

and Pope has a reference to " Bendlowes, propitious

to blockheads."

Benedick. A young lord of Padua, in Shake-

speare's comedy of Much Ado about Nothing (q.v.),

whose name is proverbially used to signify a mar-

ried man. "His character as a woman-hater,"

says HazUtt, " is happily supported, and his con-

version to matrimony is no less happily effected by
the pretended story of Beatrice's love for him."

See Beatrice.

Benedict of Peterborough (d. 1193) was

Keeper of the Great Seal from 1191 to 1193. He
wrote a Life of A Becket and De Vita et Gestu

Henrici II. et Richardi I., published by Thomas

Heame in 1735. See Leland and Bale; also,

Nicholson's English Historical Library.
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Benevolus, in Cowpeb's Task (q.v.), is the

prototype of John Courtney Throclonorton, of

Weston Underwood.

Benger, Elizabeth Ogilvy, miscella-

neous writer (b. 1778, d. 1827), puhlished The

Female Oeniad, a poem (1791) ; The Abolition of the

Slave Trade, a poem (1809); The Eeart amd the

Faney : or, Valsenore, a tale (1813); and several

biographical works.

Ttanj fl.m iTij Park, American poet (b. 1809),

has produced a poem On the Contemplation ofNature

(1829) ; Foetry, a Satire (1843); Infatuation, a Satire

(1845), and other works. Griswold, in his Poeta

and Foetry of America, says: "Benjamin's satires

are lively, pointed, and free from malignity or

licentiousness. Some of his humorous pieces are

happily expressed."

Benjamin, Eatatai, "a son of Jonah of

Tudela ; " whose Travels " through Europe, Asia,

and Afnca, from the ancient kingdom of Navarre
to the frontiers of China," were translated and
published by G-ekrano in 1783. For an account

of this fictitious, but quaint and amusing, nar-

rative, see Harris and Pinkerton's Collections of
Voyages and Travels.

Bennaskar. A rich merchant and magician of

Delhi, in Kidley's Tales of the Genii.

Bennet, Agnes Maria (d. 1805), was author
of Vicissitudes Abroad, and other novels, many of

which were translated into foreign languages:

Bennet, Emerson, American novelist (b.

1822), has written The Bandits of the Osage, Ella
Barnwell, Mike Fink, Kate Clarendon, The Forged
Will, The Prairie Flower, Leni Leonti, The Forest

Ease, The League of the Miami, Clara Morland, and
other works.

Bennet, George. See Olan Hanesmoth.

Bennet, Thomas, divine and controversial

writer (b. 1673, d. 1728), wrote against the Dis-
senters in his Answer to their Plea of Separation ;
against the Roman Catholics in his Confutation of
Popery ; against the Quakers in his Confutation of
Quakerism ; and against other bodies ; an Essay on
the Thirty-nine Articles; Priestcraft in Perfection,

and other works.

Bennett, Francis. See Magus, &o.

Bennett, Mrs. An equivocal, intriguing
woman in Fielding's novel of Amelia (q.v.).

Bennett, William Cox, poet (b. 1820),
has published Poems (1850) ; Verdicts (1852)

;

TVar Songs (1855); Queen Eleanor's Vengeance,
and other Poems (1857) ; Songs by a Song-Writer
(1859); Baby May, and other Poems on Infants
(q.v.); The Worn Wedding Sing (1861) ; Our Glory
Roll (1866) ; Proposals for a Ballad Sistory of
England (1870) ; Songs for Sailors (1873) ; Songs of
a Song Writer (1876); and other works. A col-
lected edition of his Poems appeared in 1862.

Benson, George, D.D., Dissentmg minister

(b. 1699, d. 1763), wrote A Sistory of the Life of

Jesus Christ, and other religious works.

Benson, Joseph, "Wesleyan minister (b. 1748,

d. 1821), published A Commentary on the Holy

Scriptures, and various other works, besides editing

the works of Wesley.

Benson, William, miscellaneous writer (b.

1682, d. 1754), is chiefly remembered on account

of a couplet in Pope's Dunciad, which refers to his

admiration for Milton the poet and Johnston the

Latinist :

—

"On two unequal crutches propt he came,
Milton's on this, on that one Johnston's name."

" Benson," says Warton, " is here spoken of too

contemptuously. He translated faithfully, if not

very poetically, the second book of the Georgies,^!^

with useful notes [1724] ; he printed elegant edi-

tions of Johnston's Psalms [1749] ; he wrote a

discourse on versification ; he rescued his country

from the disgrace of having no monument erected

to the memory of Milton in Westminster Abbey;
he encouraged and urged Pitt to translate the

^neid; and he gave Dobson £1,000 for his Latin

translation of Paradise Lost."

"Bent him o'er the dead, He 'who
hath." Line 68 of Byron's poem of The Giaour
(q.v.).

" Bent, They foolme to the top ofmy."—Hamlet, act iii., scene 2.

Bentham, Jeremy, political -Hriter (b. 1748,

d. 1832), wrote A Fragment ore Government (1776);
The Sard Labour Bill (1778); TAe Principles of
Morals and Legislation (1780) ; Usefulness of Che-
mistry (1783) ; A Befenceof Usury (1787).; Panop^ :

con : or, the Inspection Souse (1791) ; Political Tactics

(1791) ; Supply without Burden : or. Escheat vice

Taxation [VJ96); Pauper Management {1791); Traitis
de Legislation Civile et Penale (1802) ; Codijhatim
andPublic Instruction (1817) ; Church of Englandism
and its Catechism Examined (1818) ; The Liberty of
the Press (1821); The Book of Fallacies (1824);
Mother Church relieved by Bleeding (1825) ; The Ra-
tionale of Seward (1825) ; The Rationale of Judicial
Evidence {1S27) ; and other works, a list of which
is given in Lowndes' Bibliographer's ManuaU The
Works were published in 1843, in eleven volumes,
by Sir John Bowring and Dr. John Hill Burton,
and have been translated into French. For Bio-
graphy, see the Life prefixed to the works by Sir
John Bowring; and for Criticis^n, see the essays
by John Stuart Mill, Sir Samuel Eomilly, and Sir
James Mackintosh in the Dissertations, Edinburgh
Review, and Encyclopcedia Britannica, respectively

;

also, J. H. Burton's Introduction to the Study of
Bentham.. "The style of Mr. Bentham," wrote
Hazlitt, " IS unpopular, not to say unintelligible.
Ho -wrote a, language of his own that darkens
knowledge. His works have been translated into
French—they ought to be translated into English."

,
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See The Spirit of the Age. Also, Government, A
Fragment ; Morals and Legislation ; Panop-
ticon.

Bentley, Bicliard, D.D., critical -writer (b.

1662, d. 1742), wrote A Dissertation on the Epistles

of Fhalaris (1699) ; Discursus on Latin Metres

(1726) ; Semarhs upon a late Discourse of Free

Thinking (1743) ; Might Sermons preached at the

Son. M. Boyle's Lecture (1809); and various con-

troversial pamphlets upon classical and other sub-

jects. His editions of the classics are well known.
His Life has been written by Bishop Monk (1830),

and his Correspondence was edited by the Bishop of

Lincoln in 1842. The publication of his Works
was begun in 1856 by the Rev. A. Dyce, but

was never completed. Swift described Bentley as
" a writer of infinite wit and humour ;

" Pope
referred to biTn as " slashing Bentley," and as

'* The mighty scholiast whose nnweary'd pains
Made Horace dtill, and humbled Maro's strains ;

"

and Macaulay characterised bim as " the greatest

scholar that had appeared in Europe since the

revival of letters." See Phalams.

Benvolio, in Someo and Juliet (q.v.), is one

of the friends of the hero.

Beowulf. Hero and title of the only perfect

monument of old English romance which has
come down to us. " Beowulf himself," says

Wright, in his Biographia Britannica, " is probably

little more than a fabulous personage—another

Hercules destroying monsters of every description,

natural or supernatural, nicors, ogres, grendels,

dragons." On the other hand, Sulun, the Danish
historian, regards Beowulf as a real person living

in the fourth century. See Taine's Sistory of
English Literature for an eloquent analysis and
estimate of the fragment, which was edited by
T. Arnold in 1876, and consists of 6,357 lines.

Beppo. A Venetian story, written in the
measure of Don Juan, probably suggested by the
publication of Frere's Monica and Giants (q.v.),

by Lord Byeon (1788—1824). It was published

in 1818.

Beresford, James (b. 1764, d. 1840), wrote
The Miseries of Human Life : or, the Groans of
Timothy Testy and Samml Sensitive, with a few
Supplementary Sighsfrom Mrs. Testy (1806—1807),
(q.v.) ; and Bibliosophia, or Book-Wisdom (1812).

Berington, Joseph, Eoman Catholic writer

(b. 1743, d. 1827), producedA Letter on Materialism

(1776), Immaterialism Delineated (1779), Sistory of
Aielard and Seloise (1787), Beflections (1787), Sis-
tory of Senry II. (1790), Gregorio Fanzani (1793),
The Faith of Catholics provedfrom Scripture (1812),
The Literary Sistory of the Middle Ages (1814),
and other works.

Berkeley, George, D.D., Bishop of Cloyne
and philosophical writer (b. 1684, d. 1753), wrote
An Attempt to Demonstrate Arithmetic without the

AidofAlgebra or Geometry (1707) ; An Essay towards

a New Theory of Vision (1709) ; The Principles of
Simian Knowledge (1710) ; Three Dialogues between
Sylas and Philonous (1713) ; The Principle and
Came of Motion (1721) ; Alciphron, the Minute Phi-
losopher (1732) ; Siris, a Chain of Philosophical

Reflections and Inquiries Eespeetimg the Virtues of
Tar-water in the Plague (1747) ; and other works,
the whole of which were edited and published for
the Clarendon Press by Professor Eraser in 1872.
They had been previously issued, with a Life by
T. Prior, in 1784, and again, by the Rev. Gr. N.
Wright, in 1843. For his contributions to ths
Guardian, see the British Essayists. See, also, Mrs.
Oliphant's Sistorical Sketches of the Reign of
George II., Dugald Stewart's First Preliminary
Dissertation to the Encyclopcedia Britannica, and Sir

James Mackintosh's Second Prelim. Dissert, to the
same work. Apropos of the bishop's peculiar philo-

sophical theories, Byron made a well-known and
amusing reference in Don Juan (canto xi. 1) :

—

" When Bishop Berkeley said ' there was no matter,*
And proved it,—'twas no matter what he said."

Pope also wrote a complimentary line in the Epi-
logue to the Satires (73), wherein he ascribed

," To Berlceley every virtue under heaven."

" Berkeley," says Brewster, " appears to have been
altogether in earnest in maintaining his scepticism

concerning the existence of matter ; and the more
so, as he conceived this system to be highly fa-

vourable to the doctrines of religion, since it

removed matter from the world, which had already

been the stronghold of the atheists." See Al-
ciphron ; America, On the Prospect, &c. ; Human
Knowledge; Tar-water; Siris; Vision, The
Theory or.

Berkeley, The Hon. George C. Grant-
ley Fitz - Hardinge (b. 1800), has written,

among other works, Berkeley Castle (1836) ; My
Life and Recollections (1864) ; and Fact against

Fiction (1874).

Berkeley, The OldWoman of. A baUad
by Egbert Southey (1774—1843).

Bejrkley, Mr. An interlocutor in Long-
fellow's romance of Syperion (q.v.). " An Eng-
lishman of fortune ; a good-humoured, humane old

bachelor, remarkable for his common sense and his

eccentricity."

"Bermoothes, The still-vexed." See

The Tempest, act i., scene 2. "Bermoothes:" the

Bermuda Islands.

Bernard, Andrew, described as a native of

TovQouse, was poet-laureate and historiographer to

Henry VII. and VIII., and died after 1522. He
is said to have written a biography of his first

patron, from his birth to the rebellion of Perkin

Warbeck. His laureate pieces are in Latin. See

Warton's Sistory, vol. iii.

Bernard, Edward, mathematician and

chronologist (b. 1638, d. 1697), wrote a work on

weights and measures, and a number of essays on

scientific subjects. See his Life by Smith (1704).
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Bernard, TTieholas, divine (b. 1628, d. 1661),

is beat known as the editor and Tjiograplier of

Archbishop Usher. He also wrote The Whole Fro-

eeedings of the Siege of Brogheda (1642), and other

works.

Bernard, Bichard, Puritan divine (h. 1566,

d. 1641), wrote Thesaurus Biblims, The Faithful

Shepherd, Looh beyond Lutlier, &c.

Bernard, WiUlam Bayle, American dra-

matist and biographer (1808—1875), in addition to

writing many successful plays, edited his father's

Recollections of the Stage, and, in 1874, published

a Memoir of bis friend Samuel Lover.

Bernardo. A character in Hamlet (q.v.).

Bernardo, in Diedin's " bibliographical ro-

mance," called Sibliomania (q.v.), is intended for

Joseph Haslewood, the literary critic and antiquary.

Bernardo del Carpio. The hero of a weU-
known baUad by Mrs. Hbmans (1794—1835). He
was a knight of Spain in the ninth century, and
his prowess formed the subject of many a romance
and legend.

Berners, Juliana, Prioress of Sopewell Nun-
nery, near St. Albans, is credited with the author-

ship of The Bokys of Hawking and Hunting, and also

of Gootarmuris at St. Albans (1486). The book on
heraldic blazonry is supposed, says AUibone, to be
an addendum to the preceding, and a portion of

a work by Nicholas TJpton, written about 1441.

Haslewood, who republished Dame Berners' works
in 1810, does not ascribe to her more than a small
portion of the treatise on hawking, the treatise

upon hunting, a short list of the beasts of the chase,

and another short list of beasts and fowls. See
Warton's History of ^English Poetry ; also, Boke of
THE Blazing of Arms.

Berners, Lord, John Bourchier (d. 1532),
translated into English Froissart's Chronicles of
Englande, Fraunce, Spain, Fortyugale, Scotlande,
Fretagne, Flaunders, and other places adiouynge
(1523); The Hystory of the moost noble and valyaumt
Knyght Arthur of Lytel Brytayne ; The Famous
Fxploits ofHuon de Bourdeaux (1601) ; The Golden
Boke ofMarcus Aurelius, Emperour and Oratour, in
the year 1554; and The Castle of Love (q.v.). Ho
also wrote a work Of the Duties of the Inhabitants

of Calais, of which town he was governor, and a
sacred play called Ite in Vineam Seam, which was
acted in the great church there after vespers.
See "Wood's Athenm Oxonienses, Fuller's Worthies,
and Walpole's Royal and Noble Authors; also,
Arthur op Lytel Bkytayne, Castle op Love,
and Froissaet.

Berriman, WiUiam, divine (b. 1688, d.

1750), wrote An Historical Account of the Trini-
tarian Controversy, and was Boyle Lecturer in 1730.

Berry, The Misses, were two ladies whose
Journals and Correspondence were published by Lady
Theresa Lewis in 1866. They were personally

known to Horace Walpole, and are mentioned by
Henry FothergUl Chorley in his Becollections (1873).

Their Journals- are fuU of interesting particulars

of society during the latter part of the last and the

beginning of the present century. Mary Beny
was bom in 1762 and died in 1852. See Harriet

Martineau's Biographical Sketches.

Bertha. The blind daughter of Caleb Plummer
(q.v.), in Dickens's Christmas story, The Cricket

on the Hearth (q.v.).

Bertha in the Lane. A lyric, in thirty-

four stanzas, by Elizabeth Barrett Browning
(1809—1861), published in 1844, and describing

the transfer of a man's afiections from one sister

to another, related by the elder and dying, to the

younger, sister.

Bertram. A tragedy by Charles Egbert
Maturin (1782—1824), produced at Drury Lane
in 1816, and described by Sir Walter Scott as
" grand and powerful, the language most animated
and poetical, and the characters sketched with a
masterly enthusiasm."

Bertram, Count of EousUlon. The hero of

Shakespeare's comedy of All's Well that Fnds
Well (q.v.) ; beloved by Helena (q.v.). " Johnson,"
says Schlegel, " expresses a cordial aversion for

Count Bertram, and regrets he should have been
allowed to come off at last with no other punish-
ment than a temporary shame, nay, even be re-

warded with the unmerited possession of a virtuous

wife. But does not the poet point out the true

way of the world, which never makes much of

man's injustice to woman, if so-called family honour
is preserved ?

"

Bertram. A conspirator in Byron's Marino
Faliero (q.v.).

Beryn, The History of: "or, the Mer-
chant's Second Tale," was designed by an anony-
mous poet, who lived soon aiter Chaucer, as a
continuation of the Canterbury Tales (q.v.). It

was first printed by TJrry, who imagined it to be
Chaucer's own.

,

" In the Prologue," says Warton,
"which is of considerable length, there is some
humour and contrivance; the author, happily
enough, continues to characterise the pilgrims, by
imagining what each did, and how each behaved,
when they all arrived at Canterbury."

Bessie Bell and Mary Gray. A baUad,
prmted by Lyle in his Ancient Ballads and Songs
(1827), as taken down from the recitation of two
aged persons. The story of it has been told as
follows

:
" Bessie Bell and Mary Gray, daughters

of two country gentlemen near Perth, were inti-
mate friends. Bessie being on a visit to Mary at
her father's house of Lynedoch when the plague of
1666 broke out, the two girls, to avoid contagion,
went to live in a bower, or summer-house of some
Innd, in a retired and picturesque spot called the
Bumbraes, about a mile west of Lynedoch House."
But their efforts were of no avail. Through the
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agency of a yoimg man who was in love with both.

of them, and who carried them provisions from
Perth at regular intervals, they caught the plague,

or, as the ballad has it,

—

*' The pe8t cam' frae the neih'rln town,
And Btraek them halth theglther."

They were buried at Dornoch Hough, a secluded

place by the river Almond ; and more than a cen-

tury afterwards AUaji Eamsay wrote a song with

the same title as, and using the first verse of, the

present bailad.

Bessus, in Beacmont and Fletcher's play of

King and no King (q.v.), is " a swaggering coward,

something between Parolles and Falstafi," and
akin to Bobadil (q.v.)-

" Best good man, with the worst-
natured muse, The." A line in the Earl of

Rochester's Allusion to the Ninth Satire of the

First Book of Horace.

" Best laid schemes o' m.ice and men,
The." A line in Burns' s poem. To a Mouse.

Bestiary. The title of an English version,

extant in the thirteenth century, of a Latin Phyaio-

logus, by a certain Bishop Theobald. It consists

of 802 fines, andlias its origin in a large number
of similar works which had existed from the earHest

times. " By degrees," we are informed, " a fixed

association was established between the asserted

properties of certain animals and the rehgious

meanings given to them, and the collection of such
parables into a religious manual was made at an
early date in the Eastern Church, under the name
of Physiologus. Fisolog, or Phyaiolog, came to be
quoted as man or book ; and we have it as a book
in Latin manuscripts of the eighth century. Out
of this form of literature sprang the Bestiaries of

the Middle Ages."

Beth Gelert : " or, the Grave of the Grey-
hound." A ballad by the Hon. "William Eoeert
Spencer (1770—1834), "marked," it has been said,

" by simplicity and pathos." The story on which
it is founded is of very ancient origin, and appears
at once in the Indian Patitchatrantra and the
mediaeval Seven Sages (q.v.).

Betham, Sir WiUiam, antiquary and genea-
logist (b. 1779, d. 1853), besides contributing to

the Transactions of the Society of Antiquaries and
the British Archfeological Association, produced
the following works ;

—

Irish Antiqtiarian jResearehes

(1826) ; The Origin and History of the English
Constitution (1834) ; The Gael and Cymbri (1834)

;

and Etruria Celtiea (1842).

Bethesda. A sequel to The Questioning Spirit

(q.v.), a poem by Arthur Hugh Clough (1819

—

1861).

Bethune, Alexander (b. 1804, d. 1841),
wrote Tales and Sketches of the Scottish Peasantry

(1838), and The Scottish Peasant's Fireside (1843)

;

besides collecting and editing a volume of poHtioal
pieces by his brother, John Bethune (1810—1839),

to which he prefixed a memoir. His own Memoir
was written by William Crombie, who also pub-
lished, in 1845, Selections from his Correspondence

and Literary Remains.

Betraying of Christ, The; Judas in
Dispaire; The Seven Words of our
Savioxir on the Cross : " with other Poems
on the Passion," &c. By Samuel Rowlands (d.

1625). Published in 1598.

Betrothed, The. A tale by Sir Walter
Scott (1771—1832), published in 1825, as one of

The Tales of the Crusaders.

Better Late than Never. A comedy by
Peter Miles Andrews (d. 1814).

" Better spared a better man, I could
have."

—

Henry IV., part i., act v., scene 4.

" Better to have loved and lost, 'Tis."
See Tennyson's In Memoriam, section xxvii. :

—

" Than never to have loved at all."

" Better to reign in hell than serve
in heaven." A line in Milton's Paradise Lost,

book i., line 261. It has been parodied by Byron
in his satire) English Bards and Scotch Meviewers

:

—
" Better to err "with Pope than shine with Pye."

"Better to sit at the waters' birth."
First line of a lyric in Macdonald's " faery ro-

mance," Phantasies (q.v.).

Betterton, Thomas, playwright and actor

(1636—1710) , wrote TheBoman Virgin : or, the Unjust

Judge (1679) ; The Revenge: or, a Match at Newgate
(1680); The Prophetess : or, the History ofDioclesian,

with a Masque (1690) ; King Henry IV., with the

Humours of Sir John Falstaff (1700) ; The Amorous
Widow: or, tJie Wanton Wife (1706); A Sequel to

Henry IV. (1719); The Bondman: or. Love and
Liberty (1719) ; and The Woman made Justice. His

Life was written by Gildon, and Sir Richard Steele

paid a tribute to his memory in No. 167 of The
Taller. See, also, CoUey Gibber's Apology for his

own Life, and the Biographia Dramatiea.

Beveridge, William, Bishop of St. Asaph
(b. 1638, d. 1708), produced a large number of

theological and other writings, the more important

of which are his Thesaurus Theologieus (1711) ; Ex-
positions of the Catechism and the Thirty-nine

Articles ; a Defence of the Book of Psalms ; and
Private Thoughts.

Beverley, Ensign. See Absolute, Captain.

Beverley, Peter. See Abiodante and Gin-

EVRA.

Beverly. The hero of Moore's play of The

Gamester (q.v.).

Bevil. A character in Steele's Conscious

Lovers (q.v.).

Bevis of Hampton, or Southampton,
Sir. The title of the English version of a French

romance by Pere Laebe, called Bewies de Hantou,
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and written, AVarton conjectures, after the Cru-
sades ; for Bevis, tlie hero, is knighted by the King
of Armenia, and is one of the generals at the siege

of Damascus. He was represented as Earl of

Southampton. His sword is still shown in Arundel
Castle ; near Southampton is an artificial hiU called

Bevis Mont, and in the town itself is a gate which
also retains his name. He is mentioned by Chaucer,
and was known in Italy as Buovo cCAntina. See,
also, Drayton's Folyolbion, book ii. Beuves de

Santon was printed in 1489. The earliest known
English version is dated 1550. It was edited in
1836 for the Maitland Club, and figures also in
Ellis's Specimens, vol. ii.

" Beware of entrance to a quarrel."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 3.
" But, Ijeing In,

Bear't that the opposed may beware of thee."

Beware the Beare: "The strange but
pleasing History of Balbulo and Eosiua," pub-
lished in 1650. A copy is preserved in the British
Museum.

Beware the Cat: "A Marvellous Hystory,
Conteyning diverse wounderfull and incredible

matters, very pleasant and mery to read," printed
in 1570, and attributed by J. P. Collier to William
Baldwin (b. circa 1518). It is a very rare tract,

and contains many autobiographical details.

Bezonian. A name appHed as a term of
reproach by Pistol to Shallow in Senry IV.,
part ii., act v., scene 3.

Bianca, in Othello (q.v.), is the mistress of
Cassio, and is bribed by lago to steal Desdemona's
handkerchief.

Bianca, in Taming of the Shrew (q.v.), is the
daughter of Baptista, and in love with. Lucentio.

Bianca. The Duchess in Henky Hakt Mil-
man's tragedy of Fazio (q.v.).

Bianca Capella. A romance by Lady
Lytton, founded on an Italian story. The heroine
was the wife of Cosmo de Medici, and died in
1587.

Bible in Spain, The. A prose work by
George Borhow (b. 1803), published in 1844,
and remarkable for its " graphic pictures of life,

high, middle, and low, in the byways as well as
the highways of the land of Gil Bias."

Bible, The, was first translated into English
by the celebrated reformer, John Wycliffe (1324—1384), whose version of The Holy Bible, containing
the Old and New Testaments, with the Apocryphal
Boohs, made from the Latin Vulgate, was edited by
the Rev. Josiah Forshall and Sir Frederick Madden
in 1860. But the first Englishmanwho translated the
Bible from the languages in which it was originally
written was "WiUiam Tyndale (1477—1636), who
pubhshed, in 1626, a version of the New Testament,
which was followed in 1630 by the Pentateuch, and
in 1631 by the Book of Jonah. They were suc-
ceeded in their turn by Biilia : The Bible, that is,

the Soly SeHpture of the Olde and Newe Testaments,

faithfully and truly translated out of Douche and

Latyn into Englishe, by Miles Coverdale, after-

wards Bishop of Exeter (1485—1565), which ap-

peared in 1636. The version generally termed

Matthews' Bible, from the name of its publisher,

varies but Uttle, says Lowndes, from Tyndale's

and Coverdale' s translation, and the few emenda-

tions and additions which it contains were supplied

by John Eogers, the first martjo- in Queen Mary's

reign (1555), who superintended the publication in

1637. In April, 1639, appeared The Byble in Fng.

lyshe, truly translated after the veryte of the Hebrue

and Greke textes, by y<' dylygent studye of dyuerse

excellent learned men, expert in the forsayde tonges;

generally called The Great, or Cromwell's Bible,

because, printed under the direction of Coverdale,

it was issued under the auspices of Thomas, Lord
Cromwell, whose arms adorn the title. In the

same year, Richard Tavemer (1505—1575), a

learned member of the Inner Temple, printed The

most sacred Bible, translated into lEngh/she and newly
recognised with great diligence after most faythful
exemplars ; and in the same year also the first

edition was published of the version known as

Cranmer's Bible, because accompanied by a " pro-

loge'thereinto," by Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of

Canterbury, which has since been reprinted in the
third volume of The Fathers of the English Church.

In 1660 appeared the famous Genevan Bible, so

called because translated at Geneva by several

English divines who had fled from the persecutions

under " Bloody " Mary. Among these were Bishop
Coverdale, Anthony GUby, WiUiam Whittingham,
Christopher Woodman, Thomas Sampson, and
Thomas Cole ; to whom some authorities add John
Knox, John Bodleigh, John PuUein, and others.

This edition, which was for many years the most
popular one in England, and went through fifty

impressions in the course of thirty years, was the
first printed in Roman letter, and divided into
verses. It was not only " translated according to
the Ebrue and Greek, and conferred with the best
Translations in divers languages," but included
"most profitable Annotations upon all the harde
Places," which, being of a strong Calvinistic bieis,

rendered the version extremely popular among the
English Puritans and the Scottish Presbyterians.
It was long known, however, as the Breeches Bible
(q.v.), on account of the rendering of Genesis iii. 7

:

"And the eyes of them both were opened, and they
knew that they were naked : and they sewed fig
leaves together,and made themselves breeches." The
Bishops' Bible, published in 1568,was translatedfrom
the original by eight bishops, assisted by many emi-
nent scholars, who appended their initials to their
several portions, the whole being under the superin-
tendence of Ai-chbishop Parker (1504—1575), who
wrote the preface. In 1682 were published, at
Rheims and Douay, respectively, versions of theNew
and Old Testaments, translated from the Vulgate
by several Roman Catholic exiles. These now form
the standard English Scriptures of the English
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Eomanists, and are popularly referred to as the

Souay Bible. We come, finally, to the King James's

or Authorised Version of the Bihle, which originated

at the Hampton Court Conference of January,

1604, when Dr. Rainolds, a distinguished Puritan

divine, suggested a new translation as a great

national want. In July of the same year the king

issued a letter, intimating the appointment of fifty-

four scholars for the preparation of the version, and
instructing the hishops that, whenever " a living of

twenty pounds" became vacant, they were to in-

form his majesty of the circumstance, in order that

he might recommend one of the translators to the

patron. The absolute expense of the undertaking

seems to have been borne by Barker, the printer

and patentee, who paid the sum of £3,500 for the

right of publishing the version, in the work of

which, however, only forty-seven out of the fifty-

four scholars took part. These again were divided

into six companies, two of which met at West-
minster, two at Oxford, and two at Cambridge

;

the first company, at Westminster, taking the

Pentateuch, and the historical books to tlje end of

2ud Kings ; the first, at Cambridge, from the be-

ginning of Chronicles to the end of Canticles ; and
the first, at Oxford, the remaining books of the Old
Testament. The second company, at Westminster,
translated the Apostolic Epistles; the second, at

Cambridge, the Apocrypha; and the second, at

Oxford, file Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and
the Apocalypse. Then, says Selden, in his Table

Talk, " they met together, and one read the trans-

lation, the rest hdding in their hands some book,

either of the learned tongues, or French, Spanish,

Italian, &o. If they found any fault, they spoke

;

it not, he read on." When a portion was finished

by one of each company, it was sent to all the

others in succession for their criticism, and when a
diflEerence of opinion occurred, reference was made
to a committee. The final revision was entrusted

to a company of twelve, who, selected in couples

from each of the six companies, met daily for nine

months in the old hall of the Stationers, at London.
The work occupied from 1607 to 1610, and the

version was duly published in 1611. Its revision

was recoiomended by the bishops in Convocation
in February, 1870, and the committee, consisting

of enunent scholars of all denominations, which
was appointed in May, held its first meeting in the

Jerusalem Chamber, Westminster Abbey, on June
22nd of that year. For Commentaries on the Bible,

see the works by Matthew Henry, Scott, Alford,

Pusey, Wordsworth, Davidson, Lange, Bauer,
Meyer, Bengel, Kiel and Delitzch, and others

;

also. The Speaker's Commentary, by dignitaries of

the Anglican Church. See Westcott's History of
the Bible, Anderson's Annals of the English Bible,

Home's Introduetion, Smith's Bible Dictionary,

Kitto's and Eadie's Bible Cyelopcedia, Fairbaim's
Bible Bietionary, The Bible Educator, &c.

Biblia Pauperum (
The Foor Man' s Bible). A

collection of illustrations of the leading events of

Scripture history, printed in the Middle Ages, when
reading was an accomplishment acc[uired only by
the few.

Bibliographer's Manual, The : " An
account of rare, curious, and useful books, pub-
lished in or relating to Great Britain and Ireland,

from the invention of printing; with bibliogra-

phical and critical notices, eoUations of the rarer

articles, and the prices at which they have been
sold duriug the present century," by William
Thomas Lowndes (d. 1843), pubhahed originally

in 1834, and revised, corrected, and enlarged by
H. G. Bohn, in 1858—64.

Bibliography, or the Science of Books. The
most important works in this branch of literature,

published in England, are Home's Introduetion to

theScienee ofBooks (1814) ; Onae' a BililiothecaBiblica

(1824); "Wiitt'a Bibliotheca Britanniea ; Darling's

Oyclopcedia Bibliographica (1852—58) ; Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual (1834), revised by Boha
(1858—64) ; Low's British Catalogues (1835—62)

;

and Low's English Catalogue, continued an-

nually. In English and American literature there

are AUibone's Dictionary of English and American
Authors (1858—71); HoOTbach' a Bibliotheea Ameri-
cana (1849—52) ; and Triibner's Guide to American
Literature (1859). &«Allibone; Bibliographek's
Manual ; Bibliotheca Biblica.

Bibliomania : " or. Book Madness ; a Biblio-

graphical Eomance in Six Parts," by Thomas
Fkognall Dibdin (1770—1847), published in 1811,

and written in dialogues or conversations; the

characters introduced being well-known book col-

lectors of the author's acquaintance. Among these,

Aurelius stands for George Chalmers, Attieus for

Richard Heber, Bernardo for Joseph Haslewood,

Marcellus for Edmund Malone, Menander for

Thomas Warton, Prospero for Francis Douce, Sir

Tristram, for Sic Walter Scott, Sycorax for Joseph

Eitson, and Lysander and Eosierucius for the

author himself. The great value of the work,

however, Kes in the notes, which are full of curious

information about books aiid bookmen.

Bibliopolse, ReligiO: "or, the Religion of

a Bookseller ; " by John Dunton (1659—1733)
and Benjamin Bridgewater. An imitation of

Eeligio Medici (q.v.), published in 1691. Dunton's
Zife was published by Nichols in 1818.

' Bibliotheca Biblica: "A select List of

Books on Sacred Literature, with Notices, Biogra-

phical, Critical? and BibUographical," by William

Orme (1787—1830), pubhshed in 1824.

BickerstafiF, Isaac, dramatist (b. 1735, d.

1787), wrote Leucothe (1756) ; Thomas and Sally

(1760); Loveina Village{l'J65),{q.Y.);Judith(l76i),

(q.v.) ; The Maid of the Mill (1765) ;
Daphne and

Amimtor (1765) ; The Plain Dealer (1766) ;
love in

the City\vi&1); Lionel and Clarissa (1768); The

Absent Man (1768); The Royal Garland (1768);

The Padlock (1768) ; The Hypocrite (1768) ; The
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Ephesian Matron (1769); Br. Last in Ma Chariot

(1769); The Captive {n69)- The School for fathers

(1770); 'Tis Well it's no Worse (1770); The Re-

cruiting Sergeant (1770) ; He Would if he Could

(1771) ; The Sultan (1775) ; and, aooording to some
authorities, The Spoiled Child (1805). Many of

these have been reprinted in The British Theatre,

Inchbald's Collection of Farces, and The British

-ieting Drama. See the Biographia Dramatica,

and HazHtt's Ussays on the Comic Writers.

Bickersta£f, Isaac. The pseudonym of Sir

Richard Steele aa editor of The Tatler (q.v.).

" He was an imaginarj' person," says Macaulay,
" almost as well Imown in that age as Mr. Paul
Pry or Mr. Samuel Pickwick in ours." Swift had
assumed the name of Bickerstaffi in a satirical

pamphlet against Partridge, the maker of al-

manacks. Partridge had injudiciously published

a furious reply. Bickerstaff had then rejoined in

a second pamphlet still more diverting than the

first. AU the wits had combined to keep up the

joke, and the town was long in convulsions of

laughter. Steele determined to employ the name
which this controversy had rendered popular,

and, in 1709, it was announced that Isaac Bicker-
staff, Esquire, astrologer, was about to publish a.

paper called The Tatler. Swift derived the name
Bickerstaffi from a, blacksmith's sign, and added
Isaac as a humorous conjunction.

Biekersteth, Edward, D.D., Dean of

Lichfield (b. 1814), has written Questions illustra-

ting the Thirty-nine Articles, Catechetical Exercises

on the Apostles' Creed, Prayers for the Present Times,
and a large mmiber of charges as Archdeacon of

Buckingham, and separate sermons. He is one of

the New Testament Revision Committee.

Biekersteth, Edward Henry, clergyman,
poet, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1825), has pub-
lished Poems (1848) ; Yesterday, To-day, and For
Ever (1866) ; The Two Brothers, and other Poems
(1871) ; and other works, besides editing The Hym-
nal Companion to the Boole of Common Prayer (1870).

Biekersteth, Robert, D.D., Bishop of

Eipon (b. 1816), has published Bible Landmarks
(1850); Lent Lectures . (ISol) ; Sermons (1866);
various charges (1858, 1861, 1864, 1867, 1870) ; and
some single sermons and lectures.

"Bid me diseourse, I will enchant
thine ear." Line 145 of Venus and Adonis (q.v.).

" Bid me to live, and I will live." First
line of Hbrrick's verses To Anthea.

"Thou art my life, my love, ray heart.
The very eyes of me,

And hast command of every part
To live and die for thee."

Biddle, John, called the " Father of English
TJnitarianism " (b. 1615, d. 1062), was the author of
Twelve Arguments against the Divinity of the
Holy Ghost, and various other anti-Trinitarian
publications.

Bideford, The Biiral Postman of. The
name under which Edwakd Capern, the Devonshire

poet (b. 1819), is frequently described. He is a

postman by occupation, and resident at Bideford.

See Postman Poet, The.

Bieree, M. A. See Grile, Don.

Big-Endians, The. The name given by
Dean Swift to an imaginary religious party in

Lilliput (q.v.). They were opposed by the Little-

Endians. The chief difference between the two
parties was that one broke their eggs at the big

and the other at the little end ; a satire upon the

Protestants and Eoman Catholics respectively.

"Big with the fate of Cato and of
Rome."

—

Addison's tragedy of Cato, act i., scene 1.

Bigg, J. Stanyan. A member of the " spas-

modic" school of poetry, who published Night and
the Soul, a dramatic poem (1854).

Biglow Papers, The. A series of satirical

poems, in the quaint Yankee dialect, ascribed to a

certain Hose^ Biglow, but reaUy written by the

American poet, James Russell Lowell (b. 1819),

and published in 1848. The English edition of the

Papers has an appreciative preface by the author
of Tom Brown's Schooldays.

Bigsby, Bobert, IJL.I)., poet and miscella-

neous writer (b. 1806), has produced, among other

works. The Triumph of Brake, a poem (1839);
Miscellaneous Poems and Essays (1842) ; Visions

of the Times of Old (1848) ; Omba, a dramatic
romance (1853) ; and A Memoir of the Order of
St. John of Jerusalem from the Capitulation of
Malta till 1798 (1869).

BUboa. See Bates.

Billee, Iiittle. A baUad by William Make-
peace Thackeray (1811 — 1863), telling how
" three sailors of Bristol city " " took a boat and
went to sea: "

—

*' There was gorging Jack and guzzling Jimmy.
And the youngest he was little BlUee,
Now when they got as far as the Equator
They'd nothing left hut one split pea.
To gorging Jack says guzzling Jlraiuy,
We've nothing left, us must eat we,'

"

And they decide to sacrifice their small companion,
who, in the end, however, triumphantly avoids the
fate proposed for him.

Billings, Josh. The nom de plume assumed
by an American humorist, A. W. Shaw, whose
Book of Sayings was published in 1866.

Bilson, Thomas, Bishop of Worcester and
Winchester (b. 1536, d. 1616), -wrote TAe True
Difference between Christian Subjection and Un-
christian Rebellion, followed, in 1593, by The Per-
petual Government of Christ's Church. Both works
are strong in their reprobation of Romiah error.

Bingham, Joseph, theologian (b. 1668, d.

1723), is chiefly known as the author of Origines
Ecclesiasticas ; or, Antiquities of the Christian Church
(q.v.).
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Sinuey, ThomaS) D.D., Independent minis-

ter (b. 1798, d. 1874), published, besides a large

number of religious works, A Life of Fowell

Buxton. His Sermons preached in 1829—69 (1875)

are prefaced by a Biographical Memoir by Dr. Allon.

Binnorie, The Twa Sisters o'. A ballad,

whicb tells how one sister, through jealousy, pushed
the other into the water, and how the other, caught

up in " the bonny mill-dams o' Binnorie," was found
there by a harper, who took three locks of her

yellow hair, and " wi' them strung his harp sae

saie."
"And next when the harp began to sing,
'Twas ' Farewell, sweetheart I ' said tne string.
And then as plain as plain could he,
* There Bits my sister wha drowned me t

'"

Different versions are given in Wit Eestor'd (1658),

Pinkerton's Tragic Ballads, and Scott's Border
See Seven Sisters, The.

Biographia Britanniea, The, is the great

work with which the name of Dr. Andkew Kippis
(q.v.) is connected. Five large folio volumes ap-

peared in 1778—79, bringing the dictionary down
to F, and the sixth was passing through the press

at the time of Dr. Kippis's death. The work is stiU

imfinished.

Biographia Iiiteraria: "or. Biographical

Sketches oi my Literary Life and Opinions," pub-
lished by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772

—

1834) in 1817.

Bion. For the Idylliums and Fragments of this

poet, translated by Francis Fawkes (1721—1777),
see Anderson's British Foets, and The Family Clas-

sical Library.

Biondello. An Italian novelist, an English
translation of whose tales was probably extant in

the reign of Elizabeth, and to whom Shakespeare
was several times indebted for the plots of his

plays. A selection from his works is included in
Eoscoe's Italian Novelists. See Twelfth Night,
and Much Ado about Nothing.

Biondello. A character in Taming of the

Shrew (q.v.).

Birch, Dr. "A Christmas Book," by William
Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863).

Birch, Harvey. A character in Cooper's
novel of The Spy (q.v.).

Birch, Samuel, LL.D. (b. 1813), archasolo-

gist and antiquarian, has written a History of
Ancient Pottery (1858), and other valuable works
on Egyptian antiquities.

Birch; Thomas (b. 1705, d. 1765), published
A History of the Royal Society of London (1756—7)

;

an edition of the works of Boyle; and, with Sale,

a new version of Bayle's Critical Dictionary. The
History is still regarded as a standard work.

Bird, Eobert Montgomery, M.D.,
American novelist and dramatist (b. 1803, d. 1854),

wrote Calamr : or, the Knight of the Conquest, a
Finance of Mexico (1834) ; The Infidel : or, the Fall
of Mexico (1835) ; The Hawks of Hawk Holloio, a
Tradition of Pennsylvania (1835) ; Sheppard Lee
fl836^ ; Nick of the Woods (1837) ; Peter Pilgrim
(1838) ; and The Adventures of Robin Day (1839)

;

besides the tragedies of The Gladiator, Oraloosa,
and The Broker of Bogota.

"Birds in the high hall-garden."
First Hne of section xii. of Tennyson's dramatic
poem of Maud (q.v.).

Birds, The British. See British Birds,
The.

Birks, Rev. Thomas Rawson (b. 1810),
theological and philosophical writer, has pub-
lished many important works, among the best
known of which are Horie Apostolicie, a supple-
ment to the Harm Paulina of Paley ; Horce Fvan-
gelica ; The Bilile and Modern Thought ; First

Principles of Modern Science ; and the MemAiirs of

his father-in-law, the Rev. E. Bickersteth.

Biron. A lord in attendance on Ferdinand,
King of Navarre, in Love's Lahpur Lost (q.v.) ; cha-

racterised by his exuberant wit, raiUery, and good
humour. He is in love with Eosahne ; and the two
may be studied advantageously as prototypes of

Benedick and Beatrice.

Biron. The hero of Sodtheene's tragedy of

Isabella : or, the Fatal Marriage (q.v.) ; the husband
of Isabella.

" Birth is but a sleep and a forget-
ting, Our." See stanza 5 of Wordsworth's Ode
on the Intimations of Immortality from Recollections

of Childhood (q.v.) :

—

" The Soul that rises with U9, our life's Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting.
And Cometh from afar

;

Not in entire forgetfulnesB,
And not in utter nakedness.

But trailing clouds of glory do we come
Prom God, who is our home."

Bisarre. A vivacious, eccentric lady in Far-
quhar's comedy of The Inconstant (q.v.), whose
name is obviously synonymous with the French
word bizarre, extraordinary, grotesque.

Biscop, Benedict (b. about 654, d. 690),

was the author of Concordantia Regularv/in (q.v.),

and other works. For Biography, see Bede, Simon
of Durham, and William of Mabnesbury; also

Wright's Biographia Britanniea. For Criticism,

see Warton's English Poetry, Chalmers's English

Poets, and the Biographic Xfniverselle.

Bishop, John, published, in 1577, Beautifull

Blossoms gathered by John Byshop, from the best

Trees of all Kyndes. In the year following he also

issued The Garden of Recreation, collected out of the

most auneient and best Writers in all Ages by John

Bishoppe, Gentleman,

Bishop, Matthew, published his Life and

Adventures (1744), in which he was, says the Retro-

spective Review, " a perfect original ; and in his
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description of his own exploits lias unconsciously

given an extremely laughable sketch of the pecu-

Earities of a British sailor."

Biter, The. A comedy hy Nicholas Eowe
(1673—1718), acted in 1706 ; "with which," says

Dr. Johnson, " though it was unfavourahly treated

by the audience, he was hunself delighted, for he
is said to have sat in the house, laughing with

great vehemence whenever he had, in his own
opinion, produced a jest."

Black Dwarf, The. A romance by Sir

Walter Scott (1771—1832), published in 1816.

Black, John, journalist (b. 1783, d. 1855),

was for many years editor of The Morning Chronicle

(1823—14). He was the author of a Life of
Torquato Tasso (1810), and translated into English

Humboldt's Political Essay on the Kingdom ofNew
Spain (1811) ; Goldoni's Memoirs of Simself (1813) ;

Sohlegel's iectures on Dramatic Art and Litera-

tv/re (1815), and Schlegel's History of Literature,

Ancient and Modern (1816). See Grant's Bistory

of the Newspaper Press, Thornton Hunt's Fourth
Estate, and Mill's Autobiography ;.

Black, "William, novelist (b. 1841), has pub-
lished^ -Daw^Ater ofSeth; Ln SilkAttire ; Kilmeny;
Love or Marriage ; The Monarch of Mincing Lane ;

The Strange Adventures of a Phaeton ; A Princess of
Thule ; Maid of Killeena; Three Feathers ; Mr.
Pisistratus Brown ; Madcap Fiofe*, and othernovels.

Blackacre, The Widow, in Wycherley's
comedy of The Plain Sealer (q.v.), is, " beyond
question, Wycherley's best comic character. She
is," says Macaulay, " the Countess in Eaoine's

Plaideurs, talking the jargon of English, instead of

French chicane."

Blackburn, Henry (b. 1830), artist and
author, has published L^e in Algeria, Travelling

in Spain, The Pyrenees, Artists and Arabs, Nor-
mandy Pieturesqtte, Art in the Mountains, and T/ie

Sarz Mountains, and for some time edited London
Society (1870—72).

Black-eyed Susan. A ballad by John Gtay
(1688—1732), the first line of which runs

—

•* All In the Downs the fieet was moored."

It was set to music by Hichard Leveridge, and is

described by Hazlitt, aa " one of the most delight-

ful that can be imagined. Nor do I see," he says,

"that it is a bit the worse for Mr. Jekyll's parody
on it." Also the title of a play by D. Jerrold.

Blackie, John Stuart, Professor of Greek
at Edinburgh (b. 1809), has published a translation
of Goethe's Fatist (1834) ; The Pronunciation of
Greek (1852); Poems, chiefly on Greek Mythology
(1857); A Discourse of Beauty (1858); Poems,
English and Latin (I860) ; a translation of the
Lliad, with Notes and Dissertations (1866); Musa
Bm-schicosa (1869) ; War Songs of the Germans
(1870); Four Phases of Morals (1871); Lays of the
Highlands and Islhnds (1872); Self-Culture (1873);
Sora Hellenics (1874) ; and Songs (1876).

Blaeklock, Thomas, D.D., Presbyterian

minister and poet (b. 1721, d. 1791), wrote Poew^

(1754) ; A Panegyric on Great Britain (1773) ; The

Grahame {1174); An Essay towards Universal Ety-

mology : or, the Analysis of u, Sentence (1756);

Paracusis : or. Consolations deducedfrom Natui-al and

Bevealed Religion (1767), (q-v.) ; an article on blind-

ness, from which he was himself a sufferer from

his sixth year, in the Encyclopcedia Britannica;

and some sermons from the French of Armand, on

The Spirit and Evidences of Christianity (1768).

His Poems were collected and published in 1793,

with an account of his Life and writings by Henry
Mackenzie, afterwards incorporated in Chalmers's

edition of the Poets. See, also, the biographies by
Gordon, Anderson, and Spence. " His poems,"

wrote Southey, " are very extraordinary produc-

tions." See Aurora on Melissa's Birthday;
Grahame, The.

Blackmore, Richard Doddridge, no-

velist, has written, among other works, Clara

Vaughan, Cradoek Nowell, Lorna Doone, The Maid

of Sker, Alice Lorraine, Cripps the Carrier, and

Erema, besides translating Virgil's Georgics.

Blackmore, Sir Bichard, baronet, physi-

cian, and poet (1650—1729), wrote Prince Arthur

(1695) ; ICing Arthur (1697) ; Paraphrases of the

Book of Job, Sic. (1700); A Satire upon Wit (1700);
Eliza{n06); Creation {1712); The Lay Monk (1713);
King Alfred (1713) ; The Accomplished Preacher

(1729); and other works. See the coUeotions of

the poets by Anderson and Chalmers, and the Life

by Dr. Johnson. Gay has some amusing verses in

description of Blackmore' s successive publications,

and Cowper says that, though he shone in his

Creation, he wrote " more absurdities in verse than
any writer of our country." Moore's epigram
runs:

—

" 'Twas in hlB carriage the Bubllme
Sir Richard Blackmore used to rhyme.
And (if the wits don't do him wrong)

'Twixt death and epics pass'd his time,
Scribblmg and lillling all daj- long."

See Alfred; Arthur, Prince ; Cheapside Knight,
The; Creation; Lay Monastery, The; Psalhs
OP David ; and Vanderbank ; Wit, Satire
upon.

Blackness, The Masque of, was written
by Ben Jonson (1574—1637), in 1605.

Blacksmith's Daughter, The. An old
Elizabethan drama, mentioned by Stephen Gosson
in his Plays Confuted (q.v.), as portraying "the
treachery of Turks, the honourable bounty of a
noble mind, and the shining of virtue in distress."

Blackstone, Sir William, LL.D. (1728— 1780), wrote Commentaries on the Laws of
England (q.v.), the first volume of which was pub-
lished in 1765. See Lord Campbell's Lives of the
ChiefJustices, and Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.
For a list of opinions and critical authorities, see
AJhbone's Dictionary of English and American
Authors,
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Blackwell, Thomas, Principal of Marisehal

College, Aberdeen (b. 1701, d. 1757), produced An
Inquiry into the Jjife and Writings ofSomer, Proofs

of the Inquiry, Letters Concerning Mythology, and
Memoirs of the Court of Augustas.

Blackwood, Adam, Scottish, poet and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1539, d. 1613), published De
Vinculo seu Conjtmctione Seligionis et Imperii (1573

and 1615) ; Apologia pro Segibus, an answer to

Buchanan's De Jure Segni (1581) ; Martyre de Marie

Stuart, reine d'Escosse (1588) ; and Sanctorum Fre-

cationum Frtemia. A complete edition of his Works
appeared in 1644.

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine.
A monthly periodical, started in 1817, which has,

in the course of its existence, included contributions

from Professor "Wilson, J. G. Lockhart, Dr. Maginn,
John Gralt, D. M. Moir, De Quincey, Charles

Lamb, Walter Savage Lander, Charles Lever,

Lord Lytton, Sir Archibald Alison, Professor

Aytoun, Theodore Martin, Mrs. Oliphant, W. W.
Story, Frederick Locker, G. C. Swayne, George
Eliot, G. H. Lewes, and E. H. Patterson. It was
at one time familiarly known as " Maga " (from
"magazine"), and "Old Ebony" (q.v.), in allu-

sion to the publisher's name. For notices of its

origin and history, dee Professor Wilson's life and
Ferrior's edition of the Nodes Ambrosianie. The
portrait on the cover is that of George Buchanan
(q.v.). See, also, Chaldee MSS.

Bladamour. The friend of Paridel, in Spen-
see's Faerie Queene (q.v.).

Blades, William (b. 1824), by profession a,

printer, is the author of The Life of William Caxton

(1863), which is considered to be one of the most
important contributions to the history of printing

in England that has yet been published. Mr.
Blades has also edited several early printed books.

Blair, Adam :
" A tale of Scottish life," by

John Gibson Lockhast (1794—1854), printed in

1822. Its full title is, " Some Passages in the Life

of Mr. Adam Blair, Minister of the Gospel at Cross-

Meikle." The story describes " the fall of a Scottish

minister from the purity and dignity of the pastoral

character, and his restoration, after a season of

deep penitence and contrition, to the duties of his

sacred profession, in the same place which had for-

merly witnessed his worth and usefulness."

Blair, Rev. David. One of the numerous
noms de plume of Sir Richard Phillips (1768

—

1840), who published several works under that

designation.

Blair, Hugh, D.D., Presbyterian minister

and professor of rhetoric (b. 1718, d. 1799), wrote
A Dissertation on the Poems of Ossian (1763) ; Ser-

mons (1777), (q.v.); and Lectures on Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres (1783). " The merits of Blair," says

Sydney Smith, " are plain good sense, and a clear,

harmonious style. He generally leaves his readers

pleased with his judgment and his just observations

on human conduct, without ever rising so high as to
touch the great passions, or kindle any enthusiasm
in favour of virtue."

Blair, John, Scottish chronologer (d. 1782),
produced, in 1745, The Chronology and History of
the World, from the Creation to the Year of Christ,

1763, His lectures On the Canon of the Old Testa-
ment were published posthumously.

Blair, Robert, chaplain to Sir William Wal-
lace (circa 1300), was the author of the Latin poem,
Gesta Willelmi Wallas, which Blind. Harry trans-

lated in his Acts and Deeds of Sir William Wallace
(q.v.) . He also wrote another Latin poem, entitled,

De Liberata tyrannide Scotia. See Warton's History

of English Poetry.

Blair, Robert, poet (b. 1699, d. 1746), wrote
The Grave (1743), (q.v.). His Life has been written

by the Eev. George Gilfillan and others. For Criti-

cism, see Campbell's Specimens of the British Poets.

Blaize, Mrs. Mary: "An Elegy on that

Glory of her Sex," by Olives Goldsmith (1728

—

1774). A comic baUad, in imitation of a French
original

—

•' The king hlmBelf has followed her.
When Bhe has walked before."

Blake, William., poet and artist (b. 1757, d.

1828), -wcoiis Poetical Sketches (1783); Songs of
Innocence (1789), (q.v.) ; The Booh of Thiel (1789)

;

Atneriea, a Prophecy (1793) ; Songs of Experience

(1793), (q.v.) ; The Gates of Paradise (1793) ; The
Vision of the Daughters of Albion (1793) ; Europe,

a Prophecy (1794) ; The Book of Ahania (1795)

Urizen : or, the Marriage ofSeamen and Sell (1800)

Milton (1804) ; and other works. His Life has

been written by Gilchrist
(1863J,

and Swinburne

(1867). "I must look upon him,", said Charles

Lamb, " as one of the most extraordinary persons

of the age." See the editions of his Poems by
Eossetti and Shepherd.

Blakesley, Joseph Williams, Dean of

Lincoln (b. 1808), has published Condones Aca-

demica ; a Life of Aristotle (1839) ; an edition of

Serodotus (1854), and other works. See Hert-
fordshire Incumbent, An.

Blakey, Robert (b. 1795),a voluminous writer

on philosophy and general literature, has published

The Freedom of the Divine and Svman Wills (1829)

;

Sistory of Moral Science (1833) ; Essay on Logic

(1834) ; Sistory of Political Literature (1855) ; and

other works.

"Blame not my lute! for he must
sound." First line of a lyric by Sir Thomas

Wyatt (1603—1542). See Hannah's Courtly

Poets.

Blamlre, Susanna, poetess (b. 1747, d. 1794),

wrote Stocklewath : or, the Cumbrian Village, and

various lyrics, among others The Nabob, The Siller

Crown, The Waefu' Seart, and Auld Bobin Fotibes,

(q.v.), which were collected, edited, and publis^d,

with a memoir by Patrick Maxwell, in 1842. Her
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Songs and Poems have since been edited by Sidney
Gilpin, in 1866.

Blanchard, Edward Iiaman, dramatist

and novelist (b. 1820), has, in the course of his

career, furnished the theatres with upwards of a
hundred pieces, chiefly pantomimes, besides pub-
lishing two novels, entitled Temple Bar and The
Man without a Destiny. He was at one time editor

of Chambers's London Journal.

Blanchard, Iiaman, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1803, d. 1865), published, in 1828, The Lyric

Offering. His tales and essays, entitled Sketches

from Life, were published, with a Memoir, by LorJ
Lytton in 1849 ; his poetical works in 1876.

Blauchardine and Eglantine. A chivalric

romance of the Middle Ages, printed by William
Caxton (1412—1491).

Blanche. Niece of King John, in Shake-
speare's play of that name (q.v.).

Blaneford, Henry of, added a fragment to

the Annals of John of Trokelowe (q.v.).

Blaney. A wealthy heir, who ruins himself by
dissipation, in Crabbe's poem of The Borough (q.v.).

Blank Verse, the first writer of, in England,
was the Earl of Surrey (1515—1547), who used

this ten-ayllabled, unrhymed measure in the trans-

lation of two books of the JSneid. " The experiment

was founded," we are told, " upon one of the new
fashions in Italian literature, and may have been
immediately suggested to him by a translation into

Italian blank verse of the same two books of the

JEneid by Cardinal IppoUto de Medici." After

Surrey, the most characteristic and original blank
verse in English literature has been provided

by Shakespeare, Marlowe, Milton, Wordsworth,
Browning, and Tennyson, each of whom has a
distinct style of his own.

Blatant Beast, The, in Spenser's Faerie

Queene, is emblematic of popular clamour.

Blazing of Arms, The Boke of the.
See Boke of the Blazing or Arms.

Bleak House. A novel by Charles Dicicens

(1812—1870), the title of which was suggested, it

is said, by the situation of a certain tall, brick

house at Broadstairs, which stands high above and
far away from the remainder of the town, and in

which the author resided for several seasons.

The story originally appeared in monthly numbers,
and was pubhshed in a complete form in August,
1852. See Boythornb, Chadband, Deblock,
Jakndyoe, Jellyby, Krook, Skimpole, Summer-
son, and I'URVEYDROP.

Bledsoe, Albert, American writer (b. 1808),

has written An Examination of Edwards on the

Freedom of the Will (1845); Theodicy: or. Vindica-

tion of the Divine Glory (\?i5&); axiA. An Essay on

Liberty and Slavery (1866), in which he attempts

to defend the latter institution.

I ] BLB

BlefuSCU. An island lying to the north-east

of lilliput, and inhabited by pigmies ; described by

Swift in Gulliver's Travels. It is intended for

France.

Blenheim. A poem by John Philips (1676

—1708), published in 1705, at the request of

Harley and St. John, as Addison's Campaign was

written at the request of Godolphiu and Halifax.

" He seems to have formed his ideas of the field of

Blenheim from the battles of the heroic ages or the

tales of chivalry, with very little comprehension of

the qualities necessary to the composition of a

modern hero, which Addison has displayed with so

much propriety. He makes Marlborough behold

at a distance the slaughter made by Tallard, then

haste to encounter and restrain him, and mow his

way through ranks headless with his sword." The
poem is " as completely a burlesque upon Milton

as The Splendid Shilling, though it was written

and read with gravity. In describing his hero,

Marlborough, stepping out of Queen Anne's draw-

ing-room, he unconsciously carries the mock heroic

to perfection, when he says :

—

• His plumy crest
Nods horrible. With more terrific port
He walks, and seems already In the fight."

"

" Blesses his stars, and thinks it

luxury." A line in Addison's tragedy of Cato,

act i., scene 4.

" Blessings be with them, and eternal
praise." See stanza iv. of Wordsworth's verses

on The Poets :—
" Who gave Its nobler loTes and nobler cares—

The poets, who on earth have made tis heirs
Of truth and pure delight by heavenly lays

!

"

Blessington, Marguerite, Countess of,
novelist and miscellaneous writer (b. 1790, d. 1849),

wrote The Magic Lantern (1822) ; Sketches and
Fragments (1822) ; Travelling Sketches in Belgium;
Conversations with Lord Byron (1832) ; The Re-
pealers (1833), (q.v.); The Two Friends; Meredyth;
The Follies of Fashion; The Victims of Society;

The Confessions of an Elderly Lady ; Thi Governess ;
The Lottery of Life, and other Tales ; Strathern: or.

Life at Some and Abroad ; The Memoirs of a Femme
de Chambre ; Lionel Deerhurst : or. Fashionable Life
under the Regency ; Marmaduke Serbert ; Country
Quarters; Desultory Thoughts and Reflections (1839)

;

The Idler in Italy; The Idler in France (1841);
and a poem called The Belle of the Season. For
Biography, see the Life and Correspondence, edited

by D. E. Madden; Willis' a Pencillings by the Way;
and Chorley's Life and Autobiography. Also J. 0.

Jeaffreson's Novels and Novelists, and Th-e Edinburgh
Review for 1838. "The novels of Lady Blessington
are strongly characterised bythe social phenomena of

the times ; they are peculiarly the romans de societe;

the characters that move and breathe throughout
them are the actual persona of the great world;
and the reflections with which they abound belong
to the philosophy of one who has well examined
the existing manners."
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"Blest as the immortal gods is he."
^^t liae of the celetrated fragment of Sappho,
translated hy Ambrose Philips (1671—1749).

Bleys, in Tennyson's Idylls of the King ("The
Gomiag of Arthur"), is described as "Merlin's

master (so they call min), Bleys,"

—

*' Who taught him magic, hut the scholar ran
Before the master, and, so far, that Bleys
Laid magic by, and sat him down and wrote
'All things and whatsoever Merlin did
In one great annal houk."

Blifil, in Fielding's Sistory of Tom Jones (q.v.),

is a deceitful friend of the hero. " There is exqui-

site keeping," says HazUtt, "in the character of

this personage."

Blimber, Miss CorneUa, in Dickens's
novel of Dombey and Son (q.v.), is the daughter of

Dr. Blimber, head of an educational estabUshment
conducted on the cramming principle. She is

described as a young lady with " no light nonsense
about her," whose hair has become " dry and sandy
with working in the graves of deceased languages."

" Blind bardwho on the Chian strand,
That," is the description under which Homer figures

in Coleridge's poem of Fancy in S'ubibus, where
he is spoken of as beholding

" The Iliad and the Odyssee
nise to the swelling of the voiceful sea."

See "Blind old man of Scio's rocky isle, The."

Blind Beggar of Bethnal Green, The.
A comedy by Henry Chettle and John Day (circa

1592), acted in April, 1600, and printed in 1659.
See Beggar's Daughter of Bednall Green, The.

Blind Boy's Prank, The. A poem by
William Thom (1799—1850), which, by its ap-
pearance in the columns of the Aberdeen Serald,
first attracted attention to its author's merits.

Blind Girl of Cast&l - CmUe, The.
A poem, translated from the Gascon of Jasmin,
by Henry Wadswokth Longfellow. " The au-
thor of this beautiful poem," he said, " is to the
South of France what Bums is to the South
of Scotland. He still lives at Agen, on the
Garbnne ; and long may he live there to delight
his native land with native songs." Jasmin died in
1864. See Miss CosteUo's Beam amd the Pyrenees.

Blind Harry. See Harry, Blind.

" Blind old man of Seio's rooky isle.
The." See stanza 2, canto ii., of Byron's poem of
The Bride of Abydos (q.v.). The allusion is to
Homer. See " Blind bard," &c.

Blind Preacher, The. A name given, to
W. H. Milevrn, an American preacher and author.

Blind Traveller^ The. See Holkan,
James.

BUnde Beggar of Alexandria, The. A
play by George Chapman (1657—1634), produced
in 1598. ,

6

" Bliss of solitude. That inward eye
which is the." See Wordsworth's poem of The
Daffodils, beginning, "I wandered lonely as a
cloud." The expression is said to be Mrs. Words-
worth's.

Bliss, Philip, D.D., edited an edition of
the Athence Oxonienses (q.v.).

Blithedale Romance, The. A story by
Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804—1864), published
in 1852, and founded on the author's experience as
a member of the Brook Farm community. " Its
predominant idea," says E. H. Hutton, " is to deli-

neate the deranging effect of an absorbing philan-
thropic idea on a powbrful mind ; the unscrupulous
sacrifices of personal claims which it induces, and
the misery in which it ends. There is scarcely one
incident in the tale properly so called except the
catastrophe."

Blomefleld, Miles (b. circa 1525), wrote
a chemical tract in metre, entitled, Blomefield's

Blossoms : or, the Campe of Philosophy (1557). " It
is a vision, and in the octave stanza. He is ad-
mitted into the camp of philosophy by Time,
through a superb gate which has twelve locks.

Just within the entrance are assembled all the
true philosophers, from Hermes and Aristotle down
to Roger Bacon and the Canon of Bridlington.
Detached at some distance appear those unskilful

but specious pretenders to the transmutation of

metals, lame, bHnd, and emaciated by their own
pernicious drugs and injudicious experiments, who
defrauded King Henry the Fourth of immense
treasures by a counterfeit elixir. Among the other
wonders of this myjterions region, he sees the tree

of philosophy, which has fifteen difEerent buds,
bearing fifteen different fruits." Warton tells us
that Blomefield dedicated to Queen Elizabeth a
system of the occult sciences, entitled. The Pule of
Life : or, the Fifth Fssence.

Blomfield, Charles James, Bishop of
London (b. 1786, d. 1857), was a frequent con-

tributor to the Quarterly and Edinburgh Beviews,

Encyelopcedia Britamnica, and Museum Criticum,

and also wrote A Dissertation upon the Traditional

Knowledge of a Promised Redeemer, which subsisted

before the Advent of our Saviour (1819) ; Five Dec-

tures on the Gospel of St. John, as bearing Testimony
to the Divinity of Jesus Christ (1823); and Manuals
of Family Prayers and Private Devotion ; besides

editing a large number of classical works. See
Biber's Bishop Blomfleld and his Times (1857), and
the Life by A. Blomfield (1863).

Blonde of Oxford and Jehan of
Dammartin. A metrical romance by Philip
DE Kames (circa 1190) ; interesting on account of

its description of the baronial manners of the

period. It was edited for the Camden Society in

1858.

" Blood of all the Howards, Alas ! not
all the." Line 216 of Pope's JEpistle IV.
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Bloomfleld, lifathaniel, poet, brother of

Robert Bloomfield (q.v.), was the author of an
lEssay on War, The Culprit, and a ballad, entitled

Monington Green, to which Byron refers in his

English Bards and Scotch Meviewers :
—

" If PhcebuB Bmiled on you,
Bloomfleld, why not on brother Nathan, too ?

Him, too, the Mania, not the Muse, has Belzed;
Not inspiration, but a minddieeaBed;
And now no boor can seelc hiB last abode.
No common be enclosed, without an ode."

His Foems appeared in 1803.

Bloomfield, Robert, poet (b. 1766, d. 1823),
published The Farmer's Boy (1800); Mural Tales

and Ballads (1802) ; Good Tidings: or. Newsfrom the

Farm (1804) ; Wild Flowers (1806) ; Miscellaneous

Foems (1806) ; The Banks of the Wye (1811) ; Works
(1814) ; May Bay with the Muses (1822) ; and
Remains in Foetry and Frose (1824). See Drake's
Literary Hours, and Moir's Foetical Literature.

A Selection from his Correspondence was published
in 1871. In a Tribute to his Memory, Bernard
Barton writes :

—

" It is not quaint and local terms
Besprinkled o'er thy rustic lay.

Though well such dialect confirms
Its power unlettered rafnds to sway.

But 'tis not these that most display
Thy sweetest charms, thy gentlest thrall

;

Words, phrases, faahloua, pass away.
But Truth and Nature live through all."

See Fakenham Ghost, The.

Blossoming of the solitary Date-tree,
The. A poetical " lament," by Simuel Taylor
Coleridge (1772—1834).

Blossoms, To. A famous lyric, by Eobeet
Herrick (1591—1674) :—

" What I were ye born to be
An hour or hatts delight,
And 80 to bid good night ?

'Tls pity nature brought ye forth
Merely to show your worth,
And lose you quite."

Blougram's Apology, Bishop. A poem
by EoBERT Browning (b. 1812), in which the
speaker is represented as excusing himself for
having accepted the honours and emoluments of
a church of which he does not fuUy believe the
doctrines, on the plea that disbelief is of its
nature as hypothetical as belief, and that it must
be not only wise but right to give oneself, both
temporally and spiritually, the benefit of the
doubt.

Blount, Charles, wrote several deistical
works during the time of Charles II. He was bom
in 1654 and committed suicide in 1698. See Bio-
graphia Britannica ; also, Religio Laioi.

Blount, Sir Thomas Pope (b. 1649, d.
1697), wrote Censura Celebriorum Authorum (1690),
Fssays on Difficult Subjects, Remarks on Foetry, &c.
See the Biographia Britannica.

Blount, Thomas (b. 1618,, d. 1679), wrote
Boscobel : or, the History of the King's Escape after
the Battle of Worcester (1681), and other works.
See the Biographia Britannica.

Blouzelinda, a character in GrAi's Shepherd's

Walk, is designed to ridicule the Delias, ChloriBeB,

and Aramintinas of pseudo-pastoral poetry, and is,

therefore, painted as an ignorant, frolicsome

country lass :

—

" My Blouzelinda is the blithest lass,

Than primrose sweeter or the cloTer-grasa."

Mrs. Browning, in uiurora Leigh, wrote .'

—

" We fair free ladies, who park out our lives
Prom common sheep-paths, . . . we 're as natural Btill

As Blowsallnda."

"Blow, blow, thou winter -wind." First

line of a song in As You Like Ft, act ii., scene 7.

Blue-stocking. This term, as applied to

literary ladies, was introduced into England from
France in 1780, when Mrs. Montagu exhibited

the badge of the Bas-Bleu Club of 'Paris at her
evening assemblies. Stillingfleet, the naturaJist, a
constant attendant at the soirees, invariably wore
blue stockings; hence the name. Mrs. Jemingham
also wore them ; and the last of the original clique

was Miss Monckton, afterwards Countess of Cork,
who died in 1840. Byron satirised the blue-stock-
ings of his time in The Blues : a Literary Eclogue.

Bluff, Captain TSoH. A swaggerer and a
coward, in Congreve's comedy of The Old Bachelor
(q.v.).

Blumine, in Caelyle's Sartor Sesartus (q.v.),

is a " young, hazel-eyed, beautiful, high-bom"
maiden, with whom Teufelsdrockh (q.v.) falls hope-
lessly in love.

Blundeville, Thomas (circa 1570), is sup-
posed to be the author of a manuscript in the
British Museum, entitled, Flutarch's Commentary
that learning is requisite to a prince, translated into

English meeter, and probably referred to in the

metrical preface prefixed to Jasper Heywood'a
Thyestes of Seneca :

—

.

" And there the gentle BlunduUle la
By name and eke by kynde.

Of whom we leame by Plutarchea lore
what frute by foes to fynde."

See Carew HazUtt's Early English Literature.

Blunt, John Henry, theological -writer

(b. 1823), has published The Atonement and the

At-one-Maker (1855) ; Directorium Fastorale;
Houselwld Theology ; The Annotated Book of Com-
mon Frayer ; The History of the Feformation in

the Church of England; The Doctrine of the Church
of England; A Flain Account of the English Bible,
and other works, besides editing A Dictionary of
Doctrinal and Historical Theology, andA Dictionanj
of Sects and Heresies.

Bllint, Thomas. See (Jiossographia.

"Blushing honours thick upon him,
And bears his."—King Henry VIII., act iii.,

scene 2.

Boaden, Caroline, dramatist, ynote Fatality,
a drama, included in volume iii. of The British
Acting Drama.
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Boaden, James, dramatist and critic (b. 1762,

d. 1839), wrote biographies of Charles Kemble,
Mrs. Siddons, Mrs. Inohbald, and others. See the

Life of Charles Mathews.

Boadicea. A tragedy by John Fletcher
(1576—1625), written before 1626, and founded on
the old stories of Boadicea and Caractaous. The
climax of the play is marred by the death of Bon-
duca, which takes place at the close of the fourth

act.

Boadicea. An historical tragedy, by Eichaed
Glover (1712—1785), produced in 1758, and per-

formed for nine nights.

Boadicea. An " experiment " in quantity, by
Alfred Tennyson (b. 1809), first published in the

Cornhill Magazine in 1863.

Boardman, Henry A., D.S., American
Presbyterian divine (b. 1808), has pubUdied various
works, including TJie Scripture Doctrine of Original

Sin (1839) ; The Importance of Religion to the Legal
Frofession (1849) ; The Bible in the lamil/y (1851)

;

and The Bible in the Counting-house (1853).

Bobadil, Captain, in Ben Jonson's comedy
of Every Man in his Humour (q.v.), is a braggart,

a coward, and an adventurer, of whom Barry
Cornwall says that " with his big words and his

little heart, he is upon the whole the best invention
of his author, and is worthy to march in the same
regiment with Bessus and Pistol, and Parolles and
the Copper Captain." " His well-known proposal
for the pacification of Europe, killing some twenty
of them, each his man a day, is as good as any
other that has been suggested up to the present
moment. His extravagant a£Eectation, his bluster-

ing and cowardice, are an entertaining medley ; and
his final defeat and exposure, though exceedingly
humorous, are the most afflecting parts of the
story."

Boccaccio. The Decameron (q.v.) of this

writer was first translated into English in 1620.

It was again translated ia 1741, and, with remarks
on the life and writings of the author by Dubois,
in 1804. Giovanni Boccaccio was bom in 1313,
and died in 1375.

Boccus, King, and Sydrack, The His-
tory of ;

" how he confounded his learned men,
and in the sight of them drunk strong venym in

the name of t£e trinite, and did >iim no hurt. Also
his divynyte, that he learned of the book of Noe.
Also his prophesyes, that he had by the revelation

of the angel. Also his answers to the questions of

wysdom, both moral and natural, vpyth moche
wysdom contayned in number 365." This was a
translation from the French, by Hugh Campden
<temp. Henry v.). " It is rather," says Warton, " a
romance of Arabian philosophy than of chivalry.

It is a system of natural knowledge, and par-
ticularly treats of the virtues of plants. Sidrac,

the philosopher of the system, was astronomer to

an Eastern king. He lived eight hundred and

forty-seven years after Noah, of whose book of
astronomy he was possessed. He converts to the
Christian faith Bocchus, an idolatrous king of
India, iby whom he is invited to buUd a mighty
tower against the invasions of a rival king."
" King Bocohus, or Boccus, seems," says Carew
Hazlitt, " to have been rather a popular character
in our own early literature." See Handbook of
Early English Literature.

Bodenham, John. A literary editor and
compiler of the sixteenth century, who published,
in 1698, Foliteuphuia : or, Wit's Commonwealth
(q.v.) ; in the same year. Wit's Theater of the Little

World; in 1600, England's Helicon (q.v.) ; and in
the same year, Belvidere : or, the Garden of the Muses.

Bodleian Library, Oxford, is so called

from its founder. Sir Thomas Bodley, an eminent
diplomatist of the time of Ciueen Elizabeth, who,
on retiring from active life in 1597, undertook to
restore the library which had been founded in
Oxford many years before by Humphrey, Duke of

Gloucester. Sir Thomas not only presented it with
a collection of books worth £10,000, but by his

influence and example caused the library, which
was opened in 1602, to be enriched by numerous
and important contributions. In 1610, he laid the
foundation-stone of a new library-house, which
unfortunately was not completed until after his

death in 1613. It was enlarged in 1634, and after

receiving many important additions from such
benefactors as Sir Thomas Hoe, Sir Kenehu Digby,
Archbishop Laud, John Selden, General Fairfax,

and, later, Eichard Gough, Edmund Malone,
Francis Douce, and Robert Mason, it now contains

upwards of 260,000 volumes of printed books, and
22,000 volumes of manuscripts. It is specially

rich in biblical and rabbinical literature, and is

famous for the materials it' possesses that throw
light upon old English history. Its first catalogue

was published by Dr. James in 1605. Graduates of

the University are, on the payment of certain fees,

admitted to its privileges, and literary men are,

under certain restrictions, permitted to make ex-

tracts from the works in the library, which is open
from nine to four during, the greater part of the

year. A reading room was attached to it in 1856.

It is one of the public libraries which, under the

Copyright Act, are entitled to receive a copy of

every book published in Great Britain, free of

charge.

Boeee, Hector (b. about 1470, d. about

1550), wrote a history of the Bishops of Aberdeen,

under the title of Vita Episcoporum Murthlasensium

et Aberdonensium, published in 1522. He also

composed, in Latin, a History of Scotland, begin-

ning with remote antiquity, and ending with the

death of James I., which was published under the

title of Scotorum Historia ab illius Gentis Origine, in

1526. A translation of this Vpork, executed at the

command of James V., by John BeUenden, Arch-
deacon of Moray, and printed in 1536, forms the
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first existing specimen of Scottish literary prose,

and was reprinted in 1821. Another version, by
the English chronicler, Holinshed, was the soiirce

from which Shakespeare drew the materials for

his tragedy of Macbeth. See Irving'a Lives of
Scottish Writers ; also, Bellenden, John.

Boeniond, in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, is

the Christian King of Antioch who tried to teach
his subjects arts, laws, and religion.

BoethillS. The De Consolatione Fhilosophi<e

of this writer was translated iato Anglo-Saxon,
with some additions, especially in books ii. and iii.,

by King Alfred (q.v.), and his version was re-

printed by Fox in 1864. Chaucer's translation,

edited by Morris, was republished in 1869. Ver-
sions were printed by Coldervel in 1556, by " J. T."
in 1609, Conningeslye in 1664, by Lord Preston in

1712, by Causton in 1730, by Eidpath in 1785,
and by Duncan in 1789. See Hallam's Literary
History of Europe.

BOBUf, Front de, in Sir Walter Scott's
romance of Ivanhoe (q.v.), is a follower of Prince
John, and is described by Senior as " the traditional

giant, very big and very fierce," whose "active and
passive duties are those always assigned to the
giant—the first consisting in seizing travellers on
the road, and imprisoning them in his castle, to the
danger of the honour of the ladies, the Ufe of the
knights, and the property of all others ; and the
second, in being beaten at tournaments and killed

by the knight errant, to whom the author at length
issues his commission of general castle-deUver."

Bogatsky. See Golden Tkeasuey.

Bogio, in Orlando Furioso, is an ally of Charle-
magne, slain by Dardinello.

Bogue, David, dissenting minister (b. 1750,
d. 1815), wrote an Msay on the Divine Authority of
the New Testament, and, in conjunction with Dr.
Bennett, a, History of Dissenters.

Bohemia, On his Mistress, the Queen
of. A lyric by Sir Henky Wotton (1568—1639),
" written," says Dr. Hannah, " during the short
interval which elapsed before the brief day of
Elizabeth's Bohemian sovereignty was clouded."
She was the daughter of James I. of England.

Bohemian Tartar, A, is an appellation
applied by the host to Simple, in The Merry Wives
of Windsor, act iv., scene 6.

Bohn, Henry George (b. 1796), publisher,
editor, and bibliographer, has translated many of
the works of SchiUer, Goethe, and Humboldt ; also
compiled a privately printed Dictionary of English
Foetical Quotations; a Handbook ofEnglish Froveris;
a Folyglot of Foreign Froveris, and niimerous other
works ; and has produced a revised and augmented
edition of Lowndes' Bibliographer' s Manual.

Bohort, Sir or King, Bors or Bort. One
of the knights of the Kound Table, brother of
King Ban, and uncle to Lancelot du Lao. See Bors.

Bohun, Sdmund, miscellaneous writer (d.

after 1700), is noticeable as the compiler of A
OeograpMcal Dictionary (1688), and The Great Sis.

torical. Geographical, and Foetical Dictionary (1694),

besides producing a large number of political

pamphlets.

Boiardo. The Orlando Innamorato of this

writer was translated into English by Robert

Tofte in 1598. See the essay by Panizzi (1831).

Bolleau, This writer's works have been trans-

lated by Soame (1680), Ozell (1712), and others.

BoiS-Guilbert, Brian Ae, in. Ivanhoe (q.v.),

"belongs to that class, the men of fixed resolve

and indomitable will—fine ingredients in a cha-

racter which is marked by other peculiarities, but

too uniform and artificial, and, in fictitious Ufe, toa

trite, to serve, as they do here, for its basis."

Boke named Cordyall, The : " or, Memo-
rare Novissima." A translation from the French,

by Anthony Woodvllle, Earl Eivebs (1442—

1483), printed by Caxton in 1480.

Boke of the Blazing of Arms, The. A
metrical adaptation of Upton's De Ee Militari et

Factis Illustribus, written about 1481 by Joluna
Beeneks (d. about 1485).

Boker, George Henry, American poet

(b. 1824), has written Lessons of Life, and other

Foems (1847) ; Calaynos, a Tragedy (1848) ; Arm
Soleyn, a Tragedy (1850) ; The Betrothal; Leomr
de Guzmjm ; Francesca da Fimini ; Foems of the

War (1864) ; and some other works, a complete

edition of which appeared in 1856. "He has

followed," says Tuckeiman, "the masters of

dramatic writing with rare judgment. He also

excels many gifted poets of his class in a quality

essential to an acted play—spirit. To the tragic

abiUty he also unites aptitude for the easy coUo-

quial, and jocose dialogfue, such as must intervene
in the genuine Shakespearian drama, to give relief

and additional efiect to high emotion. His lan-

guage, also, rises often to the highest point of

pathos, energy, and beauty."

Bold Stroke for a Husband, A. A
comedy by Mrs. Cowley, acted about 1780.

Bold Stroke for a Wife, A. A comedy by
Mrs. Centlivre (1667—1723), produced in 1718.

Boleyn, Anne. A dramatic poem byHENKV
Hart Milman (1791—1868), published in 1826.

See BuLLEN, Anne.

BoUngbroke, Henry of. Duke of Here-
ford, and afterwards Henry IV., in Shakespeabb's
Michard II., and the two parts of Henry IV.

Bolingbroke, Viscount, Hemy St. John
(b. 1678, d. 1761), wrote A Dissertation iipon

Farties (1736) ; Letters on the Spirit of Fatriotism,
on the Idea of a Fatriot King, and on the Statf

of Farties at the Accession of George I. (1749);
Letters on the Study of History (1752); and other
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Works, a complete edition, of which was published

hy David Mallet in 1754, and followed hy Corre-

spondence, State Papers, and Miseellaneous Writings,

in 1798. " Having," said Dr. Johnson, "discharged

a hlimderhuss against morality and religion, he
had not the resolution to fire it off himself, hut
left half-a-crown to a heggarly Sootohman to draw
the trigger after his death." His Zife was written

hy Mallet (1754) , St. Lamhert (1796), Cooke (1836)

,

and Macknight (1862). See, also, his Apologia pro
Vitd Sud, in a letter to Sir William Wyndham
(1752), and Mis. Oliphamt's Historical Sketches of
the Seign of George II. ; Walpole's Royal and
Noble Authors. For Criticism, see Drake's Essays,

Blaii's Lectures on Rhetoric and the Belles Zettres ;

Leland's Deistical Writers, knd Warhurton's View

of Lord Molingbroke' s Philosophy (1754). " The
merit," says Craik, " of whatever Boliughroke has

written lies much more in the style than in the

thought. He is frequently ingenious, hut seldom

or never profound ; nor is his rhetoric of a brilliant

or imposing character. There is no richness of

imagery, nor even much peculiar fehcity of expres-

sion
;
yet it always pleases by its clear and easy

flow, and it rises at times to considerable anima-
tion, and even dignity." See Exile, Eeplecmons
UPON ; Idea or a Patriot King ; Essay on Man

;

Oldoastle, Humphrey.

Bolton, Edmund, antiquarian writer (temp,
seventeenth century), wrote Elements of Armories
(1620) ; Nero Cmsar : or, Monarchie Depraved (1624)

;

and Bypercritica (q.v.), first printed in 1722. See
the Biographia Britannica, and Warton's Sistory

of English Poetry.

Bombastes Furloso. The hero of a hur-
lesque tragic opera, written by William Barnes
Khodes in ridicule of the heroic style of modem
dramas, and produced in 1790. The heroine is

called Distaffina

Bon Gaultier Ballads. A series of amus-
ing parodies of modem poetry, by William Ed-
MONSTOUNE Aytoun (1813—1865), and Theodore
Martin (h. 1814).

Bon Ton Magazine, The : "or. Microscope
of Fashion and Folly," published during the years
1791—1795.

Bona of Savoy. Sister to the Queen of

France, in Henry VI., part iii.

Bonaparte. See Napoleon.

Bonar, Horatius^ D.D. (h. 1808), Presby-
terian minister and miscellaneous writer, is host
known as the author of Hymns of Faith and Hope,
The Night of Weeping, and The Morning of Joy.
Dr. Bonar has acted as editor of The Christian
Treasury for many years, and of The Quarterly
Journal of Prophecy since its estahlishment.

Bond, William.. See Supernatural Philo-
sopher, The.

Bondman, The, a tragedy hy Philip

Massinger (1684—1640), produced in 1624, is

" one of the best," says. Hallam, " of Massiuger's
works." " Its interest turns," says Hazlitt, " on
the two different acts of penance and self-denial,

in the persons of the hero and heroitie, Pisander
and Cleora."

Boner, Charles, miscellaneous writer, was the
author of Transylvania : its Products and its People

(1865); A Guide for Travellers; and other works.
His Memoir and Letters, including letters from Miss
Mitford (q.v.), appeared in 1871.

Boniface, the common appellation for the

landlord of an inn or tavern, is one of the characters

in Farquhar's comedy of The Beaux' s Stratagem,

where he is described as keeping a weU-known inn

in Lichfield. " I've lived," he says, " in Lichfield,

man and hoy, above eight-and-fiity years, and, I
believe, have not consumed eight-and-fifty ounces

of meat."

Boniface, St., otherwise Winfrid of Crediton

(b. 680, d. 766). The Biography of the great

apostle of Grermany was vmtten by WiUibald

(1603), and by Schmidt, in his Handbuch der

Christlichen Kirehengeschichte. See Wright's

Biographia Britannica. His Works were printed

in 1606 ; his Epistles, the most valuable of his

writings, in 1629.

Bonneval, Memoirs of the Bashaw
Count, " from his birth to his death." A ro-

mance containing much curious and seemingly

authentic information respecting the secret history

of Europe, published in 1570.

Bonnie Lesley. A song by Eobbrt Buens
(1759—1796), the heroine of which was Miss Leslie

BaOUe, daughter of an Ayrshire gentleman. Mr.
Baillie was on his way to England, accompanied

by his two daughters, when he called upon the

poet at Dumfries. Bums mounted his horse, rode

with the travellers for fifteen miles, and composed

the song on his return homewards. Bonnie Lesley

is the pet name of a character in William Black's

novel of Kilmcny.

Bonny Earl ofMurray, The. "A Scottish

song," in which the writer narrates the story of

the murder of James Stewart, Earl of Murray, by
George Gordon, Earl of Huntly, in December,

1591.

" Bonny EUmeny gaed up the glen."
A line in Hogg's poem of Kilmeny (q.v.), in T/te

Queen's Wake (q.v.).

Booby, Iiady, in Fielding's novel of Joseph

Andrews (q.v.), is a woman of light character, who
endeavours to seduce her footman, and is intended

as a parody upon Kichardson's character of Pamela

(q.v.).

Book of Common Prayer, The. See

Common Prayer, The Book of.

Book of the Boudoir, The. A prose work

by Lady Morgan (1783—1859), published in the
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year 1829, and oontaming numerous autobiographi-
cal passages.

Book of Martyrs, The. See Acts and
Monuments.

Book of the Noble Henries, The, by
John Capgrave (1393—1464), -WTitten in Latin,
and dedicated to Henry VI., begins with a
brief history of the six Henries of the Empire,
glorifies in a second part the six Henries of Eng-
land, and in a third part celebrates the virtues of
twelve illustrious men who have borne that name.
An English translation was published in 1858 by
Hingeston.

Book of the Sonnet, The. A coUeotion
of English sonnets, with critical remarks, by James
Henry Leigh Hunt (1784—1859).

Book without a Name, The. A series of
sketches written by Lady Morgan (1783—1859),
in conjimction with her husband, SirT. C.Morgan,
M.D. (1783—1B43), and pubKshedin 1841.

" Bookful blockhead, ignorantly read.
The." Line 53, part iii., of Pope's JEssay on Criti-
cism :—

" Witli loads of learned lumber In his head."

A very similar passage occurs in the Life of Robert
Hall, where he says of another:—"He might
have been a clever man by nature, but he laid so
many books on his head that his brain had not
room to move."

"Book's a book, although there's
nothing m 't, A." Line 52 of Byron's Mnglish
Bards and Scotch ^Reviewers (q.v.).

Books, The Battle of the. See Battle
OP THE Books, The.

Bookworm, The. A poem by Thomas
Parnell (1679—1718), imitated from the Latin of
Theodore Beza.

Booth, in Fielding's novel of Amelia (q.v.),
is the husband of the heroine of the story, and is
said to exhibit many characteristics of the author
himself.

Booth, Abraham, Baptist writer (1734—
1806), was the author of The Death of Legal
Mope (1770) ; An Apology for the Baptists (1778)

;

Fadobaptism Examined (1784); Glad Tidings to
Penshmg Sinners (1796); and other works. See
Jones's Christian Biography.

"Bo-peep, what have we spied?"
J<\rst hue of a rhymmg satire, by Charles Bans-
ley (circa 1540), on The Fride and Vices of Women
Now-a-days.

Borachio, in Much Ado about Nothinq (a v \

is a follower of Don John.

Borde, Andrew, M.D. (b. about 1600, d.
1649), pubhshed Fryneyplea of Astronomye (1540)-
T/ie Fyrst Soke of the Introduction of Knowledge
(1542); The Breviaric of Scalthe for all manner of

Sielcnesses and Diseases (1547); The Compendyousi:
'.

Segimcnte : or, Dietary of Sealthe made in Moimte
Fyllor (1562) ; Merie Tales of the Mad Men of
Gotham (1565) ; A Might Fleasant and Merry Bis.
tory of the MyVner of Abington ; and other .works.

See Wood's Athena Oxonienses, Warton's Fkglkh
Poetry, Ritson's Bibliographia Foetiea, Philips'

Theatrum Foetarum Anglicarum, and Fuller's
Worthies, " Our author, Borde, " says Wood
" was esteemed a noted poet, a witty and ingenious
personj and an excellent physician of his time."
Housed to write himself "Andreas Perforatus."

See Eegimente, &o. ; Scoggin's Jests.

Border Minstrel, The. A title frequently
conferred upon Sir Walter Scott (1771—1832),
who " traced his descent from the great Border
family now represented by the Duke of Buccleudi,
resided at Abbotsford on the Tweed, edited, in

early life, a collection of old baUads under the
title of The Minstrelsy of the Scottish Borders, and
afterwards wrote the Lay of the Last Minstrel, and
other original poems upon Border subjects." He
is aUuded to under this name in Wordsworth's
poem of Yarrow Bevisited

:

—
" Wlien last along its bants I wandered.
Through groves that had begun to shed
Their golden leaves upon the pathways-
My steps the Border Minstrel led I

"

Border-Thief School, The. An epithet
applied by Thomas Caelyle, in his Sartor He-
sarins (q.v.), to Sir Walter Scott and those of
his imitators who celebrated the achievements of
the freebooters of the Scottish Border.

Border Widow, The Lament of. a'
ballad said to be founded on the execution of
Cockbume of Henderland, a notorious robber, who
was hanged over the gate of his own tower, by
King James, in 1529. ^ir Walter Scott prints
it in his Border Minstrelsy.

Borderers, The. A tragedy by Willuk
Wordsworth (1770—1850), written in 1795—96,
and published in 1842.

" Bores and bored. The." See " Society
is now one polished horde."

"Born in the garret, in the kitchen
bred. First line of A Sketch, written in the
heroic couplet, by Lord Byron, in March, 1816.

Borough, The. A poem by George Ckabbb
(1754—1832), pubUshed in 1810.

Borrow, George (b. 1803), has written Jaw-
tus, his Life, Death, and Descent into Sell (1828);
Bomantic Ballads, from the Danish (1829) ; Targmn:
or. Metrical Translations from Thirty Languages
(1836); Zincali: or, an Account of the Gipsies in
SpaiM (1841), (q.v.) ; The Bible in Spain (1844),
(q.v.)

; Lavengro, the Scholar, the Gipsy, the
^«si (1861), (q.v.); The Somany Bye (1867);mid Wales (1862) ; and JJomano Lavo-Sil: Word-

nanas'^^ ifomray, or English Gipsy Language

1 i'
-dutobiography appeared in 1861. See,

also. Memoirs of William Taylor, of Norwich (1843).
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" Borrower nor a lender be, Neither a."—Hamlet, act i., scene 3.

Borrowstoun Mous and the Landwart
Mous, The. A poetical fable by Eobekt
Henkysoun (d. 1508) ; one of a seiiea of thirteen.

Bors, Sir. A character in Tennyson's Idylls

of the King (q.v.). See Bohokt.

Boscobel : " or, the Compleat History of his

Sacred Majestie's most miraculous preservation

after the battle of Worcester," by Thomas Blount
(1618—1679). A truthful and simple narrative.

See Sir Walter Scott's novel of Woodstoeh, and
Harrison Ainsworth's romance of Boscobel.

"Bosom of his Father and his God,
The." A line in G-ray's Blegy written in a Coumtry
Churchyard.

" Bosom's lord sits lightly on his
throne. My."

—

Someo and Juliet, act v., scene 1.

Bossnowl, Lady Clarinda. A character

in Peacock's novel of Crotchet Castle (q.v.) ; be-

loved by Captain Fitzchrome, whom she afterwards
marries.

Boston Bard, The. The pseudonym adopted
by Robert S. Coffin (1797—1857), an American
verse-writer, who lived for some years in Boston,
Massachusetts. A volume of his Poems appeared
in 1826.

Boston, Thomas, Scottish divine (1676

—

1732), wrote Human Nature in its Fowfold State

(1720), Tractus Stiymologicus Hebrteo-Biblicus (1738),
Illustrations of the Doctrines of the Christicm Re-
ligion (1773), The Crooh in the Lot, and other works.
See the edition edited by Macmillan (1853).

Boswal and Iiillian. An old romance ia
the Scottish dialect, of which an analysis is given
in Ellis's Early English Romances. It was pro-
bably written in the middle of the sixteenth cen-
tury.

Boswell, Sir Alexander, antiquarian and
jong-writer (1775—1822), wrote Songs chiefly in

the Scottish Dialect (1803) ; The Spirit of Tintoc : or,

Johnnie Dell and the Kelpie ; Edinburgh : or, the
Ancient Royalty (1810), (q.v.); Sir Allan ; Sheldon
Haughs : or, the Sow is Flitted ; The Woo' Creel : or,

the Dull of Dashan; The Tyrant's Fall ; and Clan
Alpine's Vow (1811), (q.v.). He also contributed
several jeux-d'esprit to an Edinburgh newspaper
called The Deacon, and a Glasgow periodical called
The Sentinel. See Dibdin's Literary Reminiscences.

Boswell, James, brother of Sir Alexander
(b. 1779, d. 1822), published Malone's enlarged
edition of Shakespeare, to which he added a Life of
Malone, and an essay On the Metre and Phraseology
of"' '

Boswell, James, miscellaneous writer (b.

1740, d. 1795), published An Account of Corsica,
with Memoirs of General Paoli (1768) ; Dfitish
Essays in Favour of the Brave Corsicans (1769) ; a
series of papers, called The Hypochondriac, in The

London Magazine (1777—1782) ; and The Life of
Dr. Johnson (1.790). His Letters to the Rev. W. J.
Temple were published ia 1857, and Lord Houghton
has edited for the Plulobiblon Society a curious
tract relating to Boswell, called Doswelliana. See
Macaulay's Essays, and Carlyle's Miscellaneous
Essays. See Corsica, Account of ; Johnson, Life
OF Samuel.

Bosworth Field. An historical poem by
Sir John Beaumont (1582— 1628), printed in 1629,
and written in the " heroic couplet." Mrs. Bray
has a novel with the same title, and on the same
subject. "Sir John," says Campbell, "has no
fancy, but there is force and dignity in some of his

Bosworth, Joseph, D.D. (b. about 1790),

has, besides translating The Dock of Common Prayer
into Dutch, published The Elements ofAnglo-Saxon
Grammar (1823), A Dictionary of the Anglo-Saxon
Language (1838), and many other philological works
of a valuable and interestiug character.

Botanic Garden, The. A poem, in two
parts, with phUoBophical notes, by Erasmus Dar-
win (1731—1802), pubUshed in 1791. "The
Eosicrucian machinery of his poem,' ' says Campbell,
" had at the first glance an imposing appearance,

and the variety of his allusion was surprising. On
a closer view, it was observable that the Botanic

Goddess, and her sylphs and gnomes, were useless

from their having no employment, and tiresome

from being the mere pretexts for declamation. The
variety of allusion is very whimsical. Dr. Frank-
Un is compared to Cupid ; while Hercules, Lady
Melbourne, Emma Crewe, Brindley's camela, and
sleeping cherubs, sweep on like images in a dream.
Tribes and grasses are likened to angels, and the

trufile is rehearsed as a subterranean empress."

Botany Bay Eclogues. Poems by Robert
Southey (1774—1843), written in 1794, and en-

titled, Ellinor ; Humphrey and William ; John,

Samuel, and Richard; and Frederic.

Bothie of Totaer-na-Vuolieh^ The. " A
long-vacation pastoral," written in English hexa-

meters by Arthur Hugh Clouoh (1819—1861),

during September, 1848. "The almost Homeric
vigour with which all the characteristics of the

reading party are dashed off, the genial humour
with which their personal peculiarities are coloured

in, the buoyant life of the discussions which arise

among them, the strength with which the High-
land scenery is conceived and rendered in a few
brilliant touches, the tenderness and simplicity

with which now and then the deeper pathos of life

is allowed to be seen in glimpses through the in-

tellectual play of the poem, are," says Hutton, " all

Clough's own."

Bothwell. A tale (in verse) of the days of

Mary, Queen of Scots, by William Edmonstoune
Aytoun (b. 1813, d. 1865), published in 1856.

James Grant (b. 1822) has published a novel, and
Algernon Charles Swinburne (b. 1837) a dramatic
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poem (1874), under the same title, and on a similar

subject. The latter is the second work of a trilogy

which began with Ohaatelard (q.v.).

Bottom. "A weaver," inA Midsummer Night's
Dream (q.v.). " Only one of the characters among
the human mortals in this play is very strongly
marked. Who but Bottom, the life and soul of

the interlude of Pyramus and Thisbe ? Watch
Bottom," says Grant White, " and see that, from
the time he enters until he disappears, he not only
claims to be, but is, the man of men, the Aga-
memnon of the ' rude mechanicals ' of Athens. No
sooner is the subject of the play opened, than he
instantly assumes the direction of it, which is ac-
quiesced in by his fellows as a matter of course.

He tells Peter Quince what to do, and Peter does.
No ; Bottom is no stupid lout. He is a compound
of profound ignorance and omnivorous conceit

;

but these are tempered by good nature, de-
cision of character, and some mother-wit." The
Merry Conceited Sttmours of Bottom the Weaver,
attributed to Robert Cox, the comedian, appeared
in 1661.

Boueicault, Dion, dramatist (b. 1822), Is

the author, among other pieces, of London As-
surance, The Colleen Bawn, The Octoroon, Dot,
Old Heads and Young Hearts, Love in a Maze,
After Dark, Willow Copse, Janet Pride, The Cor-
aican Brothers, The Long Strike, The Flying Scud,
and a great number of other pieces, most of which
have been successful. His comedy. How She Loved
Him, waa printed in 1868. The Shaughran was
produced at New York in 1874. He is the joint
author with Charles Eeade (q.v.) of the novel and
drama called Foul Play.

Bouge of Court, The : " or, the Eewards
of a Court," a poem by John Skelton (1460

—

1529), is "in the manner of a pageant, consisting,"
says Warton, " of seven personifications. Here
our author, in adopting the grave and stately
movement of the seven-lined stanza, has shown
hiniself not always incapable of exhibiting alle-
gorical imagery with spirit and dignity." The
personifications are of Riot, Dissimulation, Disdain,
and the like.

Bouillabaisse, The Ballad of. By Wil-
liam Makepeace Thackekay (1811—1863)

:

" This BoulIlabalBSe a noble dleh iB—A sort of soup, or broth, or brew—
Or hotchpotch of all sorts of flshefl."

Boundless contiguity of shade,
e." A line in Cowper's Task, book ii.

Bountiful, Lady, in FAKauHAu's comedy
of The Beaux' s Stratagem, is an old country gentle-
woman, who cures all distempers, and is the easy,
credulous, good-tempered benefactress of the whole
parish.

Bourchier, Cardinal. A character in
Shakespeare's Jtichard II.

Bourchier, John. See Bernees, Lord.
Bourne, Vincent, Latinist (d. 1747), pub-

lished Poemata (1734) ; Poemata Latina partim

reddita, partim scripta (1750) ; and Miscellaneous

Poems, Originals and Translations (1772). His
Collected Works and Letters appeared in 1808. His
pupil, Cowper the poet, wrote:—"I love the

memory of Vincy Bourne. I think him a better

poet than Tibullus, Propertius, Ausonius, or any
of the writers in his way, except Ovid, and not at

aU inferior to him." See Welch's Westminster

Scholars, Cantabrigienses Graduati, and Chalmers's

Bow-legs, An Apology for. &« Apology
FOR Bow-legs.

Bowdler, Thomas (b. 1754, d. 1825), pub-
lished, in 1818, The Family Shakespeare, " in which
nothing is added to the original text ; but those

words and expressions are omitted wliich cannot

with propriety be read aloud in a family." Of this

work The Edinburgh Peview said, "Mr. Bowdler
has only effaced those gross indecencies which
every one must have felt as blemishes." This
was followed by the less-known Family Gibbon,
" reprinted from the original text, with the careful

omission of all passages of an irreligious or immoral
tendency." He also wrote Letters from Holland

(1788); A Life of General Villettes (1815); and
Liberty, Civil and Peligious (1816).

Bowen, Francis, IiL.B., American philo-

sophical and miscellaneous writer (b. 1811), has
written The History and Present Condition of Specu-
lative Philosophy (1842) ; The Application of Meta-
physical and Fthical Science to the Evidences of
Eeligion (1849) ; Principles of Political Economy
Applied to the Condition of the American People

(1856) ; and American Political Economy (1871)

;

besides editing, and contributing to, numerous
important works.

Bowles, Caroline Anne. See Southet, Mrs.

Bowles, William Lisle, clergyman, poet,

and miscellaneous writer (1764— 1850), pub-
lished Fourteen Sonnets (1789); Verses to John
Howard (1789) ; The Grave ofHoward (1790) ; Verses

fl790) ; Monody (1791) ; Elegiac Vei-ses (1796) ; Hope
(1796); Coombe Ellen (1798); St. MichaeVs Momt
(1798) ; Poems (1798—1809) ; The Battle of the Nik
(1799); The Sorrows of Switzerland (1801); The
Picture (1804) ; The Spirit of Discovery : or, the Con-
quest of the Ocean (1805) ; Bouden Hill (1815); The
Missionary of the Andes (1822) ; The Grave of the

Last Saxon (1823) ; Ellen Gray (1828) ; Days De-
parted (1832); St. John in Patmos : or, the Last
Apostle (1832) ; and Scenes and Shadows of Days; a
Narrative, accompanied with Poems of Youth, and some
otiier Poems of Melancholy and Fancy in the Journey
of Life, from Youth to Age (1837). His theological
works need not be particulai-ised ; but he is favour-
ably known among antiquarians a,3 the author of a
Parochial History of Bremhill (1826), a Life of
Bishop Ken (1830), and Annals of Laycock Abbey
(1835). His edition of Pope's Works, published in

1807, involved him in a controversy with Campbell
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and Lord Byron, which, excited considerable at-

tention at the time.

Bowling, Lieutenant. Maternal uncle of

Eoderick Eandom, in Smollett's novel of that

name (q.v.). " In him," says Hannay, " SmoUett
seized at once, and fixed for ever, the old tjrpe of

seaman—rough as a Polar hear, hrave, simple,

kindly, and out of his element everywhere except

afloat. Bowling has left his mark in many a sea-

novel, the key to his eccentricities heing that he,

and such as he, did really live more afloat than

ashore. He certainly carries the habit of profes-

sional speech as far as the limits of art allow. Yet
the lieutenant is a good feUow, and of more ten-

derness than most men."

"Bowling, Tom, Here a sheer hulk
lies poor." First line of Dibdin's well-known
nautical song.

Bowman, Anne, writer for hoys, has pro-

duced, among other stories. The Boy Foresters,

The Young Nile Voyagers, The Castaways, The Bear
Hunters of the Rocky Mountains, and The Towng
Yachtsman.

Bowring, Sir John, LL.D., philologist

and miscellaneous writer (1792—1872), wrote
Matins and Vespers, heing poems original and
translated ; The Kingdom and People of Siam (1857)

;

and Minor Morals. He also published translated

specimens of the poetry of Kussia, Spain, Servia,

and other countries, and edited the works of Ben-
tham. See his Autobiographical Secollections (1877).

Bowyer, William. See Literary Anec-
BOTES.

Boy and the Mantle, The, a ballad,

founded on one of the Arthurian legends, was
first printed by Percy.

"Boystoodon the burning deck, The."
First line of Sirs. Hemans' poem of Casablanca.

Boyd, Andrew Kennedy Hutchinson,
D.D., Presbyterian minister and essayist (b. 1825),

has written, among other works, Recreations of a

Country Parson; Autumn Holidays; The Common-
place Philosopher; Changed Aspects of Unchanged

Truths ; Counsel and Comfort from a City Pulpit

;

Critical Essays; Graver Thoughts; Leisure Hours
in Town; Lessons of Middle Age; Present-Day

Thoughts ; Sunday Afternoons in a Cathedral City^;

A Scotch Communion Sunday ; Churches, Landscapes,

and Moralities.

Boyd, Hugh, a political writer of the eigh-

teenth century, was at one time one of the

numerous persons to whom the Letters of Junius

(q.v.) were attributed; but his claim has long
since been disallowed. His Works were published

in a collected form in 1798.

Boyd, Mark Alexander, a famous Scot-

tish scholar (1562—1601), was the author of

Epistolts and Hymni in the Delitite Poetarum
Scotorum (1627). See the Life by Lord Hailes

(1733).

Boyd, Bobert, Principal of Glasgow and
Edinburgh Universities (1578—1627), wrote a
Latin Commentary on the Epistle to the Ephesians

(1652) ; a treatise entitled Monita de Mlii sui

Primogeniti Institutione (1701) ; two Latin poems
in the Delitiis Poetarum Scotorum ; and an ode on
James III. of Scotland in Adamson's Muses' Wel-
come. See the Life by Wodrow.

Boyd, Zaohary, Scottish minister and poet
(d. circa 1653), wrote The Last Battell of the Soull in

Death (1629) ; Crosses, Comforts, Counsels, §c. (1643)

;

The Garden of Zion (1644) ; and other quaint works,
including a metrical translation of the Psalms,
which, however, was not printed until early in the

present century, and then chiefly for the use of

antiquarians.

Boyet, in Love's Labom-'s Lost (q.v.), is a lord

in attendance on the Princess of Prance.

Boyle, Charles, fourth Eari of Orrery (1676
—1731), pubhshed, in 1695, a Latin translation of-

Gi& Epistles ofPhalaris,-wiiioh provoked the famous
controversy of Boyle versus Bentley. His Exami-

nation of Dr. Bentley' s Dissertation on the Epistles of

Phalaris appeared in 1698, and earned the compli-

ment of a couplet from the pen of Garth :

—

*' So diamonds owe their lustre to a foil,

And to a Bentley 'tis we owe a Boyle."

He also wrote As You Pind It, a comedy, published

in 1703. See Bentley and Phalaris.

Boyle, John, Earl of Cork and Orrery (1707

—1762), vrrote Poems in Memory of John Shef-

field, Duke of Buckingham (1714); Imitations of

the First and Fifth Odes of Horace (1741) ; a trans-

lation of the Letters of Pliny the Younger (1752)

;

Memoirs of Robert Carey, Earl of Monmouth (1759)

;

Letters from Italy (1774) ; various papers in The

World and letters in The Connoisseur ; and Remarks

on the Life and Writings of Dr. Jonathan Swift, in

a Series of Letters (1751). The latter work was
censiired for its exposure of Swift's private affairs.

Warburton called them " detestable letters
;

" Dr.

Johnson excused the earl on the plea that he had

only seen the bad side of the dean's character.

Boyle Lectures, The, were founded by the

Hon. Robert Boyle (1627—1691), for the defence

of natural and revealed religion. The foUowmg

are the names of some of the lecturers :—Bentley
(1692), Kidder (1693—94), Wniiams (1695—96),

Gastrell (1697), Harris (1698), Bradford (1699V

BlackaU (1700), Stanhope (1701), Clark (1704—5),

Hancock (1706), Whiston (1707), Turner (1708),

Butler (1709), Woodward (1710), Derham (1711—

12), Ibbot (1713—14), Leng (1717—18), Clarke

(1719—20),Gurdon(1721—22),Bumett(1724—25),
Berriman (1730—32), Biscoe (1736-38), Burnet

(1737), TweUs (1739-41), Stebbing (1747-49),

Heathcote (1763), Worthington (1766—68), Owen

(1769—71), WilHamson (1778—80), Van Mildert

(1802—4), Harness (1821), and Maurice (1846—47).

Among the more recent of the lecturers may bo

mentioned, Eev. Dr. Merivale, now Dean of Ely
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(1864—65), Rev. E. H. Plmnptre (1866—67),
Eev. Stanley Leathes (1868—70), Rev. Dr. Hessey
(1871—73), and the Eov. Henry Wace (1874—75).

Boyle, Robert, pHlosophioal and religious

writer (1627—1691), published Seraphic Love

(1660), Physiological Essays (1661), The Skeptical

Chemist (1662), The Usefulness ofHxperimental Natu-
ral Philosophy (1663), Experiments and Considerations

upon Goloiiys (1663), Considerations vpon the Style of
Soly Scriptures (1663), Occasional Sejlections upon

Several Subjects (1665), and many other treatises

which, reprinted with a Zife hy Dr. Birch in 1744,

formed five foUo volumes. An incomplete edition

was puhUshed at Geneva in 1696. The Philo-

sophical Works Abridged appeared in 1725 ; the

Theological Works Epitomised in 1699. See Dugald
Stewart's First Dissertation in the Encyclopcedia

Britannica. "It is not an easy task to arrive at a

just estimate of Boyle as a philosopher. Let us
remember," says Dr. Waller, " that his time was
that of a transition from the scholastic to the

experimental schools—of emergence from the old

philosophy, and the following of a new school

under the illustrious Bacon. Of this great man,
Robert Boyle is justly entitled to be considered the

first follower, while he is the predecessor of many
great men in the same path—Priestley, Newton,and
others."

Boyle, Boger, Baron Broghill and Earl
of Orrery (1621— 1679), wrote The Sistory of
Senry V. (1688), Mustapha (1667), The Black
Prince (1672), Triphon (1672)—aU tragedies, re-

printed in 1690, and comprising the first volume of

his dramatic works ; also poems On the Death of
Cowley^ and On the Fasts and Festivals of the Church ;

Parthenissa, a romance (1665) ; Mr. Anthony (1692)

and Guzman (1693), comedies; Serod the Great

(1698) and. Altemira (1702), tragedies. See Wood's
AthencB Oxonienses, and Walpole's Royal and Noble
Authors.

Boythorne, in Dickens's novel of Pleak
Mouse (q.v.), is well known to be a humorous re-

presentation of Walter Savage Landor, the poet,

whose Life by Porster should be consulted on the
subject. The portrait corresponds with the origi-

nal to a remarkable degree.

Boz. The pseudonym adopted by Chakles
Dickens (1812—1870) in his earlier works. . A
younger brother of the novelist had been dubbed
Moses, in memory of a character in The Vicar of
Wakefield, and this, says Dickens, "being face-

tiously pronounced through the nose," became
Boses, and, abbreviated, Boz. It gave rise to the
epigram :

—

•• Who the Dickens 'Boz' could he
Puzzled many a curious elf,

Till time unveiled the mystery.
And ' Boz ' appeared as ClckeUB' Bell."

Thomas Hood, in the character of " an uneducated
poet," says:

—

" Am't that 'ere 'Boz' a tip-top feller ?

Lots write well, hut he writes IfeUcr/"

Boz, Sketches by, -were originally contri-

buted by Ohakles Dickens (1812—1870) to the

old Monthly Magazine, and the Morning Chronicle;

the first series being republished in January, and

the second series in JDecember, 1836. " They were
the first of their class. Dickens was the first to

unite the delicately playful thread of Charles

Lamb's street musings—haU experiences, half

bookish phantasies—with the vigorous wit and
humour and observation of Goldsmith's Citizen of
the World, his Indigent Philosopher, and Man in

Black, and twine them together in the golden cord

of essay, which combines literature with philo-

sophy, humour with morality, amusement with in-

struction." The most powerful and popular of the

sketches are probably those entitled, A Visit to

Newgate, The Drunkard's Death, Election for Beadle,

Greenwich Fair, and Miss Evans at the Eagle. The
first written, and the first published production

of the author, was Mr. Minns and his Cousin (q.v.).

Bozzy. A familiar name given to James
BosweU (q.v.), the biographer of I)r. Jolmson.

Brabantio, in Shakespeaee's Othello (q.v.),

is a Venetian senator, and the father of Desdemona,
the heroine (q.v.).

Brace, Rev. Charles Iioring (b. 1826),

American philanthropist and author, has published

Hungary in 1861; Some Life in Germany ; The Races

of the Old World; The New West: or, California in

1867; and other works.

Bracebridge Hall : " or, the Humorists."

Miscellaneous sketches, in fiction and essay, by
Washington Ikying (1783—1859), (q.v.),published

in 1822.

Braehygraphy. See Wkiting Sohoolb-
MASTEK.

Brackley, The Baron of. A baUad, printed

by Jamieson and by Buchan in his Gleanings. It

tells how the baron's wife, Peggy, induces him to

fight against long odds, and rejoices with his ene-

mies when he is slain. The fray between John
Gordon of Brackley and Farquharson of Inverary

took place in September, 1666.

Bracton, Henry de, the earliest writer on
English law, was, in 1244, appointed by Henry IH.
one of the judges itinerant. His famous work,
De Legibus et Consuetudiniius Angli<e, first appeared
in 1659, and was reprinted in 1640. " Bracton,"
says Professor Morley, " painted accurately the
state of the law in his time, and he digested it

into a logical system." t

Bradbury, S. H. See Quallon.

Braddon, Miss Mary Elizabeth, novelist

(b. 1837), is the author of Aurora Floyd; Birds of
Prey ; The Captain of the Vulture ; Charlotte's In-
heritance; Dead Men' s Shoes ; Dead Sea Fruit ; Tht
Doctor's Wife; Eleanor's Victory; Fenton's Quest

Henry Dunbar (originally named The Outcasts)

Hostages to Fortune; John Marchmont's Legacy
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Zady Aiidley' s Secret ; Lady Lisle; The Lady's Mile ;

TheLovels ofArden; Lostfor Low; Lucius Davoren,

Milly Darrell, and other Stories ; Only a Clod; Ralph
the Bailiff, and other Tales ; Mobert Aimsleigh ; Eim
to Barth; Rupert Godwin; Sir Jasper's Tenant ; A
Strange World; Strangers and Pilgrims ; Taken at

the Flood; The Trail of the Serpent; To the Bitter

£nd; DeadMen's Shoes; JoshuaSaggard'sDaughter;
and Weavers and Weft. She also putUslied
Garibaldi, and other Poems (1861), and has written
a comedietta called The Loves of Arcadia (1860),
and a tragedy called Griselda (1873). See For-
rester, Gilbert; and Lascelles, Lady Caroline.

Bradford, John, martyr, btimt at Smithfield
in 1555, wrote many theological treatises, an edi-

tion of which was published by the Parker Society
in 1848. See, also, his -Ei/e, Writings, and Selections

from his Correspondence in The Fathers of the English
Church, and the Life and Letters by Stevens (1832).
" Bradford's letters," says Bickersteth, " are among
the most edifying and instructive remains of this
period."

Bradley, Edward, clergyman and hu-
morous writer (b. 1827), has published, among other
works, The Adventures of Mr. Verdant Green;
Glencreggan (1861) ; The Curate of Cranston (1862)

;

A Tour in Tartan Land (1863) ; The White Wife
(];864); The Sook's Garden (1865); Mattins and
Mutton's (1866) ; besides contributing to a large
variety of periodicals. See Bede, Cuthbert.

Bradshaw, Henry (who was a contemporary
of Dunbar, and d. 1513), wrote a metrical trans-
lation of the Latin Lyfe and History of Saynt Wer-
iurge (q.v.), " very fruteful for aU Christen People
to rede," printed by Pynson in 1621. See Wood's
Athents Oxonienses, Ritson's Bibliographia, and
Warton's Sistory of English Poetry.

Bradstreet, Anne, American poetess (1613—1672), published, in 1640, Several Poems, com-
piled with great Variety of Wit and Learning, full
of Delight ; " wherein especially is contained a com-
pleat (fiscouTse and description of the four elements,
constitutions, ages of man, and seasons of the year,
together with an exact epitome of the three first

monarchies, viz., the Assyrian, Persian, and Gre-
cian, and the beginning of the Eoman Common-
wealth to the end of their last king, with divers
other pleasant and serious poems, by a gentlewoman
of New England." This remarkable work was
republished in Loudon under the title of The Tenth
Muse, lately sprung up in America. One of her
admirers wrote

—

" Now I believe tradition, which floth call
The MuBCB, Virtues, Graces, females all

:

Only they are not nine, eleven, or three

;

Our authoress proves them hut one unity."

Another described her as " the mirror of her age,
and glory of her sex." " These phrases," says
Griswold in his Female Poets of America, " run into
hyperbole, and prove, perhaps, that their authors
were more gallant than critical ; but we perceive
from Mrs. Bradstreet' s poems that they are not

destitute of imagination, and that she was tho-
roughly instructed in the best learning of the age."

Bradwardlnej Baron, in Sir Walter
Scott's romance oi Waverley (q.v.), is a generous,
choleric, but pedantic nobleman, devoted to the
cause of Charles Edward Stuart.

Bradwardine, Eose, daughter of the above,
loves, and is beloved by, Waverley, whom she
eventually marries.

Bradwardine, Thomas, Archbishop of
Canterbury (d. 1349), wrote, among other works,
a famous treatise De Catisd Dei contra Pelagitim

(1618), from an apologue to which Pamell is said

to have derived the story of his Hermit. Chaucer,
in his Nonnes Priestes Tale, refers to Bradwardine'

s

position among the schoolmen of his time. See
Morley's English Writers, vol. ii., part 1 ; also,

Cause oe God against Pelagius; Profound
Doctor, The.

Brady, Ificholas. See Psalms of David.

Braes of Yarrow, The. A ballad written

by William Hamilton, of Bangour (1704—1754),

in imitation of an old Scottish ballad on a similar

subject, and with the same burden at the end of

each stanza. It was published among his poems
in 1760, and is characterised by Hazlitt as "the
finest modem imitation" of the old ballad style.

It begins :

—

"Busk ye, husk ye, my honnle, honnle hride."

Scott, Hogg, and Wordsworth have poems on the
subject of this famous stream and ite legends.

Brag, Jack. A novel by Theodore Edward
Hook (1788—1841), pubUshed in 1837- The hero
is a man of innate vulgarity of disposition, who
endeavours to force himself into the higher circles

of society by a combination of bluster, fraud,

adulation, and servility.

Brag, Sir Jack, is the title of an old ballad,

in which Gen. John Burgoyne (d. 1792) figures

under that appellation.

Braggadochio. A blustering, cowardly cha-

racter in Spenser's Faerie Queene (q.v.), intended

to typify the intemperance of the tongue.

Braid Claith. A humorous poem by Egbert
Fergusson (1751—1774), of which the last verse

runs:

—

*' For though ye had as wise a snout on
As Shakespeare or Sir Isaac Newton,
Your judgment fouk would hae a douht on,

rU tak my aith.

Till they could see ye wi' a suit on
0' guid braid claith."

" Braid claith " is, Anglice, broad cloth.

Brainard, John Gr. C, American poet (1796

—1828), published, in 1828, a volume of Poems,

which was reprinted in 1832, with a Life of the

author, by John Greenleaf Whittier.

Brainworm, in Ben Jonson's coniedy of

Every Man in his Humour (q.v.), "is a particularly

dry and abstruse character. We neither know his
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Tjusiness nor his motives ; Ms plots are as intricate

as they axe useless, and as the ignorance of those

he imposes upon is wonderful. " Yet," says HazHtt,
" from the bustle and activity of this character on
the stage, the changes of address, the variety of

affected tones and gipsy jargon, and the Umping,
affected gestures, it is a very amusing theatrical

exhihition."

Braithwayte, Richard, poet (b. 1588, d.

1693), wrote, among many other works. The
FrodigaVs Teares (1614); The Good Wife : or, a Hare
One Among Women (1618) ; and Barnaia Itinera-

rium : or, Barnabee's Journal (1820). His Life was
published by Haslewood, iu 1820. See, also.

Wood's Athena Oxonienses, Brydges' Censwa Lite-

raria, the Biographia Dramatica, Warton's JBnglish

Poetry, Ellis's Specimens of tlm English Foets, and
Lowndes' Bibliographer' s Manual. " Braithwayte'

s

merits," says Dibdin, in his Bibliomania, " are un-
doubtedly very considerable. Some of his pieces

are capable of affording instruction and deUght.
He was a most extraordinary man in poetry and in
prose."

Bramble, Matthew, in Smollett's novel
of Stimphret/ Clinker (q.v.), " though not," says
Hazlitt, " altogether original, is excellently sup-
ported." " It has been observed maliciously, but
not," says Sir Walter Scott, "untruly, that the
cynicism of Matthew Bramble becomes gradually
softened as he journeys northward, and that he,
who equally detested Bath and London, becomes
wonderfully reconciled to walled cities and the
himi of men when he finds himself an inhabitant
of the northern metropolis." See Absolute, Sir
Anthony.

Bramble, Tabitha, sister of the above, is

described as "a maiden of forty-five, exceedingly
starched, vain, and ridiculous," and eventually
marries Captain Lismahago (q.v.).

BramhaU, John, Archbishop of Armagh
(1593—1663), wrote, among other works, A De-
fence of True Liberty, in reply to Hobbes's Trea-
tise of Liberty and Necessity (IGbS). His Life and
Works were published, with a. Life by Bishop
Vesey, in 1677, and afterwards in the Library of
Anglo-Catholic Theology (1842^45).

Bram.iae, The, is the appellation under which
Sterne (1713—1768), in im Letters from Yorick to

Miza (1775), describes Mrs. BUzabeth Draper (a
young Indian lady), for whom he entertained a vio-
lent and unbecoming passion. He himself figures
as the Bramine.

Brampton, Thomas, a confessor of the
Minorite Friars, wrote, in 1414, a metrical version
of the Seven JPenitential Psalms ; also, it is said, a
poem Agaimt Lollardie, and The Ploughman's Tale,
all of which see.

Brampton, William de. One of the four
justiciars of England in the reign of Edward I.

(1274—1307). teELETA.

Bramston, James, Vicar of Starting, Sussex
(d. 1744), pubhshed The Art of Politics, The Man
of Taste, and The Crooked Sixpence. The last was
published in The Repository, vol. i.

Bran, in Macpheeson's poem of Ossian (q.v.),is

the name of Fingal's dog. " Our Highlanders,"

says Sir Walter Scott, " have a proverbial saying,

founded on the traditional renown of this animal.
' If it is not Bran,' they say, ' it is Bran's brother.'

"

Brand, John (1741—1806), published, in

1789, the History amd Antiquities of his native

town, Newcastle - on - Tyne. His Observations en

Popular Antiquities was published in 1777.

Brand, Sir Denys, is a character who figures

in Cbabbe's poem of The Borough. He is a

country magnate, and may be described as one'

who apes humility.

Brandan, St. A lyric by Matthew Arnold
(b. 1822), telling how the saint, sailing on the
northern main, comes upon the figure of " the
traitor Judas, out of hell," floating " on an iceberg

white," his short emancipation from the eternal

fire having been gained by his one act of charity

to the leper at Joppa.

Brande, William. Thomas, chemist and
lecturer (1780—1866), wrote many scientific trea-

tises of great value, but his magnum, opus was A
Dictionary of Science, Literature, andArt (1842). In
the latter work he was assisted by Joseph Cauvin,
and other authors of eminence in their respective
departments. The last edition was edited by the
Rev. George W. Cox (1867).

Brandon, Samuel, dramatist (temp. Eliza-
beth), produced, in 1598, a play called Virtuous
Octavia (q.v.). See the Biographia Dramatica.

Brandt. The leader of the band of Indians who
destroyed the village of Wyoming, Fennsylvania,
in 1788. In Campbell's poem of Gertrude of
Wyoming (q.v.), Brandt is represented as a monster
of cruelty, though, as the poet was afterwards in-

formed, and as he himself publicly stated, he often
strove to mitigate the cruelty of Indian warfare.

Brandt, Sebastian. See Shyp op Folts
OF THE WOKLDE, ThE.

Brangtons, The, in Madame d'Arblay's
novel of Evelina (q.v.), are a family whose excessive

vulgarity is admirably portrayed. " Vulgarity,"
says Miss Kavanagh, " was indeed Miss Bumey'a
[Madame d'Arblay's] excellence. No vulgar girls

can surpass her Miss Brangtons."

Brasenose, Buller of. See Buller op.

Brasenose.

Brass, Sally, and Sampson Brass, are

brother and sister, in Dickens's Old Curiosity Shop ;

the latter a servile, roguish, and cowardly attorney

;

the former, his equal in fraud and meanness, but
his superior in courage and acutenesa.

Brathwaite. See Braithwayte.
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Bratti PerraveccM. The goldsmitli in

George Eliot's novel of Momola (q.v.).

Brave Lord WillOUghby. A baUad cele-

brating the achievements of Lord 'Willoughby

d'Ereshy, who, in 1586, distinguished himseH at the

siege of Zutphen. He died in 1601.

" Brave deserves the fair, None but
the."

—

Dkyden, Alexander's Feast, hne 15.

Bravo of Venice, The. A tale by Matthew
Gregory Lewis (1775—1818).

Bray, Mrs. Anna Eliza Kempe Stot-
hard (b. towards the end of last century), has

produced the following novels :

—

De Foix, The

White Boods, The Frotestant, Fits of Fitzford, The

Talba, Warleigh, Trelawney of Trelawne, Trials of

the Heart, Henry de Fomeroy, Cowrtenay of Wal-

reddon. Trials of Domestic Life, Hartland Forest, and
Roseteagw. She has also published several de-

scriptive and historical works, a Life of Charles

Stothard; the poetical remains and sermons of her

second husband; Fables and other Fieees in Verse,

by Mary Maria Colling ; and many other works.

Bray, The Viear of. A vivacious vicar of

the Be&shire village so named, who, living imder
Henry VIII., Edward VI., Mary, and Elizabeth,

was first a Papist, then a Protestant, then a Papist,

then a Protestant again. But if he changed his

religion, he kept true to his own principle, which
was "to Uve and die the "Vicar of Bray." His
name, by some authorities, is said to have been
Symon Symonds ; by others, Pendleton ; by others,

Simon AJleyn. The story, however, is not con-

fined to the church records of Bray. In the well-

known song, said to have been written by an
officer in Colonel Fuller'sregimeut (temp. George I.),

the vicar lives in the reigns of Charles II., James
II., William III., ATine, and George I. The tune
is that of " The Country Garden : "

—

" And this Is law tbat I'll maintain
Until my dying day, sir,

That whatsoever king shall reign,
I'll still be Vicar of Bray, sir."

Braybrooke, Baron, Eichard Griffin Neville

(1783—1858), published, in 1825, the first edition

of The Diary of Samuel Fepys (q.v.) ; in 1835, a
history of Aiidley End amd Saffron Walden ; and,
in 1842, the Life amd Correspondenee of Jane, Lady
Gomwallis.

Bread and Milk for Babes: "or, the
Conclusions of the Astrolabie," written by Geop-
PEEY Chaucer (1328—1400) for his son Lewis, a
boy of "ten years of age. He had given the child
an astrolabe, and the little treatise, says Morley,
was to show him how to use it. Some of its uses,
remarked Chaucer, " be too hard for thy tender age
of ten years to conceive. By this treatise, divided
into five parts, will I show thee wonder light rules
and naked words in English, for Latin ne canst
thou yet but small, my Ktible son."

" Bread is the staff of life." A phrase in
Swipt's Tale of a Tub.

"Break, break, break, on thy cold
gray stones, O sea." First line of a familiar poem
by Tennyson, in which the poet's regrets for
Arthur Hallam (q.v.) find, perhaps, their happiest
as well as their moumfullest expression. See tw
Memoriam.

" Break, you may shatter the vase, if
you -will. You may." A line in Moore's popiuar
lyric, beginning :

—

" Farewell 1 hut whenever you welcome the hour."

Breakfast Table, The Autocrat of the.
See Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, The.

" Breaks a butterfly upon a wheel,
"Who." Line 307 of Prologue to Pope's Satires

(q.v.).

" Breath can make them, as a breath
has made. A." Line 54 of Goldsmith's poem of

The Deserted Village (q.v.).

" Breathes there the man with soul so
dead." The opening line of Scott's Lay of the

Last Minstrel, canto vi., stanza 1.

Brechin, Bishop of. See Forbes, Alexan-
der Penrose.

Breeches Bible, The. The name given

to an edition of the Scriptures which was first

printed at Geneva, by Eowland Hall, in 1560. It

arose out of an unusual rendering of Genesis iii. 7.

See Bible, The.

Breeches Keview, The. A nickname

bestowed at one time upon the Westminster Review,

in reference to the share in its proprietorship and

conduct possessed by a certain "West End breeches-

maker called Francis Place.

Breefe Dialoguebetweentwo Preestes'

Servauntes named Walkin and Jefifray.

A satire on the monastic orders, by "William Eoy
(circa 1526).

Breen, Henry Hegart (b. 1805), has writ-

ten, in addition to several works published

anonymously, The Diamond Rock, and other Poems

(1849) ; Modern English Literature : its Blemishes

and Defects (1857).

Breitmann, Hans. A fictitious character

under whose name Charles Godfrey Leland

(b. 1824) has pubKshed a series of humorous

ballads in the Pennsylvanian Dutch dialect, a

species of German-EngUsh. Five series of these

ballads have been printed: Bans Breitmann

s

Party, and otiwr Ballads; Hans Breitmann ^out

Town; Hans Breitmann in Church; Hans Breit-

mmm as an Uhlan; and Bans Breitmann m Europe.

Bremer, Prederica (1801—-1865). A
Swedish novelist, many of whose works have been

translated into EngKsh by Mrs. Howitt, and repub-

lished; ti.-m.oiis otheis, The Neighbours ; The Home:

or. Life in Sweden; The Presidents Daughters; I lie

Twins, and other Tales; Nina; Strife and Peace:

or. Scenes in Dalecarlia ; The Homes of the JSew
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World ; Greece and the Greeks ; Two Tears in
iSwitzerland ; Father and Daughter; The M
Family, and otlier Tales ; New Sketches of Every
Say Life ; Tlie Farsonage of Mora ; Brothers and
Sisters; Sertha ; The Bondmaid; The Midnight
Sun ; A Pilgrimage ; and Butterfly's Gospel. The
Life, Letters, and Fosthwmous TFritings were pub-
lisfied in 1868. See Mrs. Hewitt's Three Months
with Frederica Bremer in Sweden.

Brenda, in Sir Walteb Scott's romance of

The Pirate (q.v.), is the sister of Minna, and the
daughter of Magnus Troil, beloved by Mordaunt,
whom she eventually marries.

Brennoralt, a tragedy by Sir John Suck-
ling (1609—1641), contains a fine passage which
Steele, in The Tatler (No. 40), quotes side by side

with one from Milton about Eve. A lover is

looking on his sleeping mistress, and says :

—

" Her face Is like the milky way 1' the sky,
A meeting of gentle lights without a name."

The scene of the play is supposed to be laid in
Poland, but the Lithuanians are evidently intended
for the Scotch. See Iphigenie.

Brentford, The Two Kiags of. Two
characters in Buckingham's farce of The Behearsal
(q.v.) ; perhaps intended for Charles II. and James,
i)ui:e of York, afterwards James II., or for Boab-
delin and Abdalla, the two contending kings of
Granada. They are represented as living on
terms of the most affectionate intimacy, and as
dancing, singing, and walking together with won-
derful unanimity. It is not obvious why they
should be described as kings of Brentford rather
than any other locality. Bayessays (act i., scene 1),
" Look you. Sirs, the chief hinge of this play. . . .

is, that I suppose two kings of the same place, as,

for example, Brentford, for I love to write famil-
iarly." In Cowper's Task, bk. i., The Sofa, 1. 77,
we read

—

" United, undivided, twain at once,
So sit two kings of Brentford on one throne."

Brenton, Edward Pelham (1774—1839),
wrote The Naval History of Great Britain from the
year 1783 to 1822 (1823), and a Life of Earl St.
Vincent (1838).

Brereton, Jane, poetess (1685—1740),
wrote a number of poetical pieces which were
published with her Life and Letters in 1744. Sir
Egerton Brydges speaks of her in his Censura
Ziteraria as displaying " some talents for versifica-
tion, if not for poetry."

Breton, Captain, in Mrs. Centuvre's
comedy of The Wonder (q.v.), is the lover of
Clara, and " a spirited and enterprising soldier of
fortune."

Breton, Ificholas, poet (1558—1624),
wrote Workes of a Young Wyt trust up with a
Fardell of prettie Fancies (1577) ; Wits Trmchmone
(1597), (q.v.) ; Pasquil's Madcap and Madcappe's
Message (1600) ; Wits Private Wealth, (1603), (q.v.),

and a number of other works, a list of which is

given in The Bibliographer's Manual, by Lowndes.
He contributed at least eight pieces to England's

Selicon (1600). See Ritson's Bibliographia Poeiica.

There is a reference to Breton in Phillip's Theatrum
Poetarmn; and Sir Egerton Brydges, writing in

the Censura Literaria concerning his ballad of

Phillida and Corydon (q.v.), says that " if we are to

judge from this specimen of his poetical powers

—

for surely he must have had the powers of a poet^ •

they were distinguished by a simplicity at once easy

and elegant." See Grimello's Foetunes ; "Woekeb
OP A Young Wit.

" Brevity is the soul of wit."—Samlet,

act ii., scene 2.

Brewer, Anthony.
KIOEITY.

Lingua ; Supb-

Brewer, E. Cobham, D.D., LL.D., has

written, among many other works, a Guide to

Scientific Knowledge of Things Familiar (1850)

;

and a Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, " giving the

Derivation, Source, or Origin of Common Phrases,

Allusions, and Words that have a Tale to Tell."

Brewster, Sir David, IiIi.D., philo-

sophical writer (1781— 1868), published A
Treatise on the Kaleidoscope (1829); Notes to Sobi-

son's System of Mechanical Philosophy (1822);
A Life of Euler (1823) ; Notes and Introductory

Chapter to Legendre's Elements of Geofnetry (1824)

;

A Treatise on Optics (1831) ; Letters on Natwal
Magic (1831) ; A Life of Sir Isaac Newton (1831);
The Martyrs of Science: or, the Lives of Galileo,

Tyclio Brahe, and Kepler (1841) ; A Treatise on the

Microscope ; More Worlds thorn One : the Creed of
the Philosoplier and the Sope of the Christian (1854)

;

Memoirs of the Life, Writings, and Discoveries of
Sir Isaac Newton (1855) ; and other works of a
scientific character. For Biography, see The Borne
Life of Sir David Brewster, by his daughter
(1869).

"Briars is this working-day world,
0, how full of."

—

As You Like It, act i., scene 3.

Brick, Mr. Jefferson. An American poli-

tician, in Dickens's novel of Martin Chuzzlewit
(q.v.).

Bride of Abydos, The. A Turkish tale,

told in octo-syUabio verse by Lord Byron (1788

—

1824), and published in 1813. It is in two cantos,
and opens with the well-known song imitated
from G-oethe, beginning :

—

" Know ye the land where the cypress and myrtle."

The name of the "bride" is Zuleika, and that of
her lover, Selim.

Bride of Lammermoor, The. A romance
by Sir Walter Scott (1771—1832), published in
1819, and characterised by Senior as " a tragedy of
the highest order, uniting excellence of plot with
Scott's usual merits of character and description."
See AsHTON, Lucy; Balderstone, Caleb; and
Kavbnswood.
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Bride's Burial, The. The title of a ballad
published by Pekcy in his Beliques.

Bride's Tragedy, The. A play by Thomas
LoTELL Beddoes (1803—1849), published in 1822,

and evidently intended more for the library than
for the stage. " It possesses many passages of

pure and sparkling verso." The bride is called

Floribel, and is murdered by her husband, Hes-
perus.

Bridge, The. A poem by Henry Wads-
WORTH LONGPELLOW (b. 1807) ;—

•

" Whenever I cross the river
t)n Its bridge with wooden piers,

Like the odor of hrine from the ocean
Comes tl^e thought of other years."

" Bridge of Sighs, I stood in Venice
on the."

—

Byron's Childe Harold's Filgrimage,

canto iv., stanza 1.

Bridge of Sighs, The. A lyric by Thomas
Hood (1798—1845), originally pubUshed in Funch,
and beginning

—

" One more unfortunate.
Weary of breath.

Rashly Importunate,
Gone to her death !

"

Bridgenorth, Major Balph. A Eound-
head, in Sir Walter Scott's novel of Peveril of the

Feak (q.v.).

Bridget, Mrs. A character in Sterne's Life
cmd Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman (q.v.).

Bridgewater, Benjamin. See Biblio-
POL.*, Eeligio.

Bridgewater, Earl of, Francis Henry
Egerton (1736—1829), is notable as founder of the
Bridgewater Treatises (see next paragraph). He
published editions of the Hippolytus of Euripides,
a fragment of an Ode by Sappho from Longinus,
and another Ode by Sappho from Dionysius of
Halicamassus ; and prepared for the Biographia
Britamniea, a Life of Lord Chancellor Egerton.

Bridgewater Treatises, The, originated
in the will of the Eight Hon. and Eev. Francis
Henry Egerton, eighth Earl of Bridgewater, by
which he bequeathed eight thousand pounds to
be paid to the person or persons who should be
appointed by the President of the Eoyal Society
to prepare a work " on the Power, Wisdom, and
Goodness of God, as manifested in the Creation,
illuatrating such work by all reasonable arguments

;

as, for instance, the variety and formation of God's
creatures in the animal, vegetable, and mineral
kingdoms ; the effect of digestion, and thereby of

conversion ; the construction of the hand of man,
and an infinite variety of other arguments ; as also
by discoveries, ancient and modem, in arts, sciences,

and in the whole extent of literature." The treatises

are eight in number : On the Adaptation of External
Natiire to the Moral and Intellecttial Constitution of
Man, by the Eev. Thomas Chalmers, D.D. ; On the

Adaptation of External Nature to the Fhysical Con-
dition ofMan, by John Kidd, M.D. ; Astronomy and

General Fhysios considered with reference to Natural
Theology, by the Eev. William Whewell; The
Hand: its Mechanism and Vital Endowments, as
evincing Design, by Sir Charles BeU ; On Animal
and Vegetable Physiology, considered with reference
to Natural Theology, by Peter Mark Eoget, M.D.

;

On Geology and Mineralogy, by the Eev. William
Buckland, D.D. ; Animals : their History, Habits,
and Instincts, by the Eev. WiUiam Kirby; and
Chemistry, Meteorology, and the Function of Diges-
tion, considered with reference to Natural Theology,
by William Prout, M.D. They were all published
between 1833 and 1836, and have frequently been
reprinted. A soi-disant ninth Bridgewater Treatise
by Charles Babbage (q.v.), appeared in 1837.

Bridlington, John of. The name of the
reputed author of a satire on the court of
Edward III., which took the form of a prophecy
in Latin verse, and was divided into three parts,
containing revelations during three accesses of
fever.

Briefe View of the State of the Church
of England, A, " as it stood in Queen Eliza-
beth's and King James's reigne to the yeere 1608,"
by Sir John Haryngton (d. 1612), pubUshed in
1653. In this treatise the author speaks strongly
against the marriage of bishops.

BriggS, Charles P. See Franco, Harry.

BriggS, Matilda. The companion of Miss
Crawley, and afterwards of Mrs. Eawdon Crawley
(««'« Becky Sharp). See Thackeray's Vanity Fair.

"Bright-eyed Fancy." An expression
used in Gray's Progress of Poesy, part ii., stanza 3.

Bright, Timothy, physician and divine
(d. 1615), wrote, among other works, a, treatise

On Melancholy (q.v.).

" Bright particular star. That I should
love a."

—

AtVs Well that Ends Well, act i., scene 1.

" Bright star ! would I were steadfast
as thou art." First line of a sonnet by John-
Keats.

" Brightest and best of the sons of the
morning. First line of Heber's hymn on the
Epiphany

—

" Dawn on our darkness, and lend us thine aid."

Brigida, Monna. A character in George
Eliot's novel of Fomola (q.v.), a kinswoman of the

heroine.

Brigs of Ayr, The. A poem by Egbert
Burns (1759—1796), occasioned by the erection of

a new bridge across the river Doon at Ayr, in place

of the dilapidated structure built in the reign of

Alexander III. It is in the form of a conversation

between the two bridges.

Brimley, George, essayist and critic (1819
—1867), contributed numerous papers to The
Spectator and Eraser's Magazine, selections from
which appeared in 1860 under the editorship of
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W. Gr. Clark, who prefixed a short Memoir. Among
the Essays are two very aLlo criticisms of Tenny-
son and Wordsworth.'

Brisk, Fastidious, in Ben Jonson's comedy
of Every Man out of his Humour (q.v.), is " a neat,

spruce, affecting courtier, one that wears clothes

well and in fashion ; swears tersely, and with
variety ; cares not what lady's favour he helies, or

great man's familiarity ; a good property to per-

fume the heel of a coach."

Bristol, Earl of. See Elvira.

Bristow Tragedy, The :
" or, the Death of

Sir Charles Bawdin." A ballad hy Thomas Chat-
TERTON (1752—1770).

Britain, Benjamin, in Dickens's Tlie Battle

of Life (q.v.), is sometimes called Little Britain, to

distinguish him from the Greater Britain.

Britain, History of. A fragment, in six

books, hy John Milton (1608—1674), extending
from fabulous times to the Norman Conquest, and
published in 1670.

Britain's Ida. A poem, in six cantos, by
Edmund Spenser (1552—1599).

Britannia: " sive Florentisaimorum Eegnorum
Anglise, Scotise, Hibemise, et Insularum adjacen-

tiimi ex intima Antiquitate Ghorographica De-
soriptio." The famous " chorographical descrip-

tion of Great Britain and Ireland, together with
adjacent islands," written in Latin by William
Camden (q.v.), and published in 1586—1607. It

was translated into EngKsh"by Professor Holland
in 1610, by Bishop Gibson in 1772, and by Eichard
Gough in 1789, the latter edition being reprinted
in 1806—the first volume under the editorship of
Gough, the other two under the supervision of
John Nichols.

Britannia. A poem by James Thomson (1700—1748), published in 1727, and written to express
the poet's indignation at the interruption of British

trade by the Spaniards in America. " By this

piece he declared himself an adherent of the Oppo-
sition, and had therefore no favour to expect from
the court."

"Britannia needs no bulwarks." A
line in Campbell's song of Te Mariners of England
(q.v.) :—

" Her marcli Is o'er the moimtaln-waTeB

;

Her home Is on the deep."

Britannia Rediviva. A poem by John
Dryden (1631—1701), celebrating the birth of the
son of James II. and Mary of Modena.

"Britannia rules the waves." See Thom-
son's famous lyric. Mule Britamnia, in Alfred (q.v.).

Britannia's Pastorals. A poem by William
Browne (1590—1645), published (book i.) in 1613
and (book ii.) in 1616, with commendatory verses

by Drayton, Selden, jonson, Wither, and others.

In 1862 a third book was printed, from the original

manuscripts in the library of Salisbury Cathedral.

The poem is written in the ten-syllabled couplet,

interspersed with various lyrics, of which those

beginning

—

" VenuB, by Adonis' aide,"

and

—

" Shalll tell yon whom I love ?
"

are the best known.

British Apollo, The, "containing two
thousand answers to curious questions in most

arts and sciences, serious, comical, and humorous,"
" performed by a Society of Gentlemen," and pub-

lished in 1740.

British Birds, The. A metrical satire by
Mortimer Collins, suggested by The Birds of Aris-

tophanes, and published in 1872. It professes to

be a communication from the ghost of the famous
comic writer.

British Critic, The. A periodical which
commenced in May, 1783, and terminated in 1843.

The first series, from 1783 to 1813, extended to

42 vols. ; the second series, from 1814 to 1825, to

23 vols. ; the third series, from 1825 to 1826, to S
vols. ; and the fourth series, from 1827 to 1843, to

34 vols. Keble, the author of The Christian Tear,

contributed some valuable papers to this magazine.

British Jeremiah, The. A title bestowed
by Gibbon, the historian, upon the old English
writer, Gildas (q.v.).

British Librarian, The, "exhibiting a

compendious view of aU iinpublished and valuable

books," was compiled by William Oldys (1689—
1761), and printed in 1737.

British Magazine, The. A periodical,

published monthly, price sixpence, started on

January 1, 1760, " with a fervid dedication to Pitt,

and the unusual distinction of a royal licence to

Dr. Smollett as its editor." To this journal Oliver

Goldsmith was a regular contributor, his essays

and criticisms forming not the least attractive

of its pages, in which Smollett's novel of Sir

Zauncelot Greaves appeared in successive instal-

ments till its conclusion in December, 1761. Thrce
other periodicals of the same name have since been
started; the first existed from July, 1782, to

December, 1783 ; the second was issued in 1800,

and the third lasted from 1832 to 1849.

British Museum Library, The, origi-

nated with the grant by Parliament (April 5,

1753), of ^820,000 to the daughters of Sir Hans
Sloane, in payment for his fine Kbrary and vast

collections of the productions of nature and art,

which had cost him £50,000. In 1757, George H.
presented the Old Eoyal Library; and many im-
portant additions have been given and bequeathed
to it since. It was first placed in Montagu House,
and afterwards removed to the present building.
The great reading-room, erected by Sydney Smirke,
was opened May 18, 1857. It afibrds accommoda-
tion for 300 readers, who have free access, under
certain slight restrictions, and contains upwards of
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80,000 volumes. In 1870 it was estimated that

the library of the British Museiun contained

1,600,000 volumes and MSS. It is constantly

receiving additions,' being one of the five Public

Libraries, which, under the Copyright Act, are en-

titled to a copy of every book published in Great

Britain and Ireland.

British Pausanias, The. A name con-

ferred upon the scholar and antiquary, William
Camden (q..v.).

British Review, The, was first published

in 1811, and continued tiU 1825. Byron has an
amusing passage in his Bon Juan about "My
grandmother's review [q-v.]. The British," which
was seriously resented by the then editor of the

periodical. See Moore's Life of Byron.

Britomart, or Britomartis— from the

Greek, BpiTiifiopTis, sweet maiden—was a Cretan

epithet of Diana ; whence, in Spenser's poem of

the Faerie Queene (book iii.), she personifies Chas-

tity, and is armed with a magic spear which nothing
can resist,

—

" A mighty Bpear,
Which BlJidud made by maglck art of yore,
And uBed the samein batteiU aye to heare."

Sir Walter Scott says :

—

*' She charmed at once, and tamed the heart,
Incomparable Britomart."

Briton, The. A tragedy by Ambrose Philips

(1671—1749), produced in 1722. The two prin-

cipal characters are Vanor, the British prince, and
Valens, the Roman general.

"Britons never shall be slaves." A
line in £ule Britannia, in Thomson's Alfred (q.v.).

Britton, John, antiquarian (1771—1857),
published, among other works. The Beauties of
Wiltshire (1801); The Architectural Antiquities of
Great Britain (1805) ; The Cathedral Antiquities

of Great Britain (1814) ; Picturesque Antiquities of
English Cities (1830) ; The Union of Architeetwe,

Sculpture, and Fainting (1827); Fine Arts of the

English School (1812) ; A Dictionary of the Archi-
tecture and Archaology of the Middle Ages (1830)

;

Fonthill Abbey (1823) ; Public Buildings of London
(1828) ; Bistorical Notices of Windsor Castle (1842)

;

A Memoir of John Aubrey (1845) ; and The Author-
ship of the Letters of JmAus Elucidated (1848). See
Knight's English Cyeloptedia and The Gentlemam's

Magazine for 1857.

Broad G-rins. A series of humorous tales in

verse, by George Colman the younger (1762

—

1836), originally published in 1797 under the title

of My Nightgown and Slippers.

"Broadcloth without and a warm
heart within." A line in Cowper's Epistle to

Joseph Mill.

Brobdingnag. The country to which Gul-
liver made his sedond voyage. As compared with
the natives of Lilliput, the inhabitants are giants

of the greatest size, and everything else is in

7

enormous proportion. Gulliver finds himself a
Lilliputian among them, and is treated accord-
ingly.

Brock, Mrs. Carey, novelist, is the author,

among other works, of Charity Selstone, Sunday
Echoes, Penny Wise and Pound Foolish, Some
Memories, and Margarets Secret.

Broken Heart, The. A tragedy by John
Ford (1586—1639), printed in 1633, and " generally

reckoned his finest." See Love's Sacrifice.

Brome, Alexander, poet and dramatist

(1620—1666), wrote The Cunning Lovers (1654);

Fancy's Festivals (1657) ; Songs, and other Poems

(1660), (q.v.) ; and A Translation of Sorace (1666).

In 1672 appeared Covent Garden Drollery, or a Col-

lection of all the choice Songs, Poems, Prologues, and
Epilogues of Brome. See Walton's Limes, where
Brome's lyric poems are referred to as

—

" Those cheerful songs which we
Have often sung with mirth and merry glee
As we have marched to fight the cause
Of God's anointed and His laws."

It is said that Brome's love of wine and song gave
him among the Cavaliers the title of " the English

Anacreou." Cotton, in a poem addressed to him,

says :

—

" Anacreon, come, and touch thy jolly lyre.

And hrlng in Horace to the choir."

Brome, Bichard, poet and dramatist, temp.

Elizabeth (d. 1662), wrote Lachrymce Musarum ; a

series of Elegies (1650) ; The Jovial Crew (1652),

(q.v.); The Northern Lass {16S2) ; The Madd Couple

well Matcht; Novella; The Court Beggar; Tht

City Witt; The Damoiselle ; The English Moor;
The Lovesick Court; Covent Garden Weeded; The

New Academy ; The Queen and the Concubine ; The

Sparagus ; The Antipodes (q.v.) ; The Queene' s Ex-
change ; The Boyall Exchange ; ten of which were
edited and published by Alexander Brome in 1653.

Brome also assisted Heywood in The Lancashire

Witches, The Life and Death of Martyn Skink, and
The Apprentice's Prize. He was originally a servant

of Ben Jonson's, on whose style he endeavoured,

not altogether unsuccessfully, to mould his own.
Jonson himself speaks of Brome's

" Observation of those comic laws
Which I, thy master, first did teach the stage."

See the Biographia Dramatiea.

Bromyard, John of (d. 1419). See Summa
Predioantium.

Brontes, The, novelists and poets: Anne
(b. 1820, d. 1849), author of The Tenant of Wild-

fell Kail, Agnes Grey (1847), and Poems (1846);

Charlotte (b. 1816, d. 1856), author of Jam
Eyre (q.v.), (1849), Shirley (1849), VilUte (1850),

The Professor (q.v.), (1856), and Poems (1846); and

Emily (b. 1818, d. 1848), author of Wuthering

Heights (1847), and Poems (1846). See Charlotte

Bronte, by T. W. Eeid (1877) ; Life of Charlotte

Bronte by Mrs. GaskeU; Miss Martineau's Bio-

graphical Sketches ; The Edinburgh Review C1850)

;
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Bayne's .Bssays, and Eoscoe's Essays; also, tlie

Last Sketch, in Thackeray's Soimdabout papers.

Miss Martineau thus writes of Charlotte Bronte :

—

" Though passion occupies too prominent a place

in her pictures of life, though women have to com-
plain that she represents love as the whole and
sole concern of their lives, and though governesses
especially have reason to remonstrate, and do re-

monstrate, that their share of human conflicts is

laid open somewhat rudely and inconsiderately,

and with enormous exaggeration, to social observa-
tion, it is a true social blessing that we have had
a female writer who has discountenanced sensa-

tionalism and feeble egotism with such practical

force as appears in the works of Ourrer BeU."
See Bell, Currer.

Bronze, The Age of. See Age of Bronze,
The.

Bronzomarte. The steed of the hero in

Smollett's Adventures of Sir Zauncelot Greaves,

described as " a fine, mettlesome sorrel, who had
got blood in him."

Brook, Master. A name assumed by Ford
(q.v.), in The Merry Wives of Windsor (q.v.).

Brook, Tlie. " An idyll," by Alfred Tekny-
soK (b. 1809), published in 1855, and including the

famous lyric, which begins

—

*' I chatter, chatter, as I flow."

It has been observed how strikingly in this song
the sound is made to illustrate the sense.

Brooke, Arthlir (d. about 1563), wrote The
Tragical Sistory of Someiis and Juliet (q.v.) ; and
Agreemente of Stmdrie Places of Scripture, seeming in

shewe to jarre, a translation from the French
(1563). TurbervUle, in his JPoema (1667), writes of

Brooke :

—

" In proofe that he for Myter did excell.
As may be judge for JuUet and her Mate

;

For there he Bhewde hlB cunning passing well,
When he the Tale to Bnglishe did translate.''

See Carew Hazlitt's Shakespeare Library.

Brooke, Charlotte, daughter of Henry
Brooke (q.v.), (d. 1793), published, in 1789, Eeliques

of ,Irish Foetry, Translated into English Verse, with
Notes, and an Irish Tale ; in 1796, A Dialogue be-

tween a Lady and her FupiXs, disclosing a, Journey
through England and Wales ; a novel entitled Emma :

or, the Foundling of the Wood (1803) ; and a tragedy
called Belisarius. See the Life by Seymour (1816).

Brooke, IFrances, poetess, novelist, and
dramatist (b. 1745, d. 1789), wrote The Old Maid
(1756) ; Virginia, a Tragedy, with Odes, Pastorals,
and Translations (1756) ; The History of Lady Julia
Mandemlle (1763) ; The Sistory of Emily Montague
(1769) ; Memoirs of the Marquis of St. Forlaix

(1770) ; The Excursion (1777) ; The Siege of Sinope,
a Tragedy (1781) ; Sosina, a Play (1782) ; Marian,
a Play (1788); The Sistory of Charles Mandeville

(1790).

Brooke, Henry, poet, dramatist, novelist,

politician, and divine (b. 1706, d. 1783), wrote

Universal Beauty (q.v.), (1735) ; a translation of the

first three books of Gierusalemme Liberata (1737)

;

Gustavus Vasa (q.v.), (1739); Constantia : or, the

Man. of Law's Tale (1741) ; Farmer s Letters (1745);

The Earl of Westmoreland, a Tragedy (1748) ; Fairy

Tales (1760) ; The Earl of Essex, a Tragedy (1760)

;

The Trial of the Soman Catholicks (1762) ; The Fool

of Quality (1766), (q.v.) ; Redemption, a Poem (1772)

;

and Juliet Grenville : or, the Sistory of the Suman
Heart (1774). His Works were pubhshed by his

daughter in 1792, in four volumes octavo. See the

biogfraphical introduction to Canon Kingsley's
edition of The Fool of Quality, a volume called

Srookiana (1804), and Chalmers's Biographical

Brooke, IiOrd. See Geeville, Fulke.

Brooke, Stopford Augustus, clergyman
and miscellaneous writer, is the author of The

Life of Frederick William Robertson, Freedom in the

Church of England, Sermons, Christ in Modern Life,

Theology in the English Poets, and other works.

Brooks, Charles Shirley, novelist, drama-
tist, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1815, d. 1874),

wrote Owr New Governess, Sonoiirs and -Tricks, The
Creole, and some other plays; Aspen Court, The
Silver Cord, The Gordian Knot, Sooner or Later, and
various other works. He succeeded Mark Lemon
as editor of Punch, and retained the position until

his death. His Poems of Wit and Hmnour, con-

tributed to Punch between 1852 and 1874, were
edited by his son, and published in 1875.

Brooks, James Gordon, American poet

(b. 1801, d. 1841), wrote Genius (1827), and, in

conjunction with his wife. The Rivals of Este, and

other Poems (1829). His poetry is described by

Griswold as " spirited and smoothly versified, but

diffuse and carelessly written."

Brooks, Maria, an American poetess (b. about

1795, d. 1846), wrote Judith, Esther, and other

Poems (1820) ; Zophiel : or, tlie Bride of Seven (q.v.),

(1825) ; and Idomen : or, the Vale of Ymnuri (1843).

See Southey's Life and Correspondence, and Gris-

wold's Female Poets of America. .

Broome, William (1689—1745), translated

some books of the Iliad into prose, which were
afterwards printed in the book called OzeUs Homer.
He was afterwards employed by Pope in making
extracts from Eustathius for the notes to his trans-

lation of the Iliad, and, at a later period, he assisted

the poet by translating a considerable part of the

Odyssey, including books two, six, eight, eleven,

twelve, sixteen, eighteen, and twenty-three. Hence
the well-known epigram by Henley

—

" Pope came off clean with Homer ; but they say
BroffmA went before and kindly swept the way."

Yet Pope does not seem to have been grateful. In

his Art of Sinking in Poetry he describes Broome
as one of those " parrots who repeat another's words
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in such a hoarse odd tone as makes them seem their

own ; " and in The Dwieiad he has the following

reference to him

—

" Hltemlan polltioB, Swlfl, tliy doom,
And mine, translating ten whole years with Broome."

Broome's Foems on Several Occasions were printed

in 1727 ; his Sermons in 1737. He wrote some trans-

lations of Anacreon for The Gentlemads Magazine,

under the signature of " Chester." See Belinda.

Broomstick, A Meditation upon a, hy
Jonathan Swipt (1667—1745), written " according

to the style and manner of the Honourahle Kohert

Boyle's Meditations," which Lady Berkeley was
wont to require Swift to read to her more often than

he cared to do. The story of how he ingeniously

palmed off this amusing parody upon her ladyship

as really one of Boyle's own compositions, is told

in some detail by Dr. Sheridan in his Life of Swift.

It was on heing told that the dean had written a
charming poem on himself and Vanessa (q.v.), that

Stella (q.v.) said, " Oh, we all know that the dean
could write beautifully about a broomstick."

Brother, The Bloody. A tragedy by
FiiANCis Beaumont (1586—1616), pubUshed in

1639. It is also called Eolle.

Brothers, The. A play by James Shibley
(1594—1666), pubUshed in 1652. A companion
play, entitled The Sisters, appeared in the same
year.

Brothers, The. A tragedy by Edward
Young (1684—1766), produced in 1728, but with-
drawn almost immediately on the author's appoint-
ment to a royal chaplaincy. " The epilogue to the
play was," Dr. Johnson thought, " the only one of

the kind. He calls it an historical epilogue. Find-
ing that ' guilt's dreadful close his narrow scene
denied,' he, in a manner, continues the tragedy in

the epilogue, and relates how Bome revenged the
shade of Demetrius, and punished Perseus 'for this

night's deed.'
"

Brothers, The. A comedy by Richard
CuMBEBiAND (1732—1811), produced in 1769. It

was received with applause, and is still, says Sir

"Walter Scott, " on the stock-list of acting plays.

The sudden assumption of spirit by Sir Benjamin
Dove, like Luke's change from servility to inso-

lence, is one of those incidents which always tell

weU upon the spectator. The author acknowledges
his obligations to Fletcher's IMtk French Lawyer."

Brothers, The. A poem by "William
"Wordsworth (1770—1850), written in 1800.

Brougham and Vaux, Lord, Henry
Brougham, politician and miscellaneous writer
(b. 1779, d. 1868), wrote The Colonial Foliey of the
Europecm Fowers ; Discourses of Natural Theology
(1835) ; Collected Speeches (1838) ; Dissertations
on Subjects of Science (1839) ; Historic Sketches

of Statesmen who Flourished in the Time of
George III. (1839—1843) ; Folitical Fhilosophy
(1840) ; Albert Lunel, anonymously, and after-

wards suppressed (1844), (q.v.) ; Lives of Men
of Letters and Science (1845) ; The Late Revolution
in France (1849) ; Dialogue on Instinct (1849); An
Analytical View of Sir Isaac Newton's Frinoipia,
published jointly with E. J. Eouth (1855) ; Contri-

butions to the Edinburgh Review (1857) ; and Be-
cherehesAnalytiqztes et Fxperitnentales sur les Alveoles
des Abeilles (1858). His Works have been pub-
lished in a complete form. See the Bibliographical
List of them issued in 1873. His Autobiography,
edited by his broth|er, was published in 1871.

See HazUtt's Spirit of the Age, Roebuck's Whig
Ministry of 1830, Blackwood for 1834, and Edin-
burgh Review for 1858.

Brougham Castle, Bong of the Feast
of, " upon the restoration of Lord Clifford, the
shepherd, to the estates and honours of his an-
cestors." A poem by "William Wordsworth
(1770—1850), written in 1807. The Lord ClifEord

referred to was a scion of the House of Lancaster

;

and, to save him from the vengeance of the House
of "Tork, his mother put him in the charge of a
shepherd, to be brought up as one of his own
children. On the accession of Henry "VII., being
then thirty-one years of age, he was restored to his

possessions. He died in 1643,

—

•' And, ages after he was laid In earth,
* The Good Lord Clifford 'was the name he bore."

Brougham, John (b. 1814), is the author of

upwards of a hundred dramatic pieces, including

The Game of Life, The Game of Love, Romance and
Reality, and AlVs Fair in Love. He has also con-

tributed extensively to American magazines.

Broughton, IiOrd, John Cam Hobhouse,
miscellaneous writer (b. 1786, d. 1869), wrote
Travels in Greece; Imitations and Translationsfrom
the Classics, with original Foems (1809) ; Journey
through Albania and other Frovinces of Turkey
with Lord Byron (1812) ; The Last Reign if
Napoleon (1816); Letters to an Englishman (1820);
Historical Illustrations of the Fourth Canto of Childe

Harold ; and various contributions to Blackwood's

and Eraser's Magazines, and to the Westminster

and other Reviews. Shelley had "a very slight

opinion" of Hobhouse; but Byron, on the con-

trary, called him his " best friend, the most lively

and entertaining of companions, and a fine fellow

to boot."

Broughton, Bhoda, novelist, has written

Cometh up as a Flower; Not Wisely, but too WeU

;

Red as a Rose is She ; Good-bye, Sweetheart

;

Nancy ; Joan ; and a volume of short stories.

Browdie, John. A jovial Yorkshireman,

in Dickens's novel of Nicholas Nickleby (q.v.),

"who, with his hearty laugh and thoroughly

English heart, will ever be an immense favourite,"

Brown Adam. A ballad, printed by Sir

Walter Scott in his Border Minstrelsy, which tells

how "a fu' fause knight" came tempting the
" gay ladye " of Brown Adam, and how he fared

when his treachery was discovered.
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Brown, Anthony. See Countkt G-irl, The.

Brown, Charles Broekden, American
novelist and journalist (b. 1771, d. 1810), wrote
AUuin : a Dialogue on the Mights of Women (1797);
Wieland: or, the Transformation {1798) ; Ormond:
or, the Seeret Witness (1799); Arthur Mervyn : or,

Memoirs of the Tear 1793 (second part in 1800)

;

JSdgar Suntly : or, the Adventures of a Sleep
Walker; Clara Sotvard (1801) ; Jane Talbot (1804)

;

and various miscellaneous works, besides editing
several periodicals. For Biography, see the Life
by Dunlop, prefixed to the 1827 edition of the
novels, and the Life by Prescott, in his Miscellanies

(1855). For Criticism, see Griswold's Prose Writers

of America.

Brown, James Baldwin, Independent
minister (b. 1820), has pubhahed The Divine Life
in, Man, The Divine Treatment of Sin, The Divine
Mystery ef Feaee, The Christian JPoliey of Life, The
Some Life in the Light of its Divine Idea, First
Principles of Ecclesiastical Truth, Misread Passages
of Scripture, The Sigher Life, The Doctrine of
Annihilation, and other works.

Brown, John, M.D. (b. 1810), is the author
of Sora Subsecivee (q.v.), and various contributions
to the periodicals of the day.

Brown, John, Scottish divine (1722—1787),
was the author of the Self-Interpreting Bible (1791),
a Dictionary of the Holy Bible, on the Plan of Calmet
(1769)—two works which have been frequently
reprinted—and a General History of the Christian
Church to the Present Times (1771). See the Life
by his son (1857).

Brown Jug, The. A once popular song by
Fkancis Fawkes (1721—1777), which relates how
the body of Toby Fillpot, having in time turned to
clay, was fashioned into the form of a brown jug,

—

" Now sacred to friendship, and mlrtli, and mild ale."

Brown Bobyn's Confession. A ballad,
founded on the story of a Eoman Catholic miracle,
and printed'by Buchan in his Collection.

Brown, Thomas, metaphysical writer and
poet (b. 1778, d. 1820), wrote Observations on
Darwin's Zoonomia (1798); Poems (180i); The Re-
lation of Cause and Effect (1804) ; The Paradise of
Coquettes (1814); The Wanderer in Norway {1815)

;

The War Fiend (1816) ; The Bower of Spring (1817)

;

Agnes (1818); Fmily (1819); and Lectures on the
Philosophy of the Mind (1820). His Life has been
written by Dr. Welsh (1825). See Morell's Sistory
of Modern Philosophy and MacHnto'sh's Second
Preliminary Dissertation in The Fncyelopcedia Bri-
tannica. "As a philosopher," says Dr. McCosh,
" he may be regarded as a sort of combination of
the Scottish school of Eeid and Stewart, and of the
French sensational school."

Brown, Thomas, poet (d. 1704), and de-
scribed by Addison as " of facetious memory," was
the author of numerous dialogues, letters, poems,
and other misoeUames, first collected in 1707. He

was not, says Dr. Johnson, in his Life of Dryden,
" a man deficient in literature, nor destitute of

fancy; but he seems to have thought it the pinnacle
of excellence to be ' a merry feUow,' and therefore

laid out his powers upon small jests and gross

buffoonery, so that his performances have little

intrinsic value, and were read only while they were
recommended by the novelty of the event that
occasioned them. What sense or knowledge hig

works contain is disgraced by the garb in which it

is exhibited." The Beauties of Tom Brown were
published in 1808 by C. H. Wilson.

Brown, Thomas, the Younger. The
nom de plume under which Thomas Moore, the

poet (1779—1852), issued several of his earlier

publications.

Brown's, Tom, School Days. A stoiy

by Thomas Hdghes (q.v.), published in 1856.

Browne, Charles Parrer. An American
humorist (b. 1832, d. 1867), best known under his

nom deplmne of " Artemus Ward " (q.v.).

Browne, Edward Harold, D.D., succes-

sively Bishop of Ely and Winchester (b. 1811),

has published (1850—1853) an Exposition of the

Thirty-nine Articles; Sermons On the Atonement

(1859), and On the Messiah as Foretold and Ex-
pected (1862) ; and a work, in reply to Bishop
Coleuso (q.v.), on The Pentateuch and Elohistic

Psalms (1863). Bishop Browne has also contri-

buted to Aids to Faith, and other religious works,
besides publishing various charges, sermons, and
pamphlets.

Browne, Prances, poet and novelist (b. 1816),
has written Songs of Our Land (1840) ; Legends

of XTlster ; The Erichsons ; My Share of the World
(1861); The Hidden Sin (1865); and The Exile's

Trust.

Browne, Isaac Hawkins, poet (b. 1706,

d. 1760), was the author of Design and Beauty, The
Immortality of the Soul, and other works.

Browne, John Boss, American traveller,

&c., has written Etchings of a Whaling Cruise, and
Notes of a Sojourn on the Island of Zanzibar ; Tusef:
or, the Journey of the Frangi, a Crusade in the East;

Washoe ; An American Family in Germany ; Tim

LandofThor; Crusoe' s Island; The Apache Country;
and other works.

Browne, Mary Anne, American poetess

(b. 1812, d. 1844), wrote poetry at the early age of

fifteen, and published, among other works, Mont
Blanc, The Coronal, The Birthday Gift, and Ignatia.
" Though her poetry never reaches the height she

evidently sought to attain, it is excellent for it»

pure taste and just sentiment, while a few instances
of bold imagination show vividly," says Mrs. Hale,

in her Records of Women, " the ardour of a fancy

which prudence and deUcacy always controlled."

Browne, Matthew. The nom deplume under
which W. B. Rands has contributed largely to the
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periodical literature of the day. He is also the

author of Chaucer's England, Views and Opinions,

aud ZiUiput Levee. /8e« Holbeaoh, Henry, and
PlELDMOTISB, TiMON.

Browne, Moses, clergyman and poet (h. 1703,

d. 1787), wrote Poems on Various Subjects (1739)

;

and Angling Sports, in Nine Piscatorial Eclogues

(1773).

Browne, Robert, founder of the sect of

Brownists (b. 1549, d. 1630), was the author of a
work on The Life and Manners of True Christians.

Browne, Sir Thomas, physician, and
miscellaneous writer (h. 1605, d. 1682), wrote
Religio Medici (1643) ; Pseudoxia Epidemica (1646)

;

Sydrotaphia (1658) ; The Garden of Gyrus (1658)

;

and A Treatise on Christian Morals (1756), (aU of

which see). A collection of his Miscellanies was
published by Dr. Tenison in 1684. His Life has
been written by Dr. Johnson (1756). Complete
editions of the Worlcs were pubhshed in 1686, and
by Simon Wilkin, in 1836. The latter edition has
since been republished in Bohn's Antiquarian
Library. " The mind of Browne," says HaUam,
" was fertile, and, according to the correct use of

the word, ingenious; his analogies are original,

and sometimes brilliant; and, as his learning is

also in some things out of the beaten path, this

gives a peculiar and uncommon air to his writings,

and especially to the Seligio Medici. He was,

however, far removed from philosophy, both by
his turn of mind, and by the nature of hia

erudition; he seldom reasons, his thoughts are

desultory, sometimes he appears sceptical or para-
doxical, but credulity and deference to authority
prevail. He belonged to the class,, numerous at
that time in our Church, who halted between
Popery and Protestantism, and this gives him, on
all such topics, an appearance of vacOlation and
irresoluteness which probably represents the real

state of his mind. His style is not flowing, but
vigorous ; his choice of words not elegant, and even
approaching to barbarism as EnghsK phrase

;
yet

there is an impressiveness, an air of reflection and
sincerity in Browne's writings, which redeem many
of their faults. His egotism is equal to that of
Montaigne, but with this difference, that it is the
egotism of a melancholy mind."

Browne, William, poet (b. 1590, d. 1645),.
wrote Britannia's Pastorals (1613 and 1616), (q.v.);

Shepherd's Pipe (1614) ; The Lnner Temple Masque
(1620) ; and miscellaneous poems. His Works were
collected and printed in 1772, and are to be found
in the fifth volume of Chalmers's edition of the
poets. See the edition by Carew Hazlitt ; also. The
Petrospective Review, vol. iii., and Wood's Athena
Oxonienses. See Eliza ; Poetical Miscellanies.

Brownie of Blednooli, The. A ballad by
William Nicholson (d. 1849), known as "the.
Galloway Poet."

Browning, Elizabeth Barrett, poetess
(b. 1809, d. 1861), wrote The Battle of Marathon ;

An Essay on Mind, and other Poems (1826) ; Pro-
metheus Bound (q.v.), translated from the Greek of
JEschylus, amd Miscellaneous Poems (1833) ; The
Seraphim (q.v.), and other Poems (1838) ; The
Bomaunt of the Page (1839); Poems (1844); Casa
Guidi Windows (1851), (q.v.) ; Aurora Leigh (.1856),

(q.v.) ; The Greek Christian Poets ; essays ; and
various contributions to the magazines. Her Works
have, been published in five volume.a. A book of
Selections from her works, has also been published.
For notices, biographical and critical, see her
Letters, edited by Richard Henry Home (1877),
Bayne's Essays, Roscoe's Essays, Poe's Critical

Sketches, and Contemporary Review, 1873. See
Bebtha in the Lane ; Cowper's Grave ; Cry
OF THE Children, The ; Dead Pan, The ; Dead
EosB, A; Drama op Exile, A; Duchess May;
Plush, my Dog, To; Geraldine's Courtship,
Lady ; Greek Christian Poets ; Poems before
Congress ; Rhapsody op Life's Progress ; Ro-
mance op the Swan's Nest ; Sonnets prom the
Portuguese ; Vision of Poets, A.

Browning, Robert, poet (b. 1812), pub-
lished in 1866 an edition of his Works, containing
the following'' poems:—vol. i.. Lyrics, Romances,
Men and Women; vol. ii., Pippa Passes, King
Victor and King Charles, The Return of the

Druses, A Blot on the 'Scutcheon, Colombe's Birthday,

Luria, A Soul's Tragedy, Ln a Balcony, Strafford;

and vol. iii., Paracelsus, Christmas Eve and Easter
Day, Sordello. Since lien he has produced The
Ring and the Book (1869) ; Balaustion's Adaenture

(1871) ; Prince Sohenstiel-Schwamgau, Saviour of
Society (1871) ; Fijlne at the Fair (1872) ; Red Cot-
ton Nightcap Cotmtrj/ (1873) ; Aristophanes' Apology
(1875) ; The Lnn Album (1876); Pacchiarotto (1876);
and a translation from .^sohylus (completed
in 1877). For Criticism see Buchanan's Master-
spirits ; The Quarterly Review (April, 1869, and
July and October, 1865) ; The Edinburgh Review
(Julyand October, 1864, and July, 1869); TheNorth
British Review (December, 1868) ; The British

Quarterly Review (April, 1869) ; The Contemporary
Review (1867) ; Eraser's Magazine (October, 1867)

;

and The Fortnightly Review (vol. v., new series).

See Bells and Pomegranates ; Evelyn Hope
;

Home Thoughts from Abroad; Light Woman,
A; Lost Leader,A ; Lost Mistress, The ; Para-
celsus ; Pied Piper of Hamelin ; Ring and the
Book, The ; Strappord ; Waring.

Brownson, Orestes Augustus, IiIi.D.,
an American writer (b. 1802), has published New
Views of Christianity, Society, and the Church

(1836); Charles Elwood. (lUd); The Spirit-Rapper

(1854) ; The Convert : or. Leaves from my Ex-
perience (1857); and The American Republic (1865) ;

besides editing The Boston Quarterly Review (1838
— 1842), afterwards merged into Brownson's

Quarterly (1844).

Brownswerd, John (d. 1589), published

Progymnasmata Aliquot Poemata (1590), and " was
deservedly," says Anthony a Wood, " numbered
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among the test Latin poets that lived in the reign
of QxL. Elizabeth."

Bruce, The. An historical poem by John
Barbour (1316—1396), whiohrelatesthe adventures
of King Eohert I. of Scotland. It is divided, by one
of its editors, into twenty books, consists of about
14,000 octo-syllabio lines in rhyming couplets, and
was apparently compiled in great measure from the

accounts of eye-witnesses of the scenes described.

It was written about 1376, and is described as "far
from being destitute of poetical spirit or rhythmical
sweetness and harmony." Some of the battle-pieces

are full of force and fire, and the descriptive pas-

sages are frequently clear and vivid. It has been
edited by Piukerton in 1790, and by Dr. Jamieson
in 1820 (reprinted in 1869).

Bruce, Michael, poet (b. 1746, d. 1767). His
Works were first published by John Logan in 1770,
were reprinted in 1784 and 1807, and in 1837 were
republished, with a life of the author, by the Eev.
William Mackelvie. His chief JPoems are included
in Anderson's edition of the British JPoets. An
edition of Bruce' s Works was edited, with a Zife,

by A. B. Grosart in 1865. See Principal Shairp
in Good Words for November, 1873; and Drake's
Literary Sours. See Cuckoo, Ode to the ; Elesy
WRITTEN IN Spring ; Loohleven ; Mousiad.

Bruised Beede and Smoaking Max,
"insome sermons" byRichard SiBBES (1577—1635).
a devotional work which, pablished in 1631, was so

much admired by Izaak Walton that he desired his
daughter might read it, " so as to be well acquainted
with it." It was to a perusal of these sermons that
Bichard Baxter (q.v.) professed to owe his " con-
version."

BruneUus. An ass, and the hero of Wire-
eer's Speculum Stultorum (q.v.).

Brunne, Robert de, orRobert Manning
(b. about 1270), wrote a Bundling of .Sins (q.v.),

and a Metrical Chronicle of England, the first part
of which, from the times of iEneas to the death
of Cadwallader, is translated from Waco's Brut
^Angleterre; and the second part, from Cadwallader
to the end of the reign of Edward I., from a French
chronicle written by Peter Langtoft (q.v.). See
Ellis's 5?)ei!»OT(!«s,Warton's English I'oetry,Wiight's
BiographiaBritannica, andMorley's-E«^fis/j Writers.
" The style of Robert de Brunne," says Campbell,
" is less marked by Saxonisms than that of Robert
of G-loucester ; and though he can scarcely be said
to come nearer the character of a true poet than
his predecessors, he is certainly a smoother versi-
fier, and evinces more facility in rhyming."
Brunne is now Baum, a, town in Lincolnshire.
See Chateau d'Amour, and Richard Cieub de
Lion.

Brunton, Mary, novelist (b. 1778, d. 1818),
wrote Self Control (1811), (q.v.); Discipline (1814)

;

and Emmeline, an unfinished tale.

Brut, The. See Layamon.

Brute, Sir John, in Vanbrugh's play of The

Provoked Wife (q.v.), " is an animal of the same
English growth [as Sir TunbeUy Clumsy (q.v.)],

but of a cross-grained breed. He has a spice of

the demon mixed up in the brute ; is mischievous

as well as stupid ; has improved his natural parts

by a town education and example ; opposes the

fine-lady airs and graces of his wife by brawling

oaths, impenetrable surliness, and pot-house valour;

and thinks to be master in his house by roaring in '

taverns, reeling home drunk every night, breaking

lamps, and beating the watch. This was Gcarrick's

favourite part."

Brute, The. The title of an historical work,

probably composed in rhyme, which has not come
down to us, but which is attributed by Andrew
Wyiitoun, in his Ghronykil of Scotland, to JoHif

Barbour (q.v.). It seems to have contained a com-
plete genealogy of the Kings of Scotland, whose
origin was derived by the author from the Trojan
Brutus :

—

** Fra qubam Barbere sutely
Eas made a propyr Genealogy.
Tyl Robert oure secownd Kynff.
That Scotland had In governyngf.

" Of Bruttua lyneage quba wyll her.
He Ink the tretia of Barbere.
Mad in-tyl a (4enealogy
Rycht wele, and mare perfytly
Than I can on ony wya
Wytht all my wyt to yowe dewya."

See Bruce, .The, and Warton's English Eoetry,

passim.

" Brutus is an honourable man, For."—Julius CiBsar, act iii., scene 2.

Brutus, Marcus and Deeixis. Characters
in Julius Ciesar.

Bryan and Pereene. A West Indian ballad,

founded on an actual occurrence, which happened
in the island of St. Christopher, about 1760.

Bryan, Sir Francis, poet, nephew of Lord
Bemers, is mentioned by Drayton, in one of his

poetical epistles, as a contributor to TotteVs Miscel-

lany (q.v.). "He hath written," says Anthony 4
Wood, " songs and soimets ; some of these are
printed with the Songs and Sonnets of Hen.,
Earl of Surrey, and Sir Tho. Wyatt the elder,

which Songs and Sonnets shew bim to have been
most passionate to bewail and bemoan the per-

plexities of love." Sir Francis, who died in 1620,
was also the translator, from the French of AUegre,
of Guevara, Bishop of Mondevent's Castilian poem,
A Dispraise of the Zife of a Courtier (1548).
" Bryan," says Warton, " was one of the briUiant
ornaments of the court of King Henry the
Eighth."

Bryan, Michael (b. 1767, d. 1821), was the
author of a Dictionary/ of Painters and Engravers,
published in 1812.

Bryant, WiUiEmi CuUen, American poet -

and journalist (b. 17il4), has written T/ie Embargo : J
or, Sketches of the Times, a satire (1808); The
Spanish Memlution, and other Poems (1808) ; Tluma-
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topsis (1817); TlieAges (1821) ; The Fountain, and

oMer Poems (1842); The White-footed Beer, and other

Foems (1844); letters from the Fast (1869) ; transla-

tions of the Iliad and the Odyssey (1870—71) ; Little

People of the Snow (1872) ; Orations, Addresses,

and Essays (1873) ; Among the Trees (1874); and
History of the United States (1877). An edition of

his Works was collected and publishedby "Washing-
ton Irving in 1832, and by Gilfillan in 1866. HIb
Foems, Collected and Arranged, were published in

1873. "The chief charm of Bryant's genius,"

wrote Professor Wilson, "consists in a tender

pensiveness, ii. moral melancholy, breathing over

all his contemplations, dreams, and reveries, even
such as in the main are glad, and giving assurance

of a pure spirit, benevolent to all human creatures,

and habitually pious in the felt omnipresence of

the Creator. His poetry overflows with natural

religion—^with what "Wordsworth calls ' the religion

of Gie woods.'

"

Brydges, Sir Samuel Egerton, lite-

rary critic, novelist, and poet (b. 1762, d. 1837),
' published, among other works. Sonnets and Foems

(1785—95) ; Mary de Clifford, a novel (1792) ; Arthur
Fitz-Albini, a novel (1798) ; Le Forester, a novel

(1802) ; Censura Literaria (1805) ; The British Biblio-

grapher (1810) ; Restituta (1814) ; Fes Literaria

(1820) ; Letters on Lord Byron (1824) ; and Beaul-

toria (1842) ; besides the numerous editions of old

and standard authors referred to throughout this

Dictionary. His Autobiography appeared in 1834.

For a list of his Works, see AlKbone's Fictionary

of Fnglish and American Authors. See, also,

vol. viii. of The Gentleman's Magazine.

"Bubble reputation, Seeking the."—
As You Like It, act ii., scene 7.

" Bubbling cry of some strong swim-
mer in his agony. The." See stanza 53, canto ii.,

of Bybon's Fon Juan.

Buccaneer, The. A poem by Eichaed
Henby Dana, sen. (b. 1787), pubhshed in 1827,

and reviewed by Professor Wilson in Blackwood's
Magazine. " We pronounce it by far the most
powerful and original of American compositions.

The power is Mr. Dana's own; but the style,

though he has made it his own, too, is coloured

by that of Crabbe, of Wordsworth, and of Cole-

ridge."

Buchan, Wmiam, M.D. (b. 1729, d. 1805),
was the author of a popular work on Fomestic
Medicine, which, published in 1769, was translated

into several European languages, and is said to
have brought in to its publisher the annual income
of £700 for forty years.

Buchanan, Claudius, D.D. (b. 1766,
d. 1815), was the author of Christian Sesearehes.
See the Life by Pearson (1819).

Buchanan, George, poet and scholar
(b. 1606, d. 1582), pubhshed Fudimenta Gramma-
tiea, Thoma Linacri (1550); Franciscamis, et alia

Foemata (1564) ; Ane Admonition direct to the true
Lordis Maintenaris of the King's Graces authoritis
(1671) ; Be Maria Scotormn Begina Curia (1572)

;

Faptistes, seu Tragedia de Calumnia (1679), (q.v.)

;

Tragedia Sacra Jepthes et Baptistes (1664) ; Bialogua
de Jure Fegni apud Scotos (1679) ; Meruin Scoti-
eorum Historia (1582), (q.v.); Faraphraais Fsalmo-
rum Bavidis Foetica (1669) ; Be Prosodia Libellus
(1600). Fora list of his other Works, see Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual. His Life was written by
Irving in 1807. His writings were published
by Buddiman in 1715, and by Burmann in
1726. For Criticism, see Crawford's History of
the House of Fste ; Theissier's Mloges des Hommes
Sgavans; Le Clerc's Bibliotheque Choisie ; Orme's
Bibliotheca Biblica; Burnet's History of the Re-
formation ; Laing's History of Scotland; Mac-
kenzie's Scotch Writers ; Hannay's Satire and
Satirists; and Hallam's Literature of Ewope.
See Chameleon ; Somnium.

Buchanan, Eobert, poet and esBayist

(b. 1841), has pubhshed Undertones (1860) ; Idyls
and Legends of Inverburn (1866) ; London Foems
(1866); Ballad Stories of the Affections (1866);
North Coast, amd other Foems (1867); Bavid Gray,
and other Essays (1868); Life of Audubon (1869);
Napoleon Fallen (1870) ; The Book of Orm (1870)

;

TheFleshly School ofFoetry (,1S71), (q.v.); TheLand
of Lome (1871) ; The Brama of Kings (1871)

;

Master Spirits (1873) ; St. Abe (1872) ; White Rose
and Red (1873) ; The Shadow of the Sword (1876)

;

Balder the Beautiful (1877). Besides being joint

author with Charles Gibbon of a novel called

Storm-beaten, he has written a tragedy called The
Witchfinder, and a comedy called A Madcap Frince.

Bee The Contemporary Review for November, 1873.

See Caliban.
.

Buckeridge, John, successively Bishop of
Eoohester, Bath and Wells, and Ely (d. 1631),
vTTote a treatise Be Fotestate Fapce in Rebus Tem-
poralibus, &o.

Buckhurst, Lord. See Gobboduc, The
Teagedy or ; Induction, The ; and Sackville.

Buckingham, Duke of, George "V^illiers

(b. 1627, d. 1688), wrote The Rehearsal (q.v.),

and The Battle of Sedgemoor ; and adapted from
Beaumont and Fletcher the comedy of The Chances.

He also produced several religious tracts. A com-
plete edition of his Works was published in.

1775. He was the original of the famous character

of Zimii (q.v.) in Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel.

Buckinghamshire, Duke of, John Shef-

field, poet (b. 1649, d. 1721), wrote The Vision

(1680), The Election of a Laureat (1719), and many
other works, included in the Foem^, Historical

Memoirs, Speeches, Characters, Critical Observations,

and Essays, collected and edited in 1723. See

Laubeat, 'The Election op a; Lost Mistress,

The; Poetky, An Essay on; Satire, An Essa-?

upon ; Vision, The.
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Buckingham, James Silk (1786—1855),

is best known as the founder of The AthencBum

(q.v.) . He also published a large number of books

of travel, and established a journal at Calcutta.

See his Autobiography.

Buckland, Francis Trevelyan, ^mter

on natural history (b. 1826), has published, among
other works, Curiosities of Natural Sistory (four

series) ; Fish-hatching ; and A Familiar Sistory

of British Fishes ; besides contributing largely to

the Times, Land and Water, and other publications.

Buckland, William, D.D., Dean of West-
minster, geologist, and father of the above (1784

^1856), was the author of Vindieiee Geologicce

(1819) ; BeliquiiB Dilmianm (1823) ; and a Bridge-

water Treatise on Geology (1836).

Buckle, Henry Thomas, philosophical

writer (b. 1822, d. 1862), wrote five volumes of

a Sistory of Civilization (1857—61), but did not

live to complete it. His Miscellaneous and Fost-

humous Works were edited by Enuly Taylor, and
published in 1872.

Buckstone, John Baldwin, comedian and
dramatist (b. 1802), has written and published

upwards of 100 pieces for the stage, among the

best known of which are, The Green Bushes, The
Flowers of the Forest, The Dream at Sea, The Wreck
Ashore, Rural Felicity, Married Life, Popping the

Question, Leap Year, and The Irish Lion.

Budgell, Eustace, essayist and politician

(b. 1685, d. 1736), produced in 1733 a pamphlet
called The Bee (q.v.), and contributed to The
Spectator the essays signed " X." He also published

a translation of Theophrastus' Characters (1713),

and Memoirs of the Boyle Family (1732). Pope
refers to him:

—

" Let Budgell charge low Grub Street on my qulU,
And write whate'er he please, except my will."

The allusion in the latter line is to the legacy of

two thousand pounds left to Budgell by Dr. Tindal

in his wiU, which Budgell was popularly supposed

to have forged. See Drake's Literary Fssays.

Budgen, Miss L. M. See Acheta Do-
MESTIOA.

Bufo, in Pope's Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot (q.v.),

is a satirical portrait, which Warton imagined was
intended for Lord Halifax, though Eoscoe has
shown that it cannot so be referred. He is de-

scribed as " pufE'd by every qmll," and
*' Fed with soft dedication all day long."

"Build the lofty rhyme. He knew
himself to sing, and."—Line 10 of Milton's poem
of Lycidas (q.v.).

"Built God a church, and laughed
His Word to scorn." See Cowper's poem of £e-
tirement. The allusion is to Voltaire, who actually
erected a small chapel at Femey, on the Lake of

Geneva. It bore the inscription, " Deo erexit

Voltaire." " It is the mode among tourists to

wonder at this piety, and to call it inconsistent

with the tenets of its founder. But tourists," says

Lord Lytton, "are' seldom profound inquirers.

Any one, the least acquainted with Voltaire's

writings, would know how little he was of an

Atheist."

"Built my soul a lordly pleasure-
house, I." A line in Tennyson's poem of The

Palace of Art (q.v.).

Bulgruddery, Dennis and Mrs. The host

and hostess of the " Red Cow " in Colman's comedy

of John Bull (q.v.).

Bull, George, Bishop of St. Davids (b. 1634,

d. 1710), published Sarmonia Apostolica (1670)

;

Defensio Fidei Mcents ex Scriptus (1685) ; De Ne-

cessitate Credendi quod Dominus noster Jesus Christm

sit verus Deus (1694) ; The Corruptions of the Church

of Rome (1705) ; Seven Sermons, and other Discourses

(1713) ; ^ Companion for Candidates for Soly Orders

(1714) ; and various other works, editions of which

were published by Grabe in 1703, and by Burton

in 1827 and 1846. Translations of the first two

above-mentioned are included in the Library of

Anglo-Catholic Theology. See the Life by Nelson

(1717).

Bull, The History of John. A prose

political satire by John Akbcthnot, M.D. (1678—

1736), published in 1713, and intended to ridicule

the Duke of Marlborough and to render the nation

dissatisfied with the share of this country in the

war of the Spanish Succession. The Sistory is
'

made to turn upon a certain lawsuit between John

Bull, the clothier (England), and Mr. Frog, the

linen-draper (Holland), on the one hand, and Lord
'

Strutt (Philip, Duke of Anjou), on the other hand;

and, in the course of the narrative, Louis XIV. is

personified as Lewis Baboon; the Archduke Charles

of Austria as Esquire South ; the Duke of Savoy

as Ned, the chimney-sweeper ; the King of Portugal

as Tom, the dustman ; and John Churchill, Duke
of Marlborough, as Humphrey Hocus, the attorney;

all of whom are referred to under their special

headings. The leading title of the piece is Law
is a Bottomless Pit. (See next paragraph.)

Bull, John, in Dr. Arbuthnot's Sistory of

that name, is intended as a personification of the

English nation, and is represented as a clothier,

" an honest, plain-dealing fellow, choleric, bold,

and of a very inconstant temper," which " depended

very much upon the air ; his spirits rose and fell

with the weather-glass." " He dreaded not old

Lewis [Louis XIV. of France] either at backsword,

single falchion, or cudgel play ; but then he was

very apt to quarrel with his best friends, especially

if they pretended to govern him : if you flattered

him, you might lead him like a child." " But no

man alive was more careless in looking into his

accompts, or more cheated by partners, apprentices,

and servants. This was occasioned by his being a

boon-companion, loving his bottle and his diversion;

for, to say truth, no man kept a better house than
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John, nor spent hia money more generously." By
John Bull's mother is intended the Church of

England, and by his sister Peg (q.v.), the Scottish

church and nation.

Bull, John. A comedy hy George Colman
the younger (1762—1836), produced in 1805, and
praised hy Sir Walter Scott as hy far the hest

example of our later comic drama. " The scenes

of hroad humour are executed," he says, " in the

hest possible taste ; and the whimsical, yet native

characters, reflect the manners of real life."

Bull, Esq., Letters to John, "on the

Management of his Landed Estates.
'

' An argument
hy Lord Lytton (1805—1873), puhUshedin 1851,

for the adjustment of the Corn-Law question on
the basis of a fixed duty.

Bullen, Anne, figures as a character in

Shakespbake's Senry VIII.

Buller of Brasenose. A name given by
Professor Wilson, in the Nodes Ambrosiana (q.v.)

,

to John Hughes, who, however, belonged to Oriel,

and not to Brazenose, College, Oxford, and was the

author of An Itinerary of the Rhone.

Bulls, An Essay on Irish, by Maria
Ebgewokth (1767—1849), was published in 1802.

Bulteel, John, fee Amorous Orontus.

Bulwer, Sir Edward. See Lyttost, Lord.

Bulwer, Sir Henry Lytton Earle. See

Dalling and Bulwer, Lord.

Bulwer, John, M.S., author of CMrologia

(q.v.), and other works, flourished about 1644. See

Anthropometamorphosis.

Bumble, Mr. The officious, amorous, and
afterwards hen-pecked beadle of the workhouse in

Dickens's novel of Oliver Twist (q.v.).

Bumpkin's Disaster: "or, the Journey to

London ; containing the whimsical adventures of

Ploughshare .and Clodpole," written by Joseph
Strutt (1749^-1802), and published posthumously
in 1808. The work includes, a " legendary history
of Waltham Cross."

Bunbury, Selina, novelist and miscellaneous
writer, wrote Coombe Abbey (1843) ; Evenings and
Rides in the Pyrenees (1844—48),; Star of the

Coiirt: or, the Maid ofSonour and Queen of England,
Anne Boleyn (1845) ; Evelyn (1849) ; Our Own Story

(1856); Russia after the War (1857); and other
works.

Bunch, Mother. The fabled author of a
curious and once popular book, .published in 1760,
entitled. Mother JBunch's Closet newly broke open, con-
taining Rare Secrets of Art and Nature, tried and ex-
perimented by Learned Philosophers, amd recomme^ed
to all Ingenious Toung Men and Maids, teaching
them, in a Natural Way, how to get Good Wives amd
Sushands. By a Lover ofMirth and Sater of Treason.
"It is Mother Bunch," says The Quarterly Review,

" who teaches the blooming damsel to recall the
fickle lover, or to fix the wandering gaze of the
cautious swain attracted by her charms, yet scorn-

ing the fetters of the parson, and dreading the still

more fearful vision of the churchwarden, the con-
stable, the justice, the warrant, and the jail."

Bunele, John, Esq. : " Containing various

Observations and Eefiections made in several parts

of the world, and many extraordinary Eelations,"

by Thomas Amory (1691^—1788), published between
1 756 and 1766, and written in the form of an autobio-
graphy. Thus, he tells us he had seven wives one
after another, and that he thinks it " unreasonable
and impious to grieve immoderately for the dead.

A decent and proper tribute of tears and sorrow,

humanity requires, but when that duty is paid, we
must remember that to lament a dead woman is not
to lament a wife. A wife must be a living woman."
He accordingly gives us a full description of the

character and appearance of each successive spouse
;

enlivening his narrative from time to time by dis-

sertations on all sorts of subjects, such as the

Athanasian Creed, earthquakes, fluxions, muscular

motion, and so on. See Amory, Thomas; Me-
moirs CONTAINING, &c.

Bungay. The bookseller and publisher of The
Pall Mall Gazette (q.v.), in Thackeray's novel of

Pendennis (q.v.).

Bunsby, Jack. A ship's commander in

Dickens's novel of Bombey and Son (q.v.) ; described

as having a " rapt and imperturbable manner," and
as being " always on the look out for something in

the extremest distance."

Bunyan, John (1628—1688), wrote Sighs

from Rell (1650) ; Gospel Truths Opened (1656) ;

The Holy City: or, the New Jerusalem (1665);

Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners (1666),

(q.v.); Justification by Jesus Christ (1671) ; Defence,

of the Doctrine of Justification (1672) ; Differences

about Water-Baptism no bar to Communion (1673)

;

The Pilgrim's Progress (1678 and 1684), (q.v.) ; The

Life and Death of Mr. Badman (1680) ; The Holy
War (1684), (q.v.); The Barren Pig Tree (1683);

The Pharisee and Publican (1685); The Jerusalem

Sinner Saved (1688); and other works, a full list of

which is given in Charles Doe's Catalogue-Table

(1691), reprinted at the end of George Offer's

edition of The Pilgrim's Progress (1856). The Works
were published in 1692, and again in 1767, with a

preface by George Whitefield ; and, in 1784, with

notes by Mason. A complete edition was published

in 1853, vrith a Life by George Offor. See the

Biographies by Southey, Macaulay, Ivimey (1809),

and Philip (1839). " Bunyan's," says Southey,

"is a homespun style, not a manufactured one.

If it is not a well of English undefiled, to which

the poet as well as the philologist must repair, if

they would drink of the living waters, it is a clear

stream of current English—the vernacular speech

of his age. To this natural style Bunyan is in

some degree beholden for his general popularity;
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his language is everywhere level to the most
ignorant reader and to the meanest <japacity.

Another cause of his popularity is, that he taxes
the imagination as little as he does the imder-
standing. The vividness of his own occasioned
this. H« saw the things of which he was writing
as distinctly with his mind's eye as if they were,
indeed, passing before hiTn in a dream."

Burehell, Mr., in Goldsmith's Vicar of
Wakefield (q.v.), is a baronet in disguise, his
proper name being Sir William ThorSiiU. He
is conspicuous for ejaculating " Fudge !" whenever
he wishes to express his dissent from any propo-
sition.

Burcliell, Old. A nam de plume assumed by
Emhu Burkitt (b. 1810), the American author
and linguist (q.v.). He is known, also, as "The
Learned Blacksmith," having begun life at the
forge.

"Burden of the Mystery, The." A
phrase used by Wordsworth in his lines on
Tmtern Abbey:^

" The heavy and the weary weight
Of all thla unintelligible world."

Burgess, Sir James Bland. See Exomad,
The.

Burgh, Benedict, Archdeacon of Colchester,

translated, about 1470, the Morals of Cato into

English stanzas, and Churche's Cato Farvus. He
is also said to have concluded the. metrical version
of Be Regimine Prineipmn (q.v.), left incomplete
by Lydgate. He died in 1488. See Warton's
History of English Poetry.

Burgon, The Rev. John William, mis-
cellaneous writer (b. about 1819), has published
The Life and Times of Sir Thomas Gresham (1839)

;

Oxford Reformers (1854); Sistorical Notices of the

Colleges of Oxford (1857) ; Portrait of a Christian

Gentleman [Patrick Fraser Tytler], (1861); and
many other works.

• Burgoyne, General John, dramatist
(d. 1792), published a defence of his American
campaign, under the title of State of the Expedition

from Canada (1780), and was the author of the
following plays :

—

The Maid of the OaJcs, The Lord
of tlte Manor, The Seiress, and Sichard Coeur de
Lion.

Burial of Sir John Moore. The. A ballad
by the Eev. Charles Wolfe (1791—1823), of
which an admirable parody may be found in
Barham's Ingoldsby Legends. It begins :

—

" Not a drum'was heard, not a funeral note."

Buried Life, The. A lyric by Matthew
Arnold (b. 1822), included in his collected

Through the deep receaseB of our breast
The unregarded river of our life
Pursues with indiscernible flow Its way."

Burke, Edmund, politician and political
writer (b. 1729, d. 1797), wrote A Vindication of
Natural Society (1756) ; A Philosophical Inquiry into

the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful

(1757) ; The Present State of the Nation (17691;

Thoughts on the Present Discontents (1770) ; Rejlee-

tions on the Sevolution of France (1790) ; Appeal
from the New to the Old Whigs ; Letters to a

Noble Lord (1796) ; Letters on the Proposals

for Peace with the Eegieide Directory of France

(1796 and 1797) ; Observations on the Conduct

of the Minority (1797) ; and various miscellanea. A
complete edition of his Works was published

in 1801, in sixteen volumes ; his Speeches in

1816, his Epistolary Correspondence in 1817 and
1844, his Beauties in 1796. His Select Works have
been edited by E. J. Payne (1874). His Life has
been written by McConnick (1797) ; Bisset (1798)

;

Prior (1824); Croly (1840); Napier (1862); Morley
(1867) ; Macknight ; and Peter Burke. Goldsmith
wrote of him, in his Retaliation (q.v.) :

—

" Here lies our good Edmund, whose genius was such,
We scarcely can praise It or blame It too much

;

Who, bom for the universe, narrowed his mind.
And to party gave up what was meant for mankind."

Johnson thought bim " an extraordinary man,''
and Gibbon " admired his eloquence." Mackintosh
described him as "the greatest philosopher in
practice the world ever saw;" Macaulay as "in
amplitude of comprehension and richness of ima-
gination superior to every orator, ancient or
modem." "Burke," says Matthew Arnold, "is so
great because, almost alone in England, he brings
thought to bear upon poUtica, he saturates politics
with thought ; it is his accident that his ideas were
at the service of an epoch of concentration, not of
an epoch of expansion ; it is his characteristic that
he so lived by ideas, and had such a source of them
welling within him, that he could float even an
epoch of concentration and English Tory politics
with them." See French Eevolction; Sublime
and Beautiful.

Burke, John, genealogist (b. 1786, d. 1848),
was the originator of The Peerage and Baronetage,
the first issue of which took place in 1826. He
also compUed, with the aid of his son, a History of
the Landed Gentry, a General Armoury, and Extinct
Peerages and Baronetages.

Burke, Sir John Bernard, son of the
above, knight, and Ulster King at Arms (b. 1815),
has continued, since the death of his father, the
annual publication of The Peerage and Baronetage,
and is the author of several works on heraldic and
antiquarian subjects, among others. The Landed
Gentry, Family Romance, Anecdotes of the Aris-
tocracy, Vicissitudes of Families, &nii The Rise of
Great Families.

Burke, Peter, brother of Sir J. B. Burke
(b. 1811), has written The Romance of the Forum,
Life of Edmund Burke, and numerous legal and
other books.

Burleigh, Lord. See Cecil, William;
Well Ordering and Carriage op a Man's Life.

Burleigh, The Lord of. See Lord oe Bur-
leigh, The.
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Burleigh, IiOrd, in Mr. Puffs tragedy of

The Spanish Armada, included in Sheridan's play
of The Critic (q.v.), is distinguished by a famous
shake of the head, which is intesrpreted to mean a

very great deal indeed. " By that shake of the

head he gave you to understand that even though
they had more justice in their cause, and wisdom
in their measures—^yet, if there was not a greater

spirit shown on the part of the people, the country
would at last fall a sacrifice to the hostile amhition

of the Spanish monarchy."

Burlesque upon Bxtrlesque. See Soak-
KONIDES.

Burley, Balfour of. See Balfour op
BURLEY.

Burley, Jolin, in Lord Lytton's story of

My Novel, is " a finished portrait, so real that we
cannot help believing that it is taken from life

;

—^poor, honest, reckless, ne'er-do-well John Burley,
a very Falstaff among authors—never sober, never
solvent, but always genial, always witty, preserving
through a wild and dissipated life something of the
innocence and freshness of his childhood ; and, on
his death-bed, like Falstafi, babbling of green
fields."

Burnand, Francis Cowley, dramatist and
comic writer (b. 1836), has written a large number
of dramatic pieces, and has published, among other
humorous works, Happy Thoughts, More Happy
Thoughts, Happy Thought Hall, My Health, Out of
Town, About Buying a Horse, Tracks for Tourists,

The New Sandford and Merton, and My Time, and
what I have done with it. He has contributed
largely to Punch.

Burnet, Gilbert, Bishop of Salisbury
(b. 1643, d. 1715), wrote A Modest and Free Con-
ference between a Conformist and a Nonconformist

;

A Vindication of the Authority, Constitution, arid

Laws of the Church and State of Scotland ; Memoirs
of the Dulee of Hamilton (1676) ; The History of the
Reformation of the Chu/rch of England (1679, 1681,
and 1713); The life and Death of the Earl of
Rochester (1680); Life of Sir Matthew Hale (1682)

;

Life of Bishop Bedell (1692) ; A Discourse of the
JPastoral Care (1692) ; Exposition of the XXXIX.
Articles of the Chtirch of England (1699) ; History
of his Own Times (1724) ; Sermons ; and numerous
minor works, a list of which wiU be found in
Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual. His Life was
written by Le Clerc (1715) and Flexman. He is

described by Drydeh, in The Hind and the Pimther,
as

—

" A theologue more by need than genial bent,
By breeding sbarp, by nature confident.
Interest In all hla actions was discem'd.
More learn'd tban bonest, more a wit than learn'd."

Fox considered his style perfect, saying that " the
style of some authors might need a little mending,
but that Burnet's required none." Macaulay
refers to "his high animal spirits, his boastful-
ness, his undissembled vanity, his propensitj' to
plunder, his provoking indiscretion, his unabashed

audacity." See Own Time, History of ; Eeporma-
TioN OP THE Church in England; Rochester,
Some Passaoes in the Life op; Thirty-nine
Articles.

Burnet, Thomas, D.D., divine and scholar
(b. 1635, d. 1715), wrote The Sacred Theory of the
Earth: containing an Account of the Original of the
Earth, and of all tlie General Changes which it hath
already undergone, or is to undergo, till the Con-
summation of all Things (1680 and 1691). In this
work the Biblical account of the origin of the
world is made the foundation of a scientific
•treatise. The first edition was in Latin; the
second in English. See the Life by Heathcote.

Burnet, James. See Moneoddo, Lord.

Burnett Prize, The, was founded by a
Scottish gentleman of that name, who died in 1784,
bequeathing a sum of money, the interest of which
is to be allotted every forty years to the authors
of the two best essays on " 'The evidence that there
is a Being all-powerful, wise, and good, by whom
everything exists," &c. The successful competitors
have hitherto been. Dr. W. L. Brown, Eev. J. B.
Sumner, afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury
(1815), Eev. E. A. Thompson, and Dr. J. Tulloch
(1855).

Burney, Charles (b. 1726, d. 1814),
wrote An Essay towards the History of Comets
(1769); The Present State of Music in France
and Italy (1771) ; A Plan for a Music School

(1774); A General History of Music (1776—89);
Account of the Musical Performances in Commemora-
tion of Handel (1785); and a Life of Metastasio

(1796). His Life was written by his daughter,
Madame d'Aiblay (q.v.). See Music, A History of.

Burney, Frances. See D'Arelay, Madame.

Burney, Captain James. See South Sea.

Burney, Sarah Harriet, half-sister of

Madame d Arblay, and novelist, wrote Geraldine
Fauconberg (1808); Traits of Nature (1812); 2%e
Wanderer: or, Female Dijiculties {ISli) ; The Ship-
wreck (1815); Coimtry Neighbours; and other
works. " This lady," says one of her critics, " has
copied the style of her relative, but has not her
raciness of humour or power of painting the
varieties of the human species."

Burning Babe, The. A lyric by Robert
Southwell (1560—1595), of which Ben Jonson
said, that the author " had so written that piece of

his, that he (Jonson) would have been content to

destroy many of his."

Burning Pestle, The Knight of the. A
comedy by Francis Beaumont (1686—1616), first

represented in 1611, and written in ridicule of the

old chivalrous romances. It is said to have sug-

gested Buckingham's farce of The Pehearsal (q.v.).

Burns, At the Grave of. Stanzas by
William "Wordsworth (1770—1850), written in

1803, seven years after the former poet's death. A
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companion piece was addressed ty the poet To
tlie Sons of Burns, after visiting the grave of their

father. An Ode to tlie Memory of Burns was written
ty Thomas CampbeU (1777—1844). See also Th^
Centenary Foem by Isa Craig-Knox (q.v.).

Burns, Helen, in Charlotte Bronte's novel
of Jane Eyre (q.v.), is described by Mrs. Gaskell as
" being as exact a transcript of Maria Bronte as

Charlotte's wonderful power of reproducing cha-
racter could give." It will be remembered that in
the novel, Helen is represented as being most
cruelly treated by her governess, Mrs. Scatcherd
(q.v.); and Mrs. Gaskell says that Charlotte's
" heart beat, to the latest day on which we met, with
unavailing indignation at the worrying and cruelty
to which her gentle, patient, dying sister " was sub-
jected by the original of this woman at the famous
school at Cowan's Bridge, near Leeds.

Burns, Robert, poet (b. 1759, d. 1796), pub-
lished his first volume of poems in 17 86. The
second edition appeared in 1787, and was followed
by a third edition in 1793. In 1800, Dr. Currie
issued Bums' s works complete, in four volumes, in-
cluding his correspondence and some miscellaneous
pieces. Since that date the editions of Ms poems
have been so numerous as to have become incalcu-
lable ; the best being probably those prepared by
Alexander Smith, by Dr. Robert Chambers, and
by W. S. Douglas. Very valuable and interesting,
also, are those printed at Kilmarnock (1869), and
by the Rev. P. Hately WaddeU (1869). The .Bio-

graphy of Bums has been written by Heron (1797),
Currie (1800), Lockhart (1828), Allan Cunningham
(1847), Chambers (1859), "W. S. Douglas, and others.
For Bibliography, see the Burns Catalogue, issued by
McKie (1875). For Criticism see Carlyle's Miscel-
laneous Essays, Professor Wilson's Works, Hazlitt's
English Poets ; also, the poetical tributes of Camp-
bell, Coleridge, and Montgomery. " Bums," says
Hazlitt, " was not like Shakespeare in the range of
his genius, but there is something of the same
magnanimity, directness, and unaffected character
about him. lie was not a sickly sentimentalist,
or namby-pamby poet, a mincing metre ballad-
monger, any more than Shakespeare. With but
little of his imagination or inventive power, he
had the same life of mind ; within the narrow
circle of personal feeling or domestic incidents,
the piilse of his poetry flows as healthily and
vigorously. He had an eye to see, a heart to feel,

—

no more. His pictures of good fellowship, of social
life, of quaint humour, are equal to anything;
they come up to nature, and they cannot go be-
yond it. The sly jest collected in his laughiug
eye at the sight of the grotesque and ludicrous in
manners ; the large tear rolled down his manly
cheek at the sight of another's distress." SeeAvui
Lang Syne; Bonnie Lesley ; Brigs op Ayr, The

;

,

Clarinda; Cotteh's Saturday Night; Death
ANP, Dr. Hornbook

; Deil, Address to the
;Di^cAN Gray

; Edinburgh, Address to ; Hal-
isTwe'en; Highland Mary; Holy Fair, The;

Holy Willie's Prayer; Inventory, The ; Jolly
Beggars, The; Louse, To a; Mary Morison
Mary, Queen op Soots ;

Mountain Daisy, To a
Mouse, To a ; Peasant Bard ; Scots, wha hae

,

Sylvander; Tam o' ShAnter; Tam Samson's

Elegy ; Toothache, Address to the ; Twa Dogs,
The ; Wa2jdering Willie.

"Burns witli one love, with one re-
sentment glows." In Pope's translation of The
Iliad, book ix., Hne 725.

Burritt, SlillU, American writer, linguist, aud
lecturer (b. 1810), has written The Mission of Great

Suffering, Old Burchell's Toclcet for the Children,

Prayers and Devotional Meditations, Sparksfrom the

Anvil, Thoughts and Notes at Some and Abroad, A
Walkfrom London to John 0' Groat's Souse, Walks
m the Black Country, Olive Leaves, and Ten Minutei
Talks, and other works. See Bubchell, Old.

Burrowings, The. A poem attributed to

Merddin, the bard (circa 500), in the Myvyrian
Archaiology.

Burton, John Hill, LL.D., historian and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1809), has written A His-
tory of Scotland, published in 1863—70; Life and
Correspondence of David Hume (1846) ; Lives of
Simon, Lord Lovat, and Duncan Forbes, of Culloden

(1847) ; Political and Social Economy (1849) ; Nar-
rativesfrom Criminal Trials in Scotland {1S52) ; The
Book Hunter (1863) ; The Scot Abroad (1864) ; The
CairngormMountains (1864) ; TheReign ofQueenAme
(1877) ; and several works on the Uw of Scotland.

Burton, Captain Richard Francis,
traveller and linguist (b. 1821), has written The
Lake Regions of Central Africa; Aheokuta (1863);
The Highlands of Brazil (1868) ; Zanzibar, City,

Island, and Coast (1872); Akim-Foo (1875); and
other works of a similar kind.

Burton, Robert (b. 1576, d. 1639), wrote
The Anatomy of Melancholy (q.v.). For Biography,
see Wood's Athena Oxonienscs, and Fuller's Wor-
thies. Carlyle speaks of " the mosaic brain of old
Burton," and Beckford declared that "half our
modem books are decanted out of The Anatomy^
See Democritus Junior.

Burton, Thomas of, nineteenth Abbot of

Meaux, wrote a chronicle of the abbey from 1150
to 1396, of which Burd edited an edition in the
year 1866.

Burton, WUliam, topographer (b. 1575, d.

1646), wrote A History of Leicestershire ; and a
namesake of his (b. 1697, d. 1759), was the author
of A History of Yorkshire.

Bury, Lady Charlotte, nee Campbell,
wrote A Diary illustrative of the Times of George IV.
(1838) ; Momirs of a Peeress : or, the Days of Fox
(1867) ; and numerous novels, among others. The
Divorced, Family Records, Love, Tlie Courtier's
Daughter, Flirtation, Alia Giornata, The Devoted,
Conduct is Fate, The Disinterested and the Ensnared,
Sigh life, and The Two Baronets.
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Bury, Bichard of. See Philobiblon.

Buryingof the Mass, The. Written "ia
English, rithme" ty William Eoy, and intended

as a satire on Oardiaal Wolsey. We find it among
a numbed of tooks whose circulation was pro-

hibited in 1531 and 1542. It was probably first

printed at Worms in 1526.

" Bury the Great Duke." First line of

an Ode on the Death of the Duke of Wellington, by
AxPEED Tennyson, published on the day of the

duke's funeral (1850), but afterwards frequently

revised. Laudor wrote of the author in 1855, " I

wish he had not written the Wellington Ode."

Busbequius. A translation of the curious

narrative of this old traveller was published in

1610. It contains much valuable information. See

The Retrospective Review, vol. xiii.; The Ferniy

Magazine; 3,ndiKmgB\ey'a Old Stories Retold. Bus-

bequiua is the Latinised name of Auqher Ghislen
BusBEC (1622—1592).

Busby, Thomas (b. 1755, d. 1838), pub-

lished, in 1785, The Age of Genius, a poem;
Arguments and Facts proving that the Letters of
Jumius were written by J. L. de Lolme (1816); a
translation of Lucretius ; a Musical Dictionary ; a

Sistory of Music ; Concert Rootn Anecdotes ; and
other works.

Bush aboon Traquair, The. A ballad by
EoBEBT Ceawfoed (d. 1733), beginning,

—

" Hear me, ye nymphs, and every swain,
I'll tell how Peggy grieves me."

The locality of the Bush is stiU pointed out to che

traveller in the vaUey of the Tweed, near Inner-

leithen.

Bush, George (b. 1796), Swedenborgian
minister, and Professor of Hebrew and Oriental

Literature in New York, has published a Life of
Mahommed (1832) ; a Treatise on the Millennium

(1836); a, Hebrew Grammar; Commentaries on Books

of the Old Testament, extending to eight volumes,

and commenced in 1840 ; and a Commentary on the

Book of Psalms, begun in 1848.

Bushnell, Horace, D.D., American theo-
logian (b. 1802, d. 1876), wrote Christian Nvrtwe
(1847), God im Christ (1849), Christ in Theology

(1851), Sermons for the New Life (1856), Nature
and the Swpernatwal (1858), Work, and Play
(1864), The Vicarious Sacrifice (1865), The Moral
Uses of Dark Things (1869), Sermons on Living
Subjects (1872), Forgiveness and Law (1874), and
other works.

"Business and bosoms. Come home
to men's." A phrase occurring in the dedication

to Lord Bacon's Essays (1615).

Busiris, King of Egypt. A tragedy by
Edwaed Young (1684—1765), produced at Drury

' Lane in 1719.

Busk, Hans (b. 1815), "the Founder of
Britain's Volunteer Army," has written many

works on the rifle, nulitary drill, the volunteer
movement, and kindred topics. Besides writing
Maiden Sours and Horee Viatica, he founded The
New Quarterly Review, which he conducted for
some years.

" Busk ye, busk ye, my bonny bride."
Eirst line of The Braes of Yarrow (q.v.).

Bussy d'Ambois. A tragedy by George
Chapman (1657—1634), produced in 1607, and de-
scribed by Campbell as " a piece of frigid atrocity."

" Busy, curious, thirsty fly." The first

line of a Song sung extempore by a Gentlemam,
occasioned by a Fly drinking out of his Cup of Ale,
attributed to the pen of William Oldys (1689

—

1761), and included in a Select Collection of British
Songs, published by J. Johnson in 1783.

" Busyhum of men. The." In Milton's
L'Allegro, line 118.

Busy, Zeal - of - the - Land, in Jonson's
comedy of Bartholomew Fair (q.v.), intended as

a caricature of the Elizabethan Puritans, is re-

presented as a Bombay man, a suitor to Dame
Purecraft.

Busybody, The. A comedy by Mrs. Su-
sannah Centlivre (1667—1723), acted in 1709,

and founded on the Sir Martin Mar-All of Dryden,
which in its turn was taken from a play by the

Duchess of Newcastle. "It is inferior," says

Hazlitt, "to The Wonder in the interest of the

story and the characters ; but it is full of bustle

and gaiety from beginning to end. The plot never

stands still; the situations succeed one another

like the changes of machinery in a pantomime.
The nice dove-tailing of the incidents and cross-

reading in the situations supply the place of any
great force of wit or sentiment."

Busybody, The. A periodical started in

1769 by a publisher called Pottinger, and issued

thrice a week. Notwithstanding the fact that

Ohver Goldsmith was one of its piincipal contribu-

tors, it only reached twelve numbers.

"Butchered to make a Roman holi-
day." A line in BsRQH^ Childe Harold's Pilgrimage,

canto iv., stanza 141.

Butler, Alban (b. 1710, d. 1773), wrote The

Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and other Principal

Saints (1745); Letters on the History of the Popes

(1778); The Life of Mary of the Cross; a Treatise

on Natural and Revealed Religion; The Moveable

Feasts and Fasts, and other Annual Observances of

the Catholic Church (1774); Sermons ; and ^ Short

Life of Sir Toby Matthews (1795). A Life, by
Charles Butler, is prefixed to an edition of the

Lives published in 1812. An Account of his Life

and Writings had previously appeared in 1793. Set

Fathers, Maetyrs, &c.

Butler, Charles, nephew of the above (b.

1750, d. 1832), published among other works, Hora
Bibliccs (1797); Horee Juridicte Subsecivte (1804) ; and
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a continuation of Ths Lives of the Saints (1823).

His writings were issued in a collected form in

1817. See AUitone's Dictionary of English and

American Authors ; Orme's Bibliotheca Bibliea, and
The Gentleman's Magazine for 1832.

Butler, Charles, Bctolar, grammarian, and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1569, d. 1647), wrote

Elietoric(B Libri duo (1600); The Feminine Monar-
chic : or, a Treatise concerning Bees, and the due

Ordering of them (1609) ; STFrENEIA De Propin-

quitate Matrimonium impediente Jtegula (1625) ; The

English Grammar (1633) ; and Oratorio Libri duo

(1633); Principles of Musick (1636). See Wood's
Athenee Oxonienses. "RvXler' a English Grammar was
highly praised hy Dr. Johnson. " He was evi-

dently," says Dr. Eimhault, " a man of great learn-

ing and ingenuity, but his English works are dis-

figured by a peculiar orthography, partly of his

own invention, and partly borrowedfrom the Saxon
alphabet."

Butler, Joseph, successively Bishop of Dur-
ham and Bristol (b. 1692, d. 1762), wrote Sermons

(1726), and The Analogy of Seligion, Natural and

Sevealed, to the Constitution amd Course of Nature

(1736), (q.v.). His Life was written by Dr. Fitz-

gerald, Bishop of Cork (1849), Bartlett (1839),

and Steere. Editions of his Works appeared in

1807, 1849, and 1867. For Criticism, see Bishop

Wilson's preface to the Analogy, Hallam'a Litera-

ture of Europe, Mathias's Pursuits of Literature,

Eeid's Essay on the Intellectual Powers, Mackin-
tosh's Second Preliminary Dissertation to Encyclo-

pedia Britannica, and Himt's Sistory of Religious

Thought. We are told that Pitt was by no means
satisfied with the reasoning of the Analogy, but,

on the other hand, Sydney Smith says, " To his

Sermons we are indebted for the complete over-

throw of the selfish system, and to his Analogy for

the most noble and surprising defence of reveaied
religion, perhaps, which has ever yet been made of

any system whatever."

Butler, Mrs. See Kemble, Frances Anne.

Butler, Samuel, poet (b. 1600, d. 1680),
wrote Hudibras (1663, 1664, and 1678), (q.v.), and
various minor pieces. His Posthumous Works, in

Prose and Verse, with a Key to Hudibras, were pub-
lished by Sir Roger I'Estrange in 1715 ; but few of

these are believed to be genuine. The Remains in

Verse and Prose, published in 1759, by Thyer, are
more trustworthy. See the edition of the Works
edited by G-ilfiUan in 1854. For Biography, see the
Life by Dr. Johnson ; and for Criticism, Hallam's
Literature of Europe, Hazlitt's Comic Poets, and
Hunt's Wit and Humour. " Butler," says Macau-
lay, " had as much wit and learning as Cowley,
and knew, what Cowley never knew, how to use
them. A great command of good homely English
distinguishes him still more from the other writers
of the time." "In general," says Hazlitt, "he
ridicules not persons, but things, not a party, but
their principles, which may belong, as time and

occasion serve, to one set of solemn pretenders or

another. This he has done most efEectuaUy, in

every possible way, and from every possible source,

learned or unlearned. He has exhausted the moods

and figures of satire and sophistry. His rhymes

are as witty as his reasons." Wesley wrote, in

reference to his statue

—

" While Butler, needy wretch, was yet alive.

No geneniuB patron would a- dinner give.

See mm, when etarv'd to death and tum'd to dust,

Presented with a monumental Imst

;

The poet's fate Is here in emblem shown

:

He ask'd for bread, and he receiv'd a stone."

See Elephant in the Moon, The; Kidiculoos

Imitation.

Butler, Williani Archer, Irish clergyman,

and Professor of Moral Philosophy at Dublin

(b. about 1814, d. 1848), wrote Letters on Br.

Newman's Theory of Development (1845), and other

works. See the Life by Woodward.

Butts, Doctor. Physician to the king, ia

Shakespbake's Henry VIII.

Buxton, Charles (b. 1822, d. 1871), wrote

Ideas of the Day on Policy (1868), and Notes

of Thought (1873) ; the latter of which was pub-

lished with a biographical preface by the Eev. J.

Llewelyn Davies.

BuzfllZ, Sergeant, in Dickens's novel of

The Pickwick Papers (q.v.), is counsel on the part

of the plaintifi in the case of Bardell v. Pickwick.

" A driving, chaffing, masculine bar orator," says

Dr. Brewer, " who twists ' chops and tomato

sauce ' into a declaration of love."

Byerley, Thomas. See Percy Anecdotes,

The.

Byrom, John, poet and essayist (b. 1691, d.

1763;, published Miscellaneous Poems (1773), and

a system of stenography in a work entitled. The

Universal English Shorthand (1767). His Remains

have been edited for the Chetham Society, by Dr.

Parkinson, of St. Bees. For Biography, see Chal-

mers's Dictionary, and the Biographia Britannica.

See Colin and Phiebe ; Shadow, John.

Byron, George Gordon Woel, Lord,
poet and dramatist (b. 1788, d. 1824), published

fHours of Idleness (1807); Poems (1808); fEnglish
Bards and Scotch Reviewers (1809) ; The Curse

of Minerva (1812); fChilde Harold's Pilgrimage

(cantos i. and ii. in 1812, canto iii. in 1816, and

canto iv. in 1818) ; fT/ie Waltz (1813) ; fThe Giaour

(1813) ;
fThe Bride of Abydos (1813) ; Ode to Napo-

leon Buonaparte (1814) ; fThe Corsair (1814) ;
fLara

(1814); fHebrew Melodies (1815); ^The Siege of

Corinth, and fParisina (1816) ; fThe Prisoner of

Chillon (1816) ; fManfred (1817) ; The Lament of

Tasso (1817) ; ^Monodij on the Death of the Right

Hon. R. B. Sheridan (1817); \Beppo (1818);

^fMazeppa (1819) ; ^Don Juan (cantos i. and ii. in

1819, cantos iii., iv., and v. in 1821, cantos vi.,

vii., and viii. in 1823, cantos ix., x., xi.,

xii., xiii., and xiv. in 1823, cantos xv. and

xvi. in 1824) ; A Letter to * * * * *«**«*
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[John Murray], on the Bev. W. L. Sowlea's Strictures

on the Life and Writings of Pope (1821) ; fMarino
Faliero, and \The Prophecy of JDcmte (1821) ;

^Sar-
danapalus, [The Two Foscari, and fCain (1821);
\ Werner (1822) ; fThe Vision of Judgment (1822);

iSeaven and Earth (1822); ^The Island (1823);

fThe Age of Bronze (1823) ; canto i. of the Morgante
Maggiore di Messer Zuigi Bulei, translated

;

\The Deformed Transformed (1824) ; Parliamenta/ry

Speeches in 1812 and 1813 (1824). The following

is a list of the principal puhlications which have
appeared in connection with the life of the poet :

—

Bemarks, Critical and Moral, on the Talents of Lord
Byron, and the Tendencies of Bon Juan, by the Author

of Sypocrisyj a Satire [C. Colton], (1819) ; Memoirs,
Historical and Critical, of the Life and Writings of
Lord Byron, with Anecdotes of some of his Contem-

poraries (1822) ; Lord Byron's Private Correspon-

dence, including his Letters to his Mother, written

from Portugal, Spain, Greece, and other parts of the

Mediterranean ; published from the originals, with
Notes and Observations, by A. E. C. Dallas (1824)

;

Becolhctions, by A. K. C. Dallas (1824); Conversa-

tions with Lord Byron, noted during a Besidence with
his Lordship at Pisa m the years 1821 a/nd 1822, by
Thomas Medwin (1824); Letters on the Character

and Poetical Genius of Lord Byron, by Sir Bgerton
Brydges (1824); Lord Byron, by Madame Louise

—

Sw. Belloc (1824) ; Anecdotes of Lord Byron, from
Authentic Sources, with Bemarks illustrative of his

Connection with the Principal Literary Characters of
the Present Bay (1825) ; The Last Bays of Lord
Byron, with his Lordship's Opinions on various Sub-
jects, particularly on the State and Prospect of Greece,

by WiUiam Parry (1825) ; Lord Byron en Italic

et en Grece, ou Apergu de sa Vie et de ses Outrages,

d'apres des Sources authentiques, by the Marquis de
Salvo (1825); Narrative of Lord Byron's Voyage to

Corsica and Sardinia, 1821 (1826) ; A Short Narra-
tive of Lord Byron's last Jov/rney to Greece, extracted

from the Journal of Count Peter Gamba (1825)

;

Correspondence of Lord Byron with his Friend, in-

eluding his Letters to his Mother, written im, 1809,
1810, and 1811, edited by A. E. 0. DaUas (1825)

;

Life by J. Gait (1826) ; An Inquiry into the Moral
Character ofLord Byron, by J. W. Sinunonds (1826)

;

Memoir by Sir H. Bulwer (1826) ; Life, by "W. Lake
(1826) ; Lord Byron and some of his Contemporaries

(1828); Life, by Sir Egerton Brydges (1828);
Memoirs of Lord Byron, by Gr. Clinton (1828)

;

Life, Letters, and Journals, edited by Moore (1830)

;

Conversations with Lord Byron, by Lady Bles-
sington (1831) ; Life, by Armstrong (1846) ; The
True Story ofLady Byron's Life, by Mjs. Beeoher-
Stowe (1867) ; Medora Leigh, by Dr. Mackay
(1869) ; Secoliections of Lord Byron, by the Coun-
tess GuiccioH (1870) ; Life, by Karl Elze (1871).

For Criticism, see Jefirey's Essays ; Hazlitt's Spirit

of the Age, and English Poets ; Macaulays Essays ;

Swinburne's preface to a Selection from the Poems ;
Sir Henry Taylor's preface to his own Poems;
Biimley's Essays ; W. M. Eossetti's preface to an
edition of the Poems; Kingsley's Miscellanies;

Quarterly Review for July, 1868. Separate notices
of poems marked + wiU be found under their i'e-
spective letters. See, also. Darkness

; Dream, The
;Hints jrom Horace ; Hornem, Horace

; Maid op
Athens.

Byron, The Life of Lord, by Thomas
Moore, the poet (1779—1852), was published in
1830. The noble lord's memoirs had been en-
trusted to Moore for the purpose of working them
up into a biography ; but they contained so much
that reflected disagreeably upon many influential
persons, that Moore destroyed them ; and the pre-
sent work was compiled chiefly from Moore's own
recollections and the letters he had received from
his friend.

Byron, Miss Harriet, in Eichardson's
novel of Sir Charles Grandison (q.v.), is eventually
married to the hero.

Byron, Henry James, novelist, dramatist,
and comedian (b. 1835), has written numerous
pieces for the stage, including Cyril's Success;
An American Lady ; Old Sailors ; Our Boys ; and
Weak Woman ; a novel, called Paid in Full; and
various contributions to periodical literature.

Cabbala, The Threefold. A work by
Henry Moke (1614—1687), in which he iater-
preted and defended the first three chapters of
Genesis. The Jewish Cabbala was a sort of tra-
ditional exposition of the Pentateuch said to have
been received by Moses from the mouth of God.

" Cabined, cribbed,con&ned."—Macbeth,
act iii., scene 4.

Cabinet Cyclopaedia, The, was edited by
DiONYSiDS Lakdner (1793—1859), from 1829 to
1846. It includes works by Eobert Bell, Sir David
Brewster, Professor De Morgan, Eyre Crowe, Sis-
mondi, John Forster, Gleig, Grattan, Herschel,
James, Keightley, Mackiatosh, Nicholas, Eoscoe,
Scott, Stebbing, and Swainson.

Cabinet Minister, The. A novel by Mrs.
Gore (1799—1861), published in 1839. The scene
is laid during the regency of George IV., and
among the dramatis personte is Eichard Brinsley
Sheridan (q.v.).

Cadenus. The pseudonym under which Swift
describes himself in his poem entitled Cadenus
and Vanessa. Cadenus is the Latin word deeanus,
dean, transposed; Vanessa is made up of "Van,"
the first syllable of Vanhomrigh, and " Essa," the
diminutive of Esther, and was the poetical name
bestowed by Swift upon Miss Esther Vanhomrigh,
a yoimg lady who had fallen in love with hnn,
and had proposed marriage. The poem is Swift's
reply to her. proposal.

Cadwal. The name assumed by Arviragus in
Shakespeare's tragedy of Cymbeline (q.v.).
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Cadwallader, Mrs. The rector's -wife in

Geokge Eliot's novel of Middlemarch (q.v.).

Csedmon (d. about 680), 13 first mentioned by
Bede in his Ecclesiastical Sistory as celebrating in

toagnificent strains much of the Old and New-
Testament history, " the terrors of the day of

judgment, the pains of hell, and the sweetness of

the heavenly kingdom." In 1655, Junius published
a MS. supposed to contain some of the poetry of

this distinguished bard. The most complete edition

is that of Thorpe, published in 1832 by the London
Society of Antiquaries, and consisting of a text

founded carefully on the original MS., and accom-
panied by a literal English version. See Morley's
English Writers, the same writer's Library of
English Literature, and Warton's English Foetry.

See Pakaphkases.
" Caesar (Imperial) dead, and turned

to clay"

—

Samlet, act v., scene 1

—

" Might atop a, hole to keep the wind away."

" Csesar with a senate at his heels."—Pope's Essay on Man, epistle iv., line 254,

Cain. " A Mystery," by Lord Byeon (1788—
1824), published, in three acts, in 1821, and called

"a mystery," the writer tells us, in conformity
with the ancient title annexed to dramas upon
similar subjects. He further explains that he has
adopted in this poem the theory of Cuvier, that
the TTorld had been destroyed several times before
the creation of man ; that where he at any time
uses the language of Scripture, he gives it with as
little alteration as possible; and that he gives the
name of Adah to Cain's wife, and of Zillah to the
wife of Abel, because these are the earliest female
names that occur in Genesis. Adam and Eve
and Lucifer also figure in the poem. " Cain," says
Campbell, " disdains the limited existence allotted
to him ; he has a rooted horror of death, attended
with a vehement curiosity as to its nature ; and he
nourishes a suUen anger against his parents, to
whose misconduct he ascribes his degraded state.
Added to this, he has an insatiable thirst for know-
ledge beyond the boimds prescribed to mortality

;

and this part of the poem bears a strong resem-
blance to Manfred, whose counterpart, indeed, in
the main points of character, Cain seems to be."

Cain, The Wanderings of. A prose poem,
written by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, at Stowev,
in 1798.

Caird, John, D.D., Principal of Glasgow
University (b. 1823), has published, by command
of Queen Victoria, a sermon on The Religion of
Common Life (1866), a volume of Sermons (1858),
The Universal Seligion (1874), and other works.

Caius, Dr. A French physician in Shake-
speare's comedy of The Merry Wives of Windsor
(q.v.), whose "clipped English" is referred to by
Macaulay.

Caius Marius, The History and Fall
of. A play by Thomas Otway (1661—1685),
acted in 1680.

" Cakes and ale." See Shakespeare's

Twelfth Night, act ii., scene 3, where Sir Toby
Belch asks the clown, " Dost thou think, because

thou art virtuous, there shall be no more cakes

and ale?" and the clown replies, "Yes, by Saint

Anne ; and ginger shall be hot i' the mouth too."

Calamitate, Excidio, et Conquestu
Britannise, De. A weU-known treatise, attri-

buted to the old English writer, Gildas (q.v.), and
characterised by EUis as " a virulent and frantic

satire on the miseries and vices of his countrymen."
It was translated into English by Habington in

1638, by Dr. Stevenson in 1838, and by Dr. Giles

in 1841, and is included in Bohn's Six Old English
Chronicles.

Calamy, Benjamin, D.D. (d. 1686), wrote
A Discourse about a Scrupulous Conscience.

Calamy, Edmund, Nonconformist divine

(b. 1600, d. 1666), wrote Jus Divinum Ministerii

Evangelici Anglicani (1654) ; The Godly Man's Arh :

or, a City of Refuge in the Day of his Distress;
Sermons on the Trinity; and memoirs of John
Howe, Dr. Mather, and other persons. He was
one of the writers whose initials formed the famous
word " Smectymnuus " (q.v.). Kia Account of his

own Life appeared in 1829, edited with notes by
Rutt.

Calandrino. A character in the Decameron
of Boccaccio, " whose misfortunes have made all

Europe merry for four centuries."

Calderon de la Barca. Scenes from the
Magico Frodigioso of this famous Spanish writer
were translated by Percy Bysshe Shelley (q.v.).

See, also, Dramas from the Spanish of Calderon, by
Denis Florence M'Carthy (1853) ; Six Dramas oj

Calderon, freely translated by Edward Fitzgerald

(1853) ; and a small volume on Calderon by Arch-
bishop Trench (1866).

Calderwood, David, Presbyterian divine

(b. 1575, d. 1651), wrote The True Sistory tif

the Church of Scotland, from the beginning of the

Reformation to the end of the Reign of James VJ.

(1678) ; Altare Damascemim (1621), (q.v.) ; and
other works. See the publications of the Wodrow
Society,

Caleb. The personification of Lord Grey in
,

Absalom and Achitophel (q.v.).

Caleb Stukely. A novel by Samdel Phillips
(1815—1854), published in 1843.

Caleb Williams. See Williams, Caleb.

"Caledonia, stern and wUd."—Soott,
Lay of the Last Minstrel, canto vi., stanza 2 ;

—

" Meet nurse lor a poetic child."

Calendar of Shepherds, The. An anony-
mous work, translated from the Kalendricr de Bergm.
" It is a sort of perpetual almanack, consisting of

mingled prose and verse, and containing, like many
of our modem almanacks, a vast variety of hetero-
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geneous matter." It was published about 1480.

See Warton's English Toetry.

Calianax. "A blunt, satirical courtier" in

Beaumont and Fletcher's Maid's Tragedy (q.v.);

" a cbaracter of much humour and novelty."

Ca,liban. The savage and deformed slave of

Prospero (q..vO> ^ Shakespeare's play of The

Tempest (q-v.) ; described by Coleridge as " all earth,

all condensed and gross in feelings and images. He
has the da-wnings of understanding, without reason

or the moral sense ; and in him, as in some brute

animals, this advance to the iuteUectual faculties,

without the moral sense, is marked by the appear-

ance of vice." He is represented as the " freckled

whelp " of Sycorax, a hideous hag, who had been

banished from Algiers to the desert island on which

Prospero was afterwards shipwrecked. See Caliban

—the Missing Link, by Dr. Daniel "Wilson.

CaJiban. The signature under which Robert
Buchanan (b. 1841) contributed several poems to

The Spectator in 1867.

CaJidore (from the Greek, " finely or beauti-

fully endowed") represents Courtesy in Spenser's

Fairie Queene, and personifies Sir Philip Sidney.

Calidore. The title of a poetical fragment by
John Keats (1796—1821):—

"A hand that from the world's bleak promontory
Had lifted Calidore for deeds of glory."

CaUpolis. A character in Peele's play of

The Battle of Alcazar (q.v.).

Calista. The heroine of Howe's tragedy of

The Fair Penitent (q.v.). " The title of the play,"

says Dr. Johnson, " does not sufficiently correspond

with the behaviour of CaUsta, who at last shows no
evident signs of repentance, but may be reasonably

suspected of feeling pain from detection rather

than from gmlt, and expresses more shame than
sorrow, and more rage than shame."

Calistus. "A tragical comedy," of which the
full title runs as follows:—"A new comodye in

englyshe, iu manner of an enterlude, ryght elygant

and full of craft of rhetoryk, wherein is shewd and
dyscrybed, as well the bewte and good properties

of women, as theyr vycys and evyU codiciSs, with a
moraU cBclusion and ediortaoyon to vertew." This

was published in 1530, and is apparently referred

to in a Puritanical tract called A Second and Third
Blast of Eetrait from Plates and Theaters, printed

in that year. The hero of the piece is one Calistus,

who is enamoured of Melibea, but is not considered

favourably by that damsel. He accordingly calls

to his aid a vile woman, called Scelestina, who
endeavours to entice the heroine into her toUs, and,

failing, pretends that Calistus has a dreadful fit of

toothache, which can only be cured by the loan of

the relic-haUowed girdle of MeUbea.

CallCOtt, Lady (b. 1788, d. 1843), is best
known, perhaps, as the author of Little Arthur's
Sistory of England, and other books for children.

a

She also wrote a Sistory of Spain, and a Life of
Poussin.

" Call it not vain;—they do not err."
See stanza i., canto v., of Scott s Lay of the Last
Minstrel (ij.v.) :

—

" Who say, that, when the poet dies.
Mute Nature mourns her worshipper.

And celebrates his obsequies."

" Calm is the morn without a sound."
Sect. xi. of In Memoriam, by Alfred Tennyson.

Calvary: "or, the Death of Christ." A
poem in eight books, by Richard Cumberland
(1732—1811), published in 1792, and extravagantly
characterised by Dr. Drake as "a work imbued
with the genuine spirit of MUton, and destined,
therefore, most probably, to immortahty."

Calverley, Charles Stuart, comic poet,

hymn writer, and translator, has published, under
the initials " C. S. C," Verses and Translations,

Translations into English and Latin, and Fly Leaves

(1872).

Calvert, George Henry, American poet
and miscellaneous writer (b. 1803), has published
Illustrations of Phrenology (1832) ; a metrical ver-

sion of SchiUer's Von Carlos (1836) ; Scenes and
Thoughts in Europe (1846 and 1852) ; Cabiri, a
poem (1840 and 1864); Comedies (1856); The
Gentleman (1863); First Tear in Europe (1867);
Ellen, a poem (1869) ; and other works.

Calvo, Baldassare. See Baldassare Calvo.

Calypso and Telemachus. An opera, by
John Hughes (q.v.), "intended to show that the

English language might be very happily adapted

to music."

Camaralzaman. A prince in the Arabian
Nights who fell in love vrith Badoura at first sight.

Camball. See Cambusoan.

Cam.bel, or Cambalo. A character in

Spenser's Faerie Queene (q.v.), who challenged

every suitor for the hand of his sister Canace. He
vanquished all except Triamond, who married her.

Cambridge, Kiehard Owen, poet and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1717, d. 1802), wrote .4«

Account of the War in India, 1750—60 (1761) ;

A Sistory of the Coast of Coromandel (1761) ; The

Scribleriad (1751), (q.v.) ; and other Works, repub-

lished, with an account of his Life and Character,

by the Rev. George Owen Cambridge, his son, in

1803.

Cambrio-Britons and their Harp, To
the. In The Ballad of Agincourt, by Michael
Drayton (1563—1631), included in his Odes, and

other Lyric Poesies. See Charge op the Light

Brigade.

Cambusoan. A king of Tartary,inCHAU0'ER'3

Squier's Tale, referred to by Milton in the following

lines:

—

" Or call up him who left half told
The story of Cambuscan bold,

Of Camball, and of Algarsife.
And who had Canace to wife.

That owned the virtuous ring and glass;

And of the wondrous horse of brass
On which the Tartar king did ride."
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" I think it not unlikely," says Keightley, " that

Chaucer had seen The Travels of Marco Polo, and
that Cambuscan, or Cambu's Can, is a contraction

of Cambalu Can. We may observe that one of his

sons is Camballo. Of Algarsife, the other son, I
can give no account. The name of his daughter,
Oanace, is Greek." It is noticeable, further, that

whereas MiLton throws the emphasis on the second
syllable of the word Cambuscan, Chaucer throws it

on the third. See Cambel.

Cambyses, The Lamentable Tragedy
of Elng, by THOMAS Pkeston, was licensed to be
acted in 1569, and reprinted in Hawkins' Origin

of the JEnglish Drama, vol. i. It is referred to by
Shakespeare in 1 Henry IV., act ii., scene 4 :

" For
I must speak in passion, and I will do it in King
Cambyses' vein." " There is, indeed," says Camp-
bell, " matter for weeping in the tragedy ; for in

the course ofrit an elderly gentleman is flayed

alive. To make the skinning more pathetic, his

son is witness to it, and exclaims :

—

*' * Wbat child ts he of Nature's mould could bide the same to see,
HIB father fleaed in this wise? O laow it grieveth me !

'

"

It may comfort the reader to know that this

theatric decortipation was meant to be allegorical,

and we may believe that it was performed with no
degree of stage Ulusion that could deeply affect the
spectator."

Camden Society, The, an association for
the republication of British historical documents,
was founded in 1838, and still exists. A number
of works of great historical value have been pub-
lished by the society, for the details of which see
The Descriptive Catalogue of the Works of the

Camden Society, by John Gough Nichols (1862).

Camden, "William, scholar and antiquary
(b. 1551, d. 1623), published Britannia (1686—
1607) ; Institutio Grcecce Grammatices Compendiaria
(1597) ; Anglica, Hiiernica, Normanica, Cambrica,
and Veteris Scripta (1604) ; Semains Concerning
Britain (1605) ; lieges, Begince, Nobiles, et alii in
Ecelesia CoUegiata B. Petri Westmonasterii Sepulti,
usque ad annum 1606 (1606) ; Annates Serum Angli-
carum et Hibernicarum regnante Elizabetha (1615)

;

A Description of Scotland (1695) ; and some minor
works. For Biography, see Guillelmi Camdeni et

Illustriwm Virormn ad G. Camdenum Epistolce, pub-
lished by T. Smith in 1691 ; "Wood's Athena: Ox-
onienses; The Biographia Britannica ; and Gough'

s

edition of the Britannia. See Britannia.
Camelot. The seat of Arthur's court in Ten-

nyson's Idylls, described in Gareth and Lynette,
and referred to in The Lady of Shalott.

Camilla : " a Picture of Youth." A novel by
Madame d'Arblay (1752—1840), pubUshed by sub-
scriptionm 1796. It realised three thousand pounds,
but It is very inferior to Evelina (q.v.) and Cecilia
(q. v.). The heroine, Camilla, is a " light, airy, poor,
and imprudent, but gentle" girl. Her lover,
idgar, IS a " prudent, rich, and vrise" young man.
Camilla trusts too much, and Edgar too little,"

and, consequently, they are "miserable through

the five volumes," in which the story originally

appeared.

"Camilla scours the plain, Not so,

when swift."

—

Pope's Essay on Criticism, part ii.,

line 365.

Camoens :
" The Lusiad." English transla-

tions of this poem were published by Sir E.

Fanshawe, in 1655; by Mickle, in 1771; and by

Sir T. Mitchell, in 1854. John Adamson, the bio-

grapher of the poet (1820), also edited another

version of a portion of the work; and Lord

Strangford executed some translations of Camoens'

minor poems.

Campaign, The. Apoem addressed byJoseph
Addison (1672—1719) to the great Duke of Marl-

borough, whose victories he celebrates in heroic

verse. It was published in 1704, and contains tiie

famous passage about the angel, who

—

"Pleased th' Almighty's orders to perform.
Rides in the whirlwind and directs the storm."

Warton caUs it a " gazette in rhyme.''

Campaigne, Sir John Suckling's. A
satirical ballad by Sir John Mennis, in Mtisarmn

Delicice (1656), ridiculing the retreat, before the

Scots at Dunse, of a troop of horsemen equipped

and presented to Charles I. by Suckling (q.v.).

Campaigner, The Old. Mrs. Mackenzie,

mother of Eosa, who marries Clive Newcome, in

Thackeray's novel of The Newcomes (q.v.).

Campaspe. See Alexander and Campaspe.

Campbell, Bonnie George. A ballad,

printed in The Scottish Minstrel (1810—14), and

sho'wing how the hero

—

" Rode out on a day,
Saddled and bridled,
And gallant to see

;

Hame cam' his gude horse.
But hame cam' nahc."

Campbell, George, D.D., theologian and

misceUaueous writer (b. 1719, d. 1796), published

A Dissertation on Miracles (1763) ; The Bhilosophg

ofBhetoric (1776) ; The Success of the First Bublishm

of the Gospel, considered as a Proof of its Truth

(1777); A New Translation of tlie Gospels (I11i)\

Lectures on Systematic Theology (1807); Lectures m
tlie Pastoral Character (1811) ; Lectures on Eccle-

siastical History ; and other works, since published

in a uniform edition. Some account of the Lift

and Writings of Dr. Campbell was prefixed by the

Rev. G. S. Keith to an edition of the last-jiiamed

work in 1813.

Campbell, John, historical and political

writer (b. 1708, d. 1775), published The Military

History of Prince Eugene and the Duke of Marl-

borough (1736) ; A History of the New Testament,

Digested into the Order of Time (1738) ; Lives of the

British Admirals (1742); Hcrmippm Bevived {I7i3);

A Political Survey of Britain (l'774) ; and other

works. See M'Cullooh's Literature of Political

Economy, Boswell's Life of Johnson, and the Bio-

graphia Britannica. See Banbury, The Shbpheed
OP ; Hermipptis Revived.
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Campbell, John, Lord Chancellor (b. 1779,

d. 1861), -wrote The Lives of the Lord Chancellors

and the Keepers of the Great Seal of England, from
the Earliest Times till the Reign of George IV. (1846

—47) ; and The Lives of the Chief Justices of

England, from the Norman Congttest till the Death

of Lord Mansfield (1849). See The Quarterly Be-

iiieu), Deoemter, 1847; and The Edimburgh Review,

October, 1857.

Campbell, Thomas, poet and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1777, d. 1844), -wrote The Fleasures of

.Hope (1799); Foems (1803); Annals ofGreat Sritain,

from the Accession of George ILL to the Peace of

Amiens (1806) ; Gertrtide of Wyoming, and other

Poems (1809) ; Specimens of the British Poets, with

Biographical and Critical Notices, and an Essay on

English Poetry (1819, 1841, 1845, 1848); Theodrie

(1824) ; The Life of Mrs. Siddons (1834) ; Letters

from the South (1837) ; The Life and Times of
Petrarch (1841) ; The Pilgrim of Gleneoe, and other

Poems (1842) ; Frederick the Great : his Court and

Times (1843) ; The Sistory of Our Own Times

(1843); 3;a.d.APoefsResideneeinAlgiers {X&ib). For
Biography, see the Life and Letters by Dr. Beattie

(1849), and the Sketch prefixed by WiUiani AUing-
ham to the Aldine edition of the Poetical Works

(1875). For Criticism, see Hazlitt's Spirit of the

Age, JefErey's Essays, Moir's Poetical Literature of
the Past Salf-Century, and W. M. Eossetti's Intro-

duction to his edition of the Poems. Campbell, says

AUingham, " wrote in the taste of the time, yet -with

recognisable originality; and he handled topics of

immediate, though not ephemeral interest. His
battle-pieces, too, on names and subjects known
to all, had the true popular ring, a bold tramp of

metre. Little mattershow Campbellmanagedto pro-

duce Te Mariners of England, The Soldier's Dream,
The Battle of the Baltic, the fine passages of The
Pleasures of Mope, Gertrude, and 0' Connor's Child.

Indeed, how, exactly, no critical acumen could by
any possibility find out. He had the touch, that is

what is certain. Many of his other short poems
have the unmistakable stamp of our artist upon
them. Compared as lyrical writers, Campbell seems
to me to have a finer touch than Scott or Byron,
the former of whom is apt to be rough, the latter

turgid. But in whatever rank one or another
reader may place the poetry of Thomas Campbell,
all -will agree that he made genuine additions to

English literature." ySeeAuNALS op Great Britain;
Exile of Eein ; Gebtkude op WYOMma ; Hohen-
linden; Letters from the South; Pleasures op
Hope ; Specimens of the British Poets.

Campden, Hugh (temp. Henry V.), trans-
lated The History ofKing Boeeus and Sydrack from
the French. See Boccus.

Cam.pioil, Thomas, poet, critic, and musician
(1540—1623), was the author of Observations in the
Art of English Poesie (1604) ; The Description of a
Masks, presented before the Kinges Majestic (1607)

;

A Relation of the late Royall Entertainment, given by

the Lord Knowles (1613) ; Songs of Mourning, be-

wailing the untimely Death of Prince Senry (1613)

;

A New Way of Making foure parts of Counter-
point, by a most familiar and infallible rule (1613)

;

The Description of a Maske presented at Whitehall
(1614) ; Tho. Campioni Epigrammatwm, Hbri ii., and
JJmbra Elegiarum, liber i. (1619) ; and four pieces
contributed to Davison's Poetical Rhapsody (q.v.).

See Hazlitt's Early English Literature. See Art
OP English Poesie.

Canace. See Cambel and Cambubcan.

"Candid friend. The." See "Save me!
OH, SAVE ME !

'

Candlish, Robert Smith, D.D„ Presby-
terian minister (1807— 1873), wrote Contribu-

tions towards the Exposition of the Book of Genesis ;
The Atonement : its Reality and Extent ; Life in a
Risen Saviour ; and numerous other works, chiefly

' of a theological and doctrinal character. See the
Biographical Sketch prefixed to the Sermons (1873).

Candoiir, Mrs., 'in Shebxdau's comedy of

The School for Scandal (q.v.), is a conspicuous

scandal'-monger, " whose name," says Moore, " has
become one of those formidable by-words which
have more power in putting folly and ill-nature out

.

of countenance than whole vol'umes of the -wisest

remonstrances and reasoning."

Cane-bottomed Chair, The. A poem by
William Makepeace Thackeray.

Canning, George, statesman (b. 1770, d.

1827), contributed several poetical jeux d'esprit to

The Anti-Jacobin Review (q.v.), and an article in

The Gornhill Magazine for 1867. For Biography,
see the Lives by Therry (1828), Stapleton (1831),

and Bell (1846). See Microcosm, The.

Canterbury Tales, The, by Geoffrey
Chaucer (1328—1400), consist of a Prologue and
twenty-four narratives, of which two only, Chaucer's

Tales of Melibceus and The Parson's Tale, are in

prose, the remaiader being written in couplets of

ten syllables, which have laid the foundation for

the most popular form of English verse. The plan
of the poem is as follows :—The author supposes

that, on the evening before he starts on a pilgrimage

to the shrine of St. Thomas-a-Becket, at Canterbury,

he stops at the Tabard Inn, in Southwark, where
he finds himself in the midst of a company
of twenty-one of all ranks and ages and both
sexes, who are also bound for the same destination.

After supper, the host of the Tabard, Harry Bailly

by name, proposes that, to beguile the journey there

and back, the pilgrims shall each of them tell two
tales as they come and go, and that he, who by the

general voice shall have told his story best, shall,

on their return to the hostelry, be treated to a supper
at the common cost. This is agreed to with accla-

mation ; and, accordingly, the pilgrims start next
morning on their way, listening as they ride to

the heroic tale of the brave and gentle knight,

who has been chosen to narrate the first tale. It
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will be understood that Chaucer does not profess

to give to the world all the stories told. As a

matter of fact, he gives only twenty-four, of which
two have been already named, the remainder being

those told by the TTnigbt, the Miller, the Eeeve,

the Cook, the Man of Law, the Wife of Bath,

the Friar, the Sompnour, the Clerk, the S4uire,

the Franklin, the Doctor, the Pardoner, the Ship-

man, the Prioress, the Monk, the Nun's Priest, the

second Nun, the Canon's Yeoman, the Manciple,

and Chaucer himself (Sir Topas). Unfinished as

it is, however, the poem was immensely popular,

even in the author's time, and it was one of the

first books that issued from the press of Caxton,

probably iu 1475. The first edition of importance

was that by Godfrey, in 1532, succeeded, in 1721,

by that of TJrry, and, in 1775, by that of Tyrwhitt.

Saunders published, in 1845, Chaucer's Ccmierb^ry

Tales Explained, and Cowden Clarke has done for

them the office that Charles Lamb performed for

Shakespeare's plays. For rMerenoes to criticism,

see the article Chaucer ; also, see Dibdin's Typo-

graphieal Antiquities, and Lowndes' Bibliographer's

Manual. There is an allusion to this famous poem
in Hawes's Fastitne of Pleasure :—

"And upon hys Ima^inacyoB,
He made also the Talea ol Canterbury,
Some TlrtuouB, and some glad and merry."

Canterbury Tales, The. Stories by Sophia
(1750—1824) and Harkiet Lee (1756—1851); of
which. The Toung Lady's Tale and The Clergyman's
Tale were written by Sophia, and the remainder,
including Kruitmer : or, the Qermmia Tale, by her
sister Harriet. It was on the story of Kruitzner
that Byron founded his dramatic poem of Werner
(q.v.). "It made a deep impression on me," he
says, " and may indeed be said to contain the germ
of much that I have since written." " The main
idea," says a writer in Slaehwood's Magazine,
" which lies at the root of it, is the horror of an
erring father—who; having been detected in vice by
his son, has dared to defend his own sin, and so to
perplex the son's notions of moral rectitude—on
finding that the son in his turn has pushed the
false principles thus instilled to the last and worst
extreme—on heaiiug his own sophistries flung in
his face by a murderer."

Canton. A valet to Lord Ogleby in Colman
and Garrick's comedy of The Clandestine Mar-
riage (q.v.).

CantweU, Dr. The leading character in
Gibber's comedy of The Sypocrite, who endeavours
to seduce Lady Lambert, the wife of the man who
has befriended and enriched him.

Capella, Bianca. See Bianca Capella.

Capem, Edward, poet (b. 1819), has pub-
lished Foems (1866); Ballads and Songs (1859);
Wayside Warbles (l%65) \ The Devonshire Melodist

;

and various miscellaneous pieces. See Bidbpord,
The Rural Postman op ; Postman Poet, The.

Capgrave, John, Provincial of the Austin

Friars in England (b. 1393, d. 1464), wrote a Nova
Legenda, sive vitte Sanctorum Angliee (1516); J_

Chronicle ofMngland ; The Boole of the Noble Eenries;

and numerous religious works, aU in Latin;

also, A Life of Saint Katharine, in English

verse. " He exceeded," says Morley, " all men of

the reign of Henry VI. in the industry of a great

erudition vpithout genius." See Warton's English

Foetry ; also. Book of the Noble Henries;
Chronicle op England ; Katharine, Lipe op St.

Capricious Lovers, The. A comic opera

by KoBERT Lloyd (1733—1764), produced in ttie

latter year at Drury Lane. It is founded on

Favart's Caprices d'Amour.

Captain, The. "A Legend of the Navy," ty
Alfred Tennyson, first pubUshed in Seleotionsfrom

the Works.

Captain Mario. A comedy by Stephen
GossoN (1554—1623), written in 1677 ; caUed iy
the author " a cast of Italian devises," and probably

founded on some Italian novel.

Captives, The. A tragedy by John Gay
(1688—1732), produced at Drury Lane in 1723.

Captivity, The. An oratorio in three acts

by Oliver Goldsmith (1728—1774). The dra.

matis personte are two Jewish prophets, two Chal-

dean priests, an Israelitish and a (Sialdean woman,
and a chorus of youths and virgins.

Capulet, in Shakespeare's tragedy of Ronrn

and Juliet (q.v.), is the head of a noble family in

Verona, whose rivalry with the house of Montague
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries is a

matter of history. His wife. Lady Capulet, " with

her train of velvet, her black hood, her fan, and her

rosary," is described by Mrs. Jameson as " the very

beau-ideal of a proud Italian matron " of that time.

" Yet she loves her daughter, and there is a touch

of remorseful tenderness in her lamentations over

her which adds to our impression of the timid soft-

ness of Juliet and the harsh subjection in which she

has been kept."

"Capulets, The tomb of all the."-
Burke, Letter to Matthew Smith.

Carabas, The Marquess of. A character

in Disraeli's novel of Vivian Grey (q.v.), said to

be intended for Lord Lyndhurst. " He was servile,

and pompous, and indefatigable, and loquacious—
so whispered the world ; his friends hailed him as

at once a courtier and a sage, a man of business

and an orator."

Caractacus. A drama by William Masou
(1725—1797), which Campbell thought superior to

Beaumont and Fletcher's play on the same subject.

It was produced in 1759. See Gray's Letters.

Caradoc the Great: "or, the Valiant

Watchman." A " Chronicle History," by Eobebt
Arnim, published in 1615.

Carathis. The mother of the Caliph Vathei,
in Beckford's story of that name (q.v.).
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"Card, Speak by the." An expression

used in Samlet (q.v.)) 'where the gravedigger

says, " How absolute the knave is ! we must speak

by the card, or equivocation will undo us" (act v.,

scene 1).

Card, The. A novel in the form of letters,

published by Newberry in 1765, and said to be
written by a weE-known clergyman of the period.

It is probably the earliest example in English

literature of that burlesque imitation of novels and
novelists which has in our own time resulted in

Thackeray's Novels hy Eminent Scmda and Bret

Harte's Sensation Novels Condensed. See Clara

Eeeve's Progress of Sonumce (q.v.), where reference

is made to it.

Cardiphonia :
" or, Utterance of the Heart,

in the course of a real Correspondence." A series

of letters by the Eev. John Newton (1722—1807),
published in 1781.

" Care for nobody, no, not I, I." The
refrain of the weU-known old English ballad. The
Miller of See.

Careless. A friend of Charles Surface, in

Sheridan's comedy of The Schoolfor Scandal {q^.v.).

Careless Husband, The, a play by Colley
CiBBEE. (1671—1757), acted in 1704, is "a very
elegant piece of agreeable, thoughtless writing;

and the incident of Lady Easy throwing her hand-
kerchief over her husband, whom she finds asleep

in a chair by the side of her waiting-woman, was
an admirable contrivance, taken, as the author in-

forms us, from real Hfe."

Careless Lover, The. A lyric by Sir John
Suckling (1609—1641).

" Caressed or chidden by the slender
hand. And singing, airy trifles, this or that." First

lines of a sonnet by Ai.fbed Tennyson.

Carew, Lady Elizabeth. The author of

a tragedy, published in 1613, and entitled, Marian,
the Fair Q«een of Jewry, of which Langbaine re-

marks that, "for the play itseH, it is very well

pen'd, considering these times and the lady's sex."

Carew, Thomas, poet (b. 1589, d. 1639),
wrote Coelum Britannieum, a Maske (q.v.), (1634),
and some miscellaneous pieces, which first ap-
peared in a coUeoted edition in 1640 ; after-

wards, under the editorship of T. Maitland, Lord
Dundreimen, in 1824. They are included, with
the masques, in the collection edited by Anderson
and Chalmers. See the complete edition of CareVs
Works, prepared by W. Carew HazKtt for the
Eoxburghe Club. See, also. The Retrospective

Meview, vol. vi., and The Quarterly Seview, vol. iv.

The Life of Carew is given in Wood's Athenee
Oxonienses. For Criticism, see Hallam's Literary
Sistory, Campbell's English Facts, and Hlazlitt's

English Foetry and Age of Elizabeth. There are
allusions to Carew in Oldys' MS. notes on Lang-
baine' s Sramatick Foetry, Lloyd's Worthies, and
the woi'ks of Bishop Percy, Phillips, and the Earl

of Clarendon. He figures in Suckling's Session of
the Foets

:

—
" Tom Carew was next, but he had a fault
That would not weU stand with a lanreat.
His muse was hede-bound, and the Issue of 's brain
Was seldom brought forth but with trouble and ijaln."

Carey, Alice, American authoress (b. 1822;,
has published Foems (1850) ; Clovernook : or, Eecol-
leetions of our Neighbourhood in the West (1861),
(q.v.) ; Sagar, a Story of To-day (1851) ; Lyra, and
other Foems (1852) ; Clovernook, second series, and
Clovernook Children (1854) ; Foems (1855) ; Mar-
ried, not Mated, a novel (1855) ; Holywood, a novel
(1855). See Griswold's Female Foets of America,
and Mrs. Hale's Records of Wom^n. " No American
woman," says The WestminsterReview, "has evinced,
in prose and poetry, anything like the genius of
Alice Carey."

Carey, George Saville, son of the poet
(d. 1807), was, like his father, a voluminous song
writer, and published, among other works, Foetical

Efforts (1787), Balnea (1799), and Eighteen Mundred
(1800). See the Biographia Dramatica.

Carey, Henry, second Earl of Monmouth
(b. 1696, d. 1661), wrote a History of Flanders,

some Folitic Discourses, and various translations.

Carey, Henry, poet, dramatist, and musician
(1663—1743), pubKshed Foems (1713) ; The Con-
trivances, and another farce (1715) ; Foems (1720)

;

Manging amd Marriage (1722) ; Cantatas and Essays

(1724) ; Verses on Gulliver's Travels (1727); an en-
larged edition of his Poem* (1729); Chroncnhotontho-
logos (1734), (q.v.); Amelia and Teraminta (1732);
The Sanest Torkshireman (1736) ; The Fragon of
Wantley (1737); Margery: or, the Fragoness (1738)

;

Nancy: or, the Farting Lovers (1739); and The
Musical Century in 100 English Ballads (1734—40).
He is best known, perhaps, as the author of the
famous ballad, Salh^ in our Alley (q.v.). His
dramatic Works were collected and published in
1743. See the Biographia Dramatica, and Sir

John Hawkins' and Bumey's Sistaries of Music.
See Namey Pamby.

Carey, Henry Charles, American political

economist (b. 1793), has published The Frinciples

of Falitical Economy (1837—40) ; The Credit System
(1838) ; The Fast, the Present, and the Future (1848)

;

The Frinciples of Social Science (1858) ; Miscellanies

(1869); The Unity ofLaw (1873); and other works.

Carey, Henry Lucius, Viscount Falkland
(d. 1663), wrote The Marriage Night, a play,

published in 1664. See Walpole's Royal and Noble

Authors, Lloyd's State Worthies, Langbaine'

s

Dramatick Foetry, and the Biographia Dramatica.

Carey, Matthew, Irish publisher and author

(b. 1760, d. 1840), is best known as the publisher

of The Freeman's Journal (1783), and The Ferm-
sylvania Serald (1786). He also wrote The Olive

Branch (1814), and Vindicice Sibernia {\ilS). See
his Autobiography contributed to The New England
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Darker, Mr., in Dickens's novel of

and Son (q.v.), is the confidential manager of Mr.
Dombey's business, and is. chiefly remarkable for

his villainy and his vfhite teeth.

Carleton, Williaiii, novelist (1798—1869),
wrote Traits anA Stories of the Irish Peasantry

(1830 and 1832) ; Tardarougha the Miser : or, the

Convicts of Iiisnamona (1839) ; The Fawn of Spring
Vale, and other stories (1841); Valentine M'Clutchy

(1845); Willy Eeilly (1855); and other works.
"His tales," says The Quarterly Review, " are full

of vigorous, picturesque description, and genuine
pathos. They may be referred to as furnishing a
very correct portrait of the Irish peasantry."
" Never," according to Professor Wilson, " was
that wild, imaginative people better described;

and, amongst all the fun, frolic, and folly, there is

no want of poetry, pathos, and passion." See Dennis
O'Shaughnessy, &c.; Pakdakougha ; Hedge
School, The ; Scholak, The Poor.

Carlisle, Earl of, Frederick Howard (1748—1826), produced Poetns (1773) ; The Father's Re-
venge, a tragedy (1783) ; The Stepmother, a tragedy

(1800) ; Thotights on the Present Condition of
the Stage (1808) ; and other works. His Tragedies

and Poems were collected and published in 1807.
Lord Carlisle was the subject of an acrimonious
attack by Byron in the English Bards and Scotch

Reviewers, for which the poet afterwards made re-

paration iu the third canto of Ohilde Sarold.

Carlyle, Thomas, historian, biographer,
essayist, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1795), has
written in Brewster's Fdimburgh Fn'cyclopadia

(1820—23) articles on Lady Mary Wortley Mon-
tagu, Montaigne, Montesquieu, Montfaucon, Dr.
Moore, Sir John Moore, Necker, Nelson, Nether-
lands, Newfoundland, Norfolk, Northamptonshire,
Northumberland, Mimgo Park, Lord Chatham,
WiUiam Pitt; in The New Edinburgh Review
(1821—22), papers on Joanna BaiHie's Metrical
Legends, and on Goethe's Faust ; a translation of
Xegendre's Geometry, with an essay on Proportion
(1824) ; Schiller's Life and Writings (1823—25)

;

a translation of Goethe's Wilhelm Meister (1824)

;

German Romances : Specimens of the Chief Authors^
with Biographical and Critical Notices (1827)

;

essays in various reviews and magazines, republished
in the Miscellcmies (1827—37) ; Sartor Resartus
(1833 — 34) ; The French Revolution (1837)

;

Chartism (1839) ; Heroes and .Sero-Worship (ISiO) ;

Past and Present (1843) ; Oliver Cromwell's Letters
and Speeches, with Elucidations and a Connecting
Narrative (1845); Latter-Day Pamphlets (1850);
articles in The Examiner (1848), on " Louis
PhUippe" (March 4), "Repeal of the Union"
(April 29), "Legislation for Ireland" (May 13);
articles iu The Spectator (1848), on " Ireland and the
British Chief Governor," and " Irish Regiments (of
the New Era) " (May 13) ; " The Death of Charles
Buller," in The Examiner (December 2, 1848);
Life of John Sterling (1851); Life of Friedrioh II.
(1865) ; Shooting Niagara and after ? in Mac-

millan's Magazine for 1867 ; and On the Choice of

Books (1866). In 1875, Mr. Carlyle published a

smaU volume on the Early Kings of Norway, and
the Portraits ofJohn Knox. For Biography, see 3f««

of the Time; Imperial Dictionary of Biography,'

by Professor Niohol; Home's Spirit of the Age;.

the preface to The Choice of Books. And
for Criticism, see Essays, by George Brimley;

Greg's Literary and Social Judgments; Morle/g
Critical Miscellanies; Quarterly Review for July,

1865 ; Westminster Review for January, 1865

;

British and For-eign Review for October, 1843, by
Giuseppe Mazzini; and J. Eussell Lowell's My
Study Windows. "With the gift of song," says

Lowell, " Carlyle would have been the greatest

of epic poets siace Homer. Without it to modu-
late and harmonise and bring parts into proper

relation, he is the most amorphous of humorists,

the most shining avatar of whim the world has ever

seen. Beginning vrith a hearty contempt for

shams, he has come at length to believe ia brute

force as the only reality, and has as little sense of

justice as Tha,ckeray allowed to women. We say

brute force because, though the theory is that this

force should be directed by the supreme intellect

for the time being, yet all inferior wits are treated

rather as obstacles to be contemptuously shoved

aside than as auxiliary forces to be conciliated

through their reason. But, with all deductions,

he remains the profoundest critic and the most"

dramatic imagination of modem times. Never was
there a more striking example of the ingeniwm per-

fervidum long ago said to be characteristic of his

countrymen. Though he seems more and more

to confound material 'mth moral success, yet there

is always something wholesome in his unswerving
loyalty to reahty, as he understands it. History,

in the true sense, he does not and cannot write, for

he looks on mankind as a herd without voUtion

and without moral force ; but such vivid pictures

of events, such living conceptions of character, we
find nowhere else in prose. Though not the safest

of guides in politics or practical philosophy, his

value as an inspirer and awakener cannot be

over-estimated." iSee French Revolution, Thb
;

Friedkich II. op Prussia; Heroes and Hebo-
Worship; Latter-Dat Pamphlets; Past ato

Present ; Romances, German, &o. ; Saetob
Resartus

; Schiller ; Wilhelm Meister.

Carmen de Commendatione Cere-
Visise. A poem by Robert de Bbaufet (circa

1197), written iu honour of ale.

Carmen Lilliense, Titmarsh's. A ballad

in four parts, by William Makepeace Thackeray,
written on September 2, 1843, when awaiting

remittances from England :

—

" He bndno caBb, he lay In pawn,
A Btranger In the town of LIUe."

Carmen SecvQare for the Year 1700.
A poem in English verse, by Matthew Prior

(1664—1721), in which the author celebrates the

vii-tues of King WiUiam III., and which Johnson
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characterises as " one of his longest and most

splendid compositions." It is notable as containing

an incidental suggestion of an academy such as

Swift had hinted at in his Proposal for ascertaining

the English Language, TickeU had suggested, in

his Prospect of Peace, and Matthew Arnold has

foreshadowed in one of the moat interesting of his

Essays in Criticism. Prior advocates a society

that
" with care true eloquence shall teach,

Arid to juBt idioms fix our doubtful speech

:

That from our writers distant realms may know
The thanks we to our monarchs owe."

Carmen Tritimphale, " for the Commence-
ment of the Year 1814;" written by Kobeet
SouTHBY (1774—1843), and published in 1815.

Carolan, Turlough O'. An Irish bard (b.

1670, d. 1738). "His songs in general,"^ says

Goldsmith, " may be compared to those of Pindar,

as they have frequently the same flight of imagi-

nation, and are composed (I don't say written, for

he could not write) merely to flatter some man of

fortune upon some excellence of the same kind."

See Walker's Irish Bards.

Caroline. A poem in two parts, by Thomas
Campbell (1777—1844), the second part being

addressed " To the Evening Star."
" O hrlng with thee my Caroline,
And thou Shalt be my Ruling Star !

"

Caroline Gann. The heroine of Thackekay's
Shabby Genteel Story, (q.v.). She afterwards reap-

pears as the deserted vnfe of Brand Firmin (q.v.),

in The Adventures of Philip (q.v.), where she
figures as " the little sister."

Carpenter, Williani Benjamin, M.D.,
physiological writer (b. 1813), has published The
Principles of General and Comparative Physiology

(1839), The Microscope and its Revelations, and
many other works of high scientific interest.

Carr, Sir John, hart., of the Middle Temple
(b. 1772, d. 1832), published The Stranger in

France (1803), Poems (1803, 1809), The Stranger in

Ireland (1806), A Rove through Solland (1807),
Caledonian Slcetches (1809), and Descriptive Travels

(1811). See Stkangeb in Ireland.

Carrington, Noel Thomas, poet (1777—
1830), wrote The Sanis of Tamar (1820), Dartmoor
(1826), and My Native Village. His Poems were
afterwards collected.

Carroll, Iiewis. The nom de plume under
which C. LuTwiDGE Dodgson has published Alice
in Wonderland (q.v.). Through the Looking-glass,

Phantasmagoria, JECmting of the Snark, and mis-
cellaneous contributions to the magazines.

Carmthers, Eobert, Scottish journalist and
misoeUaneouB writer (b. 1799), has published a
Siatory of Suntingdon (1826), and The Poetry of
Milton's Prose (1827). Conjointly with Dr. Eobert
Chambers, he edited The Cyclopiedia of English
Literature, of which he wrote nearly all the original
portions. He has also edited the works of Pope

(1858), and contributed to the Encycloptedia Bri-
tannica. He has edited the Inverness Courier since

1828.

Carte, Thomas, historian (b. 1686, d. 1754),
produced A History of the Life of James, Duke of
Ormonde, 1610—88 (1735—36) ; A General Sistory

of England from the Earliest Times to A.D. 1664
(1747—55), and other minor works.

Carter, Elizabeth, poetess and scholar (b.

1717, d. 1806), published Poems on Several Occasions

(1738) ; A Series of Letters between Mrs. Elizabeth

Carter and Miss Catherine Talbot 1741—70, to which
are added Letters to Mrs. Vesey, 1763—87 (1808)

;

Letters to Mrs. Montagu, 1765—1800 (1817); trans-

lations of Epictetus, Crousaz's Examen of Pope's

Essay on Mam, Algaroth's Explanation of Newton'a
Philosophy ; two papers in The Rambler (Nos. 44
and 100), and Poems (1762). Her Memoirs, with a
new edition of her poems and other miscellaneous

writings, appeared in 1807. See the Life by Pen-
nington (1816). See Eliza.

Carton, Sydney. A leading character in

Dickens's Tale of Two Cities.

Cartwright, Edmund, poet and inventor

(b. 1743, d. 1823), wrote Constantia (1768), Ar-
mine and Elvira (1775), The Prince of Peace (1779),

Sonnets to Eminent Men (1783), Letters and Sonnets

addressed to Lord John Russell (1807), some contri-

butions to The Monthly Review, and other works.

Cartwright, William, poet and dramatist

. 1611, d. 1643), wrote The Royal Slave (1639),

q.v.) ; The Lady Errant (1651) ; The Ordinary

^1651), (q.v.); The Siege: or. Love's Convert (1651)

;

To Philip, Earle of Pembroke and Montgomerie

(1641) ; Of the Signal Days in the Month of Nov., in

Relation to the Crown and Royal Family (1641)

;

An Offspring of Mercy, issuing out of the Womb of
Cruslty : or, a Passion Sermon preached in Ch. Ch. in

Oxon (1652) ; and other poems, printed in Henry
Lawes' Ayres and Dialogues (1653). His Comedies,

Tragi- Comedies, with other Poems, appeared in

a collected form in 1651. See Wood's Athenie

Oxonienses. "My son Cartwright," said Ben Jon-

son, " writes like a man."

Carvel, Hans. A story in verse, by Matthew
Prior (1664—1721), characterised by Johnson as
" not over decent." " The adventure of Hans
Carvel," he says, " has passed through many suc-

cessions of merry wits, for it is to be found in

Ariosto's satire, and is perhaps yet older."

Cary, Henry Francis, poet and biographer

(b. 1772, d. 1844), published a translation, m
English blank verse, of Dante's Divina Commedia

(1814), An Irregular Ode to General Elliot (1787),

Sonnets and Odes (1788), versions of The Birds of

Aristophanes and the Odes of Pindar, Lives of the

English and the Early French Poets, and editions

of the works of Pope, Cowper, Milton, Thomson,
and Young. See the Life by his son.

CaryU, John, dramatist (b. 1687, d. 1718),
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produced The English Princess : or, the Death of

Richard III. (1667) ; and Sir Solomon : or, the

Cautious Coxcomb (1671) ; besides a translation from
the Vulgate of the Psalma of David (1700). He
was an intimate friend of Pope, and is said to have
suggested to the poet the idea of The Sape of the

Lock (q.v.).

Casa Guidi Windows. A poem, in two
parts, by Elizabeth Babrbtt BaowNiNG (1809

—

1861), the first part of which was written in or

about 1848. It gives "the impressions of the

writer upon events in Tuscany, of which she was
a witness" from the house she inhabited, called

Casa Guidi.

Casablanca. A well-known poem by Mrs.
Hemans (1794—1835).

Casa Wappy. An elegiac poem by David
Macbeth Mora (1798—1851), on the death of an
infant son of the writer, who died after a very
short illness. " Casa Wappy " was a pet name for

the child.

Casaubon, Mr. The scholar, in G-EORGE

Eliot's novel of Middlemarch (q.v.), who eventually

marries the heroine, Dorothea Brooke.

Casca. One of the conspirators against Julius

Caesar, in Shakespeare's tragedy of that name
(q.v.).

" See what a rent the envious Casca made I

"

Case is Altered, The. A comedy by Ben
JoNSON, written between 1596 and 1598.

Cash, Corn, and Catholics, Odes on,
by Thomas Moore, published in 1828.

Caslmere. A Polish emigrant, in Canning's
mock tragedy of The Rovers (q.v.), in The Anti-
Jacobin (q.v.).

Cassandra. A prophetess, daughter of Priam,
in Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida (q.v.).

Casslo, lieutenant to Othello, " is portrayed,"

says Schlegel, " exactly as he ought to be to excite

suspicion without actual guilt—amiable and nobly
disposed, but easily seduced." It was with Cassio

that Desdemona was said by lago to be " false to

wedlock."

Cassius. A character in Julius Casar (q.v.)

—

" Tond' Cassius has a lean and hungry look ;

He thinks too much : such men are dangerous."

Castara. A coUeotiou of love-songs, by Wil-
liam Habington (1605—1645). Castara was the
lady-love whom he afterwards married—Lucy,
daughter of William Herbert, first Lord Powis.
Probably the name is from " Casta," and " ara," a
virgin shrine. The poems were printed in 1634,
and revised in 1640.

Cast&l-CuiUe, The Blind Girl of. See
Blind Girl op Cast4l-0uillb, The.

Castle of Health, The, by Sir Thomas
Elyot (d. 1646), first printed in 1633, is full of
professional advice concerning diet and regimen.

Castle of Indolence, The. An aUegorical

poem in two cantos, by Jambs Thomson (1700—

1748), published in 1748. " This poem," says the

writer, " being writ in the manner of Spenser, the

obsolete words, and a simpHoity of diction in some

lines which borders on the ludicrous, were necessary

to make the imitation more perfect." " The first

canto," says Dr. Johnson, " opens a scene of lazy

luxury that fills the imagination." " To The Castle

of Indolence he brought," says Campbell, " not only

the fuU nature but the perfect art of a poet. The
materials of that exquisite poem are derived ori-

ginally from Taaso, but he was more immediately

indebted for them to the Fairi/ Queen, and in meet-

ing with the paternal spirit of Spenser he seems as

if he were admitted more intimately to the home
of inspiration. Every stanza of that charming

allegory, at least of the whole of the first part of it,

gives out a group of images from which the mind
is reluctant to psirt, and a flow of harmony which

the ear wishes to hear repeated." The poet, it may
be added, was probably indebted not oiUy toTasso,

but to Alexander Barclay's Castle of Labour, and

to a poem by Mitchell on Indolence.

Castle of Labour, The, by Alexandee
Barclay (d. 1552), is an allegorical poem from the

French, in seven-line stanzas, printed in 1506.

Castle of Love, The. A romance, trans-

lated into English from the Spanish, by John
BouRCHiER, Lord Bernbrs (1474—1532). Some
specimens are printed in Park's edition of Walpole's

Royal and Noble Authors.

Castle of Otranto, The. " A Story," by

Horace Walpole, fourth Earl of Orpord (1717—

1797), published by him in 1765, as " translated by

William Marshal, gent., from the original Italian

of Onuphro Muralto, canon of the Church of St.

Nicholas at Otranto." It was the author's object,

in this story, " to unite the marvellous turn of in-

cident and imposing tone of chivalry, exhibited

in the ancient romance, with that accurate display

of human character and contrast of feelings and

passions which is, or ought to be," says Sir

Walter Scott, " delineated in the modern novel."

It was written, it appears, in less than two months,

and its author explains its origin by recounting

how he " waked one morning from a dream, of

which all I could recover was, that I had thought

myself in an ancient castle (a very natural dream
for a head like mine, filled with Gothic story), and

that on the uppermost bamiister of a great stair-

case I saw a gigantic hand in armour. In the

evening I sat down and began to write, without

knowing in the least what I intended to say or

relate. The work grew on my hands, and I ^ew
fond of it." " I confess to you, my dear friend,"

he continues, writing to Madame du Deffand, " that

this is the only one of my works with which I am
myself pleased. I have composed it in defiance of

rules, of critics, and of philosophers, and it seems

to me just BO much the better for that very reason."

The poet Gray, writing to Walpole, said the book
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made some of them at Cambridge " cry a little, and
all, in general, afraid to go to ted o' nights."

Castle of Perseverance, The. One of

the oldest morals in our language, and in some
respects bearing resemblance to a miracle-play. It

is ably analysed by J. P. Collier in his Miatory

of JDramatic Foetry.

Castle Rackrent. An Irish story, by Maria
Edgeworth (1767—1849), illustrating the evils of

absenteeism and other Irish grievances, pubKshed
in 1799.

Castle Spectre, The. A dramaby Matthew
Gregory Lewis (1775—1818), produced in 1797,
and acted sixty successive nights. " It is full of

supernatural horrors, deadly revenge, and assas-

sination, with touches of poetical feeling, and some
well-managed scenes," and is still occasionally per-
formed in the provinces.

Castles of Athlin and Dunbayne, The.
A romance by Mrs. Radcliffe (1764—1823), pub-
lished when the authoress was twenty-five years
old. The scene is laid in feudal Scotland, and the
plot is wild and improbable.

Castlewood, Beatrix, in Thackeray's
novel of Esmond (c[.v.), is the daughter of Lady
Kachel Castlewood (4-i'-), and is described by
Hannay as " brilliant, radiant, full of life and force

—a Marie Stuart or Cleopatra of the every-day
world."

Castlewood,LadyRachel, in Thackeray's
novel of Esmond (q.v.), is the mother of Beatrix,
and in love with, and beloved by, Harry Esmond.
"Very sweet and pure, without ceasing to be
human and fallible."

Cat, Beware the. See Beware the Cat.

" Catch the manners living as they
rise." A line in Pope's Essay on Man (q.v.).

Cath-Gatahra, i.e., the battle of Gabhra. A
poem by Fergus Pibheoil (circa 290), which de-
scribes the warfare between the Fenii and Caibre,
King of Ireland, who desired to crush out that
powerful party.

Catharos: " Diogenes in hia Singularitie," &c.
By Thomas Lodge (1665—1625) ; christened by
him "A Nettle for Nice Noses."

Catherine. "AStory," byW.M.Thackeray,
originally published in Eraser's Magazine, in 1839
and 1840, under the nom de plrnne of " Ikey Solo-
mons, jun." It was intended "to counteract the
injurious influence of some popular fictions of that
day, which made heroes of highwaymen and bur-
glars, and created a false sympathy for the vicious
and criminal." With this purpose, the author chose
for the subject of his story a woman named Cathe-
rine Hayes, who was burned at Tyburn, in 1726,
for the deliberate murder of her husband under
very revolting circumstances. The aim of the
author was obviously to describe the career of this
wretched woman and her associates " with such

fidelity to truth as to exhibit the danger and folly
of rnvesting such persons vrith heroic and romantic
qualities." He was so far unsuccessful, however,
that many Irish readers of the story regarded it aa
a deliberate insult to the memory of Catherine
Hayes, the Irish singer, and were proportionately
angry, until the author humorously undeceived
them.

Catherine Parr, Queen of England (b. 1509,
and married to Henry VIII. in 1643), was the
author of a volume of Prayers and Meditations,
collected out of Soly Woorkes, published in 1545,
and of The Zainentation of a Sinner Bewailing the
Ignorance of Ser Blind Life, published in 1648,
with a preface by Lord Burleigh. She died in
1548.

Catiline's Conspiracy. A tragedy by
Ben Jonson (1674—1637), produced in 1611

;

" spun out," says Hazlitt, " to an excessive length
with Cicero's artificial and affected orations."
Catiline's Conspiracies is the title of an historical
play by Stephen Gosson (1654—1623).

Catius, in Pope's Moral Essays, epistle i., is

intended for Charles Dartineuf, and is described
as

—

" Ever moral, ever grave,
Thinks -who endures a knave Is next a knare.
Save just at dinner—then prefers, no doubt,A rogue with venison to a rogue without."

See the Imitations of Sorace, bk. ii., ep. ii., 87.
Warhurton calls Dartineuf " a celebrated glutton."

Catlin, George, American artist and author
(b. 1795), has published Illustrations ofthe Manners,
Customs, and Condition of the North American
Indians, with three hundred engravings on steel

(1841); The North American Portfolio of Sunting
Scenes and Amusements of the Pocky Mountains and
Prairies of America ; Notes of Eight Years' Travel
in Europe; and various other works, including The
Breath of Life : or. Shut your Mouth (1864), issued
in fac-simile of the author's handwriting.

Cato. A tragedy by Joseph Addison (1672

—

1719), produced in April, 1713, with a measure of
success which was owing in some degree to political
circumstances, but was not undeserved by its ex-
ceUeut dialogue and declamation. It is one of the
few English tragedies that foreigners have ad-
mired, and was immediately translated into the
French, Italian, and German languages. The pro-
logue was written by Pope and the epilogue by
Garth.

Cato, Dionysius. The Morals of this

writer were translated into English verse by
Benedict Burgh, for the use of his pupil, Lord
Bourchier, son of the Earl of Essex, in 1470 ; and
printed in 1483 by Caxton. They consist of moral
precepts for the young, and in the original are
hexameter distiches. See Warton's English Poetry.

" Cato gives his little senate laws,
While." line 23 of Pope's Prologue to Addison's
Cato.
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Catullus, Caius Valerius. A famous
Latin poet (b. atout 87 B.C.) wliose -works have

often been translated into Englisb. See, especially,

the versions by Dunlop and Landor, and those of

Cranston, Martin, and Bobinson ElHs (1871), who
has also edited the original te2s;t. Tennyson has
" a tiny poem,"

"All composed In a metre oi Catullus,"

which will be found among his " Experiments in

Quantity."

Caudle's Curtain Lectures, Mrs. The
title of a series of I'humorous papers, written by
Douglas Jebhold (1803— 1857), and first pub-
lished ia FuMch. They have been frequently re-

printed in book form.

Cauline, Sir. The hero of a ballad printed

in Peucy's Beliques.

Cause of God against Pelagius and
the Virtue of Causes. A Latin prose work
by Thomas Bkadwakdine, Archbishop of Canter-

bury (d. 1349), first printed in 1618, in which the

author endeavours to treat theology mathematically
on the two hypotheses, first, that God is supremely
perfect and supremely good ; and, second, that no
process is infinite in entitiia, but in every genus
there is one that is first.

Caustic, Christopher. The pseudonym
adopted by Thomas Gkeen Fessenden (1771

—

1837), author of a satirical poem, called Terrible

Traetoration.

Caustic, Colonel, in Henry Mackenzie's
Lounger (q.v.), is represented as " a fine gentleman
of the last age, somewhat severe in his remarks
upon the present."

Cavalier, The History of a. A tale by
Daniel Defoe (1663—1731), published in 1723.

The great Lord Chatham is said to have been
misled, by the extraordinary air of truthfulness

which distinguishes this book as a facsimile of

nature, into considering it " a true biography."

Cave, Edward, printer and publisher (b.

1691, d. 1754), contributed to Mist's Journal, cor-

rected the Gradus ad Farnassum, wrote An Account
of the Criminals, and several pamphlets, and started

The Gentleman' s Magazine in 1731. His Life was
written by Dr. Johnson.

Cave, William, theological writer (b. 1637,
d. 1713), was the author of Frimitive Christianity

(1672), Tabulee FIcelesiasticte (1674), Antiquitatcs
Apostolica (1676), Apostoliei (1677), Ecckaiastici

(1682), and Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum JECistoria

Literaria (1688—98), reprinted in 1740—43.

Cave of Mammon, The, is the abode of

the god of wealth, in Spenseb's Faerie Queene (q.v.).

Cavendish. An accepted authority on whist.
His real name is Heney Jones.

Cavendish, George. See "Woolsey, The
Negotiations .op Thomas.

Cavendish, Margaret. See Newcastle,
DtJOHEss of.

Cavendish, William. See Newcastle,
Duke of.

" Caviare to the general."—Samlet, act

ii., scene 2.

Cawthorne, James, poet (b. 1719, d. 1761),

was the author of several works, chiefly in imita-

tion of the style of Pope, which have long since

fallen into well-merited oblivion. They included

an Epistle of Abelard to Eloisa, and an heroic poem
on Frussia, celebrating the victories of Frederick

the Great.

Caxton Society, The, was established in

London in 1846, and became extinct in 1854. Its

object was the publication of the chronicles and
literature of the Middle Ages ; and sixteen works
,were published during its existence. A complete

list will be found in the supplement to Bohn's

edition of Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.

Caxton, William, author, translator, and
printer (b; 1412, d. 1491), translated into English

Le Fevre's Secueil des Histoires de Troyes, begun
in Bruges in 1468, finished at Cologne in 1471,

and afterwards printed by him at his English press

;

also, the Lives of the Fathers, finished, according to

Wynkyn de Worde, " at the last day of his life."

For Biography, see the Memoirs by Enight, Lewis,

and Blades ; Oldys, in Biographia Britanniea; War-
ton's English Foetry ; Dibdin's Typograpjiical Anti-

quities. For a list of the works issued from his

press, see Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual. See

Game and Plate ; Dictes ; Pylgbimabe of the
SowLE, The ; Tkoye, Eecueil op, &c.

Caxtoniana : " or. Essays on Life, Liteiature,

and Manners," by Edward,Lord Lytton, originally

published in Blackwood's Magazine, and reproduced
in 1863.

Caxtons, The. A novel by Edward, Lord
Lytton, which, originally appearing in Blaekioood's

Magazine, was published in a complete form in 1849.

It is supposed to be written by one Pisistratus

Caxton, the nom de plume under which the author

wrote My Novel (q.v.), and the series of essays called

Caxtoniana, and reminds the reader in style, cha-

racter, and incidents, of Sterne's Tristram Shandy
(q.v.). The author, says J. C. Jeaffreson, " con-

ceived the happy idea of drawing a picture of

life in the present century, which should be in

every respect a companion picture to Sterne's of

the last. Conscious of his power to realise the

bold and bewitching imagination, he did not hesi-

tate to put on his canvas the self-same characters

that are preserved in Tristram Shandy. The
scholarly recluse, residing in the country ; the old

captain, wounded and on half pay; the simide,

gentle wife ; the family doctor ; the son, the pride

and hope of his father ! Just as Sterne had these

in the foreground of his work, so are they to be

found in The Caxtons."
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" Cease your funning." First line of

a song in Gay s Beggar's Opera (q.v.).

Cecil : " or, the Adventures of a Coxcomb.''

A novel by Mrs. Goke, publisbed in 1841. It

contains some descriptions of life in London clubs,

which are said to have been furnished by William
Beckford, author of Vathek (q.v.).

Cecil, Davenant. The nom de plmne adopted
by the Kev. Derwent Colekidoe (b. 1800) in con-

tributing to Charles Knight's Quarterly Magazine
(q.v.).

Cecil, Richard, divine (b. 1748, d. 1810),

wrote several biographies, sermons, and miscella-

neous tracts, and published a collection of psalms

and hymns. His Works were pubhshed in 1811,

and again in 1838 ; his Original Thoughts in 1851.

Cecil, Robert, Earl of Salisbury (b. 1550,

d. 1612), wrote The State amd Dignity of a Secretary

of Statics Place (1642). Some of his papers are in

the Harleian MSS. 305 and 364. See Walpole's
Soyal and Noble Authors. Ben Jonson has an
allusion to him in one of his Epigrams.

Cecil, William, Lord Burleigh, father of

the above (b. 1520, d. 1598), wrote The Execution

of Justice in England (1583), Precepts (1586), Ad-
vice to his Son, and maay other works. See his

Memoirs of his Life, Walpole's Soyal and Noile

Authors, and the Biographies by Collins (1732),

and Nares (1828). Like his son, he is referred to

in Ben Jonsou's Epigrams.

Cecilia. A novel by Madame d'Aeelay (1752—1840), published in 1782, the proof-sheets having
been revised by Dr. Johnson. It realised for the
author the sum of two thousand pounds. Miss
Kavanagh describes it as "an acute mirror of the

passing follies of the day. It is admirably adapted
to display Miss Bumey's [Madame d'Axblay's]

faculty for bringing out forcibly the weaknesses
and foibles of men and women." The heroine
is an heiress, and her lover is a Mr. Delville.

Cecilia Vaughan. The heroine of Long-
fellow's story of Kmmiagh (q.v.).

Cecilia's Day, A Song for St., was
written by John Drydbn (1631—1701), and set to

music by Handel. See Alexander's Feast.

Cecilia's Day, Ode for St., by Joseph
Addison (1672—1719), with music by Henry Pur-
cell, was performed at Oxford in 1699.

Cecilia's Day, Ode on St., by Alexander
Pope (1688—1744), was written in 1708 at the desire

of Sir Eichard Steele, in praise of an art, " of the
principles of which he was ignorant, while to its

effects he was insensible." It was set to music by
Maurice Grreene, and performed at the public com-
memoration at Cambridge, July 6, 1730.

Cecropia, in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia
(q.v.), " cruel, deceitful, bloody," is probably in-

tended for Catherine de Medici.

Cedric. A Saxon thane in Sir Walter
Scott's romance of Ivanhoe (q.v.).

Celadon, figures in Thomson's Seasons.

"Celestial rosy red, love's proper '

bue."

—

Milton's Paradise Lost, book viii., line 618.

Celia. Daughter of Frederick, the usurping
duke, in As You Like It (q.v.) ; the mother of
Faith, Hope, and Charity, in the Faerie Queene
(q.v.) ; also the name given to his " lady-love," by
"Thomas Cabew (q.v.).

CeUa Brooke. Sister of Dorothea, and wife
of Sir James Chettam, in Middlemarch (q.v.).

CeUa Singing. The title of several songs by
Thomas Carew (1589—1639).

Cenci, Beatrice. See Beatrice Cenoi.

Cenci, The. " A tragedy in five acts," by
Percy Bysshb Shelley, published in 1819, dedi-

cated to Leigh Hunt, and worthy to be ranked with
some of Shakespeare's dramas. " TJnfortunately, in

his indignation against every conceivable form of

oppression, Shelley took a subject unsiiitable to

the stage ; otherwise, besides grandeur and terror,

there are things in it lovely as heart can worship

;

and the author showed himself," says Leigh Hunt,
" able to draw both men and women, whose names
would have become ' familiar in our mouths as

household words.' The utmost might of gentle-

ness, and of the sweet habitudes of domestic affec-

tion, was never more balmily impressed through
the tears of the reader than in the unique and
divine close of this dreadful tragedy."

Cennini. The jeweller in Gteorge Eliot's

novel of Somola (q.v.).

Censor of the Age, The. The name
given by certain reviewers to Thomas Carlylb
(q.v.).

Centlivre, Susannah, dramatist (b. 1667,

d. 1723), wrote The Perjured Husband ; The Game-

ster; The Busybody (<i.v.) ; The Wonder ((i.v.); A
Bold Stroke for a Wife (q.v.) ; and fourteen other

dramas, all of which were published in a collected

edition in 1761. See the Biographia Bramatica

and Hazlitt's Comic Writers. "Her plays," says

the latter writer, "have a provoking spirit and

volatile salt in them, which still preserves them

from decay."

Century White. A sobriquet bestowed

upon John White (1590—1645), author of The

First Century of Scandalous Malignant Priests, made

and admitted into Benefices by the Prelates.

Ceolfrid, Abbot of Wearmouth (b. 642, d.

716), is said by Bale to have written homihes,

epistles, and other works ; among others, one Be

Sua Peregrinatione. See Bede's Abbots of Wear-

mouth and Ecclesiastical Sistory, Warton's English

Poetry, and Wright's Biographia Britannica Lite-
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" Cerberus, 'three gentlemen at once,
like." A phrase used by Mrs. Malaprop in

Shbbidah's comedy of The Sivals, act iv., scene 2.

Cerdon. A ratUe lea.ieiin.'BvnxB.'sSudibras

(q.T.) ; said to be a personification of Hewson, a

one-eyed cobbler, afterwards a colonel and preacher

in the Rump Army.

Cerimon. A lord of Ephesus in Shakespeabb's

tragedy of JPericles (q.v.).

Cervantes. Among the leading translations

into English of Don Quixote are those by Skelton,

Motteaux, SmoUett, Jaryis, and WUmot.

Chabot, Philip, Admiral of France,
The Tragedy of, by Georqe Chapman (1657

—

1634), produced in 1639. Shihiey is mentioned on
the original title-page as co-author of the play;

but Swinburne is inclined to believe that it is

entirely Chapman's :
" the subject, the style, the

manner, the metre, the construction, the charac-

ters," all are his. In this drama, Chabot, suspected

of treason, is proved innocent, but dies, broken-

hearted, of the shame of suspicion.

Chadband, The Rev. Mr. A character

in Dickens's novel of Bleak Souse (q.v.).

Chaillu, Paul Belloni du, traveller and
author (b. 1829), published, in 1861, Explorations

and Adventures in Central Africa. A Journey to

Ashango Land appeared in 1867 ; and he has also

written several books for youth on the subject of

African sports, &c.

Chainmail, Mr. A charapter in Peacock's
novel of Crotchet Castle (q.v.) ; eventually married

to Susannah Touchandgo (q.v.).

Chaldee Manuscript, Translation
from an Ancient. A famous jeu d'eaprit,

originally published in Blackwood's Magazine for

October, 1817, where it is said to have been "pre-

served in the Great library of Paris, Salle 2nd,

No. 63, B.A.M.M., by a gentleman, whose attain-

ments in Oriental learning are well-known to the

pubUc." It is really " a pithy and symbolical

chronicle of the keen and valiant strife between
Toryism and "Whiggism in the Northern Me-
tropolis ; " describing, " under the guise of an
allegory, the origin and esaly history oi Blackwood'

s

Magazine, and the discomfiture of a rival journal

carried on under the auspices of Constable." It

consists of four chapters, written in parody of the

style of Scripture, and containing respectively 65,

62, 52, and 42 verses, being 211 in aU, of which
the first thirty-seven, with the general conception

of the composition, are due to Hogg, the Ettrick

Shepherd ;
" the rest," says Professor Ferrier, " falls

to be divided between Professor Wilson and Mr.
Lockhart, in proportions which cannot now be de-

termined." The following are some of the most
important persons satirised or otherwise described

in this amusing squib :—Blackwood and Constable,

the publishers ; Henry Mackenzie, the novelist

;

Sir Walter Scott, Professor Jameson, Sir David

Brewster, Patrick Fraser Tytler, Charles Kirk.

Patrick Sharpe, Professor Wilson, J. G. Lockhart,

Hogg, McCrie, Sir William Hamilton, Lord

JeflErey, Macvey Napier, John Ballantine, and
Professors Playfair and Leslie, lie publication of

the Chaldee Manuscript led to literary strife and

litigation, and it was silppressed shortly afterwards.

It was reprinted in the collected edition of Professor

WUson's works, with explanatory notes by his

son-in-law. Professor Ferrier (1865—58).

Chalkhill, John. The reputed author of "a
pastoral history in smooth and easie verse," entitled

Thealma and Clearchus, published by Izaak Walton
in 1683. For the details of his career, see the Life of

Walton,by Sir Harris Nicolas. Campbell says that,

" as a poetical narrator of fiction, Chalkhill is rather

tedious ; but he atones for the slow progress of his

narrative by many touches of rich and romantic

description. His numbers are as musical as those

of any of his contemporaries who employ the same

form of versification." See The Metrospectine Re-

view, vol. iv., and Beloe's Anecdotes. By some

critics, " John Chalkhill " is treated as a mythical

personage, whose name was but a nam de plume for

Izaak Walton himself.

Chalmers, Alexander (b. 1759, d. 1834),

is chiefly known as the editor of many of our

standard authors; among others, of Shakespeare,

Fielding, Johnson, Warton, BoHngbroke, Gibbon,

Cruden, Addison, and Pope. Besides these, he

produced editions of the British Poets and Essayists,

and wrote A General Biographical Dictionary, con-

taining an historical and critical account of the most

eminent men of every nation (1812—17).

Chalmers, George, antiquary and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1742, d. 1825), published

Political Annals of the United Colonies from their

Settlement till 1763 (1780); An Estimate of the Com-

parative Strength of Great Britain (1782); Caledonia

(1807, 1810, 1824) ; a Life of Mary, Queen of Scots

(1822) ; Biographies of Defoe, Ruddiman, Sir John

Davies, Allan Ramsay, Sir James Stewart, Gregory,

Kjng, and Charles Smith ; and editions of AUan
Ramsay, Sir James Stewart, and Sir David Lindsay,

besides several minor works, a list of which is given

in Lowndes' Bibliographer' s Manual. See Smith's

Lectures on Modern History, M'Culloch's Literature

of Political Economy, and Cunningham's Literature

of the Last Fifty Tears.

Chalmers, Thomas, D.D., Presbyterian

minister (b. 1780, d. 1847), wrote The Evidence and

Authority of the Christian Bevelation (1814) ; A
Series of Discourses on the Christian Religion, viewed

in connection with Modern Astronomy (1817) ; Ser-

mons preached in the Tron Church, Glasgow (1819)

;

Considerations on the System of Parochial Schools in,

Scotland, and on the Advantage of Establishing them

in Large Towns (1819) ; The Application of Chris-

tianity to the Commercial and Ordinary Affairs of

Life, in a Series of Discourses (1820); The Christian

mid Civil Economy in Large Towns (1821); Speeches
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and Tracts (1822); Bridgewater Treatise on the

Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as manifested

in the adaptation of external ]ffat%ire to, the Moral
and Intellectual Constitution of Man (1833). His
Original WorTts were published, in twenty-five

volumes, in 1836 ; his Posthwmous Works,, in nine
volumes, in 1848. His Life was written hy Ms
son-in-law. Dr. Hanna, in 18S1, and by Dean
Eamsay in 1850. See, also, The North British

Beview,yo\.yM. ; M'CuUoch's Literature of Folitical

Economy ; and Sinclair's Old Times and Distant
Places.

Chaloner, Sir Thomas (b. about 1515, d.

1565), besides writing his great book of The Bight
Ordering of the Bnglish Bepublic, published trans-

lations of The Office of Servants, from Coquatus
(1543) ; the Works of St. Chrysostom (1544) ; The
Encomium Moriee (1549), and other works. His
minor tracts and poems were afterwards published
by Lord Burleigh. See the Biographia Britannica.

Cham, The Great, of Iiiterature. A
title bestowed upon Dr. Johnson by Tobias Gteokge
Smollett in a letter to John Wilkes, of the North
Briton, dated March 16, 1759.

Chamberlayne, William, poet and
dramatist (b. 1619, d. 1689), was the author of

Love's Victory, a Tragi-comedy (1658) ; and Fhar-
ronida, a poem (q.v.). See Campbell's Specimens of
the English Poets, The Betrospectvoe Review, vol. i.,

and Brydges' Censura Literaria. Southey describes

Cihamberlayne as " a poet who has told an interest-

ing story in uncouth rhymes, and mingles sub-

limity of thought and beauty of expression with
the quaintest conceits and the most awkward in-

versions."

Chambers, Ephraim (d. 1740), pub-
lished, in 1728, his Gyclopcedia : or, an XTniversal

Dictionary of Arts and Sciences. It was very
frequently reprinted, with supplements ; and in
1788—91, was entirely recast, with "the supple-
ments and modem improvements incorporated in

one alphabet," by Abraham Eees, D.D. (b. 1743,
d. 1825), forming " an invaluable treasury of

scientific knowledge." Chambers also assisted in
preparing a translation and abridgment of the
Philosophical History and Memoirs of the Royal
Academy of Sciences of Paris, issued in 1742 ; and
was connected with The Literary Magazine, estab-
lished in 1735.

Cham.bers, Robert, miscellaneous writer
(b. 1802, d. 1872), wrote Illustrations of the Author
of WaverUy (1823) ; Traditions of Edinburgh (1824)

;

Popular Rhymes of Scotland; Picture of Scotland

(1827) ; Scottish Rebellions; Life of James I. ; Bio-
graphical Dictionary ofEminent Scotsmen; History of
Scotlamd for Juvenile Readers; Domestic Annals of
Scotland; Essays Familiar andHumorous; Life of Sir
Walter Scott, with AbbotsforiNotanda ; Smollett, his

Life and Select Writings ; and'other works ; besides
ecUting a Gazetteer of Scotland, Scottish Songs,
Ballads, Jests and Anecdotes, The Cyclopaedia of

English Literature (in conjunction with E. Carru-
thers), (q.v.), and The Booh of Days, and publishing,
in connection with his brother William, The Educa-
tional Course, Information for the People, Papers for
the People, Chambers's Journal, and Chambers's En-
cyclopcedia. See Memoirs of W. and R. Chambers,
by the former.

Chambers, William, miscellaneous writer
(b. 1800), has written The Book of Scotland (1830),
Sketches of America, A History of Peeileshire,

Ailie Gilroy, and various other works. See the
preceding paragraph.

Chambers's Journal. Aweekly miscellany,
edited by William and Egbert Chambers (q.v.),

the first number of which appeared on February
4, 1832, six weeks before Charles Knight's Penny
Magazine. Since then it has undergone some
changes of size, and has run through several " new
series." See the Memoirs of W. and R. Chambers,
and Knight's Autobiography, for particulars of its-

rise and progress.

Chameleon, The. A prose satire, in the
Scottish vernacular, directed by George Buchanan
(1506—1582), against Secretary llaitland, of Leth-
ington, whose desertion to the party of Queen
Mary, Buchanan could not forgive. It was pub-
lished in 1570.

Chamier, Captain Frederick, novelist

(b. 1796, d. 1870), wrote The Life of a Sailor

(1834); Ben Brace (1835) ; Saucy Arethusa (1836)

;

Jack Adams (1838) ; Tom Bowling (1839) ; Trevor
Hastings (1841); Passion and Principle {18i2) ; a
continuation of James's Naval History ; A Review

of the French Revolution of 1848 ; and other works.
"The naval sketches of Chamier," says Allan
Cunningham, " are truths touched slightly by the
fingers of fiction."

Chamont. A character in Otway's tragedy
of The Orphan (q.v.).

" Champagne and a chicken at last."
A line in Lady Mart Wortley Montagu's verses

on The Lover.

Champion, The. A periodical of which
Fielding, the novelist (1707—1754), became part

proprietor in 1739, and to which he contributed a
series of popular essays.

" Change came o'er the spirit of my
dream. A." A liue from Byron's poem, A Dream.

Changes, The. A comedy, produced in

1632, by James Shirley.

Channing, William Ellery, Unitarian

minister and essayist (b. 1780, d. 1842), published

essays on National Literature (1823) ; The Character

and Writings of Milton (1826) ; The Life and Writ-

ings of Fenelon (1829) ; Self-Culture and the Elevation

of the Masses (1838) ; and other works, collected

and published in five volumes (1841). A posthumous
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volume of sermons, called The Perfect Life, ap-

peared in 1872. His Memoirs, with extracts from

his correspondence, have been -written by his

nephew, W. H. Chamiing (1848).

Chanuing, William Ellery, American
poet and miscellaneous writer (b. 1818), has pub-

lished Foems (1843) ; Conversations in Some (1847)

;

Foems (1847) ; The Woodman (1849) ; Near Some
(1858); The Wanderer (1872); and Thoreau, the

Foet-Naturalist (1873).

Chanson, Iianra. See Paul Feeroll.

" Chanticleer, To crow like."—^» You

Zike It, act 2, scene vii.

" Chaos is come again."—Othello, act iii.,

scene 3.

Chapin, Edwin Hubbell, D.D., American

divine (b. 1814), has published, among other works,

Sours of Communion, Grown of Thorns, and The

Moral Aspects of City Life.

Chapman, George, poet and dramatist (b.

1557, a. 1634), wrote 'S.kXo.iivktos : the Shadow of
Mght (1695); Ovid's Sanguet of Sense {1595); The
Shield of Achilles (1596) ; The Blinde Beggar of
Alexandria {159S) ; An Sumerous Dayes Myrth
(1599) ; All Fooles '(1606) ; Eastward Soe (q.v.)

;

Monsieur d'Olive (1606) ; The Gentleman XTsher

(1606) ; Bussy d'Amtois (1607) ; The Conspiracie

ami Tragedie of Charles, Duke of Byron (1608);

Euthymice Maptus : or, the Teares of Feace (1609)

;

May Day (1611) ; An Bpicede, or Fwnerall Song, on

the most Disastrous Death of Senry, Frince of Wales

(1612) ; The Widowes Teares (1612) ; The Revenge

of Bussy d'Amhois (1607); The Memorable Maske
of the two honorable Souses or Inns of Cowrt (1614)

;

Andromeda Liberata : or, the Nuptials of Ferseus

and Andromeda (1614) ; Eugenia : or. True Nobilities

Trance (1614) ; Two Wise Men and all the rest

Fooles (1619) ; Fro Vere Autmnni Lachrymce, to the

Memorie of Sir Soratio Vere (1622) ; A Justification

of the Strange Action of Nero, being the fifth satire

of Jwoenal translated (1629) ; Caesar and Fompey
(1631); The Ball; The Tragedie of Chabot,

Admirall of France (1639) ; Revenge for Sonour
(1654) ; The Tragedie of Alphonsus, Emperor of
Qermam/ (1654) ; and The Second Maiden's Tragedy.

He also published translations of Homer (1596),

Musajus (1616), and Hesiod (1619). Chapman's
Works were edited, in 1874, by K. H. Shepherd.
For Biography and Criticism, see Wood's Athena
Oxonienses, Langbaine's Dramatick Foets, Warton's
English Foetry, Campbell's English Foets, HazUtt's
Age of Elizabeth, Hallam's Literature of Europe,
and Swinburne's introduction to the Works (1875).
He has been panegyrised by "WaUer, Pope, Dr.
Johnson, Godwin, Lamb, and Coleridge. See All
Fools ; Andromeda ; Chabot, Philip ; Two Wise
Men, &o. ; Widow's Tears, The.

Chapman's Homer, On first looking
into. A sonnet by John Keats (q.v.) ;

" epical,

says Leigh Hunt, " in the splendour and Agnity

of its images, and terminating with the noblest

Greek simplicity."

" Oft of one wide expanse had I been told

That deep-brow'd Homer ruled as his demesne

:

Yet did I never breathe Its pure serene
Till 1 heard Chapman speak out loud and bold."

Chapone, Mrs. Hester, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1727, d. 1801), wrote several papers in The

Rambler ; a story called Fidelia (q.v.), which ap-

peared in The Adventurer ; an Ode to Feace; and

an Ode addressed to Elizabeth Carter on her trans-

lation of Epictetus. Also, a series of Letters on the

Improvement of the Mind (1773), and A Letter to a

Newly-married Lady (1777). Her Miscellanies in

Frose and Verse appeared in 1775 ; her Fosthumom
Works, with an Account of her Life and Character,

in 1808. See Improvement op the Mind.

Chappell, William, musical antiquary (b.

1809), has published Popular Music of the Olden

TiAne (1845—69) ; A Sistory of Music (1874) ; and
other works.

Chappell, William, Bishop of Cork (b.

1582, d. 1649), wrote Methodtu Conciorumdi, and his

own Life.

Chapter of Accidents. The. A comedy
by Sophia Lee (1760—1824), produced at the

Haymarket in 1780.

Character, A. A lyric by Alfred Tennyson,
published in 1830, and descriptive of one who

*' Blew his own praises In his eyes.
And stood aloof from other minds
In impotence of fancied power."

" Character behind me, I leave my.»
—Sir Peter Teazle, in The Schoolfor Scandal, act ii.,

scene 2.

Character of a Happy Life, The. Verses

by Sir Henry Wotton, written circa 1614.

Character Sketches, byW.M. Thackeray
(1811—1863), including Captain Rook and Mr,
Figeon, The Fashionable Authoress, and T!ie Artists.

Characteristics of Men, Manners,
Opinions, and Times. Seven treatises by
Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl of Shaftes-
bury (1671—1713), published collectively in 1711

and 1713, having previously appeared in the order

indicated under the heading, Shaftesbury, Eakl
OP (q.v.). Pope said of them, " that, to his know-
ledge, the Characteristics had done more harm to

revealed religion in England than aU the works of

infidelity put together."

Characters : " or, Wittie Descriptions of the

Properties of Sundry Persons," by Sir Thomas
OvERBURY (1581—1613), printed in 1614, and
described by HaUam as a work which belongs
" to the favourite style of apophthegm, in which
every sentence is a point or witticism. Yet the
entire character, so delineated, produces a cer-

tain effect ; it is a Dutch picture, a Gerard Dow,
somewhat too elaborate. The wit is often trivial

and flat
; the sentiments have nothing in them
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general or -worthy of mucli remembrance
;
praise

is only due to the graphic sTrill in delineating cha-

racter." Compare with the Characters of Vertues

and Vices, published by Bishop Hall, in 1608, and
the Microcosmography (q.v.) of Bishop Earle.

" Charge, Chester, charge ! On, Stan-
ley, on !

" A famous line in Scott's poem of

Marmion, canto vi., stanza 32.

Charge of the Light Brigade, The.
A ballad by Alfred Tennyson ;

"written, ' as the

poet himself tells us, "after reading the first

report of the Times correspondent, where only 607

sabres are mentioned as having taken part in the

charge," and first published in The Examiner, De-
cember 9, 1854. "Die version now accepted is that

which the soldiers themselves selected from several

different readings, and sang by their watch-fires

in the Crimea. It bears many points of resem-

blance to Drayton's ballad of The jBattle of Agin-
cttwrt, one verse of which is especially recalled to

mind by a passage in the laureate's stirring lines:

—

" They now to fight are gone,
Armour on armour Bhone,
Srumme now to drumme did grone,

To hear was wonder I

That with the cryes they make.
The very earth did shake.
Trumpet to trumpet spake.

Thunder to thunder."

Charles, in Fletcher's Wder Brother (q.v),

is " a mere heUuo librorum, absorbed in study, who
is awaked to love at the first sight of Angelina."

Charles I. (b. 1600, d. 1649) is said to be
the author of two pieces of verse, entitled, respec-

tively. Majesty in Misery and On a Quiet Conscience

(q.v.). He also translated Bishop Sanderson's

lectures De Juramenti Fromissorii Obligatione. Two
years after his death appeared Seliquia Sacra
Carolina : or, the Works of that Great Monarch and
Glorious Martyr, King Charles the First, both Civil

and Sacred, printed at the Hague in 1651. The
BooJes, Speeches, Xetters, ^c, of Charles I. were pub-
lished in 1661, and another edition of his Works in

1664. How much of these was really written by
the king is not clearly ascertained. See Walpole's
Noble and Royal Authors, and Disraeli's Cv/rioiities

of Literature. See Eikon Basilike.

Charles II. (b. 1630, d. 1685) is credited, by
Sir John Hawkins, with the authorship of the song
beginning,

—

" I pass allmy days in a shady old grove."

See "Walpole's Foyal and Noble Authors, and "Watt's

Bii/liotheca Britannica.

Charles the First. An historical tragedy by
Mart Russell Mitford (1786—1855), produced
at the Coburg Theatre, after having been interdicted

by George Cohnan, licenser ofplays, as containing
dangerous matter. "W. G-. Wilis (q.v.) has also

written a play with this title (1872).

Charlesworth, Maria Iiouisa, miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1830), is the author of Minis-
tering Children (q.v.), audits Seqtiel ; Stmday After-
noons in the Nursery ; The Female Visitor to the Foor ;

A Book for the Cottage; The Zight of life; A Letter

to a Child; TheMinistry ofLife; England's Yeoman;
The Sabbath Given : the Sabbath Lost; The Sailor's

Choice; Letter to a Friend under Affliction ; TheLast
Command; Where Bviellest Thou ? and other publi-
cations.

Charleton, Walter, physician (b. 1619, d.

1707), wrote The Morals of Epicurus (1656) ; The
Natural History of the Fassions (1674) ; and other
works.

Charlotte. The daughter of General and Mrs.
Baynes ; in love with, and afterwards married to,

Philip Firmin, the hero of Thackeray's novel of

The Adventures of Fhilip (q.v.).

Charlotte-Elizabeth. The name under
which Mrs. C. B. Tonna (1792—1846) published

many juvenile and religious books. The best

known are The Siege of Berry, Judah's Lion, Helen
Fleetwood, and Chapters and Flowers.

Charmian. A female attendant on the Queen
of Egypt in Shakespeare's Antony and Cleo-

patra (q.v.).

"Charming is divine philosophy.
How."—Line 476 in Milton's Comus (q.v.). See

"Apollo's Lute."

Charnock, Stephen, Nonconformist divine

(b. 1628, d. 1680), wrote discourses Of the Exist-

ence and Attributes of God (1682) ; and, Of Man's
Enmity to God (1699). His Works were printed in

1684. See the Life by Parsons.

Charolois. A gallant and generous knight

in Massinger's Fatal Dowry (q.v.).

Chartism, by Thomas Carlyle (b. 1795),

was published in 1839.

Chase, The. A poem in four books, by
William Somerville (1692—1742), published in

1735. It is written in blank verse, and is chiefly

occupied with practical admonitions to sportsmen :

—

*• The chase I sing, hounds, and their various breed.
And no less various use. . . .

My hoarse-sounding horn
Invites thee to the chase, the sport ol kings.
Image of war, without its guilt."

Chastelard. A poetical tragedy by Algernon
Chahles Swinburne ,(b. 1837), published in 1865,

and founded on the story of the gentleman of

Dauphiny who fell in love with, and was beloved

by, Mary, Queen of Scots, and whose story is re-

lated by Brantome and Labourem-. He is dis-

covered in the queen's bedchamber, and the matter

is hushed up ; but the offence is repeated, and he is

arrested, condemned, and beheaded. " There are

defects in the play," remarks Lord Houghton,
" but not to be mentioned beside its artistic merits.

There are faults of sensuousness, but they are

accompanied by exceeding tenderness and refined

emotion. There is an exuberance and often an

obscurity of expression; but any student of our

earlier dramatists will feel that these arise far more

from the poet's overflowing knowledge of, and
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sympathy -with, those masters of art and language,

than from any carelessness or ignorance."

Chat, Dame. A gossip in Bishop Still's

comedy of Gammer Gorton's Needte (q.v.).

Chateau d'Amour. A work written in

ftenoh verse by Robert, Bishop of Ltnooln, and
translated into English by Kobert de Brunne (n.v.).

Chatterton, Lady Greorgina (d. 1876),

novelist, wrote, among other worka. Country Coteries,

Grey's Cowrt, The Seiress and her Lovers, leonore,

Oswald of Deira, The Lost Bride, and Won at Last.

Chatterton, Thomas, poet (b. 1752, d.

1770), wrote various pieces—ascribedby him to one
Thomas Eowley—^which.were first published in a
collective form by Thomas Tyrwhitt, in 1777,
under the title of The Poems supposed to have been

written at Bristol by Thomas Bowley and others

in the Fifteenth Century, with an Introductory Ae-
cornit of the several Pieces, and a Glossary. This was
followed, in 1778, by Chatterton's Miscellanies in

Prose and Verse, and, in 1784, by a Supplement to the

Miscellanies of Thomas Chatterton. Of the bitter

and protracted controversy that arose upon the
question of the authenticity of the poems, an ac-
count is given in Eippis's Biographia Britanniea ;
a list of the principal pamphlets published iu the
course of the dispute being contained in Lowndes'
Bibliographer' s Manual under the heading of
" Rowley." Editions of the poems were issued in
1803, 1842, 1865, and 1871. For Biography, see the
Limes by Gregory (1789), Dix (1837), Davis (1809),
Martin (1865), Wilson (1869), and Masson (1875).
For Criticism, see the essays by Tyrwhitt, Southey,
Warton, Campbell, Scott, Masson, and Wilson.
The following may be mentioned among those
of Chatterton's contemporaries who disbelieved
in the existence of "Thomas Eowley:"—Horace
Walpole, Dr. Johnson, Steevens, Bishop Percy,
Malone, Gibbon, Farmer, Colman, Sheridan, Hay-
ley, Lord Camden, Mason. Johnson said that
Chatterton was "the most extraordinary young
man that had encountered his knowledge."
Byron, even more characteristically, declared bim
mad, whilst Coleridge celebrated birn as

—

" Toimg-ey'd Poesy,
All deftly masked as lioar antiquity."

Chatterton, A Monody on the Death
of, was written by Samuel Taylok Colekidge
(1772—1834). Wordsworth also has an allusion
to the youthful poet as

—

„. , ,

" The marvellons boy.
The sleepless soul that perished in his pride 1

"

Chaucer, Geofl&ey, poet (b. 1328, d. 1400),
was the author of the following works -.—Tlie Can-
terbury Tales ; The Court of Love ; The Parlement
of Briddes : or, the Assembly of Foules ; The Boke
of Oupide, God of Love : or, the Cucltow and the
Nightingale; The Flower and the Leaf; Troylus
and Cresseyde; Chaucer's A B G; Chaucer's Bream;
The Boke of the Buchesse ; Of Quene Anelyda and
t/ie false Arcite ; The Souse ofFame ; The Legende
of Goode Women ; The Somaunt of the Rose ; The

Complaynt of a Loveres Lyfe; The Complaynt of
Mars and Venus ; A Goodly Ballade'fif Chaucer; and
A Praise of Women. His minor poems are:

—

The
Compleynte of the Bethe of Pite, Ballade de Vilage

Sauns Peynture, Ballade sent to King Bichard,

The Compleynte of Chaucer to his Purse, Good
Gounseil of Chaucer, Prosperity, A Ballade, L'Emioy
de Chaucer a Scogan, L'Envoy de Ghau^ser a Bulcton,

.^tas Prima, Leaulti Vault Bichesse, Proverbst

de Chaucer, Botmdel, Virelai, Chaucer's Prophecy,

Chaucer's Words unto his own Scrivener, and
Oratio Galfridi Chaucer. The Works of Chaucer
were first printed in 1532 ; followed by editions in

1542, 1561 (Stowe) ; 1598 (Speght) ; 1721 (Uny) •

1775 (Tyrwhitt); 1822 (Singer); 1845 (Sir H.
Nicolas); and 1865 (BeU). Editions have been
published in America by Professor ChUds, and by
Dr. Morris in the Aldine Poets. A Biography of the

poet is given by all his editors, and a Life has beeu
writtenby Godwin. See, also, Jllustratimis byTodd
(1810), Poems of Chaucer Modernized, by Words-
worth, Leigh Hunt, Home, BeU, and others, with

Life by Schidtz (1841) ; TheRiehes of Chaucer, with
a Memoir, by Charles Cowden Clarke (1835) ; Tales

from Chaucer in Prose ; and Chaucer's England, by
Matthew Browne. Also, the leading reviews, and
the pubUcatious of the Chaucer Societj', passim;
Warton's English Poetry, Hazlitt's English Poett,

Campbell's English Poets, Coleridge's Table Talk,

Lowell's My Study Windows, &c. " It is good,"
says Lowell, "to retreat now and then beyond ear-

shot of the introspective confidences of modem
literature, and to lose ourselves in the gracious

worldliness of Chaucer. Here was a healthy and
heartyman, so genuine thatwe neednot askwhethei
he was genuine or no, so sincere as quite to forget
his own sincerity, so truly pious that he could be
happy in the best world that God chose to mate,
so humane that he loved even the foibles of his

kind. Here was a truly epic poet, without knowing
it, who did not waste time in considering whether
his age was good or bad, but quietly taking it for

granted as the best that ever was or could be for

him, has left us such a picture of contemporary life

as no man ever painted. 'A perpetual fountain of

good sense,' Dryden caUs him
;
yea, and of good

humour, too, and wholesome thought. He was one
of those rare authors whom, if we had met him
under a porch in a shower, we should have pre-
ferred to the rain." See Bread and Milk fob
Babes

; Canterbury Tales, The ; Court op Lovi,
The

; Cuckoo and the Niohtingale ; Fame, Thb
House of; Flower and the Leap; Flower of
Poets; Foules, The Assembly op; Good Counsel;
Goodly Ballad ; Legende op Goode Women ;

Love, The Testament op; Plouohiman's Tale,
Ihe; Remedy op Love, The; Troilus and
Cresseide

; Women, A Praise op.
Chaucer's A B C. A poem by Geoffebt

Chaucer (1328—1400), in the form of a prayer to
the Virgin, and consisting of twenty-three verses,
each of which begins with a letter of the alphabet
in order. It is said to have been written at the
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request of Blanche, Duchess of Lancaster, as a
prayer for her private use, " heing a -woman in her

religion very devout." It was first printed in

Speght's edition in 1597.

Chaucer's Dream. A poem by Geoppkey
Chauceu (1328—1400), first published in 1697.
" This dream," says Speght, " devised by Chaucer,

seemeth to be a correct report of the marriage of

John of Gaunt, the king's son, with Blanche, the

daughter of Henry, Duke of Lancaster ; who, after

long love (during the time whereof the poet feigneth

them to be dead), were in the end, by consent of

friends, happily married ; figured by a bird bring-

ing in his bill an herb, which restored them to life

again. Here also is showed Chaucer's match with

a certain gentlewoman, who, although she was a

stranger, was, notwithstanding, so well liked and
loved of the Lady Blanche and her lord, as Chaucer

himself always was, that they gladly concluded a
marriage between them."

Chauncey, Charles, D.D., American divine

(b. 1705, d. 1787), was the author of A Complete

View of Episcopacy (1771) ; The Mystery hid from
all Ages : or, the Salvation of all Men (1784) ; and
other works.

Cheap Clothes and Nasty. A pamphlet,

published in 1850, in which the Rev. Chakies
KiNGSLET, under the pseudonym of " Parson Lot,"

denounced the iniquities of the " sweating " system.

Cheap Bepository, The. A series of

popular religious tales, m the form of tracts, by
Hannah Moee (1745—1833), published between
the years 1790 and 1798. They were translated

into French and German, and one of them, entitled

The Shepherd of Salisbury Flain, obtained great

popularity.

Cheapside, The Chaste Maid in. A
comedy by Thomas Middleton (1570—1627), pro-

duced in 1620.

Cheapside Enight, The. An epithet which
the wits contemptuously applied to Sir Eichard
Blackmoee (1660—1729), author of The Creation.

He was a physician, and resided 'at Sadler's Hall,

Cheapside. He was knighted by William III., in

acknowledgment of his political faith and profes-

sional merit. Early in me he had been a school-

master, a fact to which the wits made frequent

allusion

—

" trnwieldr pedant, let thy awkward muse
With conscious praise, with flatteries abuse

;

To lash, and not be felt, in thee's an art

;

Thou ne'er made any hut thy Bchoolhoys smart."

" Cheer but not inebriate, The cups
that." A line in Cowper's Task, book iv.

Cheeryble Brothers, the plulanthropio

merchants, in Dickens's novel of Nicholas Nickleby

(q.v,), are generally identified with the Brothers
Grant, the cotton-miU owners of Manchester, both
ofwhom are now dead, the elder one dying in March,
1855. In the original preface Dickens stated that
they were portraits from life and were still living.

9

In a later edition, ho says :
" If I were to attempt

to sum up the hundreds of letters from all sorts of
people, in aU sorts of latitudes and climates, to
which ttiis unlucky paragraph has since given rise,

I should get into an arithmetical difficulty, from
which I should not readily extricate myself. Suffice
it to say that I believe the applications for loans,
gifts, and offices of profit that I have been requested
to forward to the originals of the Brothers Cheeryble
(with whom I never exchanged any communication
in my life) would have exhausted the combined
patronage of aU the Lord Chancellors since the
accession of the House of Brunswick, and would
have broken the rest of the Bank of England."

Cheever, George Barrell, D.D., Ameri-
can divine and author (b. 1807), has written
numerous works, the best known of which are
Wanderings of a Pilgrim, and Windings of the Eimr
of the Water of Life.

Chefe Promises of God unto Man by
all Ages in the Olde Lawe, The Tragedye
or Enterlude Manyfesting. A miracle-
play by John Bale, Bishop of Ossoky (1496

—

1563), printed in 1538, and reprinted in Dodsley's
coUeotion of Old Plays.

Cheke, Sir John, scholar and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1514, d. 1557), wrote A Jtemedy for
Sedition, wherein are conteyned many Thinges con-

cernynge the true and loyall oheysamee that CUmens
ow unto their Frinoe and Soverynge Lorde the Kynge
(1536) ; De oiita Martini Buceri Epistola duce

(1561); The Surt of Sedicion, how grievous it is to a
Commonwealth (1649) ; Disputat. de Fronunciatione
Linguce Grmca (1555) ; A Soyall JElegie upon King
Edward the Vlth (1610) ; and several minor works.
His Life was written by Langbaine and Strype.
Milton speaks of him in a weU-kuown passage as
having " taught Cambridge and King Edward
Greek." See Hurt of Sedition.

Chemarims, The, in Pokdage's satiric poem
of Azaria and Sushai (q.v.), are intended for the
Jesuits.

Cherrie and the Slae, The. A Scottish

allegorical poem by Alexander Montgomery (d.

1607), pubUshed in 1597.

Cherry, Andrew, Irish dramatist (b. 1762,

d. 1812), produced The Soldier's Daughter (1804),

All for Fame (1805), The Village (1805), The
Travellers (1806), and other plays and operas.

" Cherry ripe, ripe, ripe, I cry." First

line of a lync by Kobert Heerick, and the refrain

of another by Eichard Allison.

Chesse, The Game and Playe of,
printed by William Caxton at Westminster in

1474, was the first book printed in England.

" Chest, A, contrived a double debt to
pay."

—

Goldsmith's Deserted Village, lines 29,

30:—
" A bed by night, a chest of drawers by day."

Chester. See Broome, William.
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Chester, Sir John. A character in Dickens's

novel of Barnaby Eudge (q.v.), intended for Lord

Chestertield (q.v.), author of Letters to his Son

(q.v.).

Chester Plays, The. Undoubtedlythe oldest

series of Bnghsh mysteries that set forth " matter

from the creation of the world" to doomsday.

They were acted at Chester every 'Whitsuntide,

and are said, in a proclamation dated 1533, to have

heen composed " of old time" " by one Sir Henry
Francis, some time monk of this monastery dis-

solved," who obtained from the Pope a thousand

days of pardon, and from the bishop of the diocese

forty days' pardon, for those " resorting in peaceable

manner and with good devotion to hear and see

the said plays from time to time." In 1327—28,

when Sir John Amway was Mayor of Chester, the

plays are recorded to have been written by one

Kandal Higgenet, who is no other than the Ralph

Higden who composed the JPolychronicon, (q.v.),

and died probably in 1363. The Chester mysteries

included twenty-four distinct plays, which were

apportioned amongst the twenty-four companies of

the city, and were played, the first nine on Whit-
Monday, the next nine on Tuesday, and the re-

maining six on the following Wednesday. " They
began first at the abbey gates, and when the first

pageant was played, it was wheeled to the high

cross before the mayor, and so to every street ; and
so every street had a pageant playing before them
at one time, tiU all the pageants for the day ap-

pointed were played." A fuU description of them
will be foimd in Collier's History of Dramatic
Literature. Several MS. copies exist : that of the

Duke of Devonshire is dated 1581 ; those in the

British Museum are dated 1600 and 1607 ; and that

at Oxford is dated 1604. A specimen was printed, in

1818, for the Eoxburghe Club by J. H. Markland

;

but the only complete publication of the Chester

mysteries was made for the Shakespeare Society,

in 1843, by Thomas Wright.

Chesterfield, Earl of, Philip Dormer stan-

hope (b. 1694, d. 1773), wrote Letters to his Son,

I'hilip Stanhope, which, together with several other

Meces on Various Subjects, were first published in

1774. In an edition of his Miscellaneous Works,
published with Memoirs of his Life by Dr. Maty
in 1777, are included Miscellaneous Pieces and
Characters; Letters to his Friends; The Art of
Fleasing ; Free Thoughts and Bold Truths ; The Case

of the SoMover Forces, with Vindication and Further
Vindication ; The Lords' Protest ; Letter to the Abbe
de Ville; and Poems. Selections from the Works
were published in 1874. His Letter's were edited

by Earl Stanhope in 1845. See Mrs. OUphant's
Historical Sketches of the Seign of George LI., Hay-
ward's Biographical Fssays, Quarterly Meview for

1845, and M. Sainte Beuve's Causeries de Lundi.
" Lord Chesterfield," says the latter writer, " has
been accused of a breach of moraUty in the letters

addressed to his son. The strict Johnson, who
was not impartial on the subject, and who thought

he had cause of complaint against Chesterfield,

said, when the letters were pubHshed, that ' they

taught the morals of a courtesan and the manners

of a da,ncing-master.' Such a judgment is ex-

tremely unjust, for if Chesterfield, in particular

instances, insists upon graces of manner at any

price, it is because he has_ already provided for the

more soUd parts of education, and because his pupil

is not in the least danger of sinning on the side

which makes a man respectable, but rather on that

which makes liim agreeable. Although more than

one passage may seem strange, as coming from a

father to a son, the whole is animated with a true

spirit of tenderness and wisdom. If Horace had a

son, I imagine he would not have written to bim

very differently." See Letteks to his Son.

Chester, Thomas, temp. Henry VI., Eng-

lished The Lay of Sir Laimfal (q.v.) . See Warton's

English Poetry, sect. xlui.

Chettam, Sir James. A character in

Geokqe Eliot's novel of Middlemarch (q.v.),

married to Celia Brooke (q.v.).

Cbettle, Henry, poet and dramatist (b. about

1540, d. 1604), produced A Doleful Ditty, or Sorow-

full Sonet, of the Lord Darly (1567) ; Kinds Sarts

Dreams (1693); Piers Plainnes Seven Teres Pren-

tiship (1695) ; The Pope's Pittiful Lamentation for

the Death of his Deere Darling, Don Joan of

Austria: and Death's Answer to the Same; Eng-

lamd's Mourning Garment, worn here by Plain

Shepherds in Memory of Elisabeth (1603) ; and Th
Tragedy of Hoffman : or, a Bevenge for a Father

(1631). He is said to have been concerned, with

others, in the production of over two himdred

dramatic pieces. See ColHer' s Dramatic Poetry, and

Warton's English Poetry, sect. Ixvi. See Blind

Beggar op Bethnal Gkeen ; England' s Moukning
Garment ; Hoffman ; Kinde Harts Dreame, Thb ;

London Florentine, The.

Chetwood, 'WiUiam Rufus, dramatist

(d. 1766), wrote A General History of the Stage

(1749).

Chevelere Assigne (».«, De eigne) -. or. The
Knight of the Swan. An old EngHsh poem, tons-
lated and abridged from a French metrical romance—L' Tstoire du Chevalier au Signe—a copy of which

is among the Eoyal MSS. of the British Museum.
The Chevelere Assigne is quoted by Percy.

Chevy Chase. A ballad, printed in Perot's

Beliques, the original of which was probably as old

as the reign of Henry "VT. The modem version is

probably not more ancient than the time of Queen
Elizabeth, and is copied from an old manuscript at

the end of Heame's preface to Gulielmus Nubri-

giensis Hist. (1719), vol. i. It is referred to in

an old book, called The Complaynt of Scotland,

under the title of Huntis of Chevet, of which two

lines are quoted. Sir Philip Sidney says of it, in

his Defense of Poesie, that " I never heard the old

story of Percie and Douglas that I found not my
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heart moved more than a trumpet." It is well
known that this ballad, which was originally called

The Bwrtting a' the Cheviat, and which should he
read together with that on T/ie Battle of Otterhourne,

arose out of the hereditary rivalry and feud between
the two families of Percy and Douglas.

" Chewing the cud of sweet and bitter
fancy."

—

As You Like It, act iv., scene 3.

" Chieftain to the Highlands bound,
A." First line of Campbell's ballad, Zord Ullin's

Dattffhter (q.v.).

" Chiel's amang ye, takin' notes. A."
A line in Bomfs's verses on Captain Grose's pere-

grinations in Scotland.

" ChUd is father of the man. The." A
line in the poem by William Wordswokth (1770—1850), which begins

—

** My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky."

Compare it with Milton's lines in Paradise Re-
gained, book iv.

—

'* The childhood shows the man
As morning shows the day."

ChUd, Lydia Maria, nee Francis, American
writer (b. 1802), has written Sobomok, a Tale

(1824) ; The Rebels, a Tale (1825) ; The Mother's
Book (1831) ; A History of the Condition of Women
in all Ages and Nations (1832) ; The Girl's Book
(1832); The Coronal (1833); Fhilothea (1835);
Letters from New York (1845) ; Spring Flowers
(1846); Tlie Progress of Religious Ideas through
Sttecessive Ages (1856) ; Autmrmal Leaves (1860)

;

and other works. See Griswold's Prose Writers of
America, Mrs. Hale's Records of Woman, &c.

Child of Elle, The. A ballad, printed in
Percy's Reliques.

Chad, Sir Josiah (b. 1630, d. 1699), pub-
lished, in 1668, a New Fiseottrse of Trade.

Child "Waters. A ballad included in Percy's

Child's Evening Prayer, A. A poem by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, written in 1808.

Childe Harold's Pilgrimage : " a Eo-
maunt," or poem, in the Spenserian stanza, by
Lord Byron (1788—1824). It consists of four

cantos, of which the first and second were published

in 1812, the third in 1816, and the fourth in 1818
;

and the preface to the first two cantos contained

the following explanation of the origin and pur-

pose of the poem. " It was written," says Lord
Byron, " for the most part, amid the scenes which
it attempts to describe. It was begun in Albania

;

and the parts relative to Spain and Portugal were
composed from the author's observations in those

countries The scenes attempted to be
sketched are in Spain, Portugal, Epirus, Acamania.
and G-reece [the third canto describes scenes in

Belgium, Switzerland, and the VaUey of the Ehine

;

and canto four is chiefly occupied with Eome].

. . . A fictitious character is introduced for the
sake of giving some connection to the piece, which,
however, makes no pretension to regularity. ,It

has been suggested to me by friends, on whose
opinion I set a high value, that in this fictitious

character, Childe Harold, I may incur the sus-
picion of having intended some real personage;
this I beg leave, once for all, to disclaim. Harold
is the creation of imagination, for the purpose I
have stated. In some trivial particulars, and those
merely local, there might be grounds for such a
notion ; but in the main points, I should hope, none
whatever. It is almost superfluous to mention that
the appellation ' Childe ' is used as more consonant
with the old structure of versification which I have
adopted."

Children in the Wood, The. See Babes
IN THE Wood, The. Eeference may also be made to

a play published in 1601 by Eobert Yareington,
and called The Tragedy of a Yovmg Child murthered
in a wood by Two Rwffins, with the consent of his

Tinkle. This was probably deri+ed from an Italian

novel, and is so far different from the ballad, that

it includes but one child, and that, besides other
slight particulars, the scene of the narrative is laid

in Padua.

"Children of a larger growth. Men
are but."

—

Dryden, Allfor Love, act iv., scene 1.

Children of the Lord's Supper, The.
A poem translated by Henry Wadsw^orth Long-
PBLLOW from the Swedish of Bishop Tegner.

Children's Hour, The* A poem by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow—

" Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower.

Comes a pause in the day's occupations,
Which is known as the Children's Hour."

Chillingworth, William, controversial

writer (b. 1602, d. 1644), was the author of The
Religion of Protestants, a way to Salvation (q-v.).

" His other writings," says Principal TuUooh, " are

comparatively unimportant, as they are compara-
tively unknown. A few sermons—^nine in all ; a
series of tracts tmder the name of Additional Fis-

eourses—^most of them mere sketches, or studies for

his great work ; and a brief fragment, more sig-nifi-

cant than the rest, entitled The Apostolical Institu-

tion ofEpiscopacyFemonstrated, comprisethewhole."

His Works were printed with a Life by Birch in

1742. See Principal TuUoch's Rational Theology

in England, Hunt's History of Religious Thought,

Wood's Athenm Oxonienses, Fuller's Worthies,

Mazeaux' Historical and Critical Account of the Life

and Writings of William Chillingworth, and Chey-
nell's Chillingworthii Novissima.

Chillon, The Prisoner of. A poem by
Lord Byron, founded on the story of Bonniyard,

the hero of Genevan independence, and published

in 1816. Bonnivard was bom in 1496, and died in

1571. An account of his life, in French, is pre-

fixed to the poem.
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Chimes, The. " A Groblin Story of some
Bells that rang an Old Year out and a New Year
in," ty Chables Dickens (1812—1870), published

in 1844. Among the characters are Tohy Veek,
his daughter Meg, her sweetheart Eichard, Mr.
FUer, Mr. Tugby, Sir Joshua Bowley, and Alderman
Cute. Of these the only one that has attained

celebrity is Toby, otherwise Trotty, Veck (q.v.),

" a little old London ticket-porter," whose dwelling
is in the mews, with his wooden card-board at the
door, with his name and occupation, and the " N.B.
Messuages carefully delivered." " This," wrote Tom
Hood of The GMmes, " is another of those seasonable
books intended by Boz [q.T.] to stir up and
awaken the kindly feelings which are generally
diffused among mankind, but too apt, as Old "WeUer
[q.T.] says, to lie ' dormouse in the human bosom.'
It is similar in plan to The Christmas Carol [q.v.],

but is scarcely so happy in its subject—it could
not be."

" Chimes at midnight, We have heard
the."

—

Senry IV., part ii., act Hi., scene 2.

China, Old. One of the Last Essays of Elia,

(q.T.), by Chaeles Lamb (1775—1834).

Chingachcook. The name of the Indian chief
who figures in Fenimore Cooper's novels, The
Last of the Mohicans, The Pathfinder, The Deer-
slayer, and The Fioneer.

Chips concerning Scotland. A miscel-
lany in prose and verse by Thomas Churchyard
(1520—1604), (q.T.), published in 1576, and re-
printed by Chalmers in 1817.

Chirologia : "or, the Natvrall LangTage of
the Hand ; whereuuto is added Chironimia." A
curious work by John Bulwer, published in 1644.

Chittiface. The hero of an old popular story
which has not come down to us. Drayton alludes to
him in some commendatory Terses on Tom Coryate
and his Crudities.

Chloe. A name Tery popular in amatory and
pastoral poetry. Thus in Dryden

—

" Chloe found Amyntas lying,
AU In tears, upon the plain,"

Chloe, in Pope's Moral Essays, epistle ii., isin-
tendedfor Lady Suffolk, the mistress of George II.,
who had offended the poet by neglecting to confer
some faTOur upon Swift. She is described by Lord
Chesterfield as "placid, good-natured, and kind-
hearted, but very deaf, and not remarkable for
wit; " by Pope as " wanting heart "

—

" She speaks, behaTes, and acts just as she ought.
But never, never reached one gen'rous thought

:

Ttrtue she finds too painful an endeavour.
Content to dwell In decencies for ever."

Chlqris, the goddess of flowers, was a favourite
name with the poets of the modem as well as the
classic world. Thus Lord Dorset sings

—

"Ah, Chlorls, 'tis time to disarm your bright eyes."

And Sir Charles Sedley—
" Ah, Ohiorls, could I now but ait."

Choice, The. A poem by John Pompket
(1667—1703), pubHshed in 1699, in which the
writer describes the joys of rural life, combined
with lettered ease

—

" Hear some fair town I'd have aprivate seat.
Built uniform, not little, nor too great.
Better, if on a rising ground it stood

;

On this side fields, on that a neighbouring wood. . . .

A little garden grateful to the eve.
And a cool rivulet run murmuring by.
On whose delicious banks a stately row
Of shady limes or sycamores should grow.
At th' end of which, a silent study placed.
Should be with all the noblest authors graced."

Chollop, Hannibal. An American "patriot"
in Dickens's noTol of Martin Chuzzlewit (q.T.).

Choridia : " Rites to Chloris and her Nymphs,
personated in a Masque at Court, by the Queen's
Majesty and her Ladies at ShroTe-tide," 1630.

The inTontors were Ben Jonson and Inigo Jones.

Chorlejr, Henry Pothergill, author and
musical critic (d. 1872), wrote Fomfret, Foecaielh,
The Frodicjy, and other works, besides scTeral plays
and numerous librettos. He acted as musical critic

of The Athenmmn for upwards of thirty-fiTO years.

See his Memoirs by Hewlett (1873).

Chorus Poetarum. " A Miscellany of Poems
on Various Occasions," by the Duke of Bucking-
ham, Lord Eochester, Sir John Denham, Sir George
Etherege, Andrew MarreU, Edmund Spenser,
Mrs. Behn, and others ; edited by Charles Gildon,
and published in 1693.

Chrestoleros : "Seven Books of Epigrams,
written by T. B." (Thomas Bastard), and pub-
lished in 1598. Bastard died in 1618.

Chrestomathia. A work on education, by
Jeremy Bentham (1748—1832), published in 1817.

Christ, The Life of. A work by Fredemo
William Farrar, D.D. (q.T.), published in 1874.

Christabel. A lady in the ancient ballad of

Sir Cauline (q.T.), the daughter of a "bonnye
kynge" in Ireland.

Christabel. A poem by Samuel Tatloe
Coleridge (1772—1834), written at Stowey,
Somersetshire, in 1797, and published in 1816.

Swinburne thinks it is the loveliest of the author's

poems ; for simple charm of inner and outer sweet-
ness, unequalled by either The Ancient Mariner or

Kubla Khan. " The very terror and mystery of

magical evil is imbued with this sweetness;" and
" as for the melody, here again it is incomparable
with any other poet's." Leigh Hunt quotes with
strong approval the passage—" the perfection of

grace and sentiment," which describes Christabel
retiring to rest

—

" Quoth Christabel,—so let itbel
And as the lady bade, did she.
Her gentle limbs she did undress,
And lay down in her loveliness."

"The lady" is the fair witch, Geraldine, who
exercises an evil influence OTer Christabel. The
poem is a fragment.

Christabel, The Ballad of Babe. See

Babe Christabel, The Ballad of.
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Christe's Teares over Jerusalem, ty
Thomas Nash, -was publielied in 1593.

Christian. The chief character of Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress (q.v.).

" Christian is God Almighty's gentle-
man, A."

—

Hake's Guesses at Truth.

" Christian is the highest style ofman,
A."

—

^Young's Night Thoughts, night iv., line 330.

Christian Divinity, An Apology for
the True. See Apology fok the Tkue Chkistian
Divinity.

Christian Hero, The. A prose work hy Sir

EicHAKB Steele, dedicated to Lord Cutts, and
published in 1701. It was written, the author tells

us, " with a design principally to fix upon his mind
a strong impression of virtue and religion, in oppo-
sition to a strong propensity to unwarrautahle
pleasures." It was in four parts : (1) Of the

Heroism of the Ancient World
; (2) of the Bihle

Story as a Link between Man and his Creator;

(3) of the Life a Christian should lead, as set forth

hy St. Paul ; and (4) of the Common Motives of

Human Action, best used and improved when
blended with religion."

Christian Life, The. A work, in three

parts, by John Scott (1638—1694), published in

1681, 1685, and 1686. The first part is purely
practical ; the second places the foundation of the
Christian life in the principles of national religion

;

and the third proves and explains the doctrine of

our Saviour's mediation. " The work will always
be interesting in an historical point of view, as

illustrating the state of English theology during
that period of decline, when it was passing down-
ward from the high level reached by such great
divines as Sanderson, Stillingfleet, and Howe, to

the rationalistic flats and swamps of the following
century."

Christian Morals, A Treatise on. A
prose fragment by Sir Thomas Bkowne (1605

—

1682), published, in 1756, by Dr. Johnson, with a
Memoir of the author and explanatory notes. It is

also included in the edition of Browne's works
published in 1836.

Christian Keligion, A Discourse of the
Grounds and Beason of the. By Anthony
Collins (1676—1729), published in 1724, and re-

markable as calling forth no fewer than thirty-five

replies, a list of which is given by Collins at the
end of the preface to his Seheme of Literal Pro-
pheey.

Christian Religion, Evidences of the.
By Joseph Addison (1672—1719). A posthumous
work, published in 1807, and inserted by Bishop
Watson in his collection of Theologieal Tracts.

Christian Seneca, The. A name given
to Joseph Hall, Bishop of Norwich (q.v.), on
account of his eloquence and high morality.

Christian Year, The. " Thoughts in verse

for the Sundays and Holidays throughout the Year,"
by John Keblb (1792—1866), published in 1827.
" The object of the present publication," says the
preface, " will be attained if any person find assist-

ance from it in bringing his own thoughts and feel-

ingsinto more entire unison with those recommended
and exemplified in the Prayer Book." The special
characteristics of these poems, according to Principal
Shairp, are " first, a tone of religious feeling, fresh,

deep, and tender, beyond what was common even
among reHgious men in the author's day, perhaps
in any day ; secondly, great intensity and tender-
ness of home affection ; thirdly, a shy and deHoate
reserve, which loved quiet paths and shunned pub-
licity; fourthly, a pure love of nature, and a
spiritual eye to read Nature's symbolism." In the
poem on the Twenty-fourth Sumday after Trinity
occurs the weU-known quatrain

—

" Why should we faint and fear to live alone,
Since all alone, so Heaven Las willed, we die

;

Nor even the tenderest heart, and next our own,
Knows half the reasons why we smile and sigh ?

"

See Miss Yonge's Musings on the Christian Year.

Christiana. Wife of Christian in Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress, who sets out with her children,

under the guidance of Mr. Greatheart, to join her
husband in the Celestial City. Her story is told in

the second part of the allegory.

Christianity, The Abolishing of. See

Augument, An.

Christianity not Mysterious: "or, a
Treatise, showing that there is nothing in the Gos-
pel Contrary to Reason or above it, and that no
Christian Doctrine can properly be called a Mys-
tery." A work by John Toland (1669—1722),
published in 1696, which excited much popular

feeling against its author, and induced Dr. Brown,
afterwards Bishop of Cork, to wish that he could

have handed him over for punishment to the civil

magistrate. It was condemned by the Irish par-

liament, and ordered to be burnt at the hands of

the common hangman.

Christie of the Clint HUl, in Sir Walter
Scott's novel of The Monastery (q.v.), is one of the

retainers of Julian Avenel

Christine : " the Maid of the South Seas." A
tale in metre, after the maimer of Sir Walter

Scott, published by Mary Eussell Mitpokd

(1786—1855), at a very early age. It was founded

on the well-known story of The Mutiny of the

BouMty, subsequently treated by Lord Byron in his

poem of The Island (q.v.).

Christis Kirk of the Grene. A poem,

attributed to King James I. of Scotland, in which

the rustic merry-making of his time is humor-

ously described in the space of twenty-three

stanzas. It was printed in 1783, under the editor-

ship of William Tytler, Lord Woodhouselee. A
continuation of it was written by Allan Ramsay
(q.v.).

Christmas Carol, A, "in prose, being a
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Ghost Story of Cliriatinas," by Chaeles Dickens
(1812—1870), was published in December, 1843,

with illustrations by John Leech. " We are all

charmed," wrote Lord Jeffrey to the author, "with

your Carol, chiefly, I think, for the genuine

goodness which breathes all through it, and is the

true inspiring angel by which its genius has been

awakened. The whole scene of the Cratchits

[q.v.] is like the dream of a benevolent angel, in

spite of its broad reality, and little Tiny Tim [q.v.]

in life and death almost as sweet and touching as

Nelly." A notice of the story appeared in Fraaer's

Magazine for July, 1844, from the pen of " Michael
Angelo Titmarsh" (q.v.). See Scrooge.

" Cliristmas comes but once a year,
For." A line in Tusseb's Fanners' Daily Diet.

Christmas Eve. A poem by Eoeert
Browning (b. 1812), in which, "after following

through a long course of reflection the successive

phases of religious belief, he arrives at the certainty

that, however confused be the vision of Christ,

where His love is, there is the Life, and that the

more direct the revelation of that love, the deeper

and more vital its power."

Christmas, Rev. Henry. <See Noel-Feakn.

Christopher. The head-waiter in Dickens's
story of Somebody's Luggage (q.v.).

Christo Triumphante, Be. A Latin
comedy by John FoxorPoxE (1617—1587), printed
in 19S1 ; translated and published in English in
1579. The story is taken from New Testament
history, and among the dramatis personm (twenty-
five in aU), are Christus, Eva, Sanctus Maria, and
Petrus.

Christ's Victory and Triumph over
Death. A sacred poem by Giles Fletcher (1588—1623), displaying in many, passages an imagina-
tion of the highest order. "Inferior as he is,"

says Hallam, " to Spenser and Milton, he might be
figured in his happiest moments as a link of connec-
tion in our poetry between these congenial spirits,

for he reminds us of both, and evidently gave hints
to the latter in a poem on the same subject with
Paradise Regained." See Maodonald's England's
^ntiphon.

Chronicle, The. A ballad by Abraham
Cowley (1618—1667), which Johnson calls "a
composition unrivalled and alone ; such gaiety of
fancy, such facility of expression, such varied
similitude, such a succession of images, and such a
dance of words, it is in vain to expect except from
Cowley." It is a rapid characterisation of the poet's
various lady-loves, beginning with Margarita, who

" First poBSess'd,
If I remember well, my breast,"

and ending with his " present emperess,"
" Heleonora, first of the name.
Whom God grant long to reign."

Chronicle, in Metre, "fro the first Be-
gynning of Englande unto the Eeigne of King

Edward ye Fourth," by John Harding (b. 1378),

in rhyme, was completed about 1470, and was
printed at London in 1543. It was carefully

edited by Sir Henry Effis id 1812. Though Fuller

asserts that our author " drank as deep a draught

of Helicon as any of his age," his work is utterly

devoid of the poetic spirit.

Chronicle ofEngland, written in English
by John Capgeave (1393—1464), was dedicated to

Edward IV. It was edited by Hingeston in

1857—58, and is notable as beginning its history

with the creation of the world.

Chronicle of the Drum, The. A poem
by William Makepeace Thackeray, " in which
Pierre, the last of a race of brave French
drummers, gives a sketch of the wars of two cen-

turies back. Here," says Hannay, "the threads

of humour, and poetry, and philosophy, are subtly

woven together."

Chronicle of the Kings of Scotland,
by Andrew Wyntoun, was begun in September,
1420, and completed in April, 1424. It is in

rhyme, and has been edited by Macpherson, Tvim-
buU, Stuart, and others.

Chronojahotonthologos. A mock tragedy,

in " half an act," by Henry Carey (1663—1743);
produced in 1734.

Chutab, Thomas, deistical writer (b. 1679,
d. 1746), published The Supremacy of the Father
Vindicated (1715) ; The True Gospel of Jesus As-
serted (1738) ; A Discourse on Season; On Moral
and Positive Duties; On Future Judgment and
Eternal Punishment ; Inquiry about the Inspiratwm

of the New Testament ; The Doctrine of Vicarious

Suffering and Intercession Sefuted; and other Works,
published collectively in 17S4. His Memoirs ap-

peared in 1747. See Leland's View of Deistical

Writers, Lemoine on Miracles, Mosheim's Ecclesias-

tical History, and Van Mildert's Bampton Lectures.

Chubbuck, Emily. See Forrester, Fanny.

Chudleigh, Lady Mary (b. 1656, d. 1710),
published a collected edition of her poems in 1703,
followed by a collection of Essays in Prose and Verse
in 1710.

Chuflfey, in Charles Dickens's novel of Ma/rtin
Chuzzlewit (q.v.), is the old servant of Anthony
Chuzzlewit. " Chuffey," wrote Sydney Smith
to the author, "is admirable. I have never read
a finer piece of writing ; it is deeply pathetic and
affecting."

Church and State, The Alliance be-
tween. See Alliance.

Church Gate, At the. A lyric by Wn-
liAM Makepeace Thackeray :

—

" Near the sacred gate
With longlns oj-es 1 wait
Expectant or her."

ChuJCh Militant, The. A poem by Geoeoe
Herbert.
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Clmreh of Brou, The. A poem in three

parts, ty Matthew Arnold.

Church of England Man, The Senti-
ments of a, "witli respect to Keligion and
Gtovermnent." A tract ty Jonathan Swift (b.

1667, d. 1745), written, in 1708, and publislied in

the same year. "It contains," says Scott, "a
statement concerning the national religion and
establishment, fair, temperate, and manly, unless

it may be thought too strongly to favour the penal

laws against nonconformity. In civil politics, the

Kevolution principles are strongly advocated ; and
the final conclusion is, ' that in order to preserve

the constitution entire between Church and State,

whoever has a true value for both would be sure to

avoid the extremes of the "Whig for the sake of the

former, and the extremes of the Tory, on account

of the latter.' " It is divided into two chapters.

Church, Of the. A famous treatise by
Richard Fieid (1561—1616), the first four books
of which appeared in 1606, and the fifth book in

1610, the whole being reprinted at Oxford in 1628.

This work, which ranks in the same category with
Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, is an elaborate de-

fence of the Church of England, and was highly
praised by Coleridge. It was edited by the Eev.
J. S. Brewer in 1843, and for the Ecclesiastical

Historical Society in 1847—52.

"Church repair. Some to."— Pope's
Essay on Criticism, part ii., line 142 :

—

" Not for the doctrine, but the music there.''

Church, Sichard William, Dean of St.

Paul's (b. 1816), has vpritten a Life of Anselm
(1870); Uni/Bersity Sermons (1870); Ciieilization be-

fore and after Christianity (1872) ; Some Inflitences

of Divinity on Natural Character (1873) ; and The
Sacred Foetry of Early Religions (1874).

Churchill, Charles, poet (b. 1731, d. 1764),
wrote The Bosciad {ll&l), (q.v.) ; An Apology to the

Critical Reviewers (1761); Night, an Epistle (1761),
(q.v.) ; The Ghost (1762) ; The Prophecy of Famine
(1763); An Epistle to William Sogarth {1763); The
Conference (1763) ; The Duellist (1763) ; The Author
(1764); Gotham {116i); The Candidate {I76i) ; The
Farewell (1764) ; The Times (1764) ; Independence

(1764); The Jomney ; and the Dedication to

Churchill's Sermons, "ihe Works of Churchill were
first collected and printed in 1770. See, also, the
edition of 1804, with An Authentic Account of Ms
Life, by W. Tooke. They are included in all the
best collections of the poets. See Campbell's
English Poets, Cowper's Letters, Forster's Essays,
and the introductory essay, by Hannay, prefixed
to the Aldime Edition of the Poems. " Churchill,"
says Lowell, " is a remarkable example of this
[that an author may make himself very popular,
and justly so, by appealing to the passion of the
moment, without having anything in bim that
shall outlast the public whim which he satisfies]."

" He had a surprising extemporary vigour of mind

;

his phrase carries great weight of blow ; he un-
doubtedly surpassed all contemporaries, as Cowper
says of him, 'in a certain rude and earth-bom
vigour ;

' but his verse is dust and ashes now,
solemnly inurned, of course, in the Chalmers
columbarium, and without danger of violation.

His brain and muscle are fading traditions."

Cowper called him "the great ChurohUl," but
Rogers said that to his thinking his poetry was
mediocre.

Churchill, Ethel. A novel by Letitia E.
Landon (b. 1802, d. 1838), published in 1837,
in which she boldly grapples with the historical

characters of the reigns of the first Georges, and
brings upon the stage Sir Robert Walpole and his

contemporaries. " It contains many eloquently-

written passages; the plot is affecting; and the
conversations are frequently distinguished by
genuine art and tender sentiment."

Churchill's Grave : " a fact literally ren-

dered" in verse, by Lord Bykon (1788—1824).

This lyric was written at Diodati in 1816, and
begins

—

" I stood beside the grave of him who blazed
The comet of a season."

Churchill, Mr., in Longfellow's romance
of Kavamagh (q.v.), is a character of whom it is said

that "Nature had made him a poet, but destiny

made him a schoolmaster."

Churchyard, Thomas, poet (b. 1520, d.

1604), published, among other works, Davie Dicat's

Dream (1562—63), A Discourse of Rebellion (1570),

Chippes (1575), A Praise and Reporte of Martyne
Froboisher's Voyage to Meta Incognita (1578), A
Lamentable and Pitifull Description of the Wofull
Warres in Flaunders (1578), Chwrchyard!s Challenge

(1593), The Mirror of Man and Mamiers of Men
(1594), Churchyard's Cherishing (1596), The Lamen-
tation of Freyndshippe, and Chips Concerning Scot-

land (1576), (q.v.). Some of these have been re-

printed at the Auchinleck Press. For a list of

Churchyard's various publications, see Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual. See Notices of his Life, by
Chalmers (1817) ; also, "Wood's Athence Oxonienses,

and Disraeli's Calamities of Authors.

Chuzzlewit, Jonas. A tyrannical, brutal,

and mean character in Charles Dickens's Martin
Chuzzlewit (q.v.).

Chuzzlewit, Martin. A story of American
life and manners, by Charles Dickens (1812

—

1870), the first monthly number of which appeared

on January 1, 1843. It is remarkable for the atten-

tion it directed to the system of ship-hospitals and
to the workhouse nurses whose prototype in Sarah
Gamp (q.v.) has become famous all over the world.

/See Bailey, Junior; Brick, Jefferson ; Chollop,

Hannibal ; Chuffey ; Chuzzlewit, Jonas ; Diver,

Colonel ; Lupin, Mrs. ; Pecksniff ; Pinch, Tom
AND Euth; Pogeam, Elijah; Tapley, Mark;
TiGG, Montague ; and Todqers.
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Cibber, Colley, dramatist and poet-laureate

(b. 1671, d. 1757), wrote Love's Last Shift : or, the

Fool in Fashion (1696); Womtm's Wit (1697);

Xerxes (1699) ; The Careless Husbamd (1704) ; The

Nonjuror (1717), and other plays, to the total

number, says the JSiographia Dramatiea, of thirty

pieces, an edition of which appeared inl721, and

again in 1777. "Cibber," says Warton, "with a

great stock of levity, vanity, and affectation, had

sense, and wit, and humour." " His treatise on

the stage," says Walpole, "is inimitable." See

Apolo&y pok, his own Life, An ; Careless Hus-
band ; Double Gallant ; Hypoceite, The ;

Love
inaEiddlb; Love's Last Shift; Nonjuror, The.

Cibber, Theophilus, son of the above

(b. 1703, d. 1758), actor and dramatist, wrote The

Lover (1730) ; Fatie and Feggie (an adaptation into

English of Allan Eamsay's Gentle Shepherd),

(1730) ; The Mock Officer (1733) ; and other pieces.

The Limes of the Foets of Great Britain and Ireland

from the time of Bean Swift (1753) were attributed

to his pen, but Dr. Johnson was of opinion that the

work was written by Robert Shields, a Scotchman.

Cicero. Yarious Orations of this orator have

been translated into English. Among modem
versions are those by Calvert (1870), Green (1871),

Parton (1873), Reynolds (1876), and others.

Cider. The title of a poem by John Philips

(1676—1708), published in 1708, and written in

imitation of Virgil's Georgics.

Circuit through Powis, The. A poem
by OwAiN Kyveihog, Prince of Powis (circa 1162),

in which he describes his progress through his

dominions to receive his revenues and to hold his

courts.

Circumlocution Ofilce, The. A term
applied by Charles Dickens (1812—1870), in his

novel of Little Lorrit (q.v.), to that public de-

partment which he represents as possessing pre-

eminently " the art of perceiving how not to do it."

" The Administrative Reform Association," says

Professor Masson, " might have worked for ten

years without producing half the efieet which
Mr. Dickens has produced in the same direction,

by flinging out the phrase, ' The Circumlocution

Office.'

"

Circumstance. A poem by Alfred Tenny-
son, published in 1830.

Citizen of the World, The. A series of

papers contributed by Oliver Goldsmith (1728

—

1774) to The Fuilic Ledger newspaper (q.v.), the

first appearing on the 24th of January, 1760, in

the course of which year ninety-eight papers were
published ; the remainder (there are one hundred
and twenty-three altogether) being printed later

and at irregular intervals. They are written in

the form of letters from an imaginary philosophical

Chinaman in London to friends in China, and con-
sist of his observations upon men and things in

the western world. They were published collect

tively in 1762. Masson speaks of them as " that

delightful Citizen of the World, whose place among
our EngUah classics is now sure after more than a

hundred years."

" City clerk, but gentlyborn and bred,
A." First line of Sea Breams, a lyric by Alfred
Tennyson.

City Mouse and Country Mouse, The.
A poem written by Matthew Prior (1664—1721)

and Charles Montague, Earl of Halifax (1661—

1715), in ridicule of The Kind and the Fanther, by
John Dryden (q.v.).

City Nightcap, The. A tragi-comedy by
Robert Davenport, written in the reign of

Jamefl I. or Charles I., but not printed until

1661. It is partly founded on The Curious Imper-

tinent in Bon Quixote, and partly on Boccaccio's

Becameron (day vii., novel 7).

City of the Plague, The. A dramatic

poem, in three acts, written by John Wilson,
" Christopher North " (1785—1854), and pubhshed

in 1816.

" City pent. In populous."—Milton's
Faradise Lost, book ix., line 445.

Citye Match, The. A comedy by Jasper
Mayne (1604—1672), printed in 1639, and re-

printed in Dodsley's collection of Old Flays.

Civil Wars, The, " between the two Houses
of Lancaster and York." A poem' by Samuel
Daniel (1562—1619), the first four books of which
were printed in 1595 ; the whole work, complete in

eight books, in 1609. It is written in octave

rhyme, and has been described as " too much of a

history to be a poem in the true artistic sense;"

but it is "musical in versification, patriotic, and
religious, and somewhat diffuse in moralising,

with so much of the conservative in tone that, in

Church matters, some thought Daniel indined
towards Catholicism."

Clan Alpine's Vow. A poem by Sir

Alexander Boswell (1775—1822), founded on the

murder of Drummond-Emich by the Macgregora,
referred to in Scott's Legend of Montrose.

Clandestine Marriage, The. A comedy
by George Colman and David Garrick, acted

in 1766. Hazlitt says it is nearly without a fatdt,

and has some lighter theatrical graces, which he

suspects Garrick threw into it.

Clapham Academy, Ode on a Distant
Prospect of. A humorous parody, by Thomas
Hood (1798—1845), of Gray's Ode on a B'istant

Prospect of Eton College. Charles S. Calverley

has, in his Verses and Translations, an Ode "on a

Bistant Frospect" of Making a Fortune.

" Clapper-clawing, And one another."—Butler, Hudibras, part ii., canto 2.
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Clare, John, poet (b. 1793, d. 1864), wrote
toems Descriptive of Sural Life and Scenery (1820)

;

The Village Minstrel, and other Poems (1821);
Moments of Forgetfulness, in, Verse (1824); The
Shepherd! s Calendar, with Village Stories and other

Poems (1827); and The Sural Muse (1835). For
Biography, see the Lives by Martin (1865), and
Cherry (1873). See Peasant Poet; Village
MlNSTKEL.

Claremont. A descriptive poem written by
Sir Samuel Garth (d. 1719), published in 1715,
and addressed to the Earl of Clare, afterwards

Duke of Newcastle, on his giving that name to his

villa at Esher, in Surrey.

Clarendon, Earl of, Edward Hyde (b.

1608, d. 1674), wrote The History of the Sebellion

and Civil Wars in England, to which is added, an
Historical View of the Affairs of Ireland (1702)

;

The History of the Sebellion and Civil War in

Ireland (1720); Tlie Life of JEdward, Earl of
Clarendon, Lord High Chancellor of England, and
Chancellor of the University of Oxford, ieimg a con-

tinuation of the History of the Grand Sebellion,

from the Sestoration to his Banishment in 1667,
written by himself (1759) ; Brief View and Survey
of the Dangerous and Pernicious Errors to Church
and State in Hobbes' " Leviathan ". (1676) ; Essay on
an Active and Contemplative Life, and Dialogue on
Education and the Sespect due to Age (1764—65);
Siligion and Policy, and the Countenance and As-
sistance each should give to the other (1811) ; Essays,
Moral and Entertaining, on the various Faculties and
Passions of the Human Mind (1815) ; The Natural
History of the Passions.;, ani a few minor works.
The History of the Sebellion in England was origi-

nally published, under the editorship of Bishop
Sprat and Dean Aldrich ; and an edition was
published by Dr. Bandinel in 1826. Eor Biography,
see Wood's Athence Oxonienses, An Historical In-
quiry respecting the Character of Edward Hyde,
Earl of Clarendon, by the Hon. Agar Ellis (1827),

• and the Life of Clarendon by T. H. Lister.
" Clarendon," says Himie, " will always be es-
teemed an entertaining writer, even independent
of our curiosity to know the facts which he
relates. His style is prolix and redundant, and
suffocates us by the length of its periods ; but it

discovers imagination and sentiment, and pleases
us at the same time that we disapprove of it. He
is more partial in appearance than in reality ; for
he seems perpetually anxious to apologise for the
Mug

; but his apolo^es are often well grounded.
He is less partial in his relation of facts than in his
account of characters ; he was too honest a man to
falsify the former ; his affections were easily capable,
unknown to himself, of disguising the latter." See
Hallam's Literary History, Macaulay's History,
and Campbell's Lord Chancellors.

Claribel. "A Melody," by ALPasD Tennyson,
published in 1830.

Claribel. The name assumed by Mrs. Charles
Barnard, the author of numerous popular songs,

whose Fireside Thoughts, Ballads, &c., were pub-
lished in 1866.

Claridge, John. See Banbury, The Shep-
herd op; Shephbard's Legacy, The.

Clarinda. The name under which a Mrs.
Maclehosb corresponded for some time with the
poet Bums, who had met her in Edinburgh at the
house of a common friend. His first letter arose
out of a slight accident that happened to him in the
course of the following evening ; and the lady, in
reply, making Bums a formal offer of her sympathy
and friendship, he replied, " Your friendship,
Madam ! By heavens, I was never proud before.
. . . . To-morrow, and every day till I see
you, you shall hear from me." The correspondence
so rapturously opened, proceeded, says Alexander
Smith, quite as rapturously. It was arranged that
in future Bums should sign himself Sylvander, and
the lady, Clarinda. Each day gave birth to its

epistle. Poems were interchanged, and on the part
of Mrs. Maclehose there can be no doubt that there
was a regard, amounting almost to a passion, for
the poet, which he, notwithstanding the exag-
gerated sentiment of his letters, does not seem to
have entirely reciprocated. By-and-by, the letters

grew fewer and fewer, until at last the corre-
spondence vanished altogether "into the light of
common day." The first edition was published in
1802, and immediately suppressed. It was reprinted,
however, in 1846.

Clarissa Harlowe. See Harlowe, Clarissa.

Clark, Lewis Gaylord, American journalist
and editor (b. 1810), was appointed editor of the
American Knieleerbocker magazine, in 1834, and
published, in 1853, Knich-Knachs frbm an Editor's
Table.

Clark, WiUiani George (b. 1821), has
edited, in conjunction with W. Alois Wright, the
Cambridge and Globe editions of Shakespeare; has
written Gazpacho (1849), Peloponnesus (1856), &c.;
and has also edited Cambridge Essays and The
Journal of Philology.

Clarke, Adam, IiIi.D., Wesleyan minister

(b. 1760, d. 1832), wrote A Bibliographical Dic-

tionary and Miscellany (1802— 6) ; A Concise

Account of the Succession of Ancient Literature

(1807—31) ; A Cowamntary on the Holy Scriptures

(1809) ; Memoirs of the Wesley Family (1823); and
other works included in the collected edition of

his writings. See the Lives by Etheridge, J. B.

Clarke (1833), and Dunn (1863).

Clarke, Rev. C. C. The pseudonym as-

sumed, it is believed, by Sir Eichard Phillips

(1768—1840), in the publication of The Hundred
Wonders of the World, published in 1818.

Clarke, Charles Cowden, prose writer (b.

1787, d. 1877), produced, among other works,

Shakespeare Characters, chiefly subordinate; Tales

from Chaucer ; and Moliere Characters.
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Clarke, Edward Daniel, IiL.D., traveller

and mineralogist (b. 1769, d. 1822), published

Trmels in Variotis Countries of JSurope, Asia, and

Africa (1810—23); The Tomb of Alexander (1805);

The Gas Blowpipe : or, Art of Fusion (1819) ; and
other works. See the Life by Otter (1825).

dlarke. The Rev. Mr. The name under
which John Gtalt (1779—1839) published his story

of The Wandering Jew. The initials of the last

sentences form the words, " This book was written

by John Gralt."

Clarke, Mary Cowden, nee Novello, mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1809), has published A Com-
plete Concordance to the Tforks of Shakespeare (1845)

;

The Adventwes of Kit Bam, Mariner (1848) ; The
Girlhood of Shakespeare^ s JSeroines (1850) ; The
Iron Cousin (1854) ; World-Noted Women (1857)

;

Many Sappy Returns of the Day: a Birthday
Book (1860) ; Trust and Remittance (1873) ; A
Rambling Story (1874) ; and several editions of the

works of Shakespeare.

Clarke, Samuel, divine (b. 1599, d. 1682),
wrote A Mirror: or, Looking-Glass fm^ Saints or

Sinners; The Marrow of Lleclesiastical History ; A
GeneralMartyrolcgy ; The Marrow of Divinity ; and
other works. His son Samuel (b. 1627, d. 1701),
published some annotations on the Bible.

Clarke, Samuel, D.D., theologian and
philosopher (b. 1675, d. 1729), wrote Sermons (in-

cluding those on The Being and Attributes of God,
and The Evidences ofNatural and Revealed Religion) ;
A Paraphrase of the Four Fvangelists ; Three Prac-
tical Essays on Baptism, Confirmation, and Repent-
ance; An Exposition of the Church Catechism; A
Letter on the Immortality of the Soul; Reflections on
Toland's "Amyntor;" The Scripture Doctrine of
the Trinity ; Several Tracts relating to the Subject

of the Trinity ; Papers on the Principles of Natural
Philosophy and Religion ; A Letter on Velocity and
Force in Bodies in Motion ; all included in the col-

lected edition of Clarke's Works, published in 1738
under the editorship of Benjamin Hoadley, Bishop
of Winchester. See the Lives by Hoadley and by
Whiston (1748). Addison called Clarke one of the
most accurate, learned, and judicious writers the
age had produced.

Clarkson, Thomas, philanthropist (b. 1760,
d. 1846), wrote a History of the Rise, Progress, and
Accomplishment of the Abolition of the African
Slave Trade, published in 1808, besides nuiiierous
essays on the same subject.

Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar
Tongue, The, by Fkancis Grose (1731—1791),
was the precursor of The Slang Dictionary and
works of a similar character. " Captain Grose " has
been immortalised by Bums. j

Claude . The hero of Clough's poem of Amours
de Voyage (q.v.).

Claude Melnotte. The hero of Lord Lyt-
ton's play. The Lady of Lyons.

Claudio. A character in Measurefor Measure

(q.v.) ; in love with Juliet.

Claudio, in Much Ado about Nothing (q.v.),

is a young noble of Florence.

Claudius, in Samlet (q.v.), is a usurping king-

of Denmark.

Claypole, Xfoah. An undertaker's appren-

tice, of a tyrannical and cowardly disposition, in

Dickens's Oliver Twist (q.v.).

" Cleanliness is next to Godliness."
A sentence quoted, apparently as a proverb, in

John Wesley's Sermon xcii., " On Dress."

Cleishtaotham, Jedediah. The imaginary

editor of The Tales of My Landlord, by Sir Waltek
Scott. The pretended author was a certain Mr.

Peter Pattieson, assistant teacher of Ganderoleuch.

Cleland, William, poet (b. about 1661, d.

1689), wrote The Highland Sost (1678), (q.v.), and

some miscellaneous pieces, published imder the

title of A Collection of several Poems and Verses

composed upon various Occasions, in 1697. " It is

true," says Lord Macaulay, in chapter xiii. of

his History, " that his hymns, odes, ballads, and

Hudibrastio satires are of very little intrinsic value

;

but when it is considered that he was a mere boy

when most of them were written, it must be con-

ceded that they show considerable vigour of mind."

See Hallo my Fancy.

Clelia. A frivolous, vain coquette, in Crabbe's

poem of TJie Borough.

Clemanthe. The heroine of Talfotjkd's

tragedy of Ion (q.v.).

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne. An
American humorist (b. 1835), who writes under

the nom de plmne of " Mark Twain," and has pub-

lished The Innocents Abroad, The New Pilgrim's

Progress, Roughing It, and Humorous Stories and

Sketches, all of which are included in the editions of

his Works issued in England. He has also written,

in conjunction with Charles Dudley Warner,
a novel called The Gilded Age (1874). His brother

humorist, Bret Harte (q.v.), writes of him: "He
has caught, with great appreciation and sMll, that

ungathered humour and extravagancewhichbelongs
to pioneer communities. Mr. Clemens deserves to

rank foremost among Western humorists."

Clement, Justice. A magistrate, and a

merry old fellow, in Ben Jonson's comedy of Evei'y

Man in his Humour (q.v.).

Clementina, Lady, in Eichakdson's novel

of Sir Charles Grandison (q.v.), is in love with the

hero.

Cleon. A character in which Glory is per-

sonified in Spenser's Faerie Queene (q.v.).

Cleopatra. A tragedy by Samuel Daniel

(1562—1619), published, in 1599, and written in

partial imitation of the Greek drama, with a chorus
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between eacli act. Also tlie name of tlie Queen of

Egypt in Antony and Cleopatra (q.v.).

Clerk, John (d. I8I2), was the author of a
famous essay on Na/val Tactics^ Systematical and
Sistorical.

Clerk of Tranent.
VENTUKES OP SiR.

Gawain, The Ad-

Cleveland, John, poet (b. 1613, d. 1659),

wrote The Character of a London Diumall (1644)

;

another edition of the same work, with several

select Foems (1647) ; Momi/ment%i/in Regale : or, a

Tombe erected for that incomparable and glorious

monarch, Charles /.'(1649); Foems (1651); Foems

(1663) ; Idol of the Clownes (1654) ; Foems (1654);

PoCTMs(16o7); Eustiok Rampant : or. RuralAnarchy
affronting Monarchy in the person of Wat Tyler

(1658); Poems (1659); J. Cleamelamd revived (1659
—60) ; Foems (1661) ; and Cleivelandi Vindicia :

or, Cleiveland's genuine Foems, Orations, Epistles,

^c, purged from the mmiy false and spztrious ones

which have usurped his name, and from innumerable

JBrrours and Corruptions in the true copies ; to which
are added tmmy additions never printed before, with

am. Account of the Author'sJAfe [^611). His Worhs
were published complete in one volume, with a lAfe

in 1687. See The Gentleman's Magazine for 1873.

See Mixed Assembly, The.

ClifiFord, Paul. A novel by Lord Lytton
(1805—1873), pubHshed in 1830, and, like Field-

ing's Jonathan Wild andAinsworth's Jack Sheppard,

describing the career of a highwayman.

Climbing Boy's Soliloquy, The. A
poem descriptive of the sufierings of boys employed
in sweeping chimneys, contributed by James Mont-
GOMEKY (1771—1854), to a volume entitled The
Chimney Sweeper's Friend and Climbing Boy's Album,
edited and published by him in 1824.

"CUmbing sorrow, Down, thou."

—

King Xear, act ii., scene 4.

Clinker, Humphrey, The Expedition
of. A novel byToEiAS George Smollett(1721—
1771), published in 1771. "The very ingenious
scheme of describing the various effects produced
upon different members of the same family by the
same objects, was not original, though it has been
supposed to he so. Anstey, the facetious author of

The New Bath Guide, had employed it six or seven
years before FCumphrey Clinker appeared. But
Anstey's diverting satire was," says Sir "Walter
Scott, "but a light sketch compared with the
finished and elaborate manner in which Smollett
has, in the first place identified his characters, and
then fitted them with language, sentiments, and
power of observation, in exact correspondence with
their talents, temper, condition, and disposition."

Clinton, Henry Pynes, classical scholar
and writer (b. 1781, d. 1852), -wcoteFasti Hellenid :

the Civil and Literary Chronology of Greece (1834,
1841, 1851) ; Fasti Romani : the Civil and Literary

\

Chronology of Rome and Constantinople (1845, 1850)

;

and other works. See the Life, by himself (1854).

Clio. A miscellany of prose and verse by James
Gates Peecival (1795—1856), the first two parts
of which were published in 1822, and the third
in 1827.

Clio. The letters forming the name of the
Muse of History, C. L. I. 0., were, according to
Gibber, rendered famous by Addison in The Spec-
tator, his best essays being signed with each con-
secutively. It has been suggested, however, that
the author had no intention to identify himself
with the goddess, and that the letters were only
used to indicate where the papers were written, in
Chelsea, London, Isling-ton, or the Office

!

Clive, Mrs. Archer. See Patji, Fbekoll;
Queen's Ball ;

" V," IX. Poems by.

Clodpole. A character whose "adventures'"
are described in Bumpkin's Disaster (q.v.).

Cloe and Clorin. Shepherdesses inPLETCHEn's
Faithful Shepherdess (q.v.).

Clorinda. A female knight in Tasso's

Jerusalem Belimred.

Cloris. A character in the Duke of Bucking-
ham's farce of The Rehearsal (q.v.).

Cloten, in Shakespeahe's play of Cymbeline

(q.v), is "the conceited, booby lord, and rejected

lover " of Imogen (q.v.) ; a portrait " not very agree-
able ia itself, and at present obsolete," hut " drawn
with great humour and knowledge of character.

The description which Imogen gives of his unwel-
come addresses to her— ' Whose love-suit hath been
to me as fearful as a siege'—is enough to cure the

most ridiculous lover of his folly. It is remark-
able," continues HazKtt, " that though Cloten makes
so poor a figure in love, he is described as assum-
ing an air of consequence as the queen's son in a
council of state."

Cloud, The. A lyric by Percy Bysshe
Shelley (1792—1822), written in 1820.

"Cloud-capped towers. The."— 2V»e

Tempest, scene iv., act 1.

Cloudesley, Young. A continuation of the

baUad of Adam Bell (q.v.), recounting the adven-

tures of the son of "VVilliam of Cloudesley.

Clough, Arthur Hugh, poet and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1819, d. 1861), wrote The Bothie

of Tober-na- Vuolieh : a Long Vacation Fastoral

(1848); Mpsychus; Atmurs de Voyage; Mari

Magno; Ambarvalia (all of which «««); numerous

short lyrics, several critical papers, and a transla-

tion of the Lives of Plutarch, founded on the text

by Dryden. His Foems and Essays, with a Life by

J. A. Symonds, were published in 1871. "We
have a foreboding," says LoweU, " that ^ough,

imperfect as he was in many respects, and dymg

before he had subdued his sensitive temperament

to the sterner req^urements of his- art, will be
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Cluppins^ Mrs., in I

Papers {(i-v.), is the leading wit;

thought, a hundred ^eara hence, to have heen the
truest expression in verse of the moral and intel-

lectual tendencies, the douht and struggle towards
settled convictions, of the period in which he
lived." See the Memoir, by F. T. Palgrave, pre-
fixed to the Foems (1863); Essays, hy R. H.
Hutton ; Quarterly Review for 1869 ; Ctmtemporary
Review for 1869; Macmillan's Mayazine, vols. vi.

and XV., and Cornhill for 1866.

Clout, Colin. The name of the hero of a
satirical work by John Skelton (1460—1529) ; also,

the name under which Spenser describes himself
in The Faerie Queene and The Shepherd's Calendar.
A Colin Clout figures in Gay's Shepherd's Walk
as a rural swain, ia love with BloxizeUnda (q.v.).

Clovernook : " or, Eecollections of Our
Neighbourhood in the "West." Sketches by Alice
Caeey (b. 1822), 'published in 1851, and succeeded,
in 1854 by Glovernooh Children. " They bear,"
says Whittier, " the true stamp of genius—simple,
natural, truthful, and evince a keen sense of the
humour and pathos, of the comedy and tragedy of
life in the country."

Clumsy, Sir Tunbelly. A character in
Vanbeugh s play of The Relapse (q.v.).

Dickens's Piclctvieh

Qg witness for the plaintiflE

in the famous case of BardeU v. Pickwick.

Clutterbucjc, Captain Cuthbert. The
name of the pretended editor of Sir Waltee Scott's
novel of The Fortunes of Nigel (q.v.) ; also, the
name of the imaginary patron to whom he dedi-
cated his novel of The Abbot (q.v.).

Clyde, The. A descriptive poem by John
Wilson (1720—1776), publishedoriginally in 1764,
and, in a revised form, in the iirst volume of
Leyden's edition of Scottish Descriptive Foems.

Clyomon and Clamydes, The History
of Sir. A curious combination of history with a
moral play, relating chiefly to the adventures of a
knight. Sir Clyomon, and his lady-love, Neroni's.
A personification of Rumour conveys intelligence
to the different parties, and a personification of
Providence steps in to save the life of one of the
heroines. But the piece is rendered hopelessly
improbable by the introduction of Alexander the
Great, " as valiantly set forth as may be, and aa
many souldiers as can," and a cowardly enchanter,
called Bryan Sansfoy, who keeps a dreadful dragon
in the Forest of Marvels.

" Coach, Go, call a."—Oakey's Chronon-
hotonthologos, act ii., scene 4 :

—

" Let a coacb be called,
And let tbe man who calleth be the caller

:

And In his calling let hhn nothing call.
But coach t coach ! coach ! for a coach, ye gods I

"

Cob, Oliver, in Ben Jonson's comedy of
Every Man in his Smnour (q.v.), is a devoted
admirer of Captain Bobadil (q.v.).

Cobb. The "Boots," in Dickens's story of

The Solly Tree Inn (q.v.).

Cobb, Samuel, poet (d. 1713), published A
Collection of Foems on Several Occasions (1707), some
translations, a version of Chaucer's Miller's Tale,

and a Pindaric ode on ^The Female Reign, printed

in Dodsley's collection.

Cobb, Tom. One of the quadrilateral, ia

Dickens's novel oiBarnaby Rudge (q.v.), of which
WUlet, sen., Phil Parkes, and Solomon Daisy are

the other members.

Cobbe, Frances Power, misceUaueous
writer (b. 1822), has published, among other
works. Alone to the Alone : Frayers for Theists

;

Broken Lights : Frospects of Religious Faith ; Cities

of the Fast; Darwinism in Morals; Dawmmg
Lights ; Essays on the Fwrsuits . of Women ; The
Hopes of the Human Race; Hours of Work and
Flay ; Intuitive Morals ; Italics : Folitics in Italy;
Religious Duty ; Studies of Ethical and Social Sub-
jects ; and Thanksgiving : a Chapter on Religims
Duty.

Cobbett, WiUiani, miscellaneous writer (b.

1762, d. 1835), wrote The Works of Feter Forea.
pine (1801); The Folitical Register (1802—3J);
A History of the Refonnation (1810); A Tear's

Residence in the United States (1818—19); An
English Grammar in a series of Letters to his Sen
(1819); Cottage Economy ; Rural Rides in England;
Curse of Faper Money ; Advice to Young Men; A
Legacy to Farsons; and other works. A selection

from his political writings was published, with a
Life, by his son, in 1837. See the Life, by Huish
(1835). Hazlitt wrote of him that he was not
only unquestionably the most powerful pohtical
writer of the day, but one of the best writers in
the language. "He might be said to have the
cleverness of Swift, the naturalness of Defoe, and
the picturesque satirical description of Mandeville."
See PoEcupiNE, Peter.

Cobbin, Ingram, divine and commentator,
published Tlie Child's Comtnentator ; The Domestic
Bible (1849—52) ; an English edition of Barnes'
Notes (1853) ; A Condensed Commentary on tlte BUik
(1837) ; and other works.

Cobbler's Prophesy, The. A drama, by
Robert Wilson, printed in 1594, and characterised
by J. P. Collier as " a mass of absurdity without
any leading purpose, but here and there exhibiting
ghmpses of something better."

Cobbold, Richard, clergyman, and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1797, d. 1876), wrote Margaret
Catchpole (1846); Mary Ann Wellington (1846);
Zenon tlie Martyr (1847); Freston Tower (1850);
and numerous religious works and poems.

Cochrane, Alexander D. R. W. Baillie
(b. 1816), has written Foems (1838) ; Exeter Sail
(1841); The Morea (1841); Ernest Vane (1849);
Florence the Beautiful (1854) ; Young Italy (1865)

;

Historic Studies (1870) ; and other works.
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Cookain, Sir Aston.
Aston.

CoKAYNE, Sir

Cockaygne, The Iiand of (from coquma, a

Htohen). An English poetical satire of the

thirteenth century, which told, says Professor

Morley, of a region free from trouhle, where the

rivers ran with oil, milk, wine, and honey; wherein

the white and grey monks had an abbey of which

the walls were btult of pasties, which was paved

with cakes, and had puddings for pinnacles. Geese

there flew about roasted, crying, " Geese, all hot 1

"

and the monks—so the song says—did not spare

them.

Cockburn, Henry Thomas, Lord, Scot-

tish judge (1779—1854), wrote The Life and Corre-

spondence of Lord Jeffrey (1852) ; Memorials of his

Times (1856), of which additional volumes appeared

in 1874 ; and various contributions to the early

numbers of The Edi/niurgh Review.

Coekburn, Mrs. Catherine, dramatist and
miscellaneous writer (1679—1749), wrote Agnes
de Castro; The Fatal Friendship ; Gustavus JEriJcson,

King of Sweden ; Love at a Loss ; and some philo-

sophical treatises. See her Life by Birch.

Cockburn, Mrs., nee Rutherford, poetess

(d. 1794), wrote a ballad called The Flowers of the

Forest (o[.v.), and some other poetical pieces. See

Miss Tytl^r's and Miss Watson's Songstresses of

Cocke. The 'prentice-boy, in Bishop Still's

comedy of Gammer Gurton's Needle (q.v.).

Cocker, Hdward, engraver and teacher of

writing and arithmetic (b. 1631, d. 1677), was
the author of the celebrated book on Arithmetiek,

being a plain and familiar method suitable to the

meanest capacity, for understanding that admirable

art, published in 1678. A list of the other works
attributed to him is given in Lowndes' Biblio-

grapher's Manual.

Cockney School, The, was a name given
to the London literary coterie of which Shelley,

Keats, Leigh H\mt, Hazlitt, and others were
members, and whose writings were characterisdd as
consisting of " the most incongruous ideas in the
most uncouth lang^iage."

Cockton, Henry, humorous novelist, has
written numerous works, the best known of which
are. The Ventriloquist, being Life and Adventures of
Valentine Vox (1840) ; Sylvester Sound, the Som-
nambulist (1844) ; Stanley Thorn ; and The Love
Match.

Codlingsby. The title of one of Thackekay's
Novels by Eminent Sands (q.v.) ; written in parody
of Disraeli's Coningsby (q.v.).

Coelebs in Search of a Wife': " compre-
hending observations on Domestic Habits and
Manners, Eeligion, and Morals." A novel by
Hannah More (1745—1833), published in 1809.

CoBlum Britannicum. A masque by
Thomas Carew (1589—1639), written at the
request of Charles I., and performed at Whitehall,
February 18, 1633, by the king and " several young
lords and noblemen's sons." The subject is partly
mythological.

" Coffee, which makes the politician
wise,"

—

Pope's Rape of the Lock, canto iii., line
117,-

" And Bee through all things with his half-shut eyes."

Coffey, Charles (d. 1745), wrote The Devil
to Fay, and eight other plays, some of which have
kept the stage.

Cofl&n, Joshua. The pseudonym under which
H. W. LoNOPELLOW published his Sistory of New-
bury.

Cof9.n, IiOng Tom, in Cooper's novel of

The Filot (q.v.), is " probably the most widely-

known sailor character in existence. He is an
example of the heroic in action, like Leather-
stocking (q.v.), losing not a whit of his indivi-

duality in his nobleness of soul." " Long Tom
Coffin," says Hannay, " is a creation quite distinct

from those of our side of the Atlantic ; for Cooper
anticipated Hawthorne in seeking inspiration

among native scenes, and treated his countrymen
to home-brewed. Long Tom Coffin is the most
marked character in The Filot—perhaps, in all

Cooper's books of the class."

CoflOn, Robert Barry. See Gray, Barry.

Cofln, Robert S. See Boston Bard, The.

Coggeshalle, Ralph, chronicler (d. about

1228), wrote a Chronicon Anglicammi, Libellus de

Motibus Anglicanis sub Johanne Liege, and other
works.

" Co^tative faetilties immers'd. His"—Carey's Chrononhotonthologos, act i., scene 1

—

" In cogibundity of cogitation."

"Coigne of Vantage."—Macbeth, act i.,

scene 6.

Cokayne, Sir Aston^ poet (b. 1608, d. 1684).

The poems and 'plays of this now almost forgotten

writerwereprinted in 1658. The latter number only
three, and are entitled respectively. The Obstinate

Lady, Trappolin supposed a Frince, and The Tragedy

of Ovid. See Ellis's Specimens of the Early English

Foets.

Coke, Sir Edward, Chief Justice (b. 1651,

d. 1632), wrote The Institutes, the first part of

which, originally published in 1628, was reprinted

in 1823 and 1832 as The Institutes of the Laws of

England : or, a Commentary upon Littleton (q.v.), by

Lord Coke, revised and corrected, with Additions

of Notes, References, and proper Tables, by Francis

Sargrave and Charles Butler, including also the

Notes of Lord Male and Lord Chancellor Notting-

ham, with additional Notes by Charles Butler, of

Lincoln's Inn. The second part of Ttie Institutes,

containing a commentary on Magna Charta and
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an exposition, of many ancient and other statutes,

appeared in 1642; the third part, concerning high
treason and other pleas of the crown and criminal

causes, in 1644 ; and the fourth part, concerning

the jurisdiction of courts, in the same year. Coke
•was also the author of The Book of Entries (1614)

;

Seportsfrom 14 Misabeth tolZ James I. (1600—16)

;

The Gompleat Copyholder ; Reading on 27 Edward
the First, called the Statute da Finibus levatis ; and
^ Treatise on Bail and Mainprize, the last three

heing published in 1764.

Colden, Cadwallader, American historian

(h. 1688, d. 1775), wrote a Sistm-y of the Five Indian
Nations, and other works.

Coldstream, Sir Charles. The hero of

Charles Mathews' comedy of Used Tip.

Cole, King. The hero of a famous nursery
rhyme, whose history may he read in Halliwell's

Nursery Bhytnes of EngloMd. He is said to have
reigned over Britain in the third century, and
to have heen the father of the celebrated St.

Helena.

Cole, Mrs., in Foote's play called The
Minor, is intended for Mrs. Douglass, a notorious

person of the last century, who resided " at the
north-east comer of Covent Garden," and died
there on June 10, 1761.

Cole, Sir Henry (b. 1808), has written a
work on Light, Shade, and Colour ; has edited at

various times, The Guide, The Historical Eegieter,

and The Journal of Design ; and has contributed to

the Westminster, British and Foreign, and Edin-
bv/rgh Beiiiews. He has also pubUshed Henry the

Eighth's Scheme ofBishopricks, and his pamphlets on
Eecord Reform did much towards the establish-

ment of the Q-eneral Eecord OfSce. See Sum-
MEE.LY, Felix.

Colenso, John William, D.B., Bishop of

Natal (b. 1814), has published several works on
arithmetic and algebra, but is best known by his
Fentatezich and Book of Joshua critically examined
(1862—72). This work created considerable dis-

cussion, and was censured by the Bishops in Con-
vocation, 1863. Bishop Colenso has also written
Village Sermons (1853) ; Ten Weeks in Natal (1855)

;

a translation of The Epistle to the Romans (1861);
Natal Sermons (1866) ; and a criticism on The
Speaker's Commentary (1871).

Coleridge, Derwent, clergyman and mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1800), has published The
Scriptural Character of the English Church (1839)

;

a Biographical Sketch of his brother Hartley, a Bife
of Winthrop Mackworth Praed, and some letters
on education, addressed to Sir John T. Coleridge
in 1861. See Cecil, Davenant.

Coleridge^ Hartley, poet and critic (b. 1796,
d. 1849), contributed to the London and Blackwood's
Magazines, and in 1832—33 published biographies
of the Worthies of Yorkshire and Lancashire. His

Poetical Remains and Essays and Marginalia ap-

peared in 1851, with a Memoir by his brother, the

liev. Derwent Coleridge. Wordsworth has a poem
addressed To H. C, six years old. See Maemillan's

Magazine, vol. v. "A noble moral spirit will long

continue," says The Quarterly Review (1851), "to
be diffused from his poetry ; a moral lesson no less

deep is to be found in that poetry taken in con-

junction with his life."

Coleridge, Henry Ifelson, miscellaneous

writer (b. 1800, d. 1843), was the author of Six

Months in the West Indies (1825) ; An Introduction

to the Study of the Greek Classics (1830) ; and edited

many of the writings of his uncle, Samuel Taylor

Coleridge. See Hallek, Joseph.

Coleridge, Sir John Taylor, nephew of

the poet (b. 1790, d. 1876), edited TU Quarterly

Review after the death of Grifiord, and -before the

appointment of Lockhart, and published in 1825 an

edition of Blackstone's Commentaries with notes,

and in 1869 a Memoir of the Rev. John Keble.

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, poet and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1772, d. 1834), wrote The
Fall of Robespierre {179i); Po«)»s (1794) ; Condones

ad Fopulum (1796) ; The Friend (1812) ; Remorse

(1813); Christaiel (WIQ); The Ancient Mariner

(1798); Biographia Literaria (1817); Zapolya

(1818) ; Aids to Reflection (1825) ; and other works,

includedinhis JJe>»a«s (1836). ECis ^orfe appeared
in 1847. See the Life by Gillman (1838) ; and the

Reminiscences by Cottle (1847). For Criticism, see

Shairp's Studies in Foetry, Swinburne's Essays

and Studies, Hazlitt's English Poets, Hunt's Imagi-
nation and Fancy, Quarterly Review for 1868, and
Westminster Review for 1868. See also Cai'lyle's Life

of Sterling, Coleridge's own Biographia Literaria,

and Lamb's Letters. . Notices of some of the fore-

going works will be found under their respective

letters; and, in addition, see Earth, Htmn to

THE ; Fears in Solitude ; Garden op Boccaccio ;

and Youth and Age. Algernon C. Swinburne
says of Coleridge :—" Receptive at once, and com-
municative of many influences, he has received

from none, and to none did he communicate any of

those which mark him as a man memorable to all

students of men. "What he learnt and what he
taught are not the precious things in him. He
has founded no school of poetry, as Wordsworth
has, or Byron, or Tennyson ; l^ppy in this, that

he has escaped the plague of pupils and parodists.

Has he founded a school of philosophy ? He has
helped men to think ; he has touched their thought
with passing colours of his own thought; but
has he moved and moulded it into new and durable
shapes P To me, set beside the deep direct work of

those thinkers who have actual power to break down
and build up thought, to construct faith or destroy
it, his work seems not as theirs is. And yet how
very few are even the great names we could not
better afford to spaie, would not gladlier miss from
the roU of 'famous men and our fathers that were
before us.' Of his best versos I venture to affirm
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that the world has nothing like them, and can

never have ; that they are of the highest kind, and

of their own. They are jewels of the diamond's

price, flowers of the rose's rank, hut unlike any
rose ordiamond known." "Thohighestlyriowork,"

adds Swinburne, " is either passionate or imagina-

tive ; of passion Coleridge has nothing ; but for

height and perfection of imaginative quality he is

the greatest of lyric poets. This was his special

power, and this his special praise."

Coleridge, Sara, poetess and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1803, d. 1852), produced Phantasmion,

a poem (1837) ; an Essay on Rationalism, with a
special application to the Boctrvm of Baptismal

Regeneration, appended to vol. ii. of her father's

Aids to Reflection ; an introduction to his Bio-

graphia Ziteraria; a preface to his Ussays on

his Own Times ; and Pretty Lessons for Good
Children, a volimie of juvenile poetry, published

in 1834 ; besides two translations, viz., Memoirs of
the Chevalier Bayard, by the Loyal Servant (1826)

;

and An Account of the Abipones, an Equestrian

people of Paraguay : from the Latin of Martin Do-
brizhoffer, eighteen years a Missionary in that country

(1822). See the Memoir by her daughter (1873).

See Bayakd, The Chevalier.

Colet, John, Dean of St. Paul's (b. 1466, d.

1519), wrote Rudimenta Grammatices, Epistolce ad
Erasmum, and other works. See Biographies by
Knight (1726), and by Erasmus in the Phoenix, ii.

Colgan, Jolm (d. 1658), wrote Acta Sanctorum
Siiernics (1645) ; Triadis Thatmiaturgce Acta
(1647).

Colin and Lucy. A ballad by Thomas
TicKELL (1686—1740), which tells how Lucy was
deserted by her lover in favour of a more wealthy
sweetheart, and how she died of the disappointment
that the desertion caused her.

*• She died- Her corpse was l)orne
The Ijrldegroom Dlithe to meet.

He In hts wedding trim so gay,
She in her winding sheet."

Colin and Phcebe. A pastoral poem by
John Bykom (1691—1763), was published origin-

ally in No. 603 of The Spectator. It is said that
Phoebe was intended for Joanna, daughter of the
famous Dr. Bentley, and afterwards the wife of
Bishop Cumberland.

Colin Clout'^ Come Home Again.
A poem by Edmund Spenseh, in memory of his
friendship for Sir Walter Raleigh, who is therein
described as " the Shepherd of the Ocean : "

—

" Full sweetly tempered Is that mnse of his,
That can implerce a prince's mighty heart."

" Colisetim (While stands the), Bome
shall stand."

—

Byron, Ohilde Sarold's Pilgrimage,

canto iv., stanza 146 ;

—

" When falls the Coliseum, Rome shall fall.
And when Rome falls, the world."

Collean, May. The heroine of an old Scot-
tish baUad.

Collectanea de Bebus Britannicis. By
John Leland (1506—1552), edited by Heame in
1710—16.

Collier, Arthtir, metaphysical writer (b.

1680, d. 1732), wrote Clavis tfniversalis : or, a
Hew Inquiry after Truth, being a Demonstration of
the Hon-Existence or Impossibility of an External
World (1713) ; The Specimen of True Philosophy
(1730) ; and The Logology (1732).

Collier, Jeremy, a Non-juring bishop (b.

1650, d. 1726), published in 1708 An Ecclesiastical

History of Great Britain, chiefly ofEngland,from the

first Planting of Christianity to the End of the Reign
of King Charles the Second, with a brief Account of
the Affairs of Religion in Ireland, collected from the
best ancient Historians, This had been preceded in
1628 by A Short View of the Profaneness and
Immorality of the English Stage, which excited
much indignation among the dramatists of the
day, and was answered by Congreve, Vanbrugh,
Dennis, Dr. Drake, and others. Among Collier's

other works were The Great Historical, Geographical,

Genealogical Dictionary (1701) ; Essays upon Several
Moral Subjects (1697—1705) ; and Discourses on
Practical Subjects. " Collier," said Dr. Johnson,
" was formed for a controversialist, with sufficient

learning; with diction vehement and pointed,

though often vulgar and incorrect; with uncon-
querable pertinacity ; with wit in the highest
degree keen and sarcastic; and with all those
powers exalted and invigorated by just confidence
in his cause. Thus qualified, and thus incited, he
walked out to battle, and assailed at once most of

the living writers, from Dryden to D'Urfey."
Macaulay says that Collier's "notions touching
episcopal government, holy orders, the efficacy of

sacraments, the authority of the fathers, the gxult

of schism, the importance of vestments, ceremonies,
and solemn days, difiered little from those which
are now held by Dr. Pusey and Mr. Newman."

Collier, John Payne, bibliographer and
commentator (b. 1789), has published among other

works The Poetical Decameron (1820) ; The Poefs
Pilgrimage, an allegorical poem (1822)) ; an edition

of Dodsley's Old Plays (1826); a .History of

Dramatic Poetry (1831) ; New Facts regarding th^

Life of Shahespeare (1836); editions of Shake-

speare's WorTes (1842 and 1853) ; Memoirs of Actors

in the Plays of ShaTeespeare (1846) ; an edition of

the WorTes of Spenser (1862) ; and a Bibliographical

Account of Rare Boohs (1865). Mr. Collier is well-

known for his reproductions of some of our curious

old classic works, begun in 1866.

CollingS, Arthur, antiquary (b. 1682, d.

1760), compiled a Peerage (1708) ; a Baronetage

(1720—41) ; and a Baronetage of England (1727).

CollingS, John, a Nonconformist divine

(d. 1690), wrote Tlie Weaver's Pocket Booh: or.

Weaving Spiritualized (1676).

'

Collins, Anthony, controversial writer (b.

1676, d. 1729), wrote An Essay concerning the ITse
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of Reason in Propositions, the evidence of whieh rests

upon Testimony {11(i1) ; Priestcraft in Perfeetim:

or, a Detection of the fraud of inserting and continuing

that clause—" Tlie Church hath power to decree rites

and ceremonies, and aiithority in controversies of

faith"—in the Twentieth Article (1709); A Vindi-

cation of the Divine Attributes (1710) ; A Discourse

of Free-thinking, occasioned by the rise and growth of

a Sect called Free-thimking (1713) ; A Philosophical

Inquiry concerning Human Liberty (1717) ; Grounds

and Reasons of the Christian Religion (1724) ; and

The Scheme of Literal Prophecy Considered (l727).

See Collier's Fcclesiastieal History, Leland'a Deisti-

cal Writers, tte Biographia Britannica, and Hunt's

History of Religious Thought. See Christian Eeli-

GioN ; Fkee-thinking, a Discoitese or.

Collins, Charles Alston (b. 1828, d. 1873),

•wrote, among other books, At the Bar, Strathcairn,

The Bar Sinister, andA Cruise upon Wheels.

Collins, Mortimer, poet and novelist (b.

1827, d. 1876), wrote, besides The Inn of Strange

Meetings, and other Poems, a.nd.I'/ie Secret of Lorig

Life, tbe following novels : Marquis and Merchant,

The Ivory Gate, The Vivian Romance, Who is the

Heir ? Miranda, Sweet Anne Page, Two Plunges for

a Pearl, Squire Silchester, Transmigration, Frances,

Princess Clarice, Sweet arid Twenty, From Midnight

to Midnight, A Fight with Fortune, and Blacksmith

and Scholar. See Bbitish Birds.

Collins, Wmiani, poet (b. 1721, d. 1756),

wrote Persian Eclogues and Odes (1742) ; Verses to

Sir Thomas Hanmer on his Edition of Shakespeare's

Works (1743) ; Odes on several Descriptive and Alle-

goric Subjects (1747) ; and An Ode occasioned by the

Death of Mr. Thomson (1749). His Poetical Works
were published, with a Memoir and criticism by
Langhome, in 1765; with a prefatory essay by
Mrs. Barbauld, in 1797 ; with a Life by Dr. Johnson,
in 1798; with biographical and critical notes by
Dyce, in 1827 ; with a Memoir by Sir Harris

Nicolas, in 1830 ; with a Memoir byMoy Thomas, in

1858 ; and they are included in many collections of

the English poets. " CoUins," says Hazlitt, " had
that genuine inspiration, which alone can give

birth to the highest efforts of poetry. He is the
only one of the minor poets of whom, if he had
lived, it cannot be said that he might not have
done the greatest things. He is sometimes affected,

unmeaning, and obscure ; but he also catches rich

glimpses of the powers of paradise, and has lofty

aspirations after the highest seats of the Muses.
In "his best works there is an Attic simplicity,

and pathos, and fervour of imagination, which
make us the more lament that the efforts of his

mind were at first depressed by neglect and
pecuniary embarrassment, and at length buried in
the gloom of an unconquerable and fatal malady."
See EoLoocES, Oriental; "Music (When),
HEAVENLY MAID, WAS YOUNG."

Collins, William Wilkie, novelist and
dramatist (b. 1824), has published the following

novels:

—

Antonina: or, theFall ofRome (1850); Basil

(1862) ; Mr. Wray's Cash-Box (1862) ; Hide and
Seek (1854) ; After Dark, and Other Stories (1856)

;

Tlie Dead Secret (1857); The Queen of Hearts

(1859); The Woman in White (1860); No Nam
(1862) ; My Miscellanies (1863) ; Armadale (1866);

The Moonstone (1868); Man and Wife (1870);

Poor Miss Finch (1872) ; Miss, or Mrs. ? and Other

Stories (1873) ; The New Magdalen (1873) ; The

Law and the Lady (1875) ; and Two Destinia

(1876). He has also written two plays, called The

Lighthouse, and The Frozen Deep ; and a book of

home travel, entitled, Rambles beyond Raihoaya:

or, Notei on Cornwall (1851).

Colman, George, the Elder, dramatist and

translator (b. 1733, d. 179i),-wTOte Polly Honeycomb

(1760); The Jealous Wife {1161); The ClandestineMar-
riage (in conjunction with Grarrick) 1766 ; a transla-

tion of Horace's DeArtePoetica (1783); a translatioa

of Terence ; a translation of the Merchant of Plautus

;

and two parodies on Gray and Mason, written in

conjunction with Lloyd. He was also associated

with Bonnel Thornton in The Connoisseur and The

St. James's Chronicle. See Hazlitt's Comic Writers.

See Clandestine Marriage, The ; Connoisseus,

The; Jealous Wife, The.

Colman, George, the Younger, dramatist

and comic writer (b. 1762, d. 1836), wrote Two to

One (1784); Turk and no Turk; Inkle andYarico

(1787) ; Ways and Means (1788) ; The Battle of

Hexham (1789); Tfe Surrender of Calais (1791); TU
Mountaineers (1793) ; The Iron Chest (1796), (q.v.);

The Heir at Law (1797); Blue Beard (1798); The

Review: or, the Wags of Windsor (1798); The Poor

Gentleman (1802), (q.v.); Love Laughs at Lock-

smiths (1803); Gay Deceivers (1804); John Bull

(1805), (q.v.) ; Who Wants a Guinea ? (1805) ; We

Fly by Night (1806) ; The Africans (1808) ; .X. Y. Z.

(1810) ; The Law of Java (1822) ; The Man of the

People; The Female Dramatist ; and some other

plays; My Nightgown and Slippers (1797); Poetical

Vagaries (1814); Vagaries Vindicated (^iXS); Eccen-

tricities for Edinburgh (1820) ; and Broad Grim
(q.v.), being My Nightgown ayid Slippers with

additions. For Biography, see Randmu Records by

Colman himself, published in 1830 ; and Memin
of the Colman Family, by Peake (1842); also,

Baker's Biographia Dramatica.

Cologne. The subject of an epigram by

Samuel Taylor Coleridge :

—

•• Tlie river Rhine, it la well known,
Doth wash the city of Cologne

;

But tell lue, nymphs, what power divine
Shall henceforth wash the river Rhine?"

Colon. A rabble-leader in Butler's Eudibm
(q.v.).

Colton, Charles Caleb, miscellaneous

writer (b. 1780, d. 1832), wrote Lacon : or,Mm!l
Th ings in Feio Words, Addressed to Those who Think

(1820) ; and Remarks on the Talents of Lord Byron,

and the Tendencies of Don Juan (1819). See Lacon.
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Columbanus, St. (d. 615). The Works of

this writer were printed ty G-oldasti in Tartenetm

veteres (1604) ; by Canisius in Antique Lectiones ;

by Fleming in Collectanea Sacra (1621) ; in vol. viii.

(rf Sibliotheca Magnum Fatrmn (1644) ; and in vol.

xii. of Bibliotheca Maxima Patrwm (1677). For
Biography and Criticism, see Wright's Biographia

Britannica Literaria; Hahi'sDieChristliebenDicMer

(1836) ; and Polycarp Leyser's Sist. Foet. Medii
^vi ; and JSistoire Litteraire de France, tome iii.

Columbiad, The. See Baklow, Joel.

Columbus, The Voyage of. A poem by
Samuel Rogers (1763—1855), published in 1812.
" It has here and there," says the poet himself, " a
lyrical term of thought and expression. It is

sudden in its transitions, and fuU of historical

allusions ; leaving much to be imagined by the

reader."

Columella : " or, the Distressed Anchoret."
A novel, by Richard Graves, in which the pecu-
liarities of the poet Shenstone are supposed to be
glanced at.

Colvil, Sam.uel, "the Scottish Hudibras,"
produced in 1681, The Mock Foem : or, Whiggs'

Siipplication, written in imitation of the style of

Butler (q.v.).

Colvin, May. A ballad, printed by Herd,
Buchan, Motherwell, Sharpe, and others, and
founded on a story which seems to have been
familiar in Swedish and in German ballad-lite-

ratuie. " The country people on the coast of

Camck, in Ayrshire, point out 'Fause Sir John's
Leap,' and an equally authentic claim in this

matter is made for a locality in the north of Scot-
land."

"Combat (The) deepens: On, ye
brave !

" From Campbell's poem of Sohenlinden
(q.v.).

Combe, George, miscellaneous writer (b.

1788, d. 1858), wrote Essays on Fhrenology (1819) ;

TA« Constitution of Man (1828), (q.v.) ; A System of
Fhrenology (1836) ; Notes on the United States

(1841) ; Fhrenology Applied to Fainting and Sculp-

ture ; The Relation of Science to Seligion ; Capital

Punishment; National Education; The Currency
Question; and other works.

Comber, Thomas, D.D. (1644—1699), was
the author of A Companion to the Altar (1658) ; A
Companion to the Temple : or, a Selp to Devotions in

the Xfseofthe Common Frayer (1672-i-5) ; Siseowrses

upon the Common Frayer (1684) ; The Plausible

Arguments of a Somish Priest Answered {IS8S) ; On
the Soman Forgeries im. Councils dwrimg the First

Four Centuries (1689) ; and other works. A Memoir
of his Life and Writings was written by his grand-
son, Thomas Comber, in 1799.

"Come, and trip it as you go."—
Milton's VAllegro, lines 33, 34 :

—

" On the light Jantaetlc toe."

10

" Come away, come away, death." A
song m Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, act ii.,

scene 4.
,

" Come back again, my olden heart."
From " The Higher Courage," a lyric by Arthur
Hugh Clough.

" Come back, come back, behold with
straining mast." From a " Song in Absence " (q.v.),
by Arthur Hugh Clough.

" Come, dear children, let us away."
From " The Forsaken Merman," a lyric by
Matthew Arnold.

" Come, gentle sleep ! attend thy vo-
tary's prayer." The first line of a translation by
John Woloot (1738—1819), of a Latin epigram
on sleep by Thomas Warton (1728—1790), be-
ginning,

" Somne levis, quanquam certi83lma mortis Imago."

" Come, gentle Spring, ethereal mUd-
nesB, come.' The first line of the poem on Spring
(q.v.), in Thomson's Seasons (q.v.):

—

" And from the hosom of yon dropping cloud,
While music wakes around, Teil'd in a shower
Of shadowing roses, on our plains descend."

" Come, hang up your care, and cast
away sorrow." First line of a song by 'Thomas
Shadwell (1640—1692), in his comedyof TheMiser,
which was performed at Drury Lane in 1672.

" Come home, come home, and where
is home for me ? " From a " Song in Absence "

(q.v.), by Arthur Hugh Clough.

" Come into the garden, Maud." Sect.
xxii. of Tennyson's Maud (q.v).

"Come, let us now resolve at last."
Song, Tlie Reconcilement, by John Sheffield, Duke
of Buckinghamshire (1649—1721).

"Come like shadows, so depart."—
Macbeth, act iv., scene 1.

" Come, live with me, and be my
love." First line of a lyric, by Christopher
Marlowe (1564—1593).

" Come, my Celia, letus prove." A song
by Ben Jonson, in The Forest, v.

" Come not, when I am dead." A song
by Alfred Tennyson.

" Come o'er the sea, maiden, to me."
An Irish melody by Thomas Moore.

" Come one, come all! this rock shall
fly." The first line of a well-known couplet iu

Sir Walter Scott's poem of The Lady of the Lake
(q.v.).

" Come, Poet, come." A lyric by Arthur
Hugh Clough.

" Come, rest in this bosom, my young
stricken deer." An Irish melody by Thomas
Moore.
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" Come, Slee^, and with thy sweet
deceiving." A song in The Woman Hater, by Beau-
mont and Fletcher.

"Come, Sleep, O Sleep, the certain
knot of peace." A sonnet by Sir Philip Sidney
(1554—1586).

"Come to me in my dreams, and
then."—From Longing, in Faded Leaves, by Mat-
thew Arnold.

" Come, when no graver cares em-
ploy." From To the Rev. F. D. Mawiee, byAlfred
Tennyson.

Comedy, in England, can hardly be said to
have taken a position until 1566, when the first

regular comedy in the language, Balph Moister
Doister (q.v.) appeared. It is not a perfect work of
art, nor is Bishop StUl's Gammer Gurton's Needle
(q.v.), which followed it, much more conspicuous
for merit

;
yet in both can be seen the bud which

was destined to bloom into such productions as
the As You Like It of Shakespeare, the Every Man
in His Humour of Ben Jonaon, the Cormtry Wife
of Wycherley, the School for Scandal of Sheridan,
and the School of T. W. Eobertson. Among the
Elizabethans, comedy was semi-serious in charac-
ter ; it was not wholly comic ; frequently an
almost tragic interest attached to it. Thus, by the
side of the sparkle of Beatrice, there are the tears
of Hero : comedy, as it is now, was scarcely to be
obtained in Shakespeare's time. In the hands of
the great dramatist it was idyUic in character ; in
those of Ben Jonson, it became somewhat learned
and heavy. With Jonson, however, began the
comedy of maimers which, taken up by Etherege,
Dryden, and Wycherley, was fully developed by
Congreve, Farquhar, and Vanbrugh; and found
its final apotheosis in the works of Goldsmith and
Sheridan. During all this period, the aims of the
writers were brilliancy of dialogue and piquancy of
situation; the satire was bright and keen, but its

object was not so much the reformation, as the
amusement of society. Since Sheridan wrote, the
complexion of English comedy has entirely
changed. The comedy of manners has been left
behind, and has partially degenerated into the
" drawing-room " school of dramatic art, of which
T. W. Kobertson was facile princeps. The best
writers of EngKsh comedy are : Shakespeare, Ben
Jonson, Wycherley, Congreve, Vanbrugh, Far-
quhar, Garrick, Colman, Mrs. CentUvre, Steele,
Gay, Fielding, Gibber, Bickerstafi, Mrs. Cowley,
Goldsmith, Sheridan, Maoklin, Holcroft, Foote,
Douglas Jerrold, Bulwer Lytton, Tom Taylor,
Kobertson, H. J. Byron, GUbert, and Boucicault.

Comedy of Errors, The, by William
Shakespeare, is evidently one of the poet's earhest
productions. From a notice in Francis Meres'
Talladis Tatnia we learn that it was acted before
1598; and a passage in the Gesta Grayorum—

a

record of the Christmas revels at Gray's Inn—shows
that it was produced at that once famous " Inn of

Court" in December, 1594. The passage runs as

follows :—" After such sports, a Comedy of Errors
(like to Plautus his Menaechmus) was played by
the players. So that night was begun, and continued
to the end, in nothing but confusion and errors

:

thereupon it was ever afterwards called The Night
of Errors." The play was probably written early

in 1593, and was first printed in the folio of 1623.

"It is," says Schlegel, "perhaps the best of all

written or possible ' Menaschmi ;

' and if the play
is inferior in value to other plays of Shakespeare, it

is only because nothing more could be made out of

the materials." " In The Comedy of Errors," says
HaUam, " there are only a few passages of a poetical

vein
;
yet such, perhaps, as no other living drama-

tist could have written ; but the story is well

invented and well managed, the confusion of

persons does not cease to amuse, the dialogue is

easy and gay beyond what had been hitherto heard
on the stage, there is little buffoonery in the wit,

and no absurdity in the circumstances." Steevens
and Hazlitt write in less complimentary terms.

"Comet of a Season, The." See

Churchill's Grave.

Comic Annual, The,was originated, written,

and chiefly illustrated by Thomas Hood (1798—
1845), from the years 1830 to 1842.

Comic Blackstone ; Comic History of
England; Comic History of Rome;
Quizziology of the British Drama. A
series of humorous travesties by Gilbeki a
Beckett (1811—1856).

Comical Gallant, The :
" or, the Amours

of Sir John Falstaff." An adaptation by John
Dennis (1657—1734), from Shakespeare's Jfefiy

Wives of Windsor (q.v.).

Comical Hash, The. A comedy by Mas-
garet. Duchess of Newcastle (d. 1673).

Comical Revenge, The : " or, Love in a
Tub." A comedy by Sir George Etheeegb
(1636—1694), produced in 1664, at the Dute'8
Theatre, Lincoln's Inn Fields. "Its intention,"
says Robert Bell, "is to exhibit in a broad li^M
the roarers, scourers, cheats, and gamblers who in-

fested the town, and made the taverns ring day
and night with their riots. Mixed up with these

rampant scenes is a pure love story, treated more
gravely and earnestly than usual," which " is the

weakest part of the comedy." The heroines are

Graciana and Aurelia; the heroes, Colonel Bruce
and Lord Beaufort.

Comin' through the Bye. A song by
Egbert Burns (1759—1796) :—

" Gin a body meet a liody,
Comin' through the rye

;

Gin a body kiss abody-
Need a body cry? "

" Coming events cast their shadows
DMore, And." A line in Campbell's poem, Zoehiets

Warning.
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Coming Race, The. A work of fiction,

first publislied anonymously by Lord Lytton
(1806—1873), in 1871. It consists of a minute
description of a mythic people, who are supposed
to exist many ages after the present era ; and has
much in common with fTio^ia (q.v.),and works of a
similar character and scope.

Commandments, The Ten, were versified

by William Whyttington, Dean of Durham,
in lines of which the following are a specimen :

—

"Nor blB man-servant, nor hia maid.
Nor oxe nor asse ox lllB ,*

Kor any other thing that to
Thy nelghhour proper iB."

See AciBS or the Apostles ; Athanasian Ckeed.

Comment, Cuthbert. The nom de plume
assumed by Abkaham Tucker (1705—1774) in

replying to some strictures on his work entitled,

Free Will, ForeJcnowledge, <md Fate (1763).

Commentarii de Scriptoritaus Britan-
nicis, by John Leland (1506—1552) ; edited by
Hall in 1709.

Commentaries on the Laws of Eng-
land, by Sir William Blackstone (1723—1780),
the first volume of which appeared in 1765. The
work was severely criticised by Bentham, Priestley,

and the writer who veiled himself imder the pseu-

donym of " Junius." Sir WiUiam Jones considered

the Commentaries the " most correct and beautiful

outline that was ever exhibited in any human
science."

Commentary, Matthew Henry's. See

Exposition op the Old andNew Testaments, An.

"Commentators each dark passage
shun, How." First line of a couplet in Young's
satire. The Love of Fame, and the second line of

which runs

—

'• And hold their farthing candle to the Bun."

In his Fariah Register, Ciiabse refers to the
" commentators plain,"

" Who from the dark and donhtful love to run,
And hold their glimmering tapers to the sun."

Common Conditions, A Pleasant
Comedie called, A dramatic fragment, a
transcript of which is in the Bodleian Library,
and which was probably published in 1576.
Common Conditions is the vice of the performance,
and at one time endeavours to promote, and at
another to defeat, the happiness of the lovers in
the play. These are, respectively, Lamphedon
and Clarisia, Eomides and Sabia, whose fate is

hidden from us in the existing fragment. The
versification generally consists of lines of fourteen
syllables.

" Commonplace of Nature, Thou un-
assuming."

—

Wordsworth, To the Daisy.

Common Prayer, The BooIe of, which
forms the liturgy of the Church of England, is not,
with the " o£5ces " of the Church, the work of any
particular epoch, but is really the outgrowth of

many hundred years. It may be said to date in
reaHty from the year 1085, when Osmund, Bishop
of Salisbury, compiled the Portiforium or Breviary,
the Missal, and the Manual, which together made
what is_ termed "'the Sarum IJse," and which,
coining into immediate operation over nearly all the
country, remained for at least four centuries and
a half the principal devotional rule of the English
Church. In 1516 the Portiforium was, with some
important changes, reprinted by order of Cardinal
Wolsey. Many of the rubrics were suppressed,
the Bible was ordered to be read in proper order,
and the lessons were restored to their ancient
length; in fact, we have here the ioitiation of
those principles which eventually controlled the
preparation of our present Prayer Book. In 1531
the Breviary was again reprinted. In 1533 the
Missal was subjected to the same sort of reforma-
tion as the Breviary, and published ; and in 1541
the Psalter was printed both in Latin and English,
the Psalms being ordered to be read consecutively,

as is now the custom. In the same year the
Breviary came into use throughout the Province
of Canterbury, but by this time the fate of the old

monastic state was sealed. Monastic worship was
giving way rapidly to congregational worship;
and it became necessary to adapt the services of
the Church to the new requirements. Accordingly,
in 1542, a committee of Convocation was ordered
to consider the ma,tter, and the first result of their

deliberations was the publication of the Litany in
English, in 1544, followed by that of Oranmer's
" Ordet of Communion" (merely an Englishversion
of the Salisbury Missal), in 1647. Their crowning
work, however, was the first version of the Book
of Common Prayer, founded on theReformed Sarum
Use of 1516, but remarkable for its condensation
of the various services of Mattins, Lauds, Prime,
Tierce, Sexts, Nones, Vespers, and Compline into
two services, one for morning and one for evening,
called simply Matins and Evensong. It is not easy,
at this distance of time, to say to whom the pre-
paration of the several parts was due. All we
know is, that the Book, as finally amended by
Committee, was submitted to Convocation on No-
vember 24, 1648 ; laid before Parliament, as part
of the Act of Uniformity (2 & 3 Edw. VI^, on
December 9, 1548 ; passed by the House of Lords
on January 15, 1648-9 ; and by the House of Com-
mons on the 21st of the same month; published on
March 7, 1548-9 ; and taken into general use on
June 9, 1549. However, between 1549- and 1662
the aspect of ecclesiastical affairs in England some-
what changed. Foreign influence was strongly
exerted in favour of the Puritan party ; Peter
Martyr, Martin Bucer, and John a Lasco and Poul-
lain, obtained berths in England; arid an agitation

started by Calvin, fostered by these, and aided by
the Protestants at home, resulted in a determina-
tion of the young king to subject the Book of Com-
mon Prayer to revision, of coxirse in a Protestant
direction. The Book, as revised, passed through
ParUament (6 & 6 Edw. VI.), on April 6, 1552,
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and came into use on November 1, following. It

was repealed by Queen Mary in October, 1553, and

restored by Queen Elizabeth, with some further

modifications, in June, 1559. Once more sup-

pressed, by the Puritans, in January, 1624-6, it was
revived by Charles II. in June, 1660; but it was
destined to stiU further alteration. Considered by
the Savoy Conference In July, 1661, it came before

Convocation in December of that year; concessions

were once more made to the Puritans ; and the

Book was again approved by the king in February,

1661-2, passed the House of Lords in April, 1662,

and the House of Commons in May of the same
year, and came into general use in August. It was
adopted in November, 1662, by the Irish House of

Convocation, and was embodied in the Irish Act of

Uniformity in June, 1666. It still remains the

service-book of the Church of Ireland, and in 1863

was finally accepted as the service-book of the

Episcopal Church in Scotland. It is now used, with
slight modifications, by aU the Churches in com-
munion with the Church of England. See Proctor's

Sistory of the JBook of Common Frmjer, and J. H.
Blunt's Annotated Book of Common Frayer.

Common Sense, An Inquiry into the
Human Mind on the Principles of, pub-
lished by Thomas Rbid (1710—1796) in 1763, and
consisting of an examination of the ground-work
of our knowledge, so far as the five external senses

are concerned. It led to the appointment of the

writer, in 1764, to the chair of Moral Philosophy
at Glasgow.

Comm.onwealth ofWomen, A. A tragic

comedy by Thomas D'Ukfey (1650—1723), acted

in 1686, and founded on Fletcher's Sea Voyage.

Comnenus, Isaac. The hero and the title

of a play by Sir Henry Taylor, pubhshed in

1827. " There is a majesty about the man," says

Trollope, " and a fixed sobriety of heart and pur-

pose, that force us to acknowledge the creation to

be great. And there is wit in the play. The
women, though their parts are comparatively small,

leave their impress behind them. Theodora, with
her injured love and guilty heart, is not, perhaps,

so powerfiil as Taylor might have made her ; but
Anna Comnenus is a gentle, loving woman, whom
the reader will remember." The story is founded
on an historical basis. See Scott's Count Robert of
Paris.

"Comparisons are odious." See Bur-
ton's Anatomy of Melancholy, pt. iii., sec. 3, mem. 1,

subs. 2 ; Heywood's Woman Killed with Kindness,
act i., scene 1 ; Donne's Elegy, viii. ; and Herbert's
Jaeula Prudentwm. Shakespeare makes Dogberry
say, " Comparisons are odorous" (Much Ado about
Nothing, act iii., scene 5).

" Compass'd by the inviolate sea." A
description applied to Great Britain in Tennyson's
dedication of his poems To the Queen.

Complaint, The: "or, Night Thoughts."
A series of poems by Edward Yoting (1684—1765),

published in 1742, and consisting of Night 1, On
Life, Death, and Immortality ; Night 2, On Time,

Death, and Friendship ; Night 3, Narcisaa ; Night 4,

The Christian Triwmph, containing our only Cwefor
the Fear of Death, and proper Sentiments for that

Inestimable Blessing ; Night 5, The Melapse

;

Nights 6 and 7, The Infidel Seclaimed, in two parts,

containing the Nature, Proof, and Importance of Im-

mortality ; Night 8, Virtue's Apology : or, the Mm
of the World answered, in which are considered the

Love of this Life, the Ambition and Pleasures, with

the Wit and Wisdom of the World; Night 9, Con-

solations, containing, among other things, 1, A Moral

Survey of the Nocturnal Heavens, and 2, A Night

Address to the Deity. The latter poem was pub-

lished separately in 1745. The whole series is

written in blank verse, and was primarily occa-

sioned by the death of Young's step-daughter and

her husband, who figure as Narcissa and Philander

in the poem. In 1741, liis wife also died, and he

alludes to the triple aflliction in the Unes

—

"Thy shaft flew thrice, and thrice my peace was slain,
ATifl thrice, ere thrice yon moon had flU'd her horn."

Complaint of Conscience, The. A song

printed m Bishop Percy's Reliques.

Complaynt of a Loveres Lyfe, The.
See Loveres Lyfe, The Complaynt of a.

Complaynt of IVCars and Venus, The.
A poem by Geofprey Chaucer.

Complaynt of Scotland, The. A rare

work, pubUdied at St. Andrews in 1548—49, and

attributed to " Sir " James Inglis, whom Lydgate

mentions as famous for his " ballatis, farsis, and

pleaaand playis." Only one of these productions,

called A General Satire, has come down to us;

and this is included in Lord Hailes' collection of

Scottish Poems. The Complaynt is apparently

written on the same plan as the Decameron of

Boccaccio. A number of shepherds meet together

to teU tales and sing songs, and afterwards join one

another in a dance. " Evyiie aid scheiphird led his

vyfe be the hand, and evyrie yong scheiphird led

hyr quhome he luffit best." See the editions by
Leyden, and by J. A. H. Murray (1873).

Complaynt of the King's Papingo,
The. A poem by Sir David Lindsay (1490—

1557), written in 1530, in which he satirises the

vices of the clergy in strong and vivid language.
" In point of learning, elegance, variety of de-

scription, and easy, playful humour, the 'little

tragedy' of the Papingo is worthy to hold its

place with any poem of the period, either English

or Scottish." Papingo is the Scotch for peacock.

Compleat Angler, The: "or, the Con-

templative Man's Eecreation ; being a discourse of

Fish and Fishing, not unworthy the Perusal of most

Anglers." The famous treatise by Izaajk 'WAi.TOif

(1593—1683)
; pubhshed in 1653. The original

title page bore the following motto, which was

cancelled, however, in aU future editions :—" Simon

Peter said, 'I go a fishing;' and they said, 'We
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also go -with thee.' " " Whether," says Sir John

Hawkins, " we consider the elegant simpUoity of

the style, the ease and unaffected humour of the

dialogue, the lovely scenes which it delineates, the

enchanting pastoral poetry which it contains, or

the fine morality it so sweetly inculcates, it has

hardly its fellow in any of the modem languages."

Compleat Gentleman, The. A work hy
Henry Peac!Ham (1576 f—1650), puhHshed in 1622,

to which, after 1634, was added The Gentleman's

Exercise : or, an Exquisite Practise, as well for

drawing all Manner of Beasts in their true For-

traitures, as also the Making of all kinds of Colours,

to be used in Lymming, Fainting, Tricking, and Blason

of Coates and Arms. The hest edition of these

works is thatof 1661. It appears that Dr. Johnson

was much indehted to Peadiam for the definitions

of blazonry in his English Dictionary/.

" Complies against his will." A phrase

(often, hut wrongly, quoted as " convinced against

his will") which occurs in the well-known couplet

of BuTLEa {Sudibras)

:

—
" He that complies against his will

Is of his own opinion still."

Compliment, The. A song hy Thomas
Cakbw heginning

—

" O my dearest, I shall grieve thee."

" Compound for sins they are inclined
to." line 215, canto i., part i. of Butler's
Hudibras (q.v.) :

—

" By damning those they have no mind to."

Compounde of Alchemie, The. See

AxoHEMiE, The Compodnde of.

" Compromise and barter." " AH
government," says Burke, " indeed every human
henefiit and enjoyment, every virtue and every pru-

dent act, is foimded on compromise and harter."

"Comrades, leave me here a little,

while as yet 'tis early mom." First line of Locks-

ley Sail, hy Alfred Tennyson.

Comus. A masque, or dramatic poem, byJohn
Milton (1608—1674), published in 1637. It was
written for the Earl of Bridgwater, and acted at

his residence. Castle Ludlow, in Shropshire, on
Michaelmas night, 1634. The music is by Henry
Lawes. Comus (from Ka/jios, a revel) was the Roman
god of banqueting and festive amusements ; but in

Milton's poem he appears as a lewd enchanter,

whose pleasure it is to deceive and ruin the chaste

and innocent. Macaulay speaks of Comus as " cer-

tainly the noblest performance of the kind which
exists in any language. The speeches must be read
as majestic soUloquies, and he who reads them will

be enraptured with their eloquence, their sublimity,

and their music. But the finest passages are those
which are lyric in form as well as in spirit. ' I

should much commend,' says Sir Henry Wotton,
' the tragical part if the lyrical did not ravish me
with a certain Dorique delicacy in your songs and
odes, whereunto I have seen yet nothing parallel

in our language.'" The leading incidents of Comus
are said by Dr. Johnson to be derived from Homer's
Circe, by others from the Old Wives' Tale of George
Peele, the dramatist ; but it is not improbable that
they were suggested by an adventure which
happened to the two sons and daughter of the
Earl of Bridgwater in the forest of Haywood, in
Herefordshire.

Comyns, Sir John, Lord Chief Baron of the
Exchequer (d. 1740), wrote A Digest of the Laws of
England, the first edition of which, in five volumes,
appeared in 1762—67 ; a sixth volume being
added in 1776. He also published two volumes of

Seports of Cases adjudged in. various courts, in 1744.

Concanen, Matthew, miscellaneous writer
(d. 1749), produced several poems and a comedy
called Wexford Wells. Perhaps his best title to

distinction, however, is his appearance in the Dum-
ciad, which was caused by an attack upon the poet
Pope :

—

" Be thine, my stationer, this magic gift,

Coolce shall be Prior, and Concanen, Swift."

" Concatenation, A, accordingly." A
phrase used by the "fourth fellow" in Goldsmith's
comedy of Slie Stoops to Conquer, act i., scene 2.

" Concealm.ent, like a worm i' the
bud."

—

Twelfth Night, act ii., scene 4.

" Conceit, begotten by the eyes : " "a
Poesy to Prove Affection is not Love;" by Sir

Walter Raleigh (1552—1618), written before

1602.

Conceited News. See Newes from any
Whence.

Concilia, Deereta, Leges, Constitu-
tiones in re Ecclesiaram Orbis Sritan-
nici : collected by Sir Henry Sfelman (1562

—

1641), and published, partly in 1629, and partly in

1641. The first volume only carried the subject

as far as the Norman Conquest ; the second volume
was edited by Dugdale.

Conciones ad Populum : " or. Addresses
to the People." By Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
privately printed in 1796.

" Concord of sweet sounds."—Merchant

of Venice, act v., scene 1.

Concordance. The fixst important Concord-

ance to the Bible in English was made by John
Marbeck, organist at Windsor, and published in

1550. Robert E. Herry, under royal privileges,

published two concordances in 1578. Alexander
Cruden's Concordance appeared in 1737, and an
Index to the Bible by Benjamin Vincent, keeper of

the library of the Royal Institution, and editor

of Haydn's Dictionary of Dates, was prepared for

the Queen's Printers, and completed in 1848. Con-

cordances to the works of Shakespeare, Milton,

Pope, Tennyson, and other authors have also been
published from time to time.
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Concordantia Begularum. A work as-

cribed by Leland to Benedict Bisoop (b. about
654, d. 690), the object of which is to prove that all

the rules of monastic life agreed or ought to agree
with those of St. Benedict.

Conoorduance of Historyes, The. The
name first givenbyEobekt Fabtan to his Ohronicles,

which was a posthumous work, and the first attempt
to write English history in prose. It is in seven
parts; parts one to six extending from the time
of the Trojan Brute to the Norman Conquest,
and part seven concluding at the year 1504

;

the whole being founded on the works of Bede,
GeoflErey of Monmouth, William of Mahnesbury,
and other early writers. The first edition was pub-
lished in 1516 ; the second in 1533, continuing the
history to 1509 ; the third in 1542, continuing the
history to 1541 ; the fourth in 1659, bringing down
the narrative to that year. The fifth edition ap-
peared in 1811, edited by Sir Henry Ellis. Stowe
speaks of the work as "a painful labour, to the
great honour of the city and of the whole realm."

CouciLbine, The. A moral poem in the
manner of Spenser, published by William Julius
MiOKLE (1734—1788), in 1767, and reissued ten
years afterwards under the title of Syr Martyn.

Conder, Josiah, Nonconformist writer (b.

1789, d. 1855), contributed largely to The HcleoHc
Semeio,_ The Patriot, and other periodicals, besides
publishing several religious works. He also edited
and published The Modern Traveller.

Conduct of the Allies, The, " and of the
late ministry, in beginning and carrying on the
war." A tract by Jonathan Swipt (1667—1745),
published ten days before the Parliament which
met in December, 1711. It forms the first and
principal of a series, including The Examiner, Re-
marks on the Barrier Treaty, and The Publie Spirit
of the Whigs, in which Swift supported the ad-
ministration of Harley, and endeavoured to reflect
discredit upon that of Godolphin, by exhibiting
the secret causes of affairs in England and on the
Continent.

„2°^^^^^^^°J' '^^^i ^y 'S"^ JoH'^ Vanbbugh
(1666—1726), IS described by Hazlitt as "a comedy
of infimte contrivance and intrigue, with a match-
less spirit of impudence. It is a fine careless expose
of heartless want of principle."

Confessio Amantis: "The Confessyon
of the Lover m eight books ; the third part
of a poem by John GowER (1320-1402), written in
i-nghsh, and first printed by Caxton in 1483. It

b'^I^T;?*®^ ^^*™ ™ 1532 and 1584, by Thomas
Berthelette, from whose edition Chahners reprinted
the Confessio in his Works of the English Poets
in 1810. An edition, by Dr. Eeinhold Pauli,
was also published in 1857. The poem- is cast
into tHe form of a dialogue between a lover and
his confessor, a priest of Venus, and may be briefly
described, in the words of Thomas Warton, as one
in which " the ritual of religion is appHed to the

tender passion, and Ovid's Art of Love is blended
with the Breviary." A full analysis of it will be
found in Professor Morley's English Writers, vol. ii.

part i. It ends as follows :

—

*' But thllkS love, whtch that is
within a maiuigs herte afflrmed
And slant of charlte conflrmed.
Such love Is goodly for to have.
Such love may the body save.
Such lov6 may the some amen
The highe God such love ussende
Forth with the remenaunt of grace.
So that above In thilke place
Where resteth joy and alls pees.
Our jole may be endSles."

Confessio G-Olise. A Latin poem generally
attributed to Walter Mates, Archdeacon of Oxford
(1150—1196), though not with the sanction and
authority of Mapes's editor, Mr. Wright. It is a
general confession by the poet of his three con-
spicuous vices : the love of dice, the love of wine,
and the love of women, and includes the bacchana-
lian song, a portion of which, beginning

—

" Mthl est proposltum in tabernft mori,"

has been translated by Leigh Hunt. A " GoUm"
was, in the time of • Mapes, one famous for his

gulosity or cynicism. See Apocalypsis GrOLia
Episcopi.

Confessionale and Penitentiale, by
Egbert of York (678—766), published origmally
in Latin and English, and valuable for the infor-

mation they afford concerning the manners and
condition of Englishmen in the eighti century.
See the edition by Thorpe (1840).

Confessions of an English Opitim-
lEIater. See English Opium-Eater.

Confessions of an Inqiiiring Spirit, by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772—1834), published
in 1840.

Conflict of Conscience, The. "An ex-

cellentnew commedie," ormoral play,by Nathaniel
WooDES, printed in 1581, and " contayninge a
most lamentable example of the dolefuU despera-
tion of a miserable worldlinge, termed by the name
of Philologus, who forsooke the truth of God's
Gospel, for fear of lyfe and worldly goods." Philo-
logus is intended for Francis Spira, an Italian
lawyer, who committed suicide in 1548, and whose
story was widely known in England at the time.
The versification of the piece is generjJly in lines

of fourteen syllables. See Francis Spira, a poem
by J. Hain Friswell.

"Confusion worse confounded."—
Paradise Lost, ii., 995.

" Confusions of a wasted youth."-
lENNYSON s In Memoriam, preface.

„ 9?,^P.®''^®> Richard, miscellaneous writer
^D. 1818), 13 the author of a Sistory of the Roman
Empire of tht West; an edition, with notes, of
AnstotUs Politics; Gibraltar; Italy mil the

II estern Powers; Elizabeth of England; The Cate-
chism of the Positive Religion ; Essays : Political,
Social, and Religious ; and some sermons.
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Congreve, William, poet and dramatist

(b. 1670, d. 1729), wrote The Old Bachelor (1693);

The Double Dealer (1693); iow /or Love (1695); The

Mamrmng Bride (1697) ; The Way of the World

(1700), (all of whicli see) ; and'Poems (1710). Edi-

tions of Ms Works appeared in 1710, and in 1840

;

an introduction being written to the latter by
Leigh Hunt. Memoirs of the Life, Writings,

and Amours of William Congreve were published by
Charles Wilson in 1730. See ThaiSkeray's English

Humorists, Johnson's Lives of the Poets, and
Macaulay's Essays. " His style," says Hazlitt, " is

inimitable, nay perfect. It is the highest model of

comic dialogue. Every sentence is replete with
sense and satire, conveyed in the most polished and
pointed terms. Every page presents a shower of

brilliant conceits, is a tissue of epigrams ia prose,

is a new triumph of wit, a new conquest over

dulness." Macaulay, contrasting Congreve with
his fellow dramatist, Wycherley (q.v.), says that

Congreve maintained his superiority in every point.
" "Wycherley had wit ; but the wit of Congreve
far outshines that of every comic writer, except

Sheridan, who has arisen within the last two cen-

turies. Congreve had not, in a large measure, the

poetical faculty; but, compared with Wycherley,
he might be called a great poet. Wycherley had
some &iowledge of books ; but Congreve was a man
of real learning. Congreve's offences against de-

corum, though highly culpable, were not so gross as

those of Wycherley."

Coningsby, Arthur. A novel by John
Sterling (1806—1844), published in 1830—31.
"The first and only book," says Carlyle, "that
Sterling ever wrote, indicating," he says, " hasty
and ambitious aims in literature," and " giving
strong evidence of internal spiritual revulsions to
going painfully forward, and in particular of the
impression Coleridge was producing on them."

Coningsby: "or, the New Generation." A
novel by Benjamin Disraeli, published ia 1844,
and characterised by The North British Review as
" hardly deserving to be called a novel. It contains
little of a story, and what there is, is iU-conceived
and carelessly executed. Its attractions are derived
from two sources, the supposed reality of the per-
sonages whom the author introduces on his stage,
and the political end and scope which the author
has in view. Mr. Disraeli merely uses the ma-
chinery of a tale as an instrument of personal and
political satire." " Coningsby is the impersonation
of Young England, and in him the author intends
that we should see the beginning, growth, and
manhood of that school of perfect statesmen." See
CODLINGSBY.

Conington, John, Corpus Professor of Latin
at Oxford (b. 1825, d. 1869), published an edition
of Virgil (1862—71); a translation of Horace into
English verse ^1869) ; and several other classical
works. His Miscellanies, with a Memoir, anneared
in 1872.

^^

Connell,Father. An Irish novel byMichael
Banim (b. 1796) and John Banim (1798—1842),
published in 1842, and having for its hero an old
Eoman Catholic priest, whom some critics have put
in competition, or in the same rank, with the Dr.
Prinarose of Oliver Goldsmith. The Father is the
patron of a poor vagrant boy called Neddy FenneU,
whose adventures form the narrative of the story.

Connoisseur, The. A periodical conducted
by George Colman the elder, and Bonnel Thorn-
ton, which commenced in January, 1754, and ter-
minated its career in 1756.

Conquest of Granada, The. See Gra-
nada, CONaUEST OP.

Conrad, in Charles Kingsley' s Saint's Tragedy
(q.v.), is a monk of Marpurg and the Pope's com-
missioner for the suppression of heresy; and is

described by the writer of the poem as " a noble
nature warped and blinded by its unnatural exclu-
sion from those family ties through which we first

discern or describe God and our relations to Him,
and forced to concentrate his whole faculties in
the service, not so much of a God of Truth as of
a Catholic system."

Conrad. The hero of Byron's poem of The
Corsair (q.v.).

Conrade. A follower of Don John in Much
Ado About Nothing (q.v.)

.

" Conscience doth make cowards of us
all, Thus."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 1.

Conscious Lovers, The. A comedy by
Sir Richard Steele (1671-1729), acted in 1722,
of which Parson Adams, in Melding' s Joseph
Andrews, declared that it was the only play fit

for a Christian to see, and as good as a sermon.
Hazlitt thought it " far from good, with the ex-
ception of the scene between Mr. Thomas and
Phillis, who are feUow-servants, and commence
lovers from being set to clean the windows to-

gether. Indiana is as listless and as insipid as a
drooping figure on an Indian screen, and Mr.
Myrtle and Mr. Belvil only just disturb the still

life of the scene."

" Conscious water saw its God, and
blushed. The."

—

Crashaw's translation of ms own
Latin epigram on the miracle at Cana :

" Lympha
pudica vidit Deum, et erubuit."

" Consecration and the poet's dream,
The." A line in stanza 4 of Wordsworth's
verses Suggested by a Picture of Peele Castle in a,

Storm.

Consolatio pro Morte Amici. An imi-

tation in mixed prose and verse of Boethius's De
Consolatione Philosophic!!, by Laurence, a monk of

Durham (d. 1154).

Conspiracy, The. A tragedy by Henry
Killigrew (b. 1612), written when the author was
only seventeen years of age, and much admired by
Ben Jonson—" who," says Langbaine, " gave a
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teetimony ever to be envied"—and by Lord Falk-
land. It was republished in 1653, under the title

of Tallantus and Budora.

" Constable, Thou hast outrun the."—
Butler's Sudibras, part i., canto iii., line 1,367.

Constable, Henry, poet (b. about 1560, d.

1612), was the author of Diana : or, the Excellent

Conceitful Sonnets of H. 0. (1584), (q-v.) ; Spiritual
Sonnettes to tJie Bonour of God and hys Sayntes, and
other works of a similar kind, printed in the
Seliconia and the Sarleian Miscellany . Bolton, in
his Sypereritica, says, " Noble Henry Constable
was a great master of the English tongue ; nor had
any gentleman of our time a more piu'e, quick,
or higher delivery of conceits." His Works were
first collected by W. Carew Hazhtt in 1859. See
Warton's Sistory, section 66.

Constance. Mother of Arthur, Duke of Bre-
tagne, and a leading character in Shakespeabe's
Ming John (q.v.)

.

Constance de Castile. A narrative poem,
written by William Sotheby (1757—1833), in
imitation of the manner of Scott. It was pub-
lished in 1810.

"Constancy rules in realms above.
And." A Hne in Coleridge's poem of Christabel
(q.v.).

Constant Couple, The. A comedy by
George Fabquhar (1678—1707), produced in
1700.

Constant Susanna, The Ballad of.
Preserved in the Pepys Collection, and quoted by
Sir Toby in Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. Bishop
Percy calls it " poor, dull, and very long."

Constitution of Man, The. A famous
work by George Combe (1788—1858), published
in 1828, in which the writer lays down the lead-
ing principles of phrenology, as expounded by
Spurzheim and Gall, and discusses the influence of
external laws upon human well-being. Hence he
originates a philosophy far broader and more ele-
vated than Spurzheim ever conceived.

Constitutions of the Archbishops of
Canterbury from Langton to Chichele.
By Thomas Lindwood, Bishop of St. David's
(d. 1446).

" Consummation devoutly to be
wished, 'Tis a."

—

Samlet, act iii., scene i.

" Contemplation he and valour
form'd, For."

—

Paradise Lost, iv., 297.

Contented Mind, Of a. A lyric by
Thomas, Lord Vaux (1510—1557).

Contention between Liberality and
Prodlgahty, The. A moral play, attributed
to ItoBERT Greene, the dramatist, and printed in
1602. It was acted before Queen Elizabeth.

Contentment, Hymn to, by Thomas
Parnell (1679—1718), t^e idea of which seems to
have been borrowed from Cleveland (q.v.).

"Contortions of the Sybil, without
the inspiration. The."

—

Burke's description oi

Croft's imitations of Dr. Johnson.

"Contradiction stiU, A."— Pope's de,

scription of " woman," in The Moral Essays, ii.

270.

Conversation, Hints towards an Bssay
on, by Jonathan Swift (1667—1745), in which,
among other things, he tells us that "raillery is

the finest part" of it. A "general fault in con-

versation is that of those who affect to talk of

themselves ;
" and again, "great speakers in public

are seldom agreeable in private conversation."
" I have known," he says, " two men of wit iadus-

triously brought together in order to entertain the
company, where they have made a very ridiculous

figure, and provided all the mirth at their own
expense."

" Conversation Sharp." See Sharp,
KiCHARD.

Conversion of Swerers, The. A poem
by Stephen Hawes, in octave stanzas, printed in
1509.

Convert, The Boyal. A play by Nicholas
EowE (1673—1718), produced in 1708. The scene
is laid in Britain, in the early days of Christianity.

" Convey, the wise it call."—rA« Merry
Wives of Windsor, act i., scene 3—"Steal? foh!
a fico for the phrase."

Convict, The. A dramatic poem in two
parts, by John Wilson (1785—1854), published in

1816.

Conway, Henry Seymour, general (b.

1720, d. 1795), wrote a comedy called False

Appearances, and various poems and pamphlets.
See Walpole's Memoirs and Letters.

Conybeare, John, D.D., Bishop of Bristol
(b. 1692, d. '1755), wrote a Defence of Revealed
Meligion (1732), in reply to Tindal's Christianity
as Old as the Creation.

Conybeare, "W. J. (d. 1857), published
a volume of Sertnons (1844), and, in conjunction
with Dean Howson, wrote The Life and Epistles of
St. Paul (1850-52).

Cook, Button, novelist and art critic, has
published i)r. Muspratt's Patients,andother Stories;
Bobson's Choice; Leo; Over Bead and Ears; Paul
Foster's Daughter; Sir Felix Foy ; The Trials of the

Tredgolds; Toung Mr. Nightingale; Art in England;
The Book of the Play ; and other works.

Cook, Eliza, poetess (b. 1817), began to con-
tribute poems to the magazines and newspapers
of the day when in her twentieth year. Her
first volume appeared in 1840 ; her New Echoes in

1864. A selection of her happiest thoughts has
been put together under the title of Diamond Dust
(1865). Her complete Poetical Works appeared in

1874. Eliia Cook's Journal was published for about
five years (1849—54).
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Cooke, Greorge, D.D., Professor of Moral
Philosopliy at St. Andrews (b. 1773, d. 1845),

wrote Histories of the Reformation (1811), and of

the CJhurch of Scotland (1815) ; also, A General

and Historical Sevieiv of Christianity/ (1822).

Cooke, John, wrote Green's Tu quoque (1614).

Cooke, Thomas, poet (b. about 1702, d. 1750),

edited the works of Andrew MarveU, and trans-

lated Hesiod, Terence, Cicero's De Natura Deorum,
and Plautus's Amphitryon. An. unlucky reference

to Pope, in a farce by Cooke called Penelope, gave
him an unenviable notoriety in the pages of the

Dumciad. See Concanen, Matthew.

Cooke, WiUiam, clergyman, poet, and mis-

cellaneous writer (d. 1814), wrote two poems. The
Art of Living in London, and Conversation, besides

Lives of Macklin and Foote.

Cookery, The Art of. See Art or
Cookery, The.

Cook's Oracle, The, by Dr. William
Kitchener (1775—1827), " celebrated for writing

good books and giving good dinners; " published in

1821.

"Cool as a eucuniber."—Colman's Heir

at Law. Blanchard Jekrold has written a farce

with this title.

Coombe, WiUiam (1741—1823), wrote The
Devil on Two Sticks in Englamd, The Tow of Br.

Syntax in Search o/ the Ficturesqm (1812), The
^English Dance of Death, and other works. See

Syntax, Dr. ; Devil upon two Sticks ; Diabolad.

Cooper, Anthony Ashley. See Shajtes-
BTJRY, Earl oe.

Cooper, James renimore, American
novelist (b. 1789, d. 1851), wrote Pr««a«Wo« (1821)

;

The Spy (1821) ; The Pioneers (1823) ; The Pilot

(1823), (q.v.) ; Lionel Lincoln (1825) ; The Last of
the Mohicans (1826) ; lied Hover (1827) ; The Prairie

(1827) ; The Travelling Bachelor (1828) ; TFept of
Wish-ton Wish (1829) ; The Water Witch (1830)

;

The Bravo (1831) ; Hiedemnauer (1832) ; The
Headsman (1833) ; Manikins (1835) ; Homeward
Bound (1838) ; Home as Fomtd (1838) ; The Path-
finder (1840) ; Mercedes of Castile (1840) ; The Deer-
slayer (1841), (q.v.); The Two Admirals (1842);
Wing and Wingll8i2) ; Ned Myers (1843) ; Wyan-
dotte (1843) ; Afioat and Ashore (1844) ; Miles Wal-
lingford (1844) ; The Chainhearer (1845) ; Satanstoe

(1845); The Red Skins (1846); The Grater (1847);
Jack Tier (1848) ; Oak Openings (1848) ; The Sea
Lions (1849) ; and The Ways of the Hour (1850).

Cooper, John Gilbert, poet (b. 1723, d.

1769), wrote The Life of Socrates (1749) ; Letters
Concerning Taste (1754) ; and Poems (1764).

Cooper, Susan Fenimore, daughter of
James Fenimore Cooper (b. 1815), has published
Rural Hours, by a Lady {l&bO); Country Rambles : or,

Journal of a Naturalist in Mtgland (1852) ; Rhyme
and Reason of Country Life (1854) ; a poem to the

memory of Washington (1858); The Shield; and
other works.

Cooper, Thomas (b. 1805), has published
The Purgatory of Suicides (1845), (q.v.) ; Wise
Saws and Modern Instances (1845) ; The Baron's
Yule Feast (1846); The Condition of the People
(1846); The Triwnphs of Perseverance (1847); The
Triumphs of Enterprise (1847); Alderman Ralph
(1853) ; The Family Feud (1854) ; The Bridge of
History over the Gulf of Time (1871) ; The Verity
of Christ's Resurrection (1875) ; and other works

;

besides editing, in 1849, The Plain Speaker, and,
in 1850, Cooper's Journal. See his Autobiogravhy
(1872).

Cooper's Hill. A descriptive poem by Sir
John Denham (1615—1668), published in 1642.
Cooper's Hill is situated near Ctertsey, in Surrey.
The poem contains a well-known description of
the river Thames. " This poem," says Johnson,
"had such reputation as to excite the common
artifice by which envy degrades excellence. A
report was spread that the performance was not his
own, but that he had bought it of a vicar for forty
pounds." The two following couplets were highly
praised by Drj'den :

—

*' Oh, could I flow like thee, aud make thy stream
My great example, as It is my tberae

!

Tlio' deep, yet clear ; tho' gentle, yet not dull j

Strong without rage, without o'erflowing fuU."

Cophetua, King, and the Beggar Maid.
A ballad reprinted by Bishop Percy fcom Eichard
Johnson's Crown Garland of Goulden Roses (q.v.),

(1612), where it is entitled A Song of a Beggar
and a King. The legend is referred to by Shake-
speare in Romeo and Juliet, actii., scene 1 ; in Love's
Labour's Lost, act iv., scene 1 ; and in 2 Henry IV.,
act v., scene 3 ; by Ben Jonson in Every Man in
his Humour, act iii., scene 4. Tennyson has also
made it the subject of one of his lyrics. The
name of the beggar-maid is Penelophon.

Coplas de Manrique. A poem translated
by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807),
from the Spanish of Don Jorge Manrique, who
flourished in the last half of the fifteenth century,
and wrote the Coplas, in memory of his deceased
father, Rodrigo Manrique.

Copleston, Edward, D.D., Bishop of
Llandaff (b. 1776, d. 1849), wrote An Inquiry into

the Doctrines of Necessity and Predestination (1821)

;

Prcelectiones Academicce ; some contributions to The
Quarterly Review; and various pamphlets, speeches,
and charges.

Copper Captain, The. The name ot

Michael Perez, a character figuring in John
Fletcher's comedy of Rule a Wife and Have «,

Wife. See Bessus, Bobadil, and Parollbs.

Copperfield, David, The Personal His-
tory of. A novel by Charles Dickens (1812

—

1870), published originally in twenty monthly
parts, of which the first appeared on May 1, 1849.

A dramatic version was played at the Strand

Theatre, London, in 1850, under the title of Born
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with a Caul ; and another -was produced later, at

Drury Lane Theatre, under the title of T/ie Deal

Boatman. A third adaptation to the stage has been

made byAndrew Halliday (Duff) , under the title of

Zittle jEm'ly. " Of all my books," says Dickens,

"I like this the best. It will easily be believed

that I am a fond parent to every child of my fancy,

and that no one can ever love that family as dearly

as I love them. But, like many fond parents, I

have in my heart of hearts a favourite child. And
his name is David Copperfield"

Copping, Edward, journalist and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1828), published, in 1856, a

compilation of the autobiographies of Alfieri and
Groldoui, assisted Bayle St. John in a translation

: of Saint Simon's Memoirs, and produced in 1858,

Aspects o/Faris, and in 1861, a novel entitled The

Some at Mosejleld.

Copyright. By the Act 5 & 6 Victoria, cap.

45, passed in 1842, and known as Talfourd's, or

liord Mahon's, Act, the right of an author in his

own works was fixed for the term of his natural

life, or for forty-two years from the date of publi-

cation. If the author be alive at the end of forty,

two years, he retains the copyright until his

'death, and his heirs or assignees hold it for seven

years after that event. .The same Act enjoins

that copies of every work pubhshed in Great

Britain and Ireland, shall be dehvered, free of

charge, to the following four libraries:—The
British Museum, London; the Bodleian, Oxford;

Advocates', Edinburgh; and Trinity College,

Dublin. , A copy must also be deposited at Sta-

tioners' Hall, London, where a register is kept. See

Coppinger's and Shortt's treatises on the Law of

Copyright.

Corah, in Dbyden's Absalom and Achitophel

(q.v.), is intended for the notorious Titus Gates.

Corbet, Richard, Bishop of Oxford and
Norwich (b. 1582, d. 1635). The Poems of this

writer were first collected and published in 1647.

See Craik's Jinglish Literature and Language. See

DiSTBACTED PuKITAN, ThE.

Corbet, Bobert St. John, novelist, has

published Sir Harry and the Widows, The Canon's

Daughters, Chureh and Wife, The Squire's Grandson,

Mince-Pie Island, Golden Ripple, Holiday Camp, and
gome other minor works. ,

Cordelia. Youngest daughter of King Lear,

in Shakespeare's tragedy of that name (q.v.). She

forms the subject of a poem by John Higgins,

published in 1674. See Warton's ffis^ory, section 50.

Cordyall, The Boke named. See Boke
NAMED COKDYALL, ThE.

Corflamtao, i.e., heart of flame. A character in

Spenser's Fa:erie Queene (q.v.), personifying sensual

passion.

Corinna. See Thomas, Elizabeth.

Corinna, To,—" to go a-Maying." A poem
by Robert Herrick, written in 1649.

Corinthian Tom. One of the heroes in

Pierce Egan's Life in London (q.v.), the other

being Jerry Hawthorn; together, "Tom and

Jerry."

Coriolanus. An historical play by Willum
Shakespeare, written, apparently, in a late

period of his dramatic career, when he had at

once developed his philosophy of life and matured

his theory of dramatic art. Malone places it so

late as 1610. It was first printed in the folio of

1623, where the text is terribly disfigured by

errors, owing, perhaps, to the illegibility of the

MS. copy followed by the printers. In the plot,

and in many of the speeches, Shakespeare has

followed Sir Thomas North's Life of Coriolanus,

included in his translation of Amyot's Plutarch.

"The subject of Coriolanus" says Prof. Dowden,

"is the ruin of a noble life through the sin of

pride. If duty be the dominant ideal with Brutus,

and pleasure of a magnificent kind be the ideal of

Antony and Cleopatra, that which gives tone and

colour to Coriolanus is an ideal of self-centred

power. The greatness of Brutus is altogether that

of the moral conscience; his external figure does

not dilate upon the world through a golden haze

like that of Antony, nor bulk massively and tower

like that of Coriolanus. A haughty and passionate

personal feeling, a superb egoism, are with Corio-

lanus the sources of weakness and of strength."

Coriolanus. A tragedy by James ThomsoiT

(1700—1748), produced after his death.

Corisande, Lady. See Lothaib.

Cormac, King of Munster and Archbishop of

Cashel (circa 780). See Keating's Sistory of

Ireland.

Cornelia. A tragedy by Thomas Kyd, pro-

duced in 1594. See Pompey the Great (with

which play it is identical).

Corney, Bolton (b. 1784, d. 1870), was the

author of numerous very useful publications, and

was a proUfic contributor to periodical literature.

CornhiU. Magazine, The, was started in

January, 1860, under the editorship of "William

Makepeace Thackeray, who, before he died

(1863), contributed to its pages his stories of Lovel

the Widower, and Philip, his Poimdabout Papers,

and his Lectures on the Georges. After his death

appeared the fragment of his Denis Duval. The
Gornhill has numbered amongst its contributors

some of the foremost writers of the period.

Cornhill to Grand Cairo, Notes of a
Journey from, " by way of Lisbon, Athens,

Constantinople, and Jerusalem, performed in the

steamers of the Peninsular and Oriental Com-
pany," by William Makepeace Thackeray, in

the autumn of 1844. The Notes were published

in the winter of 1845.

Corn-Law Rhymer, The. A name fre-

quently applied to Ebenezer Elliott (1781

—
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1849), author of Corn-Law Sfiymes, a volume of

poema which materially assisted in producing that

revolt of the manufacturing population of the

British Islands against the Corn-Laws, which in-

duced their final ahrogation in 1816.

Cornwall, Barry. The pseudonym of Bryan
"Waller Procter, the poet (b. 1790, d. 1874).

"Corporations have no souls." A
phrase used by Sir Edward Coke in his Case of
Sutton's Sospital.

Corpus Poeticomm Scotorum. A manu-
script collection made by George Bannatyne
(1545—1609), and for a long time-preserved in the

family of his daughter, Mrs. Foulis. In 1712, it

came into the hands of the Hon. William Car-
michael, of Stirling, brother of the Earl of Hynd-
ford, and in. 1772 it was presented by the then
earl 'to the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, where
it still remains. Allan Eamsay drew from it the
specimens in his Evergreen (q.v.), and a selection

from it was published by Lord Hailes in 1770
(reprinted in 1815).

Corrector, Alexander the. See Alex-
ander THE Corrector.

" Correspondent to command, I will
be."

—

The Tempest, act i., scene 3.

Corruptions of Christianity, An His-
tory of, by Joseph Priestley (1733— 1804),
published in 1782. A refutation of this work was
proposed as the subject of one of the Hague Prize
Essays. Priestley's book was burned at Dort, in

1783, by the hands of the common hangman.

Corsair, The. A poem, in three cantos,

written in the heroic couplet, by Lord Byron
(1788—1824), and published in 1814. The hero is

called Conrad, and is described in a weU-known
passage, as leaving

" A Corealr'B naine to other times,
Llnk'd with one virtue, and a thousand crimes."

The heroines are Medora, whom Conrad loves, and
Gulnare, " the Haram Queen," whose love is given
to Conrad, and who kills her master, Seyd, in order
that Conrad may be free.

Corsica, An Account of. By James
BoswELL (1740—1795). The first edition, which
contains much matter afterwards omitted, was
issued in 1768.

" Cortez, Iiike stout." An allusion in
Keats' Sonnet xi. :

—

" When with eagle eyes
He stared at the Pacific, and all his men
Looked at each other with a wQd surmise,
Silent, upon a peak in Darlen."

It was really Balboa, and not Cortez, who " stared
at the Pacific " with his men.

Coryat, George, miscellaneous writer (d.

1606). A list of his works is given in Wood's
Athena Oxonienses.

Coryat, Thomas, son of the preceding
(1577—1617), published Coryat's Cruiities hastily

gobled up in Five Moneths Travells in France, Samoy,
Italy, Shetia, commonly called the Grisons Coimtry,
Helvetia alias Switzerland, some parts of Germany
and the Netherlands (1611); Coryat's Crambe, or
his Colwort twice sodden, and now served in with
other Macaronicke Dishes, as the second Course to his
Crudities (1611); The Odcombian Banquet: dished
foorth by Thomas the Coriat, and served in by a
Number of noble Wits in Prayse of his Crudities and
Crambe too (1611) ; Traveller for the English Wits
(1616) ; and a few miior productions.

Corydon's Farewell to PhiUis. A song,
quoted by Shakespeare in Twelfth Night, act ii.,

scene 3, and printed in The Golden Garland of
Frincehj Delights, an old miscellany.

Cosin, John, D.D., Bishop of Durham
(b. 1594, d. 1672), wrote a number of valuable
theological works, which will be found reprinted
in The Library of Anglo-Catholic Theology, with a
Memoir prefixed. His Correspondence has been
pubhshed by the Surtees Society.

Cossack Epic, The Great: "The Legend
of St. Sophia of KiefE, an epic poem in twenty
books." By William Makepeace Thackeray.

Costard. A clown, in Shakespeare's Love's
Labowr 's Lost (q.v) .

" The phrases and modes of

combination in argument were caught by the most
ignorant from the customs of the age, and their

ridiculous misapplication of them," says Coleridge,

"is most amusingly exhibited in Costard."

Costello, IiOuisa Stuart, miscellaneous,

writer (b. 1815, d. 1870), published two romances
entitled. The Queen Mother (1841), and Clara Fane
fl848) ; a, poem entitled. The Lay of the Stork
(l856) ; and various historical and descriptive

works. Her brother, Dudley Costello (b. 1803,
d. 1866), was also the author of several popular
works.

Costigan, Captain. The father of Miss
Fotheringay (q.v.), in Thackeray's Fendennis
(q.v.).

" Costly thy habit as thy purse can
buy."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 3.

" Cot beside the hill. Mine be a."—
EooERS, A Wish :—

" A bee-hive's hum shall soothe my ear,
A willowy brook that turns a mill

With many a fall shall linger near."

Cotta, in Pope's Moral Essays, epistle ii., is.

supposed to be intended for the Duke of Newcastle,

who died in 1711.

CottereU, Sir Charles. See Poliarchus.

Cotterm, Henry, D..D., Bishop of Edin-

burgh (b. 1812), has published The Genesis of the

Church, The Seven Ages of the Church, and numerous

charges, lectures, and sermons.

Cotter's Saturday Wight, The. A poem
by Robert Burns (1759—1796), of which his-

brother remarks: "Eobert had frequently re-
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marked to me that there was something particularly

venerahle in the phrase, ' Let lis worship God,'
used hy a decent, sober head of a family intro-

ducing family worship. To this sentiment of the
author, the world is indebted for the Cotter's Satur-

day Night. The hint of the plan and title of the
poem are taken from Ferguson's Farmer's Ingle."

Cotton, Charles, poet (b. 1630, d. 1687),
wrote A JPanegyrick to the King's most excellent

Majesty (1660) ; The Valiant Knight: or, the Legend
of Sir Peregrine, with his strange adventures (1663)

;

Scarronides : or, Virgile Tramstie, being the first book

of Virgil's ^neis in Knglish Burlesque (1664), (q.v.)

;

Searronides : or, Virgile Travestie, a moc/e poem on the

first and fourth books of Virgil's .^neis in English
Burlesque (1672) ; A Voyage to Ireland, in Bur-
lesque (1673) ; The Compleat Gamester (1674) ; Bur-
lesque upon Burlesque : or, the Scoffer Scoffed (1675)

;

The Planter's Manual (1676) ; Tlhc Complete Angler,
being instructions how to angle for a Trout and
Grayling in a Clear Stream (1676) ; The Wonders of
the Peake (1681) ; and Poems on Various Occasions

(1689). His translation into English of Mon-
taigne's PSssays appeared originally in 1685. His
other translations were :—De Taix's Moral Philo-
sophy of the Stoics (1663) ; ComeiUe's Horace (1665)

;

The Life of the Bake d'Kpermn (1670) ; The Fair
One of Tunis, and Moutluc's Commentaries (1674).

Cotton MSS. Sec Cotton, Sir Robert
Bruce.

Cotton, IN'atta.aniel, physician and poet
(b. 1721, d. 1788), wrote Visions in Verse, for the
instruction of Younger Minds. His Various Pieces
in Verse and Prose appeared in 1791.

Cotton, Sir Robert Bruce, antiquarian
writer (b. 1570, d. 163l), assisted Camden in the
compilation of his Britannia (q.v.), and Speed in
the publication of his History of Great Britain,
besides rendering literary aid to many other writers
of his time. A list of his works is given in
Lowndes' Bibliograp/ier' s Manual. CottoniPosthwna,
a work purporting to be Divers choice Pieces of that
renowned antiquary, Sir Robert Cotton, appeared in
1679. He formed the collection of MSS. known as
the Cottonian Library in the British Museum.

Coulin. A giant in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Counter Cuff given to Martin Junior,
A. A tract written by Thomas Nash (1567—
1600?), in reply to "Martin Marprelate" (q.v.),
and published in 1589.

" Count their chickens ere they're
hatched."

—

Butler, Hudibras, part ii., canto 3,
line 923.

'

Country Girl, The. A comedy by Anthony
Brown. This play was published by John
Leanerd, in 1677, as his own, under the title of
Country Innocence.

"Country, God made the."—Cowpee,
The Task, bk. i., line 794. Cowley, in his Garden,
writes :

—

" God the first giurdcn mode, and the first city Cain."

Country Justice, The. A poem by John
Langhorne (1735—1779), published in 1774—75^
in which he seems to anticipate Grabbe " in painting
the rural life of England in true colours. His
pictures of the gipsies, and his sketches of venal
clerks and rapacious overseers are genuine like-

nesses." The poem is in three parts.

Country Parson, A. A mm de plum
adopted in several of his publications by Dr.
A. K. H. Boyd (q.v.), minister of St. Andrews,
Scotland.

Country Pastor, A. The pseudonym under
which Archbishop Whately (1787—1863) pub-
lished Lectures on Scripture Bevclations (18S5)

;

Prayer (1860), and other works.

Country Wife, The. AcomedybyWiLLUM
Wycherley (1640—1716), performed in 1675.
" Though one of thS'most profligate and heartless

of human compositions, it is," says Macaulay,
" the elaborate production of a mind, not indeed
rich, original, or imaginative, but ingenious, ob-

servant, quick to seize hints, and patient to the
toil of polishing." Much of The Country Wife is

borrowed from I'Mcole des Maris, and I'Mcole des

Femmes.

"'Courage,' he said, and pointed
toward the land." From The Lotos Eaters, by
Alfred Tennyson.
" Courage to the sticking-place. Screw

your."

—

Macbeth, act i., scene 7.

" Course of Empire, The." See Ameeica,
On the Prospect of.

Course of English Poetry, Letters on
the, by John Aikin, published in 1804.

Course of Time, The. An epic poem, in

six books, written in blank verse, by Robert
PoLLOK (1799—1827), and published in 1827.

" Course of true love never did run
smooth, The."

—

A Midsummer Night's Dream, aoti.,

scene 1.

Course of True Love never did Run
smooth. The. The title of a story in verse, by
Thomas Bailey Aldrich (b. 1836), which, pub-
lished in 1858, " teUs of the haps and mishaps of

two Eastern lovers whom a whimsical old cahph
endeavours to keep apart." Chakles Eeade (b.

1814) had previously published, in 1857, a novel
with a similar title.

Court of Love, The. A poem, by GrEOFFKEY
Chaucer (1328—1400), the title of which was
borrowed from the fantastic institutions of that
name, wherepoints of casuistryin the tender passion
were debated and decided by persons of both sexes.
"It is a dream," says Campbell, "in which the
poet fancies himself taken to the Temple of Love,
introduced to a mistress, and sworn to observe the
statutes of the amatory god. As the earliest work
of Chaucer it interestingly exhibits the successful
efiort of his youthful hand in erecting a new and
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stately fatrio of EngKsh numtera. As a piece of

fancy, it is grotesque and meagre ; tut the lines

often flow witli great harmony."

Courtenay, Peregrine. The pseudonym
Tinder which Winthrop Mackwouth Pkaed (1802
—1839) contributed to Knight's Quarterly Maga-
zine ia 1823—24.

Courtier, Advice to a. A poem by Quintin
SoHAW (circa 1480), in which he points out the re-

semblance between the life of a courtier and that of

a saUor. It is too full of nautical terms and allu-

sions to be intelligible to the general reader.

Courtly Nice, Sir. A comedy by John
Crowne (d. 1703), founded on the No Puede Ser of

Moreto, which is also founded on the Mat/or Impo-
sibUe of Lope de Vega. It was played in 1685.

Courtley, Will. A character described in

The Tatler (q.T.).

Courtship of Miles Standish, The. A
poem in English hexameters by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, published in 1858.

Cousins, The. A novel by ISIrs. Trollope
(1778—1863), published in 1847.

Covent Garden. A comedy by Thomas
Nabbes, acted in 1632, and printed in 1638.

Covent Garden Journal, The. A pe-

riodical, commenced by Henry Fielding (1707

—

1754), in 1752, as a literary newspaper and review,

which was pretended to be under the conductorship

of " Sir Alexander Drawcansir" (q.v.). "It was
the author's failing," says Sir "Walter Scott, " that

he could not continue any plan of this nature, for

which otherwise his ready pen, sharp wit, and
classical knowledge, so highly fitted him, vrithout

involving himseK in some of the party squabbles

or petty literary broils of the day." .This time, he
fell foul of Dr. Hill, who conducted The Inspector,

and brought upon himself an attack from his

brother novelist, Smollett.

Coventry Plays, The. The plays now
known as The Coventry Mysteries, and preserved in
a MS. of which the probable date is 1468, bear no
evidence of having been acted at that city ; cer-

tainly they were never acted by the giulds or
trades, though it is not impossible they may have
been performed by the Grey Friars. The actual

plays were famous in their day, and there are
separate notices of the visits paid to them by Queen
Margaret in 1456, by Eichard HI. in 1484, and by
Henry III. in 1486 and 1492. For a full descrip-
tion of the plays in MS. see Collier's History of
Dramatic Literature and Morley's English Writers.

Coverdale, Miles, Bishop of Exeter (b. 1485,
d. 1565). The ^orAs of this writer were edited for
the Parker Society by Pearson, in 1844. See the
list of them in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual;
also, in Foxe's Acts and Monmnents. See Bible

;

Mairymonye, The Christen State op.

Coverley. Sir .Soger de. A famous
character in The Spectator (q.v.), the conception
and first sketch of which are owing to Steele.
" Addison has, however, gained himself immortal
honour by his manner of filling up this cbaracter.

"Who is there," says Hazlitt, "can forget, or be
insensible to, the inimitable nameless graces, and
varied traits of nature and of old English cha-
racter in it ; to his unpretending virtues and
amiable weaknesses ; to his modesty, generosity,

hospitality, and eccentric whims ; to the respect of

his neighbours, and the affection of his domestics

;

to his wayward, hopeless, secret passion for his fair

enemy, the widow, in which there is more of real

romance and true delicacy than in a thousand tales

of knight-errantry : to the havoc he makes among
the game in his neighbourhood ; to his speech from
the bench to show the Spectator what is thought
of him in the country ... to his doubts as to

the existence of witchcraft, and protection of

reputed witches ; to his account of the family

pictures, and his choice of a chaplain ; to his fall-

ing asleep in church, and his reproof of John
"Williams, as soon as he has recovered from his

nap, for talking in sermon time." " "What," says

Thackeray, "would Sir Eoger de Coverley be
without his follies and his charming little brain-

cracks ? If the good knight did not call out to
the people sleeping in church, and say 'Amen'
with such a delightful pomposity ; if he did not
make a speech in the assize court, apropos de botteSy

and merely to show his dignity to Mr. Spectator ;

if he did not mistake Madame DoU Tearsheet
[q.v.] for a lady of quality in Temple Garden ; if

he were wiser than he is ; if he had not his humour
to salt his life, and were but a mere English gentle-

man and game-preserver—of what worth were he
to us ? "We love him for his vanities as much as

for his virtues. What is ridiculous is delightful

in him : we are so fond of him because we laugh
at him so."

Covetousness, Against. " A most faithful

sermon," preached by Hugh Latimer, Bishop of
Worcester, "before the Kynges most excellent

Maiestye," in 1550.

Coward, Dr. William. See Licentia
Poetica Discussed.

" Coward on instinct, I am &."—King-
Hen. IV., part i., act ii., scene 4.

"Cowards die many times before
their death."

—

Julius Ccesar, act ii., scene 2.

Cowley, Abraham, poet and dramatist

(b. 1618, d. 1667), wrote Poetical Mossomes (1633)

Naufragium Joculare, eomeedia (1638); love's

Piddle, a Pastoral Comedy (1638) ; A Satyr against

Separativity (1642) ; A Satyr : the Puritan and the

Papist (1643) ; The Mistresse : or, Severall Copies of
Love Verses (1647) ; Four Ages of England (1648)

;

The Guardian, a comedie (1660); Ode upon the

Blessed Eestoration and Seturne of Charles the Second

(1660) ; A Proposition for the Advancement of Ex-
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perimental Fhilosophy (1661) ; A Vision, eoncerning

his late Fretended Sighness, Cromwell the wicked

(1661) ; Plantarum Zibri duo (1662) ; Verses upon
several occasions (1663) ; Cutter of Coleman Street, a

comedy (1663); Poemata Latina (1668); and A Poem
on the late Civil War (1679). His Prose Works,
inclvding his Essays in Prose and Verse, appeared in

1826. His Select Works were edited by Bishop
Hiird in mi—Tl. His Complete Works, -with a
Life by Bisbop Sprat, were published in 1688. See
Johnson's Lives of the Poets. Pope wrote :

—

"Who now reads Cowley ? if he pleases, yet
Els moral pleases, not bis pointed wit.
Forgot his Epic, nay, Pindaric artf.

And yet I love the language of his heart."

" In Cowley," says HazKtt, " there is an inex-

haustible fund of sense and ingenuity, buried in

inextricable conceits, and entangled in the cobwebs
of the schools. He was a great man, not a great

poet." See Chboniole, The ; Cutter op Coleman
Stbjbet; Davideis; Mistress, The ; Naupragium
JoouLARE ; Plants, Or ; Pyramus ; "Wish, The ;

Wit, Ode on.

Cowley, Mrs. Hannah (b. 1749, d. 1809),
dramatist and poetess, wrote The Btmaway, a
comedy, produced in 1776 ; The Belle's Stratagem

(1780), (q.v.) ; A Bold Stroke for a Smhand (q.v.)

;

and numerous other dramatic pieces ; also poems
entitled The Maid of Arragon, The Scottish Village,

and The Siege of Acre.

Cowper, WiUiam, poet (b. 1731, d. 1800),
published Anti-Thelypthora (1781); Table Talk,

Truth, Expostulation, and T]ie Progress of Error
(1782) ; John Gilpin, a ballad ^1782), (q.v.) ; TIi^

Task (1784) ; Tirocinium
(1784J ; a translation of

Homer (1791) ; Gay's Fables m Latin, and The
Castaway (1799) ; and various miscellaneous pieces.

An edition of his Works was edited by Southey,
and includes his Life, Poems, Correspondence,

and Translations complete. See, also. Poems, edited

by Dr. John Johnson (1808); The Works and
Correspondence, with Life, by Grimshawe (1836)

;

Poems and Translations, with Life, by the Eev.
H. P. Gary (1839) ; Poems, with Life, by Sir
Harris Nicolas, and the editions of the Poems by
Bell, Willmott, Benham (the Globe edition), and
C. C. Clarke (1872). For additional Biography, see

the Life by John Corry (1803); the Life and
Posthumous Writings by William Hayley (1803)

;

Memoirs of the Early Life of William Cowper,
written by himself (1816) ; and the Life by Thomas
Taylor (1835). "There is," says Hazlitt, "an
efieminacy about Cowper wliich shrinks from and
repels common and hearty sympathy. With all

his boasted simplicity and love of the country, he
seldom launches out into general descriptions of
nature ; he looks at her over his clipped hedges,
and from his well-swept garden-wiiks. He is

delicate to fastidiousness, and glad to get back,
after a romantic adventure with Crazy Kate, a
party of gipsies, or a little child on a common, to
the drawing-room and the ladies again, to the sofa
and the tea-kettle—no, I beg his pardon, not to the

singing, weU-sooured tea-kettle, but to the polished

and loud-hissing urn. Still he is a genuine poet,

and deserves all his reputation. His worst vices

are amiable weaknesses, elegant trifling. He has

left a number of pictures of domestic comfort and
social refinement, as well as of natural imagerj' and
feeling, which can hardly be forgotten but with

the language itself. His satire is also excellent.

It is pointed and forcible, with the polished manners
of the gentleman and the honest indignation of the

virtuous man. His religious poetry, except where

it takes a tincture of controversial heat, wants

elevation and fire. He had not a seraph's wing."

Cowper's Grave, Stanzas by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning (1809 — 1861), in which
" standing on his grave," she " sees his rapture in

a vision."

Cox, George WiUiam, clergyman and

miscellaneous writer (b. 1827), has published

Foem^, Legendary and Historical (1850) ; Tales of

Ancient Greece (1868); The Mythology of the Arym
Nations (1870); a History of Greece (1874): and

other works, besides co-editing Brando's Dictionan/

of Science, Literature, and Art (1865—67).

Cox, Eiehard, Bishop of Ely (b. 1499, d.

1681), was one of the translators of the Bishops'

Bible, to which he contributed versions of the

Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and the Epistle

to the Bomans.

Coxcomb, Tlie. A comedy, by BBAirMONT

and Fletcher (q.v.), produced in 1612.

Coxe, Arthur Cleveland, D.D., Bishop

of Western New York (b. 1818), is best known
by his Christian Ballads (1840), several editions

of which have been published in London and

New York. He has also written Sertrwms on Doc-

trine and Duty (1864) : Impressions of England

(1856); Moral Meforms (1869); and Apolks: or, the

Way of God (1874).

Coxe, William, Archdeacon of Wilts (b. 1747,

d. 1828), published Travels in Switzerland (1778—1801) ; Travels in Poland, Russia, Sweden and

Denmark (1778—84) ; Memoirs of the Life ani

Administration of Sir Eobert Walpole (1798);

Memoirs of Lord Walpole (1804) ; History of tite

House of Austria (1807) ; Memoirs of the Kings of

Spain of the House of Bourbon (1813) ; Memoirs of

the Duke of Marlborough (1816—29) ; Correspon-

dence of the Duke of Shrewsbury (1821) ; Metmirs of

the Pelham Administration (1829) ; and some minor

works, including biographies of Stillingfleet and

Handel.

Cox's Diary. A comic story, by William
Makepeace Thackeray.

Coyne, Joseph Sterling, dramatist (b-

1805, d. 1868), produced, among other pieces. The

Phrenologist (1835), Tlie Honest Cheats (1836), The

Bad Lovers (1836), The Queer Subject (1837), Sow
to Settle Accounts with your Laundress (1847), I^
Tipperary Legacy (1847), Presented at Court, The
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Mope of the Family, My Wife's Daughter, Black
Sheep, The Water Witches, The Little Rebel, and
Urgent Private Affairs.

Crabbe, George, clergyman and poet (b. 1 754,

d. 1832), wrote Inebriety (1775), The Candidate

(1779), The Library (1781), Tlie Village (1783),
The Newspaper (1785), The Parish Register (1807),
The Borough (1810), TaUs in Verse (1812), Tales

of the Sail (1819) ; also Variation of Fublick

Opinion as it respects Religion (1817), Outlines of
Natural Theology (1840), and Posthumous Sermons

(1850) . His Life vas written and puWislied by his

son in 1838. For Criticism, see Jeffrey's and
Eoscoe's Ussays. Byron not only described Crabbe
as

—

" Nature's sternest patnter, yet the best,"

but ranked bim along with Coleridge as "the
first" in those times "in point of genius."
" Grabbe," writes another critic, " is always an in-

structive and forceful, almost always an interesting

writer. His works have an imperishable value as
records of his time, and it may even be said that
there are but few parts of them but would have
found an appropriate place in some of the reports
of our various commissions for inquiring into the
state of the country. Observation, prudence,
acuteness, uprightness, self-balancing vigour of
mind, are everywhere seen, and are exerted on the
whole wide field of common life. All that is

wanted is the enthusiastic sympathy, the jubilant
love, whose utterance is melody, and without which
all art is little better than a laborious ploughing of
the land, and then sowing the land itself for seed
along the fruitless furrow."

" Crabbed age and youth cannot live
together." See The Passionate Pilgrim, sect.
viii.

Crabshaw, Timothy. Squire to Sir Laun-
celot Greaves, in Smoliett's novel of that name
(q.v.).

Crabtree. A character in Smollett's novel
of The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle (q.v.).

Crabtree. TJncle of Sir Benjamin Backbite
in Sheridan's comedy of The School for Scandal
(q.v.).

" Crack of doom, The."—Macbeth, act iv.,

scene 1.

" Cradled into poetry bywrong." An
expression in some lines by Shelley in his poem
of Julian and Maddalo •

"Most wretched men
Are cradled into poetry by wrong

;

They learn In suffering what they teach In song."

WoEDSwoaTH says :

—

T, .., "We poets In our youth begin in gladness,
But thereof comes In the end despondency and madness."

Craftsman, The. A periodical to which,
among others, Henry St. John, Viscount BoUng-
broke (q.v.), was a frequent contributor. See
Oldcastle.

Craig, Alexander, poet, published The Pil-
grims and Seremite, inform of a dialogue; Poeticall
Recreations; and Amorose Songes, Sonets, and Elegies.
His Poeticall JSssayes were coUeoted and published
in 1604.

Craig-Knox, Isa, poetess (b. 1831), first
attracted notice by her contributions to the
Scotsman under the signature of " Isa." She won,
in 1859, the first prize for her ode to Bums, recited
at the Anniversary Festival, and, in 1865, pub-
lished Duc/iess Agnes, and other Poems. She has
contributed largely to magazine literature, and has
written Esther West, Fanny's Fortmie, and other
prose works.

Craig, Sir Thomas, of Eiccarton, lawyer
(b. 1548, d. 1608), produced De Jure Feudali (1655)

;

Scotland's Sovereignty Asserted ; being a Dispute con-
cerning Homage (1695) ; De Jure Suecessionis Regni
Anglia (translated in 1703) ; and other works. See
the Life, by Patrick Fraser Tytler (1823).

Craik, George Lillie (1799—1866), pub-
lished A Sistory of English Literature; A Manual
of English Literature; A Sistory of the Origin of
the English Lamguage ; Spenser and his Poetry;
Bacon : his Writings and Philosophy ; The English
of Shakespeare; The Pursuit of Knowledge under
Difficulties ; A History of British Commerce from
the Earliest Tims ; and many miscellaneous works.

Craik, Georgiana M., novelist, has pub-
lished Faith Unwin's Ordeal, Hero Trevelyan, Leslie
Tyrrell, Mildred Riverstone, Winifred's Wooing,
Only a Butterfly, Sylvia's Choice, Theresa, Cousin
from India, Miss Moore, and Anne Warwick.

Craik, Mrs. The married name of Miss
Dinah Maria Muloch, the noveKst (q.v.).

Crane, Ichabod. The hero of Washington
Irving's story of " Sleepy Hollow," in The Sketch
Book (q.v.).

Cranford. Auovel by Mrs. Gaskell (b. 1811,
d. 1866), published in 1853, the scene of which is
laid in a town that has been identified with
Knutsford, Cheshire.

Cranmer, Thomas, Archbishop of Canter-
bury (b. 1489, d. 1556), wrote Cathechismus, that is to

say, a Shorte Instruction into Christian Religion for
the singular Commoditie and Profyte of Childre and
yong People (1548) ; A Defence of the true and
Catholike Doctrine of the Sacrament, with a confuta-
tion of swndry Errors concernyng the same (1550) ;

An Answer unto a Crafty and Sophistical Cavilla-
tion devised by Stephen Gardiner, Byshop of Win-
chester, agaynst the trewe and Godly Doctrine of t^e
moste holy Sacrament (1551) ; A Confutatio of
Vnwritte Verities, both bi the holye Scriptures and
most auncient Autors (1558) ; and some minor
works, included in the complete edition, by the
Rev. H. Jenkyns (1834), and by the Eev. J. 0.
Cox, for the Parker Society. See Hook's Lives of
the Archbishops of Canterbury, and the Lives by
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Strype (1694), Gilpin (1784), Todd (1831), J. M.
Norton (1863), and Cox.

Cranmer's Bible. See Bible, The.

Crashaw, Richard, poet (b. 1616, d. 1650),

was the author of Epigrammata Sacra (1634),

Steps to the Temple (1646), and various other works,

which are to be found included in the collec-

tion by Anderson. " Somehow or other," says

G-eorge Macdonald, "he reminds one of SheUey,

in the silvery shine and beU-like melody, both of

his verse and his imagery; and in one of his

poems. Music's Duel, the fineness of his phrase

reminds one of Keats. His Divins Epigrams are

not the most beautiful, but to me they are the

most valuable of his verses, inasmuch as they

make us feel afresh the truth which he sets forth

anew. In them some of the facts of our Lord's

life and teaching look out upon us as from the

clear windows of the past. As epigrams, too, they

are excellent—pointed as a lance." See Delights
OF THE Muses; Music's Duel; Poemata et
Epigrammata ; Sacred Poems ; Steps to the
Temple ; Wishes to his supposed Mistress.

"Crash of worlds, The."—Addison, Oato,

act v., scene 1.

Cratchit, Bob. Clerk to Scrooge (q.v.), and
father of Tiny Tim (q.v.), in Dickens's Christmas

Carol (q..v.).

Crawford and Balcarras, Earl of,

Alexander William, Lord Lindsay (b. 1812), has

written Letters on Egypt (1838); The Evidence

and Theory of Christianity (1841) ; Progression by

Antagonism (1846) ; Sketches of the History of
Christian Art (1847) ; The Lives of the Lindsays

(1849) ; The Case of Gorham v. the Sishop of Exeter

(1850) ; Scepticism and the Church of England

(1861) ; (Ecumenicity (1870) ; Argo (1876) ; and
some translations.

Crawford, Robert, poet (d. 1733), assisted

Allan Ramsay ia the compilation of his Tea Table

Miscellany, and was the author of two lyrics,

entitled Tweedside and The Bush Aboon Traquair

(q.v.).

Crawford, William, Scottish divine (b. 1676,

d. 1742), was the author of Dying Thoughts.

Crawley, Captain Rawdon, in W. M.
Thackeray's novel of Vanity Fair (q.v.), is the
son of Sir Pitt Crawley (q.v.), and the husband of

Eebecca Sharp (q.v.).

Crawley, Captain. The pseudonym under
which George Frederick Pardon has published
several books on chess and billiards. " He gene-
rally dates," says Hamst, " from the Megatherium
dnb; we need scarcely say, therefore, that he
takes his pseudonym from Thackeray, whom, in
one of his dedications, he calls his biographer."

Crawley, Sir Pitt, in Thackeray's novel
of Vanity Fair (q.v.). "What," says Hannay,
" can be broader, or more superficially like a cari-

cature, when he first appears ? But how naturally

all the features of the character hold together when
he has revealed himself as a whole ; and how per-

fectly compatible they are with the county traditions

of many a county
!

"

Crayon, G-eoflfrey. The pseudonym under

which Washington Irving published the collec-

tion of miscellaneous stories and essays called The

Sketch Book (q.v.) ; also, Bracebridge Sail (1822)

;

Kew York (1822) ; Tales of a Traveller (1824) ; and
The Alhambra (1832).

Crazy Tales, in verse, by John Hall
Stevenson (1718—1785), were published in 1762.

Creakle, Mr. A tyrannical schoolmaster in

Dickens' s novel of David Copperfield (q.v.)

.

Creasy, Sir Edward Shepherd, historian

(b. 1812), has published The Fifteen Decisive

Battles of the World (1831), The Rise and Pro-

gress of the British Constitution (1834), A Sistory

of the Ottoman Turks, Biographies of Eminent
Etonians, An Historical and Critical Account of the

Various Invasions of England,A History of England

from the Earliest to the Latest Times, The Imperial

and Colonial Constitutions of the Britannic Empire,

and The First Platform of International Law.

Creation. "A philosophical poem," by Sir

Richard Blackmore, M.D. (1650—1729), printed
in 1712, which, though now neglected, obtained,
when published, the approbation of Dennis and
Addison. The latter wrote of it in The Spectator

(No. 339) :
" The work was undertaken with so

good an intention, and executed with so great a
mastery, that it deserves to be looked upon as one
of the most useful and noble productions in our
English verse. The reader cannot but be pleased
to find aU the depths of philosophy enhanced by aH
the charms of poetry, and to see so great a strength
of reason amidst so beautiful a redundancy of the
imagination." Johnson's criticism is written ia
scarcely less laudatory terms.

Creator of the World, Ode to the, by
John Hughes (1677—1720), adapted from the
so-called Fragment of Orpheus, and printed in 1713
at the recommendation of Addison. It is praised
in The Spectator.

" Creature (No) smarts so little as a
fool. —Pope, Epistle to Arbuthnot, line 84.

" Creature not too bright or good." See
Wordsworth's poem, beginning,

—

*' She was a phantom of delight."

'' Creature's at his dirty work again,
Ihe. —Pope, Epistle to Arbuthnot, line 91.

Credibility of the Gospel History,
The. A controversial work by Dr. Nathaniel
Lardner (1684—1768), pubHshed in 1727, 1733,
1735, and 1743.

Creech, Thomas (b. 1659, d. 1701), is best
known as the translator of Horace (1684), in which
character he is alluded to by Lord Byron {Don
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Jwm, v., 101). His version of Lucretius, published

in 1682, was highly praised by Dryden.

Creed, An Exposition of the. A series of

discourses delivered by John Peakson, afterwards

Bidiop of Chester (1612—1686), from the pulpit of

St. Clement's, East Cheap, London. They were
printed in 1659. An Abridgment of the Exposition,

by the Eev. Charles Bm-ney, LL.D., appeared in

1810 ; Analyses of it were issued by Dr. Mill in

1847, by Stracey in 1848, and by Gorle in 1849.

Among other works on the Creed may be men-
tioned those by Bishops Browne and Forbes.

Creiciiton, Memoirs of Captain John,
" collected from his own materials," by Jonathan
Swift (1667—1745), and published in 1731. The
captain is described in the printer's advertisement

as " a remarkable Cavalier in the reigTis of Charles

II., James II., and WiUiam III., who had behaved
with great loyalty and bravery in Scotland during
the troubles of those reig-us, but was neglected

by the government, although he deserved great

rewards from it." Swift was introduced to him in

Ireland, and becoming interested in him, received

from liiin an account of his adventures, "which the

Dean was so kind as to put in order of time, to

correct the style, and make a smaUbook of." 'This

realised above £200, and " made the remaining
part" of the captain's life "very happy and
easy."

Cresseid, Testiment of Fair. A poem by
Robert Henrtsoun (d. 1508), which is one of

the many proofs of the popularity among our
ancestors of the Trojan legend.

Cressida, in Shakespeare's play of Troilus and
Oressida (q.v.), is thus compared by Hazlitt, with
her prototype in Chaucer's poem. "In Chaucer,"
he says, " Cressida is represented as a grave, sober,

considerate personage (a widow—he cannot tell her
age, nor whether she has children or no) ; who has
an alternate eye to her character, her interest, and
her pleasure. Shakespeare's Cressida is a, giddy
girl, an unpractised jilt, who falls in love with
Troilus, as she afterwards deserts him, from mere
levity and thoughtlessness of temper. She may
be wooed and won to anything and from anything,
at a moment's warning."

_
Cressy and Poietiers. Two poems, in six-

line stanzas, by Charles Aleyn (d. about 1640),
published in 1632.

Creusa. A tragedy by William Whitehead
(1716—1785), produced at Drury Lane in 1764,
and founded on the Ion of Euripides. The leading

part was taken by Pritchard, and Garrick and
Mosrop were among the actors engaged.

Creyton, Paul. The pseudonym under which
J. T. Trowbridge, an American novelist, has
published several works; among others, Father
Brighthopes (1853) ; Martin Merrivale, his mark
(1854) ; and Burrcliff, its Sunshine and its Clouds

(1856).

11

Crib, Tom : his " Memorial to Congress, with
a preface by one of the Fancy," i.e., Thomas Moore
(1779—1852) ; written in verse, and published in
1819.

Criehton, The Admirable. James
Crichton, of Cluny (1560— 1583), a Scottish
gentleman and an extraordinary scholar. At the
age of fourteen he obtained the degree of M.A., and
astonished the world with his prodigious learning.

He was the author of several works in Latin, now
extremely rare, which are said to exhibit remark-
able abihty. He was killed at Mantua in a duel,

at the age of twenty-three, by his pupil, Vincenzo
di Gonzao. See his Life by Urquhart (1652),
Douglas (1760), Mackenzie, Tytler, and Irving.

Cricket on th^ Hearth, The, "a Fairy
Tale of Home," by Charles Dickens (1812—1870),
was published in the winter of 1845. The dra-

matic adaptation by Dion Bouoicault, entitled Sot,

was first performed in 1862. See Bertha; Dot;
Fielding, May ; Peeryeingle, John ; Plummee,
Caleb ; Slowboy, Tilly ; ' Taokleton.

" Cricket on the hearth. The."—Milton,
II Penseroso, line 82.

Cringle's IiOg, Tom'. A naval story by
Michael Scott (1789—1835), who "introduced
himself," says Hannay, " to JBlacfcwood's Magazine
by sending some most powerful sketches, the success

of which encouraged him to re-write, connect, and
re-form them into Tom Cringle's Log. There was
such an original force and glow about Tom that

it attracted the attention of the venerable Coleridge,

and received the rare and high meed of his praise

in the Table Talk."

Cripple, The, of Fenchurch. See Fair
Maid oe the Exchange.

Crisis, The. A political pamphlet by Lord
Lytton, then Mr. Bulwer, published towards the

close of 1834, at a time when Lord Melbourne's
ministry was interrupted by Sir Eobert Peel's

short lease of power. It is said to have greatly

influenced the general election which followed,

and obtained for its author the offer of a place in

Lord Melbourne's Government.

Crisp. One of the names of Puck (q.v.).

Crispinus, in Ben Jonson's play of Th»

Poetaster (q.v.), is the name under which he satirises

John Marston the dramatist.

Critic, The : " or, a Tragedy Eehearsed." A
farce in three acts, written by Eichard Brinsley
Sheridan (1761—1816), and produced at Covent
Garden in 1779.

Critic, The British. See British Critic,

The.

"Critical, I ^ nothing if not." A
phrase used by lago in Othello, actii., scene 1.

CriticalEeview, Wie. Aperiodical started

by Archibald Hamhton in 1756, under the editor-
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ship of Smollett, tlie novelist. It was set up in

opposition to the Whig Monthly Review (q.v.), and
Goldsmith was for some time a regular contributor
to its pages.

Criticism, An Essay on, by Alexanber
Pope (1688—1744) ; written in 1709, and advertised
for publication in 1711. It is in the heroic couplet,

and consists of 724 Hues. " It is not," says Pro-
fessor "Ward, " an art of poetry, but what it pro-
fesses to be, a connected discourse on criticism. It
divides itself into three parts, naturally and easUy
following one another; the foundation of true
criticism ; the causes preventing it ; and, the causes
producing it, and exemplified in its most eminent
professors." It is full of weU-kuown separate lines

and couplets :

—

" Ten censure wrong for one who writes amiss."
" 'Tls with our judgments as our watches ; none
Go just alike, yet each helleves his own."

*' A little learning is a dangerous thing ;

Drink deep, or taste not, the Pierian spring."
" For fools rush in where angels fear to tread."
" True wit is nature to advantage drest,
"What oftwas thought, hut ne'er so well express'd."

And others. A criticism on the JEssay, from the pen
of Addison, will be found in No. 253 of The Spec-
tator. Lowell describes it as "fiiu of clear
thoughts, compactly expressed."

Criticism, The Elements of, by Henry
Home, Lord Kames (1696—1782); pubKshed in
1762, and described by Dugald Stewart as the first

systematic attempt to investigate the metaphysical
principles of the fine arts. See Dallas's Gay
Science.

Critics, A Fable for. A poem by James
EussELL Lowell (b. 1819), published in 1848, and
containing satirical criticisms upon his literary
contemporaries.

Croaker, in Goldsmith's Good-Natured Man
(q.v.), is a cynic, who sees no good in anything,
but has' a much better heart than he would have
his friends believe.

Croft, Sir Herbert (b. 1751, d. 1816), wrote
A Brother's Advice to his Sisters; Love mid Mad-
ness ; and other works.

Croft, Herbert, Bishop of Hereford (b. 1603,
d. 1691), wrote The Naked Truth : the true State

ofthe Primitive Church (1675). See Wood's Athena
Oxonienses.

Croffcangry, Chrystal. The name of the
imaginary editor of Sir Walter Scott's Chronicles

of the Camongate.

Croker, John Wilson, misceUaueous writer
(b. 1780, d. 1857), wrote Familiar Mpistles on the
Irish Stage (1803) ; An Intercepted letter from
Canton (1805); Songs of Trafalgar (1806); A
Sketch of Ireland, Past and Present (1807) ; The
Pattle of Talavera (1809) ; The Battle of Albuera
(1811) ; and voluminous contributions to The
Quarterly JRevieio, besides editing Boawell's Life of
Johnson.

Croker, Thomas Crofton, miscellaneous
writer (b. 1798, d. 1854), wrote Researches in the

South of\Irelamd (1824); Pairy Legends and Tra-
ditions of the South of Ireland (1825-27) ; Legends

of the Lakes : or. Sayings and Doings at Killarney

(1828) ; Daniel CfPourke: or, Zhymes ofa Pantomime
founded on that Story (1829) ; Barney Mahoney
(1832) ; My Village versus Our Village (1832), and
other works.

Croly, George, clergyman, poet, novelist,

and miscellaneous writer (b. 1780, d. 1860), wrote
Paris i« 1815; The Times; The Angel of the World;
Verse Illustrations to Gemsfrom the Antique; Pride
shall have a Fall; Catiline; The Modern Orlando;
Salathiel; Tales of the Great Bernard; Marston:
or, the Soldier and the Statesman ; Tlie Apocalypse

of St. John, a new Interpretation; Sketches; A
Character of Curran; The Political Life of Burke;
The Personal History of George IV. ; Sermons ; and
other works, for a list of which see the London
Catalogue. His Poetical Works were collected in
1830.

Crombie, William. See Bethune, Alex-
ANDER.

" Cromwell guiltless of his country's
blood. Some." See stanza 15 of Gray's Flegy
written in a Country Churchyard. Pope has a
reference to " Cromwell, daumed to everlasting
fame " (Essay on Man, iv., 281).

Cromwell. The Newdigate prize poem in
English verse for 1843, written by Matthew
Arnold (b. 1822).

Cromwell, Thomas, Lord. See Trolie on
Away.

Cromwell's Bible. ' Bible, The.

Cromwell's Return from Ireland,
Horatian Ode on. By Andrew Marvell
(1620—1678).

*' And now the Irish are ashamed
To see themselyes in one year tamed

:

So much one man can do
That does hoth act and know."

Palgrave says this ode is "beyond doubt one of
the finest in our language, and more in Milton's
style than has been reached by any other poet."

Croppy, The. A novel, written by John
Banim (1798—1842), revised by Michael Banim
(b. 1796), and published in 1828. It is a story
of the Irish insurrection of 1798, and " the massacre
at Vinegar HiU is portrayed with the distinctness
of dramatic action. Nanny, the knitter, is one of
the author's happiest Irish likenesses."

Crosland, Mrs. Newton. See Toulmin,
Camilla.

Crotchet Castle. A novel by Thomas Love
Peacock (b. 1786, d. 1866), pubHshed in 1831.

"Crowded hour of glorious Ufe,
One. —Scott, Old Mortality, chapter xxxii.

Crowdero. A leader of the rabble at the
bear-baiting in Kudihras (q.v.) ; the prototype of
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JackBon, or Jephson, a " man-milliner," in the New
Exchange, Strand, who lost a leg in the Eound-
heads' service, and afterwards heoame an itinerant

fiddler.

Crowe. The captain of a merchant vessel, in

Smollett's novel of Sir Zatmcelot Greaves (q.v.),

who assumes the character of a knight-errant in

imitation of Sir Launcelot's absurd enthusiasm.

Crowe, Mrs. Catherine, miscellaneous

writer (b. 1800), has written Aristodemus (1838);

The Adventures of Susan Hopley fl841) ; Men and
Women: or, Manorial RightsJ\Myj; TheSeeressof
Prevorst, a translation from Kerner ; The Story of
Lilly Dawson (1847) ; The Night Side of Nature

(q.v.) : or, Ghosts and Ghost Seers (1848) ; Fippie's

Warning : or. Mind Your Temper (1848) ; Light and
Darkness : or, Mysteries of Life (1850) ; The Ad-
ventures of a Beauty (1852) ; and Wi/nny Lochwood
(1854).

Crowfleld, Christopher. A pseudonym
adopted by Mrs. Haukiet Beechek-Stowe (b.

1812), the American novelist, in some of her pub-
lications.

Crowly, Mrs. J. G. See June, Jennie.

Crown of Thorns, The. A sacred poem, in

eight books, said to be written by Sir John Beau-
mont (1582—1628).

Crowue Garland of Goulden Boses,
" gathered out of England's Koyall garden. Being
the Lives and Strange Fortunes of many Great
Personages of this Land, set forth in many pleasant

new Songs and Sonnets never before Imprinted;"
by EicHABD Johnson, published in 1612.

Crowne, John, dramatist (d. 1703), wrote
Juliana (Wl) ; City Polities (1625); The Destrue-

tion of Jerusalem (1677) ; Sir Courtly Nice (1685)

;

and nine other plays.

CrowquiU, Alfred. The pseudonym of

Alfred Henry Eobkestek, (b. 1805, d. 1872), the
artist and author.

Croysado, The Great. The name under
which General Lord Fairfax is represented in
BuTLEn's Sudibras (q.v.).

Cruden, Alexander (b. 1701, d. 1770),
wroteA Complete Concordance to the SoVy Scriptures

(1737) ; A Scripture Dictionary : or. Guide to the

Sohi Scriptures (1770) ; and an index to the works
of Milton. See Aiexandek. the Cobiiector ; Con-
cordance.

Cruel Brother, The. A ballad about one
who, " misliking his sister's marriage, stabs her, so
that she dies." It is printed by Herd, Jamieson,
Gilbert, and others, and is very similar to some
ballads in the Danish, Swedish, and German litera-

tures.

" Cruel (I must be), only to be kind."—Samlet, act iii., scene 4.

Crummies, Mr. Vincent, in Dickens's
novel of Nicholas Niclcleby (q.v.), is an eccentric

theatrical manager, . who forms one of the most
amusing characters in the novel. Dickens himself
was frequently saluted by the title of "Crummies"
on those occasions when he acted as manager of

private or pubKc theatricals.

Crumms fal'n from King James's
Table : or, " his table-talk, principally relating

to religion, embassyes, state policy, &c., taken
by Sir Thomas Overbury, the originall being in

his own handwriting;" first appeared in print

in The Prince's Cabala: or. Mysteries of State,

written by King James I. It was printed again in

1715, and is described as "a choice collection of

ingenious sentences which fell from the table of

the learned monarch." See Overbury's Worles,

ed. Eimbault.

Crusoe, Bobinson, of York, Mariner,
The Life and Strange Surprising Ad-
ventures of, " who lived Eight and Twenty
Years, all alone in an uninhabited Island on the

Coast of America, near the Mouth of the Great
Eiver Oroonoqne ; having been cast on Shore by
Shipwreck, wherein all the Men perished but him-
self. With an Account how he was at last

strangely deliver' d by Pyrates. Written by him-
self. London: Printed for W. Taylor, at the Ship,

in Pater-Noster Eow. mdocxix." Such is a faithful

transcription of the original title-page of what is

now the most universally popular work of fiction

in the English language. 'This, the first volume of

the book, was at once taken into favour by the

pubKc ; and Daniel Depoe (1663—1731), its autbor,

felt justified in preparing a sequel, which,

though hardly equal to its predecessor, has never-

theless much of the same merit and attractiveness.

This was published in August of the same year,

under the title of The Farther Adventures of
Pobinson Crusoe, and was followed, in 1720, by
Serious Mejlections dwring the Life and Surprising

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. The Adventures

and the Farther Adventures have been frequently

republished, the Serious Selections are still only to

be met with in rare copies of the first edition, and
axe notable as being prefaced by a map of Crusoe's

island, in which the disregard of perspective is quite

ludicrous. Of the origin of Robinson Crusoe there

is nothing more definite to be said than that it was
apparently suggested by the story of Alexander

Selkirk, the narrative of whose stay upon Juan
Fernandez had been published by Woodes Eogers,

in 1712, and was almost certain to be seen and read

by Defoe. Still, as Professor Masson says, " the

conception of a soUtary mariner thrown on an

uninhabited island was one as really belonging to

the fact of that time as those which formed the

subject of De Foe's less real fictions of coarse

English life. Dampier and the buccaneers were

roaming the South Seas, and there j'et remained

parts of the land-surface of the earth of which man
had not taken possession, and on which sailors
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were occasionally thrown adrift by the brutality of

captains." Defoe himself, in the preface to the

Serious Reflections, assures us that he intended

Robinson Crusoe to be in some sense "a kind of type

of what the dangers and vicissitudes and surprising

escapes of his own life had been." Spealnng in

the person of his hero, he informs the reader that
" the Story, though Allegorical, is also Historical,

and that it is the beautiful Representation of a life

of unexampled Misfortunes, and of a Variety not

to be met with in the "World. There is aMan aHve,

and well known too, the Actions of whose Life are

the just Subject of these Volumes, and to whom
all or most Part of the Story directly alludes."

Robinson Crusoe is indeed what Forster calls it,

"the romance of solitude and self-sustainment, and
could only so perfectly have been written by a man
whose own life had for the most part been passed

in the independence of unaided thought, accus-

tomed to great reverses, of inexhaustible resources

in confronting calamities, leaning over his Bible in

sober and satisfied belief, and not afraid at any
time to find himself Alone, in communion with
nature and with God." There have been numerous
imitations of Defoe's famous work, a list of which
may be read in the Life, by Lee. The most suc-

cessful, probably, is T/ie Swiss Family Robinson,

written by Joachim Heinrich Kampe, which has

often been translated into English.

" Cry havoc ! and let slip the dogs of
war."

—

Julius Ccesar, act iii., scene 1.

Cry of the Children, The. A poem by
Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1809—1861),

published in 1844. It was suggested by terrible

privations endured at that time by children in our

mines and factories, and may compare for intensity

of passion and pathos with Hood's Song of the

Shirt. It begins :

—

"Do you hear the children weeping, O my.brothera.
Ere the sorrow comes with years 1

"

and ends :

—

*' The child's soh'in the silence curBes deeper
Than tlie strong man in his wrath."

Cuekoo and the Nightingale, The. A
poem by G-bopprey Chaxtoer :(1328—1400), in

which he relates how, having fallen asleep one day
by the side of a brook, he hears the Cuckoo and
the Nightingale contending about the blessings of

love, the Cuckoo declaring it to be full of misery,

and the Nightingale asserting it to be full of

pleasure. The Nightingale sings her jubilant song
so loudly that the poet awakes and flings a stone

at the Cuckot), whilst the Nightingale flies ofE to

the other birds and demands that the matter
between her and her rival shall be duly judged.
It is then decided that a parliament shall be held

on the morrow after St. Valentine's Day. The
poem may thus be termed a sort of introduction to

the Parliament of Briddes (q.v.). It is in a five-

line stanza, of which the first, second, and fifth,

and third and fourth, rhyme with one another.

Cuckoo, Ode to the, by Michael Bruce
(1746—1767), or John Looan (1748—1788). It

has never been positively ascertained who was the

real author. Probably the poem was originally

written by the former, and polished by the latter

into its present form.

Cuekoo, To the. A lyric, by William
Wordsworth, written in 1804.

Cuck-queane's Errant, and Cuckold's
Errant, The. A MS. play, by William Percy,

written shortly after 1600.

Cuddle Headrigg. See Headrigg, Cuddie.

"Cudgel thy brains no more about
it.".

—

Hamlet, act v., scene 1.

Cudlip, Mrs. Pender. See Thomas, Annie.

Cudworth, Ralph, D.D., philosophical

writer (b. 1617, d. 1688), wrote The True Natwre of

the Lord's Swpper (1642) ; The Vnion of Christ and

the Church Shadowed (1642) ; The True Intellectual

System of the Universe (1678) ; A Treatise concern-

ing Eternal and Immutable Morality (1731) ; and

several manuscript works preserved in the British

Museum. See the Life by Birch, and TuUoch's

Rational Theology in England. See Intellectuai.

System.

Cumberland Poet, The. A name be-

stowed upon Wordsworth, who was bom at

Cockermouth, Cumberland.

Curaberland, Riehard, Bishop of Peter-

borough (b. 1632, d. 1718), wrote Be Legibus-

Naturce Sisquisitio Fhilosophica (1672) ; An Essay

towards the Recovery of the Jewish Measures and •

Weights, comprehendimg their Moneys (1686) ; and
some other works.

Cumberland, Bichard, dramatist and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1732, d. 1811), wrote, among
other plays. The West Indian (1771) ; The Wheel of
Fortime ; T/ie Jew; and The Fashionable Lover;

three novels, entitled, Arundel (1789) ; Henry

(1795) ; and /oA» de Lancaster ; and some poems,

Calvary : or, the Death of Christ (1792), (q.v.)

;

The Bxodiad (1807—8), (q.v.) ; and Retrospection

(1811); also. Anecdotes of Eminent Spanish Painters

(1782) ; and The Observer, a collection of moral,

literary, and familiar essays (1785). His post-

humous dramatic Works were edited by Jansen
in 1813 ; a complete list of his plays being given
in Baker's Biographia Dramatioa. The Memoirs of
Richard Cumberland, written by himself, containing

an Account of his Life and Writings, with Anecdotes

and Characters of Distinguished Persons of his Time,

appeared in 1 806. See Brothers, The ; Plagiary,
Sir Fretful ; Terence.

CummitLg, John, D.D., Presbyterian minis-
ter and miscellaneous writer (b. 1810), is the

author of, amomg other works. Apocalyptic

Sketches ; Rehold the Bridegroom Cometh ; Bene-

dictions ; Christ the Alpha and Omega in the Word of
God ; The Cities of the Nations Fell ; Consolations ;

Driftwood, Seaweed, and Fallen Leaves ; The Fall of
Babylon foreshadowed in her Teaching ; Tlie Finger
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«/ God ; The Great Tribulation ; Millennial Rest

;

Ademption Draweth Nigh ; Saving Truths ; The

Signs of the Times ; Voices of the J)a/y ; and Voices

«/ the Night.

Cumnor Hall. A 'ballad by "William Julius

MiOKLE (1734—1788), published originally in

Evans's Collection of Old Ballads, and said to have
suggested to Sir Walter Scott the plot of his novel

of Kenilivorth (q.v.)-

Cunniilghani, Allan, poet, novelist, and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1784, d. 1842), wrote Sir

Marmaduke Maxwell; Traditional Tales ofthe English

andScottish Peasantry; PaidJones ; Sir Michael Scott

;

Lord Roldan ; The Maid of Mvar (q.v.) ; Lives of
Eminent British Painters, Sculptors, and Architects ;

and^ Life of David Wilkie ; besides editing the

works of Bums, to which he prefixed a biography
of the poet. His Poems and Songs were edited by
Peter Cunningham in 1847. See Macrabin, Makk.

Cimniiigliain, John, poet (b. 1729, d. 1773),

wrote May-Eve, Content, and other songs and
lyrics. See Campbell's Specimens.

Cunningliain, Peter, author (b. 1816,

d. 1869), wrote A Sarndbooh to London, a Life of
Drwrmmnd of JSawthornden, a Handioole to West-

minster Abbey, a Life of Inigo Jones, Modern London,

a Memoir of J. M. W. Turner, and The Story of Nell

Qwynne ; besides editing The Songs of England and
Scotland, Campbell's Specimens of the English Poets,

the works of Oliver Goldsmith, Johnson's Lives of
the Poets, and the Letters of Horace Walpole.

"Cupid and my Campaspe played."-
A song by John Lyly, in his play of Alexander
and Campaspe (q.v.). " Given to Apelles," says

Hazlitt, " it would not disgrace the mouth of the
prince of painters."

Cupid and Psyche. An old Elizabethan
play, referred to by Gosson, in his Plays Confuted
(q.v.).

Cupid, The Assault of. A poem by
Thomas, Lord Vaux (1510—1557), in Totters

Miscellany (q.v.).

Cupid's Pastime. A poem of the time of

James I., printed in Davison's Poetical Rhapsody
(q.v.).

Cupid's Revenge . A comedy by Beaumont
and ]rt,ETOHEK, and " one of the very weakest,"
says Campbell, "of their worst class of pieces.'.'

The materials for this play were taken from
Sidney's Arcadia (q.v.).

Cupide, Battayle and Assault of. A
eong, attributed by Putteiiham in his Arte of
JEnglishe Poesie, to Lord Nicholas Vaux (temp.
Henry VIII.), whom he describes as " a man of

much faoiUtie in vulgar makings," i.e., in composi-
tions in the BngUsh tongue.

"Cups pass swiftly ,round. When
flowing."

—

^Lovelace, To Althea:

" Cups that cheer taut not inebriate."
A line in Cowper's Tosh, book iv.

Curan. A courtier in Shakespeare's tragedy
of King Lear (q.v.)

.

Curfew. A lyric by Heney Wadswoeth
Longfellow, beginning :

—

" Solemnly, mowrnfully.
Dealing Its dole,

The curfew bell
IB beginning to toll."

"Cuj^few tolls the knell of parting
day. The." First line of Gray's Elegy written in

a Cowntry Churchyard.

Curio, in Shakespeare's comedy of Twelfth
Night (q.v.), is a, gentleman in attendance on the
Duke of Illyria.

" Curled darlings of our nation, The
wealthy."

—

Othello, act i., scene 2.

" Current of domestic joy. Glides the
smooth." A line added by Johnson to Gold-
smith's Traveller (q.v.).

Currie, James, M.D. (b. 1756, d. 1805), is

best known as the editor of The Works of Robert

Burns, with a Life and Criticism (1800), published

for the benefit of the poet's widow and children.

He was also the author of several pohtioal and
professional works.

Curse of Minerva, The. A poem by Lord
Byron (1788—1824), written at Athens in 1811,

and published in 1812.

" Curses not loud, but deep."

—

Macbeth,

act v., scene 3.

Curtio, in Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew
(q.v.), is' servant to Petruchio (q.v.).

Curtis, George William, American author

and journalist (b. 1824), published in 1850, Nile

Notes of a Howadji; and in 1852, The Sowadji
in Syria. The Potiphar Papers were issued in the

following year. He has also been an extensive

contributor to American periodical literature.

" Cushion and soft dean invite, The."—Pope, Moral Essays, iv., 149.

Custance, Dame Christian. A gay
widow, in the comedy of Ralph Roister Doister

(q.v.), with whom the hero is in love.

"Custom always in the afternoon.
My."

—

Hamlet, act i., scene 6.

"Custom (A) more honour'd in the
breach than the observance."

—

Hamlet, act i.,

scene 4.

"Cut of all. The most unkindest."
—Julius Coesar, act iii., scene 2.

Cute, Alderman. A character in Dickens's

story of The Chimes (q.v.) ; intended, it is said, for

the notorious Sir Peter Laurie, the City magistrate,

who was once heard to promise a, poor woman,
brought before him for attempting to drown her-

self, that he would " put down" suicide. Sir Peter,
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in revenge, denied the existence of the Jacoh's
Island described in Oliver Twist, but was answered
by Dickens in his preface to the last edition of the
tale.

Cutpiirse, Moll. A pseudonym of Mary
Frith, a notorious woman, who is described by
MiDDLETOKT as the heroine of his Moarimg Girl
(q.T.), and is introduced by Nathaniel Field in
his Amends for Zadies (q.v.).

Cutter of Coleman Street. A comedy
by Abraham Cowley (1618—1667), produced in

1663, and founded on an earlier efiort of the same
author, entitled The Guardiam. "A merry shark-
ing fellow about the town, named Cutter, is the
principal character in it."

Cuttle, Captain, in Dickens's novel of
Domhey and Son (q.v.), is remarkable, among other
things, as the author of thefamous sentence, " When
found, make a note of," which forms the motto to
Notes and Queries.

Cyclopaedia. See Encyclopedia.

Cyclops, The. A satyrie drama, translated
from the Greek of Euripides by the poet Shelley.

Cymbeline. A play by William Shake-
speare, which was first printed in the folio of 1623.
We have no means of ascertaining the exact date
of its composition, but Malone is probably correct
in fixing upon the year 1609. The principal inci-

dent in the play, the wager between Posthumus
and lachimo, is supposed to have been derived
from a story in Boccaccio (day 2, novel ix.),

Bernabo da Geneva, which afterwards served as the
foundation for a coarse tale in the popular collec-

tion called. Westward for Smelts : or, the Water-
man's Fare of Mad Merry Wenches, printed in 1620.
The historical portions are principally taken from
Holinshed's Chronicle, in which we find the names
of Cymbeline, Guiderius, and Arviragus, and the
tribute demanded by the Eoman emperor. The
stealing of the two young princes, and, indeed, the
whole episode of Belarius, are Shakespeare's own.
" Oymbeline" according to Schlegel, "is one of
Shakespeare's most wonderful compositions. He
has here combined a novel of Boccaccio's with
traditionary tales of the ancient Britons, reaching
back to the times of the first Eoman emperors, and
he has contrived, by the most gentle transitions, to
blend together into one harmonious whole, the
social manners of the newest times with the olden
heroic deeds, and even with the appearances of the
gods." "It is one of the most delightful of
Shakespeare's historical plays," says Hazhtt. " It
may be considered as a sort of dramatic romance,
in which the most striking parts of a story are
thrown into the form of a dialogue, and the inter-
mediate circumstances are explainedby the different
speakers as occasion renders necessary. The links
which bind the dlfierent interests of the story
together are never entirely broken. The most
straggling and seemingly casual incidents are con-

trived in such a manner as to lead at last to the
most complete development of the catastrophe."

Cynewulf. The name of an old English poet,
whose identity has not been clearly ascertained.

Grimm describes him as a Bishop of Liudisfame,
who died in 1780 ; Kemble as an Abbot of Peter-
borough, who died in 1014. His works, so far aa
we know them, consist of Elene, a poem of 2,648
lines, on the legend of St. Helen, which wUl be
found in The Vercelli Book (q.v.) ; Juliana, the
legend of a Christian martyr of the time of Maxi-
milian, and a series of poems called Christ; both of
which are included in The Exeter Book (q.v.).

Morley says Cynewulf' s poems are interesting,
though their earnestness is not quickened by any
touch of genius.

"Cynosure of neighbouring eyes.
The." A line in Milton's VAllegro (q.v.).

Cynthia. The name under which Sir Francis
Kynaston (1587—1642) celebrates his lady-love
in his poetry. See Leoline and Sydanis.

Cynthia. A poem, by Eiohaed Baknfield
(b. 1574), published in 1595, in which the author
begs the reader to forgive the rudeness of his work,
"3 for no other cause, yet that it is the first imi-
tation of the verse of that excellent poet, Maister
Spenser, in his JFayrie Queene." Spenser is again
alluded to, in the twentieth sonnet, as " great Colin,
Chief of the Shepheardes." The poem is chiefly
notable as containing the well-known lyric, be-
ginning

—

" As it fell upon a day " Cq.v.].

which was included in The Passionate Pilgrim, pub-
lished in 1599, and afterwards reproduced by the
real author, in an altered form, in an edition of the
JEnoomion of Lady Fecunia (q.v.), published in 1605.

Cynthia. A poem by Sir Walter Ealeigh
(1552—1618), of which the greater part is lost, but
the last book of which Dr. Hannah has printed, in
his Courtly Foets, from the Hatfield MSS.
Cynthia, The Quest of. A poem by

Michael Drayton (1563—1631), published in

Cynthia's Bevels. " A comical satire " by
Ben Jonson, acted in 1600.

Cypress. Mr., in Peacock's novel of Might,
mare Abbey (q.v.), is said to be intended in some .

points for Lord Byron.

Cjrpress Grove, The. A prose treatise on
the mutability of worldly things, by William
Drummond of Hawthornden, written in 1616.

Dacre, Lady, wrote Tlie Recollections of a
Chajieron, a series of tales (1833) ; and Trevelyan,
a novel (1833).

.
Bactyle, "WUl. That "smallest of pedants,"

m Steele's Tatler (q.v.).
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DSBmon Lover, The. A ballad printed by
Scott in. his Border Minstrelsy, describing bow a
woman, who was first false to her lover and then to

her husband and child, is by-and-by punished for

her wickedness.

"Dagger of the mind, A.."— Macbeth,

act ii., scene 1.

" Dagger which I see before me ? Is
this a."

—

Macbeth, act ii., scene 1.

Dagonet, Sir. King Arthur's fool, in

Tennyson's Idylls of the King ("The Last Tourna-

ment ") :

—

" Dagonet. the fool, whom Gawaln in his mood
HaS made mock-knlght of Arthur's Tahle Round."

Daily News, The. A Liberal newspaper,

the first number of which appeared on January 21,

1846. It was edited for a short time by Chakles
Dickens. See Grant's History of the Newspaper
Press, and DUke's Tapers of a Critic.

Daily Telegraph, The, of Liberal politics,

first appeared on June 29, 1855. See Grant's

Newspaper Tress.

Dainties, A Banq.uett of. See Banqi-btt
or Dainties, A.

" Dainty plant is the ivy green. A."
See Ivy Gkeen, The.

" Daisies pied. Meadows trim with."—Milton, L'Allegro, Une 75.

Daisy, Solomon. One of " the quadrila-

teral," in Dickens's novel of Barnaby Budge (q.v.),

to which Tom Cobb, Phfl. Parkes, and Matt, senr.,

belong.

Daisy, To the. Two lyrics by William
Woedswobth, written in 1802 and 1805. The
daisy has always been a favourite with our English
poets. Chaucer, for instance, writes ;

—

" So glad am I, when that I have presence
Of it, to doon it alle reverence
As she that is of all^s floiires flour,
Fulflllgd of all virtue and honoiir.
And ever alike fair and fresh of hue,
Audi love it, and ever alike new.
And ever shall, till that mine herte die."

and Burns refers to it as the " wee, modest, crim-
son-tipped flower."

Dale, Mr. The "old-fashioned" parson in
Lord Lytton's story of My Novel; "such a
parson," says The Quarterly Review, "as Goldsmith
depicted in his Deserted Village and his immortal
vicar; a parson in whom George Herbert would
have recognised a kindred soul."

Dale, Robert William, Independent
minister (b. 1829), has published Discourses on
Special Occasions, WeeTc Day Sermons, The Epistles
to the Sebrews, The Ultimate Trinciples of Pro-
testantism, The Atonement, and has contributed to
periodical literature.

Dalgarno, Lord. A profligate young lord
in Sir "Walter Scott's romance of The Fortimes of
Nigel (q.v.).

Dalgetty, Rittmaster Dugald. A soldier

of fortune in Sir "Walter Scott's Legend of
Montrose

"Dalliance, The primrose path of."—Samlet, act i., scene 3.

Dalling and Bulwer, Lord (b. 1805, d.

1872), wrote An Autumn in Greece ; France, Social

and Literary ; The Monarchy of the Middle Classes ;
a Life of Byron; Historical Characters ; a Life of
Sir Bobert Peel ; and a Life of Lord Palmerston,
unfinished.

Dalrymple, David, Lord Hailes (b. 1726,

d. 1792), wrote many works of value, especially the
Annals of Scotland (1056—1370), published 1776
—79, on which Samuel Johnson pronounced a
very decided opinion. He wrote :

—" It is in our
language, I think, a new mode of history, which
tells all that is wanted, and, I suppose all that is

known, without laboured splendour of language, or

affected subtility of conjecture ; ... it has

such a stability of dates, such a certainty of facts,

and such a punctuality of citation. I never before

read Scotch history with certainty."

Dalton, Reginald. Anovel by Jo]hn Gibson
Lookhabt (1794—1854), published in 1823, the

scene of which is chiefly laid in Oxford. The
heroine is Helen Hesketh.

Dalyell, Sir John Graham, Scottish anti-

quarian (d. 1851), published Fragments of Scottish

History (1798) ; Darker Superstitions of Scotland

(1834) ; and numerous other works.

Damas, Colonel. A character in Lord
Lytton's play. The Lady of Lyons.

Damascus, The Siege of. A tragedy, by
John Hughes, produced on the day of its author's

death, February 17, 1720.

" Damn with faint praise." This phrase

occurs in Pope's Bpistle to Dr.Arbuthnot,'\2iie 201.

" Damnable iteration, Thou hast."—
King Henry IV., part i., act i., scene 2.

" Damnation round the land. And."—Pope, Universal Prayer.

"Damned disinheriting countenance,
A." See act iv., scene 1, of Sheridan's School

for Scandal.

"Damned good-natured friend." A
phrase used in Sheridan's Critic.

"Damned to everlasting fame." A
description applied to Cromwell in Pope's Essay on

Man, epist. iv., 1. 281.

Damon and Musidora are the names of two

lovers in Thomson's Seasons ("Summer"), (q.v.).

Damon and Pythias : " The exoeUent

comedie of two of the most faithfullest freendes."

Published in 1571, by Eichard Edwards. It is

written in rhyme. "The serious portions," says

Collier, " are unvaried and heavy, and the lighter

scenes grotesque without being humorous."
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"Damsel lay deploring, A."—Gay's
What d'ye Call It I act iv., scene 8.

"Damsel with a dulcimer, A." See
Coleeidge's poem of Eubla Khan (q.v.).

Damyan. The name of a " silke squyer " in
Chaucer's "Marchamides Tale," in the Ganterburt/

Tales (q.v.).

" Dan CwpxA."—Love' s Labowr's Lost, act iii.,

scene 1.

" Dan to Beersheba." An expression used
hy Steknb in Ma Sentimental Jowney (" In the

street, Calais ")—" I pity the man who can travel

from Dan to Beersheha, and cry, "Tis all barren.'
"

Dana, Richard Henry, American miscel-

laneotia writer (b. 1787), published a periodical

(saX^iL The Idle Man {\m\) ; The Buccaneer (1827),

(q.v.) , and other works ; besides contributing largely

to the New YorTc and North American Reviews, of

the latter of which he was for some time assistant

editor.

Dana, Richard Henry, son of the preced-

ing (b. 1815), is the author of To Ctda and Back:
a Vacation Voyage (1859); The Seaman's Friend

(1841) ; Two Years before the Mast (1840) ; and
several legal works.

Danbury Newsman, The. The pseu-
donym of J. M. Bailey, an American humorist.

Dance, The, by William Dunbar (b. 1465,

d. 1530). A poem on the Seven Deadly Sins.

Alexander Smith says of it, that " with its fiery

bursts of imaginative energy, its pictures finished

at a stroke, it is a prophecy of Spenser and CoUins,

and is as fine as anything they have accomplished."

Dandie Dinmont. See Dinmont, Danbie.

Dangle. A character in Sheridan's farce,

The Critic (q.v.).

" Daniel come to judgment, A.,"~The
Merchant of Venice, act iv., scene 1.

Daniel, Samuel, poet and dramatist (b. 1562,
d. 1619), wrote Delia and Rosamond (1592) ; The
Civil Wars between the Two Houses of Lancaster and
Tort (1595—1609), (q.v.); P/j«oias (q.v.) ; Cleopatra

(1699), (q.v.) ; Hymen's Triumph {1616), (q.v.), &c.
A complete edition of his works was published

by his brother in 1623. The poems may be found
in Chalmers's and Anderson's collections of the
Foets. For Biography, see Wood's Athena; Oxo-
nienses, Eitson's Bibliographia Poetica, and Collier's

Dramatic Foetry. For Criticism, see Campbell's
Specimem of the English Foets. See Apology for
Rhyme ; Epistles ; Musophilus ; Ootavia, A
Letter from ; Passion op a Distressed Man

;

EosAMOND, The Complaint op.

Daniel, The Well-languaged. A name
conferred upon Samuel Daniel (q.v.), by William
Browne in his Britannia's Fastorals (q.v.).

Daniell, John Frederick, D.C.L. (1790

—1845), was the author of Meteorological Essa/ys

(1823), and of numerous other scientific works.

Danish Boy, The. A poetical "fragment,"

by William Wordsworth, written in 1799.

Dante. The Divina Commedia of this poet has

been translated into English by Boyd (1802), Cary
(1814),Wright (1833), Bannerman (1850), O'Donnell

(1852), Pollock (1854), Dayman (1865), Eossetti

(1865), LongfeEow (1870), Ford (1871). The
following have been translated separately: the

Inferno, by Sogers (1782), Howard (1807), Hume
(1812), Tolpi (1836), Carlyle (1849), PoUock (1854),

Brooksbank (1854), Parsons (1867), and EUaby
(1871); the Faradiso, by Cayley (1853), and by
Mrs. Eamsey (1863) ; the Furgatorio, by Cayley

(1853). Aversion of the Vita Nuovawns published

by Theodore Martin in 1871. See Beatrice
POKTINARI.

Dante, The Prophecy of. A poem by
Lord Byron, written in the Italian measure, and
published in 1821.

Daphnaida. An elegy, by Edmund Spenser,
on the death of Douglas Howard, daughter ajid

heiress of Lord Howard. It appeared in 1591.

Daphnis and Lyeidas. A pastoral by
Sir William Browne, published in 1727.

Dapper. A clerk in The Alchemist (q.v.).

D'Arblay, Madame, ««'« Frances Bumey,
novelist (b. 1752, d. 1840), wrote Fvelina (1778),,

(q.v.); Cecilia (1782), (q.v.); Edwin and Elgitha

(1796), (q.v.) ; Camilla (1796), (q.v.) ; The Wan-
derer: or. Female Difficulties (l814), (q.v.); arid

Memoirs of Dr. Charles Burney (1832). ^ei Diary,

edited by her niece, was published in 1846. For
Biography and Criticism, see Jeaffreson's Novels

and Novelists ; Miss Kavanagh's English Women of
Letters ; and Maoaulay's Essays. " Miss Bumey,"
says Macaulay, " did for the English novel what
Jeremy ColKer [q.v.] did for the English drama

;

and she did it in a better way. She first showed
that a tale might be written in which both the
fashionable and vulgar life of London might be
exhibited with great force, and with broad comic
humour, and wHch yet should not contain a single

line inconsistent with rigid morality, or even with
virgin delicacy. She took away the reproach which
lay on a most useful and delightful species of com-
position. She vindicated the right of her sex to an
equal share in a fair and noble province of letters."

Darby and Joan. See Happy Old Couple.

DargO. A poem by Fergus Fibheoil (circa

290), written on the invasion of Ireland by a
foreig-n prince of that .name. Dargo is slain by
Goll, the son of Momi (q.v.).

Darius. A tragedy by William Alexander,
Earl of Stirling, published in 1603.

Darius, King. A religious interlude, or
miracle-play, printed in 1566, and founded on the
third and fourth chapters of the third book of
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Esdras. It styles itself " a pretie new enterlude,

botli pithie and plesaimt."

" Dark house, by which once more I
stand." Fromsect.-vii. of Tennyson' si«i(fe»jonam.

Dark Ladie, The Ballad of the, by
Samuel Taylor Ooleuidge. A fragment, -written

in 1799.

Darkness. A poem ty Lord Bykon (1788

—

182i), written at Diodati, in July, 1816, and

tegitming :

—

" I bad a dream, which was not all a dream."

Darkness, Hymn to, ty Thomas Yalden
(1671—1736) ; designed as a counterpart to Cow-
ley's Symn to Light.

"Darkness visible." A phrase occurring

in Milton's Paradise Lost, book i., line 62.

"Dark unfathomed caves of ocean,
The.**

—

Gray's Elegtj written in a Cowntry Chwrch-

yard.

Darley, George, poet (b. about 1800, d.

1846), wrote The Errors of Extasie (1822) ; Sylvia:

or, the May Queen (1827); Thomas a Eeelcett

;

Ethelstan, and otber poems ; besides the introduc-

tion to an edition of Beaumont and Fletcher,

numerous contributions to The Athenmum, and

several popular manuals of astronomy, geometry,

algebra, and the hke.

Darnay, Charles, Marquis St. Evremonde,

is a leading character in Dickens's Tale of Two
Cities (q.v.).

Dartineuf, Charles. See Catius.

Dartle, Rosa. A character in Dickens's

novel of David Copperfield (q.v.).

Darwin, Charles Robert, philosophical

writer (b. 1809), has written The Structure and

Distribution of Coral Meefs (1842) ; Geological Obser-

vations on Volcanic Islands (1844) ; Geological Ob-

servations on South America (1846) ; Monograph of

the Family Cirrhipedia (1851) ; The Fossil Lepodida

of Great Britain (1855) ; The Origin of Species by

Means ofNatural Selection (1859), (q.v.) ; Fertilisation

of Orchids (1862) ; Domesticated Animals and Culti-

vated Plants : or, the Principles of Variation, Inherit-

a«ce,Seversion, Crossing , Inter-Breeding, andSelection,

under Domestication (1867) ; The Descent of Mam,
and Selection in Belation to Sex (1871) ; The

Origin of Emotion in Man and Animals (1872);

Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants (1875);

Effects of Cross-Fertilization in Plants (1876). Also

a, lownal of Researches in Various Countries visited

lyE.M.S. ''Beagle" in 18S1—36.

Darwin, Srasmus, poet and scientific

writer (b. 1731, d. 1802), wrote The Botanic Garden

(1791) ; Zoonomia : or, the Laws of Organic Life

(1794—96), (q.v.) ; A PloM for the Conduct of
Female Education in Boarding Schools (1797)

;

Phytohgia : or, the Philosophy of Agriculture

and Gardening (1799), (q.v.) ; The Temple of
Nature : or, the Origin of Society (1803), (q.v.)

;

and The Shrine of Nature. His Works were pub-
lished complete in 1809. Memoirs of the Life of
Dr. Darwin, with Anecdotes of his Friends, and
Criticisms on his Works, were written and pub-
lished by Miss Seward in 1804. For Criticism, see
Campbell's Specimens of the British Poets.

Dasent, Sir George Webbe, miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1818), has written, among
other works. The Prose or Younger Edda (1842);
Theophilus Eutychianus, from the original Greeh, in

Icelandic, Low German, and other Languages (1845);
The Norseman in Iceland (1855) ; Popular Tales

from the Norse, with an Introductory Essay (1859)

;

The Story of Gisli, from the Icelmtdio (1866)

;

Annals of an Eventful Life (1870) ; Three to One

(1872) ; Jest and Earnest (1873) ; Tales from the

Fjeld (1873) ; and The Vikings of the Baltic (1875).

Dashall, The Hon. Tom. Cousin of Eob
Tallyho, Esq., in Pierce Egan's Seal Life in

London (q-v.).

Dashwood. A character in Murphy's comedy
of Know your own Mind, some of whose speeches

and satirical sketches are written, Hazhtt says,

with quite as firm and masterly a hand as any of

those given to the members of the scandalous club,

Mrs. Candour, or Lady Sneerwell, in Sheridan's

School for Scandal.

" Daughter of Jove, relentless power."
First line of Gray's Hymn to Adversity.

" Daughter of my houee and heart."
See Ada.

Davenant, Sir William, poet-laureate and
dramatist (b., 1605, d. 1668), is the author of The

Tragedy of Albovine, King of the Lombards (1629)

;

The Crud Brother (1630) ; The Just Italian (1630)

;

The Temple of Love (1634) ; Tlie Tritmphs of the

Prince d'Amour (1635) ; The Platonick Lovers (1636)

;

The Witts (1636) ; Britannia Triumphans (1637)

;

Madagascar, and other Poems (1638) ; Salmacida,

Spolia (1639); The Unfortunate Lovers (1643);

London, King Charles, his Augusta, or City Poyal

(1648) ; Love and Honotir (1649) ; Gondibert, an

Heroic Poem (1651), (q.v.); The Cruelty of the

Spaniards in Peru (1658) ; A Panegyric to his Ex-

cellency the Lord Generall Monck (1659) ; The History

of Sir Francis Drake (1659) ; A Poem on his Sacred

Majesties most happy Return to his Dominions (1660^

;

The Siege of Rhodes (1663) ; The Rivals (1668)

;

and The Man's a Master (1668). His Works were

printed collectively in 1672—73. See Albovine,

King op Lomeardy ;
Masques.

Davenport, Robert. See City Nightcap,

The.

D'Averanches. See Averanches, Henry D'.

David, in Dryden's poem of Absalom and

Achitophel (q.v.), is intended for King Charles II.

David, A Song to, by Christopher Smart

(1722—1770), composed whilst in confinement, and,
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in the atsence of writing materials, scratched, in

part, upon the walls of his chamher. It opens
thus :

—

" O thou that Bit'Bt upon a throne.
With harp of high majestic tone.

To jiralse the King of Kings

:

And voice of heaven, ascending swell
"Which, whiie its deeper notes excel,

Clear as a clarion rings."

David and Bethsabe. See King David
AND Pair Bethsabe, The Love of.

David and Goliali. A poem by Michael
Drayton (1563—1631), puhlished in 1630.

David Copperfleld. See Copperpield,
David.

Davideis. " A Sacred Poem of the Troubles
of David," in four books, by Abraham Cowley
(1618—1667), of which Johnson wrote :—" In the

perusal of the Davideis, as of all Cowley's works,
we find art and learning unprofitably squandered.

Attention has no relief; the affections are never
moved; we are sometimes surprised, but never
delighted, and find much to admire, and little to

approve." He quotes the following lines as " an
example of representative versification, which
perhaps no other English Jine can equal :"

—

" Begin, be hold, and venture to he wise :

He who defers this work from day to day.
Does on a river's hank expecting stay
Till the old stream that stopp'd him shall he gone.
Which rims, and as it runs, for ever shall run on."

A sacred poem, called the Davideis : or, the Life of
David, King of Israel, was written by Thomas
Bllwood (1639—1713), and published in 1712.

Davidson, Lueretia Maria, American
poetess (b. 1808, d. 1825), wrote several pieces,

highly praised by Southey, which were printed in

1829, in a collected form, under the title of Amir
Khan, and other Poems. See the Zife, by Miss
Sedgwick (1843).

Davidson, Margaret Miller. American
poetess, sister of the preceding (b. 1823, d. 1838).

Her Foems, with Zife by Irving, appeared in 1842.

Davidson, Samuel, D.D., Biblical scholar

and critic (b. 1807), has publisheA. Saered Herme-
neuties (1843) ; The Eeelesiastical Folity of the New
Testament (1848 and 1858) ; An Introdtietion to the

New Testament (1848) ; The Interpretation of the

Sible (1856) ; The Knglish Old Testament Version

Sevised (1873') ; and an English version of Tischen-

dorf'a New Testament (1875) ; besides various con-

tributions to T/ie Cyelopcedia of Biblical Literature.

Davie, Adam (b. circa 1312), " has left,"

says Warton, " several poems, never printed, which
are almost as forgotten as his name." These are

preserved in the Bodleian Library, and include

Visions, The Battell of Jerusalem, The Zegend of
St. Alexius, Scripture Histories, Of Fifteen Toknes

before the Day of Judgement, and Zam^ntations of
Souls. Davie was Marshall of Stratford-le-Bow.

Davies, Sir John, lawyer, poet, and
politician (b. 1570, d. 1626), wrote Orchestra {16d6)

,

(q.v.) ; Hymns of Astrea, in acrostic verse (1599)

;

Nosce Teipsmn (1699), (q.v.) ; New Fast, with Salve
to ewre the Worldes Madness, being Kssaies or Witty
Discourses (1620) ; A Discoverie of the True Causes
why Ireland was never entirely Subdmd, nor brought
under Obedience to the Crowne of England, zmtil the

beginning (ff his Majesty's raigne (1612) ; and
Historical Tracts, to which, in 1786, a Zife was
prefixed by G-eorge Chalmers. His Foems were
published collectively in 1773, by Thomas Davies,
and in 1876, by the Kev. A. B. Grosart. See

{ Astrea, Hymns to.

Davies, John Llewelyn, clergyman
(b. 1826), has translated, conjointly with Dr.
Taughan, The Eepublic of Plato ; edited the Epistles

to the Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon ; and
written Morality according to the Sacrament of the

Zord's Supper (1866) ; The Manifestation of the Son
of God (1864) ; The Gospel and Modern Zife (1869)

;

Theology and Morality (1873); Warnings against

Superstition (1874) ; and other works.

Davies, Thomas (b. 1712, d. 1786), author,

actor, and bookseller, wrote the Zife ofDavid Garriek

(1780) ; Dramatic Miscellanies (1784) ; and many
other works. He was befriended by Dr. Johnson,
and frequent reference is made to him in Boswell's

Life. It was of him that Churchill wrote :

—

" With htm came mighty Davies ; on my life.

That Davies hath a very pretty wife."

and that

—

"He mouths a sentence as curs mouth a hone."

Davis, John, navigator (d. 1605), wrote The
Worlds Hydrographical Description (q.v.).

Davison, Francis, poet (temp. Elizabeth),

was the editor of the Foetioal Rhapsody (q.v.),

besides being himself the author of some fugitive

poems, and a translation of the Fsalms, which
surpasses many of its successors.

Davy, Sir Humphry (b. 1778, d. 1829),
wrote Researches, Chemical and Philosophical (1800)

;

The Elements of Chemical Fhilosophy (1812) ; Six
Discourses delivered before the Royal Society (1827) ;

,

Consolations in Travel: or, the Last Days of a Philo-
sopher (1830); and other Works, included in the
collected edition published, with a Life, by his
brother. See, also, the Biographies, by Ayrton
(1830), and Dr. Davy (1839); the former of which
includes a fuU Hst of Sir Humphry's writings.

Davy. Servant to Shallow, in the second part
of Shakespeare's King Henry IV.

Daw Tobias, Friar. A popular song of the
time of Richard II., which defended the friars

against the attacks of the "WicUffites. See Wright's
Folitical Songs (1861).

Dawkins. See Dodger, The Aetful.

Dawson, Jemmy. A baUad, written about
the time of his execution in the year 1745, by
William Shenstone.

Day, John. A printer and publisher (temp.
Edward VI., Mary, and Elizabeth), for whom John
Fox at one tiftie worked as author, translator, and
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editor. In the first of the three reigns he was

well known as a printer of Bibles ; in the last, he

had the distinction of being the only man in his

trade who possessed Old English characters, and

with these Fox's edition of the Saxon Grospels was
printed.

Day, Jolm, poet, wrote The Be of Gttls (1606)

;

The Travailes of the three English Brothers, Sir

Thomas, Sir. Anthony, Mr. Sobert Shirley (1607,

in conjunction with W. Rowley and G-. WUiins)

;

Mumour out of Breath (1608) ; Zaw Triehes : or. Who
would have thought it? (1608); The Parliament of

Bees (1640), (q.v.) ; and The Blind Beggar of Bethnal

Green, with the Merry Hwmow of Tom Strowd, the

Norfolk Yeoman (q.v.) (1659, with Henry Chettle).

See "Wood's Athena Oxonicnses.

Day, Thomas (b. 1748, d. 1789), was the

author of The Dying Negro (1773) ; The History of

Little Jack, and The History of Sandford and Merton

(1783—89). His Life was published by James
Keirinl791. See Sandpokd awd Merton.

Day Dream, The. A poem by Alfked
Tennyson-, written in 1842, and embodying the

famous old legend of the Sleeping Beauty.

Day Estival, The. A lyric by Alexander
Htime (d. 1609), descriptive of the glories of a

summer day.

" Day is dying ! float, O Song ! " First

line of a song by Juan, in George Eliot's dramatic

poem of The Spanish Gypsy (q.v.).

Day of Judgment, On the. A translation

into English verse of the famous Dies Ira, made by
Wentworth Dillon, Earl of Eoscommon (1633

—

1684). The earl expired with two Unes of this

translation on his lips.

Day of Judgment, The. A sacred poem,
in twelve parts, by William Alexander; pub-
lished in 1637.

" Days that are no more. The."—Ten-
nyson, The Princess, canto iv.

De Paeis Commendatione in Iiaudem
Henriei Quarti, by John Gower (1320—1402),
written in English verse, and prefaced by a Latin

prologue of seven hexameters. It was printed by
Urry in his edition of Chaucer's poems.

"Dead for a Ducat."— Hamlet, act iii.,

scene 4. Also the title of a play by Charles
Mathews.

Dead Pan, The. A poem by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning (1809—1861), published in

1844; "excited," as the authoress teUs us, "by
Schiller's Gotter Greichenlands, and partly founded

on a weU-known tradition mentioned in a treatise

of Plutarch {De Oraeulorwm Defectu), according to

which, at the hour of the Saviour's agony, a cry

of ' Great Pan is dead
!

' swept across the waves in

the hearing of certain mariners, and the oracles

ceased."

Dead Hose, A. A lyric by Elizabeth Bar-
rett Browning:—

" The heart doth owe thee
More love, dead rose, than to any roses bold
WlilL'h JiUla wcarB at dances, smiling cold :—
Lie still upon this heart which breaks below thee."

Deans, David. An Edinburgh cow-feeder,
father of Effie and Jeanie Deans, in Sir Walter
Scott's novel of The Heart of Midlothian (q.v.).

Deans, SfQ.e. The unfortunate sister of Jeanie
Deans, who, after being ruined' by her lover, is

deserted by him. She is subsequently condemned
to death. See next paragraph.

Deans, Jeanie. The heroine of Sir Walter
Scott's Heart of Midlothian (q.v.) ; described by
Senior as " a perfect model of sober heroism, of

the union of good sense and strong affections, firm

principles, and perfect disinterestedness; and of

calm superiority to misfortune, danger, and diffi-

culty which such a union must create."

" Dear son of memory, great heir of
fame." A line of Milton's Epitaph on Shakespeare.

" Dear Tom, this brown jug that now
foams with mild ale." First line of The Brown
Jug, a song by Francis Fawkes (1721—1777).

Death and Doctor Hornbook. A satiri-

cal poem by Robert Burns (1759—1796), founded

on a real event. The poet had met the apothecary,

called John Wilson, at a meeting of the Torbolton

Masonic Lodge, and the next afternoon he repeated

the poem entire to his brother Gilbert. It attracted

so much attention to its unfortunate subject that it

ultimately drove him out of the county, and he
went to reside in Glasgow, where he died in 1839.

" Death and his brother Sleep."—Shel-
ley, Queen Mali.

Death, Sonnets upon the Punishment
of, by William Wordsworth ; fourteen in

number, written in 1840.

Death's Final Conquest. The verses thus

entitled, beginning

—

" The glories of our birth and state
Are shadows, not substantial things,"

occurin the Ajax and Ulysses of James Shirley, and

are said to have been much admired by Charles II.

Death's Jest Book : " or, the Fool's

Tragedy." A play by Thomas Lovell Beddoes

(1803—1849), printed in 1850. " Nearly two cen-

turies," wrote Savage Landor, " have elapsed since

a work of the same wealth of genius hath been

given to the world." " As to the extracts which,

might be made," says- Browning, " why you might

pick out scenes, passages, lyrics, fine as fine can be.

The power of the man is immense and irresistible."

The story has an historical foundation. The name

of the hero is Isbrand; the heroine of the play

is called Sybilla. See The Portnightly Beview, vol.

xH. (new series), for an analysis of the plot.

Debarry Family, The, in George Eliot's

novel of Eelix Molt (q.v.), consists of Sir Maximus,
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the squire ; his son Philip ; and his brother Augus-
tus, the rector.

A comedy hy AphraDetaaueliee, The.
Behn, produced in 1677.

Debut, The Baby's. See Baby's D]ebtjt,

The.

Decameron, The, hy Giovanni Boccaccio
(1313—1375). Of this coflection of romances, several

EngKsh translations are extant : one printed in

1625; another in 1684; another in 1741; and
another in 1804. Aneditiouis also included in one
of Boha's " hbraries." It derives its name from
its framework. Seven gentlemen and three ladies

retire from Florence, during the plague, to a
pleasant garden retreat, where they beguile the

time by narrating various stories of love adventure.

These have proved a treasury of suggestions to our

poets, amongst others to Shakespeare, Keats, and
to Tennyson in his Golden Supper.

" Decency (Want of) is want ofsense."
—EosooMMON, Essay on Tramslated Verse.

Decline and Pall of the Roman Em-
pire, The. The famous historical work by
Edward Gibbon (1737—1794), pubKshed in 1776
—88. Person, we are told, thought it the greatest

!literary production of the eighteenth century, and
was in the habit of repeating long passages from
it. Pox used to say that it was immortal, for

nobody could do without it. Rogers and Lord
GrenvUle considered the introductory chapters the

finest part of the history, as they were certainly

the most difficult to write. It was in reference to

this work that Byroii described Gibbon in Childe

Harold (iii. 107) as

" Sapping a solemn creed with solemn sneer."

Dedlock, Sir Leicester, in Dickens's novel
of Bleak Bouse (q.v.), is " an honourable, obstinate,

truthful, high-spirited, intensely prejudiced, per-

fectly lurreasonable man."

" Deed without a name, A."—Macbeth,

act iv., scene 1.

" Deem not devoid of elegance the
sage." First line of a sonnet, by Thomas War-
ton, " written in a blank leaf of Dugdale's
Monastieon."

" Deep on the convent roof the
snows."' First line of St. Agnes' -Hve, by Alpked
Tennyson.

Deep Groan, A, " fetched at the funeral of

ihe incomparable and glorious Ejng Charles I.," by
Henky Kin0, Bishop of Chichester (1591—1669)

;

published in 1649.

Deerbrook. A domestic novel by Harriet
Martinead (1802-1876) ;

pubHshed in 1839.

Deerslayer. A novel by James Penimore
Cooper (1789—1851) ; the hero of which is described

by DuyoMnck as " the author's ideal of a chival-

resque manhood, of the grace which is the natural
flower of purity and virtue ; not the Stoic, but the

Christian of the woods, the man of honourable act

and sentiment, of courage and truth."

Defence of the People of England, A,
" in answer to Salmasius's Defence of the King;

"

translated from the Latin of Milton's Defensio pro

Fopulo AnglicoMo (1650), by a Mr. Washington,
gentleman, of the Temple ; and followed by^ Second

Defence of the People of England (1654), against an
anonymous Ubel, entitled The Soyal Blood cryimg

to Heavenfor Vengecmce on the English Parricides,

translated from the Latin of Milton by Eobert
Pellowes.

Defence of Poetry, A, by Percy Bysshe
Shelley. An eloquent piece of writing, unfor-

tunately incomplete. See Poetrie, An Apology
FOR.

Defence of Stage Plays, " in three divi-

sions : Defence of Poetry, Defence of Music, Defence
of Plays," by Thomas Lodge (1555—1625) ; pub-
lished in 1680. This tract is now very rare;

perhaps, as Lodge himself suggests in his Alarm
agamst Usurers (q.v.), " the godly and reverend,

misliking it, forbade the publishing." It was after

a perusal of "a private imperfect copye" of the

suppressed pamphlet that, as Lodge complains,

Gosson was able to pen has reply, entitled Plays

Confuted in Five Actions (q.v.).

Defence or Apologye ofGoodWomen,
The : " devised and made by Sir Thomas Elyot,
Knyght ; " and published in 1545, the year before

the writer's death.

Defensio Ecelesiee Anglieanse. A Latin
work by Dr. William Nicholls (1664—1712),

which was afterwards translated into English,

under the title of A Defence of the Doctrine and
Discipline of the Church of England, and is notable

as occasioning the well-known Vindication of Dis-

senters, by James Pierce, of Exeter.

Defensio pro Populo AngUcano. A
treatise by John Milton, published in 1650, in

vindication of the execution of Charles I. See

Depenoe op the People of England, A.

"Defiance in their eye."

—

Goldsmith,
The Traveller, line 327.

Defoe, Daniel, novelist, journalist, and mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1663, d. 1731), wrote Pres-
bytery FLoughdrawn (1683) ; A Tract against the

Proclamation of the Repeal of the Penal Laws (1687)

;

A Tract upon the Dispensing Power (1689) ; Essay
on Projects (1697) ; TJie True Born Englishman
(1701) ; The Shortest Way with Dissenters (1702)

;

A Hymn to the Pillory (1703) ; Jure Divino (1706);
A History oftlie Union (1709) ; Reasons against the

Succession of the Hotose of Hanover (1713) ; Appeal
to Honour and jfusiice (1715) ; Robinson Crusoe
(I7l9) ; Captain Singleton (1720) ; Dmtcan Catnp-
bcll (1720); Moll Flanders (1721^; Colonel Jack
(1722) ; Journal of the Plague (1722) ; Memoirs of a
Cavalier (1723) ; Roxana (1724) ; New Voyage
Round the World (1725) ; The Life of Captain
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Carleton (1728), and other works. The Works
were published in twenty volumes in 1841. His
Zife, and Reeently-diseovered Writings, by Lee,
appeared in 1869. See, also, the Biographies by
Chalmers (1790), Wilson (1830), and Chadwiok
(1859). For Criticism, see Forster's -Bss(iM/«, Mas-
son's jBritisk Novelists, Kingsley's introduction to

his edition of Robinson Cruspe, Eoscoe's Mssa/ys,

Lamb's Works, Scott's Biographies, and Stephen's
Sows in a Library. " Defoe," says Masson, " had
been a political pamphleteer, and had written' with
a blunt, straightforward energy, and even with a,

sarcastic irony, in the cause of liberty and Whig-
gism

;
yet when he betook himself to concocting

stories, the sale of which might bring him in more
money than he could earn as a journalist, he was
content to make them plain narrations, or little

more. Li the main, as all know, he drew upon his

knowledge of low English life, framiog imaginary
histories of thieves, courtesans, buccaneers, and the
like, of a kind to suit a coarse, popular taste. On
the whole, however, it was his own robust sense of

reality that led him to his style. There is none of

the sly humour of the foreign picturesque novel in

his representations of English ragamuffin life;

there is nothing of allegory, poetry, or even of

didactic purpose ; all is hard, prosaic, and matter-
of-fact, as in newspaper paragraphs or the pages of

The Newgate Calendar. Minuteness of imagined
circumstance, and filling up—the power of fiction

iafac-simile of nature—is Defoe's unfailing cha-
racteristic' ' See Cavaliek, Histoky of a ; Crusoe,
EoBmsoN ; Flandeks, Moll : Jack, Colonel ;

Plague of London ; Pilloby ; Eeview, The ;

Eoxana ; Shortest Way with Dissenters
;

Singleton, Captain; True Born Englishman.

Deformed Transformed, The. A drama,
in two parts, by Lord Byron (1788—1824), pub-
lished in 1824, and founded partly on the story of
a novel called The Three Brothers, published many
years ago, from which M. G-. Lewis's Wood Demon
was also taken, and partly on the Faust of Goethe.

"Degenerate Douglas! O the un-
worthy lord !

" First liae of a sonnet by William
WoEDwoRTH, composed at Neidpath Castle, in
1803.

,

Degore, Sir. An old English romance in
verse, preserved among the Auchinleck MSS., and
printed in Garrick's collection of plays, &o. It
contains 996 lines, and should be styled, properly,
Sir Begare, from degwre, or I'egare; the name being
intended, as the author himself tells us in line
230, to express " a thing [or person] almost lost."

See BUis's Early English Momcmces.

Deil, Address to the. A satirical poem by
EoBEE,T Burns (1759—1796), suggested to him,
says his brother, " by turning over in his mind the
many ludicrous accounts and representations we
have from various quarters of this august person-
age." It begins :—

" thou ! "wliateTer title suit thee,
Auld Hornie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie."

Dejection. An ode by Coleridge. Shelley
has some Stanzas written in Dejection.

Dekker, Thomas, dramatist (b. about 1570,
d. 1641), wrote Phaeton (1597); Old Fortmatua-
(1600); Shoemaker' s Soliday (1600); Satiro-mastix-

(1602) ; and other plays. A collected edition of Ms
Works appeared in 1873. See Hazlitt's Age of
Elizabeth. ^sBacheler's Banquet; Fortunatus,
The Comedy of Old ; Honest Whore, The

;

Satibo-mastix ; Warres, waeres, warres ; Won-
derful Year, The.

Delane, John Thadeus (b. 1817), became
assistant-editor of The Times, under the late T.
Barnes, in 1839, and succeeded to the chief-editor-

ship of the journal on the death of the latter in
1841.

Delectable Mountains, The, in Bunyan's
Filgri/m's Progress, are a range of mountains from
which the " Celestial City " may be seen.

Delia. The lady of William Shenstone's
love-poetry, to whom his Pastoral Ballad was
addressed, but whose name is not known.

Delia : " contayning certayne Sonnets, with
the Complaint of Eosamond." A poem by Samuel
Daniel (1562—1619), published in 1592.

Delicate Diet for Daintie-mouthed
Droonkardes, A. A tract by George Gas-
ooiGNE, pubhshed in 1576, and reprinted by Wal-
dron in his Literary Museum in 1789. See Wyll
OF THE DeVYLL, ThE.

" Delightful task ! to rear the tender
thought." A line in Thomson's poem of Th^
Seasons ("Spring").

Delights of the Muses, |The. Poems by
Eichard Crashaw (1616—1650), published in 1646,,

and containing, among others. Music's Duel (q.v.),

and Wishes to his [Stipposed) Mistress (q.v.). Here
is an epigram on Ford's tragedies. Love's Sacrifice

and The Broken Heart

:

—
" Thou cheatst us, Ford ; mak'st one seem two hy art.
What is love's sacrifice hut a hroken heart?

"

Delitiae Poetarum Scotorum. A collec-

tion of miscellaneous poems, published in 1637,

under the editorship of Arthur Johnston (q.v.).

Delia Cruscans, or Delia Crusca
School. A term applied to some English

residents at Florence who printed sentimental

poetry and prose of an inferior and insipid

style, in 1785. Coming to England, and pub-

lishing their lucubrations in The World and The

Oracle, they for a time created a small furore

among certain literary circles, but were at length

extinguished by the merciless sarcasm of Gifford

in his Baviad (q.v.) and Mceviad (q.v.).

Deloney, Thomas, described by Kempe as

" the great ballade-maker, T. D.," wrote the Gar-

land of Good-will (q.v.) ; JacJce of Newbery fq.v.)

;

Strange Histories: or, Songes of Kings (q.v.);

Thomas of Heading (q.v.) ; and other works.
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DelpMn Classics, The. An edition of

this classical series (origmaUy issued in 1674—91),
was published, with additional notes, in 1818.

Delta. The pseudonym under which Dayid
Macbeth Moir (1798—1851), the poet and essayist,

contrihuted to Blackwood's Magazine (q.v.)

.

Delta. The nam de plume of Benjamin Dis-
raeli, in the publication of his Venetia (1837), and
The Tragedy of Coimt Alarcos (1839).

Delville, Mr. One of the guardians of

Cecilia, in Madame D'Arelay's story of that name.

Demagogue, The. A poem hy William
Falconer (1730—1769), published in 1765, and
including a fierce denunciation of those

—

" Licentious times
When with such towering strides sedition climlJB.'

Demetrius, in Shakespeare's Midsummer
Night's Dream, is in love with Hermia (q.v.).

Dem.oerituS Junior. The pseudonym under
which Eobert Burton (1576—1639) wrote his

Anatomy of Mela/ncholy (q.v.). Democritus of

Abdera was the famous "laughing philosopher"
of antiquity.

Dem.onolOgy. A MS. work by Edward
Fairfax (d. 1632).

Demonology and Witchcraft, Letters
on, by Sir Walter Scott

;
published m 1830.

De Morgan, Augustus. See Morgan,
Augustus De.

Demosthenes. The Orationes Publico) of this

orator have been translated into English by Wyl-
son (1570) ; by " several hands " (1702) ; by Dawson
(1732) ; by " eminent hands " (1744) ; by Mountenay
(1748) ; by Francis (1757) ; by Leland (1771) ; and,

more recently, by Kennedy (1863); by Beatson

(1864); by Heslop (1868). The De Corona has

been translated by Bryant (1870). Versions of the

Oh/nthiacs have been published by Crogan (1866),

and Maonally (1868).

Denham, Sir John, poet, and dramatist

(b. 1615, d. 1668), wrote Cooper's Sill (q.v.), a
poem (1642) ; and The Sophy, a tragedy (1642),

(q.v.). His Poems and Translations were collected

and published in 1709, and again in 1719. See
Wood's Athena) Oxonienses, and Johnson's Dives of
the Poets. Prior spoke of Denham as having im-
proved English versification ; Dr. Johnson, as
" one of the writers that improved our taste and
advanced our language." Dryden describes biTn as

" That limping old hard,
Whose fame on * The Sophy ' and ' Cooper's Hill ' stands."

See Fletcher, To John.

"Denmark, Something is rotten in
the state of."

—

Hamlet, act i.-, scene 4.

Dennie, Joseph, American writer (b. 1768,
d. 1812), edited 'The Farmers' Museum and The
Portfolio (q.v.), and was the author of The Farrago
and The Lay Preacher (q.v.). See Addison, The
American.

Dennis. The hangman, in Dickens's novel of

Barndby Budge (q.v.).

Dennis, John, dramatist and critic (b. 1657,

d. 1734), wrote the following plays:

—

A Plot and
no Plot (1697) ; Benaldo and Armida (1699)

;

The Comical Gallant (1702) ; Iphigenia (1704)

;

Liberty Asserted (1704), .{(i-^.) ; Gibraltar (1704) ;

Orpheus amd Furydiee (1704); Appius and Vir-

gimia (q-v.) ; and Tlie Invader of his Country.

Among his miscellaneous Works, published col-

lectively in 1718, were critical essays on Milton and
Congreve (1696) ; Shakespeare (1712) ; Addison

(1713); and Pope (1717, 1728—29); also, The
Impartial Critiek (1692) ; The Usefulness of the

Stage (1698) ; TJie Advancement and Reformation of
Modern Poetry (1701) ; Grounds of Criticism in

Poetry (1704) ; and An Fssay on the Operas after

the Italian Manner (1706). See Tfie Retrospective

Review. See Battle op Kamilies, On the; Italian
Opera ; Public Spirit.

Dennis, Narrative of the Madness of
John. A prose defence, by Alexander Pope, of

Addison's Cato, against the hostile criticism of

John Dennis.

Dennis O'Shaughnessy going to May-
nooth. A story by William Carleton (1798

—

1869), in which many autobiographical particulars

are introduced.

Denny, Sir "William. See Pelecanicidium.

Denounced, The. A volume of Irish stories

published by John Banim (1798—1842), in 1830,

and consisting of The Last Baron of Crana, and
The Conformists. The object of the latter was to

depict the evUs of the penal laws against the

Catholics, who were compefled to put their children

under the instruction of Protestant teachers. " The
more rigid of the Catholics abjured aU instruction

thus ministered; and Mr. Banim describes the

effects of ignorance and neglect on the second son

of it, Catholic gentleman, haughty, sensitive, and
painfully alive to the disadvantages of his position."

The hero's family name is D'Arcy.

Departing Tear, Ode to the, by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge

; published in quarto in 1796.

De Quincey, Thomas. ^e« English Opium-
eater, The ; and Quincey, Thomas De.

Derby, Capt. G-. H. See Phienix, John.

" Derby diUy, carrying three insides,
The." Line 178, in Canning's burlesque poem.
The Loves of the Triangles.

Derby, Earl of, Edward GeofErey Smith
Stanley, statesman and author (b. 1799, d. 1869),

published a translation in blank verse of Homer's
Iliad.

Deronda, Daniel. A novel by Gbobge
Eliot, published in 1876.

Derry andEaphoe, The Bishop of. See

Alexander, William.
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Descriptive Sketches; "taken during

a Pedestrian Tour among the Alps." A poem, by
WiiiiAM WoBBSwoRTH, written in 1791—92.

Desdemoua, wife of Othello, in Shakespeare' s

tragedy of that name, " comes, as a character,"

says Mj8. Jameson, " nearest to Miranda [q.v.], both

in herself as a woman, and in the perfect simplicity

and unity of the delineation. The figures are

differently draped : the proportions are the same.

There is the same modesty, tenderness, and grace

;

the same artless devotion in the affections ; the

same predisposition to wonder, to pity, to admire

;

the same almost ethereal refinement and delicacy

;

but all is pure poetic nature within Miranda and
around her. Desdemona is more associated with

the palpable resilities of every-day existence, and
we see the forms and habits of society tinging her

language and deportment. No two beings can be

more alike in character, nor more distinct as indi-

•riduals." Wordsworth makes an allusion to Des-

demona as

" The gentle lady married to the Moor."

Desert Born, The. A humorous poem by
Thomas Hood.

Deserted House, The. A lyric by Aipred
Tenkyson, published in 1830.

Deserted Village, The. A poem in the

heroic couplet, by Oliver Goldsmith (1728

—

1774), published in May, 1770, and dedicated to

Sir Joshua Reynolds. It was " instantaneously

popular. Two new editions of it were called for

in the following month, and a fourth in August,

and passages from the poem were in every mouth,

and the topics which it suggested, of depopulation,

luxury, and landlordism, were discussed in con-

nection with it." The Deserted Village lias_ been

identified with Lissoy, a quaint Irish village in the

parish of Kilkenny West, of which Goldsmith's

father was the pastor, and whose natural features

are accurately described in the poem. The reader

will perhaps remember the sketches of the "village

preacher's modest mansion," and of the preacher

himself; as one who was
" To all the country dear,

And passing rich with forty pounds a year.

Nearly every Hne in The Deserted, Village is a
familiar one :

—

"Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain."

"The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade,
For talking age and whispering lovers made."

"Ill fares the land to hastening Ills a prey.
Where wealth accumulates and men decay."

"And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew.
That one small head could carry all he knew."

Despair, Giant, is the owner of Doubting
Castle, m Buntan's Pilgrmi's Frogress (q.v.).

Despairing Shepherd, The. A baUad by
•Nicholas Eowe, in which he ridicules the court-
ship and marriage of Addison with the Countess
Dowager of Warwick. It was written in 1716.

Destiny of Nations, The. A "vision," by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, begun in 1794, and
not finished.

Destiny: "or, the Chief's Daughter.'' A
novel by Susan Edmondston Feerier (1782

—

1854), published in 1831. The leading characters
are the chief, Glenroy ; his daughter Edith, the
heroine ; and Duncan MacDow, the Highland
minister.

Detraction Displayed. A novel by Amelia
Opie (1769—1863), pubHshedin 1828, and intended
to expose that " most common of all vices," which
she assures the reader is to be found "in every
class or rank in society, from the peer to the
peasant, from the master to the valet, from the
mistress to the maid, from the most learned to the
most ignorant, from the man of genius to the
meanest capacity."

Deiltsch, Emanuel, Hebrew scholar (d.

1873), first obtained distinction as the writer of an
article on the Talmud in the Quarterly. His
Bemams, with a Memoir, were published in 1874.

See The Contemporary Review for that year.

"Devil and his dam, The." A phrase
used by Shakespeare on several occasions.

" Devil can cite Scripture for his
purpose, The."

—

The Merchant of Venice, act i.,

scene 3.

"Devil his due. He will give the."—King Senry IV., part i., act i., scene 2.

"Devil sends cooks. The."—Garriok's
Epigram on Goldsmith's Retaliation (q.v.).

" Devil take the hindmost. The." A
phrase to which reference is made by Beaumont
and Fletcher, in Bonduca, act iv., scene 3 ; by
Butler, in Sudibras, part i., canto ii., line 633 ; by
Prior, in his Ode on the Taking ofNamwr; by Pope,
in The Dwnciad, book ii., line 60; and by Burns,
in his poem, To a Baggis.

DevU upon Two Sticks in England,
The. A continuation and imitation, by William
CooMBE"(1741—1823), of Le Sage's Diable Boiteux,

published in 1790.

" Devilwith devU damned." An expres-

sion used by Milton, in Paradise Lost, book ii.,

line 496.

Devil's an Ass, The. A comedy by Ben
JoNSON in which Satin, Pug, and Iniquity figure.

It was produced in 1616.

Devil's Inquest, The, ty William Dun-

bar (1465—1530), probably gave Colendge and

Southey a hint for their Demi's Thoughts (q.v.).

DevU's Thoughts, The. A satirical poem,

printed among Coleridge's works, and dated

September, 1799. It seems impossible to ascertain

how much of it was Coleridge's, and how much
Southey's, in whose works a very similar produc-
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tion is included. Compare witli Hood's Death's
Ramble.

De Vere, Aubrey Thomas.
Aubrey Thomas, De.

Vere,

Devereux. A novel, by Lord Lytton, pulj-

Ushed in 1829.

Device of the Pageant, The. By Georoe
Peele, written in 1585.

Devonshire Poet, The. The pseudonym
adopted by 0. Jones, an uneducated wool-comber,
autfior of Foetie Attempts (1786).

Dewey, Orville, D.D., American Unitarian
minister (b. 1794), published The Old World and
the New (1836) ; Moral Views of Commerce, Society,

and FoUtics (1838) ; and other works, many of

which have been reprinted in England.

" Dews of the evening most carefully
shun, The."

—

Chesterpield, Advice to a Lady in

Ay,tumn

:

—
" Those tears of the sky for the loss of the sun."

"Dewy freshness fills the silent air,
A." A fine in the description of the pheno-
mena of night, in Sotjthey's poem of Thalaba the

Destroyer.

• Diabolad, The. A satirical work by Wil-
liam CooMEE (1741—1823), an account of which is

given in The Gentlemaris Magazine for May, 1852.

" Dial to the sun. True as the."—But-
ler's Hudibras, part iii., canto ii., line 175.

Dialogues, by John Heywood (d. 1565), com-
prised among others The Flay of Love ; A Mcry
Flay between the Fardoner and the Frere, the Curate

and Neybour Fratte (1532) ; and The Foure F's : a

very Mery interlude of a Fabner, a Fardoner, a

Fotecary, and a Fedlar; Of Gentylnes and Nobylyte

(1535).

Dialogues of the Dead. A series of con-

versations, somewhat in the style of Landor, by
George, Lord Lyitelton (1709—1773).

Dialogues upon the Usefulness of
Ancient Medals, " especially in relation to the
Latin and Greek Poets," by Joseph Addison
(1672—1719); published by his friend Tickell, in

1726.

"Diamonds cut diamonds." An ex-

pression used in Ford's play of Tlie Lover's Melan-
choly, act i., scene 1.

Diana : "or, the excellent conceitful Sonnets
of H. C. ; Augmented with divers Quatorzains of

honorable and lerned Personages ; divided into

viii. Decads;" and published in 1584. The author

was Henry Constable (b. about 1560, d. 1612).

Diana, in Shakespeare's All's Well that Ends
Well, is beloved by Bertram (q.v.).

Diana Vernon. One of the heroines of

Scott's Bob Roy (q.v.) ; beloved by Francis Osbal-

distone (q.v.).

" Diaphenia like the daflfadowndilly.'*
First line of a lyric by Henry Constable, which
originally appeared in England's JSelieon, published
in 1600. Palgrave calls it a charming little poem,
truly " old and plain, and daUying with the inno-
cence of love" like that spoken of in Twelfth
Night.

Diaries. Among the most famous of these
compositions in the English language may be
named those of Madame D'Arblay, John Evelyn,
Thomas Moore, Pepys, Craeb Robinson, and Sir

Walter Scott, some of which will be found re-

ferred to under the names of their authors.

Dibdiu, Charles, poet and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1745, d. 1814), wrote A Complete History

of the English Stage (1795) ; Observations on a Tour
through almost the Whole of England (1801) ; The
Shepherd's Pastoral ; The Waterman; The Quaker;
and other works. An edition of his Songs (which
number nearly 1,200, and were said to have aided
the manning of the British navy to a remarkable
extent) was published by George Hogarth, in 1843,
with a Memoir of the author. See, also, Dibdin's
own account of his Professional Life (1824), and
the Life by his son (1850).

Dibdin, Thomas, son of the preceding
(b. 1771, d. 1841), was a prolific writer of plays and
songs ; among other works, of The Cabinet, an
opera ; Past Ten o'clock, a farce ; Mother Goose, a
pantomime ; The Sigh-Mettled Racer, an equestrian
piece ; and A Metrical History of England : or,

Recollections in Rhym^ of the Most Prominent Fea-
tures in our National Chronology (1813). See his
Reminiscences (1828).

Dibdin, Thomas Frognall, D.D., biblio-

grapher (b. 1770, d. 1847), published Poems (1797) ;

An Lntroduction to the Knowledge of Rare and
Valuable Editions of the Gi-eek and Latin Classics

(1803); Bibliomania, or Book-Madness (1811), (q.v.);

Bibliotheca Spenseriana (1814) ; The Bibliographical
Decameron : or. Ten Days' Pleasant Discourse v/pon

Lllwminated Manuscripts, fc. (1817) ; Sermons (1820—25) ; Tlie Bibliographical, Antiquarian, and Pic-
turesque Tour in France and Germany (1821) ; .^des
Althorpianm (1822) ; The Library Companion (1824)

;

La Belle Marianne : a Tale of Truth and Woe
(1824); Sunday Library (1831) ; Bibliophobia (1832);
A Bibliographical, Antiquarian, and Picturesque-
Tour in the Northern Counties of England and of Scot-

land (1838) ; and editions of the works of Ames,
Sir Thomas More, Thomas a Kempis, Fenelon, and
others. See his Reminiscences of a Literary Life

(1836).
-^ •^

Diccon the Bedlam, in Bishop Still's
comedy of Gammer Gurton's Needle (q.v.). A bed-
lam was one of those itinerant beggars who, in the
Elizabethan age, went about feigning madness as.

an inducement to almsgiving.

Dicey, Edward Stephen, journalist and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1832), has produced A
Memoir of Cavour ; Rome in 1860; Six" " '"'
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the Federal States (1863); Tlie Schleswig-Mohtem
War (1864) ; The Battle-Jielda of 1866 (1866) ; A
Month in Russia (1867) ; The Mornimg Land (1870)

;

and otlier works. ,

Dick, Mr., in Dickens's novel of David Cop-

perfieli ((l.v.), is remarkable for the memorial con-
cerning himself which he is engaged in compiling,

and for the difficulty he experiences in keeping
Charles I. out of it.

Dick, Thomas, IiIi.D., Scottish Secession

minister and miscellaneous writer (b. 1772, d. 1857),
was the author of The Christian Philosopher (1823) ;

The Fhilosophj/ of a Future State (1828) ; Celestial

Scenery (1838); Sidereal Seavens (1840); and The
'Solar System (1846). He also wrote a number of

other books, many of which have been translated

into several languages.

Dickens, Charles, novelist (b. 1812, d.

1870), wrote Sketches by Boz (1836) ; The Fickwick
Fapers (1836) ; S%mday wnder three Heads (1836)

;

The Strange Gentleman (1836) ; The Village Coquettes

(1836); Olimr Twist (1838); Nicholas Niokleby

(1838); The Old Cwriosity Shop (1840); Barnaby
Fudge (1840) ; American Notes (1842) ; Martin
Chmzlewit (1843) ; A Christmas Carol (1843) ;

The Chimes (1844) ; Dombey and Son (1846) ; The
Saunied Man (1847) ; David Copperjield (1849)

;

The Child's History of England (1851) ; Bleak House
(1852) ; Hard Times (1854) ; Little Dorrit (1855)

;

A Tale of Two Cities (1859) ; Hunted Down (I860)

;

The Un-Commercial Traveller (1860) ; Our Mutual
Friend (\i&i) ; The Holiday Somance (lS68) ; Great
Expectations (1868) ; The Mystery of Edwin Drood,
unfinished (1870) ; and various Christmas numbers,
or portions of Christmas numbers, contributed to

All the Year Round. His Works are published in
various forms and at various prices. For Biography,
see A Story of his Life, by Theodore Taylor (1870)

;

the Life, by E. S. Mackenzie (1870) ; and the Life,

by John Porster, completed in 1873. For remi-
niscences and other biographical memoranda of
Dickens, the reader may refer to the Sketch by Gr.

A. Sala ; Yesterdays with Authors, by J. T. Fields

;

and Forster's Life of Landor. For Criticism, see

Essays by George Brimley ; George Stott, in The
Contemporary Review for February, 1869 ; Jeaffire-

sou's Novels and Novelists ; Masson's Novelists and
their Styles ; Buchanan's Master Spirits ; Home's
New Spirit of the Age; The Westminster Review for
July, 1864, and April, 1865; and the various
reviews and magazines and weekly journals during
1870. "The fairytale of human life," says Robert
Buchanan, " as seen first and last by this good
genie of fiction, seems to us far too delightful to
find fault with just yet. A hundred years hence,
perhaps, we shaU have it assorted on its proper
shelf in the temple of fame. We know well enough
(as, indeed, who does not know ?) that it contains
much sham pathos, atrocious bits of psychological
bungling, a little fine writing, and a thimbleful of

twaddle; we know (quite as well as the critical

12

know) that it is peopled, not quite by human
beings, but by ogres, monsters, giants, elves,
phantoms, fairies, demons, and will-o'-the-wisps;
we know, in a word, that it has aU the attractions
as well as the limitations of a story told by a chUd.
For that diviner oddity, which revels in the incon-
gruity of the very universe itself, which penetrates
to the spheres and makes the very angel of death
share in the wonderful laughter, we must go else-
where—say to Jean Paul. Of the satire, which
illuminates the inside of life and reveals the secret
beating of the heart, which unmasks the beautiful
and anatomises the ugly, Thackeray is a gxeater
master. But for mere magic, for simple deUghtful-
ness, commend us to our good genie. He came,
when most needed, to tell the whole story of life

anew, and more funnily than ever ; and it seems
to us that his child-like method has brightened all
life, and transformed this awful London of ours

—

with its startling facts and awful daily pheno-
mena—into a castle of dream. He was the greatest
work-a-day humorist that ever lived. He was
the most beneficent good genie that ever wielded a
pen." See American Notes; Barnaby Eudge;
Battle op Life ; Bleak House ; Boz ; Boz,
Sketches by; Chimes, The; Christmas Carol;
Chuzzlewit, Martin ; Copperfield, David ; Dom-
bey AND Son; Drood, Edwin; Hard 'Times;
Haunted Man, The ; Holiday Eomanoe ; Holly
Tree Inn ; Household Words ; Humphrey's
Clock, Master ; Hunted, Down ; Ivy Green,
The ; Likriper's Lodgings, Mrs ; Mahigold,
Doctor; Mugby Junction; Mutual Friend,
Our; Niokleby, Nicholas; No Thoroughfare;
Oliver Twist ; Picnic Papers ; Pickwick
Club ; Silverman's Explanation ; Somebody's
Luggage ; Strange Gentleman, The ; Sunday
under three Heads; Tale of Two Cities, A; Tom
.Tiddler's Ground; TJn-Commercial Traveller;
Village Coquettes, The ; Wiltshire Labourers.

"DickenSj The." A phrase used by
Shakespeare m his comedy. The Merry Wives of
Windsor, act iii., scene 2 ;

" I cannot tell what the
dickens his name is."

Dictes and Sayings of the Philo-
sophers, The. A translation from the French
of Jehan de JeanvUle, by Anthony Woodville,
Earl EivERS (1442—1483); and the first book
printed by Oaxton at Westminster, November 18,

1477.

Dictionary of the Varieties of Life : or,

"Lexicon Balatronicum ;" by Jon Bee (John
Badcock), published in 1823; explaining many
coUoquial phrases and slang words.

Dictionary, Latin-English, by Sir Thomas
Elyot (d. 1546), published in 1538. The first pub-
lished in JEnglaud, and " one of the earliest attempts

towards thepromotion of lexicographical literature.'

'

Dicuil, an Irish monk (b. 755), wrote, in 825,

a Latin description of the earth.
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Didaco. See AcHELEY, Thomas.

Diddler, Jeremy. In Kenny's farce of

Saising the TFind (q.v.), "a needy and seedy in-

dividual, always contriving ty his songs, bon-mots,

or other expedients, to borrow money 'pr obtain
credit." ^'

Bido, Queen of Carthage. A tragedy, by
Thomas Nash and Chkistophek Marlowe

;
pro-

duced in 1594.

" Di do dum." The point of an epigram
which wiU be found in Porson's Facetiie Cantabri-

gienses. The professor was asked to rhyme and pun
upon the endings of the Latin gerunds, and imme-
diately produced the following :

—

•' When Dido found jEneas would net come,
She mourned In silence and was Dl do dum."

" Die, and endow a college or a cat."
Line 96, epistle i. of Pope's Moral Ssaays.

"Die with harness on our back. At
least we'll."

—

Macbeth, act v., scene 5.

" Die, Taught us how to." A description

applied to Addison by Tickell, who declares, in a
poem on the death of the essayist that he first

taught us how to live, and then

—

" (Ob ! too high
The price for knowledge) taught us how to die."

" Dies and makes no sign, 'H.e."-—King
Menry VI., part'ii., act iii., scene 3.

" Dies Irse." See Day op Judgment, On the.

" Difference to me. Oh, the."—Words-
WORTH on Lucy.

Digby, Sir Kenelm (b. 1603, d. 1665),
wrote an interpretation of Spenser's Faerie Queene,

bk. a., canto ix., stanza 22 (1644) ; two Treatises on
the Nature of JBodies and of Man's Soule (1646)

;

Observations upon Sir Thomas Browne's Meligio

Medici ; and other works.

Digby, Kenelm Henry (b. 1800), wrote
The Broad Stone ofSonour (1826—27) ; Mores Gatho-

lici : or, Ages ofFaith (1844—47) ; and other works.

Diggory, in Goldsmith's comedy of She Stoops

to Conquer ([q..v.), has been " taken from the bam to

make a show at the side-table."

DUke, Charles Wentworth, journalist

(b. 1789, a. 1864), was for many years editor and
proprietor of The Athenccwm, to which he con-

tributed a large number of critical essays. See
next paragraph.

Dilke, Sir Charles Wentworth, grandson
of the above (b. 1843), has written Greater Britain

(1868) ; The Fall of Prince Florestan of Monaco
(1874). He edited in 1875 his grandfather's Papers

of a Critic, to which he prefixed a biographical

preface. He was for a time the editor of The
Athenmiun, of which he is the proprietor.

Dillon, Wentworth. See Eoscommon,
Earl of.

" Dim and perilous way, A."—Words-
worth, The Excursion, bk. iii.

"Dim eclipse, disastrous twilight."—Milton, Faradise Lost, bk. i., line 697.

" Dim religious light. A."

—

Milton's II
Penseroso, line 159.

"Diminished heads. Hide their."—
Paradise Lost, bk. iv., line 35.

Dinah, Aunt, in Sterne's novel of Tristram
Shandy (q.v.), is aunt to Mr. Walter Shandy ; also

a character in Uncle Tom's Cabin.

Dinarbus. A supplement to Dr. Johnson's
Rasselas (q.v.), published by Cornelia Knight
(1757—1837) in 1790.

Dingley Dell, in Dickens's novel of The
Pickwick Papers (q.v.), is the home of old Wardle
and his family, and the scene of Mr. Tupman's
love adventure with the fair Miss Rachel.

Dinmont, Dandie. A store-farmer, in Sir

Walter Scott's novel of Guy Mannering (q.v.).

Diogenes's Lanthorne. A satire upon
London Ufe, by Samuel Rowlands (b. 1570,
d. 1625),' published in 1607, in which every man
is represented as seeing the faults of his neigh-
bour as through a glass, and being pleased ac-

cordingly. " Li Athens," says the author,

—

" I seeke for honest men,
But I shall find them God knows when

:

I'll searche the citle, where if I can see
An honest man, he shall gae with me."

We may notice in connection with this work,
another satire, comically entitled Tlie letting

Sumour's Blood in the Sead-Vayne, with a new
Morrisco daunced by Seven Satyrs upon the Bottom of
Diogenes's Table, which appeared in 1600, and was
proscribed by the Government of the day.

Dion. A poem by William Wordsworth,
written in 1816.

Dione. A pastoral tragedy, by John Gay,
written in imitation of Guarini's Pastor Fido, and
produced in 1720.

Dipsychus. A psychological, semi-hnmorous,
semi-satirical poem, by Arthur Hugh Clough
(1819—1861), begun in the autumn of 1850 at

Venice, where the scene is laid. It consists of a
series of conversations between Dipsychus and the
Spirit, who acts towards him somewhat the same
part that Mephistopheles acts towards Faust in
Goethe's dramatic poem. It was not published
during the author's lifetime, and should not there-
fore be regarded as having received his finishing
touches. Numerous lyrics, chiefly satirical, are
introduced to relieve the monotony of the conver-
sations.

Dirge, A. A poem, by Alfred Tennyson,
written in 1830 :

—

" Now Is honethy long day's work ;
Fold thy jialms across thy breast,
Fold thine arms, turn to thy rest.

Let them rave."

Dirge in Cymbeline: "To fair Kdele's
grassy tomb;" written by William Collins, in

1748.
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Dirk Hatteraick. A smuggler, in Scott's

&ii/y Mmmerimg (q.v.).

Discoverie of the Empyre of Guiana,
The, written by Sir Walter Kaleioh

;
published

in 1596.

Discoveries made upon Men and
Matter, "as they have flowed out of his Daily

Headings, or had their Eeflux to his peculiar notion

of the Times." A prose work, of comment and
quotation, by Ben Jonson ; also called Sylvia and
Tmber.

"DiscoTirse most eloquent music."
—Samlet, act iii., scene 2.

" Discourse,With such lax^e."—Samlet,
act iii., scene 2.

Discovery of the Cross, The. An old

English poem, by Cynewtili' (q.v.).

" Discreetest, best ! (Seems wisest,
virtuousest)."

—

Paradise Lost, bk. viii., line 548.

Discretion in Giving, Of. A poem, by
WrLLiAM DuNEAK (1465—1530), the moral of which
is contained in the title. There is a companion
piece on Biscreiion in Taking.

" Discretion, The better part ofvalour
is." See Shakespeabe's play of King Henry IV.,

part i., act v., scene 4 ; Beaumont and Fletcher's
A King and No King, act iv., scene 3; and
Churchill's poem of The Ghost, book i., 1. 232.

Disdain Eeturned. A lyric by' Thomas
Carew (1589—1639), beginning—

" He that loves a rosy clieek."

The last verse is generally—and moat unaccount-

ably—omitted in coUeotions of poetry.

Disobedient Child, The. A moral play,

by Thomas Ingelend (b. circa 1575), " late student

in Cambridge," setting forth the misery arising

from imprudent matrimonial connections. The
hero is called " the Eich-man's son," and has
married the "Young woman"—^whose name, ap-

parently, is Eose—against his father's wishes.

Whereupon the lady turns out to be a spendthrift

vixen, and the husband is set to do the most
disagreeable drudgery. A copy of this rare drama
is In the collection at Bridgwater House.

Disowned, The. A novel by Lord Lytton,
published in 1828.

Dispensary, The. A burlesque poem in six

cantos, by Sir Samuel Garth ; written in defence
of an edict passed by the College of Physicians,

July, 1687, which required medical men to give

gratuitous advice to the poor. The poem was pub-
lished ia 1696.

"Dispraised (Of whom to be) were
no smaU praise."

—

Paradise Jf«j«i«e<?,bk.iii.,line 56.

Disputatio inter Clericum et MUitem

:

" super potestate Prelatis ecclesiae atque Principi-

bus terrarum commissa in forma dialogi ; et Com-
pendium de Vita Antichristi." A tract, byWilliam

of Occam (1270—1347), published in 1475; the
first part of which, A Dialogue ietwene a Knyght
and a Gierke concerning the Power Spiritual and Tem-
poral, was written in 1305, " to silence the clergy,

and answer their unreasonable expectations that the
Pope might exercise jurisdiction over the tempor-
alities of Princes, and the Church be exempted from
contributing to the relief of the Poor or the security

of the nation."

Disraeli, Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield

(b. 1805), has written Vivian Grey (1826 and 1827)

;

The Voyage of Captain Popanilla (1828) ; The Young
Duke (1831) ; Contarini Fleming (1832) ; The Wondrous
Tale ofAlroy (1833) ; The Pise of Iskander (1833)

;

Jxion in Heaven (1833) ; The Crisis Examined

(1833) ; The Sevolutionary Epic (1834) ; Vindication

of the English Constitution (1835); Letters of Pimny-
mede (1835) ; Henrietta Temple (1837) ; Venetia

(1837) ; Alarcos, a tragedy (1839) ; Coningsby : or,

the New Generation (1844) ; Sybil : or, the Two
Nations (1845); Tancred: or, the New Crusade

(1847) ; Lord George Bentinck, a political biography

(1851) ; Church and Queen : Speeches (1865) ; Con-

stitutional Reform : Speeches (1866) ; Parliamentary

Reform : Speeches (1867) ; Speeches on Conservative

Policy of last thirty years (1870) ; Lothair (1871);

and Address delivered at Glasgow XTniversity

(1873). Collected editions of the novels and tales

have been published. See Coningsby : or, the
New Generation ; Delta ; Ixion in Heaven

;

Lothair ; Eunnymbdb, Letters of ; Sybil : or,

THE Two Nations ; Tancred : or, the New
Crusade ; Vivian Grey.

Disraeli, Isaac, author, father of the pre-

ceding (b. 1766, d. 1848), wrote A Poetical Epistle

on the Abuse of Satire (1789) ; A Defence of Poetry

(1790) ; Vaurien (1797) ; Romances (1799) ; Nar-
rative Poems (1803); Flim-Flams (1805), (q.v.);

Despotism: or, the Fall of the Jesuits (1811);
The History of Cupid and Psyche (1813) ; The Genius

of Judaism (1833) ; The Crisis Examined (1834)

;

and a few others, besides his better-known works,

such as The Curiosities of Literature (1791, 1793,

1823) ; The Calamities of Authors (1812) ; The
Quarrels of Authors (1814) ; The Literary Character

(1816) ; and The Literary and Political Character of

James I. (1816). See the Life, by his son, prefixed

to the library edition of the Curiosities. See Abuse
OP Satire ; Tag, Eag, and Bobtail, Messrs.

BistafQ.na. The heroine of Ehodes' Pom-
bastes Furioso (q.v.).

" Distance lends enchantment to the
view. And." Line 7, in part i. of Campbell's

poem, The Pleasures of Hope (q.v.).

"Distilled damnation." A phrase used

by Egbert Hall. See his Life by Gregory.

Distracted Lover, The. A song by Henry
Carey. See his Poems (1729).

Distracted Puritan, The. " A mad song,"

written about the beginning of the seventeenth

century by Bishop Corbet (1582—1635). ,
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Distrest Mother, The. A play ty Ambrose
Philips (1671—1749), founded on the Aridromaque
of Kaoiue. " Before its appearance," says Dr.
Johnson, " a whole Spectator, none indeed of the
test [it was No. 290, hy Steele], was devoted to its

praise ; while it still continued to he acted, another
Spectator was written [No. 335, hy Addison] to teU
what impression it made upon Sir Eoger; and on
the first night a select audience, says Pope, was
called together to applaud it."

Distrest Wife, The. A comedy by John
Gay, printed in 1743: acted at Covent Garden,
1772.

Dittie to Hey Downe, A.
Henry VIII.'s time.

Apparently of

Diver, Colonel.
,
A character in Dickens's

novel of Martin Chuzzlewit (q.v.).

Divers Balades agenst the Seven
Dedely Synnes, were written hy Anthony
WooDviLLE, Earl Rivers (1442—1483).

Diversions of Purley, The : " ehea dte-
POENTA." A philological treatise hy John Horne
TooKE (1736—1812), so called from the residence
of his benefactor, William Tooke, at Purley, and
published, the first part in 1786, the second part
in 1805. A review of this famous work will be
found in an article in The Quarterly JRemeto, No.
xiv., where the writer, probably Lord Dudley and
Ward, says of its author :

" What he has proved is,

that all words, even those that are expressions of

the nicest operations of our minds, were originally
borrowed from the objects of external perception—

•

a circumstance highly curious in the history of
language, consequently, in the history of the human
mind itself, and the complete demonstration of
which of course reflects great credit on its author.
What he thinks he has proved is, that the etymo-
logical history of words is our true guide, both as
to the present import of the words themselves, and
as to the nature of those things which they are in-
tended to signify—a proposition so monstrous that
he has nowhere ventured to enunciate it in its

general form, but has rather left it to be collected
from the general tenour of his remarks upon par-
ticular instances." An edition of the Diversions
edited, with notes, by Eichard Taylor, was pub-
lished in 1840.

" Divided duty, I do perceive here a."—Othello, act i., scene 3.

Divine Art of Foesie. See Essayes op a
Prentice.

Divine Attributes, On the. A series of
prize poems written by Christopher Smart (1722—1770), on the Mternity (1750); the Immensity
(1751) ; the Omniscience (1762) ; the Power (1753)

;

and the Gooclness of the Supreme Being (1755).

" Divine in hookas, glorious in a pipe."
A line in an apostrophe to tobacco, occurring

in stanza 19, canto ii. of Byron's poem of The
Island

:

—
" Yet thy true lovers more admire by far
Thy naked heauties—Give me a cigar !

"

Divine Legation of Moses demon-
strated, The. A controversial work byWilliam
Warburton, Bishop of Gloucester (1698—1779),
of which the first volume appeared in 1738, and in

which the author endeavoured to prove that the
Pentateuch must be a Divine revelation because it

is sUent on the subject of a future state. In order

to enforce this theory, the writer laid nearly all

ancient and modem authors under tribute, with the
result that his work was characterised by a leading

critic in The Edinburgh Review as " the most learned,

most arrogant, and most absurd work which has
been produced in England for a century." Another
critic writes of the bishop's " glorious extravagance,
which dazzles while it is unable to convince." An
able review of the controversy which followed upon
the publication of this work may be read in the
second volume of The Quarterly Seview. See, also,

DisraeK's Quarrels of Authors. A list of the
bishop's own Vindications, and of several contro-
versial tracts occasioned by his productions, is

given in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual, under
the heading " Warburton."

Divine Love. A sacred poem, in six cantos,

by Edmund Waller (1605—1687).

"Divine Philosophy." See "Apollo's
Lute."

Divine Foems, by Prancis Quarles (1692—1644), published in 1630 ; and including the

histories of Jonah, Esther, Job, and Samson. John
Donne published some Divine Foems in 1613.

" Divinity doth hedge a king. There's
such."

—

Samlet, act iv., scene 5.

" Divinity in odd numbers. They say
there is."

—

Merry Wives of Windsor, act v., scene 1.

"Divinity that shapes our ends,
There's a,"

—

Hamlet, act v., scene 2,

—

" Roiigh-hew them how we will."

" Divinity that stirs within us. The."—^Addison's Cato, act v., scene 1.

Divisione Ifaturse, De : " nep£ (pia-eav lu-
pi(rii.ou." A treatise by Johannes Sootus (d. 877),
in which he contends that after the resurrection,,
the corporeal body, in its reunion with the soul,

wiU be changed into a spiritual body.

Divorce, The Doctrine and Dis-
cipline of. A treatise, by John Milton (1608
—1674), published in 1644, and occasioned by a

disagreement with his wife, Mary Powell, who
declined to return to his house. It was followed
shortly after by The Judgment of Martin Bucer con-

cerning Divorce; and Tetrachordon : Expositions upon
the four chief places of Scripture which treat of
Marriage.

Dixon, WiUiam Hepworth, journalist
and miaceUaneous writer (b. 1821), has produced,
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among other works, John Boward, a Memoir

(1849) ; A Life of William, fetm (1851) ; Sobert

Blake, Admiral and General, at Sea (1862); The

Soly Land (1865) ; New America (1867) ; Spiritual

Wives (1868) ; Free Russia (1870) ; Ser Majesty's

Tower (1871) ; The Switsers (1872) ; The History

of Two Queens (1873); White Conquest (1875);

and Diana, Lady Lyle (1877). Mr. Dixon was for

some years the editor of The Athenoium (1853—69).

Dobbin, Captain WiUiani, inThackeray's
novel of Vanity Fair (q.v.), is the friend of George
Osborne, whose widow, Amelia Sedley, he eventu-

ally marries.

Dobbins, Humphrey. The hody-servant

of Sir Eohert Bramble, in Colman's comedy, The

Poor Gentleman (q.v.).

DobeU, Sydney, poet (b. 1824, d. 1874), was
the author of The Soman (1850); Balder (1854);

and, with Alexander Smith (q.v.). Sonnets of the

War (1855). He also wrote some miscellaneous

pieces. His Works were collected in 1876.

Dobson, Austin, poet (b. 1840), has written

Vignettes in Rhyme and Proverbs in Porcelain.

Doctor Ordinatissimus, or " Most Metho-
dical Doctor." A name bestowed upon John
Bassol (d. 1347), for the order and method dis-

played by hTTTi in his compositions.

Doctor Slop. A name applied to Dr. (after-

wards Sir John) SioDDjUiT (1773—1856), on account

of his attacks in The Times on Napoleon I. Also a
character in Stebne's Tristram Shandy.

"Doctors disagree?Who shall decide
when."

—

Pope, Moral Essays, ep. iii., line 1.

Doctrinale Antiquitatum Eeclesiae,
by Thomas of Walben, a Carmelite monk. A long

and systematic assertion of Church doctrine against

the Widiffite heresies, continued in the author's De
Sacramentis. Walden lived between 1380 and 1430.

Dod, Charles Roger, journalist and com-
piler (b. 1793, d. 1856), was connected with The
Times for twenty-three years, and compiled The
Parliamentary Companion; The Peerage, Baronetage,

and Knightage of the United Kingdom ; and Electoral

Facts.

Dod, John, cleric and religious writer (b. 1547,

d. 1645), wrote A Plain and Familiar Exposition of
the Ten Commandments, and of certain Chapters of
the Book of Proverbs (1606).

Dodd, Charles. The nom de plume of a

writer—the author of Certam^en utriusque Eeelesite, a

List ofall the Eminent Writersof Controversy, Catholic

and Protestant, since the Reformation (1724), and
The Church History of Englandfrom 1500 to 1688,

ehiefiy with regard to Catholics (1737—42)—whose
name is variously asserted to be Richard Tooke
and Hugh Tootel. He is said to have died in 1745.

The best, though an uncompleted, edition of the
Chwoh History is that of Tierney, begun in 1839.

Dodd, WiUiam, D.D. (b. 1729, d. 1777),
wrote The Beauties of Shakespeare (1753), (q.v.);

The Sisters (1754) ; Practical Discourses on the

Miracles and Parables (1757) ; Reflections on Death
(1763) ; Comfort for the Afflicted under every Afflic-

tion (1764) ; Tlie Visitor (1764) ; Poems (1767) ; A
Commentary on the Books of the Old and New Tes-

tament (1770); Sermons to Young Men (1771);
and Thoughts in Prison (1777). See the Life by
Eeed.

Doddridge, Philip, D.D., religious writer
(b. 1702, d. 1751), wrote Sotne Remarkable Passages
in the Life of Col. James Gardiner (1747) ; The
Rise and Progress of Religion in the Soul (1750)

;

The Family Expositor (1760) ; A Course of Lectures
on the principal Subjects in Pneumatology, Ethics,

and Divinity (1794) ; and Sermons on various Sub-
jects (1826). For Biography see the Memoirs, by
Job Orton (1766), and the Life, published in 1831.

Dodge, Mary Abigail, American authoress
(b. about 1830), has written Country Living and
Country Thinking, Gala Days, Woman's Wrongs,
Twelve Miles from a Lemon, Nursery' Noonings, and
other works, besides contributing largely to

periodical literature. See Hamilton, Gail.

Dodger, The Artful. An alias of Jack
Dawkins, a young thief, in Dickens's Oliver Twist.

Dodgson, C. Lutwidge. See Caeroli,,

Lewis.

Dodsley, Robert, bookseller, author, and
editor (1703—1764), wrote The Muse in Livery

(1732); The Toy Shop, and other plays, besides
publishing, in 1744, A Select Collection of Old Plays,
edited by Thomas Coxeter (12 vols.) ; The Preceptor

(1748) ; The (Economy of Human Life (1761) ; and
numerous other works. He also published the
London and Vanity of Human Wishes of Dr. John-
son. His Collection of Old Plays has been edited

by W. Carew Hazlitt (1876).

Dods, Meg. The landlady of the Cleikum
Inn, in Sir Walter Scott's novel of St. Ronan's
Well (q.v.) .

" One of those happy creations, ap-
proaching extravagance but not reaching it, formed
of the most dissimilar materials without incon-
sistency."

Dodson and Fogg. Two pettifogging
lawyers who, in Dickens's Pickwick Papers, figure

in the famous trial of " Bardell v. Pickwick," as

attorneys for the plaintiff.

Doeg, in Dryden's poem of Absalom and
Achitophel (q.v.), is intended for Elkanah Settle,

the city poet (q.v.).

Doesticks, Q. K. Philander. A pseu-

donym adopted by Mortimer M. Thompson (d.

1875), an American humorist, who published i)oe-

sticks : what he says (1865); Plu-ri-bus-tah, a song

that 's by no author (1857) ; and other works.

" Dog at Kew, I am his Highness's."
Erst liue of a couplet, engraved by Pope, on the
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collar of a dog, -wHoli he gave to Frederick, Prince
of "Wales. The second, line ran

—

" Pray, tell me» sir, whose dog are you I

"

"Dog it was that died. The."—Gold-
smith's Ulegt/ on a Mad, Bog.

" Dog, Something better than his."—
Tennyson, Locksley Sail.

Dogberry. A " city-officer" in Shakespeare's
Much Ado About Nothing (q.T.), overbearing,
ignorant, self-satisfied, but withal good-natured.
He is the author of the famous sayiug, that " com-
parisons are odorous," and is notable for his
anxiety to be " written down an ass." There can
be no doubt that he suggested to Sheridan the idea
of Mrs. Malaprop (q..v.)

.

Dogget, Thomas, actor and dramatist (d.

1721), wrote The Country Wake, a comedy. (He
founded the famous " Coat and Badge " prize, which
is annually rowed for on the Thames, by six young
watermen.

"Do good by stealth, and blush to
find it fame." See Allworthy, Mr.
" Dogs delight to bark and bite, Let."

First line of a verse by Dr. Watts, in Song xvi. :

—

*' Let dogs delight to bark and bite.
For God hath made them so ;

Let bears and lions growl and flght.
For 'tis their nature too."

'Dogs of war. The.'a ' " Cry havoc'

"Dogs, Throw physic to fhe."—Macbeth,
act v., scene 3.

Dol Common, in Ben Jonson's Alchemist, is

the colleague of Subtle and Fun in their practices
upon Sir Epicure Mammon.

DollyVarden, in Dickens's novel oiBarnaby
Sudge (q.v.), is the daughter of Gabriel Varden
(q.v.), and eventually marries Joe WiUet (q.v.).
" She has given a name to a peculiar style of femi-
nine attire."

Dolorous Dettie and Much Lament-
able Chaunce of the Moost Honorable
Earl of Northumberlande, Upon the, by
John Skelton (b. 1460, d. 1529). The subject
of this elegy is the fourth Earl, Henry Percy, who
fell a victim to the avarice of Henry VII., in 1489.

Dombey and Son, a novel by Charles
Dickens (1812— 1870), was first published in
1846—47, and ran through twenty monthly num-
bers.

Dombey, Florence. The heroine of
Dickens's novel of Dombey and Son (q.v.) ; daughter
of Mr. Dombey. The name of the " son " is Paul,
and the description of his death is one of the most
pathetic bits of Dickens's writing.

" Dome of thought, the palace of the
soul. The." In Byron's CMlde Sarold's Filgrimage,
stanza 6, canto ii.

Domestic Poet, The. A name given to
William Cowper.

Domett, Alfred. See Warino.

Dominie Sampson. See Sampson, Dominie.

Don Juan. See Juan, Don.,

Donne, John, D.D., poet and clergyman

(1573—1631), wrote The Pseudo-Martyr (1610)

;

Conclave Ignatii : or, Ignatius, his Conclave (1611)

;

An Elegy on the Untimely Death of the Incomparable

Prince Senry (1613) ; Devotions upon Emergent
Occasions, and Severall Steps in my Sickness (1624) ;

An Anatomy of the World (1625) ; ,Polydoron : or,

a Miseellania ofMorall, Philosophical, and Theological

Sentences (1631) ; Death's Devil (1632) ; A Sheaf of
Miscellany Epigrams (1632) ; Juvenilia : or, Certaine

Paradoxes and Problems ^1633h BIA 0ANATOS
(1644) ; Essayes in Dvsinity (1651) ; Letters to Severall

Persons of Monowr (1651) ; and other Works, col-

lected in 1635, and republished with a Memoir by
Dean Alford, in 1839. His Sermons, with a Life by
Izaak Walton, originally appeared in 1640—49.
" Of Donne," wrote HazUtt, " I know nothing but
some beautiful verses to his wife, dissuading her
from acoompanjTng him on his travels abroad, and
some quaint riddles, in verse, which the sphinx
could not imravel." " Donne," says Hartley
Coleridge

—

" Of stubborn thoughts, a garland thought to twine

;

To his fair maid brought cabalistic poses.
And suug fair ditties of metempsychosis

:

Twists Iron pokers into true love knots.
Coining hard words not found in polyglots."

He has been called by excellent judges a " great
wit," " a man of very extensive and various know-
ledge," and "the greatest preacher of the seven-
teenth century." See Funeral Elegies ; Pseudo-
Martyr, The.

Donnithorne, Arthur, in George Eliot's
novel of Adam Bede (q.v.), is in love with Hetty
Sorrel (q.v.).

Donzel del Phebo. A hero of romance,
whose story is told in The Mirror of Knighthood
(q.v.). He is usually associated with Eosiclear,
and is mentioned in the play of The Malcontent
(q.v.).

Doolan. Morgan. A journalist, in
Thackeray s Pendennis (q.v.).

" Do or die. Let us."

—

Burns, in his poem
of Bannockburn.

Dora. The "child- wife" of the hero of
Dickens's David Copperjield (q.v.).

Dora. An idyll, by Alfred Tennyson, pub-
lished in 1842.

Doran, John, LL.D., author and editor (b.

1807), has published the following works :

—

History
and Antiquities of the Town and Borough of Reading
(1835) ; Filia Dolorosa, Memoirs of the Duchess of
AngouUme (1852) ; Anthon's Anabasis of Xenophon
(1853); A Life of Dr. Young (1854); table Traits,
and Something on Them (1854) ; Sabits and Men
(1855) ; Lives of the Queens of the Souse of Sanover
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(1855) ; Knights and their Bays (1856) ; Monarchs
retiredfrom Business (1857) ; The Sistory of Court

Fools (1858) ; Jfew Pictures and Old Panels (1859)

;

The Last Journals of Horace Walpole (1859) ; Lives

of the Princes of Wales (1860) ; A Memoir of
Queen Adelaide (1861) ; The Bentley Ballads (1861) ;

Their Majesties Servants [WQZ) ; Saints and Sinners :

or, In Church and About It (1868) ; Ancient Castles,

Abbeys, and Baronial Mansions of Bnglamd (1873)

;

"Mann" and Manners at the Court of Florence

1740—1786 (1875), aud others. Dr. Doran became
the editor of Notes and Queries in 1873.

Dorastus. The hero of Gkeene's Pandosto :

or, the Triumph of Time (q.v.).

Dorax. A nobis Portuguese, in Dryden's
play entitled Don Sebastian; described by The
.Edinburgh Review (1808)' as "the chef-d'oeuvre of

Dryden's tragic characters, and perhaps the only
one in which he has applied bis great knowledge of

human kind to actual delineation."

"Dorian mood of flutes, and soft re-
corders. The."

—

Paradise Lost, book i., line 550.

SoriCOUrt. A character in Oongreve' s comedy
of The Way of the World (q.v.) ; also the name of

the hero of The Belle's Stratagem (q.v.).

Dorimant. A witty rake in Etheeege's
play of The Man of Mode (o[.v.) ; intended for the
Earl of Eoohester.

Dorinda, in the Earl of Dorset's verses, is in-

tended for the Countess of Dorchester (Catherine

Sedley), mistress of James II. :—
" Tell rae, Dorinda, why so pay.
Why Biich emhroldery, fringe, and lace f

"

Doris. A lady celebrated by William Con-
gbeve in some lively stanzas.

" Dormouse in the human bosom. To
lie." A phrase used by Tony WeUer in the Piclc-

wick Papers (q.v.).

Dorothea. The heroine of Massinger's Vir-

gin Martyr (q.v.). " A beautiful display of Chris-
tian heroism."

Dorothea Brooke. The heroine of George
Eliot's novel of Middlemarch (q.v.) ; married first

to Mr. Casaubon, the scholar, and afterwards to

WUl Ladislaw, the artist. " She is described,"

says The Quarterly Review, " as a shortsighted girl,

disUking lapdogs, but fond of a horse ; with beau-
tiful profile, beautiful bearing, and particularly

beautiful and frequently ungloved hands ; with
perfect sincerity of thought, and aa perfect straight-

forwardness and transparency of expression, though
she cannot always make others understand her."

Dorriforth, Mr., in Mrs. Inchbald's novel
A Simple Story (q.v.), is a "young, handsome, and
amiable " Catholic priest, who afterwards becomes
Lord Elmwood, and is first the guardian and then
the lover of the heroine, Miss MiLner. " The
characters of the graceful frivolous girl, and of the
grave, virtuous, but inexorably wilful priest, are
finely contrasted."

Dorset, Sari of, Thomas SaokviUe, Lord
Buckhurst (b. 1527, d. 1608). See Sackville,
Thomas.

Dorset, Sari of, Charles SaokviUe, poet
(b. 1637, d. 1706). The Works of this writer,

consisting chiefly of short songs- and lyrics, are
included in all the best collections of the poets.

Lord Macaulay said of them, that " in the small
volume of his works may be found songs which
have the easy vigour of SuckUng, and httle satires

which sparkle with wit as splendid as that of

Butler."

Dory, John. A character in O'Keepe's
comedy of Wild Oats: or, the Strolling Gentleman
(q.v.) ; also, the title and hero of an old ballad,

which is constantly referred to in the literature of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Dot. The wife of John Peerybingle (q.v.), in

Dickens's story of The Cricket on the Hearth (q.v.).

The name gives the title to Dion Boucicault s

dramatic version of the story.

"Dotage flow, Streams of." From
Johnson's Vanity of Human Wishes, line 316.

"Dotes, yet doubts. Who."— Othello,

act iii., scene 3.

Dotheboys' Hall, in Dickens's novel of

Nicholas Nickleby (q.v.), is an educational establish-

ment in Yorkshire, kept by one Squeers (q.v.),

"whose system of tuition consisted of alternate

beating and starving."

Dotted Bible, The. A name given to an

edition of the Scriptures, printed in 1578, page for

page with that of 1574.

Double Dealer, The. A comedy byWilliam
CoNGREVE, produced in 1693, and received at first

with coolness, but soon estimated at its proper

value. Dryden addressed the author in most

encomiastic terms, preferring him to Ben Jonson

and Eletcher :

—

" In different talents hoth adorned their age.
One for the study, t'other for the stage.

But hoth to Oongreve justly shall submit,
One match'd in judgment, both o'ermatch'd In wit."

" Double, double, toU and trouble."—
Macbeth, act iv., scene 1.

Double Gallant, The. A comedy by
CoLLEY CiEBER (1671—1757). " It abounds," says

Hazlitt, " in character, bustle, and stage effect,

and very happily mixes up the comedy of intrigue,

such as we see it in Mrs. Centlivre's Spanish plots,

with a tolerable share of the wit and spirit of Con-

greve and Vanbrugh. At-All and Lady Dainty

are the two most prominent characters in the

comedy."

Double Transformation, The. A tale

in verse by Oliver Goldsmith (1728—1774).

"Doubt, More faith in honest."—
Tennyson, In Memoriam.
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" Doubt thou the stars are fire."—
Samlet, act ii., scene 2:

—

" Doubt that the siin doth move

;

Doubt truth to be a liar,

But never doubt I love."

Doubting Castle, in Bunyah' s Pilgrim,'

s

Frogress (qt-v.), is a caatle, belonging to Giant

Despair, in whicli Christian and Hopeful are con-

fined, but from whicli they make their escape hy
means of the key Promise.

" Doubts are traitors {Oxa),"—Measure
for Meastire, act i., scene 5,

—

" And malce U3 lose the good we oft might win,
By fearing to attempt."

Douce, Francis, antiquary (b. 1762, d. 1834),

was the author of Illustrations of Shakespeare, and

of Ancient Manners, with Dissertations on the

Clowns and Fools of Shakespeare, &o. (1807) ; a dis-

sertation on the Dance of Death (1833) ; and various

contributions to the Archceologia and the magazines.

See Prospbeo.

" Dougal Cratur, The." A character in

Scott's Sob Fog ; a rugged but faithful follower of

the celebrated chief.

Douglas. A tragedy written by John Home,
a minister of the Church of Scotland (1724—1808),

and first played in Edinburgh in 1756. Its pro-

duction so much offended the Presbytery that the

author found it expedient to resign his living and
become a layman. In this play occur the lines

—

" My name is Nerval ; on the Grampian hlUa
My father feeds his flocks ; a frugal swain
Whose constant cares were to increase his store.
And keep his only son, myself, at home."

Douglas, Clara. The heroine of Lord
Lytton's comedy of Money (q.v.).

Douglas, Gawin, Bishop of Dunkeld (b.

1474, d. 1522). The King Hart of this writer was
included in Pinkerton's Ancient Scottish Foems

(1786) ; The Falace of Honour (q.v.), in the same
editor's Scottish Foems (1792) ; and Virgil's ^neid
was published by Euddiman in 1710, with a Life

of the author by Bishop Sage. A complete edition

of the Works appeared in 1874, edited by J. Small.

See Hart, King;

Douglas, Sir Kobert, published, in 1764,

The Feerage of Scotland, and in 1798 issued The
Baronetage of Scotland.

Douglas Tragedy, The. A baHad, printed

in The Border Minstrelsy, and described jby Scott

as " one of the few to which popular tradition has
ascribed complete locality. The farm of Black-
house, in Selkirkshire, is said to have been the

scene." The ballad is indeed a tragedy. " Lord
WiUiam, stealing away Lady Margaret Douglas,
is pursued by her father and her two brothers,

with whom he fights, and leaves them dying or

sore wounded. But Lord WiBiam himself is hurt,

and no sooner gains his mother's house than he
lies down to die, and before the morning his lady
also is dead."

Dousterswivel, Herman. A German plot-

ter, in Sir Walter Scott's novel of The Antiquary

(q.v.).

Dove, Doctor. The principal character in

Southey's Doctor.

Dover Beach. A lyric by Matthew Arnoid.

Dow, jun. The pseudonym of Eldridge F.

Paige (d. 1859), author of Fatent Sermons, &o.

Dowden, Edward, has published Shake-

speare's Mind and Art (1876), and Foems (1876).

Dowlas, Dick, in Colman the Younger's

comedy of The Heir at Law (q.v.), is the son of

Daniel Dowlas, an old Gosport shopkeeper, who,

on account of the supposed loss of the son of Lord

Duberly, succeeds to a peerage and an estate of

£15,000 a year. See Pangloss, Dr.

Dowling, Captain. "A great drunkard,"

who figures in Crabbe's Borough.

"Down (He that is) can fall no
lower."

—

Butler's Hudibras, part i., canto iii.,

line 877. Bunyan, in his Filgrim's Frogress, has

—

" He that is down need fear no falL"

Downfall of Charing-Cross, The. A
humorous ballad directed against the order of the

House of Commons which, in 1647, led to the

demolition of the Gothic obelisk at Charing Cross,

raised by Edward I. to the memory of his deceased

wife Eleanor.

Downing, Major Jack. The pseudonym
of Sbba Smith, an American humorist (1792

—

1868), whose series of letters, in the Yankee dialect,

on the politics of the United States, was first pub-

lished collectively in 1833.

Doyle, Sir Francis Hastings, poet and

essayist (b. 1810), has published The Return of

the Guards, and other Foems (1866), and Lectures on

Foetry (1869 and 1877). He was appointed Pro-

fessor of Poetry at Oxford in 1867.

" Draehenfels, The castled crag of,"
is referred to in stanza 55 of the third canto of

Byron's Childe Harold's Filgrimage (q.v.).

Dragon of Wantley, The. A famous
ballad, which is really a satire on the extravagance

of the old romances, and has, apparently, some
'occult connection with a lawsuit between two
Yorkshire families. The narrative, machinery,

and imagery of the piece are, to a great extent,

borrowed from The Faerie Queene. It was writ-

ten early ia the eighteenth century. Wantley is a

mispronunciation of WhamcUfE, a lodge and wood
in Yorkshire.

Dragon of Wantley, The. A burlesque

opera, the libretto of which was written by Henry
Carey (1663—1743), and the music by Lampe. It

was produced in 1 7 3 7 , at Covent Garden. A sequel,

entitled Margery : or, the Dragoness, was brought
out, though with considerably less success, in the

following year.
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Drake, Nathan, M.D., author (b. 1766,

di.lSS6),WTote Literari/ Sours : or, Sketches, Critical,

Narrative, and Poetical (1798) ; Essays, Biographi-

cal, Critical, and Historical, illustrative of the

Essayists {180S—9) ; The Gleaner (UU); Shake-

speare and his Times (1817) ; Winter Nights : or,

Fireside Lucubrations (1820) ; Evenings in Autumn :

a Series of Essays (1822) ; Mornings in Spring : or.

Recollections, Biographical, Critical, and Sistorical

(1828) ; and Memorials of Shakespeare (1828).

Drama, The, in England, took its rise im-
douttedly in tlie miracle plays (q.v.). These were

BO called because they were generally devoted to

the presentment in a tangible form, so far as might
be, of the great deeds of the saints, and were
started by the monks of the Middle Ages with the

view of instructing the people more easily and
effectually in the sacred history than was possible

by mere recitations of the parts of Scripture. They
did not always deal in facts, but sometimes dealt

in legend; and here, in reality, is the true dis-

tinction between them and mysteries (q.v.). The
miracle plays were dramatic representations of the

lives or incidents of the lives of the great saints.

The mystery plays were dramatic representations

of passages in the Bible. We have examples of both
kinds iu two of the three plays by Hilarius, a pupil

of Abelard, and an Englishman, which have been
handed down to us. One is called St. Nicholas,

and was acted, like aJl these .plays, as an integral

portion of divine service. When the proper time
arrived, the image of the saint was rem.oved from
its pedestal in the church ; a Hving actor took its

place; a rich heathen was supposed tp come in

and lay his treasure at the shrine ; and then, when
he had gone, thieves would come in and steal his

property. Then would the heathen come back and
scourge the saint, who, in his turn, would come
down from his niche, and go out and reason with
the robbers, threatening to denounce them ; and
then the robbers would return tremblingly with
their booty, the heathen would rejoice, and the

saint would return silently to his place. Another
of these plays was called The Raising of Lazarus,

and was descriptive of the mystery of the resur-

rection. The officiating priest, as Lazarus, would
rise from the tomb, and admonish the people, and
then, he being done, if it were matins, the " Te
Deum" would he begun ; if vespers, the " Mag-
nificat anima mea Dominum." Both the miracles

and the mysteries were, in fact, interludes in the
church services, and, as such, were long highly
popular, and no doubt very useful. The miracles

declined perhaps, but the mysteries increased in

acceptability. At first restricted entirely to the
clergy, they were by-ap.d-by opened to the laity,

and we recall the fact that Chaucer's Absalom, of

whom it was said that

—

** Sometimes to shew bis lightness and maistrle
He playeth Herod ona. scaSold high,"

was a parish clerk. At length the time came
when the laity may be said to have usurped the

entire right to act these mysteries. We read not
only of single mysteries, but of whole series of

them, stretching from the Creation to the Day of

Judgment. In every town, where the trades were
divided into guilds, each guild had its particular

mystery to perform, and took great pride in per-

forming it. Thus, at Chester, the tanners played
" The Fall of Lucifer," the drapers " The Creation,

and Pall, and Death of Abel," and the water-

leaders and drawers of Dee " The Story of Noah's
Flood." Each guild kept the requisite "pro-
perties" in repair, and replenished its stock

when necessary. The actors rehearsed carefully,

and were paid according to the length of their

parts. They dressed or painted themselves as

appropriately as they could, in order to represent

the various characters, and they had a certain

amount of rude .scenery, " hell mouth," for ex-

ample, being painted on Unen with great open

jaws, which were opened or shut by men, and
behiad which a fire was lighted to give the im-

pression of flames. Sometimes the series of plays

occupied three whole days, sometimes eight ; there

was no limit fixed. The whole sacred history was
often gone through in rotation, as we are told was
the case at London, Dublin, York, Newcastle,

Lancaster, Preston, Kendal, Wakefield, Chester,

Coventry, and elsewhere. Some account of the

plays named after the three last places will be

found under their respective headings. Meanwhile,

it may be stated that the actiag was by no means
confinedto the stages erected for the purpose, but fre-

quently blended, as Professor Morley says, v?ith the

real life of the town. The Magi rode through the

streets, sought Herod on his throne, and addressed

him from their horses ; then rode on and found

the infant Christ. Everything was taken literally,

au grand serieux. No suspicion of levity inter-

fered vrith the solemnity of the scenes enacted.

These scenes would of course be impossible now,

but they were quite possible then, and exercised a

salutary influence upon the people, giving them an

intimate familiarity with, and, so to speak, mastery

over, the Sacred Story, which otherwise they

would not have had, and which, in our own days,

it has been attempted to realise in the Passion-play

still lingering at Ober-Ammergau. But from the

mystery to the morality (q.v.) was a step which

the religious drama could not fail to take, and

accordingly we find that about the reign of Henry
VI., the morality, or moral play, took its origin,

and for many years ran side by side with the

mystery, from which it differed in having for its

characters personified abstractions, such as Envy,

Hatred, Malice, instead of real Scripture person-

ages. Good examples of this new phase of the

drama wiU be found in the Magnificenee (q.v.) of

Skelton, and the Satire of the Three Estates (q.v.)

of Lindsay. In the first, we have Fehcity,

Liberty, Measure, Fancy, Largeness, Counterfeit

Co-untenance, and the hke; in the second. King
Humanity, Wantonness, Sandie Solace, Good
Counsel,' Flattery, Falsehood, Deceit, and others.
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In theBe, and plays of a similar nature, the object

of tlie writers was to inculcate some direct moral
lesson, and the opportunity was taken, and nobly

taken by some of our writers, to warn and rouse the

populace against the errors which were continually

making their appearance in high places. After

this, we find the morahty insensibly emerging into

the drama proper. The next step was to come
down from the heights to practical life, and this

was first done by Nicholas Udall, in Ralph Roister

Doister (q.v.) and by SackviUe and Norton, in

Gorioduc (q.v.) . The first is the earliest extant speci-

men of English comedy; the second, of English
tragedy. The first is avowedly modelled upon
the great works of Plautus and of Terence, but
there can be no doubt that it was the miracles, the

mysteries, and the moral plays, and not the works
of the Latins, or of their imitators, which had struck

the root of the drama firmly into English soil.

The dramahad by this time penetrated to the Court

;

it had become fashionable, and no nobleman of any
pretensions was without his own company of

players. TJdall's play was written for the edGfioa-

tion of the Eton boys, his scholars ; Gorioduc was in-

tended for the delectation of the Templars, of whom
he was one. But the latter was presented before

Queen Elizabeth; and there is historical testimony
to the fact that " good Queen Bess " extended an
enlightened patronage to the players.. And we say
players, instead of the theatre, because, as yet,

theatres, in anything like the modem sense of the
term, were quite unknown. At first, the players
went about from town to town, acting in inn-
yards and booths, and it was only with the advent
of Shakespeare that theatres began to make their

appearance in the metropolis. At this time, there
was no scenery as we understand it. A few
properties were allowed, but that was all. The
curtains were drawn back on either side of the
stage, and there the players disported themselves,
reciting the immortal words of Shakespeare, with-
out any of those scenic and spectacular adjuncts
which are now deemed not only necessary but
indispensable. An elevated platform was all that
the Elizabethan actor asked for. Down below
him stood the "groundlings" of the pit, whose
ears he was so anxious to split ; whilst the
galleries round the old inn-yards often formed
what would be the dress circle of our more modem
days. The actor was at this period hemmed in on
every side by restrictions. He must get his play over
before sunset, for there was no acting after dark. If
he did not belong to the royal or some nobleman's
company, he was declared a vagabond ; and gener-
ally he was regarded as a suspicious character.
The corporation of London fulminated against
him; and we know how, under the Puritans, he
was regarded not only as a wrong-doer, but as
inciting to wrong. There can be no question that

—

apart altogether from ,the players—the drama
was, in the time of Elizabeth, at its highest
pitch of perfection. If the status of the actor
was not socially high, the genius of the dramatists

was undoubted. There have been many admirable

plays written by Englishmen since the death of

Shakespeare ; but it was during the Shakespearian

period that our national drama was at its meridian.

Not only was the sun a marvellously brilliant one,

but its satellites were so wonderfully splendid.

There was not only Shakespeare—there were
Marlowe, and Massinger, and Ford, and Ben
Jonson, and Beaumont and Fletcher, to say

nothing of nearly a himdred others of almost

equal eminence. This was when the people were
emphatically a theatre-going race, and when plays

and playwrights had the distinct patronage of the

Court. This was the order of aoSairs under Eliza-

beth, and, partially, under the two first Stuarts.

"With the Puritan interregnum, however, came the
disgrace of the drama, until the return of the

second Charles restored the old condition of

things, and Dryden, Davenant, and Tfilligrew

were permitted to charm the Court with plays,

which, however clever and effective, could not
compare for a moment with the wonderfully fresh,

vigorous, and permanently interesting productions'

of their predecessors. From this date up to the

last half century, the frivolous and artificial may
be said to have reigned paramount in our drama.
At one time we had the plays of Etherege, Shad-
weU, D'Urfey, Settle, Crowne, Lee, Otway, Behn,
and others; at another those of Wyoherley and
Southern, succeeded immediately by those of

Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Farquhar, ' who ably
followed in the path which Wyoherley had marked
out for them. After that we had Steele and
Addison, and Mrs. Centlivre, Colley Gibber, Gay,
Garrick, and Sheridan, the latter of whom brings

us down to what may be termed the commence-
ment of the modem drama. Home had endeavoured
in Douglas to return to the nature which had been
scouted and ignored for a whole century, but the
experiment was not very successful, and the play
is now ranked among the number of those which
have an historical significance and no more. Of
the dramatists since Sheridan not much is to be
said. Lord Byron' s dramas are occasionally played,

but those of Miss BaUlie and Miss Mitford are

exploded. The Simchback of Sheridan Knowlea
still finds audiences, but perhaps the most popular
of nineteenth-century dramatists is the late Lord
Lyttou, whose Money, Richelieu, and Lady of Lyons
appear and re-appear unfailingly in the contem-
porary dramatic repertoire. Among modern writers,
Tom Taylor, H. J. Byron, "W. S. Gilbert, and
Dion Bouoicault, are perhaps the best representa-
tives of the historical, domestic, faery, and Irish
drama ; whilst Alfred 'Tennyson has, in Qtteen Mary
and Sarold, provided two of the finest plays in
the Shakespe.arian manner that we have had
since Shakespeare. For other particulars on the
general subject of the drama, see the articles on
Comedy, Extravaganza, Farce, and Tragedy.
See, also, the works by Geneste and Langbaine

;

Schlegel's Dramatic Literature; Hazlitt's Age of
Blizaheth, and Comio Writers; Coleridge's J?«K«i»s;
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Lamb's Specimens; Collier's Dramatic Poetry and
Annals of the Stage ; Ward's History of the Drama,

&c.

Drama of Exile, A. A poem, ty Eliza-

beth Baeeett Beowninq (1809—1861), published

in 1844, and including among the dramatis persona

Lucifer, Gabriel, Adam, Eve, and Christ. The
subject is described by the authoress as "the new
and strange experience of the fallen humanity, as

it went forth from Paradise into the wilderness,

with a peculiar reference to Eve's allotted grief,

which, considering that self-sacrifice belonged to her

womanhood, and the consciousness of originating

the fall to her offence, appeared to me imperfectly

comprehended hitherto, and more expressible by a

woman than a man."

Dramatis Personse. A collection of poems
by KoBERT Beowning.

Dramatist, The. A play by Frederick
Rbynolds (1765—1841), produced in 1789. The
hero is a man called Tapid (q.v.).

Draper, John William, M.D., chemist

and physiologist (b. 1811), has published J( Treatise

on the Forces which produce the Organisation of
Plants (1844) ; A Text Book on Chemistry (1846)

;

Experimental Pliysiology (1856) ; A History of the

Intellectual Development of Europe (1862); A His-

tory of the American Civil War (1867—70) ; and
A History of the Conflict between Religion and

Science (1874).

Drapier Letters, The, were written in

1724 by Jonathan Swim (1667—1745), under the

pseudonym of " M. B. Drapier," an Irish trader.

Copper coin having become scarce in Ireland, the

English Government had granted a patent to a

certain William Wood, of Wolverhampton, by
which, in order to supply the demand, he was to

coin farthings and halfpence for fourteen years, to

the amount of £80,000. This, however. Swift de-

nounced as an enrichment of Wood at the expense

of Ireland ; and, by the vigour of his writing, he
succeeded in arousing quite a storm of indignation

among the Irish. 'The Government offered a re-

ward for evidence to prove the authorship of the

Letters, and the " Drapier" became quite an idol in

the eyes of Milesia. More than this, his eloquence

eventually"carried the day. The patent was re-

voked, and the praises of their deliverer were sung
by the Irish all over their coxmtry :

—

"Fill bumpers to the Drapier,
Whose convincing paper
Set us, gloriously,
From brazen fetters free."

Drawcansir. A boaster and a bully, in Buck-
inoham' s burlesque of TheRehearsal (q.v.) , described

by one of the characters as " a great hero, who
frights his mistress, snubs up kings, bafBes armies,

and does what he will, without regard to number,
gopd sense, or iustice." Compare with Bobadil,
Bessus, and Paeoiles.

Drawcansir, Sir Alexander. The nom de

plume adopted by Henry Fielding (1707—1754)

in the editorship of the Covent Garden Journal
(q.v.)

Drayton, Michael, poet (b. 1563, d. 1631),
wrote Polyolbion (q.v.) ; The Barons' Wars (q.v.)

;

England's Heroical Epistles (q.v.) ; The Man in the
Moone ; Endimion and Phoebe ; Idea ; The Shepherd's
Garland; Matilda; Mortimeriados ; The Owle;
The Battle of Agincowt (q.v.) ; The Muses Elizium
(q.v.) ; Piers Gaveston; Nymphidia, the Court of
Fairy (q.v.) ; and other Works, a collected edition
of which appeared in 1752, with An Historical
Essay on his Life and Writings. They are included
in all the best editions of the poets. See Cambkio-
Britons ; Haemonib ; Legends.

Dream, Chaucer's. See Chadoee's Deeam.

Dream Children : " a Eeverie," in the
Essays of Elia (q.v.), by Chaeles Lamb (1776

—

1834).

Dream of Fair Women, A. A poem by
Alfeed Tennyson, containing pictures of " fair

renowned brides of ancient song," and suggested,

as the poet himself tells us, by Chaucer's Legend

of Good Women.

" Dream, which was not all a dream,
A."

—

Byeon's poem of Darkness.

Dream, The. A narrative poem, in blank
verse, by Lord Bykon (1788—1824), written in

July, 1816, and suggested by incidents in the early

career of the poet. The " boy " is Byron himself

;

the " lady of his love " is Mary Chaworth.

" Dreams, I talk of."—Someo and Juliet,

act i., scene 4 :

—

" The children of an Idle brain.
Begot of nothing but vain fantasy."

Dreamthorpe. A series of essays, on literary

and miscellaneous subjects, by Alexandee Smith
(1830—1867), published in 1863.

Dreme, The . A poem by Sir David Lindsay,

apparently written about 1528. It contains 1,134

lines, and is throughout in Chaucer's stanza. See

Morley's First Sketch of English Literature.

Drennan, William. See Glendalloch.

Drift Wood. The title under which Henry
Wadswoeth Longfellow (b. 1807), republished,

in 1866, the following fugitive prose pieces:

—

Ancient French Romances (1833) ; Frithiof's Saga

(1837) ; Twice-Told Tales (1837) ;
The Great Metro-

polis (1837); Anglo-Saxon Literature (1838) ; Paris

in the Seventeenth Century (1838) ; and Table Talk.

" Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian
Spring."

—

Pope's Essay on Criticism, pt. ii., line 16.

"Drink, pretty creature, drink."—
Wordsworth, The Pet Lamb.

" Drink to her who long." First line

of an Irish melody by Thomas Moore.

" Drink to me only with thine eyes."
First line of verses " To Celia " in Ben Jonson 9

Forest (q.v.).
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Drinke and Welcome : " or, the famous
Historie of the most Part of Drinks in Use now
in the Kingdomes of G. Britanie and Ireland, with
an especial! Declaration of the Potency, Vertue,

and Operation of our English Ale. With a De-
scription of aU sorts of Waters, from the Ocean
Sea to the Teares of a Woman. As also, the

Causes of all sorts of Weather, faire or foule, Sleet,

Eaine, Haile, Frost, Snow, Fogges, Mists, Vapours,
Clouds, Stormes, Windes, Thunder and Lightning.

Compiled first in the high Dutch Tongue, by the

painefull and industrious Huldricke Van Speagle,

a grammatical Brewer of Luheck; and now most
learnedly enlarged, amplified, and translated into

English verse and prose : hy John Taylob," the

"Water Poet" (1580—1654) ;
puhHshed in 1637.

" Drives fat oxen should himself be
fat. Who." A parody on a line from Brooke's
Gustavus Vasa, (q.v.) :

—

" Who rules o'er freemen should himself he free ;"

suggested by Dr. Johnson. See his Life by Bos-
well, under the year 1784.

Dromio of Ephesus, Dromio of Syra-
cuse. Twin brothers, servants of Antipholus of

Ephesus and Antipholus of Syracuse, in Shake-
speare's Comedy of Errors.

Drood, Edwin, The Mystery of. The
last, unfinished novel by Charles Dickens (1812

—

1870), the publication of which began ia 1870, and
only extended to eight numbers.

" Drudgery divine. Makes." See George
Herbert's lyric, The Elixir. The whole verse

runs:

—

"A servant with this clause
Makes drudgery divine

;

Who sweeps the room as for thy laws
Makes that and the action fine."

Drugger, Abel. The leading character in

Ben Jonson's play of The Tobaeeonist.

" Druid lies. In yonder grave a."

—

CoLLiMB, On the Death of Thomson.

Drum, The Iiaird o'. An old Scottish

ballad, turning upon the love of Alexander Irvine

of Drum, for Margaret Coutts, a girl of humble
rank, whom he married in spite of the remon-
strances of his fanuly. His first wife had been
Mary, daughter of the Marquis of Huntly.
Allingham poiats out that a courtship between
persons of unequal rank is a frequent source of

interest in our ballad literature. Many of the

current Irish ballads, he says, turn upon this : for

example, The Bonny Labouring Boy, Willy Eeilly,

Willy of Lough-Erne Shore.

"Drum was heard, Not a."—Wolfe's
verses on The Burial of Sir John Moore.

Drummer, The : " or, the Haimted House."
A comedy by Joseph Addison, founded on a tra-

dition connected with Hurstmonoeux House, and
produced in 1716.

Drummle, Bentley. Husband of EsteUa

(q.v.), in Dickens's novel of Great Expectations

(q.v.).

Drummond, William, of Hawthomden,
poet and prose writer (b. 1585, d. 1649), wrote The

Cypress Grove (q.v.) ; Tears on the Death of Me-
Uades (\%IZ) ; Toems : Amorous, Fumerall, Divime,

Fastorall, in Sonnets, Songs, Sextains, Madrigals

(1616) ; For the Feasting, a Famegyric on the King's

most excellent Majestic (1617) ; Flowres of Sion

(1623) ; Polemo - Middinia, carmen Macaronicum

(1684) ; and The Sistory of Scotlandfrom the Tear

1423 wntill the Year 1542 (1655). His Conversations

with Ben Jonson (1619) were edited in 1842 by
David Laing, who has also written a Memoir of the

poet, included in the fourth volume of Archceologica

Scotica. See the Memoirs by Cunningham (1823)

and Masson (1873). See Flowers of Sion;
Meliades, &c. ; Folemo-Midsinia ; Bivek op
Forth Feastinq.

"Dry drudgery at the desk's dead
wood, T'hat."

—

Charles Lamb's poem of Work.

" Dry those fair, those crystal eyes."
A lyric by Henry Kmo, Bishop of Chichester
(1591—1669).

Dryasdust, The Rev. Dr. A pseudonym
used by Sir Walter Scott in the introductions to

several of his novels.

Dryden, John, poet and dramatist (b. 1631,

d. 1701), poet-laureate from 1670 to 1688, wrote

Heroic Stanzas on thcDeath ofOliver Cromwell (1658)

;

Astraa Redux (1660) ; To Sis Sacred Majesty (1661)

;

To my Lord Chancellor (1662); The Wild Gallant

(1663); The Fival Ladies (1&&Z); The Indian Queen

(with Sir Robert Howard, 1664); The Indian Em-
peror (1665-)>^««e<s Mirabilis (1667); Essay of
Dramatic Foesie (1667); Secret Love (1667); Sir

Martin Marr-all (1667); All for Love (1668); An
Evening's Love (1668); TyranniCf Love (1669); Of
Heroick Flays, and The Conquest of Granada (1672)

;

Marriage a la Mode (IQIi); The Assignation (1672);
Amboyna (1673); 'The State of Innocence and the

Fall of Man (1674) ; Aurenge Zebe : or, the Great

Mogul (1675); (Edipus (1679); Limherham (1679);

Epistles of Ovid (1679); The Spanish Friar (1681);

Absalom and Achitophel (1681); The Medal: a

Satire against Sedition {16Si) ; Mac-Flecknoe
(1682J;

Religio Laiei (1682); The Duke of Guise (1682);
Albion and Albanim (1685) ; Threnodia Augustalis

(1685); The Sind and the Panther (leSI); Britannia
Fediviva (1689); Don Sebastian (1690); Amphitryon
(1690); King Arthur (1691); Cleamenes (with

Thomas Southern, 1692) ; Love Triumphant (1694)

;

a Translation of Virgil (1697); Alexander's Feast

(1697); Fables (1700); and other works, including

translations and editions. The Dramatic Works
have been frequently reprinted, and editions of the

Foems published by Bell and Christie. For Bio-

graphy, see the Lives by Scott, Hooper, and Malone

;

for Criticism, Bell, Christie, Scott, Hazlitt's English

Foets, Campbell's Specimens, Clough's Life and
Letters, Lowell's Among My Books, and Masson's
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—" "Was he," asks Lowell, " a great poet ?

Hardly, in the narrowest definition. But he.was a

strong thinker, who sometimes carried common
sense to a height where it catches the light of a

diviner air, and warmed reason till it had well-nigh

the illuminating property of intuition. Certainly

he is not, like Spenser, the poets' poet, but other

men have also their rights. Even the Philistine

is a man and a brother, and is entirely right, so far

as he sees. To demand more of him is to he un-
reasonable. And he sees, among other things, that

a man who undertakes to write should first have a
meaning perfectly defined to himself, and then
should be able to set it forth clearly in the best

words. This is precisely Dryden's praise ; and amid
the rickety sentiment looming big through misty
phrase, which marks so much of modem htera-

ture, to read him is 'as bracing as a north-west
wind. He blows the mind clear. In ripeness of

mind and blufi heartiness of expression, he takes
rank with the best. His phrase is always a short-

cut to his sense ; for his estate is too spacious for
him to need that trick of winding the path of his

thought about, and planting it with epithets, by
which the landscape-gardeners of literature give
to a paltry half-acre the air of a park. In poetry,

to be next best is, in one sense, to be nothing ; and
yet to be the first in any kind of writing,^s Dryden
certainly was, is to be one of a very small com-
pany. He had, beyond most, the gift of the right

word. And if he does not, like one or two of the
greater masters of song, stir our sympathies by
that indefinable aroma so magical in arousing the
suhtUe associations of the soul, he has this in

common with the few great writers, that the winged
seeds of his thought embed themselves in the
memory, and germinate there." See Absalom and
AcHiTOPHEL ; Alexander's Feast ; Annus Mika-
BiLis I Arthur, Klng ; Granada, CoNarEST of ;

Hind and Panther, The ; Mac-Plecknoe : or,

A Satire on the Tbue-Blue Protestant Poet,
T. S. ; Martin Mar-all. Sir; Medal, The;
Eeligio Laici ; Satire, An Essay upon ;

Spanish Friar, The; Tyrannic Love.

Drydog, Doggrel. A pseudonym adopted
by Charles Clark in his September : or, Sport
and Sporting (1856).

Dublin, The Archbishop of. See Trench,
EiOHAim Chenevix.

Dubois, lEIdward. See Stranger in Ire-
land.

Dubthaeh, Mao Lughair. An Irish bard
(circa 448).

Ducas, Theodore, The Travels of, " in

various countries of Europe at the Kevival of

Letters and Art." A. voyage imagmaire, the account
of which was written by Charles Mills (1788

—

1826), and published in 1822. It was much ad-
mired by Lord Jeffrey.

Du Chaillu. See Chaillu, Du.

Duchess de la Valliere, The. A play, in
five acts, by Edward, Lord Lytton; acted in
1836.

Duchess May, The Bhyme of the. A
poem by Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1809

—

1861), published in 1844, and "full of passion,
incident, and melody."

Duchesse, The Boke of the: "or, the
Dethe of Blanche." A poem by Geofprey
Chaucer (1328—1400).

Duck, Stephen, poet(d. 1756), wrote various
pieces, among others The Thrasher's Labour (q.v.),

and The Shtmamite, which were collected and pub-
lished in 1736. See the Life by Spenoe (1764).

Ductor Dubitantium : " or, the Rule of
Conscience in all her general Measures." An " ex-
tended treatise on casuistic Divinity," by Bishop
Jeremy Taylor (1613—1667), which he had long
in preparation, and which he himself was disposed
to deem the great pillar of his fame. It was pub-
lished in 1660.

Duddon, The River. A series of sonnets

by William Wordsworth, written in 1820.

Dudu. One of the ladies of the harem, in

Byron's poem of Don Juan, canto vi., where she is

described as

—

" Being Bomewbat large, and languisblng, and lazy.
Yet of a beauty tbat would drive you crazy."

Duenna, The. A comic opera, by Eiohard
Brinsley Sheridan (1751—1816), produced at

Covent Garden in 1775. Hazlitt says it is "a
perfect work of art. It has the utmost sweetness

and point. The plot, the characters, the dialogue,

are all complete in themselves, and they are all his

own; and the songs are the best that ever were
written, except those in The Beggar's Opera."

Duessa. An enchantress in Spenser's Faerie

Queene, who has the power of disguising herself

under the semblance of a beautiful damsel.

Dufarge, Jacques, and Madame. Cha-
racters in Dickens's Tale of Two Cities ; presiding

genii of the Faubourg St. Antoine, and chief in-

stigators of many of the crimes committed by the

Eed Eepublicans.

buff, Andrew Halliday. See Halliday,
Andrew.

Duff, Alexander, D.D., missionary (b.

1806), has written On India and Indian Missions

(1839) ; Qualifications, Duties, and Trials of the

Indian Missionary (1839); The Indian Bebellion :

its Causes and Results (1858) ; and other works.

DufF.MountstuartElphinstone Grant,
politician and miscellaneous writer (b. 1829), haa

published, among other works. Studies on Huropean

FoUtics (1866); A Glance over Europe (1867); -A

Folitical Swrvey (1868) ; Fast India Financial State-

ment (1869) ; Elgin Speeches (1871) ; and Expedit

Laboremus (1872).

Dufferin, Earl of, Frederick Temple
Blackwood (b. 1826), has published Letters from,
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Siffh Latitudes; Narrative of a Jov/rney from
Oxford to Skibiereen ; The Honourable Impulsia
Gushington ; Irish Emigration, and the Tenure of
Zand in Ireland; Contributions to an Inquiry into

the State of Ireland, and other works.

Dugdale, Sir William, antiquary (b.

1605, d. 1685), wrote the Monasticon Anglieanum
(1655, 1661, 1673), (q-v.) ; The Antiquities of
Warwic/cshire, Illustrated (1656) ; The Sistory of
St. FauVs Cathedral, in London (1658) ; The Sistory

of ImianMng and JDrayning of Sivers, Fenns, and
Marshes (1662) ; Origines Juridiciales, also a
Chronologie of the Lords Ohaneelors and Keepers of
the Great Seal, $e. (1666) ; The Baronage of England
(1675—-76), (q.v.) ; and some minor works. " The
Life of that learned Antiquary, Sir William Dug-
dale, Knight, Garter Principal, Bang of Arms," was
published "from an original manuscript" in 1713.

See, also, DaUaway's Heraldic Miscellanies, Sir

Thomas Browne's posthumous works (1712) ; and
The Life, Diary, and Correspondence, by William
Hamper (1827). " What Dugdale hath done is

prodigious. His memory," says Anthony k Wood,
" ought to be venerated, and had in everlasting re-

membrance." jS«e Warwickshike, ANTiauiTiEs of.

Suke Coomtae. A name conferred upon
William Coombe (q.v.), who, before he became an
author, was noted for the " splendour of his dress,

the profusion of his table, and the magnificence of

his deportment."

Dulcina. A song, referred to by Izaak Walton
as very popular in his time.

Dull. "A constable," in The Two Gentlemen

of Verona.

" Dulness ever loves a joke. And
gentle."

—

Pope, The Dunciad, book ii., line 34.

SumacllUS. An "impenitent thief," in LoNO-
PELLOw's dramatic poem, T/ie Golden Legend.

Suinailie, in Love's Labour's Lost, is a lord in

attendance on the King of Navarre.

" Dumlb forgetfulness a prey. To." See
stanza 22 of Gkay's Elegy Written in a Country

Churchyard.

Dunibiedikes, in Sir Walter Scott's novel

of The Heart of Midlothian (q.v.), is a young and
bashful Scotch laird, in love with Jeanie Deans
(q.v.).

Dunbar, William, Scottish poet (b. 1465,

d. 1530), wrote The Golden Terge ; The Thrissil and
the Base (q.v.) ; The Lance of the Seven Deadly Sins

(q.v.) ; The Justes between tlie Tailyour and Souter

;

Flyting ; The Friars of Berwick (q.v.) ; T/ie Maner
of the Crying of ane Flay ; and other poems, a

selection from which appeared in 1508 and 1568.

His Works were edited by Lord Hailes in 1770,

and by Laing (with a Memoir) in 1824. See
Warton's English Foetry, sect. xxx. "No poet,

from Chaucer till his own time, equalled Dunbar,"

says Morley, " in the range of genius. He could

pass from broad jest to a pathos truer for its

homeliness; he had a play of fancy reaching to

the nobler heights of thoughts ; a delicacy joined

with a terse vigour of expression in short poems
that put the grace of God into their worldly
wisdom." See Discretion in Givino, Of

;

Golden Terge, The ; Tidings era the Session;

Trick por Trick ; Two Married Women.

Duncan. King of Scotland, and murdered by
Macbeth, in Shakespeare's tragedy of that name
(q.v.).

Duncan Gray. A song by Robert Burns
(1759—1796), founded on " a somewhat licentious"

ditty published in Johnson's Museum. Bums wrote
of it, in 1792, " Duncan Gray is that kind of

horse-gallop of an air which precludes sentiment.

The ludicrous is its ruling feature."

" Dunce that lias been sent to roam.
How much a." First line of a couplet in Cowper's
poem. The Frogress of Error, of which the second
line runs :

—

** Excels a dunqe that has been left at home."

These two lines are quoted with much efEect by
Evelyn in Lord Lytton's Money.

Dunciad, The. A poetical satire, in heroic

verse, by Alexander Pope (1688—1744), the first

three books of which were published in May, 1728,
and followed, in 1729, by another edition, with
the various notes and prolegomena of Martinus
Scriblerus. The fourth book, or New Dunciad, as

it was called, appeared in 1742. Hitherto, the
hero of the poem had been Lewis Theobald, who
had annoyed the poet by his Shakespeare Restored,

a, pamphlet criticising the edition of that writer
which Pope had edited. In 1743 appeared a version
of Tlie Dunciad, in which Colley Cibber was sub-
stituted for Theobald, and to which Warburton con-
tributed a prefatory dissertation, called Sicardm
Aristarehus of the Hero of the Foem. Pope had
always attributed the idea of the satire to his
friend. Dean Swift, to whom he wrote, in No-
vember, 1728, that without him "the poem had
never been." But there can be no doubt that the
original conception was that of Pope himself,
except 80 far as he was indebted to the Margites
ascribed to Homer, and to Dryden's satire of Mae-

' Flecknoe (q.v.). 'The work was probably begun
before 1727, m which year, however, " the main
labour of the execution was accomplished ; and to
Swift, who had watched over its birth and in-
fluenced its character, the first complete edition
was duly dedicated." The following are among
the persons celebrated in the poem :—Ambrose
Philips, Sir Richard Blackmore, Richard Bentley,
Daniel Defoe, John Dennis, Richard Flecknoe,
Francis Quarles, Thomas ShadweU, Elkanah Settle,

Lewis Theobald, John Taylor (the Water Poet),
and Sir Robert Walpole. Pope himself gives " a
list of books, papers, and verses, in which our
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author waa abused, Tsefore the publication," and
" after " the publication, of his famous poem.

Dundreary, Iiord. The leading character,

although not originally iatended by the author to

be so, in Tom Taylor's play of Our American
Cousin. In 1862, the Eev. Canon Kingsley pub-
lished the Speech of Lord Dundreary in Section

J) .... on the great Sippocampits Question.

Dlinlop, Jolm (d. 1842), wrote The Sistory
• of Fiction (1814) ; The Sistory of Roman Literature

(1823—28); and Memoirs of Spain during the Eeigns

of Philip ir. and CharUs II. (1834).

Dunshunner, Augustus. A pseudonym
used by Professor William Bdmonstoune Aytoun
(1813—1865) in several contributions to BlacTcwood's

Magazine.

Dunstable, Kobert. Monk of St. Albans.

See Alban, St.

Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury (b. 925,

d. 988), wrote an adaptation of, and commentary
on, the Benedictine rule. See the Biographies by
Bridferth, Adelard, Osbem, Eadmer, Surius, and
William of Mahnesbury. See, also, Wright's
Siographia Britanniea, where a list of the editions

of his writings is given.

Dunton, John. See Bibliopolje, Eeligio.

" Durance vile. In."—Bwkns, From Esopm
to Maria.

Durandarte and Belerma. A baUad by
Matthew Gregory Lewis (177S—1818), which
originally appeared in The Monk (q.v.), in 1795.

Durden, Dame. The heroine of a famous

old English song. The name is applied to Esther

Summerson, in Dickens's Bleak House (q.v.).

D'Urfey, Thomas, dramatist, poet, and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1650, d. 1723), wrote twenty-

six plays (a list of which is given in Lowndes' Biblio-

grapher'sManuat) ; Butler's Ghost : or, Sttdibras, the

fourth pari, with Reflections upon these Times (1682);

Archerie Revived: or, the Bowman's Fxeellence, an

heroic poem (1676) ; The Progress of Sonesty, a

FindariqueFoem (1681); Songs (1687); Collins' Walk
through London and Westminster, a poem in burlesque

(1690); Satires, Elegies, and Odes (1690); Stories,

moral and comical (1691) ; Tales, tragical and comical

(1704); A Collectim of New Ballads (1715) ; The
MerryMusician {1116) ; New Operas (1721) ; and The
English Stage Italianized, in a new Dramatic Enter-

tainment called Dido and .JSneas (1727). His
dramatic Works appeared in a collective form in

1676—1709. His poetical pieces were published

in six volumes, in 1719—20, under the title of Wit
and Mirth : or. Pills to Purge Melancholy, and have
since been reprinted. See Commonwealth op
Women, A; Fool's Preferment, A; Frantic
Lady; Injured Princess, The; Laugh and be
Fat ; Marriage-Hater Matched ; Plotting Sis-

SEKs, The ; Two Queens of Brentford.

Durham Book, The. A Latin text of the

Gospels, written by Bishop Eadprith, of Lindis-

fame, with his own hand, and accompanied by an
old English translation, by Aldred.

Durward, Quentin. A romance, by Sir
Walter Scott (1771—1832), published in 1823.
The hero is a young member of the guard of Scot-
tish archers at the court of Louis IX. of France.

Dutch Courtezan, The. A comedy, by
John Maeston (d. after 1633), produced in 1605,
and revived in 1680,imder the title of The Revenge,
and again, in 1746, as The Vintner Tricked.

Duty, Ode to, by William Wordsworth
;

written in 1805, and beginning

—

" stern daughter of the voice of God."

Duty of Man, The Complete. A
religious work by Henry Venn (1725—1797),
written with a view of supplementing and cor-
recting the deficiencies of The Whole Duty of
Man (q.v.), and published in 1764. Sir James
Stephen says of it :

" To Henry Venn, among the
' evangelical ' clergy, belonged, as by inherent
right, the province which he occupied of giving to
the world a perfect and continuous view of their

system of Christian ethics. The sacred consonance
of all the passages of his own life, and the uniform
convergence of them all towards one great design,
rendered his conceptions of duty eminently pure,
large, and consistent

;
gave singular acuteness to

his discernment of moral error, and imparted a
rich and cordial unction to his persuasions to

obedience."

" Duty, that's to say, complying."—
Duty, a satirical lyric by Arthur Hugh Clough
(1819—1861).

Duval, Denis. An unfinished novel, by
William Makepeace Thackeray, the last chapter
of which appeared in The Cornhill Magazine for

June, 1864.

Duychinck, Evert Augustus (b. 1816),

an American author, is, with his brother, George L.

(d. 1863), part author of the Cyclopcedia ofAmerican
Literature (1866—66). He has also contributed

largely to the leading American reviews, and has
vrntteD.a, History of the Warofthe ?7'mo«(1861—65);

a History of the Worldfrom the Earliest to the Pre-

sent Time (1870) ; and other works.

Dwight, Timothy, D.D. (1752—1817), was
the author of Theology Explained and Defended;

Travels in New England and New York ; and many
other works, including an epic poem. The Conquest

of Canaan (1785).

Dyee, Alexander, clergyman and critic

(b. 1798, d. 1869), published the following works:—
An edition of Shakespeare, with a Glossary

and Life of the Poet; Select Translations from
Quintus Smyrnaus ; Specimens of the British Poets ;

Specimens of British Sonnets ; Remarks on Collier's

and Knight's Editions of Shakespeare : A Few Notes

on Shakespeare ; Strictures on Collier's New Edi-

tion of Shakespeare ; Lives of Shakespeare, Pope,

Akenside, and Beattie, in the Aldine edition of the
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English Poets; Recollections of the Table Talk of
Samuel Rogers; and Mditions of Peele, Greene,
Webster, MiddJeton, Beaumont and Fletcher, Mar-
lowe, Shirley, Bentley, and Skelton, besides
Kempe's Nine Days' Wonder, and the old tragedies
of Timon and Sir Thomas More.

Dyer, George (b. 1755, d. 1841), wrote,
amongst other works, a Sistory of the University of
Cambridge (1814).

Dyer, John, poet (b. 1700, d. 1758), wrote
Grongar's Sill, The Ruins of Rome, The IPleece, and
some miscellaneous pieces. His Poems were pub-
lished in 1761. For Criticism, see Johnson's Lives

of the JPoets, and Drake's Literary Sours.

Dyer, Thomas Henry, historian (b. 1804),
has written a Life of Calvin (1850); a Sistory of
Modern Europe (1861); a Sistory of the City of
Some (1865) ; a Sistory of the Kings of Rome (1868)

;

and Ancient Athens (1873).

Dying Christian to his Soul, The. An
ode by Alexajsdbr Pope (1688—1744), written in

.1712, at the request of Sir Richard Steele. " You
have it," said the poet, " as Cowley calls it, just

warm from the brain; it came to me the first

moment I waked this morning; yet you'U see it

was not absolutely inspiration, but that I had in

my head, not only the verses of Hadrian, but the

fine fragment of Sappho." Warton says, "There is

a close and surprising resemblance between this

Ode of Pope and one of an obscure and forgotten

rhymer of the age of Charles the Second, Thomas
Flatman [q.v.]." " Prior," says Bowles, " also

translated this little Ode, but with manifest in-

feriority to Pope." Bishop "Warburton thought
Pope's version " as much superior to his original as

the Christian religion is to the Pagan." Hadrian's
lines begin :

—

"Ajilmula, Tagula, blandula."

Pope's :

—

" Vital spark of lieav'nly flame,"

Dying, The Art of. A Latin treatise by
Thomas Stubbs, Archbishop of York (d. 1373).

" Dying man to dying men. As a."—
Baxtee, Love breathing Thanhs and Fraise.

Dying Swan, The. A poem, by Alfred
Tennyson, printed in 1820.

Badfrith, Bishop. /See Durham Book, The.

Sadie, John, IiIi.D., Presbyterian minister

and religious writer (b. 1813, d. 1876), edited The
JBible Cycloptedia, and has published, among other

works, Commentaries on several of St. Paul's

Epistles ; Divine Love : Doctrinal, Practical, and Ex-
perimental; Paul the Treacher ; The Classified Bible ;

and a Dictionary of the Bible for Young Persons.

He also edited an edition of Cruden's Concordance.

Sadmer, monk of Canterbm-y, and Archbishop-
designate of St. Andrews (d. 1124), wrote a Sistoria

Novormn, or History of his own Time, from the
Conquest to the year 1122; also, Biographies of
Anselm, Wilfrid of York, Archbishop Bregwin,
Oswald of York, and Dunstan ; besides works on
The Excellence of the Virgin Mary, The Eour Virtues
that were in the Virgin Mary, and The Seavenly
Beatitudes. See Morley's English Writers.

Eagles, John, clergyman, essayist, and poet
(b. 1784, d. 1855), wrote The SJceteher, pubUehed
in 18S6; Essays (1857) ; and Sonnets (1858).

!Barl Mar's Daughter. A baUad, in which
the heroine finds a lover in a dove, which turns out
to be an enchanted prince.

" ' Coo-my-doo, my love sae true,
Nae malr frae me ye 'se gaen."

There lie has lived In bower with her,
Por sax lang years and ane."

"Earl March look'd on his dying
child." A song by Thomas Campbell. A poem on
the same subject, called The Maid of Neidpath,
was written by Sir Walter Scott.

Earle, John, successively Bishop of Worcester
and Salisbury (b. about 1601, d. 1665), wrote
Mierocosmography (1628) ; a Latin translation of
the EiJcon Basilike (q.v.), and some minor works.

"Earth hath not anything to show
more fair." A sonnet by William Wordsworth,
composed upon Westminster Bridge, in 1802.

Earth, Hymn to the. An hexameter poem,
by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, which has, says
Swinburne, "a sonorous and oceanic strength of
harmony, a grace and glory of life, which fill the
sense with a vigorous delight."

Earth, Sacred Theory of the. See
Burnet, 'Thomas.

Earthly Paradise, The. A poem by
William Morris, published in 1868, in which
"certain gentlemen and mariners of Norway,
having considered all that they have heard of the
Earthly Paradise, set sail to find it ; and, after many
troubles, and' the lapse of many years, came old
men to some Western land, of which they had
never before heard." There they begmle the time
by telling tales of old mythology in various metres,
interspersed with brief lyrics on the subjects of the
various months.

" Ease in mine inn ? Shall I not take
mine."

—

K. Senry LV., part i., act ui., scene 3.

" Ease in writing comes from art, not
chance."

—

Pope, Essay on Criticism, i., 162.

East Indian, The. A comedy by Matthew
GrREGORY Lewis (1775—1818), produced in 1800.

East Lynne. A novel by Mrs. Henry Wood,
pubhshed in 1861.

Easter, On the Observance of. A tract
by Ceolfrid op Wearmouth (642—716), printed
in Bede's Ecclesiastical Sistory, xv.

Eastlake, Sir Charles Lock (b. 1793,
d. 1865), published, in 1847, Materials for a Sistory
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of Oil Painting ; and in 1848, Contributions to the

Literature of the Fine Arts; besides Sints on Souse-

hold Taste in Furniture ; and a Sistory of the Gothic

Mevival. He also edited, from the German, Kugler'a
JJffljirfiooio/'i'aiwtiBy (1843),and translated Goethe's

Thmry of Colours (1840).

Eastman, Blairy Henderson, American
authoress, has written Dacotah : or, Life and Legends

of the Sioux (1849); Romance of Indian Life (1852);

Chieora, and other Segions of the Conquerors and the

Conq'uered (1854) ; and other works, including Aunt
Phillis's Cabin (1852), a rejoinder to the Uncle Tom's

Cabin of Mrs. H. B. Stowe.

Eastward-Hoe ! A comedy hy Ben Jonson,
Geoege Chapman, and John Makston, performed
by the company of actors known as " the Children

of the Eevels," in 1605. On account of its satirical

reflections on the Scottish nation, its authors were
threatened with the pillory. It was revived, in

1685, by Tate, under the title of The Cuckold's

Sa/oen, and, in 1777, by Mrs. Lennox, under that of

Old City Manners.

"Easywriting's cursedhard reading."—Shekidan, Clio's Protest.

Eatanswill Gazette, The, in Dickens's
Pickwick Papers (q.v.), is the persistent enemy of

The Eatanswill Independent.

"Eaten me out of house and home,
He hath."

—

K. Senry IV., pt. ii., act ii., scene 1.

Eaton, John, divine (b. 1676, d. 1641), pro-

duced The Discovery of a Most Dangerous Dead
Faith and The Soneycomb of Free Justijfication.

Ebony. A humorous appellation applied to

William Blackwood (1777—1834), the original

publisher of Blackwood's Magazine, by James Hogg,
"the Ettrick Shepherd" (q..v.), in the Jeu d!esprit.

The Chaldee M8. (q.v.), which appeared in
the Magazine for October, 1817, and in which
Blackwood is introduced in these terms :

—" And I
looked, and behold a man clothed in plain apparel
stood in the door of his house ; and I saw his name,
and the number of his name ; and his name was as
it had been the colour of ebony."

Ecce Homo. The title of a semi-theological
work, attributed to Professor Seeley (q.v.), and
published in 1865, in which the humanity of Christ
is considered and enforced, apart from TTia Divinity.
The phrase, " The enthusiasm of humanity," was
originated in this work; to which, it may be
mentioned. Dr. Joseph Parker replied in his &ce
Deus, published in 1866.

"Ecce Homo," On. The title of a series

of papers contributed to Good Words, by "William
EwABT Gladstone, and reprinted in 1868.

Eccho : " or, the Infortunate Lovers.'' A poem
by James Shirley (1594—1666), of which no copy
is known to be in existence. It is supposed to be
almost identical with Nareissu.s : or, the Self-Lover,
a poem published by Shirley in 1646. The Eecho

13

appeared in 1618, and was the writer's earliest

production in verse.

Ecclesiastical History of England:
" EcclesiasticsB Historicse Genti Anglorum," by the
Venerable Bede (q.v.), translated by King Alfred,
and first published about 1473. Later translations
were issued in 1565, 1622, 1723, 1814, and by
Dr. Giles, in 1843.

Ecclesiastical Politic, The Lawes of.
A treatise by Eichard Hookek (1553—1600), the
first four books of which were published in 1594,
with "A Preface to them that Seeke (as they
tearme it) the Keformation of Lawes and Orders
Ecclesiastical! in the Church of England." These
four books treated (1) of laws in general; (2) of
the use of Divine Law contained in Scripture

:

whether that be the only law which ought to serve
for our direction in all things without exception

;

(3) oflaws concerning Ecclesiastical Polity ; whether
the form thereof be in Scripture so set down that
no addition or change is lawful ; and (4) of general
exceptions taken against the Lawes of the English
Church Polity, as being Popish, and banished out
of certain reformed churches. The fifth book ap-
peared in 1597 ; the sixth, seventh, and eighth,

after Hooker's death, in 1618. Morley charac-
terises the whole as " the work of a good man ; a
work perfect in spirit, earnest, eloquent, closely

reasoned, and, in the best sense of the word, reli-

gious."

Ecclesiastical Sonnets, by "William
Wordsworth, are forty-seven in number.

Ecclesiia, De non temerandis. A trea-

tise written by Sir Henry Spelman (1562—1641),
" against the violation of churches." It was pub-
lished in 1616, and is said to have had the efiect of

inducing many lay impropriators to surrender such
church property as they had acquired.

Echard, Ijawrence, divine and historian

(b. 1671, d. 1730), wrote A General Eeclesiastioal

History from the Birth of Christ to the Establishment

of Christiamity wider Constantine (1719) ; The Sis-

tory of Englandfrom the Entrance of the Romans to

the Establishment of K. William and Q. Mary (1707
—1718) ; some translations and other pieces.

" Echoingwalks between, The."—Mil-
ton, Paradise Lost, book ix., line 1107.

Eclogues, five in number, by Alexander Bar-
clay (d. 1562), are notable as probably the first pro-

ductions of the kind in English Uterature. The
fourth is » poem called The Tower of Vertue and

Honour (q.v.). The first three, paraphrased from

the Miseries Curialium of Maeas Sylvius, with large

additions, treat of " the myseryes of courters and
courtes of prynoes in general." Michael Dray-
ton (1663—1631) was the author of ten Eclogues ;

John Gay (1688—1732), wrote several, under such

titles as The Birth of the Squire, The Toilet, and
the Tea-Table; and Thomas Parnell (1679—1718)
has one called To Health, and another called The
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Flies. There are one or two satirical Eelogites in

EoBEBT Buchanan's North Coast. See next two
paragraphs.

Eclogues, EngliBh. Poems by Eobert
SouTHEY (1774—1843), written between 1798 and
1803. "Tbey bear no resemblance, I beKeve,"
wrote their author, " to any poems in our language.

This species of composition has become popular
in Germany, and I was induced to attempt it by
what was told me of the German idylls by my
friend, Mr. William Taylor, of Norwich. So far,

therefore, these pieces may be deemed imitations,

though I am not acquainted with the German lan-

guage at present, and have never seen any transla-

tions or specimens in this kind."

Eclogues, Oriental, were published in 1742,

under the title of Fersicm Bclogties, by Wilham
Collins (1721—1756).

Economy : " a Rhapsody addressed to young
Poets," by William Shenstone (1714—1763).

Economy of Love, The. See Love, The
Economy' of.

" Bcstacy of love. This is the very."—
Samlet, act ii., scene i.

EddiUS, Stephanus, wroteA Life of Wilfrid

of York, which has been described as " the first

independent piece of genuine biography in our
literature." He was Wilfrid's chaplain, and there-

fore lived circa 634—709.

Eden. The name of the " estate" in America,
purchased by young Martin Chuzzlewit.

Eden, Sir Frederick Morton (b. 1766, d.

1809), wrote The State of the Foor : or, an History

of the Labouring Classes in England, from the Con-

guest to the Present Period (1797)—^pronounced by
M'Culloch to be " the great storehouse of informa-

tion " on the subject ; and other works.

Edenhall, The Luck of. A ballad trans-

lated from the German of Uhland, by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow. The tradition on
which it is founded still exists in England, and the
goblet,

—

" The drinking glasa of crystall tall

;

They call It the Luck of Edenhall,—"

came into the possession of Sir Christopher Mus-
grave, Bart., of Eden Hall, Oumberlaiid.

Edgar. Son of Glo'ster, in King Lear/ also a
character (the Master of Eavenswood), in Sir

Walter Scott's Bride of Lammermoor.

Edgar, Sir John. A pseudonym of Sir

Richard Steele, under which he edited a periodical

called The Theatre, and was aiterwards satirised by
Dennis.

Edge Hill. A descriptive poem, by Eiohard
Jago (1715—1781), pubHshed in 1769.

Edgeworth, Maria, novelist and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1767, d. 1849), wrote various

works, a collected edition of which first appeared,

in fourteen volumes, in 1825. The edition of 1856,

in ten volumes, includes Moral Tales; Fopular

Tales ; Felmda (q.v.) ; Castle Eackrent (q.v.)

;

Essay on Irish Bulls ; The Noble Science of Self-

Justification; Eunice; The Dun; Tales of Fashion-

able Life; Patronage; Comic Dramas; Leonora;
Lettersfor Literary Ladies ; Harrington; Thoughts
on Bores; Ormond; and Helen. Besides these. Miss
Edgeworth published Early Lessons for Children ;

The Parent's Assistant : or, Stories for Children

;

Little Plays for Toung People ; and Orlandino ; and
brought to a conclusion the Memoirs of her father,

Eiehard LoveU Edgeworth, which he had himself
commenced. " Her merit," says Sir James Mackin-
tosh, " her extraordinary merit, both as a moralist

and a woman of genius, consists in her having
selected a class of virtues far more difficult to treat

as the subject of fiction than others." " The art

of Miss Edgeworth's stories is," thought Haydon,
" too apparent. The follies and vices of the actors

bring them too regularly to ruin. They act in

circumstances arranged for them, and do not, as in

Shakespeare, produce the circumstances in the
development of their characters." See The Edin-
burgh Bemew for 1830.

Edgeworth, Richard LoveU, miscella-

neous writer (b. 1744, d. 1817), wrote Poetry Ex-
plained for the Use of Toung People (1802); An
Essay on the Construction of Roads and Carriages

(1813), and some other works. His Memoirs
appeared in 1820. See preceding paragraph.

Edina. A poetical name for Edinburgh.
Bvrns has an apostrophe to

"Edlna, Scotla'a darling seat."

See next paragraph.

Edinburgh, Address to. A poem by
Egbert Burns (1759—1796), written in the

Scottish capital in 1786.

" All hall thy palaces and tow'rs.
Where once beneath a monarch's feet
Sat legislation's soT'relgn pow'rs!

Now marking wildly-scattered flow'rs.
As on the banks of Ayr I stray'd,

And singing, lone, the llng'ring hours,
I shelter In your honourd shade."

Edinburgh, Bishop of. See Cotterill.

Edinburgh : "or. Ancient Eoyalty." A poem
bjr Sir AlXexander Boswell (1776—1822), con-

taining some curious particulars as to the manners
of the citizens of Edinburgh during the eighteenth
century.

Edinburgh Gazette, The. The first

newspaper started in Scotland after the Eevolu-
tion, and originaUy commenced by James Watson
(1675—1722), in February, 1699.

Edinburgh Review, The, published quar-

terly, was established in 1802 by Lord (then

Francis) Jeffrey, Lord (then Henry) Brox'gham,
Sydney Smith, and other prominent literary mem-
bers of the Whig party. Sydney Smith himself

gave the following account of the origin of the

Peview :
—" Towards the end of my residence in
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Edinburgh, Brougham, Jeffrey, and myself, hap-

pened to meet in the eighth or ninth storey, or flat,

in Buccleuch Place, the then elevated residence of

Mr. Jeffrey. I proposed that we should set up a

review. This was acceded to with acclamation.

I was appointed editor, and remained long enough
in Edinburgh to edit the firstnumber of the Sevievi.

The motto I proposed for the Review was—' Tenui
Musam meditamur averi '—

' We cultivate litera-

ture on a little oatmeal.' But this was too near

the truth to he admitted ; so we took our present

grave motto from Publius Syrus, of whom none of

us had, I am sure, read a single line ; and so began
what turned out to be a very important and able

journal. When I left Edinburgh, it fell into the

stronger hands of Lords Jeffrey and Brougham,
and reached the highest point of popularity and
success." The history of the lEdinbwrgh's criti-

cisms upon Byron, Moore, and Wordsworth, is

probably well known. The first was writ-

ten by Brougham, and resulted in the English

Bards and Scotch Reviewers; the second was
penned by Jeffrey himself, and resulted in a duel

between the critic and the indignant poet. Jeffrey,

in his latter years, apologised for his treatment of

Wordsworth. Since then the Review has enjoyed
the assistance of the ablest writers in every depart-

ment of literature, and is still a powerful organ of

the higher criticism. It is now edited by Mr.
Henry Reeve. See Empson, William.

Xidith Dombey, ««'« Edith Skewton, and after-

wards married to Mr. Dombey, is a character in

Dickens's novel of Dombey and Son (q.v.).

Edmonton, The Merry Devil of. A
comedy printed in 1607. The hero was one Peter
Pabell, who lived in the reign of Henry VII., and
vias buried in the church of Edmonton. As the

prologue has it

:

" 'Tls Peter FaTiell, a renownfid BCholler,
That, for his fame in Blights and maglcke won,
Was cald the Merry Devil of Edmonton."

Edom o' Gordon. A Scottish baUad, printed

by Sir David Dahymple, in 1755. " The house o'

the Eodes," referred to in it, was about a mile from
Dunse, in Berwickshire ; but the event on which
the ballad is .founded happened in the north of

Scotland. See Spottiswoode's History of the

Church of Scotlcmd, under a.d. 1571. Adam of

Gordon was the name of a noted freebooter of the

reign of Edward I.

Education. A didactic poem, in imitation of

Spenser, by Gtilbbrt West (1706—1756).

" Education forms the common mind,
'Tis."

—

Pope's Moral Essays, epistle i., Une 149.

Education, Thoughts on, by John
Locke (1632—1704.) ; written before 1690 to his

friend, Edward Clarke, of Chipley, and given to

the world in an enlarged form in 1693. They
were afterwards translated into French and
German. Dr. Johnson said of them :

" Locke's
plan has been tried often enough, but it is very

imperfect ; it gives too much to one side, and too

little to the other; it gives too little to litera-

ture."

Edward: "or, "VariousViews ofHumanNature,
taken from Life and Manners, chiefly England." A
novel, by Dr. John Moore (1730—1802), published

in 1796, of which the hero is, like Sir Charles

Grandison, intended to be a personification of all

the virtues.

Edward and Eleonora. A tragedy by
James Thomson (1700—1748), which was produced
in 1739, but was afterwards refused a licence on
account of its political allusions, and more especially

because it contained a too flattering portrait of the

Prince of Wales, who was not in good odour with

the Court or Mimstry. One of the latter is re-

ported to have said that the dramatist had taken a
" liberty" whichwas not agreeable to " Britannia"

in any " season."

Edward the First, On the Death of K.
A very early attempt at elegy-writing, to be found

in the Harleian MSS. at the British Museum.

Edward the First, The Famous
Chronicle of King. A drama, in blank

verse, by George Peelb, printed in 1593, and

since reprinted in Dodsley's Old Flays. " It

is borrowed," wrote his contemporary, Nash,

"out of our old English Chronicles, wherein

our forefathers' valiant , acts (that have ?ien

long buried in rustic brasse and worme-eaten

bookes) are revived, and they themselves raised

from the grave of oblivion, and brought to plead

their aged honours in open jjresence." " As one

of the earliest of our chronicle histories," says

Dyce, "Edward the First is a curious and interest-

ing production. A vein of extravagance pervades

the whole play ; but the tragic portion is occasion-

ally written with power, and the comic part is by
no means destitute of humour."

Edward the Second, King of England;
"The troublesome raigne and lamentable death

of." A tragedy by Christopher Marlowe, pub-

lished in 1598, and considered by many critics as,

after Shakespeare's, "the finest specimen of the

English historical drama." The death of the king

is described with a power which well deserves the

eloquent praise bestowed by Lamb and Hazlitt.

Edward the Third, History of: "toge-

ther with that of Edward the Black Prmce, by

Joshua Barnes, D.D. ;
published in 1688. The facts

are accurate ; only the speeches are imaginative,

and some of these, couched in Barnes's peculiar

style, have a strange effect when put into the mouths

of kings and princes.

Edward IV., History of, by William

Habington
;
published in 1640, and written and

printed by desire of Charles I.

Edward IV. and the Tanner of Tarn-

worth. An old ballad, described as " a memo,

pleasant, and delectable historie."
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Edward V., and tlie Duke of York»
his brother, The Historie of the pittieful
Life and unfortunate Death of King, by-

Sir Thomas Moke; -written atout 1509, and de-
scribed by Hallam as the first example of good
English language, pure and perspicuous, -w-eU-

chosen, without vulgarisms or pedantry. It has
been reprinted entire in Holinshed's Chronicle.

Ed-ward VI. See Whori! op Babylon, The.

Edward, Edward. An old Scottish baUad,
printed in Percy's Beliques, and probably -written

by Lady Wakdlaw, to whom several other pieces

are attributed.

Edwardes, Annie, novelist, has published
Arehie Lovell; Miss Forrester ; Stephen Lawrence,
Yeoman ; Morals of Mayfair ; Susan Fielding

;

Ought We to Visit Ser 'f A Vagabond Heroine

;

Ltah ; A Blue Stocking ; and other works.

Edwards, Amelia Blandford, novelist

and miscellaneous writer (b. 1831), is the author of

The White Souse by the Sea; My Brother's

Wife (1855) ; The Ladder of Life (1857) ; Sand
and Glove (1859) ; Rachel Noble's Experience

(1863) ; Barbara's Sistory (1864) ; Salf a Million

of Money (1865) ; Miss Carew (1865) ; Bebenham's
Vow (1869) ; The Sylvestres (1871) ; In the Says of
My Youth (1873) ; Monsieur Maurice, and Other
Stories (1873) ; a volume of Ballads (1865) ; several

works of travel, and some stories for the yo-ung.

Edwards, Bryan (b. 1743, d. 1800), was the
author of a Sistory, Civil and Commercial, of the

British Colonies in the West Indies (1793). See his
Autobiography.

Edwards, Edward, bibliographer and libra-

rian (b. 1812), has published Memoirs of Libraries,

together with a Practical Sandbook of Library
Economy (1850); Libraries and Fotmders of Libraries

(1864) ; Free Public Libraries (1869) ; and other
works on similar subjects.

Edwards, Henry Sutherland (b. 1828),
has published The Russians at Some (1858) ; A
History of the Opera (1862) ; Malvina (1871) ; and
other works.

Edwards, John, D.D. (b. 1637, d. 1716),
wrote a Discourse concerning the Authority, Style,

and Perfection of the Books of the Old and New
Testaments (1693) ; Theologia Eeformata (1713)

;

and other works.

Edwards, Jonathan, D.D. (1629, d. 1712),

wrote, among other works, A Preservative against

Socinianism (1698—1703).

Edwards, Jonathan, American divine (b.

1703, d. 1758), wrote A Treatise concerning Reli-

gious Affections (1746) ; A careful and strict Inquiry
into the Modern Notion that Freedom of Will is sup-

posed to be essential to Moral Agency (1754) ; The
Great Eoctrine of Original Sin Defended (1758) ; A
Short Account of the Spread of the Gospel among the

Indians (1788) ; A History of the Work of Redemp-

tion (1788) ; and Practical Sermms (1791). His
Works were collected and published, -with a Life by
"Williams and Parsons, in 1817 ; and were reprinted,

-with an essay by Henry Eogers, in 1834. See the

Life by Hopkins.

Edwards, Matilda Betham, novelist, has
published, among other works. Doctor Jacob;

Kitty ; Winter with the Swallows ; Through Spain
to the Sahara ; Bridget; and Felicia.

Edwards, Eiehard, dramatist (b. circa 1523,

d. 1566), -wrote The excellent Gomedie of two of the

moste faithfullest freendes, Damon and Pythias

(1571) ; and Palamon and Arcyte, a Comedy in two
parts (1666), (q.v.). The first is reprinted in Bods-
ley's collection. Edwards was also a principal

contributor to The Paradise of Dainty Devices (<l.v.).

" Besides his regular verses, he appears," says
Campbell, " to have contrived masques, and to have
-written verses for pageants ; and is described as
ha-nng been the first fiddle, the most fashionable
sonneteer, and the most facetious mimic of the
court." For BiograpJiy and Criticism, see Putten-
ham's Arte of English Poesie, Warton's English
Poetry, Eitson's Bibliographia Poetiea, "Wood's
Athena Oxonienses, Collier's Dramatic Poetry, &e.
See Amantium Ir^ ; Lute in Musioke.

Edwards, Thomas, Puritan -writer (d. 1647),
was the author of (?a«^»"«»a(q.v.),and other tracts.

See "Wood's Fasti.

Edwin. The hero of Goldsmith's ballad of

The Sermit (q.v.).

Edwin. The hero of Beattie's poem, The
Minstrel (q.v.).

Edwin andAngelina. The title underwhich
Goldsmith's Hermit (q.v.) originally appeared.

Ed-win and Elgitha. A tragedy by Madame
D'Abblat (1752—1840), brought out at Drury
Lane in 1795, but without success. It is only re-

markable as including three bishops among the

dramatis persona.

Edwin and Emma. A ballad, by David
Mallet (1700—1765).

Edwin of Deira. A poem by Alexander
Smith (1830—1867), pubHshed in 1861.

Edwin of the Green. The hero of Par-
nell's poem of A Fairy Tale. He is represented

as despised by his lady-love, fair Edith, because
though

—

" Endowed with courage, sense, and truth,"

yet " badly-shaped he'd been." Happily, he is re-

stored to beauty by the fairies, and overcomes his

rival, Sir Topaz, in the lady's aflections.

Edwin the Pair, an historical poem by Sir

HbnryTaylor (b. 1800), "has," says AnthonyTrol-
lope, "the merit of telling its story very clearly.

But the play, as a whole, leaves no strong impress
on the mind of the reader. It is read -with plea-

sure—^with the double pleasure arising from poetry
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and historic 8to^3^—but there is no personage who
strikes the senses with power and leaves his picture

clearly behind him. Dunstan, the saint and tyrant

of the time, is intended for such a part, but by some
weakness the aim ia missed, and Dunstan is not a
great poetical success. Leolf is probably the best

character in the play," which was published in

1842.

Sgan, Pierce, novelist, was the author of

Tom and Jerry ; Life in London (q.v.) ; Finish

to .ike Adventures of Tom and Jerry; and other

works. See Thackeray's Eoundahout Papers [De
Jiwentute). See Amateuk, Asr ; Lipb m London ;

Seal Life in London.

lEgbert of York. See Confessionale and
Penitbntiale.

Eger, Sir, Sir Grahame, and Sir Gray-
Steel. An old English romance in verse, which
was extremely popiUar in the sixteenth century,

and is alluded to in The Complaynt of Scotland

(q.v.), published in 1549. See, also. Sir "Walter

Scott's edition of Sir Tristram, and JElUs's Barh/
English Romances.

Egerton, Audley. The statesman, in Lord
Lytton's story of My Novel, who is the rival of

Harley I'Estrange for the love of Nora Avenel.

Egerton, Francis Henry. See Beidge-
wateb, Eari, of.

EgeilS. Father to Hermia, in A Midsummer
Night's Bream.

Eglamour. The friend of Sylvia, in The Two
Gentlemen of Verona (q.v.).

Eglamour, Sir, of Artoys. An old English
romance, of which an analysis is given in Ellis's

Early English Bomances. It is probably of French
origin. Sir Eglamore is the title of a humorous
ballad by Rowlands, printed in The Melancholie

Knight (1616).

Eglantine, Madam. The prioress, in Chau-
cee's Canterbury Tales (q.v.).

Egwin, Bishop of Worcester {i. about 718).

(His Biography was written by William of Malmes-
Irary). See Wright's Biographia Britarmiea. See

Evesham, The Foundation of.

Eighteen Hundred and Eleven. A
poem by Anna Lbtitia Baebauld (1743—1825),

published in 1812; " of a political character, and
anything but cheerful in its tone."

Eikon Basilike : " Portraiture of His Sacred
Majesty in his Solitudes and Sufierings." A book
of private devotion, the authorship of which was
at first attributed to CSiarles I. ; but the work is

now understood to have been partly if not wholly
written by Bishop Gauden, of Exeter. It was
possibly approved by the king, and was published
in 1648. See next paragraph.

Eikonoclastes. "Iconoclast: or. Image
Breaker," a treatise by John Milton, written in
reply to the Eikon Basilike (q.v.). Macaulay speaks
of " the nervous rhetoric of the Iconoclast."

Eiloart, Mrs., novelist, has vmtten, among
other works, The Curate's Discipline; From Thistles—Grapes? Just a Woman; Madame Silva's Secret;

Meg; St. Bede's; Woman's Wrong; Lady More-
toun's Daughter; The Love that Lived; Our Girls ;
Kate Sandal's Bargain; and Sis Second Wife.

Einion ap Gwalchmai. A Welsh bard
(circa 1180). See Stephens's Literature of the

'EKaTO/JLiradla,The : " or,passionate Centurie

of Love, divided into two parts; whereof the

first expresseth the Author's Sufferance in Love;
the latter, his long Farewell to Love and aU his

Tyrarmie." A poem by Thomas Watson (1560

—1592), published in 1582.

Elaine. The title of one of Tennyson's
Idylls. Elaine it is who dies of love for Lancelot

(q.v.) :-
" I loved you, and my love had no return.
And therefore my true love hath been my death."

SlbOW. A constable in Measure for Measure

(q.v.).

Elder Brother, The. A comedy by John
Fletcher (1576—1625); generally considered the

best of that writer's comic pieces. It endeavours

to describe the power of love, on the first sight of

woman, to vivify a soul which, like that of Charles,

the hero, has hitherto been utterly ignorant of the

passion. See Charles.

Eleazar. The Moor in Maelowe's Lust's

Dominion (q.v.) ; " such another character as Aaron
in Titus Andronicus" (q.v.).

Election, The. A poem by John Sterling
(1806—1844), " reaching to two thousand verses,"

and " in a new vein—what might be called the

mock-heroic, or sentimental Hudibrastic, reminding

one a little, too, of Wieland's Oberon;" published

anonymously in 1841. " The style," says Carlyle,

"is free and flowing ; the rhyme dances along with

a certain joyful triumph—everything of due brevity

withal. That mixture of mockery on the surface,

which finely relieves the real earnestness within,

and flavours even what is not very earnest and
might even be insipid otherwise, is not ill-managed."

The title of the piece sufficiently explains its action,

which concerns the contest between Frank Vane
and Peter Mogg for the representation of an English
borough. In the end, Frank runs away with the

heroine, Anne, and leaves the course open to his

more popular rival.

Election Ball, An, " in Poetical Letters from

Mr. Inkle at Bath, to his wife at Gloucester," by
Christopher Anstey (1724—1805) ;

published in

1776, and exhibiting the same characteristics as his

well-known New Bath Guide (q.v.). It was adorned

with illustrations after the manner of Hogarth.
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Elegies, by John Scoxt (1730—1783); of which.

Johnson said that " they were very well, hut such

as twenty people might write."

Elegies, hy William Shenstone (1714—1763).

"A series of poetical truths, devoid," says Disraeli,

" of poetical expression ; truths—for notwithstand-

ing the pastoral romance in which the poet has

enveloped himself, the subjects are real, and the

feelings could not, therefore, be fictitious."

Elegies upon Several Occasions, by
MichaelDrayton (1563—1631) ;

published in 1627.

Elegy written in a Country Church-
yard, by Thomas Gkay (1716—1771). The
original title was Stanzas wrote in, &c. ; indeed,

the poem, as now printed, differs in many ways
from the earliest versions. Some of the stanzas are

omitted bodily, though happily they have been
preserved; whilst in one of those still retained,

" Cromwell" and " Milton" have been substituted

for "Cseaar" and "TuUy." Dr. Johnson gives

1750 as the date of puhhoation; and declares that

the piece "abounds with images which find a
mirror in every mind, and with sentiments to

which every bosom returns an echo." The church-

yard was that of Stoke Pogis, near Eton.

Elegy written in Spring, by Michael
Bkuoe (1746—1767); described as "the finest of

all his productions."

Elena, the heroine of the second part of

Sir Henry Taylor's Van Artevelde (q.v.), is also

the subject of a poem by the same writer, in which
her later history is given; which tells us, says

TroUope, " how, after the crushing ruin of

early sorrow, she partly recovers her strength, and
in that recovery assumed a higher spirit than had
heretofore been hers."

Elenchus Motuum nuperorum in
Anglia :

" simul ac juris Eegii et Parliamentarii

brevis Enarratio," by George Bate, M.D., phy-
sician to Oliver Cromwell and Charles II.

;
published

in 1649, and forming an historical narrative

which Bishop Warbifftou describes as "worth
reading."

Elene: "or, the Finding of the Cross." A
poem in the VercelU Book (q.v.), attributed to

Cynbwulp (q.v.).

Elephant in the Moon, The. A humorous
poem, written originally by Samuel Butler (1600

—1680), in octosyllabic, and afterwards in heroic,

verse, as a satire upon the Eoyal Society and Sir

Paul Neal. It tells how
" a leam'd Society of late,

The glory of a foreign state,

Agreed, upon a enramer'a night.
To Bearch the Moon by her own light ;

To take an Invent'ry of all

Her real estate, and personal ;

And make an accurate survey
Of all her lands, and how they lay."

It is whilst one of their number is gaziag at the

moon through an "optic-glass" that he £scoveTS

the presence in the luminary of the "" Elephant

"

which figures in the title of the poem.

Elfrida. A tragedy by William Mason (1725

1797), " written," says Southey, " on an artificial

model, and in a gorgeous diction, because he
thought Shakespeare had precluded all hope of

excellence in any other form of drama." The
author followed the example set by the Greek
dramatists, and introduced the classical accom-

paniment of the chorus. The play was produced

at Drury Lane, under the auspices of the elder

Cohnan, in 1753, but was not very successful.

Elia. The pseudonym under which Charles
Lamb contributed a series of Essays to The London
Magazine. " The adoption of the signature," says

TaHourd, " was purely accidental. His first con-

tribution was a description of the old South Sea

House, where Lamb had passed a few months'

novitiate as a clerk, thirty years before, and of its

inmates, who had long passed away ; and, remem-
bering the name of a gay, light-hearted foreigner,

who fluttered there at that tune, he subscribed his

name to the essay." This was in August, 1820.

The first series of Mia extended from that date

till October, 1822, and was republished in 1823.

The second series began in May, 1824, and ended

in August, 1825.

Eliakim, in Pordage's satiric poem of Azaria

and Susliai (q-T.), is intended for the Duke of York,

afterwards James II.

Eliot, George, is the nom de plume adopted

by Mrs. George Henry Lewes, nee Marian Evans
(b. about 1820), who, besides translating Strauss's

Life of Jesus (1846), and Feuerbach's JBssence of
Christianity (1863), has published the following

novels :

—

Scenes of Clerical Life (1858) ; Adam Bede

(1859) ; The Mill on the Floss (1860); Silas Mamer
(1861) ; Somola (1863) ; Felix Holt (1866) ; Middle,

march (1871—72) ; and Daniel Deronda (1876). She
has also written The Spanish Gypsy (1868), and
several miscellaneous poems, collected in the

volume entitled The Legend of Jubal (1874), and
has largely contributed to The Westminster Beview.

"George Eliot, in all her novels, instils her own
faith in 'plain living and high thinkiag,' by show-
ing," says Professor Morley, "that it is well

in life to care greatly for something worthy of our

care ; choose worthy work, believe in it with our

souls, and labour to live, through inevitable checks

and hindrances, true to our best sense of the highest

life we can attain." See E. H. Hutton's Essays.

See Agatha; Bece, Adam; Jubal, Legend of;

Middlemarch; Mill on the Floss; Eomola;
Silas Marner; Spanish Gypsy, &o.

Eliot, Sir John, and statesman (b. 1590,

d. 1632), wrote The Monarchy of Man (q.v.). See

the Life by Forster (1864).

Eliot, Samuel, American historical writer

(b. 182l), has published The Liberty of Some : a

Sistory (1849); The Early Christians (1853); A
Manual of United States Sistory (1856) ; and other

works.
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Elissa, in Spenser's Faerie Queene, is the
step-sister of Medina and Perissa, and contrives

to disagree with them on every point.

Eliza :
" or, An Elegy upon the Unripe

Decease of Sir Antony Irby; composed at the
Request (and for a Monument) of his surviving
lady," by William Bkowne (q.v.).

Sliza. The name under which Mrs. Elizabeth
Cabter (1717—1806) began to contribute verses to

The Gentleman's Magazine, at the age of seventeen.
Miza was also made the subject of a Greek epigram
by Dr. Johnson. •

Eliza, Letters to, by Laurence Steenb
(1713—1768) ;

pubHshed, after his death, in 1775.

They are ten ia number, and were addressed to

Mrs. Draper, the wife of a counsellor of Bolnbay,
with whom, at one time, Sterne was very intimate.

See Bramine.

Elizabeth. Daughter of the King of Hun-
gary, and the heroine of Charles Kingsley's dra-

matic poem of The Saint's Tragedy (q.v.). She is

intended, says the author, as " a type of two great

mental struggles of the Middle Age ; first, of that

between Scriptural or unconscious, and Popish, or
conscious, purity; in a word, between innocence
and prudery ; next, of the struggle between healthy
human affection, andtheManichsean contempt with
which a celibate clergy would have all men regard
the name of husband, wife, and parent. To ex-

hibit this latter falsehood in its miserable conse-
quences is the main object of my poem."

Elizabeth, Queeh (b. 1533, d. 1603), is

represented in Puttenham's Art of English Poesie

(q.v.) as the author of a short poem, written, as
fiofessor Morley points out, when the presence of
Mary, Queen of Scots, in Englandwas breeding all

manner of sedition. " The Queen," says Puttenham,
" nothing ignorant in those secret favours, though
she had I6ng, with great wisdom and pacienoe,
dissembled it, writeth this ditty most sweet and
sententious, not hiding from all such aspiringminds
the danger of their ambition and disloyaltie."

Elizabetha Triumphans. A poem in
blank verse, written by James Askb, in commemo-
ration of the defeat of the Spanish Armada, in
1588, and published in that year. It is included
in Percy's volume of Blank Verse Anterior to

Milton, and is to be found complete in Nichols's
Progresses of Queen Elizabeth, vol. ii.

Ella, ia Chaucer's Man of Law's Tale, was a
king of Northumberland, who married Cunstance.

_ Ellen, Burd. A ballad, given by Percy in
his Reliqws as Childe Waters; by Jamieson and
Buohan, under the above title ; and by Kinloch as
Lady Margaret. It relates how Burd EUen fol-
lowed her lord in the guise of a page, and how she
gave birth to a son in a stable.

EUen Irwin: " or,,the Braes of Kirtle." A
legendarypoem by William Wordsworth,written

in 1803. The Kirtle is a river ia the south of
Scotland.

Ellesmere, Earl of, Francis Egerton (b.

1800, d. 1857), published some poems and transla-
tions of Faust and other German works, and con-
tributed some Essays to The Quarterly Review
(1858). He is better known under his original title

of Lord Leveson Gower.

Ellieott, Charles John, D.D., Bishop
of Gloucester and Bristol (b. 1819), has written
Commentaries on the Pauline Epistles, Lectures on
the Life of our Lord, Considerations on the Revision

of the Authorised Version of the New Testament,

Characteristics of Modern Unbelief, and other works.

Elliott, Charlotte, was the author of

several well-known hymns; among others, of those
commencing

—

*• Just as I am,'without one jplea,"

and
•' My God, my Father, while I stray."

Her T/hpublished Journals, Correspondence, and
Poems appeared in 1874.

Elliott, Btaenezer, poet (bi 1781, d. 1849),

wrote Corn-Law Rhymes, Corn-Law Hynms, The
Vernal Walk, Love, The Village Patriarch. The
Splendid Village, Sea. His Works appeared in

1834, 1840, and 1876. §ee the Life by Searle.

" Elliott," says Alexander Smith, " ia the poet 6f

the English artisans—men who read newspapers
and books, who are members of mechanics' in-

stitutes, who attend debating societies, who
discuss political measures and political men,
who are tormented by ideas. His poems are of

the angriest, but their anger is not altogether

imdivine. His scorn blisters and scalds, his sar-

casm flays; but then outside nature is constantly

touching him with a summer breeze, or a branch
of pink and white apple-blossoms, and his mood
becomes tenderness itself. He is far from being

lachrymose ; and when he is pathetic he affects one
as when a strong man sobs. His anger is not
nearly so frightful as his tears." See Corn-Law
Khymeb.

Elliott, Jane, of Minto. Daughter of Sir

Gilbert Elliott, and authoress of the first version of

The Flowers of the Forest (q.v.) See Cockburn, Mrs.

Elliott, Sir Gilbert. See Amynta.

Ellis, George, Uterary antiquarian and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1745, d. 1815), published

Specimens of the Early English Poets, to which is

prefixed, an Historical Sketch of the Rise and Progress

of the English Poetry and Language (1790) ; Speci-

mens of early English Metrical Romances, chiefly

written during the early part of the Fourteenth Cen-

tury; to which is prefixed, an historical Introduction

intended to illustrate the Rise and Progress of Ro-

mantic Composition in France and England (1805)

;

Poetical Tales and Trifles, by Sir Gregory Gander

(1778) ; and various contributions to the Rolliad

(q.v.), the Probationary Odes, and Political Eclogues.

See Gander, Sir Gregory.
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Ellis, George James Wellbore Agar,
Lord Dover (b. 1797, d. 1833), wrote a History of
the State Prisoner, commonly called the Iron Mask ;
Sistorieal Inquiries respecting the Character of
Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon; and a life of
Frederick the Great, besides editing the Ellis Corre-
ipondence and Horace Walpole's Letters to Sir Horace

Ellis, Sir Henry, literary antiquary
(b. 1777, d. 1869), publisbed Original Letters Illus-

trative of English History (1814) ; a History of the
Antiquities of the Parish of St. Leonard, Shorediteh,
and Liberty of Norton Folgate, in the suburbs of
London (1798) ; iatroductions to editions of the
Doomsday Survey and Dugdale's Monasticon, besides
editions of Brande's Popular Antiquities, and of
Hardyng and Fabian's Ghronicles, and various con-
tributions to the Arehaologia and other works.

ElUs, John, poet (b. 1698, d. 1791), con-
tributed to Dodsley's Miscellany several short
pieces, including The Cheat's Apology, £md Tartana :

or, the Pladdie.

_EUis, Mrs. William, nee Sarah Stickney,
miscellaneous writer (b. 1812), wrote The W^omen
of England (1838) ; A Summer and Winter in the
Pyrenees (1841) ; The Daughters of England (1842)

;

The Wives of England, and The Mothers of England
(1843) ; Prevention better than Cure (1847) ; Hints
on Formation of Character (1848); Pictures of
Private Life ; Family Secrets : or. Hints to those

who would make Home happy ; A Voice from the
Vintage ; and other works.

Ellis, William (d. 1872), missionary and mis-
cellaneous writer, published Missionary Narrative of
a Tour through Hawaii or Owhyhee (1826) ; Poly-
nesian Researches (1829) ; A History of Madagascar
(1839); and many other .works. His second
wife was Miss Stickney. (See preceding para-
graph.)

Ellwood, Mrs. A. K,, published in
1848, Memoirs of the Literary Ladies of England
from the Commencement of the Last Century. This
work commences with Lady Mary Wortley Mon-
tagu and ends with Miss Landou (Mrs. Maclean),
and is " marked by good taste and excellent
judgment." Mrs. Ellwood also wrote a Narrative
of a Journey Overland from England to India
(1830).

Ellwood, Thomas, a Quaker divine (b. 1639,
d. 1713), wrote The Davideis : or, the Life ofDavid,
King of Israel, a sacred poem (1712) ; The Founda-
tion of Tithes Shaken (1682) ; Sacred History : or,

the Historical Part of the Holy Scriptures of the Old
and New Testaments, digested into due Method, with
Observations (1705 and 1709) ; and other works.
The History of his Life, written by himself, ap-
peared in 1714. See The Retrospective Review, vol.
xiii. See Davideis.

Ellys, Anthony, Bishop of St. David's (b.

1693, d. 1761), wrote a Reply to Hume's Essay on

Miracles, and Various Tracts on the Liberty,

Spiritual and Temporal, of Protestants in England.

Elmham, Thomas of. Prior of Lenton, in
Nottinghamshire, till 1426, vfrote a prose History

of Henry V., printed by Hearne in 1727; a
summary of the same in Latin verse, edited by
Cole, in Memorials of Henry V. ; and a History of
the Monastery of St. Augustine at Canterbury, to
which he belonged in early life, edited by Hard-
vrick, in the Rolls Series of Chronicles and Memorials.

Elm Tree, The. A poem by Thomas Hood.

Elmsley, Peter, D.D., classical critic (b.

1773, d. 1826), was one of the earliest contributors

to The Edinburgh Review, in which he wrote
papers on Wittenbaoh's Plutarch, Schweighauser's
Athencsus, Bloomfield's ^schylus, and Person's
Hecuba. He also vrrote largely for The Quarterly
Review. Among his editions of classical works are
—the Acharnanes (1809) ; the (Edipus Tyrannus
(1811) ; the Heracleida, Baccha, and Medea (1815,
1818, and 1821) ; and the (Edipus Coloneus (1823).

Elocution Walker. A name given to John
Walker (1732—1807), the author of The Pro-
nouncing Dictionary, from the fact of his being a
distingiiished teacher of elocution.

Eloisa to Abelard, Epistle from, by
Alexander Pope ; founded on the well-known and
pathetic story of these two famous personages.
Peter Abelard (1079—1142) was an illustrious

philosopher and divine, whom Heloisa, the niece of

Fulbert, an ecclesiastic, loved " not wisely, but too
well." Abelard would willingly have repaired the
injury he had done her, by marriage; but Heloisa,

from a strange combination of devoted generosity
and perverted moral and religious sentiment, ob-
jected to matrimony, and, even after a private

espousalhad taken place, denied its existence on oath.
Hallam is of opinion that Pope, in his passionate
and musical effusion, has done great injustice to
Heloisa's character, in putting into her mouth the
sentiments of a coarse, abandoned woman. " Her
refusal to marry Abelard arose, not from an abstract
predilection for the name of mistress above that of
wife, but from her disinterested affection, which
would not deprive him of the prospect of ecclesias-
tical dignities, to which his genius and renown
might lead him."

Elphinston, James, miscellaneous writer

g). 1721, d. 1809), published a Grammar of the
English Language, a poem on Education, and
translations of Martial and of Racine's Religion.
He also wrote Fifty Tears' Correspondence, Inglish,
French, and Lattin, in Proze and Verse, between Ge-
niusses ov boath Sexes, and James Elphinston (1794).

Elphinstone, Hon. Mountstuart, states-
man (b. 1778, d. 1859), wrote An Account of the
Kingdom of Cabaul (1815), and a History of India
(1841).

" '

Elshender the Beeluse. Tke Black Dwarf,
in Sir Walter Scott's novel of that name.
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Elsie. The heroine of Longpello-w's dramatic

poem of The Golden Legend (q.v.). ; in love with

Prince Henry.

Elsiuore. A town in Denmark, in which
Shakesfeake laid the scene of Samlet.

Elspat, Lady. A ballad, printed in Jamie-

son's collection, teUing how "her mother, on
false pretences, imprisons the lover of Lady Elspat,

who hears witness for tiim and procures his release-

ment."

lElspetll. A character in Sir Walter Scott's

novel of The Antiquary (q.v.).

Elspeth. A servant to Dandie Dinmont (q.v.)

,

in Sir WAITER Scott's novel of Guy Mannering

(q.v.).

Elspie. The heroine of Clough's Bothie of

Tober-na-Vmlich (q.v.) ; in love with Philip.

Elsynge, Henry, Clerk of the House of

Commons (h. 1598, d. 1654), wrote a work on The

Ancient Method and Manner of Molding Farliaments

in England.

Elton, Sir Arthur Hallam (b. 1818), is

the author of a novel entitled Below the Surface,

and of various tracts on the leading social and
political questions of the day.

Elvira : "or, the Worst not always true." A
comedyby George Digby, Earl of Bristol; printed

in 1667, and probably founded on a Spanish play.

Elwin, WhitweU, clergyman and critic

(b. 1816), was editor of The Quarterly Beview from

1853 to 1860, and has published a complete edition

of the works and correspondence of Pope. He has

also produced a volume of essays on literary

subjects.

Elyot, Sir Thomas, physician, and mis-

cellaneous writer (d. 1546), wrote The Bohe named

the ffotierMor (1531); Fasquil the Flayne (1533); Ofthe
Knowledge which maketh a wise man (1533) ; The

Castle of Melthe (1533) ; The Bankette of Sapience

(1542) ; A Preservative agaynste Deth (1545) ; A
JDefence or Apologye of Good Women (1545) ; and

various translations. For Biography, see Wood's
Athena Oxoniensei and The Setroapective Beview.

See Castle of Health, The ; Defence or Apolo-

gye OP Good Women ; Dictionary, Latin-

English; Governor, The ; Preservative agaynst
Deth, A.

Emare. An old English story, discovered by
Tyrwhitt in the Cottonian Library, and described

as—
•* On of Brytayne layes

That was used by olde dayes.'

See Eitson's Metrical Romances.

Emblems, Ancient and Modern, Col-
lection ot, " quickened with Metrical Illustra-

tions," by George Wither; published in 1635.

These emblems are "both moral and divine" in

character, and are, in the words of the author,
" disposed into lotteries, that instruction and good
counsel may be farthered by an honest and pleasing

recreation." Wither's Emblems were preceded in

1586 by Whitney's Choice of Emblemes, and in

1612 by Peacham's Minerva Britannia : or, »
Garden of Heroical Devises. See Green's Shake-
speare, and the Emblem Writers; also The Betro-
spective Beview, vol. ix.

Emblems, Divine and Moral. Poems by
Francis Qijarles (1592—1644), published in 1635,
and intended to illustrate the emblematic character
of the engravings by which they were accompanied.
Some of them were translated, others paraphrased,
from the Bia Desideria of Herman Hugo, the
Jesuit, who was himself largely indebted to

Andreas Alciatus, the author of Emblematmn
Libellus (1522). Wood says that Quarles' Em-
blems were "in wonderful veneration among the
vulgar" of his time. "His visible poetry," says
old Fuller, " (I mean his 'Emblems'), is excellent,

catching therein the eye and fancy at one draught,

so that he hath out-Alciated therein, in some men's
judgement." "His writings," says James Mont-
gomery, " are occasionally defaced by vulgarisms

and deformed by quaint conceits, but his beauties

abundantly atone for his defects ; the latter being
comparatively few, while his works are generally

characterised by great learning, lively fancy, and
profound piety." " He uses language," says

Thoreau hyperbolicaUy, " almost as greatly as

Shakespeare ; and though there is not much
straight grain in him, there is plenty of tough
crooked timber. In an age when Herbert is

revived, Quarles ought surely not to be forgotten."

Embury, Mrs.,»e'e Emma Catherine Manley,
an American authoress (b. 1806, d. 1863), produced
Guido, and other Poems ; Constance Latimer : or, the

Blind Girl; Pictures of Early Life; Natttre's Gems:
or, American Wild Flowers ; The Waldorf Family ;

Glimpses of Some Life ; and other works. See

Ianthe.

Emerald Isle, The. A name first bestowed
upon Ireland by Dr. William Drennan (1764

—

1820), in his poem called Erin.

Emerson, Balph Waldo, American author
and essayist (b. 1803), has written Literary

Ethics^ (1838) ; Nature, essays (1839), q.v. ; The

Method'of Jfatwre (1841); Man'the Reformer (1841);

Lectures on the Times (1841); Essays (1841) ; Essays

(1844) ; Poems (1846) ; Bepresentative Men (1849),

\q^.v.); MemoirsofMargaret Fuller, Marchesa d'Ossoli

(1852) ; English Traits (1856), (q.v.) ; The Conduct

of Life (1860) ; May-Day, and other Pieces (1867)

;

Society and Solitude (1870); Parnassus: Selected

Poems (1871) ; Essays (1871) ; Letters and Social

Aims (18'76) ; besides delivering an oration on

"Man-Thinkmg" in 1837, an adc&ess to the senior

class of Cambridge Divinity College in 1838, and

orations and lectures on various subjects at dif-

ferent periods. Lowell writes of Emerson :

—
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" HIB is, we may Bay,
A Gr«ek head on rigbt Tankee shoulders, whose range
Has Olympus for one pole, for t'other th' Exchange.
'TiB refreshing to old-fashioned people like me
To meet such a primitive pagan as he.
In whose mind all creation is duly respected
As parts of himself—just a little projected.

"

Emerson, William, mathematician (b. 1701,

d. 1782), author of Mechanics, Method of Incre-

ments, Doctrine of Fluxions, and other works. See
the life by Bowe (1793).

Emigrants in the Bermudas, The. A
poem by Andrew Makveli (1620—1678), which
may possibly have suggested to Thomas Moore the
idea of his Canadian Boat-Song :—

" From a small hoat that row'd along
The listening winds received this song."

The emigrants are supposed to be driven to America
by the government of CSiarles I. Leigh Hunt calls

this poem " devout and beautiful."

Emilia, in Chaucer's Knight's Tale, is beloved
by Palamon and Aroite (q.v.).

Emilia. A character in Shakespeare's play
of The Winter's Tale (q.v.).

Emilia, in Othello (q.v.), is the wife of lago,

and waiting-woman to Desdemona (q.v.)

.

Emilia, in Smollett's novel of The Adventures

of Feregrine Ficlc^, is beloved by the hero.

Bm'ly, little. The niece of Daniel Feg-
gotty (q.v.),ijrDiCK.ENs's novel of David Gopper^eld

(q.v.) ; afteBR'ards betrayed and deserted by §teer-

forth (q.v.j|r She has given the title to a dramatic
version of the novel by Andrew Hallidat (BufE),

produced in 1869.

Emma. The title of a novel by Jane Austen,
piiblished in 1816.

Emmeline : " or, the Orphan of the Castle."

A novel by Mrs. Charlotte Smith (1749—1806),
published in 1788 :

" the graceful story of an
orphan girl pining under the stigma of illegitimate

birth and 'the miseries of dependence. The course

of events at length restores her to her genuine
rank and her long alienated inheritance, and
makes her happy with the man she loves. Neither
the story nor the characters show much vigour;
the incidents are often utterly improbable; the
cast of the tale, moreover, belongs to a school that
never was good—the school of distressed maidens,

missing fathers, children changed at nurse, &c.

;

but for aU that, Fmmeline has many pleasing and
tender passages we could find in no other writer."

Empedocles on Etna. A dramatic poem
by Matthew Arnold (b. 1822), published in 1853,
but withdrawn shortly afterwards ; to be reproduced,

at the suggestion of Robert Browning, in 1868.

Of the historical Empedocles, Professor Nichol
writes that, " at once philosopher, lawgiver, phy-
sician, and poet, he was revered as a prophet
during his life, and afterwards worshipped as a
god. His career was emheUished by imputed
miracles, and marvellous legends cluster round his

death [one of which, representing him as having
thrown himself into the crater at Etna, is adopted
by Mr. Arnold in the poem]. Lucretius speaks of
him as the greatest among the wonders of Sicily

—

'clanmi et venerabUe nomen.' " "Good Master
Empedocles," cries Charles Lamb in one of his

wildest moods, "it is long since you went a-sala-

mander-gathering down .^tna. Worse than sam-
phire-picking by some odds. 'Tis a mercy your
worship did not singe your moustachios."

Emperor's Bird's Nest, The. A
humorous ballad by H. W. Longfellow.

Empson, in Sir Walter Scott's Feveril of
the Feak, is the favourite flageolet-player of

Charles II.

Empson, WiUiam, Professor of Law at

HaUeybury (b. 1790, d. 1852), succeeded Macvey
Napier (q.v.) in the editorship of The Edinbv/rgh

Review, to which he contributed a large variety of

papers between 1823 and 1849.

Enchiridion : " containing Institutions Di-
vine, Contemplative, Practical, Moral, Ethical,

Economical, Political." A collection of maxims
by Francis Quarles (1592—1644). Many of these
" guesses at truth " are really gems of thought.

They were published in 1652.

Encomion of Lady Pecunla: "or, the

Praise of Money ; the Complaint of Poetrie for the

death of LiberaUtie, i.e.. The Combat betweene
Conscience and Covetousness, in the miad of Man

;

with Poems in Divers Humors," by Eichard
Baknfield (b. 1574), printed in 1598. Several

of the pieces in this volume were included in The
Fassionate Filgrim, published in 1599.

Encyclopaedia. The earliest English Enoy-
clopeedia was the Lexicon Teehnicum of Dr. John
Harris, published in two foUo volumes in 1710.

It was suggested by Dr. HofEman's Lexicon Uni-

versale, which appeared in Germany in 1677. In
1728, Ephraim Chambers (q.v.) produced, on an
improved basis, a Cyclopcedia in two volumes, and
this work was followed by Owen's Dictionary

(four volumes) in 1754. The first edition of The
Fncyclopadia Britannica, which was mainly a Dic-
tionary of Arts and Sciences, was published in

three volumes in 1771 ; the second, containing
large additions, in ten volumes, in 1776—1783; the

third was completed in eighteen volumes in 1797

;

the fourth, in twenty volumes, in 1810; the fifth

and sixth, with supplements, in six volumes, in 1815—1824; the seventh, in twenty-one volumes, in 1830—1842; the eighth, in twenty-one volumes, in 1852—1860; and the publication of the ninth was
commenced in 1875. In 1802, Dr. Abraham Eees
projected a new edition of Ephraim Chambers'
Cyclopcedia, which was completed in forty-five

volumes in 1819. The Edinburgh Eneyclopadia,
edited by Dr. (afterwards Sir) David Brewster,
was commenced in 1810, and completed, in eighteen
volumes, in 1830. This was followed by The En-
cyclopedia Metropolitana, a work in thirty volumes
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(1818—1845), the earlier volumes of which were
produced under the supervision of Samuel Taylok
Coleridge; The Fenny Cyclopcedia, in twenty-

nine volumes, edited by Ohables Knight, for the

Society for the DifEusion of Useful Knowledge
(1833—1843), which was repuhUshed in an im-

proved form under the title of The English Ency-

elopiedia, in twenty-two volumes (1853—1861);

and Chambers's Encyclopedia (ten volumes), the

first edition of which was commenced in 1859, and
the second in 1874.

" End must justify the means. The."
—Prior, Sans Carvel.

Enderbie, Percy, wrote Cambria Trivm-

phans : or, Britain in its perfect lustre, from the

first of its Princes to Charles I. : Being a Mistory of

Wales (1661). It was reprinted in 1810.

" Endure (We first), then pity, then
emhrace."

—

Pope, Essay on Man, ep. ii., hne 217.

Endymion. A poem by John Keats, pub-
lished in 1818. " The models," says Lord Jeffirey,

" upon which he has formed himself in the Endy-
mion, the earliest, and by much the most consider-

able of his poems, are obviously The Faithful

Shepherdess of Fletcher, and The Sad Shepherd of

Ben Jonson, the exquisite metres and inspired

diction of which he has copied with great bold-

ness and fidelity, and, like lus great originals, has

also contrived to impart to the whole piece that

true rural and poetical air which breathes only in

them and in Theocritus." This was in The Edin-

burgh Review of 1820. The poem had previously

been criticised by Croker in The Quarterly Review,

with a severity which undoubtedly hastened, if it

did not cause, the illness which resulted in the

poet's death. It is worth noting that Shelley pro-

nounced it " fuU of some of the highest and the

finest gleams of poetry."

Endymion. A lyric by Henry Wadswoeth
Longfellow ; founded on the old mythic story of

the mortal youth who was beloved by Diana, and
received her kiss

—

" When sleepin? In the grove,
He dreamed not of her love."

Endymion, the Man in the Moon. A
play, by John Lyly, published in 1592, and highly
praised by Hazlitt. "Lyly," says that critic,

"made a more attractive picture of Grecian man-
ners at second-hand, than of English characters

from his own observation."

Eneas, Wandering Prince of Troy.
An " excellent old ballad," concerning which
Bishop Percy says: "The reader wiU smile to

observe with what natural and affecting simplicity

our ancient ballad-maker has engrafted a Gothic
conclusion on the classic story of Virgil."

Enfield, WiUiam, LL.D. (b. 1741, d. 1797),
was the compiler of The Speaker, a, collection of

prose and poetry. He was also a prolific writer
both of books and of contributions to the maga-
zines.

England and its People, First Impres-
sions of, by Hugh Miller (1802—1856) ;

pub-
lished in 1847.

England and the English. Sketches of

the national hfe and manners, by Edward, Lord
Lytton

;
published in 1833.

" England ! with all thy faults I love
thee stUl." A line occurring in Cowper's poem of

The Task ; a parallel for which may be found in
Churchill's poem. The Farewell

:

—
" Be England wbat she will,

With all her faults she Is my country still."

England's Helicon. A well-known collec-

tion of poems by Shakespeare, Marlowe, Breton,

Spenser, Drayton, Sir Philip Sidney, and others

;

edited by John Bodenham, published in 1600, and
consisting of one hundred and fifty pieces in all.

An edition was issued by Sir Egerton Brydges, in

1812.

England's Heroical Epistles. A series

of twenty-four poems, by Michael Drayton
;
pub-

lished about 1595, and written in celebration of the

loves of certain EngKsh worthies. Thus, Edward
the Black Prince writes to Alice, Countess of Salis-

bury, and Mortimer to Queen Isabel.

England's Mourning Garment, by
Henry Chettle (b. about 1640, d. 1604), consists

of^otices of contemporary poets. It was published

in 1603, and reprinted in The Barleian Miscellany.

England's Parnassus :
" or, the Choicest

Flowers of our Modern Poets, with their Poetical

Comparisons," selected by Robert Allot (q.v.),

and printed in 1600. Warton says the method is

judicious, whilst the extracts are copious, and made
with a degree of taste. Among the authors quoted

are Chapman, Constable, Daniel, Davies, Drayton,

Dekker, Gascoigne, Greene, Harington, Jonson,

Kyd, Lodge, Marlowe, Middleton, Nash, Peele,

Saokville, Shakespeare, Sidney, Spenser, Surrey,

and Wyatt. See Collier's Seven English Foetical

Miscellanies (1867).

England's Trust, and other Poems,
by Lord John Manners (b. 1818) ;

pubhshed in

1841, and containing the couplet :

—

"Let wealth and rommerce, laws and learning die.

But leave us still our old nobility."

Englefield, Sir Henry Charles, natural

philosopher (b. 1752, d. 1822), published, among

other works. The Determination of the Orbits of

Comets ; A Walk through Southampton; and various

papers printed in the Transactions of the Eoyal

Society.

EngUsh Aristophanes, The. A name

assumed by Samuel Foote, the comic dramatist.

English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.
A satire, by Lord Byron (1788—1824), published

in 1809, and occasioned by a severe criticism of his

early volume of poetry, the Bours of Idleness^ (q-'>;.).

The writers in The Edinburgh Review are primarily

the-objects of attack, but from them he diverges
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to characterise all, or nearly all, the leading authors
of the day. The poem thus includes references to

Fitzgerald, Jeffrey, Gifford, Scott, Southey, Moore,
Wordsworth, Lewis, Strangford, Hayley, G-rahame,
Bowles, Cottle, White, and many others. It is

written in the customary heroic verse, and hegins :

—

" still must T hear?—shall hoarse Fitzgerald bawl
His creaking couplets In a tavern-hall.
And I not sing, lest, haply, Scotch reviews
Should dut) me scrilihler, and denounce my muse 7
Prepare for rhyme—I'll publish, right or wrong

:

Fools are my theme : let satire he my song I

"

English Garden, The. A descriptive poem
in four books, written in blank verse, by William
Mason (1725—1797), and published at intervals

between 1772 and 1782.

English Grammar, The : " made by Ben
JoNSON, for the benefit of all strangers, out of his

observation of the English language."

English Juvenal, The. A name given to

John Oldham (1653—1684), a poet of strong sati-

rical power, and an accomplished delineator of con-

temporary life and manners.

English Mersenne, The. A name be-
stowed upon John Collins, the mathematician
(1624—1683), after that of Marin Mersenne, a con-

temporary Fi:ench philosopher.

English Opium-Eater, The. Thomas
De Quincey (1785—1869), whose experiences of

the effects of opium-eating are described in his

Confessions, published in 1821.

English Petrarch, The. A name conferred

upon Sir Philip Sidney by Sir Walter Kaleigh.

English Rabelais, The. A description

sometimes applied to Jonathan Swipt and others.

Bee Eabelais, The English.

English Sappho, The. A title bestowed
upon Mrs. Kobinson (1768—1800), an actress, and
the author of some lyric poetry. See Peedita,

English Seneca, The. Bishop Joseph
Hall (1674—1656) was so called. See Seneca,
The English.

English Terence, The. A name some-
times bestowed upon Richard Cumberland, the

dramatist, to whom Goldsmith alludes in his Re-
taliation (c[.v.) as

*' The Terence of England, the mender of hearts."

English Tongue, The, A Proposal of
Correcting, and Improving, and ascer-
taining, by Jonathan Swift (1667—1745), in a

Letter to the most Honourable Robert, Earl of Oxford
and Mortimer, Lord Sigh Treasurer of Great Britain,

pubUshed in May, 1712. In this essay Swift

suggests the establishment of an Academy in the

following terms :
—" In order to reform our lan-

guage, I conceive that a free judicious choice

should be made of such persons as are generally

allowed to be best quaUfied for such a work, with-

out any regard to quality, party, or profession.

. . . The persons who are to undertake this

work win have the example of the French before

them, to imitate where these have proceeded right,

and to avoid their mistakes." He further intimates

his opinion that " some method should be thought
on for ascertaining and fixing our language for

ever," and that " it is better a language should not
be wholly perfect, than that it should be per-

petually changing."

English Traits. A series of sketches of
English life and character, written by Ralph
Waldo Emerson (b. 1803), and published in
1856. In the chapter which describes his "first

visit," the writer gives interesting reminiscences
of Landor, Coleridge, Carlyle, Wordsworth, and
others.

English Travellers, The. A comedy, by
Thomas Heywood, printedf in 1633.

" English undeftrled. Well of." A de-
scription applied by Spenser to " Dan Chaucer,"
in the Faerie Queene, book iv., canto ii., stanza 32.

Englynion. Printed in the Welsh Archaeology,

and commemorating the valiant deeds of the seven
sons of Kedivor; by Perif-ab-Kedivor, foster-

brother of Howe-ab-Owain (q.v.).

Englynions. "In praise of Madoc-ap-Mere-
dydd, Prince of Powys;" poemsby Llywarch Llew
Cad (circa 1190). Stephens characterises them as
among the most interesting productions of the
period; " they throw," he says, " much light upon
the military history and habits of the country."

Enid. The title of one of Tennyson's Idylls

of the King (q.v.). Enid is the wife of Geraint.

Enigma. See .Enigma.

Enoch Arden. See Abden, Enoch.

" Enough is good as a Feast." A pro-

verbial expression which is to be found in scene 1,

act iii., of Bickerstafp's Love in a Village (q.v.)

Ent, Sir George (b. 1604, d. 1689), wrote
Apologia pro Circulatione Sanguinis (1641). His
JFbrks appeared in 1687.

Enthusiasm, Letter Concerning, by
Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl of Shaftes-
bury (1671—1713) ;

published in 1708, and after-

wards forming the first treatise of his Characteristics

(q.v.).

Enthusiasm of Methodists and Papists
Compared, The. A controversial work against

Whitefield, Wesley, and the Moravians, by Bishop
IiAviNGTON, of Exeter (1683—1762); published in

1754.

Enthusiasm, The Natural History of,
by Isaac Taylor (1787—1865) ; published anony-
mously in 1829, and intended as the first of a
series of works, of which Fanaticism (1833), and
Spiritual Despotism (1836), form parts.
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" Entrance to a quarrel. Beware of."—Samlet, scene 3, act i. :

—

" But, being In,

Bear't that the opposed may heware of thee."

Solian Harp, The. A poem, by S. T. Cole-
STDGE, composed at Cleyedon, Somersetshire, and
dated 1796—1828.

Eotlien : "or, Traces of Travel brought home
from the East," by Alexandek "William King-
lake (q.v.), and published in 1844. The Critic

said of it that " nothing so sparkling, so graphic,

so truthful in sentiment, and so poetic in vein,

had issued from the press for many a day."

Eirea IlTepoevra. See Diversions op Puk-

LEY, The.

Ephemerides of Fhialo, The, "divided
into three books : 1. A Method by which he ought
to foUow that desireth to rebuke his Freend, -when

he seeth him swarue ; without kindling his choler,

or hurting himseUe. 2. A Canuazado to Courtiers

in four points. 3. The Defence of a Curtezan over-

throwen. And a Short Apologie of the Schoole of

Abuse." By Stephen Gosson, 1579.

Epic Poetry is the highest of all poetry, and
has to do with the fortixnes of a hero or of a nation,

sometimes of both. Thus Virgil's Jineid not only
details the adventures of ^neas, but is a magni-
ficent apotheosis of the glories of the Roman race.

In the same way with Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered

and Ariosto's Orlando Fu/rioso. French literature

has no great epic, nor can we in Britain boast of

any other than the Paradise Lost of Milton, unless

we concede the epic character of Tennyson's Idylls

of the King. There have been many attempts at

epical production in Great Britain, but the verj'

magnificence of the intention has generally dis-

played and intensified the poverty of the result.

Epicene : "or, the Silent Woman." A
comedy by Ben Jonson, produced in 1609. "The
Epicene" says Campbell, "in my humble appre-

hension, exhibits Jonson' s humour in the most
exhilarating perfection." It is built, as Hazlitt

reminds us, upon the supposition of an old citizen

disliking noise, who takes to wife Epicene (a sup-

posed young lady) for the reputation of her silence,

and with a view to disinherit his nephew, who
has laughed at his infirmity. But no sooner is the

marriage over than Epicene turns out to be a shrew,

and the old citizen (called Morose) is very glad

when his nephew, called in to settle the difficulty,

proves Epicene to be no woman.

Epicurean, The. A tale, by Thomas Mooke,
the poet, published in 1827. See Alciphron.

" Epicurus' sty. The fattest hog in."—
Mason's Heroic Epistle.

Epigoniad, The. A poem, in nine books,

by William Wilkie (1721—1772), published

originally in 1757, and again revised in 1759.

The scene of action is the siege of Thebes, and the

hero and heroine are respectively Diomed and
Cassandra.

Epigrammata, by Sir Thomas More, were
printed at Basle in 1520, and translated in part in
Pecke's Parnassi Piierperiwm (1659).

Epigrams, Most Elegant and Wittie,
by Sir John Haryngton (d. 1612) ;

published in
1633, and containing the couplet :

—

" Treason doth never prosper ; what's the reason 1

For if It prosper, none dare call it treason."

Epigrams. The foUowing are some of the
most important and interesting collections that
have appeared ^since 1600 :

—

Two Centuries of
Epigrams, by John Heath (1610) ; Laqmi
Ridicalosi : or , Springes for Woodcocks, by Henry
Parrot (1613); Linsi-Woolsie : or. Two Centuries

of Epigrams, by WiUiam Gamage (1613)

;

Quodlibets lately come over from New Sritaniola,

Old Newfoimdlamd, by Robert Hayman (1628)

;

Delitice Delitiarv/m (1637) ; Wit's Recreations

(1640); Clarastella, by Robert Heath (1650);
Epigrams, by S. Sheppard (1651) ; Recreations for
Ingenious JSead-pieces (1654) ; Musarum SelititB

(1666); XlaTpMiv SS>pov, by Henry Delaune (1657);
Wit Restored (1658) ; Parnassi Puerperium, by
Thomas Pecke (1659) ; Sales Epigrammatum, by
James Wright (1663) ; Epigrams of All Sorts, by
Richard Flecknoe (1671) ; Wit's Interpreter (1671)

;

The London Medley (1730—31) ; The Soney-Suckle

(1734) ; Wit's Cabinet (1737) ; The British Apollo

(1740) ; The Foundling Hospital for Wit (1743)

;

Theatre of Wit : or, a Banquet of the Muses (1746)

;

A Collection of Select Epigrams, by Hackett (1757);
The Poetical Calendar, by Francis Fawkes and
William Wolfi (1763) ; The Festoon, by Richard
Graves (1767); The Wit's Miscellany (1774) ; The
Repository, by Isaac Reed (1777—1783) ; The New
Paradise of Dainty Devices (1777) ; Euphrosyne, by
Richard Graves (1783) ; The New Foundling Hospital

for Wit (1784) ; The English Anthology (1793) ; The
Poetical Farrago (1794); Select Epigrams (1797);
The Metrical Miscellany (1803) ; Panorama of Wit

(1809); The Flowers of Wif,'by Henry Kett (1814);

Epigrams, Ancient and Modern, by John Booth

(1865) ; and Dodd's Epigrammatists (1870).

Epilogue, The, was an address that in

former times was often delivered by one or more
of the actors at the conclusion of a play; being

most frequently introduced after the performance

of a comedy. It was usually of a light and
merry character, and was intended specially to

encourage a friendly feeling among the spectators

towards the actors of the play, and to form a

means by which apologies could, if necessary, be

made for any defects in the performance. See

Prologues.

Epilogue to the Tragedy of the
Church of England, The. A controversial

work, in three books, by Herbert Thorndikk

(d. 1672). The first book treated of the principles
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of Christian truth, the second of the covenant of

grace, and the third of the laws of the church.

Epipsyohidion : " Verses addressed to the
nohle and unfortunate lady, Emilia Viviani, now
imprisoned in the Convent of St. Anne, Pisa," hy
Percy Bysshb Shelley; published in 1821. "A
pure outpouring of poetry ; a brimming and bub-
ling fountain of freshness and music, magical,"
saysW. M. Eossetti, " with its own spray rainbows,"

Episcopacy Asserted :
" Against the Ace-

phah and Aerians, new and old." A controversial

work, by Bishop Jbkjemy Taylor (1613—1667),
published "by his Majesty's command" in 1642.

It is characterised by Principal Tullooh as giving
no indication of the liberal and comprehensive
spirit which was by-and-by to expand into the
Liberty of Prophesying (q.v.). Its chief excellence,

he says, consists in the concise and rapid divisions

into which he throws his reasoning, so as to bring
all his points successively in good order before the
reader.

Epistle of Comfort, An. Addressed "to
the reverend priests and others of the lay sort re-

strained in durance for the Catholicke fayth," by
Robert Southwell (1560—1595), and pubUshed
anonymously in 1605.

Epistle to a Friend, An. A poem by
Samuel Rogers (1763—1855), in which the writer
indicates the manner in which social comfort is

influenced by residence, furniture, books, pictures,

and companions.

Epistles. Poems, by Samuel Daniel (1562

—

1619); addressed to Lord Keeper Egerton, Lord
Henry Howard; Margaret, Countess of Cumber-
land ; Lucy, Countess of Bedford ; Anne, Countess
of Dorset; and the Earl of Southampton— the
latter being the patron of Shakespeare and the
friend of Essex.

Epistles, "In Six Decades," by Joseph Hall,
Bishop of Exeter and Norwich; published in 1608—11, with a dedication to Prince Henry. They
are notable as being the first of their kind in the
language.

Epistles, by John Keats, in verse, addressed
to George Felton Matthew, to his brother George,
and to Charles Cowden Clarke.

Epistles on Several Occasions, by
John Gay. The sixth, being addressed to Pope,
is in the same metre as Byron's Bon Juan.

Epistolse, by Alcuin op Tours (735—804);
interesting as the chief source of information about
their author, and as throwing Ught upon contem-
porary history.

Epistolse S. Bonifacii Mart3rris. First

published by the Jesuit Nicholaus Serariu3inl629.
They are valuable as memorials of his time, and
contain, says Wright, interesting illustrations of

history.

Epitaphs, by Alexander Pope ; on the Earl

of Dorset, Sir WiUiam Trumbull, Simon Harcourt,

James Craggs, Rome, Mr. Corbet, Robert Digby,

Sir Godfrey Kneller, General Withers, Fenton,

the poet ; Gay, the poet ; Sir Isaac Newton, But-

ler, Bishop Atterbury, Edmond, Duke of Bucking-

ham, and others.

Epithalamion. A song by Ben Jonson,

celebrating the marriage of Jerome Weston, son

of Lord Treasurer Weston, with the Lady Frances

Stewart, daughter of Esme, Duke of Lennox. It is

included in the collection known as " Underwoods."

Epithalamion. A Marriage Song, in which
Spenser celebrates his own espousals :

—

" Help me mine own love's praises to resounil."

It was written in 1595.

Eppie. The adopted child of Silas Mamer, in

George Eliot's novel of that name (q.v.) ; really

the daughter of Godfrey Cass and MoUy, and after-

wards married to Aaron.

Epping Hunt, The, by Thomas Hood;
pubUshed in 1829.

Erasmus. Among the translations into

English of this writer are the New Testament Para-
phrases (1548—9), and a portion of the Apoph-
thegms (1542) by XJdall ; The Praise of Folly (1870)

;

The Prayers (1872) ; and The Pilgrimages (1875).

Erckmann-Chatrian. The names of the

joint authors of a series of novels, many of which,

as translated from the original French, have been
very popular in this country. Among them are

The Conscript, Waterloo, The Blockade ^ Phahiwrg,
The History of a Peasant, The Story of the Plebiscite,

and Brigadier Frederic. Emile Erckmann was
born in 1822 ; Alexandre Chatrian in 1826.

" Ercles' vein. This is."—Midsummer
Night's Dream, act 1, scene ii.

" 'Ere on my bed my limbs I lay."—
First line of A Child's Evening Prayer, by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge.

Erigena, John Scotus. See Scotus, John.

Erminia. The heroine of Tasso's Jerusalem

Delivered; in love with Tancred.

Eromena : " or, the Noble Stranger." A
prose version of Chamberlayne's poem of Phar-
ronida (q.v.), which appeared in 1683.

" Err is human, to forgive divine. To."
Line 325, part ii., of Pope's Bssay on Criticism

(q.v.).

Erskine, John (b. 1695, d. 1768), was the

author of two standard works on Scottish Law:
TJie Principles of the Law of Scotland (1754) ; and
Institutes of the Laws of Scotland (1773).

Erskine, Ralph, Presbyterian divine (b. 1685,

d. 1752), wrote Oospel Sonnets, Faith no Fancy,

Fancy no Faith, and other works, published with
his Sermons ia 1764, and again in 1821.
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Erskine, Thomas, of Linlathen, wrote
Hemarks on the Internal Evidence of the Truth of
Seveakd Religion, An Essay on Truth, The Uncon-
ditional Freeness of the Gospel, and other works.
See Bishop Ewing's Present Bai/ Papers.

Escalus, in Shakesfeabe's play of Measure
for Measure (q.v), is a noWe in the court of the
Duke of Vienna.

Esealus. Prince of Verona, in Romeo and Juliet

(q.v.).

Escanes. ATyriannobIeiuaii,inSHAKESPEAitE's
play of Pericles (q.v.).

Eskdale, Lord, in Disbaeli's Coningsby, is

eaid to he intended for Lord Lonsdale.

Esmond. A novel by W. M. Thackeray
(1811—1863), published in 1852. "It was a con-

tinuous story, and one worked out with closer

attention to the thread of the narrative than he
had hitherto produced. But its most striking

feature was its elaborate imitation of the style and
even the manner of thought of the time of Queen
Amie's reign, in which its scenes are laid." " The
distance of time," says Hannay, " at which the
action of Esmond goes on, seems to have acted on
Thackeray's imagination like a stimulant, for there
is not only more romance, but more sentiment in
Esmond than in his other fictions. That the hero,

after having been the lover of Beatrix, should
become the husband of her mother, jars on the
feelings of some of his admirers. But it would
be well worth their while to study, phase by phase,
the admirable deUeacy withwhich Henry Esmond's
attachment to Bachel is made to grow, and the
exquisite artby which the final result is hinted at."

Espriella. An imaginary Spaniard, whose
lettersfrom England, about 1810, were written by
EOBBST SOCTSET (1774—1843).

Essay on Criticism. See Ceitigism, Aw
Essay on.

! Essay on Man. A poem by Alexander
Pope, in four epistles, the first and second of
which, " Of the Nature and State of Man, vrith
respect to the Universe," and " Of the Nature and
State of Man with respect to Himself, as an
Individual," appeared in 1732; followed in 1733
ty the third epistle, " Of the Nature and State of
Man with respect to Society," and in 1734 by the
fourth epistle, " Of the Nature and State of Man
with respect to Happiness." Its fundamental
idea is to the effect that the system of the
universe is " a benevolent system, in which every
virtue, as well as every passion, has its object and
end." It seems certain that it was from Boling-
broke that Pope received the leading principle of
Jiis poem, but the treatment, which is Pope's own,
is far more valuable than the principle. "If,"
Bays Professor Ward, "the Essay on Man were
shivered into fragments, it would not lose its

value; for it is precisely its details which con-
stitute its moral as well as literary beauties.
Nowhere has Pope so abundantly displayed his

incomparable talent of elevating truisms into
proverbs, in his mastery over language and poetic
form."

Essayists, The British. The title

given to the periodical writers of those short papers
on morals, criticism, manners, and subjects of
general interest, which were so popular in the
eighteenth century. The earliest work of the
kmd was The Tatler, originated by Addison and
Steele, and quickly followed by many others of
a similar character. The following were collected
by Alexander Chalmers and pubhshed in 1803,
imder the title of The British Essayists :—Tatler,
Spectator, Guardian, Rambler, Adventurer, TForld,
Connoisseur, Idler, Mirror, lounger. Observer, Olla
Podrida, and the Microcosm. Brief notices of most
of these will be found in other parts of this
volume.

Essays : " or. Counsels, Civil and Moral," by
Fbancis, Lord Bacon (1561—1626); the first

edition of which appeared in 1597; the second
edition, with additions, in 1612 ; the third edition,

still further augmented, in 1624. In the dedica-
tion to his brother Anthony, the author says he
published the Essays " because many of them had
been stolen abroad in writing," and he desired to
give the world a correct version of his work. The
word Essays, he says, "is late, but the thing is

ancient, for Seneca's Epistles to Lucilius, if you
mark them well are but essays, that is, dispersed
meditations, though conveyed in the form of
Epistles." " The transcendent strength of Bacon's
mind is visible," says Hallam, "in the whole
tenour of these Essays, unequal as they must be,

from the very nature of such compositions. They
are deeper and more discriminating than any earlier,

or almost any later, work in the English language;
full of recondite observations, long matured, and
carefully sifted."

Essays, by Oliver Goldsmith (1728—1774)

;

published at intervals between 1758 and 1765, and
including, among other pieces, Asem, An Eastern
Tale; A Reverie at the Soar's Mead Tavern; and The
Adventures of a Strolling Player.

Essays ofa Prentice in the Divine Art
of Poesie : " with the Eewlis and CanteUs to be
pursued and avoided," published in 1584, in his

eighteenth year, by King James VI. of Scotland,

afterwards King James I. of England.

Essays and Reviews. A collection of

seven articles, by six clergymen and one layman
of the Church of England; published in 1860.

The authors were Drs. Temple and Eowland
Williams, Prof. Baden Powell, Prof. Jowett, H.
B. Wilson, Mark Pattison, and C. W. Goodwin.

On account of the views set forth in it, the book
was condemned by the Bishops in Convocation,

1864. The Eevs. H. B. Wilson and E. Williams
were suspended for one year by the Ecclesiastical

Courts in 1862, but the sentence was reversed on
appeal in 1864. A volume of replies to Essays and
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Reviews was putlished by a number of distinguished

Churchmen.

Essays on His Own Times, by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge ; forming a second serie^ of The
Friend (q.v.). They were published in 185b.

Essex, The Earl of. See Unhappy
Favourite, The.

Estcourt, Bichard, actor and dramatist
(b. 1668), wrote two plays, entitled. Fair Example,
and Frunella.

Estella. The heroine of Dickens's novel of

Great Bxpectations (q.v.).

Esther Iiyon, in George Eliot's novel of

Felix Holt (q.v.), is the daughter of Eufus Lyon,
the minister, and is beloved by, and in love with,

Felix, whom she eventually marries.

Estmere, Eing. A romantic ballad, the
scene of which is laid in Spain, and which seems to

have been written whilst that country was in the

hands of the Saracens. It was printed in Percy's

Etarre. A female character in Tennyson's
Idylls of the King (q.v.).

"Eternal sunshine settles on its head."
—Line 189 in Goldsmith's Deserted Village (q.v.).

It is part of the passage beginning

—

" As some tall cIllT, that lifts Its awful form."

Eternity of Love Protested. A lyric, by
Thomas Cakew (1589—1639).

Ethelinda. A novel, by Mrs. Charlotte
Smith (1749—1806), published in 1789, and show-
ing far more power, says Miss Kavanagh, than her
former novel, Emmeline (q.v.). "The characters

are better drawn, the scenes more vivid, than in

Mrs. Smith's first novel; but the tale is not so

pleasing."

Etherege, Sir George, dramatist and poet
(b. 1636, d. 1694), wrote The Comical Revenge : or.

Love in a Tub (q.v.), (1664) ; She Would ifShe Could

(1668), (q.v.) ; and The Man of Mode : or, Sir Fop-
ling Flutter (1676), (q.v.) ; The Trial of the Poets

for the Bays ; and many miscellaneous poems. His
Works were first published collectively in 1704.

For Biography see the Biographia Britannica,

and The Fortnightly Review, first series.

Etin the Forester. A ballad, which tells

how Lady Margaret, after living seven years in

the forest with her love Etin, is again received by
her father, and her husband and children taken
into favour. "Etin" is apparently another word
for " giant ;" and in some versions of the story the
hero is obscurely referred to as a supernatural

being. In the present ballad, however, "Etin"
probably means " a man living a wild sylvan life."

In Kinloch's Ballads, " Etin " appears as " Hynde
Etin," and in Buchan's as " Young Aikin."

Eton, William, wrote A Survey of the

Turkish Fhnpire (1798), and Materials for the

History of the People of Malta (1802).

Ettrick Shepherd, The. James Hogg
(1772—1835), the poet, who was bom in the forest

of Ettrick, Selkirkshire, and in early life followed

the occupation of a shepherd. Hence Words-
worth's lines

—

"When first deecendlng from the moorlandB.
I saw the stream of Yarrow glide

Along a bare and open valley,
The Ettrick Shepherd was my guide."

EuarchllS, in Sidney's Arcadia (q.v.), is said

to be intended for the author's father.

Eublllus. A character in Gorboduc (q.v.).

Eucharistica, De. A treatise by Johannes
Scotus (d. 877), in which he denies the doctrine of

transubstantiation, and asserts that the bread and
wine are not the real body and blood of Christ,

but "tantum memoria veri corporis et sanguinis

ejus."

Euganean Hills, Lines written among,
by Percy Bysshe Shelley, in 1818. A "beauti-
ful description of a day's landscape in Italy."

Eugene Aram. See Aram, Eugene.

Eugenius, in Sterne's Life and Opinions of
Tristram Shandy, Gentleman (q.v.), is supposed
to be intended as a portrait of the writer's friend,

John Hall Stevenson (q.v.).

Euphormion. A satirical work, written in

Latin by John Barclay (1582—1621), and
printed, the first part, in 1604 ; complete in 1629.

It made the author so many enemies that he was
glad to publish, in 1610, sen.Apology for his pungent
book. Hallam says that the Latinity is very like

that of Petrouius Arbiter.

Euphrasia, in Beaumont and Fletcher's
play ot Philaster (q.v.), is a girl who, disguised as

a page, calls herself Bellario. She is in love with
Philaster, who at one time threatens to take her

life, and draws from her the pathetic exclama-
tion :

—

** 'Tie not a life

:

'TIs hut tt piece of childhood thrown away."

Compare with Shakespeare's Viola (q.v.).

Euphrasia. An interlocutor in the four

prose dialogues, by Clara Keeve (1725—1803),

called The Progress of Romance (q.v.). She stands

for the authoress herself,' the other interlocutors

being called Hortensius and Sophronia.

Euphues : " or, the Anatomy of Wit." A
famous work by John Lyly (1553—1601), pub-
lished in 1579, and said by Morley to have been
suggested by The Scholemaster (q.v.) of Roger
Ascham. " Its form is that of an Italian story

;

its style a very sldlful elaboration of that humour
for conceits and verbal antitheses which had been
coming in from Italy, and was developing itself

into an outward fashion of our literature. In sub-
stance it was the argument of Ascham's Schole-

master repeated : corruption of English life by the
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much going of our young men to Italy; the right
development of the young mind hy education on
just principles, to a worthy life and a true faith in

God." Euphues is represented as a young gentle-

man of Athens, who corresponds in his readiness

of wit and perfection of form to the quality called

Euphues by Plato. A portion of the work having
been devoted to his adventures, we have, under
the heading of " Euphues and his Euphebus," a
systematic essay on education ; as sound, says our
authority, as Ascham's in its doctrine ; dealing

with the management of children from their birth,

and advancing to the ideal of a university.

"Eising still in earnestness," Lyly gives us a
dialogue between Euphues and Atheos, which is an
argument against the infidelity that had crept in
from Italy. " It is as earnest as if Latimer him-
self had preached it to the courtiers of King
Edward. Euphues appeals solemnly to Scripture

aijd to the voice within ourselves. In citation from
the sacred text consist almost his only illustra-

tions." In 1580 appeared Ewphiiesand hisBngland,
which was " apparently designed to mitigate some
of the severity" of its predecessor. In the first

work, Lyly "satisfied his tonscience;" in the
second, " but still without dishonesty, he satisfied

the court." " The story is full of covert satire,

and contains much evidence of religious earnest-

ness. It is designedly enriched with love-tales,

letters between lovers, and ingenious examples of

those fanciful confiicts of wit in argument upon
some courtly theme, to which fine ladies and
gentlemen of Elizabeth's court formally sat down,
as children now sit down to a round game of

forfeits." The affectation of speech, afterwards
called Euphuism, was ridiculed by Bea Jonson in
the character of Fastidius in Every Man out of his

Smnotir ; and, in France, by Moliere and Boileau.
Sir Walter Scott represents his Sir Piercie Shafton
(q.v.) as a Euphuist.

Euphues, his Censure to Philautus,
by EoEEET Greene ; published in 1587.

Euphues or Iiucilla : " or, the False
Friend and the Inconstant Mistress," by John
Lyly; first published in 1716.

Euphues' Shadow, by John Lyly
;
pub-

lished in 1592.

Euripides. The complete plays of this

tragic poet have been translated into English by
Potter (1781), WodhuU (1782), and Buckley. A
version of select tragedies (the Phcenisste, Iphi-
rjmia in Aulis, the Troades, and Orestes), by J.

Banister, appeared in 1780. The following are

translations of the separate plays : Alcestis, by
Edwards (1824), and Nevins (1870), and Williams
(1871); Andromache, by Edwards and Hawkins
(1868); Beeuba, by Morgan (1865), and Giles

(1866) ; mppolytus, by Williams (1871) ; Ion, by
Crooke (1866) ; Iphigenia in Tauris, by West (1751),
and by Crooke (1869) ; Medea, by Mongan (1865),

Giles (1865), Lee (1867), Webster (1868), and
14 .

WiUiams (1871); P/icenissee, by Mongan (1865),
and Giles (1865); the Bacch<e (1872); and the
Crowned Sippolytus, by Fitzgerald (1867). A
series of " Translations from Euripides " were pub-
lished by Cartwright in 1866. Bee Ancient Classics,

for English Readers, by Rogers, and, also, Balaus-
tion's Adventure, by Robert Browning.

Eusden, Lawrence (d. 1730), was the
author of a coUeotion of Poems. He was made
poet-laureate in 1718.

Evadne, wife to Amintor, in Beavmont
and Fletcher's Maid's Tragedy, slays the king,
who has dishonoured her.

Evadne. A drama, bv Richard Lalor Sheil
(1794—1851), produced in'l819, with Miss O'lSfeil

in the title rdle. The plot is derived from Shirley's

Traitor.

Evangelic Doctor, The. A name bestowed
upon John Wyclxppe, "the morning star of the
Reformation."

Evangelist. A character in Bunyan's Pil-

grim's Progress.

Evangeline : " a Tale of Acadie." A poem
in English hexameters, founded on the dispossession

of the French inhabitants of Nova Scotia by the

British in 1755; written by Henry Wadsworth
LoNGPELLOw, and published in 1848.

Evangelium Medici. A work by Ber-
nardo Conner, published in 1697, in which, among
other things, the writer " goes through the dif-

ferent parts of the body, and decides which wiU
and which will not find a place in our bodies when
glorified." The book was evidently suggested by
the Religio Medici (q.v.).

Evans, Marian. See Eliot, George.

Evans, Sir Hugh. A pedantic Welsh parson

and schoolmaster in The Merry Wives of Windsor

(q.v.).

Evelina : " or, a Young Lady's Entrance into

the World." A novel, by Madame D'Arblat

(1752—1840), published in 1778, after having been

refused by Dodsley and other booksellers. It was

highly praised by the reviewers of the day, passed

through the hands of Burke, Reynolds, and Mrs.

Thrale, and was pronounced by Dr. Johnson to

contain passages worthy of the pen of Richardson.

It had been sold for the modest sum of twenty

pounds, and probably realised for its publisher

some fifteen hundred. It is described by Miss

Kavanagh as " the pure and womanly continuation

of the great school of English humorists who
flourished in the last age. It has not the strength

of Fielding, the sweetness of Goldsmith, but it has

a power of its own—great reality. Apart from its

merits," she adds, " Evelina is valuable a,nd in-

teresting as a woman's picture of English life and

society La the year 1778."
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Evelyn, Alfred. The hero of Lord Ltttton's
comedy, Money.

Evelyn Hope. A lyric, ty Egbert Bhown-
ING.

Evelyn, John, scientific and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1620, d. 1706), wrote Sylva : or, a Dis-
course of Forest Trees, and the Fropagation of Timber
in his Majesty's Dominions (1664), (q.v.) ; Terra : a
Discourse of the JEarth (1675), (q.v.) ; The French
Gardiner (1658) ; Fumifzigium (1661) ; Tyrannus :

or, the Mode ; Sculptura : or, the History and Art
of Chalcography and Engraving im Copper (1662)

;

Public Employment, ami an Active Life, preferred to

Solitude, and all its Appendages (1667), (q.v.)

;

Kalendarium Sortense : or, the Gardener's Almanac
(1664) ; Navigation and Commerce, their Origin and
Frogress (1674) ; Mundus Muliebris : or, the Ladies'

Dressing-room Unloek'd vind her Toilet Spread

(1690), (q.v.) ; Numismata, A Discourse of Medals ;

Acetiaria, A Discourse of Sallets (1699) ; and other

works, enumerated under "Evelyn" in Lo^wudes'
Bibliographer's Manual. Evelyn's Diary, and A
Selection from his Familiar Letters, were ,edited hy
Bray in 1818, and by John Forster in 1857. See

Fop Dictionary.

"Even in a palace, life may be led
well." A sonnet, by Matthew Arnold (b. 1822).

"Even such, is time that takes in
trust." First line of verses foimd in Sir Walter
Raleigh's Bible in the Grate-House at West-
minster, in 1618.

Evenings at Home, by John Aikin (1747—1822), and his sister, Anna Letitia Barbatild
(1743—1825) ;

published in 1792—95. Not more
than a twelfth part of this famous work, which has
been translated into almost every European lan-

guage, was written by Mrs. Barbauld.

Evenings of a Working Man, The:
"being the Occupation of his Scanty Leisure," by
John Overs, published in 1844; to which a preface
"relating to the author" was prefixed by Charles
Dickens. It was the genuine production of a
carpenter, who was desirous to establish his wife in
business and to give his chUdreu a better education,

and whom Dickens consented to introduce to the
reading public. The sketches appear to have
contained some very fair writing, both in prose and
verae ; but the author did not live long enough to
enjoy the success which attended his efforts.

Evening Hymn, The. See Ken, Thomas.

Evening Voluntaries. Sixteen short

poems, by William Wordsworth, written between
1832 and 1846.

Evening Walk, An. A poem, by William
Wordsworth, -written in 1787—89.

" Ever let the fancy roam." First line

of Fancy, a poem by John Seats.

Everett, Ed-ward, American scholar, orator,

and critic (b. 1794, d. 1865), was the author of

A Defence of Christianity, published in 1814. He
also published many volumes of orations and
addresses.

Evergreen, The : " being a collection of

Scots Poems, wrote by the Ingenious before

1600 ;" edited by Allan Eamsay (1686—1758),
and including two pieces of his own, one of which,
The Vision, " exhibits high powers of poetry."

Otherwise, the selection is not a very successful

one. " Eamsay had the taste, feeling, and genius
of a poet, but he wanted learning and judgment as

editor." The Evergreen was reprinted in 1875.

Every-day Book and Table Book,
The : "or, Everlasting Calendar of Popular
Amusements;" edited by William Hone (1779

—

1842), and published in 1831. It has since been
reprinted.

"Every Day hath its Night." A song,
by Alfred Tennyson, in Foems (1830), not re-

printed, but well worthy of reproduction. One
passage,

—

" Joy is HoiTOw'8 brother

;

Grief and gladness steal
Symbols of eacU other,"

—

may be compared -with another in The Gardener's
Daughter:

" Sighs
Which perfect Joy, perplex'd for utterance.
Stole from her sister Sorrow."

Every Man. A "moraU playe," of which the
full title runs as foUows :—" A "rreatise, how the
hye Fader of Heven sendeth Dethe to somou every
creature to come and gyve a counte of theyr lyves
in this Worlde." According to CoUier, it is " one
of the most perfect allegories ever formed." It
was probably written in the reign of Edward IV.,
was printed once by Pynson, and twice by Stot

;

and has been reprinted in vol. i. of Hawkins's
Origin of the English Drama. The original is in
the library of Lmeoln Cathedral. Every Man is,

of course, intended as a representation of the entire
human race.

Every Man in his Humour. A comedy,
by Ben Jonson, first acted in 1596. " In its

present shape it was performed in 1598 by the
company to which Shakespeare belonged, the name
of Shakespeare himself standing at the head of the
list of actors. Every Man in his Sumour" says
Professor Morley, " is a true comedy carefully

constructed." See Bobadil ; Brainworm ; Cob.

Every Man out of his Humour. A
comedy, by Ben Jonson, acted in 1599. Queen
Elizabeth, says Davies, honoured the play 'with

her presence ; and the author, out of compliment
to his sovereig-n, altered the conclusion into an
eloquent panegyric.

" Every tub must stand upon its own
bottom." See Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, and
Maoklin's Man of the World, act i., scene 2.
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" Every why hath a wherefore." See

Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors, act ii., scene 2,

and Butler's Sudibras, part i., canto i., line 132.

"Every woman is at heart a rake."
—^PopB, Moral Essays, part ii., line 216.

"Everye white will have its blacke."
First line of the second part of the ballad of Sir

Caulim (q.v.).

"Everything by starts, and nothing
long." Part of a description of the Duke of Buck-
ingham, in Dryden's Absalom and Aehitophel

(q.v.).

Evesham, The Foundation of. An his-

torical work, in Latin, by Egwin, Bishop of Wor-
cester (d. about 718).

Jlvidences of Christianity, A View of.
A work in three parts, by "William Paley (1743

—

1805), published in 1794, annotated by Archbishop
Whately in 1859, condensed by Valpy in 1831, and
epitomised by Smith in 1846.

" Evil iswrought by want ofthought."
—Hood, The Lady's Bream.

"EvU news rides post, while good
news bates."

—

Milton, Samson Agonistes, line 1538.

" Evil that men do lives after them.
The."

—

Julius Ctesar, act iii., scene 2

—

" The good la oft Interred with their bones."

"Evils, Of two, I have chosen the
least."

—

Prior, Imitation of Sorace.

Ew-Bughts Marion, The. A very old

laUad, printed in Bishop Percy's Beliques.

Ewing, Alexander, D.C.L., Bishop of

Argyll and the Isles (d. 1873), wrote An Address
m the Present State of Religion, The Celtic phurch.
The Relation of the Church of England to Foreign

Chwehes, An Apology for Creeds, The Eucharist,

Argyllshire Seaweed, and Revelation considered as

light. See the Life by Ross (1876).

Examiner, The, a weekly Liberal and
literary journal, was established in January, 1808.

Example of Vertu, The. A poem by
Stephen Hawes, printed in 1630, " in the whiche
ye shall finde many goodly storys, and naturall

dysputacyons, bytweene foure ladyes, named
Hardynes, Sapyence, Fortune, and Natiire."

Excalibur. King Arthur's mystic sword. See
Tennyson, The Coming of Arthur :—

" I heheld Excalibur
Before him at his cfownlng borne, the sword
That rose from out the bosom of the lake.
And Arthur row'd across, and took it,—rich
With jewels, elfln Drlm, on the hilt,
Bewildering heart and eye,—the blade bo bright
That men are blinded by it."

" This great brand the king
Took, and by this will beat his foemen down."

See, also. The Passing of Arthur, where Sir

Bedivere is commissioned by the king to return it

to the Lady of the Lake, from whom it came.

"Excellent thing in woman. An."—
King Lear, act v., scene 3

—

" Her voice was ever soft, gentle and low."

Excelsior. A lyric, by Henry Wadsworth
LoNGrELLow, published in 1807.

Excursion, The. A poem in blank verse,
by David Mallet (1700—1765), written in
imitation of Thomson's maimer.

Excursion, The. A poem, in blank verse,
by William Wordsworth, published in 1814, and
forming the second part of a poem in three parts,
to be entitled The Recluse, which the author had at
one time contemplated. {See Prelude, The.) It
consists of nine books, respectively entitled, The
Wanderer, The Solitary, Despondency, Despondency
Corrected, The Pastor, The Churchyard amiong the
Mountains, The same Subject Continued, The Parson-
age, Discourse of the Wanderer, and An Evening
Visit to the Lake. Byron, in his Don Juan, refers

to it as
*'A drowsy frowsy poem, which is my aversion."

Excuse, The. "Amost excellent dittie," says
Puttenham, " written by Sir Walter Ealeigh."

Exemplar, The Great. A "Life of Christ,"

published by Bishop Jeremy Taylor (1613— 1667)
in 1649, and characterised by Principal Tulloch as

"one of the most solid and interesting of his

works." The title-page of the first edition runs :

—

" The Great Exemplar of Sanctity and Holy Life

according to the Christian Institution, described in

the history of the Life and Death of Christ."

Exeter Book, The, is the name given to a

collection of poems, presented to the library of his

cathedral by Leofric, Bishop of Exeter, between
the years 1046 and 1073. It contains Hymns to

the Saviour, the Virgin, the Trinity, on the Nati-

vity, Ascension, and Harrowing of Hell ; Hymns
of Praise and Thanksgiving; Poems on the Cru-
cifixion, Doomsday, and Souls after Death; A
Sermon in Verse ; the Legend of St. Guthlac ; the

Song of Hananiah ; Mishael and Azariah ; the

Phoenix ; the Panther ; the Wbale ; CynewuU's
Juliana; the Wanderer; the Traveller's Song;
Various Gifts of Men ; A Father to his Son ; the

Song of Deor the Bard; Address of the Soul to

the Body ; Song on the Wonders of Creation

;

rhymed paraphrase of a passage in Job; and
Eiddles. These, together with the contents of the

Vercelli Book, form the earliest specimens of

English poetry we have.

Exeter Bomesday, The, published in 1816,

by Sir Henry Ellis, as a supplement to th.e Great

Domesday, was a record containing a description of

WUts, Dorset, Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall.

Exeter, Joseph of. See Joseph of Exeter.

Exile of Erin, The. A poem, by Thomas
Campbell, written at Altona, in 1801. " This

poem," so we are told, " gave some umbrage to

the authorities of his native country, and on his
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resettling in Edinburgli, somebody chose to sus-

pect him of being a spy, and ho was subjected to

an examination."

Exile, Reflections upon, by Henry St.

John, Viscount Bolingbkoke (1678—1751) ;
pub-

lished in 1752. It is partially a translation from
Seneca.

" Exits and their entrances, They
have their."

—

As Teu Like It, act ii., scene 7.

Exodiad, The. An epic poem, in two parts,

written by Eichaed Cumberland (1732—1811), in

conjunction with Sir James Bland Burgess.

" Expectation makes a blessing dear,
"Tis."—A Une in Sir John Suckling's lyric Against
Fruition.

Expectations, Great. See Great Expec-
tations.

Exposition of the Old and New Tes-
taments, An, by Matthew Henry (1662

—

1714), was first pubUshed in five volumes in 1710,

since which time numerous editions have been
issued. The Beauties of Senry : a selection of the

tnost striking passages in his Exposition, by John
GrEABD, appeared in 1797.

Expostulation. A poem, by William
CowPER, published in 1782.

"Expressive silence." — Thomson, A
Symn, bne 118.

Extraordinary Painters, Memoirs of,
by William Beckford (1760—1844); written when
the author was about eighteen, and printed in

1780. The old housekeeper at Fonthill, Beokford's

residence, had been wont to show visitors through
the picture gallery, and, knowing nothing what-
ever of either art or artists, she was accustomed to

give both painters and pictures such names and
praise aa happened to occur to her at the time.

This trait of hers suggested to Beckford the com-
position of a. satirical essay, entitled as above,

which is an amusing caricature of the language of

art connoisseurs, and was afterwards used by the

housekeeper as a text-book, in the veracity of

which she thoroughly believed. See The Betro-

, vol. X.

Extravaganza is a term which, as applied

broadly to the drama, includes every eccentricity

or departure from the domain of the legitimate.

So far as English literature is concerned, almost

the first extravaganza on the stage was that work.

The Rehearsal (q.v.), in which the Duke of

Buckingham took it upon him to ridicule the

plays of John Dryden and Sir Robert Howard.
There had been, before that, many dramatic pieces

of a quizzical and satirical kind, but none which
so boldly and so obviously partook of the nature

of a parody. The example once set, however, our

comic writers soon learned to follow it. Gay's

^jar's Opera (q.v.) was in every sense a bur-

lesque; so was Tom Thumb (q.v); so was Carey's

Ohrononhotonthologos (q.v.), which is full of the

wildest and fuimiest improbabilities. Directly

copied from The Rehearsal, Sheridan's Critic (q.v.)

exhibits all the best qualities of an extravaganza

;

and coming down more closely to our own day,

what piece of the kind is stiU so truly popular as

Bombastes Furioso (q.v.)? Among subsequent writers

of this species of composition, J. E. Blanche (q.v.)

justly holds the foremost place, for he was wont
to impart to his creations a charm which his suc-

cessors have so generally missed—^the charm of a

poetic fancy, unadulterated by vulgarity or cyni-

cism. The names of W. S. Gilbert, Robert Reece,

Henry S. Leigh, F. C. Bumand, and H. J. Byron,

may also be mentioned as those of playwrights

whose productions are witty without being coarse,

and satirical without being too cynical. The first-

named writer is perhaps more disposed to cynicism

than is quite agreeable ; but his Princess is, on
the whole, an extravaganza in which the motif of

the Tennysonian poem is not unfairly quizzed.

The extravaganza is not, however, a form of art so

elevated in its tendencies, that we need view its

gradual decline among us with any feeling of

regret.

" Eye and prospect of his soul. Into
the."

—

Much Ado about Nothing, act iv., scene 1.

"Eye, Harvest of a quiet."—Words-
worth, A Poet's Epitaph, stanza 5

" Eye like Mars, to threaten and com-
mand. An."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 4.

"Eye of Greece, The." A description

applied to Athens, in Paradise Regained, book iv.,

line 240.

Eyes looked love to eyes which
ce again."

—

Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, canto

iii., stanza 21.

"Eyes not down-dropped nor over-
bright, but fed With the clear-pointed flame of

chastity."

—

IsabeC, by Alfred Tennyson.

Eyre, Jane. A novel by Charlotte Bronte
(1816—1855), published in 1847, with a dedication

to William Makepeace Thackeray, as " the first

social regenerator of the day." The early scenes

are laid in the " Lowood Institution," which has

been identified with a school established by the

Rev. W. Cams Wilson, at Cowan's Bridge, near

Leeds, and which is described with stem but un-

pleasing realism. Much of the book was derived

from the author's own personal experience.

Ezechias. A drama by Nicholas TTdall

(1606—1556), founded on the Second Book of

Kings, and acted before Queen Elizabeth at Cam-
bridge in 1564.
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Paber, George Stanley (b. 1773, d. 1854),

wrote The Origin of Fagan Idolatry (1816) ; Borai

Mosaica (1818) ; The Sacred Calendar of Prophecy

(1844) ; and other works. "In all his writings,"

says Dr. Alexander, " ^eat learning is combined

with great perspicuity and exactitude."

Fabian. Servant to Olivia (q.v.) ia Twelfth

Night (q.v.).

Fabian, Bobert, See Faeyan, Kobert.

Fabii, The. An historical play of the six-

teenth century, mentioned by Gosson in his

Plays Confuted (q.v.), and probably identical with
Qaintus Fabius, acted before Queen Elizabeth in

1673.

Fable of the Bees, The. See Grumblino
Hive, The.

Fables for the Holy Alliance, by Thomas
Moore

;
published in 1820. A series of satirico-

humorous pieces ia verse.

"Fabricof this vision. Like the base-
less."—Tempest, act iv., scene i.

Fabyan, Bobert, chronicler (d. 1512), was
the author of the Goncorduamce of Miatoryes (q.v.).

Facing-both-ways, Mr. A character,

whose disposition is indicated by his name, in
Buntan's Pilgrim's Progress.

" Faculty divine. The vision and the."
—Wordsworth, The Excursion, book i.

Faded Leaves. The title of five love lyrics

by Matthew Ahnold.

Fadladeen. The bombastic and omniscient
chamberlain of the harem, in Moore's Lalla
Soohh (q.v.).

Faerie Queene, The. A poem by Edmund
Spenser, published in 1690. This great allegorical

epic is divided into six books, of which the first

contains the Legend of the Knight of the Eed
Cross, or Holiness ; the second the Legend of Sir

Guyon, or Temperance ; the third the Legend of

Britomartis, or Chastity; the fourth the Legend of

Cambal and Telamond, or Friendship ; the fifth the
Legend of ArtegaU, or Justice ; and the sixth the
Legend of Sir Calidore, or Courtesy. There origi-

nally existed twelve books, but the last six, except-
ing two cantos on Mutability, were lost by the
poet's servant in crossingfrom Ireland to England

—

a circumstance to be deeply regretted by .every
lover of true poetry. HazHtt is of opinion that

Spenser "in some measure borrowed the plan of his

poem (as a number of distinct narratives) from
Ariosto ; but he has engrafted upon it an exube-
rance of fancy and an endless voluptuousness of

sentiment, which are not to be found in the Italian

writer. Further, Spenser is even more of an in-
ventor in the subject-matter. There is an origin-
ality, richness, and variety in his allegorical
personages and fictions, which almost vie with
the splendour of ancient mythology. If Ariosto
transports us into the regions of Romance, Spen-
ser's poetry is all fairy-land. In Ariosto, we walk
upon the ground, in a company gay, fantastic, and
adventurous enough. In Spenser, we wander in
another world, among ideal beings. The poet
takes and lays us in the lap of a lovelier nature,
by the sound of softer streams, among greener
hills and fairer vaUeys. . . . The finest things
in Spenser are the character of Una, in the first

book, the House of Pride, the Cave of Mammoth,
and the Cave of Despair; the account of Memorj'

;

the description of Belphoebe ; the story of Florimel
and the Witch's son; the gardens of Adonis and
the Bower of Bliss ; the Mask of Cupid ; and Colin
Clout's Vision, in the last book."

Fag, in Sheridan's comedy of The Rivals (q.v.),

is servant to Captain Absolute. " The mendacious
Mr. Fag assures us," says Sir Walter Scott, "that,
though he never scruples to tell a lie at his master's
command, yet it hurts his conscience to be found
out."

Pag, Frederick. The nam de plume under
which Dr. James Johnson published The Recess :

or, Autumnal Relaxation in the Sighlands and Low-
lands (1834).

Pagin. An old thief-training Jew, in Dickens's
novel of Oliver Twist (q.v.). How the remark-
able figure drawn by George Cruikshank was
first conceived, is told by George Hodder in

his Memories of his Time. The reader wUl re-

member the picture of the Jewish malefactor in the
condemned cell, biting his nails in the agony of

remorse. The artist had been labouring at the

subject for some days, and was about to give it up
as hopeless, when, sitting up in bed one morning,
with his hand on his cMn and his fingers in his

mouth, his whole attitude expressive of despair, he
saw his own face in a cheval glass. "That's it!"

he cried; " that's the very expression I want!" and
completed the picture.

Pagnell, The Pair Lady of. -^ old

English romance, very popular, and according to

Warton, very beautiful. It is in ballad metre.

See W^. C. Hazlitt's Early Popular Poetry.

"Pail, Ifo such word as."—Lord Lytton,

Richelieu, act ii., scene 2.

" Failings leaned to virtue's side, And
e'en his." Line 104 of Goldsmith's poem, The

Deserted Village (q.v.).

" Pain would I, but I dare not ; I dare,
and yet I may not." First line of a lyric by
Sir Walter Raleigh.

PainaU, Mr. and Mrs. Characters in

Congreve's comedy of The Way of the World

(q.v.).
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" Paint heart never won fair lady."
See Spenser's Britain's Ida, canto v., stanza 1

;

King's Orpheus and Ewydice ; Burns' s To Br.
JBlacMoelc, and Colman's Love Laughs at Loek-
xmiths, act i.

" Pair Amoret has gone astray." First
line of a lyric by Congkeve.

Pair and Happy Milkmaid, The. A
"character" by Sir Thomas Overbury; often

quoted, and considered by HaUam to be his best.

"Pair daffodils, we weep to see."
First line of a lyric by Eobert Herriok.

Pair Ethiopian, The. A poem, by "Wil-
iiAM Lisle (d. 1637) ;

printed in 1631.

" Pair good night, X."—L'Envoy, To the

Reader, in Scott's poem of Marmion (q.v.).

Pair Imogene, The. See Alonzo the
Brave.

"Pair is her cottage In its place."
First line of Eequieseat, by Alfred Tennyson.

Pair Maid of the Exchange, The. A
comedy, by Thomas Hbywood. Its full title is:

The Fair Maid of the Exchange, with the Merry
Sumours and Pleasant Passages of the Cripple of
Fenchureh, furnisM with variety of delectable

mirth. The Cripple, a gallant, witty, and gene-
rous-hearted fellow, " with heroic qualities of

mind and body," is the principal character of the
piece, which was produced in 1637.

Pair Maid of Perth, The. A novel by
Sir Walter Scott (q.v.). The name of the
heroine ia Katie Glover.

Pair Margaret and Sweet William. A
ballad quoted by Beaumont in his Knight of the

Burning Pestle, acts ii. and iii., of which the full

title is : Pair Margaret's Misfortunes : or. Sweet
William's frightful dreams on his wedding night,

with the sudden death and burial of those noble

lovers. It was a verse of this ballad which
suggested to David Mallet the composition of his

Margaret's Ghost (q.v.). The following lines will

be familiar to many readers ; and, indeed, they
figure not unfrequently at the end of ballads which
otherwise might be thought to conclude too tra-

gically:—
** Margaret was buried In the lower chancel.

And William In the higher

;

Out of her breast there sprang a rose-bush,
And out of his a briar.

" They grew till they grew unto the church-top,
And tlien they could grow no higher.

And there they tied a true-lover's Knot,
Which made all people admire."

Pair Penitent, The. A play by Nicholas
UowB (1673—1718), acted in 1703, and founded on
The Fatal Dowry of Massinger. It is "one of the
most pleasing tragedies on the stage. The story,"

says Dr. Johnson, "is domestic, and therefore
easily received by the imagination, and assimilated

to common life ; the diction is exquisitely harmo-

nious, and soft and sprightly as occasion requires."

See Calista and Lothario.

"Pair pledges of a fruitful tree."
First line of a lyric in Herrick's Mesperides.

"Pair ship that from the Italian
shore." Sect. ix. of In Memoriam, by AiPRED
Tennyson. Classical readers wiU recognise the

parallel with Horace, ode xiv., book 1.

" Pair, sweet, and young, receive the
prize." First line of a lyric by Dryden.

Pair Syrian, The. A romance by Robert
Bage (1728—1801), published in 1789.

Pair Virtue, by George Wither. "A
charming poem," says Howell.

Pairtaairn, Sir Thomas. See Amicus.

Pairbatrn, Sir William, LL.D. (b. 1789,

d. 1874), published Iron: its History and Manufac-
ture, and numerous works on engineering and
building subjects.

Pairfax, Edward, poet (d. 1632), published
a translation of Tasso's Gierusalemme Liberata,

under the title of Godfrey of Bullogne (q.v.), and a
series of eclogues, one of which appeared, in 1741,
in Cooper's Muses' Library. He was also the

author of a treatise on Demonology, in which he
was a believer, whence CoUins's allusion to him
as a

"Prevailing poet, whose undoubted mind
Believed the magic wonders which he sung."

Pairflleld, Leonard, in Lord Lytton's story

of My Novel, makes, like the youth in Alphonse
Karr's Fort en Themes, his first start in life as the
prize-boy of his viQage ; but, unlike Karr's hero,

more than fulfils his early promises, " breaks his

birth's invidious bar," and, from a bookseller's

drudge, becomes, by the force of patient genius, a
great author.

Pairholt, P. W., literary and artistic anti-

quary (b. 1814, d. 1866), wrote Costume in England:
a History of Dress to the Close of the lith Century

(1846) ; The Home of Shakespeare Illustrated and
Described (1847) ; Dictionary of Terms in Art (1 854)

;

and numerous other works, the greater portion of

which appeared in The Art Journal.

Pairies' Farewell, The: "or, God-a-
mercy Will ; a proper new ballad, to be sung or

whistled to the tune of the Meddow Brow, by the
learned ; by the unlearned, to the tune of Fortune."
It is to be found in the Poetica Stromata (1648) of

Bishop Corbet ; the departure of the fairies being
ascribed, as Bishop Percy phrases it, to the aboli-

tion of monkery.

"Fairies' midwife. The." Queen Mab,
Komeo and Juliet, act i., scene 4.

Pairleigh, Prank. The pseudonym under
which F. E. Smedley edited Sharps's London Maga-
zine in 1848—49. It is also the title of a novel by
the same writer.
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Pairservioe, Andrew. A shrewd and
humorous but selfish Scottish gardener at Oshal-

distone Hall, in Sir "Walter Scott's novel of Sob

lioy (q.T.).

"Fairy fiction drest, Truth severe
by."

—

Gray, The Bard, part iii., stanza 2.

Fairy Tale,A, " in the ancient Enghsh style."

A poem by Thomas Parnell (1679—1718), of

which Goldsmith says :
" It is, incontestably, one of

the finest pieces in any language. The old dialect

is not perfectly well preserved, but this is a very

slight defect where all the rest is so excellent." The
story tells how Edwin of the Green wins the afiec-

tions of fair Edith, against his rival Sir Topaz.

" Faith andmorals hold which Milton
held, The."

—

^Wordsworth, Sonnet to National

Independence.

"Faith has centre everywhere,
Whose."

—

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxxiii.

Faith no Fancy; and Fancy no Faith.
Two metaphysical works by Ealph Brskine
(1685—1752).

Faithful. Acharacter in Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress (q.v.).

Faithful, Jacob. The hero of Captain
Marryat's nautical novel of the same name.

"Faithful dog shall bear him com-
pany. His."

—

Pope, Essay on Mem, epistle i.,

lines.

"Faithful found among the faith-
less." See Abdiel.

Faithful Shepherdess, The. A pastoral

drama, by John Fletcher, written in imitation
of Guarini's II Pastor Fido (1590), and containing
the germ of Milton's masque of Comus (q.v.). "It
is a play very characteristic of Fletcher," says
HaUam, " being a mixture of tenderness, purity,

indecency, and absurdity." "The songs and
lyrical descriptions," remarks Hazlitt, " are luxu-
riant and delicate to a high degree. The whole
composition is an exquisite union of dramatic and
pastoral poetry." It was badly received on its first

representation, the audience "missing Whitsun
ales, cream, wassail, and morrioe dances," and
" growing angry."

Faithful Shepherdess, TTpon the. Lines
by Francis Beaumont to his friend John Fletcher.

Falthfull, Emily, a miscellaneous writer
(b. 1835), is the editor of 3%e Victoria Magazine, odA.

has written Change upon Change, and other works.

Faithless Sally Brown; and Faithless
Nelly Gray. The titles of two humorous poems
by Thomas Hood.

Fakenham Ghost, The. The title of a
ballad by Robert Bloomfibld (q.v.), in which a
harmless strayed donkey for some time became,
unwittingly, the terror of a neighbourhood.

Falconbridge, Lady, Philip, and
Robert. Characters in Shakespeare's King
John.

Falconer, Thomas (b. 1736, d. 1792), pub-
lished Devotions for the Sacrament of the LorWs
Slipper (1786), and Chronological Tablesfrom Solomon
to Alexander (l796).

Falconer, William, poet (b. 1730, d. 1769),
wrote The Shipwreck (1762), The Marine
Dictionary (1769), The Demagogue (1765), (q.v.),

and various miscellaneous poems, included in the
Aldine edition, and in Anderson's edition, of the
Poets. For biography, see the Eev. J. Mitford's
preface to the Al&ie edition of his Poems, The
Lives of the Scottish Pacts, and Laing's Zives of
Scottish Authors. For criticism, see Campbell's
Specimens of the English Poets. See Lover, The
Fond ; Poetry, On the Uncommon Scarcity op.

Falkland, in Sheridan's Rivals, is the model
of a stage lover—jealous, devoted, generous, and
a gentleman; in love with Julia.

Falkland. The hero of Godwin's novel of

Caleb Williams (q.v.). "The gay and gallant

Falkland," says Hazlitt, "lives only in the good
opinion of good men ; for this he adorns his soul

with virtue, and tarnishes it with crime ; he lives

only for this, and dies as he loses it. Stung to

madness by a brutal insult, he avenges himself by
a crime of the deepest dye ; and the remorse of his

conscience, and the stain upon his honour, prey
upon his peace and reason ever after."

Falkland. A love story, by Edward, Lord
Lytton, published in 1827, anonymously, and
described by The Quarterly Review as " a work of

marvellous promise for a boy, showing pre-

cocious knowledge of the world, but tinged with

morbid sentimentality of the German rather than

the Byronic type, and full of faults of taste, of

which no one was more conscious than the author.

The book was subsequently recalled; and in after

years he spoke of it as lus ' Werther,' and, like

Goethe, rejoiced at having ' rid his bosom of its

perilous stuff.'

"

Falkland, Henry Cary, First Vis-
count (b. 1576, d. 1633), wrote a Bistory of the

Most Unfortunate Prince Edward II., edited by Sir

James Harrington, in 1683. See Wood's Athena

Oxonienses.

Falkland, Lucius Cary, Second Vis-

count (b. 1610, d. 1643), wrote A Discourse of the

Infallibility of the Church ofRome, A Discourse Con-

cerning Episcopacy, and other controversial treatises,

besides some miscellaneous poems. For biography,

see Clarendon's Bistory of the Rebellion, Lady

Theresa Lewis's Contemporaries and Friends <'/^'"'»

Clarendon, and Principal Tullooh's Rational Theo-

logy in England.
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Falkland, Henry Gary, Third Vis-
count, published, in 1664, a tragedy called The
Marriage JV^JyAt, reprinted in the first edition of

Dodsley's Old Flays, hut omitted ia the later

impressions.

Fall of Jerusalem, The. A dramatic

poem by Dean Milman (1791—1868), founded
principally on Tacitus and Josephus, and published

in 1820.

Fall of Robespierre, The :
" an Historical

Drama," by Samuel Taylor Colekidge
;
published

at Cambridge, in 1794.

"Fall was there! O what a,."—Julius
Oeesar, act iii., scene 2. In Samlet, act i., scene 5,

read

—

*' O Hamlet, wbat a falllng-ofl was there I

"

Fallacies, The Book of, by Jeremy Ben-
tham; published in 1824.

Fallacies, Popular. One of the Last Essays

of Mia, by Charles Lamb (1775—1834). The
fallacies are : (1) That a buUy is always a coward

;

(2) That iU-gotten gain never prospers
; (3) That

a man must not laugh at his own jest ; (4) That
such a one shows his breeding—^that it is easy to

perceive he is no gentleman; (5) That the poor

copy the vices of the rich
; (6) That enough is as

good as a feast; (7) That of two disputants the

warmer is generally in the wrong
; (8) That verbal

allusions are not wit, because they will not bear a
translation

; (9) That the worst puns are the best

;

(10) That handsome is as handsome does; (11) That
we must not look a gift-horse in the mouth; (12)

Tiat home is home though it is never so homely

;

(13) That youmust love me and love my dog
; (14)

That we should rise with the lark
; (15) That we

should lie down with the lamb
; (16) That a sulky

temper is a misfortune.

"Falling with a falling state, And
greatly."

—

Pope, prologue to Addison's Cato.

"JPalls like Lucifer, never to hope
again."

—

Henry VIII., act m.., scene ii.

Falls of Princes, The. A poem by John
Lydgate (b. 1375, d. 1460), written in Chaucer's
seven-line stanza, and founded on the prose of

Boccaccio's Be Casibua Illustrium Virorum. The
stories are, however, told by Lydgate in his own
way and with a good many interpolations in the

way of songs and ballads. It was Boccaccio's

work which suggested to SaokvUle the idea of his

Mirror for Magistrates (q.v.).

False Alarms. An operetta by James Kenney
(1780—1849), produced in 1807, with music by
King and Braham.

False One, The. A tragedy by John
Fletcher, written before 1625, and founded on
the story of Cleopatra and her love for Julius

Csesar. In the prologue, the author vindicates its

originality, evidently with reference to Shake-

speare's play ;

—

" Young Cleopatra here, and her vast mind
ExpresB'd to th' height. . . .

We treat not of what boldness she did die»

Nor of her fatal love to Antony."

"False though she be to me and
love." First line of a lyric by Congreve.

FalstaflT, Sir John. A famous character in

Shakespeare's plays of Henry IV., parts i. and ii.

(q.v.) and The Merry Wives of Windsor (q.v.). In

the former he is represented as the boon-companion

of Henry, Prince of "Wales ; a soldier, fat, witty,

boastful, mendacious, and sensual to a degree. In
the latter, he is in love with Mrs. Ford and

Mrs. Page, the " Merry Wives," who pretend to

encourage his suit, only to overwhelm blm in con-

fusion. There seems no doubt that in the former

of the two plays Falstafi was originally called Old-

castle, for we find Prince Hal (in part i., act i.,

scene ii.), evidently punning on his name and cal-

ling him, " My old lad of the castle," and (in part

ii., act iv., scene ii.) Shallow describes him as

"page to Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk,"

which Oldcastle really was. It is thought that the

dramatist eventually altered the name to FalstafE

at the request of the queen, some of the real

Oldcastle's family " being then remaining." " Fal-

stafE," says Sohlegel, "is the crown of Shake-

speare's comic invention. He is the most agreeable

and entertaining knave that ever was portrayed.

His contemptible qualities are not disguised : old,

lecherous, and dissolute ; corpulent beyond measure,

and always intent upon cherishing his body with

eating, drinking, and sleeping ; constantly in debt,

and anything but conscientious in his choice of

means by wMch money is to be raised ; a cowardly
soldier, and a lying braggart; a fiatterer of his

friends before their face, and a satirist behind their

backs ; and yet we are never disgusted with him.

We see that his tender care of himself is without

any mixture of malice towards others; he will only

not be disturbed in the pleasant repose of his sen-

suality, and this he obtains through the activity

of his understanding. Always on the alert, and
good-humoured, ever ready to crack jokes on
others, and to enter into those of which he is him-
self the subject, so that he justly boasts he is not

only witty himself, but the cause of wit in others,

he is an admirable companion for youthful idleness

and levity."

" Fame is the spur that the clear
spirit doth raise." See Milton's poem of Lycidas,

line 70.

Fame, The House of. A poem, in three

books, byGeoffreyChaucer (1328—1400) ; written

in octo-syllabic rhyme. In this work the poet

dreams that he was carried up into the air by an
eagle, who took him to a place between heaven
and earth and sea, to which all rumours fall. It is

on a rock of ice, and was inscribed with the names
of men once famous. " Many were melted or
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melting away, but the graving of the fames on

men of old fame was as fresh as if just written.

Of the goddess who sat within, some asked fame

for their good works, and were denied good or had

fame. Others who had deserved well were trum-

peted by slander. Others obtained their due re-

ward. Some, who had done well, desired their

good works to be hidden, and had their asking.

Others made Hke request, but had their deeds

trumpeted through the clarion of gold. Some who
had done nothing asked and had fame for deeds

only to be done by labour ; others, who had asked

like favour, were jested at through the black

clarion. Chaucer himself refused to be petitioner."

He was then taken from the House of Fame to the

House of Kumour, full of reports and lies, and in a

comer of that house he recognised himself in the

guise of one who was telling love stories, and about

whom the people crowded. Then the clamour

made by them at last awoke him.

Fame, The Temple of. A poem by
Alexander Pope (1688—1744), written in partial

imitation of The Mouse of Fame (q.v.), by Chaucer,

and published in 1714.

'Tamiliar, but by no means vulgar."
—Samlet, act i., scene 3.

" Familiar in their mouths as house-
hold words."

—

Ming Senry V., act iv., scene 3.

Familiar Letters, by James Howell
(b. 1594, d. 1666) ;

publidied originally under the

title of JSpistolm So-Elianai, in 1645, 1647, 1650,

and 1655. They were written for the most part in

the solitude of the Fleet Prison, in which Howell
had been confined for debt. Isaac Disraeli calls

them "one of the most agreeable works in the

English language."

Family Legend, The. A play by Joamna
Baillie (1762—1851), founded on a Highland

tradition, and produced with some success at Edin-

burgh, in 1810.

Famous Homes of Serving Men :
" or,

the Lady turned Serving-man." A popular

ballad, of which a modem version is given iu

Percy's JReliqties.

"Famous Man is Robin Hood, A."
First line of Jiob Hoy's Grave, a poem by William
Wordsworth (1770—1850), containing the fol-

lowing lines :

—

" The good old rule
Siifficeth them, the simple plan,

That they should take who have the power,
And they should keep who can."

"Famous Victory, But 'twas a."—
SoTJTHEY, The Battle of Blenheim (q.v.).

Fan, The. A semi-mythological and fanciful

poem, in three books, by John Gay.

Fancies, Chaste and Noble: "or, the

Bower of Fancies."' A tragi-comedy by John
FoHD, produced in 1638.

Fancy. A poem by John Keats.
" Ever let the fancy roam

!

Pleasure never Is at home."

Fancy, Sir Patient. A comedy by Mrs.

Aphra Behn, produced in 1678.

Fane, Julian (b. 1827, d. 1870), was, says

Dennis, " a poet, a musician, a linguist, a diploma-

tist, an eloquent speaker, a wit, a mimic, a delight-

ful talker," but will best be remembered as the

author of some delightful soimets. His Life has

been written by his friend Robert, Lord Lytton.

See Temple, Neville.

Fang. A sheriff's officer in the second part of

Shakespeare's King Senry IV.

Fang, Mr. The justice in Dickens's novel of

Oliver Twist (q.v) ; intended, it is said, for a Mr.

Laing, "a coarse magistrate," who "felt," we
are told, " the power of the novelist, and was glad

to resign."

Fanny, Lord. A term used by Pope and

Bykon to characterise Lord Hervey, who was a

contemporary of the former, and was distinguished

for his foppery and effeminacy. It seems to. have

been derived from Lady Fanny Shirley, a famous

beauty in the time of Queen Anne.

Fanshawe, Catherine. A weU-known

fashionable poetess, who flourished about the

beginning of this century. She was the author of

the famous riddle on the letter H, which was at

one time universally attributed to Byron. One of

her pieces is reproduced in Locker's Zyra Elegan-

tiarum. They were collected in 1876.

Fanshawe, Sir Richard, diplomatist and

poet (b. 1608, d. 1666), published translations of

Camoens' Lusiad, of Guarini's Bastor Fido, of the

fourth book of Virgil's JEneid, of Horace's Odes,

and of Fletcher's Faithful Shepherdess in Latin

verse, besides A Short Discourse of the Long Wars

ofBorne. His Original Letters and Negotiations -weie

pubHshed in 1702.

Faraday, Michael, D.C.L. (b. 1791, d.

1867), chemist, published Chemical Manipulation

(1827) ; a series of Experimental Researches on

Electricity; and numerous other philosophical and

scientific works. See his Life and Letters (1870),

and TyndaU's Faraday as a Discoverer.

Farce may be said to be an extension down-

wards of low comedy, to which it is sometimes so

closely aUied as to be ahnost indistmgmshable from

it. Its cHef quaKty is extravagance of humour,

as shown in absurdity both of diaiogue and situa-

tion. It dates in our own literature from about

the beginning of the eighteenth century, when

writers arose who devoted themselves almost wholly

to this species of production. Among these was

Fielding, though Foote was perhaps the most suc-

cessful, as well as the most proUfio, of aU play-

wrights in this style. His Mayor of Garrat (q.v.)

will at once occur to the reader. Later still, we
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find O'Keefe, whom Hazlitt calls our English
MoIiSre, and whose Agreeable Surprise is quite a
masterpiece. Of late years our farce writers have
been very numerous, but few stand out from the
throng as pre-eminently able. Perhaps the most
popular of these is Maddison Morton, whose Box
and Gox is as certain of immortality as anything
wo have of its particular kind. See Comedy and
Extravaganza.

Pardarougha the Miser: "or, the Con-
victs of Lisnamona." A novel by William
Carleton (1798—1869), "in which the passion of
avarice is strikingly depicted, without its victim
being wholly dead to. natural tenderness and affec-

tion. Scenes of broad humour and comic extrava-
gance are interspersed throughout the work." It

is interesting as giving very accurate descriptions
of Eibbonism as it existed some years ago.

" Pare thee well ! and if for ever, still
for ever, fare thee well." From some verses, ad-
dressed to his wife, by Lord Byeon (1788—1824),
and written on March 17, 1816.

Farewell, A. A lyric by the Eev. Charles
KiNGSLEY (1819—1875), containing the following
lines;

—

" Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be clever

:

Do noble things, not dream them, all day long .

And BO make life, death, and that vast for-ever,
One grand, sweet song.'

"

" Farewell, a long farewell, to all my
greatness ! "

—

K. Senry VIII., act. iii., scene 2.

"Farewell! if ever fondest prayer."
First line of a lyric by Lord Byron (1788—1824),
ending :

—

" I only know we loved in vain—
I only feel—Farewell !—Farewell I

"

" Farewellj thou art too dear for my
possessing." Frrst line of a sonnet by Shake-
speare.

" Farewell to Lochaber, and farewell,
my Jean." First line of Lochaber No More, a
song by Allah Ramsay.

Farewell to Militarie Profession, ly
BarnABB Rich; published in 1581. To a tale in-
cluded in this volume, entitled The Sistorie of
Apolonim and Silla, and adapted by Eich from a
tale in Bioudella (parte seconda, novella 36), Shake-
speare is supposed to have been indebted for a por-
tion of the plot of Twelfth Night (q.v.).

Farewell to the Fairies. A lyric by
Richard Corbet, Bishop of Oxford and Norwich.

Faijeon, B. !., novelist, has written, among
other stories, Joshua Marvel, London's Meart, Jessie
Trim, and At the Sign of the Silver flagon.

Farmer, Bichard, D.D. (b. 1735, d. 1797),
wrote An Mssay on the Learning of Shakespeare,
the first edition of which appeared in 1766, the
second in 1767, and the third in 1789. It was re-
printed.

Farmer's Boy, The: "a Rural Poem," by
Robert Bloompield (1766—1823), published in

1800, but written in 1798. The author had been
in the employment of a fanner from his eleventh

to his fifteenth year, and it occurred to bim in 1 867
to embody his experience in a poem. This was
printed at the instance of Capel Lofft, at a time
when Bloomfield was a ioumeyman shoemaker;
and its success was so immediate and decisive that

in three years 26,000 copies were sold, and it was
translated into French, Italian, and Latin, the last

named imder the title of Agrieolce Piier, byW. Club.

Farquhar, Greorge, dramatist (b. 1678, d.

1707), wrote Love and a Bottle (1698), (q.v.); The
Constant Couple (1700) ; Sir Harry Wildair (1701)

;

The Inconstant (1703), (q.v.) ; The Stage Coach (1704)

;

The Twin Mivals (1705); The Recruiting- Officer

(1706) ; and The Beaux's Stratagem (1707), (q.v.).

His Works, containing all his poems, letters,

essays, and comedies, appeared in 1714. The
comedies were edited, with a critical introduction,

by Leigh Hunt. See also Hazlitt's Comic Writers.

Horace Walpole said of Farqnhar's plays that they
talk the language of a marching regiment in
country quarters. Dr. Johnson conceded to them
considerable merit, whilst James Prior (the biogra-

pher of Goldsmith) said that Farquhar' s genius for

comedy was not excelled by Congreve or Sheridan.
Hazlitt says :

" His incidents succeed one another
with rapidity, but without premeditation ; his wit
is easy and spontaneous ; his style animated, unem-
barrassed, and flowing ; his characters full of life

and spirit. There is a constant ebullition of gay,
laughing invention, cordial good humour, and fine

animal spirits, in his writings." See Fielding of
THE Drama, The.

Farrar, Frederic William, D.D., Canon
of Westminster, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1831),

has published Origin of Language; Chapters on
Language (1865) ; The Fall of Man, and other

Sermons (1865) ; A Lecture on Public School Educa-
tion (1867) ; Seekers after God (1869); Families of
Speech (1870); The Witness of History to Christ

(1871) ; The Silence and Voices of God (1873) ; The
Life of Christ (1874) ; and Marlborough Sermons

(1876). He has also written the following stories

;

—Flrie : or. Little by Little ; Julian Home ; and
St. Winifred's : or, the World of School.

Fasciculi Zizaniorum. A work by Thomas
OP Walden (1380—1430). There is an edition of
1858.

_
Fasciculus Chemicus: "Chymical Collec-

tions expressing the Ingress, Progress, and Egress
of the secret Hermetic Science, out of the choicest
and most famous authors," by James Hasolle, i.e.

Elias Ashmole (1617—1692) ; published in 1654.
Prefixed to it are sundry prolegomena, "faro'd,"
says Anthony a Wood, "with rosy-crucian lan-
guage."

"Fashion, The glass of."—Hamlet, act
iii., scene 1.
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Fashions, Sir Novelty. The hero of

Gibber's comedy of Love's Last Shift, and a part

frequently acted by Gibber himself.

"Fashions, The," in the Taming of the

Shrew, act iii., scene 2, means "the farcy," a

disease to which horses are subject.

"Fast and furious. The mirth and.
fun grew." A line in Bukns's poem, Tam o'

Shanter.

" Fast and Loose." A cheating game,
alluded to in Love's Labour's Lost, act iii., scene 1.

Fat Boy, The. A character in Dickens's
Fickwiek Papers, who, when he was not eating or

drinking, was sure to be fast asleep. His name
is Joe.

Fatal Boots, The. A tale by "William
Makepeace Thackeeay ; republished in 1841

from the pages of Cruikshank's Comic Almanack.

Fatal Constancy: "or, Love in Years:"
"a Sketch of a Tragedy in the Heroic Taste."

A poetical parody, by "William Whitehead (1716

—

1785), in which the characteristics of the tragedy

of his day are hit off and satirised in a happy
maimer. Thus, to the lines

—

" How frail is man ! what fears, what doubts, perplex
His firmest reBOlutions ! Sure the gods," &c.

the satirist appends this note:—"It is a. usual

complaint in tragedy, as well as in common life,

that the gods have not made us as they should

have done."

Fatal Curiosity, The. A domestic tragedy

by George Lillo (1693—1739), produced in 1737.

See "WiLMOT.

Fatal Dowry, The. A tragedy, by Philip

Massinger, acted in 1620. It furnished Eowe
with the story of his Fair Penitent (q.T.), which is

far inferior in merit, but better adapted for repre-

sentation.

Fatal Falsehood, The. A tragedy by
Hahnah More (1745—1833), produced in 1779,

and originally called The Bridal Day. It was
acted for three nights only.

Fatal Marriage, The. A play, the original

title of which was The Lnnocent Adultery. See

Isabella.

Fatal Revenge, The: "or, the Family of

Moutorio." A novelby Charles Kobert Matdrin
(1782^1824), which endeavoured to unite the

characteristics of Mrs. Eadclifie and M. G. Lewis.

It was published in 1807.

Father Hubbard's Tales: "or, the Ant
and the Nightingale." A work by Thomas Mid-
DLETON (1570—1627), printed in 1604. "A coarse

but humorous attack," says Dyce, "on the vices

and follies of the times, and peculiarly interesting

on account of the passages which relate to Thomas
Nash, of whose admirable prose satires it may be
considered no unhappy, imitation."

"Father of all! in every age." First
line of Pope's Universal Prayer.

Father of Angling, The. A name by
which IzAAK Walton was known by his contempo-
raries. See Compleat Angler.

Father of English Poetry, The. A
name given by Dryden to Chaucer.

Father of English Prose, The. A name
applied to Roger Ascham.

Father of Jests, The. A name ironically
conferred upon Joseph Miller (1684—1738), who,
being a diillard himself, became, as a joke, the
butt on which to fasten the origin of every good
story current at the tune. "Joe MiUer" was a
low comedian ; but the Jests, of which he is sup-
posed to be the author, were not published until

after his death, and they were then issued solely

for the benefit of his family.

Father Prout. See Proitt, Father.

Fathers, Martyrs, and other Princi-
pal Saints, Lives of the, by the Eev. Alban
Butler; published in 1745. "A work of merit,"

says Gibbon, who adds, characteristically, "the
sense and learning belong to the author ; his pre-

judicea are those of his profession."

Fathom, Ferdinand, Count, The Ad-
ventures of. A novel by Tobias George
Smollett (1721—1771), published in 1753, and
characterised by Sir "Walter Scott as " one of

those works which seem to have been written for

the purpose of showing how far humour and genius

can go in painting a complete picture of human
depravity." Smollett himself declares that he
chose his principal character "from the purlieus

of treachery and fraud," on purpose that he might
" set him up as a beacon for the benefit of the

inexperienced and unwary, who, from a perusal of

these memoirs, may learn to avoid the manifold
snares withwhich they are continually surrounded
in the paths of Hfe."

Fatima. A lyric by Alfred Tennyson ; one

of the most passionate of the poet's pieces.

Fatima. The name of characters who figure

in the ^r«iia« Nights: 1. in "Aladdin;" 2. in

"Blue Beard."

Faulconrie, The Booke of, by George

Turberville (q.v.)
;

published in 1575, and

followed in 1576 by the Noble Art of Venerie or

Hunting.

Faulkner, George. See Atticus, The
Irish.

Faustus, The TragieaU History of
Doctor: "writtenby Ch. Marl.," i.e., Christo-

pher Marlowe ; first printed in 1604, and declared

by HaUam to be "his greatest work, though an im-

perfect and unequal performance." Goethe, when
spoken to on the subject of it, "burst out with

an exclamation of praise: How greatly it is aU
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planned ! He liad thought of translating it. He
was fully aware that Shakespeare did not stand
alone." The student should compare the Faust
and Mephistopheles of Marlowe with the same
characters in the great German poem. Helen of

Greece takes the place of Margaret in Marlowe's
play. "Marlowe," says Charles Lamb, "is said to

have heen tainted with atheistical predilections. . .

To such a genius the History of Faustus must have
heen delectable food; to wander in fields where
curiosity is forbidden to go, to approach the dark
guH near enough to look in, to be buried iu specu-
lations which are the rottenest part of the core of

the fruit that fell from the tree of knowledge."
See Fatistus.

Faustus. The hero of Marlowe's Famtus
(q.v.). "A rude sketch," says HaHam, "but a
gigantic one. This character may be said to be a
personification of the- pride of wiU and eagerness

of curiosity sublimed beyond the reach of fear and
remorse." The hero of this famous legend seems,

says Morley, " to have been really a man who, at

the beginning of the sixteenth century, affected

pre-eminence in necromancy, astrology, and magic,
and took as one of his sounding names, Faustus,
from its Latin meaning—favourable, or auspicious.

About him, as a centre of crystallisation, tales,

ascribed in the first instance to other conjurors,

arranged themselves, until he became the popular
ideal of one who sought to sound the depths of this

world's knowledge and enjoyment without help
from God."

" ravourite has no friends, A."—Gray,
On the Death of a Favourite Gat.

Pawcett, Henry, political economist (b.

1833), has written A Manual of Political Economy;
The Fconomic Position of the British Labourer;
iFauperism, its Causes and Femedies; and other
works, besides contributing largely to periodical

literature.

Fawcett, John, D.D., Baptist minister (b.

1740, d. 1817), published a Commentary on the

Bible, and an essay On Anger, which attracted the
attention of George III.

Fawcett, Millicent Garrett (b. 1847),
wife of Henry Fawcett, has written Tales in

Political Economy, Janet Doncaster, and other works.

Fawkes, Francis, poet and translator

(b. 1721, d. 1777), wrotea poem on Bramham Park,

and Descriptions of May and Winter, besides trans-

lations of Anacreon, Bion, Moschus, Sappho,
ApoUoniuB Ehodius, and Theocritus. A volume
of his Original Poems and Translations appeared in

1761. See Bion ; Beown Jug, The.

Fawnia (orFauuia). Theheroineof Greene's
Pandoslo : or, the Triumph of Time (q.v.).

" '''ay," in Hamlet, act ii., scene 2, means
"faith."

Fay, Theodore Sedgwick, American
novelist, poet, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1809),

has written The Dreams and Reveries of a Quiet

Man (1832) ; The Minute Book (1835) ; NormanZeslie

(1835); Sidney Clifton (1839); The Countess Ida

(1840) ; Hobolcen, a Eomance of New York (1843)

;

Fobert Fueful (1844) ; "UVric: or, the Voices (1851)

;

and other works.

Fazio. A tragedy, by Dean Milman (1791

—

1868), produced ia 1815; first at the Surrey
Theatre under the title of The Italian Wife, and
afterwards, as Fazio, at Covent Garden, the part

of Bianca being taken by Miss O'NeUl. It is still

occasionally acted.

"Fear no more the heat o' the sun."
A song by Guiderius, in Cymbeline, act iv., scene 2.

Fearne, Charles, law writer (b. 1749, d.

1794), wrote a famous work on Contingent Ee-
mainders, to which he afterwards made an adden-
dum on Executory Devises.

" Fears do make us traitors. Our."

—

Macbeth, act iv., scene 2. See " Conscience doth
make cowards op us all."

Fears in Solitude. A poem, by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, "written inApril, 1798, during
the alarm of an invasion ;

" " nerveless and hys-

terical," says Swinburne, "exquisite as is the

overture, faultless in tone and colour, and worthy
of a better sequel." See the sonnet written by
Wordsworth on the same subject and at the same
time.

"Feast of reason, and the flow of soul,
The." Line 128 of Pope's Imitation of Horace,

satire 1, bk. ii.

Featley, or Fairclough, Daniel, D.D.,
controversial writer (b. 1582, d. 1645), wrote The
Dippers Dipt (1642) ; Ancilla Prelatis (1626)

;

Clavis Mystica (1636) ; and T/te League Illegal

(1660). See his son's Doctor Daniel Featley revived,

with his Life and Death (1660).

Featherstonhaugh, The Death of. A
ballad written by Eobert Surtees (1779—1834),

and palmed off by him upon Sir Walter Scott as a
mediasval production, in the character of which it

was printed by the latter in the notes to Marmion.

Fedalma. The heroine of George Eliot's
dramatic poem of The Spanish Gypsy (q.v.), beloved
by Don SUva.

Feeble. A recruit in the second part of

Shakespeare's King Henry IV., whom Falstaff

designates as " most forcible Feeble," whence the

popular phrase.

Feenix, Cousin, in Dickens's novel of

Dombey and Son (q.v.), is an aristocratic personage,
remarkable for Ms aJlusions to his "lovely and
accomplished relative," the wife of Mr. Dombey.
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"Feet beneath her petticoat, Her."
A line in Suckling's Ballad upon a Wedding (q.v.)

:

" Her feet beneath her petticoat.
Like Httle mice, stole in nnd out,
As U they feared the light."

An idea whicli Hebrick adopted in the following
verse :

—

"Her little feet, like snails, did creep,
A little out, and then,

As if they iilaydd at hopeep.
Did soon draw in again."

" Feet to the foe, His."

—

Campbell,
Zochiel's Warning (q.-'v;.). In Macbeth, Siward
asks of his dead son, " Had he his hurts before P"

and Eoss says, "Ay, to the front." To which
Siward replies, " Why, then, God's soldier he he."

Felice. The wife of Sir Guy of Warwick, in

the romance of that name (q.v.).

Felix. Ahhot of Croyland (circa 730). See
Wright's Biographia Britannica.

Felix, Don. The hero of Mrs. Centlivre's
comedy of Tlie Wonder (q.v.) ; a jealous lover,

" whose every appearance combines to excite and
confirm his worst suspicions, while we who are in

the secret laugh at Ms groundless uneasiness and
apprehensions.'

'

Felix Holt, the Badical. A novel by
Geobge Eliot, published in 1866.

Felix Lorraine, Mrs., in Disraeli's Vivian

Grey (q.v.), is intended for Lady Caroline Lamb,

Fell, Dr. The hero of a famous quatrain, the

original of which is to be found in Martial:

—

" I do not love thee, Dr. Fell

:

The reason why I cannot tell

:

But this alone I know full well,
I do not love thee. Dr. Pell."

Fell, John, D.D., Bishop of Oxford (b.

1625, d. 1686), published an edition of the Greek
Testament and a Life of Kenry Sammond.

"Fellow feeling makes us wondrous
kind, A." A line occurring in Gabbiok's prologue

On Quitting the Stage in 1776.

" Fellow of infinite jest, of most ex-
cellent fancy. A."

—

Samlet, act v., scene 1.

Yorick is here described.

"Fellow that hath had losses, A."
Dogberry's description of himself in Much Ado
about Nothing, act iv., scene 2.

Fellowes, Kotaert, LL.D., religious and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1770, d. 1847), published

A Picture of Christian Philosophy (1798); The Anti-

Gahinist (1800) ; Religion without Cant (1801) ; A
Guide to Immortality (1804) ; A Body of Theology

(1807) ; A Manual of Piety (1807) ; The Beligion of
the Universe (1836) ; and other works.

Feltham, Owen (b. about 1608, d. after the

Eestoration), wrote Resolves, Divine, Moral, and

Political (q.v.). A Short Accownt of the Author
mid his Writings, by James Cummiug, appeared in

1806.

Felton, Henry, D.D. (b. 1679, d. 1740),
wrote, among other works, a sermon on The Resur-
rection of the Same Numerical Body, and its Reunion
with the Same Soul (1725); and eight sermons,
entitled The Christian Faith Asserted (1728—29).
See Sermons (1748).

Female Academy, The. A comedy by
Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle (d. 1673).

Female Quixote, The. A novel by Char-
lotte Lennox (1720—1804), pubhshed in 1752;
the heroine of which, like the hero of Cervantes'
story, has her head turned by the perusal of absurd
romances, which, in this case, are of the school of

Scuderi. The tale is worked out with considerable

power, and culminates in a concluding chapter
which many have supposed was written by Dr.

Johnson, and which leaves the heroine happy in

her conversion to common sense.

Female Spectator, The, by AnnaLetitia
Babbauld (1743—1825), was published in 1811.

Female Vagrant, The. See Guilt and
SOBBOW.

Female Volunteer, The. A drama, with

a patriotic purpose, by the Eev. L. H. Hallokom,
a chaplain in the Eoyal Navy, 1801.

Fenella, in Sir Walter Scott's novel of

Peveril of the Peak (q.v.), is a deaf and dumb at-

tendant upon the Countess of Derby. The idea of

her character is said to have been derived from
Mignon, in Goethe's Wilhelm Meister.

Fenn, George MauviUe (b. 1831), has

vratten Bent, not Broken; By Birth a lady;
Mad ; Midnight Webs ; The Sapphire Cross

;

Thereby Hangs a Tale ; and A Little World.

Fenn, John. See Paston Lettebs, The.

Fenn, Lady Eleanor (1743—1813), wrote

a number of books for children.

Fenton, in The Merry Wives of Windsor (q.v.),

is suitor to Anne Page (q.v.).

Fenton, Elijah, poet, translator, and editor

(b. 1683, d. 1730), published Po«ms (1707 and 1717);

Marimnne, a tragedy (1723) ; an edition of Paradise

Lost, with a Life of Milton (1727) ; and an edition

of Waller (1729) ; besides contributing books i.,

iv., xix., XX. to Pope's translation of the Odyssey,

for which he got £200.

Feramors. The name assumed by the Prince

when disguised as a Cashmerian minstrel m
Moobe's Lalla Rookh (q.v.).

Ferdinand, in Love's Labour's Lost (q.v.), is

the name of the King of Navarre.

Ferdinand, in The Tempest (q.v.), is the son

of the King of Naples, and in love with Miranda

(q.v.), daughter of the banished Duke of Milan,

Prospero (q.v.).
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Ferguson, Adam, IiL.D., philosophical

writer and historian (h. 1724, d. 1816), wrote A
Eiatory of Civil Society (1767) ; A History of the

Progress and Termination of the Jioman ^public
(1783) ; The Principles of Moral and Folitical Science

(1792) ; and other works.

Ferguson, James (h. 1710, d. 1776), puh-
lished, among other works. Astronomical Tables

(1763); Introduction to Astronomy (1769); and
Introduction to Electricity (1770). His Lectures

were edited by Sir David Brewster.

Fergusson, James (b. 1808), has written

A Sandhook of Architecture (1855) ; A Sistory of
Ancient and Modern Architecture (1865) ; and other

works.

Fergusson, Robert, Scottish poet (b. 1750,

d. 1774), contributed poems to Euddiman's Weekly
Magazine, which were published in a volume in

1773. The poems are remarkable in themselves

;

they are doubly so as having served as models for

many of the best pieces of Bums. See the Lives

by Peterkin and Irving. See Bkaid Claith.

Ferme, Charles (d. 1617), wrote a Latin

Commentary on the Epistle to the Eomans, edited

for the Wodrow Society, with a Life, by Dr.

Lindsay Alexander.

Fern, Fanny. The literary pseudonym of

Mrs. Sakah Payson Pakton (q.v.), an American
authoress (b. 1811, d. 1872). ,

Feme, Sir John, antiquary (d. about 1610),

published, in 1686, The Blazon of the Gentry, "in
the form of dialogues, . which are quaint and
curious, giving critical accounts of arms, the

principles of precedence, and strictures upon the

times."

Ferrareochi, Bratti. See Bratti Feera-
RECCHI.

Ferrers, George, historianand poet (b. about

1512, d. 1579), besides writing A bouhle Trans-

lation of Magna Charta, from French into Latin and
English ; The Laws Enacted in the Time of Henry
III. and Edward I. translated into English, and A
History of the Reign of Mary, contributed the fol-

lowing metrical narratives to the Mirror for

Magistrates (q.v.) :

—

Tlie Fall of Judge Tresilian;

The Murder of Woodstock, Duke of Gloucester ; King
Richard II.; Eleanor Cobham, Duchess of Glou-

cester ; Humphrey Flantagenet, Duke of Gloucester ;

and Edmund, Duke of Somerset. Two other

English poets have borne the name of Ferrers—
Edward (d. 1564), and Henry (b. 1549, d. 1633).

Ferrex and Porrex. See Goeboduc.

Ferriar, John (b. 1764, d. 1815), published

Medical Histories and Reflections, and Illustrations

of Sterne. '

Ferrier, James Frederick, philosophical

writer (b. 1808, d. 1864), wrote Institutes of Meta-

physics : the Theory of knowing and Being (1854);

besides editing the collected writings of his father-

in-law, Professor Wilson (" Christopher North ").

Ferrier, Susan Fdmonston, novelist (b.

1782, d. 1854), wrote Marriage (1818); Tlie In-

heritance (1824); and Destiny: or, the Chief's

Daughter {1831); each of which see. An edition of

her works appeared in 1841.

FerroU, Paul. See Paul Perroll.

Ferumbras, Sir. An old English romance
in verse, professedly translated from the French,

and containing 3,386 lines. It is probably identical

with the French Fier-d-bras. Skelton, in his poem
of Ware the Hawke, mentions it by the name of Syr
Fherumbras ; and Barbour, in his Bruce, refers to

The Romanys of Worthi Feramhrase as one which
the Scottish hero related to his followers. Accord-
ing to the legend, Fierabras was a Saracen, who
captured Home and carried o£E from it numerous
valuable relics, including, it was said, the balsam
used in embalming the body of our Saviour.

Fessenden, Thomas Green. -See Caustic,

Cheistophee.

Festoon, Thp. A collection of epigrams,

ancient and modem, vrith an essay On that Species

of Composition, by the Rev. Eichakd Graves; pub-
lished in 1 767. The same author published Euphro-
syne : or. Amusements on the Road of Life, in 1783.

Festus, A dramatic poem by Philip James
Bailey (b. 1816), publishedin 1839, and including,

among the interlocutors, God, Christ, the Holy
Ghost, Seraphim and Cherubim, Lucifer, Saints,

Guardian Angel, Angel of Earth, Thrones, Domi-
nations, Powers, Princedoms, Virtues, Archangels,

and Angels. The mortal characters include Festus,

Helen, Clora, Elissa, Laurel, Frederick, Marian,
Emma, Charles, Lucy, Walter, Caroline, and many
others. The poem is interspersed with songs. Its

aim is probaoly that indicated by a critic in The
Times : " The exhibition of a soul gifted, tried,

buffeted, beguiled, stricken, purified, redeemed,
pardoned, and triumphant." It has been highly
praised. Thackeray described its author as a
writer "of much merit and genius;" Douglas
Jerrold called it "a truly wonderful poem;" Lord
Lytton thought it " a most remarkable poem, of

great beauty, and greater promise;" and Tenny-
son "could scarcely trust himself to say how
much he admired it, for fear of falling into extra-

vagance." The later editions of Festus, the scene
of which is laid indiflerently in earth, heavens,
"anywhere," or "another and a better world,"
include another poem, called The Angel World,
which originally appeared in 1850.

" Few and far between. Like angels'
visits." iSee" Angels' Visits, Like"

" Few are thy days and fuU of woe."
First line of a lyric by John Logan (1748

—

1788).

" Fhairson swore a feud." First line of

Aytoun's Massacre of the Macphersons.
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ribheoil, Fergus. An Irish tard, who
Kved circa 290. See Walker's Sistorieal Me-
moirs of the Irish Bards. iSee Cath-Gabhra

;

Darqo.

Fiddes, Richard, D.D., religious writer

(h. 1671, d. 1725), wrote Theologia Speculativa

(1718) ; Theologia R-actica (1720) ; a. Life of Cardinal

Wolsey (1724) ; and other works. One of his

critics says he was ingenious rather than learned

—

a clever rhetorician, but an inaccurate thinker.

Fidele. A name assumed by Imogen (q.v.)

ia Shaxespeare's play of Cymbeline (q.v.).

Fidele and Fortunio. See Two Italian
Gentlemen, The.

Fidelia. The heroine of a prose narrative

contributed to Nos. 77, 78, and 79 of The Adven-
turer, in 1753, by Hester Chapone (1727—1801).

Fidessa, more Chaste than Kinde. A
volume of amatory sonnets by Bartholomew
Griffin (b. 1670), printed in 1596. The third

sonnet closely resembles one of Shakespeare's,

published in flie Fassionate Pilgrim (1599) :

—

•' Pair Venus, with Adonis sitting" by her."

" Fie, foh, and fum."—Edgar, in King
Lear, act iii., scene iv. :

—

" I smell the blood of a British man."

Field, Barron (b. 1786, d. 1846), pubUshed
in 1811 an analysis of Blackstone's Commentaries.

Field, Ifathaniel, dramatist (d. 1641),

besides being associated with Massinger (1584

—

1640) in ther composition of The Fatal Dowry,
wrote ^ Woman's a Weathercock {(i.\.),3iiA.A)nends

for Ladies (q.v.).

Field, Richard, divine (b. 1561, d. 1616),

wrote a treatise Of the Church. Some Short Me-
morials of his life were published by Nathaniel

Field, in 1716—17. See Church, Op the.

Field Sports. A poem by "William Somer-
viLLE (1692—1742), published in the last year of

the writer's life. It is written in blank verse, and
includes descriptions of " Flying at the Stag with

Eagles, after the maimer of the Asiatic Princes,"

of "Hem-hawking," of "Flying at the Eiver," of

" Partridge-hawMng," of " Driving the Carta with

a Hobby just mentioned," of " Shooting Flying,"

of "Setting," of "Angling."

' Fielding, Henry, novelist, dramatist, and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1707, d. 1754), produced
the following novels :

—

The Adventures of Joseph

Andrews (q.v.) ; A Journey from this World to the-

Next (1743) ; The History of Jonathan Wild (1743)

;

The History of Tom Jones (1749) ; Amelia (1751)

;

the following dramatic pieces : Zove in Several

Masques ; The Temple Beau ; The Author's Farce;
The Coffee-house Politician; Tom Thumb; The
Modern Husband; The Mock Doctor ; The Miser

;

The Intriguing Chambermaid; Don Quixote in

England ; Pasquim ; The Historical Register ; The
Wedding Day ; and various miscellaneous works.

including Essays on the Characters of Man, and
A Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon. Collected edi-

tions of his writings appeared in 1743, 1762, and
(edited by Roscoe) 1848. His novels were pub-
lished, with an introduction by Sir Walter Scqtt,

in 1821, in Ballantyne's Novelist's Library ; and
have since been frequently reprinted. For Bio-
graphy and Criticism, see the Lives by Murphy and
Lawrence; Thackeray's Lectures on the Humorists,
Masson's Novelists and their Styles. Byron called

Fielding " the prose Homer of human nature."
Coleridge says : "What a master of composition
Fielding was ! Upon my word, I think the (Edipus
Tyrannus, The Alchemist (q.v.), and Tom Jones, the
three most perfect plots ever planned. And how
charming, how thoroughly wholesome Fielding
always is ! To take him up after Eichardson, is

like emerging from a sick room heated by stoves

into an open lawn on a breezy day in May." Sir

Walter Scott, writing in 1820, described Fielding

as " the fathel- of the English novel, and in his

powers of strong and national humour, and
forcible yet natural exhibition of character, un-
approached, as yet, even by his successful followers.

Of all the works of imagination to which English
genius has given origin, the writings of Fielding

are, perhaps, most decidedly and exclusively her
own." Comparing Fielding and Smollett, Pro-
sessor Masson says :

" Fielding's construction is the

more careful and well-considered; his evolution

of his story the more perfect and harmonious ; his

art altogether the more classic and exquisite. His
humour, too. Is the finer and more subtle, like that

of a well-wrought comedy. Both are satirists,

but Fielding's satire is that of a man of joyous
and self-possessed temperament, who has to come
to definite conclusions as to what is to be expected

in the world, while Smollett writes with pain, and
under irritation." See Amelia ; Covent Garden
Journal ; Drawcansir, Sir A. ; Jones, Tom ;

Journey from this World, &c. ; Mock Doctor,
The; Pasquin; Tragedy of Tragedies; Wed-
ding-day, The ; Wild, Jonathan.

Fielding, May. One of the heroines of

Dickens's story of The Cricket on the Hearth

(q.v.) ; afterwards married to Edward Plummer.

Fielding of the Drama, The. A name
given to George Farquhar (q.v.).

Fielding, Sarah, novelist and misceUaneous

writer (b. 1714, d. 1768), -wrots The Adventures of

David Simple (1762) ; The Cry, a Dramatic Fable

(1754) ; a translation of Xenophon's Memoirs of

Socrates (1762); The Governess: or. Little Female

Academy; The Lives of Cleopatra and Octavia ; The

History of Ophelia ; The ,
History of the Countess

of Delwyn ; and other works. See Simple, The
Adventures of David.

Fieldmouse, Timon, is one of the noms de

plume under which W. B. Bands has contributed

to the magazine literature of the day. See

Browne, Matthew ; and Holbeach, Henry.
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"Fields, Babbled o' green."
Henry V., act ii., scene 3.

Fields, James Thomas (b. 1817), has
putlished -Poems (1849, 1854, and 1858), Yesterdays

with Authors (1873), and other works.

Tig for Momus,A : "Satyres, Eclogues, and
Epistles," ty Thomas Lodge; published in 1595.

In one of them the author states his intention of

retiring from the ill-paid profession of poet :

—

" I'll cease to ravel out my wits in rhyme.
For such who make so base account of art

;

And since by wit there Is no means to chink,
I'll hold the plough awhile, and ply the cart.
And if my muse to wonted course return,
I'll write and judge, peruse, commend, and burn."

" Fill the bumper fair." First line of a
song by Thomas Moore.

Film.er, Sir Robert, philosophical writer

(d. 1688), wrote The Anarchy of a Limited or

Mixed Monarchy (1646), and Patriarcha (q.v.).

Filom.eiia, Santa. A lyric by Henky
"Wadsworth Lonopellow, suggested by the noble
deeds of Florence Nightingale :

"a lady with a lamp shall stand
In the great history of the land,

A noble type of good.
Heroic womanhood."

Rn-Bec. The nom dc plume under which W.
Blanohard Jerrold published some works on the
subject of gastronomy.

Finch, Anne. See Winchilsea, Countess

Finding of Truth, Of the, carried
away by Ignorance and Hypocrisy. A
moral playby Henry Medwell, acted before iSenry
VIII. in 1516. It is instinct with the most pun-
gent satire, and the Fool gave great satisfaction to

his Tarious audiences. See CoUier's History of
Dramatic Poetry.

" Fine by degrees, and beautifully
less." A line in Prior's poem of Henry and Emma
(q.v.) ; imitated by Pope in his Moral Ussays,. ep. ii.,

1. 43 :—
" Fine by degrees, and delicately weak."

Fine Flowers of the VaUey. A ballad,
in which it is told how a mother cruelly put an end
to the life of her child. It is given in Johnson's
Musical Museum, and by Motherwell as 27(e Gruel
Mother. "The.burden," says AUingham, "sing-
ing of flowers and leaves, at once deepens and
softens the tragedy."

Fingal. An epic poem, in six books, published
in 1762, by James Macpherson (1738—1796) as
the production of a Gaelic poet, called Ossian
(q.v.).

Finnesburh, The Battle of. See Battle
OF Finnesburh, The.

Finuoane, Jack. Sub-editor of The Pall
Mall Gazette (q.v.), in Pendennis (q.v.)

Fire, Famine, and Slaughter: "a War
Eclogue," by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, written

in 1796.

Fire-Worshippers, The. One of the

tales in verse told by Feramors in Zalla Sookh.

Firmilian : " a Spasmodic Tragedy, by T.
Percy Jones," i.e., "William Edmonstoune Aytoun
(1813—1865) ;

published in 1854, and intended as

a satire on the spasmodic school of poetry, which
may be said to be represented by Alexander Smith,

Philip James Bailey, Stanyan Bigg, and others.

Firmin, George Brand. Father of Philip

Firmin, in "Thackeray's novel of The Adventures of
Philip (q.v.) ; appearing as Mr. Brandon in "The
Shabby Genteel Story " (q.v.).

First Blast of the Trumpet against
the Monstrous Begiment of Women,
The. A pamphlet by John Knox (1505—1672),

first printed at Geneva. It is directed principally

against Queen Mary of England and the Queen
Eegentdf Scotland. "Regiment" means regime,

or government.

"First love will with the heart re-
main." First line of a lyric by John Clare ;

—

" When Its hopes are aU gone by."

" First shall the heavens want starry
light." First line of a lyric by Thomas Lodge

" First true gentleman that ever
breathed. The." A description applied to Our
Lord by Dekker in his Honest Whm-e, pt. i., act i.,

scene 12.

Fish, Simon (d. 1531), wrote a satire on the

clergy of his day, entitled The Supplication of
Beggars. It was published in 1527.

" Fish,nor flesh, nor good red herring,
Neither." A proverbial phrase to which allu-

sion is made in Sir H. Sheers' Satyr on the Sea

Officers, Tom Brown's ^neus Sylvius's letter, and
Dryden's epilogue to The Duke of Guise.

Fisher, IBdword, theological writer (circa

1620—1660), wrote The Marrow ofModern Dwinity

(1646), (q.v.); and other works. See Wood's

Fisher, John, Bishop of Eoohester (b. 1459,

d. 1535), wrote ^ Treatyse Concernynge theFrwytfull
Sayings of Damjd the Kynge and Prophete in the

Seven Penytenoyall Salmcs, devyded in Seven Ser-

mons (1509) ; De Causa Matrimonii Anglia
Segis (Henrici VIII. cum Catharina Aragonensi)

;

The Sermon made Against ye Pernicious Doctryne of
Martyn Luther ; and many other fugitive works, a

list of which is given in Lowndes' Bibliographer's

Manual, and an edition of which was published at

Wizcburg in 1597. See Morning Eememerancb.

Fisher, Payne, poet and soldier (b. 1616 d.

1693), wrote Marston-moore, sive de obsidione prs-
lioqtie Hboracensi Carmen (1660) ; Threnodia Gratu-

latoria (1652), Oratio Anniversaria, and other works.
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Fisk, in Sudibras (q.v.), was meant for Nicho-

las Fisk, a physician and astrologer of Butler's

day.

" Pit audience find, though few." Line
31, book vii. of Faradise Lost (q.v.).

" Fit for treasons, stratagems, and
spoils."

—

The Merchant of Venice, act v., sc. 1.

" Pits, by starts, By." A phrase occurring

in CoLLiNs's Ode on the Passions, line 28

:

'"Twas Bad by fits, by starts 'twas wild."

Pitztaoodle Papers, The, by Whliam
Makepeace Thackeray; contributed to Eraser's

Magazine in 1842, under the nom de plinne of

"George Fitzboodle," and, including his "Con-
fessions" and "Professions." It was under this

pseudonym that Thackeray contributed Men's
Wives (q.v.) to the same periodical.

Pitzborn, in Disraeli's Vivian Orey (q.v.),

is intended for Sir Robert Peel.

Pitz-both, Robert, Earl of Huntington,
and in love with the heroine in Peacock's novel of

Maid Marian (q.v.).

Pitz-Puike, The Duchess of. A lady
who figures in Byron's poem of Don Juan, canto

jdv., xli., xlii., where she is described as

—

*'a fine and somewbat fuU-grown blonde.
Desirable, distinguished, celebrated
For several winters in tbe grand, gratide monde -

.

Her late performance bad been a dead set
At Lord Augustus Pitz-Piantagenet."

Pitzgerald, Lady Elizabeth. See Geral-
DDIE.

Pitzgerald, Percy, novelist and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1834), has produced the following

among other novels :

—

Beauty Talbot ; Diana Gay ;

Never Forgotten; The Second Mrs. Tillotson; The
Sear Girl ; Two Fair Daughters ; The Fatal Zero ;

and The Parvenu Family. He has also written The
Kembles, David Garrick, Laurence Sterne, Charles

Townshend, Charles Lamb, Alexandre Dianas, Prin-

ciples of Comedy, Romance of the English Stage, The
Great Canal at Suez, and other works.

Pitzgerald, WUliam, D.D., Bishop of
Killaloe (b. 1814), has written IColy Scripture, the
Ultimate Rule of Faith (1847), and a Life of Butler

(1849), besides publishing a selectionfrom the Nico-
maehean Ethics of Aristotle, (1850), and other works.

Pitzgerald, William Thomas. See
Small-beer Poet, The.

. Pitzhertaert, Sir Anthony (d. 1538), pub-
lished A Grand Abridgment of the Law (1516)

;

The New Natura Drevium (1534), and other works.

Pitzosborne, Sir Thomas. The mm de
phme under which ,William Melmoth (1719

—

1799) published his Letters on Several Subjects

(1742).

Pitzpatriek, William John (b. 1830),
has written Lives of Bishop Doyle, Lord Clonourry,
Lady Morgan, Archbishop Whately, Lord E. Fitz-
gerald, and many other works.

15

Pitzstephen, William, monk of Canter-
bury (d. 1191), published, in 1170, The Life and
Passion of Archbishop Becket, and A Deicription of
the City of London.

Pitzwater, Baron. Father of Maid Marian,
in Peacock's novel of that name.

" Plag has braved a thousand years.
Whose." A line in Campbell's well-known lyric,

Te Mariners of England.

Flagellum Parliamentarium. See Sea-
sonable Argument, A.

Plagg, Sdmund, American journalist,

novelist, and dramatist (b. 1815), has written
Sketches of a Traveller (1836); The Far West

(1838); Venice, the City of the Sea; Carrero: or, the

Prime Minister; The Soward Queen; Francis of
Valois; Blanche of Artois; and other works.

Plagitium Pontiflcis et Episeoporum
Latialium. An attack on Episcopacy by John
Bastwick (1593—1648), for which the author was
summoned before the High Commission, fined

£1,000, prohibited from practising his profes-

sion, and condemned to be imprisoned tiU he
recanted. He was so far, however, from recanting

that, after lying in the Gate House Prison for two
years, he issued another work, the Apologeticua ad
PrasvXes Anglieanos, which excited still more in-

dignation, and brought down upon him a fine of

£5,000, the loss of his ears in the pillory, and
perpetual incarceration in a remote part of the

kingdom. In 1640 he was released, by order of

the House of Commons, and received £5,000 out

of the estates of his judges ; an act of clemency
which he rewarded by eventually writing as

bitterly against Independency as he had written

against Episcopacy.

Plamboroughs, The Miss. Characters

in Goldsmith's novel of The Vicar of Wakefield

(q.v.).

Planders, Moll. The title of a novel written

b;^ Daniel Defoe ; the heroine of which is a female

of questionable reputation, who afterwards becomes
religious. The whole story is one of low vice. It /\^
was published in 1721.

" Flap-dragon," in Love's Labow's Lost

(act v., scene 1), is simply the modem snap-

dragon.

' Flap-jacks," in Pericles (act ii., scene 1)

" Plashes of merriment."—Biwrefe*, act v.,

scene 1.

Flatman, Thomas, poet (b. 1635, d. 1688),

was the author of some trifles, one of which. On
Marriage, sirrvives in Locker's Lyra Elegantiarum.

"Flattering unction to your soul.

Lay not that."

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 4.
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Mavel, John, Nonconformist divine (b. 1627,
d. 1691^, published Husbandry Spiritualised (1669)

;

A Saint! Indeed (1673) ; Divine Conduct (1678) ; and
numerous other works.

" Flaws," in 2 Henry IV. (act iv., scene iv.)—^icicles.

Pleance, in Macbeth (q.v.), is a son of Banquo
(q.T.).

Flecknoe. A poem by Andrew Marvell
(1620—1678), written in ridicule of Richard Fleck-
noe (q.v.), an Irish poet, bom in the early part of

the seventeenth century, who also forms the sub-

ject of a satire by Dryden, called MacFlecknoe
(q.v.).

Flecknoe, Bichard, poet, dramatist, and
miscellaneous writer (d. 1678), wrote Hierothala-
mium : or, the Heavenly Nuptials of our Blessed

Saviour with a Pious Soule (1626) ; The Affections ofa
Pious Soule unto our Saviour Christ (1640) ; Miscel-

lania : or. Poems of all Sorts (1653) ; A Relation of
Ten Tears Travells in Europe, Asia, Affrique, and
America (1654) ; Love's Dominion (1654) (q.v.) ; The
Diarium or Journal, divided into twelve jornadas in

burlesque Mhime or Drolling Verse (1656) ; Bnig-
maticall Characters, all taken from the Life (1658)

;

The Marriage of Oceanus and Britannia (1659)

;

Heroic Portraits (1660) ; Love's Kingdom, a Pas-
toral Trage-Comedy, with a Short Treatise on the

English Stage (1664) ; Erminia, a Trage-Comedy

(1665) ; The Damoiselles-a-la-Mode, a Comedy
(1667) ; Sir William Davenant's Voyage to the other

World, with his Adventures in the Poets' Elizium

(1668) ; Epigrams of all Sorts (1669) ; Euterpe
Revived (1675) ; and A Treatise on the Sports of
Wit (1675). See MacFlecknoe.

Medgeby, Fascination. The drunken
father of Jenny Wren (q.v.), in Dickens's story of

Our Mutual Friend (q.v.).

" Flee from the press, and dwell with
soothfastness." First line of the poem entitled

The Good Counsel of Chaucer (q.v.).

Fleece, The. A poem by John Dyer (1700—1768), pubUshed in 1767, and devoted to the
subject of wool, which is celebrated throughout
three books of blank verse.

Fleetwood, John, D.D., is best known as

the author of the Life of Christ, and the Lives of
the Apostles, John the Baptist, and the Virgin Mary
(1813), a work which has been frequently re-

printed. "John Fleetwood" is thought to have
heen a nom de plume.

Fleetwood, William, successively Bishop
of St. Asaph and Ely (b. 1656, d. 1723). .A
Compleat Collection of the Sermons, Tracts, and
Pieces of all kinds of this divine was published, in

1737, with a biographical preface by Ms son.

Fleming, Robert, Presbyterian divine (b.

1630, d. 1694), viTote The Fulfilling of Scripture,

and other works. His son Robert (d. 1716) was
the author of A Discourse on the Kise and Fall of
the Papacy (1701).

Fleming, Patrick (b. 1599, d. 1631), author
of Collectanea Sacra: or, Lives of the Irish and Scotch
Saints.

Flemming, Paul. The hero of Long-
PBLLOw's prose romance of Hyperion (q.v.), and in
some sort an idealisation of Longfellow himself.

"Flesh is heir to, The thousand
natural shocks."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 1.

Fleshly School of Poetry, The. A term
originally applied by Robert Buchanan, in an
article in The Contemporary Review, to that school
of living poets of whom Dante Gabriel Rossetti

and Algernon Charles Swinburne are the leaders.

Fleta. A Latin treatise on the body of English
law, published by Selden (q.v.) in 1835. It is

supposed to have been composed by William de
Brampton (q.v.) whilst imprisoned in the Fleet,

hence its name. It is also attributed to Thomas
de Weyland, J. de Lovetot, and Adam de Strutton.

Fletcher. Alexander, D.D. (b. about
1787, d. I860), published The Devotional Family
Bible, Guide to Family Devotion, and numerous
other works.

Fletcher, Andrew, of Saltoun (b. 1653, d.

1716), wrote A Conversation Concerning the Right
Regulation of Governments for the Common Good of
Mankind (1703) ; A Discourse of Government with
Relation to Militias (1698) ; Speeches by a Member of
the Parliament (1703) ; and other political works,
which were collected and published in 1737. See

Life by D. S. Erskine (1792). See " Ballads op a
Nation," and Government por the Good.

Fletcher, Giles, poet and clergyman (b.

1688, d. 1623), wrote Christ's Victory and Triumph
in Heaven and Earth over and after Death (q.v.).

Wood, in his Athena Oxonienses, says that Fletcher
was "equally beloved by the Muses and the
Graces." See Works, edited hy Grosart (1876).

Fletcher, John, dramatist (b. 1576, d.

1625), wrote The Elder Brother ; The Spanish
Curate; The Humorous Lieutenant; The Faithful
Shepherdess ; Boadicea ; The Loyal Subject ; Rule a
Wife and Have a Wife ; The Chances ; The Wild-
goose Chase ; A Wife for a Month ; The Captain

;

The Prophetess; Love's Cure; Women Pleased;
The Sea Voyage ; The Fair Maid of the Inn

;

The Two Noble Kinsmen (supposed to have been
revised by William Shakespeare) ; The False One;
The Lover's Progress and The Noble Gentleman
(which are supposed to have been written with
Shirley); Love's Pilgrimage; The Night Walker;
The Queen of Corinth; The Maid in the Mill; The
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Ifice Valour; a num'ber of plays written in con-

junction witli Beaumont, for -wliich see Beaumont
AND Fletcher; and sOme miscellaneous poems.

See the Zife, ty Dyce. See Boabicea; Elder
Brother, The ; Faithful Shepherdess, The

;

False One, The ; Island Princess, The ; Kins-

men, The Two Noble; Loyal Subject, The;
Spanish Curate, The.

Fletcher, John, To. Verses by Sir John
Denham (1615—1668), addressed to the celebrated

dramatist, in which occurs the following reference

to

"Eastern kings, who, to secure their reign
Must have their brothers, sons, and kindred slain."

Orrery has, in one of his prologues

:

".Poets are sultans, If they had their will.
For every author would his brother kilL"

And Pope writes concerning Atticus (q.v.)

:

" Should such a man, too fond to rule alone.
Bear, like the Turk, no brother near the throne."

Fletcher, Phineas, brother of Gtiles (b.

1582, d. 1650), wrote The Locustes, or AppoUyonists

(1627) ; Sicelules, a Fiseatory (1631) ; SyPoa Poetiea

and The FurpU Island (1633) ; Fiseatorie Eelogs

(1633), and other works. See Purple Island,
The.

Flibbertigibbet. The name given to Dickon
Sludge, a boy who appears in Sir Walter Scott's

novel of Kenilworth, and acts the part of an imp
in the entertainments given to Queen Elizabeth

by the Earl of Leicester. Flibbertigibbet is de-

scribed by Shakespeare in King Lear as the fiend

of "mopping and mowing, who since possesses

chambermaids and waiting-women."

Flim-Flams : "or, the Life and Errors
of my Uncle, and the Amours of my Aunt," by
Isaac Disraeli (1766—1848) ;

published in 1805.

Flint, Timothy, American clergyman and
author (b. 1780, d. 1840), published several novels

;

among others, Francis Berrian ; Arthur Clenning ;

George Mason ; and The Shoshonee Valley ; besides

editing The Knieherhoeker Magazine, and writing
a Zife of Daniel Boone, a FCistory of Indian Wars,
Geography of the Mississippi Valley, and other

' works.

Flippanta and Lissardo. Two characters
in Mrs. Centlivre's comedy of The Wonder (q.v.),
'

' who come in very well to carry on the under plot.

The airs and graces of an amorous waiting-maid
and conceited man-servant, each copying after

their master and mistress, were never hit off with
more natural volubility and affected nonchalance
than in this enviable couple."

.
Flodden Field. A famous old ballad ; pub-

lished originally in 1664; with notes by Weber,
in 1808. Compare with The Flowers of the Forest
(q.v.).

Florae, The Comte de, in Thackeray's
novel of The Newcomes (q.v.), is a French emigre,

who, "with his bonhomie and his extravagance,
his mixture of sense, levity, good breeding, and
oddity, is perhaps a more marvellous achievement
for the English novelist than any of these [the
Newcome family]. He is thoroughly French

;
yet

no Frenchman could have drawn him, for he
belongs to both countries, and it would have been
vain to expect even from Balzac, De Stendhal, or
De Bernard, such a knowledge of England as

Thackeray possessed of France and the French."

Florence Dombey. The daughter of Mr.
Dombey, in Dickens's story of Dombey arid Son
(q.v.). See Dombey, Florence.

Florence of Worcester (d. iii8),wrotea
Chronicle, " which at first was a copy of that of

Mariauus Scotus, with inserted additions to enlarge,

the record of English events, taken chiefly from
the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Bede, Lives of Saints,

and Asser's Zife of Alfred. From 1082, where
Scotus ended, Florence continued the work on the
same plan, noting events abroad, although chiefly

concerned with English history. He brought his

record down to 1107, from which time to 1141 it

was continued by brethren of his monastery."

Florentine, The Loudon. See London
Florentine, The.

FlorentiUS, in book i. of Gower's Confessio

Amantis (q.v.), is a knight who undertakes to marry
a deformed old hag, on condition that she teaches

hiTTi the answer of a riddle on the solution of which
his life depends. Shakespeare refers to him in the

line

—

"Be she foul as was Plorentlus' love."

Flores Historiarum. See Roger op Wen-
DOVER.

Flores, Jean de. See Aurelio and Isa-

BELL.

Flores Solitudinis : "or, certain rare

and elegant Pieces." A prose work by Henry
Vaughan (1621—1695), pubHshed in 1654.

Floribel. The heroine of Beddoes' play of

The Bride's Tragedy (q.v.).

Florice and Blancheflonr. An old ro-

mance, originally composed in French in the

13th, and translated into English in the 14^1,

century, a copy of the latter version being still

extant in the Auchinleck MSS. The hero and

heroine are met with in different languages, as

Florio and Biancoflore, Flores and Blancalore, and

Florius and Platzaflora. See Warton's Sistory,

and Ellis's Farlj/ Fnglish Romances.

Florimel : "honey of flowers," from " mel" and
" floris." A character in Spenser's Faerie Qtieene,

representing the sweetness, timid love, and bashful

delicacy of women. This sweetness is sometimes
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counterfeited by the loose and unchaste for their

own base purposes, which Spenser symbolises by
the device of a hateful witch moulding "with fine

mercury and virgia wax '

' a false Florimel. When,
however, the true and the false are brought together
face to face, the deception is immediately detected.

** The encbanted damsel Tanlsbed Into nought

;

Her snowy substance melted as with neat

;

We of that goodly hue remained aught
But the empty girdle which about her waist was wrought."

Florio, John. See Abmado ; HoLOFERNES.

Florizel, in Shakespeahe's play of The
Winter's Tale (q.v.), is a prince of Bohemia, in

love with Perdifa (q-v.).

Flosky, Mr. A transcendentalist, in Pea-
cock's novel of Nightmare Abbey (q..v.), said to be
intended for S. T. Coleridge.

"Plosregum." The flower of kings. Aterm
applied to the fabled Arthur by Joseph oe Exetek.

Floures for Latine Spekynge : " selected

and gathered out of Terence, and the same
translated into Englysche," by Nicholas TJdall

(1506—1556); published in 1533. This book
" being esteemed good in its time, and very useful

for young scholars, Job. Leland and Tho. Newton
wrote verses in commendation of it ;" and as it is

quoted from in The Taming of the Shrew (act i.,

scene 1), it was probably familiar to Shakespeare.

The selection is from the first three plays of

Terence.

'Plow of soul." 'Feast oe Esason."

Flower and the Leaf, The. A poem by
Geoffrey Chaucer (1328—1400), described by
Campbell as "an exquisite piece of fairy fancy.

"With a moral that is just sufficient to apologise for
' a dream, and yet which sits so Ughtly on the story

as not to abridge its most visionary parts; there

is in the whole scenery and objects of the poem an
air of wonder a^d sweetness, an easy and surprising

transition, that is truly ttiagical."

n.Ower-de-IiTiee. The title of a poem by
H. W. LoNCfFELLOw. The flower is referred to in

2 Henry VI., act 5, scene 1, and is probably the

white lily, or lilimn album.

"Flower in the crannied wall." First

line of a lyric by Alfred TENuysoN.

Flower of Fame, The. A volume of verse

and prose, by Ulpian Fulwell (b. circa 1530),
" containing the bright renown and most fortunate

reign of Henry VIII." It was published in 1576.

Flower of FoetS, The. A name bestowed
upon Chaucer by some of his contemporaries.

Flower of Yarrow, The. A song by
William Hamilton (1704—1754).

Flowers. A lyric by Henry Wadsworth
Lonopellow, of which the following are the con-

cluding verses :

—

" In all places, then, and In aU seaBons,
Flowers expand their light and soul-like wings.

Teaching us, by most persuasive reasons,
How akin they are to human things.

" And with child-like credulous affection
We behold their tender buds expand

;

Emblems of our own great resurrection.
Emblems of the bright and better land."

Flowers of Sion: "or, Spiritual Poems,"
by William Deummond (1586—1649) ;

printed at

Edinburgh in 1630. They are thirty-five in

number, and include the sonnet beginning :

—

" A good that never satisfies the mind,
A beauty fading like the April flowers,

A sweet with floods of gall, that runs combin'd,
A pleasure passhig ere in thought made ours."

Aline in sonnet vi.

—

"The grief was common, common were the cries,"

has been imitated by Pope in the Epistle to

Abelard-—
'* The grief was common, common be the pain."

Flowers of the Forest, The. Two
ballads, one of which, beginning

—

"I've heard the lilting at our ewe-milking,"

was written by Miss Jane Elliott, of Minto, and
was suggested by the losses sustained by the
Scottish army at the Battle of Flodden :

—

" Dool and wae for the order sent our lads to the Border I

The English, for ance, by guile wan the day ;

The Flowers of the Forest, that foucht aye the foremost.
The prime o' our land, are cauld in the clay."

The other, beginning

—

"I've seen the smiling
Of Fortune begulUng,"

was composed by Mrs. Cookburn (d. 1794), and
was occasioned by the bankruptcy of a number of

gentlemen in Selkirkshire. Both poems end with
the line,

" The Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away."

Flowers of Wit, The: "or, a Choice
Collection of Bons Mots, both Ancient and
Modern, with Biographical and Critical Eemarks,"
by the Eev. Henry Kett; published in 1814.

Floyer, Sir John, M.D. (b. 1649, d. 1734),

was the author of Fharmahohasanos, or the Touch-
stone ofMedicines (1687), and The JPhysician's Fulse-

Watch (1707).

Fludd, Robert, physician and philosopher

(b. 1571, d. 1637), wrote Fhilosophia Mosaica, and
Sistoria Macro and Micro Cosmi, Metaphysica,

JPhysica, et Technica. He was a follower of Para-
celano.

Fluellen, in Shakespeare's play of Senry V.

(q.v.), is a Welsh captain and a pedant.

Flur. The bride of Cassivelaun in Tennyson's
Geraint and Enid, "for whose love the Eoman
Caesar first invaded Britain."

Flush, my Dog, To. Stanzas by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning (1809—1861). Flush was a
gift to the authoress from her " dear and admired"
friend. Miss Mitford, and belonged to " the beau-

tiful race she has rendered celebrated among
English and American readers."

Flute. The bellows-mender in A Midsummer
Night's Dream (q.v.).
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Mutter, Sir Fopling. The hero of

Exhebege's comedy of The Man of Mode (q.v.), ty
whom the author is supposed to have intended a

certain Beau Hewit, who was a notorious fop in

his time.

Mutter. The.name of a siUy, efieminate fop

in Mrs. Cowley's Belle's Stratagem (q.v.).

"My from the world, O Bessy, to
me." First line of a song by Thomas Mooke

;

addressed to his wife.

"My not yet, 'tis just the hour." First

line of a poem by Thomas Mookb.

Myttng betwixt Montgomerie and
Polwart, The. A poem by Alexander Mont-
gomery (1540—1607), published in 1629, and in-

cluded in Watson's Choice Collection of Foems

(1711). The old idea of a " flyting" was that of

a "flit" (as our old word has it), or contention

between two poets, and was derived from the

"tenson," or "jeu parti" of early Proven9aL

poetry. Morley aptly calls it a " metrical scolding-

match." Of such was the Flyting of Dtmbar and

Kennedy (1507), and, later still, that in which

John Skelton and Sir Christopher Gamesohe,

gentleman-usher to Henry VIII., engaged.

FcBdera, Conventiones, Literse: "et

cujuscunque generis Acta publica inter Eeges An-
gliffl, et alios quos vis Imperatores, Eeges, etc.

Ab anno 1101, ad nostra usque tempera habita aut

tractata." A work compiled by Thomas Eymeb
(1638—1714:), the nature of which is sufficiently

explained by its title. The ftrfit volume was pub-

lished in 1703, but the work finally grew to fifteen

volumes folio before Eymer's death, after which

five more were addedby Eobert Sanderson. The
whole was reprinted at the Hague in ten volumes

in 1739, and an abridgment in French by Eapin

was included in Le Clerc's Bibliothique, an EngSsh
translation of which was made by Stephen What-
ley in 1731.

"Foemen worthy of their steel, In."
See stanza 10, canto v., of Scott's Lady of the

Lake (q.v.).

Foible. A chamber-maid in Congretb's

comedy of The Way of the WorU (q.v.).

Foigard. A priest in Parquhab's comedy of

The Beaux' s Stratagem (q.v.).

Foker, Mr. Henry. Lady Agnes Poker's

son, in Thackeray's novel of Fendennis (q.v.).

He eventually mairies Blanche Amory (q.v.).

FoUie's Anatomie: "or, Satyrs and Satyri-

call Epigrams, with a compendious history of

Ixion's Wleele," by Henry Htitton (1600—1671)

;

printed in 1619, and reprinted by the Percy

Society. This interesting work gives a vivid and

caustic description of the manners of the time.

Folliott, Bev. Dr. A character in Pea-

cock's novel of Crotchet Castle (q.v.). ; designed, it

is said, as an amende honorable to the clergy.

whom the author had satirised under various cha-

racters in his other novels. See Gaster, Dr. ;

Grovelgrub, Dr.

"Follow a shadow, it still flies you."
Song by Ben Jonson, in The Forest, viii.

" Folly as it flies, Shoot."—Pope's Essay

on Mom, epistle i., line 12.

" FoUy at full length, But." Last line

of a two-verse epigram by Lord Chesterfield,

On seeing a whole-length Portrait of Nash between

the busts of Sir Isaac Newton and Fope in the rooms

at Bath:—
"The picture, plac'd the hustB between,

Gives satire all Its strenerth ;

Wisdom and Wit are little seen.
But Folly at full length."

"Folly to be wise." See "Ignorance is

Bliss."

Fonblanque, Albany W., journalist (b.

1797, d.
1872J,

was for some time editor of The

Examiner, and published a series of his contribu-

tions to that paper under the title of England

wnder Seven Administrations. See his Life and

Labours (1874).

Fondlewife. A banker in Congrevb's

comedy of The Old Bachelor (q.v.).

"Fontarabian echoes borne. On."—
Scott, Marmion, canto vi., stanza 23.

" Food for powder."—X. Senry IV., part

i., act iv., scene 2.

" Fool at forty is a fool indeed. A."
A line in Young's poem, Night Thoughts, night i.,

1. 418.

"Fool me to the top of my bent,
They."

—

Hamlet, act. iii., sc. 2.

" Fool must now and then be right,

by chance, A."

—

Cowpbr, Conversation.

Fool of Quality, The. A novel by Henry

Brooke (1706—1783), pubKshed in 1766, durmg

which year it ran through three editions. Wesley

issued an abridgment of it at a later date, and

it was also edited by the Eev. Charles Kingsley,

with an appreciative memoir of the author.

Southey styled Brooke "a man of undoubted

genius," and Charlotte Bronte made The Fool of

Quality one of the dearest possessions of her chiLd-

^°°^-
, ^ a t

Fool. The, in Shakespeare s tragedy ot

King Lear, "is no comic buffoon to make the

groundlings laugh, no forced cond_e8cen6ion ot

Shakespeare's genius to the taste of his audience.

Accordingly," says Coleridge, "the poet pre-

pares for his introduction-which lie neve': does

with amy of his common clowns and tools—Dy

bringing him into Uving connection with the patnos

of the play. He is as wonderful a creature as Cali-

ban (a%.); Ms wild babblings and inspired idioo^J

articulate and gauge the horrors oU^^ .^JP-
" The king' s fool," says Schlegel, " notwithstandHig

the voluntary degradation which is imphed m his
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situation, is, after Kent, Lear's most faithful asso-
ciate, Ms wisest counsellor."

"Pools admire, taut men of sense
approve." See Pope's Essay on Criticism, pt. ii.,

1. 191.

"Tool's paradise, In this." A plirase

used by Ckabbe in Ms poem of The Borough,
letter xii., " Players." See Paradise Lost (iii.,

495) :—
" Tlie Paradise of FooIb, to few unknown."

Fool's Preferment, A: "or, the Three
Dukes of Dunstable." A comedy by Thomas
D'Urpey (1650—1723), acted in 1688. It is little

more than a transcript from Fletcher's tragedy
of The Two Noble Kinsmen ; one scene being taken
from a novel called The Swmours of Basset. "The

songs in this play were all composed by PurceU.

"Pools rush in where angels fear to
tread." Line 66, pt. iii., of Pope's Essay on
Criticism.

"Pools that roam, And they are."
Cotton, The Fireside, stanza 3

—

" Prom our own selveB our joys must flow.
And that dear hut—our home."

"Pools, who came to scoff, remained
to pray. And." Line 180 in Goldsmith's poem of

The Deserted Village (q.v.).

Poord, Emanuel. See Pabismus.

" Poot has music in 't. His very."

—

MiCKLE, The Mariner's Wife.

"Poot is on my native heath, My."
See Scott's novel of Bob Boy, ch. xxxiv.

" Foot of time, Noiseless falls the."—
W. K. Spenoee, Lines to Lady A. Hamilton

:

—
" That only treads on flowers,"

Poote, Samuel, dramatist (b. 1722, d. 1777),
wrote The Auction of Bictures (1784); Taste (1752);
The Englishman in Baris (1 753) ; The Knights (1764)

;

The Englishman returned from Baris (1756); The
Author (1757); The Minor (1760); The Orators

(1762); The Lyar (1762); The Mayor of Garrat
(1764); TheBtttron (1764); The Commissary (1765);
Prelude on Opening the Theatre (1767) ; The Lame
lover (1770) ; Biety in Fattens (mz) ; The Bank-
rupt (1776); The Devil upon Two Sticks (1768);
The Maid of Bath (1771); The Nabob (1772); The
Cozeners (1774); The Capuchin (1776); A Trip to

Calais (1778); The Tryal of Samuel Foote (1763);
The Diversions of the Morning (1747) ; Lindamira

(1805) ; The Slanderer; and The Young Hypocrite.

His Dramatic Works appeared in 1778. For
Biography, see the Life by Cooke (1805); Davies's

Life of Garrick; Boswetl's Life of Johnson; the
Biographia Dramatica ; and Forster's Essays.
" Poote," says Davies, "was certainly a great and
fertile genius, superior to that of any writer of the

age ; his dramatic pieces were, most of them, it is

true, unfinished, and several of them little more
than sketches; but they are the sketches of u,

master, of one who, if he had laboured more

assiduously, could have brought them nearer to
perfection. Poote saw the follies and vices of

mankind with a quick and discerning eye; his
discrimination of character was quick and exact

;

his humour pleasant, his ridicule keen, his satire

ptmgent, and his wit brilliant and exuberant. He
described with fidelity the changeable follies and
fashions of the times, and his pieces, like those of
Ben Jonson, were calculated to please the audiences
of the day; and for this reason posterity will
scarcely know anything of them."

"Footprints on the sands of time."
A line from The Psalm of Life, by H. W. Long-
fellow.

Footprints of the Creator: "or, the
Asterolepsis of Stromness." A geological work by
Hugh Millek (1802—1856), published in 1850.

Pop Dictionary, The: "Compiled for the
use of the fair sex," by John Evelyn (1620—1706).
See MuNDUs Mitlieeris.

Poppington, IiOrd, in Vanbkugh's comedy
of The Belapse (q.v.), is "the prince of coxcombs,"
and "proud of being at the head" of so prevailing
a party. See Froth, Loed.

" For ever, Fortune, wilt thou prove."
First line of a song addressed by James Thomson
(1700—1748) to his "Amanda" (q.v.):—

"All other hiesstags I resign

:

Make but the dear Amanda mine."

" Forbearance ceases to tae a virtue.
There is a limit at which."

—

Bttkke, Tlie Present
State of the Nation.

Forbes, Alexander, Lord Pitsligo (b. 1678,
d. 1762), is said to h^ve been the prototype of

Scott's Baron Bradwardine (q.v.).

Forbes, Alexander Penrose, D.C.L.,
Bishop of Brechin (b. 1817, d. 1875), wrote
An Explanation of the Thirty-nine Articles, The
Church of England and the Doctrine of Bapal
Lnfallibility, A Commentary on the Litany, An Ex-
planation of the Nicene Creed, The Deepening of the

Spiritual Life, and various charges ajid sermons
and devotional manuals ; besides editing The
Bemains of A. W. Hodden. See Memoir (1876).

Forbes, Archibald, joumalTst (b. 1838),
has written Drawn from Life, a novel; My Expe-
riences of the War between France and Germany
(1871) ; and Soldiering and Scribbling (1872).

Forbes, James David, D.C.L., scientific

writer (b. 1809, d. 1868), wrote Travels in the Alps
of Savoy, Norway and its Glaciers, The Theory of
Glaciers, and numerous miscellaneous papers and
pamphlets. See his Life of Principal Shairp and
others (1873).

Forbes, John, of Corse (b. 1593, d. 1648),
wrote Jnstructiones Historico, Theologicce de Doe-
trina Christiana, which Dr. Lindsay Alexander
describes as '

' one of the few very learned books
which Scotland has produced."
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Forbes, Patrick, Bishop of Aberdeen (b.

1564, d. 1635), wrote a Commentary on the Eeve-
lation (1613), and Exereitationes de verba Dei et

Bmertatio de Versioniius vernaeulis.

Forbes, Sir John, physician (b. 1787, d.

1861), wrote a Manual of Medical Bibliography

(1835); Sommopathy, Allopathy, and Physic (1846);

and other works.

Forbes, William, Bishop of Edinburgh (b.

1585, d. 1634), produced Considerationes Modestce

et Pacifieales Controversiarum de Jmtificatione, Pur-
gatorio, &c.

Forbonius and Prisceria, The Delec-
table History of. See Alakm against
IJSURERS.

Forced Marriage, The. A play by John
Akmstrons (1709—1779), refused by Garrick, and
published among other Miscellanies in 1770. Camp-
Bell describes it as " a mortuum caput of stupidity."

Ford, John, dramatist (b. 1686, d.

wrote The lover's Melancholy (1629), (q.v.); 'ITis

a pity she's a Whore (1633), (q.v.) ; The Broken
Seart (1633), (q.v.) ; Perkin Warbeek (1634) ; The
Fancies, Chaste and Noble (1638), (q.v.); The Lady's
Trial (1639); Love' s Sacrifice (1633), (q.v.); Beauty
in a Trance (1653) ; The Sun's Barling (1657)

;

Tntch of Edmonton (with Dekker and Eowley)

;

The Royal Cmnhat ; An 111 Beginning has a Good
End ; The Fairy Knight (with Dekker) ; A Late
Mmrtherofthe Sonne upon the Mother (withWebster)

;

and The Bristowe Merchant (with Dekker). " No
poet," says Swinburne, in his Essays and Studies,
" is less forgetable than Ford ; none fastens, as it

were, the fangs of his genius and his will more
deeply in your memory. You cannot shake hands
with him and pass by

;
you cannot fall in with

him and out again at pleasure ; if he touch you
once he takes you, and what he takes he keeps his

hold of ; his work becomes part of your thought
and parcel of your spiritual furniture for ever ; he
signs himself upon you as with a seal of deliberate

and decisive power. His force is never the force

of accident ; the casual divinity of beauty, which
falls as though direct from heaven upon stray lines

and phrases of some poets, falls never by any such
heavenly chance on his ; his strength of impulse is

matched by his strength of will ; he never works
more by instinct than by resolution; he knows
what he would have and what he will do, and
gains his end and does his work with full con-
science of purpose and insistence of design. By
the might of a great will, seconded by the force of
a great hand, he won the place he holds against all

odds of rivalry in a race of rival giants. In that
gallery of monumental men and mighty memories,
among or above the feUows of his god-like craft,

the high figure of Ford stands steadily erect ; his
name is feiefiaoeable from the soroU of our great
^ters

; jit is one of the loftier landmarks of
English poetry."

Ford, Master, in Shakespeare's comedy of
Tlie Merry Wives of Windsor, is husband to the Mrs.
Ford with whom Sir John Falstaff is in love.

Ford, Mrs. One of the " merry wives of
Wiadsor," in Shakespeare's comedy of that name
(q.v.). Sir John Falstaff is in love with her, but
the doughty ' knight is circumvented by her in-
genuity, and ultimately disgraced.

Ford, Richard (b. 1796, d. 1858), pubUshed
A Mamdbook to Spain (1845), a selection from which,
issued as Gatheringsfrom Spain (1848), was highly
commended by Washington Irving. He was also

a frequent contributor to The Quarterly Review.
Tauromachia: the Bull-fights, of Spain, by Lake
Price and Richard Ford, appeared in 1852. See
the Memoir by Sir W. Stirling Maxwell.

Fordun, John of, who derived his name
from a small village in Kincardineshire, and was
a contemporary of Richard II., wrote a history of

Scotland, from the fabled emigration of the Scots

from Greece, in the days of Moses, to the death of

David I., in 1153, under the title of Seotichronieon.

This was continued, from materials John left

behind him, down to the death of James I., by
Bower. The Seotichronieon has been frequently

printed.

"Forefinger of all time. The
stretched."

—

Tennyson, The Princess, canto ii.

Foresight. An eccentric professor of astro-

logy, and a wealthy London citizen, in Congreve's
Lovefor Love (q.v.). " The character of Foresight,"

says Dr. Johnson, " was then common. Dryden
calculated nativities ; both Cromwell and King
William had their lucky days ; and Shaftesbury
himself, though he had no religion, was said to

regard predictions."

Forest, The. Fifteen short lyrics by Ben
JoNSON, gathered together under that title, and
published for the first time in 1616. They include

some of the most admirable of the poet's pieces,

such as the address " To Penshurst," and the

songs beginning

—

" Come, my Cella, let us prove ;"

" Kiaa me, sweet, tlie wary lover ;

"

" Follow a siadow. It still flies you ;

"

" Drink to me only with tliine eyes."

Forester, Frank. The literary pseudonym

of Henry William Herbert (1807—1858), an
English writer, long resident in America, who
wrote many sporting and other works.

Foresters, The. A tale by Professor John
Wilson (1785—1854), published in 1825.

Foresters, The. A poem by Alexander

Wilson (1766—1813), descriptive of a pedestrian

journey performed by two friends and himself to

the Falls of Niagara.
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"Forget not yet the tried intent."
Krst line of a lyric by Sir Thomas Wyatt.

"Forgiveness to the injured does
lelong." First line of a couplet ia Dbyden's play
of The Conquest of GroModa, pt. ii., act i., sc. 2

:

" For they ne'er pardon who have done the wrong."

TacituB had already said, "Proprium humani
generis odisae quern laeseris."

Formosa. The name of the pretended island,
" subject to the Emperor of Japan," which George
PsAiMANAZAR (q.v.) professcd to describe in his
famous Sistorieal and Oeogra^Mcal Description.

Forrester, Alfred Henry, comic and
miscellaneous writer and artist (b. 1805, d. 1872),
published Zeaves from, my Memorwndwm Sook, Hc-
eentrie Tales, The Wanderings of a Pen and Pencil,

The Comic Arithmetic, The Phantasmagoria of Ftm,
A. Bvmdle of Crowquills, Magic and Meaning It,

Sailway Paillery, Absurdities, and many other
works. See OKOwauiLL, Alpked.

Forrester, Fanny. The nam de plume of
Miss Emily Chubeuok, afterwards Mrs. Adoniram
JuDSON (1817—1854), an American authoress, who
wrote, among other works. The Great Secret: or.

Sow to be Happy ; Allen Lucas : or, the Self-made
Man ; Memoir of Mrs. Sarah B. Judson ; and Trip-
pings in Author-land.

Forrester, Gilbert. The nom d

under which Henry Braddon, father of the
novelist, contributed to sporting periodicals.

Forrester, Mrs., novelist, has written Miss
Forrester, My Hero, Fair Women, From Olympus to

Hades, Diana Carew, and other stories.

Forsaken Merman, The. A lyric by
Matthew Arnold, telling the story of a merman
who marries a mortal woman and is deserted by
her.

Forster^ John, historian,' biographer, essayist,

and joumahst (b. 1812, d. 1876), wrote Statesman of
the Commomoealth ofFngland (1831—34) ; A Life of
Oliver Goldsmith (1848) ; Biographical andHistorical
Essays (1859) ; The Arrest of the Five Members by
Charles the Firrst, and Debates on the Grand Semon-
strance (1860) ; Sir John Fliot, a biography (1864)

;

Walter Savage Landor, a biography (1868) ; The Life

of Charles Dickens (1872—74); and A Life ofjona-
than Swift (unfinished), (1876). He was at one
time editor of The Daily News (1846), and after-

wards conducted The Fxaminer (1847—58).

Forsyth, 'William, IJIi.D., misceUaneoua
writer (b. 1812), has pubhshed, On the Law of Com-
position with (jreditors (1841) ; Hortensius : or, the

Office and Duty of aa Admcate (1849) ; On the Law
relating to the Custody of Infants (1860) ; The History
of Trial by Jury (1852) ; Napoleon at St. Helena,
and Sir Hudson Lowe (1853) ; A Life of Cicero

(1864) ; Pome and its Ruins. (1865) ; Cases and

Opinions in Constitutional Law (1869) ; Novels and
Novelists of the Eighteenth Century (1871) ; Han-
nibal in Italy, a drama (1872) ; a,ni. Essays, Critical

and Narrative (1874).

Fortescue, Sir John (circa 1422—1476),
was the author of De Laudibus Legum Anglice

(q.v.), and The Difference between Absolute and
Limited Monarchy. See Toss's Lives of the Judges

of England.

Fortinbras. Prince of Norway, in Hamlet
(q.v.).

Fortunate Isles, The. A masque by Ben
JoNSON, produced in 1627.

Fortunatus, Old. A comedy by Thomas
Dexker, produced in 1600, andfounded on a popular
romance of the 15th century, in which Fortunatus
is presented by Fortune with an inexhaustible

purse, and a wishing-cap, which had the power of

transporting its wearer to any part of the world he
willed. The same legend supplies the ground-
work of Ludwig Tieck's Phantastes (1816), and
innumerable aUusions to it occur in the old TCTigliah

poets.

Fortune, Lady :
" The Boke of the fayre

Gentylwoman, that no man shulde put his truste,

or confydence in, that is to say. Lady Fortune,"
by Sir Thomas More (1478—1535) ;

printed drca
1540. It is prefaced by a poetical prologue, in

which Fortune is represented as sitting on a lofty

throne, smiHng on all mankind, who are gathered
around her, eagerly expecting a distribution of

her favours.

"Fortune and to fame unknown,
To."—Gray, Elegy in a Country Churchyard,

"Forty feeding like one.' ' An expression
used by Wordsworth in some verses, Written in

March.

" Forty-parson power. A." See stanza
34, canto x., of Byron's poem of Don Juan.

Forty Thieves, The. A leading set of
robbers in the story of " AH Baba," in the Arabian
Nights. Also, the title of a burlesque, by J. K.
Planch^.

Foscari. A tragedy by Mary Eussell
MiTpoRD (1786—1855), produced in 1826.

Foscari, The Two. An historical tragedy,
in five acts, by Lord Byron (1788—1824), pub-
lished in 1811, and founded, like Miss Mitford's
play, upon a famous event in Venetian history.

Fobs, Corporal. An attendant on Lieutenant
Worthington, in The Poor Gentleman (q.v.).

Foss, Edward (b. 1787, d. 1870), wrote The
Judges of England (1848—64)~, &c. See Gippord.
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Fossile. A character in Three Hours after

Marriage, a farce ty Pope, Gay, and Abbuth-
NOT, whicli seems to have teen intended for

Dr. "Woodward, a physician hy profession and an
antiijuary by taste.

Poster, James, Baptist minister (b. 1697, d.

1753), published four volumes of sermons, a
treatise on natural religion, and a reply to Matthew
Tindal's Christianity as old as the Creation.

Poster, John (b. 1770, d. 1843), published

Essays, in a Series of Letters to a Friend, the best

known of "which is "On Decision of Character."
" On the Evils of Popular Ignorance" appeared in

1839, and was followed by other works, the chief

one, Contributions, Biographical, Literary, and Phi-

losophical, to the " EclecticReview," being published

in 1840. A volume of selections from his writings

has been published in Bohn's Standard Library.
" Not properly," says Isaac Taylor, " is this great

writer spoken of as philosophic; much less was
his turn scientific ; nor, in any ordinary sense of

the term, was his mode of thinking theological, or

simply scriptural
;

yet religious it was in the

fullest sense, and most decisively Christian. We
say his style was absolutely his own—elaborate in

a high degree, but, at the same time, singularly

inartificial and opposed to whatever is conven-

tional. Foster possessed in an eminent degree the

power of presenting the most trite themes in a
manner so novel, and which yet was neither quaint

nor affected, as actually to startle the reader. It

is in this way that his religious and ethical writings

commanded so much attention at the moment of

their first appearance." See The Life and Corre-

spondence of John Foster, by Dr. Ryland ; also the

Life by Shepherd.

Potheringay, Miss. An actress in Thack-
ebay's novel of Pendennis, with whom the hero is

at one time in love. Her real name is Costigan.

PoTiles, The Assembly of. A poem
by Geoffrey Chaucer (1328—1400), probably

written in 1358. It is composed in Chaucer's

characteristic measure, and is in the form of a

dream, in which Nature holds "as chief of the

birds to be mated, a female eagle, of which the

poet celebrates the grace and beauty." The dif-

ferent male eagles urge their suit, and Chaucer

"thereupon exercises his sense of humour by
representing the opinions of other classes of birds

upon this suit in particular and love in general.

Nature, bidding the quarrel cease, calls on the

lady eagle to speak for herself, but counsels her to

take the royal tercel. She answers, timidly, that

she must wait another year. Nature, therefore,

counsels the three suitors to wait patiently, and
proceeds to the family of the other birds." Much
of the poem is founded upon Alain de I'lsle's De
Planctu Natu/ra.

Foundling Hospital for Wit, The:
"intended for the reception and preservation of

such brats of Wit and Humour whose parents
choose to drop them." A collection of epigrams
pubUshed in 1743. The New Foundling Hospital
for Wit, being a Collection of Fugitive Pieces in
'prose and verse, appeared in six volumes, in 1784.

Fountain of Life, The. A name given to
AiEXAKDER Hales, a friar and distinguished
scholar of the thirteenth century. He was also
called " The Irrefragable Doctor."

Fountain, The. A lyric by William
Wordsworth (1770—1850), in which the poet
starts. Button says, from the same mood as
Tennyson in his Tears, Idle Tears (q.v.). It con-
tains the lines

—

"The wiser mind
Mourns less for what age takes awa7
Than what It leaves hehlnd."

" And often, glad no more,
"We wear a face of joy because
We have been glad of yore."

Fountaine^ Sir Andrew, antiquary (b.

1680, d. 1753), IS said by Warton to be the original

of Annius in The Sunciad (q.v. ).

Four Elements, Of the Nature of the.
" A new interlude and a mery, deolarynge many
proper poynts of phylosophy, and of dyuers strange

landys," by John Eastbll (d. 1536), a learned

typographer, brother-in-law to Sir Thomas More.
The characters are a Messenger, who speaks the
prologue, Nature, Humanity, Studious Desire,

Sensual Appetite, a Tavemer, Experience, and
Ignorance. "In the cosmographical part of the

play," says Warton, "the tracts of America
recently discovered, and the manners of the natives,

are described."

Fourth Fstate, The. A term generally,

though not very accurately, applied to the News-
paper press. It is also the title of a work by
Ebedebiok Knight Hunt (q.v.). See Newspapers.

Fowler, Edward, Bishop of Gloucester

(b. 1632, d. 1714), wrote The Design of Divinity,

and other works.

Fox, Francis, clergyman (d. 1738), wrote

The New Testament Explained, and other works.

Fox, The. A comedy by Ben Jonson; also

known as Volpone : or, the Fox (q.v.).

Fox, or Foxe, John, martyrologist aaad

miscellaneous writer (b. 1517, d. 1587), wrote De

Non Pleetendis Morte Adulteris Consultatio (1548)

;

De Censmd seu Excommunicatione Ecclesiastica

(1561) ; De Christo Triumphante (1551) ;
Tables of

Grammar (1552) ; Acts and Monmnents of the

Church (156^ ; and many other works, for a list of

which see Wood's Athena Oxonienses. See, also,

Churton's Life of Nowell, FuUer's Church History,

and other authorities. See Acts and Monuments,

and Christo Triumphante, De.

Fradutaio, in Spenser's Faerie Queene wooed

and won Duessa (q.v.). He surprised her while

bathing one day, however, and discovered that
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she was a " filthy old hag,'' and resolved to leave
her, whereupon he was instantly changed into a
tree.

Frail, Lady. The person " of quality," whose
adventures are related by Smollbtt in his novel
of Feregrine Fickle (q.v.). Her real name was
Lady Vane.

"Frailty, thy name is Woman."—
Hamlet, act i., scene 2.

Prampiol, Lord.
Host.

See GooDSTOCK, The

Francatelli, Charles Elm6 (h. 1805, d.

1876), pubHshed The Modern Goolc (1845); The
CooVt Guide (1861) ; and The Uoyal English and
Foreign Gonfeetionery Book.

France, Ode to, by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge; published in 1797. "His finest," says
Swinburne.

Francesca. A Venetian maiden in Byron's
Siege of Corinth (q.v). She is in love with Alp
(q.v.), and when he refuses to recant, dies of a
broken heart. •

Francesca da Rimini. A dramatic poem
by James Henry Leigh Hunt (1784—1859), pub-
lished in 1816. Francesca was the daughter of
Guido da Polenta, Lord of Eavenna, in the latter

part of the thirteenth century, and was married to
Lanciotto, son of Malatesta da Bimini, who, dis-

covering her criminal intercourse with his brother,
revenged himself by putting them both to death.
Her story forms an episode in Dante's Divina
Com/media.

Francesco's Fortunes. A novel by
KoBERT Greene, published in 1590.,

FranciUon, B. E., has published Olympia,
Pearl and JStnerald, and other novels.

Francis, Philip, D.D. (d. 1773), is best
known as the translator of Horace and Demos-
thenes. He also wrote two tragedies, called
Eugenia and Constantine, and several political

pamphlets.

Francis, Sir Philip (b. 1740, d. 1818), was
the author of several political and social pamphlets
which are now of no literary interest. His repu-
tation depends entirely upon the amoimt of credi-

bility to be bestowed upon the theory which has
indicated him as the author of the famous Junius
Letters (q.v.).

Franciscanus. A satirical poem by George
Buchanan (1506—1582). See Somnium.

FranckUn, Thomas, D.D. (b. 1721, d.

1784), published Translation, a poem (1753); A
JHssertation on Ancient. Tragedy (1760) ; A Collec-

tion of Sermons (1787); some dramatic pieces, and
English versions of Sophocles, Cicero, Lucian,
and VoltairS.

Franco, Harry. The nom deplume of Cha^l^s
p. Briggs, an American author, who published
Adventures of S. S., a Tale (1839); The Trippings

of Tom Fepper (1847) ; and other works.

Frank Mildmay: "or, the Naval Officer.''

A novel by Captain Marryat, published in 1829,
and described by Hannay as "autobiography
under a mask of fiction—^that is to say, the sea
adventures are the author's own, while the cha-
racter of the hero pretends to no such reality."

Frankenstein: "or, the Modem Prome-
theus." A novel by Mrs. Shelley (1797—1851),
published in 1818. It was commenced in the
summer of 1816, when Byron and the Shelleys
were residing on the banks of the Lake of Geneva,
and when, " during a week of rain, having amused
themselves with reading German ghost stories,

they agreed at last to write something in imitation
of them. 'You and I,' said Lord Byron to Mrs.
Shelley, 'will publish ours together.' He then
began his tale of the Vampire;" but "the
most memorable result," writes Moore, "of their
story-telling compact was Mrs. Shelley's wild and
powerful romance of Frankenstein, one of those
original conceptions that take hold of the public
mind at once and for ever." The hero of the
book, a native of Geneva, and a student at the
University of Ingolstadt, tells his own story, and
relates how, having discovered the secret of the
cause of life, he creates a living being, eight feet

high, who thenceforth becomes the bane and tor-

ture of his existence. The monster feels that he
is unlike all other human beings, and, in revenge
for the injury inflicted upon bvm by his creator,

murders his friend, his brother, and his bride, and
finally seeks out Frankenstein himself, with a view
to wreaking a similar revenge on him. The hero,
however, happily escapes his enemy, who retires

to the utmost extremity of the globe, in order to
put an end to his miserable life ; and Frankenstein
himself falls ill and dies on his way home after his
last final flight from the monstrosity whom he has
himself brought into the world.

Franklin, Benjamin. See Bickard, Poor.

Franklin, Eleanor Ann, first wife of the
famous navigator (b. 1795, d. 1825), published The
Triumphs of Constancy (1815), Coeur de Lion (1822),
and other poems.

Franklin of Theology, The. A title

bestowed upon Andrew Fuller (q.v.).

Frantic Lady, The : " a mad song." Origi-

nally sung in one of D'Urpey's comedies, acted

about 1694, and probably composed by that popular

song-writer. It is printed in The Hive : a Collection

of Songs.

Fraser, Alexander Campbell, LL.D.,
Professor of Logic in Edinburgh University (b.

1819), has published Essays in Fhilosophy (1866),
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Rational FhUoaophy (1858), and The Life and
Letters of Bishop Berkeley ; besides contributing
largely to The North British Seview, of which he
was editor from 1850 to 1857.

Eraser, James Baillie, novelist and mis-
ceUaneous writer (b. 1783, d. 1856), wrote The
Kuzzilbash, The Highland Smugglers, a History of
Persia, and various books of travel.

Eraser's Magazine for Town and
Country. The first number of this publication
was issued in February, 1830. It is notable as
having been at one time or another the receptacle
of contributions by Coleridge, Carlyle, Thackeray,
and other of the foremost writers of this century.
It was edited for a short time by Mr. J. A. Froude,
who was succeeded by Mr. W. AUingham.

Frateretto. The name of a fiend mentioned
by Edgar, in King Lear. See Flibbertigieeet.

Praunee, Abraham, lawyer and poet (circa

1550—1600), wrote The Lamentations of Amyntas,
a poem (1587), and Lawiers' Logike (1588), besides

various fugitive verses.

Pray o' Suport, The. A ballad, printed by
Scott in his Border Minstrelsy. "An English-
woman residing in Suport (Cumberland), near the
foot of the Kers-hope, having been plundered in

the night by a band of the Scottish moss-troopers,

is supposed to convoke her servants and friends for

the pursuit, or'Hot Trod."

" Py, latla ! shout a' a' a' a' a'.

My gear's a' gane."

"Free field, free love—we love but
while we may." Sir Tristram's song in Tenny-
som's Ldylls of the King (The Last Tournament).

"The woods are hush'd, their music Is no more

:

The leaf Is dead, the yearning past away

:

New leaf—new life—the days of frost are o'er :

New life—new love—to suit the newer day

:

New loves are sweet as those that went hefore

:

Free love—free field-we love but while we may."

" Freedom has a thousand charms to
show."—CowPER, Table Talk

:

—
" That slaves, howe'er contented, never know."

" Freedom shrieked—as Kosciusko
feU." Line 382, in Campbell's poem. The Fleasures

ofHope (q.v.).

Freeholder, The. A political periodical,

conducted by Joseph Addison, and published twice
a week, from December 23, 1716, to the middle of

the following year. Steele said of it that the
ministry made use of a lute when they should have
called for a trumpet.

Freeman, Edward Augustus, D.C.Ii.,
LL.D., historian and miscellaneous writer (b. 1823),
has written A History of Arehitectvire (1849) ; An
Essay on Window Tracery (1850) ; The Architecture

of Llandaff Cathedral (1851) ; The History and Con-
quests of the Saracens (1856) ; Ancient Greece and
Mediieval Ltaly in Oxford Essays (1858) ; The
History and Antiquities of St. David's, with Rev.
"W. Basil Jones (I860) ; The History of Federal

Government (1863); The History of the Norman Con-
quest (1866—76) ; Old English History for Chil-
dren (1869); The Cathedral Church of mils (1870);
Historical Essays (1871—2—3); Growth of the
English Constitution (1872) ; The Unity of History
(1872) ; Comparative Politics (1873) ; Disestablish-
ment and Disendowment (1874) ; Historical and
Architectural Studies (1876) ; and various articles.

Freeman, Thomas (b. about 1590), had in
his day some reputation as an epigrammatist. See
Wood's Athena Oxonienses.

Preeport, Sir Andrew. One of the
imaginary members of the Spectator Club (q.v.)

;

described as a London merchant of great wealth
and experience.

Freer, Martha Walker, historian (b. 1822),
has written The Life of Marguerite d'Angouleme,
Queen of Navarre (1854); Jeanne d^Allret, Queen of
Navarre (1854); Elizabeth de Valois and the Cou/rt

of Philip II. (1857) ; Life of Henry III. of France
(1858); The Last Decade of a Glorious Feign (1863);
The Married Life of Anne of Austria (1864); and
The Regency of Anne of Austria (1866).

Freethinker, The. A periodical started in
1718 by Ambrose Philips (1671—1749), who was
assisted by Dr. Hugh Boulter, afterwards Arch-
bishop of Armagh ; the Eight Hon. Eichard West,
Lord High Chancellor of Ireland ; the Eevs.
Gilbert Burnet and Henry Stevens, and Welsted,
whose contributions were chiefly poetical.

Preethinking, A Discourse of, by
Anthony Collins (1676—1729) ; published in
1713, and characterised Tjy Drake as a production
which, though in a high degree superficial and
abusive, had, from its novelty and efirontery, a
considerable circulation. " It takes for granted that
those who support revealed religion must be the
enemies of free inquiry, and the clergy, as being
professionally on the side of scripture, are per-

petually assailed with invective and ridicule." It

was satisfactorily answered by Wharton, Hare,
Hoadley, and Bentley, the latter of whom wrote
under the signature of " Phileleutherus Lipsiensis."

French Lawyer, The Iiittle. See Little
French Lawyer, The.

" Frenchman'sdarling, The."—Cowper,
The Task, book iv., " Wiuter Evening."

French Revolution, Reflections on
the, by Edmund Burke ;

published ia 1790. This

eloquent attack on the principles of the Eevolu-

tionists provoked Sir James Mackintosh to a

reply, entitled Vindiciee Gallica (q.v.).

French Revolution, The. A history, in

three parts, by "tnoMAS Carlyle (b. 1795), pub-

lished in 1837, and described by Lowell as "a
series of word-pictures, unmatched for vehement

power, in which the figures of such sons of earth

as Mirabeau and Dantonloom gigantic and terrible
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as in the glare of an eruption ; their shadows sway-
ing far and wide, grotesquely awful. But all is

painted ty eruption flashes in violent light and
shade. There are no half tints, no gradations,
and we find it impossible to account for the con-
tinuance in power of less Titanic actors in the
tragedy, like Robespierre, on any,theory, whether
of human nature or of individual character, sup-
plied by Mr. Carlyle."

rreneh Bevolution, The History of
the Next. A humorous work by William Make-
peace Thaokekay (1811—1863), illustrated by
the author.

Frere and the Boye, A Mery Geste of.
An old poem, probably of French origin, printed
by Eitson in his Ancient Fopular Foetry. "A
punishment similar to that of the wife in this story
appears to have been inflicted upon the widow of
St. Gengulphfor presuming tb question the reaKty
of her husband's miracles."

Frere, John Hookham, diplomatist and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1769, a. 1846), was the
author of The Monks and the Giants (q.v.) ; A
Translation of the Flays of Aristophanes (1839),
and a volume of miscellanies called Theognis
Sestitutus. He was also a contributor to the
Anti-Jaeobin Seview (q.v.). His works were pub-
lished in two vols. (1872). See Whistlecraft.

" Fresh woods and pastures new, To-
morrow to."

—

Milton, Lycidas, line 193. Fre-
quently quoted, though incorrectly, " Fiesh. fields
and pastures new."

" Fretful porcupine, Like quills upon
the."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 6.

"Fretted with golden &re."—Samlet,
act ii., scene 2.

Friar of Orders Grey, The. A ballad,
compiled by Bishop Perot, of Dromore, chiefly
from fragments of ancient songs which he found
in Shakespeare's plays. One passage is from Beau-
mont and Fletcher.

Friars of Berwick, The, A comic story
by William Dunbar, in which two friars describe
how they detected another in a love intrigue.

Fribble. A coxcomb in GtArrick's farce of
Miss in her Teens, "sadly troubled with weak
nerves."

Friday, Man. A young Indian in Soiinson
Crusoe (q.v.). He was saved from death by Crusoe
on a Friday, and kept for a servant and com-
panion.

Friedrich II. of Prussia, History of,
by Thomas Oablvle (b. 1795) ; begun in 1858
and completed in 1865. " Mr. Carlyle was hard
bestead," says Lowell, " and very far gone in his
idolatry of mere plucTc, when he was driven to
choose Friedrich as a hero. Friedrich was doubt-
less a remarkable man, but surely very far below

any lofty standard of heroic greatness. The book,
we believe, has been comparatively unsuccessful as
a literary venture. Nor do we wonder at it. It
is disproportionately long—a bundle of lively

episodes rather than a continuous narrative. But
the episodes are lively, the humour and pathos
spring from a profound nature, the sketches of
character are masterly, the seizure of every pic-

turesque incident infallible, and the literary judg-
ments those of a thorough scholar and critic."

Friend, The. A series of essays, by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, originally published as a
periodical, which ran through twenty-seven num.
bers. A few articles were written by other hands.

Friends in Council. A collection of essays
and conversations, by Sir Arthur Helps (1817

—

1875), the first series of which was publbhed in

1847.

" Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend
me your ears. " First line of Marc Antony's
speech over Caesar, in Julius Casar, act iii., sc. 2.

" Friendship but a name ? And what
is."

—

Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, chapter
viii. {" The Hermit") :—

" A charm that lulls to Bleep.
A shade that follows 'wealth or fame.
And leaves the wretch to weep."

" Friendship, like love, is but a
name."—^First Une of TheSare and Many Friends,
by John Gay.

" Friendship's laws (True) are by this
rule exprest; Welcome the coming, speed the
parting guest."

—

Pope's Odyssey, xv., 83, 84.

Friendship in Death: " Twenty Letters
from the Dead to the Living." By Mrs. Eliza-
beth EowE (1674—1737), published in 1721.

" Frights the isle from her propriety,
It."

—

Othello, act ij., scene 3.

Friseobaldo. The name of a character in
Thomas Dbkker's Sonest Whore (q.v.)

;
pro-

nounced by Hazlitt " perfect, in its way, as a pic-

ture of a broken-hearted father with a sneer on his
lips and a tear in his eye."

"Frisked beneath the burden of four-
score. Has." Line 264 of Goldsmith's poem of
TJie Traveller (q.v.).

Friswell, James Hain, essayist, novelist,
and poet (b. 1827), has published, among numerous
other works, Life Fortraits of Shakespeare, The
Gentle Life, The Better Self, Other People's Win-
dows, One of Two, Out and About, About in the

World, Varia, and Francis Spira, and Other
Foems, besides editing and translatmg works by
Sidney, Montaigne, A Kempis, and others.

Frith, Mary. See Cutpukse, Moll.

Frog, ITic. A personification of a Dutch-
man in Dr. AsBtiTHNOT's satire. The Sistory of
John £ull (q.v.); described as "a cunning, sly
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rogue, covetous, fnigal," one wlio "minded

domestic affairs, -would pinohi hia belly to save his

•pocket, never lost a farthing by careless servants

or tad debtors."

Proissart : " The Cronicles of Englande,

Fraunoe, Spayne, Portyngale, Scotlande, Bretayne,

Flanders, and other places adjoynynge, translated

out of Frenche into our matemaUe Bnglyache

Tonge," by "Johan Boubohiek, knight. Lord

Bekners." Printed in 1523. The history extends

from 1326 to 1400. Froissart resided in England

as Secretary to Queen Philippa from 1361 to 1366,

and visited it again in 1393, -when he paid a visit

to Scotland.

Frolieksome Duke,The: "or, theLucker's

Gtood Fortune." A ballad on the same subject as

the induction to Shakespeare's Taming of the

Shrew, reprinted in Bishop Pekcy's Beliqms. The
story is told of Philip the Good, Duke of Bur-

gundy, and is related in the pages of Burton's

Anatomy of Melmtcholy, pt. ii., sec. 2, mem. 4.

" Prom his brimstone bed at break of
day."

—

The Devil's Thoughts, by Samuel Tayloe,

COLEKIDGE.

"Prom noiseful arms and acts and
prowess done."—"The Holy GraU," ia Tenny-
son's Idylls of the Xing.

" Prosty, but kindly."—^» row like It,

act ii., scene 3. Adam's description of his age.

Proth, Lady, in Congkeve's Double Dealer,

is agreat coquette,whomakes ridiculojifl pretensions

to poetry, wit, and learning. Lord Froth (q.v.),

her husband, is as solemn as she is siQy.

Proth, IiOrd. A solemn coxcomb in CoN-
geeve'b Double Dealer, who, however, says some
very amusing things. It is he who would "as

leave you had called biTn fool" as "merry," and
who "laughed at nobody's jest but his own or his

lady's." He is a kindred spirit with Lord Fop-
pington (q.v.).

Proth, Master. A character in Measure

for Measure (q.v.).

Proude, James Anthony, LIi.D., his-

torian and essayist (b. 1818), contributed to The

Lives of the English Saints; and has published The

Shadows of the Clouds (1847); The Nemesis of Faith

(1849) ; The History of England from the Tall of
Wolsey to the Death of Elizabeth (1856—70) ; two
series of Short Studies on Great Subjects (1869, 1872,
and 1877) ; and The English in Ireland in the

Eighteenth Centwry (1871—4). He was for a short

time the editor of Eraser's Magazine (1871).

"Pruit of that forbidden tree, The."—Paradise Lost, book i., line 1 :

—

*' Whose mortal taste
Brought death Into the world, and all our woe."

Pudge Doings. See Lokgneite, The.

Pudge, Poaming, in Vivian Grey (q.v.), is

said to be intended for Lord Brougham.

Pudge Pamily in Paris, The : "edited by
Thomas Brown the Younger," i.«., Thomas Moore.
A series of partly humorous, partly satirical poems,
in the form of letters, published in 1818, and sup-

plemented by The Fudges in England, 1835.

"Puel to the flames. Adding." A
phrase occurring in Milton's Samson Agonistes,

line 1,350.

Fugitive Pieces, by Joanna Baillib (1762
—1851) ; consisting of Scottish songs and some
misoeUanebus pieces.

Puike, "William. See Antiprognosticon.

"Pull fathom five thy father Ues."
First line of a song in The Tenvpest, act i., scene 2.

" Pull many a flower is born to blush
unseen."

—

Gkay's Elegy written in a Country

Chm-chyard, stanza 14 :

—

" And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

"Pull many a gem of purest ray
serene."

—

Gray's Elegy written in a Coimtry

Churchyard, stanza 14 :

—

•* The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean bear."

"Pull resounding Une, The."—Pope,
Imitations of Sorace, book ii., -epistle i., line 266.

The description refers to Dryden's verse :

—

" The long majestic march, and energy divine."

Puller, Andrew, Baptist minister (1754

—

1815), wrote The Calvinistieal and Socinian Systems

examined and compared as to their Moral Tendency

(1794); The Gospel its own Witness (1799—1800);

The Backslider (1801); and other epistolary and

expository works. BDis complete works have been

reprinted in various forms. See Franklin or

Theology.

Puller, Sarah Margaret. See Ossoli.

Puller, Thomas (b. 1608, d. 1661), wrote

David's Hainous Sinne, Heartie JRepentance, Seavie

Punishment, a poem (1631) ; The Sistorie of the Soly

Warre (1639—40—42—47—61); The Holy and

Profane States (1642—48—52—58); Good Thoughts

in. Bad Times (1643); Good Thoughts in Worse

Times (1646); Mixt Contemplations in Better Times

(1660); Andronicus: or, the Unfortunate Politician

(1649); A Pisgah-sight of Palestine (1660); The

Church History of Britain from the Birth of Christ

to 1648 (1656); The Appeal of Injured Innocence

(1659); The History of the Worthies of England

(1662); Abel Redivivus : or, the Dead yet Speakmg

(1651 ; and many fugitive works, a Kst of which is

given by Lowndes in the Bibliographer s Manual.

A Selection from the Writings of Fuller was made

by Arthur Broome (1815); see also Charles Lamb s

Works, and Basil Montagu's Selections. The Life

of Fuller was pubUshed by the Eev. A. T. Russell

in 1844. " The writings of Fuller," says Charles
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Lamb, "are usually designated by tbe title of

quaint, and with sufficient reason ; for sucb was
bis natural bias to conceits that, I doubt not,

upon most occasions, it would have been going out
of his way to have expressed himself out of them.
But his wit is not always lumen siccmn, a dry
faculty of surprising. On the contrary, his con-
ceits are oftentimes deeply steeped in human
feeling and passion. Above all, his way of

telling a story, for its eager liveliness, and the
perpetual running commentary of the narrator,

•happily blended with the narration, is perhaps
imequaUed." "Next to Shakespeare," says Cole-
ridge, " I am not certain whether Thomas Fuller,

beyond all writers, does not excite in me the sense
and emotions of the marvellous."

FuUerton, Lady Georgiana, novelist

(b. 1812), has published Ullen Middleton (1844);
Grimthy MoMor ; Lady Bird (1852); Rose Be-
llano (1860); Lawrentia: a Tale of Japan (1861);
Too Strange not to be True (1864); Constance Sher-
wood (1865); A Stormy Life (1867); Mrs. Gerald's

Niece (1871); The Gold Bigger, and other Verses

(1871); A Life of Louisa de Garvajal (1873); and a
life of Father Henry Young of Dublin (1874).

Pulwell, IT. i8«e Flower OP Fame; Like WILL.

Puneral Elegies, by Dr. John Donne
(1573—1631). These exhibit all his subtlety of
thought and ruggeduess of versification, and many
passages have a sonorous dignity, like the prose of
Bacon or Sir Thomas Browne.

Funeral of Napoleon the Second, by
Whmam Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863);
originally published in a separate form, and re-
priiLted in The Cornhill Magazine.

Funeral, The. A play by Sir EicHAKD
Steele (1671—1729), acted in 1702, and described
by Hazlitt as "trite, tedious, and full of formal
grimace. The characters are made either afiectedly
good and forbearing, or purposely bad and dis-

"Funeral baked meats, The."—Samlet,
act i., scene 8.

FungOSO. An unlucky character in Ben
JoNSON's play, Fvery Man in his Sumour (q.v.).

Fur Praedestinatus: "sive, DiaJogismus
intCT queudam Ordinis Pr^dicantium Calvinistam
et Furem ad haqueam damnatum habitus." At-
tnbuted variously to Henry Slatins (by Jackson
in hmLife of Goodwin), and to William Sanoropt,
Archbishop of Canterbury (1616-1693). It was
taunslated mto Englisb and published by the Rev.
B. Nichols in 1814, under the title of The Predes-
tmed Thief: or, a Dialogue between a Calvinistic
preacher and a Thief condemned to the Gallows.
Macaulay characterises it as "a hideous caricature
of Calvinistic theology."

Furioso, Bombastes. See Bombastes,
ifUBIOSO.

Furor. The son of Occasion, who was bound
by Sir Guyon "with a hundred iron chains and a
hundred knots," in Spenser's Faerie Queene (q.v.).

"Fury of a patient man. Beware
the."

—

Drtdbn, Absalom and Achitophel, part i.,

line 1,005.

" Fye on sinful fantasy."—First line of a
song in The Merry Wives of Windsor.

Gabbler Gridiron. The pseudonym under
which Josp,PH Haslewood published Greenroom
Gossip, or Gravity Galli/nipt : a Gallimaufry, con-

sisting of Theatrical Anecdotes (1809).

Gaberlunzie Man, The. A ballad by James
"V. of Scotland (1512—1642), in which, as in The
Jolly Beggar (q.v.), he describes a love adventure
of his own. The Gaberlunzie's Wallet is the title of

a work by James Ballantine (b. 1808).

Gabriel Lajeunesse. The affianced husband
of Evangeline in Longfellow's poem of the
latter name (q.v.).

Gaddesden, John of (circa 1320). See

EosA Anolica.

Gadshill, near Rochester, in Kent, is noted
as the place where Sir John Falstaff (q.v.) and his

companions attacked and robbed a party of four
travellers. It is the name also of one of Falstaff s
companions {King Henry JV., part i.). Wartou
speaks of having read a ballad by Phaer called

Gads-Hill, and of a certain " ballette " called The
Sobery at Gads-Hill, under the date 1558. Charles
Dickens resided at Gadshill for many years.

Gaelic Society, The, formed " to accustom
members to the Language, Poetry, Music, and
Dress of the Gael," was instituted in 1830.

Gaheris, Sir. A Knight of the Round Table,
celebrated in the old romances.

Galahad, Sir. A lyric, by Alfred Tennyson,
published in 1842. This monologue of " a maiden
knight "should be read in connection with The Holy
Grail, in which Sir Galahad makes his re-appear-

ance. See Warton's Fnglish Foetry.

Galathea. A play, by John Lylt, produced
in 1692. Galathea and PhiUida are two maidens,
who, meeting one another in masculine attire, fall

in love with each other.

" Galileo with his woes, The starry."—Byron, Ohilde Harold, canto iv., stanza 64.

"GaUed jade wince, Let the."—Hamlet,
act iii., scene 2.

" Gall enough in thy ink, Let there
be."

—

Twelfth Night, act iii., scene 2.

"Gallery critics."—Cowpbr, The Task,
book ii.
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Galloway Poet, The. A title given to

"William Nicholson, author of The Brownie of
£lednoch (q.T.).

Gait, Jolm, novelist and miscellaneouB writer

(b. 1779, d. 1839), wrote The Ayrshire Legatees

(1820), Annals of the Farish (1821), Sir Andrew
Wylie (1822), The Frovost (1822), The Entail

(1823), and many other works, including a Life of
Byron (1830), a list of which is given in Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual. For biography, see his

i«/«, written by himself (1833-4), and Mrs. Thomp-
son's Secolleetions of Literary Characters. For
criticism, see The Quarterly Review, vols. vii. and
xxvi. ; The Edinburgh Review, vol. xxiii. ; and The
Westminster Review, vols, xii., xiii., xvi., and xvii.

See Clarke, Eev. Mr. ; Todd, Laurie.

Galton, Francis (b. 1822), has written

Sereditary Genius, its Laws and Consequences (1869),

and other works.

Gamage, William, See Linsi-Woolsie.

Game and Playe of Chesse, The, by
William Caxton, was produced at Westminster
in 1474, being the first book printed in Great
Britain.

Game at Chesse, The. A comedy, by
Thomas Middleton, produced in 1624, and, after

having run nine nights, prohibited, as being " a
very scandalous comedy, acted publicly by the

King's players, wherein they take the boldness and
presumption, in a rude and dishonourable fashion,

to represent on the stage the persons of his

Majesty the King of Spain, the Conde de Gon-
domar," and so on. The author was threatened

with imprisonment, and his play " antiquated and
silenced."

Game of Spectilation, The. A comedy,

adapted from the French of Balzac's Miircadet le

Faiseur, by G. H. Lewes and Charles Mathews
;

the hero of the piece being played by the latter.

See Laurence, Slingsby.

Gamelyn, The Tale of, in Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales, is " a bright piece of the class of

poetry to which the Eobin Hood ballads belong,"
but is probably by another hand than Chaucer's.
" There is in this tale an Adam Spencer—that is,

Adam the butler, or cellarer—who, with certain

changes, re-appeared after many years in As Tou
Like It."

Gamester, The. A comedy, by James
Shirley (1594—1666), printed in 1637, and a work
of considerable merit, founded on a tale in Male-
spini's Dueento Novelle. The principal characters
are Hazard, Wilding, Mrs. WUding, and Penelope.
Three alterations of this play were acted at later

periods: the first, in 1711, by Charles Johnson, as
The Wife's Relief, or the Susbanffs Cwre; the
second, in 1758, by Garrick, as The Gamesters;
and the third, in 1827, by John Poole, as The
Wife's Stratagem.

Gamester, The. A tragedy, by Edward
Moore (1712—1757), produced in 1753, with
Garrick in the title rdle of Beverly. Mrs. Siddons
afterwards attracted much attention in the part of
Mrs. Beverley. The play has a miserable ending.

Gammer Gurton's ITeedle. A comedy,
by John Still, Bishop of Bath and Wells, written
and printed in 1551, and showing some knowledge
of the construction of a play, and some discrimina-
tion of character. It is founded on the circum-
stance of an old woman having lost her needle,
which throws the whole village into confusion, and
is found at length sticking in an unlucky part of

Hodge's dress. The humour of the piece is coarse,

but clever. See Comedy ; Hodge ; Still, John.

Gamp, Sarah. The famous monthly nurse, in

Dickens's novel of Martin Chunzlewit (q.v.), whose
continual references to her mythical fnend, Mrs.
Harris, and equally frequent resorts to the bottle,

when "so dispoged," have obtained for her a

world-wide celebrity. " She is, with a vengeance,"

says a critic,

" * The grave, conceited nurse, of office proud !

'

coarse, greedy, inhuman, jovial—^prowling about

young wives with a leer, and old men with a look

that would fain ' lay them out.' Ready at every

festivity 'to put the bottle to her lips,' and at

every calamity to squat down and find in it her

account of pickled salmon and cucumber; and
crutohed up in a sort of sham sympathy and zeal,

by the perpetual praises to herself by that eidolon,

Mrs. Harris—there are not many things of their

kind so living in fiction as this nightmare. The
touch of exaggeration in her dialect is so skilfully

distributed everywhere that we lose the sense of it

as we read."

Gander, Sir Gregory. The assumed name
under which George Ellis (1745—1815) pub-

lished, in 1778, a series of Foetical Tales and

Trifles.

Gandercleilgh. An imaginary town, the

residence of Jedediah Cleishbotham (q.v.) situated

on the river Gander, in "the central part, the

navel of Scotland." It is described as "a place

frequented by most, at one time or other in their

lives."

Ganderetta. The heroine of Someevillb's

burlesque poem of Sobbinol (q.v.).

" Bright Ganderetta tripped the jovial queen
Of Mala'B joyous month profuse In flowers.

Gangrsena : "or, a Catalogue of many of the

Brrours, Heresies, Blasphemies, and pernicious

Practices of the Sectaries of this Time." A tract,

in three parts, hy Thomas Edwards (d. 1647),

published in 1646; in which the writer "makes

it his business to blacken the opponents of Pres-

byterian uniformity, that the Parliament might

check their growth by penal statutes." Milton

calls him " shallow Edwards," in his poem On the

New Force of Conscience under the Long Farliament.
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" Garden in her face, There is a." First

line of a lyric, by Richakd Allison, in An Mowre's
Eecreation in Musike, publislied in 1606.

Garden of Boccaccio, The. A poem,
" sun-bright and honey-sweet," by Samuel Taylob
OOLEEIDGE.

Garden of Cyrus, The: "or, the Quin-
cunxial Lozenge of the Ancients ; " in which the
ancient figure of the quincunx is made the theme
of numerous elaborate disquisitions. By Sir

Thomas Browne. It was published in 1658.

Garden, Thoughts in a. A lyric, by
AuDBJBW Mabvell (1620—1678), of which Pal-
grave says that, like Zycidas, it may be re-

garded as a test of any reader's insight into the
most poetical aspects of poetry. It is printed as

a translation in Marvell's Works, but the original

Latin is obviously his own. The most striking

verses in it answer more or less to stanzas 2 and 6

:

" Alma Quiea. teneo te I et te, germana Quletis,
Simpllcltasl vosergo diu per templa, per urbeB
QusesIvJ, regum pergue alta palatla, mistra

:

Sed V08 hortorum per opaca sUentla, longe
Gelanmt plantse virldes, et concolor umbra."

"Garden, Who loves a."—Cowpeb, The
Task, book iii.

—

" Loves a greenhouse too,"

" Gard.ener and his wife, The grand
old." This occurs in the original version of
Tennyson's Lady Clara Vere de Vere. In the
"Author's edition" of his works, the Poet Lau-
reate has altered the hne to

—

" The gardener Adam and his wife."

Gardener's Daughter, The. A poem, by
Alfred Tennyson, published in 1842.

"She stood, a sight to make an old man young."

Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester, appears in
Shakespeare's Senry VIII. and in Tennyson's

Gareth and Lynette. The title of one of
Tennyson's Idylls of the King.

Gargery, Joe. The blacksmith, in Dickens's
novel oi Great Expectations (q.v.) ; first married to
Pip's sister, and afterwards to Biddy.

Garland, John (circa 1210). See Triumphis
ECOLESIJG.

" Garland and singing robes about
him. His."

—

Milton's description of "a poet
soaring in the high region of his fancies," in
Season of Chv/reh Gomrnmenf, book ii.

Garland of Good-will, The, by Thomas
Deloney (circa 1560—1600). "A collection of
local tales and historical ditties in verse, which has
run through numerous editions." It has been re-
printed by the Percy Society.

Garrett, Edward. The nom de plime under
which Isabella FyVib Mayo has written several
popular works ; among others. The Occupations of a
Metired Life, and Premimns paid to Experience.

Garrick, David, tragedian and dramatist
(b. 1716, d. 1779), wrote The Lying Valet; Miss in

her Teens, The Clandestine Marriage (with Cohnan),
(q.v.), and many other dramatic pieces, an imper-
fect collection of which appeared in 1768. His
Poetical Works were collected and published in
1785. For biography, see the Lives, by Davies
(1780), Murphy (1801), and Percy Fitzgerald

(1872) ; also the Correspondence (1821—22), the
Biographia Dramatica, Nichol's Literary Anecdotes,
Boswell's Life of Johnson, Cumberland's Life,

Mason's Life of Whitehead, and Colman's Sandom
Records. " Garriok's genius," says Hazlitt, "does
not seem to have been equal to the construction of
a solid drama ; but he could re-touch and embellish
with great gaiety and knowledge of the technicali-

ties of his art. Garrick not only produced joint-

pieces and after-pieces, but often set ofi the plays
of his friends and contemporaries with the garnish,
the sauce piquante, of prologues and epUogues, at
which he had an admirable knack."

Garrison, WiUiam Lloyd, American
journalist and anti-slavery advocate (b. 1804), was
successively conductor of The Free Press, The
Natural Philanthropist (1827), The Genius of
Universal Emancipation (1829), and The Liberator

(1831), the publication of which he discontinued in
1865. He has issued a volume of Poems (1843),
and of Selections from his Writings and Speeches

(1852).

Garter, The Institution of the. A
dramatic poem, by Gilbert West (1705—1756), of

which Dr. Johnson says that it was " written with
sufficient knowledge of the manners that prevailed

in the age to which it is referred, and with great
elegance of diction ; but, for want of a process of

events, neither knowledge nor elegance preserves

the reader from weariness."

Garter, The most noble Order of the

;

" its Institutions, Laws, and Ceremonies." An
historical work, by Elias Ashmole (1617

—

1692), pubhshed in 1672, and described by
Chalmers as "his greatest undertaking. Had he
published nothing else, it would have preserved
his memory, as it certainly is in its kind one of
the most valuable works iu our language."

Garter, The Register of the most
Noble Order of the ; usually caUed the
" Black Book ;" with notes, &c., by John Anstib,
Garter King-at-Arms

;
published in 1724.

Garth, Mary, in George Eliot's novel of

Middlemarch (q.v.), is eventually married to Fred
Viney.

Garth, Sir Samuel, physician and poet
(b. aboutl660, d.l719), wrote The Dispensary (1696)
(q.v.), Claremont (q.v.), the epilogue to Addison's
Cato, and a translation of the fourteenth and part
of the fifteenth book of Ovid's Metamorphoses. For
biography, see Johnson's Lives of the Poets,

Gibber's Lives, Spence's Anecdotes, and the Bio-
graphia Britannica. Thackeray, in his Humorists
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0/ the Eighteenth Century (q.v.) speaks of " Garth,

the accomplished and benevolent, whom Steele has
descrihed so charmingly, of whom Codrington said

that his character was all beauty, and whom Pope
himself called the best of Christians without know-
ing it."

G-as, Charlatan. A character in Vivian Grey
{q.v.) ; supposed to be intended for Canning.

Gascoigne, Caroline Leigh, nee Smith,

novelist and poet (b. 1813), has published

Temptation: or, a TFife's Perils (1839); The
School for Wives (1839); Evelyn Harcourt (1842);

Belgravia (1851); Spencer's Cross Manor Souse

(1852); Recollections of the Crystal Falace (1852);

The Next-door Neighbours (1855); Doctor Harold

(1865) ; My Aunt Frtie's Hailway Jov/rney (1866)

;

and Doctor Sarold's Note-hook (1869).

Gascoigne, George (b. 1530—1577). The
Works of this author were first published in

1589, under the following title :

—

The Fleasauntest

Works of George Gascoigne, Esquire ; newlye com-

pyled into one volume ; that is to say, his Flowers,

Searbes, Weedes; The Fruites ofWarre, The comedy
called Supposes (q.v.), The Tragedy of locasta. The
Steele Glasse (q.v.). The Complaynt of Fhylomene,

The Story of Ferdinando Jeronimi, and the Fleasure

at Kenelworth Castle. See Warton'a History of
English Poetry. Also Abkaignment op a Lover

;

Delicate Diet, &c. ; Glasse of Government,
The ; Praise op the Fair Brydges ; Wyll op
the Devyll.

Gaskell, Mrs.,«««Promkin, novelist (b. 1811,

d. 1865), wrote Mary Barton (1848), The Moor-
land Cottage (1850), Futh (1853), North and South

(1855), Cranford (q.v.), Lizzie Leigh, Sylvia's Lover,

Gousin Fhyllis, a. Life of Charlotte Bronte (1857), and
Wives and Daughters (unfinished).

Gaster, Dr. A character in Peacock's novel

oiHeadlong Hall.

Gath, in Drydek's Absalom and Achitophel

(q.v.), means Brussels, where Charles II. ("David")
resided while in exile.

" Gather ye rosebuds while ye may."
First hue of a lyric by Kobert Herrick, imitated
from Spenser.

Gatty, Alfred, D.D. (b. 1813), besides

writing, with his wife Margaret (q.v.), a Life of
Br. Scott, a Life of Dr. Wolff, and The Old Folks

from Home, has also published The Bell, The Vicar
and his Duties, Flain Sermons, The Testimony of
Bmid, and Sheffield, Fast and Present.

Gatty, Margaret, ««'e Scott (b. 1809, d. 1873),
wrote The Fairy Godmother and Other Tales,

Parables from Nature, Worlds not Realized,

Proverbs Illustrated, The Poor Incumbent, Legen-
ia/ry Tales, AuMt Judy's Tales, Aunt Judy's Letters,

Old Folks from Home, The Human Face Divine,

British Seaweeds, Domestic Pictures and Tales, The
Hundredth Birthday, and Other Tales, The Mother's
Book of Poetry, Waifs ami Strays of Natwal

16

History, and other works. She was also the
editor of Aimt Judy's Magazine. A complete
edition of her writings has been published.

Gauden, John, successively Bishop of

Worcester and Exeter (b. 1605, d. 1662), was the
reputed author of Eikon Basilike (q.v.). See

Beauty, A Discourse op.

Gaultier , Bon, Ballads. SeeBon Gaultieb
Ballads.

Gawain, Sir. A knight in Arthur's court. See
Tennyson's Idylls, especially Felleas and Etarre :

*' Art thou not he -whom men call LIght-of-Love? "

Gawain, The Adventures of Sir. A
metrical romance, by Clerk, of Tranent, of which
only two cantos are preserved. They are written
in stanzas of thirteen lines, with alternate rhymes
and much alliteration.

Gawaine, The Marriage of Sir. A baUad
which is said to have furnished Chaucer with the

ground-work of his Wife of Bath's Tale.

Gawayne, Sir, and the Greene Knight.
An old romance, first edited by Sir F. Madden for

the Roxburgh Club, and in 1864 by Dr. Morris
for the Early English Text Society. See also an
article by Professor Morley in The Edinburgh
Review, No. 155.

Gawreys, in Robert Paltock's romance of

Peter Wilkins (q.v.), is the name given to the flying

women among whom the hero is accidentally

thrown, after being shipwrecked. See Glumms
and YouwARKEE.

Gawtrey, Stephen, in Lord Lytton's
Night and Morning, is a character illustrating the

force of circumstances in driving a man of strong

passions, but naturally honest disposition, to

commit ofEeuces against society and its laws.

Gay, John, poet and dramatist (b. 1688, d.

1732), wrote the following poems :

—

Rural Sports

(1711); The Star and The Shepherd's Week (1714),

(q.v.); Trivia (1715); and Fables (1727); also

the following dramatic pieces:

—

The Wife of

Bath (1713), (q.v.); What d'ye Call It? (1714),

(q.v.) ; Three Hours after Marriage (in conjunction

with Pope, 1717), (q.v.); The Captives (1723);

and The Beggar's Opera (1727), (q.v.) ; besides The

Distressed Wife, Achilles, Dione, and others. His

poems were first published collectively in 1720.

For biography, see the Lives, by Coxe (1796)

and Owen (1804) ; the Biographia Britannic^,

Spence's Anecdotes, and Thackeray's English

Humorists. "Gay's Fables," says Hazlitt, "are

certainly a work of great merit, both as to the

quantity of invention implied, and as to the

elegance and facility of the execution. His

Pastorals are pleasing and poetical. But his

capital work is his Beggar's Opera." See Acis and

Galatea; Black-eyed Susan; Dione; Eclogues;

Epistles on Several Occasions; Molly Mog;
Orpheus op Highwaymen.

Gay, Lueien, in Disraeli's Coningsby (q.v.),

is said to be intended for Theodore Hook (q.v.).
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Gay, Walter, in Dickens's novel of Dombey
and Son (q.v.), is the lover, and eventually the

husband, of Florence Dombey (q.v.).

Gay Science, The. The fanciful title of a
book on criticism, by E. S. Dallas.

" GazeUe, I never nursed a dear."
First line of a song, by Thomas Moore, in the Fire

Worshippers, which has been parodied by C. S.

Calverley and H. S. Leigh.
" But when it ca,me to know me well

And love me, it was sure to die."

Gazette. The first EngUsh or "Oxford"
Gazette was issued at Oxford, in 1665, the court

having removed there from London on account of

the plague. On the return of the court to the

metropolis (1666), it was styled The London Gazette,

which title it stiE retains.

Geddes, Alexander, LL.D., biblical

critic and miscellaneous writer (b. 1737, d. 1802),

published a translation of the Bible (1792, 1793,

and 1800, in the latter year with Critical Memarks
on the Sebrew Scriptures) ; also The Confessional, a
I>oem; The Battle of £—ng—r: or, the ChwcKs
Triumph, a comic-heroic poem ; and JBardomachia :

or, the Battle of the Bards, by Good (1803).

Geikie, Alexander, geological writer (b.

1835), has published The Story of a Boulder (1858),
The Life of JProfessor Edward Forbes (1861), The
Phenomena of the Glacial Drift of Scotland (1863),

The Scenery of Scotland viewed Geologically (l86S),

and The Life of Sir Roderick Murchison (1874),
besides various contributions to journals, maga-
zines, and reviews.

Gelert, Beth. See Beth Gblbbt.

Grellatley, Davie. A "puir, daft," but
shrewd servant of the Baron of Bradwardjne, in

Sir Walter Scott's novel of Waverley (q.v.).

Grell, Sir Williani, antiquarian (b. 1777, d.

1836), was the author of The Topography of Troy

(1804), The Geography of Ithaca, The Itinerary of
Greece (1810), Fompeiana (1817), The Topography

cf Home (1834), and other works.

"Gem of purest ray serene, Fullmany
a." A line in Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard.

" Gem of the crimson-colour'd even."
First Hue of " To the Evening Star," in part ii. of

Caroline, a poem by Thomas Campbell.

Genealogies of Scripture, The: "accord-
ing to every Famihe and 'Tribe, with the Lyne of

our Saviour Jesus Christ observed from Adam to

the Blessed Virgin Mary. Gathered and contrived

by John Speed" (1665—1629), and issued in

1640. They were printed to accompany various
editions of the Bible, and are often found so

appended.

General Satire, A, was written by "Sir"
James Inolis. See Oomplaynt op Scotland, The.

" Generous friendshipno coldmedium
knows. A." See Pope's translation of The Iliad,

book ix., line 726

:

"Burns with one love, with one resentment glows."

Genesis and Exodus. An early English

song of about the year 1250 ; edited by Dr. Morris

in 1865.

Geneva Bible, The. See Bible, The.

Genevieve. The heroine who gives the title

to the ballad by Samuel Tatlob, Coleridge.
'* I've seen your breast with pity heave.
And therefore love 1 you, sweet Genevieve 1

"

G«nevieve is also the heroine of his poem of Love :—
'•And so I won my Genevieve,

My bright and beauteous bride."

Genii, Tales of the :
" or, the Delightful

Lessons of Homar the Son of Asmar; translated

from the Persian by Sir Charles MoreU," and
published in 1766. 'The real author of this work
was the Rev. James Eidley (q.v.), who died

immediately after the completion of its first

edition. Both '
' Sir Charles Morell

'

' and '

'Homar '

'

are fictitious personages. The titles of the tales

are : The Talisman of Aromanes : or, the History of
the Merchant Abudah ; The Dervise Alfooran : or,

the Man of the Mountain; Sassan Assar : or, the

Sistory of the Caliph of Bagdat ; Kelaun and
Guzzarat ; The Adventures of Urad: or, the Fair

Wanderer; The Enchanters : or, Misnar the Sultan

of the East ; Sadak and Kalasrade ; and Mirglip the

Persian : or, Fincal the Dervise of the Groves.

Genius and Valour. "A pastoral poem,"
by John Lanohohnb (1735—1779), "written in

honour of the sister kingdom," and "inscribed to

the Earl of Bute as a testimony of respect from an
impartial Englishman." This was in reply to the

attack on Scotland by Charles Churchill, in his

Prophecy of Famine.

Genius of Christianity Unveiled, The.
A series of essays, written mostly in the last years

of his life, by Willlam Godwin (1766—1836), and
published in 1873 under the title of Essays, Sitherto

Unpublished.

Genius, The. A poem by Leonard "Wblsted
(1689^1747) ; written in honour of the great Duke
of Marlborough.

Genteel Style of Writing, The. One of

the "last essays of EUa," by Charles Lamb (1775—1834), consisting of a criticism on the literary

style of Sir WiUiam Temple (q.v.).

" Gentil that doth gentil dedis, He
is."—Chaucer, The Wife of Bath's Tale.

" Gentle dulness ever loves a joke.
And." line 34 of book ii. of Pope's satire, The
Dunciad (q.v.).

" Gentle herdsman, tell to me." First

line of an old baUad, printed by Bishop Percy, the

scene of which is laid near Walsingham, in Norfolk.

A few of the stanaas were imitated by Goldsmith
in his Edwin and Angelina (q.v.)
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Gentle Life, The. Two series of essays
towards tlie formation of character, by James Hain
Fbiswell (b. 1827), the first of which was pub-
lished in 1864.

"Gentleman and Scholar, The."—
BcuNS, The Twa Dogs.

Gentle Shepherd, The. A " Scots pastoral

comedy," or dramatic poem, by Allan Eamsay
(1686—1758), published in 1725. The first sketch
of this production had appeared in 1720, under
the title of Fatie and Soger ; and a second scene
under that of Jenny and Meg. like the Beggar's

Opera, it is interspersed with songs.

" Gentleman that ever breathed. The
first liTie." A description applied to Our Lord by
Thomas Dekker, in his tragedy, The Honest Wliore,

part i., act i., scene 12. Dame Juliana Berners,
in her book on Heraldic Blazonry, also refers to
"Mary, of whom that gentilman Jhesus was home."
The profanity in botii cases is apparently quite
unintentional.

"Gentleman, The grand old name
of."

—

Tennyson, In Memoriam, section ex. :

—

*'Defamed by every charlatan.
And soiled by all Ignoble use."

" Gentleman, The Prince of Darkness
is a."

—

King Lear, act iii., scene 4.

Gentleman TTsher, The. A comedy by
George Chapman, produced in 1606.

Gentleman who has Left his Lodg-
ings, A. The name under which Earl Russell
(b. 1792) published Essays and Sketches of Life
and Character (1820). " The preface," says Olphar
Hamst, "is signed 'Joseph Skillet,' the lodging-
house keeper who is supposed to publish these
letters to pay the rent the gentleman had for-

gotten." The ' preface, which is dedicated to -

Thomas Moore, is left out in the second edition.

Gentleman's Journal, The. A periodical
started by Griffin the publisher, in 1768, to which
Goldsmith, the poet, was an occasional contributor.

Gentleman's Magazine, The, was started
in 1731 by Edward Cave (1691—1754), and had
the honour of including Dr. Johnson among its

early contributors.

Gentlemen of Verona, The Two. See
Two Gentlemen op Verona.

"Gentlemen who write with ease.
The mob of."

—

Pope, Imitations o/ .Horace, book ii.,

epistle i., line 108.'

"Gently scan your brother man.
Then." A hne in'BuRNs's Address to the Unco Guid.

Geoffrey de Vinesauf (circa 1198). See
Nova Poetkla.

Geofirey of Monmouth, Bishop of St.
Asaph, and chronicler (d. 1154), wrote a Chro-
nteon, sive Mistoria Britonum, a Latin version of the
prophecies of Merlin, and sbme other works. The

Chronicon was first printed in 1608, translated into
English by Aaron Thompson in 1718, and edited
by Dr. Giles in 1842. It is characterised in the
Biographia Britanniea Literaria as "a tissue of
fables," and was indeed the foundation for much
of the "historical" matter in Milton's History of
Britain and in Shakespeare's plays. We are also
indebted to it for the great work of Layamen
(q.v.), Sackville's Ferrex and Forrex (q.v.), and
some episodes in Drayton's Folyolbion (q.v.) and
Milton's Comus. Geoffrey professed to have trans-
lated it from a "Welsh history of Britain handed
over to him by Walter Calenius of Oxford, but
much of it is evidently of his own invention. The
Prophecies were printed for the Roxburgh Club
in 1830. See Bale, Pits, Tanner, Thompson (pre-
face to translation), Nicholson {Fkg. Hist. Lib.),
Warton {Fnglish Foetry), and Wright {BiographiM
Britanniea).

Geoffrey the Grammarian was one of
the Dominicans of Bishop's Lynn, and published
in 1440 a FromptorimnFarvulormn, or English-
Latin dictionary. He is also said to have written
a Latin-English dictionary called Medulla Gram-
matices.

George a Greene, the Pinner ofWake-
field. A comedy byEoBERT Greene (1560—1692).
See Greene, George a.

George Barnwell. A ballad on the same
subject as the playby George LiUo. See Barnwell,
George.

George, St., and the Dragon. A ballad
which, together with another on The Birth of St.

George, was evidently taken from the prose history
of the Seven Champions of Christendom, by
Richard Johnson (q.v.).

Georges, The Four. Lectures by William
Makepeace Thackeray, delivered in England
and America in the years 1866—57, and described
as "a mixture, often inimitably happy, of the
pictorial with the critical powers, the whole
seasoned with a finished but rarely extravagant
epigram." "Each of these lectures," says
Hannay, "though bearing the title of an indi-

vidual, contains a panorama of a whole age."

Thackeray had originally intended to devote them
to Men of the Worldf a subject which had been
suggested to him as a companion volume to the

Humorists (q.v.).

Geraiut, " the brave." "A knight of Arthur's

court,"
"A tributary Prince of Devon, one
Of that Great order of the Table Round
Had wedded Enid."

See Tennyson's Idylls of the Sing.

Geraldine. The heroine (Lady Elizabeth

Fitzgerald) of the love-sonnets of Henry Howard,
Earl of Surrey (1515—1547). As Scott sings in

The Lay of the Last Minstrel:
" That favoured strain was Surrey's raptured line

;

That fair and lovely form, the Lady Geraldine."

The poet Nash adopted the love-strains of Surrey
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as the basia of romantic fictions, in which the
noble lover is represented as travelling in Italy,

proclaiming the matchless charms of his beloved,
and defending her beauty in tilt and tournament.
As a matter of fact, the Lady Elizabeth was only
seven years old when Surrey married.

Qeraldine's Cottrtship, Lady. A "ro-
mance of the age," in a poem by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning (1809—1861), published in

1844, and describing how a noble lady falls in love
with a peasant-poet, on whom she bestows her
hand. The poem is said to have been the origin
of the authoress's acquaintance with her future
husband, Eobert Browning.

€rerailia: " a new discovery of a little Sort of

People, anciently discovered of, called Pigmies;"
by Joshua Barnes, D.D.

; published in 1675.

Gerardo, The irnfortunate Spaniard.
See Spanish Cckate, The.

Gerland, the first of our English mathema-
ticians, produced a work on the Computus, or Calcu-
lation of Easter.

Gertrude. Queenof Denmark, and mother of

Hamlet, in the tragedy of the latter name.

Gertrude of Wsroming. A poem by
Thomas Campbeli., published in 1809, and having
for its subject the destruction of the village of

Wyoming, in Pennsylvania, in 1778, by a party of

Indiana. See Brandt.

Gervase of Tilbury, says Professor Morley,
"studied in foreign schools, and served abroad
the Emperor Otho IV., for whom he wrote, about
the year 1211, his Otio Imperialia, full of learn-
ing, borrowed without acknowledgment from
Petrus Comestor, but also an amusing book, most
rich in illustration of the traditions, popular super-
stitions, history, geography, and science of its

time."

Gresta Begum Anglorum, and Gesta
Fontiflcum. See William op Malmesbuby.

Gesta Bomanorum. Eirst published about
1473, with this title: Incipiant Sistorite Nbbiles
oollect<e ex Gestis Homanorwn et qiiibusdam aliis

libria cum appUcationibus eorwn. They are divided
into 152 chapters, and are made up, says Warton,
"from the obsolete Latin ckronicles of the later

Koman, or rather German story, heightened by
romantic inventions, from legends of the saints.

Oriental apologues, and many of the shorter ficti-

tious narratives which came into Europe with the
Arabian literature, and were familiar in the ages
of ignorance and imagination. To every tale a
moralisation is subjoined, reducing it into a Chris-
tian or moral lesson." See the English Poetry, vol.

i., ed. Hazlitt.

" Get place and wealth, if possible,
with grace." See Pope's Imitation of Sorace,
epistle i., book i., line 103. The original has

:

"Rem,
SI posals recW, b1 non, quocungiie mode rom."—

Herat. Epis. 1. 65. 66.

So Ben Jonson, in his play of Every Man in his

Swmour, act ii., scene 3

:

*' Get money ; still get money, boy ;

No matter by what means."

Ghost Hunter, The, and his Family.
A tale, by John Banim (1798—1842).

" Ghost, Vex not his."—ifwiy Zear, act v.,

scene 3

:

" O let him pass ! he hates him
That would upon the rack of thlB tougli world
Stretch him out longer."

It will perhaps be remembered how striking an
effect Thackeray produced with this quotation at
the end of one of his Lectures on the Georges.

GiafSr. The pasha, and uncle of Zuleika, in
Bybon's Bride ofAdydos (q.v.).

"Giant's strength, 'Tis excellent to
have a."

—

Measure for Measure, act ii., scene 2.

" But tyrannous
To use It like a giant."

Giaour, The. "A fragment of a Turkish
tale," told in octo-syllabic couplets, by Lord
Byron (1788—1824), and publiahed,in 1813. " The
story, when entire, contained the adventures of a
female slave, who was thrown, in the Mussulman
manner, into the sea for infidelity, and avenged
by a young Venetian, her lover, at the time the
Seven Islands were possessed by the Republic of
Venice." As it is, the poem is literally a, frag-
ment, and deals largely in asterisks. The word
" Griaour " is a dissyllable, and the name of the
heroine is LeUa. The poem includes, among other
passages, those beginning

—

"He who hath bent him o'er the dead,"
and—

*' Clime of the unforgotten brave."

" The reciter of the tale," as EDia tells us, "is a
Turkish fisherman, who has been employed during'
the day in the Gulf of .SJgina, and in the evening
lands with his boat in the harbour of Port Leone,
the ancient Piraeus. He becomes an eye-witness
of nearly all the incidents in the story, and in one
of them is a principal agent."

Gib. The cat, in Bishop Still's comedy of
Gammer Gorton's Needle (q.v.). "Gib "is a con-
traction of Gilbert. See Winter's Tale, act i.,

scene 2.

Gibbet. A highwayman, in FAKauHAR's
comedy of The Beaux's Stratagem (q.v.).

Gibbie, Goose, in Sir Walter Scott's
novel of Old Mortality (q.v.), is the half-witted
servant of Lady Bellenden (q.v.).

Gibbon, Charles, novelist, is the author of
Dangerous Connections; Dead Beat: a Tale of th^
Bastille; For Loch of Gold; Robin Gray; For
Honour's Sake; and What will the World Say f
He is co-author of a volume called Storm-beaten.

Gibbon, Edward, historian (b. 1737,
d. 1794), wrote The Sistory of the Decline and Fallof
the Soman Empire (1776—88), Essais sur tEtude de

la Litterature (1761), Antiquities of the Souse of
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irunswiek, and other miscellaneous works, pub-
lished, with memoirs of his Life and Writings

composed hy himself, in 1799, under the editorship

of John, Lord Sheffield. The Autobiography was
afterwards edited, with selections from his corre-

spondence and illustrations, hy Dean Milman.

(1839). Stopford Brooke says of Gibbon's great

work;—"Gibbon's conception of the whole sub-

ject was as poetical as a great picture. JRome,

eastern and western, was painted in the centre,

slowly dying like a lion. Around it he pictured

the nations and hordes that wrought its ruin, told

their stories from the beginning, and the results

on themselves and on the world of their victories

over Eome. The collecting and use of every

detail of the art and costume and manners of the

times he described, the reading and use of all the
contemporary literature, the careful geographical

detail, the marshalling of all this information with
his facts, the great imaginative conception of the

work as a whole, and the use of a full and perhaps
too heightened style to add importance to the

subject, gave a new impulse and new model to

historical literature. The contemptuous tone of

the book is made still more remarkable by the

heavily-laden style and the monotonous balance of

every sentence." See Decline and Fall op the
SouAN Empire, The.

Gibby. Servant of Captain Breton, in Mrs.
Oentlivee's comedy of The Wonder (q.v.), whose
"undaunted, incorrigible blundering, vrith a dash
of rationality in it, tells in a very edifying way,"
says Hazlitt.

GiflFord, Htunphrey. See Gillifloweks,
A FOESIE 07.

GiflFord, John. The pseudonym under which
Edward Foss, author of The Judges of England,

puhUshed an abridgment of Mlae/cstone's Commen-
taries (1821).

GiflFord, John. See Gbeen, John Eichards.

GiflFord, William, poet and critic (b. 1757,

d. 1826), published The Saviad (1794), (q.v.); The

Maviad (1795), (q.-v.);A JPoetical Hpistle to Feter

Pindar (1797); a translation of Juvenal (1802), an
edition of Massinger (1805), an edition of Sen
Jonson (1816), an edition of Ford (1827), and an
edition of Shirley (1833). He was editor of The

Quarterly Review from 1809 till 1824. SeeHazlitt's

Spirit of the Age, Southey's Life and Corre-

spondence, Allan Cunningham's Biographical and
Critical History of the last Fifty Yeari Literature,

and The North American Review, vol. Ixi.

" Gift horse in the mouth. Looking."
An illustration of this phrase wiU be found in

Butler's Eudibras, part i., canto i., line 499.

Gil Morriee. An old ballad which suggested

the plot of Home's tragedy of Douglas (q.v.). The
original title wis probably Child Maurice.

Gilbert, Sir Humphrey. A ballad by
Henry Wadswoeth Longfellow, which tells the
story of the heroic navigator's death at sea

:

" He aat upon tbe deck.
The Book was In his hand ;
' Do not fear ! Heaven Is as near,'
He said, ' by water as by land !

'
*'

Gilbert, "William., natural philosopher (b.

1540, d. 1603), wrote JDe Magnete, Magneticisque
Corporibus, et de Magna Magnete, Tellure, Fhysio-
logia Nova (1600), and J)e Mwndo Nostra Sublunario
Fhilasophia Nova (1651). Whewell says of the first

work that it contains all the fundamental facts of
the science of magnetism, and so fully examined
that " even at this day we have little to add to
them" {Bistory of the Inductive Sciences).

Gilbert, William, novelist, has written the
following, among other works : De Frofvmdis :

a Tale of Social Deposits; Dr. Austin's Guests;
The Doctor of Feattweir; The Inquisitor: or.

Struggles in Ferrara ; Clara Levesque ; The Landlord

of the Sun; Martha; Shirley Sail Asylum; Sir

Thomas Bramston; Disestablishment; The City;

and several stories for the yoimg.

Gilbert, Will:^am Schwenek, dramatist

and comic writer (b. 1836), eon of the preceding,

is the author of the Bab Ballads, and various

popular plays, including Fygmalion and Galatea,

The Frincess, The Wicked World, The Falaee of
Truth, Sweethearts, Broken Hearts, Charity, Ran-
dall's Thumb,Dan'lDruce,aii^oih.eTs. Avolumeof
Original Flays by him appeared in 1875.

GUchrist, Alexander (b. 1827, d. 1861),

biographer of Blake and Etty, and writer on art.

" Gild refined ^old, to paint the lily.

To."

—

King John, act iv., scene 2.

GUdaS (b. 516, d. 570) is described as the

author of a short and slight History of Britain

from the first invasion of the Eomans to his own
time, entitled De Fxeidio et Conquestu Britannia,

andfirst printedatLondonin.1525. See the edition

published by the Historical Society (1838) and

that included in the Monmnenta Historica Britan-

nica (1848). Gibbon describes Gildas as "a monk
who, in profound ignorance of human life, pre-

sumed to exercise the office of historian."

GUderoy. An old Scottish ballad, reprinted

by Bishop Percy, in his Reliques. The hero was,

according to some authorities, a famous robber

who lived in the middle of the 17th century, and

robbed, amongst other people, Oliver Cromwell

and Cardinal EicheUeu. According to others, he

was a contemporary of Mary ftueen of Scots.

Gilderoy. A lyric, by Thomas Campbell.

GUdon, Charles, critic (b- 1665, d- 1724),

pubUshed The Complete Art of Poetry (1718), a

Satirical Life of Defoe (1719), and Tlie Laws of

Foetry (1720). See Chorus Poetarum.

GUes. The hero of Bloommeld's poem, The

Farmer's Boy (q.v.).
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Gilfillan, George, Prestyteriau minister
and miscellaneous writer (b. 1813), has written A
Gallery of Literary Portraits ; The Bards of the

Bible; Martyrs and Seroes of the Covenant; Night:
a Poem; a Life of Sir Walter Scott; and many-
other works. He has contributed largely to con-
temporary periodical literature.

Gilfil's Love Story, Mr. One of the Scenes

of Clerical Zife (q.v.), by Geokge Eliot.

Gill, Harry, in Wohdsworth's ballad of
Goody Blake and Harry Gill.

Gillies, John, LL.D. (b. 1747, d. 1836),
published translations of Aristotle's Ethics, Polities,

and Bhetoric, and of the Orations of Isocrates and
Lysias, with. Lives of each; also, a ii/e of Frederick
the Great, a History of Ancient Greece, and a,

History of the World from Alexander to Augustus.

Gillies, Robert Pierce. See Kemppee-
HAUSEN.

Gilliflowers, A Foesie of, "echo differ-

ing from other in colour and odour, yet all

swete," by Humphket Gifpord (b. circa 1350),
published in 1580. Shakespeare has a reference to
" gfiUyvors," in Winter's Tale, act iv., scene 3. See
also Spenser and Herrick. By giUiflowers are
meant pinks and cloves.

Gills, Sol. A ship's instrument-maker, in
Dickens s novel of Bombey and Son (q.v.).

Gilmore, J. B. See Kirke, Edmund.

Gilpin, John. A ballad, by "William
CowPER (1731—1800), first published anonymously
in The Public Advertiser, in 1782. Its full title

is The Biverting History of John Gilpin : showing
how he went further than he intended, and came safe

home again. The story was related to Cowper by
a Mrs. Austen, and is supposed to refer to a Mr.
Bayer, "an emin'ent linendraper," whose shop was
situated at the comer of Cheapside, London.

Ginevra. A tale, in verse, by Samuel Rogers
(1763—1855), published in his poem of Italy (1822),
and referring to a young Italmn lady, who, on her
wedding day, hid herself for fun in a self-locking
oaken chest, the lid of which fell down and buried
her alive.

Gingerbread, Giles. The hero of an old
English nursery tale.

Gingerpop School of Poetry, The. A
nickname bestowed by David Macbeth Moir
(1798—1851) in his Sketches of the Poetical

Literature of the Past Half Century (1856), on the
school of poetry represented by John Hookham
Frere (q.v.). This species of poetry, he says, was
characterised more especially by its light humour,
by its approximating and blending together seem-
ing incongruities; by its airy, rapid, picturesque
narrative ; by its commixture of the grave, the
pathetic, and the majestic, with the frivolous, the
farcical, and the absurd ; and bore the same rela-

tion to high imaginative verse that gingerpop
bears to champagne, or Grimaldi the clown to

John Kemble the tragedian. It includes such
works as Byron's Beppo and Bon Juan, and Barry
Cornwall's Bing of Gyges and Spanish Story.

Gipsies Metamorphosed, The. A
masque, by Ben Jonson, in which the gipsy
" patter" is sparingly introduced. Though thnce
acted before James I., it is so exceedingly coarse
that now-a-days it would ofiend any decent
audience.

Gipsy Child by the Sea Shore, To a.
Lines by Matthew Arnold (b. 1822).

Giraldus Cambrensis (the Latinised name
of Gerald of Wales, b. 1147, d. 1216), was the
author of Itinerarium Cambria, Topographia
Hibernice,Bxpugnatio Hibernia, Bescriptio Cambria,
GemmaBcclesiastica,SymbolumBleetorum,St.Bavid's,
andBe Bebus a se Gestis, an autobiographical sketch.
See Wartou's Anglia Sacra and Ware's Antiquities

of Ireland.

" Gitdle round about the earth, I'll
put a."

—

A Midsummer Night's Bream, act ii.,

scene 1.

Gisborne, Letter to Maria, " from Leg-
horn, July 1, 1820." A lyric, by Percy Bysshe
Shelley.

" Give me but what this ribbon
bound."

—

^Waller's lines On a Girdle.
" Take all the rest the sun goes roimd."

" Give me more love, or more dis-
dain." First line of Mediocrity in love rejected, by
Thomas Carew (1589—1639).

" Give me my scallop-shell of quiet."
First line of Sir Walter Raleigh's Pilgrimage
(q.v.).

" Give place, ye lovers, here before."
First line of a lyric by Henry Howard, Earl of
Surrey.

" Give place, you ladies, and be-
gone." First line of A Praise of His Lady, by
Viscount EocHEFORT, in Totters Miscellany (q.v.).

" Give thee sixpence ! I will see thee
d d first!" See Canndto's humorous poem,
The Friend of Humanity: or, the Needy Knife-
grinder.

"Give thy thoughts no tongue."—
Hamlet, act i., scene 3.

Gladstone, William Swart, statesman
and miscellaneous writer (b. 1809), has published
The State considered in its Eelations with the Church
(q.v.) ; Church Principles considered in their Eesults

(1841) ; Bemarks on recent Commercial Legislation

(1845); Studies on Homer and the Homeric Age
(1858); Wedgwood: an Address (1863); Ancient
Greece: an Address (1865); A Chapter of Autobio.
graphy (1868); On "Ecce Homo" (q.v.), (1868);
Juventus Mundi : Gods and Men of the Heroic Age
in Greece (1869) ; Borne and the Latest Fashions in

Religion (187S); Hotneric Synchronism (1876); and
various pamphlets, speeches, and financial state-
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ments. For sketches of his life and character, see

Political Portraits, reprinted from the Daily News ;

and E. H. Hutton's Sketches of Contemporary

Statesmen. See also Macaulay'g Essays.

GlanviUe, Banulph de, Chief Justiciary

of England under Henry II. (d. 1190), was the

author of Traetatus de Legibus et Consuetvdinibus

Megni Angliie, -written ahout 1181, and first printed

in 1554. " GlanviUe's authorship of the hook has

been questioned, but is not open to much doubt.

He says that the confusion of our laws made it

impossible to give a general view of the whole

laws and customs of the land; he sought rather to

give a practical sketch of forms of procedure in

,^h^ king's courts, and of the principles of law

most frequently arising; discussing only inci-

dently the first principles upon which law is

based." See Coke's Institutes and Campbell's Zives

of the Chief Justices. The latter writer says that

GlanviUe " explains with much precision the dis-

tinction and suhtilties of the system which, in the

fifth, Norman reign, had nearly superseded the

simple juridical institutions of our Anglo-Saxon
ancestors."

Glasgerion. Apparentlythe samepersonashe

whom Chaucer celebrates in his J2b8<s«o/J'<w«e(q.v.)

under the name of Glaskyrion. He was a famous

harper, and is the subject of a baUad printed by
Bishop Percy in his Beliqites, in which he is an-

ticipated in the embraces of a king's daughter by
" Jacke, his hoy." The legend may possibly have

given rise to the incident in the tragedy of The

Orphan, where PoUdore intercepts Monimia's

intended favours to Castalio. A Scottish version

of the story is given by Jamieson, the hero being

called " Glenduckie."

" Glass of fashion, and the mould of
form, The."

—

Samlet, actiii., scene 1.

" Glass wherein the noble youth did
dress themselves, The."

—

Kenry IV., part ii., act ii.,

scene 3.

Glasse, Mrs. The author, real or fictitious,

of a famous cookery hook, first published in 1747,

and attributed to a Mrs. Hannah Glasse, a habit-

maker, who lived in the beginning of the eighteenth

century, and to Sir John Hill, the physician (1716

—

1775).

Glasse of Government, The : A " tra-

gicall comedie," by George Gascoigne, "wherein
are handled as well the reward for vertues as also

the punishment for vices." It is, in fact, accord-

ing to Collier, a tedious Puritanical treatise upon
education, illustrated by the different talents and
propensities of four young men, two of whom, the

cleverest, fall into evil ways, whilst the two others,

the dullest, persevere in the path of virtue, and
become respectively secretary to the landgrave and
a famous preacher. It was printed in 1575.

Glaucus . A character in Lord Lytton' s novel,

The Last Says of Pompeii.

Glaucus : " or, the Wonders of the Shore."
A book on the natural history of the beach, by the
Eev. Chahles Kihgsley (1819—1875), published in
1855.

Glaucus and Scilla. Poems by Thomas
Lodge, published in 1610.

Gleig, George Robert, clergyman and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1796), has written The
Subaltern, The Story of the Sattle of Waterloo, The
Life ofLord Olive, The Life of Warren Bastings, The
Country Curate, The Stissar, The Military History

of Great Britain, The Life of the Duke of Wellington,

Sermons, Soldiers' Help to Divine Truth, The Great
Problem, and other works.

Glenara. A lyric, by Thomas Campbell.

Glenarvon. A novel by Lady Caholine
Lamb (1785—1828), published in 1816, and sup-

posed to describe Lord Byron in the person of its

hero. It is intended to represent the dangers

arising out of a life devoted to fashion.

Glendalloch :
" and Other Poems," by Dr.

William Drennan (1754—1820). See Emerald
Isle.

Gleniffer, The Braes o'. A song by
Robert Tannahill (1774—1810), beginning

—

"Keen tlawB tbe win' o'er the braea o' Gleniffer."

Glenlqgie. A ballad printed by Smith in his

Scottish Minstrel, and by Sharpe in his Ballad

Book. It tells of the love that Bonnie Jean bare

for Glenlogie,
"wr his milk-white steed and hlsbonnie Wack e'e."

Globe, and Traveller, The. A London

evening paper, formerly advocating "Whig, but now
Conservative views ; established in 1803.

" Gloomy winter's noo awa'." Krst

line of a song, by Eobert Taitn-ahill.

Gloriana. The Queen of Fairyland; a

personification both of Glory and of Queen Eliza-

beth, in Spenser's Faerie Queene :

•* The greatest glorious Queene of Faeryland."

Glorious John. A name given to John

Drydbn.

"Gloipy and loveliness have passed
away." Dedicatory sonnet to Leigh Hunt, by

John Keats.

" Glory, jest, and riddle of the
world. The."—Line 18, epistle u., of Pope's Essay

en Man (q.v.).

" Glory or the grave, Who rush to."

—Campbell's Sohenlinden.

" Glorv of warrior, glory of orator,

glory of song."—First line of Wages, by Alfred

Tennyson.

Glossarium Archseologicum. ^col-
lection, by Sir Henry Spelman (1562—1641), of

historical and legal terms current m old records.

Pari; 1 was published in 1626 ; Part 2 (by Dug-

dale) in 1664.
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Glossin, Gilbert. A knavisli lawyer in
Scott's novel of Guy Mannering.

GlossograpMa : " or, Dictionary of Hard
Words," by Thomas Blunt

;
published in 1719.

Gloucester, Eobert of. A monk wbo lived

temp. Henry III. and Edward I., and wrote, in

English rhyme, a history of England from the

imaginary days of Brutus to his own time. He
is thought to have finished it about the year 1280,

though an allusion in it to St. Louis of France
would seem to show that a portion of it was
written after 1297. " This rhyming chronicler,"

says Warton, " is totally destitute of art and
imagination. The author has clothed the fables

of Geoffrey of Monmouth (q.v.) in rhyme, which
have often a more poetical air in Geoffirey's prose.

The language is fuU of Saxonisms, but this ob-

scurity is perhaps owing to the western dialect in

which our monk of Gloucester was educated."

See Ellis's Specimens of the English Poets.

Glover, Hichard, poet and dramatist (b.

1712, d. 1785), wrote a poem to the Memory of Sir

Isaac Newton (1728) ; Leonidas (1737), (q.v.) ; Lon-
don: or, the Progress of Commerce (1739) ; Hosier's

Ghost (1739); Boadicea (1768), (q.v.); ifedes (1761);
The Atheniad (1787); Jason (1799); and some
minor pieces. For biography, see Johnson's and
Chalmers' editions of the Foets, and Chalmers'
Biographical Dictionary. For criticism, see The
Biographia Dramatica ; The Quarterly Review, vol.

xi. ; The Edinburgh Beview, vol. xxii. ; and The
Retrospective Review. See Adhirjil Hosier's
Ghost.

Glowry, Mr. The owner of Nightmare
Abbey, in Peacock's novel of that name ; father

of Soythrop (q.v.). Like the man in the play, he
thinks it most gentlemanlike to be melancholy.

Glub-duta-drib. An imaginary island, said

to be inhabited by sorcerers, which Gulliver is sup-
posed to have visited in his Travels (q.v.).

Gltun-dalelitell, in Swift's Gulliver's Travels
(q.v.), is a girl nine years old, and nearly forty feet

high, in whose charge Gulliver is supposed to "be

placed during his stay at Brobdingnag. So Pope

:

"Soon as Glum-dalclttch mlased her pleasing: care.
She wept, 8he blubbered, and she tore her hair.'*

Glumms. The male inhabitants of Nosmnb-
dsgrsutt, the "strange country" discovered by
Peter Wilkins in The Life and Adventures of that
personage, by Robert Paltook. They are repre-
sented as a flying people. See Gawreys.

Glutton's Feaver, The. A work by
Thomas Bancroft (d. about 1600), printed in

1633, and republished by the Eoxburghe Club.

Glycine. A character in Colbkidoe's tale of

Za/polya (q.v.).

Glyndon, Howard. The literary pseudonym
of Laura C. Bedden, an American authoress.

" Go fetch to me a pint o' wine." First

Hne of a song by Robert Burns (1759—1796), the
first four lines of which are from an older com-
position.

"Go, Lovely Rose." A song by Edmund
Waller, published in 1664.

" Go, soul, the body's guest." First line

of a poem by Sir Walter Ealeioh, sometimes
called The Soul's Errand, or The Lie (q.v.).

" Go where glory waits thee." First

line of an Irish melody by 'Thomas Moorb.
" Go, Yarrow flower, thou shalt be

West." A line in a song by William Hamilton,
called The Flower of Yarrow.

GobbO, Iiauncelot. A clown in Shake-
speare's play of The Merchant of Venice (q.v.).

Gobbo, Old. Father of Launcelot Gobbo
(q.v.).

Gobilive, Godfrey. A character in

Hawes's allegorical romance of The Paatyme of
Pleasure (q.v.).

Goblins, The. A comedy by Sir John
Suckling, acted in 1636. Eeginella in this play
is copied from Shakespeare's Miranda, and the

goblins are poor imitations of Ariel.

" God Almighty's gentlemen. His
tribe were."

—

Dbyden, Absalom and Achitophel,

part i., line 645.

"God helps them that help them-
selves." A proverb included in Franklin's Poor

Richard (q.v.).

" God made the country, and man
made the town." Line 794 in Cowper's poem of

The Sofa {The Task, book i.). So Cowper, in The
Garden, essay 6 :

—

** God the first garden made, and the first city Cain."

" Grod moves in a mysterious way."
Tirst line of Oowpbr's poem. Light Shining out of
Darkness.

" God of my idolatry. The."—Romeo and
Juliet, act ii., scene 2.

" God never had a church." Opening
words of a quatrain by William Drummond, that

contains an idea met with more than once in

English literature. Thus Drummond says

—

"God never had a church but there, men aay.
The devil a chapel bad raised by some wyles."

George Herbert says, in his Jacula Prudentmu
(q.v.), that " No sooner is a temple built by God,
than the devil builds a chapel hard by." And
Burton, in The .Anatomy of Melancholy, has—
" AVhere God hath a temple, the devil will have a

chapel." Lastly, we have Defoe, whose couplet is

the best known of all four passages—
" Wherever God erects a house of prayer,
The devil always butlds a chapel there.'

" God or devU, Every man with him
was."

—

Dryden, Absalom and Achitophel, part i.,

line 668.
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" God said, ' Let Newton be,' and all

•was light," was one of the lines in an epitaph

intended by Pope for Sir Isaac Newton.

" G-od save tlie King," the refrain of the

national anthem, was originally written hy Henby
Carey (1663—1743), in honour of a birthday of

George II. Both words and music are by this

writer, and were first sung at a dinner given by
the London Mercers' Company, in 1740. They
were published in 1742 in the Sarmonia Anglicana,

and appeared in T/ie Gentlemaris Magazine for 1745.

According to Ame, the air has preserved its

original form, but its harmonies have been modi-
fied by successive artists. The words have also

undergone slight changes in the course of time, the
present version differing slightly from the original

by Carey. The tradition which ascribed the
anthem to a Mr. John Bull may probably be
traced to the fact that a musician of that name
(1563—1622) composed and played before the
King, shortly after the Gunpowder Plot, an ode
beginning, " God save great James the King."
See Chappell's Popular Music of the Olden Time.

"God tempers the wind to the
shorn lamb." A proverbial expression, to be found
in Sterne's Sentimental Journey. A very similar

sentence occurs in Herbert's Jacula Prudentum

:

" To a. close-shorn sheep, God gives wind by
measure."

God's Acre. A poem by Heney Wads-
worth Longfellow:—

" I like that ajiclent Saxon phraaei whicb calls
The burial-ground God's Acre 1

"

God's Arithmetick. A religious treatise

by Francis Mbres (d. 1646), published in 1597.

"God's prophets of the beautiful."
—Mrs. Browning's description of the poets in

A Vision.

Godfrey, Prior of Winchester (circa 1100).

See Camden's Semains.

Godfrey Cass, in George Eliot's novel
of Silas Mamer (q.v.), is eventually married to

Nancy Lammeter.

Godfrey of BuUogne. The chief character
in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, and the title under
which Edwabi) Fairfax (d. 1632) published in the
year 1600 his translation, in the Spenserian stanza,

of that poem. .A version by Eichard Carew had
already appeared, in 1594, in the same measure,
and under the title of A PoTce called Godfrai of
Bulloign, an heroicale poem of S. Torquato Tasao,
" "

I E.G.

" God-given strength. Profaned the."—Scott's introduction to Marmion (q.v.).

Godiva. A poem by Alfred Tennyson (1842).
The story of the lady and Peeping Tom of
Coventry is told in full by Dugdale, and is laid
somewhere about a.d. 1057. Godiva was the wife

of Leofric, Earl of Mercia, and imdertook to ride

naked through the town if he would remit a tax
under which the people groaned. The earl con-
sented, and the lady kept her word ; and thus, as

Tennyson says, she
" Built herself an everlasting name."

Godkin, James, miscellaneous writer and
journalist (b. 1806), has written The Outcast:

a Story of the Reformation; A Guide to the

Church of Christ; The Touchstone of Orthodoxy

;

Apostolic Christianity; The Eights of Ireland ; A
Popular Sistory of Ireland; Eeligious Bdueation

in India ; A Bistory of Education in Ireland ; An
Illustrated History of England from 1820 to 1862 ;

Ireland and her Churches ; and The Land War in

Ireland. He was at one time editor of The
Christian Patriot and other papers.

Godlie and Spirituall Songs, Ana
Compendious Booke of : " Collectit out of

sundne partes of the Scripture, with sundrie of

other BaUates, changed out of prophane Songes.for

avoyding of Sinne and Harlotrie." Published in

1597, reprinted in 1602, and said in the last edition

to have been written by " one Wbdderburn, of

whom we know little." This was, probably,

Wedderbnm,Vicarof Dundee,who lived circa 1550,

and of whom it is related thatie " turned the tunes

and tenour of many profane ballads into godly

songs and hymns, which were called the Psalms of

Dundee, whereby he stirred up the affections of

many."

Godly Queen Hester. A very singular

miracle-play, printed in 1561, and chiefly " drawen
oute of the Holy Scripture," though various alle-

gorical characters are introduced. The play is

remarkable, as including amongst its dramatis per-

sona a very early specimen of the stage jester,

who is called Hardy-dardy, and assumes weakness

of intellect in order to give greater efltect to what

he utters.

Godmer. A British giant in Spenser's Pdirie

Queene (q.v.).

Gododin. A poem by Aneurin , a Welsh bard

(circa 600), descriptive of the adventures of the

Ottadini, a Kymric tribe, which in very early times

inhabited the county of Cumberland, but at a later

period emigrated into Wales. The poem has its

scene laid in the north, and celebrates an attack

by the Ottadini upon the town of Cataracton, now
Catterick.

Godolphin. A novel by Edward, Lord

Lytton, published anonymously in 1833.

Godwin. Son of Guthlac, and a hero of some

of the old English fables.

Godwin, George, architectural writer (b.

1815), has written An Essay on Concrete (1836),

The Churches in London (1838), Sistory in Ruins

(1853), London Shadows (1854), and other works.

He became editor of The Builder in 1844.
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Godwin, Parke, American writer and

joumaliBt (b. 1816), haa -written Constrmtive

Democracy (1844) ; Vala, a romance (1851) ; The

History of Labour, and other works.

Godwin, Mary. See Woustoneciiaft.

Godwin, William, philosopher, novelist,

and miscellaneous writer (b. 1766, d. 1836), wrote

an Answer to Malthus, Caleb Williams (q.v.).

Life of Lord Chatham, Cloudesley, Damon and Delia,

Dekraine, The Enquirer, The Genius of Chris-

tianity Unveiled (q.v.). The Serald of Literature,

The Sistory of .the Commormealth of England,

Imogen, Li/ves of the Necromancers, Mandeville,

Life of Geoffrey Chaucer, Folitical justice (q-v.),

St. Leon (q.v.), Sketches of History, and Thoughts

on Man. He also published a Memoir of his wife

in 1798. See the Life, by Kegan Paul (1876)

;

also Hazlitt's Comic Writers.

Goethe. The works of this poet are pub-

lished in English as follows:—^Vols. i. and ii.,

Autobiography, translated by Oxenford; Letters

from Switzerland and Tra/itels in Italy, trans-

lated by Morrison; vol. iii., Faust, Iphigenia

in Tawis, Torquato Tasso, Egmont, transited by
Swanwick; Goetz von Berlichingen, translated by
Scott; and vols. iv. and v., the Novels, translated

chiefly by Boylau. The separate works have been

translated as follows :—jE7»Jo«<,by Coleridge (1868^

;

Faust, byLeveson-Gower(1823), Hayward (1833),

Blackie (1834), Anster (1835), Talbot (1835), Birch

(1839), HiUs (1840), Fihnore (1841), MacDonald
(1842), Gumey (1843), Grant (1868), Martin (1870),

and Bayard Taylor (1871) ; Hermann and Dorothea,

byHolcroft (1801), "Winser (1850), Cochrane (1850),

Apel (1865), Eavensberg (1869), Frothingham

(1870), and Teesdale (1874) ; Iphigenia in Tauris,

by Taylor (1793), and Hartwig (1841); The
Sorrows of Werter, by Pratt (1813) ; Goetz of
Berlichingen, by D'Agmlar (1795) ; Stella, by
Thompson (1801) ; Wilhelm Meister's Apprentice-

ship, by Carlyle (1824); Torquato Tasso, by Des
Voeux (1827) ; Lyric Poems, by Bowring (1853)

;

Theory of Colours, by Eastlake (1840) ; and Auto-

biography, by Godwin (1847). See the English

biographies of Goethe, by Browning (1844), and
Lewes (1855) ; also Carlyle's Essays.

Goiwfifed. A poem by Gwalchmai, a "Welsh

bard (circa 1150), " which has passages that remind
one of the Allegro of Milton, and of some of the

smaller poems of Wordsworth."

Golden Age, The. A poetical satire by
Alpked Austin, published in 1871.

Golden Booke of the Leaden Goddes,
The : " wherein is described the vayne Imagina-

tions of Heathe Pagans and counterfaict Chris-

tians : wyth a Description of their several Tables,

what ech of their pictures signified ;" published in

1577, and described as the earliest manual of

classical mythology in our language. The author

was Stephen Batman (1537—1687).

" Golden fire, Fretted with."—Somfo?,
act ii., scene 2.

Golden Garland of Princely Delights,
The. An old miscellany of songs and ballads.

Golden Grove, The : " or, a Manual of

Daily Prayers and Letanies, fitted to the Dayes
of the Week ; also Festival Hymns according to

the manner of the Ancient Church," by Bi&op
Jeremy Taylor (1613—1667) ;

published in 1655,

and including in the first edition a curious folding

frontispiece of the " Golden Grove," the seat of

his neighbour and patron, the Earl of Carberry,

in Carnarvonshire.

Golden Iiegend, The. A dramatic poem
by Henry Wadsworth LongpelIjOW, published

in 1851.

" Golden Mean, The." lUustrations of

this proverbial expression will be found in Sir

Edward Dyer's My Mind to me a Kingdom is ;

Massinger's Great Duke of Florence, i. 1 ; and
Pope's Moral Essays, iii. 246. It probably-

originated with the Horatian maxim, "In medio

tutissimus ibis," Odes, ii. x. 5.

" Golden opinions f^om all sorts of
people, 1 have bought."

—

Macbeth, act i., scene 7.

Golden Supper, The. A story founded on
Boccaccio, by Alfred Tennyson.

Golden Terge, The. A poem by William
Dunbar (q.v.), in the form of amoral allegory, the

object of which is to describe the gradual and im-

perceptible influence of love, which even the golden
target of Reason is unable to repel. Cupid, Venus,
Youth, Beauty, Presence, Dissimulation, Heavi-
ness, and Danger are amongst the characters of the

poem, which was first printed in 1508. It is in

stanzas of nine ten-syllabled hues. See Alexander
Smith's Dreamthorpe.

Golden Treasury for the Children of
God, The, by Ch. v. Bogatsky, published in

1764. Areligious work which has been frequently

reprinted, and is still very popular.

Golden Violet, The- A poem by Letitia

Elizabeth Landon (1802—1838);publishedin 1826.

Golden Year, The. An idyU by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1842.

Golding, Arthur (d. 1590), published

translations of Justin's History (1564), Caesar's

Commentaries (1565), Ovid's Metamorphosis (1665),

and Du Plessis Momay's Truth of Christianity

(1587). See Abraham's Sacrifice.

Goldsmith, Oliver, poet, novelist, and

essayist (b. 1728, d. 1774), wrote The Vicar of

WakefieU (1766), (q.v.) ; TU Citizen of the World

(1760—1762), (q.v.); Essays (1758—1765), (q.v.);

The Bee (1759) ; An Enquiry into the Present Stateof
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Polite Learning (1759) ; Biographies (Bolingbroke,

1770 ; Thomas Pamell, 1768 ; Voltaire, 1759
;

Kchard Nash) ; The Traveller : or, a Froapeet of
Soeiety.{l16i), (q.v.) ; The Deserted Village (1770),

(q.T.) ; The Sermit : a Ballad (1766), (q.v.) ; Eetalia-

iion : a Poem (1774), (q.v.) ; The Good-Natmred Man
(1768), (q.v.) ; She Stoops to Conquer (1773), (q.v.)

;

The Captimty : an Oratorio; some misoellaiieous

poems; and various compilations, including Memoirs

of a Protestant condemned to the Galleys of France

for his Religion ; History of England in a Series of
Letters from a Nobleman to his Son ; A Survey of
Experimental Philosophy ; A Short English Gram-
mar ; a translation of a French History of Philo-

sophy ; a coUection of Poems for Young' Ladies

;

another collection called Beauties of English Poetry ;

a Soman History ; a History of the Earth and

of Animated Nature; a History of England ; a
History of Greece; a translation of Scarron's

Oomic Somance ; and contributions to The Gentle-

man's Journal; The Lady's Magazine; The West-

minster Magazine ; The Public Ledger ; The Busy
Body ; The Critical Mevievi ; The Monthly Bevieto ;

and The British Magazine. His Life has heen
written by Sir James Prior (1837), John Forster

(1848), and "Washington Irvmg (1849). " In all

that he -wrote," says Masson, "his compilations

included, there was the charm of his easy, per-

spicuous style. This was one of Goldsmith's
natural gifts ; with his humour, his tenderness, and
his graceful delicacy of thought, he had it from
the &st. No -writer in the language has ever sur-

passed him, or even equalled him, in that -witching

simplicity, that gentle ease of movement, some-
times careless and slipshod, but always in perfect

good taste, and often delighting with the subtlest

turns and felicities, which critics have admired for
a hundred years in the diction of Goldsmith. In
Ms original writings, where the charm of his style

is most felt, there is, -with aU their variety of

fonn, a certain sameness of general effect. The
field of incidents, characters, sentiments, and
imagined situations within which the author
moves, is a limited one, though there is great deft-

ness of recombination within that horizon. But,
over and above this limitation, there was a some-
thing in his own method and choice of subjects
causing a further and inner circumscription of his

hounds. AU Goldsmith's phantasies, whether in
prose or verse, are phantasies of what may be
called reminiscences. Less than even Smollett did
G-oldsmith invent, if by invention we mean a pro-
jection of the imagination into vacant space, and
a filling of portion after portion of that space, aa
by sheer bold dreaming, with scenery, events, and
beings never known before. He drew on the
reooUeotionB of his o-wn life, on the history of his
o-wn family, on the characters of his relatives, or
whimsical incidents that had ha.ppened to him in
his Irish youth or during his Continental wander-
ings, or his experience as a literary drudge in
London. But in most of his -writings, even when
rt may have been Irish recoUeotions that suggested

the theme, he is careful to drop its origin, and
transplant the tale into England. Goldsmith's
heart and genius was Irish ; but in the matter and
form of his -writings he was purposely English."
See Animated Nature, A History of the Earth
AND of; Edwin and Angelina; Goody Two-
Shoes

; Iris, To ; Mad Doq, Elegy on a ; Polite
Learning

; ]?ublio Ledger, The ; Terence, The
English ; Threnodia Augustalis.

GrOldy. A name given by Dr. Johnson to
Oliver Goldsmith.

Golias. The name of a pretended bishop, on
whom Walter Mapes fathered his satirical poems,
which became so famous that other writers also

made use of the name for their own effusions.- See
CONFESSIO GOLI.K.

Goll, the Son. of Morni. A poetical pane-
gyric by Fergus Fibheoil (circa 290). See Darqo.

Gondibert. An heroic poem by William
Davenant (1605—1668), printed in 1651, -with a
long dedicatory epistle to the philosopher Hobbes,
of Mahnesbury. It was never finished, but the

three books of it now extant, not-withstanding a
romantic plot and some passages of great beauty,

vrill test the courage of the most persevering

reader.

" Gone and for ever. Thou art."—
Scott's Lady of the Lake, canto iii., stanza 16 :

—

" Like tbe dew on tbe mountain.
Like tbe foam on tbe river.

Like tbe bubble on tbe fountain."

" Gone before, Wot dead, but." See
Rogers' s poem of Human Life.

Goneril. A daughter of King Lear, in

Shakespeare's tragedy of the latter name (q.v.).

Gonzalo. A councillor in The Tempest.

" Good are better made by ill, The."
—BoGEBS, Jacqueline, stanza 3.

" Good by stealth. Do, and blush to
find it fame." See Allworthy, Mr.

Good Counsel of Chaucer, The. A
poem by Geoffrey Chaucer (1328—1400), which

he is said to have composed upon his death-bed,

whilst " lying in anguish."

"Good gods! how he will talk!"—Nathaniel Lee, Alexander the Great, act i.,

scene 3.

" Good man never dies, The."—Mont-
gomery, The Wanderer of Switzerland.

" Good men and \xvie."—Much Ado about

Nothing, act iii., scene 3.

" Good name in man and woman."—
Othello, act iii., scene 3.

Good-Natured Man, The. A comedy by
Oliver Goldsmith (1728—1774), performed at

Covent Garden in 1768, -with a prologue by Dr.
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Johnson, who pronounced it the best comedy that

had appeared since The Provoked Susband (q.v.).

" Goodness in things evil, There is a
soul of."

—

K. Henry V., act iv., scene 1.

"'Good-nightP' Wo, love! The night
is ill."—First line of Good-night, by Pekcy
Bysshe Shelley (1820).

" Good, old-gentlemanly vice. A." See
stanza 216, canto 1, of Bykon's I)on Juan.

" Good old rule. The." A phrase in
Wordsworth's poem of EobRoy'a Grave (q.v.).

" Good sense, which only is the gift
of Heaven."

—

Pope, Moral Essays, epistle iv.,

line 43:—
" And thouf?h no science, fairly worth the seven."

" Good the gods provide thee. Take
the."

—

Drydbn, Alexander's Feast, line 106.

" Good the more communicated,
more abundant grows."

—

Paradise Lost, book v.,

line 71. CojfPER says, in Conversation

:

—
"That good diffused may more abundant grow."

"Good will toe the final goal of Ul."
See Tennyson's poem of In Memoriam, sect. liii.

Goode Women, The Legende of. See
Lbgende op Goode Women, The.

Goodenough, Dr. A physician in Thack-
eray's novel of The Adventures of Philip (q.v.).

Goodfellow, Rotoin. A " shrewd and
knavish sprite," otherwise "Puck," in Shake-
speare's Midsummer Night's Dream (q.v.).

Goodlucke, Gawin. A character in Ralph
Roister Doister (q.v.).

Goodly Ballade of Chaucer, A. A poem
by Geopprey Chaucer (1328—1400), said to have
been addressed to Margaret, Countess of Pem-
broke, in whose name, says a critic, Chaucer found
one of those opportunities of praising the daisy he
never lost.

Goodrich, Prank Booth. See Tinto, Dick.

Goodrich, Samuel Griswold. See Par-
ley, Peter.

Goodstock, The Host ; alias Lord Frampul,
in Ben Jonson's comedy of The New Inn : or, the

Light Heart. He pretends to be a gentleman and
a scholar, neglected by the times, and masquerades
as the host of the " Light Heart" Inn, at Bamet.

Goody Blake. A character in"Wordsworth's
ballad of Goody Sla/ce and Harry Gill.

Goody Two -Shoes, The History of
Little. A famous nursery story, first pubhshed
by Newbery, a bookseller in St. Paul's Churchyard,
in 1766. It is not improbable that it was written
by Oliver Goldsmith, who was at that time doing
literary work for Newbery, and whose " sly and
playful humour" has been detected in the follow-
ing advertisement of the little book :

—" We are

desired to give notice that there is in the press, and
speedily wiU be published, either by subscription

or otherwise, as the public may please to determine.

The History of Little Goody Two-Shoes, otherwise

Mrs. Margery Two-Shoes ; with the means by
which she acquired learning and wisdom, and, in

consequence thereof, her estate ; set forth at large

for the benefit of those
" ' Who from a state of rags and care.

And having shoes hut half a pair.
Their fortune and their fame should fix,
And gallop In a coach and six.'

"

Googe, Barnaby (b. about 1540, d. 1594),
pubhshed translations of Manzolli's Zodiac of Life

(1565), of Kirchmeyer's Popish Kingdoms (1570),

and Heresbach's Husbandrie (1577). He also

issued a volume of Eglogs, Epytaphes, and Sonettes

(1563). See Naogeorgus.

Goose Gitobie. A half-witted lad in Sir

Walter Scott's Old Mortality.

Goose, Mother : her " Songs for the Nur-
sery, or Mother Goose's Melodies for Children;"

published in 1719 by Thomas Fleet, "at his Print-

ing House,PuddingLane (now Devonshire Street)
.'

'

This famous volume owed its origin to the follow-

ing circumstances:—Its author. Mother Goose,

was the mother-in-law of its publisher, who had
married her eldest daughter, Elizabeth Goose ; and
she was so overcome with delight at the birth of

her first grandchild that she spent most of her

time in wandering about the house, pouring forth,

in anything but melodious strains, the nursery

songs and ditties she had learned " in other days,"

much to the annoyance of her neighbours gener-

ally, and Thomas Fleet ia particular. The latter

found, however, that remonstrances were useless,

and therefore contented himself with taking down
Mother Goose's words and notes as she uttered

them, and issuing them to the public in the way
indicated above.

Gooseberry Pie. " A Pindaric Ode," by
Robert Sodthey (1774—1843), written in 1799,

and concluding thus :

—

'* The flour, the sugar, and the fruit.
Commingled well, how well they suit.
And they were well bestowed.

O Jane, with truth I praise thy pie.
And wfU not yon in just reply,

Praise my Pindaric Ode t

"

Goosecap, Sir Giles. An anonymous
comedy, played in 1606.

Gorboduc, The Tragedy of. The first

regular drama in English blank verse; written in

1661, by Thomas Norton and Lord Buckhurst.
" This tragedy," says Hazlitt, " considered as the

first in our language, is certainly a curiosity, and
in other respects it is also remarkable. As a work
of genius, it may be set down as nothing, for it

contains hardly a memorable line or passage ; as a
work of art, it may be considered as a monument
to the taste and sHU of the authors. Its merit is

confined to the regularity of the plot and metre,

to its general good sense, and strict attention to

common decorum." Its object is to set forth the
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dangers arising from the division of sovereign

power, and the author, in the end, declares for the

doctrine of passive obedience and non-resistance.

Qorboduc was highly praised hy such different men
as Sir Philip Sidney and Pope. It was first printed

in 1565. Among the characters are Gorhoduc,

King of Britain ; Videna, his wife ; Ferrex and
Porrex, .their sons, after whom the play is some-

times called ; Dordan, Philander, Hermon, Tyndar,

and MaroeUa. The tragedy is in five acts, each of

which opens with a masque or dumb show, and
closes with some utterance by the chorus. The
two following lines have been noted as strangely

Tennysonian in style and sentiment :

—

*' For right will alwayea live, and rise at length.
But wrong can nerer take deepe roote to last."

G-Ordon, Lady Dufif, nee Lucy Austen (d.

1869), was the author of Letters from the Gape,

Vacation Tourists (1864), and Letters from Bgypt

(1865), besides various translated works.

Gore, Mrs. Catherine Grace Francis,
novelist (b. 1799, d. 1861), wrote Theresa March-
mont (1823) ; The Letter de Cachet and The Seign

of Terror (1827) ; Mtmgarian Tales ; Women as they

are: or, the Manners of the Bay (1830) ; Mothers and
Daughters (1831); The Fair of May Fair (1832);

Mrs. Armytage (1836) ; Mary Raymond and
Memoirs of a Feeress (1837) ; The Diary of a

Bisennuyee (1838) ; The TToman of the World (1838)

;

The Seir of Selwood (1838); The Book of Soses: or,

Sose-fancier's Manual (1838) ; The Cabinet Minister

(1839), (q.v.) ; Preferment : or. My Uncle the Farl

(1839) ; The Courtier of the Days of Charles II., and
other Tales (1839) ; The Dowager: or, theNew School

for Scandal (1840) ; Cecil: or, the Adventures of a
Coxcomb (1841), (q.v.) ; Greville: or, « Season in

Faris (1841) ; Daere of the South: a Drama (1841)
The Lover and her Susband, translated (1841)
Fascination (1842) ; The Ambassador's Wife (1842)
The Banker's Wife: or, Gourt\and City (1843) ; and
many others, amounting altogether to about one
hundred volumes.

Gosling, Giles, in Sir "Walter Scott's
novel of Keniheorth (q.v.), is the landlord of the
" Black Bear " Inn at Cumnor.

"Gospel-light first dawned from
BuUen's eyes, And."—Second line of a couplet by
GrRAY, intended to have been introduced into his

poem on The Alliance of Education and Government.

Gospel Sonnets, were written by Ealph
Eeskine (1685—1752).

Gosse, Edmund W., living poet, author of

On Viol and Flute, King Eric, and other works.

_
Gosse, Philip Henry (b. 1810), has pub-

lished The Canadian Naturalist (1840), T/ie Aqua-
rium (1854), Omphalos (1857), Actinologia Britan-
nica (1860), A Year at the Shore, and many other
works on natural history.

Gosson, Stephen (b. 1554, d. 1623), wrote
Captain Mario [UTJ), (q.v.) ; The Sehoole ofAbuse
(1579), (q.v.); The Ephemerides of Fhialo (1579),

(q.v.); Plays Confuted in Five Actions (1581), (q.v.);

Praise at Parting; Catiline's Conspiracies, and
other works. For biography, see Wood's Athena
Oxonienses.

Gotham, Merry Tales of the Mad
Men of. Supposed to have been compiled by
Andrew Bobde, the physician of Henry VIII.
"This," says Wood, "in the reign of Henry VIII.
and after, was accounted a book full of wit and
mirth by scholars and gentlemen." {Athenie

Oxonienses, i. 74. ) Gotham was a town in Notting-
hamshire, noted for some ridiculous law-tenures.

In American literature, the name is bestowed upon
New York, in reference to the humorous allusions

in Salmagundi (q.v.). Fuller says, in his Worthies,

that "the proverb of 'As wise as a man of

Gotham ' passed publicly for the periphrasis of a
fool; and a hundred fopperies are forged and
fathered on the townsfolk of Gotham."

GoTilbourn, Edward Meyrick, D.D.,
Dean of Norwich (b. about 1818), has published

The Doctrine of the Resurrection of the Body (1851),

The Idle World (1855), Inspiration of the Holy
Scriptures (1857), Thoughts on Personal Eeligion

(1862), The Pursuit of Soliness (1869), The HoVy
Catholic Church (1873), and other works.

Governail of Princes, The. See Eegimine
Pbinoipxjm, Db.

Government, A Fragment on, by
Jekemy Bentham (1748—1832) ;

published in 177_6,

and consisting of an examination of a passage in

Blaokstone's Commentaries. It treats (1) of the

formation of government, (2) of the forms of

government, and (3) of the British Constitution,

and was prompted, the author teUs us, " by a pas-

sion for improvement in those shapes in which the

lot of mankind is ameliorated by it." It was in

this pamphlet that Bentham first adopted the

famous phrase of Dr. Priestley, about " the greatest

happiness of the greatest number."

Government for the Good of Man-
kind, A Conversation concerning the
Eight Eegulation of. Contained in "a
letter" from Andrew Fletcher, of Saltoim

(1653—1716), "to the Marquis of Montrose, the

Earls of Rothes, Roxburgh, and Haddington, from

London, the First of December, 1703." It is in the

course of this letter that Fletcher makes use of

the familiar, but generally misquoted, passage that

follows :—" I knew a very wise man that believed

that if a man were permitted to make all the

ballads, he need not care who should make the

laws of a nation."

" Government is founded upon com-
promise and barter, AU."—Burke's Speech on Con-

ciliation with America.

Government, Two Treatises on Civil,

by John Locke (1632—1704), published m 1690;

the first being a refutation of the paradox oi bir

Robert Filmer, that kings have an absolute divme
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right to the ohedience of their suhjeots, akin, says

Professor Fraser, to some modern reasonings in

support of slavery ; and the other an expository

indication, of Locke's own theory of the social

compact and rights of man—of government in the
interest and for the sake of the governed. They
were intended, as the author himself tells us, to
" estahhsh the throne of our great restorer, Kiag
William, ... to make good his title to the consent
of the people, . . . and to justify to the world the
people of England."

Governor, The, ty Sir Thomas Elvot
(d. 1546) ; first printed in 1531, and chiefly devoted
to the suhject of education. The author recom-
mends that children should he taught Latin from
their infancy, and is strong in his deprecation of

the savage ill-treatment which distinguished the
schools of that period.

Gower, John (h. 1320, d. 1402), virote.

Speculum, Meditantis, Vox Clamantis, Confessio

Amantis, and The Tripartite Chronicle, all of which
see. See, also, Baladbs; De Commendatione,
&o. Gower is introduced as Chorus into Ferioles

(q.v.).

" Gower, Moral." A name bestowed by
Chaucbb, on John Gower :

—

*' O moral Gower, this book I direct
To tliee ajid to the philosophical Strood

;

To vouchsauf there need is to correct
Of your benignities and zeaies good."

Gowkthrapple, Maister, in Sir Walter
Scott's novel of Waverley (q.v.), is a Covenanting
preacher, and is referred to as " a chosen vessel."

Carlyle talks about " the vehemence of some pulpit-

drumming Gowkthrapple."

Gracchus, Caius. A tragedy, by James
Sheridan Knowles (1784—1862), produced at

Belfast in 1815.

Grace Abounding to the Chief of
Sinners. An autobiographical and devotional

narrative, by John Bunyan, published in 1666.

Grace before Meat. One of the Essays

of Mia, by Charles Lamb (1775—1834). "I own
I am disposed to say grace upon twenty other occa-

sions in the course of the day besides my dinner.

I want a form for setting out upon a pleasant walk,
for a moonlight ramble, for a friendly meeting, or

a solved problem. Why have we none for books

—

those spiritual repasts—a grace before Milton, a
grace before Shakespeare, a devotional exercise

proper to be said before reading the Fairy Queen?"

" Grace beyond the reach of Art, A."
Line 155, part i., of Pope's Essay on Criticism

(q.v.).

GradasSO. A king of Serioana, who appears
in Boiardo's Orlando Innamorato,aai in Ariosto's
Orlando Furioso, as a miracle of martial bravery.

Gradgrind, Thomas, in Dickens's novel of

Mard Times (q.v.), is "a man of realities; a man
of facts and calculations ; a man who proceeds

upon the principle that two and two are four, and
nothing over, and who is not to be talked into

allowing anything over."

Graduate of Oxford, A. The name under
which John Euskin originally published his

Modern Fainters : their Superiority in the Art of
Landscape Fainting, proved by Examples (1843). He
first avowed the authorship on the title-page of the

third volume in the edition of 1846.

Graeme, Adam, of Mossgray. AScotdi
story, by Mrs. Oliphant.

Grafton, Richard, who finished Hall's

Chronicle, published in 1563, An Abridgment ; in

1565, A Manual of the Chronicles of England, from
the Creation to the date of pubfication; and in
1568—69, A Chronicle at large, and meere History of
the Affayres of Englande and Kimges of the same.

Graham Hamilton. A novel, by Lady
Caroline Lamb (1785—1828), in which the
authoress depicts the difficulties and dangers in-

separable, even in the most amiable minds, from
weakness and irresolution of character.

Grahame, James, poet (b. 1765, d. 1811)
wrote Mary Stewart (1801) ; The Sabbath (1804)
Biblical Fictures (1805) ; Birds of Scotland (1806)

:

Foems (1807); British Georgics (1809) ; and Poems o»

t/ie Abolition of the Slave Trade (1810). See Allan

Cunningham's Ziterattire of the East Fifty Years;

Moir's Poetical Ziterattire of the last Salf Century;

Montgomery's Lectures on General Ziterattire;

Professor Wilson's JRecreations ; Quarterly Eevieui,

vol. iii. ; and Edinburgh Seview, vol. v.

Grahame, James, Marquis of Montrose.
See Montrose.

Grahame, The. An heroic poem, in four
cantos, by Thomas Blaoklock (1721—1791), pub-
lished in 1774. ,

GraU, The Holy. The title of one of

Tennyson's Idylls of the King (q.v.), where Sir

Percivale describes the grail as

—

" The cup, the cup itself, from which our Loni
Drank at the last sad supper with bis own.
This, from the blessed land of Aromat—
After the day of darkness, when the dead
Went wandering over Moriah—the good saint,
Arimathaean Joseph, journeying brought
To Glastonbury, where the winter thorn
Blossoms ac Christmas, mindful of our Lord.
And there awhile It bode ; and if a man
Could touch or see it, he was heard at once.
By faith, of all his Ills. But then the times
Grew to such evil that the holy cup
Was caught away to heaven, and dlsappear'd."

After that it was the object of anxious search by
many pious knights, of whom alone Sir Galahad
(q.v.) was successful in discovering it.

Grainger, James, physician and poet (b.

1723, d. 1767), wrote The Sugar Cane (1764), and
translated the Elegies of TibuUus and the Poems
of Sulpioia (1758). See Campbell's Essay on English
Foetry, The Quarterly Beview, vol. xi., and Dr.
Johnson's Zife, by Boswell.
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Grammatica Anglo-Latina. An Eng-
lish, and Latin Grammar, by James Shirley (1694

1666); "the Exiles oompos'd in English and

Latin verses for the greater Delight and Benefit

of the Learners." ThIswaB published in 1651. It

had been preceded, in 1649, by Via Ad Latinam

Imguam Complanata—The Way made Plain to the

latin Tongue, and was followed, in 1656, by The

Rudiments of Grammar : " the Kules composed in

English Verse for the greater Benefit and Delight

of young Beginners." The second and enlarged

edition of the latter was entitled Manudnotio : or,

a Leading of Children by the Sand through the

Principles of Grammar (1660). Shirley's last pro-

duction of the kind was his jEssay towards an Uni-

versal and Rational Grammar, published in 1726,

sixty years after his death.

Granada, The Conquest of. A tragedy,

by John Dbyden (1631—1701), produced in 1672.

Granada's Devotion. A religious treatise,

translated from the Spanish, by Francis Mebes
(d. 1646), and published in 1598.

Granby. A novel of fashionable life, by
Thomas Henky Lister (1801—1842), published

in 1826.

" Grand old gardener and his wife,
The." See " Gardener AND HIS Wipe."

Grandamonr, or " Grallantry." The hero of

Haweb's allegorical romance of The Pastyme of

Pleasure (c[.t.).

Grandeourt, Mallinger. Husband of

Gwendolen, in George Eliot's Daniel Deronda.

Grande Chartreuse, Stanzas from the.
By Matthew Arnold.

Grandison, The HistoryofSir Charles.
The title of a novel by Samuel Eichardson, pub-

lished in 1754. The hero is represented as a com-

bination of the Christian and the gentleman, and is

so perfect, according to the author's conception,

that Sir Walter Scott wrote of him as "the fault-

less monster that the world ne'er saw." "To
consider Sir Charles Grandison as a worlf of

amusement, it must be allowed," he says, "that

the interest is destroyed in a great measure by the

unceasing ascendency given to the fortune as well

as to the character of the hero. We feel he is too

much imder the special protection of the author

to need any sympathy of ours. Neither are our

feelings much interested about him even whilst

his fate is undetermined. He evinces too Uttle

passion and certainly no preference, being clearly

ready, with heart and goodwill, to marry either

Clementina (ct-v.), or Harriet Byron (q.v.), as cir-

cumstances may render most proper, and to bow
gracefully upon the hand of the rejected lady, and
bid her adieu."

Grandmother, The. A baUad, by Aiprbd
Tennyson.

Grandmother's Review, My. A nick-

name bestowed upon The British Review, by Lord
Byron, in a passage in his Don Juan (q.v.). He
had playfully accused the editor, a Mr. Eoberts, of

taking a bribe from him ; and Eoberts- accepting

the accusation literally and denyiagit indignantly,

Byron retaliated in an amusing letter.

" Grandsire phrase, A."—Someo and
Juliet, act i., scene iv.

Granger, James, clergyman and biographer

(b. 1716, d. 1776), published, among other works,

A Biographical Sistory of England from Egbert

the Great to the Revolution (1769).

Grant, Anne, of Laggan, poetess and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1755, d. 1838), wrote The

Sighlanders and other Poems (1803) ; Letters from
the Mountains (1806) ; Memoirs of an American

Lady (1808) ; Essays on the Superstitions of the

Highlanders in Scotland (1811) ; and Eighteen

Hundred and Thirteen, a poem (1814). A Memoir

of Mrs. Grant, written by herself, and including

her correspondence, appeared in 1844. For Criti-

cism, see The Edinburgh Review, vol. xvui., Moir'a

Literature of the Last Half Century, He Quinoy's

Literary Reminiscences, Mrs. Elwood's Literary

Ladies of England, and The North American Review,

vol. Ix.

Grant, Edward, master of Westminster

School (d. 1601), is best known as the biographer

of Ascham, whose lAfe he published under the title

of Oratio de Vita et obitu Rogeri Aschami ae dictionis

elegantid, cum adhortatione ad adolescentulos (1577).

He also published ff»-iSC(sit»sr«« Spicilegium (1575).

Grant, James, journalist and miscellaneous

writer (b. about 1805), has written Random Recol-

lections of the House of Lords; Random Recollections

of the House of Commons; The Great Metropolis;

The. Bench amdthe Bar; Sketches in London; The

Newspaper Press; Hymns of Heaven; Religious

Tendencies and Errors of the Times; Seasons of Joy

and Seasons of Sorrow; God is Love; Our Heavenly

Home; The End of all Things; and other works.

He was at one time editor of the Morning Adver-

tiser, and has been connected, in different capa-

cities, with various newspapers of the day.

Grant, James, noveUst (b. 1822), has written

the following woika:—The Romance of War: or,

Highlanders in Spain (1846) ; Highlanders ofBelgium

(1847) ; The Adventures of an Aide-de-Camp (1848)

;

Memoirs of Kirkcaldy of Grange (1849) ;
WaUer

Fenton (1850); Edinburgh Castle (1850); Bothwell:

or, the Days of Mary, Queen of Scots (1851);

Memoirs of Sir John Hepburn, Marshal of France

and Colonel of the Scots Brigade (1851); Jane Seton:

or, the King's Advocate (1853); Philip Hollo: or,

the Scottish Musketeers (1854); Frank Hilton: or,

the Queen's Own (1855); The Yellow Frigate (1856);

The Phantom Regiment (1856); Harry Ogilvie: or,

the Black Dragoon (1856); Laura Everingham

(1857) ; Memoirs of the Marquis of Montrose (1858);
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Arthur Blame: or, the Hundred Cuirassiers (1858);
The Cavaliers of Fortune (1858); Lucy Arden : a
Tale of 1716 (1859); Legends of the Black Watch
(1869) ; Mary of Lorraine (I860) ; Oliver Ellis : or,

the Fusiliers (1861); Dick Sodney : or, the Adven-
tures of an Eton Boy (1861) ; The Captain of the

Guard (1862) ; The Adventures of Rob Soy (1863)

;

Letty Eyde's Lovers (1863) ; Second to None (1864)

;

The King's own Borderers (1865) ; The Constable of
France (1866); The White Cockade : or. Faith and
Fortitude (1867) ; First Love and Last Love (1868);
The Secret Despatch (1868) ; The Girl he Married
(1869) ; Jack Manly, his Adventu/res (1870) ; Lady
Wedderburn's Wish (1870) ; Only an Ensign (1871)

;

Under the Red Dragon (1871); British Battles on
Land and Sea; Shall I Win Her ? (1874) ; Fairer
than a Fairy (1874) ; One of the Six Hundred {\S76);
Morley Ashton (1876); Cassell's History of India;
and other works.

Granville, George, to Lansdo-wne, Lord.

Grateful Pair, The. A play, hy Chris-
topher Smart (1722—1770), notatle as teing
tlie last perfomied before either of the English
Universities. It was produced at Pemhroke Col-

lege, Cambridge, about 1747.

Grateful Servant, The. A play, by James
Shirley.

Gratiano, in Othello (q.T.), is brother to Bra-
bantio (q.v.).

Gratiano, in The Merchant of Venice (q.v.), is

friend to Antonio and Bassanio (q.v.).

" Gratitude is a lively sense of future
favours."—Sir Kobert Walpole.

" Gratitude, The still small voice of."
—GrRAY, Ode to Music, line 64.

Grattan, Thomas Colley, novelist, dra-

matist, and poet (b. 1796, d. 1864), wrote High-
ways and Byways, The Heiress of Bruges, Jacqueline

of Holland, Legends of the- Rhine, and Agnes of
Mansfeldt ; also Ben Nazir, the Saracen, a tragedy

(1827); PAtZiSert, a poetical romance (1819); Traits

of Travels; and a History of the Netherlands ; be-

sides numerous contributions to reviews. See

Walkino Gentleman, The.

Grave, The. A poem, by Robert Blair
(1699—1746), printed in London in 1743, and in

Edinburgh in 1747, after the author's death. It

consists of 767 lines, and has been illustrated by
William Blake, the artist-poet.

"The grave, dread thing

!

Men shiver when thoii'rt named : Nature, appalled,
Shakes oS. her wonted flrmuesB."

Grave, The. One of the IX. Poems by V.

(q.v.). In this poem, says the Rev. J. Davies,
"the world of shadows, the shrines of death, the
sepulchres of nations, with the dust and ashes that
represent earth's grandest and most memorable
names, arc scanned by a mind predisposed to ap-
proach the mysteries of life and death with a
fascination that wiU not be repressed, and that

3 ] OEA

yet in its revelations never descends to familiarity

or trivial detail."

" Grave to gay, from lively to severe.
From."

—

Pope, Essay on Man, epistle iv., line 379.

BoUeau, in his L'Art Foetique, says^
"Heiireux aul, dans ses vers, salt d'une voii legate.
Passer du grave au doux, du plalsant au sevdre."

" Grave, where is thy victory ? O."—^PoPE, The Dying Christian to his Soul.

Graves, Richard (b. 1715, d. 1804), wrote
numerous works, the best known of which is his

Spiritual Quixote {1772). iSe« Columella; Festoon,
The.

Graves, Bichard, D.D. (b. 1763, d. 1829),

published an Essay on the Character of the Apostles

and Evangelists (1798), Lectures on the Pentateuch

(1807), Scriptural Proofs of the Trinity (1819), and
Calvinistio Predestination repugnant to the general

tenor of Scripture (1825).

Gray. The hero of Cooper's novel of The
Pilot (q.v.). "The pilot himself, Gray—Paul
Jones passing incognito—^has," says Hannay, " a
kind of theatrical gloom about him which smells

of the stage lamp. . . . Cooper was obliged to

concentrate the deepest interest on the figure of

one who was only American (as he afterwards

became Eussian and French) officially, John Paul,

who called himself Paul Jones. Except for his

ideal appearances in The Pilot, the stout Galwegian
has been unfortunate in hterature. Formal naval

history treats bJTn as a 'pirate' and a 'renegade,'

and accuses him of something like mere plunder;

while the novel, by AHan Cunningham, of which
he is the hero, is a very bad one."

Gray, Auld Bobin. See Auld Eobin
Gray.

Gray, Barry. The literary pseudonym of

Robert Barry Coppin, au American writer.

Gray, David, poet (b. 1838, d. 1861), wrote

The Luggie, and other Poems, published in 1862,

with a Life of the author, by James Hedderwick.
His Poetical Works appeared in 1874, edited by
Henry Glassford BeU. See also Buchanan's

David Gray, and other Essays (1868). " Gray,"

says a critic, " lived long enough to exhibit many
flaws of character—among which not the least

was an exaggerated confidence in his own powers

—

and many intellectual deficiencies; but he also

lived long enough to give evidence of a warm heart

and a sensitive nature ; of a keen sympathy with

aU that is true, tender, and beautrEul; of poetic

insight, and considerable power of expression. He
was bom a poet as surely as the skylark is bom to

mount and sing." He wrote his own epitaph as

follows ;

—

" Below lies one whose name was traced In sand-
He died, not knowing what It was to live

:

, ,

Died while the Hrst sweet consciousness of mannoott
And maiden thought electritled his soul

:

Paint beatings in the calyx of the rose.
Pass without a sigh, bewildered reader.
In a proud sorrow I There is life with God,
In other kingdoms of a sweeter air

;

In Eden every flower is blown.—Amen."
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Gray, Duncan. A humorous ballad,

KOBBKT BUKNS.
ty

Gray, Lady Jane. An historical tragedy,

by Nicholas Eowe, produced in 1715.

Gray, Thomas, poet (b. 1716, d. 1771), pub-
lished Ode on a Distant Frospect of Btmi College

(1742) ; Ode on Spring, JSymn to Adversity, Elegy
written in a Country Churchyard (q.v.), (1750)

;

The Alliance of Education and Government, Ode to

Vicissitude, The Progress of Poesy, and The Bard
(1757), (q-v.) ; Ode on the Installationof the Duke of
Orafton to the Chancellorship of the University of
Oamhridge (1769) ; and some minor pieces. His
poems have been edited by Gilbert Wakefield

(1786), Mitford (1814), Moultrie (1845), Mathias
(1814), and others. The standard Biography is

that by Mason, published in 1778. For Criticism,

flee Johnson's Lives ofthe Poets, Hazlitt's Lectures on

the English Poets, Koscoe's Essays, Drake's Liter-

ary Hours, Brydges' Censura Litera/ria, and other
works. " Gray," says Lowell, "if we may believe

the commentators, has not an idea, scarcely an
epithet, that he can call his own, and yet he is, in

the best sense, one of the classics of English litera-

ture. He had exquisite felicity of choice ; his dic-

tionary had no vulgar word in it, no harsh one,

but all culled from the luckiest moods of poets,

and with a faint but delicious aroma of association;

he had a perfect sense of sound, and one idea, with-
out which aU the poetic outfit (si absit prudentia)

is of little avail—that of combination and arrange-
ment, in short, of art." See Ageippina; Long
Stokt, a.

Great Cham of Literature, The. See
Cham,,The Great.

Great Exemplar, The. See Exbmplak,
The Gkeat.

Great Expectations. A novel, by Chaeles
Dickens (1812—1870), published towards the end
of 1868. See Drtjmmle, Bentley; Estella;
Gaeqeet, Joe ; Havisham, Miss ; Jaggers ; Mag-
wrrOH, Abel; Pip; Pumelechook; Satis House;
and "Wemmiok.

"Great families of yesterday we
show."

—

Depoe, The True-born Englishman

:

—
" And lords whose parents were the Lord knows who."

Great Magician, The. A name given by
Professor Wilson to Sir Walter Scott, in a poem
oaUed The Magic Mirror (1812). So in the Chaldee
MS._ (q.v.) we find Scott called "The Great
Magician, who dwelleth in the old fastness [Abbots-
ford], hard by the Kiver Jordan [Tweed], which is

by the Border."

"Great men have been among us;
Jands that penned." A sonnet, by William
Woedswoeth.

Great Moralist, The. A title often applied
to Dr. Samuel Johnson (q.T.).

17

" Great Pan is dead." See Dead Pan,
The.

" Great spirits now on earth are
sojourning." First line of a sonnet to Haydonthe
painter, by John Keats.

" Great, the important day, The."—
Addison, Cato, act i., scene 1.

Great Unknown, The. Sir Walter
Scott was so designated by James Ballantine, on
accoimt of the extraordinary success which the
Waverley Novels, although published anonymously,
met with on their first appearance.

" Great vnlgar and the small. The."—Cowley's version of Sorace's Odes, bk. iii.,

ode i.

" Great wits are sure to madness near
allied."

—

Drtden, Absalom and Achitophel

:

—
" And thin partitions do their bounds divide."

Charles Lamb has an essay in disproof of this

couplet.

" Great wits will jujnp."—Steene, Tris-

" Greatest happiness of the greatest
number, The." A phrase attributed to the philo-

sopher Bentham (q.v.), who really wrote : "It is

the greatest good to the greatest number which is

the measure of right or wrong."

Greatheart, Mr. The guide of the wife and
children of Christian to the Celestial; City, in
Bcnyan's Pilgrim's Progress (q.v.).

" Greatness and goodness are not
means, but ends."

—

Coleridge, Reproof

:

—
" Hath he not always treasures, always friends,
The good great man ? three treasures—love and light.
And calm thoughts, regular as infants' hreath

:

And three firm friends, more sure than day and night—
Himself, his Maker, and the angel Death."

"Greatness thrust upon them." See
Shakespeare's comedy of Twelfth Night, act ii.,

scene 5. The whole passage runs :
" Some are

bom great, some achieve greatness, and some have
greatness thrust upon them."

Greaves, Sir Launcelot, The Adven-
tures of. A novel, by Tobias George Smollett
(1721—1771), written in. imitation of Cervantes'

famous work, and published, in 1762, in The
British Magazine (q.v.). The hero is a young
English squire of the reign of George II., good-

looking and good, but quite as wildly enthusiastic

as his great prototype. He is attended by an old

sea-captain as his Sancho Panza, and goes out, like

Don Quixote, to redress the wrongs, and correct

the wickedness of aU the world.

Grecian Urn, Ode on a. By John Keats.

" Greece, but living Greece no more."
Line 91 of Byeon's poem. The Giaour.

"Greece ! sad relic of departed
worth!"

—

Byeon, Childe Earold, canto ii., stanza,

73.
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Greedy, Justice, in Massinger's comedy
of A New Tvay to Fay Old Debts, is supposed to be
intended for Sir Francis Miohell. See Overeeach,
Sir Giles.

Greek Christian Poets, The, and the
English Poets. Essays by Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, originally contributed to the Athe-
nteum.

" Greek to me. It was."—Shakespeare,
Julius Ceesar, act i., sc. 2. Casoa is tbe speaker.

"Greeks joined Greeks, then was the
tug of war, When." A line in Lee's tragedy of

Alexander the Great, act iv., scene 2.

Greeley, Horace, American journalist (b.

1811, d. 1872), started in 1833 the first penny
newspaper ever published in the United States.

It was called The Morning Fast, and lasted three
weeks. It was succeeded in 1834 by The New
Torker, a weekly journal, and in 1841 by The New
York Tribune, with which Greeley was associated
till his death. He wrote Glances at JEurope (1851),
and Bints towards Reform (1851). See the Life
by Parton.

" Green-eyed monster. The." Adescrip.
tion applied to jealousy (Othello, act iii., scene 3).

"Green fields of England! where-
soe'er." First line of a lyric by A. H. Clough
(1819—1861).

Green grow the Bashes. A song by
BoBERT Burns, in which occurs the verse :

—

*' Auld Nature BwearH, the lovely dears
Her noblest work she classes, O ;

Her prentice ban' she tried on man.
And then she made the lasses, O.

Green. John Eichard, clergyman, has
written A Short Sistory of the FInglish Feople
(1875), and Stray Studies from England and Italy.

Green, John Bichards, better known
nnder his assumed name of John Gifford (b. 1768
d. 1818), W51S the publisher of The Anti-Jacobin
Review (1798), and of The British Review. He
was also the author of a History of France to the
Death of Louis XVI., and a number of pamphlets
against Paine and Priestley.

" Green little vaulter in the sunny
grass."—First line of Leigh Hunt's sonnet To the
Grasshopper and the Cricket

:

"Sole voice that's heard amid the lazy noon."

Green, Mrs. Mary Anne Everett, mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1818), has written lives of
the Princesses of England (1849—55); and has
edited, among other works. Letters of Royal and
Illmtrious Ladies (1846), The Diary of John Rous
(1856), The Letters of Queen Senrietta Maria
(1857), and State Papers of the Reign of James I.
(1867—69).

Green, Matthew, poet (b. 1696, d. 1737),
wrote The Sphen, The Grotto, and other poems.
lo compare Green with the author of Sudibras,

as has sometimes been done, is," says Dr. Waller,
" idle. They have no characteristics in common.
Green had no wit—^he was scarcely humorous ; he
was shrewd, and sometimes sharp, but had no
pretensions to the profound knowledge of human
nature, the extensive learning, and the caustic

satire of Butler."

" Green old age. A." A phrase used by
Dryden in scene i., act 3, of his play of (Edipus.

" Green-robed senators of mighty
woods, Those."

—

Keats, Syperion

:

—
« Tall oaks, hranch-charmSd hy the earnest stars."

Green Sleeves and Pudding Pies. A
parody on a hymn, designed to ridicule the clergy,

and originated by the Reformation in Scotland.

Green, Thomas, D.D., successively Bishop
of Norwich and Ely (b. 1658, d. 1738), wrote The
Sacrament of the Lord's Slipper explained to the

meanest capacities. The Principles of Religion ex-

plainedfor the Instruction of the Weak, Four Dis-
courses on the Four Last Things, viz.. Death,
Judgment, Heaven, and Hell ; and occasional
sermons.

" Green thought in a green shade."
See " Annihilating all that's made."

Greene, Albert C. See Grimes, Old.

Greene, George-a-, The History of:
"Pindar of the Town of "Wakefield ; " that is,

pinner, or keeper of the public pound or pen. An
English prose romance, as old as, if not older
than, the reign of Elizabeth, celebrating Gteorge-a-
Greene's contest with Robin Hood and Little John.
See George-A-Greene.

Greene, George Washington (b. 1811),
has published The History and Geography of the
Middle Ages, and Biographical Studies (1860) ; The
American Revolution (I860) ; and a Life of General
Nathaniel Greene (1867—68).

Greene, Robert, novelist and dramatist
(b. 1660, d. 1692). A full catalogue of this
writer's Works may be found in Lowndes' Biblio-
grapher's Manual. The following are the most
important:—Romances

—

Pandosto, the Triumph of
Time: or, the History of Doraustus and Faunia
(1588), (q.v.) ; The Historic of Arbasto, King of
Denmark (1617); A Fair of Turtle Doves: or, the
Tragicall History of Bellora and Fidelia (1606)

;

Menaphon (1687). Autobiography

—

Greene's Never
too Late (1690) ; Greene's Groat's-worth of Wit,
bought with a Million of Repentance (1692) ; Greene's
Vision (1592); The Repentance of Robert Greene
(1692); Farewell to Folly (1591). Plays—TA<
Honorable Historic of Frier Bacon and Frier Bongay
(1694), (q.v.); The Historic of Orlando Furioso
(1694) ; The Comical Historic of Alphonsus, King
of Arragon ; A Looking-Glasse for London and
England (with Lodge) (q.v.) ; Tlie Scottish Historic
of James IV. (1598) ; Mammilia (1593). Miscella-
neous—TAe Myrrour of Modestie (1584), (q.v.);
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Morando (1584) ; Stiphzies, his Censure to Fhilautus

(1587) ; Perimedes the Blacksmith (1588), (q.v.)

;

Alcida (1688) ; The Spanish Masquerade (1689)

;

and numerous pamphlets exposing the sins and

follies of town life. For Biographtj and Criticism,

Bee Collier's Poetical Decameron and Dramatic

Poetry, Campbell's Specimens of the English Poets,

Hazlitt's Age of Elizabeth, Dyce's edition of

Greene's Works, Brydges' Censura Ziteraria, Beloe's

Anecdotes, Bitson's Bihliographia Poetica, Wood's

Fasti Oxonienses, The Retrospectiw Seview, and the

Shakespeare Library. See Bacon and Frier

Bongay; Contention between Liberality, &c. ;

George-a-Gtreene ; Planetomachia ; Quip por

A!f Upstart Courtier.

Greene's Mourning Garment, "given

him by Repentance at the Funerals of Love"

(1590). For similar autobiographical productions

of this writer, see Greene, Robert.

Greenland. A poem by James Mont-
gomery (1771—1854), published in 1819. It is in

five cantos, and includes an historical sketch of the

Moraviam Church, and the planting of its missions

in Greenland in 173S. It is in the course of this

poem that occurs the passage beginning,

—

" There Ib a land, of every land the pride,

Beloved by Heaven o'er all the world beside."

" Greenland's icy mountains. From."
First line of a weU-known missionary hymn by
Bishop Heber (q.v.).

Greenwell, Dora, poetess and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1821), has published Poems

(1848) ; Stories that Might be True (1851) ; Christina

(I860); Essays {\i66); Two Friends {\.i6&) ; Poems

(1867) ; The Covenant of life and Peace f1867)

;

Patience of Hope (1867); Carmina Crucis (1869)

;

John Woolman (1871) ; Colloqma Crucis : a Sequel

to Two Friends (1871) ; Camera Obseura (1876)

;

and other works.

Greenwood, Grace. The mm de ^.

of Mrs. Sara Jane Lippincott, an American
authoress, who has written a History of My Pets

(1856) ; a Forest Tragedy ; Recollections of My
Childhood (1858) ; and many other works.

Greenwood, James, journalist and mis-

cellaneous writer, has written The Adventures of
Meuien Davidger, The Seven Boar-footed Foresters,

The Bear King, Curiosities of Savage Life, Es-

caped at Last, The Hatchet-Throwers, The History

of a Little Ragamuffin, Humphrey Dyot, Legends of
Savage Life, The Purgatory of Peter the Cruel,

Reminiscences of a Raven, The Seven Curses of
London, Silas the Conjurer, Unsentimental founieys,

low Life Depths, Dick Temple, and other works.

" Greetings where no kindness is."—
Wordsworth, iw« on Tintern Abbey.

Greg, William Eathbone, jovimalist and
miscellMieous writer (b. 1809), is the author of

The Creed of Christendom, The Great Duel: its

Meaning and Results, Literary and Social Judgments,
Political Problems for our Age and Country, Truth
versus Edification, Why are Women Redundant?
Mistaken Aims and Attainable Ldeals of the Artisan
Class, and other works. He has contributed largely
to periodical literature.

Gregory, Edmund (d. 1650), wrote The
Anatomy of Christian Melancholy. See Melan-
choly, Anatomy op.

Gregory, John, M.D. (b. 1724, d. 1773),

was the author of Hmnan and Animal Faculties.

See Lives by "Woodhouselee and SmelUe.

Gregory, IiOrd. A ballad by Robert
Burns (1769—1796), on a subject which has been
treated also by Dr. Wolcot (Peter Pindar). " His
Gregory" wrote Bums, "is beautiful. My song,

though much inferior in poetic merit, has, I think,

more of the ballad simplicity in it."

Gregory Nonsense, Sir; "his Newes from
no place." A poem, partly written in blank verse,

by John Taylor, the "water poet" (1580—

1654) ;
probably published in 1622.

Gregory, Pope, on the Care of the
Soul. Translated by King Alfred, and printed

in 1674, 1597, 1603, and 1722.

GremiO, in The Taming of the Shrew (q.v.),

is in love with Bianca.

Grendel. A malignant fiend, who figures in

the old poem of Beowulf (q.v.).

GrenvUle, George Nugent. See Nu-
gent, George.

GrevUle, Pulke, Lord Brooke, poet and

philosopher (b. 1554, d. 1628), wrote the tragedy

of Alaham Mustapha, fragments of which appeared

in 1609. Certaine Learned and Elegant Workes of

Lord Brooke's were published in 1633 ; his Life of

Sir Philip Sidney in 1652; his Remains in 1670.

Sir Egerton Brydges printed a revised edition of

the Life of Sidney in 1816.

Grey, Agnes. A novel, by Anne Brontis

(1820—1849), published in 1847.

Grey, Mr., in Disraeli's novel of Vivian

Grey (q.v.), is the father of the hero, a scholar,

and a man of the world, and is " drawn, in some

measure, from the author's own revered and beloved

father," the author of The Curiosities of Literature.

Grey, Richard, D.D. (b. 1694, d. 1771),

was the author of Memoria Techntca (1730).

Grey, Zachary, LL.D. (5;
1687, d 1766)

will be remembered as the editor of Butler s

Hudibras (1744) ; also as the author of The Mims-

try of the Dissenters proved to be null and void from

Scripture amd Antiquity (1725), and A nnduation

of the Church of England (1740).

Gride, Arthur. A usurer, in Dickens's

novel of Nicholas Niekleby (q.v.).
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Grief of Joy, The : " Certeyne elegies

wherein the doubtnu Delight of Mane's Lyfe are

displayed," by George Gascoigne, printed in 1576.

Griffin, Bartholomew. See Ftoessa.

Griffin, Gerald, novelist (h. 1803, d. 1840),

wrote Hollandtide (1827) ; Tales of the Minster

Festival (1827); The Collegians {\S2%); TheSivals,

and Tracy's Ambition (1830) ; Tales of the Five

Senses (1832) ; a tragedy, called Gissipus, produced
in 1842 ; and some miscellaneous poems, all of which
are included in the collective edition of his Wor/cs,

published in 1857, with a memoir by Dr. Daniel
Grifiln. See Miss Mitford's Recollections of a

literary Life.

Griffin, Gregory. See Miceocosm, The.

Griffith, Elizabeth (b. 1730, d. 1793), was
the joint author, with her husband, of The Letters

of Senry and Frances, which were exceedingly

popular in their day. She also wrote The Morality

of Shakespeare's Dramas Illustrated, and several

plays. Her husband, Richard Grifpith, was also

a dramatist. He died in 1788.

Griffiths, Ealph, LL.D. (b. 1720, d. 1803),

was the founder, and editor until his death, of The
Monthly Review, which was started in 1749 and
expired in 1842. It had at one time the advantage
of the services of Oliver Goldsmith.

Grile, Dod. The pseudonym of M. A. Bierce,
an American writer, author of The Fiend's Delight,

and other pieces.

Grim, the Collier of Croydon. A
curious old comedy, by an imknown writer (J. T.),

first printed in 1662. The story is partly taken
from Machiavelli's BeVphegor.

Grim, Giant, in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Pro-
gress (q.v.), is slain by Mr. Greatheart (q.v.).

Grimbold, Nicholas, poet (1519—1562),
produced John the Baptist, a tragedy (1548)

;

translations from Cicero (1553—96), and from
VirgU (1691) ; and various Songes in Tottel's

Miscellany (q.v.). See Bale's Lives, Tanner,
Strype's Cranmer, Wood's Athence Oxonienses,

Warton's Mnglish Poetry, Hallam's Literary
Bistory, and Ellis's Specimens of the Early Fkg-
Ush Poets. See Aechipropheta, &c. ; Modera-
tion, In Praise op ; Zoroas.

Grimello's Fortunes, byNicholas Breton ;

published in 1604.

Grimes, Old. A ballad, by Albert G,
Greene (b. 1802), an American versifier.

Grimes, Peter. A drunkard, thief, and
murderer, in Crabbe's poem. The Borough.

Grimshawe, Rev. Thomas Shuttle-
worth (b. 1777, d. 1850), wrote Life of Legh
Richmond (1828), and of Cowper, whose works he
fiiiited (1835).

" Grim - visaged war."—Shakespeare,
Richard III., act i., scene 1.

Gringo, Harry. The literary pseudonym of

Henry Augustus Wise (b. 1819), an American
writer, author of Los Gringos, Captain Brand, and
other works. " Gringo" is the Spanish for "un-
intelligible."

Griselda, The Patient. A character in

Chaucer's Clerk of Oxenford's Tale. The name
is variously spelt Griseld, Grissel, Grizzel, and
Griseldis. The story is told by Boccaccio in his

Decameron, and was probably communicated both
to bim and to Chaucer by Petrarch. It has fre-

quently been treated in prose and verse. The
song and prose history of Patient Grissel both
date from 1565. See Haughton, William.

Griselda, The Modern. A tale, by Makia
Edgeworth, published in 1804.

Griselda. A tragedy in blank verse, by
Mart Elizabeth Braddon (b. 1837), produced in

1873.

Griswold, Bufus Wilmot, D.D., mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1815, d. 1857), was the
founder of Graham's Magazine, editor of the New
York Biographical Annual, and a contributor to

Brother Jonathan, the New Yorker, and the New
World. Among his published works were The
Poets and Poetry of America (1842), The Prose ,

Writers of America (1847), The Female Poets of
America (1849), and Curiosities of Ainerican Litera-

ture.

Groat's-worth of Wit, bought with
a MUlion of Eepentance, A. A novel, by
Robert Greene (1560—1592), in which he is sup-

posed to relate some of his own adventures.

Grongar's Hill. A descriptive poem, by
John Dyer (1700—1758), written in the metre of

Milton's L'Allegro, and containing pictures of

scenery on the banks of the Wye. It was first

printed in a Miscellany of Poems, in 1726.

_Grosart, Alexander B., Presbyterian
minister, has published editions of the poems of
Giles Fletcher, Crashaw, Southwell, Herbert,
Vaughan, Marvell, Sidney, Herrick, and others, be-
sides an edition of the Prose Works of Wordsworth.

Grose's (Francis) Peregrinations
through Scotland, On the late Cap-
tain: "collecting the antiquities of that king-
dom." A poem, by Robert Burks (1759—1796),
containing the fanuliar lines :

—

"A chlel's amaog you taking noteB,
Ana, tolth, he'll prent It?

Grote, George, historian, biographer, and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1794, d. 1871), wrote The
Bssentials of Parliamentary Reform ; The History

of Greece (1846—56) ; Plato and other Companions
of Sokratcs (1865) ; A Review of Mill's Fxamination
of Sir W. Hamilton (1868) ; Aristotle (1873) ; and
various contributions to the several Quarterly
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Beviews. See the Life, by his -wife (1873), and
Minor Worha (1873).

Grove, George, D.C.L., misoeUaneous

writer (b. 1820), is the present editor of Maemil-

IwiCs Magazine. He has published a translation of

some Essays on the Fine Arts, by Guizot (1854),

and has contributed to the Dictionary of the Bible,

edited by Dr. Smith, besides -vreiting a large

number of musical criticisms and annotations.

Grove, Sir William Robert, scientific

•writer (b. about 1811), has written A Lecture on the

Progress of Physical Science (1842) ; An Essay on the

Correlation of Physical Forces (1846) ; A Lecture on

Voltaic Ignition, and on the Decomposition of Water

into its constituent Gases, by Seat (1847) ; An
Address to the British Association (1867) ; and other

works.

Grovelgrub, Dr. A character in Peacock's

novel of Melincourt (q.v.).

Growing Old. A lyric, by Matthew Aknold
(b. 1822).

Grub Street, now MUton Street, near

Moorfields, London ; where, before the discovery of

printing, lived those ingenious persons, called text-

writers, who penned the books then in use, such as

the Paternoster, Ave, Credo, Grace, and the Uke.

Here, too, Foxe wrote his Acts and Montiments,

and here resided Speed, the historian. At a later

period it was inhabited by the authors of the

pamphlets and libels issued during the Common-
wealth era—men whose poverty compelled them to

live in the obscurest parts of the town,—and, in

ridicule of these bad writers, the term now so

common was first used by Andrew MarveU, in his

witty and sarcastic work. The Rehearsal Trams-

posed (1672) : " He, honest man, was deep in

Grub Street and polemical divinity." See Pope's

Jhinciad, i., 38.

Gruflfyd, Ode to Prince. By Ennion ap

Madawe ap Ehahawd (circa 1250).

Gruffyd ap yr yuad Cocli. A Welsh
poet (circa 1282).

Grumbling Hive, The: "or. Knaves
turned Honest." A poem, consisting of four hun-
dred lines, in octo-syllabio verse, published by
Beknaed de Mandevili-e, in 1714, and afterwards

re-cast in prose, and issued under the title of The

Fable of the Bees : or. Private Vices Public Benefits,

in the same year. It is an endeavour to prove

that the vices of the individual may really be of

service to society, and that not only does society

depend upon immorality for its welfare, but it

could not possibly exist without it. This doctrine

the author of The Fable of the Bees supports, with

much perverted ability, in a work which was pre-

sented at Quarter Sessions in 1723 as injurious

to the pubUc morals. The True Meaning of the

Fable of the Bees appeared in 1726.

Grumio, in The Taming of ihe Shrew (q.v.),

is servant to Petruchio.

Grundy, Mrs. A person who is freq^uently

referred to in Morton's comedy of Speed the

Plough (q.v.), but who is not introduced amongst
the dramatis persona. Dame Ashfield is continually

expressing her anxiety as to " What will Mrs.
Grundy say ? " and hence the popular allusion.

Frederick Locker says :

—

" Many are afraid of God,
And more of Mrs. Grundy."

Gryll Grange. A novel by Thomas Love
Peacock (q.v.).

Guardian, The. A periodical publication,

edited by Steele, in 1713. It appeared daily, price

one penny, and extended to 176 numbers. Steele

wrote eighty-two papers, and Addison fifty-three.

A Church of England newspaper is published

under the same title.

Guary Miracle, The. A dramatic per-

formance of precisely the same kind as the ordi-

nary English miracle play, except that it was
spoken in the idiom of the county (Cornwall) in

which it was acted, i.e., in a mixture of the Celtic

and the Saxon languages. Collier says that

several specimens of these productions are extant

;

and one of them, said to have been written by a

person of the name of Jordan, and subsequently

rendered from the Cornish into English, is in the

British Museum (Harl. MSS.).

"Gude time coming. There's a."—
Scott, Bob Boy, chapter 32.

Guesses at Truth. A series of prose notes

and comments, upon a wide variety of subjects;

written by Julius and Augustus Habe (q.v.),

and publiaiied in 1847.

" Guide, philosopher, and friend." A
phrase occurring in Pope's Essay on Man, ep. iv.,

line 390.

Guiderius, in Cymbeline (q.v.), is a son of the

king, passing under the assumed name of Polydore,

and supposed to be a son of Belarius.

Guildenstern. A courtier, in Hamlet (q.v.)

;

"a favourable example," says Cowden Clarke,

"of the thorough-paced, time-serving Court

knave."

Guilt and Sorrow. A poem in seventy-four

stanzas, by William Wordswokth, written in

1793—94, and published in 1798, under the title of

The Fet^ale Vagrant.

Guinevere. The title of one of Tennyson's

Idylls. She is Arthur's queen. See Lancelot.

Guiseardo. See Sigismunda and Guiscabbo.

Gulbevaz. Queen of the harem, in Byron's

poem of Don Juan, in canto v. of which her inter-

view vfith the Don is described.

" She was a Sultan's Wde (thank Heaven I not mine !)."

Gulielmus Peregrinus, poet (circa 1197).

See Odoepokican Kicabdi Begis.
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Gulliver's Travels. See Travels into
Sevekal Remote Nations of the World.

Gillnare. The wife of tlie Sultan, in Byron's
Corsair, who assists the latter to escape from prison,

and follows him, disguised as a page.

Gummidge, Mrs., in Dickens's novel of

David Copperjield (q.v.), describes herself as a
'
' lone, lorn creetur, and everythink that reminds
me of creeturs that ain't lone and lorn goes con-
trairy with me."

Gunaikeion : ttnaikeion: "or, Nine
Bookes of various History conceminge Women;
inscribed by the Names of ye nine Muses," by
Thomas Heywood (b. circa 1570), published in

1614, and characterised by Lowndes as "a most
amusing work, displayingmuch research and learn-

ing." Heywood also wrote The Exemplary Lives

and Memorable Acts of Nine of the most Worthy
Women of the World (1640); and The Generall

History of Women : containing the Lives of the most
Soly and Profane, the most Famous and Infamous m
all Ages, exactly described, not only from Poetical

Motions, but from the most Ancient, Modern, and
Admired Historians in our Times (1657).

Gunning, Peter, D.D., Bishop of Ely (b.

1613, d. 1684), is notable as the author of the
General Thanksgiving in the Book of Common
Prayer. He produced various theological works.

Gurnall, William, of Lavenham (b. 1617,
d. 1679) ; author of The Christian in Complete
Armour (1656 and 1658).

Gurney, Hudson, antiquary and poet (b.

1774, d. 1864) ; author of Cupid and Psyche.

Gurney, Thomas, shorthand writer (b.

1705, d. 1770) ; author oiBrachygraphy.

Gurth.. A Saxon swine-herd, in Sir Walter
Scott's romance of Ivanhoe (q.v.) ; servant to

Cedric of Eotherwood.

Gurton, Gammer. See Gammer Gurton's
Needle.

Gushing Teares of Godly Sorrow. A
poem, by William Lithgow (1580— 1640), pub-
lished in 1640.

Gustavus Vasa. Aplay, by Henry Bbooke
(1706— 1783), which, on account of its reflections

on the then Prime Minister, Sir Robert Walpole,
was refused permission to be acted in 1739. It

was thereupon printed by the author, Lord Chester-

field taking forty copies and the Prince of Wales
400 copies ; and it became so popular that Brooke
derived a thousand guineas from its sale. Dr.
Johnson published a Complete Vindication of it, in

which he eulogised the play and satirised the

Government which had suppressed it.

Gutadgarweh Hywell: i.e., Howell's
Patriotism. A poem, by Howell ab Owain

(circa 1840), written in praise of Wales and the
Welsh.

Guthlac, Life of St. By Abbot Felix, of

Croyland (circa 730) . The Legend of St. Guthlac is

contained in the Exeter Book (q.v.).

Guthrie, Thomas, D.D., Presbyterian

minister and religious writer (b. 1803, d. 1873),

was for some years editor of the Sunday Magazine.

His chief works are :

—

Man and the Gospel ; Owr
Father's Business ; Out ofHarness ; Sketches, Narra-
tive and Descriptive ; Parables Scad in the Light of
the Present Day ; Speaking to the Heart ; Studies of
Character from the Old Testament ; and Sundays
Abroad. His Life appeared in 1873.

Guthrie, William, miscellaneous writer (b.

1708, d. 1770), was the author of a large number
of works, chiefly historical, none of which have
survived the days in which they were written.

Among them were Histories of Fngland, Scot-

land, the World, and the English Peerage; to
which may be added a Geographical Grammar,
Bemarks on English Tragedy, and a very large
number of pamphlets. He preceded Dr. Johnson
in the compilation of the debates in " The Senate
of Lilliput" for The Gentleman's Magazine.

Guy and Amarant. A fragment of The
Famous Historic of Guy, Earl of Warwick, by
Samuel Rowlands

;
published in 1649.

Guy Iiivingstone. See Livingstone, Gut.

Guy Mannering. See Mannering, Gut.

Guy ofWarwick, Sir. "A pleasant song
of the valiant deeds of chivalry achieved by that

noble knight, who, for the love of fair Phelis,

became a hermit, and dyed in a cave of craggy
rake, a mile distant from Warwick." It was very
popiilar among the Elizabethans, and is referred to

by Beaumont in his Knight of the Burning Pestle,

act ii., last scene. The legend it narrates is to he
found in a very ancient romance in English verse,

which is quoted by Chaucer as celebrated in his

time, and of which a few fragments are preserved
in Garrick's Collection of Old Plays. It appeared
in French in 1525. Sir William Dugdale regards
the story of Sir Guy as only partially apocryphal,

and mentions, as a matter of fact, a duel fought by
that hero with the Danish Champion in 926. See

Guy and Amarant.

Guyon, Sir. The personification of Temper-
ance in Spenser's Faerie Queene (book ii.).

Gwalohmai. A Welsh bard (circa 1150). See

GoiNWFEDD and 'Tal y Moelire.

Gwendolen Harleth. The heroine of

Daniel Deronda (q.v.).

Gwiljnai, David of. Welsh bard (b. 1340,

d. 1400).

Gymnasiad. A mock, heroic poem, by Paul
Whitehead (1710—1774), ridiculing boxing.
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Habington, Williain, poet (b. 1605, d.

1645), wrote Castara (1634), (q.v.), a series of

poems, afterwards included in the collections of

Johnson and Chalmers ; The Queene of Arragon, a

tragi-comedy (1640), and a History of Edward IV.

(1640). See Wood's Athence Oxonienses, the £io-

graphia Dramatica, Hallam's Literary History, and

Brydges' Censura Literaria. See Edward IV.,

History or.

"Habits (Small) well pursued be-
times."

—

Hannah Moke, Aloris, part i. :

—

"May reacli the dignity of crimes."

Hacket, John, Bishop of Lichfield and

Coventry (b. 1592, d. 1670), wrote Comadia Zoila,

Ohristian Consolation, and a Life of Archbishop

Williams. See his Life by Plume, prefixed to a

volume of his Sermons (1675).

Haddon, Walter, LL.D. (b. 1616, d. 1572),

took part with Sir John Cheke in preparing Se-

formatio Legwm Ecclesiastieorwm, besides writing

Lmuhrationes (1567). His Life and Latin Foems

were published in 1576.

"Had I a heart for falsehoodframed."
First line of a song in Sheridan's comic opera.

The Duenna (act i., scene 6).

Hafed. The hero of Mooee' s tale, " The Fire

Worshippers," in Lalla Eoolch (q.v.) ; beloved by
Hinda.

Haggis, To a. A poem by Robert Burns
(1759—1796):

" Fair fa' your honest, sonsle face,

Great chieftain o' the puddin' race

!

Ahoon them a' ye tali your place,
Falnch, tripe, or thairm :

Weel are ye wordy o' a grace
As lang's my arm."

Haid^e. One of the heroines of Byron's
poem of Son Juan (q.v.); the daughter of Lambro
(q.v.), and in love with the hero. See canto ii.,

cxii.—cxxi., where her meeting with the ship-

wrecked Don is described.

"Hail, beauteous stranger of the
grove

! " First line of the Ode to the Cuekoo (q.v.),

by Brtice or Logan.

"Hail, feUow, well va.et." See Thomas
Brown's Amusement, viii., and Swift's My Lady's

"HaU, mildly pleasing Solitude!"
First line of Thomson's Hymn on Solitude.

"Hail to thee, blithe spirit!"—To a

Skylark, by Percy Bvsshe Shelley.

Hailes, Lord. See Dalrymple, David.

" Hair-breadth 'scapes."— Othello, act i.,

scene 3.

Hajji Baba of Ispahan, The Adven-
tures of. See Baba, Hajji.

Hake, Edward. Author of The Touchstone of
Wities (1588), founded on Webbe's Discourse of
Poetrie. See Hazlitt's Early English Literature.

HakewUl, George, divine (b. 1579, d. 1649),

wrote Scutum Regium adversus omnes Begicidas ef

Eegicidarum Patronos (1612) and An Apologie or

Declaration of the Power and Providence of God in

the Government of the World (1627).

Hakluyt, Richard, Prebendary of Bristol

and Westminster (b. 1553, d. 1616), was the com-
piler of a, series of Voyages which have made
his name famous. These celebrated narratives

were published in the following order :—(1) Divers

Voyages touching the Discoverie of America and the

Lands adjacent unto the Same (1682) ; (2) Foure

Voyages unto Florida (1587); and (3) The Principal

Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques, and Discoveries of
the English Nation, made by Sea or over Land, to

the most remote and farthest distant quarters of the

Earth, at amy time within the compasse of these 1500

years (1589). Of these a new edition was pubHshei

in 1809—12, followed by a supplementary volume
in 1812, containing several Voyages which Hakluyt
had recommended for publication. For biographi-

caland bibliographicalparticulars, see the.B%ra?;AJ<f

Britannica, Oldys' Librarian, Wood's Athence

Oxonienses, and Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.

Hakluyt Society, The, "for the publi-

cation of Eare and Valuable Voyages, Travels, and
Geographical Records," was instituted in London
in 1846.

Hakluytus Posthumus. See Pilgrimes.

Haldane, James Alexander (b. 1768,

d. 1851), wrote a work on The Atonement, besides

Expositims of the Epistles to the Hebrews and

Galatians. See his Life by Alexander Haldane.

Haldane, Robert (b. 1764, d. 1842), wrote TAe

Evidence and Authority of Divine Bevelation (1816)

and a Commentary on the Epistle to the Eomans

(1835). See the Life by Alexander Haldane.

Hale, Edward Everett, American Uni-

tarian nmiister (b. 1822), has published The Rosary

(1848) ; Margaret Perceval in America (1850); Sketches

of Christian History (1850); Daily Bread, and

other Stories (1870) ; and many other works.

Hale, Sarah Josepha, nee BueU, novelist,

poet, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1795) ; author

of The Genius of Oblivion, and other Poems;

Northwood; Sketches ofAmerican Character; Traits

of American Life ; The Way to Live Well, and to

be Well while we Live; Grosvenor: a Tragedy;

Alice Kay: a Romance in Rhyme; Harry Gay, the

Widow's Son; Three Hours: or, the Vigil of Love,

and other Poems ; The Judge : a Drama of American

Life; Woman' s Record : or. Sketches ofDistinguished

Women, from the beginning till 1850; and various

other works. See Griswold's Female Poets of
America.
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Hale, Sir Matthew, Life of, by Gilbert
Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury (1643—1715); pub-
lished in 1682, and reprinted in Wordsworth's
Ecclesiastical Biography. Some Additional Notes

were written by fiichard Baxter. Sir Matthew
(1609—1676) wrote, among other works, Contem-

plations, Moral and Divine (1676) ; fleas' of the

Crown (1680) ; and The Natta-e of Religion (1684).

Hales, Alexander. See Alexander op
Hales ; Fountain op Life, The.

Hales, John (d. 1572), wrote Introductiones

ad Grammaticam, The Sighway to Nobility, and a
translation of Plutarch's Precepts for Sealth (1543),

besides minor works.

Hales, John, called "The Ever Memorable"
(b. 1584, d. 1656), wrote a tract on Schism (1642),

and other works, published by Lord Hailes in

1765. His golden Remains appeared ia 1659. See
the Life by Des Maizeaux.

Hales, Stephen, natural philosopher (b. 1677,
d. 1761), published Vegetable Statics (1727), Statical

Essays (1733), and other works.

" Half a league, half a league."—rAs
Charge of the Light Brigade, by Alpbed Tennyson.

" Half - drunk lean over the half-
dressed, Where the."

—

Alfred Austin, The
Season.

"Half -seas o'er in death, I'm."—
Dbyden, Cleamenes.

Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, Canadian
judge (b. 1796, d. 1865), wrote Sam Slic/c, The
Olockmaker (1835, 1838, and 1840) ; The Attache: or,

Sam Slick in Englamd (1843 and 1844); The Old
Judge: or. Life in a Colony (1847) ; Rule and Misrule

of the English ifi Atnerica (1851); Tankee Stories

(1852) ; Nature and Suman Nature (1856); and other
works. See Slick, Sam.

Halifax, Earl of, Charles Montague (b.

1661, d. 1715), was the joint author with Prior
(q.v.) of The City and Country Mouse, and the author
of many miscellanous poems. His Miscellanies,

with a Life, appeared in 1716. See the Biographia
Britannica and Johnson's Lives of the Poets.

Halket, Elizabeth, afterwards Lady Ward-
law (b. 1677, d. about 1727), was the author of
the baUad of Hardyknute, first published in 1719,
and afterwards in The Evergreen. See Percy's

Halket, Lady Anne (b. 1632, d. 1699),
wrote The Mother's Will to the Unborn Child, and a
volume of Miscellanies, published in 1701.

Hall, Arthur. See Homer.

Hall, Anthony (b. 1679, d. 1723), edited
liBiajias De Scriptoribua (1709) and Triveti Annates
(1718).

HaU, Basil, Captain R.N. (b. 1788, d. 1844),
.A Voyage of Discovery to the Western Coast of Corea
and the Great Loo-Choo Island in the Japan Sea

(1817); Extracts from a Journal written on the Coast

of Chili, Peru, and Mexico, in the years 1820, 1821,

and 1822 (1823); Travels in North America (1828);

Patchwork (1841) ; Fragments of Voyage and Travels,

Sehloss Seinfeld, and other works.

Hall, Ed^ward, historian (d. 1547), wrote a
chronicle, entitled The Union of the Two Noble and
Illustre Families of Lancastre and Yorke, with all

the Actes done in both the Tymes of the Princes both

of the one Linage amd the other, beginnyng at the tyme

of Kynge Senry the fowerth, the first auethor of this

deuision, and so successively proceadyng to the reigne

of the high and prudent prince kyng Senry the eight,

the indubitableflower and very heire of both the said

linages; first published by Berthelette in 1542.

Hall's chronicle is valuable on account of the
minuteness with which he describes the maimers of

his time, and remarkable as being the foundation

on which many of the Elizabethan plays were
constructed.

Hall, George, Bishop of Chester (b. 1612, d.

1668) ; author of The Triumphs of Rome over

Despised Protestancy (1655).

Hall, John. The name of two English poets,

one of whom published, in 1550, a metrical version

of portions of the Proverbs, the Psalms, and
Ecclesiasticus. The other (b. 1627, d. 1656) pub-
lished Sora Vaciva, and a translation of Longinw.

Hall, Joseph, Bishop of Exeter and Norwich
(b. 1674, d. 1656). His Works, of which the Con-

templations are themost famous, were editedby Pratt
in 1808, and Peter HaU in 1837. See Chahners'
edition of the Poets. A fuU list of the works may be
BeeniaJjowDAes' Bibliographer'sManual. Biography
by Pratt, Jones, and Morris (1846). Criticism in

Hannay's Satire and Satirists, and Warton'a English

Poetry. " Hall," says Campbell, " was the master
satirist of his age; obscure and quaint at times, but
full of nerve and picturesque illustration. No con-

temporary satirist has given equal grace and dignity

to moral censure." /See Epistles ; Mundus Alter
ET Idem; Satires in Six Books; Seneca, The
English ; Virgidemiarum.

Hall, Mrs. Anna Maria, novelist and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1802), has written Sketches

of Irish Character (1829) ; Chronicles of a Schoolroom

(i830) ; The Buccaneers (1832) ; Tales of Wotnan's

Trials (1834); The Outlaw (1836); Uncle Soraee

(1835) ; Lights and Shadows of Irish Life (1838)

;

The Groves of Blarney (1838) ; Marian : or, a

Young Maid's Fortunes (1840), (q.v.) ; Stories of
the Irish Peasantry (1840); Ireland: its Scenery,

Character, S[c. (in conjunction with her husband,
Mr. S. C. Hall) (1840); The White Boy (1845);

Midsummer Eve (1847) ; A Woman's Story (1867)

;

Can Wrong be Right? (1862); Union Jack a863)

;

Marian: or, a Young Maid's Fortune (1864); The
Lucky Penny (1864); Ronald's Reawn: or, the

Little Cripple (1866) ; The Prince ofthe Fair Family:
a Fairy TaU (1866); The Playfellow (1868); The
Fight of Faith: » Story (1869) ; Digging a Grave
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trith a, Wine Glass (1871) ; besides various chil-

dren's books, and tlie following works, contributed,

with, tbe assistance of her husband, to the pagep of

the Art Journal:—The Book of the Thames, The

Book of South Wales, and Pilgrimages to English

Shrines. See Ibish Ohabacter, Sketches or.

Hall, Xfewman, CongregationaliBt minister

(b. 1816), has written Co^ne to Jesus, Homeward
Bownd, The Forum and the Vatican, Pilgrim Songs,

Prom Liverpool to St. JCouis, and many other works.

Hall, Robert, Baptist preacher (b. 1764, d.

1831). The works of this famous divine were

published after his death, with a Zife, by Olinthus

Gregory. See also the Biography by Greene (1832)

and by J. W. Morris (1846).

Hall, Bowland. See Breeches Bible, The.

HaU, Samuel Carter, author (b. I801), has

pubhshed The Book of Gems, The Book of British

Ballads, The Stately Somes of England, A Book of

Memories of Great Men and Women, and other

works ; among them. The Trial of Sir Jasper : a

Temperance Tale in Verse. He established and

became editor of the Art Journal, in 1839.

HaU, Sir James (b. 1761, d. 1832), author of

The Principles and History of Gothic Architecture

(1813).

Hallam, Arthur Henry (b. I8II, d. 1833),

vrill live in English literature as the inspirer and

in part the subject of Tennyson's In Memoriam
(q.v.), where he is credited with

—

" Heart affluence In discursive talk.

From household fountains never dry

;

The critic clearness of an eye.

That saw thro' all the Muses' walk.

" Seraphic Intellect and force
To seize and throw the douhts of man

;

Impasslon'd logic, which outran
The hearer in its flery course.

" High nature, amorous of the good,
But touch'd with no ascetic gloom

;

And passion pure In snowy hloom
Thro' ail the years of April hlood.

•*A love of freedom rarely felt.

Of freedom In her regal seat

Of England—not the schoolljoy heat.

The hllnd hysterics of the Celt.

"And manhood fused with female grace
In such a sort, tlje child would twine
A trustful hand, unaak'd, in thine.

And find his comfort In thy face."

Whilst stiU. a boy he contributed to The Eton

Miscellamy, Later he translated the sonnets of

Dante's Vita Nuova, composed a drama on the

Life of Eaphael, and wrote memoirs of Petrarch,

Voltaire, and Burke. His EemMins were published,

•with a lAfe, by his father, Henry Hallam, in 1834.

See also the Zife by Dr. John Brown, and The

Atlantic Monthly for December, 1860.

HaUam., Henry, historian and essayist (b.

1777, d. 1859), was the author of a View of Europe

during the Middle Ages (1818); a Constitutional

Sistory of England (1827) ; an Introduction to the

ZUerature of Europe (1838—9) ; and various essays

in The Edinburgh Review. See sketch of his Life,

by Dean MUman, in Transactions of the Moyal
Society, vol. x. Byron alludes to him, in his

English Bards, as

*' Classic Hallam, much renowned for Greek."

Halleck, Fitz-Greene, American poet (b.

1790, d. 1867), was co-author of The Croaker

Papers (1819), afterwards pubUshiag Fanny (W2\),
and a volume of Poems (1827), which included

Marco Bonzaris, Alnwick Castle, Burns, Wyoming,
and others. A further selection appeared in 1835.

For Biography, see the Zife by J. G. Wilson
(1869), the Memorial by F. S. Cozzens (1868), and
Allibone's Dictionary of English and American
Authors. For Criticism, see Griswold's Poets a/nd

Poetry of America, and Tuckerman's Sketch of
American Literature. " It may be said of his com-
positions," remarks a writer in Eraser's Magazine,

"as it can be aflirmed of few American verses,

that they have a real innate harmony." " In no
poet," says WUliam CuUen Bryant, " can be found
passages which flow with more sweet and liquid

smoothness."

Haller, Joseph. The signature under which
Henry Nelson Coleridge (1800—1843) at one
time contributed to Knight's Quarterly Magazine.

HaUet, Joseph, divine (b. 1692, d. 1744),

published The Unity of God (1720), The Reconciler

(1726), and The Study of Holy Scriptures (1729—
36).

Halley, Edmund, astronomer (b. 1656, d.

1742), wrote Catalogus Stellarum Australium (1699);

The Circulation of the Watery Vapours of the Sea

(1691) ; The Theory of the Change in the Variation

of the Needle (1692).

Halliday (Duff), Andrew, dramatist and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1830, d. 1877), published,

among other works, Every-Bay Papers (1864),

Sunnyside Papers (1866), and Town and Country

(1866) ; besides writing the following plays :

—

The Great City, Checkmate, For Love or Money,
Little Em'ly, Nell, King o' Scots, Amy Bobsart,

Rebecca, Notre Dame, The Lady of the Lake, Heart's

Delight, Richard Gceur de Lion, and Nicholas

Nickleby, most of them founded upon the works
of Scott or Dickens. He also contributed to The
Morning Chronicle, The Leader, The Cornhill Maga-
zine, All the Tear Round, and other periodicals.

HaUifax, Samuel, D.D. (b. 1733, d. 1790),

is best known as the author of an Analysis of
Butler's Analogy ; he also published an Analysis

of the Roman Civil Law (1774), and Twelve Sermons

on the Prophecies (1776).

HaUiwell-Phillipps, James Orchard,
editor and writer (b. 1820), has published editions

of the Works of Shakespeare (1851—3, 1853—61),

a Life of Shakspeare, A Dictionary of Archaic and

Provincial Words, An Historical Sketch of the Pro-

vincial Dialects of England, Popular Rhymes ami

Nwrsery Tales, and many other works.
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Hallo my Fancy. A poem by William
Cleland (b. about 1661, d. 1689), written when he
was not quite eighteen years of age. The first

verse runs

—

" In melancholy fancy,
Out of myself,

In the Vulcan dancy.
All the world surveying.
Nowhere staying,
Just like a fairy elf;

Out o'er the tops of highest mountains skipping.
Out o'er the hills, the trees and valleys tripping,
Out o'er the ocean seas, without an oar or shipping.
Hallo my fancy, whither wilt thou go ?

"

Hallorom, Bev. !. H. See Female Volun-
teer, The.

Halloween. A poem by Egbert Burns
(1759—1796), descriptive of the various customs
which obtain in Scotland on that night of the year.

"Halloween," he says, "is thought to be a night
when witches, devils, and other mischief-maMng
beings are all abroad on their baneful, midnight
errands; particularly those aerial people, the fairies,

are said on that night to hold a grand anniversary."
See the author's notes to the poem. A poem on the
same subject, contributed by John Mayne (1759

—

1836) to Suddiman's Magazine in 1780, is said to

have suggested Bums' s composition.

Hallowed Ground. A lyric by Thomas
Campbell, containing the lines

—

"To live in hearts we leave behind.
Is not to die."

Halpine, Charles G. See O'Keilly, Pri-
vate Miles.

H. A. L., The Old Shekarry. The pseu-
donym under which Major Lbveson has published
several sporting works; among others. The Camp
Fire, The Forest and the Field, The Stinting

Grounds of the Old World, and Wrinkles : or. Hints
to Travellers.

Halyburton, Thomas, divine (b. 1674, d.

1712), wrote Natural Religion Inefficient, and JRe-

vealed necessary to Salvation (1714), The Great
Concern of Salvation (1721), and Ten Sermons
(1722). See his Memoirs of himself.

Hamilton, Alexander. See Publius.

Hamilton, Count Anthony (b- about
1646, d. 1720), wrote the Memoires de Grammont,
and trahslated Pope's Fssay on Criticism into

French. His complete Works appeared in 1813.

Hamilton, Elizabeth, miscellaneous writer

Sb.
1768, d. 1816), wrote Letters of a Hindoo Sajah

1790) ; The Modern Philosopher (1800) ; Letters on
Education (1801); Agrippina (1803) ; The Cottagers

of Glenburnie ; The Flementary Principles of the

Human Mind; and other works. See her Life by
Miss Benger (1818).

Hamilton, Gail. The mm deplume of Miss
Mary AJoigail Bodge, of Hamilton, Massachusetts,

an American writer.

Hamilton, Hugh, D.D., Bishop of Ossory
(b. 1729, d. 1805), wrote De Sectionihus Conieis

(1768), and an Essay on the Existence and Attri-

butes of the Svfreme Seing (1792). His Works
were published in 1809.

Hamilton, James, D.D. (b. 1814, d. 1867),
author of Life in Earnest, The Mount of Olives,

The Royal Preacher, The Happy Home, The Lamp
and the Lantern, and many others.

Hamilton, Eichard Winter, D.D. (b.

1794, d. 1848), author of Sernwns (1833 and 1846),
The Revealed Doctrine of Rewards and Ptmishments

(1846), Jfugie Literaria, and others.

Hamilton, Robert, IiIi.D.^ political econo-

mist (b. 1743, d. 1829), wrote treatises on Merchan-
dise (1777) ; Arithmetic (1796) ; and The National

Debt (1813); also. The Progress of Society (1830).

See Chambers's Eminent Scotsmen.

Hamilton, Thomas (b. 1789, d. 1842),

author of The Youth and Manhood of Cyril Thornton

(1827), Annals of the Peninsular Campaign, and
Men and Manners in America. He was a constant

contributor to Blackwood's Magazine.

Hamilton, Sir William, Professor of Meta-
physics at Edinburgh (b. 1788, d. 1856), was the
author of Discussions on Philosophy, contributed to

The Edinburgh Review, and re-published in 1852 ; of

an edition of Eeid (q.v.), with notes and dissertations

(1846) ; and of various lectures on metaphysics and
logic, published by Professors Mansel and Veitoh
in 1859—60. "In common with Keid," says the

latter writer, " Hamilton holds firmly by fact and
reality, even where these transcend pholosophical

comprehension, and cannot be brought within the

sphere of symmetrical deduction. This is manifest

from even a general view of what may be called

his philosophical method, which is simply the study

of consciousness in its integrity, as the supreme
organon of philosophy. The facts of consciousness

are to be accepted by us, not in so far only as we
can make them the points in a chain of reasoned
explication or demonstration, but as the co-ordinate

data of an authentic testimony, which it is sufficient

to show are not inconsistent with each other.

Although Sir "W. Hamilton was largely indebted
to his predecessors, and obtained, as must be
acknowledged, his doctrines more by way of criti-

cism of the results of others than by direct physio-
logical observation, he was, however, no servile

borrower. The half-appKed principle, the neglected
truth, was grasped with a steadier and bolder hand;
its full force and significance were disclosed ; found
inoperative, it was rendered living and fruitful by
the touch of philosophical genius."

Hamilton, William, of Bangour, poet

(b. 1704, d. 1754). His collected Poems appeared
in 1760. iSe« Braes or Yarrow, The; Flower
OP Yarrow, The; Pindar; Triumph of Love,
The.

Hamlett, Prince of Denmarke, The
Revenge of. The title of the first edition of

the famous tragedy by William Shakespeare
(1564—1616), which appeared in 1602, under the

imprint of .Tames Eoberts, and " as yt was latelie
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acted ty the Lord Chamberlain his servantes." In
1603 appeared a quarto edition of the play, in which
Poloniua and Reynaldo figure under the names of

Coramhis and Montano, and in 1604 appeared

another quarto edition, under the title of The
Tragicall Sistorie of Samlet, Frince of Denmarke,
which, " enlarged to almost as much againe as it

was" in the edition of 1602, contains the text of

Samlet as its author finally left it to the world.

A play of Samlet had been in existence before

1589, but this was neither Shakespeare's, nor, as far

as we know, seen by Shakespeare, who probably

derived the plot of his tragedy from the prose

Sistorie of Samblet, translated from the account of

that prince found in the Danish history of Saxo
Grammaticus, and included by BeUeforest in his

collection of Novels in 1564. " To me it is clear,"

says Goethe, " that Shakespeare meant in the

present case to represent the effects of a great

action laid upon a soul unfit for the performance of it.

In this view the whole piece seems to me composed.

A lovely, pure, noble, and most moral nature, with-

out the strength of nerve that forms a hero, sinks

beneath a burden which it cannot bear and must
not cast away. AH duties are holy for him ; the

present is too hard. Impossibilities have been
required of biTn—^not in themselves impossibilities,

but such for him. He winds, and turns, and tor-

ments himself ; he advances and recoils ; is ever

put in mind, ever puts himself in mind; at

last does all but put his purpose from his

thoughts
;
yet still without recovering his peace of

mind." For further criticisms on this play, see

Coleridge's Literary Remains, Schlegel's Dramatic

Literatwre, Hartley Coleridge's Essays and Mar-
ginalia, Mrs. Jameson's Characteristics of Women,
Hazlitt's Shakespeare Characters, Maginn's Shake-

speare Papers, Grant "White's Shakespeare Scholar,

Hallam's Ziterary Sistory, Dowden's Mind and
Art of Shakespeare, and the works of Ulrici and
(Jervinus.

Hammond, Anthony, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1668, d. 1738), edited and contributed to a
Miscellany of Original Foems (1720), besides pub-

lishing many prose pieces. Bohngbroke called

him " silver-tongued," in allusion to his parlia-

mentary eloquence.

Hammond, Henry, D.D., commentator (b.

1605, d. 1660), published a Fa/raphrase and Anno-
tations on the New Testament (1653), a Paraphrase

and Commentary on the Fsalms, a Practical Cate-

chism, and other works. See the Lives by Fell

(1661) and Fulman (1684).

Hammond, James, son of Anthony (b.

1710, d. 1742), " translated TibuUua into English
verse, to let," says Hazlitt, " his mistress and the

public know of his passion for the former." " His
Elegies," says Johnson, "have neither passion,

nature, nor manners." See the Lives of the Poets.

Hampden, Benn Dickson, D.D., Bishop
of Hereford (b. 1793, d. 1868), wrote treatises on

The Scholastic Philosophy, The Philosophical Evidence

of Christianity, aniMoralPhilosophyf-hesidiesseveial
volumes of Sermons and contributions to the
Encyclopcedias Britannica and Metropolitana. '

' All
these works," says Dr. Lindsay Alexander, "in-
dicate on the part of the author a sincere love of

truth, great powers of thought and argument, and
some of them the possession of copious stores of
learning, especially in ancient and mediaaval
philosophy."

Hanipden, The Spirit of. The signature
adopted by Dr. Eoeert Fellowes (1770—1847) in
various letters to the public prints in 1821.

Hampole, The Hermit of. See Eolle.

Hamst, Olphar. The assumed name of

Ealph "Thomas (of which it forms the anagram),
author of The Sandbook of Fictitious Names.

Handful of Honeysuckles. A collection

of metrical translations of the Athanasian Creed,

&c., by William Htjnnis, published in 1585. See

Seven Sobs op a Sokroweul Soul for Sin.

Handling of Sins, A. A translation into

English by Robert de Brunke of a French work
by WiUiam of "Waddington (q.v.), which trea,ts of

the decalogue and the seven deadly sins. It is illus-

trated by many legendary stories, and is preserved

ia the Bodleian Library and the British Museum.

Handy Andy. A novel by Samuel Lovee
(1797—1868), originally pubhshed as a serial.

"Hangs a tale. And thereby."—^« Tou
Like It, act ii., scene 7.

Hanmer, Rev. Meredith (b. 1543, d.

1604), compiled a Chronicle of Ireland, and trans-

lated into English the ecclesiastical histories of

Eusebius, Socrates, Evagrius, and Dorotheus, to

which he prefixed a Chronographie (1576—77).

Hanna, William, D.D., Presbyterian

minister (b. 1808); author of a Life of Br. Chalmers

(1849), and other works.

Hannah. The heroine of Mrs. Inchbald's

story of Nature and Art (q.v.).

Hannah, John, D.C.L. (b. 1818), has pub-

lished Lectures on the Felation between the Divine

and Suman Elements in Soly Scripture (1863), Dis-

courses on the Fall amd its Sesults, editions of the

Works of Dr. Henry King and of Sir "Walter

Raleigh, a volume of selections from The Courtly

Poets, and some miscellaneous lectures, sermons,

and pamphlets.

Hannay, James, novelist and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1827, d. 1873), wrote Biscuits and Grog

(1848), A Claret Cup (1848), King Dohbs (1848),

Seartsare Trumps {lU^), Singleton Fontemy (1850),

Sketches in Ultramarine (1853), Satire and Satirists

(1854), Eustace Conyers (1855), Essays from the

"Quarterly" (1861), Characters and Criticisms

(1865), A Course of English Literature (1866),

Three Sumdred Tears of a Norman Souse (1866),
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and Studies on Thackeray (1869). He was for

some years editor of The Edmburgh Courant.

Hannibal and Seipio. A tragedy ty
Thomas Nabbes, acted in 1635 ;

printed in 1637.

Eanno, in Moore's novel of Zeluoo (q.v.), is a
slave, the description of whose death is considered
one of the finest passages in the hook.

Hansard, Iiuke (b. 1752, d. 1828), whose
name survives in the well-known edition of the
parliamentary debates, was for a long time printer
to the House of Commons. See The GentUman's
Magazine for 1828.

Hanvil, John. See AnoHiTKHNins.

" Happiness that makes the heart
afraid, There is ev'n a."

—

Hood, Ode to Melmicholy.

Happiness, The Idea of. A tract published
by John Norris (1657—1711) in 1688, in which,
says Professor Fraser, " he describes divine medi-
tation, distinguished from mere morality, as the
essence of a happy life on earth."

"Happiness was born a twin."—Byron,
Bon Juan, canto ii., stanza 172.

"Happy lover who has come. A."
Line 1, sect, viii., of In Memoriam, by AiiFked
Tennyson.

Happy Old Couple, The. A ballad of
uncertain authorship, sometimes attributed to
Matthew Prior. It teUs the story of Darby and
Joan, a married couple who are said to have lived
more than a century ago in the village of Hed-
laugh, Yorkshire, and who were celebrated for
their long life and conjugal happiness. Timperley
says that Darby was a printer in Bartholomew
Close, who died in 1730, and that the ballad was
written by one of his apprentices caUed Henry
"WoodfaU.

" Happy the man whose wish and
care." First line of the Ode to Solitude, by Alex-
ander Pope (1688—1744).

Happy Valley, The, in Johnson's prose
romance of Sasselas (q. v.), is represented as situated
in Abyssinia.

Happy Warrior, Character of the. A
poem by William Wordsworth, written in 1806.

Hardoastle, Mr. and Mrs. Characters in
Goldsmith's comedy She Stoops to Conquer (q.v.).

Their daughter is the heroine of the piece, and is

eventually married to Marlowe (q.v.).

Hardinge, GeorgOj son of Nicholas (b. 1744,
d. 1816), was a contributor to the Literary Anecdotes
of Nichols (q.v.), who, in 1818, published, with a
Life, the works of Hardinge, which included
charges, lay sermons, parliamentary speeches, lite-

rary essays, and poems.

Hardinge, Nicholas (b. 1700, d. 1768), was
famous in his own day as a scholar and a poet.

His Denhill Iliad, described as " very much in the

manner of Pope," was printed by Nichols in his
collection.

Harding, John (b. 1378, d. 1465), wrote a
Chronicle in Metre from the first Begynning of Eng-
lande unto y^ Eeigne of Edwarde y' Fourth (q.v.),

with a biographical and critical preface.

Harding, Thomas, D.D. (h. 1512, d. 1572),

is celebrated as the controversial opponent of John
Jewell (q.v.). For a list of his Works see Wood's
Athence Ommiensea.

" Hard is the fate of him who loves."
First line of a song by James Thomson (1700—
1748), of which the last verse runs

—

" But If, at first, her virgin fear
Should start at Love's suspected name.

With tliat of friendship soothe her ear-
True Love and Friendsliip are the same."

Hard Times. A novel by Charles Dickens
(1812—1870), which, after appearing from week to
week in Household Words, was published in a com-
plete form in. August, 1854. It is one of the least

successful of the author's writings. See GrEADGRiND.

Hardwicke, Earl of, PMUp Yorke (b. 1720,
d. 1790), was part author ofAthenian Letters, or the
Epistolary Correspondence of an Agent of the King of
Fersia residing at Athens during the Feloponnesian

War (1743) ; besides editing the Correspondence of Sir
Dudley Carleton (1776), the Sard/wicke State Fa/pers

(1779), and Walpolitma (1783). Life by Coo&ey
(1791).

Hardy-dardy. The jester in Godly Queen
Hester (q.v.).

Hardy, Iietitia. The heroine of The Belle's

Stratagem (q.v).

Hardy, Sir Thomas DufiUs (b. 1804), has
published several editions of ancient manuscripts
from the Record Office, and has written a Life of

Lord Langdale, Master of the Rolls.

Hardy, Thomas, novelist, has written
Desperate Remedies, Under the Greenwood Tree, A
Fair of Blue Eyes, Far from the Madding Crowd,
and The Hand of Ethelberta.

Hardyknute. See Halket, Elizabeth.

Hare, Augustus William (b. 1792, d.

1834), author of Sermons to a Country Congregation

and Cotton Sermons, and co-author of Guesses at

Truth (q.v.).

Hare, Prancis, B.D., Bishop of Chichester

(b. 1688, d. 1740), wrote a pamphlet on The Diffi-

culties and Disoouragonents which attend the Study

of the Scriptures, and published an edition of the

works of Terence, besides writing against Bishop
Hoadley in the Bangorian controversy (q-v.). His
theory of Hebrew metre, in which he published an
edition of the Psalms, was refuted by Bishop

Lowth.

Hare, Julius Charles, Vicar of Hurstmon-
ceaux (b. 1795, d. 1855), wrote The Mission of the

Comforter (1846), The Victory of Faith (1847), and
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a Life of John Sterling (1848), besides being co-

author with his brother Augustus of Guesses at

Truth (q.v.).

Earedale, Hugh and Emma. Characters

in Dickens's novel of Barnaby Hudge (c|..v.).

*' Hark, hark ! the lark at heaven's
gate sings." First line of a song in Cymbeline,

ii, 3. Chaucer had written in his Knight's Tale

:

—
" The busy lark, the messenger of day,
Saluteth In lier song the morning gray."

Lylt had said in his Alexander and
(q.v.) :-

" The lark so shrill and clear,
Now at heaven' s gate she claps her wing ;

"

and Milton afterwards wrote ;

—

" Te birds.
That singing up to heaven's gate ascend."

Harley. The hero of Mackenzie's novel of
The Man of Feeling (q.v.).

Harlowe, Clarissa. A novel by Samuei,
EicHAUDSON (q.v.), published in. 1748. "The
work," says Sir Walter Scott, " on which Eiohard-
son'sfame as a classic of England will rest for ever.'

'

Harmer, Thomas, Independent minister

(b. 1715, d. 1788), wrote Observations on Various
Passages of Scripture, which was published, with a
Life of the author, in 1816. His Miscellaneous

Works appeared in 1823.

Harmonie of the Church, The : " con-
taining the spiritual Songs and holy Hymnes of

godly Men, Patriarches, and Prophets, all sweetly
sounding to the glory of the Highest," by Michael
Dkatton (1563—1631) ;

published in 1591.

Harold, The Last of the Saxon Kings.
A romance by Edwabd, Lord Lytton

;
published

in 1850.

Harold. A dramatic poem by Alpked Tenny-
son; published in 1876.

Harold Transome, in GEoneE Eliot's
novel of Felix Holt (q.v.), is the son of Mrs. Tran-
some and Matthew Jermyn, the lawyer; and in
love with, but refused by, Esther Lyon.

"Harp that once through Tara's
Halls, The." First line of a familiar song by
Thomas Moobe.

Harpalus. The hero of " an ancient English
pastoral," included amongst the works of " uncer-
tain auctors," in Songes ami Sonettes (1557). His
lady-love is called PhaUida ; his rival, Corin.

Harpalus, in Spenser's Colin Clout's come
home again (q.v.), is probably intended for the Earl
of Dorset.

Harrington. A novel by Maria Edgeworth
,

published in 1817.

Harrington, Dr. &«"Witch of Wokey, The.

Harrington, James, political writer (b.

16U, d. 1677), was the author of Oceana (q.v.).

life by Toland (1771).

Harrington, John (b. 1534, d. 1582). The
poems of this writer were published in the Nugce
Antiquee. See also Hannah's Courtly Poets.

Harriott, Thomas, mathematician (b. 1560),
d. 1621), author of Artis Analyticte Praxis ad
JEguationes Algebraicas Resolvendas (1631).

Harris, James, philosophical writer (b. 1709,
d. 1780), wrote treatises on Art, Music, Painting,
Poetry, and Sappiness, aU published in 1744; also,
Hermes, a Philosophical Inquiry concerning Lan-

' guage and Universal Grammar (1751); Philosophical
Arrangements (1796) ; and Philological Inquiries
(1781). His TForks, with a Life by his son, ap-
pealed in 1801.

Harris, John (b. 1667, d. 1719), author of
Lexicon Technicum, an Universal Dictionary of
Science and Art, and various other compilations.
See Encylopjedia.

Harris, John, D.D., Independent minister
(b. 1802, d. 1856), wrote TheGreat Teacher {1S35)

;

Mammon: or, Covetousness the Sin of the Christian
Church (1836); Christian Union; several prize
essays, and numerous verses. His Posthumous
Works were issued in 1857.

Harris, Mrs. See Gamp, Mrs.

_
Harris^ Thomas Iieonard, poet and re-

ligious vnnter, has produced Hymns of Spiritual

Devotion for the New Christian Age; First Book
of the Christian Meligion; The Arcana of Chris-

tianity; A Song ofSatan; The Wisdom ofAngels; An
Epic of the Starry Heavens; A Lyric of the Morning
Lands; A Lyric of the Golden Age; Requia : a Song
of Many Days; and many other works. Mr.
Harris is by birth an EngBshman, but emigrated
to America at an early age. His works profess
to be written " in the spirit," and to be improvised.

Harris, Walter (b. 1647, d. after 1725),,

author of De Morbis Acutis Infantum, Pharma-
eologia Anti-empirica, and other medical works.

Harris, William, biographer (b. 1720, d.

1770), wrote the Lims of Hugh Peters (1751);
James I. (1753) ; Ohaxles I. (1758) ; Cromwell

(1761) ; and Charles II. (1765).

Harris, William, D.D., Presbyterian minis-
ter (b. about 1675, d. 1740), published The Messiah
in the Old Testament, in reply to CoUins's Dis-

courses, and wrote the Commentary on the Epistles

to the Fhilippians and Colossians, in continuation

of Matthew Henry's work.

Harrison, Frederic (b. 1831), is the author
of The Meaning of History (1862); Questions for a
Reformed Parliament (1867); Order and Progress-

(1876) ; a translation of Comte's Social Statics

(1875) ; and many other works ; besides numerous,
contributions to the Westminster and Fortnightly

Reviews.

Harrison, William (d. 1592), contributed

to Holinshed's Chronicles a Historical Description

of the Island of Britain; and to Holinshed's Histortf
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of Scotland a translation of Boethius' Description of
Scotland.

Harrison, William, poet and essayist (d.

1713), conducted T/ie Tatler (q.v.) after Steele's
withdrawal from it. For specimens of his verse
see the collections of Dodsley and Nichols. Swift
described him as " a pretty little fellow, with a
great deal of wit, good sense, and good natm-e,"
and as having written "some mighty pretty
things."

Harrowing of Hell, The. See Exetee
Book.

Harry, Blind, or Henry the Minstrel,
flourished circa 1460, when he produced his
chronicle-history of Wallace (q.v.).

Hart, King. A poem by Bishop Gawain
Douglas, of Dunkeld, in which the hero is in-
tended as an allegorical representation of human
life. The heart, as being the noblest part of man,
is described as his Sovereign, and the Court of this
imaginary Sovereign is composed of the universal
attributes of youth. The King is assaulted by
Queen Plesaunce, whom he marries after a long
resistance. At length, Age makes his appearance,
followed by Conscience, and the Queen having
taken her departure, Decrepitude attacks and
wounds the King, who, after making his wiU, suc-
cumbs to Death.

Harte, Francis Bret, an American humorist
(b. 1839), has written nimierous prose tales and
sketches, of which the following are the best
known and most popular :

—

The Luck of Roaring
Camp, Brown of Calaveras, Mr. Thompson's Prodi-
gal, and The Iliad of Sandy Barr. Of his poems,
in dialect and otherwise, the following will be most
famihar to the English reader :

—

Her Letter,
Dickens in Camp, Jim, Dew's Mat, In the Timnel,
Plain language from Truthful James, The Society
upon the Stanislaus, To the Pliocene Skull, A Geo-
logical Madrigal, The Lost Tails ofMiletus, Truthful
James's Answer to "Her Letter," Further Language
from Truthful James, Aspiring Miss Delaine, and
Songs without Sense. Bret Harte has also written
Sensation Novels Condensed, a series of parodies
on our leading novelists (1867); s-ni Gabriel Conroy,
a novel (1876). See Heathen Chinee, The; Eoak-
ING Camp, The Luck op.

Harte, Walter (b. 1700, d. 1774), wrote a
History of the Life of Gustavus Adolphus and
Essays on Husbandry.

Hart-leap Well. A poem, in two parts, by
William Wohdbworth, written in 1800. The
well is a small spring of water, about five miles
from Richmond, in Yorkshire, near the side of
the road that leads from Richmond to Askrigg.
Its name is derived from a remarkable chase, the
memory of which is preserved in the monuments
referred to in the second part of the poem.

Hartley, David, metaphysician (b. 1705, d.

1757), wrote Observations on Man: his Frame, his

Duty, and his Expectations (1749). His Life was
written by his son. See Man, Obsebvations on.

Hartson, Hall (b. about 1739, d. 1773),
wrote a tragedy called The Countess of Salisbury

(1765), and a poem called Youth.

"Harvest of a quiet eye. The." See
Wordswobth's poem, A Poet's Epitaph—

"That broods and sleeps on his own heart."

"Harvest-time of Love, The." See
stanza 10, canto x., of Southby's poem of The
Curse of Kehama.

Harvey, Christopher. ;S««Stnagogub,The.

Harvey, Gabriel, poet (b. 1545, d. 1630),
wrote a variety of verse, of interest only to anti-

quarians
;
yet Spenser speaks of bim as '

' the most
excellent and learned both orator and poet." He
was one of the first to write English hexameters.
See HoBBiNOL.

Harvey, WiUiam, M.D. (b. 1578, d. 1657),
wrote Exereitationes de motu Cordis et Sanguinis
(1628), See the Life by Laurence ; also that pre-
fixed to his Works, by Dr. WiEis (1847).

Harwood, Edward, D.B., scholar and
divine (b. 1729, d. 1794), wrote A View of the
various Editions of the Greek and the Soman Classics,

An Introduction to the New Testament, A New
Translation of the New Testament, and an edition of
the Greek Testament. See The Gentleman's Maga-
zine for 1794.

Haryngton, Sir John, miscellaneous writer,
(b. 1561, d. 1612), published The Metamorphosis of
Aj'ax {1596); The Englishman's Doctor ; The History
ofPolindar a/nd Flostella ; NugaAntiquce; and other
works. See Briefb View op the State op the
Church op England, A; Epigrams most Elegant
AND WiTTIE.

Haslewood, Joseph, bibliographer (b. 1769,
d. 1833), was a contributor to the Centura Literaria
and British Bibliographer of Sir Egerton Biydges.
See Bernardo ; Gabbler Gridiron.

Hasolle, James. See Fasciculus Chemious.

Hastings, Warren, Charges Against.
See Warren Hastings.

Hatchway, Lieutenant Jack. A retired
naval oflicer, in Smollett's novel of The Adven-
tures of Peregrine Pickle (q.v.) ; represented as
living with Commodore Trunnion (q.v.).

" Hate found only on the stage, A."—
Byron's Don Juan, canto iv., stanza 93.

Hathaway, Bichard.
OP England.

Arthur, King

Hatteraiok, Dirk. A Dutch smuggler
captain, in Sir Walter Scott's novel of Guy
Mannering (q.v.).

Hatton, Joseph, novelist and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1837), has written the following .—Bitter
Sweets, Against the Stream, The Tallants of Barton,
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Christopher KenricJc, The Memorial Window, The
Valley of Poppies, In, the Lap of Fortune, Clytie,

the Queen of Bohemia; in addition to Memi-
niscences of Mark Lemon, Pippms and Cheese, Kites
and Pigeons, and other works. He was at one time
editor of The Gentleman's Magazine (1868—74).

Haughton, WiUiam, dramatist (circa 1600),
wrote the comedy of Englishmen for my Money: or,

a Woman will have her Will; and, with Dekker
and Chettle, the play of Patient Grissell, which was
reprinted by the Shakespeare Society in 1841. See
Henslowe's Diary.

Haunted House, The. A poem by Thomas
Hood.

Haunted Man, The : " and the Ghost's Bar-
gain." A Christmas tale by Chakles Dickens (1812
—1870), published in December, 1847. The name
of the hero is Eedlaw, and among the other
characters are Tetterby, the newsvendor, his son
Johnny, and the baby Sally.

Have at Ye All: "or, the Drury Lane
Journal." A periodical edited by Bonnbll Thokn-
TON (1724—1768) in 1752. It was stated to be
conducted by "Madame Eoxana Termagant."

Have with you at Saffron Walden:
" or, Grabriel Harvey's Hvmt is up ; " by Thomas
Nash, published in 1596. " This pamphlet," says

Lowndes, " contains an inexhaustible stock of

humour, full of the most amusing temporary allu-

sions, and seems to have closed the wordy conflict

between Nash and Hervey." See Harvey, Gabkiel,
and Strakqe Newes, &c.

Havelok the Dane. The hero of an
Anglo-Danish legend, which was "rhymed by a
Norman into French not many years after the first

crusade, and afterwards retaken for the English by
a native poet. The earliest shape," says Morley,
" in which we have the story is that of a French
romance, which was abridged by GeofEroi Gaimar,
the Anglo-Norman trouvdre, who composed his

Chronicle of Anglo-Saxon Kings between the
years 1142 and 1145. To the first half, therefore,

of the twelfth century belongs Le Lai de Avelok,
upon an English traction that must have been
extant in Anglo-Saxon times, for Gaimar speaks of

it as an ancient story." The French version and
an English translation, found in the Bodleian, were
pubhshed by Madden in 1828.

Havisham, Miss. An eccentric character, in

Dickens's novel of Great Expectations (q.v.). See

Satis House.

Hawes, Stephen, poet (1483—1512). His
chief works are :

—

The Passe Tyme ofPleasure (q.v.).

The Conversion of Swerers (q.v.), The Example of
Vertu (q.v.). The Comfort ofLovers, and The Temple
of Glasse (q.v.). For Biography and Criticism, see

EUis's Specimens of the English Poets, Warton's
English Poetry, Wood's Athena Oxonienses,

Brydges' Censura Literaria, and Kitson's Biblio-

graphia Poetica.

" Hawk from a handsaw, I know a."—Samlet, act ii., scene 2.

Hawk, Sir Mulberry, in Dickens's novel
ot Nicholas Niekleby (q.v.), is a dissolute young
aristocrat, whose insulting behaviour to Kate
Niekleby is related in chapter xix.

Hawkesworth, John, LL.D., essayist (b.
1715, d. 1773), published a tale called Almoran and
Samel, a.n edition of Swift's Works, a translation
of Telemaque, and An Account of the Voyages of
Byron, WalHs, Carteret, and Cook, from 176i to
1771 (1773).

'
' *

Hawking and Hunting, The Bokys
of. A work by Dame Juliana Bekneks, pub-
lished in 1486.

Hawkins, Sir John (b. 1719, d. 1789), pub-
lished an edition of Walton's Angler (1760) ; a
Sistory of Music (1776); and an edition of Dr.
Johnson's Works (1717).

Hawthorn, Jerry. See Jekey Hawthorn.
Hawthorne, Julian, son of Nathaniel

Hawthorne, has written Saxon Studies (1875), and
the following novels :

—

Septimus (1871), Bressant
(1873), Idolatry (1874), and Garth (1877).

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, novelist (b. 1804,
d. 1864), published Twice Told Tales (1837, 1842);
Mosses from an Old Manse (1846) ; The Scarlet
Letter (q.v.) ; The Souse of the Seven Gables (q.v.)

;

The Blithedale Somance (q.v.); Transformation
(q.v.) ; American Note Books (1868) ; English Note
Books (1870) ; French and Italian Note Books (1871)

;

Our Old Some ; and several minor works.

Hayes. See Koranzzo's Feast.

Hayley, William, poet and dramatist (b.

1745,d. 1820), wrote The Afflicted Father, a drama;
The Triumphs of Music, and The Triumphs of
Temper, poems ; and The Life of William Cowper

(1803). He is referred to in Byron's English
Bards. See his Autobiography (1823).

Hayward, Abraham (b. 1803), has pub-
lished a prose translation of Goethe's Famt
(1833) ; Juridical Tracts (1856) ; Biographical and
Critical Essays (1858, 1873, and 1874) ; and editions,

with notes, of the Autobiography, Letters, and
Literary Remains of Mrs. Piozzi (1861), and the

Diary of a Lady of Quality.

Hayward, Sir John, historian (d. 1627),

wrote Lives of Three Norman Kings of England

(1613); OfSupremacie in Matters ofReligion (IQIi) ;

The Complete Sistory of Edward IV. (1630) ; and
Certain Teeres of Queen Elizabeth's Reign (1640).

Haywood, Eliza, miscellaneous writer (b.

1693, d. 1756), wrote The Female Spectator (1744)

;

The New Utopia; The Court of Caramania; and
many other works. She is described in the .Bjo-

graphia Dramatica as "perhaps the most voluminous

female writer this kingdom ever produced;" and in

the Dunciad as one of "those shameless scribblers

who, in libeUoua memoirs and novels, reveal the
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faults or misfortuneB of both sexes, to tlie ruin of

public fame or disturbance of private happiness."

Eazeldean, Squire, in Lord Lytton's
story of My Novel (q.v.), is an embodiment of
" the bluff old English squire, as he existed before

the days of steam-ploughs and labourers' strikes,

an embodiment of the virtues of a feudal age, as

Squire "Western (q.v.) is of the vices."

Eazlitt, William, miscellaneous writer (b.

1778, d. 1830), wrote An Essay on the Principles of
Suman Action (1805) ; Free Thoughts on Tuilic

Affairs (1806); A Reply to Malthus (1807); an
abridgment of Tucker's Light of Nature Fursued

(1807) ; The Eloquence of the British Senate a807)

;

A New Orammar of the English Tongue (iSlO)

;

JHemoirs of Thomas Holeroft (1816) ; Characters of
Shaleespear^s Plays (1817) ; The Found Table

(1817) ; A View of the English Stage (1818)

;

Lectures on the English Poets (1818) ; Lectures on

the Finglish Comic Writers (1819) ; Political Essays

(1819); Table Talk (1821); Lectures on the Dra-
matic Literature of the Age of Elimbeth (1821);

Characteristics in the Manner of Fochefoucauld's

Maxims (1 823) ; Liber Amoris: or, the New Pygmalion

(1823) ; Sketches of the Principal Picture Galleries

of England (1824) ; Notes of a Journey through

France and Italy {IS25) ; The Spirit of the Age: or.

Contemporary Portraits (1825) ; Select Poets of Great

Britain (1825) ; The Plain Speaker: or. Opinions on

Books, Men, and Things (1826) ; The Life of Napo-
leon Bonaparte (1828) ; Conversations with James
Northcote (1830) ; and A Life of Titian (1830).

See the Life by his grandson (1867), and the

Literary Remains, to which the first Lord Lytton
prefixed a biographical introduction. " The faults

of HazHtt," says the latter writer, "have been
harshly judged, because they have not been fairly

analysed ; they arose mostly from an arrogant

and lordly sense of superiority. It is into this

that resolve his frequent paradoxes, his bold
assertions, his desire to startle. As Johnson in

conversation, so Hazlitt in books, pushed his

own theories to the extreme, partly to show his

powers, partly perhaps from contempt for the logic

of his readers. He wrote rather for himself than
others. He had a keen sense of the beautiful and
the subtle, and what is more, he was deeply imbued
with sympathies for the humane. His intellectual

honesty makes him the Dumont of letters, even
where his fiery eloquence approaches him to the
Mirabeau."

Hazlitt, William Carew (b. 1843), grand-

son of the above, is the author of The Sistory

of the Venetian Republic (1860), Sophie Lawrie

(1865), Sandbook to Early English Literature (1868),

Memoirs of William Sazlitt (1867), and Popular

Antiquities of Great Britain (1869), besides being
the editor of the works of Henry Constable and
Richard Lovelace, of Old English Jest Books, of

English Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases, of the

Early Popular Poetry of England, of Warton's

English Poetry, of Dodsley's Collection of Old Plays,

and Charles and Mary Lamb's Poems and Letters.

"He rose at dawn, and, fired with
hope."

—

The Sailor Boy, by Alfred Tennyson.

" He that loves a rosy ch.ee)s.."—Disdain
Returned, by Thomas Carew (1589—1639). The
third and last verse is rarely quoted.

" He that only rules by terror."—TAe
Captain, by Aifred Tennyson.

"He that fights and runs away."
First line of a quatrain, quoted in Ray's Sistory

of the Rebellion (1752), which runs as follows :

—

** He that fights and runs away
May turn and fight another day.
But he that is In battle slain
Will never rise to fight again."

An almost identical quatrain is iacluded in The
Art of Poetry on a New Plan, said to be edited by
Oliver Goldsmith, and pubhshed in 1761. Both
are evidently an expansion of the pithy lines in
Butler's Sudibras, pt. iii., canto 3, published in

1663—78 :—
"For those that fly may fight again,
Which he can never do that's slahl."

Butler probably derived his lines, in turn, from a
translation of the Apothegms of Erasmus, published
by UdaU in 1542 :—

" That same man, that runnlth awaie,
Male again fight another dale."

"Head and front of my offending.
The very."

—

Othello, act i., scene 3.

Head, Bichard, dramatist (d. 1678). .See

Shipton, Mother.

Head, Sir Francis Bond, miscellaneons
writer (b. 1793), has written Rough Notes on the

Pampas (1826) ; A Life ofBruce the Traveller [l^ZO) ;

Bubbles from the Brunnen of Nassau (1833) ; The
Emigrant (1846) ; The Defenceless State of Britain

(1850) ; A Faggot of French Sticks (1851) ; A Fort-

night in Ireland (1852) ; Descriptive Essays (1857)

;

and The Sorse and his Rider (I860).

Head, Sir George, miscellaneous writer (b.

1782, d. 1865), published Forest Scenes and Inei-

in North America (1829) ; A Some Tour
(1836 and 1837); Rome: A Tour of Jfiamj Days
(l849) ; and a translation of the Metamorphoses of
Apuleius (1851).

Headley, Henry, poet and critic (b. 1766,

d. 1788). See the Life by Kett (1810).

Headrigg, Cuddie, in Sir Walter Scott's

novel of Old Mortality (q.v.), is a ploughman
in the service of Lady Bellenden (q.v.).

Heale, William. See Woman, An Apology.

Health, The Art of Preserving. See

Art of Preserving Health.

" Hear, ye ladies that despise." Song
from The False One, by John Fletcher and
Thilip Massinger.
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Hearne,Thomas, antiquary(b. 1678, d. 1735).

See the Lives ty Huddesford, Kett, and Headley.

" Heart-affluence in discursive talk."
Sect. cix. of In Memoriam, by Alfred Tennyson.

"Heart for falsehood framed." See

"Had I A Heart," &c.

"Heart knock at my ribs, Make my
seated."

—

Macbeth, act i., scene 3.

Heart of Midlothian, The. A novel by
Sir Walter Scott (b. 1771, d. 1832), published

in 1818. It has for heroines Jeame and Effie

Deans (q.v.). Among the other characters are

Dvuubiedykes and Madge Wildfire, both of which
see. It has often been dramatised. " The Heart
of Midlothian" was the popular name for the

Tolbooth at Edinburgh, the capital of the county

of Midlothian.

" Heart on her lips, and soul within
her eyes."

—

Byron, Beppo, stanza 46 :

—

" Soft as her clime, and sunny as her skies."

"Heart, untraveUed, fondly turns to
thee. My."

—

Goldsmith, The Traveller (q.v.).

" Heart upon my sleeve for daws to
peck at."

—

Othello, act i., scene 1.

"Hearts are dry as summer dust,
Those whose."

—

Wordsworth, The Excursion,

book i.

Heath, James, historical writer (b. 1629, d.

1664), wrote A Brief Chronicle of the Late Intestine

War in England, Scotland, and Ireland (1661), and
other works.

Heatheote, Halph, D.D., miscellaneous

writer (b. 1721, d. 1796), published Bistoria Astro-

mmiiB (1746) ; Irenareh: or, the Justice o' the Peace's

Manual (1771); and Sylva, a Collection of Anecdotes

(1786). See QieAutobiography attached to Irenareh.

Heathen Chinee, The. The subject of a
humorous poem by Bret Hartb (q.v.). Its

proper title is Plain Languagefrom Truthful James.

It begins :

—

" Whlcti I wish to remark,—
And my language is plain,—

Tllat for ways that are dark.
And for tricks that are vain.

The Heathen Chinee is peculiar,

—

Which the same 1 would rise to explain."

Heaven and Earth. A "Mystery," or

dramatic poem, by Lord Byron (1788—1824), first

published in No. ii. of Leigh Hunt's Liberal

(1822), and founded on the following passage in

Genesis vi. :
—" And it came to pass .... that the

sons of God saw the daughters of men that they
were fair ; and they took them wives of all which
they chose." Among the dramatis persona are

the angels Samiasa and Azaziel, the archangel

Raphael, Noah,. Irad, Japhet, Anah, and Aholi-

bamah. Aholibamah is beloved by Irad, and
Anah by Japhet, but the former has given her
affections to Samiasa, and the latter hers to

Azaziel, and their passion is returned.

18

"Heaven and home. True to the
kindred points of."

—

Wordsworth, To a Slcylark.

" Heaven first taught letters for some
wretch's aid."

—

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, line 51

:

" Some hanlshed lover, or some captive maid."

"Heaven lies about us in our infancy."—^Wordsworth, Intimations of Immortality (q.v.).

"Heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.
The mind can make a.' —Milton, Paradise Lost,

book i., line 263.

" Heaven on earth, A."—Milton, Paradise

Lost, book iv., line 208.

"Heaven sends us good meat, but the
Devil sends cooks."

—

Gakrick, in an epigram on
Goldsmith's Retaliation (q.v.).

Heaven's Glor3% seeke it: "Earth's
Vanitie, flye it : HeU's Horror, fere it." " Essays
and prayers," by Samuel Eowlands (1570—1625),
interspersed with a few poetical pieces, and pub-
lished in 1628.

"Heavenly days that cannot die. One
of those."

—

Wordsworth, Nutting.

Heber, Beginald, Bishop of Calcutta (b.

1783, d. 1826), published Poems (1812) ; The Per-
sonality and Office of the Christian Comforter (1815)

;

an edition of the works of Jeremy Taylor, and
numerous essays in The Quarterly Beview; besides

his Oxford prize poem called Palestine. See the

Life by his widow (1830), The Last Days of Beber

by Thomas Robinson, and the Memoirs by Potter

and Taylor.

Hebrew Melodies. A series of poems by
Lord Byb,on (1788—1824), published in 1815, and
written, at the request of a friend, for a selection

of Hebrew Melodies arranged by Braham and
Nathan. They include

—

She walhs in beauty ; The
Harp the Monarch Minstrel Swept; If that Sigh
World; The Wild Gazelle; Oh, weep for those;

On Jordan's Banks; Jephtha's Daughter; Oh!
snatched away in Beauty" s Bloom ; My Soul is Dark;
I Saw Thee Weep; Thy Days are Done ; Saul; All
is Vanity; When Coldness wraps this suffering Clay;

Vision of Belshazzar ; Stm of the Sleepless ; Were
my Bosom as false as thou deem'st it to be ; Zerod's

Lament for Mariamne ; On the Day of the Destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by Titus ; By the Rivers of
Babylon; The Destruction of Sennaclierib ; and A
Spirit passed before me.

Hebrides, Journal of a Tour to the,
with Dr. Samuel Johnson, by James
BoswELL

;
published in 1785.

Hebron is the name under which Scotland is

personified in Dryden's poem of Absalom and
Achitophel (q.v.).

Hecate. A witch in Macbeth (q.v.).

Hecatompathea : " a Passionate Century of

Love." Poems by Thomas Watson (1560—1592).
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" Hecuba to him, or he to Hecuba,
What's."

—

Hamlet, act ii., scene 2.

Hedge School, The. A story by William
Caklbton (1798—1869), in which, the school-
master, Mat ICavanagh, is drawn from a ibnner
teacher of the author called Pat Prayne.

Heep, Uriah. A character in Dickens's novel
of David Copperfield (ci.v.). "I am well aware," he
says, " that I am the umblest person going, let the
other he who he may. My mother is likewise a
very mnhle person. We live in a niuuhle ahode.
Master Copperfield, but have much to be thankful
for. My father's former caUiog was umble; he
was a sexton."

" Height ofthis great argument. The."—^Milton, Faradise Lost, book i., line 22.

Heine's Grave. A poem by Matthew
Aknold (b. 1822), containing the well-known de-
scription of England as a " weary Titan," who

• with deaf
Ears and labour-dimmed eyes,
Begardlng neither to right
Ifor left, goes passively by.
Staggering on to her goal

;

Bearing on shoulders immense,
Atlantean, the load,
Well-nigh not to he borne.
Of the too vast orb of her fate."

Heine, the German poet and litterateur, who also
forms the subject of one of Matthew Arnold's
Essays in Criiicism, wasbom in 1800, died in 1866,
and was buried in

" Trim Montmartre I the faint
Murmur of Paris outside."

His Foems have been translated by Edgar A.
Bowring (1859). See his Life by Stigand (1876).

Heir at Law, The. A comedy by Geosge
CoLMAN the Younger (1762—1836), produced in
1797. See Dowlas, Dick, and Pangloss, Dr.

"Heir of aU the ages; I, the."—
Tenktson, Locksley Sail.

Heir, The. A comedy by Thomas May
(1595—1650), printed in 1622, and reprinted in
Dodsley's Colleetion of Old Flays.

_
" He is gone on the mountain." First

line of Coronach, by Sir Walter Scott.

Helen. A novel by Maeia Edoeworth,
published in 1834.

Helen Hesketh. The heroine of LocK-
kart's novel of Seginald JDalton (q.v.).

Helen of Corinth, Queen. A character
in Sidney's Arcadia (q.v.). She is in love with
Amphialus,

Helen of Eirconnell. The heroine of a
ballad of which versions have been printed by
Scott, Herd, Eitson, Jameson, and others. The
story goes that Adam Fleming loved Helen
Irving or Bell, the daughter of the Laird of Kir-
conneU, in Dumfriesshire, and that the lovers were
standing together one day near the river Kirtle,
when a rival suitor suddenly appeared on the
opposite bank, and pointed his gun at Adam.

Then Helen threw herself in front of her loyer,

received the bullet in her body, and died in hie

arms ; and Adam fought with the murderer and
slew him. Wordsworth has a poem on the same
subject, called JEllen Irwin, which Allingham cha-

racterises as " of little merit." Another ballad on
the same story was written by John Mayne (1759—1836), and published by Sir Walter Scott in the
Edinburgh Annual Register (1815).

" Helen's beauty in a brow of Egj^pt."—A Midsummer Night's Dream, act v., scene 1.

Helena, in A Midsummer Night's Dream, is in

love with Demetrius.

Helena, the heroine of AlVs Well that

Ends Well (q.v.), has " a character of the greatest

sweetness and delicacy." " There never was, per-

haps," says Mrs. Jameson, "a more beautiful

pictiire of a woman's love, cherished in secret,

not self-consuming in silent languishment, not
pining in thought, not passive and ' desponding
over its idol,' but patient and hopeful, strong in

its intensity, and sustained by its own fond faith.

The situation of Helena is the most painful and
degrading in which a woman can be placed. She
is poor and lowly ; she loves a man who is far her
superior in rank, who repays her love with indif-

ference, and rejects her hand with scorn. She
marries him against her will ; he leaves her with
contumely on the day of their marriage, and
makes his return to her arms depend on conditions
apparently impossible." See Bertram, Count of
EOUSSILLON.

Helenore: "or, the Fortunate Shepherd."
A pastoral tale in the Scottish dialect, by Alex-
ander Koss (1699—1784), printed in 1768.

" Helicon's harmonious springs,
From."

—

Gray, Progress of Foety (q.v.) :

—

"A thousand rills their mazy progress take."

Helicon was a mountain in Greece, sacred to

Apollo and the Muses. See Enolajhd's Helicon.

"HeU a fury like a woman scorned.
Nor."—CoNGREVE, The Mourning Bride, act iii.,

scene 1. The passage recalls the "sprete injuria

formas " of Virgil.

" Hell broke loose, All."—Milton, Fara-
dise Lost, book iv., line 918.

" Hellhath no limits."

—

Marlowe, JaiMto
(q.v.):-

" Where we are is hell,
And where hell Is, there must we even be . .

AU places shall be hell that are not heaven."

"HeU is full of good meanings and
wishes." See Herbert's Jacula Fnidentum (q.v.).

A Spanish proverb runs—" The road to hell is

paved with good intentions."

"HeU. of waters. The."—Byron, Ghilde

Sarold, canto i., stanza 20.

" HeU of witchcraft lies ; O father,
what a." A line in stanza xliii. of Shakespeare's
poem, A Lover's Complaint (q.v.).
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" Hell to ears polite. Who never men-
tions."

—

Pope, Moral Essays, epistle iv., line 150.

Hellas. A lyrical drama, ty Perot Bysshe
Shelley, published in 1821. "The Pers<e of

iEschylus," says the poet, " afforded me the first

model of my conception."

Helps, Sir Arthur, poet, essajrist, and
miscellaneous writer (h. 1817, d. 1875), was the
author of Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd
n835); Essays written in the Intervals of Basiness

(1841^ ; King Henry II. : an historical drama
(1843) ; Catherine Douglas : a tragedy (1843) ; The
Claims of labour (1845); Friends in Council (q.v.),

(1847—49); Companions of my Solitude (1851); A
Sistory of the Spanish Conquest of America (1865

—

61); Oulita, the Serf (1858); JRealmah (1869); Casi-

mir Maremma (1870) ; Brevia: Short Essays and
Aphorisms (1870) ; Conversations on War and General

Culture (lill); Thoughts t^on Government (1871);
and Social Pressure (1874).

Hemans, Felicia Dorothea, poetess (b.

1794, d. 1835), wrote Early Blossoms (1808) ; The
Domestic Affections (1812) ; Tales and Historic

Scenes ; Modern Greece ; Songs of the Affections

;

Becords of Women; The Vespers of FaUrmo. A
volume of Foetical Bemains appeared after her
death.

Hemingford, Walter de, chronicler (d.

1347), wrote a History of England from the

Norman Conquest to 1308, whidi was published

by Bale in his Veteres Scriptores, and again by
Heame in 1731.

"Hence, all you vain delights." First

line of a well-known lyric by Beaumont and
Pletchek.

" Hence, loathed melancholy." First

line of Milton's Z'Allegro (q.v.).

"Hence, vain deluding
.
joys." First

line of Milton's II Fenseroso (q.v.).

Henderson, John, sometimes called the

Irish Criohton (b. 1757, d. 1788), left behind him
only a few poems and essays.

Henley, Anthony (b. 1660, d. 1711), con-

tributed some essays to The Tatler and The Medley.

He was intimate with Pope, Swift, Garth, and
Arbuthnot.

Henley, John, popularly called "Orator"
Henley (b. 1692, d. 1756), was the author of a
Vnvsersal Grammar and a poem on Queen Esther,

besides some contributions to The Spectator.

Henries, The Book of the ]!9'oble.
See Book or the Noble Henries, The.

Henry and Emma. "A poem, upon the
model of The Nut-Brown Maid" (q.v.), by
Matthew Prior (1664—1721). Johnson calls it

" a dull and tedious dialogue, which creates neither

esteem for the man, nor tenderness for the woman."
See " Fine by deorees and beautifully less."

Henry. Matthew (b. 1662, d. 1714), was the
author oiAn Exposition ofthe OldandNew Testaments
(q.v.) ; Life of the Bev. Fhilip Henry (1696) ; Dis-
course concerning Meelcness (1698) ; The Communi-
cant's Companion (1704) ; Directions for Daily Corny
munion (1712) ; and The Pleasantness of a Beligious

life (1714). See the lives by Tong and WiUiams.

Henry of Huntingdon. See Huntingdon,
Henry of.

Henry, Prince. The hero of Longfellow's
dramatic poem of The Golden Legend (q.v.); in
love with Elsie.

Henry, Bobert, D.D., Presbyterian minister
and historian (b. 1718, d. 1790), wrote a History of
Great Britain on a New Plan (1771, 1774, 1777,
1781, and 1785), and translated Goguet's Origin of
the Laws, Arts, and Sciences (1775).

Henry the Minstrel. See Harry, Blind.

Henry IV., ABooke intitled the His-
toric of: "with his Battail at Shrewsburye,
against Henry Hottspurre of the Northe, with the

conceipted Mirth of Sir John FalstafEe," by
William Shakespeare; written before 1598,

according to Meres, and entered in the Stationers'

Kegisters on February 25, 1697—98. Five other

editions followed before the foUo of 1623.

Henry IV., The Seconde Parte of the
History of Eing :

" with the humors of Sir

John Falstaffl : wrytten by Mr. Shakespeare."

This is an entry in the Stationers' Eegister of

August 23, 1600. Wise and Apsley, in the same
year, published the only known edition of the play

in quarto, under the title of The Second Fart of

Henrie the Fourth, continuing to his Death and
Coronation of Henrie the Fifth. With the Humoms
of Sir John Falstaffe and swaggering Fistoll. The
quarto was very carelessly printed, but a later

edition in folio seems to have been rendered from a

more correct copy. For some of his incidents,

Shakespeare was indebted to an old anonymous
play, The Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth.

His historical authority, however, .was Holinshed,

whom in many places he has closely followed. The
period comprised extends over nine years ; from

Hotspur's defeat and death, at Shrewsbury, in

1403, to the accession of Henry V., in 1412. See

Bardolph; Falstaff; Poins; Quickly; Shallow;
Silence; Tearsheet.

Henry the Fifth, The Chronicle
History of: "with his Battel fought at Agin

Court, in France. Togither with Auntient Pistol."

ByWilliam Shakespeare. It was probablywritten

in the middle of 1599, and first printed in 1600,

in a quarto form. It appears, evidently corrected

and revised by the poet, in the folio of 1623. For

many incidents Shakespeare was indebted to the

old anonymous play of The Famous Victories of

Henry the Fifth, containing the Honourable Battell

of Agincourt, produced before 1588. 'The historical

portion is closely copied from Holinshed, The
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action of the piece extends over a period of eight

years ; from 1413, the year of Henry's accession, to

1420, the year of his marriage with the Princess
Katharine.

Henry the Sixth, The First Part of.
This chronicle play Vas originally printed in the
folio of 1623. Henslowe, the player, refers in his

Diary to a drama caReASenry the vj., acted for the
first time on March 3, 1591—92 ; and probahly this

was the play referred to. It may also be identical,

as Dyce suggests, with the one alluded to hy
Thomas Nash in his Pierce Pennilesse (ed. 1595).

There seems no doubt that The First Part of Senry
the Sixth was not written by Shakespeare, though
it is generally admitted that it contains some
Shakespearian touches. Who was the original

author cannot be satisfactorily determined; but
from the character of the versification it would
seem to hayebeenalmostwholly writtenbyMarlowe.
The action of the piece extends over a period of

twenty-three years—^namely, from the accession of

Henry VI., iu 1422, to his marriage with Margaret
of Anjou, in 1445.

Henry the Sixth, The Second Part
of: " with the Death of the good Duke Humfrey."
First printed in the folio of 1623. The commenta-
tors differ widely as to its origin ; but the conclu-

sion to which the best authorities have come ia, that

it is a modification, by Shakespeare, of an old

drama, The First Part of the Contention between

the two famous Souses of Yorke and Lancaster,

with the Death of the good Duke Bumphrey ; and
the Banishment and Death of the Duke of Suffolke,

with the notable Mebellion of Jack Cade ; and the

Duke of Torke's first claitne onto the Crovine,

originally printed in 1594, quarto, and reprinted
for the Shakespeare Society in 1843. At the same
time, it is equally certain that, though not wholly
written by the poet, considerable portions of the
play are from the poet's pen ; or, as Mrs. Jameson
says, "the poet's mighty hand is discernible in
particular parts, but his spirit is not to be
recognised in the conception of the whole.'' The
action of the play begins with the marriage of

Henry YI., in 1445, and terminates with the first

battle of St. Albans, the opening scene of the
Wars of the Eoses, in 1455.

Henry the Sixth, The Third Part of.
In 1795 appeared, for the first time, a drama en-

titled The True Tragedie of Richard Duke of
Torke, and the Death of good King Henry the

Sixt, with the whole Contention between the two

Souses Lancaster and Torke, as it was sundrie

times acted by the Sight HonowrabU the Earl of
Pembroke his servants. This play, whether, as

some authorities think, it was written by Mar-
lowe, or, as other commentators fancy, by Grreene,

or possibly by both in conjunction, was adapted,

and of course improved, by Shakespeare, into

the historical drama now known as TJie Third
Part of Henry the Sixth, which, in its present form,

first appeared in the folio of 1623. While, in

many places, the poet has done no more than

smooth, the versification of the old play, and link

its scenes more closely together, in others he has

introduced whole speeches, or lightened up a
commonplace passage by a flash of genius. It

was apparently Shakespeare's treatment of the

Contention that drew down upon him the wrath
of Grreene, the dramatist, who seems to refer to

hiTn in the Groat's- Worth of Wit (1592), (q.v.), as
" an upstart crow, beautified with our feathers, that,

with his tyger's heart wrapped in a player's hide,

supposes he is as well able to bombast out a blank
verse as the best of you, and being an absolute

Johannes factotum, is, in his own conceit, the

only Shakescene in the country." HaUam is

inclined to beUeve, however, that the greater part

of the play in question is far above the powers
of Greene, and that it exhibits more of what
Ben Jonson calls the " mighty Une" of Christopher

Marlowe.

Henry the Eighth, The Famous His-
tory of the Iiife of Eing. An historical

drama, attributed to Shakespeabe, and first printed

in the folio of 1623. James Spedding was the first

critic of importance who contended, in The Gentle-

man's Magazine, for August,' 1850, that the play
was not wholly written by Shakespeare. A writer

in Notes amd Queries (vol. ii., first series) went even
farther, and ascribed act i. (scenes 1 and 2), act ii.

(scenes 3 and 4), act iii. (scene 2, down to " what
appetite you have "), and act v. (scene 1), to

Shakespeare; and all the rest of the play to

Fletcher. So, too, Emerson, in his Pepresentative

Men, says:—"In Henry VIII., I think I see

plainly the cropping out of the original rock on
which his own finer stratum was laid. The first

play was written by a superior, thoughtful man,
with a vicious ear. I can mark his lines, and know
well their cadence. In Wolsey's soliloquy, and the

following scene with Cromwell, the lines are con-

structed on a given time, and the verse has even a
trace of pulpit eloquence. But the play contains,

through all its length, unmistakable traits of

Shakespeare's hand, and some passages, as the

account of the coronation, are like autographs.

What is odd, the compliment to Queen Elizabeth

is in the bad rhythm." Two plays on the same
subject were acted in 1601, called respectively

The Rising of Cardinal Wolsey and Cardinal Wolsey.

Dyce, Collier, and Hunter are of opinion that

Shakespeare's drama, if it was Shakespeare's, was
written after the death of Elizabeth.

Henrysoun, Bobert, Scottish poet (d. 1508),

wrote, among other works, Testiment of Fair Cres-

seid (1493), Pobin and Makyne, The Abbey Walk,

The Praise of Age, and Moral Fables. The last

named were printed for the Maitland Club ; Pobin

and Makyne by the Bannatyne Ghib in 1824. See

Abbey Walk, The ; Ceesseid, Testiment of Faib ;

EoBiN AND Makyne.

Heptameron of CivUl Discourses, An:
"concerning the Christmasse Exercise of sundrie
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well-covuited Gentlemen and Gentlewomen." A
translation by George Whetstone (b. circa 1550)

of Giraldo Cinthio's Secatommithi, putlished in

1582. Several pieces of poetry are interspersed.

The Septameron was republished in 1593 under the

title of Amelia,

"Her arms across her breast she
lay."

—

The Seggar Maid (q.v.) by Alfred TEsrarr-

SON.

of silent
',moria/m, by

The allusion is to the sister

"Her eyes are homes
prayer."—Section xxxii. of In
Alfred Tennyson.
of Lazarus.

Heraud, John Abraham, poet and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1799), is the author of

Tottenham (1820) ; The Legend of St. log (1821)

;

The Descent into Sell (1830); The Judgment

of the Flood (1834); Videna: a tragedy (1854);

Wife, or no Wife ; Agnola Diora ; The Soman
Brother ; Salvator : or, the Foor Man of Naples ; A
Life of Girolamo Swoonarola ; and, more recently,

Shalcespere : His Inner Life (1865); The WreeJe of
the London (1870); In-gathering; and The War
of Ideas (1871). He has contributed largely to
periodical literature.

Heraud, Sir. A character in the romance
of Sir Guy of Warwick (q.v.).

Herbert, Edward, Lord of Cherbury (b.

1581, d. 1648), wrote Be Veritate (1624) ; Expeditio
Buekinghami Dueis in Seam Insulam (1630) ; A
Sistory of the Life and Reign of Henry VIII.
(1649) ; I)e Seligione Laid (1645), (q.v.) ; and
other works. See his Autobiography (1764).

Herbert, George, poet and divine (b. 1593,
d. 1633), was the author of The Temple, The
Coimtry Farson, and other poems. See the Lives
by Izaak Walton (1670), and Duyckiuck (1858)

;

also, the edition of his Works, with a Memoir,
by A. B. Grosart (1875). " In George Her-
bert," says George MacDonald, "there is poetry,
and enough and to spare; it is the household
bread of his being. Jn every song he sings a
spiritual fact will be found its fundamental life.

With a conscience tender as a child's, almost
diseased in its tenderness, and a heart loving as a
woman's, his intellect is none the less powerful.
Its movements are as the sword-play of an alert,

poised, well-knit, strong-wristed fencer with the
rapier, in which the skill impresses one more than
the force, while without the force the skill would
be valueless, even hurtful to its possessor. There
is a graceful humour with it oecasionaUy, even in
his most serious poems, adding much to their
charm. No writer before biTn has shown such a
love to God, such a child-like confidence in Him.
The divine mind of George Herbert was, in the
main, bent upon discovering God everywhere. His
use of homeliest imagery for the highest thought
is in itseK enough to class him with the highest
kind of poets. He has an exquisite feeling of

lyrical art. Not only does he keep to one idea in
it, but he finishes the poem like a cameo. No man
has more of the 'quips and cranks and wanton
wiles ' of the poetic spirit of his time than George
Herbert, but with this difference from the rest of
Dr. Donne's school, that such is the in-dwelling
potency that it causes even these to shine with a
radiance such that we wish them stOl to bum and
not be consumed. His muse is seldom other than
graceful, even when her motions are grotesque, and
he is always a gentleman, which cannot be said of
his master. We could not bear to part with his
most fantastic oddities, they are so interpenetrated
with his genius as well as his art." See Jaoula
PauDENTUM ; Temple, The.

Herbert, Henry William. See Fobestee,
Frank.

Herbert, Mary. /&ePembroke, Countess of.

Herbert, Sir Thomas (b. i6io, d. 1682),
wrote Threnodia Carolina, containing an historical

account of the two last years of King Charles I.,

written in 1678, aiid first published in 1702. He
is said to have assisted Dugdale in the Monastic.on

Anglicanum.

Herbert, William. See Pembroke, Earl of.

Herbert, William, antiquarian (b. 1718, d.

1796), revised and edited the Typographical Anti-
quities (q.v.) of Joseph Ames.

Hercules Ihirens. A play adapted from
the Greek of Seneca by Jasper Heywood in 1661.

HercTiles, Judgment of. A moral poem,
by William Shenstone, published in 1741.

Hercules (Etseus.' A play adapted from
the Greek of Seneca by John Studley (1587), and
written in Alexandrine measure (q.v.).

Herd, David, antiquarian (b. 1732, d. 1810),

published, in 1769 and 1772, a Collection of Scottish

Songs, described by Sir Walter Scott as " the first

classical collection."

" Here awa', there awa', wandering
WiUie." First line of Wandering Willie, a song

by EoBEET Burns.

" Here, it is here, the close of the
year."

—

The Spiteful Letter, by Alfred Tennyson.

"Here nor there, 'Tis neither."—
Othello, act iv., scene 3.

"Here's to the maiden of bashful
fifteen." A song in Sheridan's comedy of The

Schoolfor Scandal, act iii., scene 3.

"Hereditary bondsmen! know ye
not." A line in stanza 76, canto ii., of Byron's
Childe SaroWs Filgrimage (q.v.) :

—

*' Wlio would be free, themselves must strike the blow?"

"Heritage of woe. That," See "Lord
OP HIMSELF."
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Hermia. Daughter of ^geus, and in love

with. Lysander, in A Midsummer Night's Dream.

Eermioue, in Shakespeake's play of The
Winter's Tale (q.v.), is the wife of Leontes, King
of Sicilia, and the mother of Perdita (q.T.). "The
character of Hermione," says Mrs. Jameson,
"exhibits what is never found in the other sex,

and hut rarely in our own—yet sometimes—dignity
without pride, love without passion, and tender-

ness without weakness."

Hermippus Revived. A curious work by
John Campbell (1708—1775), founded on a French
book with a similar title, and published in 1743.

"Its ostensible and apparently serious object was
to prove the possibility of prolonging human life

indefinitely by the inhalation of the breath of

young girls ; and great learning and ingenuity are

expended upon the illustration of this thesis. But
the writer afterwards confessed that his real pur-

pose was to rival the celebrated Bayle, by showing
that neither the serio-comic style of writing, nor
recondite and curious learning, was confined to

the ^French side of the Channel."

Hermit, The : " or, the Unparalleled Adven-
tures of Philip QuarU." A curious book, the
authorship of which is unknown, and which was
originally published in 1727. It is an imitation

of Bobinson Crusoe, with some original features, and
the introduction of an ape instead of the affectionate

Friday.

Hermit, The. A ballad by Olivek Gold-
smith (1728—1774), published in his novel. The
Vicar of Wakejield, in 1766. In reply to the accu-

sation that it was taken from The Friar of Orders

Gray in Percy's Eeliques of Ancient English Foetry,

Goldsmith wrote:—"I do not think there is any
resemblance between the two pieces in question.

If there be any, his ballad is taken from mine. I
read it to Mr. Percy some years ago, and he told

me, vrith his usual good humour, the next time I

saw him, that he had taken my plan to form the

fragments of Shakespeare into a ballad of his own."
Edwin and Angelina are the hero and heroine of

The Sermit, which contains the following famihar
lines, quoted from Young's "Man wants but little,

nor that little long : "

—

" Man wants but little liereljelow,
Not wants that little long."

Hermit, The. A poem by Thomas Parnell
(1679—1718), which was characterised by Pope as

being " very good. The story," he says, " was
originally written in Spanish, whence, probably,

Howell translated it into prose, and inserted it in

one of his letters." " However this may be," adds

Goldsmith, " Dr. Henry Moore, in his Dialogues, has

the very same story ; and T have been informed by
some that it is originally of Arabian invention."

The poem begins

—

" Far In a wild, unknown to public view,
Prom youth to ape a reverend hermit,grew

;

The moss his hed, the cave tals humble cell,

His food tbe fruits, his drink the crystal well

;

Remote from raen, with God he passed his days.
Prayer all his business, aU his pleasure praise."

Hermstrong : " or, Man as he is not." A
novel by Eobebt Bagb (1728—1801), published in

1796. See Man as he is.

Hero, in Shakespeare's comedy of Much Ado
Atout Nothing (q.v.), is the daughter of Leonato, the

friend of Beatrice, and betrothed to Claudio. " Her
character," says Mrs. Jameson, " is well contrasted

with that of Beatrice, and their mutual attachment
is very beautiful and natural. "When they are both
on the scene together, Hero has but little to say for

herself ; Beatrice asserts the rule of a master spirit,

eclipses her by her mental superiority, abashes her
by her raillery, dictates to her, answers for her.

But Hero, added to her grace and softness, and all

the interest which attaches to her as the sentimental
heroine of the play, possesses an intellectual

beauty all her own."

Hero and Iieander. A poem in six sestiads,

by Christopher Marlowe and George Chapman,
published in 1598. The first three sestiads are by
Marlowe. It is the subject also of a poem by
Thomas Hood, published in 1827, and of a trans-

lation by Edwin Arnold, published in 1873.

" Hero perish, or a sparrow fall. A."—^PoPE, Fssay on Man, epistle i., hue 87 :

—

"Who sees with equal eye, as God of all,—
Atoms or systems Into ruin hurl'd.
And now a bubble burst, and now a world.*'

Herodotus. The Works of this Greek his-

torian have frequently appeared in English ; among
others, by Woods (1873) and LoveU (1874). See
also the Life by Wheeler and the monograph in

Ancient Classics for English Beaders.

Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the He-
roic in History. A series of lectures by
Thomas Cablyle (b. 1796), delivered in London in

1840.

Heroic Epistle to Sir William Cham-
bers, Enight, An, by William Mason (1725
—1797) ;

published in 1773, in which the prevailing

taste for Chinese pagodas and Eastern bowers is

happily ridiculed. The voliraie in which the epistle

appeared contained several pieces in the same
satiric style.

Heron, Robert. The pseudonym under

which John Pinkerton (1758—1826) published his

Letters on Literature (1785), (q.v.), and other works.

Heron, Robert, miscellaneous vniter (b. 1764,

d. 1807), produced A Critique on the Genius and
Writings of Thomson, A Sistory of Scotland, and
many other works.

Herrick, Robert, poet and cleric (b. 1591,

d. 1674), published in 1647 Noble Numbers, or Fious

Pieces. The remainder of his vmtings appeared in

1648 under the title of Sesperides. "Hemck,"
says Eobert Buchanan, "has scores of unpitying

yet flawless ' mistresses,' real and ideal, whoin he
has transmitted to posterity under such euphonious

names as Silvia, Coruina, Electra, Perinna, Perilla,

and others. As a rule, he sings their praises
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sweetly and modestly. His sentimental morality

was" by no means of the dull, heavy kind ; on the

contrary, it was hrisk and easy, like the Religious

morality of Herhert and Wither. His songs sug-

gest the picture of a respectable British Bacchus,

stout and middle-aged, lipping soft lyrics to the

blushing Ariadne at his side ; while, in the back-

ground of flowers and green leaves we catch a
glimpse of Oberon and Titania, walking through a
stately minuet on a close-shaven lawn, to the

froUicking admiration of assembled fairyland.

Herrick's best things are his poems in praise of the

country Hfe, and his worst things are his epigrams.

Whenever he sings good-humouredly, as in the

former, he sings well and sweetly ; whenever he
sings ill-humouredly, as in the latter, he sings

falsely and harshly. His gladsome, mercurial

temper had a great deal to do with the composition

of his best lyrics; for the parson of Dean Prior

was no philosopher, and his lightest, airiest verses

are the best. His was a happy, careless nature,

throwing ofE verses out of, the fulness of a joyous

heart, rioting in a pleasant sunny element." See
the Complete Poems, edited by A. B. Grosart (1877),

and the Selection, by F. T. Palgrave (1877). See,

also, Hbspeeides ; Eobin, Poor.

Herschel, Caroline Lucretia, astronomer
(b. 1750, d. 1848), published, in 1798, A Catalogue

of Stars. See Life and Correspondence (1876).

Herschel, Sir John Frederick Wil-
liam, astronomer (b. 1792, d. 1871), published

A Treatise on Astronomy (182$); ^Results of Astro-

nomical Observations made at the Cape of Good Hope
(1839); The Study of Natural Fhilosophy (1S31);

and a large number of separate contributions to

the Hdiniurgk and Quarter^ Reviews, the Encych-
padias Britannica and Metropolitana ; and various

Philosophical Transactions.

Hertfordshire Incumbent, A. The title

assumed by the Very Eev. J. W. Blakesley, Dean
of Lincoln (then Vicar of Ware), in writing a
series of letters to the Times during the Crimean
War.

Hervey, James, clergyman and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1714, d. 1758), wrote Meditations among
the Tombs (1746); Contemplations (1747); Pemarkson
Lord Bolingbrolee' s Letters on the Study and Use of
Sistory (1753) ; and Theron andAspasio (1755). See
his Memoirs (1760), and the Lives by Brown(1822)
and Cole (1822—26).

Hervey, XiOrd John, political and memoir
writer (b. 1696, d. 1743), is well known as the

Sporus (q.v.), satirised by Pope, withwhom Hervey
had -a, prolonged and bitter controversy concerning
Lady M. W. Montagu* His Memoirs of the Seign

of George II., from his Accession to the Death of
Queen Caroline, were published in 1848, with a. Life
of the author by John Wilson Croker.

Hervey, Thomas Kibble, poet (b. 1804),
wrote Australia (1825), The Poetical Sketch-book

(1829), and numerous fugitive lyrics. His ability

as a verse writer is described by D. M. Moir as
"not unaUied to that of Pringle and Watts, but
with a dash of Tom Moore." Hervey edited the
Atheneetm, from 1846 to 1854. His wife, Bleanora
Louisa (b. 1811), has also written some very facile,

if not very powerful, verse, as well as some occa-
sional novels.

Hesketh, Helen. See Helen Heskbth.

Hesiod: "or, the Else of Woman." A poem
by Thomas Paenbll (1679—1718), and "a very fine
illustration," says Goldsmith, " of a hint from
Hesiod. It was one of Ms earliest productions, and
first appeared in a miscellany published by Tonson."
The creation of woman having been described, we
are told how

"Tbe new-sprung creature, finished thus for harms.
Adjusts her habit, practices her charms

;

With blushes glows, or shines with lively smiles,
Conllrms her will, or recollects her wiles

;

Then, conscious of her worth, with easy pace.
Glides by the glass, and turning views her face."

Hesperides : " or, the Works both Hmnane
and Divine of Eobert Herriok " (b. 1591, d. 1674),
published in 1648, and probably so named because
mostly written at the vicarage of Dean Prior, in
Devonshire.

Hesperus, in Beddoes' play of The Brides
Tragedy (q.v.), is the husband of Floribel, whom he
murders.

Hesperus, The Wreck of the. A ballad

by Henry Wabsworth Longfellow.

Hester. A poem by Charles Lamb (1775

—

1834), "made," as he told his friend Manning,
" on the death of a young Quaker you may
have heard me speak of as being in love with for

some years wHle I lived at PentonviUe, though I
had never spoken to her in my Ufe." The young
lady's name was Savory.

" Her parents held the Quaker rule,
Which doth the human feeling cool,
But she was trained in Nature's school.

Nature had blest her."

Hetty Sorrel. A charaoterin George Eliot's

novel of Adam Bede (q.v.).

" Hey-day in the blood, The."—Samlet,
act iii., scene 4.

HeyforHonestey,downwithKnavery:
" a plesant Comedie, translated out of Aristo-

phanes his Plutus," by Thomas Eandolph (1605

—

1634), and printed in 1651. Sir Christopher Wren
enacted one of the characters of this play when it

was performed on the stage.

Heylin, Peter, miscellaneous writer (b. 1600,

d. 1662), produced Mierocosmus: or, a Description of

the World (1621); a Life of Archbishop Laud ; a

Memorial of Bishop Waynjlete in verse, printed in

1861 ; and a History of the Reformation in England,

republished in 1819. See the Lives by Barnard

and Vernon.

Heywood, BUza. See Haywood, Eliza.

Heywood, Jasper (b. 1535, d. 1598). See

Hercules Fubens; Paradise op Dainty Devices.
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Heywood, John, dramatist (b. 1506, d. 1666).
Works -.—The Play of Love (1533) ; A Mery Play
betweene Johan the Susbemd, Tyb the Wife, and St.

Johan the Prestyr (1533) ; A mery Play betwene the

Pardoner and the Frere, the Curate and Neybowr
Prattle (1533) ; Of Gentylnes and Nobylyte, a
Dyalogue (1635) ; A Dialogm, %c. (1646) ; The
Spider and the Flie (1566) ; A breefe Balet (1557)

;

The Play called the foure P's (1569) ; A Balade,

fe., in MS. Harl. ; Bialogm of Wit and Folly,

in Fairholt's edition; Poetical Dialogue, ^c, in
MS. Harl., Brit. Mus. ; A Description of a Most
noble Zadye, ia MS. Harl. An edition of the
Works was printed in 1562. See also "Warton's
Fkglish Poetry, Eitaon's Bibliographia Poetica,

Wood's Athena Oxonienses, Ellis's Specimens of
Sarly English Poets, and Collier's Sistory of
Dramatic Poetry. See Dialooues ; Play betwene
JoHAN THE Husband, &o.; Play betwene the
Pakdonek, &c. ; Play called the Fouk P's

;

Play op Love, A; Play of the Wethee; Spider
AND THE Flie, The.

Heywood, Thomas (d. 1640), liad, he him-
self tells us, " either an entire hand, or at least a
main finger, in two hundred and twenty dramas,"
of which only twenty-two are in existence. He
also wrote several poems and prose works. See the
Zife hy Collier (1860). See Apology fob, Actors

;

Fair Maid of the Exchange; Gdnaikeion;
HiEEAROHiB of the Blessed Angbls, Thb ; London
Florentine, The ; London, The Four Prentises
of; Oldcastle, Sib John; Silver Age, The;
Troia Britannica; Woman k.ilde with Kind-
NESSE.

Hiawatha, The Song of, A poem hy
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, written in the
following peculiar measure :

—

** Should you ask me, whence these stories ?

I should answer, I should tell you,
• I repeat them as I heard them,
Trom the lips of Nawadaha,
The musician, the sweet singer.'

"

The poem is entirely devoted to a description of
life among the aboriginal tribes of America. It
was published in 1865.

Hickathrift, Jack. The hero of a popular
old English story. He is referred to by Sterne.

Hick Scorner. A moral-play, printed by
Wynkyn de Worde, iu which the hero, says Bishop
Percy in the Peliques, " agreeably to his name,
scoffs at religion with so much strength and free-

dom that 'Hick Scorner jests' came to be used
proverbially for the blasphemous scurrility with
which the Scriptures had been attacked by the
Puritans about the middle of Elizabeth's reign."

Hick Scorner only appears in one scene, however.
The whole piece is reprinted in Hawkins's Origin

of the English Drama.

Hickes, George, nonjuring Bishop of
Thetford (b. 1642, d. 1715), author of Zingimrum
veterum septentrionalium Thesaurus.

Hicks, iPrancis (b. 1566). A translator of
Zuciam.

Hicks, "William (b. 1620, d. 1659), was
author of Mevelation Revealed (1679).

Hicks, William. The compiler of Oxford
Jests (1669), Oxford Drollery (1679), and some other

works.

"Hidden soul of harmony. The."—
Milton, Z'Allegro, line 144.

" Hide, O hide those hills of snow."
See ",Take, take those lips away."

Hide Parke. A comedy by James Shirley
(1694—1666), produced in 1637, and characterised
by Dyce as " a finished specimen, replete with airy,

sparkling wit." Pepys records in his Diary,
July 11, 1668, that he went " to see an old play of
Shirly's, called Side Park, the first day acted;
where horses are brought upon the stage ; but it is

a very moderate play, only an excellent epilogue
spoke by Beck Marshall."

" Hide their diminished heads, The
stars." See " Diminished heads." Pope, in his
Moral Essays, ep. ni., 1. 282, has :

—

" Te httle stars ! hide your diminished rays."

Hierarchie of the Blessed Angels,
The : " their names, orders, and offices : the fall

of Lucifer, with his angels." A poem, in nine
books, with prose annotations, by Thomas Hey-
wood, published in 1635.

Hieroglyphick Tales, by Horace Wai-
POLE, fourth Earl of Oepord (1717—1797) ; pub-
lished in 1785.

Hieronimo. A tragedy by Thomas Ktd,
first produced in 1588, and followed a few years
afterwards by a second part, called The Spanish
Tragedy: or, Sieronimo is Mad Again, printed
in 1603. The second part ran through a large
number of editions. Ben Jonson is supposed to
have been engaged to write additions to it, in 1601
and 1602, though Lamb is inclined to attribute his
contributions to some " more potent spirit," such
as Webster, for instance. The play is fuU of the
bombast which is to be found in Marlowe, and
which is ridiculed by nearly every writer of the
time.

HifTernan, Paul, dramatist and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1719, d. 1777), was the author of The
PLeroine of tlie Ca/ve, and the New Sippocrates, the
latter of which was acted iu 1761 ; also of Miscel-
lanies in Prose and Verse. He eited The Tickler
and The Tuner.

Higden, Ralph, Benedictine monk (d. 1363),
author of the Polychronicon (q.v.). To this writer,
who is sometimes called Eandal Higgenet, has
been attributed the authorship of the Chester
Plays (q.v.).
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Higgins, John (1544—1605), pubKshed in

1574 the First Fart of The Mirror for Magistrates

(q[.V.), containing sixteen Legends of his own, from
a very early period to the time of the hirth of Christ.

He also prefixed a, general Induction. Higgins,

who was a clergyman and schoolmaster at Win-
sham, wrote some scholastic hooks.

Higgins, Matthew J. See Omnium, Jacob.

Higgons, Sir Thomas (b. 1624, d. 1691),

was author of The History of Isicf Bassa, Captain-

General of the Ottoman Empire (1684), and other

works. His son, Bevil (h. 1672, d. 1735), had
also some reputation as an historian and a poet.

"High is our calling, friend !—Crea-
tive art." A sonnet by William Woedswokth,
addressed to B. E.. Haydon, the painter.

High Life below Stairs. A farce, ridicul-

ing the pretensions of the servants in rich and
aristocratic families. It appeared in 1759. It has

been ascribed to the Eev. tfames Townlej-, Master
of the Merchant Taylors' School, but it is probable

he only suggested the idea which Gairiok carried

out.

"High life high characters are
drawn, 'Tis from." Line 135, epistle i. of Pope's
Moral Mssays (q.v.) :

—

"A saint In crape IB twice a saint In lawn."

" High over-arched and echoingwalks
between."

—

Faradise Lost, bk. ix., line 1,107.

" Higher, higher, will we climb."
First line of Aspirations of Youth, a lyric by
James Montgomeky (1771—1854).

Highland Girl, To a. Lines by William
WoRDSwoETH, written at Inversnaid, LochLomond,
in 1803.

Highland Host, The. A Hudibrastic
satire on the Jacobite army, written by William
Cleland (b. about 1661, d. 1689), and published in

1678.

Highland Mary. A song by Eobebt
BuKNs (1759—1796), which BumshimseU thought
was in his happiest manner, and which refers, he
says, to one of the most interesting passages of his

youthful days. By this he means his attachment
to Mary, a servant "in the family of Mr. Hamilton,
who will be remembered, says Alexander Smith,
with Dante's Beatrice and Petrarch's Laura. It

was arranged that the lovers should become man
and wife, and that Mary should go to her friends

to prepare for her wedding. But before her
^departure came the farewell scene, so touchingly

' described in the poem

:

** Our parting was fu' tender ;

And pledging aft to meet again.
We tore oiirsels asunder.

But oh ! fell Death's untimely frost,
That nipt my flower sae early I

Now green's the sod, and cauld's the clay,
That wraps my Highland Mary !

"

Highlanders, The. An heroic poem, in six

cantos, by James Macphekson (1738—1796), pub-
lished about 1758.

Highmore, Nathaniel (b. 1613, d. 1685).
Author of Corporis Sumani Disqtiisitio Anatomiea
(1661).

Hilarius (temp. Stephen) wrote the miracle
play of St. Nicholas (q.v.), and the mystery
plays of The Raising of Lazarus (q.v.) and. Daniel,

which were among the earliest of their kind ; also

numerous Latin lyrics. See Morley's English
Writers, vol. i., pt. i.

Hildesley, Mark, Bishop of Sodor and Man
(b. 1698, d. 1772), completed the translation of the
Bible into Manx, begun by Bishop Wilson (q.v.).

See the Life by Butler (1799).

Hill, Aaron, poet and dramatist (b. 1685,

d. 1750), wrote the following, among other poems

:

—CamiUus, The Northern Star, and The Progress

of Wit; also Elfrid, a tragedy; Einaldo, an
opera ; a History of the Ottoman Empire ; and other

works. He figures in the Dtmciad.

Hill, Abraham (b. 1633, d. 1721). Author of

Familiar Letters (1767).

Hill, Prank Harrison, journalist (b. 1830),

was formerly editor of The Northern Whig, and
succeeded. in 1870 to the conduct of The Daily

News. He has published Political Portraits (1873)

;

was a contributor to Questions for a Reformed
Parliament (1867) ; and has written for the leading

periodicals of the day.

Hill, George, D.D., Principal of St. Andrews
(b. 1750, d. lilW),wa.sa,uihoToi Lectures on Divinity

(1821), Sermons (1796), and other writings.

Hill, Matthew Davenport (b. 1792, d.

1872), was author of Suggestions for the Repression

of Grime (1857), and other works.

Hill, Bowland (1744—1833), was the

author of, among other works. Village Dialogues,

published in 1801,

Hill, Sir John (b. 1716, d. 1775). Author of

The Vegetable System, and a variety of other works.

See his Life (1779) ; also Disraeli's Quarrels of

Authors and the Caricature History of the Georges.

It was of Hill, who was a physician, and, among
other things, a dramatist, tluit Grarrick wrote

—

" For physic and farces his equal there scarce Is,

His farces are physic, his physic a farce Is.

See GrLAssE, Mrs. ; Hilliad, The.

HiU, Sir Bichard (b. 1733, d. 1808). Author

of Fietas Oxoniensis (1768), and An Apology for

Brotherly Love andfar the Doctrines of the Chwch of

England (1798).

Hill, Thomas, D.D., American minister

(b. 1818), has published Geometry and Faith (1849),

Liberal Education (1858), and other works. He
was at one time President of Harvard University.

Hillard, George StUlmann, American
author and journalist (b. 1808), has written Six

Months in Italy (1853), and a Memorial of Daniel
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Wehster (1863), besides contributing largely to

The North American Review and other periodicals.

Hilliad, The. A satire in verse, written by
Christopher Smart (1722—1770), in revenge for

some attacks made upon bim in certain newspapers
by Dr. (afterwards Six) John Hill (q.v.), who is

styled Hillaris in the poem. Only one book of the
pretended epic was published, with notes variorum.

Hilton, Walter, Carthusian friar, was author
of Scala Ferfeetionis, translated into English in
1494.

Hind and Panther, The. A poem by John
Drtden (1631—1701), published in 1687, and de-

signed as an argument for Eoman Cathohcism. It

may be regarded as the natural sequel to the Religio

Laici (q.v.). The hind is the Church of Eome, the
panther the Church of England, and in the course

of the poem the two engage in a theological con-
troversy. James II. is represented as the lion,

who protects the hind ; wMlst the Independents,
Presbyterians, Quakers, Ereethinkera, Anabaptists,
and Arians, are figured in the bear, the wolf, the
hare, the ape, the boar, and the fox. The poem
was amusingly satirised by Montagu and Prior in

The City and the Goimtry Mouse (q.v.), in which two
mice are made to imitate the discussions of the
hind and panther. Dryden had described the
former thus :

—

".A milk-white hind, Iramortal and unchang'd,
Fed on the lawns, and in the forest rang'a

;

Without unspotted, innocent within.
She feared no danger, for Bhe icnew no sin."

This was parodied :

—

"A mll]£-white mouse, Immortal and nnchanged.
Fed on soft cheese, and o'er the dairy ranged

;

Without unspotted, innocent within.
She fear'd no danger, for she knew no ginn."

" Hind that would be mated by the
lion. The."—All's Well that Ends Well, act i.,

scene 1.

Hinda. The heroine of Moore's tale. The Fire
Worshippers, in Lalla Moolch ; beloved by Hafed.

" Hint a fault, and hesitate dislike."—Pope's Epistle to Br. Arbuthnot, line 204.

" Hint I spake. Upon tbia."—Othello, act

i., scene 3.

Hints from Horace : " being an allusion in
English verse to the Epistle Ad Pisones de Arte
Toetiea, and intended as a sequel to English Bards
and Seotch Reviewers," by Lord Byron; written
in the heroic couplet, at Athens, in 1811.

" Hippocrene, The true, the blushful."—Keats, Ode to a Nightingale :—
"With headed buhbles winking at the hrim."

Hippolyta. Queen of the Amazons, in A
Midsummer Night's Dream.

Hippolytus. A play adapted from the Greek
of Seneca, by John Studley (d. 1587) ;

printed in

1581, and written in the Alexandrine measure.

Hiren. A "fair Greek," and the heroine of

Peele's play of The TiirMsh Mahomet (q.v.).

Shakespeare refers to her in his Senry IT. (act ii.,

scene 4). Hiren is a corruption of Irene, and is

used by the Elizabethan dramatists to designate a

woman of bad character.

Hirlas Horn. A poem by Owain Kyveiliog,
Prince of Powis (circa 1162), in which the author

fancies that he and his followers have assembled in

the evening after a bloody battle, when he bids his

cup-bearers fill the "Hirlas Horn"—a long blue,

sUver-rimmed drinking-goblet—and present it to

each warrior present, whose deeds are then re-

counted in terms of happily-diversified praise.

Hislop, James, Scottish poet (b. 1798, d.

1827), was author of The Cameronian's Dream, and
other fugitive pieces.

Historia Anglicana, by Thomas Walsing-
ham, monk of St. Albans; extending from 1272 to

1422, and first printed in 1574.

Historia Britonum. A short treatise on
early English history, attributed to Nennius, who
lived probably in the early part of the sixth

century, and is characterised by Ellis as " a credu-

lous compiler, though, from the antiquity of his

materials, valuable to an inquisitive historian."

The Sistoria was published in 1758, 1818, and
1838, at the latter date imderthe able editorship of

Dr. Stevenson ; and an English translation, written

by Dr. Giles in 1841, is now included in Bohn's
Six Old English Chronicles.

Historia Ifovella. See "Whuam op
Malmeseory.

Historia Berum Anglicarum. See Wil-
liam op Newbury.

Historic Doubts on the Life and Beign
of Bichard the Third, by Horace "Walpole,
Earl of Orford (1717—1797) ;

published in 1768,

and afiording, says Sir "Walter Scott, "an acute

and curious example how minute antiquarian

research may shake our faith in the facts most
pointedly avowed by general history." "Whately

wrote a very similar jeu d' esprit under the title of

Historic Doubts relative to Napoleon Buonaparte,

published in 1821. "Its object was to throw
ridicule upon the criticism to which the Gospel

narratives were subjected by sceptical writers, by
applying the same kind of criticism to events

within the memory of all the world, and starting

doubts as to whether these events had occurred."

Historical Eegister, The. See Pasquin.

Historicus. The pseudonym under which
Sir William Vernon Harcourt (b. 1827) con-

tributed a number of letters on international

questions to The Times.

" History in a nation's eye. And read
their."

—

Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard.

" History is philosophy teaching by
examples." An aphorism which Lord Boling-
BKOKE, in his essay On the Study and Use of Sistory
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(letter ii.), mentions as having "read somewhere or

other : in Dionyaiua of Halicamassus, I think."

Histrio-Mastiz : "the Player's Scourge or

Actor's Tragedie." A tract by Wilwam Prynne
(1600—1669), published in 1633, in which he in-

veighs with great virulence against playa, masques,

and other theatrical performances. The work gave
great offence at coiirt, and, at the instigation of

Archbishop Laud, the writer was charged before

the Star Chamber, and condemned to pay a fine of

£5,000 ; to stand twice ia the piUory , and lose his

ears; to have his book burnt by the common hang-
man; to be expelled from the Society of Lincoln's

Inn, and from the University of Oxford; and to be
imprisoned for life—a sentence which was duly
carried out.

Hitchcock, Edward, D.D., American
theologian and naturalist (b. 1793, d. 1864), was
the author of Fossil Footmarks in the United States

(1848); The Religion of Geology (1851); Outlines of
Geology (1853); Seligious Truth Illustrated from
Science (1857); and other works.

Hive full of honey, A, by "William
Htjnnis ; being a poetical version of the Book of

Genesis, published in 1578.

Hive, The. A collection of songs (1721).

H., Mr, A farce by Chaelbs Lamb (1775

—

1834), produced at Drury Lane, on Wednesday,
December 10, 1806, and never afterwards per-

formed, being effectually condemned by the

audience on the only night of its performance.

"The story," as the author wrote to a friend, " is

a coxcomb appearing at Bath, vastly rich—all the

ladies dying for him—all bursting to know who he
is; but he goes by no other name than Mr. H."
At length, " after much vehement admiration, when
his true name comes out—^Hogsflesh—all the women
shun him, avoid him, and not one can be foxmd to

change their name for him," until he obtains per-

mission from the king " to take and use the surname
and arms of Bacon," and ia happily united to

his Melesinda.

Hoadley, Benjamin, successively Bishop of

Bangor, SaliaburyTHereford, and Winoheater (b.

1676, d. 1761), was the author of a Zife of Samml
Clarke, and of the famoua Sermon which occasioned
the Bangorian Controveray (q.v.). Hia Works
were published in 1773, with a Life, by his son.

_ Hoadley, Benjamin, physician and drama-
tist, sou of the above (b. 1706, d. 1757), was author of

The Suspicious Susband (q.v.), acted in 1747 ; and
of The Tatlers, performed once in 1797. His brother
John (1711—1776) was also a dramatist of some
repute.

Hoare, Prince, dramatist and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1754, d. 1834), wrote No Song, no
Supper; Loeh and Key; My Grandmother, and
other Fairies ; besides a Life of Grenville Sharpe.

Hoare, Sir Richard Colt, topographer (b.

1768, d. 1838), was author of J. Classical Tour

through Italy and Sicily (1818), and A History of
Ancient Wiltshire.

Hoax, Stanislaus. A characterin Disraeli's
Vivian Grey, said to be intended for Theodore
Hook. See Gay, Lucien.

Hobbes, Thomas, of Malmesbury, philoso-
pher (b. 1588, d. 1679), published The Wonders of
the Feale, a poem (1628) ; De Cive (1646) ; Strnian
Nature (1650) ; De Corpore Politico (1650) ; Levia-
than (1651); Liberty and Necessity {165i); Deca-
meron Fhysiologicum (1678) ; The Behemoth, a free
translation of Aristotle's Rhetoric; a translation of

Somer into English verse ; and his own Life in
Latin verse (1672). See also the Life by Black-
bume (1681). A complete collection of his Works
was published by Sir W. Molesworth. " No Eng-
lish author in that age was more celebrated," says
Hume, "both abroad and at home, than Hobbes.
In our time he is much neglected : a lively instance

how precarious are all reputations founded on
reasoning and philosophy! A pleasant comedy,
which paints the manners of the age and exposes a
faithful picture of nature, is a durable work, and ia

transmitted to the latest posterity. But a system,
whether physical or metaphysical, commonly owea
its succeaa to its novelty, and is no sooner
canvassed with impartiality than ita weakness
is discovered. Hobbes' poKtics are fitted only to

promote tyranny, and his ethics to encourage licen-

tiousness. Though an enemyto religion,hepartakes
nothing of the spirit of scepticism, but is as posi-

tive and dogmatical as if human reason, and hia

reaaon in particular, could obtain a thorough con-

viction in these subjects. Clearness and propriety

of style are the chief excellences of Hobbes'
writings.'' "His main principles," says Burnet,
" were that all men acted under an absolute neces-

sity, in which he seemed protected by the then
received doctrine of absolute degrees. He seemed
to think that the universe was God, and that souls

were material, thought being only subtil and im-
perceptible motion. He thought interest and fear

were the chief principles of society, and he put all

morality in the following that which was our own
private will and advantage. He thought reHgiou

had no other foundation than the laws of the land

:

and he put all the law in the wiU. of the prince or

of the people; for he writ his book at first in

favour of absolute monarchy, but turned it after-

wards to gratify the republican party."

Hobbididance, "Prince of dumbness." A
fiend referred to in King Lear, act iv., scene 1.

The name was taken from Haranet'a Declaration of

Egregious Fopish Impostures.

Hobbinol :
" or, the Rural Games. A bur-

lesque poem in blank verse," by William Somek-

viLLE (1692—1742), dedicated to Hogarth. A
transcription of the author's Argument, prefixed to

the first canto, will ahow the nature of hia work:
" Propoaition. Invocation, addressed to Mr. John

Philips,' author of the Cyder Foem and Splendid

Shilling. Description of the Vale of Evesham.
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The seat of Hobtinol ; Hotbinol a great man in his

village, seated in his wicker, smoking his pipe ; has

one only son. Young Hobbinol's education, bred

up with Ganderetta, his near relation. Young
Hobbinol and Ganderetta chosen king and queen of

May. Her dress and attendants. The May games.
Twangdillo the fiddler ; his character. The danc-

ing. Ganderetta' s extraordinary performance.
Bagpipes good music in the Highlands. Milonides,

master of the ring, discipUues the mob
;
proclaims

the various prizes. His speech. Pastorel takes up
the belt. His character, his heroic figure, his con-

fidence. Hobbinol, by permission of Ganderetta,

accepts the challenge, vaults into the ring. His
honourable behaviour escapes a scowering. Gande-
retta's agony. Pastorel foiled. Ganderetta not a

Httle pleased."
" Hands, tongues, and caps

Outrageous joy proclaim, shrill Addles squeak.
Hoarse bagpipes roar, and Ganderetta smiles.'*^

The name of Hobbinol is probably derived from
Spenser's Shepherd's Calendar, where it stands for

Gabriel Harvey, a man of learning and virtue.

Hobhouse, John Cam.
Lord.

See Beoughton,

Hoccleve, Thomas. See Oocleve.

Hocus, Humphrey, in Dr. Abbuthnot's
History of John Bull (q.v.), is intended for the
Duke of Marlborough, who is described as an " old
cunning attorney" who " loved money," and "pro-
vided plentifully for his family; but he loved
himseU better than them all. His neighbours
reported he was henpecked, which was impossible

by such a mild-spirited woman as his wife was."
The Duchess of Marlborough was really noted for

the extreme violence of her temper.

Hodder, Edwin. See Mekrt, Old.

Hodge. A countryman in Bishop Still's
comedy of Gammer Gurton's Needle (q.v.), from
whom the name Hodge has come to be applied as

a representative and general term for the bucoUc
population.

Hodge, Archibald Alexander, American
minister (b. 1823), has written Outlines of Theo-
logy (1860), The Atonement (1867), scaA. Presbyterian

Theology Briefly Stated (1869).

Hodge, Charles, D.D,, American minister
(b. 1797), is the author of Theological Essays;
Commentaries on the Romams (1836) ; Constitutional

Mistory of the Presbyterian Church (1840) ; The
Way of Life (1842) ; Systematic Theology (1871)

;

and What is Darwinism? (1874).

Hodges, Ifathaniel, physician (b. 1630, d.

1684), author of An Apology for the Profession and
Professors of Physic, and An Historical Account of
the Plague of London in Latin, translated into
English in 1720.

Hodgson, Francis, Provost of Eton, scholar
and poet (b. 1780, d. 1852).

Hodgson, Bev. John (b. 1779, d. 1845),

author of a History of Northvmberland. See the

Life by Itaine (1857).

Hodgson, Bobert, D.D., Dean of Carlisle

(d. 1844), was author of a Life of Partem.

Hodgson, WiUiam Ballantyne, Pro-

fessor of Political Economy at Edinburgh (b. 1815),

has published a Lecture on PSducation (1837) ;

Classical Instruction (1853) ; The Conditions of

Health and Wealth (1860) ; What is Capital

!

(1868) ; The Education of Girls and the Employment

of Women (1869) ; Competition (1870) ; and Turgot

(1870).

Hody,Humphrey, Archdeacon of Oxford (b.

1659, d. 1706), published a Dissertation against

Aristeas' Account of the Septuagimt (1684); The
Unreasonableness of Separation (1689); A History

of English Coumcils and Convocations (1701) ; De
Bibliorum Textibus Originalibus (1704) ; and other

works.

Hoflfinann: "or, a Eevenge for a Father."

A tragedy by Henry Chettle, described by Collier

as a " revolting mass of blood and murder, in whidi
it seems to have been the author's object to concen-

trate all the terrors he could multiply." It was
printed in 1631.

Hoffmann. Charles Fenn, American
writer (b. 1806), has published A Winter in the

West {l&Zi); Wild Scenes {1837); Greysloe (1840);

The Vigil of Faith and Other Poems (1842) ; Love's

Calendar and Other Poems (1848) ; Vanderlyn;
Borrowed Notes ; Sketches of Society ; and other

works. His collected Poems appeared in 1874.

Hofland, Barbara, miscellaneous writer (b.

1770, d. 1844), author of The Daughier-in-Law,
Emily, The Story of a Genius, and many other

works. See The Gentleman's Magazine (1845), and
the Life by Eamsay (1849).

Hog hath Iiost his Pearls, The. A
comedy by Robert Tailor, published in 1614.

" Hog in Epicurus' sty."—5ee"Epic!CRus'

STY."

Hogarth, George, journalist (b. 1777,
d. 1870), wrote a volume of Musical History,

Biography, and Criticism (1836), and Memoirs of
tJie Mmieal Drama (1839), besides contributing

dramatic and musical criticisms to the Morning
Chronicle, Daily News, and Illustrated London News.
He was the father-in-law of Charles Dickens.

Hogg, James, poet and prose writer (b. 1772,

d. 1835), wrote The Mistakes of " Night (1794);

Verses (1801); The Mountain Bard (1807); The
Queen's Wake (1813); Madoc of the Moor; The Pil-

grims of the Sun; The Poetic Mirror; Queen Hynde;
and other poems ; together with the following prose

works:

—

The Brownie of Bodsbeck, Winter Evening
Tales, The Three Perils of Man, The Three Perils of
Women, The Atrive Tales, The Confessions of <t
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Justified Sinner, Lay Sermons, and A. Life of Sir

Walter Scott. Professor Wilson did much, towards

immortalising him, hy drawing him as the Shep-
herd in the Nodes Ambrosiana (q.v.) .

" His
poems," says Howitt, " are generally extremely

diflfiise ; they surprise and charm you on opening

them, at the vigour, liveUness, and strength of the

style, but they are of that kind that the further

you go the more this charm wears ofE ;
you grow

weary you hardly know why
;
you cannot help

protesting to yourself that they are very clever,

nay, wonderful : yet there wants a certain soul, a

condensation, a something to set upon them the

stamp of that genius which seizes on your love

and admiration heyond question or control." See

Ettbick Shephekd, The.

Hohenlinden. A poem hy Thomas Camp-
bell, published in 1802, and celebrating the

battle of Hohenlinden, gained by Moreau and the

French over the Austrians. The poet visited the

battle-field on December 3, 1800.

Hohenstiel - Sehwangau, Prince. A
poem by Eoeert Bkowning (b. 1812), published in

1871, in which Napoleon III., in the guise of a

"Prince Hohenstiel-Schwangau," is supposed to

describe or imagine the leading actions of his reign

under three different aspects—as they appeared in

the light of his own conscience, as they would have

been if they had conformed to a general rule of

right, and as they must have appeared to those who
measured them'by such a rule. See The Contemporary
Seview for 1874.

"Hoist with his own pet&r."—S(mkt,
act iii., scene 4.

Holbeach, Henry, is the nom de plume
under which W. B. Bands has contributed several

papers to The Contemporary Beview, besides publish-

ing Shoemaker's Village. See Beowne, Matthew ;

and PlELDMOUSE, TiMON.

Holcot, Robert (d. 1349). See Supek Sen-
TENTIAS.

Holcroft, Thomas, dramatic and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1745, d. 1809), was the author of

a large variety of compositions, few of which are

now remembered. His best novel was 2%e Marriage

of Figaro; his best play. The Road to Buin, of

which Hazlitt says that it " set the example of that

style of comedy in which the slang phrases of

jockey noblemen and the humours of the four-in-

hand club are blended with the romantic sentiments

of distressed damsels and philosophic waiting-

maids." His Memoirs were edited by Hazlitt in

1816.

" Hold a candle, Is scarcely fit to."-;-
SwiFT, On the Feuds between Samdel and JBononcvni.

Holden, Henry, Eoman CathoUc divine (b.

1596, d. 1662), published Analysis Fidei (1662),

and an edition of the New Testament, with notes

(1660).

Holdfast, Aminadab. Friend of Simon
Piire, in Mrs. Centlivke's comedy of A Bold Stroke

for a Wife (q.v.).

Holding, Ephraim. The pseudonym under
which Georbe Mogeidge wrote a large number of

Simdd.y-school tales for the young. See Humphebt,
Old.

Holdsworth, Edward, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1688, d. 1747), wrote Bemarhs and Dissertations

on Virgil (1768), and Muscipula: or, the Mousetrap,

a Latin poem (1709), translated by Lewis in

1728.

Holdsworth, Richard, theologian (b. 1590,

d. 1649), was author of The Valley of Vision, and
Prceleetiones Theologies. His Life appeared in

1661.

Hole, Richard, miscellaneous writer (b.

1750, d. 1803), was author of Arthur, a poem, with

notes (1781), Remarks on the Arabian Nights (1797),

and other works.

Holiday Romance, A, by Chaeles
Dickens (1812—1870), was originally published

in America, and afterwards in All the Year Bound
in 1868.

Holinshed, Raphael, historian (d. about

1580), was the compUer of a Chronicle of Fnglande,

Seotlande, and Irelande, the first edition of which,

published in 1577, was the source whence Shake-

speare drew much of the material for his historical

dramas. The second edition appeared in 1587,

with some passages which had proved disagreeable

to Queen Elizabeth omitted. The first edition was
reprinted in 1808. Holinshed is so far from being

the author of the chronicle with which his name is

connected, that he only worked upon the founda-

tions laid by Reginald Wolfe, and was assisted,

besides, by WiUiam Harrison, Richard Stamhurst,

John Hooker, and other writers.

Holland. See Houlat, The.

Holland, A "Whimsical Satire on. Some
humorous verses by Andrew Makvell (1620

—

1678), the gist of which, says Leigh Hunt, "lies

in the intentional and excessive exaggeration."

It begins :

—

" Holland, that Bcarce deserves the name of land,

As but the ofl-Bcourlng ai the British sand,

And so mach earth as was contributed
By English pilots when they heaved the lead, —

and should be compared with Butler's description

of the same country as :

—

"A country that draws Utty foot ol water

;

In which men live, as in the hold ol Nature

;

That feed, like cannibals, on other fishes.

And serve their cousins-German up in dishes ;—
A land that rides at anchor, and is moor d;

In which men do not live, but go aboard.

Holland, it wiU be remembered, was the enemy of

the Commonwealth, and consequently of the-

author of the Whimsical Satire.

HoUand, Josiah GUbert, M.D., Ameri-

can -writer (b. 1819), has produced A History of

Western Massachusetts (1856), The Bay Bath, a
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colonial tale (1857), Timothy Titcomb's Letters to

the Toung (1858), JBitter-Sweet, a poem (1858),
JPlain Talks on Familiar Subjects (1865), Timothi/
Titcomb's Letters to the Joneses (1866), The Seroes
of Crampton, a novel (1867), Kathrina, a poem
(1867), Arthur Bonnicastle, a novel (1873), The
Mistress of the Manse, a novel (1874), and Every-
day Topics (1876). His Collected Foems appeared
in 1873. See Titcomb, Timothy

Holland, Lord, Henry Eiohard Fox (t.

1773, d. 1840), was the author of The Life and
Writings of Lope de Vega (1806); Three Comedies
from the Spanish (1807) ; hesides Foreign Reminis-
cences, and Memoirs of the Whig Farty during My
Tims, both of which appeared posthumously. The
Opinions of Lord Solland appeared in 1841, and
were reviewed by Macaulay in The jEdinbwrgh
Seview. See the latter's Essays.

Holland, Philemon, translator (b. 1551, d.

1636), produced English versions of the works of
Livy, Suetonius, and Arminius Marcellinus; as
well as of the Natural Sistory of Pliny, the Morals
of Plutarch, and the Cyroptedia of Xenophon. He
also translated Camden's Britannia (q.v.) into
Enghsh (1610).

Holland, Sir Henry, physician (b. 1788, d.

1873), published Travels in the Ionian Islands, %c.

(1815) ; Essays on Medical Science and Fhilosophy
(1840); Chapters on Mental Fhysiology (ISdi); and
other works. See his Eecollections of Fast Life
(1871).

'

Hollingshead, John, journalist, translator,
dramatist, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1827), has
written XXnder Bow Bells (1859), Subbing the Gilt
0^(1860), Ways of Life (1861), Ragged in London
(1861), To-day (1864), Underground London, Rough
Biamonds, and other works. His collected Mis-
cellanies were published in 1874.

Holly-Tree, The. A lyric by Eobekt
SouTHEY (1774—1843) :—

„ ... "A pleasant rhyme.
One whldi may profit in the a(ter-tlme.''

Holly-Tree Inn, Boots at the. A story
by Charles Dickens (1812—1870), included in
the Christmas number of Sousehold Words for
1865. It records the amusing adventures of a
young gentleman of eight, who ran off with his
lady-love, aged seven, to Gretna Green. See
Cobb.

"•m^J'^^°'i'?'^^°« (1787-1857), known as the

n«J^
TraveUer," pubHshed A Journey in France

^Z-l' ^?^«'» « Russia and Siberia (1825), for

V^r ^"^°igli fclind, he was imprisoned as a spy

M iS-
'^"^fian Government, and A Voyage Round

the World (1840).

^,^olnian. Joseph George, dramatist (b.

tm ^*^^'' '^^ ^^ author, among other works,
ot The Red Cross Knights ; The Votary of Wealth;
Abroad and at Home; and What a Blander !

Holmes, Ifathaniel, Nonconformist divine

(d. 1768), was author of Resurrection Revealed.

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, American poet
and prose writer (b. 1809), is the author of The
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table (1857), which
was followed by The Professor and The Foet at the

Breakfast Table, Elsie Venner (1861), Songs in

Many Keys (1864), Soundings from the Atlantic

(1864), The Guardian Angel (1868), and Mechanism
in Thought and Morals (1870).

Holmes, Robert, D.D., theologian and
poet (b. 1749, d. 1805), was author of Alfred, and
other Foems (1778); Bampton Lectures (1782); and
Divinity Tracts (1788). He began a collation of

the Septuagiat MSS., which was completed by
Parsons ia 1827.

Holofernes. A schoolmaster in Love's
Labour's Lost (q.v.). The name is said to be an
anagram on J'h'nes Floreo, or John Plorio (d.

1625), the philologist and lexicographer, whom
Shakespeare ridiculed in the person of this pedantic
character.

Holte, John (b. about 1570), published the
first Latin grammar of any note ever issued in Eng-
land, under the title of Lao Faerorum (" Mylke for
Chyldren"), inl497.

Holy Fair, The. A satirical poem by
EoBEKT Burns (1759—1796). "Soly Fair," he
says, " is a common phrase in the west of Scotland
for a sacramental occasion." The scene of the
poem is Mauchline, in Ayrshire.

Holy Grail, The. See Graii,, The Holy.

Holy Living and Dying, The Bule
and Exercises of. A devotional manual by
Bishop Jeremy Taylor (1613—1667),publishedin
1650; "perhaps the best known, and still," says
Principal Tulloch, " the most widely read of all
his works."

Holy Sonnets, by John Donne; sixteen in
number.

Holy War, The, ty John Bunyan; an
allegory, inferior only to The Filgrim's Frogress,
and containing, perhaps, some higher flights' of
imagination. It was published in 1684.

,
^oly Willie's Prayer. A satirical poem

by KoBERT BuKNS (1759—1796) :—
"
JiK*"' ™* praise thy matchless might.Whan thousands thou hast left In night.
That I am here afore thy sight,

,
For gifts an' grace,A bumln" and a shlnln' light.
To a' this place."

Holy Willie was a certain "William Ksher, the
leading elder in the Eev. Mr. Auld's kirk-session.
It IS a sufficient justification for Bums's bitter
satire that this individual was afterwards found
guilty of embezzling money from the church offer-
ings, and that he died in a ditch into which he had
fallen whilst intoxicated. Bums wrote an epitaph
upon him.
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Holyday, Barten, divine aad poet (b.

1593, d. 1661), wrote a poem called A Survey of the

World; a, comedy called Technogamia: or, the

Marriage of the Arts; a Latin disquisition on The
Soul; various Sermons, and Translations of Juvenal
and Persius.

Holyoake, Greorge Jacob, secularist writer
(b. 1817), has written The Logic of Facts; The
Trial of Theism; The Sistory of Cooperation; A
New Defence of the Ballot; and other works.

Holywood, John (d. 1235), was author oiDe
Sphcera Mundi, De Anni Eatione, and other works.

Home, Henry. See Kames, Lobd.

"Home is on the deep. Her."—Camp-
bell, Ye Mariners of England.

Home, John, divine and poet (b. 1724, d.

1808) ; author of Douglas (1756), The Fatal Dis-
covery, Alonzo, and Alfred, as well as a Sistory of
the MebelUon of 1745 (1802). See the Zife by-

Mackenzie (1822). See Douglas.

"Home-keeping youth have ever
homely wits."

—

Two Gentlemen of Verona, act i.,

scene 1.

Home, Sweet Home. A popular lyric,

contained in the drama of Clari, the Maid of Milan,

by John Howard Payne (1792—1852). The
beautiful melody to which it has been wedded is

said to be of Italian or Sicilian origin, though by
some it is attributed to Sir Henry Bishop. Per-
haps the latter merely arranged and harmonised it.

"Home they brought her warrior
dead." First line of a song, by Aipbed Tenny-
son, in The Frincess (q.v.).

Home Thoughts, from Abroad. A lyric

by Robert Browning, containing the fine allusion

to the " wise thrush :
"

*' He sings each song twice over.
Lest you should think he never could recapture
The first fine careless rapture."

Home Thoughts, from the Sea. A lyric

by Robert Browning, in which he describes

how :

—

"Sunset ran, one glorious blood-red, reeking into Ca^liz Bay,
Bluish 'mid the burning, full in face, Trafalgar lay

;

In the dimmest north-east distance, dawned Gibraltar grand
and grey."

" Home to men's business." See "Busi-
ness AND bosoms."

Homer. The Odyssey has been translated into
EngUsh by Chapman (1614), Ogilby (1669),
Hobbes (1677), Pope (1715), Cowper (1791), Cary
(1823), Norgate (1865), Hayman (1866), "Worsley
and Conington (1868), Musgrave (1869), Edgin-
ton (1869), Wither (1869), Collins (1870), Bryant
(1871), and Merry (1871); the Iliad, by HaU
(1581), Chapman (1598), Ogilby (1660), Hobbes
(1677), TickeU (1716), Pope (1715), Macpherson
(1773), Cowper (1791), Morrice (1809), Brandreth
(1846), Barter (1854), Jfewman (1856), "Wright
(1859 and also in 1864), Norgate (1864), Selwyn

(1865), Green (1865), Simcox (1865), Dart (1865),
Herschel (1866), Lord Derby (1867), Worsley
and Conington (1868), Merivale (1869), Collins
(1869), Cordery (1870), Bryant (1870), and New-
man (1871) ; the Batrachomyomaehia, or "Battle of
the Frogs and Mice," by Fouldes (1603), Parker
(1700), PameU (1717), Wesley (1726), and Price
(1736); the Symm to Ceres, by Luoas (1781), and
Hole (1781) ; the Hymn to Venus, by Eitson (1788)

;

the Odes, by Hawkins (1631), the Hymns and Fpi-
grams, by Pye (1810). For the best edition of the
text of Homer, published in England, see Lowndes' '

Bibliographer's Manual and The Fnglish Catalogue,
from 1858 to the present date. The following are
some of the best English burlesque versions of
Homer :

—

Homer a la Mode, a Mock Poem, by James
Lord Soudamore (1664 and 1681); Homer in a
Nutshell: or, the Iliad in Doggrel, by Nichodemus
Ninneyhammer (1716); scad Homerides : or. Homer's
First Book Modernised, by Sir Ihad Doggrel (Bar-
net and Ducket, 1716). On the general subject,
see Matthew Arnold's Lectures on Translating
Hom^r, BlaoMe's Homer and the Iliad, and Glad-
stone's Homer and the Homeric Age and Homeric
Synchronism.

Homilies. Eighty in number, translated
chiefly from the Latin, by -Slpric, an abbot
of the tenth century, and written in "simple
English," " quo faciUus possit ad cor pervenire
legentium vel audientium." See Paschal Homily.

Homilies, The Book of, was compiled by
Archbishop Cranmer and his colleagues, and
issued in 1547, " appointed by the king's majesty
to be declared and read by aU parsons, vicars, or
curates, every Sunday, in their churches where
they have cure." The object of these homilies was
to secure uniformity of preaching. They were
adopted by Queen Elizabeth in 1669, and enlarged
in 1563.

Homo. A manuscript Latin tragedy, by
Thomas Atkinson (d. 1639), preserved among the
Harleian MSS. in the British Museum.

Hondreth Good Points of Husbandry,
by Thomas Tusser (1515—1580); first publishedin
1557, and containing a direct outline of agriculture

as it was understood and practised in his age.

This, the first didactic poem in the language, may
be read in Southey's Farly British Foets.

Hone, WiUiani, miscellaneous writer (b.

1779, d. 1842), produced The Apocryphal New Testa-

ment (1821), and Ancient Mysteries Described {1822).

He is, however, better known as the compiler of

The Fvery-Day Book and Table-Book (q.v.), and
The Tear Book, which have often been reprinted.

See his Early Life and Conversion, written by
himself.

"Honest lover, wheresoever." Song
by Sir John Suckling (1609—1641).

Honest Man's Fortune, The. A comedy
i by Beaumont and Fletcher, produced in 1613.
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" Honest man's the noblest work of
God, An." Line 248, epistle iv. of Pope's iisBy
on Man (q.v.).

Honest Whore, The, " with the Humours
of the Patient Man and the Loving Wife." A
comedy hy Thomas Dekker (b. circa 1570, d. 1641),
acted in 1602 under the title of " The Converted
Courtezan," and published in 1604. It was
written in conjunction with Thomas Middleton,
and a second part was published in 1630. It is

iacluded in Dodsley's coUection of Old Plays.

Honeycomb Will. One of the characters
in the Spectator' Club, intended for Colonel
Cleland.

Honeyman, The Bev. Charles. A
fashionable preacher in Thackeray's novel of
The Neweomes (q.v.).

Honeymoon, The. A play by John Tobin
(1770—1804), produced shortly after the author's
death, and described as " a romantic drama, partly
in blank verse, and written somewhat in the style
of Beaumont and Fletcher." The scene is laid in
Padua, and the plot, which is strikingly similar

to that of The Tamimg of the Shrew, relates how
the Duke of Aranza, by pretending that he is a
peasant, and retiring to a cottage in the country,
brings down the spirit of his proud wife, JuKana,
The moral of the piece is summed up in the follow-
ing lines:

—

" ThiB truth is manifest—A gentle wife
Is still the sterling comfort of man's life ;
To fools a torment, but a lasting boon
To those who wisely keep their—Honeymoon."

It is in this drama that the following passage
occurs (act ii., scene 1) :

—

" The man that lays his hand upon a woman.
Save In the way of kindness, is a wretch,
Whom 'twere base flattery to call a coward."

Honey -Suckle, The. Original poems,
epigrams, songs, tales, odes, and translations, "by
a Society of Gentlemen;" published in 1734. '

Honeywood. The hero of Goldsmith's
comedy of The Good-Natured^Man (q.v.) ; eventually
married to Miss Eichland, the heiress.

Honoria and Mammon. A play by James
Shirley (1594—1666), published in 1669.

Honorius. See MacFingall.

" Honour but an empty bubble."

—

Dkyden, Alexander's Feast, line 99.

"Honour, love, obedience, troops of
friends."

—

Macbeth, act v., scene 3.

Honour, Mrs.^ in Fieldino's novel of Tom
Jones, is waiting maid to Sophia Western (q.v.).

"Honour (new-made) doth forget
men's names."

—

King Johm, act i., scene 1.

Honour of the Garter, The. A poem,
by George Peele (q.v.), published in 1593, in
commemoration of some appointments to the order.

" Honour pricks me on." The com-
mencement of FalstafE's soliloquy in Kmg Senry
IV., part i., act v., scene 1.

"HonoTirable men, All, aU."—Julius

Ccesar, act iii., scene 2.

"Honoursthiekuponhim." &e"BnrsH-
INO HONOURS."

Hood, Edwin Faxton, Dissenting minister

(b. 1820), is the author of a £ife of Wordsworth ;

a Life of Swedenborg ; The Uses of Biography;
Lamps, Pitchers, and Trumpets; and other works.

Hood, Bobiu. See Eoein Hood.

Hood, Thomas, poet and himiorist (b. 1798,

d. 1845), published the following works :

—

Odes

and Addresses to Great People, in conjimction with
J. H. Keynolds (1825); The Plea of the Midsummer
Fairies, and other Poems (1827) ; National Tales

(1827); The Fppimg Sunt (1829); Tylney Ball
(1834), (q.v.) ; Comic Annual (1830 to 1839); SoocCs
Own (1838—39) ;.C5> the Rhine (1840), (q.v.) ; and
Whimsicalities (1843—44). The Poems, and Poems
of Wit and Humour, axe published in a coUeoted
form. For biography, see the Life, by Hood's son
and daughter. " It has been well said," says W.
M. Eossetti, "that 'the predominant characteristics

of Hood's genius are humorous fancies grafted
upon melancholy impressions.' Yet the term
' grafted ' is hardly strong enough. Hood appears,

by natural bent and permanent habit of mind, to

have seen and sought for ludicrousness under all

conditions—^it was the first thing that struck him
as a matter of intellectual perception or choice.

On the other hand, his nature being poetic, and
his sympathies acute, and the condition of his life

morbid, he very frequently wrote in a tone of

deep and indeed melancholy feehng, and was a
master both of his own art and of the reader's

emotion ; but, even inwork of this sort, the intellec-

tual exercitation, when it takes precedence of the
general feeling, is continually fantastic, grotesque,
or positively mirthful. Hood is too often like a
man grinning awry, or interlarding serious and
beautiful discourse with a nod, a wink, or a leer,

neither requisite nor convenient as auxiliaries to
his speech. Sometimes, not very often, we are
allowed to reach the close of a poem of his without
having our attention jogged and called ofE by a
single interpolation of this kind, and then we feel

unalloyed—^what we constantly feel also even
under the contrary conditions—^how exquisite a
poetic sense and choice a cunning of hand were
his. On the whole, we can pronounce him the
finest English poet between the generation of
Shelley and the generation of Tennyson." See
KiLMANSEQG, MiSS ; SONQ OF THE ShIRT.

Hood, Tom, eon of the preceding (b. 1835,
d. 1875), was the editor of Fun, and wrote amongst
other works. Captain Masters's Children, The Dis-
puted Inheritance, Goldep Heart, The Lost Link,
Love and Valour, Money's Worth, and other novels.
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besideB some fairy stories for the young, and several
comic pieces. His Poems were reprinted in 1877-

Hood's Own: "or, Laughter from Year to
Year," by Thomas Hood; published in 1838—39,
and consisting of a reprint of his Comic Annuals.

Hook, Theodore Edward (b. 1788, d.

1841), wrote, among other novels. Sayings and
Doings (1824, 1825, 1828), Maxwell (1830), Gilbert

Gmney (1836), Gurney Married (1837), Jack Brag
(1837), Births, Deaths, and Marriages (1839), Pre-

cepts and Practice (1840), Fathers and Sons (1840),

and Peregrine Bunce, published posthumously. He
also produced several plays, including Peter andPaul
and Killing No Murder. His Life of Sir David
Baird appeared in 1832. He became the editor of

John Bull in 1820, and of the New Monthly in

1836. His satiric verses in the former were full of

vigour and vivacity. His Zife by Barham was
published in 1848. "His name," says The Quarterly

Meview, "will be preserved. His political songs
andye«a; ffesprit, when the hour comes for collecting

them, wiU form a volume of sterling and lasting

attraction, and after many clever romances of this

age shall have sufficiently occupied public atten-

tion, and sunk, like hundreds of those of former
generations, into utter oblivion, there are tales of

his which will be read with, we venture to think,

even greater interest than they commanded in their

novelty." See Brag, Jack ; Eamsbottom, Mks.

Hook, Walter Farqiihar, D.D., Dean
of Chichester (b. 1798, d. 1875), was the author of

Lwes of the Archbishops of Canterbury, besides

being the editor of The Church Dictionary, Eccle-

siastical Biography, and The Devotional Library.

Hooke, Nathaniel, miscellaneous writer (b.

1690j d. 1763), is best remembered as the author of

a Sistory ofEom£ (1733—71). He also assisted the
Duchess of Marlborough in the composition of her
Memoirs. See Nichols' Literary Anecdotes.

Hooke, Robert, natural philosopher (b.

1635, d. 1702), was author of Micrographia and other
works. See the Life by "Waller.

Hooker, John. See Holinshed, Raphael.

Hooker, Richard (h. 1553, d. 1600). The
author of The Lawes of Ecclesiastical Politic (q.v.).

See the Life by Izaak Walton (1665) ; also Keble's
Works (1836), and The North British Review, No. 52.

Hoole, Charles, of Eotherham (b. 1610, d.

1666), was the translator of Terence, and author of

several Latin school-books.

Hoole, John (b. 1727, d. 1803), published

translations of Tasso's Gierusalemme Liberata

(1763); Ariosto's Orlando Furioso (1773—83);
Tasso's Bimaldo; and M.etasta,Bio' s Dramas and other

Poems; also several tragedies (1768—76); a Life of
Scott of Amwell (1785) ; and Memorials of Dr. John-
son (1799).

Hop-Garden, The. "A Georgio,'' in two
books, by Chkistopher Smart (1722—1770), de-

19
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voted to a celebration of the beauties of the
county of Kent, in which Smart was bom.

" The land that answers best the farmer's care.
And silvers to maturity the hop ;When to inhume the plants, to turn the glebe.
And wed the tendrils to th' aspiring poles

;

Under what sign to phick the crop, and how
To cure, and In capacious sacks infold,
I teach in verse Mlltonian."

Hope, Alexander James Beresford,
IiIi.D. (b. 1820), is the author of Letters on Church
Matters; The English Cathedral of the "Nineteenth
Century;" Worship in the Church ofEngland (1874)

;

and of numerous pamphlets and articles.

" Hope, for a season, bade the world
farewell."

—

Campbell's Pleasures of Hope, part i.,

line 381.

" Hope, like the gleaming taper's
light."

—

Goldsmith, The Captivity:—
"Adorns and cheers the way

;

And still, as darker grows the night,
Bmits a brighter ray."

Hope, Sir Thomas, Scottish lawyer (d.

1646), was author of Minor Practicks, published in

1734, and some Latin poems.

" Hope springs eternal in the human
breast." Line 95, epistle i. of Pope's Essay on
Man (q.v.).

" Hope teUs a flattering tale." First

line of a song by Miss Wrother, in The Universal

Songster. The verse runs :

—

" Hope tells a flattering tale.
Delusive, vain, and hollow.

Ah, let not Hope prevail,
Lest disappointment follow."

In the same work occurs the following verse, from
a poem by an anonymous writer :

—

" Hope told a flattering tale,
Tliat Joy would soon return

;

Ah, nought my sighs avail.
For Lovejs doomed to mourn."

Hope, Thomas, novelist and philosopher (b.

1770, a. 1831), was the author of Sousehold Fur-
niture {1805); The Costume of the Ancients (1809);

Anastasius : or. Memoirs of a Modern Greek (1819);

The Origin and Prospects of Man (1831) ; and an
Historical Essay on Architecture (1835). See

Anastasius.

Hopeful. A pilgrim in Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress (q.v.).

" Hopes (Oiir very) belied our fears."—Hood, The Death Bed.

"Our fears our hopes helled

;

We thought her dying when she slept.

And Bleeping when she died."

Hopkins, Charles, poet and translator (b.

1664, d. 1699), wrote many original verses, besides

a version of Ovid's Art of Love. He was also the

author of several tragedies, one of which, Pyrrhus,

was printed in 1695.

Hopkins, John, poet, and brother of the

above (b. 1675, d. after 1700), wrote Amasia : or,

the Works of the Muses; Tli.e Triumphs of Peace; and

the Victory of Death.
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Hopkins, John, contributed fourteen psalms
to the version of Psalms of David (q.v.), which
goes under his name, and that of Thomas Stern-

hold (q.v.). Seven of them appeared in 1549, and
seven more in 1551.

Hopkins, Samuel, D.D. American divine
(b. 1721, d. 1803), and originator of the theological

system called by his name. His Works and Life
appeared in 1793; a second Life, by Professor
Park, in 1852.

Hopkins, William, divine and scholar (b.

1647, d. 1700), was author of several antiquarian
works. See the Life by Hickes (1708).

Hopkins, William, Arian divine (b. 1706,
d. 1786), was author of An Appeal to the Common
Sense of all Christian People, and an edition of

Exodus, with notes.

Hopkinson, Joseph., IiIi.D. American
poet (b. 1770, d. 1842), and author of Hail, Columbia!

Hopton, Susanna (b. 1627, d. 1709). Author
of Daily Devotions (1673), and Meditations on the

Six Days of Creation (1717).

Horace. The famous Latin lyrist found
his first translator into English in 1565, when
Thomas Colwell published a version of the two first

Satires. This was followed in 1566 by a Mediein-
able Morall, that is the two Hoohes of Soraoe his

Satyrea Englyshed, by Thomas Drant, who pub-
lished in 1567 Soraoe : Sis Arte and Foetrie,

Pistles, and Satyrs Englished. A few of the Odes

were rendered into English by John Ashmore, in
1621, and the whole by Sir Thomas Hawkins in
1625. Among later translations may be men-
tioned Odes, books i. and ii., by Jones (1866); Epodes,
Carmen Seculare, and First Satire, by C. Hughes
(1867) ; Epodes and Secular Song, by C. S. Mathews
(1867); Odes, books i. and ii., by J. W. Smith
(1867); Lyrics, by E. H. Brodie (1868); Satires,

Epistles, and Art of Foetry, by J. Coniugtou
(1869) ; Odes and Epodes, by Lord Lytton (1869)

;

Odes, Epodes, and Satires, by T. Martin (1869)

;

Odes, four books, by E. Yardley (1869); Satires,

by A. Wood (1870); Satires, by E. M. Millington
(1870); Lyrics, by T. C. Baring (1870); Epistles,

by Millington (1870); Epistles, avAArt of Foetry,
by E. Wood (1872) ; Works, by Lonsdale and Lee
(1873), Odes, by Hoveden (1874), by E. W. New-
man (1876), and by W. Forsyth (1876). Of these,
the best are the versions by J. Conington, T.
Martin, and Lord Lytton. See Martin's Sorace,
in Ancient Classics for English Header?.

Horace in iLondon: "consisting of the
first two books of the Odes of Horace," adapted
to modem times in modern verse, " by the authors
of 'Eejected Addresses,'" i.e., James and Horace
Smith (1776—1839, 1779-1849), and pubHshed in
1813.

Horace, Satires and Epistles of. Imi-
tated, by Alexander Pope (1688—1744); pub-
lished in 1733, 1734, and 1737. They are written

in heroic verse. "In Pope's Imitation," says
Professor Ward, " the original is here turned up-
side down, and what in Horace was a panegyric
in the English poem becomes a covert satire. As
Pope meant to suggest that George II. was a
parody on Augustus, so his epistle is a parody on,
and not an imitation of, the Latin poem."

Horace, Young. See SATrao-MASTix.

Horse Homileticae : "or, Discourses digested
into one continued series, and forming a Commen-
tary upon every Book of the Old and New Testa-
ment," by the Eev. Charles Simeon (1759

—

1836) ;
published in a complete form in 1832.

Horse LyricEB.
Dr. Isaac Watts.

A collection of poems by

Horse Faulinse : " or, the truth of the Scrip-
ture History of St. Paul evinced by a comparison
of the Epistles which bear his name vrith the
Acts of the Apostles, and with one another." An
exegetical work, by William Paley (1743—180S),

published in 1790. In this work, says a critic,

Paley "has furnished a mass of most valuable
evidence, which is peculiarly his own, and which
no one else could have invented so well or traced
BO clearly."

Horse Sutasecivse. Two series of essays by
Dr. John Brown (b. 1810), published in 1858—60.

Horatio. A friend of Hamlet, in the tragedy
of that name (q.v.).

Horatio: "or, the Memoirs of the Daven-
port Family." A novel by Horace Smith (1779

—

1849), published in 1807.

Hortaery, Matthew, divine (b. 1707, d.

1773), was author of The Scripture Doctrine of
Future Ftmishments, and other works.

Horn, The Geste of King. A metrical
romance attributed to a poet called Kendale (temp.

Edward I.). "It is preserved," says EUis, "in

a

very curious miscellany," is mentioned by Chaucer
as one of " the romances of price," and is appar-
ently foimded upon an Old English original. It

is given in Eitson's Ancient English Metrical

Somances ; and has been edited for the Eoxburghe
and Early English Text Societies. See also

Warton, who gives an analysis of and extracts

from it (vol. ii., ed. Hazlitt). There is in existence

a baUad abridgment, which, under the title of Synd
Sorn, is printed in the collections by Cromek,
Kinloch, Buchan, and Motherwell. "Hynd"
means "courteous," "gentle;" and the story tellB

how Hynd Horn, having plighted troth with a
king's daughter, is exiled for seven years, but at

last returns in disguise on the day she is to be
wedded to another, and wins her after all :

—

" The Bridegroom ttaouffht be had her wed.
But she iB young Hynd Horn's Inetead."

Hornbook, Adam. The nom deplume under
which Thomas Cooper (b. 1805) published his

novel of Alderman Salph.
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Hornbook, Doctor. See Death and Doc-
tor HoitNBOOK.

Horn-book, The, " A poem in praise of,"

by Thomas Tickell
;
publislied. in 1749.

Home, George, D.D., Bistop of Norwich
(b. 1730, d. 1792), -wrote The Theology and Philo-

sophy of Cicero's Somnium Scipionis (1751); A
Defence of the Thirty-nine Articles (1772); A
Commentary on the Book of Fsahns (1776); and
other publications. See Life, by Jones (1795).

Home, Kichard Henry, poet and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1803), has published Cosmo de

Meiici, an historical tragedy (1837) ; The Death of
Marlowe, a tragedy (1838) ; JExposition of the False

Medium and Barriers excluding Men of Genius from,

the Public (1838) ; Gregory the Seventh, a tragedy

(1840) ; A Life of Napoleon (1841) ; Orion, an Epic

Poem (1843), (q.v.) ; A New Spirit of the Age (1844)

;

Ballads and Romances (1846) ; Judas Iscariot (q.v.),

(a " Miracle Play,") with poems (1848); TheDreamer
and the Worker (1851) ; and many other works,

including Undeveloped Characters of Shakespeare,

Australian Facts and Prospects, and various con-

tributions to magazines and reviews.

Home, Thomas Hartwell, divine (b.

about 1780, d. 1862), wrote A Brief View of the

Necessity and Truth of the Christian Revelation

(1800); An Introduction to the Study ofBibliography

(1814); A PCistory' of the Mahomedan Fmpire in

Spain (1816); An Introduction to the Critical Study

of the'iSoly Scriptures (1818); and many other

minor works. See the Life, by Cheyne.

Homem, Horace. The assumed name
vmder which Lord Byuon (1788—1824) published,

in 1813, his Waltz, an Apostrophic Poem (q.v.),

which he had written at Cheltenham in the

autumn of the previous year.

Horner, Francis, politician and writer on
finance and political economy (b. 1778, d. 1817), was
one of the founders of The Edinburgh Review, to

which he contributed many valuable papers. See
his Memoirs and Correspondence (1843).

Horner, Iiittle Jack. The subject of a

well-known nursery rhyme, of which the history

may be read in Halliwell's Nursery Rhymes of
England. See also Notes and Queries, xvi. 156,

xvii. 83. Jack Homer is said to have been
steward of the Abbot of Grlastonbury, in Somer-
setshire, and the " plum " was apparently
the title-deeds of the manor of Wells, which he
stole from among a number of similar documents
sent by the abbot as a present to King Henry
VIII.

" Horrible imaginings."—Macbeth, act i.,

scene 3.

"Horror's head horrors acciumilate,
On."

—

Othello, act iii., scene 3.

" Horse (A), a horse ! my kingdom for
a horse ! "—King Richard III., act v., scene 4.

Horsfield, Thomas Walker, divine and
antiquary (b. 1837), is author of a History of Sussex.

Horsley, John, Scottish antiquary (b. 1685,
d. 1731), was author of Britannia Romana: or, the
Roman Antiquities of Britain (1732).

Horsley, Samuel, D.D., Bishop of St.
David's, Eochester, and St. Asaph (b. 1733, d. 1806),
was the author of The Power of God, deduced from
tlbe Instantaneous Production of it in the Solar System
(1767); Apollonii Pergaei Inclinationum, lib. ii.

(1770); A Charge to the Clergy of the Archdeaconry
of St. Albans (1783), and other works, among the
most notable of which are those arising from his
controversy with Priestley. He also edited the
Works of Newton. His own occupy eight volumes,
and include three of Biblical criticism, a com-
mentary on the Psalms and Sosea, charges, tracts,

and sermons. " He was the last of the race of

polemical giants in the English Church—a learned,
mighty, fearless champion of the theology and
constitution of the Anglican establishment."

Hortense, Mademoiselle, the French
lady's maid, in Dickens's novel of Bleak Souse
(q.v.), is intended as a portrait of Mrs. Manning,
the murderess, at whose trial Dickens was present,

and whose broken English, impatient gestures, and
volubility of speech he has produced with wonder-
ful exactness.

Hortensio. Suitor to Bianca in The Taming

of the Shrew.

Hortensius. See Euphrasia.

Hortop, Job. The author of The Rare

Travales of an Englishman wfto was not heard of in

three-and-twenty year^ space; wherein is declared

the dangers he escaped in his voyage to Gynnie, where,

after he was set ashore in a wilderness near to Panico,

he endured much slaverie and bondage in the Spanish

Gaily (1591).

Hoskins, John, lawyer and poet (b. 1566,

d. 1638), wrote The Art of Memory, and other

works.

"Hospitable thoughts intent; She
turns, on." See Hne 332, book v. of Paradise

Lost (q.v.).

Hospital for Incurables, An : " a serious

and useful scheme," propounded by Jonathan

Swift (1667—1745), in 1733, "to make such an

institution of universal benefit to all his Majesty's

subjects;" among whom the author includes "in-

curable fools, incurable knaves, incurable scolds,

incurable scribblers .(besides myseH), incurable

coxcombs, incurable infidels, incurable liars,—not

to mention the incurably vain, incurably envious,

incurably proud, incurably affected, incurably mi-

pertinent, and ten thousand other incurables which

I must of necessity pass over in silence, lest I

should swell this essay into a volume."

"Hostages to fortune." An expression

occurring in Bacon's essay of Marriage and Single
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Life, -wliere he says :—" He that hath a wife and
children hath given hostages to fortune, for they
aie impediments to great enterprises, either of

virtue or mischief."

Hothom, "Walter, poet (temp, fifteenth

century), was author of BiUia Versifieata.

Hotsptir, Henry Percy. Son of Northum-
herland, who figures in Henry IV., parts i. and ii.

Houghton, IiOrd (Eichard MoncktonMiln es)

,

poet and prose writer (h. 1809), has puhHshed
several volumes of verse, including Fahn Leaves

(1844), and Poems of Many Years; besides a Life

of Keats (1848) ; Monographs, Personal and Social

(1873), various articles, and numerous contributions

to reviews. A collected edition of his Poems ap-
peared in 1876.

Houlat, The. An allegorical satire by a
Scottish poet called Holland, probably written
before 1455. See Pinkerton's Scottish Poems.

Hour and the Man, The. A story by
Harriet Martineau (1802—1876), founded on the
career of Toussaint I'Ouverture, and published in
1840.

"Hour of virtuous libeijty, An."—
Addison, Gato, act ii., scene 1 :

—

" Is worth a whole eternity in bondage."

Hours of Idleness: "a Series of Poems,
Original and Translated, by Lord Byron, a minor ;

"

publishediu 1807, and severely criticised by Henry
(afterwards Lord) Brougham in a paper in The
Edinburgh Eeview, No. xxii., which occasioned the
famous satire of English Bards and Scotch Meviewers
(q.v.). The allusion to Brougham in that poem is

as follows :

—

" Beware lest blundering Brougham destroy the sale.
Turn beef to bannocks, cauUnower to kail"—

a comparatively innocent allusion to an article

contributed by the critic to No. xxv. of the same
Review. Lord Byron was not at that time aware
of the name of the real author of the obnoxious
criticism, and his most pungent indignation was
reservedforLord JefEreyand the other " Eeviewers.'

'

House of Fame. See Fame, House op.

House ofWisdom. See Wisdom, House op.

Household Words. A weekly periodical,

started by Charles Dickens in 1850, and dis-

continued in 1857. See All the Year Round.

Houseman. A character in Lord Lytton's
novel of JEugene Aram.

Houyhnhnms. The name of a race of
horses, endowed with reason, which Swift intro-

duces into his story of the Travels of Lemuel
Gulliver. The word should be pronounced as
"hoo-inmz," a dissyllable, and is probably in-
tended to be imitative of the whinnying of a horse.
Pope refers to it in his

—

" Nay, would kind Jove ray organs so dispose
TO hymn harmonious Houyhnhnms through the noae."

Hoveden, Boger de, historian of the twelfth
century, was the author of Annals, of which the
first part, written in continuation of Bede's History,

begins with the year 732 and ends with the year
1154; whilst the second part includes the period
between 1154 and 1201. In the first part Roger
appears to have chiefly followed Simeon of Dur-
ham, Henry of Huntingdon, and the Chronicle of
Melrose; and in the second, Benedict of Peter-
borough. The last nine years of his history are,

however, treated with the fulness and accuracy of
a contemporary, who, as Morley says, had every
opportunity and disposition to compile authentic
information. "The Annals include many ecclesi-

astical documents not to be found elsewhere.
Their compiler made also a few insertions of facts

whilst he was copying—is alone in giving several
particulars relating to Spain, Portugal, and Scot-
land— and adds, to what is told elsewhere of
Biehard I.'s expedition to Messina, his captivity,
and his return to England." The Annals were first

published by Sir Henry SavUe, in his Seriptores
PostBedam (1595). See 'Edh:n!aAntiquarianLibrary.

How a Merchande dyd hys Wyte Be-
tray. An old poem of Scottish or North-country
origm, the story of which reappears in the ancient
ballad of The Pennyworth of Wit, and is contained,
besides, in a tract published in 1631, called Penny-
wise, Pound-foolish : or, a Bristow Miamond, set in
two Rings, and both crack''d ; profitable for married
men, pleasant for yowng men, and a rare example
for all good women.

" How beautiful is night ! '
' First line of

Southey's poem of Ihalaba (q.v.).

" How do I love thee ? Let me count
the ways." First line of a Sonnetfrom the Portu-
guese, by Elizabeth Barrett Bbownino.
" How doth the little busy bee." The

opening line in No. xx. of Watts' Songs. The
whole verse runs

—

"How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour.

And gather honey aU the day
Prom every opening flower."

" How fleet is a glance of the mind!

"

—Cowper, Alexander Selkirk :—
" Compared with the speed ol Its flight.

The tempest ItselE lags behind,
And the swllt-winged arrows of light."

" How happy could I be with either."
A song, by Gay, m The Beggar's Opera.

" How happy is he born and taught."
First line of The Character of a Happy Life, by Sir
Henry Wotton.
" How ill doth he deserve a lover's

name."

—

Eternity of Love Protested, by Thomas
Carew (1589—1639).

" How like a winter hath my absence
been." First line of a sonnet by Shakespeare.

" How many bards gild the lapses of
time." First line of a sonnet by John Keats.
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"How many times do I love thee,
dear?" The first mne of a lyric by Thomas Lovell
Bessoes.

" How many thousands ofmy poorest
subjects."

—

Second Part ofKing Henry IV., act iii.,

scene 1.

" How not to do it."

—

^Bickens, Zittle

Vorrit, chapter x. iSee Circumlocution Office.

" How often sit I, poring o'er." A lyric

by AnTHUK Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

"How should I your true love know."
First line of a song sung by Ophelia in Samlet,

act iv., scene 5.

" How sleep the brave who sink to
rest." First Hue of Collins' s Ode written in the

year 1746 :

—

" There honour comes, a pilgrim gray.
To l>less the turl that wraps their clay."

"How small, of all that human hearts
endure."

—

^Db. Johnson, in lines added to Gold-
smith's Traveller:—

" That part which laws or liingB can cause or cure !

"

"How sweet the answer echo makes."
First Hue of a song by ThomAs Moore.

"How sweet the moonlight sleeps
upon this bank."

—

Merchant of Venice, act v.,

scene 1.

How the Wise Man Taught his Son.
"A little moral piece," printed in the Ancient
Popular Poetry, by Eitson, who sees in it a striking

coincidence of idea with the old song, " It's good
to be merry and wise." It is to be found in the
Harleian Library, British Museum, No. 1596,
amongst MSS. compiled in the reign of Henry VI.

"How the world wags.''—As You Like It,

act ii., scene 7.

How they Brought the Good Ifews
from Ghent to Aix. A ballad by Hobert
Browning (b. 1812).

"How we apples swim."— Mallet,
Tylwrn.

"How wonderful is death." The open-
ing line of Shelley's Queen Mob (q.v.).

Howard, Edward, Lieutenant (d. 1841),
was author of some stories of naval life.

Howard, Frederick. See Carlisle, Earl
OF.

Howard, George Edmund, dramatist and
political writer (b. 1725, d. 1786), was the author
of a variety of works, which fill fifteen volumes,
but are none of them of merit or renown, though
celebrated in their day.

Howard. Henry, Earl of Surrey, poet (b.

1515, d. 1547), was the author of Songs and Sonnets,
first printed in Tottel's .Miscellany (1567) ; of

paraphrases of portions of Ecclesiastes and the
Psalms; and of a translation in blank verse (the first

in our language) of the second and fourth books of

the JEneid. Puttenham, in 1589, wrote of him and
Sir Thomas Wyatt as " two chieftanes, who having
travailed into ItaUe, and there tasted the sweete
and stately measures and stUe of Italian Poesie,

as novices newly crept out of the schooles of Dante,
Ariosto, and Petrarch, they greatly pollished our
rude and homely manner of vulgar Poesie, from
that it has bene before, and for that cause may
iustly be sayd the first reformers of our English
meetre and stile." " I repute them," he says else-

where, "the two chief lantemes of light to all

others that have since employed their pennes upon
English Poesie; their conceits were loftie, their

BtUes stately, their conveyance cleanly, their

termes proper, their meetre sweet and well-propor-

tioned." Drayton, writing of Poets and Poesie in

1627, speaks of

—

and of

"That Princely Surrey t early in the time
Of the eighth Harry, who was then the prime
Oi Un^lamis noble youth,"

" Those small poems, which the title heare
Of songs and sonnets, wherein of they hit
On many dainty passages of wit."

See the life of Surrey by Nott; also, Warton's
English Poetry, and Arber's reprint of Tottel's Mis-

Surrey's Poems are in the Aldine edition.

Howard, Henry, second son of the above,

and Earl of Northampton (b. about 1539, d. 1614),

was the author of A Defensative against the Poison

of supposed Prophecies, anApology for the Government

of Women, and other works, still in manuscript.

Howard, Hon. Edward. A contemporary
of Sir Robert Howard (q.v.), with whom he is

sometimes confounded ; also wrote bad plays, and
his poem of Bonduea, the British Princess (1669),

was, says Morley, a jest of the wits. Lord Dorset

called his verse the '
' solid nonsense that abides all

tests."

Howard, Sir Eobert, historian and poet (b-

1626, d. 16981, was the co-author (with Dryden) of

The Indian Queen (1664), and the author of several

bad plays, of which alone The Committee has sur-

vived Mm. His more noteworthy works were a
History of Edward II. and Piehard II. and a
History of Religion. Sir Walter Scott describes his

fugitive poems as being of " a freezing mediocrity.'

'

He also publishedtranslations of Virgil and Statius.

He was the Grites of Dryden's dialogue on Dramatic
Poetry (1667), and is said to be satirised in the

Sir Positive At-all of ShadweU's Sullen lovers.

See Bayes.

" Howards, Not aU the blood of all

the." See " Blood of all the Howards."

Howe, Charles, religious writer (b. 1661,

d. 1745), was author of Devoid Meditations.

Howe, John, chaplain to Cromwell (b. 1630,

d. 1706), was the author of The living Temple

(1676—1702), The Redeemer's Tears, The Calm and

Sober inquiry concerning the possibility of a Trinity

in the Godhead, The Blessedness of the Eighteous, The'
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Redeemer's Dominion over the Invisible World,
Delighting in God, and many other works of a like

nature. Isaac Taylor describes Ills writings as
characterised by "majesty in the thought, not
grace and care in the conveyance of it ; depth and
elevation of religious feeling, always weU governed
and controlled by a sound judgment ; an intensity
and intimacy of the spiritual discernment ; and
above and with all, the pure and lofty moral feel-

ing of a mind which was by nature sensitive, in
an unusual degree, to sentiments of this order."
See the Lives by Calamy, Hunt (1823), and Eogers
(1836).

Howe, Josiah, divine and poet (d. 1701),
was the author of recommendatory verses prefixed
to the folio edition of the works of Beaumont and
Fletcher. See Wartou's English Poetry.

Howe, Miss, in Eiohakdson's novel of

Clarissa Harlowe (q.v.), is "an admirably sketched
character, drawn in strong contrast to that of
Clarissa, yet worthy of being her friend, with
more," says Sir Walter Scott, "of worldly per-
spicacity, though less of abstracted principle."

Howe, Mrs. Julia Ward, American author
and poetess (b. 1819), has written Passion Flowers

(1854) ; Words for the Sour (1856) ; The World's
Own : a Drama (1857) ; Hippolyttts : a Tragedy
(1858); A Trip to Cuba (1860); Later Lyrics (1866);
and irom the Oak to the Olive : a Plain Pecord of
a Pleasant Journey (1867).

Howell ab Owain. A Welsh bard, circa

1140. See Stephens's Literature of the Cymri,
and Morley's English Writers, vol. i., pt. ii.

" Prince Howell," says the latter, " wrote delicate

and gay love poetry. See Gutadgaewoh.

Howell, James, miscellaneous writer (b.

1594, d. 1666), was the author of a large variety.of

writings, including histories, biographies, poems,
grammars, dictionaries, letters, and the like. Peter
Fisher, pubUshing in 1664 Howell's Poems upon
Divers Emergent Occasions, says of the latter:
" Not to know the Author of these Poems, were an
Ignorance beyond Barbarism, he being known and
easilydistinguishable from others by his Genius and
Stile. . . . He may be called the Prodigie of his

Age, for the variety of his Volumes, for from his

Parly of Trees to his Parly of Seasta . . . there
hath pass'd to the Press above forty of his Works
on various subjects. . . . And 'tis observed, that
in all his Writings there is something stUI JV««j,

whether in the Matter, Method, or Fancy, and in

an untrodden Tract. He teacheth a new way of

Epistolizing : and that Familiar Letters may not
onely consist of Words, and a bombast of Comple-
ments, but that they are capable of the highest
Speculations and solidat kind of Knowledge. He
chalks out a Topical and exact way for Foreign
Travel, not roving in general Precepts only."
Fisher here refers to Howell's best-known works,
the Epiatola So-Eliance, issued in 1645, 1647,
1650, and 1655, and the Instructions for Forreine

Travell, published in 1642, for modem editions of

which see Arber's reprints. His Londvnopolis

(1657) is still remembered.

Howell, Thomas. Author of Devises, poems
published in 1581, which " denote him," says
Warton, "to have had a contraction of metrical
spirit, which fitly adapts itself to posies for rings."

See Akbor of Amitie, The.

Howell, William (b. 1630, d. 1683). Author
of A Sistory of the World.

Howellfi, W. D., American writer, has pub-
lished Venetian Life (1867) ; Italian Journeys (1868);
No Love Lost (1869); Suburban Sketches (1871);
The Wedding Journey (1872) ; A Chance Acquaint-
ance (1873) ; ani. Poems (1873). His Works appeared
In 1872.

Howie, John. See Scots Worthies.

Howitt, Mary, poet and prose writer (b.

1800), has written The Seven Temptations, Wood
Leigkton, The Seir of West Wayland, The Dial of
Love, Zilieslea, Stories of Stapleford, The Cost of
Caergwyn, and other works. She has also trans-

lated into English Andersen's Improvisatore, and
aU, the works of Frederica Bremer.

Howitt, "William, miscellaneous author
(b. 1795), has written The Book of the Season

(1831) ; The Sistory of Priestcraft (1833) ; The
Pural Life of England (1837) ; Student Life in

Germany (1841) ; The Bwal and Domestic Life of
Germany (1842) ; The Aristocracy of England
(1846) ; The Saunts and Somes of British Poets

(1847) ; The Man of the People (1860) ; The Ruined
Castles and Abbeys of England (1861) ; The Sistory

of the Supernatural (1863) ; and The Mad War
Planet and other Poems (1871) ; besides many other
works, both from his own pen and in coUaboiatiou
with his wife Mary ((J.v.).

Howson, John SaiQ, D.D., Dean of

Chester (b. 1816), is the author of The Life and
Epistles of St. Paul (with the Eev. W. J. Cony-
beare), The Character of St. Paul, Companions of
St. Paul, Metaphors of St. Paul, The Miracles of
Christ, Before the Table, and various contributions

to Smith's Dictionary of the Bible and periodicals.

Hubbard, Mother. The heroine of a well-

known nursery tale.

Hubert de Burgh. Chamberlain to King
John in Shakespeare's play of the latter name.

Huddesford, George, poet, published

Topsy Turvy (1790), Salmagundi (1793), and Les

Champignons dn Diable, or Imperial Mushrooms
(1800). He also contributed to and edited The
Wiccamieal Chaplet (1804). His collected Poems
appeared in 1801.

Hudibras. A humorous poem, in three parts,

written by Samuel Butler (1600—1680), "in the

time of the late wars," and published in 1663, 1664,

and 1678. Its object, undoubtedly, was to satirise
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the Puritans, but, as George Gilfillan remarks, " the

author has no objections to take a Kttle sport out

of all the parties and persons who dome across his

path, and the bad poetry, the pretentiousphilosophy,

the fashions, manners, the arts and sciences, of his

age, are all saluted with a touch en passant more or

less withering." The hero of the poem, Hudibras,

a Presbyterian, who is variously said to be intended

for Sir Samuel Luke and Sir Henry Eosewell, sets

out with Ealpho, his servant and an Independent, on

an expedition against the foUies and amusements
of the time; and the first six hundred lines are

occupied in " a description of the persons, gifts, and
principles of this redoubted pair, diversified with

the keenest satirical side-touches at the parties to

which they belonged, and at certain of their more
remarkable members, as well as at scholastic theo-

logians, and men of science generally." Cromwell
and his son, Fleetwood, Desborough, Lambert,

Calamy, Case, Byfield, Lentham, Prynue—all these

are satirised by name ; Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper

figures as the " Politician," and John Lilbume,
who opposed alike Charles and the Protector, as the

"brother haberdasher." Sidrophel is said to

be intended for WilKam Lilly, the astrologer, and
Whaokum, his assistant, for one Tom Jones, a,

Welshman. But the most complete, if accurate,

identification of the characters iu Sudibras is that

by Sir Eoger I'Estrange, who gives us what he
declares to be the real names of Orowdero, Orsin,

Bruin, Talgol, Magnano, Trullo, Cordon, and
Colon—all of whom figure in this amusing satire.

See George GilfiUan's introduction to the Works of

Butler, where an admirable analysis of the poem is

given. Hudibras was translated into French by
John Towneley in 1767.

Hudibras Eedivivus: "or, a Burlesque
Poem on the Times," by Edward Ward (1667—
1731), who was a professed imitator of the manner
of Butler. This work was originally published in

1705—7, and obtained for its writer the penalty of

standing twice in the pillory and paying a fine of

forty marks. He returned to the charge, however,
in 1710, when he published Vulgus Britannicus: or,

the British Sudibras, in fifteen cantos; followed,

iu 1711, by TheZife and Adventures of Bon Quixote,

merrilj/ translated into Sudibrastic Verse; and in

1714, by The Sudibrastic Brewer : or, a Preposterous

Union between Malt and Meter.

Hudson, John, D.D., classical scholar (b.

1662, d. 1719), was editor of Thucydides, Josephus,
and other classics. See Athenie Oxoniemes, and
the edition of Josephus, which contains an account
of Hudson.

Hudson, Thomas, poet, contributed to

PMffland's Parnassus (q.v.). He also translated
into English, in 1584, Du Bartas' Judith and Solo-
firnes. He is referred to in The Beturn from
Parnassus (q.v.).

Hue and Cry after Cupid, A. A song in
one of Ben Jonson's Masques; translated from the

Amore Fuggitim of Tasso, in that poet's Aminta,
and originally imitated from the first IdyUium of

Moschus.

"Hugged the offender, and forgave
the ofience. She." Line 367 of Dryden's Cymon.

Hugh of Lincoln. A ballad printed in

various versions by Herd, Percy, Jameson,
Motherwell, and others, and described as " showing
the cruelty of a Jew's daughter," who slew a
Christian boy of Lincoln, called Sir Hugh. Matthew
Paris records that in 1255 the Jews of that city

stole a little boy named Hugh, tortured and cruci-

fied him, and flung his body into a pit, where his

mother found it. The occupant of the house then
confessed the crime, and stated that the Jews killed

a Christian child regularly every year, whereupon
he and eighteen of the richest Jews in Lincoln

were straightway hanged, and the child's body was
buried in the cathedral with all honour. Chaucer's

Prioress's Tale is on a similar subject.

Hugh of Rutland (circa 1190). See

Ipomedon.

Hughes, John, poet and essayist (b. 1677, d.

1720), published The Peace of Syswick (1697), The
Court of Neptune (1699), and other poems, original

and translated. He was also the author of a drama
called The Siege of Damascus (1720). He contri-

buted some papers to The Tatler (q.v.), The
Guardian (q.v.), and The Spectator (q.v.). His

Poems are included in Anderson's collection. See

Apollo and Daphne ; Calypso and Telemachus
;

Creator of the "World ; Damascus, The Siege

op ; Lay Monastery, The.

Hughes, John, Wesleyan minister (b. 1776,

d. 1843), wrote Sorts Britannicce, a contribution to

the history of the early English Church.

Hughes, John. See Buller op Brasenose.

Hughes, Thomas (b. 1823), has written Tom
Browns School Days (1856) ; Tom Brown at Oxford,

a sequel, which appeared in 1861 ; The Scouring of

the White Sorse (1858); Alfred the Great (1869);

The Memoirs of a Brother (1873) ; and has con-

tributed largely to magazine literature.

Hughes, Thomas. See Arthur, The
Misfortunes of.

Hughie Graham. A ballad, which tells

how Graham, a Borderer, was hanged at Carlisle

for stealing the bishop's mare. It was contributed

by Burns the poet, " from oral tradition in Ayr-

shire," but considerably improved by him, to The

Scot's Musical Musewm, and it was^ again re-

touched by AUan Cunningham for his Songs of

Scotland. Scott includes in his Border Minstrelsy

a version "long current in Selkirkshire," which

must have been revised by him. An early copy is

to be found in Wit and Mirth (1714). Allingham

calls it " a spirited little picture from the rude

times on the Border."

Hugo. The bastard son of Azo, Marquis of

Este, in Byeon's poem of Parisina.
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Hugo, Victor. The foUowing -works by this
Prenoh writer have, among others, appeared ia
English :

—

By Order of the King, Claude Gueuz, The
Sunchiaek of Notre Dame, Les Miserables, Napoleon
le Fetit, Notre Dame, and The Toilers of the Sea.

Hull, Thomas, novelist and dramatist (b.

1728, d. 1808), published Sir William Harrington,
a, novel (1771), and Richard Plantagenet, a romance

J1774),
hesides a number of plays, not one of which

is now remembered. See Baker's Biographia Dra-
matica.

"Human face diTine, Or."

—

Paradise
lost, book iii., hne 40.

Hum.an Knowledge, The Principles
of. Two treatises by George Beekeley, Bishop
of Cloyne (1684—1753), pubHshed in 1710; in
which the author gives expressions to those peculiar
views which are now famiharly known under the
name of the " Berkeleian Philosophy." This may
briefly be described as a denial of the reality of
matter aocdrdiag to the commonly received con-
ception of it, and an argument to prove that
" sensible objects are nothing more than impres-
sions made internally upon the mind, according to
certain rules which are termed laws of nature."
The reader wiU recall Lord Byron's allusion in
Don Juan, canto xi. :

—

" When BlBhop Berkeley said 'there was no matter/
And proved It—'twas no matter what he said

;

They say his system 'tis In vain to hatter,
Too subtle for the airiest human head."

Berkeley's system was further developed in the
Three Dialogues between Hylas and Fhilonous, pub-
lished in 1713.

Human Life. A poem by Samuel Eosees
(1763—1855), published in 1819, and described by
William Caldwell Eoscoe as possessing faults, and
as being a very incongruous whole. '

' The life of
man is described by tracing the career of an indi-
vidual made up of Ciucinnatus, Lord EusseU,
Epaminondas, and Mr. Fox ; who is represented,
now at his plough; now in the senate ; now break-
fasting comfortably under 'fragrant clouds of
Mocha and Souchong,' with his newspaper and all

modem appliances ; now rushing out with helmet
and sword on a sudden cry of ' To arms !' and
dyeing a neighbouring stream with blood. But
some of the detached pictures of life are full of
graceful drawing, and forbid us to deny Mr.
Eogers the claims of affectionate and tender,
though not deep or passionate, feeling."

"Human soul take wing, It is a
fearful thing to see the."

—

Byeon, Prisoner of
Ghillon, stanza viii.

Human Understanding, An Essay
concerning, by John Locke (1632—1704);
begun in 1671, and finished in 1686, the year which
saw the conclusion of Sir Isaac Newton's Principia
(q.v.). It was published in 1690. This famous

treatise, which Professor Fraser characterises as
" on the whole the most influential in modem philo-

sophical literature," " is founded on the negation
of innate principles and of a continuous conscious-

ness in man. Its parts are regulated by the aim
of the author to determine, on the Baconian
method, our intellectual power and weakness, with
the nature and grounds of knowledge and opinion.

Having reasoned against the dogma of innate

knowledge, independent of experience, main-
tained in the ancient schools of Pythagoras and
Plato, and not alien, in a modified form, from
Descartes and Lord Herbert, Locke, in his second
book, propounds his own hypothesis, and endea-
vours to test it by an inductive comparison of our
ideas. His thesis is that human knowledge may
be resolved into external and internal experience,

which he indicates by what Bacon would call the
' crucial instances' of our ideas of space, time,

infinity, substance, power, identity, and others,

apparently the most remote from an empirical
origin. On this foundation rest the speculations

of the fourth book, on demonstration and belief,

and on the groimds of physical, psychological, and
theological science." The second edition of the
Essay appeared in 1694, the third in 1697, and
the fourth in 1700, in which year it was translated

into French by Coste, and into Latin by Burridge
in 1701. Its subsequent history is, to a great
extent, the history of philosophy in Europe. It

was speedily attacked by Norris, Sergeant, Lee,
Sherlock, Lowde, and Stillingfleet, and is asso-

ciated, more or less, with the names of Shaftesbury,
Clarke, Collins, Jackson, Brown, Butler, Law, and
Watts. It was defended, upon different grounds,
by Hartley, Priestley, Tucker, and Home Tooke,
and has been ably criticised by Stewart, Mackin-
tosh, Coleridge, and Sir Wilfiam Hamilton. In
France, it was supported by the writings of
CondiDac and his school, and opposed in the publi-
cations of Cousin and his followers. In Germany
it gave birth to the Nov/veaux Essais of Leibnitz,
and the metaphysic of Kant was meant, says
Fraser, to be a modification and supplement of the
metaphysic of Locke.

"Humanities of old religion. The
fair."— CoLERiDOE, Wallenstein, part i., act ii.,

scene 4.

"Humble port to imperial Tokay,
From."

—

Sigh Life Below Stairs, act ii., scene 1.

Hume, Alexander, Scottish poet (b. 1660,
d. 1609), was the author of Hymnes or Sacred
Songs (1599), also a poem on the defeat of the
Spanish Armada, called The Triumph of the Lord
after the Maner of Men. See Day Estival, The ;

Summee's Day.

Hume, David, Scottish antiquarian (circa

1581—1630), wrote a treatise, De XTnione Insula
Britannia (1605), LususPoetici (1606), The Sistory

of the Souse and Race of Douglas and Angus, A
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Bistory of the Home of Wedderburn, and some
works stiU in manuscript.

Hume, David, Mstorian and philosopher

(b. 1711, d. 1776), wrote -a, Treatise of Human
Nature (1738); Essays, Moral, FoUtical, and Literary

(1742) ; an Inquiry concerning Human Understand-

ing (1748); an Inquiry concerning the Principles

of Morals (1751); Political Discourse (1751); The
History of England (1754, 1756, 1759, and 1761)

;

and the Natural History of Religion (1755). See
the Autobiography, edited by Adam Smith (1789)

;

and the Lives by Pratt (1777), Dalrymple (1787),

Eitehie (1807), and HiU Burton (1846). " Hume,"
says Macaulay of the former's historical method,
" without positively asserting much more than he
can prove, gives prominence to all the subjects

which support his case. He glides lightly over

those whidi are unfavourable to it. His own wit-

nesses are applauded and encouraged; the state-

ments which seem to throw discredit on them are

controverted ; the contradictions into which they
fall are explained away ; a clear and connected

abstract of their evidence is given. Everything
that is offered on the other side is scrutinised with
the utmost severity; every suspicious circumstance

is a ground for comment and invective ; what can-

not be denied is extenuated, or passed over with-

out notice. Concessions even are sometimes made,
but this insidious candour only increases the eflEect

of this vast mass of sophistry." "The doctrine of

Mr. Hume," wrote a critic in The Edinburgh
Review for 1821, "is not that we have not reached
truth, but that we never can reach it. It is an
absolute and universal system of scepticism, pro-

fessing to be derived from the very structure of

the understanding, which, if any man could seri-

ously believe it, would render it impossible for biTn

to form an opinion upon any subject—^to ascribe

any meaning to the words Truth and Falsehood

—

to believe, to inquire, or to reason ; and on the very
same ground, to disbelieve, to dissent, or to doubt—^to adhere to his own principle of universal
doubt—and, lastly, if he be consistent with him-
selE, even to think." " As a philosopher, Hume
.denied miracle, and drew, from Locke's doctrine

that knowledge comes to us only from the outside

world, an argument that the experience we reason
from is based only on custom, without assurance
that we see cause and effect. Our notion of neces-
sity, he says, only rests on the association of

ideas." " The inimitable clearness and impar-
tiahty," says another critic, " with which he has
summed up the arguments on both sides, on the
most momentous questions which have agitated
England, must for ever command the admiration
of mankind."

Hume, Patrick. Author of a commentary on
Paradise Lost, prefixed to an edition of the poem,
published in 1695.

Humorous Lieutenant, The. A comedy,
by John Fletoheb.

Humors Looking-glasse, by Samuel
Rowlands (1570—1625)

;
published in 1608, and

consisting of epigrams and rhythmical tales. In
that of A Straunge Sighted Traveller, the writer
describes the sights and shows of London in the
time of Elizabeth.

"Humour of it, The."—Merry Wives of
Windsor, act ii., scene 1.

Humourists of the Eighteenth Cen-
tury, Lectltres on the, by William Make-
peace Thackeray (1811—1863) ; delivered in
England, Scotland, and America respectively, in
the years 1851 and 1852, and re-published in 1853,
with notes selected and arranged by James
Hannay, who says :

—" The volume is perhaps the
chief work of criticism which Thackeray has left

us. It is creative as well as critical, for he gives
us portraits of the men with whom he deals

—

portraits quite as life-like as those in his novels,

and far more vivid than any of Macaulay's."

Humphrey Clinker. See Clinkeb, Hum-
phrey, The Expedition of.

Humphrey, Master, in Dickens's novel of
The Old Curiosity Shop, is a miserable old man,
with a mania for gambling.

Humphrey, Old. The nom de plume of
GrEORGE MoGRiDGE, the author of numerous
popular books for children. See Holding,
Bphraim.

Humphrey's Clock, Master. The title

of a serial by Charles Dickens (1812—1870), the
first weekly number of which, in imperial octavo,
price threepence, appeared on April 4, 1840. Sam
Weller and his father were resuscitated from the
Pickwick Papers to assist the sale, but only two
tales were included in the publication, which was
completed in 1841, and these {Barnaby Rudge and
The Old Curiosity Shop) were afterwards republished
separately. From that time, says Dickens, Master
Humphrey's Clock, " as originally constructed,

became one of the lost books of the earth, which,
we all know, are far more precious than any that
can be read for love or money." The original
" clock " is said to be in existence.

Humphreys, David. American poet (b.

1753, d. 1818).

Humphreys, James, lawyer (b. 1768,

d. 1830), is the author of Observations on the Law
of Real Property (1826).

Hunchback, The. A play, by James
Sheridan Knowles (1784—1862), produced at

Covent Garden in 1832.

Hundred Merry Tales, A. Printed about

1526 by John Bastell. Merry Tales and Quick

Answers appeared about 1535.

Hungarian Brothers, The. A romance
by Miss Anna Maria Porter, published in 1807.

Hunnis, William (d. 1568), published Cer-

tayne Psalmes Chosen out of the Psalter of David and
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drawen forth into English meter (1550) ; VII Steppes

to Heaven^ alias the vij [^penitential] psalmes re-

duoed into meter ; with. The Sonny Succles and the

Wydoes myte (1581); the latter being afterwards
reprinted as Seven Sobs of a Sorrowful Soul for
Sin ; a Handful of Honeysuckles ; Becreations on
Adams Sanishment ; Christ his Cribb and the Lost

Sheep (1588) ; and a Sim full of Soney (1578)

;

besides contributions to The Faradise of Dainty
Devises (1576) ; to The Trincelie Pleasures at Kenil-

worth (1576), and England's Selieon (1600). See

Handful op Honeystjokles ; Hive eull op
Honey, A; Seven Soes op a Sorkowpul Soul
POR Sin.

Hunt, Frederick Knight, journalist (b.

1814, d. 1855), was the author of The Fowrth Es-
tate, Contributions towards a Sistory of Newspapers

(1850). He was sub-editor of the Daily News,
under Charles Dickens (1846), and afterwards
editor.

Hunt, James Henry Iieigh, poet and
prose writer (b. 1784, d. 1859), published The
Feast of the Foets (1814) ; The Descent of liberty

(1815); Bacchus in Tuscany (1816); Sero and
Leander (1816); Francesca da Rimini (1816)'; TTltra-

Grepidarius (1819); Amyntas (1820); Recollections

of Lord Byron (1828); Sir Ralph Esher (1832);
Captain Sword and Captain Fen (1839) ; A Legend

of Florence (\8i0) ; The Falfrey (1842); Christianism

(1846) ; Men, Wonwn, and Books (1847) ; The Town
(1848); Autobiography (1850); The Religion of the

Seart (1853); Stories in Verse (1855); The Old
Court Suburb (1855); Table Talk; A jar of Soney
from Mount Sybla; A Tale for the Chimney Corner

;

Wishing Cap Fapers; andA Day by the Fire. He was
also the compiler, with notes, of Wit and Smnou/r
and Imagination and Fancy. He edited The
Examiner from 1808 to 1821, also conducting, and
almost entirely writing, the following periodicals :—The Literary Examiner (1817) ; The Indicator

(1819—21) ; The Companion (1828) ; The Tatler

(1830—2); The London Journal (1834—5); and The
Reflector. "Leigh Hunt," says Alexander Smith,
" was a poet as well as an essayist, and he carried

his poetic fancy with him into prose, where it

shone like some splendid bird of the tropics among
the sober-coated denizens of the farmyard. He
loved the country: but one almost suspects that

his love for the country might be resolved into

likings for cream, butter, strawberries, sunshine,

and hay-swathes to tumble in. If he did not, like

Wordsworth, carry in his heart the silence of

wood and fell, he at all events carried a gOliflower

jauntily in his button-hole. He was neither a
town poet and essayist, nor a country poet and
essayist : he was a mixture of both—a suburban
poet and essayist. Above all places in the world
he loved Hampstead. His essays are gay and
cheerful as suburban villas—the piano is touched
within, there are trees and flowers outside, but the
city is not far distant, prosaic interests are ever
intruding, visitors are constantly dropping in. His
essays arc not poetically conceived; they deal—with

the exception of that lovely one on the ' Death of

Little Children'—with distinctly mundane and
common-place matters ; but his charm is in this,

that be the subject what it may, immediately

troops of fancies search land and sea and the range

of the poets for its endorsement,—just as, in the

old English vUlagea on May-morning, shoals of

rustics went forth to the woods, and brought home
hawthorns for the dressing of door and window.
Hunt is always cheerful and chatty. He defends

himself against the evils of life with- pretty

thoughts. He believes that the world is good, and
that men and women are good too. TTia essays

are much less valuable than Lamb's, because they
are neither so peculiar, nor do they touch the

reader so deeply ; but they are full of colour and
wit." See Book op the Sonnet, The ; Francesca
DA EiMiNi ; Legend op Florence, A ; Old Court
Suburb, The ; Palprey, The ; Poets, Feast op
THE ; Ralph Esher, Sir ; Eelision op the Heart,
The ; Sword, Captain, and Captain Pen ; Town,
The.

Hunt, Jeremiah., CD., Dissenting divine

(b. 1678, d. 1744), published ^« Essay towards Ex-
plaining the Sistory and Revelations of Scripture in

their Several Periods, besides other works collected

after his death.

Hunt, Bobert (b. 1807), has published Re-
searches on Light, The Poetry of Science, Mineral
Statistics, and many scientific works.

Hunt, Thomas, D.D., Hebraist (b. 1696,

d. 1774), author of Observations on several Passages

in the Book of Proverbs, published an edition of the
works of Dr. Hooper ; also some Arabic fragments,
and Latin speeches on Arabic.

Hunted Down. A tale by Charles
Dickens (1812—1870), which, before it appeared
in All the Year Round for August 4 and 11, 1860,

had been running for six months in The New York
Ledger, the publisher of which had paid the writer

£1,000 for the privilege. The story is of an
unusually sensational character, and relates how
Julius Slinkton, having efieeted an assurance on
the life of Alfred Beckwith, endeavours to poison
the latter, in order to get the money, but, being
foiled in the attempt, commits suicide. The
narrator is a Mr. Sampson, chief manager of the
insurance office.

Hunter, Anne, wife of John Hunter, the
anatomist (b. 1742, d. 1821), was the author of a
volume of Songs (1802), of which " My mother bids
me bind my hair " is the best known.

Hunter, Henry, D.D., Scottish divine

(b. 1741, d. 1802), was the author of Sacred
Biography (1784), Sermons, and Translations.

Hunter in his Career, The. See Old
Tom op Bedlam.

Hunter, John, Professor at St. Andrew's
(b. 1747, d. 1837), published editions of Soraee
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(1797), Virt/il (1800), and Juvenal (1806). See The
JEdmbuirgh Mevieio, vol. iii. Heyne, the German
critic, spoke higUy of the edition of Virgil.

Hunter, Joseph., antiquary, and Presbyterian

minister (b. 1783, d. 1861), was the author of Sal-
lamshire : the Sistory and Topography of the Parish

of Sheffield (1819) ; South Yorkshire : the Sistory

and Topography of the Deanery of Doneaster (1828
—31); and Illustratiorts of Shakespeare.

Hunter, Mr. and Mrs. Leo. See Leo
Hunter, Mb. and Mrs.

Hunter, Bobert, Grovemor of Jamaica (d.

1734)j was the author of a Letter on Enthusiasm.

Hunter, Williani, M.D., physician and
anatomist (b. 1718, d. 1783), was the founder of the

Hunterian Museum, and author of various pro-

fessional works. See the Life by Simmons (1783).

Hunting of Cupid, Tlie, by George
Peelb

;
published in 1591.

Hunting a' the Cheviat, The. See

Chevy Chase.

Hunting, The Bokys of. See Hawkino
AND Hunting.

HTintington, Frederic Daniel, D.D.,
Bishop of Central New York (b. 1819), has pub-

lished Lessons on the Farables, Sermons for the

People, Christian Living and Believing, Helps to a
Living Faith, and other works.

Huntingdon, Henry of, archdeacon and
historian, flourished in the middle of the twelfth

century, and is best known by his History of Eng-
land to the Eeath of Stephen, founded to a large

extent upon Bede and Geoffrey of Monmouth, and
edited by Sir Henry SavUe in 1596. It was trans-

lated in 1853 by Thomas Forrester. See the

Life of Henry by Smith. Henry wrote on The
Contempt of the World and other subjects, both in

prose and verse.

Huntington, Robert, D.D., Bishop of

Eaphoe (b. 1636, d. 1701), was the disoovererof
many of the valuable manuscripts which enrich

the Bodleian and other libraries. His only pub-
lication was a paper in The Philosophical Transac-

tions, 161. See the Life by Dr. Smith (1704).

Huntington, William, " Sinner Saved," as

he termed himseU (b. 1744, d. 1813), was at one
time a popular preacher, and was the author of a

great number of theological treatises. His Works
were published by his son, and have been re-

printed.

Hunton, Kicholas, Nonconformist minister,

published in 1643—44 a Treatise on Monarchy,
arguing that the sovereignty of England is in

the Three Estates—King, Lords, and Commons.

" Hunts in dreams. Like a dog, he."—
Teitoyson, Locksley Hall.

Hurd, Bichard, D.D., successively Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry, and "Worcester (b.

1720, d. 1808), is chiefly remembered'as the author

of Dialogues, Moral and Political, and of an anno-
tated edition of the Ars Poetica of Horace. He
also published Sermons and Letters on Chivalry and
Romance. See the Lwes by himself and Kilvert.
See Warburton.

Hurdis, James, D.D., poet and theologian
(b. 1763, d. 1801), was the author of The Village

Curate {yii%)\ Adriano {1790); Panthea; Elmer and
Ophelia; The Orphan Twins ; and a tragedy, entitled

Sir Thomas More.

Hurlothrumbo : "or, the Supernatural."
A play, by Samuel Johnson (b. 1705, d. 1773)

;

" an absurd compound of extravagant incidents

and unconnected dialogues."

Hurt of Sedition, The : " how grievous it

is to a Commonwealth." A pamphlet by Sir John
Cheke (1514—1557), published in 1649, and
intended to reprove the people who had risen in

rebellion under Ket the Tanner.

" Hurt that Honour feels. The."—Ten-
nyson, Locksley Hall.

Hushai. A character in Absalom and Achito-

phel (q.v.), intended for Hyde, Earl of Eochester.

Huteheson, Francis, LL.D., Professor at

Glasgow (b. 1694, d. 1747), was the author of

An Inquiry into the Original'ofour Ideas of Beauty

and Virtue (1725) ; An Essay on the Nature and
Conduct of the Passions, with Illustrations of the

Moral Sense (1728) ; Philosophic Moralis Institutio

Compendiaria (1742) ; ' Befleetions on Laughter

(1750) ; and A System of Moral Philosophy (1755).

See the Life by Leechman (1755). "In Hutehe-

son' s doctrine of the internal sense and the moral

sense, we find," says Professor Eraser, "that

habitual appeal to common reason which marks
the philosophy of Eeid. The vindication, as

essential elements of human nature, of the bene-

volent affections, and of an instinctive determina-

tion to be pleased by beauty and by virtue, are

fundamental parts of the teaching of Huteheson."

Hutchins, Rev. John, topographer (b. 1698,

d. 1773), was the author of The History and Anti-

quities of the County of Dorset (1774 and 1816).

Hutchinson, John, philosopher (b. 1674, d.

1737), was the author of the system called Hutchin-

sonianism, which is chiefly embodied in his Moses

Principia (1724 and 1727). "This work," says

Carew Hazlitt, " propounds, in opposition to the

Newtonian theory of gravitation, the dogma of a

plenum and air. The leading idea in the author's

mind seems to have been, that the Hebrew scrip-

tures contained the elements and root of all reli-

gion and philosophy ; and, starting at this point, he

acquired a habit of reading in every radix of the

primeval language some recondite and momentous

signification, and of construing holy writ in its

typical, not its literal sense." Hutchinson was the

author of several other works. Some autobio-

graphical particulars are contained in his Treatise

of Power, Essential and Mechanical.
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Hutchinson, Lucy (b. 1620, d. 1659), was
the authoress of Memoirs of her husband. Colonel

Hutchinson, which, though one of the most ad-

mirable biographies in the language, was not pub-
lished until 1806.

Hutton, Henry. See Follie's Anatomie.

Hutton, James, geologist (b. 1726, d. 1797),
was the author of what is called the Plutonian
theory of the earth, embodied in his Theory of the

Earth, pubKshed in 1795. He wrote several other
books.

Hutton, Richard Holt. See Spectator,
The.

Hutton, William (b. 1722, d. 1815), wrote
a History of Birmingham, several topographical
works, and some poems. His best known book,
however, is his autobiography, entitled The Life of
William Hutton, Stationer, of Birmingham, and (he

History of his Family, written by himself (1816).

This was reprinted, with notes, in 1841.

Huxley, Thomas Henry, IiIi.D., Pro-
fessor of Natural History (b. 1825), has published

Man's Place in Nature (1863) ; Lectwes on Com-
jiarative Anatomy (1864) ; Lessons on Elementary
Physiology (1866) ; Lay Sermons and Addresses, and
Eemetes (1870) ; Critiques and Addresses (1873)

;

Elementary Biology (1875) ; American Lectures and
Addresses (1877) ; and other works.

"Hyacinthine looks."—Paradise Lost, book
iv., line 301.

Hyanisbe, in Barclay's romance of Argents
(q.v.), " is thought," says Alliboae, " to resemble
in some traits Elizabeth of England."

Hyde, Sdward. See Clarendon, Earl op.

Hyde, Henry, second Earl of Clarendon (b.

1638, d. 1709), was the author of a History of
the Irish Rebellion.

Hyde, Henry, third Earl of Clarendon and
second Earl of Rochester, was the author of a
comedy called The Mistakes, printed in 1768.

Hyde, Thomas, B.B., Orientalist and
scholar (b. 1636, d. 1703), wrote Veterum Persarum
et Medorum JSeligionis Historia, De Ludis Orien-
talibtts, and other works.

Hydrotaphia : " or, a Discourse of the
Sepulchral Ijrns lately fo\m.d in Norfolk.'' A
treatise on the fimeral rites of ancient nations,

by Sir Thomas Browne. Inferior to the Seligio

Medici, "there is perhaps none of his works
which better exemplifies his reading or memory."
It was published in 1658.

Hymen's Triumph : " a' pastorall tragi-

comoedie," by Samuel Daniel; printed in 1616,
and quoted by Lamb in his Specimens of the

Dramatic Poets.

Hymn before Sunrise, in the Vale of
Chamouni. By Samuel Taylor Colbriuoe.

Hymns, or Sacred Songs, by Alex-
ander Hume ;

published in 1599.

Hymns, "in Honour of Love and Beauty."

Two poems by Edmund Spenser, in which he
glorifies the Plktonic doctrines, and asserts that the

fairest soul inhabits the fairest body :

" For all that's good 1b beautiful and fair."

To counteract their effect, the poet afterwards

wrote two hymns on Heavenly Love and Heavenly

Hymns, " for Morning, Noon, and Evening."
By Thomas Parnell.

Hymns of Homer. Hymn to Mercury ; To
Venus, and others. Translated by the poet
Shelley.

Hynd Horn. See Horn, The Geste op
King.

Hynghus. See Mankind.

Hypatia. A novel by the Eev. Charles
Kingsley (1819—1875), the scene of which is laid

in Alexandria, at a time when Christianity was
gaining ground against Paganism and the neo-
Platonism of the schools. Hypatia herself was
bom about the year 370, and, after attracting to

her lectures on philosophy a large and brilEant

auditory, was torn to pieces by the rabble of her
native city in 415. See Canon Kingsley's essays

on Alexandria and her Schools, published in 1857.

Hypatia appeared in 1853.

Hyperaphanii, The, in Barclay's Argenis
(q.v.), are intended to typify the Huguenots of
Henry IV.'s era.

Hypercritica: "or,aIlule of Judgment for

"Writing or Reading our Histories," by Edmund
Bolton ; written in 1617, and reprinted in vol. ii.

of Ancient Critical Essays upon English Poets and

Hyperion. A poem by John Keats (1796—
1821) ;

" a noble fragment," as Leigh Hunt
terms it ;

" not faultless, but nearly so." Lord
Byron declared it to be " actually inspired by the
Titans, and as sublime as .3!schylu8." But the
poet himself thought much less highly of it. " I
have given up Hyperion," "he yrnies; "there are
too many Miltonic inversions in it. MUtonio
verse cannot be written but in an artful, or rather
in an artist's humour."

" Hyperion to a Satyr ! "—Hamlet, act i.,

scene ii.

Hyperion : " a Eomanoe," in four books, by
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807). 'This

work, which was the result of an extensive tour
in Germany, was published in 1839, and, with
much that is purely fanciful and imaginative, con-
tains much that came within the actual experience
of the author, who is represented, idealised, in the
character of Paul Flemming (q.v.). The episodewith
Mary Ashburton is supposed to have reference to a
real occurrence. The book is full of fine desorip-
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tion and of eloquent discussion, besides being

interspersed with snatches of legend and song.

" Hyperion's curls, the front of Jove
himself."

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 4. In mythology,
Hyperion was one of the Titans, son of Coelus and
Terra, and father of Sol, Luna, and Aurora.

Hypocrite, The. A comedy by CoLLEY
Career, founded on 'Molifere's Tm-tuffe, and after-

wards altered for the modem stage by Isaac

Bickerstafi in 1768.

Hypognosticon, A Scriptural history in

nine books, written in Latin elegiacs, by Laueencb,
a monk of Durham (d. 1154).

Hythloday, Baphael. The mythical tra-

veller from whom Sir Thomas Moee (1478

—

1535), professed to have received an account of

the island of Utopia (q.v.).

«' I am his Highness's dog at Kew."
See " Dog at Kew, I am his Highness's."

" I am not one who much or oft de-
light."—Sonnet on Personal Talk, by William
WoKDSWOBTH ; written in 1846.

" I bring fresh showers for the thirst-
ing flowers."

—

The Clovd, by Percy Btsshe
Shelley, written in 1820.

"I built my soul a lordly pleasure-
house."—TAe Palace of Art, by Alfred Tennyson.

" I cannot change as others do." First

line of Constcmey, a song by John Wilmot, Earl

of Eochestbr (1647—1680)

:

*'No, Phyllis, no ; your heart to move
A surer way I'll try

;

And to revenge my sltehted love
Will still love on, will still love on, and die."

" I cannot deem why men toil so for
fame." First line of a sonnet bj' Alexander
Smith (1830—1869)

:

"Ah ! 'tis our spirit's curse to strive and seek

;

Although its heart is rich in pearls and ores.
The sea complains upon a thousand shores

;

Searlike, we moan for ever."

"I cannot eat but little meat." First

line of a drinking song in the comedy of Gammer
Gwrton's Needle (q.v.), act ii.

" % come from, haunts of coot and
hern."—-2%^ Brook, by Alfred Tennyson.

"I could not love thee, ddar, so
much." A line in Lovelace's song To Zucasta :—

" Loved I not honour more."

"I dare do all that may become a
man."—Macbeth, act i., scene 7.

" I'd be a butterfly, born in a bower."
First hne of a song by Thomas Haynes Bayly
(1797—1839).

"I do confess thou'rt smooth and
fair." A lyric by Sir Robert Ayton (1570—1638),
printed anonymously in Lawes' Ayres and Dia-
loguet (1659), and in Watson's Collection of Scottish

Poems (1706—11).

" I envy not in any moods."—Sect, xxvii.
of In Memoriam (q.v.), by Alfred Tennyson.

"I fear thy kisses^ gentle maiden."
The first line of a lyno by Percy Bysshe
Shelley.

" I had a message to send her." First
line of The Message, a lyric, by Adelaide
Anne Procter.

" I had a vision when the night was
late."

—

A Vision of Sin, by Alpred Tennyson.

" I hae a wife o' my ain." First line of

Naebody, a song by Egbert Burns, written when
he brought his wife home to Ellisland.

" I hate the dreadful hollow behind
the little wood." The opening line of Maiid (q.v.),

by Alfred Tennyson.

"I have seen higher, nobler things
than these."—" To Ka\iv," a lyric by Arthur Hugh
Clough.

" I heard the trailing garments of the
night." First line of a Hymn to the Night, by
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

" I held it truth, with him who sings."
Section i. of In Memoriam (q.v.), by Alfred Ten-
nyson. The passage may be held to apply either

to St. Augustine or to the poet Longfellow '("St.

Augustine's Ladder"), though the allusion is

most probably to the latter.

" I know a bank." See Bank, I know a.

" I know a maiden, fair to see." First

line of Beware ! a lyric, translated from the

German, by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow :

*' She has two eyes so soft and brown.
Take care I

She gives a side-glance and looks down.
Beware 1 beware I

Trust her not,
She is fooling thee I

"

" I lothe that I did love." The first line

of a poem included in the Earl of Surrey's works,

and attributed by George Gascoigne to Lord Vaux.

Shakespeare took three stanzas from it for the

grave-digger's song in Samlet, act v.

" I love thee ! I love thee ! " A lyric

by Thomas Hood.

"I loved thee once ; I'U love no
more." A lyric. On Woman's Inconstancy, by Sir

Egbert Ayton (1670—1638).

" I met a traveller from an antique
land." First line of Ozymandias, a sonnet, by

Percy Bysshe Shelley, written in 1817.
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"I ne'er could any lustre see." First

line of a song in Sheridan's comic opera, The
Duenna, act i., scene ii. ; written in the same spirit

as that of Wither' s Shall I, wasting in despair?—
" Must I, with attentive eye,
Watcb ber hea-ving boBom Blgh t

I will do so when I see
That heaving bosom sigh for me."

" I prythee send me back my heart."
Song by Sir John Sucklino (1609—1641).

" I remember, I rem.ember." A lyric hy
Thomas Hood, written in 1817. W. M. Pbaed
has also a poem commencing with this line.

"I saw thee weep—the big bright
tear." First line of one of Byron's Sebrew
Melodies (q.v.).

" I see the wealthy miller yet."—The
Miller's Daughter, by Alfred Tennyson.

" I sent for EadclLflFe ; was so iU."
First line of The Remedy worse than the Disease, by
Matthew Prior (1664—1721)

" Cur'd yesterday of my disease,
I dy'd last night of my physician."

In" 1 sometimes hold it half a sin."-
Memoriam, sect, t., by Alfred Tennyson.

"I sprang to the stirrup, and Joris,
and he.' First line of How they brought the Good
Newsfrom Ghent to Aix (q-v.).

" I stood in Venice, on the Bridge of
Sighs." First line of the fourth canto of Byron's
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage (q.v.).

"I stood on a tower in the wet."—
"1865—1866," by Alfred Tennyson; published
in 1868.

" I stood on the bridge at midnight."
First lin,e of The Bridge, a lyric, by Henry Wads-
worth Longfellow.

" I stood upon the mountain which
o'erlooks."

—

Titnbuetoo, a prize poem, by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1829, but not reprinted in

the English editions of his works.

" I thought how once Theocritus had
sung." First Hne of a Sonnetfrom the Portuguese,

by Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1809—1861).

"I waited for the train at Coventry."—Godiva, by Alfred Tennyson.

lachimo. An Italian in Cymbeline (q.v.),

whose treachery brings so much misery upon
Imogen (q.v.).

lago, in Othello (q.v.), is the "ancient" of the
Moor, and by his machinations, working upon the
jealousy of OtheUo, finally procures the death of

Desdemona (q.v.). "A more artful villain than
this lago," says Schlegel, "was never pourtrayed;
he spreads his nets with a skill which nothing can
escape. The repugnance inspired by his aims
becomes tolerable from the attention of the specta-
tors being directed to his means ; these furnish

endless employment to the understanding. Cool,

discontented, and morose, arrogant where he dares
be so, but humble and insinuating when it suits

his purpose, he is a complete master in the art of
dissimulation; accessible only to selfish emotions,
he is thoroughly skilled in rousing the passions of

others, and of availing himself of every opening
which they give him. He is as excellent an observer
of men as any one can be who is unacquainted
with higher motives of action from his own ex-
perience ; there is always some truth in his mali-
cious observations on them. He does not merely
pretend an obdurate incredulity as to the virtue of
women ; he actually entertains it ; and this, too,

falls in with his whole way of thinking, and
makes him the more fit for the execution of his
purpose. As in everything he sees merely the
hateful side, he dissolves in the rudest manner the
charm which the imagination casts over the rela-

tion between the two sexes ; he does so for the
purpose of revolting Othello's senses, whose heart
might otherwise have easily convinced liim of
Desdemona's innocence."

lanthe. The nom de plume under which Mrs.
Embury, the American authoress, has contributed
to periodical literature in the United States. See
Embury, Mrs.

Ibbot, Benjamin, D.D. (b. 1680, d. 1725).
Author of Poyle Lectures (1713—14), and Sermons.
See Life by Clarke.

Icon Animarum, by John Barclay (1582—1621) ;
published in 1614, is a description of the

manners and customs of the nations of Europe,
varied by remarks, of a moral and philosophical
nature, on the peculiarities of mankind.

Ida. The name of the " princess" in Tenny-
son's poem of The Princess (q.v.).

Idea of a Patriot King, The. A prose
work by Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbboke
(1678—1761), published during his lifetime, with
a preface, ostensibly by David Mallet, but really

by BoHngbroke himself, assailing Pope in the
most opprobrims terms, because, after the death
of the poet, it^as discovered that he had ordered
1,500 copies of the work to be printed for private
circulation.

Ideal or Intelligible World, An Essay
towards the Theory of, by John Norris
(1657-17U); published in 1701, and followed by
a second part in 1704. This, "the philosophical
master-piece" of its author, "was occasioned,"
says Professor Eraser, "by Locke's Essay [on
Human Understanding], the increasing popularity
of which induced him to devote his strength to an
exposition of the principles he had learned in the
school of Plato, St. Augustine, and Malebranche."
In the first part, the world of ideas is considered
absolutely by itself ; in the second, the same world
is viewed relatively to human understanding.
The whole treatise "is the theme of one of the
posthumous works of Locke, who was naturally
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repelled, by his own clear and logical temper, from
the reveries of a devout transcendentalist."

Ideas. A series of somiets, by Michael
Drayton, published in 1593.

Idiot Boy, The. A poem by William
WoBDS'woRTH, written in 1798.

" Idle as a painted ship^ As."

—

CoLERiDOE, The Ancient Manner, part oi.

Idoyne and Amadas. An old English
romance referred to by Gower in a prologue to

Cwrsor Mundi.

IdyUs of the Eing. A poem by Alfred
Tennyson, the first portions of which appeared in
1859. This consisted of the Idylls entitled jEnid,

Vivien, Elaine, and Guinevere. The author had
printed in 1842 a fragment called Morte JJArthwr,
afterwards incorporated in The Passing of Arthur,
and it is said that Enid and Vivien were privately

printed in 1857 under the title of Enid and Nimue

:

or, the True and the False {Fortnightly Seview, no.

X.). Since 1859 the number of the Idylls has been
gradually increased by successive publications,

until they now include the following, in the order

as given in the last edition of the poem :

—

Dedica-

tion, The Coming of Arthur, Gareth and Lynette,

Geraint and Enid, Merlin and Vivien, Lancelot and
Elaine, The Soly Grail, Pelleas and Etarre, The
Last Tournament, Guinevere, The Passing of Arthur,
To the Queen. See Arthur,"King ; Blaine ; Enid ;

Etarre ; G-areth ; Geraint ; Grail, The Holy
;

Guinevere; Lancelot; Merlin; Vivien; and
others.

"If aU the world and love were
young." First Une of Sir Walter Raleigh's
reply to The Passionate Shepherd (q.v.)

.

" Ifwomen could be fair, and yet not
fond." A lyric by Edward de Verb, Earl of
Oxford (1545—1604).

Igema. Wife of Gorlois, Duke of Tintagil,
and father of King Arthur, by XJther, King of
Britaia, who was enabled, by the art of Merlin, to
assume the shape of Gorlois. Such is the legend

;

but Tennyson, in his Idylls of th^^ing, makes
XJther conquer and slay Gorlois, anflforoibly make
Igema his wife. The poet spells her name Ygeme.
See The Passing of Arthur in the Idylls of the King.

Ignoramus. A Latin comedy, written by
George Kuggle (1575—1622), and twfce acted
before King James I. It arose out of a dispute
between the Town and University of Cambridge in
1611, as to whether the mayor of the one or the
chancellor of the other was entitled to precedence

;

and its unsparing ridicule of the legal profession is

owing to the prominent and impopular part taken
in the controversy by the Eecorder of Cambridge.
Ignoramus was printed in 1662, in 1789, and again
m 1797, with an English prolog^ie and epilogue.

" Ignorance is bliss (Where), 'tis folly
to be wise."

—

Gray, On a Distant Prospect of Eton

"Ignorance our comfort flows.
Prom." A line in Prior's verses To Charles
Montague

:

—
" The only wretched are the wise."

Iliad, The. See Homer.

" 111 blows the wind that profits no-
body."—Xing Henry VI., part iii., act ii., scene 5.

TusSER, in his Sondredth Points of Susbandrie,
has :

" It is an ill wind that turns none to good."

" ILL fares the land, to hastening ills
a prey." Line 51 in Goldsmith's poem of The
Deserted Village (q.v.).

"lU-favoured thing, sir, but mine
own. An."

—

As You Like It, act v., scene 4.

Touchstone (q.v.) thus speaks of Audrey (q.v.).

"Ills the scholar's life assail. There
mark what."

—

Johnson, Vanity of Suman Wishes:
" Toil, envy, wajit, the patron, and the jail."

Illustrations of Political Economy.
A series of tales "with a moral," by Harriet
Martinbau (1802—1876), published in 1832, and
followed, in 1834, by Illustrations of the Poor Laws
and of Taxation.

Illustrious Stranger, The. A melodrama
by James Kenney (1780—1849), produced in 1827.

mustrium majoris Britannise Scrip-
torium Summarium, by John Bale, Bishop
of OssoRY (q.v.) . Perhaps the earliest biographical

work in English literature. It seems to have been
" originally undertaken by Bale as a vehicle of his

seiitiments in religion, and is not only full of mis-
representations and partialities, but of several

inaccuracies, proceeding from negligence or mis-

information." Still, it is a valuable work.

" Illyrian woodlands, echoing falls."—To E. L., a lyric by Alfred Tennyson.

"Imagination all compact. Of."—

^

Midsummer Night's Dream, act v., scene 1.

" Ima^nation for his facts, To his."
Sheridan, in the course of his reply to a speech by
Dundas, said that " the right honourable gentle-

man was indebted to his memory for Ids jests, and
to his imagination for his facts."

Imitatione Christi, De. See Kempis, a.

Imitations of English Poets, by Alex-
ander Pope (1688-1744) ; " done by the author in

his youth." They include imitations of Chaucer,

Spenser, WaUer, Cowley, Eochester, Swift, &c.

Imlac. A character in Dr. Johnson's romance
of Sasselas (q.v.).

"Immemorial elms, The moan of
doves in."

—

Tennyson, The Princess, canto vii.

"Inmiodest words admit of no de-
fence." A line in Roscommon's Essay on Translated

Verse.

"Immortal scandals fly, On eagles'
wings." A line in satire ix. of Stephen Harvey's
translation of Jv/venal

:

—
** WMle virtuous actions are but bom and die."
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"Immortal with, a kiss."

—

Mablowe's
Faustus (q..v.).

Immortality, Intimations of. See Inti-
mations OP Immoktality.

Immortality of the Soul. See Nosoe
Teipsom.

Immutable Morality. See Intellectual
System op the Universe, The Tbue.

Imogen, the lieronie of Skakespeake's play
of Cymbeline (q.v.), is described by Hazlitt as,

"of aU Shakespeare's women, perhaps the most
tender and the most artless." "In her character,"

says Schlegel, "no one feature of female excellence

is omitted; her chaste tenderness, her soft-

ness, her virgin pride, her boundless resignation,

and her magnanimity towards her mistaken hus-

band [Posthumus], by whom she is unjustly

persecuted, her adventures in disguise, her apparent
death, and her recovery, form altogether a picture

equally tender and affecting."

Imogene, The Fair. The heroine of a

baUad, by Matthew G-regory Lewis (1775—1818),

entitled Alonzo the Brave and the Fair Imogene

(q.v.).

Imoinda. The heroine of Mrs. Behn' s Sistory

of Oronooko (q.v.)

.

"Imparadisedinone another's arnas."—Paradise Lost, book iv., line 506.

Imperfect Sympathies. One of the Fssays

of Mia (q.v.), by Charles Lamb (1775—1834),

containing the famous character of Scotchmen,
which begins, " I have been trying all my life to

like Scotchmen, and am obliged to desist lErom the
experiment in despair."

" Imperfections on my head, With all
mjy."

—

Hamlet, act i., scene 6.

" Imperial Csesar, dead and turned to
clay."

—

Hamlet, act v., scene 1.

Imperium Pelagi. "A naval Ijoio," by
Edward Young (1684—1765), written in imitation
of Pindar, and "occasioned by his Majesty's return
from Hanover, September, 1729, and the suc-

ceeding peace." "It was ridiculed," says Dr.
Johnson, "in Kelding's Tom Thumb; but let us
not forget that it was one of his pieces which the
author of the Night Thotig/its deliberately refused

to own."

"Impious in a good man to be sad,
'Tis."

—

Young, Night Thoughts, night iv., line

676.

" Impossible she. That not."—Crashaw's
Wishes to his Supposed Mistress

:

—
" That shall command my heart and me."

"Impotent conclusion, O most lame
and."

—

Othello, act ii., scene 1.

Improvement of the Mind, Letters on
the. Written by Mrs. Hester Chapone (1727

—

1801), for the benefit of a favourite niece, and

published, at the request of Mrs. Montagu, in the

year 1773.

Improvement of the Mind, The, A
work by Isaac Watts (1674—1748), published in

1741. Dr. Johnson said that few books had been
perused by him with greater pleasure than this.

Improvisatore, The. A conversation and
poem by Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Also the

title of a novel, by Hans Christian Apdersen
(q.v.) , which has been translated into English.

Improvisatrice, The. A poem by Letitia
Elizabeth Landon (1802—1838), printed in, 1824.

" Impulse from a vernal wood, One."
A line in Wordsworth's lyric. The Tables Turned.

" In Celia's face a question did arise."
First line of Lips and Byes, by Thomas Carew
(1689—1639).

" In Clementina's artless mien." A
lyric by Walter Savage Landor.

"In her ear he whispers gaily."

—

The
Lord of Burleigh, by Alfred Tennyson.

"In her fair cheek two pits do lie."
A song by Thomas Carew (1589—1639).

" In Love, if Love be Love, if Love be
ours." Vivien's song in Tennyson's Idylls of the

In Memoriam. A poem by Alfred Tenny-
son, published in May, 1850, and consisting of one
hundred and thirty "short swaUow-flights of

song," in a measure which Tennyson has made his

own, but which was used before him by Ben Jonson,

in his Underwoods: am Elegy. It is well known
that these "brief lays, of sorrow born" were
written in memory of the author's friend, Arthur
Henry HaUam (q.v.), who died in 1833. They
are characterised by G-eorge MacDonald as forming
'

' the poem of the hoping doubters, the poem of

our age—the grand minor organ-fugue of In Me-
moriam. It is the cry of the bereaved Psyche into the

dark infinite after the vanished love. His friend is

nowhere in his sight, and Grod is silent. Death,
God's final copipulsion to prayer, in its dread, its

gloom, its uWer stillness, its apparent nothingness,

urges the cry. Meanings over the dead are

mingled with the profoundest questionings of

philosophy, the signs of nature, and the story of

Jesus, while now and then the star of the morning,
bright Phosphor, flashes a few rays thi-ough the

shifting cloudy dark. And if the sun has not arisen

on the close of the book, yet the auiora of the

coming dawn gives light enough to make the
onward journey possible and hopeful." The Eev.
F. W. Eobertson wrote an Analysis of In Me-
moriam, published in 1862.

" In the merrie moneth of Maye."
First hne of a song, by Nicholas Breton, called

Thillida and Gorydon (q.v.)

.

"In this dim world of clouding
cares."

—

Gerald Massey, Babe Christabel (q.v.).
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"In vain you tell your parting lover."
First line of " a song " by Matthew Pkiok. (1664
—1721).

" In Xanadu did Eubla Khan." First

line of Coleridge's Kubla Khan (q.v.).

" Inactivity, Masterly." A phrase used
by Sir James Mackintosh in his Vindicix GalUcos

(q.T.).

"Incarnation of fat dividends, An."—Spkague, Guriosity.

luchbald, Elizabeth, novelist and dramatist

(b. 1753, d. 1821), wrote A Simple Story (1791),
Nature and Art (1796), (q.v.), and a number of

plays, of which the most important are The Mogul
Tale (1785) ; Such Things Are (1787); The Case of
Conscience ; Every one has his fault ; and To Marry
or Not to Marry. Her Life has been written by
Boaden (1833). For Criticism, see Miss Kavanagh's
English Women of Zetters, Jeafireson's Novels and
Novelists.

Inconstant, The. A comedy, by George
Farquhae (1678—1707), produced in 1703. "Its
plot," says Leigh Hunt, "is new, simple, and
interesting; the characters various, without con-
fusing it ; the dialogue sprightly and characteristic

;

the moral bold, healthy, admirable, and doubly
needed in. those times in which sottishness was a
fashion."

Index ViUaris : " or, a Geographical Table
of all the Cities, Market Towns, Parishes, Villages,

and Private Seats ia England and Wales." By
John Adams, a civil engineer of the seventeenth
century. The work is still consulted.

Indian Serenade, The. A lyric by Percy
Bysshe Shelley.

"India's coral strand."—Heber's hymn,
From Greenland's ley Motmtains.

Induction, The. A poem, contributed by
Thomas Sackville, Earl of Dorset, to an edition
of The Mirror for Magistrates (q.v.), published in
1563.

Inez, Donna. A character in Son Juan
(q.v.).

" Infant crying in the night. An." See
Tennyson's In Memoriam, section Uii. :

—

"An infant crying for tie light,
And with no language but a cry."

" Infinite deal of nothing, An."—Mer-
chant of Venice, act i., scene 1 .

"Infinite in faculty, How."—Samlet,
act ii., scene 2.

"Infinite variety. Her."—Antony and
Cleopatra, act ii., scene 2.

"Infirm of purpose."—Macbeth, act ii.,

scene 2.

"Infirmity of noble minds. That."—
MiiTON, Lyeidas, line 70.

20

Inflexible Captive, The. A tragedy by
Hannah More (1745—1833), produced in 1774.
It is a free translation of Metastasio's Attilio Regolo.

Ingelend, Thomas. See Disobedient
Child, The.

Ingelo, Nathaniel, D.D., published in
1660 a romance called Bentivoglio and Urania,
"wherein Bentivoglio or Goodwill, born in the
higher Theoprepia, or a State worthy of God, is
enamoured of Urania, who represents Heavenly
Light or Divine Wisdom, and has allegorical
experience in divers godly and imgodly states."

IngelOW, Jean, poetess and novelist (b. about
1830), has written Tales of Orris (1860); The
Round of Bays (1861); Poems (1862); A Story of
Doom, and other Foems (1867) ; Mopsa the fairy
(1869); Little Wonder-horn (1872); Off the Sleelligs

(1873) ; Fated to be Free (1876) ; and other works.

Inglis, Henry David, Scottish writer (b.

1795, d. 1835), wrote Ireland in 1834; Tales of the

Ardennes; The New Gil Bias; and several works of
travel.

Inglis, John, Scotch divine (b. 1763, d. 1834),
was author of Evidences of Christianity.

IngUs, "Sir" James. See Complatnt of
Scotland, The.

Ingleby, Clement Mansfield, LL.D.,
metaphysician and critic (b. 1823), has written
Theoretical Logic (1866) ; Shalcspere Fabrications

(1859); The Shalcspere Controversy (1861); An
Introduction to Metaphysics (1869) ; Shakspere
Allusion Books ; and other works.

Ingoldsby, Thomas. The pseudonym as-

sumed by the Eev. Eichard Harris Barham
(1788—1845) in the authorship of The Ingoldsby
Legends (see next paragraph)

.

Ingoldsby Legends, The. A collection of
legends in prose and verse, supposed to have been,

found in the family chest of the Ingoldsby family,

and related by " Thomas Ingoldsby " {see preceding
paragraph). They were originally published in
Bentley's Miscellany. Of the poetical pieces "it
is not too much to say that for originality of

designand diction,for quaint illustration andmusical
verse, they are not surpassed in the English lan-

guage. ... From the days of Hudibras to our
time, the drollery invested in rhyme has never
been so amply or so felicitously exemplified; and if

derision has been unsparingly applied, it has been

to lash knavery and imposture."

Ingram, James, D.D., Professor at Oxford

(b. 1774, d. 1850), published a Lecture on the

Vtility of Anglo-Saxon Literature (1807) ;
an

edition of the Saxon Chronicle (1823); and Me-
morials of Oxford (1834—7).

Ingram, Eobert, D.D., Biblical writer (b.

1727, d. 1804), was author of The Ten Tribes.

Ingrateful Beauty Threatened. A lyric

by Thomas Carew (1589—1639).

IngulphuS, Abbot of Croyland, and chronicler
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(b. 1030, d. 1109), is said by some authorities to be
the author of a Sistory of the Abbey of Croyland, in.

which, however, other authorities see large inter-

polations by other hands. See the introduction to

the Translation by Eiley ; also, the article by Sir

Francis Palgrave in The Quarterly Review (1826).

Inlieritance, The. A novel, by Susau
Edmonston Feemer (1782—1854), published in

1824, and including, among its leading dramatis
personce, Uncle Adam, a rich East Indian, and Miss
Pratt, an old maid.

Injured Princess, The: "or, the Fatal

Wager." A tragi-oomedy, by Thomas D'Ukfby
(1650—1723), played in 1682, and founded on
Shakespeare's Cymbeline (q.v.).

Inile, Mr. Thomas. A young man, whose
story is told by Sir Richard Steele, in No. II. of

The Spectator, and who was made the subject of an
opera by the elder Colman. He had been travelling

on the Spanish main, and had there fallen in love

with an Indian girl called Yarico, whom he after-

wards sold into slavery.

Inn at Henley, Iiines written at an,
by William Shenstone (1714—1763) ; containing

the verse :

—

" Wioe'er has travelled life's dull round.
Where'er his stages may have been.

May sigh to think ne still has found
His warmest welcome at an inn."

Inner Temple Masque, The, by
William Browne (1690—1645), is said to have
suggested to Milton the idea of his masque of

Comua (q.v.).

Innes, Thomas, antiquary (b. 1662, d. 1744),
was author of a Critical Essay on the Ancient In-
habitants of the Northern Farts of Scotland (1729), a
work which, according to Pinkerton, "forms a
grand epoch in our antiquities, and -was the first

that led the way to rational criticism on them."

Innocent Adultery, The. See Fatal
Marriage, The.

Innocents Abroad, The. By Samuel
IiANGHORNE Clemens, the American humorist
(b. 1835), writing under the pseudonym of " Mark
Twain" (q.v.). His object was to see things as
they are, and record the impressions they pro-
duced on a man of humorous perception, who
paid his first visit to Europe without a travelling
tutor, " university education, or a stock of con-
ventional sentimentality packed in his carpet bag.
Throughout the trip he looked at all objects as an
tmtravelled American might be expected to look,
and measured men and manners by the gauge he
had set up for himself among the gold-hiUs of
California and the sUver mines of half-civilised

Nevada."

Insatiate Countess, The. A tragedy by
John Marston, printed in 1613.

" Insolence of Office, The." A phrase
used by Hamlet (act iii., scene 1) in his famous
soliloquy.

Inspired Idiot, The. A term applied to

Oliver Goldsmith (q.v.) by Horace Walpole
(q.v.).

Instauratio Magna. The title ("The great
Groundwork") which Bacon gave to his Magmm.
Opus, the design of which was for six divisions :—(1)

The Advameement of Learning; (2) the Nomm,
Orgamim; (3) the Experimental Sistory of Nature;

(4) the Scala Intellectus, which leads from experi-

ence to science; (5) the Bodronie, or anticipations of

the second philosophy; and (6) Active Science, or
experiment. Of these, only the first two, and a
portion of the third {Syha Sylvarum), were pub-
lished. The idea that was to run through the
Instauratio ^yi^ that invention must be based
upon experience, and experience upon experiment.
See Advancement op Learning, The ; Novum
Organum ; and Sylva Sylvarum.

Instructiones. Short discourses on theo-
logical subjects, by St. Columbanus (d. 615).

" Insubstantial pageant faded. This."—The Tempest, act iv., scene 1.

Intellectual Beauty, Hymn to, by
Percy Bysshe Shelley ; written in 1816.

Intellectual Powers and the Investi-
gation of Truth, IncLuiries concerning,
by John Aberceombie (1781—1844); published in
1830. " On the whole," says The North American
Review, "this work must be considered as contain-
ing much useful information. If some of his
arguments are formed with little attention to
vigour, we must remember that he wrote for many
who cannot appreciate a course of reasoning that
is not conducted in a popular manner."

Intellectual Powers of Man, Essays
on the, by Thomas Reid (1710—1796)

;
pub-

lished in 1785, and including a summary of the
writer's teaching in mental and moral philosophy.

Intellectual System of tihe Universe,
The True: "wherein all the reason and
philosophy of Atheism is confuted, and its im-
possibility demonstrated," by Ralph Cudwokth
(1617—1688)

; published in English in 1678, and
in Latin in 1733. "It embraces," says Dugald
Stewart, " a field much wider than his treatise of
Immutable Morality. The latter is particularly
directed against the doctrines of Hobbes and the
Antinomians, but the former aspires to tear up by
the roots all the principles, both physical and
metaphysical, of the Epicurean philosophy. It is

a work, certainly, which reflects much honour on
the talents of the author, and still more on the
boundless extent of his learning."

Intercepted Letters: "or, the Twopenny
Postbag." By " Thomas Bro-sra, the younger," i.e.,

Thomas Moore. A series of satirical poems, pro-
duced in 1811, -with great success.

Interludes were introduced into England in
the reign of Henry Vin., by John Hetwood
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(q.v.)- They -were dramatic dialogues of a satiric

cliaracter, acted at dinner-time, tetween meat and

dessert, wlience the name they bore. They were

long popular in Italy, Spain, and France.

Interpreter, The, in Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress (q.v.), is intended to symbolise the Holy
Spirit.

Intimations of Immortality from Be-
coUections of Childhood, Ode on the,
by "William Wohdswoeth ; written between 1803

and 1806. In this poem Wordsworth adopts the

idea of the pre-existence of the soul, which had
already been treated in one of Henry Vaughan's
lyrics :— c»*i !aa (^VjiJirua. cuj.^ 1+ o w.'tAA

*-* Happy those early daya when I
BMned In my angel infancy

:

Before I underatood the place
Appointed for my second race.
Or taught my soul to fancy aught
But a white celestial thought

:

When yet I had not walked above
A mile or two from my first love.
And looking hack, at that short space.
Could see a glimpse of his hright face."

Compare this with sec. v. of the Ode, beginning:

—

" Our hirth is hut a sleep and a forgetting

:

The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star,
Hath had elsewhere Its setting.
And Cometh from afar."

"Into the Silent Land." First line of

Song of the Silent Land, a lyric by Henky "Wads-
WOKTH LONQFELLOW.

Intolerance and Corruption. Poems by
Thomas Moore, published anonymously in 1808.

Intrigues, Bath. See Bath Inteigues.

Intriguing Chambermaid, The. A farce

byHENEY Fielding (1707—1754).

Invader of his Country, The. An
adaptation by John Dennis (1657—1734) of

Shakespeare's tragedy of Coriolanies (q.v.).

Invalid, An. The pseudonym under which
LCas Habmet Maktineau (1802—1876) published

her work entitled Life in the SickJtoom (1844).

Invective Against Mouththankless.
A poem by Walter Kennedy (circa 1480) ;

pre-

served by Eamsay.

Inventory, The. A humorous poem by
EoBERT BiTBNS (1759—1796), written in answer to

a mandate sent by a surveyor of the taxes, re-

quiring a return of the number of horses, servants,

carriages, &c., kept.

Invincible Doctor, The. A title bestowed
upon William of Occam (1270—1347), who is

characterised by Professor Fraser as " the greatest
leader of nominalism in the Middle Ages, a re-
nowned logician, and the ecclesiastico-political,

theological, and philosophical reformer of the
fourteenth century."

lolande. The heroine of Sir Henry Tay-
lOR's poem of St. Clement's Eve (q.v.).

Ion. A tragedy in five acts, by Sir Thomas
Noon Talpourd (1795—1854), printed in 1836,

and produced at Covent Garden ,ia 1836. It is

founded on the Greek idea of destiny, and turns
upon the sacrifice of Ion, King of Argos, in

answer to the oracle of Delphi, which had declared
that the vengeance brought upon the people, in

the form of a pestUence, by the reigning fanuly,

could only be averted by the extinction of the
race. The heroine of the play is Clemanthe,
daughter of the high-priest of the temple in which
Ion had been reared from his earliest years.

Iphigenle,in Suckling's tragedy of J5re«MoraW

(q.v.), is a young Palatine lady, "who has been
Drought up as a man, and whose love-doings and
sayings are more according to circumstance than
propriety."

Ipomydon, The Life of. An old English
romance, analysed by Ellis in his Early English

Eomances, and printed by Weber among his Metrical

Romances. It consists of two fyttes, or cantos, and
2,342 verses. A French version was written by
Hugh of Eutland (circa 1190). See Warton's
English Poetry. See Pkotesilaus.

Iras, in Antony and Cleopatra (q.v.), is an
attendant on the Queen of Egypt.

Ireland, View of the State of. A prose

work by Sir Philip Sidney (1554—1586), presented

to Queen Elizabeth in 1596, and pubhshed by Sir

James Ware in 1633. " Curiosity," says Campbell,
" turns naturally to the prose work of so old and
eminent a poet, which exhibits him in three-fold

character of a writer delineating an interesting

country from his own observation, of a scholar

tracing back its remotest history, and of a poli-

tician investigating the causes of its calamities.

The great value of the work is the authentic and

curious picture of natural manners and circum-

stances which it exhibits ; and its style is as

nervous as the matter is copious and amusing."

Ireland, John, CD., Dean of Westminster

(b. (1761, d. 1842), was one of the earliest con-

tributors.to The QuarterlyReview, and the author of

Paganism and Christianity Compared (1809).

Ireland, Samuel, miscellaneous writer (b.

1750, d. 1800), was the author of A Picturesque

Tour Through Bolland (1789); Graphic Illustra-

tions of Sogarth (1794) ; various descriptive works,

and a Vindication (1796) of himself from com-

plicity in his son William Henry's literary

forgeries.

Ireland, William Henry, misceUaneous

writer, son of the above (b. 1777, d. 1835), wrote a

number of novels, poems, and dramas of no value

whatever. His claim to remembrance lies m the

fact that he committed a series of forgeries on

Shakespeare which for a time deceived such experts

as Parr, Chahners, and Pinkerton, Malone being

the only contemporary scholar who had no faith in

him. He produced a legal deed, A Confession of

Faith, several Letters to Lord Southampton, and

finally a complete tragedy called Vortigern, which

he declared had been discovered, and were in the
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handwriting of Shakespeare. Vortigern was
actually acted, on the strength of his assertion, on
the 2nd of April, 1796, with John Kemhle as the
hero, and Mrs. Jordan as Eoweua. But Ireland
was eventually compelled to proclaim the deception,

first in a book called The Authentic Account of the
Shakspearian Manuscripts (1796), and afterwards
in his Confessions (1805). Vortigern was published
in 1832.

Irene. A tragedy by Samuel Johnson
(1709—1784), produced at Drury Lane by Garrick.
It was begun whilst the author was a schoolmaster,
and finished in 1737. It was then refused, and did
not see the light till twelve years after, when it

only ran nine nights.

Irenicum : "a Weapon-salve for the
Church's "Wounds : or, the Divine Eight of par-
ticular forms of Church Grovermuent discussed."
A treatise by Edward SiiLLiNGrLBET, Bishop of

Worcester (1635—1699), published in 1659, and
again in 1662, "with a discourse concerning the
power of excommunication."

IrenopoUs, Letter from, to the In-
habitants of Eleutheropolis. A tract occa-
sioned by the commemoration of the destruction of

the Bastilleby the Dissenters of Birmingham, which
had led to the burning of the house of Priestley
by a Birmingham mob. The letter was published
by Samuel Parr (1747—1825) iu 1792.

Iris, To. An epigram by Oliver Gtoldsmith
1728—1774), imitated from the French :—

**Say, cruel Iris, pretty rake.
Dear mercenary beauty,

Wliat annual offerinc: sball I make
Expressive of my auty ? . . . .

ru give thee something yet unpaid,
Not less sincere than civil

;

I'll give thee, oh I too charming maid,m give thee—to the devil."

Irish Character, Sketches of, by 'Mis.

S. C. Hall (b. 1802) ;
published in 1829, and fol-

lowed in 1838 by Lights and Shadows of Irish Life,

and in 1840 by Stories of the Irish Teasantry.

Irish Sketch Book, The, in thirty-two
chapters, by William Makepeace Thackeray;
published in 1843, as the result of a tour in Ire-
land in 1842.

Iron Chest, The. A play by George
Colman the Younger (1762—1836), produced in
1796, and founded on Godwin's novel of Caleb

Williams (q.v.). It was the ill-success of this
drama that decided Colman to assume the appella-
tion of " the Younger," which he retained through
life. " Lest my father's memory may be injured
by mistakes, and in the confusion of after-time the
translator of Terence and the author of the Jealous

Wife should be supposed guilty of The Iron Chest,

I shall," he wrote, " were I to reach the patriarchal
longevity of Methuselah, continue (in all my
dramatic publications) to subscribe myself George
Cohnau the Yovmger."

"Iron tears down Pluto's cheek.
Drew."

—

Milton, II Penseroso, line 107.

Ironside, Ifestor. The name assumed by
Steele, when, in the character of an astrologer, he
started The Guardian (q.v.).

Irrefragable Doctor, The. See Fountain
OF Life, The.

Irving, Edward, Scottish divine (b. 1792,

d. 1834), published For the Oracles of God: Four
Orations; For Judgments to Come: an Argument, in

nine parts (1823) ; Babylon and Infidelity Fore-

doomed of God (1826) ; Sermons, Lectures, and Oc-

casional Discourses (1828) ; and other works. See
the Lives by Wilks and Mis. Oliphant.

Irving, Theodore, LL.D. (b. 1809),

nephew of Washington Irving, has written The
Conquest of Florida, (1835) ; The Fountain of Li/sing

Waters (1854) ; Tiny Footfall (1869) ; and More
than Conqueror (1873).

Irving, Washington, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1783, d. 1859), wrote The Sistory of New York

(1809) ; The Sketch Book (1820) ; Bracebridge Hall

(1822), (q.v.) ; Tales of a Traveller (1824) ; The Life

and Voyages ofChristopher Columbus (1828); Tlie Con-

quest of Granada (1829) ; The Companions of Colum-

bus (1831); The Alhambra (1832); The Crayon Mis-
cellany (1835) : including A Tour of the Frairies,

Seeollections of Abbotsford and Newstead, and
Legends of the Conquest of Spain ; Astoria (1836)

;

The Adventures of Captain Bonneval (1837)

;

A Life of Margaret Davidson (1841) ; A Life of
Goldsmith (1849) ; Mahomet and his Successors

(1849—50) ; and Chronicles of Wolfert's iJoosf (1855).

He was also a contributor to Salmagundi (q.v.).

See the Life by P. M. Irving (1862). Professor

John Wilson wrote of Washington Irving :

—

" His later books are beautiful, but they are Eng-
lish ; and the pictures they contain cannot stand
beside those drawn of English scenery, character,

and maimers, by our great native artists without
an uncertain faintness seeming to steal over them,
that impairs their effect, by giving them the air,

if not of copies, of imitations. Yet that not
much ; for Washington Irving, as he thinks and
feels, so does he write, more like us than we could
have thought it possible an American should do,

while his fine natural genius preserves, in a great

measure, his originality." Lowell's description

of him runs :

—

" To a true poet-heart add the fun of Dick Steele,
Throw in all of Addison minus the chili.
With the whole of that partnership's stock and goodwill:
Mix well, and while stirring hum o'er as a spell.
The Fine Old English Gentleman ; simmer It well

;

Sweeten just to your own private liking.: then strain,
That only the finest and clearest remain:
Let it stand out of doors till a soul it receives
From the warm lazy sun loitering down througll green leaves

;

And you'll ilnd a choice nature, not wholly deserving
A name either English or Yankee—just Irving."

See Agapida, Friar Antonio ; Crayon, Geof-
frey; BJJICKEEBOOKER, Diedrich; Langstafp,
Launoelot ; and Oldstyle, Jonathan.
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Irwine, Parson. A character in Geokoe
Eiiot's novel of Adam Bede (q.v.).

" Is then no nook of English ground
secure f" A sonnet ty William Woedswokth,
written on October 12, 1844, on hearing of the
projected Kendal and Windermere Railway.

" Is there, for honest poverty." First

line of a song by Egbert Bukns (1759—1796),
which containB many familiar passages ; notably

—

" The rank Is l)ut the guinea stamp ;

The man's tlie gowd for a' that."

" Is this a dagger which I see before
me ?"

—

Macbeth, act ii., scene 1.

Isa. The signature under which Mrs. Craig-
Knox contributed several poems to the Scotsman

See Craig-Knox, Isa.

Isabel. A poem by Alfred Tennyson, written
in 1830 :—

" The queen of marriage, a most perfect wife."

Isaac Comnenus, See Comnenits, Isaac.

Isabella. Sister of Claudio, in Shakespeare's
play of Measure for Measure (q.v.), of which she is

the heroine. She is in love with Angelo (q.v.).

Isabella is also the name of the lady-love of Zer-
bino in Ariosto's Orlando Farioso.

Isabella : "or, the Fatal Marriage." A play
by Thomas Southern (1660—1746), produced in

1694, and turning upon the marriage into which
the heroine permits herself to be hurried, in the
belief that her husband, Biron, is no longer living.

"The night," says Johnson, "that Southern's
Fatal Marriage was first acted, a gentleman took
occasion to ask Dryden what was his opinion of
Southern's genius. He replied, ' that he thought
him such another poet as Otway.' "

- Isabella: "or, the Pot of Basil; a story
from Boccaccio," by John Keats (1796—1821)

;

containing these lines

—

*' So the two brothers and their murdered man
Eode past fair Florence."

Iscanus, Josephus. See Joseph op Exeter.
" Iser rolling rapidly, Of." A line in

Campbell's Bohenlinden (q.v.).

Iseult of Brittany. The love of Tristram,
whose story is told in Tennyson's Idylls of the
King (" The Last Tournament ") and in Matthew
Arnold's Tristram and Iseult.

Ishbosheth is the name under which Eiohard
CromweU, the son of the great Protector, is per-
sonified in Dryden's poem of Absalom and Aehi-
tophel (q.v.).

Isis, A poem by William Mason (1725

—

1797), published in 1748, in which he attacked the
Jacobitism of Oxford, and which was replied to by
Thomas Warton in his Triumph of Isis.

Iskander, The Bise of. See Disraeli,
Benjamin.

Island, The : " or, Christian and his Com-
rades." A poem by Lord Byron, published in 1823,

and suggested by some of the incidents of the
mutiny of the Bounty.

Island Princess, The. A play written by
John Fletcher (1576—1626), which has been
d.e8oribed by Campbell as perhaps the most amu-
singly absurd of aU the author's bad pieces. " One
might absolutely take it for a burjesque on the
heroic drama, if its religious conclusion did not
show the author to be in earnest." The " Island
Princess" is called Quisara ; her two lovers being
Euy Dias and Armusia. Campbell, in his Essay
on English Foetry, gives a fuU analysis of the plot.

"Isle of Beauty, fare thee well!" A
line occurring in a lyric by Thomas Haynes
Bayly (q.v.), entitled Isle of Beauty. The same
poem contains the line

—

"Absence malces the heart grow fonder."

Isle of Dogs, The. A satirical comedy, by
Thomas Nash, which so ofiended the Government
that its performance was prohibited, and its author
thrown into Fleet Prison. The Isle of Dogs at
that time (1590—95) was a sort of Alsatia, and
the resort of wild and disorderly characters.

Isle of Balms, The. A poem in four cantos
of irregular verse, written by Professor John
Wilson (1785—1854), and published in 1812.

" Isles of Greece (The), the Isles of
Greece!"

—

Byron's Don Juan, stanza 86, canto
iii.

Ismael. An Oriental tale, published in 1820
by Edward, Lord Lytton, when the author was
only fifteen years of age.

Isumbras, Sir. An old English romance
in verse, analysed in Ellis's Early English Eo-
mances. It consists of 130 six-lined stanzas.

" It is a beauteous evening, calm and
free." A sonnet by William Wordsworth.

"It is a place where poets crowned
may feel the heart's decaying." First line of

Cowper's Grave, stanzas by Elizabeth Barrett
Browning (1809—1861).

" It is an ancient mariner." Opening
line of Coleridge's Ancient Mariner (q.v.).

" It is not to be thought of that the
flood." A sonnet by William Wordsworth.

"It is the miller's daughter." A song

by Alfred Tennyson.

"It little profits that an idle king."— Ulysses, by Alfred Tennyson.

" It was not in the winter." A baUad
by Thomas Hood.

"It was the schooner Hesperus."
First line of a lyric by Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow, called The Wreck of the Hesperus.

"It was the time when lilies blow."—lady Clare, by Alfred Tennyson.
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Italian, The. A romance by Mrs. Radclipfe,
published in 1797, in which, she has " selected,"

says Sir Walter Scott, "the new and powerful
machinery afiorded by the Popish religion, when
established in its paramount superiority, and
thereby had at her disposal monks, spies, dungeons,
the mute obedience of the bigot, and the dark and
domineering spirit of the crafty priest." See
SCHEDONI.

Italian Opera, An Essay on the, by
John Dennis (1657—1734) ; written to show the
danger to which a nation is exposed by too free an
indulgence in "effeminate music."

Italy. A poem in heroic verse by Samitel
RooERS (1763—1855), published in 1822, and
described by William Caldwell Roscoe as " little

more than a poetical guide-book," and as having
" no claim to be considered a substantive poem.
But some of the fragments are not without beauty

;

they have a greater simplicity and directness than
his other poems, bear less trace of effort, and recom-
mend themselves by a certain airy elegance in
their descriptions and narrations."

*• Itching palm, An."—J'uUus Cmar, act
iv., scene 3.

"Iteration, Thou hast damnable."—
See " Damnable iteration."

Ithnriel, in Milton's Paradise Zost (q.v.), is

an angel sent by Gabriel in company with Zephon
to discover Satan :

—

"Him, thus intent, Ithurlel with his spear,
Touclied lightly ; for no falsehood can endure
Touch of celestial temper, but returns.
Of force, to its own likeness."

Itinerary, The. An account by John Le-
LAND (1506—1552) of his travels through England,
including descriptions of the antiquities of the
country. He also gives a catalogue of English
writers. The Itinerary was first printed by
Thomas Hearne in 1710, from the original MS. in
the Bodleian Library. " There was scarcely either

cape or bay, haven, creek, or pier, river or con-
fluence of rivers, breaches, washes, lakes, meres,
fenny waters, mountains, valleys, moors, heaths,
forests, chaces, woods, cities, boroughs, castles,

principal manor places, monasteries, and colleges,

which we had not seen, and noted a world of

things very memorable."

Ivanhoe. A romance by Sir Walter Scott
(1771—1832), published in 1820. The hero is the
disinherited son of Cedric of Rotherwood, and the
lover of the Lady Rowena (q.v.).

"I've heard the lilting at our ewe-
milking." First line of Miss Jane Elliott' s ballad

of The Flowers of the Forest (q.v.).

Ivy Grreen, The. A song recited by a
clergyman in chapter vi. of Dickens's Fichioick

Papers (q.v.), beginning

—

" Oh, a dainty plant is the ivy green,"

and ending

—

" Creeplne on, where time has been,
A rare old plant is the Ivy green."

Dickens heads the page on which it occurs, " Some

indifferent verses are recited ;" and the clergyman
describes them as " a very slight affair ; the only
excuse I have for having ever perpetrated it is

that I was a young man at the time." They are
the only verses contained in Dickens's novels,
though not the only poem he published. See

Wiltshire Labourers, Hymn of.

Ixiou in Heaven. An extravagant fiction

by Benjamin Disraeli (b. 1805), published in
1833. It is full of brilliant wit.

Jack, in Dr. Arbuthnot's Sistory of John
Bull and Swift's Tale of a Tub, is intended for
John Calvin, the French reformer.

Jack and Gill. The hero and heroine of a
well-known nursery rhyme. The name GiU is

derived by Yonge from Gillian, an old English cor-
ruption of the French word Julyan, or Julienne.
Wither, in his Poem on Christmas, has the line

—

*' Jack shall pipe, and Gill shall dance."

Jack and the Beanstalk. The title of a
famous nursery story.

Jack-a-Vale. The hero of an old popular
story which is now forgotten. He is referred to

by Drayton in his verses on Tom Coryate.

Jack, Colonel. The hero of Defoe's Sis-
tory and Most Remarkable Life and Fxtraordinary
Adventures of the truly Bon. Colonel Jacque, vul-

garly called Colonel Jack (1722).

Jack, Gilbert, metaphysician (b. about 1578,
d. 1628), published Institutiones Physicce (1614);
Primte Philosophies Institutiones (1616) ; and In-
stitutiones Medicte (1624).

Jack Horner, Little. See Horner, Little
Jack.

Jack the Giant Killer. The hero of a
famous nursery story, which The Quarterly Seview
describes as " a popular degraded version of the
traditions upon which our earliest romances are
founded; " and which Professor Masson thinks "is
clearly the last modem transmutation of the old

British legend, told in Geoffrey of Monmouth, of
Corineus the Trojan, the companion of the Trojan
Brutus when he first settles in Britain. Being a
very strong man and particularly good-humoured,
Corineus is satisfied with being King of Cornwall
and killing out the aboriginal giants there, leaving
to Brutus all the rest of the island." In the
nursery story, Jack is a "valiant Comishman,"
who kills the giant Cormoran when a mere child,

and who, for his services in ridding the country of
a large number of similar monsters, is made a knight
of King Arthur's Round Table.

Jack, Thomas, Scotch Presbyterian minister
(d. 1596), wrote Onomasticon Poetieum, described as
" a topographical dictionary, in Latin verse, of the
localities of classical poetry," published in 1592.
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Jack Upland. The fictitious name adopted

by the author of sundry rhythmical satires against

the Church (1394—1418). See Wright's JPolitical

Foems and Songs relating to English, Sistory (1861).

Jacke - a - bent, his Beginning and
Entertainment ;

'

' with the mad pranks of

his Gentleman Usher, Shrove Tuesday, that goes

before him, and his Footman Hunger attending."

Aprose work by John Tayloe, the " Water-Poet

"

(1580—1654), published in his Works (1630).

Jacke Juggler : "a new Enterlued for

Chyldren to playe, both wittie and pleasant," and
remarkable as being one of the iirst dramatic pieces

in English literature, in which the author was
indebted to a classic original, viz., " Plautus' first

comedy." It seems to have been written before

the Eeformationwas completed—either in the reign

of Edward VI. or Mary. It was entered on the

Stationers' Books in 1562.

Jacke of Newbery. A prose fiction by
Thomas Deloney (q.v.), printed in 1633.

Jackman, James, dramatist, was the author

of All the World's a Stage (1777) ; The Milesian,

and other works.

Jackson, Arthur, comcmentator (b. 1593, d.

1666), was the author of Annotations on the Bible.

Jackson, John, divine (b. 1686, d. 1763),

wrote The Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity (1714);

Chronological Antiquities (1752); A Defence of
Suman Liherty against CoUins, and A Defence of
Kvmrni Season against Bishop Gibson. His Memoirs

were published in 1764.

Jackson, Thomas, D.D., Dean of Peter-

borough (b. 1579, d. 1640), was the author of a

commentary On the Greed and on various portions

of Scripture. His Works and Life appeared in

1673, the latter being by Lloyd.

Jackson, Thomas, Scotch metaphysician

(b. 1773, d. 1837), wrote Elements of Theoretical

Mechanics (1827).

Jackson, William, Bishop of Oxford (b.

1750, d. 1815), was the translator of Eratosthenes.

Jacob and Esau, The Historic of:
" taken out of the xxvii. chap, of the first booke of

Moses, entituled Genesis
;
" "a newe, mery, and

wittie Comedie or Enterlude," printed in 1568. It

is a regularly-constructed play, divided into five

acta and various scenes, and all the characters are

scriptural, except Eagan, servant to Esau ; Mido,
a boy who leads blind Isaac ; Hanon and Zethar,

two of his neighbours ; Abra, a girl who assists

Rebecca ; and Debora, an old nurse. The author
directs that the players " are to be oonsydered as

Hebrews, and so should be apparailed with attire."

Jacob and his Twelve Sones, The
Historye of. A " doggrel poem in seven-line

stanzas," printed about 1504. See Warton, vol.
iii., sect. 26.

Jacob, Giles, lawyer and dramatist (b. 1686,
d. 1744), wrote The Complete Court-keeper: or,Zand-
Stewarda' Guide (1715); The Poetical Megister: or.

Lives and Characters of the English Dramatic Poets

(1723); The Law Dictionary; and two plays, en-
titled, Love in a Wood, and The Soldier' s Last Stake.

He figures in The Dunciad (<l.v.) as '
' the scourge

of grammar."

Jacob, Henry, Independent minister (b.

1663, d. 1624), wrote a Treatise on the Sufferings

and Victories of Christ in the Work of our Kedemp-
tion (1698) ; A Survey of Christ's Sufferings for
Ma/n's Medemption (1604); Reasons proving a neces-

sity of Seforming our Churches in England (1604)

;

The Divine Beginning and Institution of Christ's

True, Visible, and Material Church (1610), and other

works.

Jacobite Journal, The. A periodical, the

first number of which was published in December,

1747, and in which Fielding, the novelist (1707—
1754), largely exercised his pen in ridicule of the

Jacobite party. See Patkiot, The Tbue.

Jacomb, Thomas, Nonconformist divine

(b. 1622, d. 1687), vreote a Treatise of Koly Dedica-

tion (1688), Sermons, Annotations, and other works.

Jacqueline. A tale in verse by Samuel
EoGERS (1763—1855), printed with Byron's Lara
in 1814.

Jacula Prudentum. A collection of pro-

verbial and epigrammatic sayings, by Geobge
Hekbebt (1593—1632).

JafQ.er, in Otway's tragedy of Venice Preserved

(q.v.), is husband to Belvidera (q-v.).

Jaggers. The criminal lawyer of Little Britain

in Dickens's story of Great Expectations (q.v.).

JagO, Bichard, poet and clergyman (b. 1715,

d. 1781), wrote Edge Bill (1769), (q.v.); Labour

and Genius (1768) ; and other works. Seethe Life

by Hylton.

James I. ofEngland (b. 1566, d. 1625), was

the author of The Essays of a Prentice in the

Divine Art ofPoesie{16Si), (q.v.); Majesty's Poetical

Exercises at Vacant Houres (1591); Demonologie

(1599); Basilikon Doron (1599); and A Gownter-

blaste to Tobacco (1604). His Prose Works were

collected in 1616. See Arber's English Reprints,

and Irving's Scottish Poets; also, the Lives by

Wilson (1653), Sanderson (1656), Harris (1753),

Laing (1804), and Thomson (1825).

Jamesl.ofScotland (h. 1394, d. 1437), wrote

The King's Quair (q.v.), and is the reputed author

of Ghristis Kirk of the Grene (q.v.), and Peebles at

the Play (q.v.). See the Lives by Wilson and

Chahners (1830).

James V. of Scotland. See Gabeelotzie

Man, The ; Jolly Beqgab, The.
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James, George Payne Bainsford,
novelist, poet, and historian (b. 1801, d. 1860), was
one of tlie most voluminoiis writers of tlie day.

His best known works are bis historical novels,

of which the first, Richelieu, was issued in 1828.

His last work, Zady Montagu's Fage, appeared
in 1858. He was the sole author of 189 volumes

;

and, in addition, edited several historical and
hiograpbical works.

James, John Angell, Nonconformist
minister (b. 1785, d. 1859), wrote The Anxious
Inquirer, The Toung Man's Friend, Female Fiety, A
Faster' s Sketches, The Cowse of Faith, The Christian

Professor, and numerous other books of the same
kind, all of which had a large circulation. A
uniform edition of his Works appeared in 1864.

James, John Thomas, D.D., Bishop of

Calcutta (b. 1786, d. 1828), was author of The Semi-
Sceptic: or, the Common Sense ofReligion Considered;

and works on the various schools of painting. See
the Life by his son (1830).

James, Thomas, D.D. (b. 1571, d. 1629),
was the author of a treatise on The Corruptions of
Scripture (1611), and editor of various publica-

tions of antiquarian interest.

James, Truthful. A character into whose
mouth Bket Hakte, the American humorist, puts
several of his most amusing poems, notably The
Heathen Chinee (q.v.).

James, William, (d. 1827), was author of The
Na/eal Sistory of Great Britainfrom the Declaration

of War by France to the Accession of George IV., i.e.,

from 1792 to 1820, published in 1822.

Jameson, Mrs., nee Anna Murphy, miscel-
laneous writer (b. 1797, d. 1860), was the author of
The Diary of an Fnnuyee (1826) ; The Loves of the

Foets (1829); Celebrated Female Sovereigns (1831);
Characteristics of Shakespeare's Women (1832);
Beauties of the Court of Charles II. (1833); Sketches

of Gernumy (1837); Winter Stitdies and Summer
Mainbles in Canada (1838) ; Lives of the Early
Italian Fainters (1845); Memoirs and Essays (1846);
Sacred OMd Legendary Art (1848) ; A Commonplace
Book of Tlioughts, Memories, and Fancies (1854);
and other works.

Jamieson, John, B.D., Scottish Dissenting
minister (1769—1838), was author of Socinianisn

Unmasked {1788); The Deity of Christ [ll^i); The
Use of Sacred History (1802); Etymological Dic-
tionary of the Scottish Language (1808); Supple-
ments to the Dictionary (1825); Hermes Scythicus

(1814) ; a treatise on The Beality of the Gracious

Influence of the Holy Spirit; some poems; and
€(fitions of Barbour's Bruce and Blmd Harry's

Jamieson, Bobert, was the author of
Fopular Ballads and Songs, from Tradition, Manu-
scripts, and Scarce Editions, published ia 1806.

Jane Byre. See Eyre, Jane.

Jane Shore. A ballad, printed by Bishop

Percy from a black-letter copy in the Pepys
collection. Its full title is :

—

The woefull lamenta-

tion of Jane Shore, a Goldsmith's wife in London,

some time King Edward IV. his concubine. She
eventually lived with Lord Hastings, after-

wards Jtoquis of Dorset, as his mistress. Her
story has been graphically told by Sir Thomas
Moke in hiB History ofFichard III.; and Dhayton,
in his EngloMcls Heroical Epistles, has one from this

lady to her royal lover; W. G. Wills has written

a drama on the subject of her life. [See next
paragraph).

Jane Shore. A tragedy by Nicholas Eowe
(1673—1718), acted in 1714, and written, as the
author phrased it, " in imitation of Shakespeare's

style." "In what," says Dr. Johnson, "he thought
hnpself the imitator of Shakespeare, it is not easy

to conceive. The numbers, the diction, the senti-

ments, and the conduct, everything in which imita-

tion can consist, are remote in the utmost degree
from the manner of Shakespeare."

Janfaries, Catherine. A ballad, printed by
Scott, Motherwell, Maidment, and Buchan, and
notable as that on which Scott founded his haUad
of Toung Lochirmar, who, in the present poem, is

called Lamington. Allingham, says that Yomtg
Child Dying, translated by Jamieson, is an old

Danish ballad on the same story.

January and May : " or, the Merchants'
Tale, from Chaucer," byAxEXANDBR Pope (1688

—

1744) ; written when the poet was sixteen or seven-

teen years of age, and printed with the Fas-
torals in 1709. Tyrwhitt doubts whether the
source of the story is Italian, though the scene is

laid in Italy. The adventure of the Pear-tree was
probably derived from Adolphus's Latin Fables

(1315).

Janet's Bepentance. One of the Scenes of
Clerical Life (q.v.), by G-eorge Eliot.

Jaquenetta. A country wench in Love's

Labour's Lost (q.v.).

Jaques, in As you Like it (q.v.), is a lord in

attendance on the exiled duke. He is distinguished
by Hazlitt as " the only purely contemplative
character in Shakespeare. He thinks and does

—

nothing. His whole occupation is to amuse his

mind, and he is totally regardless of his body and
his fortunes. He is the prince of philosophical

idlers, and his only passion is thought. He sets no
value on anything, but as it serves as food for

reflection. He can ' suck melancholy out of a song
as a weasel sucks eggs

;
' the motley fool, ' who

morals on the time,' is the greatest prize he meets
in the forests." His famous soliloquy occurs in

act ii., scene 7. See Maginn's Shakespeare Cha-
racters. Scott speaks of " humorous Jaques," and
Lamb of the " fair domain" of Arden,

—

" Wher©Jaques led his solitary vein."

Jardine, George, Professor of Logic at Glas-
gow (b. 1827, d. 1827), was author of Outlines 0/
Fhilosophical Education.
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Jarndyce, in Dickens's novel of Bleak Souse
(q.T.), is a philanthropist, whose suit of "Jarn-
dyce V. Jarndyce" said to he suggested hy the cele-

brated case of the Jennings' property, is intended

as a satire upon the proceedings of the Court of

Chancery.

Jarvie, Baillie ITieol. A Glasgow magis-
trate and a friend of Rob Roy,in SirWALisK Scott's
novel of that name. " Nothing," says Nassau W.
Senior, '

' can promise less originality and interest

than the portrait of a conceited, petulant, purse-

proud tradesman, full of his own and his father's

dignity and importance, and of mercantile and
Presbyterian formalities, and totally without tact

or discretion, who does nothing in the story but
give bail, take a journey, and marry his maid.

But the courage, the generosity, and the frank
naivete and warm-heartedness, which are united to

these unpromising ingredients, make him both
original and interesting."

Jay, William, D.D., Nonconformist minis-

ter, of Bath (b. 1769, d. 1853), was author of aZi/c

of Cornelius Winter, Moral Duties of Husbands and
Wives, and other religious works.

Jayle, and Jaylers, The Praise and
Vertae of,

'
' with the most excellent mysterie

and necessary use of all sorts of Hanging." A prose
work by John TAYLOK,the " Water-Poet" (1580—
1654), published in 1623.

Jeacock, Caleb, the "Literary Baker" (d.

1786), wrote a Vindication of the Apostle Paulfrom
the Charges of Sypoerisy and Insincerity brought by
JBolingbroke, Middleton, and others (n&5).

Jeaffreson, John Cordy, miscellaneous
writer, has written Annals of Oxford, A Book about

Lawyers, A Book about the Clergy, Brides and
Bridals, Novels and Novelists, A Book about the

Table, and several novels.

Jealous Wife, The. A comedy by Geokge
CoLMAN (1733—1794), acted in 1761, and partially

borrowed from Fielding, but so faintly, says
Hazlitt, " tha,t the resemblance is hardly discernible

till you are apprised of it. The ' jealous wife' her-
self is, however, a dramatic chef-d'ceu/ore."

Jeames de la Pluehe, Esq., The Diary
of C, " with his Letters." A series of papers by
William Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863),
originally published in Funch, with the author's
own illustrations. " Jeames " is a footman, in the
service of Sir George Flimsey, of Berkeley Square,
and comes suddenly and unexpectedly into the
possession of a handsome fortime.

Jeanes, Henry, divine (b. 1611, d. 1662), was
satlaxir oi Abstinence from, Mvil, Original Sighteous-
ness, and various tracts.

Jeanie Morrison. A ballad by William
Motherwell (1797—1835) :—

" 'Twaa when we loved Ilk Ither weel,
"Twas then we twa did part

:

Sweet time !—sad time ! —twa balrnB at Bchule—
Twa bairns, and but ae heart

!

"

Jetab, John, D.D., Bishop of Limerick (b.

1775, d. 1833), wrote a work on Sacred Literature

(1819). See his Life by Forster (1836).

Jebb, Samuel, M.D., scholar and miscel-
laneous writer (d. 1772), published editions of

Aristides, Justin Martyr, and Roger Bacon, and a
Life of Mary Queen of Scots.

Jebusites, The, is the name under which the
Papists are personified in Dryden's poem of Absa-
lom and Achitophel (q.v.).

Jeffrey, Francis (Lord), Scotch judge and
critic (b. 1773, d. 1850), derives his literary

celebrity from his connection with The Edinburgh
Review (q.v.), of which he was one of the founders,

and of which he was editor from 1803 to 1829.

His Essays, contributed to the Review, were collected

and pubUshed in a separate volume. See his Life
(with Letters) by Lord Cockbum (1852).

Jeffreys, George, poet (b. 1678, d. 1775),

published in 1754 a volume of Miscellanies in prose

and verse, including Edwin and Merope, tragedies;

and The Triumph of Truth, an oratorio. Some
odes of his are included in Nichols' Collection.

Jehosophat, the Hermit. The son of

Avenerio, King of Barma, India, and the hero of

"a wonderful relation," in the History ofFive Wise
Fhilosophers, by Henry Peacham (1576 P—1650),

pubhshed in 1672.

Jellyby, Mrs. A character in Dickens's novel

of Bleak House (q.v.)

.

Jemmy Dawson. A ballad by William
Shenstone (1714—1763), relating the unhappy
love of Kitty for young Captain Dawson, one of tie

eight officers belonging to the Manchester regiment

of volunteers, in the service of the Young Chevalier,

who were hanged, drawn, and quartered on Ken-
nington Common in'1746.

Jenkins, Edward (b. 1838), is the author

of Ginx's Baby, Lord Bantam, Little Hodge, Lutch-

mee and Dilho, The Coolie, Glances at Inner England,

and various minor works.

Jenkins, Winifred. Maid to Miss Tabitha

Bramble, in Smollett's novel, The Expedition of

Humphrey Clinker (q.v.).

Jenkinson, Ephraim. A swindler in Gold-

smith's Vicar of Wakefield (q.v.).

Jenks, Benjamin, divine (b. 1646, d. 1724),

was the author of Frayers and Offices of Devotion

and Meditations on Various Important Subjects.

Jennens, Charles (d. 1773), deserves mention

as the compiler of the words for Handel's Messiah,

and other oratorios. He was also the author of
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editions of separate plays by Shakespeare, -which,

were very severely handled hy the critics. See the
Biographia Dramatica.

Jennings, David, D.D., Dissenting divine

(b. 1691, d. 1762), was author oi Jewish Antiquities,

and An Appeal to Reason and Common Sense for the

Truth of the Holy Scriptures.

Jennings, Henry Constantino {b. 1731,

d. 1819), was author of An Endeavour to Prove that

Season is alone sufficientfor the Firm Establishment of
Seligion ; Physical Inquiries into the Powers and
Properties of Spirit, and other treatises.

" Jenny kissed me when we met." A
lyric by Leigh Hunt.

Jenyns, Soam.e, poet and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1704, d. 1787), was the author of The Art
of Dancing, a poem; A Free Inquiry into the

Ifature and Origin of Evil (1756); and A Peview of
the Internal Evidences of the Christian Peligion

(1776). The Free Inquiry was criticised by Dr.

Johnson in The Literary Magazine. Jenyns's

WorJes were collected in. 1790, and published, with

a Biography, by Nelson Cole. Burke said that

Jenyns was " one of those who wrote the purest

^English, that is, the most simple and aboriginal

language, the least qualified with foreign impreg-
nations."

Jephson, Robert, dramatist (b. 1736, d.

1803), wrote Braganza (1775); The Law of Lom-
bardy (1779); and The Count of Narbonne (1781);

and five other plays; Soman Portraits, a, poem;
and various miscellaneous productions.

Jephthah, Judge of Israel. An old song,

referred to by Shakespeare in Samlet, act ii.,

scene 2, and printed by Bishop Percy in his

Seliques. Plays on the subject of Jephthah were
written by John Christopheeson about 1546, and
by Geoege Buchanan (q.v.) in 1554.

Jerdan, William, journalist (b. 1782, d.

1869), is best known on account of his connec-

tion with The Literary Gazette, of which he was
editor from 1817 to 1850. His Autobiography,

which is fuU of reminiscences of famous men,
appeared in 1852—3.

Jermyn, Matthew. The lawyer in G-EOBQE

Ei/Iot's novel of Felix Holt, the Badical (q.v.) ; hus-

band of Mrs. Transome, and father of Harold.

Jemingham, Edward, poet and dramatist

(b. 1727, d. 1812), was the author of a number of

plays not now remembered; also of The Shakespeare

Gallery, and of The Sise and Fall of Scandinavian

Poetry. His Works were published in 1806.

Jerram^ Charles, divine (b. 1770, d. 1853),

was the author of a work on Infant Baptism. See

his Life (1865).

Jerrold, Douglas William, dramatist,

novelist, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1803, d. 1857),

was the author, among other works, of Black-Eyed

Susan (1829); The Sent Bay (1832); Men of Cha-

racter (1838); Cakes and Ale (1841) ; The Story of a
Feather (1843); Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures

(1845); Punch's Complete Letter Writer (1846);

The Chronicles of Clovernook (1846) ; A Man Made

of Money (1849) ; The Catspaw (1850) ; Setired

from Business (1851) ; and A Heart of Gold (1854).

His Works are published in a collected form. See

the Life by his son (1858). See Caudle's Curtain
Lbctubes, Mks.

Jerrold, William Blanchard, eldest son

of the above, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1826),

has written The Chatterbox (1857), Beau Brummel
(1858), Cupid in Waiting (1871), and other plays;

The Disgrace of the Family (1847), Vp and Down in

the World (1866), jTAs Christian Vagabond {1%11), and
other stories; and the following, among miscel-

laneous works:

—

Imperial Paris (1855); Life of

Douqlas Jerrold (1858); The Children of Lutetia

(1863) ; London (1872) ; and Napoleon 711. (1874
—7). See Fin-Bbo.

Jerry Hawthorn. The rustic in Pierce
Egan's story of Life in London (q.v.).

Jerusalem, in Dkyden's poem of Absalom
and Achitophel (q.v.), is intended for London, as
" Israel" is intended for England generally.

Jerusalem Delivered. An epic poem, in

twenty books, by Torquato Tasso (1544—1596),

which appeared in 1581. See Godfrey op Bul-
LOGNE ; and Tasso.

Jerusalem, The Battell of. A poem by
Adam Davie (q.v.).

Jerusalem, The Destruction of. An
old poem, "written," says Warton, "in Lang-
land's manner."

Jerusalem, the Emanation of the
Giant Albion. A poem by William Blaxe,

the artist.

Jerusalem, The EaU of. A dramatic poem
by Dean Milman, published in 1820.

Jesse, John Heneage (b. 1815, d. 1874),

wrote London : its Celebrated Characters and Semark-
able Places (1871) ; and many other works.

Jessica. Daughter of Shylock (q.v.), and be-

loved by Lorenzo (q.v.), in The Merchant of Venice

(q.v.). "Jessica," says Mrs. Jameson, "though
properly kept subordinate, is certainly

" * A most beautiful Pagan, a most sweet Jew.'

She cannot be called a sketch ; or, if a sketch, she

is like one of those dashed oflE in glowing '
colours

from the rainbow palette of a Rubens ; she has a

rich tint of Orientalism shed over her, worthy of

her Eastern origin."

Jessie, the Flower o' Dumblane.
song by Robert Tannakill (1774—1810) :

—

" How sweet Is the brier, In Its saft fauldin blosBom,
And sweet is tbe bill, wl' Its mantle o' green

:

Yet fairer and sweeter, and dear to this bosom.
Is young lovely Jessie, the flower o' Dumblane."

A
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"Jest, and youthful jollity."—Milton,
L'Allegro, line 26.

"Jests at scarswho never felt awoimcl,
He."

—

JRomeo and Juliet, scene ii., act 2.

"Jest's prosperity lies in the ear, A."
—love's Zahour's Lost, act v., scene 2.

" Jesu, lover ofmy soul." First line of a
hymn ty Chakles Wesley j;i708—1788).

Jevon, Thomas, dramatist (d. 1688), was tlie

author of The Devil of a Wife (1686).

Jew and Ptolemy, The. An Elizabethan

play, referred to by Gosson, in his Plays Confuted

(q.v.), as describing " the greediness of worldly
chusers and the bloody minds of usurers."

Jew of Malta, The Famous Tragedy of
the Rich, by Christopher Mahlowe ; written

in 1589 or 1590, and published in 1633 ; " more
vigorously conceived," says Hallam, "both as to

character and circumstances, than any other EUza-
hethan play, except those of Shakespeare." See

Barabas.

" Jew that Shakespeare drew. This is
the." An allusion to Shylock (q.v.), vfhich tradi-

tion attributes to Alexander Pope. See the

Biographia Dramatica, vol. i., part ii.

Jew, The. An old play, which may have
aflorded Shakespeare a hint for his Merchant of
Venice (q.v.).

"Jewel in an Bthiop's ear. Like a
rich."—-JJomeo and Juliet, act i., scene 6.

" Jewel in his head, A precious."—^«
You Like It, act ii., scene 1

.

" Jews might kiss and infidels adore.
Which."

—

Pope, The Rape of the Lock, canto ii.,

line 8 ;
preceded by :

—
" On her white hreast a sparkling croas ahe wore."

Jewell, John, Bishop of Salisbury (b. 1522,
d. 1571), was author of Apologia Ecclesiis Anglicante

(1662), translated into English in 1564 by Lady
Anne Bacon; and of A Defence of the Apology
(1567—1569). His Works have been published by
the Paikfer Society. "He is justly regarded,"
says Dr. Lorimer, " as one of the ablest and most
authoritative expounders of the true genius and
teaching of the Reformed Church of England."
See the Lives by Humfrey (1573), Featley (1645),
Bohun (1685), Isaacson (1823), and Le Bas.
Hooker called Jewell "the worthiest divine that

Christendom hath bred for the space of some hun-
dreds of years;" Stillingfleet referred to him as

"that great light and ornament to the Church."

"Jewels five words long."—Tennyson,
The Princess, canto ii. :—

•

"That on the atretched foreflDger ot all time
Sparkle lor ever,"

Jewkes, Mrs. A character in Eiohaedson's
Wvelot Pamela (q.v.).

Jewsbury, Geraldine Endsor, novelist,
published Zoe: or, the Bistory of True Lives (1845)

;

The Salf Sisters {18iS); Marian Withers {1851);
Constance Herbert (1855) ; Eight and Wrong (1869)

;

and other stories.

Jewsbury, Maria Jane (Mrs. Fletcher),
poetess and miscellaneous writer (b. 1800, d. 1833),
was the author of Phantasmagoria : or. Sketches of
Life and Literature (1825); Letters to the Yovmg

;

Three Sistories ; and Lays of Leisure JSours.

Jim. A striking poem, in dialect, by Bret
Harte, the American humorist.

Jingle, Mr. Alfred. A strolling swindler, in
Dickens's novel of The Pickwick Papers (q.v.),

famous for his rapid and elliptical style of speech.

Hemakes his first appearance on thescene in chap. 7.

J. J. The initials of J. J. Eidley , a young artist

friend of Clive's, in Thackeray's novel of The
Newcomes (q.v.).

J. O. The initials under which Matthew J.

HiGGiNS contributed to The Cornhill Magazine his

Story of the Mhow Court Martial. See Omnium,
Jacob.

Joan of Arc. Apoem in ten books, by Robert
Southey (1774—1843), published in 1796. It is

written in blank verse, and, as originally composed,
included the poem afterwards reprinted as The
Vision of the Maid of Orleans. In later editions the

allegorical machinery which it at first contained

was wholly erased from the poem.

Job Thornberi:y. A character in Colman's
John Pull (q.v.).

Job Trotter. The hypocritical follower of

Alfred Jingle (q.v.), given to what Sam Weller
calls " water-works " on the least provocation, in

Dickens's Pickwick Papers (q.v.).

Jocasta. A play, adapted by George Gas-
coiGNE, Francis Kinwelmeksh, and Christopher
Yelverton, from the Phocnisste of Euripides. It

is remarkable as being the second dramatic perform-

ance in our language in blank verse, and the first

known attempt to produce a Greek play upon the

English stage.

Jocelin ofBrakelonde produced a Chronicle

of the Monastery ofSt. Edmund from 1173 to 1202.

Jo. The crossing-sweeper in Bleak House (q.v.).

Joe. The " fat boy," in Dickens's novel of the

Pickwick Papers (q.v.), who has such an unfor-

tunate tendency to fall asleep at the shortest

notice. "Damn that boy," says Mr. Wardle,

"he's gone to sleep again. Be good enough to

pinch him, sir—in the leg, if you please ; nothmg

else wakes him."

Joe Miller. See Miller, Joe.

Joe WiUet. See WiLLBT, Job.
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Jolm. A Franciscan friar, in Romeo and Juliet

(q. v.). AJso the name of a cliaraoter in Muoh, Ado
about Nothing (q.v. ).

John Andersonmy Jo. A " Scottish song,"
in the form of a dialogue between a man and a
woman, designed to ridicule Popery. The seven
"bairns" are probably the seven sacraments, five

of which, says Bishop Percy, " were the spurious

ofispring of the Mother Church."

Jolin a Kent and John a Cumber, by
Anthony Munday

;
printed by the Shakespeare

Society in 1861.

John Bull. A weekly newspaper, started in

1820, under the editorship of Theodore Hook
(q.v.). See also Bull, John.

John Bull and Brother Jonathan,
The Diverting History of. A political/e«

d'esprit, by James Kikke Paulding (1779—1860),

published in 1816.

John, Don. Brother of Don Pedro, in Mmh
Ado about Nothing (q.v.).

"John Gilpin was a citizen." First line

of Cowpeb's John Gilpin. See Gilpin, John.

John Halifax, Gentleman. See Muloch,
Dinah Makia.

John, King. An historical play by "William
Shakespeare, first printed in 1623. It was acted

before 1598, and was founded on an older play on
the same subject.

John, Iiittle. See Little John.

John of Bromyard. See Sdmma Pbedi-
CANTIUM.

John of Pordun. See Fordun, John op.

John of Gaddesden. See Eosa Anglica.

J'ohn of Hexham continued the Bistory
ascribed to Simeon of Durham from 1130 to 1154.

John of Oxnead (temp. Edward I.), wrote
a Latin Chronicle, from a.d. 449 to a.d. 1292. His
work was founded upon that of Koger of "Wend-
over, which, however, he largely supplemented.

John of Salisbury, Bishop of Chartres
(b. 1110, d. 1180), wrote Polycraticm de nugis
curialitim et vestigiis philosophorum (1156), Mithe-
ticus, Metalogicus, and many other works, first

collected and published in 1848. See Wright's
Biographia Britannica Literaria.

John of St. Omer (circa 1197). See Nor-
POLCHIJE DESCRIPTIONIS ImPUGNATIO.

John of Trokelowe (temp. Edward III.),

wrote Annals of the reign of Edward II. from 1307
to 1323. They were continued by Henry of Blane-
fordtol324.

John the Reeve. Averyoldballad inthe form
of a dialogue between King Edward I. and one
of his reeves or baiUfEa.

John Woodvill. ', Woodvill, John.

John, Young, andhisTrue Sweetheart.
A ballad, printed by Buchan in his collection,

which relates how Young John treats his ladylove

harshly, and how, through her faithfulness, his

heart is softened, and he becomes
"Ab deep In love wl' her
As she wi' him again."

One of the verses—
"Nowhae ye played me this, fause love.

In summer, 'mid the flow'rs,
I sail repay ye Ijaclc again
In winter 'mid the shuw'rs,"

recalls the refrain to one of Charles Macka/s
shorter poems.

Johnes, Thomas (b. 1749, d. 1816). Trans-

lator of Froissart's Chronicle (1803—5),Monstrelet's

Chronicle (1809), and other classical works. See
his Life by Smith (1810).

Johnnie of Braidislee. A ballad, printedby
Scott in his Border Minstrelsy, which appears in

other collections under the varying titles of Johnie of
Braidisbank, Johnny CocA,and JohnnieofCocklesmuir.
" The hero of the ballad," says Scott, " appears to

have been an outlaw and deerstealer—probably

one of the broken men residing on the Border."

"His hody lies dead in Dnrrisdeer,
And his hunting it is done."

Johnson, in Albert Smith's novel of The
Adventures of Mr. Zedbury, is said to be identical

with the Jack Johnson who figured in London
society at the beginning of this century, and many
of whose adventures are supposed to be faithfully

reproduced in Mr. Zedbury. He is described as a

polished Bohemian, good-natured, reckless, and
vfitty.

Johnson, Anna C. See Myrtle, Minnie.

Johnson, Charles, dramatist (b. 1679, d.

1748), wrote The Gentleman Cully (1702), and other

plays, nineteen in all, mentioned in the Biographia

Dramatica. He figures in The Dunciad (q.v.). See

Love in a Forest.

Johnson, Dr. James. See Fag, Fredeeick.

Johnson, John. An Englishman, who figures

prominently in the 7th and 8th cantos of Byron's
poem of Bon Juan (q.v.) :

—

" By Jove, he was a noble fellow, Johnson,
And though his name, than Ajax or Achilles,

Sounds lessharmoniouB, underneath the sun soon
We shall not see his likeness."

Johnson, John, Nonjuiing divine (b. 1662,

d. 1726), was author of The Unbloody Sacrifice.

See Zife by Brett.

Johnson, Miss Esther. See Stella.

Johnson, Richard (temp. Elizabeth and
James I.), wrote The Seven Champions of Christendom

(q.v.) ; The Nine Worthies of Zondon (1592), (q.v.)

;

TheFleasant Walks of Moorfields (1607); A Crowns

Garland of Goulden Roses (q.v.) (1612) ; The Life

and Death of Robert Cecill, E. of Salisbury (1612);

and The Sistory of Tom of Zincoln. See Angliorum
Lacbymje ; Tom-A-Lincoln ; Tom Thumb.
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Jolmson, Samuel, dramatist (b. 1705, d.

1773)1 wrote Surlothrumbo (q.T.), Cheshire Comics,

The Playing Comet, The Mad Lovers, All Alive and

Merry, A Foet made Wise, and Sir John Falstaff in

Jolmson, Samuel, LIi.D., lexicographer,

tiographer, dramatist, novelist, poet, and essayist

(b. 1709, d. 1784), published London (1738); The

Life of Itichard Savage (1744); Misoellaneous Obser-

vations on the Tragedy of Samlet, with Remarks on

Sammr^s Edition of Shakespeare (1745); The Vanity

ofSiman Wishes (1749) ; Lrene (1749), (q.v.); Dic-

tionary of the English Language (1765) ; Sasselas

(1759);^ Visit to the Seirides (mS)-, ani The Lives

of the Poets (1779—81); besides writing Theldler,3,

weekly essay in The Universal Chronicle (1758—60),

and nearly the whole of The Mambler (q.v.). His

edition of Shakespeare appeared in 1765. See the

Limes by Towers (1786), Hawkins (1787), Boswell

(1791), Anderson (1795), and EusseU (1847) ; also

Carlyle's issot^s. "Johnson," says]VIacauLay,inhis

ijoyrop/iiei, "decidedhteraryquestions like alawyer,

not like a legislator. His whole code of criticism

rested on pure assumption, for which he sometimes

quoted a precedent or an authority, but scarcely

troubled lumselE to give a reason drawn from the

nature of things. He took it for granted that the

kind of poetry which flourished in his time, which

he had been accustomed to hear praised from his

childhood, and which he had himaeU written with

success, was the best kind of poetry. On men and
manners—at least on the men and manners of a

particular place and a particular age—Johnson had
certainly looked with a most observant and dis-

criminating eye. His remarks on the education of

children, on marriage, on the economy of families,

on the rules of society, are always striking and
generally soimd. In his writings, indeed, the

knowledge of life which he possessed in an eminent

degree is very imperfectly exhibited. But it is

dear, from the remains of his conversations, that he
had more of that homely wisdom which nothing

but experience and observation can give than any
writer since the time of Swift. If he had been
content to write as he talked, he might have left

books on the practical art of living superior to the

'Directions to Servants.' Yet even his remarks
on society, like his remarks on literature, indicate

a mind at least as remarkable for narrowness as

for strength. He was no master of the great science

of human nature. He had studied, not the genus

man, but the species Londoner. His philosophy

stopped at the first turnpike-gate. Of the rural

life of England he knew notlung, and he took it

for granted that everybody who lived in the country
was either stupid or miserable. The characteristic

faults of his style are so familiar to all our readers,

and have been so burlesqued, that it is almost

superfluous to point them out. His constant prac-

tice of padding out a sentence with useless epithets

tin it became as stifi as the bust of an exquisite

;

his antithetical forms of expression, constantly
employed even when there is no opposition in the

ideas expressed ; his big words wasted on jUttle

things; his harsh inversions, so widely difEerenfc

from those graceful and easy inversions which give
variety, spirit, and sweetness to the expression of

our great old writers—all these peculiarities have
been imitated by his admirers, and parodied by his
assailants, tUl the public has become sick of the
subject." See Cham, The Geeat, of Literature.

Johnson, The Life of Dr. Samuel, by
James Boswell, was first published in 1790. Of
this immortal biography, the best edition is by
John Wilson Croker, with Maoaulay's correc-

tions (1835). See Macaulay's Essays.

Johnson, Thomas, classical editor (b. 1675,
d. 1750), produced an edition of Sophocles (1705),
besides writing An Essay on Moral Obligation

(1731).

Johnston, Arthur, Scotch classical poet
(b. 1587, d. 1641), published a number of works in

Latin verse, including Elegiee (1628) ; Parerga

(1632) ; Epigrammata (1633) ; Musce Aulicce

(1635) ; and versions of the Song of Solomon, the

Seven Penitential Psalms, the Seven Consolatory

Psalms,.the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer. He was
editor of, and a contributor to, the Belicice Poetarum
Scotorum. His Works appeared in 1642.

Johnston, Charles (d. I800), was author of

Chrysal : or, the Adventures of a Guinea (1760 and
1761); The Reverie (1762) ; The History of Arsaees

(1774); The Pilgrim (1775); and The Sistory of
John Jtmiper, Esq. (1781). Of Chrysal, Sir Walter
Scott writes that there is a close resemblance in

plan between it and the Diable Boiteux. " In both
works, a spirit, possessed of the power of reading

the thoughts and explaining the motives of man-
kind, is supposed to communicate to a mortal a

real view of humanity, stripping men's actions of

their borrowed pretexts and simulated motives,

and tracing their source directly to their passions

or their follies. The tracing of a piece of coin into

the hands of various possessors, and giving an
account of the actions and characters of each, is an
ingenious medium for moral satire, which, how-
ever, had been already employed by Dr. Bathurst,

in the Adventures of a Salfpenny, which form the

forty-third number of The Adventwer, published

3rd April, 1753, several years before Chrysal." A
key to the characters in Chrysal will be found in

Davis's Bibliographical and Literary Anecdotes.

See Scott's Lives of Eminent Novelists and Dra-

matists.

Johnston, James Weir, Professor at Dur-

ham (b. 1796, d. 1853), was author of The Chemis-

try of Common Life.

Johnston, John, Scottish classical poet (d.

1612), wrote Lnseriptiones Sistoricce Megum Scoto-

rum (1602) ; Seroes ex omni historia Seotica, leetissimi

(1603); Consolatio Christiana sub Cruce (1609) ; and

other works.

Johnston, Patrick. Sec Three Dead
Powis.
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Johnston, Robert, IiIi.D., Scottish his-

torian (d. 1639), was the author of a Sistory of
Scotland during the Minority of King James (1655),
and other works.

Jolly Beggar, The.
James v. of Scotland.

A ballad by King

JoUy Beggars, The. A cantata by Robert
BuKNS (1759—1796), the scene of which is laid in
the Change house of Poosie Nansie's in Mauchline,
Ayrshire, a favourite haunt of all kinds of vagrants.
It is said that the poet witnessed the circumstance
that gave rise to the poem.

Jolly Goshawk, The. A ballad, printed
differently by Motherwell, Scott (under the title of
The Gray Goshawk), and Buchan (under the title

of The Scottish Squire). The heroine is able, by
swallowing a sleeping draught, to feign death, and
is carried to "the fourth kirk in fair Scotland,"
where her lover receives her :

—

" I cam' na here to bonny Scotland
Among the dead to reat

:

But I cam' here to bonny Scotland
To the man that I lo'e best I

"

"JoUy muse it is. The."—Tennyson,
Will Waterproof's Mondague.

" Joly chepert of Askeldowne " is, ac-
cording to Warton, the commencement of a poem
by John La-wbrn, monk of "Worcester (circa 1448),
the manuscript of which is included in the Bodleian
library. Eitson said of this production that " it

was found impracticable to make out more than
the first two lines :

—

*' * Joly chepte of Aechell downe
Can more on love than all the town.* '*

Jonas is the name under which Sir William
Jones, a famous lawyer, is personified in
Dbyden's poem of Absalom and Achitophel (q. v.).

Jonathan. An herpio poem by William Alex-
ANDEE, Earl of Stirling, published in 1639.

Jones, Griffith, author and publisher (b.

1722, d. 1780), wrote Great Events from Little

Causes, contributed to The Literary Magazine and
The British Magazine, and edited The London
Chronicle, The Baily Advertiser, and The Public
Ledger. He published several translations from the
French.

Jones, Henry, bricklayer and dramatist (b.

1720, d. 1770), wrote The Earl ef Essex, per-
formed in 1753, and an unfinished play called The
Cwoe of Idra.

Jones, Henry. See Cavendish.

Jones, luigo. See Chomdia.

Jones, Jeremiah, Dissenting minister (b.

1693, d. 1724), wrote a dissertation on The Gospel

of St. Matthew (1719), and A New and Full Method
of Settling the Canonical Authority of the New Testa-
ment (1726), both of which were reprinted at the
Clarendon Press in 1827.

Jones, John, was the author of The Arte and
Science of Preserving Sodie and Soule in Health,

Wisdoms, and the Catholike Eeligion; physically,

philosophically, and divinely devised; right profitable

for allpersons, but chiefly for Princes, Rulers, Nobles,

Byshoppes, Preachers, Parents, arid them of the

Parlivimnt House (1579).

Jones, John, was the author of Adrasta : or,

the Woman's Spleen and Love's Conquest, a play,

published in 1635, but never acted. It is founded
on the Decameron of Boccaccio (day 8, novel 8).

Jones, John, LL.D. (b. 1765, d. 1827),

was author of a Greek and English Lexicon (1823).

Jones, O. See Devonshike Poet.

Jones, Paul. See Gray.

Jones, B,ice, Welsh poet (b. 1716, d. 1801),
was editor of a collection of Welsh poetry called

Gorchestion Beirdd Cymru (1770), and author of a
volume of original Poems (1818).

Jones, Bichard, Welsh divine (d. 1652), was
the compiler of a summary of the Bible in Welsh,
published in 1655.

Jones, Sir William, scholar (b. 1746, d. 1794),
was author of a French version of a Persian Life of
Nadir Shah (1770) ; A Persian Grammar (1771) ;

Poems and Translations (1772) ; Poeseos Asiaticte

Commentarii {ITJi) ; a version of The Speeches of
Lsaeus (1778); an Essay on the Law of Bailments

(1780) ; a translation of The Ordinances of Menu
(1794); and several other works. A collected edition

of his writings appeared in 1799 and again in 1807,
with a Life, by Lord Teignmouth.

Jones, Stephen, journalist and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1763, d. 1827), published an enlarged
edition of the Biographia i)ramatica (1812).

Jones, T, Percy. The pretended author of

Firmilian, a Spasmodic Tragedy (q.v.), by Wil-
liam Edmonstoune Aytoun.

Jones, Tom: "the History of aFoundling.'' A
novel by Henry Fielding (1707—1754), published

Hm 1749. " Our immortal Fielding," says Gibbon,

"was of the younger branch of the Earls of

Denbigh, who drew their origin from the Counts
of Hapsburg. The successors of Charles V. may
disdain their brethren of England, but the romance
of Tom Jones, that exquisite picture of human
manners, will outlive the palace of the Escurial and
the imperial eagle of Austria." " I cannot say,"

remarks Thackeray, " that I think Mr. Jones a
virtuous character ; I cannot say but I think

Fielding's evident liking and admiration for Mr.
Jones show that the great humorist's moral sense

was blunted by his life, and that here, in art and
ethics, there is a great error. A hero with a flawed
reputation, a hero sponging for a guinea, a hero
who cannot pay his landlady, and is obliged to let

his honour out to hire, is absurd, and his claim to

heroic rank untenable."

Jones, William, of Nayland, divine (b. 1726,
d. 1800), was author of The Catholic Doctrine of the
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Trinity, The First Frinciples of Natural Philosophy,
Physiological Disquisitions, The Figurative Language
of Eoly Scripture, Life of Bishop Some, Bemark-
able Passages of Scripture not commonly understood,

and other works. His complete writings appeared
in 1801. See the Life by Stevens.

Jonson, Ben, poet-laureate and dramatist
(b. 1574, d. 1637), wrote Every Man in Sis Sumour
(1596) ; Miery Man out of his Sumour (1599)

;

Cynthia's Revels (1600); The Poetaster (1601);
Sejanus (1603) ; Eastward-Soe (with Chapman and
Marston, 1605) ; Volpone (1605) ; Epicene, or the

Silent Woman (1609) ; The Alchemist (1610) ; Cati-

line (1611); Bartholomew Fair (1614); The Devil's

an Ass (1616); The Forest (1616); The Staple of
News (1625) ; The New Inn (1630) ; The Magnetic
Lady (1632); and The Tale of a Tub (1633) ; besides

his unfinished pastoral, The Sad Shepherd (1637)

;

various Masques ; Underwoods ; Timber ; a Gram-
mar ; and many miscellaneous poems and transla-

tions. He was made poet-laureate in 1616.

Hazlitt draws the following contrast between
Ben Jonson and Shakespeare. " Shakespeare," he
says, " gives fair play to nature and his own genius,

while the other trusts almost entirely to imitation

and custom. Shakespeare takes his groundwork in
individual character and the manners of his age,

and raises from them a fantastical and delightful

superstructure of his own; the other takes the
same groundwork in matter-of-fact, but hardly
ever rises above it Ben Jonson is a
great borrower from the works "of others, and a
plagiarist even from Nature ; so little freedom is

there in his imitations of her, and he appears to

receive her bounty Uke an alms. Hia works read
like translations, from a certain cramped manner,
and want of adaptation. Shakespeare, even when
he takes whole passages from books, does it with
a spirit, felicity, and mastery over his subject, that
instantly makes them his own Jonson's
style is as dry, as literal, and meagre, as Shakes-
peare's is exuberant, UberaJ, and unrestrained.
The one labours hard, lashes himself up, and pro-
duces little pleasure with aU his fidelity and
tenaciousness of purpose ; the other, without putting
himself to any trouble, or thinking about his suc-
cess, performs wonders. . . . Sohlegel observes,
that whereas Shakespeare gives the springs of
human nature, which are always the same, or suffi-

ciently so to be interesting and intelligible, Jon-
son chiefly gives the humours of men, as connected
with certain arbitrary or conventional modes of
dress, action, and expression, which are intelligible

only while they last ; and not very interesting at
anytime. Shakespeare's characters are men; Ben
Jonson's are more like machines, governed by mere
routine, or by the convenience of the poet, whose
property they are ... . The comedy of this
author is far from being ' lively, audible, and full
of vent;' it is for the most part obtuse, obscure,
forced, and tedious. He wears out a jest to the last
shred and coarsest grain. His imagination fastens
instinctively on some one mark or sign by which he

designates the individual, and never lets it go, for
fear of not meeting with any other means to ex-
press himself by. A cant phrase, an odd gesture,
an old-fashioned regimental uniform, a wooden leg,
a tobacco-box, or a hacked sword, are the standing
topics by which he embodies his characters to the
imagination." His Works were published in
1616-31, 1640, 1641, 1692, 1716, 1756, 1816 (Gifiord),
1838 (Procter), 1870 (Cunningham). See Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual. See the Biographies by
Chetwood (1756), Gifiord (1816), Procter (1838),
Cunningham and BeU (1870); and Criticism by
the two latter, Hazlitt (Comic Writers), and Leigh
Hunt {Wit and Sumour, Imagination and Fancy,
and Men, Women, and Books). See Alchemist,
The ; Bartholomew Pair

; Catiline ; Devil's
AN Ass, The ; Discoveeies Made, &c, ; East-
wakd-Hoe ; English Grammar ; Epicene ; Epi-
THALAMION ; EvEKY MaN IN HIS HuMOUR

;

Every Man out op his Humour ; Forest, The ,

Gipsies Metamorphosed, The ; Leges Convivi-
ALEs ; News, The Staple op ; New Inn, The ;

Poetaster, The ; Eobin Goodpellow ; Sad Shep-
herd, The; Sejanus; Tale op a Tub, The;
Volpone

; Widow, The.

Jordan, Thomas, dramatist and poet (temp.
Charles I.), was the author of several masques and
plays, and of a number of poems. For a list of his
Works, see the Biographia Dramatica, and Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual.

Jortin, John, D.D., Archdeacon of London
(b. 1698, d. 1770), published The Truth of the

Christian Religion (1732); Remarks on Spenser and
Milton (1734) ; Remarks on Ecclesiastical Sistory
(1751—1773) ; Dissertations on Different Subjects

(1755) ; and a Life of Erasmus (1758—60).

Jose, Son. A personage in Don Juan (q.v.).

Joseph Andrews. See Andrews, Joseph.

Joseph of Sxeter, Josephus Iscanus (circa

1198). See Antiooheis ; Bello Trojano, De.

Josh Billings. See Billings, Josh.

Journey from this "World to the Next,
A. Anovelette by Henry Fielding (1707—1754),

published in a volume of Miscellanies in 1743, and
characterised by Sir Walter Scott as " a tract con-

taining a good deal of Fielding's peculiar humour,
but of which it is difficult to conceive the plan or

purport."

Journey to France, A. A humorous ballad

by Eichard Corbet, Bishop of Oxford and
Norwich (1582—1635).

" Journeys end in lovers meeting."—
Twelfth Night, act ii., scene 3.

" Jove but laughs at lovers' pequry."
Line 758, book ii., of Dryden's poem of Palamon
and Arcitei So Shakespeare, in Romeo and Juliet,

act ii., scene 2:

—

" At lovers' perjuileB, they say, Jove laughs."

TiBULLUs (book iii., elegy vi.), has :

—

" Perjuria ridet amantlum Jupiter."
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Joyial Crew, A : " or, the Merry Beggars." A
comedy by Eichard Buome (d. 1652), printed in

1652. It has frequently been revived under different

titles, as in 1731, when it was played with music
by Dr. Arne, and in 1770, when it was curtailed

into a two-act opera, and called The Ladies' Frolick,

This is one of the earliest plays in which the cant
terms of the gipsy language are introduced. It is

reprinted in Dodsley's collection.

Jowler. The name under which the Earl of

Chatham is satirised in Suollett's political

romance, The Sistory and Adventures of an Atom
(q.v.).

*'Joy for ever, A."

—

Keats, Endymion,
line 1. The passage runs :

—

"A thing of Ijeauty is a joy for ever

:

Ita loveliness increases ; it will never
Pade into notiilngness ; but still will keep
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep
Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet t)reathlng."

Joyce, Jeremiah, miscellaneous writer (b.

1764, d. 1816), was author of Scientific Dialogms,
Letters on Natwal Fhilosophy, and several com-
pilations. See The Monthly Magazine for July,

1816.

Joyfull Medytaeyon, A, by Stephen
HaWES ; written on the coronation of Henry VIII.

Joyner, WiUiam, dramatist and poet (b.

1622, d. 1706), wrote The Soman Empress, a
comedy; and numerous poems in English and
Latin.

" Joyous prime. The."—Spenser's Faerie

Queene, book ui., canto vi., stanza 3. " Golden
prime" occurs in Tennyson's Secollections of the

Arabian Nights.

Juan. A character in George Eliot's dramatic
poem of The Spanish Gypsy (q.v.) ;—

"The spare man with the lute,
Wljo malces you dizzy witli his rapid tongue . . .

Juan was a troubadour revived,
Freshening life's dusty road with babbling rills

Of wit and song."

Juan, Don. A poem in sixteen cantos, by
Lord Bybon (1788—1824), published in the follow-

ing order:—Cantos 1 and 2 in 1819; cantos 3, 4,

and 5 in 1821 ; cantos 6, 7, and 8 in 1823 ; cantos

9, 10, and 11 in 1823; cantos 12, 13, and 14, in

1823; and cantos 15 and 16 in 1824. A fuU
history of the origin, progress, and reception of the

poem will be.found in Moore's Life of the author.

Here itneed onlybe mentioned that the Don Juan of

Byipn has no further connection with the Don Juan
of romance than the possession of a similar name.
The Don Juan of tradition was a young Spanish
noble, who attempted the seduction of the daughter
of the Governor of Seville, and who, being detected,

killed the father of the lady in a duel, afterwards

breaking into his tomb, where a statue had been
erected to his memory, and inviting it to a feast

which he had caused to be prepared. To Don
Juan' 8 horror, the statue accepted the invitation,and
duly made his appearance as desired, but only to

carry the Don away with him to punishment in

the infernal regions. This legend was, in course of

time, adopted by the. Italian dramatists, and forms
the subject of a play by Goldoni. At a later date
it penetrated into Prance, and was brought upon
the stage by MoHfere and ComeiUe. Gliick made it

the foundation of a well-known ballet, and the
Don Giovanni of Mozart is too familiar to English
opera-goers to require further description. The
Don Juan of Byron is merely a youth of amatory
tendencies and disposition, whose roaming adven-
tures all over Europe serve as a peg on which the
poet hangs his wealth of vidt, humour, satire,

pathos, and descriptive beauty. His parents, who
" Lived beside the river,

A noble stream, and called the Guadalquivir "—

are Don Jose,

"A true hidalgo, free from every stain
Of Moor or Hebrew blood "—

and Donna Inez,
"A learned lady, famed

For every branch of every science icnown,"

in the main features of whose character, as described
by Byron, it is fashionable to recognise a descrip-
tion, more or less accurate, of the poet's wife. For
a notice, of some of the remaining characters of the
poem, see Adeline Amundeville, The Lady ;

Alponso, Don; Aurora Eaby; Dudu; Gni-
BEYAz ; Haidee ; Johnson, John ; Julia, Donna ;

Lambro.

Juba. A character in Addison's tragedy of
Cato (q.v.).

Jubal, The Legend of. A poem, origi-

nally contributed by George Eliot (b. about 1820)
to Macmillan's Magazine.

Jube the Sane. An old play (temp. Edward
VI.), probably founded on the Scriptural history of
Job.

JudasIscariot. A"miracleplay,"byEicHAED
Henry Horne (b. 1803), published, in 1848, and
remarkable as founded on the idea, which originated

with the early theologians, that the aich-traitor, in

delivering up our Saviour to the chief priests, was
anxious only to precipitate the triumphant vindica-

tion of his Master. See Do Quiucey's essay on
this curious subject.

" Judgment as our watches, 'Tis with
our."

—

Pope, Essay on Criticism, parti., line 9

:

" None
Go just alilce, yet each believes his own."

Judgment of Desire, The. A sonnet by
Edward Vehe, Earl of Oxford (1646—1604),
printed in Tlie Paradise of Dainty Devices (q^v.)

;

the "only one of his productions which,' in
EUis's opinion, " can be said to rise a little above
mediocrity."

Judgment of Hercules, The. A treatise

by Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl of

Shaftesbury (1671—1713), published in 1713, and
afterwards included in the Characteristics, published
in 1711 and 1713.

Judgment of Paris, The. A poem by
James Beattie (1736—1802), published iu 1765,
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and on the same subject as the .^Inone of Tenny-
son.

Judicious Hooker, The. See Hooker,
ElCHAKD.

Judith. An oratorio by Isaac Biokerstait
(1735—1787), performed at the Look Hospital

Chapel on the 6th of January, 1764, with music by
Dr. Ame.

Judith, The Story of. A fragment of old

English rengious poetry, preserved in the Cotton
MSS., and printed in Thorpe's AnaUcta Anglo-
Saxoniea.

Juggernaut, The Duke o:^ in Vivian Grey
(q.T.), is said to be intended for the Duke of Norfolk.

Julia, in Tlie Two Gentlemen of Verona (q.v.), is

beloved by Proteus. " Julia," says Schlegel, " who
accompanies her faithless lover in the disguise of a
page, is, as it were, a slight sketch of the tender

female figures of a Viola and an Imogen, who, in

the later dramas of Shakespeare, leave their homes
in similar disguises on love adventures, and to

whom " peculiar charm is communicated by the

display of the most virginly modesty in their

hazardous and problematical situation."

Julia, in Sheridan's JJivafe (q.v.), is in love with
Falkland (q.v.). She has become the recognised

type of the sentimental heroine of modem comedy.
Compare her with Clara in Lord Lytton's Money
(q.v.).

Julia, Sonna, in Byron's poem of Bon
Juan (q.v.), is the wife of Don Alfonso, and the
lover of the hero. See canto 1.

JuUa de Boubigne.
Mackenzie (1745—1831).

Julian. A tragedy byMary Eussell Mitford
(1786—1855), produced in 1823, with Maoready
in the principal part.

Julian and Maddalo: "A Conversation.''
A familiar poem by Percy Bysshe Shelley,
written in 1818. Julian is the poet himself;
Maddalo is intended for his friend, Lord Byron.

Juliana. Wife of Virolet (q.v.), in Fletcher's
play of The Double Marriage. "A high attempt,"
says CampbeU, "to portray the saint and heroine
blended in female (iaracter. Juliana is, perhaps,
rather a fine idol of the imagination than a probable
type of nature ; but poetry, which ' conforms the
shows of things to the desires of the soul,' has
a right to the highest possible virtues of human
character."

Julianaj The Legend of St. A poem by
Oynewulp, in Tlie JExeter Book (q.v.).

Juliet, in Measure for Measwre (q.v.), is beloved
by Claudio (q.v.).

Juliet. The heroine of the tragedy of Borneo
and Juliet (q.v.). "All Shakespeare's women,"
says Mrs. Jameson, "being essentially women,
either love, or have loved, or are capable of loving;

A novel by Henry

but Juliet is love itself. The passion is her state
of being, and out of it she has no existence. It is

the soul within her soul, the pulse within her heart,
the Ufe-blood along her veins, ' blending with every
atom of her frame.' The love that is so chaste and
dignified in Portia, so airily delicate and fearless in
Miranda, so sweetly confiding in Perdita, so play-
fully fond in Eosalind, so constant in Imogen, so
devoted in Desdemona, so fervent in Helen, so
tender in Viola—^is each and all of these in
Juliet." " Juliet's character," says Hazlitt, "is
one of perfect truth and sweetness. It has nothing
forward, nothing coy, nothing affected or coquet-
tish about it—^it is a pure effusion of nature."

Julius Csesar. A historical tragedy by
William Shakespeare (1564—1616), first pub-
lished in the famous Polio of 1623, though, pro-
bably, it had been acted more than twenty years
previously. There is a passage in Drayton's
Sarons' War, produced in 1603, which strikingly

recalls a sinular passage in this play ; and HaUi-
well-Phillipps considers that the following lines

from Weever's Mirror of Martyrs, printed in 1601,

refer distinctly to Shakespeare's drama :

—

"The many-headed multitude were drawne
By BrutUB' speech, that Caesar was amhitlouB ;

When eloquent Mark Antonie had showne
Hla virtues, who but Brutus then was vicious t

"

The poet was in this, as in other plays, materially
assisted by North's translation of Plutarch (q.v.).

"Shakespeare's Julius Cissar," says Hazlitt, "is
not equal, as a whole, to either of his other plays
taken from the Boman history. It is inferior in

interest to Coriolanus, and both in interest and
power to Antony and Cleopatra. It, however,
abounds in admirable and affecting passages, and is

remarkable for the profound knowledge of charac-

ter, in which Shakespeare could hardly fail."

Julius Csesar, A Flay on the Death of,
by Lord Stirling

;
published in 1607, but bearing

no greater resemblance to Shakespeare's tragedy

—

acted probably before 1601 and printed in 1623

—

than would necessarily arise when two writers treat

the same subject.

Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,
The. A humorous sketch by " Mark Twain"
(Samuel Langhorne Clemens, b. 1835), by which
the author first became known in this country.

June, Jennie. The nam de plume of Mrs.
J. G-. Crowly, an American authoress.

"June, The leafy month of."—Cole-
ridge, The Ancient Mariner (q.v.).

Junius. The signature appended to a famous
series of letters on political subjects, which ap-

peared in The Public Advertiser, at various intervals

between 1769 and 1772. They were 44 in num-
ber; t6 which must be added 15 signed Philo-

Junius, 113 under various signatures, and 72

privately addressed to Woodfall, the publisher of

the Advertiser, and to Wilkes (q.v.). The first of

those signed Junius appeared on January 21, 1769,

and at once struck the key-note of the agitation
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fbe writer was destined to keep up. In this i!he

Muuatry were attacked with, a force of invective
which had been unknown since Swift, and the
same spirit and vigour animated all succeeding
letters. The Duke of Grafton, the Duke of Bed-
ford, and Lord Mansfield were especially held up
to execration. AH England read the letters, and
talked of them with surprise and curiosity. Who
could be this unknown enemy ? Every effort was
made to discover him, but without success. " It is

not in the nature of things," he wrote to Woodfall,
" that you or anybody else should know me unless
I make myself known." Again: "lam the sole
depository of my secret, and it shall die with me."
And there can be no doubt it has, for Junius stiU
remains the nominis mnbra Byron describes bim
as in The Vision of Judgment (q.v.). There he
appears among the shades, and is as inscrutable as
he was on earth :

—

*'And several people swore from out the press,
,

Tbey knew him perfectly ; and one could swear
He was his father : upon which another
Was sure he was his mother's cousin's brother

:

" Another, that he was a duke, or knight.
An orator, a lawyer, or a priest,
A nabob, aman midwife ; but the wight
Mysterious changed Ms countenance at least

As oft as they their minds ; though in full Bight
He stood, the puzzle only was increased

;

The man was a phantasmagoria in
Himself—he was so volatile and thin ....

"I've an hypotheeis—'tis quite my own

;

I never let it out till now, for fear
Of doing people harm about the throne.
And Injuring some minister or peer.

On whom the stigma might perhaps be blown
;

It is—my gentle public, lend thine ear

!

'Tls, that what Junius we are wont to call
Was rBoMy^ truly^ nobody at alL"

Upwards of thirty persaos obtained the credit of
the " Letters," among whom may be named Pitt,

Earl of Chatham; Philip, Earl of Chesterfield;
Edmund Burke ; the Duke of J jrtland ; Thomas,
LordLyttelton; John Wilkes; Gerard Hamilton

;

Mr. Sergeant Adair ; John Home Tooke ; and Sir
Philip Francis. The latter has been more asso-
ciated with the authorship than any one, owing,
perhaps, to the fact that Macaulay espoused his
cause in the essay on Warren Hastings, recounting
a number of circumstances which we know to have
occurred both to Junius and Francis, and which
together appear irresistibly to fix the " Letters "

upon the latter. On the other hand, Francis
vehemently denied the " soft impeachment," even
when he ha,d nothing to fear from the avowal, and
it is certain that in his own person he never pro-
duced any literary work at aU equal in power to
the style and matter of Junius. An authentic col-
lected edition of the letters appeared in 1772. See
Wade's edition (1860) ; also the Life of Francis by
Merivale (1868), Watt's Bibliotheoa, Quarterly
Review (vol. xc), Edinburgh Review (vol. xxix.),
British Quarterh/ (vol. x.). North British Review
(vol. X.), Notes and Queries, The Atheneewm, &c.

Junius Anonymous. See Alazono-Mastix.

Jurisprudence determined, The Pro-
vince of. A famous work by John Austin
(1797—1860), published in 1832, and " acknow-

ledged to be one of the most valuable contributions
to the philosophy of law and legislation that has
been produced in modem times, entitling its author
to rank with Hooker and Montesquieu."

"Just as the twig is bent the tree's
inclined."

—

^Pope, Moral Esam/s, epistle i., line 150.

" Just for a handful of silver he left
us." First line of The Lost Leader, a lyric by
E. Bkowning. The allusion is to Wordsworth's
change of opinions from Eepublioanism to Toryism.

"Justice, Even-handed."—JfacfoiA, acti.,

scene 7.

Justified Sinner, A. The pseudonym
imder which James Hogg (1772—1835) published
a work, entitled Prvoate Memoirs, supposed to be
" written by himself," with " a detaal of curious
traditionary facts, and other evidence, by the
editor" (1824).

"Justify the ways of God to man.
And."

—

Milton, Taradise Lost, book i., line 26.

Also in Samson lAgonistes

:

—
" Just are the ways of God,

And justifiable to men."

Pope has, in his Essay on Man, i., 16 :

—

" But vindicate the ways of God to man.'

'

Justing between William Adamson
and John Syme. A poem by Alexander
Scot, in imitation of Christis Kirk of the Grene.

JuvenM. See Gifeoed; Vakitt op Human
Wishes.

K

Kalander, A character in Sidney's Arcadia
(q.v.).

Eames, Lord, Henry Home (b. 1696, d.

1782), wrote Essays on the Principles of Morality
and INatv/ral Religion (1751) ; Lntroduetion to the

Art of Thinking (1761) ; Elements of Criticism

(1762), (q.v.); Sketches of the Sistory of Man
(1773); The Gentleman Farmer (1717) ; Loose
Hints on Education (1781). See the Life by
Tytler.

Kate, Corinthian. One of the characters
in PiBKCE Egan's story of Life in London (q.v.).

Eate, Cousin. The adopted name of Miss
Catherine D. Bell, an American authoMss, in
the publication of many of her popular tales for
children.

Kate Kearney. A well-known song by
Lady Morgan (1783—1859), included in Twelve
of the Most Pathetic Irish Melodies, arranged to

English Words.

" Katerfelto, with his hair on end."—
CowPBR, Task, book iv., TVinter Evening, line 86.

Katherine. The " shrew" in The Taming Of
the Shrew (q.v. ) ; also a character in Low's Labow's
Lost (q.v.).
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Katharine, The Life of St., in Englisli

verse, ty John Oapgbave (1393—1464), founded
uponsome old Aymea of a priest called Arreok, of

whom Capgrave says :

—

' <*He is nongh ded, this good man, this preest.

^ .

f
He deyd at Lynne, many year agoo ; . .

.

^ :'". 01 tlie West Gautre it seemetti he was,
'!

'
' Be his manner of speche, and Tie his style

;

' - : He was somtyme persone of Seynt Pancraa
~ -' ' In the cyte of London, a ful grete whiie.

He la now ahove us ful many myie."

St. Katharine was the suhject of a play acted at

Dunstable before 1119.

Katherine's Lantern, Mrs.: "-written in

an album." A lyric by William Makepeace
Thackeray (1811—1863).

Eavanagh'; "A Tale," by Henby Wads-
woKTH LoNSPELLOw (b, 1807), pubbghcd in 1849.

rThe hew is a elergyaum, whose n^nB gives the

:^^^«) the story, and who eventually marries the

^:0ti P, CeeUia Vaughan.

""j-fIt/anagh, Julia, novelint and iiuBcellaneous

f^^''^:(b. 1824), Itas writtta Tke Three Faths
, I Madeleine (1848) ; Ifoman in France in the

*

T f'"V* Century (1850) , Nathalie (1851)

;

j:,joim
\f Q]^rigtia»itf (1852); DaisyBmm (1853);

L -rt,;fe« (1855); Saehel Oray .{WiS) ; AdeU

! f '''—r V^ 5«»8»Mr and Winter in 'the Two Sicilies

'^'i'''j7|iS«««« Years, and other tales (1860) ;

l.?*'™?^''Fb»«CT<j/'i««<irs (1861); English Women of
,lii&S52t^862) ; Qmm. .Lab (1863) ; Seatrioe (1865) ;

"$yinPt Stamd Lem (1867); ito-a (1868); Si/hia

;(1870) iSesaie (1872) ; Jolm Vorrien (1874) ; T^o
iXibss jj|877) ; and oflier works.

Eay, John (circa 1506), is notable only as

isaving committed to posterity an English prose
"iTanslatiion (printed kbout 1482) of alJatin history
vt tha i^ge of Bhodes, in the title of which, dedt-

^iatiog Itis work to King Bdward lY., he calls him-
fielf " hys humble Poete Laureate." See Lauheate,
]?0ET6.

Kay (or Caiua), Thomas, scholar (d. 1572),

I ublished, a translation of Erasmus' Paraphrase of
SSt. Mai$ (1548), and '^ssertio Antiquitatia Oxoni-
emisJMemiis (1568, 1574,and 1730).

Kay,1Sir. Foster-brother to King Arthur,
aaid senegchal in King Arthur's court. He figures
iji Taanyson's Idylhof the King (q.v.).

Kaye, Sir John William, miscellaneous
writer a 1814, d. 1876), published a Sistory of the
J^V in Afghanistan (1851) ; The Administration
of the B'Mt India Oompany (1853) ; biographies of
Urd U^alfe (1864), Sir George Tmher (1854),
^iSW^hm Malcolm (1856); Christianity in India
(1|59) ; %msiory of the Sepoy War, 1867—8 (1864—

''P)
,
Ikes of Indian Officers (1867) ; and Essays

Seach, Benjamin, Baptist divine (b. 1640,
d.

f!(KWas auffior of Trm Godliness, The Child's
ifw^rtjciU Scripture ^Metaphors, and othai:.sj{gJcs.„ ._

Keate, Qeorge, 'poet and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1729, d. 1797), pubUshed Poems (1781);
TheSepublic of Geneva; The Pelew Islands^ and
other works.

Keats, John, poet (b. 1796, d. 1821), pub-
lished Poems (1817) ; Endymiqn (1818) ; and Hy-
perion (1820). See the Life by Lord Houghton
(].845). For Criticism, see Jeffrey's Essays and
Bossetti's edition of the Poems. " The most obvious
characteristic of Keats's poetry is certainly," says

: ijyCaBSon, " its abundant sensuoiisness. Some of his
finest little poems are all but literally lyrics of the
sensuous, embodiments of the feelmgs of ennui,
fatigue, physical languor, and the like, in tissues.

of fancied circumstance and sensation ....
It is the same in those longer pieces of narrative
phantasy which form the larger portion of liis.

writings. Selecting, as in Endymion, a legend; ei.

the Grecian mythology, or, as in Isabella; or, the

Pot of Sasil, it story from Boccaccio, or, aa in The
Eve of St. Agnes, the hint of a middle-age fiipar-

stition, or, as m. Lamia, a story of Greek, a- iti.h-

craft, he sets himself to weave out the httie text

of substance so given into a linked succession of

imaginary movements and incidents taking place

in the Him depths of ideal scenery, whether of

forest, grotto, sea-shore, the interior of a Gothic
castle, or the marble vestibule of a Ooiinthian

palace. In following him in these luxurious ex-

cursions into a world of ideal nature and iho, »u
see his imagination winging about, a* if it w^e his

disembodied senses hovering inseut-liko in onu

humming group, all keeping' togej%er in harmony
at the bidding of a higher inteUeOtl^l power, and
yet each catering for itself in that species of cir-

cumstance which is its peculiar food . . . ..

His most obvious charaoteristio, I repeat, is the

universality of his sensuousneso. And that it is,

added to his exquisite mastery in language lud

verse, that makes 'it such a luxury to read him
. . . . There is hardly any rocent poet in con-

nection with whom the mechanism of verse in

relation to thought may be studied more delight-

fully. Occasionally, it is true, there is the phock
of a horrible Cockney rhyme .... But
where, on the wJiole, shaH we find language softer

and richer, verse more harmonious and gweetly-

linked, and, though usually after the model of

some older poet, more thoroughly novejiand ori-

ginal; or where shall we seo m'oij beautifully

exemplified the powjar of thai hifih artifice of

rhymes by which, as by little colour.d lamps of
light thrown out in advance of the prow pi their

thoughts from moment to moment, poets steer

their way so windingly through the fantastic

gloom ? .... In the case of Keats, there is

evidence of a progress both intellectually and
morally ; of » disposition, alreeidy consciously

known to himself, to move forward out of the sen-

suous or merely sensuous-ideal mood, into the
mood of the truly epic poet, the poet of life, sub-

limity; and action .... Even in his earlier

poems one is struck not only by the steady presence
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!of a keen and suMle intellect, but also by frequent

flashes of permanently deep meaning, frequent
jlines of lyric thonghtfuhiess, and occasional maxims
jof weighty historic generality .... From
\£ndt/mion itself, sensuous to very wildmess as the
Ipoem is considered, scores of passages might be
quoted to prove that already, while it was being
written, intellect, feeling, and experience were
doing their work with Keats .... Seeing
this, we can hardly be wrong in believing that had
Keats lived to the ordinary age of man, he would
ihave been one of the greatest of aU our poets. As
it is, I believe we shall all be disposed to place him
very near indeed to our very best." See. Agnes,
The Eve of St.; Endymion; Epistles; Hyperion;
fIsABELLA: OE, THE PoT OP Basil ; Lamia

;

NiOHTINGALE, OdB TO A ; OtHO THE GrBAT.

I
Eeble, John, Vicar of Hursley (b. 1792, d.

;1866), wrote The Christian Year (1827), (q.v.); J)e

FoetiecB Vi Medica (1844); Zyra Innocentium

(1846), (q.v.); besides contributing to Tracts for
the Times (1834—36), and editing an edition of the
works of Hooker. Iii conjunction with Dr. Pussy
and Father Newman, he edited the Library of
Fathers of the Soly Catholic Chwch Anterior to the

'Division of the East and West, the publication of

jwhich commenced at Oxford in 1838. TTih Occasional

\Sermons appeared in 1891. Among his minor
'works are his Euoharistieal Adottation, The Litany

)of Ou/r LorcPs Warning, The Pentecostal Tear, The
Psalmi of David in English Verse, and Village

Sermons., TTia Letters of Spiritual Guidance were
published in 1870 ; his Occasional Papers in 1877.

See the Life by Sir J. T. Coleridge. For Criticism,

see Shairp's Studies in Poetry and Philosophy, and
Jliss Yonge'S(J!f«si«js on the Christian Year.

"Keeps the keys of all the creeds,
"Who."

—

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxxiii. :

—

" The shadow clothed frdpi Jiead to foot."

Kehama, The Curse of. A poem in
twenty-four parts, by Eobert Southey (1774

—

1843), published in 1810, and written in irregular
rhymed verse. It is founded on the belief pre-
valent among the Hindoos that prayers, sacrifices,

j

and penances possess no inherent value, and in no
[degree depend upon the disposition or motive of
Ithe persons who perform them, but are simply

j

drafts upon heaven, which the gods are bound to
honour. Among the dramatis persona are Brama,
jthe Creator; Vieslmo, the preserver; Seeva, the

I

destroyer; Indra, god of the elements; Yamen,
]

lord of hell and judge of the dead; Marriataly,
the goddess of the lower castes ; PoUear, or Ganesa,

' the protector of travellers ; Casyapa, the father
of the immortals ; Devetas^ the inferior deities

;

i
Suras, the good spirits; Asuras, evil spirits, or
devils ; and Glendoveers, the most beautiful of the
good spirits, the Grindouvers of Sonnerat. " The
scene," says Sir Walter Scott, " is alternately laid
in the terrestrial paradise, under the sea, in the
heaven of heavens, and in hell itself. The prin-
cipg,l actors are, a man who approaches .sJmost to

olnnipotence ; another labouring under a strange

and fearful malediction, which exempts him from
the ordinary laws of nature; a good genius, a
sorceress, and a ghost, with several Hindoston;

deities of several ranks. The only being that

retains the usual attributes of humanity is a
female, who is gifted with immortality, at the
close of the piece."

Keightl^y, Thomas, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1789, d. 1872), wrote, besides Outlines of
History and histories of England (1837), Some
(1836), Greece (1836), and India (1847); Fairy
Mythology (1828) ; Mythology of Ancient Greece and
Italy (1831); The Crusaders (1833); Tales and.

Popular Fictions (1834) ; and a Life of Miltoti

(1855). He also edited the Works of MUton (1859),||;

and portions of the Wdrks of Virgil, Horace, Ovid,,"

and Sallust.
i;

Keith, George, religious writer (d.

171S), wrote, among other works, Im',

Sevelation not Ceased (1668) ; and 2%e
Preacher of Tasmania (1647).

Keith, Hobsrt, Bishop of Caithnej

Orkney (b. 1661, d. 1767), wrote A History

Affairs of Church and State in Scotland (171

compUed A Catalogue of Scottish Bishops (1

Kellison, Matthew; Roman Cathob
(d. 1641), published .4 Survey of the Neu
(1603).

Kelly, Sugh, dramatist and misc^
writer (b. 1739, d. 1777), wrote Theipis (1762),;j_
False Delicacy (1763),:^ Word to the Wise (1766),|
Clementina, The School for Wives, The Somamei'

of an Sour, and The Man of Season.
j

Kelton, Arthlir (temp.^>J!dward VL), wrota
A Cronyele with a genealogie declaryng that thi

Sritons and Welshmen are lineatlye descended front
Brute, in ver^e, and printed in 1647, also a poeticat

panegyric on the Cambrio-Britons. In reference tm
the former work, Wood {Athena Oxonienaes) conj-l

siders that Kelton was an able antiquary, hup
regrets he did not put his learning into prose. 1

)

Kemble, !Prances Anne, Mrs. Butler (i
1811), has written two plays, Francis I, (1830), anfl

The Starof Seville (1837), a volume of Poems (1842L
Journal of a Pesidence in America (1836); Jiy
Year of Consolation (1847), descriptive of Italian life'

and scenery; Sesidence in a Georgian PlantatMt

(1863) ; and Old Woman's Gossip (187|). Her Plahs
were printed in 1863 ; her Poems again in 1865.

j

Kemble, John Mitchell, scholar and editfcr

(b. 1807, d. 1857), wrote A History k the EnglM
Language, First Period (1834) ; and The Saxonslin

England (1849); besides editing various ili

English remains in prose and verse in 1883,

1839—41, 1846, and 1849. 1

Kemble, Stanzas to J. P., composed ioi &,

public meeting held in June, 1817; by Tho»».si

Oamrbell. Ksmble (b. 1757, d. 1823) was the:
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author of Macbeth Secomidei-ed (1786) ; Macbeth
and Richard III. (1817) ; various adaptations for

the stage, and some fugitive pieces. See the Life

by Boaden (1825).

Kempferhausen. One of the interlocutors

in the Nodes Ambroaiama (q.v.), and the name
assumed hy Robert P1eb.ce Gillies in his con-

tributions to Blackwood's Magazine.

Kempion. A ballad, which described how a

maiden, having been transformed by a sorceress

into the shape of a dreadful serpent, is released by
three kisses from her lover. The ballad called

Kemp Owain, printed by Buchau and Motherwell,

tells the same story, which seems to have been a
favourite one with ballad-writers. The Laidly

Worm of Spindlestonheugh, often printed in ballad

books, is a partly modernised version of the same.

Kempis, Thomas A, orThomas Hamer-
ken of Kempen, as he ought properly to be

called (b. 1380, d. 1471), is famous as the supposed

author of the treatise JDe Imitatione Christi, which

has so frequently been translated into English as to

deserve notice here. It has also been attributed to

John Grerson, Chancellor of Paris, on the ground

that a manuscript of 1463 indicates him as the

author, and that it appeared appended .to one of

Gerson's works in 1421. On the other _hand, the

earliest editions give the authorship to A Kempis,

in whose handwriting two manuscript copies of it

have been found; John Basel, his contemporary

and a member of the same order, names him as the

writer ; and the style is certainly more that of A
Kempis than of Gerson. See the Zives ofA Kempis
by Brewer (1676), and Butler (1814). The Imitatio

was first published in 1415. Among later Eng-
lish translations are those by Dean Stanhope (1866),

Bishop Goodwin (1868), and Benham (1874).

Een, Thomas, Bishop of Bath and "Wells

b. 1637, d. 1711), is best known as the author of

ihe Morning and the Evening Hymns. His Works,

consisting of poems, sermons, and various miscel-

laneous treatises, were published in 1721. His

Life has been written by Hawkins (1713), Bowles

(1830), and "a Layman" (1854).

Kendale. A writer of metrical romances,

referred to by Robert de Brunne as contemporary

with Thomas the Rhymer (q.v.). The Geste ofKing
Morn is attributed to him by many critics. See

HoKii, The Geste op King.

Eenelm Chillingly :
" his Adventures and

Opinions." A novel by Edward, Lord Lytton (b.

1805, d. 1873), published in 1873, and characterised

by The Quarterh/ Review as " unique among Lord
Lytton's novels in its simplicity and the absence

of any elaborate construction; it overflows with

humour, it is lit up with flashes of wit as brilliant

and as rrmocent as summer lightning, it has some-

thing even of that boisterous joviaSty which dis-

tinguishes Fielding, but at bottom it is the saddest

of Lord Lytton's stories.

th(

Eeuilworth. A novel by Sir Walter ScotT
(q.v.), published in 1821. See Cumnor Hall.

Kennedy, G-race, novelist (b. about 1782, d.

1825), wrote Anna Soss : or, the Orphan of Waterloo;
Father Clement, and other works, many of which
have been translated into the French and German
languages.

Kennedy, John, mathematician (b. 1700, d.

1770), was the author of Scripture Chronology.

Kennedy, Walter (circa 1480). The author
of two satires on his contemporary, Dunbar, and a
poem. In Praise of Aige, included in. Lord Hailes's

coUeotion of Scottish poems. See Aige, In Praise
OF ; Fltting ; and Invective against Mouth-
thankless.

'

Kennet, Basil (h. 1674, d. 1714), wrote

Romm Antiqute Notitia (1696) ; Lvves and Characters

of the Ancient Greek Foets ; An Bxposition of the

Creed; and a volume of sermons ; besides a rhyth-

mical paraphrase of the Psalms, Sermons, and some
translations.

Kennet, White, Bishop of Peterborough (b.

1660, d. 1728), wrote Parochial Antiquities (1694);

the third volume of a Complete History of England

(1706); The Pamil/y of Cavendish (1707); a Register

and Chronicle (1728) ; and many other works. See

the Life by Newton (1730).

Kenney, James, dramatist (b. 1780, d.

1849), wrote Raising the Wind (1803); Matrimony

(1804) ; FaUe Alarms (1807) ; Mia Rosenberg (1807)

;

The World (1808); Spring andAutumn (1827h The

Illustrious Stranger (1821); Masaniello (1829); T/ie

Sicilian Vespers (1840); and other works.

Kennicott, Benjamin, D.D., divine and

scholar (b. 1718, d. 1788), published, among other

works, On the State of the Printed Text of the Old

Testament (1753 and 1760); Vetus Testamenttm,

Seiraicmn, cum Variis lectionibus (1776) ; A General

Dissertation on the Sebrew Old Testatnent (1780);

and an Introduction to Hebrew Criticism.

Kenrick, William, LL.D., miscellaneous

writer (b. 1720 d. 1779), wrote The Immortality of

the Soul (1751) ; The Pasquinade (1753) ; a Review

of Dr. Johnson's New Edition of Shakespeare (1765);

an English Dictionary (1773) ; and some comedies.

He founded The London Review in 1775.

Kensington Gardens. An allegorical

poem by Thomas Tickell (1686—1740), published

in 1722, " of which," says Johnson, "the versifira,-

tion is smooth and elegant, but the fiction unskil-

fully compounded of Grecian deities and Gothic

fancies. Neither species of these exploded beings

could have done much, and when they are brought

together they only make each other contemptible."

Kensington Gardens, Lines Written
in. By Matthew Arnold.

Kent, James, American writer on juris-

prudence (b. 1763, d. 1847), was the author of Com-

mentaries on American Law.
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Kent, William Charles Mark, poet and
miscellajieous \mter (b. 1823), has published
AUtheia: or, the Boom ofMythology, and other Poems
{1850); Dreamland: or, Poets in their Havats, and
Other Poems (1862); Footprints on the Soad (1864) ;

Charles Dickens as a Reader (1872) ; and various
other works in prose and verse. See Eochester,
Mark.

EenwigS. The name of an amusing family,
who figure in Nicholas Niekleby (q.v.)-

. Kenyon, John, poet (b. 1783, d. 1856), wrote
A Rhymed Plea for Tolerance (1833); Poems, for the

most part Occasional (1838) ; and A Day at Tivoli,

with other Poems (1849). There are many alluaions
to him in Mass Mitford's correspondence.

Kerr, Orpheus C. The literary pseudonym
of KoBEKT H. Neweli, an American author.
" Orpheus 0. Kerr" is, of course, " Office-seeker."
See Avery G-libun.

Kerr, Robert (b. 1755, d. 1814). The author
of A Sistory of Scotland during the Seign of Robert
IBruce, and of numerous scientific works. He pub-
lished also a collection of voyages and travels.

Eett, Henry, diviue and miscellaneous writer
(b. 1761, d. 1825), wrote Sistory the Interpreter of
^Prophecy (1798); Emily, a novel (1809); and other
works.

Kettlednimmle, Gabriel. A Covenanting
preacher, in Old Mortality (q.v.).

Kettlewell, John, divine (b. 1653, d. 1695),
wrote Measures of Christian Obedience (1678). His
Works were collected in 1718. See the Lives by
Hickes, Nelson, and Lee.

"Kick that scarce would move a
horse. A."

—

Cowper^ The Yearly Distress

:

—
"May kill a sound divine."

Kickleburys on the Rhine, The: "A
Christmas Book," by William Makepeace
Thackeray

;
published in 1851, and severely criti-

cised in The Times, to which Thackeray replied in
a trenchant essay, prefixed to the second edition.
On Thunder and Small Beer.

Kidd, John, M.D. (b. 1775, d. 1851), was
the author of The Adaptation of External Nature to

the Physical Condition of Man (one of the Bridge-
water Treatises) (1833), and other works.

Kidder, Richard, Bishop of Bath and Wells
(b. 1635, d. 1703), wrote A Demonstration of the
Messias (1694—1700) ; and A Commentary on the
Five Books of Moses (1694).

" Kidney, A man of my."—Merry Wives
of Windsor, act iii., scene 5.

Kiflfen, William (b. 1616, d. 1701), was the
author of A Sober Discourse of Right to Church
Communion. See the Life by Orme (1822).

Kilburne, Richard (b. 1606, d. 1678).
The author of The Topographxe of Kent.

Kilbye, Richard, divine (d. 1617), was
author of The Burden of a Loaded Conscience.

Killigrew, Henry, dramatist (b. 1612, d.

1690), wrote The Conspiracy (q.v.), (1638 and 1633),

and a volume of sermons (1686).

Killigrew, Thomas, dramatist (h. 1611, d.

1682), wrote various comediea and tragedies, which
were published in one volume in 1664. See Fakson's
Wedding, The.

KiUigrew, Sir W^Uliam (b. 1605, d. 1693),
wrote Artless Midnight Thoughts of a Gentleman at

Court (1684), (q.v.) ; Midnight and Daily Thoughts

(1694) ; Four New Plays {The Siege of XTrbin, Selin-

dra. Love and Friendship, Pandora), (1666); and
The Imperial Tragedy (1669).

Kilmansegg, Miss, and her Precious
Iieg. A humorous poem by Thomas Hood, which
origmaUy appeared in Colburn's New Monthly
Magazine. The heroine is an heiress, with an
artificial leg of solid gold.

Kilmeny. The heroine of a pathetic story, in
verse, by James Hogg (q.v.), contained in one of
his longer poems. It is also the title of a novel by
William Black (q.v.).

Kimber, Isaac, Nonconformist minister (b.

1692, d. 1758), wrote Biographies of Cromwell ahd
Bishop Beveridge ; also, a History of England. His
son Edward (d. 1769) published Peerages of Scot-
land and Ireland, a Baronetage of England, and a
History of England.

"Kin (A little more than) and less
than kind."

—

Hamlet, act i., scene 2.

Kinde Hart's Dreame, The : " containiiig
Five Apparitions, with their Invectives against
Abuses," by Henry Ckettle

;
published in 1693,

and reprinted by the Percy Society. This tract

contaiiis incidental references to Greene, Marlowe,
and Shakespeare.

"Kind hearts are more than coro-
nets."—Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

King and no King, A. A play by Beau-
mont and Fletcher, described as "inferior to
Philaster. The language has not so much of
poetical beauty." The coarsest and most powerful
scenes are those in which Arbaces (q.v.) reveals
his illicit desires.

King and the Barker, The. An old poem,
printed in Eitson's Ancient Popular Poetry; pro-
bably the original of " The merry, pleasant, and
delectable history between King Edward the Fourth
and a tanner of Tamworth." Dantre, in the poem,
is Daventry, vulgarly pronounced Daintry, in
Warwickshire.

"King Arthur made new knights to
fin the gap."

—

Pelleas and Etarre, in Tennyson's
Idylls cf the King.

King David and fair Bethsabe, The
Love of: "with the Tragedy of Absalom." A
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Scriptural drama, ty George Peele ; "the earliest

foundation," says Thomas Campbell, "of pathos

and harmony that can be traced in our dramatic

poetry." It was printed in 1599.

Zing, Edward (b. I612, d. 1637), -will always
be iUuatrious in English Hteratuie as the friend of

Milton, who dedicated Lycidas (q.v.) to his memory.
He distinguished himself at college as a writer of

Latin verse.

King, Edward, antiquary (b. 1735, d. 1807),

published Morsels of Criticism (1788), Mimimenta
Antigua (1799—1805), and other works.

" King, Every inch a."

—

ll^i«g Lear, act iv.,

scene 6.

King, Henry, Bishop of Chichester (b. 1591,

d. 1669), wrote A Deep Groan fetched at the fimeral

of the incomparable and glorious King Charles I,

(1649) ; The Psalms of Bavid twned into Metre

(1651); a Tolmne of Foems, which appeared in

1657, and were edited by Dr. Hamiah in 1823,

and other works, for a Kst of which see Lowndes'

Mbliographer's Manual. See Deep G-koan, A.

King John. An historical play by William
Seakespease. See John, King.

King, John, Prebendary of York (b. 1652, d.

1695), wrote, among other works, Tolamdo-Pseudo-

Ugo-Mastix: or, a Currycomb for a Lying Coxcomb.

King John and the Abbot of Canter-
bury. A popular ballad of the reign of James I.,

which seems to have been modernised from an
older composition called King John and the Bishop

of Canterbury. Besides these, there are extant two
ballads on the same subject, entitled respectively,

King Olfrey and the Abbot, and King Senry and

King of France's Daughter, The. A
ballad, the full title of which is "An excellent

Ballad of the Prince of England's courtship to the

King of France's Daughter." The " Prince of

England" was probably Bthelwulph, who had
been betrothed to Judith, daughter of King Charles

the Bald, but who died before his marriage. The
ballad describes his death, and how Judith was
eventually won by Baldwin, Forester and Earl of

Handers.

" King of good fellows, 'E\ie."—King
Mewy v., act v., scene 2.

King of Scots and Andrew Browne

:

"A new ballad, declaring the great treason con-

spired against the young King of Soots, and how
one Andrew Browne, an Englishman, which was
the king's chamberlaine, prevented the same."

The author, W. Blderton, is said to have died in

1592.

"King of shreds and patches, A."—
Kamlet, act ui., scene 4.

King of Tars, The. An " ancient tale," in

verse, " touched with a rude but expressive pencil,"

of which Warton gives some specimens in his

Mistdry (voL U., sect. 6). It is printed in Eitson's

collection. Warton says there is a warmth of

description in some passages of this poem not unlike
the manner of Chaucer. The stanza resembles that

of Chaucer's Bime of Sir Topaz.

King, Peter, Lord Chancellor and theologian

(b. 1669, d. 1734), wrote An Inquiry into the Con-

stitution, Discipline, Unity, and Worship of the

Primitive Church (1691); and A History of the

Apostles' Creed {nQ2).

King, Richard, divine (b. 1749, d. 1810),

wrote a reply to the Letters of Peter Plymley.

"King Stephen was a worthy peer."
First line of two stanzas sung by lago in Othello,

act u., scene 3. See Percy's Seliques.

King, The, and the MUler of Mans-
field. An old ballad, in two parts, printed in

Bishop Percy's Meliques. The king is Henry II.

King, "William, poet (b. 1685), wrote The
Toast, An Apology, and other works.

King, "Williani, D.D., Archbishop of

Dublin (b. 1650, d. 1729), was author of De Origim

Mali (1702).

King, WiUiani, ! Ii.D., miscellaneous vmter
(b. 1663, d. 1712), wrote A journey to London in

the year 1678; The Tr ansactioner (1700) (q.v.);

Useful Transactions in Philosophy and other sorts of

Learning (1708) ; The Art of Cookery (q.v.) ; An
Adaptation of Ovid's "Art ofLove "; and many other

works, all of which were collected and published,

with a Memoir, by Nichols, in 1776. See Johnson's

Lives of the Poets.

"King's English, The." A phrase used

by Mrs. Quickly m The Merry Wives of Windsor,

act i., scene 4.

"Kiagdom for a horse, My." See

" Horse, A, A horse."

Kinglake, Alexander WiUiam, miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1809), has wntten Mthen {18H),

and.A History of the War in the Crimea (1863—75).

See EoTHEN.

Kingsley, Charles, Canon of Westminster,

poet, novelist, and essayist (b. 1819, d. 1875), wrote

The Saint's Tragedy (1846), (q.v.); Teast a848),

(q.v.) ; Village Sermons (1849) ; Alton Locke (1850),

(q.v.); Cheap Clothes and Nasty (1850), (q.v.);

Phaeton (1852), (q.v.); Hypatia (1853), (q.v.);

WestwardHo! (1855), (q.v.); Glaucus (1855), (q.v.);

The Heroes: or, Greek Fairy Tales (1856) ; Alexandria

and her Schools (1857) ; Two Tears Ago (1857)

;

Andromeda (q.v.) ; Miscellanies (1859) ;
The

Water Babies (1863); The Soman and the Teuton:

Lectures (1864) ; What, then, does Dr. Nemnan Mean?

(1864) ; Hereward, the last of the English (1866)

;

The Ancien Pegime (1867); The Hermits (1868);

Madam Now and Lady Why (1870) ; At Last (1871)

;

Prose Idylls (1873); Plays and Puritans (1873);

Health and Education (1874) ; The Limits of Exact

Science as applied to History; and several volumes

of Sermons. See the Life by Mrs. Kingsley (1876).
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See Dtjnbreaky, Lord; Lot, Pakson; Minute
Philosopher, A; Parson, The Chartist; Three
Fishers, The.

Kingsley, Henry, novelist (b. 1830, d. 1876),
wrote Austin JSlliott; The Soy in Grey ; Geoffrey
SamVyn; TheHarveys ; Hetty, and other Stories; The
HilVyars and the Burtons; Hornby Mills, and other
Stories; Zeighton Court; The Zost Child; Mademoiselle
Mathilde; Mmier Seventeen; Oahshott Castle;
Old Margaret; Havenshoe; Beginald Hetheredge

;

Silcote of Silcotes ; Stretton ; Valentin; Tales of
Old Travel; Fireside Studies; and other works.

King's Own, The. A naval novel, by Captain
Marryat (1792—1848), published in 1830. "It
first showed," says Hannay, " the extent and variety
of his powers—their manly vigour in serious, their

free-and-easy fun in playful writing. The opening
chapters, on the mutiny of 1797, the cruise of the
daring smuggler, in which the young hero, Willy,
is forced to serve by accident, are full of a careless

strength. It appears that the picture of Tiim as a
boy of six—the perfection of childish beauty

—

dressed in mimic imitation of a man-of-war's-man,
was taken from Marryat's own son, Willy, who
came home with him in his ship from the East
Indies. Poor WiUy died at seven years of age, to
the father's deep and lasting sorrow."

King's Quair, The. A poem, in six cantos,
by King James I. of Scotland, in which he cele-

brates his lady-love, the Lady Jane Beaufort,
daughter of the Earl of Somerset, and niece of
Henry IV. "He sang," says Professor Morley,
" according to the fashion of the day, and with so
much honour to himself, that the common seven-
lined stanza, which he followed—a familiar and
favourite one with Chaucer, and with Lydgate,
Occleve, and aU other poets of the generation after
Chaucer—^was thenceforth, because enamoured
royalty had used it, called, as it is stiU called,
' rhyme royal.' " The poem closes with an eulo-
gistic reference to the three above-named poets.

Kinkvervankots - dor - sprakengoteh -

dern, The Baron. The tiSe of a dramatic
piece by Peter Miles Andrews (d. 1814), given
to the world in 1781.

Einmont, Willie. A ballad, printed in
Scott's Border Mimstrelsy, and relating to an his-

torical event which happened in 1596. In that
year, Salkeld, deputy English Warden of the West
Marches, and Eohert Scott, as envoy of the Laird
of Buccleuoh, keeper of Liddesdale, met on the
Border-line for conference, and under the usual
truce, which lasted till next day at sunset. WU.
liam Armstrong, Of Kinmont, a notorious free-

booter, returning from this coiiference, was seized,

and lodged in Carlisle Castle. The Laird of Buc-
cleuoh, after treating in vain for his release, raised
two hundred horse, and on the 13th of April sur-
prised the castle and carried off the prisoner, on
hearing which, it is said, Queen Elizabeth " stormed
not a little." " This ballad," says Scott, " is pre-
served by tradition on the West Borders."

Kinsayder. The nam de pliime under which
John Marston published The Scourge of Villanie

in 1598, and under which he figures in The Returne

from Parnassus (q..v.).

Kinsmen, The Two Noble. A tragedy
by John Fletcher, written before 1616, and by
some authorities supposed to have been revised

by Shakespeare. It is founded on the old story of

Falamon and Areite

:

—
" Gliaucer (of all admired) the story griveB ;

Tliere, constant to eternity. It lires !

"

Kinwelmersh, Francis, was joint author
with George Grascoigne and Christopher Yelverton,
of Joeasta (q.v.), and probably the author of some
poems with the initials "F. K." in The Faradise of
Dainty Devices (q.v.).

Kippis, Andrew, D.D., Dissenting minister

and miscellaneous writer (b. 1725, d. 1795), was the
editor of the second edition of the BiograpMa Bri-

tannica (1778—9); he also wrote A History of
Knowledge, and a Zife of Captain Cook.

Kirkby, John. See Automathes, The His-
tory OP.

Kirke White, Henry.
EjRKE.

', White, Henet

Kirke, Edmund. The «o)» de plume of

James Eoberts Gilmore, an American writer,

author of Zife in Dixie's Zand, My Southern Friends,

and other works.

Kirkton, Rev. James (d. 1699), was author
of A Church History of Scotland.

Kirwan. The nom de plu/me under which the
Kev. Dr. Murray, of New Jersey, wrote a series of

"Letters" to the Eoman Catholic Bishop of New
York (John Hughes), with a view to "stripping
the papal controversyof its learned heaviness, and
bringing down the points in dispute to the compre-
hension of all ordinary minds." " They display,"
says Dr. Cairns, "fairness, clearness, liveliness,

zeal without asperity, and a constant and earnest
desire not so much to expose Bomanism as to win
souls for Christ."

" Kiss, snatched hasty from the side-
long maid. The."

—

Thomson, The Seasons (Winter,
line 625).

Kiss, The : " A Dialogue." A lyric by Robert
Herrick :

"Doyoubuttbla:
Part your joln'd bps, then speaks your kiss

;

And this love's sweetest language is."

Kisses. A lyric by Samuel Taylor Cole-
ridge, written in 1793.

"Kisses after death, Dear as remem-
bered."—Tennyson, The Frincess, canto iv.

Kit-Cat Club, The. A famous society of

literary men, founded in Queen Anne's reign, which
derived its name from meeting at a tavern in King
Street, Loudon, kept by one Christopher Cat, a
pastrycook. 'The portraits of the members were
painted by Sir Godfrey Kneller, in three-quarter
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lengths : hence called tit-cats. Sir Samuel Garth,

author of The Dispensary, wrote some lively verses

for the toasting-glaases of the cluh, in 1703. It

appears that the favourite toasts at the time were

Ladies Carlisle, Essex, Hyde, and Wharton.

Eit-Eats, The. A poem hy Sir Eiohakd
BlACKMOBE, published in 1708.

Kitchener, William, M.D. (b. 1775,

d. 1827), wrote Apicius £edivivus (1817), (q-v.)

;

The Cook's Oracle (1821), (q.v.) ; The Art of Fro-

hngvng Life (1822) ; The Pleasure of Making a Will

(1822) ; Feptio Precepts (1824) ; The Traveller's

Oracle (1828) ; and other works. See The Gentleman's

Magazine for 1827.

Eite, Sergeant. The recruiting officer, in

Pabciuhab's comedy, T/te Secruiting Officer, sketched

with so much vigour and wit that the name has

become proverbial.

Kitely. A rich city merchant in Ben Jonson's

comedy of Hvery Man in his Humour (q.v.).

Elttie'S Confession. A poem by Sir David
Ldtdsat, vmtten in 1541, satirising the Roman
Catholic practice.

Eitto, John, D.D., miscellaneous vmter (b.

1804, d. 1854), produced The Pictorial Bible, The

Pictorial Sistory ofPalestine, The Christian Traveller,

The Cyclop(edia of Biblical Literature, The Pictorial

SmMy Book, The Lost Senses, The Journal of

Sacred Literature, and Daily Bible Illustrations.

His Life was written by Dr. Eadie and Dr.

Eyland.

Enack to Know a Knave, A. A sort of

moral-comedy, printed in 1694, in which the

dramatis persona consist of abstract impersonations

and historical characters, and of which the general

tendency is satirical. A Knack to Know an Sonest

Man, printed in 1596, was written as a counterpart

to the above.

Knatchbnll-Hugessen, Edward Hu-
gessen (b. 1829), has written Stories far My
Children, Crackers for Christmas, Moonshine Tales

at Teatime, Queer Folk, Whispers from Fairyland,

Miner Legends, and other books for children.

Knave of Clubs, The: "or, 'Tis merry
when Knaves meet." A prose satire by Samuel
Rowlands (1570—1625), which appeared in 1609,

and gave so much ofience to the Government, on
account of the pungency of its allusions, that it

wasorderedtobeburned: first,publicly, as containing

matter " unfytt to be published," and then in the

Stationers' HaU kitchen, " with other Popish bookes
and things that were lately taken." The Knave of
Oluba was, however, shortly followed by The Knave
ofEarts, Saile Felowe, well met ! More Knaves Tet,

The Knaves of Spades and Diamonds, and A Paire

of Spy Knaves—all partaking of the same satirical

character.

"Knave than fool. More." A phrase
used in Maklowe's tragedy of The Jew of Malta,
act ii.

Knickerbocker, Diedrieh, A moot de

plume assumed by Washington Ikving (1783

—

1859) in the publication of The History of New
York (1809).

Knight, Charles, publisher, editor, and mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1791, d. 1873), issued the
following periodicals :—TAeJfjcTO(;osm (1786) (q.v.);

The Windsor and Eton Express (1801) ; The Etonian

(1820); The Plain Englishman (WiQ) ; &nA Knight's

Quarterly Magazine (1823). He edited the fol-

lowing serials :

—

The Penny Magazine (1832), The
British Almanac, The Companion to the Almanac,
The Library of Entertaining Knowledge (1831), The
Penny Cyclopcedia, The Pictorial Bible {1S38), ThePic-
torial Shakespeare (1839), English Classics, English

Miscellanies, Library for the Times, Excursion Com-
panions, Salf-hows of English History, Half-hov/rs

with the Best Letter Writers, Half-hours with the

Best Authors, Store of Knowledge for all Readers,

The Land we Live In, Museum of Animated Nature,

and other works. Charles Knight was himself the

sole author of The Results ofMachinery (1831); The
Rights of Capital and Labow (1831) ; William

Shakespeare : a Biography (1839); London (1841—4)

;

The Pictorial History of England (1844) ; Onee Upon

a Time (1853); The Old Printer and the Modern
Press (1834); Popular History of England {1856)

;

a Life of Caxton ; The Struggle of a Book Against

Excessive Taxation ; Shadows of the Old Booksellers ;

The Case of the Authors as Regards Paper Duty;
Old Court, a novel; Begg'd at Court, a novel; and
many other works. See his Passages of a Working

Life during Half a Century. See Enoyolop.sdia.

Knight, Cornelia, authoress (b. 1757, d.

1837), wrote several works, of which her Dinarbus

(1790) and Autobiography (1861) are the most im-

portant. See DiNAKBus.

Knight of the Burning Pestle, The.
See BuENiNG Pestle, The Knight of the.

Knight of the Swanne, The. An old

English tale in prose, translated from a French

romance, by Eobekt Copland, and printed in

1512.

Knight, Bichard Payne, archaeologist and

classical vmter (b. 1750, d. 1824), wrote an Inquiry

into the Symbolical Language of Ancient Mythology,

Analytical Essay on the Greek Alphabet (1190),

Analytical Inquiry into the Principles of Taste (1805),

and other works. See Pbogress op Civil Society,

The.

Knight, Samuel, D.D., divine and bio-

grapher (b. 1674, d. 1746), wrote Lives of Erasmus

(1724), and Dean Colet (1726).

Knight, The, and the Shepherd^s
Daughter. A ballad which was very popular m
the reign of Elizabeth. It is quoted in Fletcher's

comedy of The Pilgrim, act iv., scene 1.
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"Knight's bones are dust, The."—
Coleridge, The Knight's Tomb :—

" And his good Bword rust

;

HlB Boul is with the saints, I trust.'*

Knighton, Henry, bom towards the close of

the fourteenth centviry, wrote a Latin chronicle of

events in England, from the time of King Edgar to

the death of King Richard II., printed in 1652.

" Knock as you please, there's nobody
at home."

—

Pope, An Epigram,

:

—
" Tou heat your pate, and fancy wit will come."

So Cowpek, in Conversation :

" His wit invites you hy his looks to come

;

But when you knock It never is at home.

Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth, On
the. An essay hy Thomas De Quinoey (1785

—

1859), included in his miscellaneous works.

Knolles, Sichard, historian (b. 1540, d.

1610), wrote a Bistory of the Twrhs (1610) ; The
Lives and Conquests of the Ottoman Kings and Bm-
perors to 1610 (1621); and other works.

Knott, Edward. The assumed name under
which Matthias Wilson, a Jesuit writer (b. 1580,

d. 1656), published Charity Mistaken (1633);

Infidelity Unmasked (1652); and other works, one
of which induced ChiUingworth (q.v.) to write his

Jteligion of Protestants (q.T.).

Knotting. A love song, by Charles Saok-
viLLE, Earl of Dorset (1637—1706).

"Know, Celia, since thou art so
proud."

—

Ingrateful Beauty Threatened, by Thomas
Carew (1589—1639).

" Know ye the land where the cypress
and myrtle." First line of a song in Byron's poem
of The Bride of Abydos, canto 1, stanza 1, evidently
imitated from Goethe's lyric, beginning

—

"Kennst du das Land wo die Citronen hlumen."

Knowell. An old gentleman in Ben Jonson's
Kvery Man in his Hwmour (c[.v.).

Knowledge, Book of the Introduction
of. By Andrew Borde, M.D., physician to
Henry YIII. It was reprinted in 1814.

"Knowledge is proud that he has
learnt so much."

—

Gowpeb, The Task, hook vi.
" Wiater Walk at Noon" ;—

" wisdom is humhle that he knows no more."

"Knowledge grow from more to
more, Let."

—

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxui. :

—

" But more of reverence In ua dwell

:

That mind and soul, according well.
May make one music as before."

Knowles, Herbert, poet (b. 1798, d. 1817),
wrote Lines Written in the Chwchyard of Michmond,
Yorkshire (q.v.).

Knowles, James Sheridan, dramatist
(b. 1784, d. 1862), wrote ico.- or, the Gipsy; Brian
Boroihme; Caius Gracehus (1815); The Htmchbaok
(1832) ; The Love Chase {1%Z7); The Wife, Virginius,

William Tell, The Beggar's Daughter of Bethnal

Green, Alfred the Great, Woman's Wit, Maid of

Mariendport, Love, John of Frocida, Old Maids,

The Hose of Arragon, and The /Secretary : aU but

the first two of these were published in three

volumes, in 1841. The works were reprinted in

1873. See Gracchus, Caius; Love Chase, The;
Procida, John op ; Viroinius ; Wife, The.

Knowles, Thomas, D.D. (b. 1724, d. 1802),

wrote Brimitive Christianity, Advice to ' a Toung
Clergyman, and other works.

" Known, To be for ever."—Cowley, 3%e
Motto. The couplet runs :

—

*' what shall I do to he for ever known,
And make the age to come my own ?

"

Knox, John (b. 1505, d. 1572), wrote The
First Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous
Regiment of Wotnen (q.v.), and a History of the

Reformation of Religion within the Realm of Scot-

land. His Life has been written by Smeaton
fl579), MoCrie (1812), Niemeyer (182,4), Laing
(1847), and Brandos (1863). See also Lorimer's
John Knox and the Church of England.

Knox, Mrs. Craig-. See Craig-Knox, Isa.

Knox, Vicesimus, CD., divine, and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1572, d. 1821), published
Essays, Moral and Literary (1777) ; Liberal Educa-
tion (1781); Winter Evenings; Family Lectures;

and many other works.

Knox, William, poet (b. 1789, d. 1825),

wrote The Lonely Searth, Mariamne, A Visit to

Dublin, Songs of Israel, and The Sarp of Sion.

" Knuckle-end of England, That." A
description applied to Scotland by Sydney Smith.
See his Memoir. " That land of Calvin, oat-cakes,
and sulphur."

Knyght and his Wyfe, The. An old
EngKah poem. See Carew HazUtt's Early Popular

Koranzzo's Feast : " or, the Unfair Mar-
riage." A tragedy, published in 1811. "This
most extraordinary production (doubtless the work
of a madman) was written," says George Daniel,
" by one Hayes, a footman to Lord Belgrave ; 150
copies were printed, of which more than 130 were
burnt at Smeeton's fire. The sixteen plates are
quite as unique as the text."

Krook. A character in Dickens's novel of
Bleak Souse (q.v.), the description of whose death
by spontaneous combustion excited much contro-
versy when the story was first published.

Kruitzner. The title of one of The Canter-
bury Tales (q.v.), by Sophia Lee (1750—1824),
and Harriet Lee (1766—1851). See Werner.

Kubla Khan : " or, a Vision in a Dream."
A poetical fragment, by Samuel Taylor Cole-
ridge, founded upon a passage in Purchas's Pil-
grimMge. The author describes himself as having
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composed it in a dream. It vas written in 1797,

and published in 1816.

Kyd, Thomas, dramatic •writer of the time

of EUzabeth, produced Hieronimo (1588), and The
Spanish Tragedy : or, ^Sieronimo is Mad Again
(1603). He also translated Garnier's tragedy of

Cornelia (1594). For biography and criticism see

CoUier's Dramatic Poetry, Lamb's Dramatic Poets,

Campbell's Specimens of the English Poets, &c.

"As a writer of blank verse, I am inclined," says

Collier, " among the predecessors of Shakespeare,

to give Kyd the next place to Marlowe." See

HiEKONOMO ; POMPEY THE GrEAT.

Kynaston, Sir Francis, poet (b. 1587, d.

1642), wrote Musce Querela de Regis in Seotiam

Profectione (1633); Musce Anlicce Arthuri Johnstoni,

interprete P. K. (1636), Corona Minerva (1635) ; and
Leoline and Sydanis, a romance, with poems (1642),

(q.v.). He also translated two books of Chaucer's

Troiliis and Cressida iato Latin.

Kyrle, John. See Man of Ross, The.

Kyveiliog, Owain. See Circuit through
Powys, The: Hirlas Horn.

La Creevy, Miss. A character in Dickens's

novel of Nicholas Nieklehy, afterwards married to

Tim LinMnwater (q.v.).

Labour and Greni'as. A fable by Richard
Jago, written in 1768.

• "Labour we delight ta physics pain,
The."

—

Macbeth, act ii., scene 3.

"Laboured Nothings." A phrase used

by Pope in his Essays on Criticism, part ii., line

126.

" Laburnums dropping wells of fire."
—Tennyson, In Memoriam, stanza Ixxxii.

Lac Puerorum-.
fee HoLTB, John.

'or, Mylke for Chyldren."

Lacon: "or, Many Things in Pew "Words,

Addressed to Those Who Think," by Chakles
Caibb Colton (1780—1832), and published in

1820.

Lacy, John, comic actor and dramatist

(temp. Charles II.), wrote The Dumb Zady (1672) ;

Old' Troop (1672); Sir Hercules Buffoon (1684);

and Sawney the Scot (1698). He died in 1681, and
was celebrated by D'Urfey as " the standard of

true comedy." See Wyl Bucke his Testament.

Ladislaw, Will. The artist in George
Eiiot's novel of Middlemarch (q.v.) ; in love with,

and eventually married to, Dorothea Brooke.

Lady, A. A pseudonym, which has been very

frequently adopted by feminine writers in the

publication of literary works ; notably by Mrs.

Jamesou in her Diary of an Ennuyee (1826) ; by

Miss Susan Penimore Cooper in her Sural Hours
(1850) ; and by Miss SeweU in her Amy Herbert.

Lady Bountiful. See Bountiful, Lady.

Lady Clara Vera de Vere. A ballad by
Alfred Tennyson, published in 1830.

Lady Clare. A baUad by Alfred Tennyson,
published in 1842.

Lady Contemplation. A comedy, in two
parts, by Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle
(1624—1673).

Lady Isabella's Tragedy, The : " or,

the Stepmother's Cruelty ; being a relation of a
lamentable and cruel murther, committed on the

body of the Lady Isabella, the only daughter of a
duke," &o. A ballad given by Bishop Percy, in

his Seliques.

Lady of England, A. See A. L. 0. E.

Lady of Lyons, The. A drama, in five

acts, by Edward, Loi;d Lytton ;
produced in 1838,

and still very popular. The hero, Claude Melnotte,

was originally played by Macready. The plot is

curiously like that of Mrs. Behn's play of The False

Count (1682), in which the proud and rich Isabella

is betrayed into a marriage with a chimney-

sweeper called GuiUiom. It is stUl more like that

of Moncrieffi's play, Perouse, the Bellows-mender,

and the Beauty of Lyons (1842).

Lady of Shalott, The. A poem by Alfred
Tennyson, founded on an incident in King Arthwr.

It is descriptive of "a being whose existence

passes without emotion, without changes, without

inteUigible motive for living on, without hope or

fear here or hereafter."

Lady of the Lake, The. A poem in six

cantos by Sir Waiter Scott (1771—1832), pub-

lished in 1810. "Measured even by the standard

of the Minstrel and Marmion, the lady of the Lake

possessed," says Palgrave, "merits of its own,

which raised his reputation still higher. Jeffrey's

prediction has been,perfeotly fulfilled, that the Lady

of the Lake would be ' oftener read than either of

the former,' and it is generally acknowledged to

be, in Lockhart's words, 'the most interestmg,

romantic, picturesque, and graceful of his great

poems.'" " The descriptions of scenery, which form

one of the chief charms of the poem, render it,

even now, one of the most minute and faithful

handbooks to the region in which the dramaof

EUen and the Knight of Snowdon is enacted. The

following are the most popular passages :

—

"The western waves of ebljlng day" Ccanto i., 12).

"Boon nature scatter'd, Ireo and wild" (canto 11., 19).

"Hall to the chief who In triumph advances 1 (.canto It, 19).

" He is gone on the mountains " (canto HI., 16).

and
"My hawk Is tired of perch and hood" (canto vl., 24).

Among the personal of the poems are King James,

EUen Douglas, Malcolm Graeme, and Roderick

Dhu.
" Lady (The) doth protest too much,

methioks."—Hamlet, act iii., scene 2.
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Lady of the Iiake. A name given to
Vivien, the mistress of Merlin (q.v.).

Lady's Fall, The. " A lamentable ballad,"
which tells of the miseries of a maid who loved
not wisely, but too weU.

"Lady's in the ease, When a."—Gay,
The Hare and many Friends

:

—
" You know all other things give place."

Lady's Magazine, The. A periodical, to
which Oliver Goldsmith (q..v.) was the principal
contributor.

Lady's Trial, The. A comedy by John
FoKD, acted in May, 1638

;
printed in 1639.

Ladylift, Elinor. See Paul Ferroll.

Laertes. Son to Polonius and brother to
Ophelia (q.v.), in Hamlet (q.v.).

Lafeu. A lord in AlVs WeU that Ends Well.

Lagado. The capital city of Bahubarbi, in

Gulliver's Travels (q.v.). It is famous for its

academy of projectors, who endeavour to extract

sunbeams out of cucumbers, and so on—an obvious
satire upon the speculative philosophers of Swift's

time.

" Laid on my quiet bed, in study as I
were." First line of a lyric by Henry, Earl of
Surrey, in which he tells us " How no Age is con-
tent with his Own Estate, and how the Age of
Children is the happiest, if they had Skill to
understand it."

" Laid on with a trowel."—^s Tou Like
It, act i., scene 2.

Laidlaw, William (d. 1845), wrote a song
called jMcy's Flittin' (q.v.)

.

Laing, Alexander, called " The Brechin
Poet" (b. 1787, d. 1857), was author of Wayside
Flowers.

Laing, David, antiquary (b. about 1795),
has edited Select Memains of the Ancient Popular
Poetry of Scotland (1822) ; Dunbar's Poems (1834)

;

Principal BaiUie's Letters and Journals (1846) ; the
Works of Knox (1846) ; Ben Jonson's Conversation

with William Drummond at Hawthornden (1842);
and various works for the Bannatyne Club and
Woodrow Society.

Laing, Malcolm, historian and critic (b.

1762, d. 1818), wrote a History of Scotland from
the Xfnion of the Crowns to the Union of the King-
doms (1800), with dissertations On the Gowrie Con-

spiracy, On the Authenticity of the Poems of Ossian,

and On the Participation of Mary Queen of Scots in

the Murder of Darnley. Lord Cockbum speaks of

his " depth, truth, and independence as an his-

torian."

Laing, Samuel, traveller, wrote Journal of a
Pesidence in Norway (1836) ; A Tour in Sweden in

1838; Notes of a Traveller (1842, 1850, and 1852),
and a translation of the Heims-Kringla : or,

Chronicle of the Kings of Norway, by Snorro Sturle-

Bon (1844).

Lair is vain without Governance. A
lyric by William Dunbar, in Pinkerton's Scottish

Poems. " Lair " is learning ;
" governance " good

conduct.

Lake, Arthur, Bishop of Bath and Wells
(b. 1550, d. 1626), was author of Sermons, with

Beligious aiid Divine Meditations (1629) ; and Ten
Sermons on Several Occasions (1641). Has Life was
appended to his Sermons.

Lake Poets, The. A designation applied to
Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge (who at

different periods of their life resided near the
English lakes), and afterwards extended to Lamb,
Lloyd, and Wilson, by writers in The Edmburgh
Review, notably in volume xi., p. 214, where direct

reference is made to " the brotherhood of poets
'

' who
" haunted for some years about the lakes of Cum-
berland." The epithet was said by Coleridge to

have originated with Lord Jeffrey, " the chief

writer and conductor" of the review in question.

So the epigram, by the Eev. H. Townshend :

—

" They lived In the Lakes—an appropriate quarter
For poems diluted with plenty of water."

Lalla Hookh. An Oriental romance by
Thomas Moqre (1779—1862), consisting of four

tales in verse, entitled The Veiled Prophet ofKhoras-
sa/n. Paradise and the Peri, The Fire-Worshippers,

and The Light of the Harem, and connected by a
short prose narrative, in which it is described how
LaUa Kookh, daughter of the Emperor Aurungzehe,
journeys towards Bucharia to meet her engaged
husband, the Prince Aliris, and how the prince
gains her love on the way under the guise of a
young Cashmerian minstrel. The tales are told

by Feramorz to while away the tediousness of the •

journey. Lalla Eookh was published in 1817.

L'Allegro. A descriptive poem by John
Milton, probably written during his college life,

but first published in 1645. See Penseroso, II.

Lamb, Charles, poet, essayist, and miscella-

neous writer (b. 1775, d. 1834), published Poems

(1797), Posamond Gray (1798), John Woodvill

(1801), The Essays of Elia (1823), Album Verses

(1830), and The Last Essays of Elia (1833) ; also,

with his sister Mary (q.v.). Tales from Shakespeare

(1806), and Poetry for Children (1809). He edited
Specimens of Dramatic Poets contemporary with
Shakespeare (1807), and was the compiler of The
Adventures of Ulysses (1808). Three of the tales

in Mrs. Leicester's School (q.v.) are his, and he
contributed to The Reflector, The New Monthly
Magazine, and other periodicals. Some of his mis-
cellaneous essays were collected and published in

1867, under the title of Eliana. His Correspondence
and Works were published in 1870 (ed. TaHourd)
and 1874 (ed. Shepperd), The Poems, Letters, and
Remains of Charles and Mary Lamb appeared in

1874 (ed. Carew HazUtt). The centenary edition

of Lamb's Works appeared in 1875, edited by
Percy Fitzgerald. See the Life and Letters by
TaUourd (1850) ; Fitzgerald's Lamb : hia.Friendt,
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Saunts and J^ooks (1866) ; and the Memoir by
Procter (1869). See also HazUtt'a Spirit of the

Age, Table Talk,aiiA Flain Speaker ; Leigh Hunt's
Autobiography ; Lord Lytton'a Miseellaneoua

Works; Forster, in The New Monthly Magazine

(1835) ; Procter, in. the Athenawin for January 24,

1835 ; the Eiminiscences by Oilier (1867)^; and
Alexander Smith's Last Leaves (1870). "Lamb's
style," says Hazlitt, " runs pure and clear, though
it may often take an underground course, or be
conveyed through old-fashioned conduits

There is a fine tone of chiaroscuro, moral per-
spective, in his writings. He delights to dvreU
on that which is fresh to the eye of memory ; he
yearns after and covets what soothes the fraUty of
human nature. That touches him most nearly
which is withdrawn to a certain distance, which
verges on the borders of oblivion ; that piques and
provokes his fancy most which is hid from a super-

ficial glance The streets of London are

his fairyland, teeming with wonder, with life and
interest, to his retrospective glance, as it did to the

eager eye of childhood ; he has contrived to weave
its tritest traditions into a bright and endless

: romance." " TTia sensibility to strong contrasts

was," says Hunt, "the foundation of his humour,
which was that of a wit at once melancholy and

, willing to be pleased." " As an essayist," says

(Forster, '-'Charles Lamb will be remembered, ia

!

years to come, with Eabelais and Montaigne, with
Sir Thomas Browne, with Steele, and with Addi-
son. He has wisdom and wit of the highest order,

•exquisite humour, a genuine and cordial vein of

Ipleasantry, and the most heart-touching pathos.

|Ih the largest acceptation of the word he was a
humanist. His fancy is distinguished by sin-

|gular delicacy and tenderness ; and even his con-

Iceits will generally be found to be, as those of his

|tavourite Fuller often are, steeped in human feeling

and passion. His thoughts are always his own.

_ Even when his words seem cast in the very mould

I of others, the perfect originality of his thinking is

felt and acknowledged." "He had more real

Iknowlodge of old English literature," says Procter,

I "than any man whom I ever knew. He was not
an antiquarian. He neither hunted after commas,
nor scribbled notes which confounded his text.

aThe spirit of his author descended upon him, and
he felt it ! . . . . The quality of his humour was
essentially difierent from that of other men. It

was not simply a tissue of jests or conceits, broad,

(far-fetched, or elaborate ; but it was a combination

I of humour with pathos—a sweet stream of thought
lubbhng and sparkling with witty fancies; such
as I do not remember to" have elsewhere met with,
excfipt in Shakespeare." See Elia; Fallacies,
PoiuiAB ; Grace Bepokb Meat ; Hbstee. ; H.,
Mb.

; Imperfect Sympathies ; Kosamond Gbatt
;

SANrrv OP True Gbsthts; Supekanotiated Man,
,
TiJE ; Tonicco, Farewell to ; Ulysses, The

Charles. Lines by Wllliam Wordsworth,
written in 1835 :

—

** And LaIn^, the frolic andlthe gentle.
Has vanlBtaed from his lonely liearm."

Lamb, Hon. George (b. 1784, d. 1834);
was a contributor to The Mdinburgh Seview, and
one of the translators of CatuUus. The former
circumstance drew down upon him the wrath of
Byron, who wrote in English Bards and Scotch

"Not that a title's sounding charm can save
Or scrawl or scribble from an equal grave.
This Lambe must own, since Ms patrician name
VBl\ d to preserve the spurious farce from shame."

The allusion here is to the farce of Whistle for It,
which had failed at Covent Garden.

Lamb, Lady Caroline, novelist (b. 1785,
d. 1828), wrote Glenarvon (1816) ; Ada Sets (1823)

;

and Graham Mamilton ; all of which see.

Lamb, Mary, miscellaneous writer (d. 1847),
was the jojut author, jnth her brother Chabxes
(q.v.), of Mrs. Leicester's School (q.v.). Tales from
Shakespeare (1806), and Foetry for Children (1809).

Lamb, Rev. I. See Manchester Man, A.

Lambarde, William, antiquary (b. 1S36,
d. 1601), wrote A Perambulation of Kent. (1570),
and other works.

Lambro, in Byron's poem of Son Juan (q.v.),

is the father of^aidee (q,v.), and a pirate who
had built a home for himself on

" One of the wild and smaller Cyclades.
And there he lived exceedingly at ease ;

Heaven knows what cash he got, or blood he split

;

A sad old fellow was he. If you please."

" TTpon the whole," says Coleridge, " I think the
part in Don Juan in which Lambro's return to his

home, and Lambro himself, are described, is the
best—that is, the most individual—thing in aU I
know of Lord B.'s works. The festal abandonment
puts one in mind of Nicholas Poussin's pictures." i

Lambwell, Sir. See Launpai, The Lay oj
Sir. 1

"Lame and impotent eonelusioiij^

d

most." &e Impotent CoNOLUsiON. '"^Jrioj

Lamech, The Song of. A sacred p
Abth0ii Hugh Clouoh (1819—1861). ; r,v<,|

Lament, Lady Anne BothweU' I

Scottish Song," preserved in Bishop Pero - , ^.,^ !

gtees. It is supposed to be sung by a Iadj^*lJ,,j
name of BothweU or Boswel, who, with h' "• '"'^

has been deserted by her lover or liuBband

Lament of Tasso, The. ~ r— ,.j
Byron (1788—1824), published in 1817.

,

'
"'•

p

Lamentations of Souls. Poems I „.. , J
Davie (q.v.).

. ^f^
Xjaiuia- A narrative poem by John j

(q.v.), published in 1820, and founded on an -
|

^ote drawp, ty' Burton, in his Anatomy of M'f^f'^l

eholy, from PhUostratus' Be Vita Apollomi >>-ts«i'5ii

of a_young man who, fell
'

Apoeni^''^'^
'^^^
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a seinient, or lamia, which had aBsiuned the form
of a Deautiful woman.

Iiamkin. "A very popular ballad," ,reoordiag

how that cruel "mason," "aided hy a wicked
nurse, gets into Lord Weare's castle, and murders
Lady Weare and her little son." Ho appears in

Herd's coUeotion as " Lanmiikin," in Jamieson's as
" LaneMn," in Motherwell's as " Lamhert LinMn,"
in A New Boole of Old Ballads as "Bold Eanlrin,"

and in The Drawing Room Scrap Book (1837) as

"LongLanKn." Elsewhere he is called "LanMn,"
« Belinlrin," " Balcanqual," and " LammerlinlriTi.'''

"like most ogres," says Aytoun, "he is a myth."

Iianuneter, Firiscilla. A character in

Geobob Eliot's novel of Silas Marner (q.v.).

Iiancashire Incumbent, A. The pseudo-

nym under which the Rev. Abkaham Hume
published several letters in The Times.

Lancashire Witches, The Iiate. A
comedy by Thomas Heywood, published in 1634.

Iiancaster, William. The pseudonym
under whidi the Hon. J. liEicBSTEE Wakken
published Fraterita (1863) ; Hclogues and Mono-
drames (1864); and Studies in Verse (1865).

i Lancelot, Sir. The chief knight of the

JTable Eound, and the real hero of Teknyson's
\Idfflls of the King. "The darling of the court,

loved of the loveUest," is thus described :

—

" The great and guilty love he bare the queen.
In battle with the love he bare his lord,
Had marred his face, andmarked It ere his tlma

I
Another Binning on such heights with one.
The flower of aU the west and all the world,

1 Had been the sleeker for it ; but In him
His mood was often like a fiend, and rose

' And drove him into wastes and solitudes
For agony, who was yet a living souL
Marred as he was, he seemed the goodliest man
That ever among ladies ate In hau."

It is his "great and guilty love'' for Guinevere
and its corrupting effects on the Arthurian court, on
which the motive of the poem turns ; and Lancelot
is throughout, the Idylls scarcely less prominent
than the king hfmaelf. His latest appearance
is iu Gareth amd lafliette, and we are led to believe

Jig^Jjie eventually " died a holy man." " Lance-
«»-i«; rfhe splendour of his double iiature (a double
i-i.. 'ivJi just such complicated,orbit), moves, and
p. va.-nd^ajs move," says Knowles, "upon a level
endrow, king himseU in interest, and even closer

Iiaingjthy. The ceaseless inner war which tears

Bli, A- '"^s 0"^ 6y6s breeds in us a sense of nearer

ff/3!K*jthan we dare to claim vrith the royal calm.

is ((;;iO(ngh it all how lofty and how great he is

:

irMcf, Orr that he ,' knew not he should die a holy
d Ori i/iA no wonder also that he did so die."

f
*/"? i'ifelot du Lac, Le Roman de. Com-

I
" lioy Walter IMapes, Archdeacon of Oxford

ian." 1196). "Init,,whiledevelopiiiigtheJU<%pn-

LainiMapes Idealisi; Ithatbright tta»iaJ u*3'«wot-

BidStwsbeen the ualy ubjoot o£ jirecsedijjg utorten to

f3/r;#s. The romano^.*_»a3a.MotWi '' is ridi in

id ii;>e poetical inviinB(m."JJiaacelotw Sebright'
t>-«Litj3id».knia?it aixurding to the- flosh.'^ci'oarpJ;
!

I

' m.iuj acattored offences, whi<ih

are concentrated in a single blot,

always as a dark blot on Ms character, the un-
lawful love for Guinevere."

Lancelot du Lake, Sir. A ballad quoted

by Shakespeare iu his Henry IV., part ii., act ii.,

.

scene 4. It is merely a poetical version of chapters,

108, 109, and 110 of the old romance of Morte

jyArthur.

Land of Cakes, The. A tesn frequently

applied to Scotland. It occurs in one of Buens's
lyrics.

"Land of brown heath and shaggy
'

wood."

—

Scott, Lay of the Last Minstrel, canto

vi., stanza 2 :

—

" Land of the mountain and the flood;"

Laudon, Letitia Elizabeth (Mrs. Mac-
lean), poet and novelist (b. 1802, d. 1838), wrote
The Fate of Adelaide (1820); Poetical Sketches,

(1821); The Improvisatrice, and other Fcems (1824);

The Troubadom- (1825); The Golden Violet (1826);j

The Venetian Bracelet (1829) ; The Lost Fleiad[lS29)

;

;

Romance and Meality (1830); Frcmcisia Carra/ra

(1834); TheVowoftheFeacocks{\.i%by, Traits ami
Trials of Early Life (1836); Ethel Churchill (1837),;

and Buty and Inclination (1838). Her Life'y

and literary remains were published by Laman'
Blanchard in 1841. Her Jbcms were edited by W.
B. Scott in 1873. For Oriticism, see Jeaffreson's

Novels and Novelists. " The originality of her

genius," says Professor Wilson, " is conspicuous in

the choice of its subjects—^they are unborrowed;
and in her least successful poems, as wholes, there

is no dearth of poetry." See L. E. L.

Landor, Walter Savage, poet and prose,

writer (b. 1775, d. 1864), published Poem* (1795);!

Gebir (1797); Count Julian (1812) ; Idyllia Seroica]

(1820) ; Imaginary Conversations (1824) ; Poem*

(1831) ; The Examination of TVilliam Shakespeare

(1834) ; Pericles and Aspasia (q.v.), (1836) ; Letters

of a Conservative (1836) ; Satire on Satirists (1836);

Pentameron : or, Interviews of Messer Giovanni Boc-

caccio and Messer Prancese Petrarcha (1837), (q.v.);

Hellenics (1847) ; Last Fruit off an Old Tree (1863);
Dry Sticks Faggoted (1858), and other works,

induded in the edition edited by Foister (1868),

whose Life of Landor appeared in 1869. See also

Emerson's English Traits. Douglas Jerrold speaks

of Lander's lack of spirituality as his chief defect.

" His elevation, when he is elevated, springs tiiyca.

the force of • eloquence. He is nervous, bold in

argument, unsparing in sarcasm. He enlivens his

pages vrith wit, with anecdotes, with jests; he
passes adroitly from topio to topic; calls into his-

aid sometimes sentiment, sometimes passion, 'some-

times reason ; displays a degree of knowledge
rarely possessed by an author, a familiarity with

aU tunes, and nearly all countries; a perfect

acquaintaiice with the laws of arts anfl, oritioisW
"What is it," said Coleridge, Jn 1834, JUgflJ,
XlSij^ifTiVff ft o*-x,x !x^fm4'i^-i1tllapi^%^ His^^OB
.aacs"- B'itasri-Eiii.i Stic ..;.!• -£iiis....«i

to
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compresses several units into one whole. The
truth is that he does not possess imagination in its

highest form, that of stampiag ill piu nelV uno.

Hence his poems, taken as wholes, are uniateUi-

gihle ;
you have eminences excessively bright, and

all the ground around and between them is dark-

ness. Besides which he has never learned with
all his energy how to write simple and lucid

English." Emerson speaks of his "rich and
ample page," in which " we are always sure to

find free and sustained thought, a keen and precise

understanding, an affluent and ready memory, an
industrious observation, honour for every great and
generous achievement, and a scourge for every
oppressor."

Lane, Edward William, Orientalist (b.

1801, d. 1876), wrote an Accoimt of the Mcmnera
and Customs of the Modern Egyptians (1836) ; a
translation of the Arabian Nights' Entertainments

(1841) ; Selections from the Kwr-&n, with Introduc-

tion and Commentaries (1843) ; and an Arabic Lexi-

con, the first part of which was published in 1863.

Langbaiae, Gerard (b. 1666, d. 1692),
wrote, among other works, An Accotmt of the

English Dramatic JPoets (1691), which is full of

curious information. See Wood's Athena Oxoni-

Langlioriie, John, D.!D., poet and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1735, d. 1779), wrote various

poems, coUeoted and pubHshed in 1802, of which
Genim amA Valowr (q.v.). The Visions of Forney, The
Enlargement of the Mind, The Death of Adonis, The
Tears of Music, and The Cmmtry Justice (q.v.) are

the most important. He also wrote Letters of
Theodosius and Constantia (1763), (q.v.) ; Solyman
and Almena (1762) ; a translation of Tlutarch's

Lives; and many other publications, a list of which
is given in Dr. Anderson's Life of the author, pre-

fixed to his Poems. See, also, the biography by
Langhome's son (1802). See Owen op Carkon.

Langland, William, poet (temp. Edward
III

), was author of the Vision of Piers Plowman.
Bale erroneously calls biin " Eobert." " The verse

of Langland, " says Campbell, " is alliterative, with-
out rhyme, and of triple time. In modem pronun-
ciation it divides the ear between an anapsestic and
dactylic cadence; though some of the verses are

reducible to no perceptible metre. His style, even
making allowance for its antiquity, has a vulgar air,

and seems to indicate a mind that would have been
coarse, thoughstrong, in any state of society. But, on
the other hand, his work, with aU its tiresome homi-
Ues, illustrations from school divinity, and uncouth
phraseology, has some interesting features of origin-

ality. He employed no borrowed materials ; he is

the earUest of our writers in whom there is a tone
of moral reflection; and his sentiments are those of

bold and solid integrity. His allusions to contem-
porary life afford some amusing glimpses of its

manners." "Though," says Hallam, "his mea-
sure is more uncouth than that of his predecessors,

there is real energy ia his conceptions, which he
caught, not from the chimeras of knight-errantry,
but the actual manners and opinions of his times."
" He is a great satirist," says Isaac Disraeli,

"touching with caustic invective or keen irony
pubHo abuses and private vices, but in the depth of
his emotions and wildness of imagination he breaks
forth in the solemn tones and in the sombre majesty
of Dante." See Piers Plowman, Vision op.

LaugStafT, Iiauncelot. The pseudonym
under which Washington Ieving, William
Irvino, and James K. Paulbins published Sal-

magundi (q.v.).

Langtoft, Peter, canon of the order of St.

Augustine, Bridlington, composed in French verse

a Chronicle of England, which still remains in MSS.
It begins with the fabulous arrival of the Trojans
in Britain, and ends with the close of the reign of

Edward I.; of whom Langtoft was probably a con-

temporary. The Chronicle was translated into

English rhyme by Eobert de Brunne, and was pub-
lished by Heame in 1725, and again in 1810.

Language, On the Origin and Progress
of. A prose work of great learning and paradox,

by Lord Monboddo (1714—1799), published in

1773. Its object is to prove the superiority of

ancient over modem literature, but it is oHefly
famous for the remarkable theories therein jflro-

pounded on the subject of the antiquity of man.

Iiangllish, Lydla, in Sheridan's Eivals

(q.v.), is a young lady, in love with Captain Abso-
lute (q.v.), whose romance-making and pretty affec-

tation lead her to despise the tameness of a modem
courtship.

Lansdowne, Lord, George Granville, poet

(b. 1667, d. 1736), wrote The She - Gallants

(1696); The Jew of Venice (1698); Seroic Love

(1701); The Eritish Enchanters (1706); Peleus and
Thetis ; and various poems. His Works were pub-
lished in two volumes in 1732. See the lAfe by
Dr. Johnson.

Laodamia. A poem by William Words-
worth, written in 1814.

" Lap me in soft Lydian airs." Line 136

in Milton's poem of L'Allegro (q.v.).

Laquei Ridiculosi: "or. Springes for

Woodoockes." A collection of epigrams by Henry
Parrot, published in 1613.

Lara. A poem, in two cantos, by Lord Byron
(1788—1824), published in 1814, with Jacgmline, a

poem by Samuel Eogers (1763—1856).

Lara, The Count of, in Longfellow's
dramatic poem. The Spanish Student (q.v.), is in

love with Preciosa.

Lardner Dionysius, LL.D., scientific

writer (b. 1793, d. 1859), published a Sandbooh of

Natural Philosophy and Astronomy (1851—63) ; The

Museum of Science and Art (1854—56); Eailwat/
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Economy; and various other ivorks. He also

edited the Cabinet Cyclopcedia (1829—46), (<J..v.).

Lardner, Nathaniel, D.D., ecclesiastical

writer (b. 1684, d. 1768), wrote The Credibility of
the Gospel Eistory (1727, ,1733, 1735, and 1743) ; a
Vindication of Three of Our Blessed Sa/oiowr's

Miracles (1729) ; Counsels of Prudence for the Use of
Young Persons (1735), sermons, and other works,
which were collected and puhlished, with a memoir,
hy Dr. Kippis, in 1788.

" Large was Ms bounty, and his soul
sincere." See G-kay's Elegy Written in a Country
Churchyard.

"He gave to misery (all lie bad) a tear.
He gain'd from hearen ('twas all he wish'd) afriend."

La Boche. A clergyman, whose story is

told hy Henby Mackenzie in The Mirror (q.v.).

Larynx, Bev. Mr. A jovial clergyman, in

Peacock's novel of Nightmare Abbey (q.v.).

Lascelles, Lady Caroline. The mm de

plume under which Miss Maby Elizabeth Braddon
(b. 1837) published TheBlack Sand and other stories.

Lassels, Bichard (b. 1603, d. 1668). Author
of The Voyage of Italy (1670).

Last Day, A Poem on the, in three

books, by Edwabd Yohno (1684—1765) ; pub-
lished in 1713, and commended, probably by
Addison, in the Englishman for October 29, in that

year.

Last Days of Herculaneum, The. A
poem by Edwin Atheestone (1788—1872), pub-
lished in 1821, and founded on the story of the
destruction of the city by an eruption of Vesuvius
in the first year of the Emperor Titus, a.d. 79.

The author follows the narrative of Plmy in his

letters to Tacitus.

Last Days of Pompeii. A novel by
Edward, Lord Lytton, published in 1834. " The
interest here," says The Quarterly Meview, " is one
of situation and action rather than character.

The scenes which linger on our memories longest

are the noon-day excursion on the Campanian seas,

the temple of Isis with its hidden machinery, the
funeral pomp and dirge of the murdered Apsecides,

Lydon perishing in the unequal struggle, the
price which was to have been paid for a father's

liberty, and lastly, the grand catastrophe, a subject

which called forth all Lord Lytton's brilliant

powers."

"Last infirmity of noble minds.
That."

—

^Milton, Lycidas, line 71.

Last Man, The. A lyric by Thomas Camp-
dell, beginning

—

"AH worldly shapes raust melt in gloom,
The Sim himself must die,

• Before this mortal shall assume
His immortality I

I saw a vision in my sleep
That ffave ray spirit strength to sweep
Adown the gulf of Time I

I saw the last of human mould
That shall Creation's death heboid
As Adam saw her prime 1

"

Last Man, The. A humorous poem by
Thomas Hood.

" Last, not least, in love."—Julius Casar,

act iii., scene 1.

Last of the Mohicans, The. A tale by
James Fenimore Cooper (q.v.), the hero of which

is the Indian chief, TJncas.

Last of the Tribunes, The. See Eienzi.

Last Bide Together, The. A lyiic by
RoBEET Browning.

" I and my mistress, side by side.

Shall he together, breathe and ride

;

So, one day more I am deified.

Who knows hut that the world may end to-nlghtl"

"Last Bose of Summer, 'Tis the."
First line of a famous song by Thomas Mooke,
which, with the traditional music long known as

"The Groves of Blarney," is introduced into

Flotow's opera, Martha.

Last Tournament, The. See Tourna-
MEUT, The Last.

Last Verses of Chaucer, The. The
lines, written on his death-bed, and beginning

—

*' Ply from the press, and dwell with sothfastness."

L. E. L. (q.v.) had also her " Last Verses," full of

pathos, beginning

—

"A star has left the kindling sky."

"Late, late, so late ! and dark the
night and chill." "So sang the novice" in

"Guinevere," in Tennyson's Idylls of the King.

Latest Decalogue, The. A satirical lyric

by Arthur Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

Latham, Bobert Gordon, ethnological

and philological writer (b. 1812), has published
Natural Bistory of the Varieties of Man (1850)

;

Man and his Migrations (1851) ; The English Lan-
guage (1851) ; descriptive Ethnology (1859) ; an
edition of Johnson's Bietionary (1870) ; and many
other works.

Latimer, Hugh, Bishop of Worcester (b.

about, 1491, d. 1555), was the author of a Sermon
on the Floughers (1549), Seven Sermons before Edward
VI., Seven Sermons on the lord's Prayer, and
Sermons preached in Lincolnshire. Editions of

these appeared in 1562 and 1671 ; later, in 1825
and 1845. See Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual;
also the Biographies by Gilpin (1780), Watkins
(1824), and Demaus (1869), and Tulloch's Leaders

of the Reformation. A Life and selection from his

writings are included in vol. ii. of The Fathers of
the Church. " Latimer's preaching was essentially

English ; homely, practical, and straight to its

purpose. There was no speculative refinement,
but a simple sense of duty to be done for love of

God. He pointed distinctly to the wrongs he
preached against. He enlivened his admonition
with shrewd sayings, recollections of Ufe, genial
humour." " His sermons," says Principal Tulloch,
" are rare specimens of vigorous eloquence, which
read fresh, and vivid, and powerful now, after
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three centuries. The humorous Saxon scorn and
invective with which, he lashes the vices of the
time are, perhaps, their most noted oharaoter-
iatics." See Covetousness, Against ; Plouqhers,
Sekmon on the ; Pbeaching Seemon, &o.

Latter-day Pamphlets, by Thomas Car-
LYLE (h. 1795) ;

published in 1850, and suggested
by the political agitations of 1848. " In these the
censor appeared in his most irate and uncompro-
mising mood .... as the worshipper of

mere brute force, the advocate of all harsh, coercive
measures." Nearly every institution in the
country was abused and ridiculed in unmeasured
terms.

Lauder, Sir Thomas Dick, miscellaneous
writer (b. 1784, d. 1848), wrote The Great Floods

of August, 18S9, in the Frovince of Moray and
Adjoining Districts ; two novels, called Zochamdhu
and The WolfofBadenoch, and various other works,
chiefly of local interest. " He did enough," says
Lord Cookbum, " to attest his capacity both, for
science and art ; and some of his works of fiction

would have made more permanent impressions
than they have done had they not appeared in the
immediate blaze of those of Scott."

Lauder, William (b. 1710, d. 1771), edited
the Foetanim Scotorum Mmce Sacrce (1739), and
wrote An Msswy on Milton's TTse <md Imitation of
the Moderns in his Faradise Lost (1751), and The
Grand Impostor Detected, or Milton Convicted of
Forgery against King Charles the First (1754). The
charges made in both these latter works were
refuted.

Laudibus Legum Anglise, De. A Latin
work by Sir John Foktescue, written between
1461 and 1470, " for the encouragement and direc-

tion" of the Prince of Wales in his studies, and
" to Mudle in him a desire to know and understand
the laws." The chief object of the writer is to
show the superiority of a constitutional over a
despotic government. He describes the antiquity
of the customs of England, explains the form of
enacting statutes, and points out the difference
between our law and civil law, or law dependent
upon royal will, in several ways.

Laugh and be Fat: "or, PiUs to Purge
Melancholy." "A collection of sonnets" by
Thomas D'Uepet (1650—1723); published in 1719,
and highly praised by Addison in No. 29 of The
Guardian, where he says : " I cannot sufiiciently
a<iniire the facetious title of these volumes, and
must censure the world of ingratitude while they
are so negligent in rewarding the jocose labours
of my friend, Mr. D'Urfey, who was so large a,

contributor to this treatise, and to whose humorous
productions so many rural squires in the remotest
parts of this island are obliged for the dignity and
Bta,te which corpulency gives them. It is my
opmion that the above pills would be extremely
proper to be taken with asses' milk, and might
contribute towards the renewing and restoring
of decayed lungs."

22

"Laugh where we must, be candid
where we can." A line in Pope's Mssay on Man
(q.v.).

"Laughter holding both his sides."—^Milton's VAllegro, line 32.

Launee. Servant to Proteus, in Shakbspeaee's
comedy of The Two Gentlemen of Verona (q.v.).
" The scene of Launee and his dog (in the fourth
act) is a perfect treat," says Hazhtt, "in the way
of farcical droUery and invention."

Launcelot, Sir, and Queen Guinevere.
A "fragment" by Alpbed Tennyson, printed in
1842. See Lanoelot.

Launfal, The Lay of Sir. Translated
into English by Thomas Chester, in the reign of
Henry VI. The original was by Mademoiselle
Marie, a Breton poetess. The "lay" celebrates

one of Arthur's famous knights, and appears in
Eitson's collection as the roma,noe of Sir Lambwell.
See Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal.

Laurana, in the second part of The History

of Farismus (q.v.), is the " King's Daughter of
Thessaly," beloved by Parismus.

Laureat, The Election of a. A poem by
John Shefpield, Duke of Bdckinghamshire (1649'

—1721), published in 1719, and satirically charac-

terising contemporary poets. It was occasioned

by the appointment of Eusden to the office on the
death of Eowe, and includes references to Black-
more, Congreve, Lansdowne, Bishop Atterbury,
Philips, Gay, Gibber, D'Urfey, Prior, Pope, and
others.

"At last In ruahecl Busden, and cried, * vnio shall have it.

But I, the true laureat, to whom the king gave it ?

'

Apollo begged pardon, and granted his olaun.
But vowed, though, till then he'd ne'er heard of his name."

Compare with Suckling's Session of the Foets, and
Leigh Hunt's Feast of the Foets.

Laureate, Poets. This term appears to

have had its origin in the custom of the English
universities, in the Middle Ages, of besto-wing a

wreath of laurel on those graduates in grammar
who would undertake the composition of a hundred
verses in praise of the university or on some stated

topic. The graduates who fulfilled this under-
,

taking were called poetce laureati. That is the origin

of the term. The origin of the office of poet-

laureate to English monarchs is involved in more
obscurity. It is, in fact, unknown how it came
first into vogue. The learned Selden investigated

the matter (see his Titles of Sonour, 1614), and
could come to no conclusion on it. The probability

_

is, that men would always be found willing to flatter

the royal vanity in song, and tha,t poets-laureate,

whether under that name or another, existed from
the earliest times. The first of whom we hear in

England is a certain "Walo, " versificator," who is

described by Henry of Huntingdon as writing a

"panegyric on Henry I." Next comes Robert

Baston (q.v.), who composeda poem on Richard I.'s

crusade, and is described as poet-laureate by
Bale. The first recorded holder, however, of the
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pi
t, the

office now so called was, apparently, Henry
D'Averanohes, who is distinctly referred to as
" Versifioator Eegis," and who is mentioned as

receiving a yearly income of " one hundred
shillings." This was in the reign of Henry III.

In the reign of Edward II. we hear of Gulielmus
Peregrinus writing an official celehration of the

siege of Stirling. Chaucer (q.v.) does not appear
to have been appelated specially as royal poet, but
it is recorded that he assumed the title, and that

in 1389 he received from Bichard II. a grant of an
annual allowance of wine. John Kay (q.v.) was
poet-laureate to Edward IV., but has left behind
biTn no specimens of laureate work. Henry Til.
and Henry VIII. enjoyed the services of Andrew
Bernard (q.v.), who wrote in Latin -4« Address to

Senry the Mighth for the most auspicious beginning of
the tenth year of his reign, with an Epithalamion on

the marriage of Francis the Dauphin of France with
the King's daughter, a New Tear's Gift for 1515, and
verses wishing prosperity to his majesty's thir-

teenth year of regal dignity. He appears to have
been succeeded by John Skelton (q.v.), who is

mentioned as " laureatus," and whose Latin poems
seem to have been written in that character. After

Skelton came, in order, Edmund Spenser

Samuel Daniel (q.v.), and Ben Jonson
during whose term of office imder James
royal poet was granted a yearly income of a

hundred marks—a sum which was augmented by
Charles I. to £100 per annum, with an additional

grant of a tierce of canary wine to be taken out

of the king's store yearly. And this grant was
continued until the appointment of Southey, when
it was commuted for the sum of £27. When Ben
Jonson died, in 1637, Sir "WiUiam Davenant
(q.v.) succeeded to the laurel, in the possession of

which he was followed, in 1070, by John Dryden
(q.v.). Thomas Shadwell (q.v.) was appointed in

1688, Nahum Tate (q.v.) in 1692. The last-named

officially celebrated, in 1694, the birthday of

WiUiam III. Nicholas Eowe (q.v.) followed Tate,

and was followed in turn by the Rev. Lawrence
Eusden (q.v.) in 1718. Under this laureate was
begun a series of birthday and new year odes to

royalty, which was kept up, with hardly an inter-

mission, tUl 1813. In 1730, Colley Cibber (q.v.)

assumed the laurel, which was afterwards offered

to Gray, refused by him, and accepted by William
Whitehead (q.v.), in 1757. The latter does not

appear to have taken kindly to his task, for we
find him uttering this complaint in reference to the

work of laureate :

—

" HlB muse, oWlgea by sack and pension,
without a subject or Invention,
Must certain words In order set
As Innocent aa a gazette

;

Must some liali meaning balf disguise,
And utter neither truth nor lies."

When Whitehead died, William Mason (q.v.) was
offered the position, and on his declining it, it was
conferred upon Thomas Warton (q.v.), of whom
Park says that he " gave an historical dignity and
a splendour of poetical diction" to the odes that

he composed " which would hardly leave a reader

to conceive that the subjects were ' imposed by
constraint.' " When Warton died the abolition

of his office was proposed by Gibbon, who said,

" This is the best time for not filling up the office,

when the prince is a man of virtue, and the poet

just departed was a man of genius." However,
the suggestion was not accepted, Henry JameS' Pye
(q.v.) being appointed in 1790. He died in 1813,

when the post was conferred on Robert Southey
(q.v.), who was succeeded in 1843 by William
Wordsworth (q.v.). The latter retained the office

tm 1850, when Alfred Tennyson (q.v.) received,

as he himself described it, the

—

"Laurel greener from the brows
Of him that uttered nothing base."

His laureate poems are as follows :

—

To the Queen,

prefixed to his Foems (1850) ; On the Death of the

Duhe of Wellington (1852) ; The Charge of the Light

Brigade (1854) ; Dedication to the memory of the

Prince Consort, in Idylls of the Kimg (1862); Ode on
the Exhibition (1862) ; A Welcome to the Princess

Alexandra (1863) ; Fpitaph on the Late Duchess of
Kent (1864) ; and A Welcometo the Grand-DuchesB
Marie (1874);

Iiaiirence. A monk and precentor of Dur-
ham (d. 1154). See Wnght'B Siographia Literaria

Sritannica. See Htpognosticon.

Iiaureuce, Friar. A character in Someo and
Juliet (q.v.).

Laurence, Slingsby. The nom de plume
under which Geouge Henrt Lewes (b. 1817),

has adapted, or helped to adapt, a number of plays

from the French, including The Game of Specula-

tion (q.v.) . Mr. Lewes is the author of a play called

The Lawyers. See Lewes, George Henry.

Laurie, Sir Peter. I Cute, Axderman.

Lauringtons, The. A novel by Mrs.

Frances Troilo!pe (1778—1863), published in

1843, and containiing satirical sketdies of " superior

people," the " bustling Botherbys" of society."

Lavaine. A knight in Arthur's Court. See

l-msYso^'s Idylls ("Elaine").

Lavengro, the Scholar, the Gipsy, and
the Priest. A prose work by George Bor-
row (b. 1803), published in 1851, and containing
" a haU-authentic, half-fanciful " account of the

author's wanderings through England as tinker,

gipsy, postilion, and ostler, " after his desertion

of London and literature." The description of

his adventures, which were far from being of an
agreeable character, is continued in The Bommy
Bye, published in 1857.

Lavington, Greorge, Bishop of Exeter (b.

1683, d. 1762), wrote The Enthusiasm of Methodists

crnd Papists compared (1764), (q.v.).

Lavinia. Daughter to Titus Andronious, ia

the play of the latter name.
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Iiaviuia. The heroine of an epiaodioal narra-

tive introduced by Thomson into his Seasons

(" Autumn "). Her lover is called Palemon.

Law, Sdmund, Bishop of Carlisle (b. 1703,

d. 1787), wrote An Inquiry into the Ideas of Space

and Time, Considerations on the Theory of Meligion,

and Seflections on the Life and Character of Christ,

Law is a Bottomless Pit. See Btill, The
HiSTOKY OP John.

Law, William (b. 1686, d. 1761), wrote
Semarks on the Fable of the Sees (1721) ; The Unlaw-
fulness of Stage Entertainments (1726) ; A Treatise

on Christian Perfection (1726) ; The Serious Call to a

Devout and Soly Life (1729) ; The Way to Divine

Knowledge, and other works. Dr. Johnson called

The Serious Call " the finest piece of hortatory

theology in our language."

Lawlands o' Holland, The. A baUad
"composed," says Stenhouse, "about the be-

ginning of last century, by a young widow in

Galloway, whose husband was drowned on a voyage
to Holland."

"I never lo'ed a lad Ijut ane.
And be'B drown'd in the Bea."

La Writ. A comic character iu Beaumont
and Fletcher's Little French Lawyer (q.v.).

Lawrence, George Alfred, novehst (b.

1827, d. 1876), was author of Gwy Livingstone,

Sword and Gown, Barren Sonour, Sans Merci,

Maurice Dering, Anteros, and other works of fiction.

He also wrote a descriptive work entitled Border
and Bastille, and a volume of Ballads.

Laws of Man's Nature and Develop-
ment, The. A series of letters, addressed by
Hareiet Martineau (1802—1876) to her friend,

Mr. H. Gr. Atkinson, and published in 1851.

Lawyer's Farewell to his Muse, The,
by Sir Whmam Blackstone (1723—1780), was
printed ia Southey's Specimens of the English Boots.

" Lay a garland on my hearse." Aspa-
sia's song ia The Maid's Tragedy, by Beaumont
and Fletcher. "

' That's one of your sad songs,

madam.' 'Believe me, 'tis a very pretty one.'
"

"Lay down in her loveliness, And."
See part 1 of Coleridge's poem of Christabel.

Lay le TVaine : " or, the Lay of Le
Fraine. An " antient and curious little poem,
translated from the French of Marie, and preserved
in the Auchinleck MSS. See Launfal, The Lj^
op Sir.

"
Lay Monastery, The. A periodical, pub-

lished three times a week by Sir Eiohard Black-
moee (1650—1729) and John Hughes (1677—
1720), who wrote every third paper. It was
"founded," we are told, "on the supposition that
some literary men, whose characters are described,
had retired to a house in the country to enjoy
philosophical leisure, and resolved to instruct the
public by communicating their disquisitions and
amusements. Whether any real persons were con-

cealed under fictitious names is not known. The
hero of the club is one Mr. Johnson." The papers

reached the number of forty, and were then re-

published in one volume, under the title ofA Sequel

to the Spectators.

Lay of the Labourer, The. A poem by
Thomas Hood, published in Punch, and intended
as a sort of counterpart to The Song of a Shirt, to

which it is very inferior in power.

Lay of the Last Minstrel, The. A poem
in six cantos, by Sir Walter Scott (1771—1832),
published in 1805, and " intended," the author
himself says, " to illustrate the customs and
manners which anciently prevailed on the Borders
of England and Scotland. The poem is put into

the mouth of an ancient minstrel, the last of the

race, who, as he is supposed to have survived the

Eevolution, might have caught somewhat of the

refinement of modem poetry, without losing the
simplicity of his original model. The date of the

tale is about the middle of the sixteenth century,

when most of the persons actually flourished."
" The metre " says Palgrave, " was borrowed from
Coleridge's Lady Christabel. The old bard himself

was an after-thought. In the poem the reader

wiR find a romantic picture of the Borderers. Scott

has brought out the solitary virtue—dauntless

bravery—into the foreground, and has thrown the

crimes into the shade. Of Scott's power of word-
painting, there is, no doubt, more abundant and
striking evidence in his later poems, but the de-

scriptions of natural scenery in the Lay are not only
very efEective, but illustrate that peculiar perception

of colour rather than form which has been pointed

out in the very suggestive criticism of Mr. Euskin
in the Modern Painters." The Lay includes the

passages beginning;

—

" If thou wouldst view fair Melrose aright " (canto 11., 1)

;

" Call it not vain : they do not err" (cantov.,1).
*' Breathes there a man with soul so dead" (canto vl., 1)

;

*' O Caledonia ! stem and wild" (canto vl., 2)

;

the baUad of Eosabelle (canto vi., 23), and the

version of the " Dies Irse," beginning

—

*' That day of wrath, that dreadful day" (canto vi., 31).

Lay of the Laureate, The: "Carmen
Nuptiale," by Eoeert Southey (1774—1843) ;

pub-

lished in 1816.

" Lay on, MacduflF."

—

Macbeth, act v.,

scene 7.

Lay Preacher, The. A series of essays,

founded on texts of Scripture, written bjr Joseph
Dennie (1768—1812), and published originally in

The Farmer's Musewm.

Lay Sermons were published by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge in 1816, 1817, and 1839.

Layamon. "A priest of Emleye-upon-

Seveme," who lived in the latter part of the

twelfth century, and adapted Le Brut d'Angle-

terre of Maistre Wace into English verse, in-

troducing many additions of his own.
_
This

work is remarkable, as indicating the period at
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whicli tlie English and French elements of our
language had become almost completely fused.

"The whole style," says Ellis, "wluch is hroken
into a series of short, unconnected sentences, and
in which the construction is as plain and artless as

possible, and perfectly free from inversions, appears

to indicate that Uttle more than the substitution of

a few French for the present Saxon words was
now necessary to produce an exact resemblance
with that Anglo-Norman, or English, of which we
possess a few specimens, supposed to have been
written in the early part of the thirteenth century.'

'

" Layamon's verse," says Morley, " is the old

First English unrhymed measure with alliteration,

less regular in its structure than in First English
times, and with an occasional slip into rhyme.
Battles are described as in First Enghsh poems.
Here, as in First English poetry, there are few
similes, and those which occur are siaiply derived

from natural objects. There is the same use of a
descriptive synonym for man or warrior. There
is the old depth of earnestness that rather gains

than loses by the simplicity of its expression. It

appears that the poem was completed about the
year 1205." Wace's work was itself but an Anglo-
Norman version of Geoffrey of Monmouth's His-
tory of the Britons. Layamon's version was edited

by Sir Frederick Madden, in 1847.

Layard, Austen Henry, D.C.L., politi-

cian, archaeologist, and traveller (b. 1817), has
vrittea. Nineveh and its Remains (1848) ; Discoveries

in the Suims of Nineveh (1853); axt.di Montiments of
Nineveh (1853).

Iiayman, A. A title which has frequently been
assumed by writers in the publication of literary

works. For instance, by Sir Walter Scoti, in his

Religious Discourses (1828) ; Lord Houohton, in

his One Tract More (1841) ; Samuel Austin Alli-
BONE, in his Critical Dictionary of English Litera-
tvre (1859) ; and many others, enumerated by
Hamst in his Handbook of Fictitious Names.

Lays of Ancient Borne. A series of bal-
lads by Lord Maoaulay (1800—1859), published in
1842. They include Soratius, The Battle of the
Lake Segillus, Virginia, and The Frop/iecy of
Capys.

Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers, by Wil-
liam Edmonstoune Attoun (1813—1865); pub-
lished in 1849, and including The Burial March of
Dundee, and other poems.

Lazarus, The Raising of. A mystery
play by Hilaeius (q.v.). See Morley's English
Writers, vol. i., pt. 2, for an analysis of it.

Lazie, The Infamous History of Sir
Lawrence. A popular chapman's-book, "no
doubt often printed in the black letter prior to the
great fire of London. Mr. HaUiweU possesses a
copy, minus the title, printed about 1670." The
date of its composition is uncertain. It tells of

the "birth and slothful breeding" of Sir Law-
rence Lazie; "how he served the Schoolmaster,

his Wife, the Squire's Cook, and the Farmer, which,

by the laws of Lubberland, was accounted High
Treason ; " his "Arraignment and Trial, and happy
deliverance from the many treasons laid to his

charge."

Le Beau. A courtier in As Tou Like It (q.v.).

Le Pebre. A poor lieutenant, whose story is

told by Stekne in his Life and Opinions of Tristram

Shandy (q.v.). Hazlitt characterises it as "perhaps
the finest in the English language."

Leader, The Lost. See Lost Leader, The.

Leake, Stephen Martyn (b. 1702, d. 1773),

was the author of Nmrnni Britannici Historia.

Leake, WiUiam Martin, LL.D. (b.

1777, d. 1860), wrote a large number of works
bearing on the topography of Greece.

"Lean and slipper'd pantaloon.
The."

—

As You Like It, act ii., scene 7.

"Lean fellow beats aU conquerors.
There's a."

—

Dekker, Old Fortunatus.

Leapor, Mary, the " untaught poetess " (b.

1722, d. 1746), was the authorof a numberof poems,
published in 1748 and 1761, the volume produced
in the latter year containing a play from her pen
entitled The tfnhappy Father.

Lear, Edward. Author of The Journal of a

Landscape Fainter in Corsica (1869), The Book of
Nonsense (1870), and other works. He is said to be
the E. L., to whom Tennyson addresses one of his

lyrics :

—

" All tMngB fair,
"With sucli a pencil, sucn a pen.
Ton shadow lorth to distant men,
I read and felt that I waa there."

Lear, Eing. A tragedy by William Shake-
speare (1564—1616), which, accordingto a sugges-
tion by Maloue, was first produced in 1605, in
which year the old play of King Leir, " that had
been entered at Stationers' Hall in 1594, was
printed by Simon Stafford for John Wright, who,
we may presume, finding Shakespeare's play suc-

cessful, hoped to pahn the spurious one on the
public for his." It was certainly acted before
James I. on Christmas Day, 1606, and three quarto
editions of it appeared in 1609. It was afterwards
printed, with additions, in the quarto of 1623. The
OTiginal title in the quarto ran:

—

Mr. William
Shak-speare, his True Chronicle Historic of the Life
and Death of King Lear and his Three Daughters.
With the unfortunate Life of Edgar, sonne and heire

to the Earll of Glostcr, and his sullen and assumed
humour of Tom of Bedlam. For the plot of the
play Shakespeare w£is indebted to the narratives
recorded in Geoffrey of Monmouth, HoUnshed, Hig-
gius's Mirror for Magistrates, and the anonymous
old play called, The true Chronicle History of King
Leir and his Three Daughters, Gonorill, Ragan, mi
Cordelia. The incident of Gloster's blindness, and
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the difference in the character of Ha two sons,

Edgar and Edmund, were possihly taken from the
story of the blind Mag of Paphlagonia, in Sir

Philip Sidney's Arcadia; and Shakespeare was
probahly acquainted with the story of Eling Lear, as

given by Spenser in his faerie Queene. The names
of some of the fiends mentioned by Edgar, and
some other minor details, were derived from Hars-
net's Discovery ofl'opish Impostors, which appeared
in 1603, and would therefore seem to fix upon 1604
as the date of the composition of the play. The
reader should also compare with the tragedy the
Lamentable Song of the Death of King Zeir and his

Three Daiighters, reprinted by Bishop Percy from
The Golden Garland. Hazlitt calls King Lear the
best of Shakespeare's plays, because " it is the one
in which he is most in earnest. He was here fairly

caught in the web of his own imagination. The
passion which he has taken as his subject is that
which strikes its root deepest into the human heart,

of which the band is hardest to be loosed, and the
cancelling and tearing to pieces of which gives the
greatest revulsion to the frame. This depth of
nature, this force of passion, this tug and war of
the elements of our being, this firm faith in filial

piety, and the giddy anarchy and whirling tumult
of the thoughts at finding this prop failing it ; the
contrast between the fixed, immovable basis of
natural affection, and the rapid, irregular starts

of imagination, suddenly wrenched fcom all its

accustomed holds and resting-places in the soul,

—

this is what Shakespeare has given, and what
nobody else but he could give. The character
of Lear itself is very finely conceived for the
purpose. It is the only ground on which such a
story could be built with the greatest truth and
effect. It is his rash haste, his violent impetuosity,
his blindness to every thing but the Rotates of
his passions or affections, that produces aU his
misfortunes, that aggravates his impatience of
them, that enforces our pity for him." See Leik
AND HIS Three Daughters.

Learned Blacksmith, The. A title

bestowed upon Elihu Bcrritt (q.v.), who began
life at the forge. One of his works is entitled
Sparksfrom the Anvil.

"Learned dust."—Cowper, The Task, book
iii.," The Garden."

"Leather or prunello. The rest is all
but."

—

Pope, Essay on Man, epistle iv., line 204.

Leatherhead, in Ben Jonson's Bartholomew
I'air (q.v.), is identified by some authorities with
Inigo Jones, the architect.

Leatherstocking. The sobriquet of Natty
or Nathaniel Bumppo, in Cooper's novels of The
Pioneers and The Frairie. "Leatherstockiug,"
says Duycldnck, "st'ands half-way between savage
and civilised life ; he has the freshness of nature
and the firstfruits of Christianity—^the seed dropped
into vigorous soil. These are the elements of one
of the most original characters in fiction."

Leathes, Stanley, clergyman (b. 1830), has
published The Witness of the Old Testament to Christ,
The Witness of St. Paul to Christ, The Witness of
St. John to Christ, The Gospel its own Witness, The
Development of Christianity, and other works.

" Leaves that strow the brooks in
Vallombrosa, Thick as autumnal."

—

Milton,
Paradise Lost, book i., line 302.

Lecky, WiUiam Edward Hartpole,
historian (b. 1838), was author of The History of
Eationalism in Ewrope (1865), and The Eistory of
European Morals, from Augustus to Charlemaqne
(1869).

Ledbury, Mr., The Adventxires of. A
novel byAlbert Smith (1816—1860), published in
1844.

Leddy Grippy. The heroine of John
Galt's novel of The Entail.

Le Fanu, J. Sheridan, novelist (d. 1874),
published The Souse by the Churchyard, Uncle
Silas, Gwy Deverell, All in the Da/rh, Wylder's
Hand, Checkmate, and other works.

Lee, Arthur, American diplomatist (b. 1740,
d. 1792), was the author of Letters under the
pseudonyms of "Monitor" and "Junius Amferi-
canus." His Life was written by E. H. Lee (1829).

Lee, Holme. The nom de plume of Miss
Hahriet Parr, author of Sylvan Holt's Daughters,
and many other works. See Parr, Harriet.

Lee, John, CD., Principal of the University
of Edinburgh (d. 1859), was the author of

Lectu/res on the History of Scotland (1860), and
other works.

Lee, 19'athaniel, dramatist (b. 1655, d. 1692),

wrote Nero (1675) ; The Sival Queens (1677) ; Theo-
dosius (1680) ; The Princess of Gleves (1689) ; The
Massacre of Paris (1690) ; Brutus ; Mithridates;

and other plays published hx 1734. He assisted

Dryden in the composition of the tragedy of The
Duke of Guise. He figures m Suckling's Session

of the Poets :—
" Nat Lee Btepp'd in next, in hopes of a prize,
Apollo rememlj'rlng he had not once in thrice.
By the rubies In 's fa^e, he could not deny
But he had as much wit as wine would supply

;

Confess'd that indeed he had a musical note,
But sometimes straln'd so hard that it rattled in the throat

;

Yet own'd he had sense, and 't encourage him for 't

He made him his Ovid in Augustus's court."

Lee, Samuel, Nonconformist divine (b. 1625,

d. 1691), was author of The Temple of Solomon,

Israel Medux, and other works.

Lee, Samuel, D.D., OrientaUst (b. 1783,

d. 1852), published the Old and New Testaments

in Syriac, the New Testament and the Prayer Book
in Hindostanee, the New Testament in Malay, and
many other works of a similar character.

Lee, Sophia and Harriett. Two sisters—

of whom Sophia was b. 1750, d. 1824, Harriett

b. 1756, d. 1851—who wrote The Canterbury Tales

(1797—1805), (q.v.). Sophia also produced two
comedies, The Chapter of Accidents (1780), (q.v.),
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and The Assignation (1807), (q.v).; a tragedy,

Ahneyda, Queen of Grenada (q.v.), (1796) ; and two
stories, The Becess (1784), (q.v.), and The Life of
a Lover (1804). Harriett published two novels.

The Errors of Lnnoeence (1786), and Clara Lennox
(1797); and three dramas, The New Peerage (1787),

The Mysterious Marriage (1795) ; and The Three

Strangers (1835). See Blackwood's Magazine, vol.

xii.

Leech, John, the artist (b. 1817, d. 1864),
was made the suhjeot of an essay by William
Makepeace Thackeray, contributed to The Quar-
terly Review, December, 1854, and reprinted in

the library edition of his works.

Leg-of-Mutton School, The. An epithet

bestowed by Lockhabt, in Blackwood's Magazine,

upon that body of rhymsters in his day who
showed their gratitude to their noble entertainers

by celebrating them in versewith fulsome adulation.

See volume ix.

Legend of Florence, A. A play by
Leigh Hunt (1784—1859), produced in 1840.

Legend of St. Alexius, The. A poem by
AuAja Davie (q.v.). '

Legend of the Bhine, A. By William
Makepeace Thackebay (1811—1863).

Legende of Goode Women, The. A
poem by Geoeprey Chaucer (1328—1400), con-
sisting of a prologue and nine separate legends,
which the poet seems to have intended to extend to

twenty-five. Those given to the world are in
honour of Cleopatra of Egypt, Thisbe of Babylon,
Dido of Carthage, Hypsipyle and Medea, Lucrece
of Eome, Ariadne of Athens, Philomela, Phyllis,

and Hypemmestra ; all of them being either
translated or imitated from Ovid. The poem
seems to have originated in a complaint by the
ladies of the English Court that Chaucer " wrote
large speeches against the untruth of women;"
" therefore the queen enjoin'd him to compile this

book in the commendation of sundry maidens and
wives who show'd themselves faithful to faithless

men." The Legende is notable as having inspired
Tennyson with the idea of his Bream of Fair
Women (q.v.), where he says

—

" I read, before my eyelids dropt their shade,
• The Legend of Good Women,' long ago

Sung by the morning star of song, Who made
His music heard below."

Legends : including those of Robert, Duke of
Normandy, Matilda the Fair, Pierce Gaveston, and
Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex. Poems by
Michael Drayton (1663—1631), pubHshed in
1605.

Leges Conviviales : " Rules for the Tavern
Academy," by Ben Jonson (1574—1637) ;

" en-
graven in Marble over the Chimney, in the Apollo
of the Old DevU Tavern, at Temple Bar: that
being his Club Eoom."

i ] JSEL

Legree. A slave-dealer, in Mrs. Beeohbr
Stowe's novel of Vnele Tom's Cabin (q.v.). ,

Leicester's School, Mrs. A " charming
work," by Mart Lamb (d. 1847), to which her
brother Charles contributed three of the tales it

contains. " The best, however, are his sister's, as

he delighted to insist ; and no tales," says Tal-

fourd, "more happily adapted to nurture all sweet

and child-like feeUigs in children, were ever
written."

Leigh, Amyas. The hero of Charles Kings-
ley's novel of Westward So ! (q.v.) ;

" a Devon-
shire youth, of good birth, and in no way distin-

guished from other sons of country gentlemen by
either fortune, or learning, or genius, but of great

bodily strength, of lively affection and sweet
temper, combined with ' a marked propensity to

combat from his earliest years."

Leigh, Sir Edward, Biblical critic (b. 1603,

d. 1671), wrote a Treatise of Divine Promises

(1633) ; Analecta Ccesanim Eomanorum (1635,

1667) ; Critica Sacra, the Sehrew words of the Old
and the Greek of the New Testament (1639, 1650,

and 1662) ; Annotations on the New Testament ; and
other works.

Leighton, Alexander, Scotch Puritan (b.

1568, d. 1644), was author of An Appeal to the Par-
liament : or, Zion's Plea against the Prelacie (1628).

Leighton, Robert, Archbishop of Glasgow,
son of the above (b. 1613, d. 1684), wrote Pra-
leetiones Theologicce, a Commentary on the FirstEpistle

of St. Peter, sermons and charges. See the Lives

and editions of the works by Pearson (1828), and
West (1871), also the Life by Burnet, who
credited Leighton with " the greatest elevation of

soul, the largest compass of Imowledge, the most
mortified, and most heavenly disposition that he
ever saw in mortal." Coleridge described liim as

deserving more than any other theologian of the
title of " a spiritual divine."

Leila. The heroine of Byron's poem of The
Giaour (q.v.).

Leila : " or, the Siege of Granada." A novel by
Edward, Lord Lytton, published, with Calderon
the Courtier, in 1838.

Leinster, The Book of. A volume of

Latin MSS. of the 8th and 9th centuries, compiled
by Finis M'Gorman, Bishop of Kildarb (d.

1100). It is now in the library of Trinity College,
Dublin, and contains more than 400 pages of large
folio vellum.

Leir and his Three Daughters, A
Lamentable Song of King, is in an old
poetical collection called The Golden Garland,
reprinted by Bishop Percy in his Eeliques. " This
ballad," says the bishop, " bears so exact an ana-
logy to the argument of Shakespeare's play, that
his having copied it could not be doubted, if it

were certain that it was written before the tragedy.
Here is found the hint of Lear's madness, which
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the old chronicles do not mention, as also the

extravagant cruelty exercised on him hy , his

daughters ; so in the death of Lear they likewise

exactly coincide." See Leae, King.

L. £. Ij. The initials of the name of Letitia
Elizabeth Landon (afterwards Mrs. Maclean

;

1802—1838), who adopted them as the signature

she appended to her poems.

Leland, Charles Godfrey. See Breit-
mann, Hans ; Sloper, Mace.

Leland, John (h. 1506, d. 1552), wrote an
Itinerary (ed. 1701—5) ; Commentarii de Serip-

toribus Britannicis (ed. 1709) ; De Eebus Bri-

tannicis Collectanea (ed. 1710) ; and other works,

a Ust of which is given hy Lowndes in his Biblio-

grapher's Manual. See the Biography hy Huddes-
ford (1772). See Itinerary, The.

Leland, John, D.D., dissenting divine (h.

1691, d. 1766), wrote The JDivine Authority of the

Old and New Testament Asserted (1739), Deistieal

Writers of the 17th and 18th Centuries (1764), The
Advantage and Necessity of the Christian Mevelation

(1764), and Discourses on Various Subjects (1769).

Leland, Thomas, Irish divine (b. 1722,

d. 1786), pubhshed an edition and translation of

the Orations of Demosthenes, a History of Fhilip of
Macedon, and a History of JreUmd.

Lemon, Mark, novelist, dramatist, and
ioumalist (b. 1809, d. 1870),was joint editorof Punch
from its establishment in 1841 imtU 1843, when
he became sole editor, which post he retained untU
.his death. He wrote the following works :

—

The
MiehantedDoll{184:9y, A Christmas Hamper (1859);

Wait for the Und (1863) ;• loved at Last (1864)

;

talkner Lyle (1866) ; besides several other novels,

over sixty dramatic pieces, numerous articles in

the magazines, and a collection of jeux d'esprit and
amusing > anecdotes called The Jest Book. See

Joseph Hatton's With a Show in the North.

Lempriere, John, D.D. (b. 1766, d. 1824),

published Bibliotheca Classica : or, a Classical

Dictionary (1788) ; Universal Biography (1808)

;

a single Sermon (1791) ; and the first volume of

an English translation of Herodotus (1792).

Le Ifeve, John, antiquary (b. 1679, d.

1741), was the compiler of Monumenta Anglicana

(1717'—19), and Fasti Fcclesics Anglicamee. See

Niohors Literary Anecdotes.

Leng, John, Bishop of Norwich (b. 1665,

d. 1727), published an edition of the Works of

Terence (1701), besides the Plutus and Nubes of

Aristophanes, and volumes of lectures and sermons.

Lennox, Charlotte, novelist (b. 1720, d.

1804), wrote Foem^. on Several Occasions (1747)

;

Memoirs of Harriet Stuart (1751); The Female

Quixote (1752), (q.v.) ; Shakespeare Illustrated

(1753), (q.v.) ; The Sisters; a version of Brumoy's

Greek Theatre; and a translation of Sully's if««»o»>-s.

Lennox, Lord William Pitt (b. 1799),
has written Merrie England, Fifty Years' Bio-

graphical Beminiscences, Drafts on My Memory,
Celebrities I have Known, and many other works,
besides contributiog to periodical literature.

Lenore. A ballad by the German poet,

Burger, translated by Spencer (1796), Stanley

(1796), Julia Cameron (1847). Sir Walter Scott
also published an imitation of the ballad, which he
called William and Helen.

Lenore. The heroine of Poe's poem of
The Eauen (q.v.) ;

" a rare and radiant maiden."

Leo Hunter, Mr. and Mrs., in Dickens's
Fickwick Fapers (q.v.), figure as "Hon hunters,"
at one of whose parties Mr. Pickwick and his

friends are present.

Leodogran. King of Cameliard, in Tenny-
son's Idylls of the King.

Leoline and Sydanis. An "heroick Ro-
mance, of the Adventures of Amorous Princes;

together with sundry affectionate Addresses to his

Mistresse under the name of Cynthia," by
Sir Francis Kynaston (1687—1642). "This
romance,' ' which was published in 1642, " contains,'

'

we are told, "much of the fabulous history of

Mona, Wales, and Ireland, and, bating that it is

now and then a little obscene, is poetical enough."

LeonatO. Governor of Messina, in Much
Ado about Nothing (q.v.).

Leonidas. A character in Drydbn's play of

Marriage a la Mode. See Prettyman, Prince.

Leonidas. A poem, in twelve books, by
Richard Glover ; once belauded with extravagant

panegyric, and now doomed to undeserved
neglect. It appeared in 1737.

Leonine. Servant to Dionyza, in Fericles

(q.v.).

Leontes, in The Winter's Tale (q.v.), is King
of SiciKa, and the husband of Hermione (q.v.).

"Lestaia hath a beaming eye." An
Irish melody by Thomas Moore.

Lesley, Bonnie. See Bonnie Lesley.

Lesley, John, Bishop of Eoss (b. 1627,

d. 1596), is best known as the author of De
Origine, Moribus, et Eebus Gestis Scotorum, pub-

lished at Eome in 1578, and edited by Thomson
in 1830. He wrote several minor works.

Leslie, Charles, Irish divine (b. 1650,

d. 1722), was the author of A Short and Easy
Method with the Deists (1694). Dr. Johnson de-

scribed him as "a reasoner who was not to be

reasoned against."

Leslie, Sir John, natural philosopher

(b. 1766, d. 1832), wrote, among other works, An
Kxperimental InquAry into the Nature and Fropaga-

tion of Heat (1804). See his Life by Macvey
Napier.
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Lesly, Ludovic. See Balapke, Lb.

Lessing's Iiaocoon, Epilogue to. By
Matthew Asjiold (b. 1822). A poetical considera-

tion of tlie province to be assigned to the poet,

the painter, and the musician, id the region of

art. Lessing's Laocoon appeared in 1766.

L'Estrange, Harley, in Lord Lytton's
story of My Novel, is a young nobleman, "shy,
dreamy, and delicate," who falls in love with
Nora Aveuel, " a girl wholly beneath hiTn in
rank, the daughter of retired tradespeople, and
the protege of his lady mother." He is charac-
terised by Eosooe as "the most original, the moat
essentially distinct, of aU Lord Lytton's pictures."

Ii'Estrange, Sir Boger, translator and
journalist (b. 1616, d. 1704), wrote Observations

and Proposals m order to the Begulation of the Tress

(1663) ; A Brief History of the Times (1687) ; and
various other pamphlets which are now of no
importance. He translated Josephus, .ffisop's

Fables, the Colloquies of Srasmus, Seneca's Morals,
Cicero's Offices, and Quevedo's Visions ; and edited

The Fublie Intelligencer, The News, The London
Gazette, and The Observator.

"Let dogs delight." See "Doos de-
light."

" Let me not to the marriage of true
minds." First line of Shakespeabe's Sonnet
No. cxvi.

"Let observation with extensive
view." Opening line of Dr. Johnson's Vanity of
Swirnm Wishes (q.v.) :

—

" Survey mankind from China to Peru."

" Let the dead past bury its dead." A
line in Longfellow's poem, A Psalm of Life.
The reader will find the same idea expressed in
some eloquent passages in the Eev. F. W. Robekt-
son's sermon on The Irreparable Past.

" Let the toast pass." The refrain of a
song in Sheridan's School for Scandal. See
" Here's to the maiden."

" Let those now love who never loved
before." First line of a couplet translated by
Parnell from the Pervigilitim Veneris :—

" Let tli08e who always loved now love the more."

" Let us do or die."—Burns, Sannockburn.

" Let us take the road." First line of a
ballad in Gat's Beggar's Opera, adapted by
Pepusoh to the march in Handel's Einaldo.

"Let's contend no more, love." First
line of A Woman's Last Word, a lyric by Robert
Browning.

Letter to a Friend, " upon the occasion of
the Death of his intimate Friend;" by Sir
Thomas Browne (1606—1682) ; first published as
a folio pamphlet in 1690. It was reprinted in the
author's posthumous works, and is fuU of fine
thoughts and curious images. Its general tone

may be judged from the two concluding sentences

:

" And since there is something in us that must
still live on, join both lives together, unite them
in thy thoughts and actions, and live in one but
for the other. He who thus ordereth the purposes

of this life, will never be far from the next, and is

in some manner already in it, by a happy con-

formity and close apprehension of it."

Letters, by Jonathan Swift (1667—1745),

"to a young clergyman lately entered into holy

orders," " to a very young lady on her marriage,"

and " to a young poet, together with a proposal for

the encouragement of poetry in Ireland." See the

Works.

Letters from Italy, A: "to the Eight
Honourable Charles Lord Halifax, in the year

1701," by Joseph Addison (1672—1719); in the

course of which he says :

—

" Me into foreign realms my fate conveys.
Through nations fruitful in immortal lays

;

Whence the soft season and Inviting clime
Conspire to trouble your repose In rhyme."

Letters from the South, by Thomas
Campbell, the poet ; being the result of a visit to

Algiers in 1832
;
published in 1837.

Letters on Literature, by Egbert Heron,
i.e., John Pinkerton (1758—1826) ;

published in

1785. This work, which is disfigured by many
afEectations and extravagances, procured for the

writer the friendship of Horace Walpole.
_

Letters to his Son, Philip Stanhope,
by Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of Chester-
field (1694—1773) ;

published in 1774, having
been sold to a bootseller by Mrs. Eugenia Stanhope,

the widow of the writer for £1,500. These, "tiie

letters," says M. Sainte Beuve, "which Lord
Chesterfield,wrote to his son, and which contain a
whole world of sa^oir vivre and worldly science, are

interesting in this particular, that there has been
no idea of forming a model for imitation, but they
are simply intended to bring up a pupil in the

closest intimacy. They are confidential letters

which, suddenly produced in the light of day, have
betrayed all the secrets and ingenious artifices of

paternal solicitude. ... In applying himself to

the formation of his son, Lord Chesterfield has not

given us a treatise on duty as Cicero has, but he
has given us letters, which, by their mixture of

justness and lightness, by certain lightsome airs

which insensibly mingle with the serious graces,

preserve the medium between the Memoires du
Chevalier Grammont and Telemaque. . . . He
never undertook long works, not feeling himself

sufficiently strong, but he sometimes sent agreeable
essays to a periodical publication, The World.
These essays are quite worthy of his reputation for

skUl and urbanity. Nevertheless, nothing ap-

proaches the work—which was no work to him—of

those letters, which he never imagined anyone
would read, and which are yet the foundation of

his literary success."
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Letters to the English Nation, hy John
Shebbeare (1709—1788), written vmder the nam
de plume of " Battiata Angeloni." They were fol-

lowed hy a series of Letters to the People of England
on the Present Situation and Conditct of Affairs,

the last of which was seized and suppressed, its

writer heing brought to trial for treason, and sen-

tenced, on November 28, 17'58, to pay a fine, to

stand in the pillory, and to sufler imprisonment
for a certain time.

Lettice, John, divine (b. 1737, d. 1832),

wrote a poem on <Ac Cormersion of St. Paul (1764),

and translated into English blani verse Browne s

Latin poem on The Immortality of the Soul (1795),

besides publishing sermons and other miscellanies.

Letting Humour's Blood in the Head-
Vayne. See Diogenes's Lanthorne.

"Letting 'I dare not' wait upon 'I
would.'"

—

Macbeth, act i., scene 7.

Lettsom, John Coakley, physician (b.

1744, d. 1815), wrote many works on the Bubject

of medical science, but is, perhaps, most famous as

the author of the following humorous epigram on

himself:

—

" When people's 111, they comes to I,

I physics, bleeds and sweats 'em

;

Sometimes they live, sometimes they die

;

What's that to I J I lets 'em" [Lettsom).

His Life was written by Pettigrew (1817).

Leucadio Dohlado, Don. The name
assumed by Joseph Blanco White (1773—1841)

ia the publication of his Lettersfrom Spain (1822).

Lever, Charles James, novelist (b. 1809,

d. 1872), wrote The Adventures of Harry Lorrequer

(1839); Charles ffMalley (1841); Jack Sinton,

(1842); Tom Burke of Oiirs{i.8ii) ; The O'Donoghue

(1845); The Knight of Gwynm (1847); Polamd

Caahel (1849); The Daltons (1852); The Dodd
Family Abroad (1854) ; The Martins of Cro' Martin

(1856); The Fortimes of Glencore (1857); Davenport

Dunn (1859); Barrington (1863); Luttrell of Arran

(1865); A Day's Ride (1863); Tony Butler (1865);

Sir Brook FosbrooJee (1866); The Bramleighs of

Bishop's Folly (1868); That Boy ofNorcotffs (1869);

Paul Gossletts Confessions (1871); Lord Kilgobbin

(1872); and many other romances. Lever edited

The Dublin University Magazine from 1842 to 1845.

See LoKREauER, Haeby ; O'Down, Coknelius.

Leveson, Major. See H. A. L.

Leviathan of Literature, The. A name
sometimes given to Dr. Johnson.

Leviathan: "or, the Matter, Form, and
Power of a Commonwealth, Ecclesiastical and
Civil." A work by Thomas Hobbes (1588—1679),

pubUshed in 1651, and ecSnsured by Parliament in

1666. Pepys is found writing in 1668 " To my
bookseller for Hobbes' Leviathan, which is now
mightily called for, and what was heretofore sold

for 8s. I now give 24s. at the second-hand, and is

sold for 30s., it being a book the bishops wUI not

let be printed again." In Leviathan, Hobbes'

peculiar theories in poUtios received their fullest

and ablest expression. They found an illustrious

opponent in Lord Clarendon, who, in 1676, pub-
lished A Brief View and Survey of the Dangerous
and Pernicious Errors to Church and State in Mr.
Mobbes* book entitled Leviathan.

Lewes, GeorgeHenry, novelist, biographer,
critic, historian, and scientific writer (b. 1817), has
writtenA Biographical History ofPhilosophy (1847)

;

Eanthorpe : a Tale (1847) ; The Spanish Drama—
Lope de Vega and Calderon (1848); Sose, Blanche,
and Violet {l8iS) ; A Life ofRobespierre {1650) ; The
Noble Heart, a tragedy (1850); Comte's Philosophy

of the Sciences (1859) ; Life of Goethe {1859) ; Seaside

Studies (1859); Physiology of Common Life (1860);
Studies in Animal Life (1861); Aristotle (1861); a
History of Philosophy from Thales to Comte (1867);
Problems of Life and Mind (1873—76) ; and Physical

Basis of Mind (1877). Mr. Lewes has contributed

to the leading reviews and magazines, and was
editor of The Leader from 1849 to 1854, and of The
Fortnightly Review (which he founded) during
1865—66. See Laurence, Slingsby ; Vivian.

Lewes, Mrs. George Henry, nee Marian
Evans (" George Eliot"). See Eliot, George.

Lewes, John, divine and archaeologist (b.

1675, d. 1746), published An Apology for the Clergy

of the Church of Fngland, a History of John

Wyeliffe, a History of the English Bible, and Lives

of Caxton and Pecock.

Lewesdon Hall. A poem by Crowe, of

whom Dr. Parr said that he was " the brandy of

genius mixed with the water of absurdity." See

also Kogers's Table Talk.

Lewis. Landgrave of Thuringia, and husband

of Elizabeth, ia Charles Kingslet's dramatic

poem of The Saint's Tragedy (q.v.) . He is intended

as a type of the husbands of the Middle Ages, and

of the woman-worship of chivalry.

Lewis, Estella Anna, American authoress

(b. about 1834), has written the following poems :—
Records of the Heart (1846), Child of the Sea (1848),

and Myths of the Minstrel (1852) ; tragedies

:

Helemar (1863), Sappho of Lesbos (1868) ; tales:

Blanche de Beaulieu, and Love and Madness; besides

Leaves of my Diary, under the nom de plume of

" Stella."

Lewis, Matthew Gregory, novelist, poet,

and dramatist (b.^1775, d. 1818), produced the

foUowing plays:—TAc Castle Spectre (1797), (q.v.);

The Minister [1791), (q.v.); Rolla(1199); The Fast

Indian (1800); Adelmorn: or, the Outlaw (1801);

Rugantio (1806); Adelgitha (1806); Venoni (1809);

One o'clock: or, the Knight and the Wood Demon

(1811); Timowr the Tartar (1812); and Rich and

Poor (1812). His novels 3xe:—The Monk (1795);

and The Bravo of Venice; his poetical produc-

tions:—TAe Feudal Tyrants; Romantic Tales;

Tales of Terror (1799) ; and TaUs of Wonder (1801).

He also wrote the Journal of a West India Pro-

prietor, kept during a Residence in Jamaica (1834).
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"Le^wis's Jamaica Journal," says Coleridge, "is
delightful; it is almost the only unaffected book
of travels or touring I have read of late years.
You have the man himself, and not an inconside-
rable man—certainly a much finer mind than I
supposed before from the perusal of his romances,
&c. It is by far his best work, and will live and
be popular." His Life and Correspondence, " with
many pieces, prose and verse, never before pub-
lished," appeared in 1839. See Jeaffreson's Novels
and Novelists. See Alonzo the Bbave ; Monk, The.

Lewis, Sir George Cornewall, poli-

tician and miscellaneous writer (b. 1806, d. 1863),
wrote Hemarks on the Use and Abuse of Foliticfll

Terms (1832); Zocal Distwhances in Ireland amd
the Irish Church Question {yi'i^); Glossary of Sere-
fordshire Provincial Words (1839); Essay on the

Origin and Formation of the Fomanee Languages
(1840); Essay on the Government of Dependencies

(1841); Essay on the Influence of Authority in

Matters of Opinion (1849); A Treatise on the

Methods of Observation and Feasoning in Politics

(1850) ; An Inquiry into the Credibility of Early
Foman JSistory ; Our Foreign Jurisdiction and the

Extradition of Criminals; and some translations.

His Letters were published in 1870.

Lewti: "or, the Ciroassiaii Love-Chaunt."
A poem by Samuel Taylok Coleridge, written
in 1796, and "an early sample of his admirable
melody."

Iiex Rex: "a Treatise of Civil Policy con-
cerning Prerogative," by Samuel Euthekeord
(1600—1661); pubHshed in 1644, and teaching
that "the power of creating a man a king
is from the people," that " the law is not the
king's own, but is given him in trust," that
"power is not an immediate inheritance from
heaven, but a birthright of the people, borrowed
from them." This work, which was written in
reply to the Bishop of Eoss, was, after the Restora-
tion, burnt, by order of the Committee of Estates,
at the Cross of Edinburgh, and the author was
deprived of office as rector of St. Andrews Univer-
sity, confined to his house, and finally ordered to
appear before the next Parliament on a charge of
treason.

Leyden, John, poet and Orientalist (b. 1775,
d. 1811), wrote Discoveries and Settlements of
Europeans in Northern and Western Africa (1799)

;

edited The Complaynt of Scotland (1801—2) ; and
contributed to Lewis's Tales of Wonder and Scott's

Border Minstrelsy. His Poetical Femains were
published, with a Life by the Eev. James Morton,
in 1819 ; his Poems and Ballads, with a memoir by
Sir Walter Scott, in 1858. See, also, the biogra-
phical notice by Sir John Malcolm.

" Liar of the first magnitude. Thou."—Congreve's Love for Love, act ii., scene 1.

Liar, The. A farce, in two acts, by Samuel
FooTE, founded on Le Menteur of Corneille. It

was first produced at Oovent Garden as a comedy
in three acts. Among the characters are Sir

James EUiot, Old and Young Wilding, PapiUion,

Miss Grantam, and Kitty.

Liber Amoris :
" or, the New Pygmalion."

A semi-fictitious, semi-autobiographical work by
William Hazlitt (1778—1830), published in

1823. In it he describes, in a most extraordinary

and rhapsodical fashion, his courtship of the woman
who became his second wife.

Liber de Mensura Pcenitentiarum.
By St. Oolumbanus (d. 615).

"Liberal Education." See "Love her
WAS A Liberal Education, To."

"Libertine, Charter'd." See "Air, a
charter'd libertine."

Liberty. A poem by James Thomson (1700

—

1748), the first part of which was pubHshed in

December, 1734, and the last in 1736. It is in five

divisions, and is thrown, as the poet himself tells

us, into the form of a poetical vision ; its scene, the
ruins of ancient Eome. The first division treats of

Ancient and Modern Italy Compared; the second, of

Greece; the third, of JJome; ih.e iovocth., oi Britain

;

and the fifth includes a Prospect of future times,

given by the Goddess of Liberty.

Liberty and Order, Sonnets dedicated
to, by William Wordsworth, are fourteen in

number.

Liberty Asserted. A play by John
Dennis (1657—1734), which, produced in 1704,

owed much of its success to the violent expressions
against the French with which the piece abounded.
Indeed, its authorwas under the impression that his

severity had causedhim to become a peculiar object

of detestation on the part of his GaUican neigh-
bours. It is said that he besought the Duke of

Marlborough to procure the insertion of an article

in the Treaty of Utrecht, to protect him from the

vengeance of the King of IVance, and that the
duke replied, " I think I have done almost as much
harm to the French as you have, and yet I have
taken no precaution to escape their vengeance."

Liberty, Ode to, by Pekcy Bysshe Shelley,
was written in 1820.

Liberty, On. An essay by John Stuart
Mill (1806—1873), pubUshed in 1858.

Liberty of Prophesying, A Discourse
of the. Published by Bishop Jeremy Taylor
(1613—1667) in 1647, and "showing the Un-
reasonableness of Prescribing to other Men's Faith,

and the Iniquityof Persecuting Differing Opinions."

A fair and candid analysis of this famous treatise

may be readin Principal Tulloch's Fational Theology

in JBngland. See Taylor, Jeremy.

" Liberty's in every blow."—Bdbns,
Bannockburn.
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Iiibni, in. Poedage's satiric poem of Azaria
and Smhai (q.v.), is intended for Titus Oates:

—

"A Levite who had Baallte tum'd, and l>In
One of the order of the Chemarim."

See Chemakims, The.

Librarian, The British, See British
LiBBARIAN, The.

Idbraries. The five chief Kbraries in the

United Kingdom, entitled hy Act of Parliament to

receive a copy of every wort puhUshed in the

British Empire, are the British Museum, the

Bodleian Library, Cambridge University Library,

the Advocate's Library, Edinburgh, and the library

of Trinity College, DubHn ; the first, second, and
fourth of which are referred to under separate

headings. The privilege above mentioned was
enjoyed up to 1836 by six other libraries, viz.,

those of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St.

Andrews Universities, of Queen's Inn, Dublin,

and of Sion College, London ; but this was taken

away by Act 6 and 7 "Will. TV., c. 110, compen-
sation for the loss of privilege being allowed in

the form of an annual grant of money from the

Consolidated Fund, the amount of which was
determinedby a computation of the average annual

value of the books received during the three years

immediately preceding the passing of the Act.

The Universities accordingly receive in this pro-

portion : Edinburgh, £575 ; Glasgow, £707 ; St.

Andrew's, £630 ; Aberdeen, £320 ; whilst Queen's

Inn, and Sion College receive respectively £433
and £363. The minor libraries in the kingdom,
are, of course, too numerous to name in fuU ; but
reference may be made to that of the Society of

Writers to the Signet, Edinburgh ; the Hunterian
Library, Glasgow ; the Cheetham Library, Man-
chester; Dr. WiUiains' Library, Bed Cross St.,

London; the Archiepiscopal Library, Lambeth;
Marsh's Library, Dublin; and the collections

belonging to the various colleges of Oxford and
Cambridge. Several very large private libraries

are in existence ; and the Public Libraries Act of

1850 and 1855 l^s given an impxdse to the erection

of free libraries in most of our great cities. The
following is a list of the chief events in connection

with the history of British libraries:—Glasgow
University Library founded, 1473 ; Cambridge
University Library founded, 1475 ; Library com-
menced at Lincoln's Inn, 1522 ; Library of 'Trinity

College, Dublin, founded, 1601 ; Bodleian Library

opened, 1602 ; Sion College Library founded,

1635; Middle Temple Library founded, 1641

Cheetham Library, Manchester, founded, 1651

Advocate's Library, Edinburgh, founded, 1682

Ashmolean Library bequeathed to Oxford Uni-
versity, 1692; Archbishop Tenison's Library

foimded, 1695 ; Cottonian Library purchased for

public use, 1700; aeirculatinglibrary openedinEdin-
burgh, 1725 ; Dr. Williams' Library opened, 1729

;

a circulating library established in London, 1740

;

Eadcliffe Library opened at Oxford, 1749 ; Harleian

Library purchased by the nation, 1753 ; Eoyal

Institution Library founded, 1803; London Insti-

tution Library founded, 1806 ; Russell Institution

Library, founded, 1809 ; Library of George III.

given to British Museum, 1823; City of London
Library founded at GuildhaU, 1824; Taylor
Institution Library founded at Oxford, 1830;
Arundel Library added to British Museum, 1831

;

Congregational Library founded^ 1831 ; London
Library established, 1841 ; GrenviUe Library
bequeathed to the British Museimi, 1845 ; Publio
Libraries Act passed, 1850 ; free publio libraries

opened at Manchester and Liverpool, 1852 ; a
free library established at Birmingham, 1865. A
full list of the libraries in Great Britain and else-

where is given, says Townshend, in Notes and
Queries, 3rd series, vol. iii., 107. The general
subject of libraries treated by Disraeli in his

Cv/riosities of Literatwe, and much more fully by
Edwards in his Free Town Libraries, their Forma-
tion, ^c. (1869), Libraries amd Fotrnders of Libraries

{1865), and Lives of the Fownders of the British

Museum (1870).

"Library (My) was dukedom large
enough."

—

The Tempest, act i., scene 2.

" License they cry, when they mean
liberty." See Milton, On Detraction, sonnet xii.

Licentia Poetica Discussed: "or, the
True Test of Poetry," by Dr. William Coward

;

published in 1709, and praised by Gay in his tenth
Epistle.

Liddel, Duncan, Scottish physician and
mathematician (b. 1561, d. 1613), was author of

several works upon medical topics. See the Life

by Stuart.

LiddeU, Henry George, D.D., Dean of

Christ Church, Oxford (b. 1811), is the author of a
Sistory of Home (1856), and joint author with Dr.
Scott of the Greek lexicon now familiarly known
as " LiddeU-and-Scott " (1843).

Liddon, Henry Parry, D.D., Canon of

St. Paul's, has published Lenten Sermons (1858),

Some Words for God (1865), The Bimnity of Our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ (1867), and Some
Elements of Meligion (1872).

" Lie direct. The."—^s You Like It, act v.,

scene 4. *

"Lie gently on my ashes, gentle
earth."

—

Beaumont and Fletcher, Bonduea, act iv.,

scene 3.

" Lie in cold obstruction. To."
for Measwre, act iii., scene 1.

Lie, The. A lyric by Sir Walter Ealeigh,

written before 1596. " The style is his," says

Kingsley, " solid, stately, epigrammatic." " It is

probably the best instance," says Dr. Hannah,
" of a poetical outburst of anger and scorn which

we can find throughout the minor literature of the

proud and hasty Tudor times." It is sometimes

called The Soul's Errand.
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" Iiies like truth."— Macbeth, act v.,

scene 5.

Iiieschen. Bed -maker and stove - lighter,

washer and wringer, cook, errand-maid, and
general provider to Professor Teufelsdrbckh (q.v.),

in Cahlyle's Sartor Mesartus.

"Life-blood of a master-spirit, The
previous."

—

Milton's description of "a good
book" in his Areopagitiea (q.v.).

Iiife-Drama, The. A dramatic poem by
Alexander Smith (1830—1867), published in

1852. The characters are Violet, a lady, Walter,

Edward, Arthur, Charles, Mr. WiUmott, and a

peasant. " This poet," says Stedman, " wrote of

" *A poem round and perfect eb a star ;
*

but the work from which the line is taken is

not of that sort. With much impressiveness of

imagery and extravagant diction that caught the

easily but not long-tricked public ear, it was
vicious in style, loose in thought, and devoid of

real vigour or beauty."

"Life! I know not what thou art."
The first of some lines contained in a poem by
Anna Letitia Babbatild (1743—1825), and much
admired by Rogers and Wordsworth :—

•

" Then steal away, give little warning.
Choose thine own time

;

Say not good night,—but In some brighter dime.
Bid me good morning."

"Life, I'm sure, was in the right,
His."—CowLET, On the Death of Grashaw.

Life in London: "or, the Day and Night
Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn and Corinthian Tom."
By Pierce Egan the elder. This work, illustrated

by.George Cruikshank, was at one time exceedingly

popular, and Thackeray has an amusing description

of it in that one of his Soimdaiout Tapers which
treats De Jimenttde. " As for Thomas and Jere-

miah," he says " (it is only my witty way of calling

Tom and Jerry), I went to the British Museum the

other day on purpose to get it ; but, somehow, if

you will press the question too closely, on reperusal,

Tom and Jerry is not so brilUant as I had supposed
it to be. The pictures are just as fine as ever ; and
I shook hands with Jerry Hawthorn and Corinthian

Tom with delight, after many years. But the

style of writing, I own, was not pleasing to me ; I

even thought it a little vulgar, and as a description

of the sports and amusements of London in th?

ancient times, more curious than amusing."

" Life is a jest, and all things show it."
First line of Gay's own Epitaph. The second, and
last, runs ;

—

" I thought BO once, and now I know It."

"Life is as tedious as a twice-told
tale."

—

King John, act iii., scene 4.

" Life is but an empty dream."—Lono-
PELLOW, A Fsalm of Life.

"Life is thorny, and youth is vain.
And." A line in Colebidge's poem of Christaiel

(q.v.).

" Life, like a dome of many-coloured
glass." See Shelley's poem of Adonais, stanza

Iii.:—
« stains the white radlfmce of eternity."

Life, The Battle of. See Battle of Lipe,

The.

" Life (The best of), is but intoxica-
tion."—Bybon, Don Juan, canto ii., stanza 179 :

—

'• Man being reasonable, must get drunk."

Life, The Conduct of. A series of essays

by Ealph Waldo Emerson (b. 1803), published in

1860, and treating of such subjects as Pate, Power,
Wealth, Culture, Behaviour^ Worship, Considera-

tions by the Way, Beauty, and Illusions.

"Life, 'tis all a cheat."—DEYDEN,-4«re«y-
zehe, act iv., scene 1.

" Life upon a coast, I have set my."—
Kimg Biohard III., act v., scene 4.

"Life! we've been long together."
A line in a poem on Zife by Mrs. Barbauld. See
" Life ! I know not."

"Life's a short summer,— man a
flower."

—

Johnson, Winter.

"Life's but a means unto an end."
A line in Bailey's poem of Festus:—

"That end.
Beginning, mean, and end to all things—God."

"Life's dull round."— Shenstone, J8»«
written on the Window of an Inn.

" Life's fitful fever."—JUaeieth, act iii.,

scene 2.

" Life's poor play."—Pope, Asay (

epistle ii., line 276.

" Light as air."—Othello, act iii., scene 3.

"Light fantastic toe. On the." See

Milton's poem, Z'Allegro, hue 34.

"Light flows our war of mocking
words, and yet."

—

The Swied Life, lyric by
Matthew Abjjold (b. 1822).

" Light for after times. A."—Southey's
Ode Written during the War with America (1814).

The allusion is to Washington's "awful memory."

Light, Hymn to, by Thomas Yalden (1671—1736), was intended as a rival to Cowley's ode on
the same subject. See Darkness, Hymn to.

" Light of Love." See Gawain, Sir.

Light of Nature Pursued, The, by
"Edward Search," i.e., Abbaham Tucker (1705

—

1774), was published in a complete form in 1768.

A fragment of it, entitled Free Will, Foreknowledge,

and Fate, had been issued in 1763, and had been
severely criticised in The Monthly Meview for July
of that year. Tucker afterwards replied to his
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assailant, under the name Cuthbert Oonunent, in

his Man m Quest ofHimself: or, a Defence of the Indi-

viduality of the Suman Mind or Self. " I have found
in this writer," wrote Dr. Paley, "more original

thinking and observation upon the several suhjeots

thathehas inhand, than in any other, not to say in all

others put together. His talent for illustration is

unrivalled, but his thoughts are diffused through a
long, various, and irregular work." The Light of
Nature was abridged and published by William
HazUtt in 1807.

" Light of other days. The."—Moobb,
Oft in the Stilly Night.

Light of the Harem, The. One of the

tales told by Feramors in Moobe's Lalla Roohh
(q.v.).

" Light, seeking light, doth light of
light beguile."

—

Lov^s Labour's Lost, act i., scene 1.

"Light that lies in woman's eyes.
The."—MooKE, The Time I've Lost.

"Light that never was on sea or laud,
The." A line in stanza 4 of Wordsworth's
verses. Suggested ty a Picture of I'eele Castle in a

Storm.

Light Woman, A.
Browning (b. 1812):—

A lyric by Robert

' She crossed his path with her hunting noose.
And over him drew her net."

Lightfoot, John, D.D., divine and scholar

(b. 1602, d. 1676), produced .BrMjAm .- or. Mis-

cellanies, Christian and Jtidaical {1629) ; Observations

on Genesis (1642), Gleanings out of Exodus (1643),

Earmany of the Mangelists (1644—50), and Kortd

Sebraica and Talmudicis (1658), which, together

with the rest of his works, were republished by
Ktmanin 1822—25.

Lightfoot, John, botanist (b. 1735, d. 1788),

was author of Flora Scotiea (1775).

Lightfoot, Joseph Barber, D.D., Canon

of St. Paul's (b. 1828), has published St. Paul's

Epistle to the Galatians (1865), St. Paul's Epistle to

the Philippiam (1870), and The Revision of the New
Testament (1871).

Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life.
A collection of tales by Professor John Wilson
(1785—1854), pubKshed in 1822.

"Lights of mild philosophy, The
cahn."

—

Addison, Cato, act i., scene 1.

" Lights that do mislead the morn."—
SniKESPEABE, " Take, take those lips away," a

song in Measure for Measure (act iv-, scene 1).

"Like angels' visits." See "Ansels'

VISITS."

"Like, but oh! how diEFerent." —
Wordsworth, Poems of the Imagination, xxix.

"Like hermit poor in pensive place
obscure." First line of a poem by Sir Walter
Raleigh, written before 1693.

"Like souls that balance joy and
pain."

—

Sir Latmcelot and Queen Guinevere, a frag-

ment, by Alfred Tennyson.

" Like the dew on the mountain."—
Scott's Lady of the Lake, canto iii., stanza 16.

" Like to the clear in highest sphere."
First line of a lyric by Thomas Lodge, written

by the author on a voyage. The " clear" is the

crystal or outermost heaven of the old cosmo-
graphy.

" Like to the falling of a star." A lyric,

Sie Vita, by Henby King, Bishop of Ohichestbb
(1591—1669).

Like will to like, quod the Devil to
the Colier. A moral play by XJlpin Fulwell,
printed in 1568, and described in the title as " very

godly and ful of pleasant mirth." Its moral pur-

pose is stated in the prologue :

—

" To what min mfflns and roisters are brought.
You may hear see of them the final end

;

Begging 18 the hest, though that end he nought,
But hanging is the woorse, If they do not amend.

The virtuous life is brought to honor and dignitle.

And at the last to everlasting etemitie."

The hero is called Nichol Newfangle.

Lilburne, John, pamphleteer (b. 1618, d.

1657), wrote various tracts of a republican cha-

racter, a, full list of which is given ia Wood's
Athenee Oxonienses and the Piographia Pritannica.

Lilian. " Airy, fairy Lilian ;
" a feminine por-

trait, by Alpeed Tennyson.

Lilliburlero. A famous popular song,

which "had once a more powerful effect than

either the Philippics of Demosthenes or Oioero,

and contributed not a little towards the revolution

of 1688." "At that time," says Bishop Burnet,
" a foolish ballad was made, treatiag the Papists,

and especially the Lrish, in a very ridiculous

maimer, which had a burden said to be in Irish

words, 'Lero, lero, Ulliburlero,' that made an

impression on the [king's] army that cannot be

imagined by those that saw it not. The whole

army, and at last the people, both in city and

country, were singing it perpetually ; and perhaps

never had so slight a thing so great an effect."

The authorship of the song is attributed to Lord

Wharton in a small pamphlet published in 1712.

LiUiput. The imagiiiaiy country, peopled by
diminutive human beings, which was visited by
Gulliver in his Travels (q.v.). By Lilliput,_SwiPT

intends, of course, the England of the time of

George I. The term Lilliputian has now passed

into the language.

LiUiput, The Prince of Little, figures in

Disraeli's Vivian Grey.

Lillo, George, dramatist (b. 1693, d. 1739),

wrote George Barnwell (q.v.) , The Fatal Curiosity

(q.v.), and Arden of Feversham (q.v.). His Works

were published in 1770, with "an account of his

Life" by Thomas Davies. " His strength," says

Campbell, " lies in conception of situations, not in.
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beauty of dialogue, or in the eloquenoe of the

passions. Yet the effect of his plaia and homely
subjects was so strikingly superior to that of the
vapid and heroic productions of the day, as to

induce some of his contemporary admirers to pro-

nounce that he had reached the acme of dramatic
excellence, and struck into the best and the most
genuine path of tragedy."

Lilly, John. See Lyly, John.

Iiillyrick, Mr. The collector, uncle of Mrs.
Kenwigs, in Dickens's novel of Nicholas Nicklehy
(q.v.).

Lily Maid of Astolat, The. See Astolat,
The Lily Maid of.

" Lily, To paint the."—Kmg John, act iv.,

scene 2.

Lily, William. See Sidbophel.

"Limit of beoom.ing mirth, The."—
Love's Labom's Lost, act i., scene 1.

"Limited Monarchy." A stock phrase

which has not yet been traced to its origin.

Sidney, in his Arcadia, uses the expression, "im-
limited monarchy" (book iii.).

Linacre, Thomas, physician and scholar (d.

1524), was author of De Einendata Strtectura Latina
Sermonis, Libri VI., and an elementary Latin
Grammar.

Lincoln, Bishop of. See Wordswobth,
Ch]9,istophek.

Lincoln's Inn Library, The, was com-
menced in 1522.

Lindabrides. A heroine of the romance of

The Mirror of Knighthood.

Lindisfarne, Elegy on the Destruction
of. A Latin poem by Aicum of Tours (735—804).

Lindley, John, botanical writer (b. 1799, d.

1866), wrote, among other works. Elements of
Botamy and The Vegetable Kingdom.

Lindsay, Lizie. A ballad printed by
Jamieson, Buchan, and Whitelaw, and bearing
some resemblance ia its motif to Tennyson's ballad

of The Lord of Burleigh. Both poems turn upon
the wooing of a " village maiden" by a lover of

high degree.

Lindsay, Kobert, of Pinsoottie, Scottish

chronicler fb. about the begirming of the sixteenth

century), wrote a Chronicle of Scotland's history

from 1436 to 1565. Scott said of him that " his

naivete and humour, his minute touches of indi-

viduality, his picturesque and graphic style, and
the high spirit of chivalry and warmth of heart
that glow through his every page, render him by
far the most entertaining of the old Scottish

chroniclers." His History was edited by DalyeU
in 1814.

Lindsay, Sir David, poet (b. 1490, d. 1567),
wrote The Lreme (1528) ; The Complaynt of the

King's Papimgo (1530), (q.v.) ; The Testament of the

Papingo (1630) ; Ane PleasoMt Satyre of the- Three

Estatis (1535) ; The Historie of Sqwyer William

Meldrum (1650); The Monarchic (155S) ; and some
minor works. His productions were first collected

and published in 1668. An edition of the poetical

Worlcs, with a Life of the author, was published

by George Chalmers in 1806. See Kittie's Confes-
sion; Meldbum; Monabohie; Peddeb Coefeis;

Three Estatis.

Lindsey, Theophilus, Unitarian minister

(b. 1723, d. 1808), wrote An Apology for resigning

his living in the Church of,England (1773), besides

several other works. See the Life by Belsham
(1812).

Lindwood, Thomas, Bishop of St. David's

(d. 1446). See Constitutions of the Archbishops
OP Canterbuey.

Linen, The Praise of Cleane : " with the

commendable use of the Laundress." A "merry
Poeme" by John Taylor, the "water-pget"

(1580—1654), published in the Works (1630).

" Linen you're wearing out. It is not."—Hood's Song of a Shirt:—
*• But human creatures' lives."

Lines to an Indian Air, by Percy
Bysshe Shelley ; beginning :

—

" I arise from dreams of tiiee."

"Lines where beauty lingers, The."—Byron, The Giaour.

Lines Written in the Churchyard
of Richmond, Yorkshire, by Herbert
Knowles (1798—1817), when the writer was only

eighteen years of age. They were printed by
Southey in an article contributed to The Quarterly

Review (vol. ii., p. 396), and soon attracted atten-

tion. They are founded on St. Matthew xvii. 4.

" The reader will remember," says Southey, "that
they are the verses of a schoolboy, who had not
long been taken from one of the lowest stations of

Hfe, and he will then judge what might have been
expected from one who was capable of writing with
such strength and originality upon the tritest of

all subjects."

Lingard, John, D.D., historian (b. 1771, d.

1851), wrote Antiquities of tlie Anglo-Saxon Church
fl806, 1810, and 1844) ; a History of England
(1819, 1830, and 1849), various controversial

works, and numerous contributions to reviews and
magazines.

Lingon, Parson. A character in GrEOEGE
Eliot's novel of Felix Holt, the Radical (q.v.).

Lingua : " or, the Combat of the Tongue
and the Five Senses for Superiority." An allego-

rical play, first printed in 1607, and attributed to

Anthony Brewer (b. drca 1580). It turns upon
the claim of the tongue to be admitted to the

dignity of a sixth sense. " When this play was
acted at Cambridge," says Chetwood, " Oliver
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Cromwell performed tlie paxt of Taotus, which he
felt so warmly, that it first fired his amhition, and
from the possession of an imaginary crown, he
stretched hia views to a real one ; to accomplish
which he was content to wade through a sea of

blood. The speech hy which he was so aflected is

the following ;

—

"
' Roses and tiays, pack hence I this crown and robe
My brows and body circles and Invests

;

How gallantly. Ic fits me I

'

"

and so on.

"Linked sweetness long drawn out,
Of." Line 140 of Milton's poem of L'Allegro.

"Linked with one virtue, and a
thousand crimes."

—

Byron, Th& Corsair, canto iii.,

stanza 24. See Corsair, The.

Linkinwater, Tim. Clerk to Cheeryhle
Brothers (q.v.), in Dickens's novel of Nicholas

Nickleby (<1.T.); afterwards married to Miss La
Creevy (q.v.).

Linn, John Blair, American poet (b. 1777,

d. 1804), was author of The Powers of Genius.

Linnsean Society of London, The, was
instituted in 1788.

Linne, The Heir of. An old ballad, pre-

served in Bishop Percy's Seliques.

Linsie-Woolsie : " or, Two Centuries of

Epigrams. Written by "WniiiAM Gama&e, Ba-
chelor in the Arts," and published at Oxford in

1613.

Linton, Sliza Lynn, novelist and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1822), has written Azeth, the

Mgyptian (1846) ; Atm/mom : a Momance (1848)

;

Sealities (1851); Witch Stories (1861); Grasp yowr

Nettle (1865); Lizzie Lorton of Greyrigg (1866);

Sowing the Wind (1867) ; Joshua Davidson (1872)

;

Patricia Kemball (1874); The Atonement of Learn

Pundas (1875); From Breams to Waking (1876);

The World Well Lost (1877); also, The Lake
Country (1864) ; and Ourselves : Essays on Women
(1867).

Linton, William James, poet and artist,

husband of the above (b. 1812), was the author of

Claribel amd other Poems (1865), A Sistory of Wood
Engraving, A Life of Thomas Paine, and other works.

See Stedman's Victorian Poets.

Lippineott, Sara Jane, nee Clarke. See

Greenwood, Grace.

Lips and Eyes. A lyric by Thomas Oarew
(1589—1639).

" Lips, lips, open." i'irst line of a lyric

"To a Sleeping Child," by Authur Hugh Ciough.

Lirriper's Lodgings, Mrs. The title of

the Christmas number of All the Tear Moimd for

1863, written by Charles Dickens (1812—1870).
" The quaint manner and ideas of Mrs. Lirriper,

lodging-house keeper, of 81, Norfolk Street,

Strand—her troubles with the domestics, willing

Sophy, Mary Anne—the fiery Carolina fighting

with the lodgers, and being sent off to prison—^the

odious Miss Wozenham, an opposition lodging-
house keeper—^the adoption of poor little Jemmy,
under the joint guardianship of her eccentric but
good-hearted lodger. Major Jackman, his education
at home, and then his being sent off to a boarding-
house, are inimitably sketched." A sequel ap-
peared in December, 1864, entitled Mrs. Lirriper's

Lisa, Monna. Mother of Tessa, in George
Eliot's novel of Romola (q.v.).

Lisle, William, antiquary and poet (d. 1637),
wrote The Fair Ethiopian (1631), and Seamen Straines

of the Soul; translated a work by ^Kricus Abbas
(1623), and edited Du Bartas' Ark in French and
EngKsh (1637).

Lismahago, Captain. A superannuated
half-pay officer, m Smollett's novel of Humphrey
Clinker (q.v.), of whom Hazlitt writes that he is

" the flower of the flock," and " the best preserved

and most severe of ail Smollett's characters."
" His tenaciousness in argument is not so delightful

as the relaxation of his logical severity when he
finds his fortunes mellowing in the wintry smiles

of Mrs. Tabitha Bramble."

Lismore, Book of the Dean of, is a
collection of Highland traditions before 1550, made
by Dean James M'Gregor, of Lismoro, in Argyll-

shire, and his brother Duncan. It includes twenty-
eight Fenian poems, nine attributed to Ossian

and to Fergus Fibheoil (q.v.), one to Caeilte

McKonan, three to a couple of hands not else-

where named, and the rest to hands not named.
The volume is in the Edinburgh Advocate's

Library. A selection from it was edited and
published by McLaughlan and Skene in 1862.

" Lisped in numbers, for the numbers
came; I. Line 128 in Pope's Epistle to Br.
Arbuthnot.

Lissardo. S»e Flippanta.

Lissoy. See Deserted Village, The.

"Listened like a three-years' child,
And." One of the lines which Wordsworth
added to The Ancient Marina- (q.v.).

Lister, Martin, M.D., naturaUst (b. 1712),

was the author of Sistoria Conehyliorum.

Lister, Thomas Henry, novelist and

dramatist (b. 1801, d. 1842), wrote Granby (1826),

Herbert Lacy (1827), Arlington (1832), and Epi-

charis (1829) ; besides a Life of Clarendon (1838).

Listless, Mr. A dandy, in Peacock's novel

of Nightmare Abbey (q.v.).

Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth
Century: "comprising Biographical Memoirs

of WiUiam Bowyer, Printer, F.S.A., and many
of his learned friends," by John Nichols, pub-

lished, in nine volumes, in 1812—15. A sequel

to this work, entitled Illustrations of the Literary
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Mistory of the Mighteenth Centwry, appeared in
1817—58.

Literary Life, BecoUeetions of a, by
Mary Eussell Mitpord (1786—1855) ;

published
in 1861.

Literature and Art, The GuUd of,
was instituted in London iu 1851.

"Literature is a very bad crutch, but
a very good walldng-stiok."

—

Chaeles Lamb, in a
letter to Bernard Barton.

Literature, Boyal Society of, was insti-

tuted in London in 1823.

Lithgow, Williaill, Scottish traveller and
poet (b. 1580, d. 1640), wrote The Bare Adventwes
and iavnful jPeregrinations of Long Nineteen Years'

Travayles from Scotland to the most Famous King-
doms m Europe, Asia, <md Africa (1614, 1623, 1632,
and 1640) ; The Filgrim^s Farewell to Sis Native
Goimtry of Scotland (1618) ; Scotland's Teares (1625),
(q.v.) ; Scotland's Welcome to King Charles (1633)

;

The Last Siege of Breda (1637) ; The Gmhing Teares

of Godly Sorrow (1640), (q.v.); tyro Tracts on London
^643); and The Siege of Newcastle (1646). See
ToTAi. Discourse, The.

Little Dorrit. A novel by Charles Dickens,
published in 1855.

"Little Ellie sits alone." Krst line of
The Bomance of the Swan's Nest, by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning.

Little-Endians. See Big-Endians.

"Iiittle fleas have lesser fleas." A
misquotation of the first line of a quatrain in
Swift's poetical Bha/psody on Poetry, which runs

—

*• So, naturalists observe, a flea
Has smaller fleas that on him prey;
And these have smaller still to bite 'em.
And HO proceed adinjlnibimt"

Little French Lawyer, The. An amus-
ing comedy by Beaumont and Fletcher, of which
" the story and most of the characters are," says
Hallam, "manifestly of French derivation."

Little John. A companion of Robin Hood,
who figures frequently in the ballads devoted to
that famous robber. His real name is said to have
been Nailor.

Little-John, Hugh. The name bestowed
by Sir Walter Scott upon his grandson, John
Hugh Lockhart, to whom he dedicated his Tales of
a Grandfather (q.v.).

Little John Nobody. A witty satire on
the Eeformation, in the form of a ballad, written
about the year 1550, and preserved in the Pepys
collection, the British Museum,

' and Strype's
McTnoirs of Cramner.

"Little learning is a dangerous thing,
A." Line 15 of Pope's JEssay on Criticism,
pt. ii. :

—

" Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian Epring."

Little LiUiput, The Prince of. See

LiLLiPUT, The Prince op Little.

" Little more than kin, and less than
' kind."—Samlet, act i., scene 2.

Little Well. See Nell, Little.

Little Pedlington. See Pedlington,
Little.

"Little pitchers have wide ears."—
George Herbert's Jacula Frridentum,

Little Red Riding Hood. A lyric by
Letitia Elizabeth Landon :

—

"Red Riding Hood, the darling.
The flower of fair lore."

"Little said is soonest mended."
This proverb occurs in one of George Wither's
minor works.

Little Sister, The. See Caroline GAim.

Little, Thomas, The Poetical Works
of the late, by Thomas Moore (1779—1862);
published in 1801. A volume of erotic poetry,

which the poet regretted in later years. The name
of Little was assumed in allusion to the author's

diminutive stature.

Little Travels and Roadside Sketches,
by William Makepeaxte Thackeray (1811—1863);
contributed to Fraser's Magazine, under the nom de

plwme of " Michael Angelo Titmarsh " (q.v.).

" Little tyrant of his fields withstood.
The." Gray, Elegy written in a Country Church-
yard, stanza 15.

Little, William. See William op New-
bury.

Littleton, Adam, D.D., lexicographer (b.

1627, d. 1694), was the author of a, Latin Dictionary

(1678), superseded by that of R. Ainsworth (q.v.).

Littleton, Edward, D.D., divine and poet
(d. 1734), contributed a poem on The Spider to

Dodsley's Collection, edited by Reed (1782). His
Sermons were published posthumously in 1735, with
a Life by MoreU.

Littleton, Sir Thomas, judge of Common
Pleas (b. 1421, d. 1481), wrote the famous Treatise

on Tenures, printed in 1584, on which Sir Edward
Coke wrote his no less famous Commentary (1628).

Liturgy, The English. See Common
Prayer, Book of.

" Live and Learn, We."—John Pompret,
Beason.

" Live in deeds, not years. We." See

Bailey's poem of Festus (q.v.). The whole pas-

sage runs :

—

*• We llv e In deeds, not years ; In thoughts, not hreaths

;

In feelings, not in figures on a dial,
we should count time by heart-throbs. He lives most
Who thlnlEs most, feels the noblest, acts the best."

"Live laborious days, And."—Milton,
If/eidas, line 70.
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" Live to please (We that) must please
to live."

—

Johnson, Prologue on the Opening of
Drmy Lane Theatre.

"Live while you live, the epicure
would say." First Uiie of an epigram by Dod-
dridge, On his Family Arms.

"Lived in Settle's numbers one day-
more, But."

—

Pope's Dunciad, took i., line 90.

" Lively to severe. Prom." See " Grave
TO GAY."

"Lives along the line."—Pope, .Essay ore

Man, epistle i., line 217.

" Lives of great men all remind us."
A line in Longpellcw's poem, A Psalm of Life.

Living in London, The Art of. A poem
by William Cooke (d. 1814).

Living in London, The Art of: "or, a
Caution how Gentlemen, Countrymen, and Stran-
gers, drawn by occasion of Businesse, should dis-

pose of themselves in the Thriftiest Way; not onely
in the Citie, but in all other populous Places. As
also, a direction to the poorer Sort, that come
thither to seek their Fortunes." This curious
work by Henry Peacham (1576?—1650), published
in 1642, is reprinted in the ninth volune of the
Sarleian Miscellany.

Livingstone, David, LL.D., D.C.L.,
missionary and traveller (b. 1817, d. 1873), wrote
Missionary Travels (1857), Cambridge Leetwes
(1858), Bxpedition to the Zambesi (1865), and Last
Jomnals (1874). Several short biographies of
Livingstone have been published.

Livingstone, Guy. A novel by George
Alfred Lawrence (1827—1876).

Iiivy. The great work of this Eoman historian
—^which has only come down to us in a fragmentary
shape—has been frequently translated. See Ancient
Classics for English Readers.

Lloyd, Charles, poet (d. 1839), wrote, in

conjunction vrith Charles Lamb, Blank Verse

(1798), besides Poetical Essays on Pope, and other
works. See Alpieri.

Lloyd, David, biographer (b. 1625, d. 1691),
wrote State Worthies (1665)', and other works.

Lloyd, Robert, poet and miscellaneous writer
(b. 1733, d. 1764), wrote The Actor (1760), (q.v.),

and other works, which were collected and pub-
lished with a Life by Dr. Kenrick in 1774. Among
these are The Progress of Envy (1751) ; Tears and
Triumphs of Parnassus (1760) ; Arcadia : or, the

Shepherd's Wedding (1761) ; and The Capricious

Lovers (1764), (q.v.). See Obscurity; Pufp, The.

Llywareh Llew Cad. A Welsh bard (circa

1 190). See Stephens's Literatwe of the Kymri.

Llywelyn ap Gruffyd. The subject of an
elegy by.BLEDDYN Vardd (circa 1250). Hywelyn

23

was the last native Prince of Wales, and an ode to-

his memory was written by Llygad Gwyr (circa

1270).

L. N. B. The initials adopted by Mrs. Ean-
yard, in the publication of The Book and its Story,
and other works.

" Lo, here is God, and there is God."
First line of The New Sinai, a lyric, by Arthur
Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

"Lo! when the rosy-bosom'd hours."
First line of Gray's Ode to Spring.

Loadstone, Lady. A character in Ben
Jonson's play of The Magnetic Lady.

"Loan oft loses both itself and
friend."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 3.

"And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry."

Loathly Lady, The. A character in the
old ballad of The Marriage of Sir Gawain. As
soon as she is married to the knight, she is trans-

formed into a beautiful woman.

" Local habitation and a name. A."

—

A Midsummer Night's Bream, act v., scene 1.

Lochaber no More. A song by Allan
Eamsay (1686—1758) :—

" I gae then, my lass, to win honour and fame,
And if I should luck to come gloriously hame,
I'll bring a heart to thee with love running o'er.

And then I'll leave thee and Lochaber no more."

Lochart, Alexander, Scotch politician (b.-

1675, d. 1732), was author of Memoirs of Scotland.

Lochiel's Warning. A lyrical dialogue, by
Thomas Campbell.

Lochleven. A descriptive poem, in blank

verse, by Michael Bruce (1746-1767), first

printed in 1770.

Loehinvar. A ballad by Sir Walter Scott,

sung by Lady Heron in Marmion (q.v.) . The hero

is a youth who runs off with his ladylove under
the very eyes of her expectant bridegroom and
relations.

Locis Sanctis, De. A work by St. Adamnak
(q.v.), which Morley, in English Writers, calls

" our first book of travel." It is the result of a

visit to Adamnan at lona of a Fraukish bishop,

who had journeyed much in the East, and whose

descriptions of sacred places in Palestine and Egypt

are here reproduced.

Lock, James (b. 1780, d. 1855), was author of

The Cownty of Sunderland.

Locke, Alton. See Alton Locke.

Locke, John, philosophical writer (b. 1632,

d. 1704), wrote A Letter on Toleration (1689), A
Second Letter on Toleration (1690), Two Treatises on

Government (1690), An Essay concerning Suman Un-

derstanding (1690), The Inspiration of the Soly Scrip-

tures (1690), A Third Letter of Toleration (1692),

Thoughts concerning Education (1693), The Reason-

ableness of Christianity (1695), (q.v.). On the Con-

duct of the Understanding, Examination of Male-
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branche, Elements of Natural Fhilosophy, Thoughts
on Reading and Study, Essay for the Understanding

of St. Faul's Epistles by consulting St. Paul himself,
and some minor works, included in the edition of
the Works puhlished in 1777. His life has been

^written by Le Clerc (1713), Lord King (1829),
and Fox-Bourne (1876). See also the essay by
J. A. St. John, prefixed to the Philosophical Works,
published in 1843. See Education, Thohohts on

;

Government, Two Treatises on Civil
; Human

Understandino
; Paul's Epistles, &o.; Tolera-

tion, Letters Ooncerning.

IiOCker, Arthur, novelist and misceUaneouB
writer, has written Sweet Seventeen, Stephen Scuda-
more. The Village Surgeon, and other works.

Iiocker, Frederick, poet (b. 1821), has
published London Lyrics (1857), a volume of vers de

soeiete which has run into various editions. He has
also edited a little book of drawing-room poetry
called Lyra Elegantiarum. Selections firom his works
appeared in 1865.

Loekhart, John Gibson, noveHst, bio-

grapher, and critic (b. 1794, d. 1854), wrote
Peter' s Letters to his Kinsfolk (1819), (q.v.); Ancient
Spanish Ballads (1821); Essay on Cervantes (1822)

;

Adam Blair (1822), (q.v.) ; Reginald Balton (1823),

(q.v.J ; Matthew Wald (1824), (q.v.) ; Valerius (1824),
(q.v.) ; Life of Bwrns (1825) ; and Life of Scott

(1832—37). Loekhart was for some time editor of
The Quarterly Review, to which he contributed
numerous biographical and critical essays (1826

—

62). Carlyle has describedLookhart's style as " good,
clear, direct, and nervous;" and "so," says Miss
Martineau, " it is ; and with a genuine beauty in it,

too, both of music and of pathos." All his novels,

she says, " are more remarkable for power in the
delineation of passion, and for beauty of writing,
than for higher qualities." See Moiutis, Peter;
Wastle, William.

XiOCkit. The gaoler, in Q-ay's Beggar's Opera
(q.v.) ; intended for Lord Townshend.

IiOckman, John, miscellaneous writer (b.

1698, d. 1771), translated Voltaire's Senriade into
English (1732), besides producing a couple of dramas
and some verses.

Locksley. An outlawed archer, in Sir

Walter Scott's romance of Ivanhoe (q.v.). He
is Eobiu Hood, the famous robber, in disguise.

Locksley Hall. A poem by Alfred Ten-
nyson (b. 1809), published in 1842. It has been
admirably parodied in the Bon Gaultier Ballads

(q.v.).

Lodge in some vast wilderness, O for
a."—CowpER, The Task, book ii. ("The Time-
piece"). The allusion is to Jerem. ix. 2.

Lodge, Edmund, historian (b. 1756, d.

1839), published Illustrations of British History

(1791), Portraits of Illustrious Persons of Great
Britain (1821—34), and other works.

j

Lodge, Thomas, poet and dramatist (b.

1555, d. 1625), wrote a Reply to the SchooU of

Abuse (1579—80), (q.v.) ; An Alarm against Usurers

(1584), (q.v.) ; Scillie's Metamorphosis (1589) ;

Rosalynde (1690) ; Catharos (1691), (q.v.) ; Euphiies'

Shadow (1692); Phillis (1693), (q.v.); William
Longbeard (1593) ; The Woumds of Civill War
(1594) ; A Looking-Glasse for London and England
(with Robert Greene), (1594), (q.v.) ; A Pig for
Momus (1595), (q.v.); The Divel Conjured (1596);
Wit's Miserie and the World's Madnesse (1596), and
others. See HazHtt's Handbook to Early English
Literatwre, Collier's Dramatic Poetry and Poetical

Decameron, Wood's Athena Oxonienses, Beloe's

Anecdotes of Literatwre, Hitson's Bibliographia

Poetiea, Brydges' Censura Literaria, The Retrospec-

tive Review, and the Shakespeare Society's pub-
lications (1853). See Defence op Stage Plays;
Longbeard ; Rosaline ; Eosalynde ; Wounds op
Civill War, The.

Lodore, The Cataract of: "described in
rhymes for the nursery." By Robert Southey
(1774—1843).

"Lo'ed him like a vera brither, Tam."—Burns, A Winter's Night

:

—
"They had been fou for weeks together."

"Lofty Ehyme, The." See Milton's
poem of Lycidas, lines 10, 11 :

—

„ '* He knew
Himself to sing, and huHd the lofty rhyme."

Logan Braes. A ballad by John Mayne
(1759—1836), published in 1781 ; two Hnes of which
Burns incorporated into his poem of Logan Water.

Logan, John, divine, poet, and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1748, d. 1788), wrote Lectures on the
Philosophy of History (1781), The Government of
Asia (mi). Poems (1782), Runnimede (1783), (q.v.),

Charges against Warren Hastings (1784), and
Sermons (1790—91). Logan also contributed to T/te

English Review. An edition of his poems, with a
Life of the author, appeared in 1805. See CucKOO,
Ode TO THE ; Warren Hastings.

Logan "Water. See Logan Braes.

Logic, A Treatise on, by Dr. Isaac
Watts (1674—1748); published in 1724. The
fuU title runs Logic : or, the Right Use of Reason.

Logic, Bob. "The Oxonian," in Pierce
Egan's story of Life in London (q.v.).

Lollardie, Against. See Against Lol-
LARDIE.

London. A poem by Dr. Johnson, published
in 1738. It is written in imitation of the thii-d

satire of Juvenal.

London, A Survay of: "conteyning the
Originall Antiquity, Increase, Modeme Estate, and
description of that City, written in the year 1598,
by John Stow " (1525—1605). This famous work,
on which aU succeeding histories of the metropolis
have been baaed, was republished by the author
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in. 1603, " increased -with divers rare Notes of

Aiitiq[uity
;

" again " corrected and muoli enlarged

by A[nthony] M[unday]," ia 1618; "enlarged by
A[nthony] M[imday] and H[enry] D[yson]," in

1633 ; and by W. J. Thorns, witli notes and a
memoir of the author, in 1842.

Loudon, An Alarum for. See Alakdm
FOB. London, An.

London Florentine, The. A play, in

two parts, written by Henky Chettlb and Thomas
Heywood, and produced in 1602.

London Institution Library was founded

in 1806, Professor Porson being the first librarian.

London, Library of the Corporation
of, at Guildhall, was founded in 1824.

London Library, The, in St. James's

Sq[uare, was opened on May 1, 1841. Its first

catalogue appeared in 1847.

London Lyckpenny, The. A poem by
John Lydgate (1375—1460), containing some

curious particulars of London in the fifteenth

century.

London Magazine, The. A monthly
periodical, to which James Boswell, the bio-

grapher of Dr. Johnson, contributed a series of

papers entitled The Hypochond/riae, between the

years 1777 and 1782. Another magazine, of the

same name, established in 1820, included among
its earlier contributors Charles Lamb, Hazlitt,

Carlyle, De Quincey, Allan Cunningham, Hood,
Keats, James Montgomery, Landor, J. 0. Hare,

Hartley Coleridge, and others.

London Review, The. A periodical

founded in 1775 by Dr. William Kenriok (1720

—

1779).

London, The Art of Living in. See

Living in London, The Art op.

London, The Four Prentises of: with
" The Conquest of Jerusalem." A play by
Thomas Heywood, printed in 1615. Warton
poiats out that this djrama is burlesqued in Beau-
mont and Fletcher's Knight of the Bumingi Pestle

(q.v.). It was evidently designed to ridicule the

prevalent fashion of reading chivalrous romances.

" Long-drawn aisle and fretted vault.
The." See Gray's Elegy written in a Country

Churchyard, stanza 10.

Long, Sdward, miscellaneous writer (b.

1734, d. 1813), wag author of a History of Jamaica

(1774).

Long, George, classical scholar (b. 1800),

has written works on Somim Law (1846), France

md its Revolutions (1849), and The Decline and
Fall of the Roman Republic (1864—74) ; besides

translations from Marcus !Aurelius, Herodotus,

Plutarch, Cicero, SaUust, and Caesar.

Long Story, A. A humorous descriptive

poemby Thomas Gray (1716—1771). Themansion

with its " passages that led to nothing " was Lady
Cobham's seat.

Long, Thomas, Non-juring divine (b. 1621,

d. 1700), wrote The Unreasonableness of Separa-
tion; Br. Walker's True, Modest, and Faithful
Account of the Author of Eikon Basililee; and many
other works. See Wood's Athence Oxonienses.

Long, Tom. The hero of a popular story

called The Merry Conceits of Tom Long, the Carrier,

containing many Pleasant Passages and Mad Pranks
which he observed in his Travels.

Long Tom CofB.n. See Cofein, Long Tom.

Longaville. A courtier in attendance on the

King of Navarre, in Love's Labour's Lost (q.v.).

Longbeard, The Life and Death of
Williani : " the most famous and wittie English

traitor, borne in the Citie of London, accompanied

with many other pleasant and prettie histories,"

by Thomas Lodge (1555—1625) ;
printed in 1593.

Dr. Charles Mackay has made the life of Longbeard

the subject of an interesting work.

Longer thou livest the more Foole
thou art. The: "a very Mery and Pythie

Commedie," or moral play, by W. Wager, which

appears to have been written soon after Eliza-

beth came to the throne. It must, says CoUier,

have been an amusing production of its Mnd,
consisting of fifteen characters, though the title

states that " foure may play it easUy." The moral

enforced is the necessity of giving children a pious

education. See Moros.

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth,
American poet and prose writer (b. 1807), has

published Outre-Mer (1835); Syperion (1839);

Foices of the Night (1841) ; Ballads and Other Poems

(1842) ; Poems on Slavery (1843) ; The Spanish

Student (1845) ; Poets and Poetry of Europe ^1847)

;

The Belfry of Bruges (1847) ; Evangeline (1848)

;

Eavanagh (1849) ; The Seaside and the Fireside

(1851); The Golden Legend (1851); The Song of

Hiawatha (1856) ; Miles Stamdish (1858) ;
Tales of

a Wayside Inn (1863); Flower de Luce (1866); a

translation of the Divina Commedia (1867—70)

;

JVew England Tragedies (1869); The Divine Tragedy

(1871); Three Books of Song (1872); After-

math (1873) ; The Hanging of the Crane (1874)

;

The Masque of Pandora (1875) ; and Poems on

Places (1877). "LongfeUow," says one of his

countrymen, " has studied the principles of verbal

melody, and rendered himseU master of the

mysterious affinities which exist between sound

and sense, word and thought, feeling and expres-

sion. His tact in the use of language is probably

the chief cause of his success. There is an apti-

tude, and gracefulness, and vivid beauty, m many

of his stanzas, which at once impress the memory,

and win ear and heart. There is in the tone of

his poetry little passion, but much quiet earnest-

ness. His ideas and metaphors are often very

striking and poetical, but there is no affluence of
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sisted by George Home, clerk of tlie Court of

Sessions; William, Lord Craig; Alexander, Lord
Abercromby ; William Macleod, Lord Bannatyne ;

and others. See Kay's Portraits and Drake's

Louse, To a
bonnet at ehurcb.

"on seeing one on a lady's

A lyric by Kobert Bukns
(1759—1796), containing tie oft-quotedJiues :

—

** O wadsome Pow'r the gtftie gle us
To see oursels as others see us

!

It wad frae luonie a blunder free us
And foolish notion

;

"What airs in dress an' gait wad lea'e us,
And ev'ri Beyotion !

"

IjOllsiad, The. "A beroi-comic poem," in
live cantos, by John Wolcot (1738—1819), founded
on tbe fact tbat an obnoxious insect had been dis-

covered on the king's plate among some green
peas, and thus induced a decree to the effect that

aE the servants in the royal kitchen must have
their heads shaved ! See Pindab, Peter.

Love. A play by James Sheridan Knowles
(1784—1862). Also the title of a poem by Samuel
Taylor Coleridoe :

—

"All thoughts, all passions, all delights.
Whatever stirs this mortal frame.
All are but ministers of Love,

And feed his sacred flame,"

Love a la Mode. A comedy by Charles
Maoklin (1690—1797), produced in 1760.

Love, All for. See All for Love.

Love and a Bottle. A comedy by George
Farouhar (1678—1707), produced in 1698. It was
its author's first dramatic composition.

Love and Death. A sonnet by Alfred
Tennyson (b. 1809), printed iu 1830.

Love and Dilty. A poem by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1842.

Love and Truth, " in two modest and
peaceable Letters concerning the Distempers of the
present Times; written from a quiet and con-
formable citizen of London to two buaie and fac-

tious shop-keepers in Coventry." A work ascribed

by Archbishop Bancroft to Izaak Walton (1593—1683), and reprinted in Zouch's edition of that

writer's Lives. It is doubtful, however, if Walton
was more than the editor of the letters.

Love Breathing Thanks and Praise.
A work by Richard Baxter (1615—1691), re-

markable as containing the famous couplet :—
" I preached as never sure to preach again.
And as a dying man to dying men."

" Love can hope where reason would
despair." Second line of an epigram by Lord
Lyttelton (1709—1773).

Love Chase, The. A comedy by James
Sheridan Knowles (1784—1862), produced in

1837, and played at the Haymarket Theatre,
London, for one hundred nights.

Love for Love. A comedy by William
CoNGREVE, produced in 1695. The dialogue is

distinguished by a brilliancy of wit and polish of

style which towards the close become almost

oppressive. It was produced at a new theatre

which Betterton and some other actors had opened

in a tennis-court, near Lincohi's Inn. '

' Scarcely

any comedy within the memory of the oldest

man," says Maoaulay, " had been equally success-

ful. The actors were so ela.ted that they gave
Congreve a share in their theatre."

" Love gives itself, but is not bought."—Longfellow, Endymion.

"Love her was a liberal education,
To." A saying which occurs in Steele's Tatler,

No. 49. It has reference to Lady Elizabeth

Hastings.

Love, Hope, and Patience in Educa-
tion. A poem by Samuel Taylor Coleridge
(1772—1834).

Love in a Forest. A comedy by Charles
Johnson (1679—1748), acted in 1721, and founded
upon Shakespeare's comedy of As Tou Like It

(q.v.).

"Love in a hut, with water and a
crust."

—

Keats, Lamia (q.v.) :

—

*' Is, Lord forgive us ! cinders, aslies, dnst."

Love in a Riddle. A comedy by Collet
Gibber (1671—1757) ; written in hopeless compe-
tition with Gay's Beggar's Opera (q.v.). 'The

author himself informs us of the reception it met
with at the hands of the public. " My new fangled
performance," he says, " was so vilely,damned and
hooted at as so vain a presumption in the idle

cause of virtue could desire."

Love in a Village. A comic opera by Isaac
Bickbestaff (1735— 1787), to a great extent
founded on Johnson's Village Opera, and other
pieces, and played in London in 1762—63. Hazlitt

describes it as " one of the most delightful comic
operas on the stage. It is truly pastoral," he
says, " and the sense of music hovers over the
very scene like the breath of morning."

" Love in her eyes sits playing." First

Une of a song in Gay's Aeis and Galatea (q.v.).

" Love in her sunny eyes does bask-
ing play." First line of The Change, a lyric by
Abraham Cowley (1618—1667) in The Mistress

(q.v.)—
" Love walks the pleasant mazes of her hair.

Love does on both her lips for ever sti-ay.
And sows and reaps a thousand kisses there

;

In all her outward parts Love's always seen,
But oh ! he never went within."

" Love in my bosom, like a bee." First

line of a lyric in Lodge's Eosalynde (q.v,).

Love in Several Masques. A comedy
ty Henry Fielding (1707—1764), produced in

1728,

" Love, indeed, is light from heaven."
—Byron, The Giaour^ line 1,131:

—

" A spark of that Immortal Are,
With ani^els shared, hy Allah given,

To lift from earth our low desire."
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"Love is a sickness full of woes."
First line of a lyric by Samuel Daniel.

" Love is hurt with, jar and fret."—
Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

" Love is indestructible." See stanza lo,

canto X., of Southey's poem of The Curse of

Kehama—
" Its holy flame for ever burnetii

;

From Heaven it came, to Heaven returneth."

"Love is loveliest when embalmed
in tears." See stanza 1, canto iv., of Scott's

poem, The Lady of the Lake.

" Love is not love that alters when it

alteration finds." See SnAKESPBAttE's Sonnet,

cxvi.

Love, James, dramatist (d. 1774), wrote

Famela, a comedy (1742) ; Cricket : an Seroie JPoem

(1770), and otlier pieces.

Love Letters, addressed by Mrs. Piozzi

(1740—1821) to Augustus W. Conway, when she

was eighty years of age, were published in 1843.

"Love lost between us, There's no."
—Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, act i., scene 4.

" Love me little, so you love me long,"
occurs ia one of Hermok's shorter pieces. Love

me Little, Love me Long, is the title of one of Chakles
Eeadb's novels.

" Love not, love not ! ye hapless sons
of clay." First line of a lync by the Hon. Mrs.

Norton (b. 1808) :—
" Love fllnga ahalo round the dear one's head,
Faultless, immortal, till they change or die."

Love of Bong David and Pair Beth-
sabe, The. See Kins Datid and Fair Beth-
sabe. The Lote or.

" Love of life increased with years,
That." A Une in MJrs. Piozzi's Three Warnings:—

" So much, that in our latter stages.
When pains grow sharp, and sickness rages.
The greatest love of life appears."

" Love of praise, howe'er concealed
by art, The."

—

Young, The Love of Fa/ine, satirei.,

line si :

—

" Reigns more or less, and glows in every heart."

" Love of women, The."—Byron's Don
Juam, canto ii., stanza 199 :

—

" It is fenown
To he a lovely and a fearful thing."

" Love Tides the court, the camp, the
grove."

—

Scott, Lay of the Last Minstrel, canto

ui., stanza 2 ;—

-

"And men helow, and saints ahove."

Love-Sick King, The : " an English Tra-
gical History, with the Life and Death of Cartes-

munda, the fair Nun of Winchester;" pub-
lished in 1655, and revised in 1680, under the title

of The Perjured, Num.

Love-Songs made Easy. By William
Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863).
" Love sought is good, but given un-

sought is better."

—

Twelfth Night, act iii., scene 1.

"Love that hath us in the net." A
song, by Alpred Tennyson.

Love, The Economy of. A poem by John
Armstrong, M.D. (1709—1779), published in or

about 1737, but suppressed on account of its in-

decency and generally licentious tone. It was,
however, revised, corrected, and republished in

1768. It had been intended as a burlesque upon
certain didactic writers.

"Love the offender, yet detest the
ofience."

—

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, line 192.

Love, A Play of, by John Heywood, was
written in 1533.

Love, The Testament of. A prose wort
by Geoffrey Chaucer, in which he defends him-
self against certain imputations that had been cast

upon his character.

" Love thou thy land, with love far-
brought." A poem by Alfred Tennyson, in

which he gives expression to-what may be termed
the high poetic view of politics and patriotism.

" Love to hatred turned." See act iii.,

scene 8, of Congreve's tragedy, The Mourning
Bride—

" Heaven has no rage like love to hatred turned.
Nor Hell a fury like a woman scorned."

" Love took up the harp of life, and
smote on all its chords with might."

—

Tennyson,
Looksley Hall.

Love Unveiled, The Picture of: "Effi-

gies Amor." A philosophical poem by John
NoRRis (1657—1711), in which, says Professor

Eraser, love is represented as the one essential

natural principle. It was published in 1682.

Love Will Find out the Way. A comedy
by " T. B.," printed in 1661, and founded on The

Constant Maid, by Shirley.

Love Will Find out the Way. A fine

old lyric, printed by Bishop Percy in his Seliques,

and by F. T. Palgrave in his Golden Treasury.

"Loved and lost." See "Better to

have," &o. It may be noticed here that Congrevb
makes Mrs. Marwood say, in The Way of the

World (act ii., scene 1), " 'Tis better to be left

than never to have been loved."

" Loved not at first sight. Who ever
loved that." A line in Marlowe and Chapman's

poem of Sero and Leander. Shakespeare quotes

this in As You Like It, act iii., scene 5.

" Loved not wisely, but too well. One
that."

—

Othello, act v., scene 2.

Level, Lord. The hero of an old and popu-

lar Scottish baUad.

Level the Widower. A novel by William

Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863), which ori-

ginally appeared in The Cornhill Magazine. It is

founded upon the author's unacted comedy of The

Wolves amd the Lmnb (q.v.).
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Lovelace. Tlie hero of Eichaebson's novel
of Clarissa Harlowe (q.v.). See Lothario.

Lovelace, Richard, poet (b. 1618, d. 16581,

wrote Lucasta : Odes, Sonnets, Songs, ^e. ((J.v.),

(1649) ; and some posthumous pieces (1659). Also,

The Scholar, a comedy ; and The Soldier, a tragedy,
neither of which is extant. His Foems were
edited, in 1864 by Carew Hazlitt. See Wood's
Athence Oxonienses. See Althea, To.

Lovelick, Richard. See St. Geaal, The.

" Lovely and a fearful thing, A." See
" Love of women, The."

Lovely, Anne. The heroine of Mrs.
Cbntlivre's comedy of -4 Bold Stroke for a Wife
(q.v.) ; a heiress with £30,000, who is sought by
Captain Feignwell for his wife.

"Lovely woman stoops to folly,
"When." Rrst line of a lyric, by Goldsmith, in

The Vicar of Wakefield, chapter xvii.

Lover and her Husband, The. A
novel by Mrs. Gore, published in 1841. It is a
free translation of M. Bertrand's Gerfaut.

XtOV&I, Samuel, dramatist, novelist, and poet

(b. 1797, d. 1868), produced the following, among
other pieces for the stage :

—

Grana JJile, The Beau
Ideal, Olympic Pic-Nic, The White Sorse of the

Feppers, The Happy Man, The Greek Boy, and II

Paddy Whack in Italia. His best known stories

are Sandy Andy, Rory G'More, and Legends and
Stories ; his best songs, Under the Rose, Molly
Carew, and Rory O'More. See the Life by Bayle
Bernard (1874).

Lover, The Lying. A comedy by Sir

Richard Steele, produced in 1704; "so moral
and religious, as poor Dick insisted, so dull the
town thought, that it was damned."

Lover, The Tond. A ballad written by
"William Falconer (1730—1769), on board "The
Royal George," in 1764, in honour of his lady-
love, who afterwards became his wife. See

Miranda.

Loveres Lyfe, The Complaynt of a.
A poem, by Geoffrey Chaucer (1328—1400).

Lover's Complaint, A. A tender and
picturesque poem by Shakespeare, first printed in

1609, and containing the quotation:

*' O father, what a hell of witchcraft lies
In the small orb of one particular tear I

"

Lover's Lute, The. A lyric by Sir Thomas
Wyatt (1503—1542).

Lover's Melancholy, The. A tragedy by
John Ford (1586—1639) acted in 1629. The
plot turns upon the exhibition of a, deep-seated

love-melancholy in one leading character, and of a
confirmed madness in another. The play is notable
further as including a fine description of a conten-
tion between a musician and a nightingale, such as

Crashaw has treated in his Music's Duel (q.v.).

"Lovers' perjury." See "Jove but
LAUGHS," &C.

Lovers' Quarrel, The : " or, Cupid's

Triumph; being the pleasant history of Fair

Rosamond of Scotland. Being daughter to the

Lord Arundel, whose love was obtained by the

valour of Tommy Pots, who conquered the Lord
Phenix and wounded him, and after obtained her

to be his wife. Being very delightful to read."

An old ballad, printed in Ritson's Ancient Popular
Poetry.

"Lovers love the western star."

—

Scott,

Lay of the Last Minstrel, canto iii., stanza 24.

" Lovers are plenty, but fail to relieve
me."

—

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer. The
line occurs in an incidental song sung by Miss
Hardcastle.

Lovers, The Cunning. A comedy by
Alexander Brome, produced in 1654.

Lovers, The School for. A comedy, by
William Whitehead (1715—1785), produced at

Drury Lane in 1762, and founded on a suggestion

of FonteneUe's, included in the eighth volume of

that writer's works and entitled Le Testament.

Among the dramatis persona are CeUa, Araminta,
Belmour, and Sir John Dorilant.

Lover's Watch, The. A novel by Mrs.
Aphra Behn, published in 1686.

Loves of the Angels, The. A poem by
Thomas Mooee, chiefly written in Paris, and pub-
lished in 1823. See Aristeas.

Love's Dominion. A play by Richard
Fleoknoe (d. 1678), printed in 1654, and dedi-

cated to the Lady Elizabeth Claypole, to whom
the author commends it, in a preliminary essay on
the English drama, as being full of excellent

morality, and written as a pattern to the reformed
stage. M'Carthy says of this essay that it is

" one of'the earliest and most valuable of the kind
in the English language." It was probably
Flecknoe's strictures on the licence of his brother

dramatists that brought down upon him the satiric •

wrath of Dryden and Marvell in their MacFlecknoe
and Flecknoe (q.v.). Love's Dominion was repub-

lished in 1664 under the title of Love's Kingdom.

Love's Labour's Lost. A comedy by
William Shakespeare (1564—1616), published in

1598 as A pleasant conceited comedie called Loves

Labors Lost. As it was presented before Her High-
ness this last Christmas. Newly corrected and aug-

mented by W. Shakespere. Of the' comedy in its

earlier form no copy is known to exist, nor can we
hope to ascertain the exact date at which it was
written. There is every evidence, however, that

it was one of its author's first productions for the

stage, and it appears to be of earlier date than

The Two Gentleman of Verona, though " the style is

more measured, the language more perfect, the art

more polished." There is reason to believe that

the comedy is in aU respects original. It does not
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appear to have teen fovmded on any poem, romance,
legend, or historical record. The beat brief de-

scription of it is to be found, perhaps, in Schlegel's

criticism ; that "it is ahumorsome display of frolic;

a whole cornucopia of the most vivacious jokes
emptied into it. Youth is certainly perceivable in

the lavish superfluity of labour in the execution

;

the unbroken succession of plays on words, and
sallies of every description, hardly leave the specta-

tor time to breathe ; the sparkles of wit fly about in

such profusion, that they resemble a blaze of fire-

works ; while the dialogue, for the most part, is in

the same hurried style in which the passing masks
at a carnival attempt to banter each other."

Love's Iiast Shift : " or, the Fool in Fashion."

A comedy by Colley Gibber (1671—1757), pro-

duced in 1695. The hero is a Sir Novelty Fashions

(q.v.).

Love's Metamorphosis : " a witty and
courtly Pastorall," by John Lyly; published in

1601.

Love's Philosophy. A lyric, by Percy
Bysshe Shelley, written in 1820.

" Nothing In the world is single,
AUthmgB hy a. law divine

In one another's being mingle—
Why not I with thine ?"

Love's Pilgrmiage. A comedy, by John
Fletcher.

" Love's proper hue." See " Celestial

ROSY RED."

Love's Sacrifice. A play, by John Ford
(1586—1639), published in 1633; the plot and
leading characters of which closely resemble those

of Othello (q.v.).

Love's Victory. A tragi-comedy, by
William Chamberlayne, published ia 1658. It

contains some fine descriptive passages.

Love's Toung Dream. A lyric, by
Thomas Moore (1779—1852)

:

"^There's nothing half so sweet In life

As Love's young dream."

Lovibond, Edward, poet (d. 1775). His
Life and Poems will be found in vol. xi. of Ander-
son's edition of The British Poets.

"Lo-w flowing breezes are roam.ing
the broad valley dimmed in the gloaming."

—

Ele-

giacs, by Alfred Tennyson, printed in 1830, and
afterwards suppressed.

Lowe, John (b. 1750, d. 1798), wrote the

ballad of Mary's Dream, and some other pieces.

Lowell, James Eussell, poet and essayist

(b. 1819), has published A Year's Life (1841),

Poems (1844), Conversations on some of the Old Poets

(1845), Poetns (1848), The Vision of Sir Lamfal
(1848), The Biglow Papers (1848), (q.v.), A FabU
for Critics (1848), Fireside Travel (1864), Under
the Willows (1869), The Cathedral (1869), Among
my Books (1870), and My Study Windows (1871).

Hifl Complete Poetical Works appeared in England

in 1873.

Quiz, A.
See Critics, Fable for ; Wonderful

Lower, Mark Antony (b. 1813, d. 1876),
wrote English Surnames (1842), Curiosities of
Heraldry (1845), Patronymica Britannioa (1860),
The Worthies of Sussex (186S), History of Sussex

(1870), and other works.

LowndeSjWiUiam Thomas, bibliographer

(d. 1843), published The British Librarian (1829),
and The Bibliographer's Manual (1834 and 1858),
(q.v.).

Lowten. Clerk to Perker the lawyer in

The Pickwick Papers (q.v.).

Lowth, Robert, D.D., Bishop of St. David's,

Oxford, and London (b. 1710, d. 1787), wrote
Prmlectiones Aeademicce de Sacra Poesi Sebrceorum

(1753), a Short Lntroduction to English Gratnmar

(1762), a Translation of Isaiah with dissertation

and notes (1778), a Life of William of Wykeham, and
Sermons and other Remains, collected and pubhshed,
with a Life of the author by Peter Hall in 1834.

Lowth, William., Prebendary of Winchester,

D.D. (b. 1661, d. 1732), wrote a Vindication of the

Divine Authority and Inspiration of the Old and
New Testaments (1692), Directions for the Profitable

Reading of the Soly Scriptures (1708), a series of

Commentaries on the Old Testament, and other

works. His Life was written in the Biographia

Britannica by his son, Robert. (See preceding

paragraph).

Loyal Convert, The. A pamphlet, by
Francis Quarles (1592—1644), in which he
argued that Roman CathoHca might justifiably be

employed in the armies of Charles I. This so

displeased the Puritan Parliament that it ordered

the poet's property to be confiscated, and had him
denounced as a Papist.

Loyal Subject, The. A play by John
Fletcher (q.v.), partly founded on The Royal King

and Loyal Subject of Heywood. Its leadmg cha-

racters are two sisters, distinguished respectively

for their boldness and timidity.

Loyalty Confined. A Koyalist baUad,

attributed to Sir Roger L'Estrange, and printed

in David Lloyd's Memoirs of those who suffered in

the Cause of Charles I. (1668) ; also in Westminster

Drollery : or, a Choice Collection of Songs and Poems

(1691).

Lubbock, Sir John, miscellaneous -writer

(b. 1834), has written. Pre-historic Times (1866), The

Origin of Civilisation and the Primitive Condition of

Man (1870), The Origin and Metamorphoses of In-

sects (1874), British Wild Flowers (1875), &c.

Lucan, The First Book of. A translation

in blank verse by Christopher Marlowe, which is

full of "mighty hues." Gorge's version of the

Pharsalia appeared in 1614; May's, in 1627 and

1633. Nicholas Rowe's possesses uncommon merits,

and has not been superseded by later versions.

It was published after Rowe's death.
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IiUCas, Frederick, journalist and politician

(b. 1812, d. 1855), founded The Tablet.

Iiucas, Eiohard, D.D., divine (b. 1648, d.

1715), wrote The Enquiry after Soppiness (1685),
and jPractical Christianity (1700).

IiUCas, Samuel, journalist (b. 1818, d. 1865),
published The Causes and Consequences of National
lievolutions (1845), Sistory and Condition of Soeial

Progress (1853), and other works, including con-
tributions to magazines and reviews. He was
editor of Once a Week from 1859, and, at one time,
a leading literary critic of The Times.

Lucasta :
" Odes, Sonnets, Songs," &c., by

RicHABD Lovelace (1618—1658), published in
1649. Lucasta—i.e.. Lux casta—the lady of his

love, was Miss Lucy Sacheverell, a lady of beauty
and fortune, who married another on the report of

his death from wounds received at Dunkirk.

Luce. A servant to Adriana (q.v.), in The
Comedy of Errors (q.v.)

.

Lucentio. Son of Vicentio (q.v.), in The
Taming of the Shrew (q.v.).

Iiucetta, Waiting-maid to Julia, in the The
Two Gentlemen of Verona (q.v.).

IiUCiana, in The Comedy of Errors (q.v.), is

sister-in-law to Antipholus of Syracuse (q.v.).

"Lucid interval." A phrase used by Bacon
in his History of Henry VII., by Fuller in his

Pisgah Sight of Palestine, by -South in one of his
Sermons, by Dryden in his satire MacFlecJcnoe, by
Johnson in his Life of Lyttelton, and by Burke in
his History of the French Eevolution.

Lucifer. One of the dramatis personm in
Bailey's poem of Festus (q.v.). " In the character of

Lucifer, the spirit of evil, as conceived by the
author, there is nothing human. It is not," says
Hepworth Dixon, " a bold, bad man, like Mar-
lowe's; nor a proud, defying one, like Milton's;
nor a sneering, sarcastic one, like Goethe's. It is

the impersonation of a principle."

Lucifer. A character in Longpellow's dra-
matic poem of The Golden Legend (q.v.)

.

Lucile. A poem by Robert, Lord Lytton (b.

1831), published in 1860; " his best poem," says

Stedman ; "a really interesting, though senti-

mental, parlour-novel, written in fluent verse."

"Lucilia, wedded to Lucretius
found."

—

Lucretius, by Alfred Tennyson.

LuciO. A character in Measure for Measure
(q.v.).

Lucius. A tragedy by Mrs. De la Riviere
Manley (1672—1724), produced in 1717, and
having for its hero " the first Christian king of

Britain." It was honoured with a prologue from
the pen of Steele, and an epilogue from that of

Prior.

Lucius is the name of a lord in Timon of
Athens, and of a servant both in Timon of Athens
and Julius Casar. It is also that of a son of
Titus Audronicus in that play.

Luck of Roaring Camp, The. See
Eoabing Camp, The Luck of.

Luerece, The Rape of. A poem byWilliam
Shakespeare (1564—1616), first printed in 1694,
dedicated to the Earl of Southampton, and re-
printed in 1598, 1600, 1607, and 1616. "Lucretia,"
says Warton, " was the grand example of conjugal
fidelity throughout the Gothic ages." He also
suggests that Shakespeare's poem may have had
its origin in two ballads on the subject, printed in
1568 and 1569.

Lucretia : ." or, the Children of the Night."
A novel by Edward, Lord Lytton, published in
1847, and so severely criticised that the author
thought fit to vindicate himseH in a reply to
his censors, entitled, A Word to the Public.

Lucretia, in Coningsby (q.v.), is said to be in-
tended for Madame Zichy.

Lucretius. A dramatic monologue, put in the
mouth of the great Roman poet and philosopher,
by Alfred Tennyson. See in Maemillam's Maga-
zine a criticism by R. C. Jebb. The works of
Lucretius were translated by Thomas Creech (q.v.).

Lucy. The heroine of Mackenzie's novel of
The Man of the World (q.v.).

Lucy Seaue. A character in George Eliot's
novel of The Mill on the Floss (q.v.).

Lucy Gray: "or, Solitude." A ballad by
William Wordsworth, written in 1799.

Lucy's Plittin. A song by Willlam Laid-
law (1780—1845), the last four lines of which
were added by James Hogg, who printed it :

—

" Ah, weel may young Jamie gang dowie and cheerless I

And weel may he greet on the bank o' the bum

!

For bonny sweet Lucy, sae gentle and peerless.
Lies cauld in her grave, and will never return."

Lueydary, The. Referred to in the Har-
leian catalogue as " a lyteU treatyse, good and
profitable for every well-disposed person." It was
printed by Caxton, and was a translation from an
old French poem, Li Zusidaire, itself a version of
the Elucidarium, described by Warton as a large
work in dialogue, containing the sum of Christian
theology, by some attributed to Anselm, Arch-
bishop of Canterbury.

Ludicra, Epigrammata Juvenilia, by
John Parkhurst, Bishop of Norwich (1511

—

1574) ; published in 1573.

Ludo Scsecorum, De. See Ailward,
Simeon.

Ludovico. A Venetian, kinsman of Bra-
bantio in Othello (q.v.).

Ludus Coventrise. A volume of miracle
plays said to have been represented at Coventry on
the Feast of Corpus Christi, the MS. of which was
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written, Collier thinks, as early as the reign of

Henry VII.

IiUggie, The. A poem by David Gray (1838
—1861), which "shows," says Stedman, "a po-
verty due to the want of proper literary models in

his stinted cottage-home. It is an eighteenth cen-

tury poem, suggested by a too close reading of

Thomson and the hke."

IiUggnagg, in Gulliver's Travels, is an imagi-
nary island, about a hundred leagues south-east

of Japan, the inhabitants of which have received

the gift of eternal life, without the corresponding
accompaniments of health and inteEect.

Luke. The hero of Massinoek's City Madam,
who, from a state of poverty, suddenly comes into

the possession of unbounded wealth; a type of

vindictive hypocrisy, drawn and conceived with
great power.

IiUIupkin, Tony, in Goldsmith's comedy of

She Stoops to Conquer (q.v.), is described by HazUtt
as "that vulgar nickname, a, hobbetyhoy, drama-
tised ; forward and sheepish, mischievous and idle,

cunning and stupid, with the vices of the man and
the foUies of the boy ; fond of low company, and
giving himself aU the airs of consequence of the

young squire."

Iiumsden, Matthew, Orientalist (b. 1777,

d. 1835), produced a Grammar of the Persian Lan-
guage (1810), and a Grammar of the Arabic
Language (1811).

Lunatic Lover, The. A Mad Song in the

Pepys Colleetion. See Percy's Meliques.

"Lunatic (The), the lover, and the
poet."—AMidsummer Night s Dream, act v. , scene 1

.

Lunel, Albert :
" or, the Chateau of Lan-

guedoc." A novel generally attributed to Lord
Bkouoham, suppressed on the eve of its publica-

tion, in 1844. It was reprinted in 1872.

Lupin, Mrs. The landlady of the " Blue
Dragon" in Dickens's novel of Martin Chuzzlewit

(q.v.).

Lupton, Daniel, wrote the Sistory of the

Protestant Divines (1637), London and the Coimtry

carbonadoed and quartered into Several Characters

(1632), and other works.

Lupus Spiscopus. OldEnghsh homilies by
WoLFSTAN, Bishop of WoRCESTEE (d. 1023). The
most remarkable is the Sermo Lupl ad Anglos,

written in 1012, and affording a graphic picture

of that period of intrigues and treasons.

Luria. A poetical drama by Eobert Brown-
ing (q.v.). The hero is a Moor, and, says a critic,

" like Othello in many ways : a brave and skilful

general, who serves Florence instead of Venice.

He is sacrificed by the Florence he has saved, and
destroys himself at the moment when love and
honour are hastening, too late, to crown him.

The language of Luria is often in the grand
manner."

Lusiad, The. A translation from the Por-
tuguese of Camoens by William Julius Micklb
(1734— 1788), published in 1775. The Lusiad had
previously been translated by Sir Richard Fan-
shawe in 1655.

Lusignan, in Aaron Hill's tragedy of Zara
(q.v.), is the " last of the blood of the Christian
kings of Jerusalem."

" Lustely, lustely, lustely, let us saile
forth." A pirates' song in the dramatic fragment
of' Common Conditions (q.v.); "perhaps," says
Collier, "the oldest of the kind in English."

Lust's Dominion : "or, the Lascivious

Queen." A tragedy by Christopher Marlowe
(1564—1593),pubhshed some years after his death,

and, in Collier's opinion, probably written by
Dekker and others. There is internal evidence,

however, that Marlowe had a hand in it. "It
has been characterised as a striking picture, or

rather, caricature, of the unrestrained love of power,
as connected with regal ambition and external

sway."

Lusty JuventUS. A moral play, "lyvely
describing the Frailtie of Youth, of Nature prone

to Vyce, of Grace and Good CounceU traynable to

vertue;" written either very late in the reign of

Henry VIII., or very early in the reign of his son,

and reprinted in the first volume of Hawkins's
Origin of the British Drama. It is rather a tedious

production when compared with the Interlude of
Youth (q.v.) ; but it contains a song by the hero,

beginning
" In a herber greene, aslepe where as I lay,'*

which may be referred to as a very early specimen

of an English lyric.

Lute, in Musicke, A Song to, ascribed to

EiOHARD Edwards in the Paradise of Dainty
Devices (q.v.), and ridiculed by Shakespeare in

Borneo and Juliet, act iv., scene 5.

Luther, the Pope, a Cardinal, and a
Husbandman, A BaUad of, written in the

time of Edward VI.

Luther, Doctor. A song, by William
Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863), in The

Adventures of Philip (q.v.)

:

" If the ditty sound but oddly,
'Twas a father wise and godly
Sang it so long ago."

Luttrell, Henry, poet (b. 1770, d. 1851),

wrote Advice to Julia: a Letter in Bh/ynw (1820),

Crockford House (1827); axidi Memoirs of Tom Moore.

" Luve of life's young day. The."—
Motherwell, Jeanie Morrison.
" Luve's like a red, red rose, O my."

The first line of a song called The Bed, Bed Base,

by Robert Burns (1769— 1796). See "0 my
Luve's like a red, red rose."
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"Luxury of doing good, He tried
the."—CuABUE, Tales of the Hall, book iii. See also

Garth, Claremont, line 148 :

—

" For all their luxury was doing good."

"Luxury of woe, I'll taste the."—
Moore, Anaereon.

Lyall, William Howe, D.D., Dean of
Canterbury (b. 1788, d. 1857), was at one time
editorof The British Critic (1815), and, at another
of the Encyclopedia Metropolitana (1820). He
published FropceAia Frophetica (1840).

Lychorida. A nurse, in Fericles (q.T.)

.

Lycidas. By John Milton (1608—1674). A
poetical monody on the death of his friend and
college companion, Edward King, who perished by
shipwreck on his passage from Chester to Ire-

land, August 10, 1637. The poem was written at

Horton, in Buckinghamshire, about the close of the
same year. Lycidas, it will be remembered, is the
name of a shepherd in Virgil's third Eclogue.

Compare with Shelley's Adonais (q.v.), Tennyson's
Jn Memoriam (q.v.), and Matthew Arnold's Thyrsis

(q.v.).

Lycidus : " or, the Lover in Fashion." A
novel, by Mrs. Aphba Bbhn, published in 1688.

Lyckpenny, The Loudon. See London
Lyckpenny, The.

Lycus the Centaur. A poem, by Thomas
Hood, published in 1827.

Lydgate, John, monk of Bury (b. 1375,
d. 1460), wrote The Hystory, Sege, and Destruecyon
ofTroye (1613); The Storie of Thehes (1561); The
Falls of Frincea (1494); and several minor works,
including The Werke of Sapience; The Zyf of our
Ladye; The Chorle and the Byrde ; A Lytell Treatise

of the Horse, the Shepe, and the Goos ; Froverbes;
The Temple of Glass ; and The Cronycle of all the

Kynges Names. His leading works were first

printed in the years Indioatfed. The minor works
were edited for the Percy Society in 1842. See
Warton's English Foetry and Morley s English
Writers. See Falls of Princes, The ; London
Lyckpenny ; Regimine ; Temple of Glasse

;

Thebes, The Story of ; Troye.

Lydgate, Mr. The doctor in George Eliot's
novel of Middlemarch (q.v.) ; eventually married
to Bosamond.

" Lydian airs." See " Lap me m soft," &c.

Lyell, Sir Charles (b. 1797, d. 1875), wrote
The Frinciples of Geology (1830, 1831, 1833, and
1834); A Visit to the United States (1841 and 1845);
and various contributions to the Transactions of the

Geological Society of London, The Edinburgh Journal,
and The Quarterly Review.

Lying in all its Branches, Illustra-
tions of.

,
By Amelia Opie (1769—1853).

Lyke-Wake Dirge, A. Printed by Scott
in his Border Minstrelsy. "Lyke-wake" means
"dead-watch," and the dirge seems to have been

sung over corpses, in the North of Engla,nd, so far

down as 1624. The " Brigg o' Dread " to which,

the ballad says, " we come at last," is described,

says Scott, in the legend of Sir wain ; and
AUingham says that the Orientals have a similar

fancy of a narrow bridge over an abyss.

Lyle, Mr., in Disraeli's Coningsby (q.v.), is

supposed to be intended for Lord Surrey.

Lyly, or Lilly, John, dramatic poet (b.

1563, d. 1601), wrote Eitphues : The Anatomy of
Wit (1579) ; Euphues and his England (1580)

;

Alexander and Campaspe (1584) ; Sappo cmd Fhao
(1591) ; Fap with a Hatchet (1689), (q.v.)

;

Endymion, the Man in the Moon (1692) ; Eu-
phues' Shadow (1592) ; Galathea (1592) ; Midas
(1592), (q.v.) ; Motlier Bombie (1594), (q.v.)

;

The Woman in the Moon (1597), (q.v.); The Miyydes
Metamorphoses (1600) ; Loves Metarmirphosis

(1601) ; Six Court Comedies (1632) ; and Euphues
cmd Lucilla (1716). For Biography, see Collier's

History of Dramatic Foetry and W. C. HazUtt's
Handbook to Early English Foetry. For Criticism,

Hazlitt's Age of Elizabeth ; Hallam's Literature of
Europe; Lamb's Specimens of English Dramatic
Foets; Coleridge's Bemains; H. Coleridge's Notes
and Marginalia. An edition of Lyly's dramatic
works was edited by F. W. Fairholt in 1868. See
also Alexander and Campaspe ; Endymion

;

Euphues; Galathea.

Lynch, John, scholar (b. about 1599, d. about
1674), was the author of Cambrensis Eversus (1662),
afterwards translated into English from the Latin
by Kelly, for the Celtic Society; also, of Ali-

Lynde, Sir Humphrey (b. 1679, d 1636).
Author of Via Tuta and Via Devia.

Lyndon, Barry, Esq., The Memoirs
of. A novel, by William Makepeace Thackeray.

Lyndsay, Sir David. See Lindsay.

Lynette. The heroine of one of Tennyson's
Idylls of the King.

"A damsel of high lineage, and a brow
May-blossom, and a cheek of apple-bloBsom,
Hawk-eyes : and lightly was her tender nose
Tip-tilted like the petal of a flower."

It is she whom Gareth (q.v.) wins to be his bride.

Lynn, Eliza. See Linton, Eliza Lynn.

Lyon, Rufus. The Dissenting minister, in
George Eliot's novel of Felix Holt (q.v.) ; father
of Esther.

L^a Elegantiarum. A volume of vers de

societe, selected and arranged by Frederick
Locker (q.v.).

Lyra Hibernica :
" The Poems of the Molony

of Kilballymolony," written in a humorous imita-

tion of the Irish dialect, by William Makepeace
Thackeray (1811—1863), They include, among
others, The Crystal Falace and The Battle of Lime-
rick.
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Lyra Innocentium. :
" Tliouglits in Verse

on Christian Children, their Ways and Privileges,"

hy the Kev. John Keble (1792—1866) ;
published

in 1846.

Lyric Odes to the RoyalAcademicians
for 1782. See Pindar, Peter.

Lyrical Ballads. A famous volume, puh-
lished by Joseph Cottle, at Bristol, in 1798, in

which Wordsworth made his first appearance as a
poet, in conjunction with Coleridge.

Lysauder, in -4 Midsummer Night's Dream
(q.v.), is in love with Hermia (q.v.).

Lyte, Henry Francis, clergyman and poet

(h. 1793, d. 1847), was the author of some tales

iu verse, illustrative of the Lord's Prayer, and of

various hymns, some of which are very popular,

notably "Abide with me." An edition of his

Miscellaneous Foems appeared in 1868 ; of his Spirit

of the Tsalms in 1864. See EiddeH Carre's Border

Memories (1876) for a sketch of Lyte's Ufe.

Lyttelton, George, Lord, statesman and
author (b. 1709, d. 1773), wrote Letters from a

Persian in England to his friend in Ispahan (1735),

The Conversion of St. Paul (1747), Dialogues of the

Dead (1760), The Sistory of Senry II. (1764),

and several poems, including Blenheim, The
Progress of Love, and others. See the Life by
Philhmore (1845).

Lytton, Lord. Edward George Earle Lytton
Eulwer-Lytton, novelist, poet, dramatist, miscel-

laneous writer, and politician (b. 1805, d. 1873),

wrote Ismael, with other Poems (1820) ;
prize poem

on Sculpture (1825) ; Weeds and Wild Flowers,

poems (1826) ; O'Neill: or, the Rebel (1827) ; Falk-

land (1827) ; Pelham : or, the Adventures of a Gentle-

man (1827) ; The Disowned (1828) ; Devereux (1829)

;

Paul Clifford (1830) ; The Siamese Twins, and other

Poems (1831) ; Eugene Aram (1831) ; Godolphin

(1833); England and the English (1833) ; The Pil-

grims of the Rhine (1834) ; The Last Days ofPompeii

(1834) ; The CHsis, a pamphlet (1834) ; The Student,

essays (1835) ; Riemi, the Last of the Tribtmes (1835)

;

The Duchess de la Valliere, a play (1836) ; Athens:
its Eke and Fall (1836) ; Ernest Maltravers (1837)

;

Alice : or, the Mysteries (1838) ; Leila : or, the Siege

of Granada, and Calderon the Courtier (1838) ; The
Lady of Lyons, a play (1838) ; Richelieu, a play

(1839) ; The Sea Captain, a play (1839); Money, a

play (1840) ; Night and Morning (1841) ; Zanoni

(1842) ; Eva and the Ill-omened Marriage (1842)

;

Poem^ and Ballads of Schiller, translated (l844)

;

The Last of the Barons (1843) ; Confessions of a

Water Patient (1845) ; The New Timon (1845);

Lucretia: or, the Children of the Night (1847); King
Arthur (1848) ;

(TAe Caxtoni: a. Family Picture

(1849) ; Sarold, the Last of the Saxons (1850) ; Not
so Bad as we Seem, a play {l?ibl);ijlly Novel: or,

Varieties of English Life (1853) ,iWhat will he do

with it? (1858); A Strange Story (1862); Cax-

toniana : or, Essays on Life, Literature, and Manners

(1863); The Lost Tales of Miletus <1866); The
Rightful Heir, a play (1868); Walpole (1869) ; The
Coming Race (1871); The Parisians (1873); Kenelm
Chillingley (1873) ; and Pausanias the Spartan
(1876). An edition of his Dramatic Works ap-
peared in 1863; of his Poems in 1865 ; and of

his Miscellaneous Prose Works in 1868. His Novels

are published in numerous editions. "Bulwer,"
says an American writer, " was a novelist-poet, )
and one of the most persistent. During middle
age he renewed the efEorts made in his youth
to obtain for his metrical writings a recognition

always accorded to his ingenious and varied

prose-romance ; but whatever he did in verse was
the result of deliberate intellect and culture. The
fire was not iu him, and his measures do not give

out heat and light, and his shorter lyrics never
have the true ring ; his translations are somewhat
rough and pedantic ; his satires were often in poor

taste, and brought him no great profit ; his serio-

comic legendary poem of King Arthur is a monu-
ment of industry, but,never was labour more hope-

lessly thrown away. In dramas, like Richelieu

and Cromwell, he was more successful; they con-

tain passages which are wise, eloquent, and eifec-

tive, though rarely giving out the subtile aroma
which comes from the essential poetic principle.

Yet Bulwer had an honest love for the beautiful -.,

and sublime, and his futile efiort to express it was
almost pathetic," For Biography, see the Memoir
prefixed by, Eobert, Lord Lytton (q.v.) to his

father's Speeches (1874)., For Criticism, see Essays

by George Brimley, Essays on Fiction by Nassau

W. Senior, Essays by W. C. Eoscoe, Quarterly

Review for January, 1865, Blackwood's Magazine

for March, 1873. Detailed notices of most of the

above-named works will be found under the re-

spective titles. See also Bull, Esq., Letters to

John, on the Management of his Landed
Estates ; Crisis, The ; Stephen's, St.

Lytton, Lord. Edward Eobert Bulwer-

Lytton, poet and statesman (b. 1831), has written

Clytemnestra and other Poems (1855); The Wanderer

(1859); Lucile (1860); Julian Fane: a Memoir

(1861); The Ring of Amasis (1863); Chronicles and

Characters {1868); Orval: or, the Fool of Time {1869);

and Fables in Song (1874) ; also, iu conjunction with

Julian Fane (q.v.), Tannhduser: or, the Battle of the

Bards {1861). See preceding article. "Lytton,"

says Stedman, "adds to an inherited talent for

melodramatic tale-writing a poetical ear, good

knowledge of effect, and a taste for social excite-

ments. His society-poems, with their sensuous-

neas and affected cynicism, present a later aspect

of the' quality that commended Ernest Maltravers

and Pelham to the young people of a former day.

Some of his early lyrics are tender, warm, and

beautiful ; but more are fiUed with hothouse passion,

with the radiance, not of stars, but of chandeliers

and gaslights. His voluminous later works, m
which every style of poetry is essayed, certainly

have not fulfilled the promise of his youth." See

Meredith, Owen ; Temple, Neville.
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Mab, Queen. A poem by Percy Bysshe

Shelley (1792—1822), written in 1810, and con-
taining many passages of imaginative beauty, but
disfigured by a crudeness, not to say an immorality,
of thought, of which the poet learned afterwards
to be ashamed.

Mab. The queen of the fairies, famous ia
English literature if only on account of the ex-
quisite description of her put into the mouth of

Mercutio, in Romeo and Juliet, act i., scene 4,

beginning,

—

" 0, tben, I see Queen Mab hath been with you."

Compare this with the lines on Mab in Dkayton's
Nymphidia. Ben Jonson also alludes to

" Mab, the mistress fairy,
That doth nightly rob the dairy.
She that plncbea country wencIieB
If they rub not clean their benches."

She also figures in one of Herkick's lyrics.

Mabinogion, The :
" or. Fairy Tales of the

"Welch," so far as we know them, are included
in a MS. book of the fourteenth century, preserved
in Jesus College, Oxford, and known as the Bed
Book of Hergest. This has been pubHshed both
in the original Cymric and in an Englislt transla-

tion by Lady Charlotte Guest (1838—49). It con-
tains Welsh versions of three French Arthurian
romances, two British tales, ascribed to the time of
Arthur, a history of Taliesin not older than the
thirteenth century, and other tales. Mabinogion,
Morley tells us {JEnglish Writers, I., ii.), is the
plural of the Welsh word Mabinogi, which means
entertainment or instruction for the young, the
word being derived from Mab, a child, or Maban,
a young child.

Macaronic Verse takes its name from the
combination of burlesque Latin andMantuan dialect,

in which Theophilus Polengo (1491—1544) wrote
the adventures of a certain Baldus. These he
divided into parts called Macaronea Prima, Se-
cunda, and so on, in reference to the favourite
dish in Italy, which bears much the same signifi-

cance there as our Jack Pudding does in England,
signifying a booby and looby combined, such as

Baldus is represented. Since then, any combina-
tion of burlesque Latin with a modem dialect in
verse is termed Macaronic. It was at one time
very popular in England. See "Warton's Sistory,
iii., 284—5. See also, Polemo-Middinia.

" Macassar ! Thine incomparable oil."—Byron, Don Juan, canto i., stanza 17.

Macaulay, Lord, Thomas Babington (b.

1800, d. 1859), wrote several papers in Knight's
Quarterly Magazine (1823—24) ; Essays in The
Edinburgh Seview (1826—44); Lays of Ancient Rome
(1842), (q.v.) ; Bistory ofEngland (unfinished) (1849—58); biographies in The Encyclopcedia Briiannica
(1867—68) ; Speeches, and , various miscellames.

His Zife has been written by Dean Wilman (1862),

the Eev. Frederick Arnold (1862), and G. 0.

Trevelyan (1876). The last-named has also pub-

lished Selections from his writings (1876). " Mac-
aulay," says Alexander Smith, " recognised men
mainly as Whigs and Tories. His idea of the

universe was a parliamentary one. His insight into

man was not deep. He painted in positive colours.

He is never so antithetical as when describing cha-
racter. His criticism is good enough as far as it

goes, but it does not go far. He did not, as Carlyle

often does, take hold of an individual, and view lum
against immensity ; he takes a man and looks at

hun in connection with contemporary events. His
pictorial faculty is amaising; neither pomp nor
circumstance cumbers it; it moves along like a
triumphal procession, which no weight of insignia

and banner can oppress. He is the creator of the
historical essay, and in that department is not
likely soon to have a successor. His unfinished
History is only a series of historical pictures pieced
together into one imposing panorama, but through-
out there is wonderful splendour and pomp of
colour. Every figure, too, is finished down to the
buttons and the finger nails." "Lord Macaulay's
Lays of Ancient Rome," says Stedman, "was a
literary surprise, but its poetry is the rhythmical
outfiow of a vigorous and affluent writer, given to
splendour of diction and imagery in his flowing
prose. He spoke once in verse, and unexpectedly.
His themes were legendary, and smted to the
author's heroic cast, nor was Latinism ever more
poetical than under his thoroughly sympathetic
handling. The Lays are criticised as being stilted

and false to the antique, but to me they have a
charm, and to almost every healthy young mind
are an immediate delight. Where in modem
ballad-verse will you find more ringing stanzas, or
more impetuous movement and action? Within
his range—^Httle as one who met biin might have
surmised it—Macaulay was a poet, and of the kind
which Scott would have been the first to honour.
' Horatius ' and ' Tirginius,' among the Boman
lays, and that resonant battle-cry of ' Ivry,' have
become, it would seem, a lasting portion of English
verse." See Merton, Tristram.

Macbeth. AtragedybyWiLLiAMSnAKESPEARE
(1564—1616), first printed in the Folio of 1623, but
probably written in 1606. . The foundation of the
plot is to be found in Holiushed's Histqry of Scot-
land. Middleton's play of The Witch from which
Shakespeare was at one time supposed to have
borrowed his supernatural machinery, was not
written until 1613. "Macbeth," says Hazlitt,
" (generally speaking) is done upon a stronger and
more systematic principle of contrast than any
other of Shakespeare's plays. It moves upon the

-

verge of an abyss, and is a constant struggle of life

and death. The action is desperate, and the re-
action is dreadful. It is a huddling together of

fierce extremes, a war of opposite natures, which
of them shall destroy the other. There is nothing
but what had a violent end or a violent beginning.
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The lights and shades are laid on with a determined
hand; the transitions from triumph to despair,

from the heights of terror to the repose of death,

are sudden and startling ; every passion brings in

its fellow-contrary, and the thoughts pitch and
jostle against each other as ia the dark. The play
is an unruly chaos of strange and forbidden things,
where the ground rocks under our feet. Shake-
speare's genius here took its full swing, and trod

upon the furthest bounds of nature and passion.

Macbeth himself," continues the same critic, " ap-
pears driven along by the violence of his fate, like

a vessel drifting before a storm. He is not equal
to the struggle between fate and conscience. In
thought he is absent and perplexed, sudden and
desperate in act, from a distrust of his own resolu-

tion. His energy springs from the anxiety and
agitation of his mind. His blindly rushing
forward on the objects of his ambition and
revenge, or his recoiling from them, equally

betrays the harassed state of his feehngs. This
part of his character is admirably set o& by being
brought in connection with that of Lady Macbeth,
whose obdurate strength of will and masculine
firmness give her the ascendency over her
husband's faltering virtue. She at once seizes the
opportunity that offers for the accompHshment of

their wished-for greatness, and never flinches from
her object tiU aU is over. The magnitude of her

resolution almost covers the magnitude of her
guilt. She is a great bad woman, whom we hate,

but whom we fear more than we hate." Mrs.
Jameson says of Lady Macbeth, that " her amaz-
ing power of intellect, her inexorable determina-

tion of purpose, her superhuman strength of

nerve, render her fearful in herseK as her deeds

are hateful; yet she is not a mere monster of

depravity, withwhom we have nothing ia common,
nor a meteor whose destroying path we watch ia

ignorant affright and amaze. She is a terrible

impersonation of evil passions, and mighty powers,

never so far removed from our own nature as to be
cast beyond the pale of our sympathies ; for the

woman herself remains a woman to the last, stiU

linked with her sex and vrith humamty." See also

Coleridge's Remains and Schlegel's JDramatio Art.

Macbriar, Ephraim. A preacher, ia Sir

Walter Scott's novel of Old Mortality (q.v.).

Macbride, Miss. A proud heiress, whose
story is humorously told ia verse by John Godpkey
Saxe, the American writer.

McCarthy, Denis Florence, poet and
miscellaneous writer (b. about 1820), has pub-
lished Ballads, Foems, and other Lyrics (1850),

Tinder Glimpses, and other Foems (1857), Bell-

Founder, and other Foems (1857), Shelley's Marly

Life (1872), TheFoets and Dramatists ofLreland, and
a translation of Calderon's dramas into English.

McCarthy, Justin, novelist and journalist

(b. 1830), has pubhshed The Waterdale Neighbours ;
M„ v^^.«y'g Daughter; Lady Jvdith ; A Fair

Saxon ; Linley Sochford; Dear Lady Disdain; Miss
Misanthrope ; aad Con Amove ; Critical Fssays ;

besides contributions to reviews and magazines.

MacchiavelU, Niccolo. ApersoninGEOKOE
Eliot's novel of Somola (q.v.).

McCosh, James, D.D. (b. 1811), has pub-
lished The Method of the Divine Government; The
Supernatitral in Relation to the Natural; Christianity

and Fositivism; The Scottish Fhilosophy,from Mut-
cheson to Hamilton; Examination ofMilVsFhilosophy;
The Laws of Discursive Thought; and other works.

MaeCrie, Thomas, D.D., biographer (b.

1772, d. 1835), wrote a Life of Knox (1811), a

Life of Andrew Melville (1819), a History of the

Reformation in Spain (1827), a History of the

Reformation in Italy (1829), and other works,
which were edited, with a memoir, by his son (1840).

McCuUoch, John Kamsay, political

economist (b. 1789, 'd. 1864), wrote a Discourse

on Folitical Economy (1815), Frinciples of
Folitieal Economy (1825), a Dictionary of Commerce

(1834), a Statistical Aecomit of the British Empire

(1837), a Dictionary, Geographical, Statistical, and
Historical, of the World (1842), a Treatise on

Taxation and the Funding System (1845), The
Literature of Folitical Economy (1845), Treatises

on Subjects Connected with Economical Folicy

(1859) ; articles on Money and Taxation in the

eighth edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica,

and other works. He edited the works of Eicardo,

with a Memoir ; Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations,

with Dissertations ; and volumes of scarce tracts on
the subject of trade. He contributed to The
Scotsman for some years, and was for some time

editor of The Edinburgh Review.

MacDiarmid, John, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1779, d. 1808), wrote an Inquiry into the

System of Military Defence in Great Britain (1803),

an Inquiry into the Nature of Civil and Military

Subordination (1804), and Lives of British States-

men (1807).

M'Diarmid, John, journalist (b. 1789, d.

1852), edited The Dumfries Courier, and wrote

several works.

MacDonald, Andrew, Scottish dramatic

writer (b. 1755, d. 1790), was the author Cf Velina

(1782), The Independent, Vimonda (1782), and of

numerous other productions.

MacDonald, George, novelist and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1824), has written the following

works ia verse :

—

Within and Without (1855) ; Foems

(1857); The Hidden Life, and other Poems (1864);

and The Disciple, and other Foems (1868); also, the

foUowiag books of fiction :

—

Phantastes (1858)

;

David Elginbrod (1862); Adela Cathcart (1864);

The Portent (1864); Alec Forbes, ofHowglen (1865);

Annals of a Quiet Neighbamhood (1866) ; Guild

Court (1867) ; Dealings with the Fairies (1867) ;
The

Seaboard Parish (1867); Robert Falconer (1868);
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Bcmald Bannerman' s Boyhood (1869) ; At the Back
of the North Wind (1870); The Princess and the

Goblin (1871); The Vicar's Daughter {1872); Wilfrid
Gumbermede (1872); Gutta Percha Willie (1873);
Malcolm (1874); St. George and St. Michael (1875);
The Wise Woman (1875); Thomas Wingfold, Curate

(1876); and The Marquis ofZossie (1877); also, Un-
spoken Sermons (1866); England's Antiphon (1868);
The Miracles of Our Lord (1870) ; and jExotics, a
series of translations (1876). " MacDonald," says
Stedman, "has great abilities as a preacher and
novelist, and in various literary efforts has shown
himself possessed of deep emotion, and a, fertile,

delicate fancy. Some of his realistic, semi-reKgious
tales of Scottish life are admirable. His poetry,
too often, when not common-place, is vague, effemi-
nate, or otherwise poor. Is it defective vision, or
the irresistible tendency of race, that inclines even
the most unimaginative North-country writers to
what is termed mysticism?"

MacduS*. A Scottish thane, in Macbeth (q.v.).

" Macedonia's Madman." Alexander the
Great. See Pope's Essay on Man, epistle iv., line

220.

Macey, Mr. A character in George Eliot's
novel of Silas Marner (q.v.).

Macfarlane, Robert, political writer (b.

1734, d. 1804), was the author of The Meign of
George III. See the Life by Lawson (1862).

Macfarren, George (b. 1788, d. 1843),

wrote the librettos of Malvina, The Devil's Opera,

and Don Quixote, besides some miscellaneous verse.

MacPingall. A satirico-pohtical poem, in

the Hudibrastic stanza, by Johx Trumball (1750

—

1831), the hero of which is described as a New
England squire of the Royalist or Tory party in

the American Revolution, who is continually

engaged in controversial warfare with Honorius,
the leader of the Whigs or rebels.

MacFlecknoe : "or, a Satire on the True-
Blue Protestant Poet T. S." (Thomas ShadweU, the
dramatist) : by the author of Absalom and Aehi-
tophel (John Driden), (q.v.)

;
published on October

4th, 1682. Richard Fleclmoe (q.v.), an Irish priest,

from whom the piece takes its title, was so dis-

tinguished for his wretched verses that his name
had become proverbial. Dryden describes ShadweU
as the adopted son of this reverend monarch, who
so long

" In prose and verse v.'a% own'd without dispute
Through all the realms of Nonsense absolute."

The solemn inauguration of ShadweU as his suc-

cessor forms the plan of this scathing satire, which
Pope has imitated and scarcely surpassed in his

Dunciad (q.v.). See Jlazlitt' a JEnglish Poets.

MacPlimsey, Flora. The heroine in But-
ler's humorous poem of Nothing to Wear (q.v.).

Macgregor, Malcolm, The nom de plume
under which "William Mason (1725—1797) wrote
his Heroic Epistle to Sir William Chambers (q.v.).

Macheath, Captain. The highwayman-
hero of Gay's Beggar's Opera; "a fine, gay, bold-

faced ruffian," as Scott caUs him, " who is game to

the last."

Maclvor, Fergus. Chief of Glennaquoicks,

in Sir Walter Scott's novel of Waverley (q.v.).

Maclvor, Flora. The heroine of Waverley

(q.v.) ; sister of Fergus Maclvor (q.v.)!'

Maekay, Charles, IiL.D., poet and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1814), has produced Poems

(1834), Memoirs of Extraordinary Popular Delusions

(1841), The Salamandrine (1842), Legends of the

Isles (1845), Voices from the Mountains (1846),

Town Lyrics (1847), Egeria (1860), The Lump of
Gold (1856), Tinder Green Leaves (1857), A Man's
Heart (I860), Studiesfrom the Antique and Sketches

from Nature (1864), Tinder the Blue Sky (1871),

Lost Beauties of the English Language (1874), and
other works. A coUected edition of his poems
appeared in 1876. He was editor of the Glasgow
Argus from 1844 to 1847. See his Eorty Years'

Pecollections (1876). "Dr. Maekay, in the course

of a long and prolific career, has furnished manj-
good songs. Some of his studied productions have
merit, but his proper gift is confined," says an
American critic, " to lyrical work."

Mackenzie, George, biographer (d. 1726),
wrote Lives and Characters of the jnost Eminent
Writers of the Scots Nation (1708—1722).

Mackenzie, Sir George, Scotch lawyer
and miscellaneous writer (b. 1636, d. 1691),
wrote Meligio Stoici, Moral Essays upon Solitude,

Laws and Customs in Matters Criminal, and other
works. His Memoirs were pubUshed by M'Crie.
Mackenzie was the founder of the Edinburgh
Advocate's Library (q.v.).

Mackenzie, Henry, essayist and novelist

(b. 1746, d. 1831), wrote The Man ofFeeling (1771)

;

The Man of the World, and Julia de Roubigne;
besides contributing largely to The Mirror (q.v.),

(1778); The Lounger {17S5), {q.v.); and the Tr««6--

actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. He also

published a volume of translations and dramatic
pieces, in 1791 ; a. Life of Blacklock, in 1793 ; and a
Life of lohn Some, author of Douglas (q.v.), in
1812. An edition of his Works was published in

1808. <Sce Addison OP THE North .

Maekey, John, wi-iter and politician (d.

1726), was author of the Court of St. Germains.

Mackintosh, Sir James, statesman, his-

torian, and misceUaneous writer (b. 1765, d.

1832), wrote The Regency Question (1788); Vindicice

Gallico! {1791), (q.v.); contiibutions to The Monthly
Review (1796^; On the Study of the Law of Nature
and Nations (1799) ; Tlie Trial of John Peltier, Esq.

(1803); a. Dissertation on Ethical Philosophy (1830);
a. History of England {1830—32); History, of the

Reformation in England in 1688 (1834 ); a Life of Sir

Thomas More (1844) ; and other publications. His
misceUaneous Works have been published in three
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volumes, fiis Memoirs were edited by his son
Robert, in 1835.

Macklin, Charles, dramatist and actor (b.

1690, d. 1797), wrote The Man of the World (q.v.)

;

Love a la Mode (1760), (q.v.); and The Married
Libertine (1761). The two former were printed in

1793. His Life was written by Kirkman in 1799,

and by Willipm Cooke. His Memoirs appealed in

1804.

M'Kmght, James, B.D., Scotch Presby-

terian minister (b. 1721, d. 1800), wrote A Sar-
rmnyofthe Gospels (1756), The Truth of the Gospel

Eistory (1763), and A New Translation of the

Apostolical Epistles (1795).

Maclagan, Alexander, poet (b. 1811),

published Po««w (1841), Sketches from Nature (1849),

and Sagged and Industrial School Rhymes.

Maclaren, Charles, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1782, d. 1866), wrote TheGeology of Fife andthe
Lothiam (1839), a Dissertation on the Topography

of the jplain of Troy (1822), and other works. His
Select Writings were published, with a Memoir, in

1869. He was the original editor of The Scotsman

newspaper, which first appeared in 1817.

Maclehose, Mrs. See Ciakinda.

Maoleod, ITorman, D.D., Presbyterian

minister and miscellaneous vniter (b. 1812, d.

1872), was the author of The Old Lieutenant and his

Son ; The Starling ; Wee Davie ; The Gold Thread,

and other stories ; Eastward; Peeps at the Far East;

Reminiscences of a Highland Parish ; Simple Truths

Spoken to Working People; and some fugitive

sermons. See the Life by his brother (1876) ; also.

The Church Quarterly Meview for the same year
(article by W. E. Gladstone).

M'Nally, Ijeonard, lawyer and dramatist

(b. 1752, d. 1820), was the author of some now
forgotten tragedies.

macNeill, Hector, poet and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1746, d. 1818), wrote The Barp (1789)

;

Scotland Skaith : or, the History o' Will and Jean

(1795); The links of Forth (1796); The Waes o'

War (1796) ; Memoirs of Charles Macpherson; The
Pastoral and Lyric Muse of Scotland; Toxon Fashions;

By-gone Times; and The Scottish Adventurer.

Maom8h,Bobert, LL.D. (b. 1802, d. 1837),

was the author of The Metempsychosis (1825), The
Anatomy of Drunkenness, The Philosophy of Sleep,

and other works. His miscellaneous works were
coHeoted and published by his friend, D. M. Moir.

Macpherson, James, poet (b. 1738, d. 1796),

wrote The Highlanders {q.v.) ; Fragments ofAncient
Poetry (nsO); Fingal {1162), (q.v.); Temora (1763),

(q.v.); an Introduction to the History of Great

Britain and Ireland; a prose translation of The
Iliad; a History of Great Britainfrom the Restora-

tion to the Accession of the House of Hanover (1771
—75); and two volumes of Original Pa/pers (1776).

See Shorter English Poems, by Henry Morley. See

also OssiAN.
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Macquoid, Catherine S., novelist, has
written Hester Kirton, Patty, Through Normandy,,
Through Brittany, and many other works.

Macrabin, Mark. The pseudonym under
which a Cameronian, possibly Allan Cunningham
(q.v.), contributed to Blackwood's Magazine a series

of Recollections.

Macrabin. Peter. One of the interlocutors

in the Noctes Ambrosiants (q.v.).

Macready, To William Charles. A
sonnet by Alfred Tennyson, read by John
Forster at a dinner given to the celebrated actor
on his retirement from the stage, in 1851. It has.

never been republished in England, though some
of the lines are notable :

—

*' TMne Is It, tbat OUT drama did not die.
Nor flicker down to brainless pantomime.

And those Kilt gauds men-children swarm to see.
Farewell, Macready ; moral, grave, sublime.

Our Shakespeare's bland and universal eye
Dwells pleased, thro' twice a hundred years on thee."

MacSycophant, Sir Pertinax. The lead-

ing character in Macklin' s comedy of The Man of
the World (q.v.).

MacTab, The Hon. Miss Lucretia, in

Colman's comedy of The Poor Gentleman (q.v.), is a
Scotch maiden lady, at once proud and poor.

MacTurk, Captain Hector, in SirWalter
Scott's novel of St. Monan's Well, is one of the

managing committee of the spa.

Mad Dog, Elegy on the Death of a.
A comic baUad by Oliver Gtoldsmith (1728

—

1774); telling how
" A dog, to gain some private ends.

Went mad, and bit a man ;"

and how, strangely enough, though
" The man recovered of the bite.

The dog It was that died."

Mad Lover, The. A play by Beaumont and
Fletcher.

Mad World, my Masters, A. A comedy
by Thomas Middleton, written in 1608.

Madagascar. A poem by Sir William
Davenant (1605—1668), pubUshed in 1638.

Madden, Richard Robert, M.D., poet

and miscellaneous writer (b. 1798), has written The

Infirmities of Genius (1833); Poems on Sacred Sub-

jects (1838) ; Poems on Cuban Slavery, translated

from the Spanish (1840) ; Imes and Times of United

Irishmen (1842, 1843, and 1846); Memoirs of the

Countess of Blessington (1855) ; Phantasmata : or.

Illusions and Fanaticisms of an Epidemic Character

(1857); Irish Periodical Literature (1867); and
other works.

" Madden rotmd the land. They rave,
recite, and."

—

Pope, Prologue to his Satires, line 6.

" 'Made,' quoth the fellow, with a
smile, ' to sell.' "—Wolcot ("Peter Pindar"), Odes,

ode ni.

Madeline. The heroine of Lord Lytton's

novel of Eugene Aram (q.v.).
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Madeline. A feminine portrait by Axeked
Tennyson, published in 1830.

" Smiling, frowning, evermore,
Tliou art perfect in love lore . .

Ever varying Madeline."

"Madness in the brain, Both work
like."

—

Coleridge, Christabel, part ii.

" Madness laughing wUd, Moody."—
Gray, Ode on Eton College.

"Madness, Moonstruck."—Faradise lost,
xi., 486.

" Madness, That fine."—Drayton, foli/-

oliion

:

—
" Which rightly should pOBseas a poet's hraln."

"Madness (though this be), yet
there's method in it."

—

Hamlet, act ii., scene 2.

" Madness to defer, 'Tis."—Yoiras, Night
Thoughts, i., 390.

Madoc. A poem, in two parts, by Eobert
SoDTHEY (1774—1843), published in 1805, and
founded upon some sort of historical basis. It
relates

" How Madoc from the shores of Britain spread
The adventurous sail, explored the ocean paths,
And quelled barharian powers, and overthrew
The bloody altars of idolatry.
And planted in Its fanes triumphantly
The cross of Christ."

The first part relates the adventures of the hero in
"Wales ; the second, his adventures in Aztlan.

Madoc ap Iddon, King of Gwent, in South
Wales (d. 1180). See Stephen's Ziteratare of the

Kymri.

Madonilla. See Astell, Mary.

Maecenas, The Last English. A name
bestowed on Samuel Eogers (q.v.).

Mseonise : " certain excellent poems and
spiritual hymnes," by Eoeert Southwell (1560—1S95), published in 1595.

Mseviad, The. A satirical poem by William
GippoRD (1757—1826), published in 1795, and
directed against certain dramatists of the day, who
had become infected by the absurdities of the Delia
Cruscan school.

Maga. See Blackwood's Magazine.

Mageoghegan, James (b. 1702, d. 1764),
wrote A History of Ifeland.

Maggots: "or, Poems on Several Subjects,
never before handled. By a Scholar," i.e., Samuel
Wesley (1662-1735). It was published in 1685.
" Prefixed to this singular effusionof metrical jooose-
ness is a figure of a man writing at a table, with a
laurel crown, and a large maggot on his forehead,
said to represent Samuel Wesley, the elder."

"Magic numbers and persuasive
sound, By."

—

Congreve, The Mourning Sride,aati.,
scene 1.

" Magic of a name. The."—Campbell's
TkasfM-es of Hope, pt. ii., line 6.

" Magic of the mind, The."—Byron, The
Corsair, canto i., stanza 8.

Magician, The Great. iSeeGreatMagjoian.
The.

Maginn, William, IiIi.D., journalist and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1794, a. 1842), wrote
Shakespeare Papers, Homeric Ballads, and nume-
rous contributions to Blackwood's Magazine, Tlie

Representative, John Bull, The Standard, and
Fraser's Magazine. See The Dublin University

Magazine for January, 1844. See Odohertt, Sir
Morgan.

Magnetic Lady, The : " or. Humours Ee-
conciled." A comedy by Ben Jonson, produced in

1632.

Magnificence. See Magnypycenoe.

Magnus, Mr. Peter, is the hero of a
humorous episode in Dickens's Fickwick Fapers
(q.v.).

Magnyfycence. Amoralplayby"MayBter
Skelton, poet-laureate, late deceased;" probably
written before the end of the reign of Henry VII.,
and while the poet was tutor to Henry VIII. Its

moral purpose is to demonstrate the vanity of

earthly grandeur. See Drama.

Magus : " or, the Celestial Intelligencer," being
a complete system of occult philosophy, by Francis
Bennett, published in 1801.

Magwitch, Abel. The convict, in Dickens's
novel of Great Expectations (q.v.).

Mahogany Tree, The. A lyric byWilliam
Makepeace Thackeray.

Mahony, Francis. See Prout, Father.

Mahu. The fiend of stealing in King Lear,

act iv., scene 1.

Maid Marion, A romance by Thomas Love
Peacock (1785—1866), published in 1822.

"Maid-mother by the eruciflx. Or
the."

—

Tennyson, The Falace of Art.

" Maid of Athens, ere we part." First

line of the famous lyric by Lord Byron (1788

—

1824), which was written at Athens in 1810. The
subject of it afterwards married a gentleman named
Black. The Greek refrain, Zi^i) liov, <rat iyoirS

(Zoe mou, sas agapo), means "My Ufe, I love

you." "Istambol" is Constantinople.

Maid of Elvar, The. A "rustic epic," in

twelve parts, by Allan Cunningham (1784—1842),

published in 1832.

" Maid ofmy love, sweet Genevieve."—Genevieve, by Samuel 'Taylor Coleridge.

Maid of the Oaks, The. A play by
General John Burgoyme (q.v.).
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" Maiden meditation, fancy free, In."
A description applied to Queen Elizabeth, ty
Shakespeare in A. Midsmtuner Nights Dream,
act ii., scene 1.

"Maiden of bashful fifteen, The."
Celebrated, together with. " the widow of fifty,"

"the flaunting, extravagant quean," and "the
housewife ttat's thrifty," in. a song by Sheridan
in The Schoolfor Scandal, act iii., scene 3.

Maidenhood. A lyric by Henry Wads-
worth Longfellow:—

" standing with reluctant feet.
Where the broolc and river meet.
Womanhood and childhood fleet.

" Maidens withering on the stalk."—
Wordsworth, Personal Talk, stanza I.

Maid's Revenge, The. A tragedy by
James Shirley (1594—1666).

Maid's Tragedy, The. A play by Pkaitcis

Beaumont and John Fletcher, first printed in

1619. "Unfortunately," says Hallam, " beautiful

and essentially moral as it is, it cannot be called

a tragedy for maids, abounding as it does in that

protracted indecency which distinguished Fletcher

beyond all our early dramatists." "The character

of Evadne " (q.v.), says Hazlitt, " her naJ^ed, un-
blushing impudence—-her utter insensibility to any
motive but her own pride and inclination—^her

heroic superiority to any signs of shame or scruples

of conscience, are well described. Amintor (q.v.),

who is meant to be the hero of the piece, is a
feeble, irresolute character ; his slavish, recanting

loyalty to his prince, who has betrayed and dis-

honoured him, is of a piece with the tyranny and
insolence of which he is the sport. Aspasia (q.v.)

is a beautiful sketch of resigned, broken-hearted
melancholy." It is related by Fuller, in connection
with this play, that " Beaumont and Fletcher,

meetiog once in a tavern to continue the rude
draught of a tragedy, Fletcher undertook to kiU
the Mng therein ; these words being overheard by
a listener (though his loyalty not to be blamed
therein), he was accused of high treason, tUl the
mistake soon appearing that the plot was only
against a dramatic and scenical king, all wound off

in merriment."

" Main chance. Be careful still ofthe."—^Dryden's translation of the Satires of Persius,

sat. vi.

Mair, or Major, John, Professor of Divinity
at St. Aadrews (b. 1469, d. 1550), wrote a History

of Great Britain (1521), and various moral and theo-

logical treatises.

Maitland Club, The, consisting of one
hundred (formerly fifty) literary antiquaries, was
instituted at Glasgow, in 1828. A large number
of important works have been published under its

auspices.

Maitland MSS. of the Sixteenth Cen-
tury. Collected by Sir Eichaed Maitland in

1565, and consisting of a collection of miscellaneous
poetry, in two volumes, ending with the year 1585.
They are preserved in the Pepysiau Library, Mag-
dalen College, Cambridge.

Maitland, Sir Richard (b. 1496, d. 1686),
was the collector of the Maitland MSS. (q.v.), and
the author of some moral and conversational pieces.

" Majestic silence ! "—Heber, Palestine.

"Majestic though in rwn."—Paradise
Lost, bk. ii., line 305.

Majesty in Misery: "or, an Imploration
to the King of Kings." A lyric, in twenty-four
triplets, " written by his late Majesty, King
Charles I. of England, during his captivity at
Carisbrook Castle, 1648," and printed by Burnet
in his Memoirs of the Buke of Hamilton. " This
prince," says Horace Walpole, "like his father,

did not confine himself to prose. Bishop Burnet
has given us a pathetic elegy, said to be written
by Charles in Carisbrooke Castle. The poetry
is most uncouth and inharmonious, but there are
strong thoughts in it, some good sense, and a strain

of majestic piety." " The truth of the sentiment,"
says Hume, " rather than the elegance of the ex-
pression, renders them very pathetic."

Major, John. ! Mair, John.

"Make a vertue of necessite, To."
See Chaucer's poem of The Knighfs Tale, line

3,044. See also The Two Gentleman of Verona, and
Dryden's poem of Palamon and Arcite.

" Making night hideous."—Hamlet, act i.,

scene 4.

Malagigi. A character in Ariosto's Or

Malagrowther, Malachi. The signature

appended by Sir Walter Scott to several letters

contributed to The JEdinburi/h Weekly Journal in

1826. They were written in condemnation of the

proposal by the British Government that the cir-

culation of bank notes in Scotland should he re-

stricted to those of five pounds or more ; and they
produced, says Lookhart, " a sensation not perhaps
inferior to that of the Drapier's letters (q.v.) in

Irelatid; a greater one, certainly, than any political

tract had excited in the British public at large since

the appearance of Burke's Reflections on the French

Pevolution."

Malagrowther, Sir Mungo, in SirWalter
Scott's novel of The Fortimes of Nigel, is "a
man of birth and talents, but naturally un-

amiable and soured by misfortune, who now en-

deavours, by the unsparing exercise of a malicious

penetration and a caustic wit, to retaliate on an
unfriendly world, and to reduce its happier inhabi-

tants to a momentary level with himself."

Malaprop, Mrs., in Sheridan's Rivals (q.v.),

is a pretentious, meddling old lady, who indulges in

fine language and fine airs, and in her ignorance
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perverts the meanings of words in the moat ludi-

crous manner. If some of her mistakes are ex-

travagantly absurd, they are always amusing ; and
many of her sayings, such as '

' Comparisons are

odorous,'' " Like Cerberus, three gentlemen at once,"
and " Headstrong as an allegory on the banks of

the Nile," have become proverbial^ She is evi-

dently the prototype of Mrs. Ramsbottom, Mrs.
Partington, and others. The name, of course, is

from the French " mal-apropos."

Malbecco. A character in Spenser's Faerie
Queens.

Malcolm. The eldest son of Duncan, King of

Scotland, in Macbeth (q.v.).

Malcolm, Sir John, soldier, diplomatist, and
author (b. 1769, d. 1833), wrote ^ History of Persia

(1815), A. Sketch of the Political Sistory of India

from 1784 to 1811, Sketches of the Sikhs, Persia, a

poem, and a Life of Clive. His own life was writ-

ten by Sir W. Kaye (1856).

Malcontent, The. A tragi-comedy by John
Mabston (b. 1575, d. after 1633), produced in 1604,

and afterwards revised and augmented by the

author, with additions by John Webster. Dyce has
included it in his edition of Webster's works.

Maldon, The Battle of. The subject of an
old English poem, of which there is still extant the
copy of a fragment containing about 650 lines.

The whole was printed by Thomas Heame, as

prose, at the end of his edition of The Chronicle of
John of Glastonbury.

MaJfy, The Duchess of. A tragedy by
John Webster, first printed in 1623, of which
Charles Lamb says :—"To move a horror skilfully,

to touch a soul to the quick, to lay upon fear as

much as it can bear, to wear and weary a life till

it is ready to drop, and then step in with mortal
instruments to take its last forfeit—this only a
Webster can do." " I do not know," says HazKtt,
"but the occasional strokes of passion are even
profounder and more Shakespearian [than in the
White Devil, q.v.], but the story is more laboured,

and the horror is accumulated to an overpowering
and insupportable height. The scenes of the mad-
house and the interview between the duchess and
her brother exceed, to my thinking, the just

bounds of poetry and tragedy."

Mallet, David, poet and miscellaneous writer

(b. 1700, d. 1765), wrote William and Margaret
(1727), (q.v.); The Excnrsion (1728), (q.v.); JBurydice

(1731); Verbal Criticism (1733), (q.v.); Mustapha
(1739); a Life ofBacon (1740); Amyntor and Theodora

(1747), (q.v.) ; Truth in Mhyme (1761), (q.v.) ; and
Mvira (1763). His poetical Works ere included in
vol. ix. of AJiderson's edition of The British Poets.

See Alfred.

Malmesbury, William of. See William
OP Malmeseuky.

Malone, Edmund, critic and commentator

(b. 1741, d. 1812), published an edition of Gold-

smith's works in 1776; an Attempt to Ascertain the

Order in which Shakespeare's Plays were Written

(1778) ; an edition of the poems and doubtful plays

of Shakespeare (1780) ; an edition of the plays and
poems of Shakespeare (1790) ; Cursory Semarks on
the Eowley Controversy (1782) ; an Inquiry into the

Authenticity of certain Papers attributed to Shake-

speare (1796) ; aMemoir ofSir JoshuaBeynolds (1797)

;

an edition of the works of Dryden, with a Life

of the author (1800) ; and an edition of Gerard
Hamilton's works, with Memoir (1808). The Life

of Malone has been written by Sir James Prior

(I860).

Malory, Sir Thomas. See Arthur, Kino
OP Great Britain. Also Warton's English Poetry,

u., 3. -^

Malthus, Thomas Bobert, political econo-

mist (b. 1766, d. 1834), wrote an unpublished
pamphlet, The Crisis (1792), An Essay on the Prin-

ciple ofPopulation (1803), An Inquiry into the Natwre
and Progress of Bent (1815), Principles of Political

Economy (1820), and various other works, a list of

which will be found in MacCulloch's Literature of
Political Economy. A Life of Malthus was written

by Dr. Otter in 1836. " Malthus," says Southey,
" tells us that the way to reduce our poor-rates is

to persuade our lower orders to continence ; to dis-

courage them as much as possible from marrying

;

to preach wedding sermons to them, if they will

marry, upon the immorality of breeding—that

being a luxury reserved only for those who can
afford it—and if they wiU persist in so improper
and immoral a practice, after so solemn and well-

timed a warning, to leave them to the punishment
of severe want, and rigidly deny all parish assis-

tance. The rich are called upon for no sacrifices;

nothing more is required of them than that they
should harden their hearts. That we may not be
suspected of exaggerating the detestable hard-
heartednesa of his system, we present it in his

own language." " Wlelher," says Nassau Senior,
" in the absence of disturbing causes, it be a ten-

dency of subsistence or of population to advance
with greater rapidity, is a question of slight im-
portance, if it be aclmowledged that human happi-
ness or misery depends principally on their rela-

tive advance, and that there are causes within
human control by which that advance can be
regulated. These are propositions which Malthus
has established by facts and reasonings which,
opposed as they were to long-rooted prejudice, and
assailed by eveiy species of sophistry and clamour,
are now admitted by the majority of reasoners,
and even by a large majority of those who take
their opinions on trust." See Principle of Popu-
lation.

Maltravers, Ernest. A novel by Lord
Lytton, published in 1837, and followed, in 1838,

by a sequel, entitled Alice: or, the Mysteries.
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UalvU. A .character in Murphy's comedy of

Know your own Mind, wMcli formed tlie foundation
on whicli Sheridan erected the character of Joseph
Surface (q.v.).

IXalTOlio. Steward to Olivia in Twelfth Night
(q.v.). "We have a regard," says Hazlitt, "for
Malvolio, and sympathize with his gravity, his

smiles, his cross garters, his yellow stockings, and
imprisonment in the stocks." The unfortunate
steward has also found an eloquent admirer and
defender in Charles Lamb, who thinks that he was
"not essentially ludicrous," hut "becomes comic
by accident. His morality and his manners are

misplaced in Illyria. He is opposed to the proper
levities of the piece, and falls in the unequal con-

test. His bearing is lofty, a little above his station,

but probably not above his station. We see no
reason why he should not have been brave, honour-
able, accomplished. His dialect on all occasions is

that of a gentleman and man of education. We
must not confound him with the eternal, old, low
steward of comedy. He is master of the house-
hold of a great princess, a dignity probably con-
ferred upon him for other respects than age or

length of service."

MainilillS. Prince of Sicilia, in The Winter's

Tale (q.v.).

" Mammie's ae bairn, I am my." First

line of a song by Robert Burns (1759—1796), of

which the chorus runs :

—

** I'm owre youne, I'm owre young,
I'm owre yonng to marry yet;

I'm owre young, twould te a sin
To tak me frae my mammie yet."

Mammon, Sir Spicure, in Ben Jonson's
Alchemist (q.v.), is a wealthy knight, who falls a
victim to the aits of Subtle (q.v.), and expends his

fortune in a vain search after the secret of inex-

haustible wealth. "Epicure Mammon," says Charles

Lamb, " is the most determined offspring of the

author. It is just such a swaggerer as contem-
poraries have described old Ben to be. What a
'towering bravery' there is in his sensuality! He
affects no pleasure under a Sultan. It is as if

' Egypt with Assyria strove in luxury.' "

"Man a flower." See "Life's a short
SUMMER."

" Man (A) he was to all the eotintry
dear."

—

Goldsmith's Deserted Village, line 141 :

—

" And passing rich with forty pounds a year."

" Man, Apparel oft proclaims the."—
Samlet, act i., scene 3.

"Man, A sadder and a wiser."—
Coleridge, The Ancient Mariner.

Man as He Is. A novel by Eobert Bage
(1728—1801), pubUshed in 1792, and followed, in

1796, by Hermatrong: or, Man as Se is Not.

"Man delights not me ; no, norwoman
neither."

—

Mamleti act ii., scene 2.

Man, Essay on. Sec Essay on Man.

Man in Black, The, in Goldsmith's Citizen

of the World (q.v.), is a portrait intended, in its

leading details, for the author's father, the Eev.
Henry Goldsmith.

Man in Black, The. A tale by Washington
Irving.

" Man in his time plays many parts.
And one."

—

As You Like It, act ii., scene 7.

Man in the Moone, The. A poem by
Michael Drayton.

" Man is his own star, and the sotd
tha,t can."—First line of a famous passage in

Fletcher's verses on An Sonest Man's Fortime

:

—
" Render an honest and a perfect man
Commands alt light, all influence, all fate.
Nothing to him falls early or too late.
Our acts our angels are, or good or ill.

Our fatal shadows that walk by us still."

" Man made the town." See " God made
the country, and man made the town."

"Man marks the earth with ruin—
his control." See stanza 179i canto iv., of Byron's
poem of Don Juan.

"Man never is, but always to be,
blest." See line 96, epistle i., of Pope's Essay on
Mam (q.v.).

Man, Observations on. A work by
David Hartley (1705—1757), published in 1749.
It is in two parts, part i. treating " Of the Frame
of the Human Body and Mind," and part ii. being
devoted to " Observations on the Duty and Expec-
tation of Mankind." " Hartley," says one of his

critics, " resolved the operations of the senses into

the hypothetical vibration of a hypothetical ether
in connection with the nervous system. His expo-
sition of the association of ideas is more valuable,

as explaining the sequence of all mental pheno-
mena ; but his speculations, laborious and ingenious
as he was, have long been discarded."

Man of Peeling, The. A novel by Henry
Mackenzie (1745—1831), published in 1771, anony-
mously. See Harley.

Man of Law, The, in Chaucer's Canter-

bury Tales (q.v.), seemed so wise that he had been
often justice at assize.

" Nowher so hesy a man as he ther n' as.

And yet he semed besier than he was."

The tale he tells is of the pious Constance, as told

in Gower's Confessio Amantis (q.v.), book ii.

Man of Mode, The: "or, Sir Fopling

Flutter." A comedy by Sir George Etherege
(1636—1694), produced in 1676; in which, says

Professor Morley, "Etherege painted accurately

the life and morals of the Restoration, and is said to

have represented himself in Bellair, andBeauHewit,
the son of a Herefordshire baronet, in Sir Fopling,

and to have formed Dorimant upon the model
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of the Earl of Eochester." Steele wrote of this

play, in No. 65 of The Spectator:—"This whole
celebrated piece is a perfect contradiction to good
manners, good sense, and common honesty; and
there is nothing ia it hut what is huUt upon the
ruin of virtue and innocence. I allow it to be
nature, but it is nature in its utmost corruption and

" Man of Morals."—Cowley, Lines from
Anacreon.

"Man of my kidney, A." See " Kidney,
A MAN OF MY."

" Man of pleasure is a man of pains,
A."—^YouNO, Night Thoughts, night viii., line 793.

"Man of Boss, The." The name under
which John Kyele, of Eoss, in Herefordshire,

a man of large benevolence, was celebrated by Fope
in his Moral Essays, iii., pp. 250—274 :

—

" KlBe, honeBt muse, and Blng the Man of Koss."

CoLEKiDGE also has a reference to him in one of

his poems.

Man of the World, The. A comedy by
Charles Macklin (1690— 1797), consisting mainly
of a satire on the Scottish character. See Mao-
Sycophant, Sir Pertinax.

Man of the World, The. A novel by
Henry Mackenzie (1745—1831), published in

1773.

"Man proposeth, God disposeth."—
Herbert, Jacula Prudentum. " Man proposes but
God disposes" wiUbe found in the Imitatio Christi,

book i., chap. 19.

" Man so various that he seemed to
be, A."

—

Dryden, Absalom and Aehitophel, pt. i.,

line 545 :

—

"Not one, but all mankind's epitome."

" Man that blushes is not quite a
brute. The."

—

Young, Night Thoughts, night vii.,

line 496.

"Man that hails you Tom or Jack,
The."—CowPER, Friendship. The remaining lines

of the verse are—
" And proves by thumps upon your back

How he esteems your merit,
la such a friend, that one had need
Be very much bis friend indeed
To pardon or to bear it."

" Man that hath no music in himself,
The."

—

Merchant of Venice, act v., scene 1 :

—

" Nor Is not moved with concord of sweet sounds.
Is lit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils."

" Man that is not passion's slave. Give
me that."

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 2.

" Man that lays his hand upon a wo-
man, The."—^ToBiN, The Honeymoon, act ii., scene
1 :—

" Save in the way of kindneBS, is a wretch
Whom 'twere gross flattery to name a coward,"

"Man, the hermit, sighed—tUlwoman
smiled."

—

Campbell, Pleasures of Mope, pt. ii.,

line 38.

" Man wants taut little, nor that little

long." Line 118, in night iv. of Young's Night
Thoughts (q.v,). Goldsmith has a similar idea

in his ballad of The Hermit

:

—
" Man wants but little here below,

Nor wants that little long."

Sydney Smith produced the following parody :

—

" Man wants but little here below.
As beef, veal, mutton, pork, lamb, venison show."

"Man was made to mourn." A lyric

by EoBERT Burns.

" Man ! What a piece of work is."—
Hamlet, act ii., scene 2.

" Man who turnips cries. If the."
First line of a familiar quatrain ascribed to Dr.
Johnson by Mrs. Piozzi :

—

" If the man who turnips erles.
Cry not when his father dies,
'Tis a proof that he bad rather
Have a turnip than a father."

Manchester Man^ A. The author of some
" Free Thoughts," contributed to Fraser's Magazine,
and afterwards republished in 1866. The " Man-
chester Man" is identified with the Eev. I. Lamb.

Manchester Poet, The. A name conferred

on Chables Swain (1803—1874), a native of Man-
chester. See Swain, Charles.

Manciple, The, in Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales (q.v.), derives his name from " mancepo," as

a purchaser of what can be taken in the hand, and
has the name as the buyer of victual for a corpora-
tion.

MandeviLLe, Bernard de, poet and philo-

sophical writer (b. about 1670, d. 1733), wrote
Oratio de Medicina (1685) ; Esop Dressed: or. Fables

writ in familiar verse (1704); Typhon, in verse

(1704) ; The Planter's Charity (1704) ; The Virgin

Unmasked: or. Female Dialogues (1709), (q.v.) ; The
Grumbling Hive (1714), (q.v.); The Fable of the

Bees (1714) ; Free Thoughts on Seligion, the Church,
and National Happiness {n20); An Inquiry into the

Causes of the frequent Executions at Tyburn (1725)

;

An Inquiry into the Origin of Honour, and Useful-

ness of Christianity in War (1732) ; and other
works. See Lesfie Stephen's Essays on Free
Thinking,

MandevUle, Sir John (b- 1300, d. 1372),

wrote The Voyaige and Travaile, which treateth of
the Way to the Hierusalem, and of the Marvayles of
Inde, with other Islands and Countries, written in

1356, in French, in Latin, and in vulgar English,

and printed in Italiau at Milan, in 1480. " This
father of our prose writers marks, strongly and at

the very outset, that English spirit of adventure
which has in every century supplied matter for a

valuable part of our prose literature. His book
may rank as, in formed English, the first of our
long series of Travellers' Guides." See Morley's

English Writers,!., i. &e Voyaige and Travails.
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Maaekine, lie. A metrical romance by
Philip db Rameb (circa H90), setting forth the
persecutions of a daughter of a King of Hungary
at the hands of a cruel mother-in-law in Scotland.

It was published by M. Michel in 1840.

Manfred. A dramatic poem by Lord Bybon
(1788—1824), published in 1817- It is in three

acts, and is written in blank verse, with some
occasional lyrics. The scene of the drama is in the
Higher Alps. "Manfred," says Lord Jeffrey, "is
substantially the same throughout the whole piece.

He holds no communion but with the memory of

the being he had loved, and the immortal spirits

whom he evokes to reproach with his misery and
their inabUity to relieve it. It is a grand and
terrific vision of a beiug iavested with superhuman
attributes, in order that he may be capable of more
than human sufierings, and be sustained under
them by more than human force and pride."

Mangnall, Miss Bichmal, wrote Sis-
torieal and Miscellaneous Questions, and a voliune of

Poems (1857).

Mankind. A moral play, of the reign of

Henry VI., which, from two Latin lines at the end,

seems to have been the composition of a monk, who
calls himself Hynghus. It is characterised by
Collier as being grossly obscene in parts, and cal-

culated for an audience of low rank. Yet, " the
piece contains a good deal that is curious, and some
characters are introduced that have much indi-

viduality about them."

"Mankind's epitome." See "Man so
VAEIODS."

Manley, Mrs. De la Eivi6re, novelist

and dramatist (b. 1672, d. 1724), wrote Secret

Memoirs and Manners of several Persons of QualitiJ

of both Sexes from the New Atalantis (1736) ; also.

The Soyal Mischief (1696) ; The Lover Lost (1696)

;

Lueiua (1717), (q-v.); Bath Intrigues (q.v.) ; A
Stage Coach journey to Exeter; The Secret History

of Queen Zarah; The Adventures of Sivella; Memoirs
of Europe; Court Intrigues; and other works. Her
Memoirs were published in 1717. See Atalautis ;

EiTELLA, The Adventures op ; Zarah, Queen.

Manly. The hero of Wycherley's play of

The Plain Dealer (q.v.); "a coarse caricature of

The Misanthrope of MoMre. The play and the
actor were so popular, that the author hinself was
commonly known by the flattering title of Manly
Wycherley." Pope says, in his Moral Essays,

" At half mankind wben generons Manly raves.
All know 'tis virtue, for he thinks them knaves."

Manly Heart, The. A lyric by George
Wither, beginning

—

" Shall I wasting in despair."

Compare with Raleigh's—
" Shall I like a hermit dwell!"

" Manner bom, And to the."—.
aot,i., scene 4.

Mannering, Guy. A novel by Sir Walter
SooTT (1771—1832), pubUshed in. 1815.

Mannerly Maistresse Margery, Mylke
and Ale. A ballad by John Skelton.

" Manners had not that repose. Her."—Tennyson, Ladg Clara Vere de Vere :—
" Which stamps the caste of Vere de Vere."

"Manners living as they rise." See
" Catch the manners."

Manners, Lord John, poet and politician

(b. 1818), has written Notes of an Irish Tour (1839)

;

England's Trust, and other Poems (1841), (q.v.)

;

English Ballads, and other Poems (1850) ; A Plea

for National Holidays; A Cruise in Scotch Waters;
and other works.

Manners of the Great, The : " Thoughts
on their Importance to General Society," by
Hannah More (1745—1833)

;
published in 1788.

Seven large editions of this work were sold in a
few months, the second in little more than a
week, the third in less than four hours.

Manning, Miss Anne, novelist (b. 1807),
has written Mary Powell (1850) ; The House-
hold of Sir Thomas More (1851); Cherry and Violet

(1853) ; Chronicles of Merrie England (1854) ; Good
Old Times (1856); Claude, the Colporteur (1857);
Poplar House Academy {1859) ; Belforest: a Tale of
English Life (1864) ; Miss Biddy Frobisher: u, Salt

Water Story (1866) ; Passages in the Life of the

Faire Gospeller (1866) ; The Masque at Ludlow, and
other Romanesques (1866) ; and many other works.

Manning, Henry Edward, Cardinal,
Eoman Catholic Archbishop of Westminster (b.

1809), has written The Rule of Faith (1838); Holy
Baptism (1843) ; The JJnity of the Church (1845)

;

Oxford University Sermons (1845) ; Thoughts for
those that Mourn (1850) ; The Grotmds of Faith

(1853) ; The Temporal Sovereignty of the Popes

(1860); The Blessed Sacrament, the Centre of In-
scrutable Truth (1864); The Workings of the Holy
Spirit (1864) ; The Temporal Mission of the Holy
Ghost (1865) ; The Reunion of Christendom ,(1866)

;

The Temporal Power of the Pope (1866) ; England
and Christendom (1867); The (Ecumenical Council

(1869); The Vatican Council (1870); The Dtemon

ofSocrates (1812); The VaticanDecrees {18T5). Upto
1851 Cardinal Manning was an Englirfi clergyman.

Manning, Robert. See Brunne, Eobebt de.

Manrique, Coplas de. See Coplas de
Maneique.

" Man's best things are nearest him,
A."—Lord Houghton, The Men of Old.

" Man's first disobedience and the
fruit. Of."

—

Milton's Paradise Lost, book i., Une 1.

" Man's ingratitude."-^« You Like It,

act ii., scene 7.
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"Man's inhumanity to man."

—

Burns,
Man was made to Mourn :—

" Makes countless thousands mourn."

" Man's love is of man's life a thing
apart." See stanza 194, canto i., of Byron's
poem, Don Juan.

" Man's the gowd for a' that, The."—
BuKNS, Is therefor Honest Poverty.

" Man's unconquerable mind." —
Wordsworth, Sonnet to Toussaint L' Ottverture.

Mansel, Henry Longueville, D.D.,
Dean of St. Paul's (b. 1820, d. 1871), published
Demons of the Winds, and other Foems (1838)

;

Aldrioh's Zogie, with Notes (1849); Prolegomena
Logiea (1851) ; The Philosophy of Kant (1856) ; an
article on Metaphysics in tbe eighth edition of

Encyelopadia Britanniea (18S7) ; The Limits of
jReligious Thought (1858) ; Bampton Lectures (1858)

;

Metaphysics: or, the Philosophy of Consciousness

(1860); Lectures on History (1861—62); The Witness

of the Church to the Promise of Christ's Coming

(1864) ; The Philosophy of the Conditioned (1866)

;

and other works. See Phrontisteeion.

Mansfield Park. A novel of domestic Ufe
by Jane Absten (1776—1817), published in 1814.

Mansie Waueh, The Autobiography
of. A humorous Scottish story, by David Mac-
beth Moir (1798—1851), originally published in
Blackwood's Magazine, and republished in 1828.

Mant, Richard, Bishop of KiUaloe and of
Down and Connor (b. 1776, d. 1848), wrote Poems
(1806); Bampton Lectures {1812); The Book ofPsalms
in an English Metrical Version (1824) ; Biogra-
phical Notices of the Apostles, Evangelists, and Saints
(1828) ; A History of the Church of Ireland (1839—41) ; and other works ; besides editing a Family
Bible with Notes, in conjunction with the Rev.
Dr. D'Oyley (1817), and publishing an annotated
edition of the Book of Common Prayer (1820). His
Life was written by Archdeacon Berens (1849).

Mantalini, in Dickens's novel of Nicholas
Niekleby (q.v.), is a cockney and a fop, supported
by his wife, who takes in clothes for maugUng.
He is famous for his habit of mild swearing.

Mantell, Gideon Algernon, M.D. (b.

1790, d. 1852), published The Fossils of the South
Downs (1822), The Geology of tlie South Coast of
England (1833), The Geology of Sussex (1827), The
Wonders of Geology (1838), Medals of Creation {18ii),
Thoughts on a Pebble (1849), and other works on
the general subject of geology.

Manuel. A tragedy by Charles Robert
Maturin (1782—1824), published in 1817, and
characterised by Lord Byron, as " the absurd work
of a clever man."

" Many a green isle needs must be."
first of the Lines Written among the Euganean
Hills, by Percy Bysshe Shelley, written in 1818.

"Many a time and oft."

—

Merchant of
Venice, act i., scene 3.

" Many - headed monster, This." —
Massingek, The BomoM Actor, act iii., scene 2.

Pope refers to
" The many-headed monster of the pit,"

in his Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot (book ii., ep. i.,

line 305). Scott, in his Lady of the Lake (canto

v., stanza 30), addresses "the herd" as
" Thou many-headed monster thing."

And Tennyson, in After Reading a Life and
Letters, says :

—

"It Is but just
The many-headed besBt should know."

Mapes, Walter, poet and prose writer

(b. 1160, d. 1196), wrote De Nugis Curialium

(q.v.), and various other works, reprinted in 1841,

among The Latim Poems commonly attributed to

WalterMapes, published by the Camden Society, and
edited, with a Memoir, by Wright. Mapes, as he is

generally called,though he invariably called himseK
Map, " was a wit somewhat of Chaucer's pattern,

bitter against cowled hypocrites, and striking, as

Chaucer often did, after the manner of his time,

with a coarse jest out of the wrath of a clean heart.

It was the wit also of a true poet. Among the

high dignitaries of the Roman Church he was an
entirely orthodox divine, and looked down from
the heights of theologiojil scholarship upon what
seemed to him the ignorant piety of the Waldenses.
But the first Church reform concerned Church
morals more nearly than theology, and, in this

sense, by his Latin prose and verse, Walter Map
represents," Wys Morley, "the chief of the Re-
formers before Wickliff. In French, then the
vernacular tongue of English literature, he it was
who gave a soul to the Arthurian romances, writ-

ing, most probably, the Latin original of Robert
Bouron's introductory romance of The San Graal,

and certainly Lancelot of the Lake, The Quest

of the Saint Graal, and the Mort Artns. Un-
assuming as Chaucer, and before Chaucer the man
of highest genius in our Kterature, Map was a
frank man of the world, with ready sympathies,
and winning courtesy, warm friendships, and well-

planted hatreds." See English Writers, I., ii., and
Warton's English Poetry, i., ii., iii. SeeAsKCSzas
OP THE Twelfth Century; Apocalypsis Goiam
Episcopi ; CoNFESsio GoLLiE ; Lancelot du Lac.

"Marble to retain." See "Wax to
RECEIVE.'*

Marcelia. The heroine of Massinger's tragedy
of The Duke of Milan.

Marcelia. A lady of the queen's privy
chamber, in the tragedy of Gorboduc (q.v.).

She and the queen are the only female characters

in the piece.

Marcellus. An officer in Hamlet (q.v.).

Marcellus, in Dibdin's "bibliographical ro-

mance," called Bibliomania (q.v.), is intended for

Edmund Malone, the critic and commentator.
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Marcet, Mrs. Jane, educational writer (b.

1769, d. 1858), wrote Conversations on Chemistry

(1809), Political JEeonomy {\8\&), Natural Philosophy
(1819), Vegetable Physiology, The Sistory of Eng-
land, Land and Water, and other works of a similar
character.

" March, march, Ettrick and Teviot-
dale." First line of a tallad by Sir Waiter
Scott.

" March through Coventrywith them,
rU not."

—

King Henry IV., part i., act iv., so. 2.

FalstafE is the speaker, and he refers to his regi-

ment of recruits. " No eye hath seen such scare-

crows. . . . The villains march wide betwixt the
legs, as if they had gyves on ; for, indeed, I had
the most part of them out of prison. There's but
a shirt and a half in my company ; and the half

shirt is two napkins, tacked together, and thrown
over the shoulders, like a herald's coat without

Marchioness, The, in Dickens's novel of

The Old Curiosity Shop (q.v.), is the "small ser-

vant" of Sampson Brass (q.v.), befriended by
Dick Swiveller (q.v.).

Marcia. A character in Addison's tragedy of

Cato (q.v.), beloved by Sempronius and Juba.

MardonillS. A captain in Beaumont and
Fletcher's play of A King and no King (q.v.).

Margaret. A romance of American life by
the Eev. Sylvester Judd (1813—1853).

Margaret. A feminine portrait by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1832.

" O Bweet pale Margaret

;

O rare pale Margaret."

Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle. See

Newcastle, Duchess of.

Margaret Lindsay, The Trials of. A
tale of Scottish life by Professor Wilson (1785

—

1864), published in 1823.

Margaret, The Miseries of Queen. A
poem by Michael Drayton (1563—1631), pub-
lished ia 1627.

Margaret's Ghost. A ballad by David
Mallet, which appeared in 1724. See Fair Mar-
garet AND Sweet William.

Margate Hoy, The Old. One of the Last

Essays of Mia, by Charles Lamb (1775—1834).

"Margin, A meadow of."— Sheridan,
Schoolfor Scandal, act i., scene 1.

Marguerite,. The vofe of St. Leon, in God-
win's novel of the latter name (q.v.) ; described by
Hazhtt as " an instance of pure and disinterested

affection in one of the noblest of her sex. It is

not improbable that the author found the model in

nature."

Mari Magno : " or. Tales on Board.]' Three
stories in verse, connected by a short, slight nar-

rative, by Arthur Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

The Lawyer's First Tale, and perhaps The Clergy-
man's Tale, were written in April and May, 1861,
during a journey to Greece and Constantinople

;

The Lawyer's Second Tale, in July and August of
the same year, whilst travelling in Auvergne and
the Pyrenees. All three " deal with the problems
connected with the questions of love and marriage."

Maria. "Olivia's woman" in The Twelfth
Night. Also the name of a character in Love's
Labour's Lost.

Maria. The heroine of Sheridan's comedy of
The School for Scandal (q.v.) ; in love with Charles
Surface.

Marian :
" or, a Young Maid's Fortunes." A

novel by Mrs. S. C. Hall • (b. 1802), published
in 1840, and displaying the vmter's intimate know-
ledge of Irish life and character. " Katey Macane,
an Irish cook, who adopts Marian, a foundling,
and watches over her with untiring affection, is

equal to any of the Irish portraitures since those of

Miss Edgeworth." The story has been translated
into German and Dutch.

Marian, The Pair Queen. See Carew,
Lady Elizabeth.

Mariana. A character in All's Well that Ends
Well (q.v.).

Mariana, in Measure for Measure (q.v.), is in

love with Angelo (q-v.). "Shakespeare," says

Grant White, "has given ns in Mariana one of

the most lovable and womanly of his feminine
creations. We see little of her, . . but the few
touches of the master's hand make a charming
picture." See next paragraph.

Mariana, and Mariana in the South.
Poems by Alfred Tennyson, printed, the former
in 1830, the latter in 1832, and founded on a hint

irora. Measure for Measure {(i.^.)\ at once "an admir-
able instance of dramatic laiidscape-painting, or

passion reflecting itself on landscape," and " a
picture of hopeless, unrelieved sitffering."

'* She only said, ' My life is dreary,
He Cometh not,' she said."

See preceding paragraph.

Marianus Scotus (b. 1028, d. 1086) wrote

a Chronicle from the Creation to the year 1083,

following chiefly Cassiodorus, Eusebius, and Bede.

Marie Magdalene, The Life and Ke-
pentance of. " A new enterlude . . not

only godlie, learned, and fruitefull, but also well

furnished with plesaunt myrth and pastime, very

delectable for those that shall heare or reade the

same. Made by the learned clarke Lewis Wager."
A miracle play, printed in 1567.

Marie Magdalen's Punerall Teares.
Poems by Eobert Southwell (1560—1595); pub-

lished in 1694.

Marigold's Prescriptions, Doctor. The
title of the Christmas number of All the Year

Round for 1865, written by Charles Dickens
(1812—1870). It is the story of an itinerant cheap-
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jack, called " Doctor" in remembrance of a kind-
hearted medical man wlio officiated at his birth,

and who would only accept a tea-tray in payment
of his services. The most touching episode is the
death of little Sophy in her father's arms, while he
is convulsing his rustic audience by his witty
speeches. This story was one of the author's most
effective " readings."

Marina. Daughter of Pericles, in Shake-
speare's play of that name (q.v.).

" Mariners of England, Ye." See " Ye
Mariners op England."

Mariner's Wife, The. A Scotch song by
William Julius Mickle (1734—1788); with
two additional stanzas by James Beattie (1735

—

1802), the last two lines of which run

—

"The present moment Is onr aln.
The neiat we never saw."

Marino Paliero, Doge of Venice. An
historical tragedy, by Lord Byron, published in
five acts, in 1821, and founded on " one of the most
remarkable events in the annals of the most singular
government, city, and people of modem history."

This event occurred in the year 1355, and is to be
found recorded in all the Venetian chronicles, espe-
cially in the Lwes of the Doges, by Marino Sanuto.

Mark Twain. See Clemens, Samuel Lanq-
HORNE ; Twain, Mark.

Mark Rochester. See Eoohester, Mark.

Markham,GerTase, soldier andpoet (b. 1570,
d. 1655), published The Foem of Foems : or,8ion's
Muse : eontaynyng the Divine Song ofKing Solomon,
divided into Mght Eclogues (1596) ; also, England's
Arcadia, a continuation of Sidney's famous work
(q.y.) ; Herod and Antipater, a tragedy ; some
fugitive poems, and works on sport and husbandry.
" No subject," says a critic, " appears to have been
rejected by Markham: husbandry, housewifery,
farriery, horsemanship, and military tactics, hunt-
ing, hawking, fowling, fishing, and archery,
heraldry, poetry, romances, and the drama, aU
shared his attention, and exercised his genius and
industry His works—now becoming scarce—are in many respects curious and interesting, and
display great versatility of talent." See Warton's
Sistorg.

Markham, Mrs. The mm deplmne of Mrs.
Elizabeth Penrose, the author of several once-
popular school-books.

Markland, Abraham, divine and poet (b.

1645, d. 1720), wrote Foems on His Majesty's Birth
and Restoration (1657) ; Fleryplegia: or, tlie Art of
Shooting Flying (1727) ; and other works.

Markland, Jeremiah, scholar (b. 1693, d.

177Q), edited the 8ylv(s of Statius, and several plays
of Euripides. See Bowyer's Conjectures on the
New Testament.

Marley. The partner of Scrooge (q.v.), whose
ghost plays an important part in the story of
Dickens's Christmas Carol (q.v.). The Carol opens

with the statement that "Marley was dead, to

begin with.

"

Marlow, Sir Charles. A character in

Goldsmith's comedy of She Stoops to Conquer (q.v.).

Marlow, Young. The hero of Goldsmith's

comedy of She Stoops to Conquer (q.v.), and son of

the above ; "a man of excellent understanding,

very generous, yoimg, and brave, and very hand-
some ; and to crown all, one of the most bashful

and reserved young fellows in all the world."

Marlowe, Christopher, dramatist and poet

(b. 1564, d. 1593), produced Tamburlaine the Great,

Fart the First (1590), (q.v.) ; Tamhitrlaine the Great,

Fart the Second (1590) ; The Tragieall History of
Dr.Faustus (1604) ; The Jew of Malta (1633), (q.v.);

Edward the Second (1598) ; Dido (with T. Nash)
(1594) ; Hero and Zeander (a poem, which was com-
pleted by Chapman), (1598) ; Ovid's Elegies (trans-

lated about 1697) ; First Book of Lucan (translated

1600), (q.v.) ; and The Massacre at Paris (q.v.). For
Biographical Notices of Marlowe, see Athena Can-
tabrigienses; Beard's Theatre of God's Judgments

(1597); Meres' Falladis Tamia {lb9B) ; Vaughan's
Golden Grove, moralised in three tooks (1600) ;

Dyce's Edition of the Works, and Robert Bell's

Introduction to the Foems. See, also, for Criticism,

HaUam's Literatu/re of Europe, Lamb's Dramatic
Foets, Leigh Hunt's Imagination and Fancy, Haz-
litt's Foets and Comic Writers and Age of Elizabeth,

Campbell's Specimens of the English Foets, W. C.

HazUtt's Handbook to Early English Literature, and
the life prefixed to the edition of the Works by
Lieut.-Colonel Cunningham. Ben Jonson spoke of
" Marlowe's mighty Ime ; " Heywood of Marlowe
as " the best of poets." " In felicity of thought
and strength of expression," he was, says Jeffrey,
" second only to Shakespeare himself. Some of

his turns of thought are even Kke those of our
matchless poet." "Marlowe," says Hazlitt, "is a
name that stands high, and almost first in the list

of dramatic worthies. He was a little before

Shakespeare's time, and has a marked character
both from him and the rest. There is a lust of

power in his writings, a hunger and thirst after

unrighteousness, a glow of the imagination un-
hallowed by anything but its own energies. TTir

thoughts bum within him, like a furnace with
bickering flames, or throwing out black smoke and
mists that hide the dawn of genius, or, like a
poisonous mineral, corrode the heart." See Edward
THE Second ; Faustus, The Traoicall History
OF Dr. ; Lust's Dominion ; Passionate Shepherd,
&c.

Marmaduke Tfeville is the lover of Sybil
Warner (q.v.), in Lord Lytton's romance of The
East of the Barons.

Marmion : " a Tale of Flodden Field." A
poem, in six cantos, by Sir Walter Scott (1771—
1832), published in 1808. Comparing it with TheZay
of the Last Minstrel (q.v.), Jeffrey describes it as

having " more flat and tedious passages, and more
ostentation of historical and antiquarian lore, but
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it has also greater richness and variety, hoth of

character and incident ; and if it has less sweetness

and pathos in the softer passages, it has certainly

more vehemence and force of colouring in the

loftier and husier representations of action and
emotion, more airiness and brightness in the

higher delineations." Each canto is prefaced by
an epistle to some personal friend of the author

;

canto i. by one to W. Stewart Kose, canto ii. to

the Eev. J. Marriott, canto iii. to "William Erskine,

canto iv. to James Skene, canto v. to George Ellis,

and canto vi. to Richard Heber. The following

are the most popular passages in the poem :

—

" Where shall the lover rest" (III., x.).

" Mine own romantic town" (IV., xxx.).

" O young Lochlnvar Is come out of the west" (V., xll.).

'* 0, woman ! in our hours of ease" CVI., xxx.).

"Charge, Chester, charge! On, Stanley, on I
" (VI., xxxil.).

Marmion, Shaekerley, poet and dramatist

(b. 1602, d. 1639), publishe(i Cupid and Fayche

(1637) ; SoUand's Leagiter (1632) ; A Fine Companion

(1633); The Antiquary (1641), (q.v.) ; a,iL6.C«pid's

Courtship (1666). See Wood's Athena Oxonienses.

Marner, Silas : "the Weaver of Eaveloe." A
novel by Geokge Eliot (b. about 1820), published
in 1861. iSee SnAS Maknee.

Marplot. The hero of Mrs. Cbntlivke's comedy
The Busy-body ((J.v.); "a standing memorial of

umneaning vivacity and assiduous impertinence."

Marplot, Sir Martin. A comedy, founded on
the L'Ftourdi of Moliere, by William, Duke of

Newcastle, and adapted for the stage by John
Dbyden.

Mar-Frelate, Martin. The assumed name
of the author of a series of tracts, printed in the
reign of Elizabeth, which were designed to demon-
strate the unsoriptnxal character of Episcopacy,
and are attributed to the pen of John Penry, or
Ap Henry, who was executed on May 29th, 1593,
for uttering seditious words against the queen.
The first of these tracts, entitled An Epistle to the

Terrible Friests, appeared in 1588, under the im-
primatur of one Robert Waldgrave.

Marriage. A novel by Susan Edmonston
Ferrier (1782—1854), published in 1818. It ia-

cludes among its characters the three maiden aunts,

Miss Jacky, Miss Grrizzy, and Miss Nicky; Mrs.
Violet MacShake, a Scottish matron of the old

school; Mrs. Gaffaw, the sentimental lady; Dr.
EedgUl, the medical diner-out and gourmand;
Douglas, the hero, and his selfish and pampereci
wife, the Lady Juliana.

Marriage i, la Mode. A play by John
Deyden (1631—1701), produced in 1672.

Marriage-Hater Matched, The. A
comedy by Thomas D'Urfey (1650— 1723),

acted in 1693. It was in the representation of

a character in this play, which is generally con-

sidered to be author's best performance, that

Dogget, the actor (q.v.), first attained celebrity.

"Marriage of true minds. The."

—

Shakespeare, Sonnet cxvi.

Marriage of Witte and Science, The.
A moral play, of which the date is not exactly
fixed, but which is known to have been licensed

between July, 1659, and July, 1570. It is divided
into filve acts, and sub-divided into scenes, with a
regularity imusual in compositions of this kind.

The name of the author has not been ascertained

;

but " it should be observed," says Collier, " that,

for the whole of the allegory, he was probably
indebted to an older piece," by one John Eenford,
who was a contemporary of John Heywood, and
wrote some dramatic pieces.

Marriage, The Forced. See Forced Mar-
riage, The.

" Married in haste, we may repent at
leisure." See Congeeve's comedy of The Old
Bachelor, act v., scene i.

Married Libertine, The. A farce by
Charles Macklin (1690—1797), produced in

1761.

" Married to immortal verse." Line
137 in Milton's poem of L'Allegro; see also in

Wordsworth's poem of The Bxcuraion, bk. vii.,

the line

—

" Wisdom married to Immortal verse."

Marrow of Modern Divinity, The. A
theological work by Edward Fishek (1620—1660),

published in 1646, and reprinted by Hogg in 1720,

when it became the subject of a controversy in

which the Erskines (q.v.) took part.

Marryat, Captain Frederick, noveKst

(b. 1792, d. 1848), wrote Frank Mildmay: or, the

Naval Officer (1829), (q.v.) ; The King's Own (1830),

(q.v.); iVewioB J%r«ier (1832), (q.v.); Feter Simple

_(1834), (q.v.) ; Jacob Faithful (1834) ; The Facha of
many Tales (1835) ; Japhet in Search of a Fatlier

(1836) : Mr. Midshipman Easy (1836) ; The Firate

and the Three Cutters (1836) ; Snarley-yow (1837)

;

The Fhantom Ship (1839) ; A Diary m America

(1839); Olla Fodrida (1840); Poor Jack (1840);

Masterman Eeady (1841); Joseph Bushbrook

(1841) ; Fercival Keene (1842) ; Monsieur Violet

(1842) ; The Settlers in Canada (1843) ; The Friva-

teer's Man (1844) ; The Mission : or, Scenes in Africa

(184.5); The Children of the New Forest (1847); The

little Savage (1847); and VaUrie (1849). His

Life has been written by his daughter, Florence

(1872). "He has," says Lord Lytton, "a frank,

dashing genius, and splashes about the water in

grand style." " His leading excellence," says

Campbell, " is the untiring nerve of his light, easy,

and flowing pen, together with a keen sense of

the ridiculous, which, while it rarely leads him into

broad and unmeaning farce, efieotually preserves

him from taking a duU, sententious, or matter-of-

fact view either of men or things. That there is

no trace of effort in anything he does is in itself

a charm. But, after all, his great and peculiar,
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excellence is Ms originality—in ttat he is himself

alone." Professor Wilson calls him " an admirable

writer," and says, "he "would have stood in the

first class of sea-scribes had he written nothing but
FeUr Simple."

Marryat, Florence (Mrs. Eoss-Church),

novelist, daughter of the above (b. 1837), has pub-
lished Gyp, Love's Conflict, The Prey of the Gods,

Veronique, Fujhtvng the Air, Open Sesame ! A
Harvest of Wild Oats, and many other novels.

Marsh, Catherine, biographer and novelist,

has written Memorials of Captain Sedley Vicars

(1855) ; a Zife of the Sev. William Marsh, D.B. ;

Light for the Line : or, the Story of Thomas Ward;
Memory's Pictures ; and other works.

Marsh, Herbert, D.S., Bishop of Llandaff

and Peterborough (b. 1757, d. 1839), published a
Dissertation on the Origin and Composition of the Three

First Canonical Gospels (1801); MemarksuponMieh(B-
lis and his Commentators (1802); a, History of the

Translations of the Scriptures (1S12); Lectures on the

Criticism and Interpretation of the Bible (1838) ; The
Authenticity and Credibility of the New Testament

(1840) ; The Politics of Great Britain and France;

and other works, for a list of which, see Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual.

Marshall, Stephen, divine (d. 1655), was
one of the authors whose initials go together to

make up the famous " Smectymnuus " (q.v.).

Marston, John, dramatist (b. 1575, d. after

1633), wrote The Scourge of Villanie (1698), (q.v.);

The Metamorphosis of Pigmalion's Image (1598)

;

Antonio and Mellida (1602), (q.v.) ; Antonio's

Revenge (1602) ; The Malcontent (1604), (q.v.)

;

Fastward-Soe ! in conjunction with Chapman
and Jonson (1605) ; The Dutch Courteian (1605),

(q.v.) ; Parasitaster : or, the Fawn (1606), (q.v.)

;

The Wonder of Women (1606); What you Will

(1607); The insatiate Countess (1613); and several

minor publications. His Works were edited by
Bowles in 1764, by Halliwell (with Life) in

1856, and by Gifford. See also Wood's Athenee

Oxonienses, Warton's Fnglish Poetry, Eitson's

Bibliographia Poetiea, The Setroapective Meview,

Lamb's Works, Hazhtt's Age of Flizabeth, and Leigh
Hunt's Imagination and Forney. "Marston," says

Hazlitt, "is a writer of great merit, who rose to

tragedy from the groimd of comedy, and whose
forte was not sympathy, either with the stronger

or softer emotions, but an impatient scorn and
bitter indignation against' the vices and follies of

men, which vented itself in comic irony or lofty

invective. He was properly a satirist." See Kra-
sayder; Pigmalion's Image; Sophonisba ; Won-
der OF Women, The.

Marston, Philip Bourke, poet, sou of

Dr. Westland Marston (q.v.), has pubhshed Song-

tide, and Other Poems (1871); and All in All:
Poems and Sonnets (1874). " I do not remember,"
says Stedmau, " any experimental volume that has

shown more artistic perfection than his Songtide,

cmd Other Poems. His sonnets and lyrics approach

those of Eossetti in terseness and beauty, and,

while he possesses more restraint than others of his

group, there is extreme feeling, pathetic yearning,

and that self-pity which is consolation, in his

sonnets of a love that has been apd is gone."

Marston, Westland, LL.D., dramatist and

poet (b. 1820), has written the following plays:

—

The Patrician's Daughter (1841) ; The Heart and

the World (1847); Strathmore (1849); Ann Blake

(1852) ; The Fa/oourite of Fortune (1866) ; A Hero of

Romance (1867) ; Life for Life (1868) ; Philvp of

France ; A Life's RoMsom ; Borough Politics ; A
Hard Struggle ; Trevanion ; Pure Gold; The Wife's

Portrait; and Donna Diana; also Gerald: a Dramatic

Poem, and Other Poems (1842) ; a novel entitled A
Lady in Her Own Right (1860) ; Family Credit, amd

Other Tales (1861). Tiis Dratnatic and Poetic Works
have been published in a collected form (1876).

Mar-Text, Sir Oliver. A vicar, in As You
Like It (q.v.). 'The title " Sir " corresponds to our

"Eev."

Martia. One of the heroines of Fletcher's

play of The Double Marriage, in love with Virolet

(q.v.).

Martial Achievements of the Scots
Nation, The. See Scots Nation, Martl4L
Atchievements of the.

" Martial, the things that do attain."
First line of a lyric by Henry, Earl of Surrey,
called The Means to Attain a Happy Life.

Martin, in Dr. Aubuthnot's History of John

Bull (q.v.) and Swift's Tale of a Tub (q.v.), is a

personification of Martin Luther, the .Gierman

Eeformer.

Martin Chuzzlewit. .SscChuzzlewit,Mar-
tin.

Martin Marr-all, Sir: "or, the Feigned

Innocence." A play by John Dryden, produced

in 1667.

Martin, Theodore, LL.D., translator and

biographer (b. 1816), was associated with Professor

Aytoun in the Bon Gaultier Ballads (q.v.) . He is also

well known as the author of Tlie Life of the Prince

Consort (vol. i., 1874, vol. ii., 1876), issued vmder

royal approval; and as the translator (with Aytoun)

of Poems and Ballads of Qoetlie (1868), of CEhlen-

schlager's Correggio ani Aladdin (1864 and 1867), of

Horace's Odes (1860), the Poetm of Catullus (1861),

Dante's Vita Nuova (1862), Goethe's Faust, and

Hartz's King Rene's Daughter.

Martin, Thomas, antiquaiy (b. 1697, d. 1771),

was author of Monumenta Anglieana.

Martineau, Harriet misoellaneons writer

(b. 1802, d. 1876), wrote Devotional Exercises for

the Use of Young Persons (1823) ; Christmas Day

(1824) ; The Friend (1825) ; Principle and Practice

(1826) ; Tlie Rioters (1826) ; The Turn-Out (1827);

Traditions of Palestine (1830), (q.v.); Illustra-
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tions of Taxation (1834); Poor Laws and Paupers

(1834); Society in America (1837) ; Retrospect of
Western Travel (1838); Deerirook (1839); The Sow
and the Man (1840), (q.v.) ; Life in the SieJc

Room : Essays by an Invalid (1843) ; Letters on

Mesmerism (1845), (q.v.) ; Forest and Game Law
Tales (1845) ; The Billow and the Bock (1846)

;

Eastern Life, Past and Present (1847) ; Sistory of
England, during the Thirty Years Peace, 1816—4S

(1849—50) ; Introduction to the Sistory of the Peace

from 1800 to 1815 (1851) ; Letters on the Laws of
Man's Nature and development (1851) ; a condensa-

tion of the Philosophic Positive of Comte (1853)

;

Household Education (1854) ; Complete Guide to the

Lakes (1864) ; The Factory Controversy (1855) ; A
Sistory of the American Compromise (1866); British

Sule in India (1857) ; Corporate Tradition and
National Rights (1857) ; Local Dues on Shipping

(1857) ; England and her Soldiers (1859) ; Endowed
Schools in Ireland (1859) ; Sealth, Sushandry, and
Scmdicraft (1861) ; Biographical Sketches (1872)

;

and a large variety of other publications. See her
Autobiography (1876). See fevALiD, An; Laws of
Man's Nature.

Martineau, James, IiIi.D., philosopher

and Unitarian minister (b. 1805), has published

The Rationale of Religious Inquiry (1837), Symns of
the Christiam Chwch and Some (1840), Endeavours

after the Christian Life (1843, 1847), Miscellanies

(1852), Studies of Christianity (1858), Essays (1869),

Symns of Praise and Prayer (1874), and Religious

and Modern Materialism (1874), Sours of Thought

(1876).

Martyn, Henry, lawyer (d. 1721), was a con-

tributor to The Spectator (q.v.).

Martyn, Syr. See Concubine, The.

Martyr of Antioeh, The. A poem by
Dean Milman (1791—1868), pubHshed in 1822.

Marvel, Ik. The literary pseudonym of

Donald Grant Mitchell (b. 1822), an American
author (q.v.).

Marvell, Andrew, poet and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1620, d. 1678), published The Rehearsal

Transposed (1672), (q.v.) ; Mr. Smirke (1674), (q.v.)

;

An Account of the Growth of Popery and Arbitrary

Government in England (1678) ; Miscellaneous Poems

(1681) ; and A Seasonable Argument (q.v.). The
Works of MaiveU were printed, with a Life of the

author by Cooke, in 1772, and by Thompson in

1776. The poems have since figured in almost

every important collection of the English Poets,

and are included in the Aldine edition. " Some of

his verses are harsh," says Hazlitt, "as the words
of Mercury; others musical as is Apollo's lute.

Of the latter kind are his boat-song, his descrip-

tion of a fawn, and his lines to Lady Vere." See

Cbohwell's Return from Ireland; Emigrants
IN THE Bermudas; Flecknoe ; Garden, Thoughts
IN a; Holland,a Whimsical Satire on; Nymph,
The ; Popery and Arbitrary Government.

"Marvellous Boy, The." A description

applied to Chatterton, the poet (q.v.), by Words-
worth, in his poem on Resolution and Independ-
ence :—

"I thought of Chatterton, the marvellous boy.
The sleepIeBS bouI that perished in his pride."

Mary Amtaree. A ballad, which describes

"the valorous acts performed at Gaunt by the
brave bonnie lass Mary Ambree, who, in revenge of

her lover's death, did play her part most gallantly."

For Gaunt read Ghent, at the siege of which, by
the Spaniards imder the Prince of Parma, Mary
Ambree's lover. Sir John Major, is supposed to be
slain. The heroine of the ballad is referred to

constantly by Ben Jonson—in his Epicene (1609),

act iv., scene 2, his Tale of a Tub, act i., scene 4,

and his masque called The Fortunate Isles (1626),

where he quotes the very words of the song. See
also Beaumont and Fletcher's Scornful Lady, act v.,

and Butler's Sudibras (pt. i., u. iii., v. 365), where
she is coupled with Joan of Arc :

—

•* A hold virago, stout and taU,
As Joan of Arc or English Mall."

Mary Ashburton, in Longfellow's ro-

mance of Syperion (q.v.), the lady with whom Paul
Flemming (q.v.) falls in love.

"She was not fair.

Nor beautiful—those words express her not

;

But, O, her looks had something excellent.
That wants a name !

"

" Mary, I believed thee true." A song

by Thomas Moobe.

Mary in Heaven, To. A IjTic by Egbert
Burns, addressed to Mary Campbell :

—

" O Mary, dear departed shade.
Where is thy place of bllBsful rest ?

"

Mary Morison. A song by Egbert Burns
(1759—1796), which he describes as one of hia

juvenile works. The last lines run :

—

" If love for love thou wilt na gle,
At least be gentle pity shown

;

A thought ungentle canna be
The thought of Mary Morison."

Mary Powell. See Powell, Mart.

Mary Queen of Scots, Lament of: "on
the Eetum of Spring." A lyric by Robert Burns
(1759—1796). "Whether," he wrote, "it is that

the story of our Mary Queen of Scots has a peculiar

effect on the feehngs of a poet, or whether I have

in the enclosed ballad succeeded beyond my usual

poetic success, I know not ; but it has pleased me
beyond any effort of my muse for a good while

past."

Mary Trevellyn. The heroine of Clough's

poem. Amours de Voyage (q.v.).

Mary's Dream. A ballad by John Lowe
(1750—1798).

Maskwell. A character in Conqreve's Bauble

Dealer (q.v.), drawn with great power as a design-

ing hypocritical villain.

Mason, John, Nonconforming minister (b.

1706, d. 1763), wrote 8elf-Knowledge (1745)

;
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LorcPs Day Evening Entertainment (1751); The
Student and the Pastor ; Christian Morals ; and other
works.

Mason, John Mitchell, American divine
(b. 1770, d. 1829), was the author of a number of
sermons and orations, a selection from which was
published in 1860, with a Memoir by Dr. Eadie.

Mason, WiUiam, poet (b. 1725, d. 1797),
wrote Isis (1748), (q.v.); Elfrida (1763), (q.v.)

;

Odes on Independence (1756) ; Memory, Melancholy,
and the Fall of Tyramny (1766) ; Caractacus (1759),
(q.v.) ; An Seroic Epistle to Sir William Chambers,
Enight (1773), (q.v.) ; The English Garden (1772—
1782), (q.v.). In 1775, he pubKshed the Poems of
Gray, with Memoirs of his Life, which see. See

Macgregor, Malcolm.

Masque of Anarchy, The. See Anarchy,
The Masque or.

Masque of Beauty, The. See Beauty,
The Massue op.

Masque of Blackness, The. See Black-
NESS, The Masque of.

Masques appear to have owed their origin to

the mediaeval practice of introducing into state

processions masked persons representing fictitious

characters. We hear of such "disguisings" as

early as 1348 ; we know that Henry VIII. took
great delight in them ; and it can be easily under-
stood how they gradually assumed a. more strictly

dramatic form, at first partaking more of the nature
of tableaux vivants than of anything else, and de-

pending most upon the splendour of the dresses

used in them, and the amount of ingenuity shown
in the selection of costume; by-and-by growing
into a species of private theatricals, which, coming
into fashion under Elizabeth, rose to a climax of

popularity under James I. and Charles I. Masques
being asked for by their courtly patrons, our poets

supplied them in profusion, and we find among
those who produced them the honoured names of

Francis Beaumont, William Browne, Samuel
Daniel, Ben Jonsou, Sir William Davenant, and
John Milton. Browne's Inner Temple Masqtie
was performed at court in 1620, whilst Milton's
Comus (q.v.) was written for the family of the
Earl of Bridgewater in 1634. This was the cul-

mination of the masque's prosperity. When the
Commonwealth came, it died out, with much else

that had tended to make the Stuart court a brilliant

one; and it was never resuscitated. SeeWarton's
English Eoetry.

Massacre at Paris,The. A play by Chris-
topher Marlowe (q.v.). A fragment, and, accord-
ing to HaUam, " the very worst of his dramas."

Massacre in Piedmont, On the late. A
sonnet by John Milton, (1608—1674), beginning:

" Avenpe, O Lord, thy fliaiighter'd sftfnts, whose hones
Lie Bcatter'd on the Alpine mountains cold."

"This 'collect in verse,' as it has been justly
named, is," says Palgrave, "the most mighty
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sonnet in any language known to the editor [of

the ' Golden Treasury']. Readers should observe

that, unlike our sonnets of the sixteenth century,

it is constructed on the original Italian or Provencal

model, unquestionably far superior to the imperfect

form employed by Shakespeare and Drummond."

Masset, Stephen C. See Pipes, Jeems.

Massey, Gerald, poet (b. 1828), has pub-

lished Poems and Chansons (1846) ; Voices of Free-

dom and Lyrics of Love (1849) ; The Ballad of Babe

Christabel, and other Poems (1855) ; Craigcrook

Castle, and other Poems (1856) ; MwoelocVs March,
and other Poems (1861) ; Shakespearis Sonnets and

his Prvoate Friends (1866) ; A Tale of Eternity, and
other Poems (1869). "Massey," says Steinan,
" came in the wake of the Chartist movement. Sym-
pathy for his cause gained his social verses a wide
hearing ; but his voice sounds to better advantage

in his songs of wedded love and other fireside

lyrics, which often are earnest and sweet." See

Babe Christabel, Ballad of.

Massinger, Philip, dramatist (b. 1584, d.

1640), wrote Tlie Noble Cfioice (1653) ; The Wander-
ing Lovers (1653) ; Philemo and Hippolyta (1653)

;

Antonio and Vallia (1660) ; The Tyrant (1660) ; Fast

and Welcome (1660) ; The Old Law (q.v.) ; The
Virgin Martyr i^^Wy, (q.v.); The Unnatural Combat

(1639), (q.v.); The Bnlce of Milan (1623), (q.v.);

Tlie Bondman (1624), (q.v.) ; The Eenegado (1630)

;

The Spanish Viceroy (1653) ; TJie Boman Actor

(1629), (q.v.); TheJudge; The Grreat Duke ofFlorence

(1636); The Sonour of Women ; The Maid ofSonour
(1632); The Picture (1630); Minerva's Sacrifice

(1663) ; The Emperor of the East (1632) ; Believe as

you List (1633); The Fatal Bowry (1620), (q.v.);

A New Way to Pay Old Bebts (1633), (q.v.) ; The
City Madam (1659) ; The Guardian (1655) ; A Very
Woman (1665), (q.v.) ; The Bashful Lover (1656)

;

Alexius: or, the Chaste Lover (1639); Tlie Fair
Anchoress of Pansileppo (1640) ; The Forced Lady;
The Woman's Plot ; The Parliament of Love ; The
Unfortunate Piety ; The Tragedy of Oleander ; The
Orator; The King and the Subject; and other

pieces. The Works of Massinger were edited by
Gifford and Lieut.-Colonel Cunningham. " Some
Account of his Life and Writings" was published

by Thomas Davies in 1859. See also the intro-

duction to the edition of the Bramatie Works, by
Hartley Coleridge (1859). "Massinger as a tragic

writer appears to me," says Hallam, " second only

to Shakespeare; in the higher comedy I can hardly
think him inferior to Jonson. In wit and sprightly

dialogue, as well as in knowledge of dramatic
effect, he falls very much below Fletcher."

Masson, David, biographer and literary

critic (b. 1822), has published Essays, Biographical

and Critical, chiefly on English Poets (1856) ; The Life

of John Milton (1868, 1871, 1873, and 1875); British

Novelists a/nd their Styles (1859) ; JRecent British

Philosophy (1866) ; Brummond of Sawihornden
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(1873); and a large number of contributions to

The Quarterly, National, British Quarterly, and
North British Seviews ; to The Bncycloptedia

Britannica ; to The English Cycloptedia ; and to

Fraser's and Macmillan's Magazines, tlie latter of

which he edited for some years. His Biographical

Critical Essays have heen expanded into three

separate volumes, with additions from magazines

(1874). Mr. Maason has held the Professorship

of English Literature in the University of Edin-

burgh since 1865, when he resigned a similar office

in the University College, London, which he had
held since 1869.

" Master-passion in the breast. One."
—PoPB, Essay on Man, epistle ii., line 131 :

—

"Like Aaron's serpent, swallows up the rest."

"Master, such man, Such." See Tus-
seb's April's Abstract.

"Masterly inactivity." See " IwACTiviTy,

Masterly."

Match at Midnight, A. "A pleasant

comedie," by William Kowley, printed in 1633.

Material Phenomena, Twelve Essays
on the Proximate Causes of, by Sir

Richard Phillips (1768—1840) ;
published in

1821, and noticeable only because the writer en-

deavours in these essays, and in Eour Dialogues,

pubUshed in 1824, to overthrow the Newtonian
theory of gravitation.

Mathews, Charles James, actor and dra-

matist (b. 1803), is co-author, with George Henry
Lewes, of The Game of Speculation (q.v.), and sole

author ofMy Awful Dad, Marriedfor Money, Fatter

versus Clatter, Little Toddlekins, My Wife's Mother,

The Dowager, and many other stage pieces.

Mathias, T. J. See Pursuits of Literature.

Matilda. The evil genius of Ambrosio (q..v.).

Matrimonial Troubles. In two parts: the

first a comedy, the second a tragedy; by Mar-
garet, Duchess of Newcastle (1624—1673).

Matrymonye, The Christen State of:
" wherein Housbandes and Wyves maye leme to

kepe House together wyth Love," by Miles
CovBRDALE, Bishop of ExETiER

;
published in 1552.

Matter and Spirit, Disquisitions re-
lating to : " to which is added, The History of

the Philosophical Doctrine concerning the Origin
of the Soul and the Nature of Matter ; with its

influence on Christianity, especially with respect

to the Pre-existence of Christ," by Joseph
Priestley (1733—1804); published in 1777. In
this work the writer endeavours to prove that man
ia wholly material, and that all his hopes of a

future life hang upon the Christian doctrine of the

resurrection.

Matthew. A lyric by William Wordsworth,
written in 1799.

Matthew, Master. A person in Ben Jon-
son's comedy of Every Mam in his Humour (q.v.).

Matthew of Westminster, a Benedictine
monk of the fourteenth century, wrote a Chronicle
of Britain from the Creation to 1307, which he
called Flores Sistoriarum,ani which, down to 1273,

is chiefly drawn from Roger of Wendover (q.v.).

"He becomes an authority for himself when he
treats of the reigns of John, Henrj' III., and
Edward I., whose wars," saysMorley, "he describes

with animation." Sir Francis Palgrave argued in

The Quarterly Review (No. 67), that there was no
such person as this Matthew, but that he is iden-

tical with Matthew of Paris (q.v.). The Flores were
first printed in 1567, and translated from their

original Latin in 1853.

Matthew ofParis (sometimes calledMatthew
Paris), so named, perhaps, because he had studied

there (d. 1259), was a monk of St. Albans, and
wrote a sort of summary or paraphrase of Roger of

Wendover' s Flores Historiarum up to the year

1235, after which time, to the year 1273, the

matter of the work—whichMatthew called Sistoria

Major—is Matthew's own. Such, at least, was the

discovery made by Coxe, who edited the Flores for

the English Historical Society. Previously, the

whole Sistoria was attributed to Matthew. See

the French translation of 1840—41. It has been
translated into English. Matthew also wrote

Lives of simdry kings of Mercia and abbots of St.

Albans.

Matthew's Bible. See Bible, The.

Maturin, Charles Bobert, novelist and
dramatist (b. 1782, d. 1824), pubUshed The Fatal

Bevenge: or, the Family of Montorio (1807), (q.v.);

The Albigenses (1814); Bertram (1816); Manuel

(1817), (q.v.); The Milesian Chief; The Wild

Irish Boy; Women: or, Fow et Contre (q.v.); and
Mehnoth the Wanderer (q.v.). See Murphy, Dennis
Jasper.

Maud. A " dramatic poem'' by Alpbeu
Tennyson, published in 1855; the section begin-

ning " that 'twere possible" having been pub-

lished in The Tribute in 1837. "Maud," says

Robert Buchanan, "is full of beauties; it posi-

tively blossoms with exquisite expressions. It is

invaluable as revealing to us for a moment the

sources of reserved strength in Tennyson, and

as containing signs of passion and self-revelation

altogether unusual. In a hundred passages we
have glimpses that startle and amaze us. We see

what a disturbing force the Laureate might have

been, if he had not chosen rather to be the con-

secrating musician of his generation."

"Maudlin poetess (A), a rhyming
peer."

—

Pope, Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, line 16.

Maunder, Samuel (b. 1790, d. 1849), com-

piled Treasuries of Geography, History, The Bible,

Literature and Science, Natural History, and

General Science.
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Maurice, Frederick Denison, clergyman,
theologian, and philosopher (b. 1805, d. 1872),
wrote Subscription no Bondage, The Kingdom of
Christ (1842), Sistory of Moral and Physical Philo-
sophy (1853—62), Theological Essays (1854), Patri-
archs and Lawgivers of the Old Testament (1855),
The Bible and Science (1863), The Kingdom ofXCeaven
(1864), Comjlict of Good and Evil (1865), The Cmn-
mandments (1866), Christian Ethics (1867), The Con-
science (1868), Social Morality (im%),.The Friend-
ship of Books (1873), and other works, including
many volumes of sermons and lectures. Of the
Theological Essays a writer in The Spectator says,
" They are valuable as a complete exposition of his
[the author's] views of Christianity—the views of
a man who is powerfully influencing his genera-
tion, and who profoundly believes in revealed re-

ligion as a series of facts disclosing God's plan for
educating and restoring the human race." See
Southey's Life and Correspondence.

Kfaw-wornij in Bickerstafp's comedy of The
Sypocrite (q.v.), is a vulgar, designing knave, who
makes religion a cloak for the most odious vices,

but is the dupe of his own credulity.

Maximln. A Roman tyrant, in Dkyden's
play of Tyrannic Love : or, the Soyal Martyr
(q.v.);

Maxwell, John. See Royal Captive, The.

Maxwell, Williain Hamilton, novelist
(b.'1795, d. 1850), wrote Stones of Waterloo (1829);
O'Sara ; The Bivouac ; The Dark Lady of Doona ;
The Adventures of Captain Blake ; The Fortunes of
Sector O'Salloran ; Wild Sports of tlie West ; The
Victories of Wellington and the British Armies ; and
other works.

Maxwell, Sir William Stirling, K.T.,
politician and miscellaneous writer (b. 1818), has
published Annals of the Artists of Spain (1848),
The Cloister Life of Charles V. (1852), Velasquez

(1855), Soliman the Magnificent (1877), &c.

May-day. A comedy by Geokge Chapman
(1557—1634), printed in 1611.

Mayday with the Muses. A poem by
Robert Bloomfield, published in 1822.

May Morning, Song on. By John Milton.

May Queen, The. A ballad by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1832, and including New
Year's Eve.

ULsLy, Thomas, historian, poet, and dramatist
(b. 1695, d. 1650), published The Beir (1622);
Antigone (1631) ; The Reigne of King Senry the
Second {\&'iS)\ The Victorious Reigne ofKing Edward
the Third (IQib); Cleopatra (1639); Julia Agrippina,
Empresse of Rome (1639) ; Stipplementum Lucani
(1640) ; The Sistory of the Parliament of England
which began November 3, 1640 (1647) ; A Breviary
of the Sistory of the Parliament of England (1650)

;

The Old Couple (1658); translations of Virgil's
Oeorgics, Luean's Pharsalia, some of Martial's
Epigrams, Barclay's Argenis, and some other works.

See The New Monthly Magazine, vol. ii. See Heir,
The ; Parliament of England.

A playMaydes Metamorphoses, The.
by John Lyly, produced in 1600.

Mayhew, The Brothers. A Uterary fra-

ternity, of whom Henry (1812—1876) wrote
London Labour and London Poor (1851) ; The Great,

World of London (1856) ; The Rhine, and its Pic-

turesque Scenery (1856— 58) ; The Story of the

Peasant Boy Philosopher ; and Wonders of Science :

or. Young Sumphry Davy. Henry and Augustus
published Whom to Marry, andSow to Get Married;
The Lmage of his Brother ; and Paved with Gold.

Horace contributed to Punch, and wrote, among
other pieces. Letters Left at the Pastrycook''s.

Thomas commenced the Penny National Library,
and otherwise connected himself vrith the publica-
tion of cheap literature. Edward is the author of
some veterinary works.

Maylie, Harry. One of the heroes of
Dickens's novel of Oliver Twist (q.v.); eventually
married to Rose Fleming.

Maynard, Walter. See Beale, Thomas
WlLLERT.

Mayne, Jasper, D.D., Canon of Christ
Church, poet and dramatist (b. 1604, d. 1672),
wrote Sermjjns (1653) ; translations of Lucian's
Dialogues (1638) and of Donne's Latin Epigrams
(1652); The Citye Match (1639), (q.v.); The Amorous
Warre (1648), (q.v.) ; and other works.

Mayne, John, poet (b. 1769, d. 1836), wrote
The Siller Gun (1777), (q.v.) ; Sallowe'en (1780)

;

Logan Braes (1781), (q.v.) ; and other short pieces,

contributed to the periodicals of the day.

Mayo, Isabella Fyvie. See Garrett,
Edward.

Mazepi>a. A poem by Lord Byron (1788-
1824), published in 1819. Mazeppa, it wiU be
remembered, was chief of the Cossacks of the
Ukraine, who joined Charles XII. of Sweden, and
fought at Pultowa against Peter the Great. The
poem is chiefly in the form of a soliloquy by this
famous warrior, who narrates in it a romantic
incident of his life.

" Methought I saw my late espoused
saint."

—

John Milton, On his Deceased Wife.

Meadows, Mr., in Madame D'Arblay's
novel of Cecilia (q.v.), is an etmuye, who is described
by one of the characters as " the sweetest dresser
in the world. I assure you it's a great thing to be
spoke to by him ; we are all of us quite angry when
he won't take any notice of us." He himseU com-
plains, on one occasion, of being " worn to a thread,"
because he has been '

' talking to a young lady to
entertain her."

"Meadow of Margin."—Sheridan, School

for Scandal.

" Meadows trim with daisies pied."—
Milton, L'Allegro, line 75.
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" Meaner beauties of the niglit, You."
Kret line of Sir Henky Wotton's lines To Sis
Mistress, the Queen of Bohemia.

" Meanest flower that blows can give,
To me the."

—

Woedswokth's Ode on t/ic Intima-

tions of Immortality (q.v.) :

—

" Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears."

" Meanest floweret of the vale, The."
—Gray, Ode on the Pleasure arising from Vicissi-

tude.

"Meanest thing that feels, The."—
WonDSWOBTH, Sart-leap Well, part ii.

"Meanest wretch in life. The."

—

BuKNS, Tarn o' Shunter

:

—
*' The crouching vassal of a tyrant wife."

" Means (Ifot), but blunders round
about a meaning."

—

Dryden, Mac-Flecknoe.

" Means unto an end." See " Life's but
A means," &c.

Measure for Measure. A comedy by
William Shakespeare (1564—1616), first printed

in the folio of 1623. It was, however, played at

least as early as 1604. It was probably written in

1603. The plot is derived from a drama by George
Whetstone, entitled, The Eight Excellent amd
Famous Systorye of Promos and Cassandra (1578),

which was itself founded on novella 5, in the

eighth deca, of the second part of Cinthio's Heea-

iommithi. " A play," says HazUtt, " as full of

genius as it is of wisdom. Yet there is an original

sin in the nature of the subject, which prevents

us from taking a cordial interest in it."

"Measures, not men, have always
been my mark." See Goldsmith's comedy of The

Good-Natured Man, act ii. Burke, in his essay on
Present Discontents, speaks of " the cant of not men,

hut measures, a sort of charm by which some people

get loose from every honourable engagement."

"Meceas of the mind. The."—Halleck,
Burns.

Medal, The : " a Satire against Sedition," by
John Dryden; written in 1681. The Earl of Shaftes-

bury having been acquitted of high treason, the

populace celebrated the event with great rejoicings,

and a medal was struck, bearing their hero's name
and head, and, on the reverse, a sun, obscured with
a cloud, rising over the Tower and City of London

:

also, the date (November 24, 1681), and the motto
" Laetamur '' (we rejoice). It is said that the king
suggested this circumstance as

,
a subject for

Drydeu's satirical genius, and rewarded his per-

formance with a hundred gold pieces.

Medals, Ancient. See Dialogues upon the
Ubepulness op Ancient Medals.

"Meddles with cold iron, That."—
Butler, Sudibras, part i., canto iii., line 2. The
whole quotation runs ;

—

25

" Ay me 1 what perils do environ
The man that meddles with cold iron

!

Medea. A play, adapted from the Greek of
Seneca, by John Studley, and published in 1566.

" Medicine thee to that sweet sleep."—Othello, act iii., scene 3.

Medina. The step-sister of Elissa (q.v.), in
Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Mediocrity in Love rejected. A song by
Thomas Carew (1589—1639).

Meditation upon a Broomstick. See
Broomstick, A Meditation upon a.

Meditation written in "Winter. Stanzas
by William Dunbar, in Pinkerton's Scottish Poems.

Meditations Among the Tombs. A
religiouB work by James Hervey (1714—1758),.

published in 1746.

Medley. A character in Ethereqe's comedy
of The Man of Mode (qv.), in which the author is

supposed to have attempted a representation of

himself. The same is said, however, of BeUair

(q.v.), another person in the piece.

Medora. One of the heroines of Byron's
poem of The Corsair (q.v.).

Medoro. A Moorish youth in Ariosto's

Orlando Fwrioso, who marries Angelica (q.v.).

Medulla, The. A chemical poem, written in

1476, by George Kipley.

Medwell, Henry. See Finding op Truth,.

Op the ; and Nature.

Medwin, Captain Thomas, published

Conversations ofLord Byron, noted during a residence

with his Lordship at Pisa in 18^1—& (1824) ; Cap-

tain Medwin Vindicated from the Calwwnies of the-

Reviewers (1825) ; The Angler in Wales (1834)

;

Lady Singleton (1842) ; and The Shelley Papers

(1847).

"Meed of some melodious tear.
Without the."

—

Milton, Lycidas, line 14.

" Meek-eyed Morn appears, mother
of dews."—Thomson, The Seasons (" Summer,"

line 47).

" Meek "Walton's heavenly memory."
See " Satellites burning in a lucid ring."

Meikle, "William Julius. See Mickle.

Meiklewham, Mr. Saunders, in Scott's

,8;;. Eonan's Well, is one of the managing com-

mittee of the Spa.

" Melancholy, And, with a green ani
yellow."—Twelfth Mght, act ii., scene 4 :—

" She sat, like Patience on a monument,
Smiling at grief."

"Melancholy main, Placed far amid
the." See stanza 30, canto i., of Thomson's poem.

The Castle of Indolence.

"Melancholy marked him for her
own." Gray, Megy written in a Country Church-
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Melancholy, Ode on. By John Keats.

" Aye In the very temple of Delight,
YeU'd Melancholy has her eovran Bhrhie."

Melancholy, Ode to, by Thomas Hood,
was written in 1827.

" There's not a string attuned to Mirth
But has Its chord In Melancholy."

Melancholy, TheAnatomy of, ty Robert
Burton (1576—1639), was published in 1621. Of
this fascinating repertory of sentiment, reflection,

and quotation—often fantastical, often ridiculous,

but always amusing—Dr. Johnson said, that it

was the only book that ever took bim out of bed
two hours sooner than he wished to rise. Sterne
borrowed largely from it. " Twenty lines of a
poet," says Taine, " a dozen lines of a treatise on
agriculture, a folio page of heraldry, a description

of rare fishes, a paragraph of a sermon on patience,

the record of the fever fits of hypochondria, the
history of the particle that, a scrap of metaphysics
—that is what passes through his brain in a quarter
of an hour ; it is a carnival of ideas and phrases

—

Greek, Latin, German, French, Italian, philo-

sophical, geometrical, medical, poetical, astrological,

musical, pedagogic—heaped one on the other ; an
enormous medley, a prodigious mass of jumbled
quotations, jostUng thoughts, with the vivacity

and the transport of a feast of unreason. He is

never-ending ; words, pbrases, overfiow, are heaped
up, overlap one each other, and flow on, carrying
the reader along, deafened, stunned, half-drowned,
unable to touch ground in the deluge. Burton is

inexhaustible. There are no ideas which he does
not iterate under fifty forms; when he has ex-
hausted his own, he pours out upon us other men's
—the classics, the rarest authors, known only by
savants—authors rarer still, known only to the
learned; he borrows from aU. At the head of

every part you will find a synoptical and analytical
table, with hyphens, brackets, each division be-
getting its sub-divisions, each section its sub-
sections ; of the malady in general, of melancholy
in particular, of its nature, its seat, its varieties,

causes, symptoms, prognosis; of its cure by per-
missible means, by forbidden means, by (Uetetic

means, by pharmaceutical means. After the scho-
lastic processes, he descends from the general to

the particular, and disposes each emotion and idea
in its labelled case." See Melancholy, Treatise

Melancholy, The Author's Abstract
of. Verses prefixed by Robert Burton (1576

—

1639) to his Anatomy of Melancholy (q.v.). They
are twelve in number, and are said to have sug-
gested to Milton some of the imagery of his

II Fenserom

:

—
*' When I go musing all alone,
Thlnltlng of divers things foreknown—
When I build castles in the air.
Void of sorrow, void of fear,
Pleasing myself with phantasms sweet—
Methinks the time runs very fleet.

All my joys to this are folly

;

Nought BO sweet .is melancholy."

The reader win remember Beaumont and Fletcher's

famous line :

—

" Nothing's 80 dainty sweet as lovely melancholy."

Some writer has remarked upon the vein of melan-

choly running through all Elizabethan literature.

Melancholy, The Pleasures of. A poem
by Thomas Warton (1728—1790), published in

1745.

Melancholy, Treatise on, by TrMoiHY
Bright, M.D., was published in 1586. This pro-

bably suggested to Burton his Anatomy of Melam-
choly (q.v.).

Melanthe : " Fabula PastoraUs. " A play by
Brookes, of Trinity College, Cambridge, acted

before King James I. on Friday, March 10, 1614,

and printed in 1615.

Melantius. A brave, honest soldier in Beau-
mont and Fletcher's Maid's Tragedy (q.v.). A
favourite character of Fletcher's.

Meldrum, Squire. The hero of " the His-
toric of ane nobil and wailzeaud Squyer William
Meldrum," by Sir David Lindsay (1490—1557),
printed in 1550, reprinted in Pinkerton's collection

(1752), and reproduced in Sibbald's Chronicle of
Scottish Poetry (1802).

Melesinda. The heroine of Charles Lamb's
farce of Mr. S. (q.v.).

Meliades, Tears on the Death of. An
elegy, composed in memory of Prince Henry, son
of James I., by William Drummond in 1613.
Meliades was the name used by the piince in all

his chivalrous exercises, being the anagram of
Miles a Deo—God's Soldier. Froissart has a ro-
mance called Meliades: or, the Kniqht of the Sun of
Gold.

'

Meliadus del Espinoy and Meliadus
le N"oir CBil. The thirty-seventh and thirty-
eighth Knights of the Bound Table. See Robin-
son's Ancient Order (1582).

Melibea. See Calistus.

Melibeus, The Tale of, in Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales (q.v.), is a translation from the
Latin text of Albertano de Brescia, or its French
version, the Livrc de Melibee et de Same Prudence.
It is one of the two prose tales in Chaucer's work.

Melissa. A prophetess in Ariosto's Orlando
Furioso.

Melincourt. A novel by Thomas Love
Peacock (1785—1866), published in 1817.

Melmoth, Courtney. The nom de plmne
adopted by Samuel Jackson Pratt (1749—1814),
a poet and prose •writer of some popularity in his

day.

Melmoth the Wanderer. A novel by
Charles Robert Maturin (1782—1824), written

after the manner of Matthew Gregory Lewis. The
hero is represented as being enabled, by a treatywith
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the Evil One, to live one hundred and fifty years,

during which time he experiences some very re-

markable adventures.

Melmoth, William, of Lincoln's Inn (h.l666,

d. 1743), published The Great Importance of a Me-
ligioas Life (1711), and Reports of the Court of
Ghmieery (with Peere Williams). He also wrote

some comments on the immoralities of the age, in

the form of letters to Daniel Defoe. His son wrote
hia Life, under the title of Memoirs of a late

Eminent Advocate (1796).

Melmoth, William, son of the preceding

(b. 1710, d. 1799), published Letters on Several

'Suijects (1742), Pliny's Letters (1746), Cicero's

Letters (1753), Cato : or, Old Age (1773), and Lcelius:

or, Friendship (1777). See Fitzosbokne.

"Melodious tear." See "Meed or SOME
MELODIODS TEAR."

"Melting Mood, The." -A. phrase occur-

ring in Othello, act v., scene 2.

Melvill, Henry, Canon of St. Paul's (b.

1798, d. 1871), published several volumes of Ser-

mons, and one of Lectures (1850—62).

Melville, Herm.an, American novelist (b.

1819), has pubUshed Typee (1846), Omoo (1847},

Mardi (1849), Bedburn (1849), White Jacket (1850),

Moby Dick (1851), Pierre (1852), Israel Fatter

(1856), Fiazza Tales (1856), The Confidence Man
(1857), The Refugee (1865), and Battle Pieces, poems

(1866).

Melville, James, Scottish divine (b. 1556, d.

1614), was the author of a Biarij, published by the

Bannatyne and "Wodrow Societies; also, a cate-

chism, some prose treatises, and poems.

Melville, J. Gr. Whyte, novelist and verse-

writer (b. 1821), has published i)i^42/ Grand (1853),

General Bounce (1864), Kate Coventry (1856), The

Interpreter (1858), Holmby House (1860), Good for

Nothing (1861), Tilbury Nogo (1861), Market Sar-

borough (1861), The Gladiators (1863), Brookes of

Bridlemere (1864), The Queen's Maries (1864), Cerise

(1865), Bones and I (1868), The White Rose (1868),

M. or N. (1869), Contraband (1870), Sarchedon

(1871), Satanella (1872), The True Cross (1873),

Uncle John (1874), Sister Louise (1875), Katerfelto

(1875), and Rosine (1876), besides a translation of

Horace's Odes and a book of Songs and Verses.

MelviUe, Sir James (b. 1635, d. 1617),

wrote " Memoirs : containing an Impartial Account
of the most Remarkable Afiairs of State during

the last Age, not mentioned by other Historians

;

more particularly relating to the Kingdoms of

England and Scotland, under the reigns of Queen
Elizabeth, Mary Queen of Scots, and King James.

In all which transactions the Author was per-

sonally and publicly concerned." This work was
first printed in 1683, afterwards in 1827 for the

Bannatyne Club, and again in 1833 for the Mait-
land Club.

"Memnon drew rivers of melody.
Mom from."

—

Tennyson, The Palace of Art. So
Keble :

—

" Soft as Memnon's liarp at morning,"

The allusion in both cases is to the old myth of

Memnon, King of Ethiopia, who was the son of

Aurora, or the dawn, and whose statue in the

neighbourhood of Thebes, was said to give forth

sounds at sunrise, this being his greeting to his

mother.

Memorial Verses, by Matthew Arnold
(b. 1822) ; dated April, 1860, and celebrating
" Goethe's sage mind" and " Wordsworth's healing

power."

Memorials of a Tour in Scotland.
Poems by William Wordsworth, written in 1803,

and including At the Grave of Burns, To the Sons

of Burns, To a Highland Girl, and Yarrow Revisited.

Another series was published in 1814.

Memorials of a Tour on the Continent.
Poems byWilliam Wordsworth, written in 1820.

Memorials of a Tour in Italy. Poems
by William Wordsworth, written in 1837.

Memoirs : " containing the lives of several

Ladies of Great Britain," by Thomas Amory,
"JohnBuncle" (1691—1788); published in 1755.

In this work the author describes his visit to the

daughter of a deceased college acquaintance among
the hiUs of Northumberland, and their agxeement

to undertake a journey to the Western Islands,

where they encounter various adventures, and dis-

course upon many abstruse topics of philosophy.

The "several ladies" seem all to have been ficti-

tious characters, and the work is apparently in-

tended by the author as a vehicle for the propaga-

tion of his peculiar religious notions. It ia noticed

in The Retrospective Review, vol. vi.

Memoirs of Europe towards the Close
of the Eighteenth Century. A work sup-

posed to be written by Olsismodus, a secretary to

and favourite of Charlemagne, and translated into

English.

Memoirs of P. P., " a Parish Clerk;" written

in ridicule of Burnet's garrulous History of My
Own Times (q.v.) ; often attributed to Pope, but

really composed by John Arbutknot (1675—1735).

The pompous, pragmatic, self-conceited clerk is

drawn with so much vigour that the character has

become proverbial.

Memory, Ode to, by Alfred Tennyson;

published in 1830, and noticeable as including two

lines from the un-reprinted Timbuctoo

:

—
" Llstentng the lordly music flowing Jrom

The illlmltahle years ;"

and the description, in part iv., of the poet's

early home :

—

" The seven elma, the poplars four
That stand beside my father's door."

Memory of Christ's Miracles: "in

verse," by Samuel Rowlands, written in 1618-
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Men andWomen. Minor poema by Robert
Browning; published in 1855, and including Pieior

Ignotus, Fra Lippo Lippi, Andrea del Sarto, Sishop
£loitgram's Apology, and ottera.

"Men are April when they woo, De-
cember when they wed."

—

As You like It, act iv.,

scene 1.

"Men are but children of a larger
growth." See "Children of a larger growth ;"

also, " Child is father of the man. The"
" Men are we, and must grieve when

even the Shade."—WoiinswoRTH, Poems dedicated

to National Independence and Liberty, part i.,

No. 6 :—
*' Of that which once was great is passed away."

"Men as they ought to be, not as they
are."

—

Goldsmith, Setaliation, line 64.

"Men have died from time to time,
but not for love."

—

As You Like It, act iv.,

scene 1.

"Men may rise on stepping stones."—Tennyson, In Memoriam, stanza 1 :

—

" Of their dead selves to higher things."

Longfellow, in his Ladder of St. Augustine (q.v.),

says :

—

" St. Augustine ! well hast thou said
That of our vices we can frame

A ladder. If we will tread
Beneath our feet each dead of shame."

" Men,my brothers,men, the workers
ever reaping something new."

—

Tennyson, Locks-
ley Sail.

Men of Character. A series of witty
sketches by Douglas Jerrold (1803—1857), pub-
lished in 1838.

" Men of England ! who inherit." A
song by Thomas Campbell.

"Men talk only to conceal their
mind."

—

Young, Night. Thoughts, night iv., line

843. The epigram thatj^j^nguage was given to

men to conceal their Thoughts " has been attri-

buted to TaUeyrand. It is, however, to be found
in Goldsmith, and, with some variation of expres-
sion, in more than one other EngUsh writer.

"Men were deceivers ever." Line 2
of 1 song in Much Ado About Nothing, act ii.,

scene 3. /
" Men were made for us, and we for

men."

—

Bamsay, The Gentle Shepherd.

Menalcas. The rival of Colin Clout in Spen-
ser's Shepherd's Calendar. '

Menander, in Dibdin's " bibUographioal ro-

mance," called Bibliomania (q.v.), is intended for

Thomas Warton, the literary critic and historian.

Menaphon. A work by Robert Greene
(1560—1592), published in 1687. Its second title is

" Camilla's Alarm to Slumbering Euphuea, in his

melancholy cell at Silixedra." The author describes
it as " a work worthy the youngest ears for plea-

sure, or the gravest censure for principles."

Mennis, Sir John, poet (b. 1591, d. 1671),

wrote various lyrics, published in Musarvm Deliciee:

or, the Muses' Hecreations (1651), (q.v.) ; notably

Sir John Suckling's Campaigne (q.v.).

Menologium : " the Poetical Calendar of the
Anglo-Saxons;" first published by Hickes, and
afterwards by Fox in 1830. " It is religious, and
not pastoral," says Morley, " briefly setting forth

in verse, not unmixed with a poetical suggestion

of the courses of the seasons, ' the times of the
saints that men should observe.'

"

Men's "Wives. The collective title given to

three tales, called " The Eaveuswing," " Mr. and
Mrs. FrankBerry," and " Dennis Haggerty'sWife,"
contributed to Fraser's Magazine by Willlam
Makepeace Thackeray, under the pseudonym of

George Fitzboodle.

Mensura Orbis TerrsB, De. A treatise

in description of the earth, founded on an older

work, by Dicuil (b. 756).

Mephistopheles. A character in Marlowe's
tragedy oi Faustus (q.v.). "There is," says Hal-
lam, " an awful melancholy" about this chiaiacter,

"perhaps more impressive than the malignant
mirth of that fiend in the renowned work of

Goethe."

Merchant of Venice, The, by William
Shakespeare (1564—1616), was first printed in

1600, under the title of "The most excellent

Historic of the Merchant of Venice, with the
extreame crueltie of Shylooke the Jewe towards
the sayd Merchant, in cutting a iust pound of

his flesh : and the obtayning of Portia by the
choyce of three cheats." This is one of the
plays referred to by Meres in his Falladis Tamia
(q.v.), and is probably identical with The Venesyan
Comedy, originally acted, according to Henslowe,
on the 25th of August, 1594. The plot seems
to have been drawn from two stories which occur
in the Latin collection of the Gesta Fomanorum,
and in II Feeorone of Signer Giovanni Fiorentino,
giomata iv., novella i., and which may be read
in Collier's Shakespeare's Library. See also Dun-
lop's History of Fiction, and The Bag of Gold in
the notes to Rogers's Italy. "The Merchant of
Venice," says Schlegel, " is one of Shakespeare's
moat perfect works, popular to an extraordinary
degree, and calculated to produce the most power-
ful effect on the stage, and at the same time, a
wonder of ingenuity and art for the reflecting
critic." "It is generally esteemed the beat of

Shakespeare'a comediea. In the management of

the plot," aays Hallam, " which is sufficiently com-
plex, without the slightest confusion or incoherence,
I do not conceive that it has been surpassed in the
annals of any theatre. The variety of characters,
and the powerful delineation of those on whom
the interest chiefly depends, the effectiveness of

many scenes in representation, the copiousness of

the wit, and the beauty of the language, it would
be supetfluous to extol." See Song, A New ; Jew,
The.
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Merchant's Tale, The, in Chaucek's Can-

terbury Tales (q.T.), was afterwards modernised ty
Pope in liis January and May. It is said to be
founded on a Latin fable by Adolphe, written

about 1315.

"Mercies in disguise."

—

Mallet, Amyn-
tor and Theodora, canto iii., line 177.

Mercutio. Friend of Eomeo, in the tragedy

of Romeo and Juliet (q.v.). " Oh ! " says Cole-

ridge, " how shall I describe that exquisite ebul-

lience and overflow of youthful life, wafted on
over the laughing waves of pleasure and prosperity,

as a wanton beauty, that distorts the face on which

she knows her lover is gazing enraptured, and
wrinkles her forehead in the triumph of its smooth-

ness ! Wit ever wakeful ; fancy busy, and procrea-

tive as an insect ; courage ; an easy mind, that, with-

out cares of its own, is at once disposed to laugh

away those of others, and yet to be interested in

them—these and aU congenial qualities, melting

into the common copula of them all—the man of

rank and the gentleman, with all its excellences

and all its weaknesses—constitute the character of

Mercutio !

"

Mercy. A young pilgrim in Buntan's Fil-

grim's Trogress (q.v.). I

"Mercy (The quality ,pf) is not
strained."

—

Merchant of Venice, act iv.^cene 1.

"Mercy is nobility's true badge,
Sweet."

—

Titus Andronicus, act i., scene 1.

"Mercy sighed farewell."—Byron, The

Corsair, canto i., stanza 9.

Merddin. A Welsh bard (circa 500), whose

attributed works are described in The Myvyrian

Arehaiology. See Stephens' Literat-ure of the Oymri.

See BuBEOwiNGS, The.

Meredith,George, poet and novelist (b.about

1828), has written Poems (1851); The Shaving of

Shagpat{lS5o); Farina: a legend of Cologne {1&51);

The Ordeal of Richard Feveril (1859); Mary JSer-

trand (1860); Evan Ea/rrington (1861); Modern

Love: Poems and Ballads (1862); Emilia in Eng-

land (1864) ; Shoda Fleming (1865) ; Vittoria (1866);

The Adventures of Marry Sichmond (1871); Peau-

champ's Career (1875); and other works.

Meredith, Owen. The nom de plume under

which the Hon. Edward Robert Bclwer Lytton,

now Lord Lytton (b. 1831), published his earlier

poetry. See Lytton.

Meres, IVanciS, miscellaneous writer (d.

1646), published The Sinner's Guide (1596); God s

Armmetic/c{1591), {q.-v.); Granada'sDevotion {1598),

(q.v.); and Palladis Tamia, Wit's Treasury (15981,

being the second part of mt^s Commonwealth {1597).

Palladis Tamia (q.v.) is merely a selection, tut in-

cludes an original chapter by Meres, calledA Com-

parative Discourse of our English Poets with Greeh,

Latin, and Italian Poets, which is often referred to.

See Wood's Athena Oxonienses. See Politbuphia.

Meretriciad, The. A poem by Edward

Thompson (1738—1786).

" Merie sungen the muneehes binnen
Ely." First line of a ballad said to have been
written by King Canute on hearing the music of

Ely Cathedral as he rowed on the river Nen. It is

preserved in the Sistoria Eliensis, and was very
popular amongst Englishmen in the eleventh

century.

Merivale, Charles, D.D., Dean of Ely (b.

1808), has written A History of the Romans imder

the Empire (1850—62), Boyle Lectures (1864—65),
and a translation of the Iliad into English rhymed
verse (1869).

Merivale, John Herman, poet and trans-

lator (b. 1779, d. 1844), pubhshed Orlando in

Roncesvalles (1814) ; assisted Bland in his CoWcc<Jo»s

from the Greek Anthology, of which an enlarged

edition appeared under his supervision in 1833

;

wrote various pamphlets upon Law Reform; issued

a collection of Chancery cases from 1815 to 1817 ;

published two volumes of miscellaneous poetry

;

and translated the minor poems of Schiller.

Merle, The, and the Nightingale. A
poem by William Dunbar, in which the two birds

discourse of love, and come to the conclusion that

"All love is lost but upon God alone."

Merlin. An old romance, translated from the

French of Wace or Gaimar, and founded mainly

on the fabulous history of Geoffrey of Monmouth.

Merlin. The sage in Tennyson's Idylls of the

King (q.v.) :

—

" whose vast wit
And hundred winters are hut as the hands
01 loyal vassals tolling lor their king."

The manner of his death, as told in Vivien, is. well

known. He figures also in the Faerie Queene, the

tales and romances of chivalry, and the romantic

poems of Italy. See Warton's History, and Mot-
ley's English Writers.

Merlin. The pseudonym under which Alfred
Tennyson contributed to. The Examiner, in 1852,.

the poem, since reprinted, entitled The Third of

February, 185Z.

Mermaid Tavern, The. Lines by Francis
Beaumont, in a letter to Ben Jonson. The " Mer-

maid" was the favourite resort of that famous

company of which Shakespeare and Ben Jonson

were the leading spirits. See Apollo Club, The.
•' What things we have seen

^ ^^ . ^ ^ „
Done at the * Mermaid ' I Heard words that have heen
So nimble and so lull ol subule flame,

As il that every one from whom they came
Had meant to put Ms whole wit in a jest.

And had resolved to live a fool the rest

01 his dull life."

Mermaid Tavern, Lines on the. By John
J^eats.

*' Souls ol poets dead and gone
What elysium have ye known-
Happy field or mossy cavern-
Chofcer tban the 'Mermaid' tavern!

" Mermaid's yellow pride of hair."—
Thomas Carew, A Song.

Merope. A classical tragedy by Matthew
Arnold Tb. 1822), published in 1858, but now out

of print. It was preceded by an essay, in which the
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author defended, after desoribing, the principlee on
which the tragedy was composed. "It has," says
Lowell, " that one fault against which the very
gods, we are told, strive in vain : it is dull ; and
the seed of this dullness lies in the system on which
it was written." George Jeffreys (q.v.) wrote a
tragedy called Merope.

Merrick, James, poet and Biblical critic (b.

1720, d. 1769), published Messiah: a Divine Comedy
(1734) ; a translation of Tryphiodorus' Destruction

of Troy (1740) ; A Metrical Version of the Fsalms ;
A Dissertation on Proverbs; Poems on Sacred Sub-
jects; and other works.

Merrilies, Meg. A haU-witted gipsy, in
Sir Walter Scott's novel of Guy Mannering
(q.v.). "She is most akin," says Lord Jeffrey,

"to the witches of Macbeth, with some traits of

the ancient sibyl ingrafted on the coarser stock of

the last century."

"Merry as a marriage beU, And all
went." See stanza 21, canto iii., of Byron's poem
of Childe Sarold's Pilgrimage (q.v.).

" Merry as the day is long, As."—Much
Ado About Nothing, act ii., scene 1.

Merry Conceited Jests, by Georse
Peele (1562—1598) ;

published in 1627. A tract

in which the author professes to give an account
of himself and his family, but which Dyce regards
as, to a great extent, a work of fiction.

Merry Devil of Edm.onton. See Edmon-
ton, The Merry Devil op.

" Merry heart goes aU the day, A." A
line in Autolycus' song in scene iii., act iv., of
The Winter's Tale (q.v.).

"Merry in hall, 'Tis." See Tusser's
August's Abstract.

" Merry monarch, scandalous and
poor. A." A line in some verses on Charles II„
by the Earl of Rochester.

"Merry month of May, In the."—
Barnfield, Address to the Nightingale.

"ULerry, Old. The nmn de plume under which
Edwin Hodder has written several works for the
young.
" Merry when I hear sweet music, I

am never."

—

Merchant of Venice, act v., scene 1.

Merry Wives of "Windsor, The. See
Wives of Windsor, The Merry.

Merrygreek, Matthew. A servant in
Udall's comedy of Ralph Roister Doister (q.v.).

Mersar. A Scottish poet, referred to in
Lindsay's ComplaiMt of the Papingo. His Christian
name is not known. See Peril in Paramours.

Merton, Tommy. One of the boys in Day's
Sandford and Merton (q.v.).

Merton, Tristram. The mm de plume
under which Lord Macaulay (1800—1859) con-

tributed several sketches and ballads to Knight's

Mery Talys. Printed by John Eastell
prior to 1533, and reprinted in 1815. The book
is full of amusing stories.

Mesmerism, Letters on, by Harriet
Martineau (b. 1802, d. 1876), in confession of her
faith in clairvoyance. They were issued in 1845.

Mesogonus. A comedy, in four acts, supposed
to be written by Thomas Eychardes, and assigned

by Collier to the year 1560. " The scene is laid

in Italy, but the manners are English; and the
character of the domestic fool, so important in the
old comedy, is fully delineated."

Messiah, The. A sacred eclogue, in imita-

tion of Virgil's Pollio, by Alexander Pope
; pub-

lished in The Spectator.

Messiah. By the Eev. John Newton (1722

—

1807). Fifty expository discourses on the series of

Scriptural passages which form the subject of the

celebrated oratorio of Handel. They were pub-
lished in 1786.

Messiah. See Merrick, James.

"Metal more attractive. Here's,"

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 2.

Metamorphosed Ajax, Anatomy of
the: "an Apology for the same;" and Ulysses

upon Ajax. Two Eabelaisian satires, full of humom-,
learning, and grossness, by Sir John Haryngtok

;

published in 1596.

" Meteor flag of England, The." See
Campbell's Ye Mariners of Mngland.

" Meteor to the troubled air. Streamed
like a."

—

Gray, The Bard, parti., stanza 2. Mil-
ton (in Paradise Lost, book i., line 536) has liie

line:-
" Shone like a meteor streaming to tlie wind."

Meteyard, Eliza, miscellaneous writer, has
written Struggles for Fame (1845) ; Tlie Doctor's

Little Daughter (1850) ; Lilian's Golden Sours
(1856) ; Maidstone's Sousekeeper (1860) ; Ancient
London (1861) ; Josiah Wedgwood (1866—6) ; A
Group of JEnglishmen: being Records of the Younger
Wedgwoods and their Friends (1871) ; and other
works. See Silveepen.

"Methinks it is good to be here."
First line of Lines Written in the Churchyard of
Richmond, Yorkshire, by Herbert Knowles (1798
—1817).

Metrical Legends, by Joanna Baillie (1762
—1851)

;
published in 1821.

Metrical Translations. Occurring in Sir

Walter Ealeiqh's Sistory of the World (q.v.),

and reprinted in Hannah's Courtly Poets.

Metrical Visions, by George Cavendish
(1500—1562)

;
published in 1815.
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"Mewling and puking in the nurse's
arms."

—

.As You Like lit, act ii., scene 7.

Meyriok, Sir Samuel Bush, historian (b.

1783, d. 1848), was the author of the The Costume

of the Original Inhabitants of the British Islands

(1814), A Critical Inquiry into Ancient Armour
(1824), and other works.

Miall, Edward, Nonconformist politician (b.

1809), has written The Volvmtary Principle (1845);

Ethics of Nonconformity (1848); The Bases of Belief

(1853) ; The Polities of Christianity (1863) ; and An
Editor Off the Line : or, Wayside Musings and
Seminiscences (1865). The Nonconformist, of which
Mr. Miall has been the proprietor and editor since

its commencement, was started in 1841.

Micawber, Mr. Wilkins. A character in

Dickens's David Copperjleld (q.v.); distinguished

for the pleasing tenacity of his faith in some-
thing "turning up." "There never was a Mr.
IGcawber," says Professor Masson, "exactly as

he appears in the pages of Dickens ; but Micaw-
berism pervades nature through and through;
and to have this quality from nature, embody-
ing the full essence of a thousand instances of it

in one ideal monstrosity, is a feat of invention."

""Who," says Thackeray, " does not venerate the

chief of that illustrious family, who, being stricken

by misfortune, wisely and greatly i turned his

attention to ' coals,' —the accomplished, the epi-

curean, the dirty, the delightful Micawber ?"

"Mice, and rats, and such small
icet."—King Lear, act iii., scene 4.

Michael, "the Cornish Poet" (circa 1210).

See Rhymes for Merry England.

Michael, A "pastoral poem" by William
Wordsworth, written in 1800.

Michel, Dan, See Ayenbite of Inwit.

"Miching Mallecho (This is); it

means mischief."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 2. See

Peter Bell the Third.

Mickle, William Julius, poet (b. 1734, d.

1788), wrote Providence (1762) ; Pollio (1765^ ; The
Concubine (1167); Letter to Br. Sarwood (1769);
Mary, Queen of Scots (1770) ; Voltaire in the Shades

(1770) ; The Lusiad (1775), (q.v.) ; Almada Mil
(1781) ; The Prophecy of Queen Emma (1782)

;

Eskdale Braes (1788) ; and other works ; the whole
being published, with a Life of the author in 1806.

See CuMNOR Hall.

Micro-Cynieon : " Sixe Snarling Satyres.

lusatiat. Prodigall. Insolent. Ciheating. Jugg-
ling. Wise." These were formerly attributed

to Marston, the dramatist, but are included by
Dyce ia his edition of the works of Middleton.

Microcosm, The, A weekly periodical,

conducted by the boys of Eton College from

November 6, 1786, to July 30, 1787. It was pub-

lished every Monday, and consisted of papers

written in imitation of The Spectator and similar

publications. It professed to be edited by "Gre-
gory GufEn," of the College of Etdn, whose wiU,
in the concluding number, bequeaths the contents
of the journal to his " much-beloved friends, J.

Smith, G. Canning, E. Smith, and J. Frere," of

whom Fbere and Canning will be recognised as
afterwards attaining to a high position in the
world of literature.

Microcosmography : " or, a Piece of the
World Discovered: in Essays and Characters," by
John Earle, Bishop of Worcester and Salisbury
(1601—1665) ;

published in 1628, and reprinted,

under the editorship of Dr. Bliss, in 1811. It ia-

cludes descriptions of such persons as " a young
rawe Preacher," "a meere dull Bhysitian," and
the like. See Chakacters.

Microcosmus : "a MoraU Masque," by
Thomas Nabbes (1600—1645)

;
printed in 1637,

and characterised by Gifford as " a very poetic

rhapsody." It contains the followiag graceful

song of love :

—

" Welcome, welcome, liappy pair,
To these abodes where spicy air
Breathes perfume, and every sense
Doth find his object's excellence

:

Where's no heat, nor cold extreme.
No winter's Ice, no summer's scorching beam

;

Where's no sun, yet never night.
Day always springing from eternal light.

All mortal sunerlngs laid aside.
Here In endless bliss abide."

Microcosmus is also the title of a work by Peter
Heylin (q.v.) and by Samhel Pubohas (q.v.).

" Mid hour of night, when stars are
weeping, I fly, At the." First line of an Irish

melody by Thomas Moore (1779—1852).

Midas, A play, by John Lyly, -written in

1592.

Middle Temple Library, founded in 1641,

was re-opened by the Prince of Wales in 1861.

Middlemarch :
" a Study of Provincial Life."

A novel by George Eliot ^. about 1820), pub-

lished in 1872, and characterised by The Quarterly

Review as " the most remarkable work of the ablest

of living novelists, and, considered as a study of

character, unique." The heroine is Dorothea

Brooke, first married to Mr. Casaubon, afterwards

to Will Ladislaw. Among the other characters

are Mr. Lydgate (q.v.), Rosamond Vinoy, Mary
Garth, and Mrs. CadwaUader (q.v. ).

Middleton, Cdnyers, D.D., clergyman

(b. 1683, d. 1760), wrote ^ Method for the Man.

agenwnt of a Library (1723) ; A Letter from Rome

(1729) ; A Dissertation on the Origin of Printing in

England (1735); The Sistory of the Life of Marcus

Tullius Cicero (1741) ; The Letters of Cicero to Bru-

tus, and of Brutus to Cicero (1743) ; A Free Inquiry

into Miracles (1749) ; and other works. His Works

were collected in 1752.

Middleton, Thomas, dramatist (b. 1570,

d 1627), -wrote The Wisdom of Solomon Para-

phrased (1597) ; Plurt, Master Constable : or, the

Spaniard's Night Walke (1602) ; Michaelmas Terme
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(1607) ; Tatient Grissel (1607) ; The Phmnix (1607)

;

jojw Fine Gallants (1607) ; The Familie of Love

(1608) ; A Mad World, my Masters (1608) ; A
Tricke to Catch the Old One (1608); Account of Sir
Robert SherUy (1609) ; The Roaring Girl (1611),
(q.v.) ; The Triumphs of Truth (1613) ; The
Triumphs of Honour and Industry (1617) ; Civitatis

Amor (1616) ; A Fair Quarrel (1617) ; The Tri-

umphs of Love and Antiquity (1619) ; The Masque
of Heroes (1619); A Courtly Masque (1620); The
Sun in Aries (1621) ; The Triumphs of Honour and
Virtue (1622) ; The Trimnphs of Integrity (1623)

;

The Game at Ghesse (1624), (q.v.) ; The Tri-

umphs of Health and Prosperity (1626) ; The Chast
Mayd in Cheape-side ; The Widow (q.v.) ; The
Chtmgeling (1663) ; The Spanish Gipsie (1653)

;

The Old Law (q.v.) ; More Dissemblers besides

Women (1657) ; Women beware Women (1657) ;

JVo Wit, no Help like a Woman's (1657) ; The
Mayor of Quinborough (1661); Anything for a
Quiet Life (1662) ; The Witch (1778) ; and other
works. The Works of Middleton were edited in

1840, with " Bome Account of the Author, and
Notes," by the Kev. Alexander Dyce. For Criticism,

see Hazlitt's Elizabethan Literature, and Lamb's
Specimens of Dramatic Poets. " Middleton," says
Leigh Hunt, " partakes of the poetrj- and sweet-
ness of Decker, but not to the same height ; and
he talks more at random. You hardly know what
to make of the dialogue or stories of some of his

plays. But he has more fancy ; and there is one
character of his (De Flores in The Changeling)

which, for efEect at once tragical, probable, and
poetical, surpasses anything I know of in the
drama of domestic life." See also Cheapside,
Chaste Maid in; Father Hxjbbard's Tales;
Micro-Oynicon ; Puritan Maid, The ; Triumphs ;

Witch, The.

Middleton, Thomas Fanshawe, Bishop
of Calcutta (b. 1769, d. 1822), was the author of A
Treatise on the Greek Article (1808, 1828, and 1833).

See Remains, with Life, by Bonney (1824).

" Midges dance aboon the burn, The."
First line of a lyric by Robert Tannahill (q.v.).

Midlothian, The Heart of. See Heart op
Midlothian, The.

" Midnight oil, The." A phrase used by
Gay in his Shepherd and Philosopher :—

" Whence 1b thy learning t Hath thy toll

O'er hooks coneumed the midnight oil?

"

It is also found in Quarles, Shenstone, Cowper,
and others.

Midsummer Night's Dream, A, by
William Shakespeare (1564—1616), is one of the
plays mentioned by Meres in his Palladis Tamia,
and therefore written before 1598. Its exact date,

however, cannot be ascertained. Malone states it

as 1592, but this is mere conjecture ; and all we
can confidently affirm is that " it evidently belongs
to the earlier period of Shakespeare's genius."
Dowden suggests that it was probably written on

the occasion of the marriage of some noble couple^

possibly, as Gerald Massey supposes, for the mar-
riage of the poet's patron, Southampton, with
Elizabeth Vernon (1598). Karl Elze refers it to

the marriage of Lord Essex and Lady Sidney

(1590), which is stiU more probable. It was
first printed in 1600. Some hints seem to have
been derived by the poet from The Knight's Tale

of Chaucer ; and, in the burlesque interlude of

Pyramus and Thisbe, allusion is apparently made
to Golding's translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses.

Hazlitt says that " the reading of this play is like

wandering in a grove by moonlight. The descrip-

tions breathe a sweetness like odours thtown from
the beds of flowers." " What I most admire in

the play," says George MacDonald, "is the recon-

ciling power of the poet. He brings together such
marvellous contrasts, without a single shock or jar

to your feeling of the artistic harmony of the con-
junction. Think for a moment—the ordinary
common-place courtiers ; the lovers, men and
women, in the condition of all conditions in which
fairy powers might get hold of them ; the quarrel-
ling king and queen of fairyland, with the
courteous Blossom, Cobweb, and the rest, and the
court-jester. Puck; the ignorant, clownish arti-

sans, rehearsing their play ; fairies, clowns, lovers

and courtiers are all mingled in one exquisite
harmony, clothed with a night of early summer,
rounded in by the wedding of the king and queen."
See also Hallam's criticism in The Literature of
Europe. See Theseus.

Midsummer Day's Dream, A. A poem
by Edwin Atherstone (1788—1872), published
in 1822.

Miggs, Miss, in Dickens's novel of Barnaby
Rudge (q.v.), is servant to Mrs. Varden. " She is an
elderly maiden, who by some strange neglect on the
part of mankind, has been allowed to remain un-
married. This neglect might, in some small degree,
be accounted for by the fact that her person and
disposition came within the range of Mr. Tapper-
tit's epithet of ' scraggy.' She had various ways
of wreaking her hatred upon the other sex, the
most cruel of which was in often honouring them
with her company and discourse."

"Mightiest in the mightiest, 'Tis."—
Merchant of Venice, act iv., scene 1. Portia's
description of Mercy.

"Mighty dead. And hold high con-
verse with the."

—

Thomson's Seasons ("Winter").

" Mighty hopes that make us nien.
The."

—

Tennyson, In Memoriam, stanza Ixxxiv.

" Mighty line, Marlowe's." A phrase used
by Ben Jonson in his poem To the Memory of

•' And tell thee how far thou dldet one Lyly outshine,
Or sporting Kyd, orMarlowe'a mighty line."

"Mighty maze, but not without a
plan, A." See line 6, epistle i., of Pope's Essay on
Man (q.v.).
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" Mighty minds of old, The."—Southey,
in tlie Occasional Fiece (xviii.), begimung

—

"My days among the dead are iiaaaed."

Milan, The Duke of. A tragedy by Philip
Massingeb (1584—1640). "Among the tragedies
of Massinger," says Hallam, " I should be inclined
to prefer this. The plot borrows enough from
history to give it dignity, and to counterbalance in
some measure the predominance of the passion of
love which the invented parts of the drama exhibit.
The characters of Sforza, Marcelia, and Francesco,
are in Massinger' s best maimer; the story is skil-

fully and not improbably developed ; the pathos
is deeper than we generally find in his .writings

;

the eloquence of language, especially in the cele-
brated speech of Sforza before the emperor, has
never been surpassed by him."

MilbOlirne, Luke, clergj-man and poet (b.

166J, d. 1720), was the writer of a rhythmical
version of the Psalms, and various religious pub-
lications. He is referred to by both Dryden and
Pope.

"Mild splendour ofthevarious-vested
night."— Sonnet, To the Autumnal Moon, by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

" Mildest mannered man (The), that
ever scuttled ship or cut a throat.''

—

Byron, Don
Jium, canto iii., stanza 41.

"Mildness, Ethereal." Aphraseusedby
Thomson in the Seasons, in description of Spring.

Mildmay, Frank. See Frank Mildmay.

Miletus, The Lost Tales of. See Lost
Tales of Miletus, The.

Milhouse, Robert, weaver and poet (d.

1839), wrote three poems, called Vicissitude, S/ier-

tiiood Forest, and the Destinies of Man. »

" Milk^ of human kindness. It is too
full 0' the."

—

Macbeth, act i., scene 5.

Mill, James, historian and philosophical
writer (b. 1773, d. 1836), wrote an Essay on the
Impolicy of a Country in the Exportation of Grain
(1804); a translation, with notes, of ViUers' Essay
on Luther and tlie Reformation (1805), a History of
British India (1817—18), Elements of Political
Economy (1821—22), Analysis of the Phenomena of
the JECuman Mind (1829), The Principles of Toleration

(1837); and various contributions to The literary
Journal, The Edinburgh Seview, The Westminster
Review, and The Encyclopedia Britannica.

Mill, John Stuart, son of the preceding,
metaphysician and political economist (b. 1806,
d. 1873), published a,. System of logic (1843),
Essays on Some Unsettled Questions in Political

Economy (1844), Principles of Political Economy
(1848), an Essay on Liberty (1858), Dissertations
and Discussions (1859—67), Thoughts on Parlia-
mentary Reform (1859), Considerations on Repre-
sentatvoe Government (1861), Utilitarianism (1862),
Auguste Comte and Positivism (1865), an Examina-
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tion of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy (1865),
The Subjection of Women (1867), Address to the
Students of St. Andrews (1867), England and Ireland
(1868), The Irish Land Question (1870), a-ai Nature
and other Essays (1874). See his Autobiography
(1873). For Criticism, see Taine's English Litera-
ture, vol. iv. "Alike as a metaphysician, a logi-
cian, a moralist, and a politician, MQl," says one
of his critics, " has exercised a deep influence on
the thought of the present day. He is opposed
alike to the German and the Scotch philosophy.
On the one hand, he rejects the distinctions be-
tween formal and material truth, and wiU not
admit that any ideas are potentially given to
thought. Experience, according to him, is not
merely the occasion, but the sole and simple source
of all knowledge. From it the axioms of geometry,
the law of causation, the ideas of God and im-
mortality, must, if valid, be alike derived. The
existence of external objects, distinct from our
sensations, he recognises merely as a form of
speech, not a fact. Induction he classes along
with those formal processes, which modern logi-
cians have generally regarded as alone within
their province. Society he treats as the sphere of
education for the individual; but this education
cannot be fully carried out unless liberty is al-
lowed for the development of individual, tastes
and capacities. His ideal is a universal franchise,
graduated according to degrees of intelligence.
His work on political economy is more remarkable
for power of statement than for novelty of view.
For judicial calmness, elevation of tone, and free-
dom from personality, Mill is unrivalled among
the writers of his time."

Mill on the Moss, The. A novel by George
Eliot (b. about 1820), published in 1860. " There
is a simplicity about The Mill on the Floss," says
The Quarterly Review, " which reminds one of the
classic tragedy ; the vast power of Nature over
the career and fate of a family, figured forth in the
river, beside which the child Maggie played, filling

her mother's heart with gloomy and not unveracious
presentiments, down which she passed with Stephen
in her hour of temptation, with Tom in her last

moments ; the whole strength of association and
of the ties and instinct of blood breaking in at
every critical point in the story, like the voice
of a Greek chorus, full of traditionary warning
and stem common sense, but speaking in the
dialect of English rusticity, and by the mouths of

Mr. TuUiver and his wife's relations."

Millamant, in Congreve's Way of the World,

is in love with MirabeU. She is "the perfect

model," says HazHtt, " of the accomplished fine

lady."

Millar, John, Professor in Glasgow Univer-
sity (b. 1735, d. 1801), wrote Observations concerning

the Origin and Distinction ofRamhs in Society (1771),

an Historical Review of the English Government

(1787—90), and other works. See the Life by
Craig, prefixed to the fourth edition of the Obser-
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vations (1806) ; also, Lord Jeffrey's Criticism on the
History in The Edinbtm-gh Beview, No. 5.

Millbank, in Disraeli's Vivian Grey, is said
to be intended for Th.omas Hope, the author of
Anastasius (q.v.).

Miller, Hugh, geologist and ioumalist (h.

1802, d. 1856), wrote Foems written in the Leisure
Hours of a Journeyman Mason (1829) ; Scenes and
Legends in the North of Scotland (1834) ; The Old Red
Sandstone (1 84 1) ; First Impressions ofEngland and its

People (1847) ; Footprints ofthe Creator (1850), (q.v.)

;

M%j Schools and Schoolmasters (1854) ; The Testimony
of the Eoolcs (1857); The Cruise of the Betsey (1858);
The Headship of Christ ; Edinburgh and its Neigh-
bourhood; Tales and Sketches; a Sketch-book of
Popular Geology; and Miscellaneous Essays. His
editorship of The Witness (q.v.) began in 1840. His
complete Works have been published in a nnifonn
shape. His Life has been written by Peter Bayne
(1870). See Sandstone, The Old Ked.

Miller, James, dramatist and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1703, d. 1744), wrote The Humours of
Oxford, Mahomet, some other plays, and a series of
pamphlets against Sir Robert Walpole.

Miller, Joaquin. An American poet, whose
real name is C. H. Miller. He has written Songs
of the Sierras, The Ship in the Desert, and other
works.

MUler, Joe (Joseph), comedian (b. 1684,
d. 1738), was the supposed author of a book called
Joe Miller's Jests, which, however, was compiled
by one John Mottley (q.v.). See Father of Jests,
The.

Miller, Mrs. Hugh. See Myrtle, Harriet.

Miller, Thomas, the " Basket-maker," poet,
novelist, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1808, d. 1874),
published A Say in the Woods (1836), Gideon Giles,
the Roper (1841), several novels of an historical
character, and a number of books on country life,

besides contributing largely to periodical Kterature.

Miller's Daughter, The. A poem by
Alfred Tennyson, published in 1830. An idyllic
ballad, including two short songs :

" It is the
Miller's Daughter," and "Love that hath us in the
net."

Miller's Tale, The, in Chaucer's Canter-
bury Tales, is of a certain old carpenter, whose
pretty young wife plays him false with a certain
young clerk who lodges with them. " There is,"

says Morley, " Chaucer's strength in the dramatic
liveliness with which this story is told within short
compass. The persons in it are vividly painted,
and characterised by masterly touches."

Million, Mrs. A lady of enormous wealth, in
Disraeli's novel of Vivian Grey (q.v.).

"Million, Pleased not the."—-Hamlet,
act ii., scene 2.

Mills, Charles, historian (b. 1788, d. 1826),

published a History of Mohammedanism (1817), a
History of the Crusades (1818), The Travels of
TJieodore Ducas (1822), and a History of Chivalry

(1825). See Ducas, Theodore.

"Mills of God grind slowly, The."
See Longfellow's poem. Retribution.

" Yet they grind exceeding small

;

Though with patience He stands waitlug, wltli exactness grinds
He all."

Millwood, in LiLLo's George Barnwell (q.v.),

is the abandoned woman who betrays the unfor-
tunate London apprentice to his ruin.

Milman, Henry Hart, D.D., Dean of St.

Paul's, historian and poet (b. 1791, d. 1868), wrote
the Newdigate Prize Poem on The Apollo Belvedere

(1812) ; Latin poems, Alexander tumulmns, and
Achilles invisens (1813) ; F'azio (1815), (q.v.) ; Samor
(1818) ; The Fall of Jerusalem (1820), (q.v.) ; The
Martyr ofAntioch (1822) ; Belshazzar (1822) ; Foems
(1826); Anne Boleyn (1826); The Office of the

Christian Teacher Considered (1826) ; The Character
and Conduct of the Apostles Considered as an Evidence

of Christianity (1828) ; a History of the Jews (1829—30) ; Nala and Damayanti, and other translations
from the Sanscrit (1834) ; a Life of Edward Gibbon

(1839); a History of Christianity (1840); a Life

of Horace, prefixed to an edition of his Works
(1849) ; a History of Latin Christianity (1854—55)

;

and various contributions to The Quarterly Beview,
which have been republished in 1870.

Milner, Joseph, historian (b. 1744, d. 1797),
published a History of the Church of Christ (1794—
1812), which was completed by his brother, and
biographer, Isaac Milner, Dean of Carlisle. The
latter published his Miscellaneous Works in 1810.

Milner, Miss. The heroine of Mrs. Inch-
bald's novel of A Simple Story (q.v.) ; in love with
Mr. Dorriforth (q.v.). " Miss Milner," says Miss
Kavanagh, " is one of the most graceful embodi-
ments of youth in woman that novelist ever drew.
She is beautiful ; she has a quick tongue, a warm
heart, and a wayward will of her own, which is

ever leading her to the very verge of wrong."

Milnes, Eiehard Monckton. See Hough-
ton, Lord.

Milonides. Master of the ring, in Somer-
ville's burlesque poem of Hobbinol (q.v.) :

—

"One el gigantic ske, but visage wan

:

Milonides tbe strong, renown'd of old
For feats of arms, but bending now with years."

Milton. A poem, in twelve books, by William
Blake, the artist, written in 1804.

Milton. An " experiment " in quantity, by
Alfred Tennyson, written in 1863. Lord Lytton
(1805— 1873) has a poem on the same subject.

MUton, John, poet and prose writer (b. 1608,
d. 1674), wrote his leading poems in the following:
order -.—On the Morning of Chrises Nativity (1629),
On Shakespeare {\%il), II Fenscroso (q.v.), Arcades
(1633), Comus (1637), Lycidas (1637), L'Allegro
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(1645), JViSMe of the Psalms done into Metre (1648),
Might of the Psalms done into Verse (1653), Para-
dise Lost (1667), Paradise Begained (1671), and
Samson Agonistes (1671). His clief prose works
were:

—

Of Jieformation, touching Church Discipline

in England (1641) ; Of Prelatioal Episcopacy (1641)

;

The Season of Church Government urged against

Prelaty (1641—2); Tract on Education (1644);
Areopagitioa (1644) ; The Doctrine and Discipline of
Divorce (1644) ; T/ie Tenure of Kings and Magis-
trates (1648—9) ; Eikonoclastes (1649) ; Defensio

pro Populo Anglicano (1651) ; Defensio Secunda pro
Fopulo Anglicano (1650) ; Civil Power in Ecclesi-

astical Causes (1659) ; Brief Delineation of a Free
Commonwealth (1660); Sistory of Britain to the

Conquest (1670) ; Artis Logica Institutio (1672) ; and
Epistola Familiares (1674). Yot Biography, seethe
Jijies by Phillips (1694), Toland (1698), Richardson
(1734), Peck (1740), Newton (1749), Birch (1753),

Johnson (1779), Hayley (1794), Todd (1801), Mos-
neron (1803), Mortimer (1805), Syramons (1806),
Byerley (1822), Mitford (1832), Ivimey (1833),

Brydges (1835), Stebhing (1840), Montgomery
(1843), Keightley (1849), Hunter (1850), Edmonds
(1851), Hood (1831), Cleveland (1853), Masaon
(1858—76), and Morris (1862). For Criticism, see

Addison's Spectator, Johnson's lives of the Poets,

HaUam's Literature of Europe, Macaulay's Essays,

Leigh Hunt's Imagination and Fancy, Hazlitt's

English Poets, Taine's English Literature, Masson's
Essays, and MacDonald's England^s Antiphon.
" The most striking characteristic of the poetry of

Milton," says Macaulay, " is the extreme remote-
ness of the associations by means of which it acts

on the reader. Its effect is produced, not so much
by what it expresses, as by what -it suggests; not
so much by the ideas which it directly conveys, as

by other ideas which are connected with them.
He electrifies the mind through conductors. The
most unimaginative man must understand the
Iliad. Homer gives him no choice, and requires

from him no exertion, but takes the whole upon
liimseH, and sets the images in so clear a light

that it is impossible to be blind to them. 'The

works of Milton cannot be comprehended or en-

joyed, imless the mind of the reader co-operate

with that of the writer. He does not paint a

finished picture, or play for a mere passive listener.

He sketches, and leaves others to fill up the out-

line. He strikes the key-note, and expects his

hearer to make out the melody. We often hear of

the magical influence of poetry. The expression

in general means nothing ; but, applied to the
writings of Milton, it is most appropriate. His
poetry acts like an incantation. Its merit lies less

in its obvious meaning than in its occult power.
There would seem, at first sight, to be no more in

his words than in other words. But they are

words of enchantment. No sooner are they pro-
nounced, than the past is present and the distant
near. New forms of beauty start at once into

existence, and all the burial-places of the memory
give up their dead. Change the structure of the

sentence, substitute one synonym for another, and
the whole effect is destroyed. In support of
these observations we may remark, that scarcely
any passages in the poems of Milton are more
generally known or more frequently repeated than
those that are little more than muster-rolls of
names. They are not always more appropriate or
more melodious than other names ; but they are
charmed names. Every one of them is the first

link in a long chain of associated ideas. Like the
dwelling-place of our infancy revisited in manhood,
like the song of our country heard in a strange
land, they produce upon us an effect wholly inde-
pendent of their intrinsic value. One transports
us back to a remote period of history; another
places us among the novel scenes and manners of

a distant region; a third evokes all the clear

classical recollections of childhood—the school-

room, the dog-eared Virgil, the holiday, and the
prize; a fourth brings before us the splendid
phantoms of chivalrous romance—the trophied
lists, the embroidered housings, the quaint devices,

the haunted forests, the enchanted gardens, the
achievements of enamoured knights, and the smiles

of rescued princesses. In none of the works of

Milton is his peculiar manner more happUy dis-

played than in the Allegro and Penseroso. It is

impossible to conceive that the mechanism of lan-

guage can be brought to a more exquisite degree
of perfection. These poems differ from others, as

attar of roses differs from ordinary rose-water, the

close-packed essence,from the thin diluted mixture.

They are indeed not so much poems as collections

of hints, from each of which the reader is to make
out a poem for himself. Every epithet is a, text

for a stanza." " Is he," says Taine, " truly a

prose-writer ? Entangled dialectics, a heavy and
awkward mind, fanatical and ferocious rusticity,

an epic grandeur of sustained and superabundant
images, the blast and the recklessness of iipplac-

able and all powerful passion, the sublimity of

religious and lyric exaltation : we do not recognise

in these features a man born to explain, persuade,

and prove. The scholasticism and coarseness of

the time have blunted or rusted his logic. Ima-
gination or enthusiasm carried him away, and
enchained him in metaphor. Thus dazzled or

marred he could not produce a perfect work ; he
did but write useful tracts, called forth by prac-

tical interests and actual hate, and fine isolated

morsels, inspired by collisions with a grand idea,

and by the sudden burst of genius. Yet, in all

these abandoned fragments, the man shows in his

entirety. The systematic and lyric spirit is mani-

fested in the pamphlet as well as in the poem ; the

faculty of embracing great effects, and of being

shaken by them, remains the same in Milton's two
careers." See Areopagitioa ;

CoMus ; Divorce,

The Doctrine of ;
Eikonoclastes ; L'Allegro ;

Lycidas ; Massacre in Piedmont ; Paradise

Lost; Peblatical Episcopacy ; Samson Agonistes.

" Milton ! thou should'st be living in.
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this hour." A sonnet hy William Wohdsworth,
written in 1802.

" Mince the sin, and mollify damna-
tion with a phrase."

—

Dkyden, The Spanish Friar.

Mind, Improvement of the. See Im-
provement OP THE Mind.

"Mind is its own place, The."—
Faradise Lost, book i., line 253 :

—

*' And in Itgelf
Can make a Heaven o( Hell, a Hell of Heaven."

Spenser had written in The Faerie Queene (book
vi., canto 9)

—

*' It Is the mind that maketh good or ill.

That maketh wretch or happy, rich or poor."

Shakespeare {Taming of the Shrew, act iv., scene
,3) also has the line

—

*' 'Tis the mind that makes the hody rich."

" Mind, The garden ofthe."—Tennyson,
Ode to Memory, verse 3.

" Mtad (The), the music breathing
from her face."

—

Byron, The Bride of Abydos,
canto i., stanza 6. So Lovelace (1618—1658), in
Orpheus on the Death of his Wife, speaks of

"The melody
Of every grace.
And muBic of her face."

" Mind to me a kingdom is, My."
From a lyric by Sir Edward Dyeb in Byrd's col-
lection of Psalms and Sonnets, published in 1588,
and reprinted in Percy's Seliques. Southwell
(1560—1595) has the lines :—

" My mind to me an empire is.
While grace affordeth health."

Mind, Wm, and Understanding. A
moral-play of the reign of Henry VI., a large
fragment of which is preserved amongst the Digby
MSS. in the Bodleian Library. See Collier's
Sistory of Dramatic Foetry.

Minde's Melody, The. A poem by Alex-
ander Montgomery (d. about 1607), published in
1605.

" Mind's eye, In va-y."Samlet, act i.,

scene 2.

" Mind's the standard of the man,
The."—Watts, Soree Lyrica, hook ii. (" False
Greatness").

" Minds innocent and quiet."—Love-
lace, To Althea (q.v.).

" Mine be a cot beside the hUl." First
line of A Wish, a lyric by Samuel Rogers.

"Mine host of the Craxtsv."—Merry
Wives of Windsor, act i., scene 1.

Minerva Britanna: "or, a Garden of
Heroical Devises, furnished and adorned with
Emblems and Impresas of sundry Natures." By
Henry Peacham (1576 ?—1650). See The Retro-
speetive Seview, ix., 122—40.

Minerva Press. The name of an establish-
ment in Leadenhall Street, London, from which,

during the latter part of last and the earlier years
of this century, there proceeded a flood of trashy
romances which, strange to say, became exceed-

ingly popular. The productions of this press are

frequently alluded to in every-day literature.

Minerva, The Curse of. A satirical poem
by Lord Byron, published in 1812.

"Mingle, mingle, mingle, you that
mingle may."

—

Middleton, The Witch, act ii.

Minion Wife, The. A lyric by Nicholas
TJdall (q.v.), beginning

—

** Whoso to marry a minion wife
Hath had good chance and hap."

"Minions ofthe moon."—Kimg Eenry IV.,
part i., act i., scene 2.

Minister, The. A tragedy by Matthew-
Gregory Lewis (1775—1818), adapted from
Schiller, and played in 1797.

" Minister to a mind diseased ? Canst
thou not."

—

Macbeth, act v., scene 3.

"Ministering angel thou! A."^Scott,
Marmion, canto vi., stanza 30.

Ministering Children. A story for young
people by Maria Louisa Chaklesworth (b.

1830), who is also the author of a Sequel to the
same story, which has been, and is, extremely
popular.

Ministram, Ad. Verses by William Make-
peace Thackeray. "A very pleasant imitation,"
says Hannay, "of the Fersicos Odi" (Horace,
Ode xxxviii., bk. i.).

Minnisink, Burial of the. A lyric by
Henry Wadswokth Longfellow, which tells how

"A hand
Of Btem In heart and strong In hand
Came winding down beside the wave.
To lay the red chief in his grave."

Minns, Mr., and his Cousin. The first

of the Sketches by Boz (q.v.) ; " my first effusion,"
says Dickens, " dropped stealthily, one evening at
twiUght, with fear and tremblmg, into a dark
letter-box, in a dark office, up a dark court, in
Fleet Street;" afterwards to appear in the columns
of the Old Monthly Magazine.

Minot, Lawrence, poet (circa 1360), wrote a
series of short poems on the victories of Edward
III., beginning with the battle of Halidon Hill

(1333), and ending with the siege of Guines Castle

(1352). Among them is a lyric in celebration of

the battle of Crecy (1346). .mi edition of his works
was published by Mtson in 1795, and later, in
1825. See Morley's English Writers, vol. i., pt. ii.

" Minstrel Boy to the war has gone.
The." The first line of an Irish Melody by Thomas
Moore (q.v.).

Minstrel, The : "or, the Progress of

Genius." A poem by James Beattie (1736

—

1802), published, the first book anonymously, in
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1771, and the second took, with the author's name
and a new edition of the first, in 1774. " The
design was to trace the progress of a poetical

genius, born in a rude age, from the first dawning
of fancy and reason till that period at which he
may he supposed capahle of appearing in the world

as a Minstrel: that is, as an itinerant poet and
musician— a character which, according to the

notions of our forefathers, was not only respect-

able, but sacred. I have endeavoured," says the

writer of the poem, " to imitate Spenser in the

measure of his verse, and in the harmony, sim-

plicity, and variety of his composition."

Minstrel's Song, The, in Chatterton's
^lla, begins

—

" O Bing nnto my roundelay,

;

O drop the briny tear with me

;

Dance no more at holiday.
Like a running river be

;

My love is dead.
Gone to hlB death-bed,

All under the willow tree."

Minute Philosopher, A. The mm de

plume assumed by the Kev. Charles Kingsley
(1819—1875) in publishing his Sints to Stammerers,

reprinted from Fraser's Magazine in 1859, and,

again, under the title of The Irrationale of Speech.

Mirabel. A dissipated and licentious cha-

racter in John Fletchej^'s play of The Wild-

Goose Chase.

Mirabel. A gay, generous, good-hearted roue

in FARauHAs's Inconstant (q.v.).

Mirabell. A fine gentleman, witty, hand-

some, and generous, in William Congreve's Wat/

of the World (q.v.); in love with MiUamant.

Mirabilis, Doctor. A name given to Eoger
BA.COII (q.v.).

"Miracle instead of wit. A." See
" Accept a miracle."

Miracle Plays, in England, took their rise

from Hilaiius, an English monk, of whose works
fifteen pieces are extant, and among them, the

play of The Image of St. Nicholas, which would
appear to be the first of the kind ever produced in

England. As stated in the article on the Drama
(q.v.), miracle plays differ from Mysteries (q.v.) in

being devoted to the representation of passages in

the Hves of the saints, whilst the mysteries have
to do with sacred story. At first they were enacted

in church, and were either said or sung, or both,

according to the direction of the authors. They
were intended originally as a part of the religious

services, and were obviously projected by the clergy

with a view the more readQy and effectually to

impress the popular mind. By-and-by they ac-

quired more and more a dramatic character, and
were then sometimes given at the church door, or

by the church wall, and, finally, on platforms in

large fields, or in the market-places. They date

from the twelfth century, and were for many
hundred years the only form of drama existing in

the country. See Morley's English Writers and
Warton's English Poetry.

Miramont. An irritable old man in Fletcher's
Elder Brother.

Miranda. The name under which William
Falconer (1730—1769) celebrates, in his poetry,

the lady (Miss Hicks) who afterwards became his

wife. See Lover, The Fond.

Miranda. Daughter of Prospero in The
Tempest (q.v.); beloved by, and eventually united

to, Ferdinand, son of the King of Naples. Lowell
thinks she is intended to typify abstract Woman-
hood, Ferdinand being YoulJi. Also the name of

a character in The Busybody (q.v.).

Miranda. See Monk, Honele'. Mrs.

Mirror for Magistrates, The, had its

origin in the ingenuity of Thomas Sackville,

Earl of Dorset (1527—1608), who, about 1557,

"formed," says Warton, "the plan of a poem, in

which all the illustrious but unfortunate characters

of English history, from the Conquest to the end of

the fourteenth century, were to pass inreview before

the poet, who descends like Dante into the infernal

regions, and is conducted by Sorrow. Each person

was to recite his own misfortunes in a separate

soliloquy. But Sackville had leisure only to finish

a poetical preface called The Induction (q.v.), and
one legend, which is the Life of Senry Stafford,

Buke of Buckingham. Relinquishing, therefore,

the design abruptly, and hastily adapting the close

of his Induction to the appearance of Buckingham,
which was to have been the last in his series, he
recommended the completion of the whole to

William Baldwin (q.v.) and George Ferrers
(q.v.)." Those writers, "deterred, perhaps, by
the greatness of the attempt, diK not attend to the

series prescribed by Sackville ; but inviting some
others to their assistance, chose such lives from
the chronicle of Fabian [and Hall] as seemed to-

display the most affecting catastrophes." The re-

sult was the collection of narratives in verse, pub-

lished in 1559 as " The Myrroure for Magistrates,

wherein may be seen by the example of other, with

how grevous plages vices are punished, and howe
frayle imstable worldly prosperitie is founde, even

of those whom Fortune seemeth most higldy to

favour." The authors and titles of the narratives

in this edition are as follows :

—

Ferrers wrote the

lives of Robert Tresilian (1388), Thomas of Wood-
stock (1397), King Richard II. (1399), and Edmund,
Duke of Somerset (1454) ; Baldwin, those of

Henry, Earl of Northumberland (1407), Richard,

Earl of Cambridge (1415), Thomas, Earl of Salis-

bury (1428), James I. of Scotland, William, Duke
of Suffolk (1450), Jack Cade (1450), Richard, Duke
of York (1460), Lord Clifford (1461), Tiptoft, Earl

of Worcester (1470), Richard, Earl of Warwick

(1471), King Henry VI. (1471), George Plantagenet

(1478), Sir Anthony WoodviUe (1483), and Colling-

boume ; Cavyll, those of the two .Mortimers
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(1329, 1387), and Michael Joseph and Lord Andley
(1496) ; Chaloner, that of Lord Mowhray (1398)

;

Phaer, that of Owen Glendower (1401) ; Skelton,
that of Edward IV. (1483) ; Dolman, that of Lord
Hastings (1483) ; Seagsek, that of Eichard, Duke
of Gloucester (1485); Churchyard, that of Jane
Shore; and Sackvillb, the preface and legend
above referred to. The plan, it will be seen, was
identical with that of Boccaccio's De Casibus

Virormn Illustrium. " Many stanzas in the legends
written by Baldwin and Ferrers and their friends
have," says Wartou, " considerable merit, and
often show a command of language and versifi-

cation." Sactville's contributions are, however,
incomparably the most successful. New editions
of the Mirror appeared in 1563, 1571, 1574, 1575,
and 1578. In 1574 John Higgins published a
series of lives antecedent in chronological order to

the original Mirror, which he called The Mrst
Fart of the Mirror, giving the title of Last Part
to the work projected by Saokville. The two parts
were published together in 1587, Higgins's in-

cluding legends by Ferrers, Churchyard, and
others. A prose version of the stories, under the
title of The Mirrour of Mirrours, appeared in
1598. Lastly, Eichard Niccols published in
1610 a new edition, including contributions by
Drayton, the whole being re-arranged in chrono-
logical order, with SaokviQe'a Induction at the head.
See Warton, vol. iv.

Mirror of Good Manners, The. A poem
by Alexander Barclay, translated into the Eng-
lish ballad stanza from the Latin elegiacs of
Dominicus Mancinus.

Mirror of Life, The. A translation, by
William of Nassyngton, of a Latin metrical
treatise on the Trinity and Unity, by John de
Waldly, provincial of the Augustine friars in Eng-
land.

Mirror of Mutability, by Anthony Mun-
DAY, was published in 1579.

Mirror of Princely Deeds and Enight-
hood, The. A popular romance of the sixteenth
century, Spanish in origin, but frequently trans-
lated into English, notably by one Eichard Per-
cival. It consisted of nine parts, comprised in
eight volumes, and appeared, says Warton, from
several presses between the years 1579 and 1601.

Mirror, The. A literary paper, pubhshed on
Tuesdays and Fridays, in Edinburgh, from January
23, 1779, to May 27, 1780, and including one
hundred and ten numbers at three-halfpenoe each.
It was edited by Henry Mackenzie, the novelist
(1745—1831), assisted by the contributions of
George Home, clerk of the Court of Session;
William, Lord Craig; Alexander, Lord Aber-
cromby; William M'Leod, Lord Ballantyue ; Lord
CuUen, Professor Eichardson, Lord Hailes, Lord
Wodehouselee, Cosmo Gordon, David Hume
(nephew of the historian), William Strahan, Dr.

Beattie, and others. See Kay's Portraits and
Drake's Essays.

"Mirror up to nature; To hold, as
'twere the. "

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 2. Lloyd, in

The Actor (q.v.), speaks of holding

" The faithful mirror up to man."

Mirrour for Magistrates. See Mirror for
Magistrates.

Mirrour of Mirrours. See Mirror for
Magistrates.

"Mirth and innocence (0)I O milk
and water !"

—

Byron, Beppo, stanza 80.

"Mirth can into foUy glide."—Scott,

The Bridal of Triermain, canto i., stanza 21.

Mirth diverts all Care : " being ExeeUent
New Songs, composed by the Most Celebrated
Wits of the Age, on Divers Subjects" (1715).

" Mirth (The) and fun grew fast and
furious."

—

Burns, Tam 0'Shunter.

Mirza, The. A series of Eastern tales by
James Morier (1780—1849), pubUahedin 1841.

Mirza, The Vision of. An allegory con-
tained in No. 159 of The Spectator, September 1,

1714, and written by Addison, who professed to
have found it in an Oriental manuscript. Mirza
goes up to the high hills of Bagdad to pray, and
there finds a genius, who shows him a huge valley
and a prodigious tide of water rolling through it

—-the Valley of Misery and the Tide of Time,
with the Bridge of Human Life that stretches
across it, and afi. sorts of other wonders. Whittier
refers to the " Vision of Mirza," when, dreaming,

" He saw the long hollow dell,
Touched hy the prophet's spell,
Into an ocean swell,

With Its Isles teeming."

Wordsworth has also an allusion to it.

Miscellanies. Poems by Abraham Cowley
(1618—1667), being some of his earliest produc-
tions.

Miscellanies. A collection of poetical pieces
by Dr. Isaac Watts (1674—1748).

Miscellanies upon Various Subjects,
by John Aubrey (1626—

1700J ; published in 1696,
and containing much curious information on such
subjects as day-fatality, omens, dreams, apparitions,
and the hke.

Miscellany, Tottel'S, See Tottel's Mis-
cellany.

" Mischief that is past and gone. To
mourn."

—

Othello, act i., scene 3 :

—

" Is the next way to draw new mischief on."

Miser, The. A play by Henry Fielding,
founded on MoMre's L'Avare, and produced in
1732.

Miseries of Human Life, The. A
humorous work by James Beresford (1764—
1840), published in 1806—7, and containing The
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Groans of Timothy Testy and Samuel Sensitive, with

afew Supplementary Sighsfrom Mrs. Testy.

" Misery acquaints amanwith strange
ted-fellow3. —The Tempest, act ii., scene 2.

"Misery still delights to trace its
semWaiice m another's face." — Cowper, The

Misfortunes of Slphin, The. A romance
by Thomas Love Peacock (1786—1866), published

in 1829.

" Mist of years, Dim with the."

—

Bykon,
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, canto ji., stanza 2.

"Mistress of herself, though china
fall." Line 268, epistle ii., of Pope's Moral

Mistress of Philarete. A collection of

poems by G-eokge Wither (1588—1667), published

in 1622.

Mistress, The : "or. Several Copies of Love
Verses," by Abraham Cowley (1618—1667), was
published in 1647, and "written," says Johnson,
" with exuberance of wit and copiousness of learn-

ing. But considered as the verses of a lover, no
man that has ever loved will much commend them.

His praises are too far sought, and too hyperbolical,

either to express love or to excite it ; every stanza

is crowded with flames and darts, with wounds
and death, with mingled souls and with broken

hearts."

Mistress, The Lost. See Lost Mistress,

The.

Mitchell, Donald Grant, an American
writer, better known under his pseudonym of Ik

Marvel (b. 1822), (q.v.), has written Fresh Gleanings

(1847), The Battle Summer (1849), The Lorgnette

(1850) (q.v.), JReveries of a Bachelor (1851), Dream
Life (1851), Seven Stories (1864), and other works.

Mitchell, Joseph (b. 1684, d. 1738), wrote

Poems (1729) ; Three Poetical Mpistles to Painters

(1731) ; and The Highland Fair : or. Union of the

Clans (a ballad opera), (1731). He is also the

reputed author of a tragedy called The Fatal

Extravagance (1721).

Mitchell, Thomas (b. 1783, d. 1845), pub-

Ushedin 1820—22 a translation of the five plays

of Aristophanes into English verse, accompanied by
a preliminary dissertation. See also his essays on

the Greek comic poet, in Thc' Quarterly Review for

1813. He edited some of the plays of Sophocles,

and superintended the production of several of

the Greek works which have issued from the

Clarendon Press at Oxford.

Mite, Sir Matthew. A returned Bast

Indian merchant, in Foote's play of The Nabob.

Mitford, John, clergyman, poet, and literary

critic (b. 1781, d. 1859), published Miscellaneous

Poems (1858), and edited the works of Milton, Gray,
Parnell, and others. He was twice editor of The
Gentleman's Magazine, from 1834 to 1850, and a

sketch of his hie is given in that periodical for

July, 1859.

Mitford, John, misoeUaneous writer (d. 1831),

was author of Johnny Newcome in the Navy, and
other works.

Mitford, Mary Russell, poet and prose

writer (b. 1786, d. 1855), published Christine

(1811), (q.v.); Poems on the Female Character

(1812); Watlington Hill (1812); Julian (1823),

(q.v.) ; Our Village (1824), (q.v.) ; Foscari (1826)

;

Bienzi (1828) ; Charles the First (q.v.) ; American
Stories for Young People (1832); Lights and Shadows

of American Life (1832) ; Belford Regis (1835)

;

Country Stories (1837) ; Recollections of a Literary

Life (1851) ; Atherton a/nd other Tales (1854) ; and
other works. For Biography, see Miss Mitford's

Life and Letters, edited by Harness and L'Bstrange

;

Letters, edited by Henry F. Chorley ; and the Life

and Letters of Charles Boner. " Her ability," sayg

Harriet Martineau, " was very considerable. Her
power of description was unique. She had a

charming humour, and her style was delightful.

Yet were her stories read with a rehsh which
exceeded even so fair a justification as this—with

a relish which the judgment could hardly account

for; and this pleasant, compelled enjoyment was,

no doubt, ascribable to the glow of good spirits

and kindliness which lighted up andwarmed every-

thing that her mind produced. She may be con-

sidered as the representative of household cheerful-

ness in the humbler range of the literature of

fiction. Few of her many readers knew at what
cost these pleasant stories were produced. They
seem to flow easily enough ; and their sportive style

suggests anything but the toil and anxiety amidst

which they were spun out. It is observable that

each story is as complete and rounded as a sonnet,

and provided with a plot which would serve for a

novel if expanded. Each has » catastrophe—

generally a surprise, elaborately wrought out in

concealment. Several, of her plays were acted,

and she herself was wont to declare that she should

be immortalised by them, if at all; moreover,

there are critics who agree with her : yet her case

certainly appears to us to be one of that numerous

class in which the pursuit of dramatic fame is a

delusion and a snare. It does not appear that she

had any insight into passion, any conception of

the depths of human character, or the scope of

human experience. Ability of a certain sort there

is in her plays; but no depth, and no compass."

See Belford Eegis.

Mitford, William, historian and miscella-

neous writer (b. 1744, d. 1827), published a Treatise

on the Military Force, and particularly on the

Militia of this Kingdom (1774) ; a History of Greece

(1784, 1790, 1797, 1808, 1818); Observations on the

History and Doctrine of Christianity (1823) ; and an

Inquiry into the Principles of Harmony in Language
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and of the Mechanism of Verse, Modern and Ancient

(1774). See the Life by Lord Eedesdale.

Mivers Chillingly. A cynical jotinialist,

in Lord Lttton's novel of Kenelm

Mixed Assembly, The. A political satire

by John Cleveland, published in 1647. It is to

this writer (q.v.) we owe the epigram :

—

" Had Cain been Scot, God would have changed his doom ;

Not forced him to wander, but compelled him home."

" Moan of doves in inunemorial elms,
The."

—

Tennyson, The Frirwess, canto vii. :

—

"And murmuring of innumerable bees."

" Mob of gentlemen who wrote with
ease. The."

—

Pope's Imitations of Horace, book ii.,

epistle i., line 108.

Moberly, George, D.C.L., Bishop of

Salisbury (b. about 1803), has published An Intro-

duction to Login (1838), The Great Forty Bays (1846),

The Law of the Love of God (1854), The Adminis-
tration of the Holy Spirit in the Sody of Christ

(1868), and various volumes of sermons.

Mock Doctor, The. A farce by Henry
Fielding (1707—1754), acted ia 1732, and charac-

terised by Hazlitt as a " tolerable" translation from
MoHere's Medecin MalgreLui. The " Mock Doctor"
is Gregory, and the patient whom he cures of

speechlessness is Charlotte, daughter of Sir Jasper.

"Mockery, a delusion, and a snare,
A." A phrase used by Lord Denman in one of

his legal judgments.

" Mockery of woe, The.|'—Pope, To the

Memory of an Unfortvnate Lady, line 57.

"Mocking the air with colours idly
spread."—JSTmi? John, act v., scene 1. Gray uses
the phrase " mock the air," in The Bard, line 4.

Moderation, In Praise of. A poem by
Nicholas Grimeold (1519—1562), possessing "all

the smartness which marks the modem style of

sententious poetry."

" Modern instances, Wise saws and."
-^As Tou Like It, act ii., scene 7.

Modern Orlando, The. A satire in verse

by the Kev. George Croly (q.v.).

"Modest men are dumb. On their
own merits." A line in Colman the Younger's
Epilogue to The Seir at Law (q.v.).

Modest Proposal, A, by Jonathan Swift,
made in 1729, " for preventing the Children of

Poor People in Ireland from being a Burden to

their Parents or Country, and for making them
beneficial to the Public." The proposal is as fol-

lows :—" That of the 120,000 children already com-
puted" as existing in the kingdom, " 20,000 may be
reserved for breed, whereof only one fourth part
be males ; which is more than we allow to sheep,
black cattle, or swine That the re-
maining 100,000 may, at a year old, be offered in
sale to the persons of quality and fortune through

the kingdom ; always advising the mother to let

them suck plentifully in the last month; so as to

render them plump and fat for a good table. A
child will make two dishes at an entertainment for

friends ; and when the family dines alone, the fore

or hind quarter will make a reasonable dish, and,

seasoned with a little pepper and salt, will be very
good boiled on the fourth day, especially in
winter." It is recorded that a foreign author
actually understood this suggestion as being made
in all seriousness, and founded on it the opinion

that Ireland had arrived at a very dreadful
extremity.

"Modesty, who, when she goes, is
gone for ever!"

—

Walter Savage Landor's
verses entitled Sixteen.

Modish, Lady Betty. A character in
Cibbbk's Careless Husband (q.v.). She figures in
No. 10 of The Tatler (q.v.). " There is Colonel
Ranter, who never spoke without an oath till he
saw the Lady Betty Modish ; now, never gives his
man an order but it is, ' Pray, Tom, do it.'

"

Modo. A fiend referred to by Shakespeare
in King Lear (act iv., scene 1), as presiding over
murders.

Modred, Sir. The traitor knight in Arthur's
court, against whom, fighting in the field, the
" blameless King " receives his mortal wound. See
Tennyson's Passing of Arthur in the Idylls of the
King.

Moffat, Robert, D.D., missionary (b. 1795),
has published Missionary Scenes and Labours in
South Africa (1842) ; Life's Labour in South Africa
(1871) ; TheMissionary,andOiherStories{lS71); and
various translations into the Bechuana language.

Mogg, Peter, in John Sterling's poem of
The Election (q.v.), is a barrister, who contests with
Frank Vane (q.v.) the representation of an English-
borough:

—

" And who was Mogg ? O Muse I the man declare.
How eKceUent his worth, his l>arts how i-are I

A younger son, he learnt In Oxford's halls
The spheral harmonies of billiard balls

;

Drank, hunted, drove, and hid from virtue's frown
His venial follies in Decormn's gown ....
From Isis sent, with aU her loud acclaims,
The laws he studied on tbe banks of Thames.
Park, race, and play, in his capacious plan.
Combined with Coke to form the ftnished man,
Until the wig's ambrosial influence shed
Its last full glories on the lawyer's head."

Mogridge, George. iSis« Holding,Ephraim;
and Humphrey, Old.

Moir, David Macbeth, poet, novelist, and
physician (b. 1798, d. 1851), -wrote The Bombardment
of Algiers, and other poems (1818); The Legend of
Genevieve, and other tales (1824) ; The Autobiography
of Mansie Wauch (1828) ; Outlines of the Ancient
History of Medicine (1831) ; Domestic Verses (1843)

;

and Sketches of the Poetical Literature of the Past
Half Century (1861). His Works were edited, -with
a Memoir, by Thomas Aird (1852). See Casa.
Wappy ; Delta ; Ginqerpop School op Poetry,
The ; Mansie Wauch.
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Mokanua. The veiled prophet of Kliorassan,

in Mooke's Lalla Rookh (q.v.).

Molesworth, Sir William, politician

(b. 1810, d. 1855), started The London Review in

1835, and published a complete edition of the

works of Hobhes (1839—46).

Moli^re. The great BVench dramatist (1622

—1673), has had many imitators and translators in

this country, among the former being nearly every

EngHsh dramatist of repute during the latter part

of the seventeenth, and in the beginning of the

eighteenth, century. Henry Fielding (q.v.), espe-

cially, did much to popularise Mohere for English-

men by his adaptations. A complete list of such

adaptations and indebtedness generally, on the part

of our play-wrights, may be read in the appen-

dices of M. Van Laun's translation of the dramatic

works of MoHfere.

Moll Cut-Purse. See Roarinb Gtirl, The.

MoU Flanders. ! Flanders, Moll.

Molly Mog : "or, the Fair Maid of the Inn."

A ballad by John Gay, written on an innkeeper's

daughter at OaMngham, in Berkshire, who in her

youth was a celebrated beauty and toast. She died

at an advanced age, in March, 1766.

"Moments make the year."—YotTfo,
The Love of Fame, satire vi., line 205.

Monaldi, The Romance of. A prose fiction

by Washington Allston (1779—1843) ;
pub-

lished in 1841, anonymously.

"Monarch of all I survey, I am."
First line of Cowpek's Verses, supposed to be written

by Alexander Selkirk.

Monarchicke Tragedies, by William
Albxandek, Earl of SiiKLiNa (1580—1640), were
published in the following order:

—

Darius (1603),

Crcesus (1604) , the Alexamdrceans and Julius Gcesar

(1607). "These pieces," says Drake, "are not
calculated for the stage, but include some admir-

able lessons for sovereign power, and several

choruses, written with no smaU share of poetic

vigour."

Monarchie, The. A poem by Sir David
Lindsay, written in 1653.

"Monarchs seldom sigh in vain."—
Scott, Marmion, canto v., stanza 9.

Monarchy of Man, The. A philosophical

treatise, composed by Sir John Eliot (1590

—

1632), during the term of his last imprisonment.
It is described as containing specimens of thought
and style worthy of the best prose writers of that

age.

Monastery, The. A novel by Sir Walter
SooTT (1771—1832), published in 1820, and fol-

lowed, in the same year, by The Abbot (q.v.).

Among the characters are Glendinning, Christie of

the dinthiU, the Lady of Avenel, Abbot Boniface,

Sir Piercie Shafton, Mysie Happer, and others.

26

Monasticon Anglicanum. A description,
by Sir William Dugdale (1605—1685), of the
ancient EngUsh monasteries ; the first volume of
which was pubhahed in 1655, the second in 1661,
and the third in 1673. " This work," says
Lowndes, " contains chiefly the foundation charters
of the monasteries at their first erection, the
donation charters ia after-times being purposely
omitted. The publication was productive of many
law-suits, by the revival of old writings ; and the
Puritans were highly offended at it, as they
looked upon it as a preparatory step to introducing
Popery." Dugdale was largely assisted in the
work by the mass of material put at his disposal
by his friend Roger Dodsworth. The best edition
is that edited, " with a large accession of materials,'

'

by John Caley, Henry EUis, and Dr. Badiuel, in

1817—30.

Monboddo, Lord (James Burnet), Scotch
judge (1714—1799), wrote On the Origin and Fro-
gress of Language (1773), (q.v.).

Money. A play by Edward, Lord Lytton,
produced in 1840.

" Money is trash."—Ford and Dekker, in
The Sum's Darling.

Monimia. The heroine of Mrs. Smith's novel
of The Old Manor Souse (q.v.); "pretty and en-
gaging," but " too sensitive, too easily frightened,

and she weeps too much and too often. The num-
ber of times she is near fainting during her stolen

interviews with Orlando is irritating, and the
facility with which her tears flow is childish."

Monimia is also the heroine of Otway's tragedy
of The Orphans (q.v.).

Moniplies, Richard. Servant of Nigel
Olifaunt (q.v.), in The Fortunes of Nigel.

Monk, The Hon. Mrs. Mary (d. 1715), is

principally known as the author of Mira/nda

:

Foems and Translations upon Several Occasions,

published after her death (1716).

Monk, The. A romantic tale by Matthew
Gregory Lewis (1775—1818), published in 1795,

and written in ten days, at the Hague, when the

author was only nineteen years of age. As origi-

nally printed, the book was so full of indecencies

that the Attorney-General was instructed by the

Society for the Suppression of Vice to prosecute

its author, who removed many of the objection-

able passages in his second edition. The Monk
contains several of Lewis's most famous ballads.

From this tale the author acquired the cognomen
of " Monk Lewis."

Monk, The, and The Miller's Wife. A
poem by Allan Ramsay (168S—1758), founded on

one by Dunbar.

Monks. "A gloomy scoundrel," and friend

of Fagin (q.v.), in Oliver Twist (q.v.).

Monks and Giants, The : "Prospectus and

Specimen of an intended National Work, by Wil-

liam and Robert Whistleoraft, intended to comprise
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the most interesting particulars relating to King
Artliur and his Round Tahle." A humorous poem
by John Hookham Fbere (1769—1846), the first

two cantos of which were published in 1817, the
third and fourth in 1818. It is in imitation of the
style of versification introduced in Italy by Puloi
and Casti, and afterwards elaborated in English
by Lord Byron, in his Beppo and Don Juan.

Monk's Tale, The, in Chaucer's Canter-
bury Tales, is of illustrious persons who fell so low
that

" Ther Is no remedye
To bring hem cue of her adversicee."

Among these of "heigh degree" are mentioned
Nero, Alexander, Julius Caesar, Pedro of Spain,
and others. The idea seems takenfrom Boccaccio's
3e Casiius Illustrium Virorum.

Momnouth, Geoffrey of. See Geofprey
OF Monmouth.

Monmouth, LorcL in Disraeli's novel of
Conmgsby (c|..v.), is a " refined voluptuary," and the
grandfather of the hero.

Monodramas. Poems by Robert Southey
(1774—1843), written between 1793 and 1802,
and entitled Sappho, Ximalpoca, The Wife ofFergus,
iMoretia, and Za Caba.

Monody on the Beath of Sheridan, by
Lord Byron, was written in 1816.

Monson, Sir John. See Afflictions, A
Short Essay of.

" Monster, Green-eyed." See " Green-
eyed Monster."

"Monster, Many - headed." See
" MAIfY-HEADED MONSTER."

"Monster which the world ne'er saw,A faultless."

—

Sheffield, Ussay on Poetry.

Mont Blanc :
" Lines written in the Vale of

Chamouni," by Percy Bysshe Shelley, was
written in 1816. Coleridge, it wOl be remembered,
wrote his Synrn before Swnrise, in the same vaUey.

Montagu, Basil (b. 1770, d. 1851), published
an edition of the works of Bacon (1825—34) and
other works.

Montagu, Elizabeth (b. 1720, d. I800),
wrote three Dialogues of the Dead; an Essay on
the Genius and Writings of Shakespeare, compared
with the Greek and French Dramatic Poets (1769);
and Letters, with some of the Letters of her Corre-
spondents (1809—13). She was the founder of the
" Blue-stocking Club." Dr. Johnson thought her
"a very extraordinary woman." See Doran's
Lady of Last Century. See Blue-stocking.

Montagu, Lady Mary Wortley (b. 1690,
d. 1762), author of Town Eclogues (1716), and
other works. The Letters of this lady were first

printed by Captain Cleland in 1763, a fourth
volume, which is generally considered to have been
a forgery, being added in 1767. Her Poetical

Works were published in 1768 by Isaac Reed. Her
Works, including her Correspondence, Poems, cmd
Essays, with Memoirs of her Life, were edited by
Dallaway in 1803, and reached a sixth edition

in 1817. In 1836, Lord WharncUffe, Lady Mary's
great-grandson, pubHsbed her Letters and Works,
with a biographical introduction by her grand-
daughter. Lady Louisa Stewart ; the third edition,

published in 1861, including additions and correc-

tions from the original manuscripts, illustrative

notes, and a new memoir by W. Moy Thomas.
Leigh Hunt thus concludes an essay on Lady
Mary Montagu in Men, Women, and Books

:

—
" So farewell, poor, flourishing, disappointed, re-

conciled, wise, foolish, enchanting Lady Mary!
Fair English vision in Turk-land; Turkish vision

in ours; the female wit of the days of Pope;
benefactress of the species; irritating satirist of

the circle. Thou didst err for want of a little

more heart—^perhaps for want of finding enough
in others, or for loss of thy mother in infancy

—

but thy loss was our gain, for it gained us thy
books, and thy inoculation ! Thy poems are little,

being but a little wit in rhyme, vers de societi;

but thy prose is much—admirable, better than
acute, idiomatical, off-hand, conversational with-
out inelegance, fresh as the laugh on the young
cheek, and fuU of brain. The conventional shows
of things could not deceive thee

;
pity was it that

thou didst not see a little farther into the sweets
of things unconventional—of faith in the heart,

as well as in the blood and good sense ! Lovable,
indeed, thou wert not, whatever thou mightest
have been rendered; but admirable thou wert,
and ever wilt thou be thought so, as long as pen
writeth straightforward, and sense or sultana hath
a charm." See Sappho.

Montague. The head of a noble family of

Verona, at enmity with that of Capulet, in Shake-
speare's tragedy of Momeo and Juliet (q.v.).

Montague, Charles, Earl of Halifax.
See Halifax, Eabl op.

Montaigne. The Essays of this celebrated
writer (1533—1592), Brst produced in 1580—8,
were published in English by Charles Cotton
(q.v.), in 1685. Since then, there have been seve-
ral English versions.

Montfaucon, Sir Balph. A character in
Peacock's novel of Maid Marion (q.v.).

Montgomery, Alexander, poet (b. 1540,
d. 1607), wrote The Cherrie and the Slae (1897),

(q.v.) ; The Mindes Melody (1605) ; and The Flyting
betwixt Montgomerie and Polteart (1629), (q.v.). His
Poems were published, with biographical notices, by
David Irving, LL.D., in 1821. " His works," says
Warton, " unquestionably possess unusual merit.

Some of his sonnets are as smooth and polished as

the poet of Hawthomden's. The Flyting is a
strange, grotesque performance, reminding us of

Dunbar's similar contest with Walter Kennedy,
and Skelton's poems against Gamesohe. If Mont-
gomery had produced nothing but this Flyting
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and liis select version of the Psalms, entitled The
Xindes Melodic, lie woaid liave teen remembered as

a person -whose versatility of talent enabled him to

leave to posterity specimens of the broadest satire

and of the devoutest commonplace. But, as it is,

his Cherrie and the Sloe and his Sonnets justly

claim, for him a high rank among the Scottidi

writers of the latter half of the sixteenth century

and of the beginning of the seventeenth."

Montgomery, Gerald. The nom de plume
assumed by the Rev. GeOkge Moultrie in contri-

buting to The Etonian and Knighfs Quarterly

Magazine.

Montgomery, James, poet (b. 1771, d.

1854), wrote The Wanderer of Switzerland, amd
other Foems (1806), (q.v.) ; The West Indies, and
other Foems (1810), (q.v.); Prison Amusements
(q.v.); The World before the Flood (1813), (q.v.);

Thoughts on Wheels (1817), (q.v.) ; The Climbing

Boy's Soliloquy (q.v.); Greenland (1819), (q.v.);

Smgs of Zion (1822), (q.v.) ; The Christian Foet

(1825); The Feliean Island (1827), (q.v.); lectures

on Foetry and General Literature (1833) ; A Fact's

Fortfolio (1835); The Christian Psalmist (1852);
and Original JSymns for Public, Private, and So-

cial Devotion (1853). Editions of Montgomery's
Poem^ have been frequently published. His Life

has been written by J. "W. King (1858), and his

Memoirs, including Selectionsfrom his Correspondence,

Semains in Prose and Verse, and Conversations on
Various Subjects, werp published by John Holland
and James Everett in 1854—56. For Criticism,

see Gilfillan's Literary Portraits, Jeffrey's Essays,

and Critical Essays by A. K. H. B.

Montgomery, Robert, clergyman and poet

(b. 1807, d. 1855), published The Omnipresence of
the Deity (1828), (q.v.); Satan (1830), (q.v.); Oxford

(1831), (q.v.); The Messiah (1832); Woman, the

Angel of Life (1833) ; Luther (1842) ; The Sacred

Gift (1842); "Fhe Gospel in Advance of the Age
(1844); Christ our All in All (1843); The Ideal

of the Christian Church (1845) ; Scarborough, a
Poetic Glance (1846); The Great Salvation, and
our Sin in Neglecting it (1846) ; The World of
Spirits (1847) ; Sacred Meditations and Moral
Themes in Verse (1847) ; Seligion and Poetry (1847);

The World of Spirits (1847) ; The Christian Life

(1848); God and Man (1850); The Chwrch of the

Invisible (1851); The Sanctuary (1855); and many
other works. His Poetical Works were published
in six volumes in 1839—40. For Criticism see

Lord Macaulay's Miscellaneous Essays.

Monthly Magazine, The. A periodical

started by Sir Eiohakd Phillips (1768—1840) in

1796, with Dr. Aikin as editor, and Belsham and
Woloot as leading contributors. Phillips's own
contributions bore the somewhat inappropriate

signature of " Common Sense."

Monthly Review, The. A periodical

started by Dr. Ralph Geiefiths (q.v.), in 1749, on
Whig principles. Among its contributors were

Griffiths himself, Euffhead, Grainger, Ralph,
Kippis, Langhome, and Goldsmith, who wrote
papers on Mallet's Mythology of the Celts, Home's
Douglas, Burke's Essay on the Sublvme and Beautiful,

Smollett's History of England, Voltaire's Universal

Sistory, "Wilkes's Epigoniad, and the Odes of Gray.

Montrose, Marquis of, James Graham
(b. 1612, d. 1650), was author of several lyrics, the
best of which are included by Dr. Hannah in his

Courtly Poets. The best known is " My own and
only love." See the Biographies by Napier (1840,

1856) and Grant (1858). See, also, Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual and "Watson's Scottish

Poems (1706—11).

Monument of Matrones: "Containing
seven several Lamps of Virginitie," by Thomas
Bently, published in 1582.

"Monuments themselves memorials
. need."

—

Ckabbe, The Borough, letter ii.

Moodie, Mrs. Susannah, nee Strickland (b.

1803), has published several works of fiction, in-

cluding Boughing it im the Bush (1852), Mark
Surdlestone (1853), Flora Lindsay (1854), The
Moncktons (1866), The World before Them (1867).

"Moody madness."— GrRAY, On «, Distant

Prospect of Eton College, stanza 8.

Moon-Calf, The, A poem by Michael
DsAYTON (1563—1631), published in 1627.

Moon, Emperor of the. A comedy by
Mrs. ApHKA Behn, produced in 1687.

" Moon-struck jrLSidJiess."—EaradiseLost,

ix., 486.

" Moon takes up the wondrous tale.
The."

—

Addison, Ode :—
"And nightly to the listening earth

Repeats the story of her birth."

" Moon (The) is inher summer glow."
—SooTT, Pokehy, canto i.

"Moon (The), sweet regent of the
sky."

—

Miokle's ballad of Cumnor Mall.

Moon, To the. A sonnet by Charlotte
Smith (1749—1806), beginning—

" Queen of the silver how !—hy thy'pale beam :"

"Moonlight sleeps upon this bank,
How sweet the." See "How sweet the moon-

light."

Moonshine. A character in the interlude of

Fyramus and Thisbe, -in A Midsummer Night's

Dream

:

—
" This man, with Ianthorn, dOB, and hush of thorn,

Presenteth moonshine."

"Moon's (The), an arrant thief."—
Timon of Athens, act iv., scene 3 :

—

"And her pale fire she snatches from the sun."

Moore, Edward, dramatist (b. 1712, d.

1757), wrote Fables for theFemale Sex (1744); Trial

of Selim the Persian for Sigh Crimes and Misde-
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meanours (1748); The Gamester {11bZ), (q.v.); and
other works. Moore was a leading contributor to

The World (q.v.). His Foems, Fables, and Flays
were printed ia 1756, and his Dramatie Works
again in 1788. See Selim the Persian.

Moore, John, M.D., miscellaneous writer
(b. 1730, d. 1802), produced^ View of Society

and Manners in France, Switzerland, and Ger-

,

many (1779) ; A View of Society and Manners in

Ftaly (1781) ; Medical Sketches (1786) ; Zeluco

(1789), (q.v.); A Journal dwing a Residence in

France (1793) ; A View of the Causes and Frogress

of the French Revolution (1795); Edward (1796),

(q.v.); andiifo»-<?a««»< (1800), (q.v.). Mooriana : or.

Selections from Moore's Works, was published in
1803, with A New JBioffraphical and Critical Ac-
eownt of the Doctor and his Writings, by the Rev.
F. Prevost and F. Blagden. The Works, with
" Memoirs of his Life and Writings," by Robert
Anderson, were printed in seven volumes in 1820.

Moore, Thomas, poet and prose writer (b.

1779, d. 1852), published an Ode to Nothing (q.v.)

;

Odes of Anacreon (1800); Poetical Works of the late

Thomas Little (1801), (q.v.) ; Odes and Epistles

(1806) ; Intolerance and Corruption (1808)

;

The Sceptic (1809) ; M.F. : or, the Blue Stocking

(1811), (q.v.); Intercepted Letters : or, the Twopenny
Fostbag (1811), (q.v.); National Airs (1815), (q.v.);

The World at Westminster (1816), (q.v.) ; Sacred
Songs (1816) ; Lalla Eookh (1817), (q.v.) ; The Fudge
Family in Faris (q.v.) ; Tom Crib : Sis Memorial to

Congress (1819), (q.v.) ; Rhymes for the Road (1820),

(q.v.) ; Fables for the Soly Alliance (1820) ; Loves

of the Angels (1823), (q.v.) ; Memoirs of Captain

Sock (1824), (q.v.) ; Life of R. B. Sheridan (1825);

History of Ireland (1827) ; Travels of an Irish

Gentleman in Search of a Religion (1827) ; The
Epicurean (1827), (q.v.) ; Odes upon Cash, Corn,

and Catholics (1828); Life of Byron (1830),

(q.v.) ; Life of Lord Edward Fitzgerald (1831)

;

Aleiphron (1839), (q.v.); and some unimportant
fugitive publications. For Biography, see Earl
Russell's edition of the Diary (1852—6), and the

Life by R. H. Montgomery (1850). For Criticism,

see HazUtt's English Foets and Spirit of the Age;
Jeffrey's Essays; W. C. Rosooe's Essays; and
W. M. Rossetti's Introduction to the Foems.

"Moore's muse," says Hazlitt, "is another Ariel,

as light, as tricksy, as indefatigable, and as

humane a spirit. His fancy is for ever on the

wing, flutters in the gale, glitters in the sun.

Everything lives, moves, and sparkles in his

poetry, while over all Love waves his purple light.

His thoughts are as restless, as many, and as bright

as the insects that people the sun's beams. An
airy voyager on Hfe's stream, his mind inhales the

fragrance of a thousand shores, and drinks of

endless pleasure? under halcyon sMes. Wherever
his footsteps tend over the enamelled ground of

fairy Action

" Around htm tbe bees In play flutter and cluster.
And gaudy butterflicB frolic around."

The fault of Moore is an exuberance of involuntary

power. His facOity of production lessens the

effect of, and hangs as a dead weight upon what
he produces. His levity at last oppresses. The
infinite delight he takes in such an infinite number
of things creates indifference in minds less sus-

ceptible of pleasure than his own. His variety

cloys ; his rapidity dazzles and distracts the sight.

He wants intensity, strength, and grandeur. His
mind does not brood over the great and per-

manent; it glances over the surfaces, the first

impressions of things, instead of grappling with
the deep-rooted prejudices of the mind, its inve-

terate habits, and that ' perilous stuff that weighs
upon the heart.' His pen, as it is rapid and
fanciful, wants momentum and passion. The im-
pressions of Moore's poetry are detached, desultory,

and physical. Its gorgeous colours brighten and
fade like the rainbow's. Its sweetness evaporates

like the efSuvia exhaled from beds of flowers ! His
gay, laughing style, which relates to the imme-
diate pleasures of love and wine, is better than his

sentimental and romantic vein. His Irish melo-
dies are not free from affectation and a certain

sickliness of pretension. His serious descriptions

are apt to run into flowery tenderness. His pathos
sometimes melts into a mawHsh sensibility, or

crystallises into all the prettinesses of allegorical

language and glittering hardness of external

imagery. But he has wit at will, and of the first

quality. His satirical and burlesque poetry is his

best ; it is first-rate." See Anacreon Moore
;

Brown, Thomas, the Younger; One op the
Fancy.

Mopes, Mr. The hermit, in Dickens's story

of Tom Tiddler's Grownd (q.v.).

"Moping melancholy."—Paradise Lost,

xi., 485.

Mopsa. The discarded sweetheart of Hobbinol,
in Somerville's burlesque poem of that name :— .

"A meagre form,
With hasty step, and visage Incomposed

;

Wildly she star'a ; rage sparkled In her eyes,
And poverty sat shrinking on her cheeks I

"

Mopus. A baxd, in Sir Richard Blackmore's
Prince Arthur (q.v.).

Moral Essays, by Alexander Pope (1688

—

1744), consisting of five epistles to different

persons. The fifth, to Addison, was written in

1716, and was first published, with the lines on

Craggs added, in TickeU's edition of Addison's

works in 1720. The fourth, to the Earl of Bur-

lington, was published in 1731, under the title Of
Taste, subsequently altered to Of False Taste, and

ultimately Of the Use of Riches. The third, to Lord

Bathurst, Of the Use of Riches, followed in 1734, in

which year appeared the first epistle to Lord

Cobham, On the Knowledge and Character of Men.

The second epistle, On the Characters of Women,
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was issued in 1735. They are full of weU-known
lines and couplets, such, as :

—

" 'Tis eduration forms the common mind

;

Just aa the twig Is bent, the tree's Inclined."
" Who ahaU decide when doctors disagree?"
" And you, hrave Oobham ! to your latest breath
Shall feel your ruling passion strong in death."

"Men, some to buaineas, some to pleasure take,
But every woman ia at heart a rake."

Moral Sentiments, The Theory of. A
philosophical treatise hy Adam Smith (1723

—

1790), puhlished in 1759, and discussing the
questions—first, as to the ground on which we form
an estimate of the actions and affections of other

men ; and second, as to the ground on which we
form an estimate of our own affections and actions.

In both cases, says the writer, the ground or

principle of our judgment is sympathy.

Morale Proverbes of Pyse, The. See

DicTBS AND Sayings of the Philosophers.

Moralists, " a Philosophical Rhapsody," by
Anthony Ashley Coopeb, fiiird Earl of Shattes-
BUKY (1671—1713) ;

published in 1709, and fonmng
the fifth treatise of the writer's Characteristics,

published in 1711 and 1713.

Moralities, or Moral Plays, were one of

the many forms into which the dramatic art, in-

formed by the reUgious spirit, ran in its earlier

stages in this country. Few are now in existence

—a fact which HaUam attributes to their " ocoa-

sionality or want of merit." Those that have been
retained may be read in Hawkins's Ancient Drama
and Dodsle/s Old Plays (ed. Carew Hazlitt). The
most ancient are traced to the time of Henry VI.,

after which they became more complicated and
approached more nearly to regular form. By-and-
by they were distinguished from their congeners

in the art by the constant introduction of a witty

but mischievous character called "The Vice."

"This seems originally," says HaUam, "to have
been an allegorical representation of what the word
denotes ; but the Vice gradually acquired a human
individuality, in which he came very near to our
well-known Puich. The devil was generally in-

troduced in company with the Vice, and had to

endure many blows from him." The moralities

had also another peculiarity during their later

career. " They had always been religious ; they
nowbecame theological. Jn the crisis of that great

revolution then in progress the stage was found a

ready and impartial instrument for the old or the

new faith." See Drama.

Morals and Legislation, Introduction
to the Principles of, by Jeremy Bentham
(1748—1832)

;
puhlished in 1780, and characterised

by The Edinburgh Review as a work in which " the

author has given to the public his enlarged and
enlightened views, and has laboured for all nations

and for aH ages yet to come."

Morando: "The Tritameron of Love," by
, Robert Greene

;
published in 1584.

Moravian Nuns at Bethlehem, Hymn
of the, " at the Consecration of Pulaski's Ban-
ner." By Henry WadswOrth Longpellow.
Pulaski was a famous Polish patriot.

Mordaunt : " Sketches of Life, Characters,

and Manners, in various Countries ; including the

Memoirs of a French Lady of Quality." A novel

by Dr. John Moorb (1730—1802), published in

1800, and consisting of the letters which pass

between the various dramatis persona. These are

dated partly from England and partly from the

Continent.

" More faith in honest doubt, There
lies."

—

^Tennyson, In Memoriam, canto xiv. :

—

** Believe me, than in half the creeds."

More, Hannah, dramatist, poet, and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1745, d. 1833), published

The Search after Happiness (1773), (q.v.) ; The

Inflexible Captive (1774), (q.v.); Fercy (1777),

(q.v.) ; The Fatal Falsehood (1779), (q.v.) ; Sacred

Dramas (1782) ; Florio : a Tale for Fine Gentlemen

and Fine Ladies (1786) ; The Bos Bleu: or. Conversa-

tion (1786), (q.v.) ; TJioughts on the Importance of the

Manners of the Great to General Society (1788) ; An
Estimate of the Religion of the Fashionable World

(1790); Village Politics [Xl^^); The Modern System

of Female Education (1799); Ccelebs in Search of a

Wife (1809), (q.v.); Practical Fiety (1801); Christian

Morals (1813) ; Stories for the Middle Ranles of

Society (1818) : Tales for the Common People (1818)

;

Moral Sketches of Prevailing Opinions and Manners

(1819) ; Bible Rhymes (1821) ; and many other

works. Her Poe^jcrf Foj-As appeared in 1829. Her
complete Works were published in eleven volumes

in 1830, and again, with Memoir and Notes, in

1853. Her life has been written by Shaw (1802)

;

Roberts (1834) ; Thompson (1838) ; and Smith

(1844). Referring to one of Hannah More's earlier

productions, Garriok wrote :

—

•' With feeling, elegance and force
Unite their raatclileas power

;

And prove that from a heavenly source
Springs Eldred of the Bower.

True, cries the god of verse, 'tis mine,
And now the larce is o'er

;

To vex proud man I wrote each line.

And gave them Hannah More."

" "We bear testimony," vrrote Sydney Smith in T7ie

Edinburgh Review, " to her talents, her good sense,

and her real piety. There occur every now and

then in her productions very original and very

profound observations. Her advice is often cha-

racterised by the most amiable good sense, and

conveyed in the most brilliant and inviting style."

See Cheap Repository ; Manners op the Great ;

Shepherd of Salisbury Plain.

More, Henry, metaphysical and theological

writer (b. 1614, d. 1687), published Fsychozoia

(1642), (q.v.); Philosophical Poems (1647); Philo-

sophical Writings, containing An Antidote against

Atheism, Enthusiasmus Triumphatus, Letters to Des

Cartes, Immortality of the Soul, Conjectura Caba-

listica (1662); Theological Works, containing An
Explanation of the Grand Mystery of Godliness, An
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Enquiry into the Mystery of Iniquity, A Frophetieal

Exposition of the Seven Churches in Asia, A Dis-
course of the Grounds of Faith in Points of Eeligion,

An Antidote against Idolatry, and Some Divine
Hymns (1708); Divine Dialogues, containing Dis-
quisitions concerning the Attributes and Providence

of God (1743), Discourses on Several Texts of Scrip-

ture (1692), Enchiridion Ethicum (1668), and En-
chiridion Metaphysicum (1671). The Life of More
was published hy E. Ward in 1710. See also

TuUoch's Rational Theology and Christian Philo-
sophy in the XVIIth Century.

"More honour'd in the breach than
the observance." See " Custom, A," &c.

" More in sorrow than in anger."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 2.

"More is meant than meets the ear,
Where." line 120 of Milton's poem of II Pen-
seroso.

" More sinned against than sinning."—King Lear, act iii., scene 2.

More, Sir Thomas, Lord Chancellor (b. 1478,
d. 1536), wrote The Sergeant and the Erere ; The
Supplycacyon of Soulys against the Supplycacyon of
Beggars; A Dyalogue of Syr Thomas More, Knyghte,
wherein he treatyd diners matters, .as of the Venera-
tion and Worshyp of Ymages and Belyques, proA/ing
to Sayntys, and goyng on Pylgrymage, wyth many
othere thyngs touchyng the pestylent Sect of Luther
and Tyndale, by the tone bygone in Saxony, and by
tlie tother labour'd to be brought into England (1529)

;

The Confutacyon of Tyndale's Answere (1532) ; The
Second Parte of ditto (1533) ; The Debellacyon of
Salem and Bizamce (1533) ; The Apologye of Syr
Thomas More, Knyght (1533) ; A Letter Impugnynge
the erronyouse wrytyng of John Eryth against the

Messed Sacrament of the Aultare (1533); The Answer
to the Fi/rst Part of tlie poysoned Boolee whyche a
nameless Seretike {John Frith) hath named the

Supper of the Lord (1534) ; XTtopia : written in Latine,

by Syr Thomas More, Knyghte, and translated into

Englyshe by Raphe Robynson (1-551), (q.v.) ; A Dya-
logue of Comfort against Tribulation (1653) ; A Trea-
tise to receave the BlessedBody ofour Lord Sacramen-
tally ami Virtually both (1572) ; The Historic of the

pittiful Life and imfortunate Death of King Edward
V. and the DuJce of York, his brother (q.Y.),withthe
Troublesome and Tyrannical Government of the

Usurpation of Richard III. and his miserable end;
and The Booh of the Fayre Gentlewoman, Lady
Fortune. The English TVotics of Sir Thomas More
were published in 1557 ; the Latin Works in 1565
and 1566. The following are the Biographical
Authorities

:

—Thomas Mora, by P. de Herrara
(1617) ; The Life and Death of Sir Thomas More,
by his grandson, Cresacre More (1626) ; Vito
Thomi Mori, by hia son-in-law, W. Eoper (1626)

;

Thomi Mori Vita et Exitus, by J. Hoddesdon
(1652) ; Tomasso Mora, Grand Oancellario dUnghil-
terra (1678) ; Vita Tliomae Mori, by Stapleton

(1689) ; Life of Sir Thomas More, by Ferdijiando

Warner (1758) ; Memoirs of Sir Thomas More, by
Cayley (1808) ; Thomas Morus, Lord Chancelier du
Royaume d'Angleterre (1833); Life of Sir Thomas
More, by Emily Taylor (1834); Life of Sir Thomas
More, by Sir James Mackintosh (1844) ; The House-

hold of Sir Thomas More (1851) ; Life of Sir Thomas
More, in Wordsworth's Ecclesiastical Biography,

and Lord Campbell's Lives of the Lord Chancellors.

A full list of Sir Thomas More's Works is included

in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Mamual. See Epigram-
MATA.

More, Sir Thomas. A manuscript historical

play, probably written about 1590. It has been
printed for the Shakespeare Society.

" More the merrier," is the title of a book of

epigrams, by Hbnuy Pahkot, published in 1608.

The phrase is also to be found in Beaumont and
Fletcher's play. The Scornful Lady, act i., scene

1, and The Sea Voyage, act i., scene 2.

Morell, Sir Charles. The pseudonym
adopted by the Kev. James Eidley (d. 1765), in

publishing his Tales of the Genii (o[.v.).

Morgadoiir, Sir. A knight of the Eound
Table, whose adventures are recorded in the old

chivaliic romances.

Morgan. The name assumed by Belarius, a

banished lord, in Cymbeline (q.v.).

Morgan, Augustus De, mathematician and
physicist (b. 1806, d. 1871), wrote Elements of
Arithmetic (1830); Elements cf Algebra, preliminary

to the Differential Calculus (1835) ; Elements of
Trigonometry and Trigonometrical Analysis, prelimi-

nary to the Differential Calculus (1837) ; Essay on

Probabilities, and on their Application to Life Gon-

tingenoies and Insurance Offices (1838) ; Formal
Logic : or, the Calculus of Inference necessary and
probable (1847) ; and Arithmetical Books, from tlie

invention of Printing to the present time : being brief

notices of a large number of books, drawn itp from
actual inspection (1847) ; besides contributing largely

to The Penny Cycloptsdia. A series of papers on
Paradoxes mid Problems, which appeared in The
Athenaeum, were afterwards published in separate

form.

Morgan, John Minter. See Kevolt of the
Bees.

Morgan la Fee. A fairy ; sister of King
Arthur. See Fata Morgana.

Morgan, Lady, Sydney Owenson, novelist

and miscellaneous writer (b. 1783, d. 1859), pub-
lished Poems (1797) ; Tlie Wild Irish Girl (1801),

(q.v.) ; The Novice of St. Dominick (1806) ; The
Lay of an Irish Harp (1807) ; Patriotic Sketches

of Ireland (1807); Woman: or, Ida of Athens

(1809); St. Glair (WW); The Missionary {WW);
O'Donnell (1814) ; France in 1816 (1817) ; Florence

MacCarthy (1818) ; Life and Times of Salvator

Rosa (1824) ; Absenteeism (1826) ; Tlie O'Brians
and the O'Flahertys (1827); The Book of the

Boudoir (1829), (q.v.); France in 1SS9—S0 (1830);
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Dramatic Scenes from Seal Life (1833) ; The
Princess (1835) ; Woman and her Master (1840)

;

The Booh without a Name (q.v.), in conjunction with,

her husliand, Sir T. C. Morgan, M.D. (1841)

;

Luxima, the Prophetess (1859) ; and Passages from
my Autobiography (1859).

Morgan, Sir Thomas Charles, M.D.
(b. 1783, d. 1843), wrote Sketches of the Philosophy

of Life (1818), which were followed, in 1822, hy
Sketches of the Philosophy of Morals, See preceding
paragraph.

Morgan, William, successively Bishop of

Uandaff and St. Asaph (d. 1604), was one of the
translators of the Bible into Welsh (1588).

Morgante Maggiore. A work by Lcigi
Puici, the first canto of which, translated by Lord
Byuon, was published in part iv. of The Liberal.

Morgiana, the female slave of Ali Baba (q.v.),

in " The Forty Thieves " (Arabian Nights).

Moriat. A female Irish bard, who lived about
329 B.C. See "Walker's Historical Memoirs of the

Irish Bards.

Morier, James, novelist and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1780, d. 1849), published Journeys

through Persia, fc, to Constantinople (1812—18)

;

Bajyt^ate (1824 and 1828), (q.v.); Zohrab (1832),

(q.v.); ^yesAffl (1834), (q.v.) ; Abel Allnutt (1S37)

;

The Banished (1839) ; The Mirza (1841) ; and
Martin Towtrond (1849).

Morglay was the name of the sword of Bevis
of Hampton, or Southampton (q.v.), and afterwards

became the cant name for a sword in general.

Thus in Cabtweight's Ordinary (1661) one of the

characters says :

—

" Dre out tliy true
And poynant morgloy out of shete."

In A Woman is a Weathercoeh (1612), Mistress

Wagtail talks about
" Bevis onAmndel, with morglay in hand."

In Every Man in His Humour (1609), again, we
have the word in its popular signification :

—

" Had I been accompanied with my toledo or morglay."

Morley, Henry, Professor of English Lite-
rature at University College, London (b. 1822),
has published, among other works, Sunrise in Italy,

and other Poems (1848) ; How to Make Home Un-
healthy (1850); A Defence of Ignorance (1851); the
Lives of Palissy the Potter (1852), Jerome Cardan
(1854), Cornelius Agrippa (1856), and Clement
Marot (1870) ; Memoirs of Bartholomew Fair (1857);
Fairy Tales (1859 and 1860); English Writers
(1864—7) ; Jowrnal of a London Playgoer (1866)

;

Tables of English Literature (1870) ; and A First

Sketch of English Literature (1873) ; besides editing
King and Commons (1868); The Spectator (1868);
and CasseWs Library of English Literature.

Morley, John, miscellaneous writer (b. 1838),
has written Edmund Burke (1867), Critical Miscel-

lanies (1871—7), Voltaire (1871), Bousseau (1873),

Struggle for National Education (1873), and On
Compromise (1874). He was for some time the
editor of The Morning Star (q.v.), and has edited
The Fortnightly Seview since 1867.

Morley, Thomas, poet (d. 1604), was author
of a Book of Ballets (1595). See Cassell's Library of
English Literature {Shorter English Poems).

" Morn (The), in russet mantle clad."—Hamlet, act i., scene 1.

"Morn (The) that lights you to your
love."

—

Collins, Eclogue i., line 23.

Morning Advertiser, The, was established
in 1796 by a Society of London Licensed Victual-
lers. It was edited from 1850 to 1870 by Jambs
Grant (b. 1805), (q.v.), and from 1870 to 1876 by
Colonel A. B. Eichards (q.v.).

Morning Chronicle, The, was started in
1769. William Woodfall (q.v.) was the first

editor, reporter, and printer—all of which functions
he combined; being followed in 1789 by James
Perry (q.v.), who became part-proprietor of the
paper about twelve years afterwards. During the
latter's regime such men as Coleridge, Lord
Campbell, Campbell the poet, Sir James Mackin-
tosh, Person, and Hazlitt were contributors to the
Chronicle. Perry died in 1821, and was succeeded
in the editorship by John Black (q.v.), under
whom it gradually decreased in influence, popu-
larity, and circulation, until in 1834 it was sold by
William Clement, who had bought it after Perry's
death, to Sir John Easthope for £16,500. Black
retired from the paper in 1843. It was under his

auspices that Charles Dickens in 1835 made his
d4but in newspaper work as a contributor of

Sketches by Bos to the columns of The Evening
Chronicle. In 1843 a Mr. O'Doyle became the
editor of The Morning Chronicle, which shortly
afterwards fell into the hands of the late Duke of

Newcastle, Mr. Sidney (afterwards Lord) Herbert,
and Mr. Gladstone, and was henceforth made to

advocate Peelite and Puseyistic principles under
the editorship of Douglas Cook. Then in 1854
the paper was sold to Sergeant Glover, this time
for £7,500. The Sergeant turned the Chronicle

into an out-and-out defender of the Emperor
Napoleon; but the circulation of the paper still

further decreased, until, under the next proprietor,

it expired altogether, after at one time having a
very fair opportunity of rivalling The Times (q.v.).

See Knight s Fourth Estate, Grant's Newspaper
Press, and Mackay's Recollections.

Morning Herald, The, was started in 1780
by the Rev. Henry Bate, afterwards Sir Henry
Bate-Dudley, on Liberal principles. Its second
editor was Alexander Chalmers, of Aberdeen,who
died in 1834, and was succeeded by a Mr. Wight,
a reporter who had distinguished himself in his

department. Ten years afterwards, the paper
became the property of Mr. Edward Baldwin, who
afterwards sold it to Mr. James Johnson. Gradu-
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ally decreasing in circulation, it died altogether
in 1869.

Morning Hymn, The, par excellence, is that
composed by Bishop Ken (1637—1711), hegin-
ning—

" Awake, my Boul, and with the Bun."

A Morning Mymn was also written by Thomas
Paknell (1679—1718).

Morning Meditations. A humorous poem
by Thomas Hood. The last two verses are claimed
by a Mr. G. T. Lowth.

" Morning of the time. In the."—Ten-
nyson's Bay Bream (L'Envoi).

Morning Post, The, was started in 1772,
and among its earliest editors was the Eev. Henry
Bate, who at one time edited TJie Morning Herald
(q.v.). In 1795 the Fost was bought by the Bro-
thers Stuaut, Daniel and Peter, whose chief

literary assistants at one time were Sir .Tames
Mackintosh and Samuel Taylob. Coleridoe. The
latter was appointed conductor in 1799, but ceased
to write for the paper in 1802. His connection
with it is referred to by Byron in his Bon Juan,
canto iii., stanza xcui. :

—

" Coleridge . . . hlB flighty pen
Let to the Morning Post its arlBtocracy."

The Stuarts disposed of the Fost in 1803. Charles
Lamb was at one time a contributor to it, and has
recorded his recollections in his essay on " News-
papers Thirty-five Years Ago."

Morning Bemembrance had at the
Moneth Mynde of Margarete, Countesse
ofRychemonde and Darbye. A celebrated
sermon by John Pisher, Bishop of Kochestbr,
printed in 1708.

" Morning star of memory. The."

—

Byron, The Giaour, line 1,130.

"Morning star of song, The." A
description applied by Tennyson (b. 1809), in his
poem of A Bream of Fair TFomen, to Geoffrey
Chaucer (1328—1400) :—

"Who made
His music heard helow

;

Dan Chaucer, the first warbler, whose sweet breath
Preluded those melodious hursts that All

The spacious times of great Elizabeth
With sounds that echo still."

Morning Star of the Eeformation,
The. A name bestowed on John 'Wyclippb
(1324—1384), (q.v.).

Morning Star, The, was started in 1856, on
the abolition of the newspaper stamp duty, by
the Manchester school of politicians. It expired
in 1870, its last editor being John Morley (q.v.).

Moros. The hero of the moral play called The
longer thou Livest the More Foole thou art (q.v.).

He is represented as an ignorant and vicious fool,

acquainted only with ballads and songs, scraps of
which he sings as he enters, " counterfaiting a
vaine gesture and a foolish countenance."

Morose, iu Ben Jonson's play of Epicene

(q.v.), is " a lover of quiet, a man exquisitely im-
patient of rude sounds and loquacity, who lived in

a retired street, who barricaded his doors with
mattresses to prevent disturbance to his ears, and
who married a wife because he could with diffi-

culty prevail upon her to speak to him.''

Morrell. One of the shepherds in The Shep-

herd's Calendar, by Spenser.

Morris, Dinah. A character in George
Eliot's novel of Adam Bede (q.v.).

Morris, James M. See Pepper, K. N.

Morris, Lewis, "Welsh antiquary and poet

(b. 1702, d. 1765), wrote several poems in the

Welsh language, and left a very large number of

MS. antiquarian collections. See Gentleman's Ma-
gazine, vol. lix. EiCHARD, brother of the above,

Welsh poet and critic (d. 1779), wrote several for-

gotten works of some antiquarian interest.

Morris, IiOWiS, poet, has published Songs of

Two Worlds (1871, 1874, and 1875), and The Epic

ofSades (1876—7).

Morris, Peter. The name adopted by John
Gibson Lookhart in publishing his Letters to his

Kinsfolk in 1819. The letters are devoted to a

description of Scottish men and things.

Morris, Bichard, IiL.D., clergyman,

scholar, and editor (b. 1833), has published The
Etymology of Local Names (1857), Historical An-
theses of English Accidence (1872), Elementary

Lessons in Historical English Grammar (1874), and
AFrimer of English Grammar (1875) ; besides edit-

ing a large variety of old English works, such as

The Fricke of Conscience (q.v.). The Ayenbite of
Inwit (q.v.). Sir Gawayne and the Green, Knight,

and the like. He has also edited the poems of

Chaucer and Spenser.

Morris, William, poet (b. 1834), is the

author of The Befenoe of Guenevere (1858), T/te

Life and Beath of Jason (1865), The Earthly Para-
dise fl868), (q.v.). Translations from the Icelandic

(1869), Love is Enough (1872), a translation of The
JEneid of Virgil (1876); The Story of Sigurd the

Volsung, and the Fall of the Niblungs (1876). For
Criticisms see Stedman's Victorian Foets, Swin-
burne's Essays and Studies, Porman's Living Foets,

Edinburgh Sevieto (1871), Quarterly Eeview (1872),

Westminster Ueview (1868), and Blackwood's Maga-
zine (1869). "Morris," says Stedman, "may be
described as an artist of the beautiful. He deUghts
in the manifestation of objective beauty. True,
he sings of himself :

—

" Dreamer of dreams, bom out of my due time.
Why should I strive to set the crooked straight 1

"

—but what time could be to him more fortunate ?

Amid the problems of our day, and the uncertainty
as to what kind of art is to result from its confused
elements, there is at least repose in the enjoyment
of absolute beauty. There is safety in an art with-
out a purpose other than to refresh and charm.
His poetry is of a sort which must be delightful to
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construct— wholly removed from self, breeding

neitter anguisli nor diaqmet, but full of soft music
and a familiar olden charm. The Life and Death of
Jason is a narrative poem, of epic proportions, all

story and action, composed in the rhymed penta-

meter, strongly and sweetly carried from the first

book to the last of seventeen. The poem is fresh

and stirring, and the style befits the theme. The
Earthly Paradise has the universe of fiction for a

field, and re-clothes the choicest and most famous
legends of Asia and Europe with the delioate fabric

of its verse. All these tales are familiar, but never
before did they appear in more attractive shape,

or fall so musically from a poet's honeyed mouth.
Here is a successor to Boccaccio and Chaucer. He
has gone to Chaucer, but also to Nature."

Morrison, Richard Thomas. See Zad-
KIEL.

"Mortal coil. This."— Samlet, act iii.,

scene 1.

"Mortal frame. This."—Pope's J)t/ing

Christian to Ms Soul, and Colekidge's Love.

Mortality, Old. See Old Moktality.

Morte Arthur. A metrical romance, which
still exists in MS. in the Harleian Library. Kitson

considers it a mere translation of the compilation

by Sir Thomas Malory ; while Ellis contends that

it follows, with tolerable exactness, the French
romance of Lancelot, and in its phraseology strik-

ingly resembles that of Chester, and other writers

of the fifteenth century.

Morte d'Arthur. A poem by Mxsed Ten-
nyson, published in 1842, and afterwards incor-

porated in The Passing of Arthur, in The Idylls of

the King. " No EngUsh poet since Dryden died

has written," says Brimley, "verse so noble, so

sonorous, of such sustained majesty and might

;

no English poet has brought pictures so dear and
splendid before the eye by the power of single

epithets and phrases."

Mortimer, The Fall of. A tragedy by Ben
JoNSON, of which only the first scene of the first

act is extant.

Mortimeriados. See Bakons' "Wak, The.

Morton appears in the second part of Shake-
speare's Henry JV. as a retainer of the Earl of

Northumberland.

Morton, James Maddlson, dramatist, has

written, among other plays, Box and Cox, To Oblige

Senson, A Phenomenon in a Smoch Frock, Give a Dog
a Bad Name, and many other comedies and farces.

Morton, Thomas, dramatist (b. 1764, d.

1838), wrote Speed the Plough, The Way to Get

Married, The Cure for the Eeart-ache, The School

of Beform, Zorinski, Secrets worth Knowing, A
Roland for an Oliver, and other plays. See Gen-

tleman's Magazine for December, 1838.

Morven. The name of a fabulous kingdom,
said to be co-extensive with Argyllshire, in Scot-

land, which figures in the Poems of Ossian, Fin-
gal is described as its ruler.

Mostay. The paramour of Alice, in the
tragedy of Arden of Feversham (q..v.).

Mosca, in Ben Jonson's comedy of Volpone

(q.v.), is the cunning parasite of the hero of the
play, and eventually betrays his master.

Moses' Birth and Miracles. A poem, in

three books, by Michael Deayton (1563—1631),
published in 1630.

Moss, Thomas, poet (b. 1740, d. 1808), pub-
lished Poems (1769), of which one was the Ij'rio

called The Beggar's Petition (q.v.). He also wrote

a poem called The Imperfection of Human Enjoy-

ments (1783), and other works.

"Moss-trooper school, The." A de-

scription applied by Oaklyle to the poetry of

Scott and others.

"Most musical, most melancholy."
A description applied to the nightingale by Milton
in his J? Pmsero«o, line 61. See Coleridge's poem
The Nightingale (q.v.), where the description is ad-

versely criticised.

"Most sweet it is with unuplifted
First line of a sonnet by William Woeds-

" Most unkindest cut of aU, The."—
Julius Ccesar, act iii., scene 2.

Moth. Page to Don Adriano de Armado,
in Lov^s Labour's Lost (q.v.). "Little Moth,"

says Gervinus, "light as his name, is all jest and
playfulness, versatility, and cunning." Moth is

also the name of a fairy in A Midsummer Night's

Mother Bombie. A play by John Lyly,
produced in 1.594. "The story," says Hazlitt,

"is Kttle else than a tissue of absurd mistakes,

arising from the confusion of the different cha-

racters one with another, like another Comedy of

Errors, and ends in their being (most of them)

married, in a game at cross purposes, to the persons

they particularly dislike."

Mother Bunch. See Bunch, Mother.

Mother Church Relieved by Bleeding.
A work by Jekemy Bentham, published in 1825.

Mother Hubbard's Tale. See Proso-

POPOIA.

" Mother is a mother stiU, A."—Cole-
ridge, The Three Graves—

" The Iiollest thing alive."

" Mother of arts and eloquence." The

description of Athens, by Milton, in Paradise

Regained, book iv., line 240.
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" Mother of the world, Thou ! "—Shel-
ley's apostrophe to Necessity, in Queen Mab,
stanza -pi.

" Mother-wit." A phrase which is to he
found in Spenser' s Faerie Queene, hook iv. , canto x.,
ftanza 21 ; Marlowe's prologue to Tamburlaine the
Great, part i. ; and Shakespeare's play of The
Taming of the Shrew, act ii., scene 1.

Mother's Picture, On the Eeeeipt of
My. Lines hy William Cowper (1731—1800) :

—

*' Faithful remembrancer of one so dear,
Who blast me honour with an artless song,
Afiectlonate, a mother lost so long."

Motherwell, WUliam, poet (b. 1797, d.

1835), produced an Essay on thePoets ofRenfrewshire

(1819); Minstrelsy, Ancient and Modern, with an
Historical Introduction (1827); Toems, Narrative
and Lyrical (1832) ; and Poetical Works, enlarged,

with Memoir by the Eev. Dr. J. MacConechy
(1849). " Motherwell," says one of his critics,

"died at the early age of thirty-eight, having
done service in the revival of the Scottish ballad-

minstrelsy. With the loss of the author of that ex-
quisite lyric, Jeanie Morrison, of The Cavalier's

Song, and The Sword Chant of Morstein Saudi,
there passed away a vigorous and sympathetic
poet."

" Motion (The) of a hidden fire."—
James Montgomery, To Prayer.

Motley, John Lothrop, American historian

(b. 1814, d. 1877), wrote two novels, entitled

Morton's Sope and Merry Movmt; The Pise of the

Dutch Pepublic (1856) ; The Bistory of the United
Netherlands (1860—65) ; The Life and Sistory of
John Barneveldt (1874).

"Motley's the only wear."—^« Tou
LiJce It, act ii., scene 7-

Motte, La. A character in Mrs. Eadclifpe's
Romance of the Forest (q.v.) ;

" sketched," says
Scott, " with particular talent."

Motteux, Peter Antony (b. 1660, d. 1718),
though a Frenchman by birth, wrote largely in
EngBsh, editing The Gentleman's Journal, pro-

ducing numerous plays, and publishing a good
deal of humorous, though not very reputable,

poetry. His best-known works were his transla-

tions of Eabelais and Don Quixote. Drj'den
dedicated an epistle to him '

' on his tragedy called

Beauty in Distress," published in 1698, addressing
him thus :

—

"But whencse art thou Inspired, and thou alone.
To flourish In an Idiom not thine own ?

"

Mottley, John, dramatist and historian (b.

1692, d. 1750), published a Bistory of Peter I.,

Emperor of Russia (1739) ; a Bistory of the Life and
Reign of the Empress Catherine of Russia (1744);
The Imperial Capti/ees, a drama ; and four other
plays. He is said to have compiled Joe Miller's

Jests : or, the Wit's Vade Mecum, published in
1739. See Father of Jests.

" Mould of form, 1!'he."—Bamlet, act iii.,

scene 1.

Mouldy. -A- recruit, in the second part of

Shakespeare's Benry IV.

Moultrie, John, poet (b. 1800, d. 1874), was
the author of My Brother's Grave, Lays of the

English Church, The Dream of Life (1843), and
other poems. He was a contributor to Knight's
Quarterly Magazine, and published his first volume
in 1837. His Poems were collected and published,

with a Memoir, by Prebendary Coleridge, in 1876.

Moultrie edited the Poetical Remains of his friend

Sidney Walker, of whom he wrote a Memoir.

Moultrie, Rev. George. <S«« Montgomery,
Gerald.

Mount of Olives, The: "or, Solitary

Devotions." A prose work by Henry Vaughan
(1621—1695), published in 1652.

Mount Zion. The Celestial City in Bun-
yan's Pilgrim's Progress.

Mountain Daisy, To a: "on turning one
down with the plough, in April, 1786." A poem
by Egbert Burns (1769—1796) :—

" Such Is the fate of simple bard.
On life's rough ocean luckless starr'd !

Unskilful he to note the card
Of prudent lore.

Till billows rage and gales blow hard.
And whelm him o'er I

'

" Mountains interposedmake enemies
of nations."

—

Cowper, The Task, book ii. ("The
Timepiece").

" Mountains kiss high heaven, See
the."

—

Shelley, Love's Philosophy :—
"And the waves clasp one another."

" Mountains look on Marathon, The."
—Stanza 86, canto iii., of Byron's Don Juan (q.v.)

:

" And Marathon looks on the sea."

" Mourn, hapless Caledonia, mourn."
First hne of Smollett's lyric. The Tears of Scot-

land.

" Mourned in silence, and was di do
dmn." See " Di do dum."

MoTirning Bride, The. A tragedy by
William Congreve, produced in 1697, and de-

scribed by Maoaulay as "a play which, paltry as

it is when compared, we do not say with Lear
and Macbeth, but -with the best tragedies of

Massinger and Ford, stands very high among the
tragedies of the age ia which it was -written."

Its opening line is frequently quoted, but it

may be doubted if the lines that foUow are equally
familiar :

—

** Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast.
To soften rocks, or bend a knotted oak.
I've read that things inanimate have moved,
And, as with living souls, have been Informed
By magic numbers and persuasive sound."

Dr. Johnson considered the description of a cathe-

dral which occurs in this play, and which begins

—

" How reverend Is the face of this tall pile "—
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"the most poetical paragraph" in "the whole
mass of EngUah poetry !"

Mouse, The Country and the City:
"or, the Hind and Panther [q.v.] Transverted to

the Story of." A satirical poem hy Matthew
Priok, ia ridicule of Dryden's poem.

Mouse, To a, " on turmng her up in her nest

with the plough, November, 1785." A poem by
KoBBBT Btirns (1759—1796) ;—

" still thou art blest, compar'd wl me

!

The present only toucheth thee

:

But, Och I I backward cast my e'e
On prospects drear 1

An' forward, tho' 1 canna sec,
I guess an' fear !

"

MoUSiad, The. " A minor epic poem, in the

manner of Homer ; a fragment," by Miohajbl
Bruce (1746—1767), which tells what happened
when

" In ancient times, ere traps were framed.
Or cats in Britain's isle were known,

A mouse, for power and valour famed.
Possessed in peace the regal throne."

"Mouth-filling oath, A good."—ir%
Benry IV., part i., act iu., scene 1.

"Mouths (He) a sentence as ciirs
mouth a bone."

—

Chckchih, The Rosciad, line

322.

" Mouth's (Her) like ony hinny pear."—Allan Eamsay, The Gentle Shepherd.

"Mouths of wisest censare."—Othello,

act ii., scene 3.

"Move eastward, happy earth, and
leave." First line of a charming bridal song by
Alfred Tennyson.

" Move me to my marriage mom.
And round again to happy night."

"Moving accidents by flood and
field."

—

Othello, act i., scene 3.

Mowcher, Miss. An eccentric corn-ex-

tractor, in Dickens's novel of David Copperfield

(q.v.).

Moyle, Walter, miscellaneous writer (b.

1672, d. 1721), published translations of Xenophon
and tiucian. His Remains were published in 1721,

and an additional volume, with a Memoir by his

friend Hammond, in 1727.

Mozley, James BowUng, D.D., Professor

of Divinity at Oxford (b. 1813), has published The

Doctrine of Predestination (1855), The Doctrine of
baptismal Regeneration (1856), The Baptismal Con-

troversy (1862), Subscription to the Articles (1863),

Miracles (1865), and Sermons (1876).

M.P. : " or, the Blue Stocking." A comic

opera by Thomas Mooee, produced in 1811, but

with Uttle success. M.P. is also the title of a

play by Thomas W. Eoeertson (q.v.).

Mueedorus. A " most pleasant comedie,"

first printed in 1598, and agaiu, with additions,

in 1610. It records the history of Mueedorus,

"the King's son of Valentia," and Amadine, " the

King's daughter of Arragon," and is lighted up by

the "merrie conoeites" of Mouse a clown, who
largely figures in it. This drama, which was at

one time conjeoturaUy given to Shakespeare, has

been reprinted by Carew HazUtt, in his edition of

Dodsley's Plays. On it was founded the ballad of

The Wandering Prince and Princess : or, Mueedorus
and Amadine.

Much Ado About Nothing. A comedy
by "William Shakespeare (1564—1616), printed
in quarto in 1600, and probably written in 1599.

Its plot is supposed to have been founded on the

story of Ariodante and Ginevra, in the fifth canto

of Ariosto's Orlando Pwioso, which was almost
certainly known to the great dramatist through
the medium of a rhymed English translation by
one Peter Beverley. The supposed death and sub-

sequent marriage of Hero were evidently suggested

by the 22nd novella of Biondello's collection, of

which the scene ia laid, as in the comedy, at Mes-
sina ; Hero's father being called Leonato, and her

lover's friend being named Don Piero, or Pedro.
" The mode in which the innocent Hero before the

altar at the moment of the wedding, and in the

presence of her family and many witnesses, is put

to shame by a most degrading charge—false indeed,

yet clothed with every appearance of truth—is,"

says Schlegel, '
' a grand piece of theatrical effect

in the true and justifiable sense. The impression

would have been too tragical had not Shakespeare

carefully softened it, in order to prepare for a

fortunate catastrophe. The extraordinary success

of this play, in Shakespeare's own day, and even

since, in England, is, however, to be ascribed more
particularly to the parts of Benedick and Beatrice,

two humoursome beings, who incessantly attack

each other with all the resources of raillery.

Avowed rebels to love, they are both entangled in

its net by a merry plot of their friends to make
them believe that each is the object of the secret

passion of the other. Some one or other, not

over-stocked with penetration, has objected to the

same artifice being twice used in entrapping them;

the droUery, however, lies in the very symmetry
of the deception. Their friends attribute the

whole effect to 'their o'svn device; but the exclusive

direction of their raillery against each other is in

itself a proof of growing inclination. Their witty

vivacity does not even abandon them in the

avowal of love ; and their behaviour only assumes

a serious appearance for the purpose of defending

the slandered Hero. This is exceedingly well

imagined ; the lovers of jesting must fix a point

beyond which they are not to indulge in their

humour, if they would not be mistaken for buf-

foons of trade." See Beatrice ;
Benebick ; Dog-

berry; Hero.
" Much have I travelled in the realms

of gold." First line of a sonnet. On first looking

into Chapman's Somer, by John Keats.

Mueklebaekit, Saunders. A fisherman,

in Sir Walter Scott's novel of The .4ntiquary

(q.v.).
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Mucklewrath, Habakkuk. A preacher,
in Sir "Walter^Soott's novel of Old Mortality.

" Muddy vesture of decay, This."—2%e
Merchant of Venice, act v., scene 1.

Mudie, Eotoert (b. 1777, d. 1842), pubHshed
a large number of books on tbe subject of natural
history, of which the most important is British
Birds : or, a History of the Feathered Tribes of the

British Isla/nds (1835).

Mugby Junction. The title of the Christ-

mas Number of All the Year Soimd for 1866, three
portions of which—" Barbox Brothers," "The Boy
at Mugby," and "The Signalman"—were written
by Charles Dickens (1812—1870).

Muir, John, XiL.D., Orientalist (b. 1810), has
published Original Sanskrit Texts on the Origin and
History of the Feople of India, translated and illus-

trated (1858), and other works.

Mulla. The poetical name given by Spenser
to the Awbeg, an Irish river, near which he was at

one time resident. Shenstone speaks of " MuUa's
silver stream."

Miiller, Frederick Max, Professor of

Comparative Plulologj' (b. 1823), though a German
by race and birth, has written numerous works in

English, including an Essay on Bengali (1847), Pro-
posals for a Uniform Missionary Alphabet (1864), A
Swvey of Languages (1855), The German Classics

frmn the Fourth to the Nineteenth Centmy (1858),
A Bistory of Ancient Sanskrit Literature (1859),

Lectures on the Science of Language (1859), Chips

from u German Workshop (1868—70), and An
Introduction to the Science ofReligion (1873), besides
numerous translations from the Sanskrit, and
various articles in the reviews and magazines.

Miiller, Maud. A ballad by J. G. WHiTiiEKi^

Mullion, Mordecai, in the Nodes Am-
brosianes (q.v.), is intended as a personification of
the people of Glasgow, and was sometimes used
as a pseudonym by Professor Wilson.

Mubnutius Dunwallo. An old historical

play by William Eankins, dated 1598 by Hens-
lowe, but probably written much earlier.

Muloch, Dinah Maria (Mrs. Craik), no-
velist and poet (b. 1826), has published the follow-

ing, among many stories:

—

The Ogilvies (1849);
Olive (1850) ; The Head of the Family (1851)

;

Agatha's Husband (Wbi); John Halifax, Gentleman

(1857); A Noble Life (1866); The Woman's King-
dom (1870); Hannah (1871), The Laurel Bush
(1877). Among other popular works of hers are,

A Life for a Ltfe (1859), Mistress and Maid {1863),

and Christian's Mistake (1865). She has also

written several volumes of essays, including.

Studiesfrom Life (1869), and Sermons out of Church

(1875). An edition of her Foems appeared in 1872.

See North British Meview (1858).

"MuJJ;itude (The) is always in the
wrong."

—

Roscommon, Fssay on Translated Verse.

" Multitudinous seas incarnadine,
The."

—

Macbeth, act ii., scene 2.

Mumblecrust, Madge. A character in

TJdall's Ralph Roister Hoister, whose name was
subsequently employed in Dekker's Satiro-Mastix

(1602) and "the comedy of Fatient Grissel (q.v.).

Madge is mentioned in the MS. comedy of Miso-

gonus (1577).

Mummy, The :
" a Tale of the Twenty-

second Century," by Jane Lotjdon (1800—1858),
pubKshed in 1827, and foreshadowing many of the
scientific discoveries and experiments which have
since taken place.

Munday, Anthony, dramatist, poet, and
misceUaneous writer (b. 1554, d. 16^), wrote The
Mirrour of Mutabilitie (1579) ; The Fountaine of
Fame erected in an Orcharde of Ainorous Adventwres
(1580) ; The Faine of FUasure, profitable to be

perused of the Wise, and necessary to be by the

Wanton (1580) ; A Breefe Discourse of the Taking
Edm. Campion (1581) ; The English Romayne Life
(1582) ; A Watch-woord to Englande (1584) ; Godly
Exercise for Christian Families (1586); A Banqtwt

of Daintie Conceits (1588) ; Archaioplutos : or, the

Riches of Elder Ages (1592) ; The Masque of the

League and the Spamyard Discovered (1592); The
Defence of Contraries (1593); The Life of Sir John
Oldcastle (1600) ; The Strangest Adventure that ever

happened (1601); The Downfall of Robert, Earl of
Huntington, afterwards called Robin Hood (1601)

;

The Triumphs of Reunited Britannia (1606) ; False-
hood in Friendship ; Union's Vizard: or. Wolves in

Lamb-skins (1605); A Breefe Chronicle of the Successe

of Times from the Creation to this Instant (lOil);
Chryso-thriambos: the Triumphes of Golde (1611);
Triumphs of Old Drapery : or, the Rich Clothing of
England (1614); Metropolis Coronata ; and otiber

works. See Warton's English Foetry, Baker's
'Biographia Dramatica, Eitson's Bibliographia
Foetica, Carew Hazlitt's Early English Literature.
See Ballendino, Don Antonio ; Paladin of
England ; Palmerin op England ; Egbert, Eabl
OP HuNTiNODON ; Two Italian Gentlemen.

MundungUS, in the Sentimental Journey (q.v.),

is a name applied by Sterne to a Dr. Samuel
Sharp (d. 1778), who published a description of his
tour on the Continent, containing some libellous

statements in reference to the Italian ladies.

Mundus Alter et Idem. A Latin work by
Joseph Hall, Bishop of Exeter and Norwich,
published in 1643, in which, under the pretence of

describing a certain " Terra Australis," he satirises

the vices and follies of mankind. "With more,
perhaps, of Rabelaisian satire than of political

allegory in the design, we have," says Masson,
" verbal descriptions, and even maps, of the coun-
tries of Crapulia or Feeding Land, Viraginia or
Virago Land, and other such regions."

Mundus Muliebris: " or, the Ladies' Dress-
ing-room Unlock' d, and her Toilette Spread. In
Burlesque. Together with the Eop Dictionary,
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compiled for the use of the Fair Sex." Written
by John Evelyn (1620—1706), and puhlished in
1690. It is characterised as a " playful aatire."

Munera figures in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Murcraft. A " projector," in Ben Jonson's
comedy of The Devil's an Ass, and, in some traits,

not unlike the author himself.

" What Is a projector t

Wliy, one, sir, that proiecta
Ways to enrich men, or to make them great.
By suits, hy marriages, hy undertakings.
According as he sees they humour It."— (i. 3.)

Murcraft's schemes are hold and magnificent, and
his language rises to the height of his schemes.

Murder considered as one of the
Pine Arts, On. An essay by Thomas De
Qdincet (1785—1859), included in his Miscel-

" Murder (One) made a villain, mil-
Uons a hero." — Pokteous, Death, Hne 154.

Yoirae writes in his Love of Fame, aatire vii.,

lines 55—58 :

—

" One to destroy is murder hy the law.
And glhhets keep the lifted hand in awe

;

To murder thousands takes a specious name.
War's glorious art, and gives immortal fame."

" Murder, though it have no tongue,
will speak with most miraculous organ."

—

Samlet,
act ii., scene 2.

"Murder will out—that see we day
by day."

—

Chauceb, The Nun's Friesfs Tale. Tti

Samlet, act i., scene 2, occur the lines :

—

" Foul deeds will rise.
Though all the earth o'erwhelm them, to men's eyes."

See " Murder, thotigh it have no tonoue."

Murderous Michael. A tragedy, per-
formed before Queen Elizabeth in 1578. The
hero was one of the assassins of Arden of Fever-
sham (q.v.).

Murdstone, Mr., in Dickens's novel of

Da/siA Oopperfield (q.v.), is the second husband of

Mrs. Oopperfield, and the step-father of David.

Muje, Sir William, Scottish poet (b. 1594,
d.

1657J, produced a version of the Psalms; a
translation of Boyd of Trochrig's Latin poem,
Seeatomle Christiana, into English sapphics(1628);
and a Tnie Critcifixefor Trtie Catholiehes (1629).

Mure, WiUlam, scholar and historian (b.

1799, d. 1860), published Semarks on the Chronology

of the Egyptian Dynasties (1829), The Calendar of
the Zodiac of Ancient Egypt (1832), A Journal of a
Tow made in Greece in 1S38 (1842), A Critical

Siatory of the Language and Ziteratttre of Ancient
Greece (1860), and other works.

"Murmurs (He) near the running
brooks." — Wordsworth, A Foefs Epitaph,

stanza 10 :

—

*•A music sweeter than their own."

"Murmuring of inniimerable bees."
See " Moan op Doves," &o.

Murphy, Arthur, dramatist and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1727, a. 1806), produced Transla-
tions of Salluat and Tacitus; Biographies of Garrick,
Johnson, and Fielding; The Way to Keep Sim;
The Upholsterer (a farce) ; Three Weeks After Mar-
riage; and other plays. His Works were collected

in 1786. His ii/s was written by Foote.

Murphy, Dennis Jasper. The pseudonym
under which the Kev. Eobert Charles Maturin
(1782—1824) published several works ; among
others. The Fatal Sevenge : or, the Family of Mon-
tario.

Murray, Alexander, D.D., philologist
(b. 1775, d. 1813), was author of The Sistory of the-

European Languages (1823), prefixed to which is a
memoir, partly autobiographical.

Mxirray, Hugh, Scottish geographer, his-

torian, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1779, d. 1841),
wrote Discoveries and Travels in Asia (1820),
America (1829), and the Encyclopedia of Geography
(1834), besides editing and ' completing Leyden's
book on Africa, and compiling several voliimes of

The Edinburgh Cabinet Library.

Murray, John, publisher (b. 1778, d. 1843),,

established The Quarterly Review in 1809, and-
issued all the works of Lord Byron, who has seve-

ral references to biTn in his poetry.

Murray, Lindley, grammarian (b. 1745, d..

1826), published in 1795_An English Grammar, com-

prehending the Frinciples and Sules of the Language;
followed by Exercises, An English Reader, and a
few supplementary manuals. Murray also wrote-

some miscellaneous works.

Mxirrey, Dolly. A female character in
Crabbe's Borough, who dies while in the act of

playing cards.

MUSSB Aulicse. Miscellaneous poems by
Arthur Johnston (1587—1641), published in

1635.

Musarum Deliclse: "or, the Muses' Recrea-

tion." A collection of poems by Sir John Mennis-
(1591—1671) and Doctor James Smith, published.

in 1651. Anthony k Wood speaks of it as contain-

ing " several pieces of poetic wit ;" and in Pichard.

Flecknoe's Diariim. (1656) occur these lines :

—

" Our English Dr. Smith,
Whose muse so bonny is and biythe

:

Or, in line, of Sir John Meimls,
F«r excellence yleldeth not to anys."

Muses' Elysium, The. Pastoral poems by
Michael Drayton, defioated to the Earl of Dorset,

and published in 1627. They contain some grace-

ful passages.

Muses' Looking-glass, The. A play by
Thomas Randolph (1605—1634); « singularly full

of life," says Leigh Hunt, " considering it is one

continued allegory, and didactic withal." Deilus,

Aphobus, and Colax, personify Fear, Rashness,

and Flattery. Bishop Hurd regards ' it as an
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imitation of Ben Jonson's Every Man out of his

Rumour (q.v.). It was printed in 1638.

Muses' Threnodie, The: "or, Mirthful
Mournings for the Death of Mr. Gall." A poem,
published, by Henky Adamson (d. 1639) in 1638,
consisting of a monody, and a description of the
history and antiquities of Perth and the neigh-
bourhood. It was recommended for publication

by Drummond of Hawthomden, who compared it

with the SiUni of Alcibiades—"monstrous heads
without, but full of rare artifice within." It is

preceded by a shorter poem, caUed the Inventory of
the Gabions, or antiquarian knick-knacks, which, in

the Threnodie, join in the lamentation for Mr. Gall.

The Inventory is remarkable for the resemblance
its versification bears to that of Butler's MudHras
(q.v.).

Musgrave, Little, and Lady Barnard.
A baUad which teUs how these two sinned to-

gether, and how Lord Barnard, coming to discover

their wickedness, slew them in the chamber
where they had been. It was first published in

Wit Eestor'd (1658), and afterwards by Dryden in

his Collection of Miscellaneous Foems, by Percy, by
Jamjeson, and by the Percy Society. It is re-

ferred to by Beaumont and Fletcher in their

burlesque of The Knight of the Burning Pestle, act

v., scene 3 (1611) ; in The Varietie, a comedy, act

iv. (1649) ; and in Sir "William Davenant's play of

Tlie Witts, act iii.

Music, A History of: "from the Earliest

Ages to the Present Period," by Charles Bueney
(1726—1814), pubhshed in 1776—89. A Disserta-

tion on the Musiclc of the Ancients is prefixed, full

of learning and critical acumen. Sir John Haw-
kins' History appeared in 1776 ; Dr. Busby's in

1819.

" Music hath charms to soothe the
savage breast." See Mourning Bride, The.

" Music (If) be the food of love, play
on."

—

Twelfth Night, act i., scene 1.

" Music in all things, if men had ears,
There's."

—

Byron, Don Juan, canto xv., stanza

5:—
•' There's music In the sighing of a reed,
There's music in the gushing of a riU."

Music, Ode in Praise of, hy John
Hughes

;
performed in Stationers' Hall in 1703.

" Music of humanity, The stUl, sad."
'

—

^Wordsworth, Tintern Abbey. '

" Music of the spheres, The."—Pericles,

act v., scene 1. The allusion is to the theory of

Pythagoras, that the intervals between the hea-

venly bodies were determined by the laws and
relations of musical concord. " These orbs in

their motion could not but produce a certain sound
or note, depending upon their distances and velo-

cities, and as these were regulated by harmonic
laws, they necessarily formed as a whole a complete

musical scale." Thus Shakespeare, in The Mer-
chant of Venice, act v., scene 1 :

—

'* Loolc how the floor of heaven
IB thick inlaid with patinee of bright gold :

There's not the smallest orb which thou hehold'st
But in his motion lite an angel sings.
Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubins."

See also in Milton's Ode on Christ's Nativity the

passage beginning :

—

" Ring out, ye crystal spheres."

Tennyson, in his Ode to Memory, has :

—

" Sure she was ntgher to heaven's spheres,
Listening the lordly music flowing from
The iilimitable years."

See also Longfellow's OccuUation of Orion.

Music (When), heavenly maid, was
young."

—

Gojj'Li:ss, The Passions, \aie 1. Music is

apostrophised in the same poem (line 95), as

—

*' Sphere-descended maid.
Friend of pleasure, wisdom's aid."

" Music, -when soft voices die." First

line of a lyric by Percy Bysshe Shelley, written

in 1821. "This song," says Leigh Hunt, "is a
great favourite with musicians ; and no wonder.
Beaumont and Fletcher never wrote anything of

the kind more lovely." See " Vibrates," &c.

"Musical as is ApoUo's lute. But."
See Apollo's Lute.

Musical Instrument, A. A lyric, by
Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1809—1861),

published in 1862, which, Morley says, " matches
with Theocritus," and is alike " scholarly and
human." It begins :

—

" What is he doing, the great god, Pan,
Down in the reeds by the river? "

Music's Duel. AlyricbyEiCHARnCRASHAw,
contained in his Delights of the Muses (q.v.), and
describing the contention between a nightingale
and a " sweet lute's master :"

—

*• She fails, and failing, grieves, and grieving, dies.
She dies : and leaves her life the victor's pnae.
Falling upon his lute."

"Music's golden tongue."

—

Keats, Em
of St. Agnes, stanza 3.

Musidora. A beautiful young lady, whom
her lover (Damon) discovers bathing, whose story

is told in the poem on Summer in Thomson's
Seasons (q.v.). The name Musidora was a fashion-

able poetic sobriquet of the time.

Musidorus, in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia

(q.v.), is probably intended for Pulke Greville, Lord
Brooke. He is Prince of Thessalia, and in love

with Pamela (q.v.).

"Musing (When) on companions
gone."

—

Scott, Marmion, introduction to canto ii

:

"We doubly feel ourselves alone."

Musophilus : " containing a General Defence
of Learning," by Samuel Daniel; dedicated to

Fulke GreviUe.

Mustapha. A tragedy by Fulke Greville,
Lord Brooke, published in 1609.
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"Mute inglorious Milton here may
rest, Some." See stanza 16 of OtbAy's Blegy

written in a Country Chv/rchyard (q.v.).

"Mute Nature."—Scott, The Lay of the

Last Minstrel, canto v., stanza 1.

Mutual Friend, Our. A novel Tjy Charles
Dickens (1812—1870), published in 1864. Among
the dramatis persona are Jenny Wren, the doll's

dressmater; her drunken father, Fascination

Fledgeby; Eiah, the Jew; SUas Wegg, the

"literary man" to BofSn; John Harman, Lizzie

Hexham, Bradley Headstone, and Bella Wilfer.

My ain kind dearie O. A song by Eobert
Burns (1759—1796) :—

" Gle me the hour o' gloamln grey.
It maka my heart sae cheery O,

To meet tbee on the lea^rlg,
My ain kind dearie O."

My Beautiful Lady. A poem by Thomas
WootNER (b. 1825), published in 1863. "My Beau-

tiful Lady," says Stedman, " is a true product of

the art-school, with just that tinge of gentle affec-

tation which the name implies. It has a distinct

motive—to commemorate the growth, maintenance,

and final strengthening by death, of a pure and

sacred love, and is a votive tribute to its theme

:

a delicate volume of such verse as could be pro-

duced in no other time."

"My boat is on the shore." Krst line

of some weU-known stanzas addressed by Lord

Byron (1788—1824) to Tom Moore, the poet, in

1817.
" But before I go, Tom Moore,
Here's a douljle health to thee."

" My days among the dead are past."
First line of a lyric by Robert Sotithey (1774

—

1843), written at Keswick in 1818 :

—

" Around me I behold,
"Where'er these casual eyes are cast,

The mighty men of old.

My never-falling friends are they.
With whom I converse day hy day."

"My days have been so wondrous
free." A love song by Thomas Pabnell, addressed

to his lady-love, a Miss Anne Minchin, whom he

afterwards married.

" My dear and only love, I pray." "An
excellent new ballad, to the tune of ' I'll never love

thee more,' " by James Graham, Marqius of Mon-
trose; correctly reprinted in Hannah's Cowtly

Poets.

"My dear mistress has a heart." A
song by John, Eaxl of Eochester, written in 1680.

" My fairest child, I have no song to
give you." First line of A Farewell, a lyric by the

Rev. Charles Kingsley.

" My good blade carves the casques of
men."—Sir Galahad, by Aipred Tennyson.

"My heart aches, and a dro-wsy
numbness pains." First line of the Ode to a

Nightingale, by John Keats.

" My heart has thanked thee, Bowles,
for those soft strains." A sonnet by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, who owed no small portion of his

poetical inspiration to his early study of Bowles
(q.v.).

"My heart is sick with longing. A
sonnet by Thomas Hood.

" My heart leaps up when I behold."
A lyric by William Wordsworth, written in
1804.

"My heart's in the Highlands, my
heart is not here." The first line of a song by
Robert Burns (17S9—1796), the first stanza of

which is taken from an old ditty called The Strong

Walls of Derry.

My Last Duchess. A poem by Robert
Browning (b. 1812). " Nothing can be subtler than
the art whereby the duke is made to reveal a cruel

tragedy, of which he was the relentless villain, to

betray the blackness of his heart, and to suggest a

companion-tragedy to his betrothal close at hand."

"My life is full of weary days." A poem
by Alfred Tennyson.

"My lodging is in the cold ground."
A ballad, introduced by Sir William Davenant in

his comedy of The Rivals (1668).

" My lords, we heard you speak : you
told us all."

—

The Third of February, Iry Alfred
Tennyson.

" My love in her attire doth shew her
wit." First line of an anonymous lyric of one

stanza, ending :

—

" No beauty she doth miss,
When all her robes are on

;

But Beauty's self she Is,

When all her robes are gone."

"My married daughter could you
see." First line of a song by Thomas Haynes
Bayly (1797—1839).

« My mother bids me bind my hair."
See Hunter, Anne.

My Novel. A work of fiction by Edward,

Lord Lytton, pubKshed in 1853. The Quarterly

Review describesit as the " great work which marks

the culminating point in Lord Lytton's genius, the

work to which, with a rare estimate of his own

powers, he has given the singularly appropriate

title of My Novel. ... If we except one or two

melodramatic scenes, it is throughout an admirable

work. . . The plot is complex, but it is unfolded

with marvellous directness and ingenuity, and, not-

withstanding the digressions, the interest never for

a moment flags. The book is obviously written

in imitation of Sterne's Tristram Shandy (q.v.).

Among the characters are Squire Hazeldean, Mr.

Dale, Dick Avenel, Leonard Fairfield, John Bur-

ley, Dr. Riccaboeca, Randal, Violante, Nora Avenel,

Audley Egerton, and Harley L'Estrange.
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"My passion is as mustard strong."—A Song ofNew Similies, by John Gay.

My Pocket Book. See Stranger in Ire-

land.

" My prime of youth is but a frost of
cares." Krst line of three verses written by
Chidiogk Tychborn, " being young, and then in

the Tower, the night before his execution" (1586).

" My sheep I neglected, I broke my
sheep-hook." See Amynta.

" My true love hath my heart, and I
have his." First line of A Bitty by Sir Philip
Sidney, included in his Arcadia (q.v.)

.

My Wife's a Winsome Wee Thing. A
lyric by Eoeert Burns (1759—1796), of which the
first verse runs :

—
" She l8 a winsome wee thing,
She Is a handsome wee thing,
She is a bonnie wee thing.
This sweet wee wife o' mine."

" My wind is turned to bitter north."—A Song of Autumn, by Authur Hugh Clough
(1819—1861).

Mycerinus. A poem by Matthew Arnold
(b. 1822). MycerinuB was King of Egypt after

Chephren, and his story may be found in Hero-
dotus.

Myers, Frederick W. H., poet, has writ-

ten St. Faul (1868), and Foems (1870). "Among
the later religious poets he deserves notice, for the
feeluig, careful finish, and poetic sentiment of his

longer pieces. A few of his quatrain-lyrics are

exceedingly delicate."

Myrrha. A Greek female slave, the favourite

of Sardanapalus, in Byron's tragedy of the latter

name (q.v).

Myrrour of Good Maners, The. A
translation, by Alexander Barclay (q.v.), of a
poem by Mancini, called De Quatuor Virtutibus. It

was printed by Pynson.

Myrrour of Modestie, The, by Robert
Greene; published in 1584. "An enlargement and
moralization upon the story of ' Susanna and the
Elders.'

"

Myrrour for Magistrates. See Mirror
roR Magistrates.

Myrtle, Harriet. The nmn de plume under
which Mrs. Hugh Miller has written several

books for the young.

Myrtle, Minnie. The nam deplume of Mrs.
Anna C. Johnson, an American authoress.

Mysteries of Udolpho, The. A romance
by Mrs. Kadolipfe, " on a larger and more sub-

lime scale than The Bomance of the Forest [q.v.].

The interest is of a more agitating and tremendous
nature ; the scenery of a wilder and more terrific

description ; the characters distinguished by fiercer

and more gigantic features." It was published in

1794.

Mysterious Mother, The. A tragedy by
Horace Walpolb, Earl of Obford (1717—1797)

;

printed in 1768, but never acted. It is charac-

terised by Sir Walter Scott as a " horribly impres-

sive but disgusting drama," and by Coleridge as a
" most disgusting, detestable, vile composition."

" Mystery of mysteries, faintly smil-
ing Adeline."

—

Adeline, by Alfred Tennyson.

" Mystery of Mysteries, The."—Scott,
The Monastery, vol. i., ch. xii.

Mystery Plays, already referred to under
the heading of Drama, (q.v.) , are said to have had
their origin in England. Matthew Paris tells us

of a certain Geofirey, afterwards Abbot of St.

Albans, who caused a " show " on the story of St.

Catherine to be represented at Dunstable. " Ktz-
Stephen, in the reign of Henry II., dwells," says

Hallam, " on the sacred plays acted in Loudon,
representing the miracles or passions of martyrs.

The earlier of these reKgious dramas were in Latin.

It was slowly that the modem languages were em-
ployed, and perhaps it might hence be presumed
that the greater part of the story was told through
pantomime. But as this was unsatisfactory, and
the spectators could not always follow the fable,

there was an obvious inducement to make use of

the vernacular language." See Chester Plays,
&o.

Mystic, The. A poem by Philip James
Bailey (b. 1816), published in 1855.

N

Ifabbes, Thomas, dramatist (b. 1600, d.

1645), published Microcosmus (1637), Hannibal and
Scipio (1637), Covent Garden (1638), The Spring's

Glorie (1638), Tottenham Court (1638), The Un-
fortunate Mother (1640), The Bride, and some mis-
cellaneous poems. See Microcosmus.

Nabob, The. A lyric, by Susanna Blamire
(1747—1794), beginning—

•' When silent time, wl' lightly foot,
Had trod on thirty years,

I sought ajjain my native land,
Wi' mony hopes and fears."

Waebody.
1796).

A song by Robert Burns (1759

—

'* I'll he merry and free,
I'll be sad for naebody

;

If naebody care for me,
I'll care for naebody."

iN'ailor. See Little John.

Nairne, The Baroness, Carolina Oliphant,

Scottish poetess (b. 1766, d. 1846), wrote various

lyrics, which have been republished, with a Memoir,
by the Eev. Charles Rogers, LL.D. See The Song-
stresses of Scotland.
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"Naked human heart, A."

—

Young,
Night Thoughts, night iii., line 226.

" Naked, though locked up in steel."
—King Senry VI., part ii., act iii., scene 2.

" Naked to mine enemies.'
VIII., act iii., scene 2.

Nalson, John, historian (b. 1638, d. 1686),

wrote An Impartial Collection of the Great Affairs

of State from the beginning of the Scotch Rebellion,

anno 16S9, to the Murther of Charles I. (1682—3).

Namby-Pamtay. The title of a humorous
poem in which Henry Cahey (1663— 1743) ridi-

cules the lines by Ambrose Philips on the infant

daughter of Lord Carteret. It has now become a
fanuliar term as applied to poetry of a common-
place order.

" Name (A) at which the world grew
pale."

—

Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes.

" Name, The magic of a." See " Magic
OF A NAME."

"Names that were not born to die."

—

Halleck, Marco Sozzaris.

Namur, On the Taking of: " an English

ballad," byMatthew Prior (1664—1721). Aparody
on the French Ode by BoUeau. " This burlesque,"

says Johnson, " has, in some parts, such airiness

and levity as wiU always procure it readers, even

among those who cannot compare it vrith the

original." Namur was captured by King "William

TTT. in 1695. See next paragraph.

Namur, Ode on the Capture of (by

WiUiam III.), written by Thomas Yalden (1671

—

1736), and chiefly noticeable for the satire it pro-

voked iu a contemporaryhumorous poem, called The

Oxford Zaureat. Yalden claims the laurel as his

proper reward, but, in Heu of it, is put on his

trial:

—

" HiB crime was for lielng a felon In verse,
And presenting hlB theft to the King ;

The first was a thing not uncommon or scarce.

But the last was an Impudent thing."

He was accused of plagiarising from the poet Con-

greve.

Nancy, in Dickens's novel of Oliver Twist

(q.v.), is a young thief, whose murder by Bill Sikes

(q.v.) is one of the most tragic episodes in the

book.

Nancy Lammeter, in Gteokge Eliot's

novel of Silas Marner (q.v.), eventually becomes

the wife of Godfrey Cass.

Naogeorgus(Kirchmaier). This Lutheran

divine's hexametrical poem on husbandry, anni-

versaries, seasons, and other matters, was translated

iato verse by Barnaey Googe in 1566.

Napier, Maevey, author (b. 1776, d. 1847),

published, in 1818, Remarks illustrative of the Scope

md Influence of the Philosophical Writings of Lord

Bacon. He edited the supplement and seventh

edition of The Encyclopcedia Britannica, and suc-

ceeded Lord Jeffrey in the editorship of The Min-
27

burgh Review, to which he was a frequent contri-

butor.

Napier, Mark, biographer (b. 1798), has
published. Memoirs of Napier of Merchiston (1834),

Montrose and the Covenanters (1838), an edition of

Napier of Merchiston' s De Arte Logistiea (1839), The
Life and Times of Montrose (1840), Memorials of
Montrose a/nd his Times (1848—50), Memoirs of the

Marquis of Montrose (1856), Memorials of Graham of
Claverhouse (1859), an edition of Spottiswoode's

History of the Church of Scotland, and other works.

Napier, Sir William Francis Patrick,
soldier and historian (b. 1785, d. 1860), wrote A
History of the War in the Peninsula and in the

South of France from the year 1807 to the year 1814

(1828—40) ; also. The Conquest of Scinde, and The^

Life and Opinions of Sir Charles Napier. His Life has
been edited by H. A. Bruce (Lord Aberdare) (1863).

Naples, Ode to, by Percy Bysshe Shelley;
written ia 1820.

" Elysian City, which to calm enchantest
The mutinous air and sea,"

Napoleon Bonaparte, Ode to, by Lori
Byron ; written in 1814, and beginning :

—

" 'Ti3 done—hut yesterday a king I

And arm'd with kings to strive—
ABd now thou art a nameless thing

;

So ahject—yet alive I . . .

The Desolator desolate

!

The Victor overthrown I

The Arbiter of others' fate
A Suppliant for his own !

"

Lives of Napoleon were published by Sir Walter
Scott and WiUiam Hazlitt in 1827 and 1828 res-

pectively. See, also, Carlyle's Heroes and Hero

Narcissa, in Pope's Moral Essays (epistle i.),

is said to have been intended for the celebrated

actress, Mrs. Oldfield.

" * Odious ! In woollen I 't would a saint provoke,'
Were the last words that poor Narcissa spoke.

* One would not, sure, he frightful when one's dead— '

And—Betty—give this cheek a little red.'

"

The Narcissa referred to in epistle ii.,

—

" Narclssa's nature, tolerably mild,
To make a wash would hardly stew a child,"-

was designed, says Warton, for the then Duchess of

Hamilton.

Narcissa, in Young's poem of The Com-

plaint: or, Night Thoughts (q.v.), is intended for

hia step-daughter, Mrs. Temple; and Philander,

in the same poem, is Mrs. Temple's husband. The
former died ia 1736, the latter ia 1740; and the

poet laments their death in a passage of the poem.

Narcissus. See Eccho.

" Narcissus is the glory of his race,"
—Young, Love of Fame, satire iv, line 85

—

" For who does nothing with a better grace."

Nares, Edward, miscellaneous writer (b.

1762, d. 1841), published, among other works.

Sermons on the Evidences of Christianity, Remarks

on the Unitarian Version of the New Testament

(1810), and a novel, entitled Thinks I to Myself

(1811).
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"Narrow compass! and yet there, A."
See Waller's lines On a Girdle

:

—
" A narrow compass ! and yet there
Dwelt all that's good, and all that's fair

;

Give me hut what this rihband bound,
Take all the rest the sun goes round."

Wasby, Petroleum W. The rum de plume
of D. E. Locke, an Americian writer, author of
The Truthful Resolves, and other •works.

Nash, Thomas, dramatist and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1667, d. 1600 ?), produced Flaine Perce-
vall, the Peace-Maker of England ; Martin's Months
Minde (1580); Pappe with a Satchet (1589); The
Seturne of the Renowned Cavaliero Pasquill of Eng-
land (1589) ; The Anatomie of Absurditie (1689),
(q.T.) ; PasquiVs Apologie (1590) ; Pierce Pennilesse,

Ms Supplication to the Divell (1592), (q.v.); Strange
Newes of the Intercepting certaine Letters (1592),
(q.v.) ; Apologie of Pierce Pennilesse (1692); Christ's

Teares over Jerusalem (1593) ; Ilido (-with Christopher
Marlowe), (1594) ; The UnfortvMate Traveller (1594);
The Terrors of the Night (1594) ; Have with you at

Saffron Walden (1596), (q.v.) ; Nashe's Lenten Stuffe

(1599V (q.v.) ; Smnmer's Last Will and Testament

(1600), (q.v.); The Returne of the Knight of the Post

from Sell (1606) ; Tom Nash his Ghost ; and other
works. See the sketch of his Life hy Collier, pre-

fixed to the edition of Pierce Pennilesse, published in
1842. In The Returnfrom Parnassus

{•l-'^'O it is said
of Nash :

—

*' His style was witty, though he had some gall

:

Something he might have mended ; bo may all."

See CouNTEK Cuff, The ; Isle op Doas.

Nash, Treadway Eussell, D.D. (h. 1725,
d. 1811), was the author of a History of Worces-
tershire (1781—99), and the editor of Butler's
Hudibras (1793).

Nashe's Iienten Stuffe: "with a new
Play, never played before, of the Praise of the
Eed Herring" (1599). By Thomas Nash (q.v.).

Nasmlth, Jam.es, D.D., antiquary (b. 1740,
A. 1808), published the Itineraries of Symeon
Simeonis and of William of Worcester; also, an
edition of Tanner's Notitia Monastica. See the
Life by Cole.

Nassyngton, William, of, translated John
de Waldly's Latin treatise on The Mirror of Life
(1418).

Nathaniel, Sir. "A curate" in Love's La-
bour's Lost (q.v.) ; he who describes the perfection
of conversation as " sharp and sententious, plea-

sant without scurrility, •witty -without affectation,

learned without opiriion, and strange without
heresy."

National Airs. Poems by Thomas Moore,
published in 1815, and including " Flow on, thou
shining river," "All that's bright must fade,"
" Those evening bells," " Oft in the stiUy night,"
and others.

National Tales, by Thomas Hood (q.v.),

were published in 1827.

"Native land—good night! My."—
Byron, Ghilde Harold's Pilgrimage, canto i.,

stanza 13.

"Native wood-notes wild."— Milton,
L'Allegro. The allusion is to Shakespeare.

Nativity, Hymn on the Morning of
Christ's, by John Milton; written in 1629,

and described by Hallam as perhaps the finest in

the language. There are twenty-seven stanzas of

the hymn, -with an introduction in four. The
opening lines of the poem run :

—

"This is the month, and this the happy mom.
Wherein the Son of Heaven's eternal King,
01 wedded maid and virgin mother horn,
Our great redemption from above did bring ;

For so the holy sages once did sing.
That He our deadly forfeits should release.

And with His Father work us a perpetual peace."

The hymn begins :

—

" It was the winter wild.
While the heaven-bom cliild

All meanly wrapt in the rude manger lies."

Natural History of Enthusiasm. See

Enthusiasm, Natural History of.

Natural History to Poetry, An Essay
on the Application of. See Application of
Natural History, &c.

Natural Theology : " or, Evidences of the
Existence and Attributes of the Deity, collected

from the Appearances of Nature," by William
Paley (1743—1806)

;
published in 1803, and " illus-

trated " by Lord Brougham and Sir Charles Bell

in 1835—9.

' Nature :
" a goodly interlude," written in 1490,

by Henry Medwell, chaplain to Cardinal Morton,
and published about 1620.

Nature. A series of essays byEALPH Waldo
Emerson (b. 1803), treating of such subjects as

Commodity, Beauty, Language, Discipline, Ideal-

ism, Spirit, and Prospects.

" Nature (All) is but art."—Pope, Essay
on Man, epistle i., Une 289.

" Nature (All) wears one universal
grin."

—

Fielding, Tom Thumb. •

Nature and Art. A novel by Elizabeth
Inchbald (1763—1821), published in 1796, and
possessing "passages of great dramatic power and
much pathos. The opposite fortunes and tempers
of the two brothers Norwynne, and still more so of

their sons, William and Henry, are not very con-
vincing, but they are certainly very effective.

Striking and sad is the contrast in the career of

the seduced village girl, Hannah, and that of her
seducer, William. One error sinks her into everj'

depth of vice and infamy into which a woman can
fail, whilst, unstained in character, unblemished
in honour, WilHam Norwynne rises to judicial

dignity. There is not in the whole range of fiction

a more impressive though briefly told scene than
that of Hannah's trial."
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"Ifattire (Anld) swears, the lovely
deirs,"—BtntNS, Green Grow the Bashes—

** Her noblest work she classea O

I

Her prentice hand she tried on man,
And then she made the lasses !

'

So in Ctipid's Whirligig we read :

—

"Man was made when Nature was
But an apprentice, but woman wben she
Was a slcilful mistress of her art."

" Nature, Comiuonplace of." See "Com-
monplace OF Natdre."

" Nature denied Viim much," — Tte
leginning of a passage in Samuel Eogeks' Italy

(q.v.)-
"But gave him at his birth what most he vaiues—
A passionate love for music, sculpture, painting.
For poetry, the language of the gods,
For all things Ijere, or grand or beautiful,
A setting sun, a lake amid the mountains.
The light of an ingenious countenance.
And what transcends them all, a noble action."

" Nature formed but one such man,"—Btbon, Monody on the Death of Sheridan—
"And broke the die in moulding Sheridan."

So Massinger, in The Parliament of Love, act v.,

scene last :

—

"Nature despairing e'er to mate the like,

Brake suddenly the mould in which 'twas fashioned."

So also Lord Surrey, of his lady-love :

—

" I could rehearse, if that I would.
The whole efEect of Nature's plaint.

When she had lost the perfect mould.
The like to whom she could not paint

;

With wringing hands, how she did cry ! . . .

And this was chiefly all ber pain,—
She could not make the like again."

The same idea occurs in Ariosto.

"Nature (Great) made us men."—
Lowell, The Capture.

" Nature hath framed strange fellows
in her time."

—

Merchant of Venice, act i., scene 1.

" Nature in Tiim was almost lost in
art."

—

Collins, To Sir T. Sanmer on his Edition

" Nature is but a name for an eflfect.

Whose cause is God."

—

Cowpeb, The Task, book
vi., line 223. The poet says in the same poem :

—

" There lives and works
A soul in all things, and that soul is God."

" Nature (The Course of) is the art of
God." See " Aet or God."

"Nature (Looks through) up to
Nature's God."

—

Pope, Essay on Man, epistle iv.,

line 332. " One follows," wrote BoUngbroke to

Pope, "Nature and Nature's God; that is, he
foUows God in His Works and in His word."

"Nature (Mute) mourns her wor-
shipper." See " Call it not tain."

" Nature (My) is subdued to what it
works in."

—

Shakespeare, Sonnet cxi.

" Nature never did betray the heart
that loved her."

—

Wordsworth, Tintern Abbey.

Nature of the Four Elements, The.
See Four Elements.

" Nature, so far as in her lies."—0« a
Mowrner, by Alfred Tennyson.

"Nature, The gentleman of." Lord
Lytton's description of " an honest man" in Tiie

Lady of Lyons, act ii.

"Nature to advantage dressed, True
wit is."

—

Pope, Essay on Criticism, part ii.,line 97.

Nature TJnboweUed : " her choicest secrets

digested into receipts," by Alathea Talbot,
Countess of Arundel and Scrbey

; published in
1665.

" Nature's chiefmasterpiece iswriting
well."

—

Sheffield, Essat^ on Foetry.

"Nature's heart beats strong amid
the hiUs."—Lord Houghton, Tragedy of the Lac
de Gaube.

"Nature's journeymen."—JTawZei, act

iii., scene 2.

Nature's Picture drawn by Fancie's
Pencil to the Iiife. A work by Margaret,
Duchess of Newcastle (1624—1673). "In this

volume," says the title, "there are several feigned
stories of natural descriptions, as comical, tragical,

and tragi-comical, poetical, romancical, philoso-

phical, and historical, both in prose and verse, some
all verse, some all prose, some mixed, partly prose

and partly verse ; also some morals and some dia-

logues, but they are as the advantage loaf of bread
to the baker's dozen ; and a true story at the latter

end, wherein there is no feigning." It was pub-
lished in 1656.

"Nature's sternest painter, yet the
best." Line 842 of Byron's English Bards and
Scotch Reviewers (q.v.). The description is applied

to Crabbe, the poet (q.v.).

Nature's Three Daughters—Beauty,
Love, and Wit. A comedy, in two parts, by
Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle (1624—1673).

"Nature's (Tired) sweet restorer,
bahny sleep."

—

^Young, Night Thoughts, night i.,

line 1.

Naturis Berum, De. See Neckham.

Naufragium Joculare. A Latin comedy
by Abraham Cowley (1618—1667), written in

1638, when the author was at Cambridge, "but
without due attention," says Johnson, "to the

ancient models, for it is not loose verse, but mere
prose." .It was translated by Charles Johnson
(1660—1744) in his Fortune in her Wits (1705).

Naunton, Sir Robert, statesman (b. 1563,

d. 1635), wrote Fragmenta Regalia: an account of

Queen Elizabeth and some of the worthies of her

reign, which possesses much interest and value.

It was first printed in 1641. The best edition is

that published by Caulfield, with a Life, in 1814.

See Retrospective Review, vol. v.
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" Way, but you, you do not love her."
First line of a Song by Robert, Bkownino, which
ends :

—

" This tress, and this, I touch,
But cannot praise. 1 love so much I

"

"Wesera's hair, The tangles of." —
Milton, Lycidas, line 69.

Weal, Daniel (b. 1678, d. 1743), wrote a
Eistory of New JEngland (1720), and a Sistory of
the Puritans (1732), besides numerous Sermons.

Weal, John. See O'Catakaot, John.

" Weat-handed Phyllis, The."—Milton,
L'Allegro, line 86.

Weaves (Lord), Charles Neaves, Scotch
judge of Session (b. 1800, d. 1876), wrote ;Som^s and
Verses (1869), by "An Old Contributor" to Maga
(q.v.). Among these are some of the most success-

ful jeux d'esprit of late years, including " The
Origin of Species," " The Origin of Language,"
" Stuart MiU on Mind and Matter," and others.

Lord Neaves also wrote a work on The Greek An-
thology, besides other miscellanies.

" Weoessity invented stools,"—Cowpee,
Tlie Task ("The Sofa "), book i., line 86—

" ConTenlence next suggested elbow chairs."

" Wecessity, the mother of invention."—FAnauHAK, The Twin Rivals, act i.

"Wecessity! thou mother of the
world." See "Mothek op the world."

" Wecessity's sharp pinch."—-S'% Lear,
act ii., scene 4.

Weckan, The. A lyric by Matthew Arnold
(b. 1822).

"In smnmer, on tlie headlands.
The Baltic sea along,

Sits Neckan with Ms harp of gold.
And sings Ms plaintive song."

Weckham, Alexander (b. 1157, d. 1217),
was the author of De Naturis Merwm, a poem in
ten books; also, of some grammatical and theo-
logical works. See Wright's Biographia Britannica
Ziteraria.

" Wectared sweets, A perpetual feast
of."

—

Milton, Comus, line 480.

Weedham, Marchmont, one of the earliest

'journalists in England (b. 1620, d. 1678), was editor

successiTely of the Mercurius Britanhicus (1643),
the Mercurius Fragmaticus (1647), and the Mer-
curius Politieus (1649). Anthony h, "Wood calls

him "the Goliath of the Philistines, the great
enemy of the late usurper [Cromwell], whose pen
in comparison with others was like a weaver's
beam. He was a person endowed with quick
natural parts, was a good humanitarian, poet, and
boon-droU." See Chahnera's Biographical Dic-
tionary.

Weedle's Excellency, The :
" or, a new

Book of Patterns, with a poem by John Taylor
in Praise of the Needle." Published in 1640.

Extracts from the poem may be read in Brydges'
Censura Ziteraria and Sestituta.

"Weedless Alexandrine ends the
song, A." See "Alexandrine ends the sono."

"Weedy knife-grinder, whither are
you going f " First line of Canning's Friend of
Humanity and the Knife Grinder, a humorous poem,
contributed to The Anti-Jacobim Feview (q.v).

"Wegleet (Such sweet) more taketh
me,"—JoNSON, The Silent Woman, act i., scene 5

—

"Than all the adulteries of art

;

They strilce mine eyes, but not my heart."

" Weither here nor there, 'Tis." See
" Hebe nor there."

Well, Iiittle. The heroine of Dickens's
novel of The Old Curiosity Shop (q.v.) ; " a beau-
titiil and delicate creation," whose " devotion to
her grandfather, and child-like wisdom, sharpened
to an unnatural extent, are beautiful," says a
critic, "in the extreme. The poetry of her
death is stiU finer, and the very prose, if but
divided into lines, will, as Mr. Home pointed out
in The New Spirit of the Age, form that kind of
gracefully irregular blank verse which Southey
and Shelley have used. The following is from the
description of Little Nell's funeral, without the
alteration of a word :

—

" When Death strikes down the innocent and young.
From every fragile form, from which he lets

The i)arting spirit free,
A hundred virtues rise.

In shape of Mercy, Charity, and Love,
To walk tbe world and bless it.

Of every tear
That sorrowing Nature sheds on such green graves,
Some good is bom, some gentle nature comes.'

"

Wello. The barber in George Eliot's novel
oi Fomola (q.v.).

Welson, Eobert, devotional writer (b. 1656,
d. 1715), wrote .4 Companion for the Festivals and
Fasts of the Church of England (1704), The
Practice of True Devotion (1708), The Great Duty
of Frequenting the Christian Sacrifice (1714), The
Whole Duty of a Christian (1727), and other
works. See the Life by Seoretan.

Wemesis of Faith, The. See Froude,
James Anthony.

Wennius. See Historia Britondm.

Werissa, in The Merchant of Venice (q.v.), is

"a clever, confidential waiting woman" to Portia
(q.v.), "who has caught a little of her mistress's

elegance of romance."

Weronis. The heroine of Clyomon and
Clamydes (q.v.), who follows her love in the guise of

a page, alter the manner of one of Shakespeare's
female characters.

Wesse, Christopher, Nonconformist writer

(b. 1621, d. 1705), wrote The Sistory and Mystery

of the Old and New Testaments logically discussed

and theologically improved (1690

—

6), and other

works. See the Zife by Silver.
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Netter, Thomas, of Walden (b. 1380, d.

1430), wrote Doctrinale Antiquitatum EcolesicB, and
compiled FascietUi Zizaniorum, both in controversy
against John WyclifEe. See Morley's English
Writers, II., i., 385—8.

Nettle for Nice Noses, A. See Catharos.

"Never believe me if I love."

—

The
Careless Lover, by Sir John Suckling (1609

—

1641).

"Never ending, still beginning."—
iyK'nms,AlexaMder's Feast, line 101.

" Never mention her ; Oh no! we,"—
Eirst line of a famous song by Thomas Ha'KNEs
Bayly (1797—1839)—

" Her name is never heard

;

My lips are now forljid to speak
Tliat once familiar word."

" Never told her love, Bhs."—Twelfth
Night, act ii., scene 4.

Neville, Henry, writer and politician (d.

1694), wrote Plato Redivivus: or, a Dialogue con-

cerning Government (1681 and 1768), and Shuffling,

Cutting, and Dealing, in a Game at Picquet, a poli-

tical drama, printed in 1669.

Neville, Bichard Griffin. See Beay-
SBOOKE, BaKON.

New Bath Guide, The. A satirical poem,
by Chkibtophbr Anstey (1724—1805), published

in 1766, and written throughout ia a light, easy,

conversational tone. It describes the social life of

the day with much vigour and vraisemblance, and
was of great assistance to Smollett in the composi-
tion of his Humphrey Clinker. Barham was pro-

bably indebted to it for many of the ludicrous

rhymes in his Ingoldsby Legends. The following is

a specimen of its style ;

—

** The company made a most hrlUlant appearance.
And ate bread and butter with great perseverance.
AU the chocolate, too, that my lord set before 'em.
The ladles despatched with the utmost decorum."

On its first appearance, the poet Gray wrote:
" Have you read The New Bath Guide ? It is

the only thing in fashion, and is a new and original

Mnd of humour." Horace Walpole wrote, about
the same time : " There is a new thing published
which will make you split your cheeks with
laughter. It is called The New Bath Guide. It

is a set of letters in verse, describing the life at

Bath, and, incidentally, everything else, but so

much wit, so much humour, fun, and poetry, never
met together before."

New Foundling Hospital for Wit,
The. A collection of Jeux d'esprit in verse, pub-
lished in 1784.

New Inn, The. A comedy by Ben Jonson,

produced on January 19, 1630, and overwhelmed
Wthe storm of hostility which it provoked. See

GOODBTOCK THE HoST.

New - Married Student that Played
Fast and Iioose, On a. Lines in Tottel'a

Miscellany (1557), attributed by Warton to Sir

Thomas More, and remarkable as being probably
the first pointed epigram in the language.

New Timon,The. A poem, partly narrative
and partly satirical, published by Edwabd, Lord
Lytton in 1845. It is a romance of London, and
includes sketches of some of the leading writers
and other notabilities of the time, marked by
more cleverness than truth. Among others, Ten-
nyson was spoken of as "Schoolmiss Alfred,"
and his poetry described as

"a jingling medley of purloined conceits,
Out-babying Wordsworth and out-gUttering Eeats."

The result was a response from Tennyson, who
printed in the columns of Ptmch for February,
1846, a series of stinging lines, of which the fol-

lowing are specimens :

—

*' What—it's yon.
The padded man that wears the stays—

*' Who killed the girls and thrilled the boys
With dandy pathos when you wrote

!

A Lion, you, that made a noise
And shook a mane en papilUjtes. . . .

" But men of long-enduring hopes,
And careless what this hour may bring.

Can pardon little would-be Popes
And Brummels, when they try to sting. . . .

" What profits now to understand
The merits of a spotless shirt—

A dapper boot—a little band-
it half the little soul Is dirt? . , .

*'A Tlmon you I Nay, nay, for shame

:

It looks too arrogant a jest—
The fierce old man—to take his name.
You bandbox. Off, and let him rest."

See Alcibiades.

New Way to Pay Old Debts, A. A
comedy by Philip Massingeb, produced about
1620, and printed in 1633. The story illustrates the
signal retribution which often befalls the unjust
extortioner. The leading character is Sir Giles

Overreach (q.v.).

"New Zealand, Some traveller from."
The hero of a famous passage in Macaulay's Essays
(on Eanke's History of the Popes), where the writer

prophesies that the Eoman Catholio Church "may
still exist in undiminished vigour, when some tra-

veller from New Zealand shall, in the midst of a
vast solitude, take his stand on a broken arch of

London Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul's."

A similar image had been employed by the same
writer in 1824 in the concluding paragraph of a
review of Mitford's Greece, and he employed it in

1829 in a review of Mill's Essay on Government.

See, also, Volney's Ruins, chap. ii. ; Horace Wal-
T^^ls'a Letter to Mason, Nov. 24, 1774; Henry Kirke-

White's Time; and Shelley's Dedication to Peter

Bell.

Newbury, William of. See William op
Newbdry.

Newcastle, Duchess of, Margaret Caven-
dish, poet, dramatist, and miscellaneous writer

fb. 1624, d. 1673), published Philosophical Fancies

(1653) ; Poems and Fancies (1653) ; Philosophical

and Physical Opinions (1655), (q.v.) ; The World's

Olio (1665) ; Nature's Picture drawn i;
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Fencil (1656), (q.v.) ; P%s(1662—8); Orations of
Divers Sorts (1662) ; Philosophical Letters (1664)

;

CGXI. Sociable Letters (1664) ; Observations uponJEx-

perimental Philosophy (1666) ; The Life of William
Cavendish, Dulse of Newcastle (1667) ; and Grounds

of Natural Philosophy (1668). Her Select Foems
were edited and published by Sir Egerton Brydges
in 1813. Her Life is contained in A true Re-
lation of the Birth, fc., of Margaret Cavendish,

Dutchess of Newcastle, written by Herself, and pub-
lished, with a critical preface by Brydges, in 1814.

See Horace Walpole's Soyal and Noble Authors.

See next paragraph.

Newcastle, Duke of, WiUiam Cavendish,

husband of the preceding, published, in 1657, La
Mahode et Invention nouvelle de dresser les chevaux,

which was translated into English, and published

in 1667. The duke died in 1676, and his bio-

graphy was written by the famous Lord Claren-

don. " The duchess," says Horace Walpole, " has

left another [published in 1667], more difiuse,

indeed, but not less entertaining. It was equally

amusing to hear her sometimes compare her lord to

Julius Csesar, and oftener to acquaint you with
such anecdotes as in what sort of coach he went to

Amsterdam. The touches on her own character

are inimitable. She says that it pleased God to

command his servant Nature to endue her with a
poetical and philosophical genius, even from her
birth." Charles Lamb speaks highly of the Life.

Ifeweomb, Thomas, poet (b. 1675, d. 1766),

wrote The Library (1718), The Last Judgtnent

(1723), and an Ode on the Success of the British

Arms at the close of Seven Years' War in 1763.

IfewCOine, Colonel, in The Newcomes (q.v.),

is "the finest portrait," sayS Hannay, "that has
been added to the gallery of English fiction since

Sir Walter's time. The pathos, at once manly and
delicate, with which his ruin and death are treated,

places Thackeray in the very highest rank of poetic

humorists."

Ifewoome, Sthel, in Thackeray's novel,

is the niece of Colonel Newcome and cousin to

Clive, whom she loves, and by whom she is beloved.
" Ethel Newcome," says Hannay, " who is at once
as clever as Beatrix [Castlewood, q.v.], and as good
as Laiiia (q.v.), disposes at once of the old clurge
that all the writer's good women are geese."

irewconie, Sir Barnes, in Thackeray's
novel, is " the very essence of worldliness of the

nineteenth century type."

BTewCOmejWilliani, Archbishop of Armagh
(b. 1729, d. 1800), wrote An Harmony of the Gos-

pels, Our Lorffs Conduct as an Instructor, An
Improved Version of the Minor Prophets, and other

works.

Ifewcomen, Matthew (d. 1666), was one of

the five Nonconforming divineswho,in 1641, replied

to Bishop Hall's Remonstrance for JEpiscopacy. See

Smectymnuws.

Newcomes, The : " IVTemoirs of a Most
Respectable Family," by William Makepeace
Thackeray ; written by him in the character of

"Arthur Pendennis, Esq.," and published, in a serial

form, in 1856. The hero is Clive Newcome, a

yoimg artist, son of Colonel Newcome (q.v.), and
cousin of Ethel Newcome (q.v.), whom he marries

after the death of his first wife, Eosa Mackenzie.

Among the other characters are the Comte de
Florae (q.v.), Charles Honeyman (q.v.), "J.J."
(q.v.), Fred Bayham (q.v.). Lady Kew, Jack Bel-

size, Dr. Gx)odenough, and others.

Newdigate, Sir Eoger (b. 1719, d. 1806),

was the founder of the Newdigate Prize for Eng-
Ush verse iu Oxford University. The prize has fre-

quently been gained by men afterwards famous in

English Uterature.

Newe-Yere G-ift (Ane) to the Quene,
when sche came first hame. A poem by
Alexander Soot, printed in 1562, and less valuable

as poetry than for the information it affords us

concerning an important period of Scottish history.

Ifewell, Robert H. See Kekk, Orpheus C.

Ifewes from any Whence : "or, Old
Truth, under a Supposall of Noveltie, Occasioned

by divers Essaies, and private passages of Wit,
between sundrie Gentlemen upon that subject."

By Sir Thomas Overeury; first printed in 1614.

This is anumber of short epigrams andapophthegms,
arranged under such headings as Newesfrom Cowrt,

Answers to the Court Newes, and so on.

Ifewes from Ipswich: "discovering cer-

taine late detestable Practices of some domineering
Lordly Prelates." A work by William Pbynne
(1600—1699), which, published in 1637, roused, by
its vehement aspersions of the Bishops, the indig-

nation of Archbishop Laud, and made the writer

amenable to the jurisdiction of the Star Chamber.
He was condemned to pay a fine of £5,000, to

stand in the pillory, to have his ears cut off, to be
branded on both cheeks with the letters S. L.
(seditious libeller), and to be expelled from his

profession of the law ; and, after a short imprison-
ment at Carnarvon, he was conveyed to Mount
Orgeuil Castle, in the Island of Jersey, where he
composed some Divine and Profitable Meditations,

with other Poems, which were published in 1641.

Ifewfangle, Niehol. See Like Wnx TO
Like, &c.

Hewgate G-arland, The. A ballad on
Blake (or Blueskin)'s attack upon Jonathan Wild
in 1725. It was written by John Gay.

Newlight, Aristarchus. The nom de

plvme under which Archbishop Whately (1787

—

1863) published a little work in ridicule of Ger-
man neologism.

"Ifew-made honour."
(New-made.)"

See "Honour
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XTewman, Arthlir. See Pleasuke's Vision,

&c.

Newman, Francis Williani, miscellaneous
writer (b. 1805), is the author of The Human Soul:
its Sorrows and Aspirations (1849); Fhases of Faith:
Passages from My Own Creed (1850) ; A Church
of the Future {185i); Theism: Doctrinal and Frac-
iical (IS5S); Miscellanies: Academical and Historical

(1869) ; and many other works.

Newman, John Henry, D.D. (h. 1801),
has published, among other works. Parochial
Sermons (1838—44) ; Sermons on Subjects of the Bay
(1844); The Theory of Seligious Belief a&ii) ; The
Development of Christian Doctrine (1846); Loss and
Gain: the Story of a Convert (1848); The Office

and Work of Universities (1854—6); Sermons
Preached on Various Occasions (1857); Apologia pro
Vitd Sud (1864); Poems (1868); The Grammar of
Assent (1870) ; and Mr. Gladstone's "Expostulation "

(1875). See Apologia pro Vita Sua.

"News (Evil) rides fast." See "Evil
NEWS."

News, The Staple of. A comedy by Ben
JoNSON, produced in 1625, and one of his most
felicitous efforts.

Newspapers generally have their origin

traced to the Acta Diurna of Kome, a kind of official

gazette, issued under the management and autho-
rity of the government, and posted up in prominent
places of the city, where those who ran might read.

These Acta obtained both under the republic and
the empire, and furnished the citizens with a suf-

ficiently full and interesting account of what was
going on, not only at home but abroad. On
the same day it would be recorded, for example,
that thirty boys and forty girls had been bom
on a certain estate at Cuma; that a slave had
been put to death for uttering disrespectful words
against his master ; and that a fire had broken out
on the previous evening in Pompey's gardens.

The Acta Diurna were really the newspapers of

Home, being in many respects more complete than
their modem successors. Their contents included
a list of births and deaths, an account of sums paid
into the Treasury, the edicts of the magistrates,
reports of trials, news of foreign wars, and items
in regard to all matters of municipal interest.

They were discontinued, however, on the downfall
of the empire, and mediaeval Europe had to depend
for its intelligence upon private letters and the

news brought by word of mouth. Only when
printing become known and general did the news-
paper reappear to perform its ancient functions.

We hear then, in the fifteenth century, of news-
sheets, styled, Selationers, or Neu^ Zeitwng, as ap-
pearing at many of the German and Austrian
towns, by-and-by spreading, as was natural, to

Venice, where the official Notizie Scritte, practically

identical with the Roman Acta, were to be obtained
for a small coin called gazetta, whence, it is said,

our now familiar and widespread word "gazette."

It was not untU the seventeenth century that the
British Isles became acquainted with a newspaper.
It was at one time thought that the Elizabethan
age boasted an English Mercuric, copies of which
were reputed to be existing, but were speedily
discovered to be only forgeries. It is now gene-
rally accepted that the first English newspaper,
worthy of the name, was that published in 1622 by
Nathaniel Butter, under the name of The Certaime
News of the Present Week. Pamphlets on political

questions, and containing some amount of intel-

ligence, had before this been published in a
printed form, but no newspaper, strictly so called,

had, we are told, issued from any printing-press.

The example, however, once set, was of course
quickly followed, and the reign of Charles I.

was signalised by the appearance of a flood of
news-sheets, rendered interesting by the struggle
between King and Parliament, and rejoicing in an
infinite number of variations upon popular titles.

Mercurius was one of these, and gave birth to the
Mercwius Aulieus, the Mercurius Mastix, the Mer-
curius Democritus, the Mercurius Acheronticus, and
the Uke. Intelligencer was another, and produced
The King's Intelligencer, The Scots' Intelligencer, The
Public Intelligencer, and so on. The papers natu-
rally ranged themselves under the two parties, and
whilst the Royalists rejoiced in their organs, the
Republicans had The Parliament's Scout, The Par-
liaments Scout's Discovery, and The Parliament Kite.

There was, however, not much news in any of

them ; but there was plenty of political rancour,
which eventually grew to such proportions that a
censorship of the press, at first not thought of, and
afterwards abolished, came to be considered neces-

sary. This was in the time of Charles II., in
whose reign The London Gazette, which still exists,

first took its rise. Originally it was The Oxford
Gazette, so called because published at Oxford,
where the Court had fled from the plague in 1665.

The London Gazette followed in 1666. The first

daily paper in England was not, however, issued

until 1695, when The Post-Boy, as it was called,

existed for three days, to be followed in 1702 by
The Daily Courant, which had a much longer life.

Even at this time, the newspapers started indulged

in eccentric names, such as The Morning Mercury:
or, a Farce ofFools (1700); and The British Apollo:

or, Curious Amusements for the Ingenious (1708).

In 1704 appeared The Review of the Affairs of
State, edited by Daniel Defoe (q.v.), who in 1706

altered the title to A Review of the State of the

English Nation, and published this paper three

times instead of only once weekly. In 1715 came
The London Post, notable as the periodical in which
Eobinson Crusoe first appeared ; also. The Spectator

(not Addison's), The Medley, and The Censor. In
1724, The St. James's Post and Evening Post became
absorbed in The St. James's Chronicle, which was
itself eventually incorporated with the Press. The

Craftsman appeared in 1726, The Grub Street

Journal va. 1731, and The Generous London Morning
Advertiser, so called because given away gratis, ia
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1738. It was not, nevertlieless, the first joumal
distributed for nothing, for we read that that was the

case with The Domestick Intelligencer, imueiia 1679.

In 1678 the Mercuriua Librarius hecame the fore-

rmmer of the literary
' journals. All Alive and

Merry: or, the London Daily Fost appeared in 1749.

Ten years afterwards came The Public Ledger, to

which Groldsmith (q.v.) was a contributor. In 1762
Smollett published his Briton, and Wilkes his

North Briton (q.v.). The history ,of the metro-
politan press may after this be traced by giving

the more noticeable papers, dead or living, in the

order of their first publication:

—

The Morning
Chronicle (1769), The Morning Post (1772), The
Morning Herald (1780), The Daily Universal Re-
gister (178S, becoming The Times in 1788), The
Sim (1792), The Courier (1792), The Morning
Advertiser (1796), Bell's Weekly Messenger (1796),

The Anti-Jacobin (1798), The Weekly Dispatch

(1801), The Globe (1803), John Bull {1820), the Sun-
day Times (1822), The Standard (1827), The Record

(1828), The Court Journal (1829), The True Sun
(1832), The Constitutional (1836), The Era (1838),

The News of the World (1843), The Daily News
(1846), Lloyd's Newspaper (1853).- The Daily Tele,

graph (1856), The Morning Star (1856), The City

Press (1857), Th£ Pall Mall Gazette (1865), and The
Echo (1868). The first English provincial news-
paper appears to have been the Mercurius Aulicus,

published at Birkenhead in 1642, and followed, at

Bristol, in 1664, by the Mercurius Hibernicus. The
Worcester Journal was originally issued in 1690,

The Stamford Mercury in 1695, Tlie Newcastle
Courant in 1711, The Liverpool Courant in 1711,

The Sereford Journal in 1713, The York Mercury
in 1713, The Leeds Mercury in 1718, The Reading
Mercury in 1723, The Ipswich Journal in 1725,

The Manchester Gazette in 1730, The Birmingham
Gazette in 1741, and The Bath Journal in 1744.

Farther down we need not go, for it would be
impossible to enumerate within a reasonable space

the dates of the many admirable newspapers which
have appeared out of London from 1744 till now.
Turning to Scotland, we find the Mercurius Poli-

ticus named as the first paper published there,

having been issued, ia 1653, by Oliver CromweU,
and being succeeded in 1661 by the Mercurius
Caledonius. The Edinburgh Gazette first appeared
in 1699, The Edinbu/rgh Courant (not the present

paper) in 1795, The Scots Courant in 1706, The
Edinburgh Flying Post in 1708, The Scots Postman
in 1709, The Evening Courant (the present Edin-
burgh Courant) in 1718, The Caledonian Mercury in

1720, The Scotsman in 1817, and The Witness in

1840. The first Irish newspaper of any kind was
The Dublin News-letter (1685) ; the first daily was
Pue's Occmrences (1700). In India the first news-
paper was Sicking' s Gazette (1781); in Australia,

The Sydney Gazette (1803); in America, The Boston
News-letter (1704)—TAe Daily Sun (1833) being,

however, the first American daily. The increase

of newspapers of late years is shown by the fact

that, between 1850—60, 467 papers were started;

between 1861—70, 464; and between 1871^,
249. It is obvious, therefore, that the majority of

our journals are not very old, though there are

still five pubUoations in existence which date from
before 1700—the London and Edinburgh Gazettes

(1665 and 1699), Berrow's Worcester Journal (1690),

The Stamford Mercury (1695), and The Course of

the Exchange (1697). The numerous class journals

adapted to the wants of every interest in the

country, can only be alluded to. In this category

must be included all purely literary, medical,

religious, military and naval, agricultural, com-
mercial, and other journals, which have multiplied

wonderfully of late years. A great impetus to

newspapers was, of course, given in 1865, when
the stamp duty was abolished, and when they were
enabled so largely to reduce their prices. A still

greater impetus was given in 1861, when the paper
duty was also repealed, and paved the way for the

almost endless multiplication of every sort and size

of periodical. The introduction of telegraphy was
also a benefit, the extent of which can now hardly
be estimated, so accustomed are we to the fuU
telegraphic reports which meet us every morning.
For particulars of the story briefly sketched in tlus

article, see Andrews' Sistory ofJournalism, Hunt's
Fourth Estate, Grant's Newspaper Press, and the
various Press Guides.

Newspapers Thirty-five Years Ago.
One of the Last Essays of Elia, by Chakles Laub
(1775—1834), published in 1833.

ITewton Porster. A novel by Captain

Marryat, originally published in The Metropolitan

Magazine, the editorship of which he accepted in

1832.

Uewton, John, devotional writer (b. 1722,

d. 1807), published Messiah : Fifty Expository

Discourses (1786) ; Cardiplumia : or. Utterance of
the Heart (1781), (q.v.) ; and, in conjunction with
Cowper the poet, the Olney Hymns (q.v.).

TTewton, Sir Isaac, mathematician and
natural philosopher (b. 1642, d. 1727), wrote Prin-

cipia Philosophic Naturalis Mathematica (1687),

(q.v.); Quadrature of Curves (1700); Opticks (llOi)

;

Arithmetica Universalis (1707) ; Analysis per Quan-

titatum Series {1711); De Mundi Systemate {1728)

;

Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms (1728) ; Obser-

vations on the Prophecies of Daniel (1733); The

Method of Fluxions and Infinite Series (1736)

;

Opusculata Mathematica (1744) ; and other works,

published by Bishop Horsley in 1779—85, under

the title of Opera quae extant omnia. The Life of

Newton has been written by Fontenelle (1728V

Frisi (1778), Biot (1822), De Morgan (1833^,

WheweU (1836), and Sir David Brewster (1855).

His Correspondence with Professor Cotes appeared in

1850.

Newton, Sir Isaac, To the Memory of.

A poem by James Thomson (1700—1748), pub-

lished in 1727, and written, says Johnson, " as an

exact philosopher by the instruction of Mr. Gray."
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Newton, Thomas t<i- 1607), translated the
Thebaia of Seneca (q.v.), and edited other works by
the same author. A list of his fugitive pieces is

given in Ritson's Bibliographia Foetiea; among
them heing Atropoion Delion (q.v.) ; Itosa, E^salynd,
and JRosmari/ (q.v.) ; and a History of the Saracens.
See Warton's History of English Foetry and Wood's
Athena Oxonienses.

Newton, Thomas, Bishop of Bristol (b.

1704, d. 1782), edited Paradise Lost, with notes of
various authors, in 1749, and published a corre-
sponding edition of Paradise Regained in 1752.
His Dissertations on the Prophets appeared in 1754;
his complete Works, with memoir, in 1782.

NiccolS, Bichard, poet (temp. Elizabeth and
James I.), wrote The Guckow (1607) ; England's
Eliza, and a Winter Night's Vision (1610) ; The
Twynms Tragedye (1611) ; The Three Sisters' Tears

(1613) ; The Furies (1614) ; Virtue's Encomium
(1614) ; Monodia (1615) ; London's Artillery (1616)

;

Sir Thomas Overberrie's Vision (1616) ; and The
Beggar's Ape. In 1610 he published a revised
edition of The Mirror for Magistrates (q.v.). See
Wood's Athena Oxonienses and Warton's History

of English Poetry.

" Nice than wise. More."—Cowper, On
Mutual Forbearance.

Nice Wanton. An old moral-play, in which
Iniquity is the leading character, and of which the
moral may be gathered from the explanatory
verses on the title-page :

—

•* Wherein ye may see
Three braunches of an yll tree.
The mother and her chyldren three,
Twoo naught, and one godlye.

"Early sharpe that wyU be thome.
Soon yll that wyll be naught

;

To be naueht better unborne.
Better unfed than naughtely taught."

The mother is Xantippe, a scold; the "twoo
naught" are Ismael and Dalilah ; and the "one
godlye" is Barnabas, the iU-treated son. The
piece is dated 1660, and concludes with a song, of

which the following are the concluding verses :

—

•* What iB the practice of a conBcience pure?
To love and fear God, and other allure.
And for his sake to help his neighbour

:

Then may he well be merry.
" What shall we have, that can and will do this?
After this life everlasting bliss,

Tet not by desert, but by gift, i-wis

;

There God make us all merry."

See Collier's Dramatic Poetry and Dodsley's Old
Plays, ed. Hazlitt, ii., 160—184.

Niehol, John, IiL.D., Professor of English
Literature in Glasgow "University (b. 1833), has
pubHshed Fragments of Criticism (1860) ; Hannibal, a
poetical drama (1872) ; Tables of English Literature

(1877) ; and numerous articles in the Eneyclopadia
Sritanniea, and the reviews.

Niehol,John Pringle,LL.D., Professor of

AstronomyinGlasgowUniversity(b. 1804, d. 1859),
was the author of The Architecture of the Heavens

(1836), The Solar System, The Stellar Heavens, The
Dictionary of the Physical Sciences, and many other

miscellaneous writings.

Niehol Newfangle. See Like Will to
Like.

Nicholas de Guildford (circa 1197). See
Owl and the'Nightingale, The.

Nicholas Nickleby. See Nicklbby,
Nicholas.

Nicholas, St. See St. Nicholas.

Nieholls, WUliam, D.D., controversial
writer (b. 1664, d. 1712), wrote A Commentary on
the Book of Common Prayer (1710) ; A Conference
with a Theist (1723) ; The Religion of a Prince, A
Short History of Socinianism, and Defensio Ecclesia
Anglicana (q.v.).

Nichols, John, literary editor and collector
(b. 1744, d. 1826), published Brief Memoirs of Mr.
Bowyer (1778); Biographical Anecdotes of William
Hogarth (1781) ; Anecdotes of Bowyer ami many of
his Literary Friends (1782) ; The Progresses and
Public Processions of Queen Elizabeth (1788—1807)

;

The History and Antiquities of theTown and County
of Leicester (1795—1815); Literary Anecdotes of the
Eighteenth Century (1812—15), (q.v.) ; Illustrations

of the Literary History of the Eighteenth Century
(1817—S8); Progresses, Processions, and Magni-
ficent Festivities of King James the First, ^e.

(1828) ; editions of the Letters of Sir EicliMd
Steele and Bishop Atterbury ; Tlie Bibliotheca

Topographica Britannica; and many other works, a
list of which may be' read in The Gentleman's
Magazine for December, 1826. In that number
appeared a Memoir of John Nichols, by Alexander
Chalmers, and some brief memorials were printed,

for private circulation, in 1804.

Nichols, John Bowyer, sou of the pre-
ceding (b. 1779, d. 1863), edited the fifth, sixth,

seventh, and eighth volumes of the Illustrations, and
published Anecdotes of Hogarth (1833), Historical
Notices of Fonthill and its Abbey, London Pageants,
The London Guildhall, Collectanea Topographica and
Genealogica ; and other works.

Nichols, John Gough, son of the pre-

ceding (b. 1806), was, like his grandfather, editor

of The Gentleman's Magazine, and published Auto-
graphs of Personages Conspicuous in English His-
tory (1829), besides editing various works for the
Camden Society and the Roxburgh Club.

Nicholson, Margaret, Posthumous
Fragments of: "being Poems found among
the Papers of that noted Female, who attempted
the life of the King in 1786." This little volume,
published in 1810, under the editorship of " John
Fitzvictor," was the work of Percy Bysshe Shelley

and Thomas Jefferson Hogg, and intentionally

characterised by the wildest extravagance. " This
farrago of burlesqued revolutionary commonplaces
was accepted," says W. M. Eossetti, "in good
faith, and even admired, by university men."

Nicholson, William, Archbishop of Cashel

(b. 1655, d. 1727), published Leges Marchiarum:
or, Borders Laws ; and Historical Libraries—of
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England (1714), Scotland (1702), and Ireland

(1724). The last three were re-published, in

it corrected and amended form, in. 1736. His
Letters on Various Subjects were edited by Nichols

in 1809 ; and among his minor works are A Trea-

tise on the Laws of the Anglo-Saxons, A Description

of Folcmd and Denmark, and some pamphlets on
the Bangorian controTersy.

INicholson, WUliaill. See Brownie of

Blednoch.

Niekleby, IN'icIlolas. A novel by Charles
Dickens (1812—1870), the first monthly number
of which appeared on March 31, 1838. It ex-

tended to twenty numbers, and was issued in a

complete form in 1839. In the preface the author

mentions how he first came to hear of the gross

mismanagement carried on in the Yorkshire

schools, which he afterwards described in the novel,

and how he determined to go down and see what
they were like. His description is too lengthy to

be quoted here, but, mdike most prefaces, should

be read before the body of the work. Niclwlas

NicTcleby was very successful, and is said to have
brought the writer £3,000. Sydney Smith, writing

to Sir George Philips in 1838, said :—" McMehy
is very good. I stood out against Mr. Dickens as

long as I could, but he has conquered me." A
dramatic version of the novel, by Mrs. Edward
Stirling, was produced in the same year at the

Adelphi, London. Among the characters are Mrs.,

Kate, and Ralph Nickleby; Smike (q.v.); Newman
Noggs (q.v.) ; Squeers (q.v.) ; Sir Mulberry Hawk
(q.v.) ; the Brothers Cheeryble (q.v.) ; John Brow-
die (q.v.) ; Lord Verisopht (q.v.) ; Arthur Gride
(q.v.) ; Crummies (q.v.) ; Miss La Creevy (q.v.)

;

liUyvick (q.v.) ; and MantaUni (q.v.).

Xfieodenius. A miracle-play, founded on
the apocryphal gospel of that name, and con-

sidered to be the oldest extant specimen of that

kind of composition, and is to be found among the

Harleian MSS. (No. 2253) in the British Museum.
It is ascribed by Collier to the earlier part of

Edward III.'s reign. It is foimded on the six-

teenth chapter of the gospel referred to, and
relates to the descent of Christ into hell, to

liberate from thence Adam, Eve, John the Baptist,

and the Prophets.

Nicolas, Sir Nicholas Harris, genea-

logist and antiquarian (b. 1799, d. 1848), pub-
lished, among other works, a Life of William

Davison (1823) ; Notitia Sistorica (1824) ; A
Synopsis of the Feerage of England (1825) ; Testa-

menta Vetusta (1826) ; History of the Town and
School of Rughy (1827); Lives of Isaah Walton and
Charles Cotton (1837); Sistory of the Orders of
Knighthood of the British Empire (1842) ; and Life

and Times of Sir Christopher Satton (1847). Sir

Harris for some time edited The Retrospective

Review.

Nicoll, Robert, Scottish poet (b. 1814, d.

1837), published his first and last volume of Poems
in 1835. Since then it has passed into several

editions. Nicoll was editor of The Leeds Times from
1835 to 1837. His verse was fuU of promise.

Nigel, The Fortunes of. A novel by Sir

Walter Soott, published in 1822.

Nigelus Wireker, precentor of Canterbury

(circa 1190). See Speculum Stultorum.

Night. A poem by Charles Churchill
(1731—1764), in the form of an Epistle to Robert

Lloyd, and intended as a vindication of his course

of life. " The philosophy of this poem," says

Hannay, "is the philosophy of what we now
call Bohemianism, and rests on the principle that

the vices of a generous man are better than those

of a hypocrite ; as if no third alternative were
possible, and mankind were divided into good
fellows who were profligate, and prudent, decorous
men without wit or heart."

Night. A poem by James Montqomery (1771—1854), beginning:

—

" NlgM Is the time for rest

;

How sweet, when labours close.
To gather round an achlnjz breast

The curtain of repose.

Night and Morning. A novel by Edwakd,
Lord Lytton, published in 1841.

" Night ! How beautiful is." See " How
beautiful is night!"

Night, On. A sonnet by Joseph Blanco
White (1775—1841), considered by some critics

the best in the language. It begins :

—

"Mysterious Night I when our first parent knew
Thee from report divine, and heard thy name.
Did he not tremble for this lovely frame.

This glorious canopy of light and blue ?

"

Night Piece on Death, The. A reflective

poem by Thomas Paknell. Goldsmith seems to

have preferred it to Gray's Elegy.

Night Side of Nature, The : " or, Ghosts

and Ghost Seers." A collection of mysterious

stories by Mrs. Catherine Crowe (b. 1800), pub-
lished in 1848, some of them derived from the

German, and others from supernatural events said

to have occurred in England. It is not pretended

that their authenticity is unquestionable, but the

book is, nevertheless, an interesting treasury of

curious narratives, and is still read by those

who naturally delight in details of extraordinary

dreams, presentiments, et id genus omne. The
same may be said of the above authoress's book,

entitled, Light and Darkness : or. Mysteries of Life.

" Night (The), joint labourer with the
day."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 1.

Night Thoughts. See Complaint, The.

Night, To. A lyric by Percy Bysshe
Shelley, written in 1821. It begins:

—

" Swiftly walk over the western wave.
Spirit of Night

!

Out of the misty eastern cave
Where, all the long and lone daylight.
Thou wovest dreams of ioy and fear
Which make thee terrible and dear.

Swift be thy flight I"
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" Niglit's candles are birrned out."—
Someo and Juliet, act iii., scene 6.

Nightingale, Ode to a. This poem, ty
John Keats (1796—1821), "was written," says
Leigh Hunt, " in a house at the foot of Highgate
Hill, on the border of the fields looking towards
Hampstead. The poet had then his mortal illness

upon him, and knew it; never was the voice of

death sweeter."
" Thouwast not born for death. Immortal Bird I

No hungry generations tread thee down

;

The voice I hear this passing night was heard
In ancient days by emperor and clown

:

Perhaps the self-same song that found a path
Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home.

She stood In tears amid the alien corn ;

The same that ofttlmes hath
Oharm'd magic casements, opening on the foam

Of perilous seas. In faery lands forlorn."

Nightingale, The : "a Conversation Poem,"
by Samuel Taylok CoLEaiDOE ; written in April,

1798. In this poem occur the Hues :

—

*'
' Most musical, most melancholy' bird I

A melancholy bird ! Oh, Idle thought I

In nature there Is nothing melancholy."

On this Coleridge commented in the following
note :

—" This passage in Milton is spoken in the
character of a melancholy man, and has therefore

a dramatic propriety. The author makes this

remark to rescue MmseK from the charge of

having alluded with levity to a line in Milton."

See " Most musical, most melancholy."

"Nightingale's high note is heard,
The."—5tkon, Tarisina, stanza i.

Nightmare Abbey. A novel by Thomas
Love Peacock (1785—1867), first published in

1818. Among the characters are Cypress, Flosky,

Glowry, Larynx, Listless, and Scythrop, all of

which see,

Nimrod. The nom de plwim of Chaeles
James Apperley (c[.v.), a well-known sporting

writer.

"Nine-days' wonder. A." A popular

and proverbial expression, to which allusion is

made in John Fletcheu's play entitled The

Noble Gentleman, act iii., scene i, and in Quakles's
Emblems, book i., viii. Hamilton Aide has written

a comedy under this title.

Nine Worthies of London, The : " ex-

plaining the honourable exercise of Armes, the

Vertues of the Valiant, and the Memorable At-
tempts of Magnanimous Minds." A poem by
Eiohaed Johnson (1570— 1630), published in

1592.

Nineveh, The Pall of. A poem by Edwin
Atheestonb (1788—1872), the first six books of

which were published in 1828, and seven additional

books in 1830, the whole being completed in thirty

books in 1847. It received the cordial approbation
of Lord Jeffrey, and is said to have suggested
many hints to the painter Martin for his famous
picture on the same subject.

Ninth Bridgewater Treatise, A, by
Chables Babbagb (1792—1871) ;

published in 1837,

and "designed at once to refute an opinion supposed
to be implied in the first volume of that series

:

that ardent devotion to mathematical studies is

unfavourable to faith ; and also to give specimens
of the defensive aid which the evidences of Chris-
tianity may receive from the science of numbers."

"Ninth part of a hair, I'll cavil on
the."

—

King Henry IV., part i., act iii., scene 1.

" Niobe (Like), all tears."—B«»jfe<, act i.,

scene 2.

" Niobe (The) of nations." — Bykon,
Childe Harold's Filgrimage, canto iv., stanza 79-
This description is applied to Home.

Nipper, Susan, in Dickens's novel of Bom-
bey and Son (q.v.), is servant to Florence Dombey
(q.v.).

" No cloud, no relique of the sunken
day."

—

The Nightingale (q.v.), by Samuel Taylob.
Coleridge.

No Cross, no Crown. A discourse by
William Penn (1644-1718), "showing the

Nature and Discipline of the Holy Christ," and
published in 1669. It is the most popular of the

writer's religious productions, and was written

during his imprisonment in the Tower, where he
had been sent for publishing a book called The

"No hammers fell, no ponderous axes
rung." A line in Hebbr's poem of Palestine

(q.v.), which, together with its companion,

"Like some tall palm the mystic fabric sprang,"

was added by the poet on the suggestion of Sir

Walter Scott that he had neglected to notice how,
in the erection of Solomon's Temple, no tools had
been used. Cowper, in describing the palace of

ice binlt for the Empress Catherine of Russia, had
written in very similar terms {The Task, book v.) :

—

" silently, as a dream, the fabric rose

:

No sound of hammer or of saw was there."

" No jewell'd beauty is my love." A
lyric by Gerald Massey (b. 1828).

" No more of that, Hal, an thou lovest
me."

—

King Henry IV., part i., act ii., scene 4.

"No more shall meads be deck'dwith
flowers."—TAe Protestation, by Thomas Carew
(1589—1639).

" No, no, fair heretic ; it needs must
be." A song by Sir John Suckling (1609-1641).

No Pleasure without Pain. A lyric by
Sir Walter Raleigh, printed in The Paradise of

Dainty Devices (1576). See Hannah's Comtly

Poets.

No Thoroughfare. The title of the Christ-

mas number of All the Year Eound for 1867,

written by Charles Dickens (1812— 1870) ajid

WiLKiE Collins (b. 1824). It was afterwards

dramatised by the authors.
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" No stir in the air, no stir in the sea."
First line of Sodthey's Inchcape Rock.

"So Treasure without Gladness. A
Ijrrio by William Dunbab, printed in Lord
Hailes' Scottish Poems.

No Wit, no Help, like a Woman's.
A comedy by Thomas Middleton, written in 1657.

Noah's Flood. A sacred poem by Michael
Drayton, printed in 1627.

" NobiUty's true badge." See " Mercy
IS," &c.

"NobiLity,Ourold." feENOLAND'sTRusi.

"Noble (A) of Nature's own creat-
ing."—Thomson, Coriolanus, act iii., scene 3.

" Noble (And to be),we'U be good."—
Bishop Percy, Winifreda. So Tennyson {Lady
Clara Vere de Vere)

:

—
*"TlB only noble to be good."

Noble, Mark, antiquarian -writer (d. 1827),
published, among qther works, A Genealogical His-
tory of the Royal Families of Europe {IISI), Memoirs
of the Protectorate House of Cromwell (1784), a His-
tory of the College ofArms (1805), and a continuation
of Granger's Biographical Dictionary of JEngland.

Noble Numbers : " or, Pious Pieces." A
collection of poems by Robert Hebrick, published
in 1647.

"Noblemen, gentlemen, gig-men, and
men." The four classes into which, according to
Cablyle {Essay on Johnson), mankind has been said
to be divided.

" Nobler loves and nobler cares. Who
gave us."

—

^Wordsworth, Personal Talk, stan2a4.

" Nobles and heralds, by your leave,"—^First line of Prior's Epitaph on Himself—
" Here lies what once was Mathew Prior,

' The son of Adam and of Eve

;

Can Stuaxt or Nassau claim higher 1

"

" Noblest mind the best contentment
has, The." A line in Spenser's Paerie Queene,
book i., canto 1, stanza 35.

"Noblest Boman of them aU, This
was the."

—

Julius Caesar, act v., scene 5.

"Noblest work of God, The." See
"Honest man's."

" Nobly, nobly Cape St. Vincent to
the north-west died away. ' First line of Home •

Thoughtsfrom the Sea, a lyric, by Eobert Brown-
ing.

Nobody, Little John. See Little John
Nobody.

"Nobody Seemed one penny the
worse."

—

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, "The Jack-
daw of Eheims."

Noctes Ambrosianee. A series of ima-
ginary conversations, seventy-one in number, con-

8 ] WOM"

tributed to Blackwood's Magazine between the years

1822 and 1836. Of these, thirty-nine were from
the pen of Professor John Wilson (1785—1854),

and were re-published, with notes, by Professor

Ferrier, in the edition of the Works published by
the latter in 1865—58. The conversations were
supposed to take place between Christopher North
(Wilson), Tickler (Sym), the Ettrick Shepherd
(Hogg), and others, in the " blue parlour" of a

tavern, kept by one Ambrose, and situated at the
back of Princes Street, close to the Register Office,

Edinburgh. Hence the title, Noctes Amtrosiante.

But, as Professor Ferrier says, a too literal inter-

pretation is not to be given to the scene of these
festivities. "Ambrose's Hotel was, indeed, 'a
local habitation and a name,' and many were the
meetings which Professor Wilson and his friends
had within its walls. But the true Ambrose's must
be looked for only in the realms of the imagination.
The veritable scene of the ' Ambrosian Nights

'

existed nowhere but in their author's brain." The
following is the running motto in the Noctes

:

—
" This is a distich by wise old Phocylides,
An ancient, who wrote crabhed Greek in no silly days :

Meaning ' 'Tis right for good wlne-blbbing people,
Not to let the jug pace round the board lilte a cripple,
But gaily to chat while discussing their tipple.'
An excelleot rule of the hearty old cock 'tis—
And a verr fit motto to put to our Noctes."

A selection from the Noctes, compiled by J. Hill
Burton, appeared in 1876, with an introduction.
"In spite," says Brimley, "of the inevitable effect
of the lapse of years upon papers discussing so
Ia,rgely topics and people of temporary interest,
Buch is the high quality of the genius lavished
upon them, that the public wiU read by far the
larger portion of the Noctes with as much delight
as at first. They appear now with a claim to rank
as English classics—as the choicest production of
their author, one of the most highly-endowed men
of his time."

"Nodding corn. Wreathed -with."—
Burns, The Brigs o' Ayr.

" Nodding violet. The."—^ Midsummer
Night's Dream, act ii., scene 2.

" Nods and becks and wreathed
smiles." Line 28 in Milton's poem of L'Allegro
(q.v.).

Noel-Peam, Eev. Henry (Christmas),
miscellaneous writer and translator (b. 1811, d.

1868) ; published The Cradle of the Twin Giants,
Science and History, Preachers and Preaching, and
other works.

Noggs, Newman. Clerk to Ralph Nickleby,
in Dickens's novel of Nicholas Nickleby (q.v.).

" Noiseless falls the foot of Time." See
"Foot op Time."

",?^°,?® .
^^* himself can be his

parallel.' A hne in Theobald's Double False-
hood.
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"None but the brave deserves the
fair." See " Brave desekves the fair, None but
THE."

" None so poor to do him reverence,
And."

—

Julius Ctssar, act iii., scene 2.

" None think the great unhappy but
the great."

—

Yotjng, The Love of Fame, satire i.,

line 238.

ITongtongpaw. A comic ballad by Chakles
DiBDD* (1745—1814).

" * Je voua n'entends pas, Monsieur.*
• "What, NongtonKpaw again !

' cries John."

Nonjiiror, The. A comedy by CoLLEY
CiBBBE (1671— 1757), produced in 1717, and
founded on the Tartuffe of Moli&re. It -was dedi-

cated to the ting, who immediately rewarded the

author with a present of two hundred pounds,
and, eventually, with the appointment of poet-

laureate.

Ifonsenee upon Sence, The Essence,
Quintessence, Insence, Innocence, Life-
sence, and Magnificence of, by John
Taylor, the "Water Poet" (1580—1654); pub-
lished in 1653 :—

" Tlxe impartiallest satyre tbat ever was seen,
That speaks truth without fear, or flattery, or spleen.
Bead as you list, commend it, or come mend It

;

The man that pen'd it did with Finis end it."

"Nooks to lie and read in."

—

Leigh
Hunt, The Story of Rimini.

"Nonsense -well tuned and sweet
stupidity."

—

Tiokell, To Mr. Addison.

"Noon of night. The."

—

Ben Jonson,
S^'anus, act v., scene 6. The same expression

occurs in Dante.

"Noonl^o dewy eve, lProin."—Faradise
Zost, book i., line 743.

Norden, John (b. 1548, d. 1625), was the

author of The Sinful Man's Solace (1585) ; Specu-

lum Britanniee (1593) ; A Proffresse of JPietie (1596)

;

Storehouse of Varieties : an Megiacall Foeme (1601)

;

Gm/ie for Snglish Travailers (1925), and other

works.

Norfolchise descriptionis Impugnatio,
by John oe St. Omer (circa 1197), is an answer, in

rhyming verse, to a satire upon Norfolk, written

by a monk of Peterborough, and entitled Ilescriptio

Normanby, Marquis of, Constantine
Henry Phipps (b. 1797, d. 1863), published among
other works, .<i Year of Revolution (1857), The Con-

gress and the Cabinet (1859), Louise de Bowrbon

(1861), and two novels, Matilda (1825), and Yes
or No (1818).

Noma, in Sir Waiter Scott's novel of The
Pirate (q.v.), is intended " to be an instance of that

singular kind of insanity, during which the patient,

whale she or he retains much subtlety and address

for imposing upon others, is still more ingenious in

endeavouring to impose upon themselves."

Norris, Edwin, ethnologist and philologist

(b. 1796), edited Prichard's Natwal Sistory of
Man (1855), The Ancient Cornish Drama (1859),

and, with Sir H. C. EawUnson, A Selection from the

Sistorical Inscriptions of Chaldea, Assyria, a/nd

Babylonia (1861). He contributed largely to the
Transactions of the Eoyal Society.

Norris, John, theologian and Platonic philo-

sopher (b. 1657, d. 1711), wrote The Picture of Love
Unveiled (1682), The Idea ofSappiness (1688), The
Theory and Regulation of Love (1688), Re/lections on
the Conduct of Human Life (1690), Cursory Reflec-

tions on a book called an Fssay concerning Human
Understanding (1690), Practical Discourses on the

Beatitudes (1690), Account of Reason and Faith in

relation to the Mysteries of Christianity (1697), and
The Theory of the Ideal or Intelligible World (1701).

See Sir R. Waring's Quid sit Amor. See Happi-
ness, The Idea op ; Ideal or Intelligible
World ; Love Unveiled.

North, Christopher. The mm de plume
under which Professor John Wilson (q.v.) contri-

buted to the pages of Blackwood's Magazine. It

first arose in connection with his Nodes Ambrosianai

(q.v.). " The whole literature of England," says
Alison, " does not contain a more brilliant series

of articles than those with which he [' Christopher

North'] has enriched the pages of Blackwood's

Magazine ; and, which is rarer still, the generosity

of feeling by which they are distinguished equals

their critical acuteuess and delicacy of taste." See
The Recreations of Christopher North. Tennyson
has a lyric inscribed To Christopher North.

North Briton, The. A paper started in

1762 by John Wilkes (1727—1797), and used by
him as the medium for attacks upon the successive

ministries of Lord Bute and Grreville. In his 45th
number, afterwards so famous, he dared to accuse

the Mng of uttering a falsehood from the throne,

and was arrested and committed to the Tower,
from which, however, his status as a member of

Parliament caused him speedily to be released.

North-East Wind, Ode to the, by the

Eev. Charles Kingsley (1819—1875), begins—
" Welcome, wild North-Baster I

Shame ft is to see
Odes to every zephyr.
Ne'er a verse to thee."

North, Roger, biographer and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1650, d. 1733), published Lives of the

Right Hon. Francis North, Baron of Quildford; Sir

Dudley North, amd the Son. and Rev. Dr. John

North (1742—4); Examen : or, an Enquiry into

the Credit and Veracity of a Pretended Compleat

History of England [by Bishop Kennet] (1740) ; A
Discourse on the Study of the Laws (1824) ; and

Memoirs ofMusick, edited by Dr. Eimbault in 1836.

North, Sir Thomas, translator (temp. Queen

Mary), published versions of the works of Doni and

Guevara, but is chiefly known as the author of

that translation of the Lives of Plutarch (q.v.).
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whicli Shakespeare followed in so many of his finest

plays. It was made from the IVenoh of Amyot,
and the first edition was published in 1579 ; the
eighth or ninth being issued in 1676.

Northampton, Marquis of, Spencer
Joshua Alwyne Compton (b. 1790, d. 1851), pub-
lished a volume of poems called The Tribute.

NorthamptonsMre Poet, The. A name
bestowed on John Clare (q.v.), who was bom
at Helpstone in Northamptonshire. See Peasant
Babd.

ITorthanger Abbey. A novel by Jane
Austen, published in 1818, after her death (1817).

Worthcote, James (b. 1746, d. 1831), wrote
biographies of Sir Joshua Seynolds (1813), and
Titian (1820) ; One Sumdred Fables : Original and
Selected (1828) ; and was an extensive contributor
to periodical literature. See The Conversations of
James Northcote, by Hazlitt (1830).

Northern Parmer, The: " Old Style." A
humorous poemi in the Yorkshire dialect by Alfred
Tennyson. Its companion picture. The Northern
Farmer : New Style, is equally effective as a tour de
force. The " old style" farmer prides himself upon
having " stubb'd Thomaby waiiste." The " new
style" hears nothing but " proputty, proputty" in
the sound of his horses' hoofs :

—

" Cioom up, proputty, proputty—that's what I 'ears 'Im s^y—
Proputty, proput^, proputty—canteran', canter awaay."

Norton, Andrews, American theological
writer (b. 1786), published Evidences of the
Genuineness of the Gospel (1837, 1844, and 1855),
Seasons for not Believing the I)octrines of Trini-
tarians concerning the Nature of God and the Person
of Christ (1833), and Tracts concerning Christianitu

(1852).

Norton, John. See Ordinal, The.

Norton, Lady Prances (b. 1650, d, 1720),
was the author of Memento Mori.

Norton, The Hon. Mrs. Caroline Eliza-
beth S., Lady Maxwell, poet and novelist (b. about
1808, d. 1877), published The Dandie's Flout; The
Sorrows of Rosalie (1829) ; The Vndyimg One (1831);
The Coquette, and Other Stories (1834); The Wife
and Woman's Seward (1835) ; The Bream, amd Other
Poems (1840); The Child of the Islands (1845);
Aunt Carry's Ballads (1847) ; The Martyr (1849)

;

A Sesidence in Sierra Leone (1849); Tales and
Sketches, in Prose <md Verse (1850—identical with
The Coquette); Stuart of Dwnleath (1851); English
Laws of Custom and Marriage for Women of the 19th
Century (1854) ; Letter to the Queen on the Marriage
and Divorce Bill (1865) ; The Lady of La Garaye
(1861); Lost and Sa/oed (1863); Old Sir Douglas
(1868).

Norton, Thomas, dramatist (b. 1532, d.
1584). The first three acts of Gorboduc (q.v.) are
assigned to this writer by Collier. For particulars
as to his lite, see Wood's Athena Oxonienses ; and
for a list of his very unimportant fugitive pieces,

see Lowndes's Bibliographer's Manual. Among
them are twenty-eight Psalms in the version pub-
lished by Stemhold and Hopkins. "If," says

Warton, " we may judge from his share in our
metrical psalmody, he seems to have been much
more properly qualified to share in the miserable

mediocrity of Stemhold's stanza; and to vprite

spiritual rhymes for the solace of his JLLuminated

brethren, than to reach the bold and impassioned
elevations of tragedy." Norton had at least one
admirer in Jasper Heywood, who wrote in 1560 :

—

" There Norton's dlttleB do delight."

Norval. An aged peasant and his son in

Home's play of Douglas (q.v.).

" Norval, My name is." See Douglas.

Norwynne. See Nature and Art.

Nosce Teipsiim : " This Oracle expounded
in two Elegies. 1. Of Humane Knowledge ; 2. Of
the Soule of Man, and the Immortalitie thereof."

By Sir John Davies (1570—1626). It was pub-
lished in 1599. " It is a wonderful instance," says
George MacDonald, " of what can be done for
metaphysics in verse."

"Not a drumwas heard, not a fiineral
note." The first Kue of Wolfe's baUad on The
Burial of Sir John Moore (q.v.).

Not-browne Mayde, The. The old ballad,
vrritten about 1500—1550, on which Matthew
Prior founded his Henry and Fmma (q.v.). The
ballad belongs to the end of the fifteenth century,
and tells the story of a baron's daughter who was
wooed by an earl's son in the guise of " a squyer
of lowe degree," much as the heroine in Tennyson's
ballad was wooed by the Lord of Burleigh as a
landscape painter. When, however, she has been
sufficiently tested, and agrees to fiy with bim to
the woods, the truth is revealed to her.

" Not in mortals to command success,
'Tis,"

—

Addison, Cato—
" But we 'U do more, Sempronius, we'll deserve it."

" Not in the vein, I am."—Xing Sichard
III., act iv., scene 2.

"Not lost, but gone before." See
" Lost (Not)."

Not so Bad as we Seem. A comedy, in
five acts, VFritten by LordLYTTON for performance,
in 1851, by an amateur company of players, in-
cluding Charles Dickens, John Forster, Douglas
Jerrold, Mark Lemon, Augustus Egg, and others,
who acted in several towns of England in aid of
the funds of the "Guild of Literature and Art."
See the Life of Dickens by Forster.

" Not to do it, How." A phrase used by
Dickens in his novel of Little Dorrit, chapter x.

;

where he says :—" Whatever was required to be
done, the Circumlocution Office [q.v.] was before-
hand with all the public departments in the art of
perceiving how not to do it."
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"Note of, "WTien found, make a."—
Dickens, Dombey and Son, chap. xv.

" Notes, A cMel's amang you takin'."
See "Chiels amang ye" and Grose's Peregri-
HATIONS.

Notes and Queries. A medium of inter-

communication for literary men and general
readers, founded in 1849 by W. J. Thoms, who
acted as editor until 1872. It then passed into

the hands of Sir 0. W. DUke, and the editorship

was transferred to Dr. Doran.

" Notes by distance made more sweet.
In."

—

Collins, The Passions. Compare with Camp-
hell's "Distance lends enchantment" (q.v.).

"Nothing, Airy."—A Midsummer Night's
Dream, act v., scene 1.

Nothing, An Essay on, hy Hugo Arnot
(1749—1786), was puhHshed in 1777.

"Nothing extenuate, nor set down
aught in malice."

—

Othello, act v., scene ii.

"Nothing if not critical." &e "Cri-
tical."

" Nothing in his life became him like
the leaving it."

—

Macbeth, act i., scene 4.

"Nothing long." See " Everything by
STARTS."

"Nothing, O Mighty,"—Crashaw, Steps
to the Temple—

"Unto thee.
Nothing, we owe all things that be."

Nothing, Ode to : " with Notes, hy Tris-

megistus EustiEucius, D.D.," i.e., Thomas Moore,
the poet. A political squih which was very suc-

cessful.

Nothing, On. A poem hy John Wilmot,
Earl of Eochester (1647—1680), which Johnson
characterises as " the strongest effort of his muse.
He is not the first who has chosen this harren topic

for the hoast of his fertility. There is a poem
called Nihil, in Latin, hy Passerat, a poet and
critic of the sixteenth century in France." Among
the seventeen verses of which the poem consists are

these :

—

" Nothing, who dweU'stwIth fools In erave disguise,
Por whom they reverend shapes and forms devise,
Lawn sleeves, and furs, and gowns, when they like thee

look wise.

" French truth, Dutch prowess, British policy,
Hibernian learning, Scotch civility,
Spaniards' dispatch, Danes' wit, are mainly seen In thee."

"Nothing went unrewarded but
desert."

—

Dryden, Absalom and Achitophel.

" Nothings, Laboured." See " Laboured
NOTHINGS."

Nothing to Wear: "an Episode of City
Life." A satirical poem hy "William Allen
Butler, an American writer (h. 1825) ; written
in 1857. See McFlimsey, Flora.

" Nothing's so dainty sweet as lovely
melancholy." The last line of a famous song,
heginning

—

" Hence, all you vain delights,"

in Fletcher's play of The Nice Valour, act iii.,

scene 3. See Melancholy, The Author's Ab-
stract OF.

" Noticeable man (A), with large grey
eyes."

—

Coleridge as descrihed by Wordsworth.

Nottingham Poet, The. A name bestowed
on Philip James Bailey (q.v.), who was bom at
Basford, near Nottingham.

Nourmahal. " The Light of the Harem," in
Moore's tale of that name, in Lalla Rookh (q.v.)

;

beloved by Selim.

No'va Poetria. A treatise, in Latin hexa-
meters, on the art of poetry, written by Geoppkey
DE Vinbsaup (circa 1198), and dedicated to Pope
Innocent III. It is descrihed as a dull and weari-
some poem, " only interesting," says Wright, " as
being the key to the general style of the Latin
poetical writers of the 13th century, which was
formed on the rules given in this book."

No^valis. The assumed name of Friedrich
VON Hardenberg, the German mystic (b. 1772,
d. 1801), whose Christianity in Europe and other
works have been translated into Enghsh. See
Carlyle's Miscellaneous Essays.

Novel, My. See My Novel.

Novels, as a form of fiction, distinct, on the
one hand, from pure Allegory (q.v.), and, on the
other, from pure Romance (q.v.), may be said to

have taken their rise in England with the Kobert
Greene (q.v.), whose melancholy story is one of

the saddest episodes in Elizabethan literature.

This -writer would seem to have been first to at-

tempt an approximation to the narratives of every-

day character and maimers with which we are so

familiar in this country. His works have only
the rela.tion to pure novel-writing which the grub
has to the butterfly, but still they have that

relation, and the fact is to the honour of the

writer, who gave a decided impulse to the spread

of what is now so universal. His first lineal

descendant was the Mrs. Aphra Behn (q.v.), whose
name is less known, perhaps, as that of a novelist

than as that of a writer of indecent plays. Her
most successful fiction was a romance, but her

novels, though of little intrinsic merit, are interest-

ing as early specimens of their class. As Professor

Masson says, however, " The fact that she alone is

no^w usually named as representing the novel of

the Restoration, shows how little of the real talent

of the time took that particular direction." Be-
tween this -writer and Defoe there was only one

other novelist of any importance, and that was
Mrs. Haywood (q.v.), who is denounced in The

Dunciad (q.v.) as a " shameless scribbler
;

" but

whose Setsy Thoughtless had, it is said, at least

the merit of suggesting to Madame D'Arblay (q.v.)
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the action of her Evelina (q.v.). Mrs. Haywood
died ia 1756, and nearly forty years previously
Defoe (q.v.) had published his Moll Flanders (q.v.),

the first of his novels of contemporary life and
character. After that came Colonel Jack (q.v.) and
Roxana (q.v.), both of them inimitable pictures
of low London existence, which had the effect of
putting the modem English novel on a permanent
footing. After this, the stream flows on without
interposition until it assumes the flood-like cha-
racter of our own nineteenth century fiction.

Swift followed Defoe, but only with a work which
is a satirical allegory, not a novel. The imme-
diately legitimate successor of Defoe was Richard-
son (q.v.), whose Famela (q.v.), Clarissa Marlowe
(q.v.), and Sir Charles Grandison (q.v.) took all Eng-
iMid by storm. He introduced into English fiction

what may be called the Dutch method of painting,

by patient elaboration of detaU in works whose
very prolixity now prevents them from being read,

though full of amazing power. Clarissa Marlowe
has of late years been condensed successfully

;

but the others are known to the modem public

but by name. The obtrusive morality of Pamela
suggested to Fielding (q.v.) his inimitable Joseph
Andrews (q.v.), in which, as in Amelia (q.v.) and
Tom Jones (q.v.), the writer draws the England of

his day with photographic accuracy, aUied to a
playful humour of which Richardson knew nothing.

Fielding was eminently noticeable for caUing a
spade a spade, but this impropriety had a frankness
and geniality about it foreign to that of SmoUett
(q.v.), whose Boderick Random (q.v.) and Count
Fathom (q.v.) are disagreeably and unhealtMLy
broad in treatment. But the former, like Mum-
phrey Clinker (q.v.) and Peregrine Pickle (q.v.),

contains an amount of splendid character-drawing
which wiU always render it at once valuable and
readable. Sterne's Tristram Shandy (q.v.) is rather
a whimsical rhapsody than a, novel, but includes
some graphic pictures of English life in his day.
It lives in literature as a masterly combination of
sentiment, which, alas! is often tawdry, and of
humour which is, unfortunately, broad. That the
age is not whoUy to be blamed for Sterne's in-

decencies is obvious from the fact that only a few
years elapsed before Tristram Shandy was followed
by The Vicar of Wakefield (q.v.), the first of modem
idylls, and by no means the least pure—^the flower

of the genius of Oliver Goldsmith (q.v.), who was,
above aU things, natural, whether in prose or verse.

To this period belongs Horace Walpole's Castle of
Otranto (q.v.), which led the way for Clara Reeve
(q.v.), Mrs. Siadcliffe (q.v.), "Monk" Lewis (q.v.),

and various other writers of romance. The tra-

ditions of the novel proper were maintained by
writers hke Henry Mackenzie (q.v.), whose Man of
Feeling (q.v.) had a wide popularity; Madame
D'Arblay (q.v.V the authoress of Evelina (q.v.)

;

Robert Bage (q.v.), Charlotte Smith (q.v.), and
by Mrs. Inchbald (q.v.), whose Nature and Art
(q.v.) ought to be more widely known. By-and-
by came the delicate genius of Jane Austen (q.v.)

to excite the admiration of Sir "Walter Scott vrith

her exquisite satires on society, and Miss Edge-

worth (q.v.) with her wealth of improving rather

than agreeable narrative. Scott himself is equally

noticeable as a romanoist and a novelist, being,_in

the majority of his works, both combined, by which

we mean that even in his professed romances he

has the closest possible grasp of real life and human
character. He was the founder and perfecter of

the historical novel, in which he has been followed

by Thackeray (q.v.) and Lytton (q.v.), and, longo

intervallo, by G. P. R. James (q.v.) and Harrison

Ainsworth (q.v.) His favourite hunting-grounds

were mediaeval Europe and the Scotland of his own
and the preceding century. His great deUght was,

as one of his critics says, to blend the interest of

romantic adventure vrith that of homely and
humorous representation of manners. He and
Dickens (q.v.) have probably peopled the world
with more striking creatures of the imagination

than aU other novehsts put together. In the

generation that succeeded Scott, novel-writing
became more widely spread than ever, and the
name of novehsts during that period is legion.

Professor Masson, by way of classifying their pro-

ductions, suggests thirteen classes :
—

- (1) The
Novel of Scottish Life and Character, illustrated by
Gait (q.v.). Miss Ferrier (q.v.), Hogg (q.v.), Allan
Cunningham (q.v.), Lockhart (q.v.), and Wilson
(q.v.)

; (2) the Novel of Irish Life and Character, by
Lady Morgan (q.v.), the Banims (q.v.). Griffin

(q.v.), Oarleton (q.v.), Lover (q.v.). Lever (q.v.), and
Mrs. S. C. HaU (q.v.)

; (3) the Novel of English Life
a/nd Character, by Thomas Love Peacock (q.v.),

Theodore Hook (q.v.), Lord Lytton (q.v.), Mrs.
Gore (q.v.), Mrs. Trollope (q.v.). Lady Blessington
(q.v.), Mrs. Crowe (q.v.). Miss Jewsbuiy (q.v.), and
Miss Martineau (q.v.)

; (4) the Fashionable Novel,
,

by Disraeli (q.v.), Lady Lamb (q.v.), and many
others

; (5) the Illustrious Criminal Novel; (6) the
Traveller's Novel; (7) the Novel of American
Mamters and Society ; (8) the Oriental Novel; (9)
the Military Novel, illustrated by Gleig (q.v.),

Maxwell (q.v.), and others; (10) the Naval Novel,
illustrated by Marryat (q.v.), Chamier (q.v.),

Hannay (q.v.), and others; (11) the Novel of
Fantasy, illustrated by Mrs. SheUey (q.v.) and
others; (12) the Art and Culture Novel ; and (13)
the Mistorical Novel. But this is defective both as
a classification and as a list of authors. The latter

are too nvunerous to mention, and the former is

false so far that it is imfair in many cases to in-
clude an author under either head solely, for
from Lord Lytton, for example, we had novels
at once of the Historical, English Life and Man-
ners, Fantasy, and Illustrious Criminal schools.

Few things, indeed, were more remarkable about
this accomplished writer than the great breadth of

his range, which included, according to his own
classification, the Familiar, the Picturesque, and
the Intellectual, in novels. Thackeray (q.v.) and
Dickens (q.v.) are not mentioned in the above
classification because they deserve a separate
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reference, the one as the typical satirist, and
the other as the typical humorist, of their time.

Dickens was, prohably is, the more popular of the

two, but the sameness of his style and humour
may perhaps prevent his long remaining so. As a
humorist he is supreme ; as a novelist, his plots

are defective, and his characters frequently mere
exaggerations. He had, however, and stiLL has,

the power of exciting uncontrollable laughter, and
The Pickwick Papers (q.v.), Nicholas NicMeby (q.v.),

Martin Chiizzlewit (q.v.), and Domhey and Son (q.v.),

are likely to be classics in our language. Had his

pathos been more obviously sincere, Dickens would,
perhaps, rank higher than he does. Thackeray
reigns by force of wide and keen observation,

caustic humour, touching sentiment, and a sin-

gularly refined style, to which Dickens had no pre-

tensions. His novels are reaUy novels—pictures

of hfe, and not budgets of wild fun and fancy.

They are few in number, but all of them, or

Esmond, The Newcomes, Fendennis, and Vanity Fair,

at any rate, axe sure to live, the first-nam.ed as a far

more successful resuscitation of a bygone genera-

tion than anything that Scott produced. Of late

years we have been deprived of Charlotte Bronte
(q.v.), Mrs. GaskeU (q.v.), Shirley Brooks (q.v.),

Ciarles and Henry Kingsley (q.v.), and many
others who were prolific in their time, but have
left nothing permanent behind them. Of novelists

of the present day, the lady who calls herself

George Eliot (q.v.) is unquestionably the head,
excelling in purely intellectual penetration aU her
predecessors, and supported, at some distance, by
men like Anthony TroUope (q.v.), WiUde CoUins
(q.v.), Charles Eeade (q.v.), and by women like

Miss Thackeray (q.v.), Mrs. Craik (q.v.), Mrs.
Oliphant (q.v.), Miss Yonge (q.v.). Miss Braddon
(q.v.), and Ouida (q.v.), who has carried to excess
the manner of the author of Cfiiy Livingstone (q.v.).

Among other modem popular writers are William
Black, J. G. Whyte-MelviUe, E. D. Blackmore,
George MacDonald, Thomas Hardy, James Payn,
John Saunders, T. A. Trollope, Justin McCarthy,
James Grant, Ehoda Broughton, Annie Thomas,
Juha Kavanagh, Mrs. Beecher Stowe, Mrs. Henry
Wood, Mrs. Lynn Linton, Mrs. Macquoid, Elizabeth
Wetherell, Sarah Tytler, Georgiana Craik, Mrs.
Riddell, A. B. Edwards, Holme Lee, and Annie
Edwardes. See Dunlop'sJistorj/ ofFiction, Masson's
Novelists and their Styles, 'Kavanagh.'sFnglish Women
of Letters, Forsyth's Novelists of the Fighteenth
Century, and JeafEreson's Novels amd Novelists.

Novels by Eminent Hands. A series of
parodies by William Makepeace Thackeeay.
They include imitations of Lord Lyttou, Disraeli,

Charles James Lever, G. P. E. James, Mrs. Gore,
and James Eenimore Cooper. Bret Harte has
imitated them in his Sensation Novels Condensed.

Novum Seientiarum Organum. The
second part of Bacon's great projected work, the
Instawatio Magna (q.v.), published in 1620. This,
and the Advancement of Learning (q.v.), form the

28

foundation of the Baconian philosophy, the Novum
Organwm being a description of the " new method "

by which, the writer argued, the understanding
should be employed in adding to human knowledge.
This theory is stated in the opening aphorism:
" Man,who is the servant and interpreter of Nature,
can act andunderstand no further than he has, either

in operation or in contemplation, observed of the
method or order of nature." Again :

" Men have
sought to make a world from their own conceptions,

and to draw from their own minds all the materials
which they employed; but if, instead of doing
so, they had consulted experience and observation,

they would have had facts, and not opinions, to

reason about, and might have ultimately arrived
at the knowledge of the laws which govern the
material world." Once more: "The way that

promises success Is this. It requires that we
should generalise slowly, going from particular

things to those which are but one step more
general, from those to others of still greater ex-

tent, and so on to such as are universal. By such
means we may hope to arrive at principles, not
vague and obscure, but luminous and well-defined,

such as nature herself will not refuse to acknow-
ledge." The Novum Organum is in Latin.

" Now, An eternal."—Cowley, Favideis.

Southey, in his Doctor, says, " One of our poets

(which is it ?) speaks of an eternal now."

"Now glory to the Lord of Hosts,
from whom aU glories are!"

—

Macaulay, The
Battle of Ivry.

" Now is done thy long day's work."—A Firge, by Alfked Tennyson.

Now or Never. A work by Eichaed Baxter,
published in 1663.

" Now sleeps the crimson petal, now
the white." A song by Tennyson, in The Frincess.

" Now's the day, and now's the hour."
A line in Buens's poem, beginning, " Scots wha
hae wi' Wallace bled."

Nowell, Alexander, Canon of Windsor
(b. 1507, d. 1602), pubhshed in 1370 Hs Chris-

tianee pietatis prima Fnstitutio, ad usmn scholarmn

Latine Scripta, which had previously been revised

and adopted by Convocation as " their own book

and professed doctrine." It was translated into

English in 1571, and into Greek in 1575. An
abridgment of the Institutio, called Catechismus

Parvus, which appeared in Latin and Greek in

1574, was translated into English in 1587. See the

Lijfe by Churton (1609).

Noy, William, lawyer and politician (b.

1577, d. 1634), wrote A Treatise on the principal

grounds and maximes of the Lawes of Fngland (1641),

The Gompleat Lawyer (1074), The Perfect Con-

veyancer (1655), and other works.

Nubbles, Kit. A character in Dioeens's

novel of The Old Curiosity Shop (q.v.).
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ITuee, Thomas, divine, adapted the Octavia

of Seneca (1581) into the English heroic rhyming
couplet. iSee Octavia.

Nugse Alltiquse. A miscellaneouB collec-

tion of original papers in prose and verse, written
during the reigns of Henry Till., Edward VI.,
Mary, EUzaheth, and James I., by Sir John
Harynqtoit and others. It was reprinted in
1804.

Nugent, George Nugent Grenville,
Lord (b. 1788, d. 1850), wrote Portugal, a poem
(1812) ; Memorials of Sampden (1832) ; Lands,
Classical and Lay (18'45) ; and other works.

Wugis Curialium Distinctionibus, De,
by WiiTER Mapes, Archdeacon of Oxford (1150—1196), "a siagular oho of satire and stories

on all sorts of subjects," edited by Wright for

the Camden Society in 1850. It contains, amongst
other things, a hiunorous treatise against matri-

mony, written in Latin prose. A work De Nugis
Curialitim was also written by John of Salisbury
(q.v.), and finished in 1156, before Mapes' produc-
tion. It was in eight hooks, and was intended " to

contrast the trifling of the worldly with the track
of the philosopher that men should follow." It

was printed in 1475, and had for full title, Folyera-
ticus de Nugis Cttrialium et Vestigiis Fhilosophorum.

" Numbers, Mournful." See " Tell me
NOT."

Nun, The Second, in Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales (q.v.), teUa the story of theUfe and passion of

St. Cecilia, a metrical translation from the Legenda
Awrea of Archbishop Jacobus a Voragiue of Genoa,
which Chaucer had probably read in a French
translation.

" Nunnery of thy chaste breast, The."—^Lovelace, To Lucasta. So Habinoton in his
Castara, addressing the roses in her bosom, says :

—

"Tee blusMng virgins happie are
In tlie chaste nunn'ry of her breats."

Nun's Priest's Tale, in Chaucer's Canter-
bury Tales (q.v.), is that afterwards modernised by
Dryden as The Cock and Fox, and was taken from
the Roman de Senart.

" Nurse (Thou) of young desire." An
apostrophe to Hope, in Biokerstaef's Love in a
Village, act i., scene 1.

"Nursing her wrath to keep it
warm." A line in Burns's poem of Tam o'

Nut-brown Maid, The. See Not-browne
Mayde, The.

Nutting. A poetical fragmeht by William
Wordsworth, written in 1799.

Nydia. The bUnd flower - girl in Lord
Lytton's novel of The Last Bays of Pompeii
(q.v.) ; of whom it has been said that " her love for
GlaucuB, changing insensibly from childish grati-

tude to a woman's passion, recalls the Mignon of

Wilhelm Meister ; but her blindness gives her an

individuality aU her own, and the only fault we
have to find with the character is that the senti-

ment is too refined, too modern."

Uym, in The Merry Wives of Windsor (q.v.), is

one of the followers of Sir John Falstafl. The
word "nim," from which the name is probably

derived, is still used among thieves, and signifies

to steal or pilfer.

" Nymph of every charm possessed,
A."

—

Falconer, The Fond Lover.

Nymph, The, complaining for the
Death of her Faun. A poem by Andrew
Marvell (1620—1678) ; full, as Leigh Hunt says,

of " sweet overflowing fancies."

Nympha Iiibethris : "or, the Cotswold
Muse," " presenting some extempore verses to the

imitation of young scholars. In four parts"

(1651). The author of this work was Clement
Bauksdale (1609—1687), and the poems them-
selves, none of which are of any length or impor-
tance, were dedicated each to a separate person.

A reprint, consisting of forty copies, was published

in 1816 by Sir Egerton Brydges.

Nymphidia : "the Court of Fairy." A work
by Michael Drayton; printed in 1627. It is full

of pleasant fancies, conveyed in pleasant rhymes.

" Nympholepsy of some fond despair,
The."

—

Byron, Childe Sarold, can. iv., stan. 115.

Nymph's Eeply to the Passionate
Shepherd, The. Enes written by Sir Walter
Ealeigh (q.v.) in reply to Marlowe's Passionate

Shepherd to Sis Love (q.v.). See "Ip all the
World," &c.

"O blackbird, sing me something
well."

—

T/ie Blackbird, by Alfred Tennyson.

" O bUthe new-comer, I have heard,"—The Cuckoo, a lyric by William Wordsworth,
written in 1804

—

" I hear thee and rejoice,
O Cuckoo, shall I call thee bird,

Or but a wandering voice ?

"

"O BrignaU banks are wild and fair."
First line of a lyric by Sir Walter Scott.

" O day most calm, most bright."
First line of verses on the subject of " Sunday," by
George Herbert, included in T/ie Temple (q.v.).

"O faithless world, and thy most
faithless part." A lyric by Sir Henry vVotton,
written before 1602.

" O for a lodge in some vast wilder-
ness." See "Lodge in some vast wilderness."

" O how could I venture to love one
Kke theeP" The first line of a song addressed
by Dr. Alexander Webster (1707—1784) to the
lady whom he afterwards married. The story goes,
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that he was employed by a gentleman of his

acquaintance to pay his addresses to a certain Miss
Erskine, a young lady of fortune related to the
Dundonald family. He seems to have urged the
suit of his friend with remarkable eloquence ; but
he nevertheless met with a decided refusal, the
lady naively remarking that, had he spoken as

well for himself, he might possibly' have succeeded
better ! On this hint he spoke, and Miss Erskine
eventually blossomed into Mrs. "Webster. The
song in question is .not very poetical, but it is

evidently written in earnest, and is . remarkably
fervid. The last verse runs :

—

" In aU that I write, I'll thy judgment requhre

;

My taste shall correct what thy love did Inspire

;

ru kiss thee and press thee till youth all is o'er,
And then live on friendship when passion's no more."

" O how much more doth beauty
beauteous seem,"—First line of a sonnet by Shake-
SPEAItE

—

" By that sweet ornament all truth doth give."

"O IiOgie o' Buchan, O Logie the
laird." First line of a song by Geokgb Halket
(d. 1756), first printed in Johnson's Museum. The
hero was a gardener at the place of " Logie the
laird."

"O Love, Love, Love! O withering
might ! "

—

Fatima, by Alfred Tennyson.

" O Love, what hours were thine and
mine."

—

The I)aisy, by Alered Tennyson.

"O lovers' eyes are sharp to see."—
The Maid of Neidpath, by Sir Walter Scott.

"O Mary, go and call the cattle
home." First hne of The Sands of Dee, a lyric by
the Eev. Charles Kinssley.

" O mighty-mouth'd inventor of har-
monies."

—

Milton, by Alfred Tennyson.

"O mistress mine, where are you
roaming ?"—Song, by the clo'sm, in Twelfth Night,

act ii., scene 3

—

" Trip no further, pretty sweeting,
Journeys end in lovers' meetmg—
Every wise man's son doth know."

. " O morning star, that smilest in the
Hue,"—^Lynette's song in Tennyson's Idylls of the

King (ffareth and Lynette)—

•

" Smile sweetly, thou 1 my lov^ hath smiled on me."

"O most just Vizier, send away."
First Une of Matthew Arnold's poem, The Sick

King of Bokhara.

" O my luve's like a red, red rose."
First liue of a song by Egbert Burns (1759

—

1796), said to be founded on a ditty composed by
a certain Lieutenant Hinckes as a farewell to his

sweetheart.
" And fare thee weel, my only luve I

And fare thee weel awhile

!

And I will come again, my luve.
Though it were ten thousand mile.

"O Nancy, wUt thou go with me?"
Krst hne of a baUad by Bishop Percy (1728—
1811), which was originally printed in Dodsley's

Collection of Poems (1758), and afterwards, as a
Scottish production, in Johnson's Musical Museum.
" It is too barefaced," -wrote Bums, " to take Dr.
Percy's charming song, and, by means of trans-

posing a few English words into Scots, to offer to

pass it for a Soots song."

" O nightingale, that on yon bloomy
spray." First line of a sonnet by John Milton.

" O only source of aU our light and
life." First line of Qui laborat, orat, a lyric by
Arthur Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

" O plump head-waiter at The Cock."— JFill Waterproof's Monologue, by Alfred Tenny-
son.

" O reader ! hast thou ever stood to
see." , First line of Tlie Solly Tree, a lyrio by
Robert Southey (1774—1843).

" O rose, who dares to name thee ? "
First line of A Bead Rose, a lyric by Elizabeth
Barrett Bro-wning (1809—1861).

" O saw ye bonnie Lesley." First Une of

Bonnie Lesley, a song by Egbert Burns.

" O saw ye not fair Ines."—Fair Ines, by
Thomas Hood, published in 1827.

" O Sophonisba ! Sophonisba, O ! " A
Une originally included in Thomson's Sophonisba,

act ui. , scene 2. On the night of the first per-

formance of the play, a spectator openly parodied

it as
" Jemmy Thomson I Jemmy Thomson, !

"

and after that it was altered into

—

"0 Sophonisba! I am wholly thine."

" O stream descending to the sea."—
The Stream of Life, a lyric by Arthur Hugh
Clough.

" O swallow, swallow, flying, flying
south,"—Song, by Alfred Tennyson, in The
Princess—

"Ply to her, and fall upon her gilded eaves.
And tell her, tell her, what I tell to thee.'

" O sweet pale Margaret, O rare pale
Margaret."

—

Margaret, by Alfred Tennyson.

"O talk not to me of a name great
in story,".—First line of a lyric by Lord Byron
(1788—1824)—

" The days of our youth are the days of our glory

!

And the myrtle and ivy of sweet two-and-twenty
Are worth all your laurels, though ever so plenty.

" O that this too too solid flesh would
melt."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 2.

"O that 'twere possible,"—Sect. xxvi.

of Tennyson's Maud (q.v.)

—

"After long grief and pain.
To find the arras of my true love
Round me once agaJn I

"

" O then, I see—Queen Mab hath been
with you." See Mab.
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"O thou that after toil and storm."
Sect, xxxiii. of In Memoriam, by Alfred Tennyson.

_
"O waly, waly up the bank." First

line of a famous old ballad, the date of which it is

impossible to asoertaia.
" waly, waly up the Mnk,

And waly waly down the brae.
And waly waly you bumside.
Where I and my Love wont to gae I

*' O waly waly, but love he bonny
A little time while it is new

;

But when 't Is auld, it waxeth caiUd
And fades awa' like morning dew."

"O well for him whose will is
strong ! "— Will, by Alpked Tennyson—

" He sufEers, but he will not suffer long

;

He sufEers, but he cannot suffer wrong."

" O wert thou in the cauld blast."
First line of a song by Eobert Burns (1769—1796),
which has been wedded by Mendelssohn to an ex-

quisitely plaintive melody.

" O whistle, and I'll come to you, my
lad." First Hne of a song by Robert Burns :

—

"At kirk, or at market, whene'er ye meet me.
Gang by me as tho' that ye cared na a file ;

But steal me a bhnk o' your bonnie black e'e,

Yet look as ye were na lookin' at me."

" O wild West Wind, thou breath of
Autumn's being. First liae of Shelley's Ode to

the West Wind.

"O World! O Life, O Time!"—

^

Lament, by Percy Bysshe Shelley, written in
1821.

" O yet we trust that somehow good,"—Seot.Hii. of In Memoriam, byAiPRED Tennyson—
"WlUbetbeHnalgoalcf iU" . . .

'• That nothing walks with aimless feet

;

That not one life will be destroyed.
Or cast as mhblsh to the void.

When God hath made the pile complete."

" O you chorus ofindolent reviewers,"
.

—

Sendecasyllabics, by Alfred Tennyson—
" Irresponsible, indolent reviewers.
Look, I come to the test, a tiny poem
All composed in a metre of Catullus."

Oakley. A gay, good-tempered gentleman,
whose misfortune it is to be always provoking his
wife's unjust suspicions, in Colman's comedy of
The Jealous Wife (q.v.).

"Oath, a good mouth-filling." See
" Mouth-filling oath."

" Oaths, FuU of strange."—^s You Like
It, act ii., scene 7-

Obadiah. A servant, in Sterne's Life and
Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent, (q.v.)

Obedyenee of a Christen Man, The,
by William Tyndale (1477—1536); published in
1528. It teUs "how Christen rulers ought to
govern."

Obermann, Stanzas in Memory of
the Author of, by Matthew Arnold (b. 1822).
Etienne Pivert de Senancour was bom in 1770,
and died in 1846. " The profound inwardness, the
austere sincerity of his principal work, Obermann,

the delicate feeling for nature which it exhibits,

and the melancholy eloquence of many passages

of it, have attracted and charmed some of the most
remarkable spirits of this century." A companion
poem to the above, composed many years after-

wards, is entitled Oiermann Once More.

Oberon. A work by Wieland, translated by
"William Sotheby (1757—1833) in 1798.

Oberon. King of the fairies in A Midsummer
Night's Dream. He is identical with the elf-dwarf

Elberich or Alberich, whose name became Alberon
or Auberon in French, and Oberon in English;
and he is described as a monarch endowed with
magical powers, who rewards the good and true,

and punishes the bad and false. He has been
made the subject of a romantic poem by the
German poet, Wieland. See Titania.

Oberon : " the Fairy Prince." A masque
by Ben Jonson.

Obidah, in Dr. Johnson's Sambler, No. 65, is a
young man whose joumeyings in the course of a
day are made allegorical of the progress of human
life.

Obidieut. The fiend of lust in King Lear,
act iv., scene 1.

" Obliged by hunger and request of
friends."

—

Pope, Mpistle to Dr. Arhuthnot, Kue 44.

Obscurity and Oblivion, Two Odes to,
by Eobert Lloyd (1733—1764), and the elder

CoLMAN (1733—1794) ; intended as parodies on
Gray's Progress of Foetry and Bard, and Mason's
Ode to Memory. In the former, the birth of

fashion is most humorously described :

—

The shallow fop in antic vest,
Tir'd of the beaten road.

Proud to be singly drest.
Changes, with every changing moon, the mode."

And so on.

" Observation with extensive view,
Let." jScc " Let observation.

"

Observations in his Travailes: "upon
the state of the XVII. provinces as they stood
anno dom. 1609, the treatie of peace being then
on foote." Published by Sir Thomas Overbury in
1626. " This," says Wood, in his Athenm Oxonienses,
" goes under his name, but doubted by some
whether he wyote it."

" Observed of aU observers. The."—
Samlet, act iii., scene 1.

Obstinate. An inhabitant of the city of

Destruction, who advised Christian (q.v.) to return
to his family, in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress.

O'Cataract, John. A sobriquet bestowed
upon John Nbal (b. 1793), an American writer,
on account of his impetuous manners, and adopted
by him in several of his published works.

Occam, WilUam of, logician and philo-
sophical writer (b. 1270, d. 1347), published iJispw-

tatio inter Clerieum et Militem (1476), (q.v.) ; Dialo-
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ffontm libri septem adversus hcereticos; et Tractatus

de dogmatibus Johannis XXII. (1476) ; Opus Nona-
ginta dieru/m et dialogic compendium errorum contra

Johannem XXII. (1481) ; Scriptum in primum
librum sentenciaru/m^' in quo theologica simul et

arcium atque philosophie dogmata usque ad prineipia

resolvuntur stilo clarissimo facili et apto (1483)

;

Quodlibeta septem (1487) ; Tractatus Logiea divisus

in tres partes (1488) ; Centiloquium Theologicum

(1494) ; Qiuestiones et Decisiones in quattior, libros

Sententiarmn (1496) ; Expositio aurea super totam

artem Veterem, continens hosce tractatus (1496); and
Summa totius logiae (1498). For a list of Oooam's
otlier works, see Joclier's Gelehrten Lexicon. " In
theology and pMlosophy," says Professor Fraser,
" Occam was not less strong than ia the politico-

ecclesiastical contests of his generation. He was
the leader of the theological and philosophical

rationalism of the time. His writings illustrate

the kind and amount of free opinion which main-
tained itself in an age, according to popular opinion,

of intellectual torpor and traditionalism. Occam
was, on the whole, the greatest logical writer of

the middle ages." See firviNoiELE DocTOB, The
;

SiNOULAB, DOOTOK, ThE.

Occasion. An old hag in Spenser's Faerie

Queene.

" Occasion, -wMeh now smiles."—Jte™-
dise lost, book ix., line 480.

Occasional Meditations,A Century of.
Written in prose, by Bishop Joseph Hall, and
published in 1605.

Occidente, Maria dell'. The mm de plmne
of Mrs. Mahia Brooks (1795—1845), an American
writer.

Occleve, Thomas, poet (b. about 1370), was
the author of an English translation, in the seven-

line stanza, of the De Segimine Principum (q.v.),

and of various minor pieces, including the Tale

of Jonathas (afterwards modernised by WiUiam
Browne), which were printed by George Mason in

1796. "Occleve," saysWarton (iii., 20), "is a feeble

writer, considered as a poet, and his chief merit
seems to be that his writings contributed to propa-

gate and establish those improvements in our
language which were now beginning to taie

place." See Warton's History; also Morley's
English Writers, ii., 1 ; Kitson's Mibliographia

Foetiea ; and Ellis's Specimens of the English Poets.

Oceultation of Orion, The. A poem by
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

" The great giant Algebar,
Orion, hunter of the teast !

"

" Occupation's gone, Othello's." —
Othello, act iii., scene 3.

Ocean, an Ode, "concluding with a Wish,''

by Edward Yotjng (1684—1765) ;
pubHahed in

1728, and remaEkable for the multiplicity and
badness of its rhymes. The "wish" consists of

thirteen stanzas, and begins

—

" Oh, may I steal
Along the vale

Of hnmble life, secure from foes

;

My friend sincere,
My judgment clear.

And gentle business my repose."

" Ocean (O thou vast)! Ever-sounding
sea

! "

—

Procter, Adieu to the Ocean—
" Thou symbol of a drear immensity."

" Ocean (The broad) leans against the
land."'

—

Goldsmith, The Traveller, line 284.

"Ocean (The) to the river of his
thoughts."

—

Byron, Tlie Bream, stanza 2.

Oceana. A work in which James Harrington
(1611—1677) revealed his conception of an ideal

republic, something in the same style as Sir Thomas
More's Utopia (q.v.). His idea was that government
should be " established upon an equal agrarian
basis, rising into the superstructure, or three
orders—the senate debating and proposing, the
people resolving, and the magistracy executing by
an equal rotation through the suffrage of the people
given by baUot." The work was published in

1656, 1 and was the cause of much controversy. In
it England, of course, figures as Oceana, Scotland

as Marpesia, Ireland as Panopoea, Henry VII. as

Panurgus, Henry YIII. as Corannus, Queen
Elizabeth as Partheusa, and OromweU as Megale-
tor, and so on. ' "In general," says Hallam, "it
may be said of Harrington that he is prolix, dull,

pedantic, and seldom profound ; but sometimes
redeems himself by just observations."

Ochiltree, £die. A vagrant, in Sir Walter
Scott's novel of The Antiquary (q.v.).

Ockley, Simon, historian and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1678, d. 1720), published Introductio ad
Linguas Orientates (1706), A History of the Present

Jews (1707), a History of the Saracens (1757), and
a few minor works. i

O'Connor, Charles, !D.D., antiquarian and
miscellaneous writer (1828), published Colmnbanus
ad Hibernos : or. Seven letters on the present mode

of Appointing Catholic Bishops in Ireland (1810

—

16) ; Eermn, Hibernicarum Scriptores (1814—26)

;

and a catalogue of the manuscripts in the Stowe
Library (1818—19).

O'Connor's ChUd: "or, the Flower of Love
lies bleeding." A poem in sixteen stanzas by
Thomas Campbell.

Octavia. A play adapted from the Greek of

Seneca, by Thomas Nuce (temp. Queen Elizabeth)

;

written partly in ten-syUable couplets, and partly

in lines of eight syllables, rhyming alternately.

It appeared in 1581.

Octavia,A Letter from,toherHusband
Marcus Antoninus ; in which she expatiates

on her sorrows, and endeavours to recall his affec-

tion for herself. Written by Samuel Daniel in

1611, and characterised by much tenderness of

feeling and force of expression.
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Octavian. A metrical romance, " in a very-

singular stanza," edited by HaUiweU-PMllipps for

the Percy Society.

Octogenarian, An. The nam de plwim
under which James Eoche contributed a large

number of articles to The Gentlemcm's Magazine.
His Critical and Miscellaneous Essays were pub-
lished in 1850.

" Ocular proof. Give me the."—Othello,

act iii., scene 3.

"Odd numbers, Divinity in." See

"Divinity in odd numeeks."

Odes, in English, have a character quite dif-

ferent from that which obtained in classical times,

when the famous works of Pindar were accepted
as a model. Pindaric odes are known in English
literature, but they are few in number, and not
always successful. With us an ode has come to

mean simply a poetical address or apostrophe, full

of varying lengths and metres, and divided into so

many irregular stanzas, no attempt being made to

regulate the latter as Pindar regiiated them. The
ode is, indeed, an essentially artificial production,

and is not much met with in England until the
artificial period of our poetry, when Dryden (q.v.)

produced a Song on St. Cecilia's Say (q.v.) and
Alexander's Feast (q.v.), neither of them statedly,

but both of them really, odes in form and style.

Collins's Odes, notably that on The Passions, are
well known, like those of Grray, which include The
Bard (q.v.), Tlie Progress of Poesy (q.v.), and
others. Keats wrote several fine specimens of this

kind of poetry, the most notable being perhaps
the Ode to a Nightingale (q.v.). Shelley gave us
Odes to the West Wind, Liberty, auA. Naples; whilst
Coleridge, who much afiected this species of com-
position, will be remembered by his Odes to The
Departing Year (q.v.). Prance (q.v), and Dejection.

Wordsworth's famous Ode on the Intimations of Im-
mortalityfrom Childhood (q.v.) will at once suggest
itself. Of later writers Tennyson and Swinburne
have succeeded in this direction—the former in
his Ode to the Duke of Wellington, the latter in his
Ode to the, French Repuhlic. Of all the poets above-
named, Gray worked most thoroughly on the
ancient model, his Odes being in the recognised
three groups of three stanzas each, called respec-
tively the strophe, antistrophe, and epodos. Con-
greve, however, is entitled to the priority of English
composition on this regular model.

" Odious ! in woollen ! 'twould a saint
provoke." See Naecissa.

Odo, Bishop of Cambria (d. 1113), was the
author of a Tetrapla on the Psalms, a treatise on
Original Sin, a dialogue on Tlie Doctrine of Satisfac-
tion, and Opuscula Sacra, published in vol. xv. of

tlie Bibliotheea Patrum (1622).

Odoeporicon Eicardl Regis. A Latin
poem by Gtjlielmus Peeeqkinws (circa 1197), in
praise of Richard I.

Odoherty, Sir Morgan. One of the inter-

locutors in the Noctes Ambrosiance (q.v.), and the
nom de plume of Dr. William Maginn (1794

—

1842), in contributing to Blackwood' s and Fraser's

Magazines. His Maxims were published in 1849.

"Odours, when sweet violets sicken."—Shelley, in the brief lyric, beginning

—

•'Music, when soft voices die" (q.v.).

O'Dowd, Cornelius. The name under
which Chaules Lever (1809—1872), the novelist,

contributed a series of papers On Men and Things
to Blackwood's Magazine.

O'Dowd, Mrs. A character in Thackeray's.
Vanity Fair. " How thoroughly Irish," says
Haimay, "and how imlike the stage IriA-
woman."

Odyssey, The. See Homee.

CEconomy of Love, The. See Love, Thk
Economy op.

CBdipus. A play adapted from the Greek of
Seneca by Alexajider Nevile in. 1663.

CEdipus Tyrannus: "or, SweDfoot the
Tyrant. A Tragedy in two acts. Translated
from the original Doric," by Percy Bysshe
Shelley, written in 1820.

CEhlensehlager. A Danish poet (1779

—

1850), many of whose poems have been translated

iato Engli^, notably by Theodore Martin (q.v.),

.and Robert Buchanan (q.v.) ia his Poems from the

Scandinavian.

CEnone. A poem by Alfred Tennyson, pub-
lished in 1832. CEnone was the beloved of Paris,

who deserted her, however, when Venus, to gain
from him the award of beauty, promised bim the
fairest wife in Greece.

*' And from that time to this I am alone.
And I shall be alone imtil I die."

"O'er the glad waters of the dark
blue sea." First line of Byron's poem of The
Corsair (q.v.).

"O'er the hills and far away."—Gay,
Beggar's Opera, act i., scene 1.

" Of a' the airts the wind can blaw."
First line of a song "composed" by EoBERr
Burns (1759—1796), " out of comphment" to Ms
wife. "N.B.,"he says, "It was ,in the honey-
moon.''

" Of all the girls that are so smart,"—First line of Carey's Sally in Our Alley—
" There 's none lUce pretty Sally

;

She is the darling of my heart.
And she lives In our alley."

" Of aH the torments, all the cares,"
-First line of a lyric by William Walsh (1663—
1709)—

" Of all the plagues a lover bears.
Sure rivals are tbe worst."

" Of man's first disobedience and the
fruit." See " Man's fiust disobedience."
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" Of TTelson and the North." First line

of Campbell's Battle of the Baltic (q.v.).

" Of old sat Freedom on the heights."
A lyric by Alfred Tennyson, full of tie finest

poetical characterisation.

"Off with his head! so much for
Bnckingliani

!

" A line in Colley Gibber's version

of Shaxespeare's Richard III., act iv., scene 3.

Oflfa. An old English romance, of which the

story is founded on the marriage of a king with a

wood-nymph, and the hatred with which the latter

is regarded hy the king's mother. The legend
frequently reappears in the romances of the thir-

teenth century.

"Offence is rank, O my."—Samlet, act

iii., scene 3.

"Offending Adam out of him, And
whipped the."

—

King Senry V., act i., scene 1.

OflS-ces, Four Books of, " enabling private

persons for the speciaU Service of aU good
Princes and Policies," hy Baknaby Barnes (1569

—1607) ; and puhUshed in 1606. A fuU descrip-

tion of them may be read in the Biographia
Mestituta,

" Oflces of prayer and praise. The
imperfect."

—

Wordsworth, The Excursion, book i.

OfFor, George (b. 1786, d. 1864), wrote a
biography of John Bunyan (q.v.).

" Offspring of Heaven first born."—
JVEilton's apostrophe to "Holy Light!" in. Faradise

Lost, book iii., line 1.

" Oft in the stilly night,"—First line of a
famous song by Thomas Moore—

" Ere slumber'a chain has honnd me,
Fond memory brings the light
Of other days around me."

" Offc repeating (And), they believe
'em true."

—

Prior, Ahna, canto iii.

"Often wished that I had clear,
I've,"

—

Swift's Imitation of Horace, book ii.,

satire 6

—

" For life six hundred pounds a year,
A handsome house to lodge a friend,
A river at my garden's end."

Og. The name vmder which Thomas Shad-
well, the dramatist, is satirised in Dryden's poem
of Absalom and Achitophel (q.v.).

Ogier le Danois. The hero of more than
one romance of the Middle Ages, and probably
identical with the Oger or Helgi, who figures on
the Edda and the Volsung-Saga. " In the earlier

traditions," says Price, " the theatre of his actions

is confined to Denmark and the neighbouring
countries, but the later fictions embellish his career

with all the marvels of romance, and after leading
him as a conqueror over the greater part of Europe
and Asia, transport him to the Isle of Avalon,
where he still resides with Morgan la Faye." See
Warton passim.

Ogilby, John, Scotch miscellaneous writer
(b. 1600, d. 1676), pubhshed translations of The
.^neid (1649), .^sop's Fables (1651), The Iliad
(1660), and The Odyssey (1661). He was satirised
both by Dryden in MacFlecknoe, and by Pope in
The Funoiad. See Wood's Athence Oxonienses.

Ogilvie, John, Presbyterian minister (b.

1733, d. 1814), pubhshed, in 1769, a volume of
Foems, of which Dr. Johnson said that " he could
find no thinking in them ;

" also Sermons (1767)

;

Philosophical and Critical Observations on the
Nature, Character, and Various Species of Com-
position (1774); Mona: a poem (1777); Britannia:
a National Epic Foem, in Twenty JBoohs, to which is

prefixed a Critical Fissertation on Epic Machinery
(1801); and other works.

Ogleby, Lord. An aged beau, who afEects the
gaiety of youth, in Golman and Gareicic's comedy
of The Clandestine Marriage (q.v.).

" Oh, a dainty plant is the ivy green."—Dickens's Ivy Green (q.v.).

" Oh ! blame not the bard, if he fly
to the bowers." Axi. Irish melody by Thomas
MooRE.

"Oh! breathe not his name, let it
sleep in the shade." An Irish melody by Thomas
Moore.

" Oh, do not wantonwith those eyes."
A song by Ben Jonson, in Xfnderwoods (q.v.).

"Oh, no! we never mention her." See
"Never mention her," &c.

" Oh, to be in England." First line of

Some Thoughts, from Abroad, a lyric by Robert
Browning.

O'Hara Family, Tales of the, by John
Banim (1798—1842) and Michael Baijim (b. 1796),
were published in 1825 and 1826. Of these, John
Banim wrote The Fetches, John Foe, and Grohone

of the Bill-hooJc ; but the work of each was
strictly criticised and revised by the other.

The Nowlana and Feter of the Castle were among
those included in the second series. " The force of

the passions and the effects of crime, turbulence,

and misery have rarely been painted with such
over-mastering energy, or wrought into narratives

of more sustained and harrowing interest. The
very peculiarities of the Irish dialect and pro-

nunciation heighten the wild native flavour of

the stories, and enrich them with many new and
picturesque words and phrases."

O'Hara, Kane, dramatist (b. 1722, d. 1782),

wrote Midas, The Golden Fippin, April Fay, Tom
Thumb, and The Two Misers. See Baker's Bio-

graphia Framatica.

Oisin. See OssiAN.

O'Keefe, John, dramatist (b. 1747, d. 1833),

wrote The Gallant (1765), Tony Fumpkin (1778),

Wild Oats, The Agreeable Surprise, Modern Antiques,
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The Sprigs of Lawrel, Love in a Camp, The Foor
Soldier, The JSighland Seel, Fontainehleau, and other
pieces, collected and published in 1798. His Poems
were publislied as a " legacy to his daughters,"
in 1824. The Secollections of the Life of John
O'Keeffe, Written by -HjmseZ/', appeared in 1826.

Olan Hanesmoth. : "or, a View of the In-
termediate State, as it appears in the Records of
the Old and New Testaments, the Apochryphal
Books, in Heathen Authors, the Greek and Latin
^Fathers," by Gbokge Bestnet; published in 1801,
and characterised by Bishop Horsley as "a work
of various erudition and deep research."

OldAge, Moral Poem on : " written," says
EUis, "in rhyme, and extracted by Hickes, part of

which is to be found in the introduction to Dr.
Johiison's Dictionaryy It is probably as old as the
beginning of the thirteenth century.

" Old age serene and bright, An."—
"WoRDSwoKTH, To a Yowng Lady.

Old and Young Courtier, The. A
satirical baUad, written in the reign of James J.,

and contrasting it, not unfavourably, with that of

Queen Elizabeth. It was printed, with other poems,
in Le Frinee d' Amour (1660), and afterwards in

Percy's Reliques, from an old black-letter copy in
the Pepys Collection at Magdalen College, Oxford.
Leigh Hunt speaks of it as " admirable ; full of the
gusto of iteration, and exquisite in variety as well
as sameness."

Old Arm Chair, The. A lyric by Eliza
Cook (b. 1817), beginning

—

" I love it 1 I love It I that old arm chair."

Old Bachelor, The. A comedy by Wil-
liam CoNGKEVE, acted in 1693 ; composed with
great elaboration of dialogue and incessant ambi-
tion of wit. Its author was only twenty-one years
old. Maoaulay calls it as " a play, inferior indeed
to his other comedies, but, in its own hne, inferior

to them alone." " It brought the author," says
Thackeray, " to the notice of that great patron of
English muses, Charles Montague, Lord Halifax,
who being desirous to place so eminent a wit in a
state of ease and tranquillity, instantly made him
one of the Commissioners for licensing hackney
coaches, bestowed upon him soon after a place in
the Pipe Office, and likewise a post in the Custom
House of the value of £600."

Old Bachelor in the Scottish Village,
The. Prose sketches by Thomas Aird (b. 1802,
d. 1876), the most popular of which is a little tale

called '
' Buy a Broom."

Old City Manners. See Eastward Hoe !

Old Clock on the Stairs, The. A poem
by Henky Wadswoeth Longfellow (b. 1807),
founded on the idea that "retemite est une
pendule, dont le balancier dit et redit sans cesse ces
deux mots seulement, dans le sUence des tombeaux

:

'Toujours! jamais! Jamais! toujours!'"

Old Couple, The. A comedy by Thomas
May (q.v.), first printed in 1658. It was probably
written before 1641. It is included inCarew Haz-
htt's edition of Dodsley's Old Flays. Here is a
snatch of song from it:—

« Dear, do not your fair beauty wrong.
In thinking etiU you are too young.
The rose and lilies In your cheek
nourish, and no more ripeness seek

;

Your cherry lip, red, soft, and sweet,
Proclaims such fruit for taste most meet

:

Then lose no time, for love has wings,
And Hies away from aged things."

Among the characters are Sir Argent Scrape,
Earthworm, Eugeny, Scudmore, Lady Covet,
Matilda, and Artemia.

Old Court Suburb, The. A prose work
by James Henry Leigh Hunt (1784—1859), pub-
lished in 1855, and giving an interesting historical

account of Kensington and its celebrities.

Old Curiosity Shop, The. A story by
Charles Dickens, originally included in Mastm-
Humphrey's Clock (q.v.). See also Nell, Little;
Marchioness, The ; and Swiveller, Dick.

Old Ebony. See Ebony, Old.

Old English Baron, The. A novel by
Clara Reeve (1725—1803), the first edition of

which, pubhshed in 1777, bore the title of The
Champion of Virtm : a Gothic Story. To quote
from her own preface, this story was " the literary

ofltspring of The Castle of Otranto [q.v.], written upon
the same plan, with a design, to unite the most
attractive and interesting circimastauces of ancient
romance and modem novel."

" Old famUiar faces ; All, aU are gone,
the." A line in Charles Lamb's lyric. The Old
Familiar Faces.

" Old father antic the law.''—Mug Henry
LV., part i., act i., scene 2.

" Old friends are best." A proverbial
expression which occurs in Selden's Table Talk.

" Old friends, old times, old manners,
old books, old wine."

—

Goldsmith, She Stoops to

Conquer, act i., scene 1. "I love," says Mr. Hard-
castle (q.v.), " everything that's old."

" Old-gentlemanly vice, A good." See
" Good old-gentlemanly vice."

Old Home, Our. A series of sketches of
English life and scenery byNathanielHawthoenb
(1804-1864), published in 1862.

Old Humphrey. See Humphrey, Old.

Old Law, The. A comedy by Philip Mas-
singer,Thomas Middleton, and "William Rowley,
printed in 1656. The law is, that aU old men who
have reached the age of fourscore shaU be put to

death, as useless to the commonwealth. " There is,"

says Lamb, " an exquisiteness of moral sensibility,

making one to gush out tears of delight, and a
poetical strangeness in all the improbable circum-
stances of this wild play, which are unlike amy-
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thing in the dramas which Slassinger wrote alone.

The pathos is of a subtler edge. Middleton and
Eowley had hoth of them finer geniuses than their

associate."

Old Maid, An. The pseudonym of Miss
Phlllipps in the publication of her book, My Life,

and what shall I do with it ? a Question for Tov/ng

Gentlewomen (1841).

Old Maids. A play by James Sheridan
Kkowles (1784—1862).

" Old man (An), broken with the
storms of state."

—

King Senry VIII., act iv.,

scene 2.

" Old man (An) is twice a child."

—

Mantlet, act ii., scene 2.

" Old man eloquent, That." A phrase

applied to the Athenian orator Isocrates by Milton
in his Sonnet (No. 10) To the Lady Margaret Ley.

It has of late years come to be sometimes applied

to Professor Wilgon, the essayist and contributor

to Blaehwood^s Magazine.

Old Man of the Sea, The, figures in
" Sinbad the Sailor" {Arabian Nights).

Old Manor House, The. A novel of Mrs.
Charlotte Smith (1749—1806), published in 1793,

and characterised by Miss Kavauagh as her finest

imaginative effiort. "It is her best and most in-

teresting novel, though, Kke all she wrote, it is

tinged with despondency and sadness. In vain

does she make hero and heroine happy in the

^nd ; the spirit of disappointment ever broods over

the tale. Orlando (q.v.) is the hero, Monimia
(q.v.) the heroine of the tale."

Old Man's Wish, The. A ballad in twenty
stanzas, by Walter Pope (d. 1714), published in

. 1693, and described by Southey as " one of those

which are never likely to lose their estimation and
popularity." It was imitated in Latin by Vincent
Bourne (1697—1747), and begins :

—

"If I live to grow old, as I find I go down.
Let this be my fate in a country town :

May I have a warm house, with a stone at my gate.
And a cleanly young girl to rub my old pate."

Old Mortality. A novel by Sir Walter
Scott (1771—1832), published in 1816. It derives

its title from an old Camerouian, whose real name
was Eobert Paterson, but who was called " Old
Mortality" from the devotion with which for

forty years or more, he erected or repaired the
tombstones over the graves of deceased members of
his sect in various parts of Ayrshire, Gralloway,

and Dumfriesshire. It was from him that Sir

Walter, in the person of Jedediah Cleishbotham
(q.v.) professed to have received the story narrated
in the novel. A fuU account of him is given in
the introduction to the tale, the chief personages
in which are Henry Morton, Edith Bellenden,
Claverhouse, Balfour of Burley, Cuddie Headrigg,
and Goose Gibbie.

Old Red Sandstone, The. See Sand-
stone, The Old Eed.

" Old saw." An expression occurring in.

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.

Old Shekarry, The. See H. A. L.

"Old things need not be therefore
time." First Hne of Ah! yet consider it again,

a lyric by Arthur Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

Old Tom of Bedlam. A " mad song," " by
William Basse [q.v.], one that," according to

Izaak Walton, '
' has made the choice song of The

Simter in his Career." See Percy's Reliques.

Old Wives' Tale, The. A legendary story,

in prose and verse, by George Peele, published in

1595. It appears to have afEorded Milton a hint

for his masque of Comus (q.v.)

.

" Old yew, which graspeth at the
stones."—Section ii. of In Metnoriam, by Alpreu
Tennyson.

Oldacre, Cedric, of Saxe Normanby.
The pseudonym adopted by John Wood Warter,
the author of The Last of the Old Squires : a sketch

(1854).

Oldbuck, Jonathan. The hero of Scott's

novel of The Antiquary (q.v.), a whimsical, satirical,

impetuous, good-hearted learned collector of the

"odds and ends" of archseology; "partly
founded," his creator tells us, " on a friend of my
youth. An excellent temper, with a slight degree

of sub-acid humour, lesimiug, wit, and drollery,

the more poignant that they were a little marked
by the peculiarities of an old bachelor ; a sound-

ness of thought, rendered more forcible by an
occasional quaintnesa of expression, were, I con-

ceive, the only quahties in which the creature of

my imagination resembled my benevolent and
excellent friend."

Oldcastell, Sir Johan, the Lorde Cob-
ham : " A Brefe Chronycle concemynge the

Bxaminacyon and Death of the Blessed Martyr
of Christ," by John Bale, Bishop of Ossory (1495

—1563). Sir John had sufiered martyrdom in

1417 for holding the doctrines of WycliSe. The
"Brefe Chronycle" appeared in 1544. See Old-
castle, Sir John.

Oldcastle, Humphrey. The pseudonym
under which Henry St. John, Viscount Boling-
BROKE, contributed to The Craftsman a series of

Letters upon the Sistory of England, and A Disserta-

tion upon Farties.

Oldcastle, Sir John. A play by an anony-

mous author, printed in 1600, and erroneously

attributed to Shakespeare. Parmer supposes it to

have been written by Thomas Heywood. It is

founded on the history of Sir John Oldcastle, Lord

Cobham, executed for treason in the reign of

Henry V. Shakespeare's Sir John Falstafi was

at first named Oldcastle; but "Oldcastle died a

martyr, and this is not the man." (Epilogue to
' Henry IV., part ii.) See Oldcastell, Sir John.
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Oldham, John, poet (b. 1653, d. 1684), wrote
Satires against the Jesuits^ Findaric Odes^ a trans-

lation of Juvenal, and other works, collected and
published, with a Memoir, by Edward Thompson,
in 1770. See also the biographical and critical

introduction to the JPoems, by Eohert Bell, in the
Annotationed Edition of the Poets. "Oldham," says
Hallam, "ranks perhaps next to Dryden; he is

spirited and pointed, but Ms versification is too
negligent, and his subjects are temporary." See
English Juvenal, The.

Oldisworth, WiUiam., a writer of the early
part of the eighteenth century, is said to have been
an excellent translator, took part in the Hoadley
controversy against Bishop Blackall, of Exeter,
and was one of the original contributors to The
^Examiner. He died in 1734. A list of his works
is given in Watt's Bibliotheca.

Oldmixon, John, dramatist, and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1673, d. 1742), published Foems
in Imitation of Anacreon (1696) ; Amyntas : a
Fastoral (1698); The Grove: or. Love's Faradise

(1700) ; The Governor of Cyprus (1703) ; Amores
Britanniei : or, Seroic Epistles in Imitation of Ovid's

fl703) ; Court Tales (1717) ; a History of England
(1730, 1735, and 1739) ; and many other works.
He is satirised by Pope in The Bunciad in the lines

beginning

—

" In naked majesty Oldmixon stands," &c.—n., 283.

Oldstyle, Jonathan. The nam de plwme
under which Washington Ikving (1783—1859)

published his earliest work, entitled Letters on the

Drama (1802).

Oldys, William, bibliographer and bio-

grapher (b. 1689, d. 1761), compiled Catalogus

Bibliothecce Harleianee (1743), edited The Harleian
Miscellany (1753), and wrote a Life of Sir Walter
Raleigh, prefixed to The History of the World
(1756). The British Librarian (q.v.) appeared in

1737. See Grose's Olio, and Watt's Bibliotheca.

Olgismodus. See Memoirs oe Europe, &c.

Olifaunt, TTigel. The hero of Sir Walter
Scott's novel of The Fortunes of Nigel (q.v.).

Olindo. The Mahometan King of Jerusalem,

in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

Oliphant, Carolina. See Naikne, The
Baroness.

Oliphant, Laurence, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1829), has pubhshed ^ Journey to Katmandhu ;

The Russian Shores of the Black Sea; Minnesota and

the Far West ; The Transeaucasian Campaign under

Omer Fasha ; A Narrative of the Farl of Elgin!

s

Mission to China and Japan in 1867—9 / Patriots

and Filibustiers ; Incidents of Travel; and Ficeadilly :

a Fragment of Contemporaneous Biography (really a

satire upon modern English society).

Oliphant, Mrs. Margaret, novelist and
miscellaneous writer (b. about 1818), has published

among other novels, Mrs. Margaret Maitland

0849), Merldand (1851), Adain Graeme of Moss-

gray (1852), Harry Muir (1853), Magdalen Hepburn
(1854), Lilliesleaf (1855), Zaidee (1856), Katie

Stewart (1856), The Quiet Heart (1856), Chronicles

of Carlingford (including Salem Chapel, The Per-

petual Curate, The Rector, Miss MarjoribanJcs, and
Phcebe Junior), Agnes (1869), The Brownlows (1868),

The Minister's Wife (1869), John (1870), Three
Brothers (1870), A Son of the Soil (1870), Squire

Arden (1871), Ombra- (1872), At His Gates

(1872), Innocent (1873), May (1873), A Rose
in June (1874), For Love and Life (1874), Valentino

and his Brothers (1875), The Curate in Charge
<1876), Fhmbe Junior (1876), Caritd (1877), Mrs.
Arthur (1877), and Young Musgrave (1877); besides

publishing Memoirs of Edward Irving (1862), St.

Erancis d'Assisi (1870), and Moutalembert (1872),
Historical Sketches of the Reign of George II. (1869),

Tlie Makers of Florence (1876), and Dante (trans-

lation) (1877).

Oliver, in As You Like It (q.v.), is a son of Sir

Eoland de Bois. See Orlaitdo.

Oliver Newman: " a New England Tale,"
in verse, by Robert Southey (1774—1843), was
pubhshed in 1845.

Oliver Twist. A novel by Charles Dickens
(1812—1870), originally pubfished in Bentley's

Miscellany, of which Dickens was at that time

editor, and re-published in a complete form in

1838. It was illustrated with drawings by George
Cruikshank, who has since claimed the honoiu-

of originating or suggesting some of .the most
effective scenes. Thackeray, writing of this novel

in the character of "Ikey Solomons" (q.v.), says:

—

" The power of the writer is so amazing, that the

reader at once becomes his captive, and must fol-

low hiTTi whithersoever he leads : and to what are

we ledP Breathless to watch all the crimes of

Fagin [q.v.], tenderly to deplore the errors of Nancy
[q.v.], to have for BUI Sikes [q.v.], a kind of pity

and admiration, and an absolute love for the societj''

of the Dodger [q.v.] . AU these heroes stepped from
the novel on to the stage ; and the whole London
pubHc, from peers to chimney sweeps, were inter-

ested about a set of ruffians whose occupations are

thievery, murder, and prostitution." A remark-
able feature of the work and one which, on its pub-
lication, brought considerable odium on the writer,

was its unsparing exposure of the poor-law and
the workhouse system, which led to its representa-

tion on the stage being forbidden for a time. But
in April, 1868, John Oxenford's version was acted
at the New Queen's Theatre, London, and this,

was followed by several other representations.

Olivia. " A consummate hypocrite, of most
unblushing effrontery," in Wyoherley's Plain

Dealer (q.v.).

Olivia. The countess, in Twelfth Night (q.v.),

beloved by Orsino, the duke, and in love, first with
Viola, and at last with Sebastian.

Ollapod. Apothecary and comet in the volun-

teers, in Colman the Younger's comedy of the Poor
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Gentleman (q.v.) . He ia for ever saying, "Do you
take—do you take ? " when he makes a joke Mm-
self, and, " Thank you, good sir [or ma'am]—I owe
you one," when he imagiues a witty remark in

some other person.

Olney Hymns, The. So called after the

place ia and near which resided the joint-authors

William Cowper (q.v.), and the Eev. John New-
ton (q.v.).

Olor Iscanus: "a CoUection of some select

Poems and Translations," by Henby Vauohan
(1621—1695) ;

pubHshed ia 1651. Olor Iscanus

means "The Swan of the TJsk"—the TJsk heing

the river which ran through the poet's native vale,

and of which he wrote :

—

«' When I am laid to rest hard by thy streams.
And my sun sets where first it sprang in beams,
I'll leave behind me such a large kind light
As shall redeem me from oblivious night

;

And in these vows which, living yet, 1 pay.
Shed such a precious and enduring ray.
As shall from age to age thy fair fame lead.

Till rivers leave to run, and men to read !

"

Ommpresenee of the Deity, The. A
poem hy Robert Montgomery (1807—1855),
published in 1828, and honoured with a minute
and crushing criticism by Lord Macaulay in The
Edinburgh Review for April, 1830. The writer is

there convicted of numerous plagiarisms, of which
the following lines, imitated from Campbell's

—

**ThesCTiii7ieZ3torsaet their watch in the sky,"—

is perhaps the best example :

—

"Te quenchless stars I so eloquently bright.
Untroubled serdriss of the shadowy night.'*

Omnium, Jacob. The nom de plume under
which Matthew J. Higgins contributed a series

of letters on social subjects to The Times newspaper.

His trenchant writing is celebrated by Thackeray
in his ballad of Jacob Omnium's Soss.

" Who was this master good
Of whomb I make these rhymes?

His name is Jacob Homnium, tlsqulre;
And if /"d committed crimes.

Good Lord ! I wouldn't ave that man
Attack me in the Times .'

"

A memoir of Higgins appeared in an early num-
ber of The Oornhill Magazine. His Life has also

been written by Sir William Stirling-Maxwell, in

preface to a coUection of his miscellaneous writings

(1877). See J. 0.

Onu'i, in Dryden's poem of Absalom and
Achitophel (q.v.), stands for Sir Heneage Finch,

Lord Chancellor of England.

" On a day—alack the day ! " A song in

Shakespeare's Love's Lahow's Lost, act iv., scene

3; also printed in The Passionate Filgrim, and
in England's Belicon (1600), with the omission of

the 15th and 16th lines.

" On Linden when the sun was low,"
—First line of Campbell's Hohenlinden (q..v.)

—

*' All bloodless lay the untrodden snow.
And dark as winter was the flow

Of Iser, rolling rapidly."

"On, Stanley, on!"—Scott's Marmion,

canto vi., stanza 32.

" On, ye brave !
"

—

Campbell, Sohenlinden.

" Once did she hold the gorgeous East
in fee."—Sonnet, On the Extinction of the Venetian

Republic, by William Wordsworth (1770—1850).

" Once in a golden hour."

—

The Flower,

by Alpred Tennyson.

"Once, in the jBight of ages past."
First line of The Common Lot, a lyric by James
Montgomery (1771—1864).

"Once more unto the breach, dear
friends, once more."

—

King Senry V., act iii.,

scene 1.

" One eare it heard, at the other out it

went." Line 435 of book iv. of Chaucer's Troilus

and Oresseide (q.v.).

"One far-off divine event. And."

—

Tennyson.

"One fell swoop, At."—Macbeth, act iv.,

scene 3.

"One kiss, dear maid! I said, and
sighed."

—

To Sara, by Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

" One 'more unfortunate. Weary of
breath." First lines of Hood's poem. The Sridge

of Sighs (q.v.).

One of the Taney. A nom de pUtine assumed

by Thomas Moore (q.v.) in the pubKoation of

Tom Crib's Memorial to Congress (1819).

One Thousand Seven Hundred and
Thirty-eight: "a Dialogue something Uke
Horace," by Alexander Pope ' (1688—1744) ;

pubKshed in 1738, on the same morning as that on
which Johnson's London appeared, " so that," as

Boswell says, " England had at once its Juvenal

and Horace as poetical monitors." The Dialogue

now forms the epilogue to the Satires.

" One touch of Nature makes the
whole world kin."

—

Troilus and Cressida, act iii.,

scene 3.

" One word is too often profaned."
First line of a lyric by Percy Bysshe Shelley,
written in 1821.

"One writes that 'other friends
remain.' "—Section vi. of In Memoriam, by Alfred
Tennyson.

O'WeOl : " or, the Rebel." A tale in verse,

by Edward, Lord Lytton, published in 1827.

"Only noble to be good, 'Tis." See

Tennyson's ballad, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

" Only the actions of the just,"—Shir-
LEY, The Contention ofAjax and Ulysses, scene 3 :

—

" Smell sweet and blossom in the dust."

Open Sesame ! The charm by which the

door of the robbers' cave flew open in " The Forty

Thieves" {Arabian Nights).
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Ophelia. Daughter of Poloniug, ia Samlet
(q.v.). " OplieKa," says Mrs. Jameson, " the
young, fair, inexperienced girl, facile to every
impression, fond in her simplicity, credulous in

her innocence, loves Hamlet, not for what he is in
himself, but for that which he appears to her—the
gentle, accomphshed prince, upon whom she has
been accustomed to see all eyes fixed in hope and
admiration, the first who has ever whispered soft

vows in her ear ; and what more natural ? That
Hamlet regards Ophelia with a kind of tenderness,
that he loves her with a love as intense as can
belong to a nature in which there is (I think) much
more of contemplation and sensibility than action
or passion, is the feeling and conviction with which
I have always read Samlet. We do not see him as

a lover, nor as Ophelia first beheld him, for the
days when he importuned her with love were before
the opening of the drama His love for
Ophefla is ranked by himseH among those trivial

fond records which he has deeply sworn to erase
from his heart and brain. He has no thought to

link his terrible destiny with hers; he cannot
marry her In his distraction he overacts
the painful part to which he has tasked himself

;

he is like that judge of the Areopagus, who being
occupied with graver matters, flung from him the
little bird which had sought refuge in his bosom,
and that with such angry violence that unwittingly
he killed it. Of Ophelia's subsequent madness
what can be said ? Her wild, rambhng fancies

;

her aimless speeches ; her quick transitions from
gaiety to sadness, each equally purposeless and
causeless; her snatches of old ballads, such as
perhaps her nurse sang her to sleep with in her
infancy—are all so true to life that we forget to
wonder, and can only weep."

Opie, Amelia {nk Alderson), noveKst and
poet (b. 1769, d. 1853), pubhahed The Father and
Daughter (1810); Simple Tales (1806); New Tales

(1818) ; Madeline (1822) ; Detraction Displayed

(1828), (q.v.) ; Poems (1802) ; Illustrations of Lying
in all its Branches (1827); Temper: or, Domestic
Scenes ; Tales ofReal Life ; and Tales of the Seart.
Memorials of her Life were published by Miss
BrightweU (1854). For Criticism, see Miss Ka-
vanagh's JEnglish Women of Letters.

Opimian, Dr. A character in Peacock's
Gryll Grange, and of whom Eobert Buchanan
says that he is " as sure of immortality as Uncle
Toby himseU."

" Opinion still, Is of his own." See
" Complies against his will."

" Opinion! which on crutches walks,"—Lloyd, The Poet—
"And sounds the words another talks."

" Opinions, Golden." See " Golden
opinions."

Opium-Eater, The English. <Sce English
Opium-Eatek.

" Oppressor's wrong, the proud man's
contumely, The."

—

Samlet, act ni., scene 1.

Optic, Oliver. The nom de plume of William
T. Adams, an American writer of juvenile books.

Opticks :
" or, a Treatise of the Reflections,

Refractions, Inflections, and Colours of Light."

Published by Sir Isaac Newton (1642—1727) in

1704.

"Optics sharp it needs, I ween,"—
Tbumball, M'Pingal, canto i., line 67

—

*' To see what is not to be seen."

Opus Chronicorum, by William Eish-
ANGEK, monk of St. Albans (circa 1300). A
continuation of Matthew of Paris' s Chronicle,

includiag " Gesta and Aimals of Edward I."

Opus Major, by Roger Bacon, monk of

St. Albans ; dedicated to Pope Clement IV., and
edited by Jebb (1733).

"Oracle; I am Sir,"—The Merchant of
Venice, act i., scene 1

—

" And, when I ope my lips, let no dog hark."

" Oracles are dumb, The." Line 173 of

Milton's poem of II Penseroso.

Ore. " A sea-monster that devoured men and
women," inARiosTo's Orlando Furioso.

Orchestra, The: "or, a Poem expressing
the Antiquity and Excellency of Dancing, in a Dia-
logue between Penelope and One of her Wooers,"
by Sir John Davies; dedicated to Prince Henry,
eldest son of James I. The poem is a fragment.
It was published in 1596.

Ordella. The wife of Thierry, King of France,
in Fletcher's tragedy of Thierry and Theodoret;

a character which Charles Lamb considered " the

most perfect idea of the female heroic character,

next to Calantha in The Broken Seart of Ford, that

has been embodied in fiction. " She is," he says,
" a piece of sainted nature."

Order of the Garter, Institution ofthe.
A dramatic poem by Gilbert West (1705—1766),
introducing Edward III., Queen Philippa, the Black
Prince, John King of France, the Genius of Eng-
land, Bards and Druids, who revel in choruses and
odes, strophes and antistrophes. It appeared in

1742.

" Order of your going. Stand not on
the."

—

Macbeth, act iii., scene 4.

" Order this matter better in Prance,
They." A sentence—generally quoted, incorrectly,
" They manage these matters better in France"

—

which will be found on page 1 of Sterne's Senti-

mental Journey.

Ordericus Vitalis, chronicler (b. 1075, d.

1142), was the author of an Ecclesiastical Sistory

of England and Normandy, first printed in 1619

;

again, in 1826, with a notice of the author by
Guizot; again, in 1838, edited by M. Auguste Le
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Prevost ; and, in an English translation by For-
rester, in 1853—6. It is in thirteen hooks, and ia

three parts, the first of which consists of a complete
Church history, the second of a history of the
affairs of his own Ahbey of St. Evroult, and the
third of a "conscientious, although disorderly,"

contemporary record of political events in Nor-
mandy and England. "Vitalis," says one of his

critics, " claims no suhtlety, he discovers aU that

he can, and tells aU that he knows, with breaks

and digressions, with representation of facts some-
times in the form of speeches put ia the mouths
of persons of his story, or other movement of the

fancy for expression of the truth, hut with no
attempt to colour facts to his opinions. His
ioumal is, like every good old chronicle of its

kind, a mine of historical anecdote, and illustrates

vividly the social condition of England and Nor-
mandy in the eleventh and twelfth centuries."

Ordinal, The : " or, a Manual of the Chemical
Art; an Exposition in verse of the principles of

the Hermetic Science." It was written in 1477
by John Norton, and printed by Elias Ashmole
in his Theatrum Ghemicimi (1652).

Ordinary, The. A comedy by William
Caktwmght (q.v.), first printed in 1651, seven
years after the author's death. It was partially

written in 1634. See Dodsley's Old Flays, (ed.

Carew Hazlitt).

Orford, Earl of. See Walpole, Hoeaoe.

O'EeiUy, Private Miles. The literary

pseudonym, of Colonel Charles G. Halpine,
author of a book of songs and speeches, supposed
to be the production of an Irish private in the
47th Eegiment of New York Volunteers.

Orestes. A tragedy written by William
SoTHEBY (1757—1833), on the model of the Greek
drama. It was published in 1802.

Orgoglio. A giant in Spenser'S-F«m« Q>ieene,

who defeats the Eed-cross Knight.

Oriana. A baUad by Alfred Tennyson, pub-
lished in 1830.

" My heart is wasted -witii my woe,
Oriana.

There is no rest for me below,
Oriana."

Oriana. A name bestowed upon Queen Eliza-

beth in a series of madrigals, published in 1601.

Ben Jonson also applies it to the queen of

James I.

Oriana, in Parquhar's Inconstant (q.v.), is in

love with a roue, named Mirabel, whom she finally

brings to her feet.

" Orient pearls at random strung,
like." A line from A Persian Song of Safiz (q.v.),

by Sir William Jones.

Oriental Eclogues. See Eclogues, Ori-
ental.

Oriental Translation Fund. See Asiatic
(Eoyal) Society.

Origin of Species, The. A work by
Charles Robert Darwin (b. 1809), in which he
put forward his theory of " natural selection." It

was pubhshed in 1859, and the leading idea of it

was excellently satirised by Lord Neaves (q.v.) in a
poetical squib.

Original, The. An attempt made by Thomas
Walker (1784—1836) to revive the periodical

essay of the eighteenth century. The first number
appeared in May, 1835.

Origines EcclesiasticSB : "or. Antiquities
of the Christian Church," by Joseph Bingham
(1668—1723); published in 1710-22. It is a
work of great learning, research, and soimd judg-
ment.

Origines Sacrse: "or, a Rational Account
of the Christian Eaith, as to the Truth and Di-
vine Authority of the Scriptures, and the matter
contained therein," by Edward Stillingfleet,
Bishop of Worcester (1635—1699); published in

1662, and edited by Dr. Bentley in 1709.

Orilo, or Orillo. A magician and robber, in
Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.

Orinda, The Matchless. A name bestowed
on Mrs. Katherine Philips (q.v.), the authoress

of some graceful odes and miscellaneous poems,
to whom Jeremy Taylor addressed his Discourse on

Orion. An epic poem by Richard Henry
.

Horne (b. 1803), published in 1843. Several edi-

tions of this poem were sold, in the first of which
it was charged at one farthing per copy—a '

' price

placed upon it as a sarcasm upon the low estima-
tion into which epic poetry had fallen."

Orlando, in As You Like It (q.v.), is a son of

Sir Rowland de Bois, and brother of Oliver (q.v.).

He is in love with Eosahnd (q.v.)

.

Orlando, in Mrs. Smith's novel of The Old

Mamor Souse (q.v.), is " the agreeable young hero
who has so long held an honourable place in fiction.

He is handsome, generous, brave, daring, and
ardent," and in love with Monimia (q-v.).

Orlando. The hero of Akiosto's Orlando

Furioso, described as '
' the model of a true knight

—high-minded, generous, compassionate, and
valiant." He is in love with Angehca, and be-

comes mad through her marriage with Medoro.

Orlando Purioso. An epic poem, in forty-

six cantos, by Lodovico Ariosto (1474—1533),

which appeared in 1516. See Ariosto.

Orlando Furioso, The Historie of. A
tragedy, in five acts, by Robert Greene (1594).

Orme, Robert, historian (b. 1728, d. 1801),

wrote a History of the Military Transactions of

the British Nation in Indostan from the Tear

17Ji5 to 1761 (1763 and 1778), Mstorical Fragments
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of the Mogul Empire, A General Idea of the Govern-
ment and People of Indostan, aai a privately printed

Mistory of Sevagi.

Orme, William, Dissenting minister (b.

1787, d. 1830), produced Memoirs of Dr. John
Owen (1820), William Kiffin (1823), and John
"Urquhart (1827), and the Bibliotheca Bihlica (q.v.).

Ormond. A novel by Makia Edge-worth,
printed with Harrington ia 1817.

Ormilltlia. A work, in verse, by Okmist, a
canon regular of the Order of St. Augustiae, called

Ormulvm from the name of the author :

—

" ThlB T)OC l8B nemmed Orrmulum
PorrtM tliatt Orm itt Wrohhte."

Ormin's plan was " to give a metrical para,phrase

of the Gospel of the day, and then to expound it

in metre doctrinally and practically, with frequent

borrowing from the writings of St. Augustine and
^Ifric, and some borrowing from Bede. The
metre is in alternate eight and seven syllables, or

in lines of fifteen syllables, with a, metrical point

at the end of the eighth. Hie purpose," says

Morley, " was religious and didactic. It was to

bring home pleasantly and very simply to the
understanding of the poor the truths of Scripture

in those portions of the New Testament which were
to be read in the daily offices of the Church. His
version is never poetical, yet it has one pleasantly

distinctive character, it is remarkable for its weU-
studied simplicity of expression."

" Ormuz and of Ind, Tlie wealth of."—Paradise Lost, book ii., line 2.

Oronooko, The History of: " or, the Eoyal
Slave." A novel by Aphra Behn (1642—1689),
published in 1698, and founded on the story of a
prince of Africa who was sold into slavery, and
eventually put to death by the authorities of the
colony in which he laboured. He had previously
been married to his lady-love, a beautiful girl,

called Imoinda, who had also been captured by the
slave merchants, and sent as a slave to the same
colony as that which held her lover. The story of

this interesting pair is told by Mrs. Behn with
much graphic power, and is thus characterised by
Miss Julia Kavanagh :

— " The only one of her
tales that, spite of all its defects, can still be read
with entertainment, is that in which she invented
least. Indeed Oronooko can scarcely be called a
novel; it is a book of travels, and a most pic-

turesque one ; a biography, and one both noble
and tragic. We may doubt, indeed, the accuracy
of Mrs. Behn's statements—^we cannot doubt the
general truth of this lamentable history, which is

told, moreover, with infinite vigour and spirit."

Oronooko: "or, the Royal Slave." A play
by Thomas Southern (1660—1746), founded on
the true story treated in Mrs. Behn's novel. The
History of Oronooko (q.v.).

Orosius. The Universal History of this writer
was translated by King Alfred, whose version
was printed in 1773.

O'BoTirke. Described by " Olphar Hamst"
(q.v.) as the real name of the gentleman who has

produced a few Irish plays, notably Peep o'Bay,

under the name of Edmund Falconer. See Hand-
book of Fictitious Names.

Orphan, The. A play by Thomas Otway
(1661—1685), acted in 1680, and described by Dr.

Johnson as " one of the few plays that keep pos-

session of the stage. It is a domestic tragedy,

drawn from middle Hfe. Its whole power is upon
the affections." It contairis the following passage

(act iii., scene 1) :

—

" Wliat mighty ills have not been done hy womao?
Who was 't betrayed the Capitol ? A woman

!

Who lost Mark Antony the world? A woman

!

Who was the cause of a long ten-years' war.
And laid at last old Troy In ashes ? Woman I

Destructive, damnable, deceitful woman !

"

"The story of The Orphan," says HaUam, "is
borrowed, I believe, from some French novel."

Orpheus C. Kerr. See Kerr, Orpheus C.

Orpheus of Highwaymen, The. A
title given to John Gay, the author of The Beggar's
Opera, of which a highwayman, Captain Macheath
(q.v.), is the hero.

Orsino, Duke of lllyria. A character in

Shakespeare's comedy of Twelfth Night (q.v.).

Orville, Iiord. The hero, and lover of

Evelina, in Madame D'Arblat's novel of the
latter name (q.v.) ;

" handsome, gallant, polite, and
ardent;" "rich, titled, and universally admired."
He is described as " gaily but not foppishly dressed,

and indeed, extremely handsome, with an air of

mixed politeness and gallantry." " Who," says
Miss Kavanagh, " could resist him P"

Orygynale Cronykil of Scotland, by
Andrew Wyntoun (circa 1395—1420), was written
(he says)

"At the metans of a lord
That had my serwys In his warde,
Schyr I hove of the Wemys be richt name,
An honest knycht and of gade fame."

The author has contrived to introduce into his nine
books of ingenious eight-syllabled doggrel a large

number of facts and traditions ; amongst others, an
early form of the story of the three weird sisters

in Macbeth. The chronicle was edited in 1795 by
David Macpherson.

Osbaldistone. The names of two cousins,

Francis and Eashleigh, who figure in Sir Walter
Scott's Bob Boy. The former is in love with
Diana Vernon (q.v.), whom he eventually marries.

Osborn, Francis, miscellaneous writer (b.

1589, d. 1658), pubHshed, among other books, his

Advice to a Son (1656—58), (q.v.). His Works
were reprinted in 1763. " Osborne's Advice to his

Son," says HaUam, "is not far above mediocrity,

and contains a good deal that is commonplace, yet
with a considerable sprinkling of sound sense and
observation."

Osborne, George, in Thackeray's novel of

Vanity Fair (q.v.), is eventually married to Amelia
Sedley (q.v.).
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Osborne, Lord Sidney Gr. See S. G. 0.

O'Shanter, Tarn. See Tam O'Shanter.

O'Shaughnessy, Arthur, poet, has pub-
lislied An Epic of Women, and Other Foems (1870)

;

Lays of France (1871) ; and Music and Moonlight

(1874). See Stedman's Victorian Foeta.

Osile, in. the romance of Sir Guy of Warwick
(q.v.), is in love witli Sir Thierry.

Osmyn. A noble prisoner in Congkeve's
Mourning Bride (q^.v.), who proves to he Alfonso,

Prince of Granada, and husband of Ahneria (q..v.).

Osric, in Samlet (q.v.) , is described by E. Grant
"White as "a type of the euphuist or afEected

courtier of Shakespeare's time; a hair-spUtter in

thought, and absurdly dainty and extravagant ia

expression."

Osseo. " Son of the Evening Star," in Long-
PELLOw's Siawatha (q.v.).

Ossian, or Oisin, -was the bard to whom James
Macpherson (1738— 1796) attributed the sub-

stantial authorship of the two epics of Fingal (q.v.)

and Tetnora (q.v.) issued respectively in 1762 and
1763. Macpherson, who was a Highland school-

master then, had submitted to the author of

Botiglas (q.v.) in 1759 a series of poems which he
represented as translations of fragments of ancient

Gaehc poetry which he had heard recited in the

Highlands. Home read and admired, and others

read and admired, and the result was the publica-

tion in 1760 of Macpherson's Fragments of Ancient

Poetry, the success of which probably induced

Macpherson to attempt something still more start-

ling. Sent, accordingly, to Scotland, to search, by
the aid of subsidies cheerfully collected for him,

for further remains of ancient poetry, he came back
loaded, not this time with fragments merely, but

with the two full-blown epics above-mentioned,

which, when pubHshed, -spread like wildfire all

over Europe. Not only did all English literary

circles resound with their praises, hut they were
translated into several European languages, and
we know that they were the favourite reading of

Napoleon. Immediately upon the praise, however,

came the detraction, and the authenticity of the

poems was vehemently questioned by writers like

Dr. Johnson and David Hume, and by antiquarians

Hke Pinkerton and Malcolm Laing, the latter of

whom published in 1800 a pungent essay on
the subject, followed up later with a volume
devoted to the topic. On the other hand. Gray
and Blair among the poets, and Lord Karnes and
Sir Join Sinclair among the critics, strongly as-

serted the antique origin of the poems in question.

A third element in the controversy was then intro-

duced by the claim, set up by Irish antiquaries, on
the part of Ireland, for the genesis of the epics in

their original form. That the " poems of Ossian,"

so far as they are genuine, are more Irish than

Scotch in character was asserted by Lord Neaves
(q.v.), whose judicial occupation and frame of mind
gave him some right to speak authoritatively.

"I feel bound," he says, "to express my opinion
that the Ossianio poems, so far as original, ought
to be considered generally as Irish compositions
relating to Irish personages, real or imaginary,
and to Irish events, historical or legendary; but
they indicate also a free conununication between
the two countries, and may he legitimately regarded
by the Scottish Celts as a literature in which they
have a direct interest, written in their ancient
tongue, recording traditions common to the Gaelic
tribes, and having been long preserved and diffused

in the Scottish Highlands." As regards the poems
as produced by Macpherson, the same writer says

:

" The poems published by Macpherson as the com-
positions of Ossian, whether in their English or their

GaeKo form, are not genuine compositions as they
stand, and are not entitled to any weight or authority

in themselves, being partly fictitious, but partly at

the same time, and to a considerable extent, copies

or adaptations of Ossianic poetry current in the
Highlands." Of the literary merit of Macpherson's
compilation, Wordsworth may be allowed to be a
competent judge. "Having," he says, "had the

good fortune to be bom and reared in a moun-
tainous country, from my very childhood, I have
felt the falsehood that pervades the volumes im-
posed upon the world under the name of Ossian.

Erom what I saw with my own eyes, I ipiew that

the imagery was spurious. In nature everything
is distinct, yet nothing defined into absolute inde-

pendent siogleuess. In Macpherson's work, it is

exactly the reverse ; everything (that is not stolen)

is in this manner defined, insulated, dislocated,

deadened—yet nothing distinct. It will always be
so when words are substituted for things. To say
that the characters never could exist, that the
manners are impossible, and that a dream has more
subsistence than the whole state of society as there
depicted, is doing nothing more than pronouncing
a censure which Macpherson defied ; when, with
the steeps of Morven before his eyes he could talk
so familiarly of his car-home heroes ; of Morven,
which, if one may judge from its extent at the
distance of a few miles, contains scarcely an acre of

ground sufficiently accommodating for a sledge to
be trailed along its surface. Mr. Malcolm Laing
has ably shown that the diction of this pretended
translation is a motley assemblage from all quarters.

As the translation of the Bible, and Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Pope, could not be indebted to Mac-
pherson, it follows that he must have owed his fine

feathers to them." Because, however, Fingal and
Temora are not the work of Ossian, but are almost
wholly an eighteenth-century concoction, it does

not foUow that there was not an Ossian, or that he
did not write poetry. On the contrary, there are

Ossianic remains in existence, which may be read
in The Book of the Dean ofZismore (q.v.), and in the

publications of the Ossianic Society. See also the
Foems of Ossian in the Original Gaelic (1871), and
Ossian Original and Authentic (1875).

Ossoli, The Marchioness of, Sarah Mar-
garet Puller (b. -1810, d. 1850), was the author
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of Woman in the Nineteenth Centwry, Summer on the

Lakes, and other works, besides numerous contri-

butions to The New York Tribtme and The Dial,

of which she was for some time editor (1840). See
her Life by Emerson, Channing, and Clarke.

Oswald, in King Lear (q.v.), is steward to

Goneril (q.v.).

Othello, the Moor of Venice. A tragedy
by William Shakespeake (1564—1616), probably
written, says HalliweU-Phillipps, before 1600, and
certainly acted at Court in 1604, again at the
Grlobe Theatre in 1610, and once more at Court in

1613. It was first printed in 1621, appeared in quarto
in 1622, and was included in the second quarto of

collected plays in 1630. The plot is taken from
Cinthio's Secatommithi, parte prima, deca terza,

novella 7, though the names of the characters,

except Desdemona, are not the same. "For once,"

says Hartley Coleridge, " Shakespeare and perfec-

tion are united. From the first scene to the last of

this play there is a perpetuity of interest. Some
gaps of time there may be. "We must allow a few
hours, say seven days, for the passage between
Venice and Cyprus. Set that down for the pro-

logue to the play. Then it will appear to be the

most perfect specimen of tragedy now extant."

Of the hero, Schlegel says :
" We recognise in

Othello the wild nature of that glowing zone
which generates the most deadly poisons, tamed
only in appearance by the desire of fame, by
foreign laws of honour, and by nobler and milder

manners. His jealousy is not the jealousy of the

heart, which is compatible with the tenderest feel-

ing and adoration of the beloved object; it is of

that sensual kind which, in burning climes, has

given birth to the disgraceful confinement of

women, and many other unnatural usages. A drop

of this poison flows in his veins, and sets his whole
blood in the wildest ferment. The Moor seems

noble, frank, confiding, grateful for the love shown
him ; and he is aU this, and moreover, a hero who
spurns at danger, a worthy leader of an army, a
faithful servant of the state ; but the mere physical

force of passion puts to flight in a moment all his

acquired and mere habitual virtues, and gives the
upper hand to the savage over the moral man."
" It is," says Dowden, " from an agonised sense of

justice that Othello destroys the creatttre who is.

dearest to him in the world, knowing certainly

that with hers his own life must cease. Nay, it is

not with the cessation of Desdemona's breath that

the life of Othello ends ; he is unable to survive

the loss of faith in her perfect purity. From the
first suggestion of suspicion by his ensnarer, Othello

is impatient for assurance, and finds suspense in-

tolerable. Why f Not surely because he is eager
to convict his wife of infidelity ; but rather because
he wiU not allow his passionate desire to believe her
pure to abuse him, and retain him in a fool's para-
dise, while a great agony may remain before him."

" OtheUo's occupation's gone." See
" Occupation's oone, Othello's."

" Others abide our question—thou art
free

! " First hne of Shakespeare, a sonnet by
Matthew Aknold (b. 1822).

Otho the Great. A tragedy written by
John Keats in conjunction with a friend of

his, called Brown; Brown supplying the fable,

characters, and dramatic conduct; Keats, the
diction and the verse. " The two composers," says

Lord Houghton, " sat opposite. Brown sketching

all the incidents of each scene, and Keats translating

them into his rich and ready language. As the
play advanced, Keats thought the events too melo-
dramatic, and concluded the fifth act alone. The
tragedy was ofiered to, and accepted by, EDiston,

Kean having expressed a desire to act the prin-

cipal part." It was never acted, however. " As
a literary curiosity, it remains interesting, and
abounds with fine phrases and passages marred by
the poverty of the construction."

Otranto, The Castle of. See Castle or
Otkanto, The.

©'Trigger, Sir Lucius, in Shebidak's
Bivals (q.v.), is a richly humorous portraiture of

the stage-Irishman.

Otterbourne, The Battle of. A ballad,

printed in Percy's Seliques, from an old MS. in
the Cotton Library, where it is inscribed, "A
Songe made in E. 2. his tyme of the battele of

Otterbume, betweene Lord Henry Percye Earle of

Northomberlande and the Earle Douglas of Scot-
lande. Anno 1388." As a matter of fact, however,
the battle was not fought by the Earl of North-
umberland, but by his son, Sir Henry Percy, sur-

named Hotspur, who, with his brother Ralph, was
taken prisoner in the engagement. The story is

told with much prolixity by the French chronicler,

Froissart. See Chevy Chase.

Otuel, Sir. An old English romance in verse,

founded on the legends of Charlemagne and Koland,
and now existing only in a fragmentary state. One
copy, in the Auchinleck MSS., contains 1738 Unes,
written, says EUis, in couplets, with considerable
spirit and animation. A second MS. in six-lined

stanzas, completes the story, and includes a para-
phrase of Turpin's Mistoria de Vita Caroli Magni
from the death of Ferragus to the battle of Eonces-
valles. See Ellis's Early English Uomances.

Otway, Rev. Csesar (d. 1842), was author of

Sketches of Ireland, Tour in Connaught, and other
works.

Otway, Thomas, dramatist (b. 1651, d.

1685), wrote Alcibiades (1675) ; Don Carlos (1675) ;

Gaius Marius (1680), (q.v.) ; The Orphan (1680),

(q.v.) ; Venice Preserved (1682), (q.v.) ; Titm and
Berenice, Friendship in Fashion, and The Soldier^

Fortune, besides various poetical pieces. His
Works were published in 1813, with a Life of

the author, by Thomas Thornton. For Criti-

cism, see Sir Walter Scott's Essay on the Drama.
Eochester refers to Otway in his Session of the

Foots.
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" Tom Otway came next . . .

And swears for heroics he writes best of any."

Pope says :

—

" The tragic spirit was our own.
And full in Shakespeare, fair in Otway shone

;

But Otway failed to polish or refine."

" Otway," says Dr. Johnson, "had not much cul-

tivated versification, nor mach replenished his

mind with general knowledge. His principal

power was in moving the passions." Jefirey was
of opinion that Otway's pretensions to mere poetry
were very slight. " His lyrical pieces," he says,
" are entirely worthless. What he did he effected

by a strong contrast of character, by spirited

dialogue, and by always keeping in view the main
object of the play." See Poet's Complaint to his
Muse.

Ouida. The name under which Mademoiselle
Louise se la Hame has published the follovring

novels :

—

AriadnS, Cecil Castlemaine's Gage, Chandos,

A Dog of Flanders, Folle-Farme, Held in Bondage,
Idalia, In u Winter City, FascarH, PmIc, Signa,

Strathmore, Trieotrin, Two Little Wooden Shoes,

and TTnder Two Flags.

" Our acts our angels are." See " Acts
OUB ANGELS ARE."

" Otir birth is but a sleep and a for-
getting." The opening line of a famous passage
in Wordsworth's Ode on the Intimations of Im-
mortality (q.v.).

" Our bugles sangtruce—for the night-
cloud had lower'd." First line of Campbell's
Soldier's Dream.

" Our enemies have fall'n, have fall'n

:

the Seed." First Hne of a song, by Alered Ten-
nyson, in The Frineess.

" Our hands have met, but not our
hearts."

—

To a False Friend, by Thomas Hood.

Our Mutual Friend. See Mutual Friend,
Our.

Our Old Home. See Old Home, Our.

Our Street :
" a Christmas Book," by Wil-

liam Makepeace Thackeray.

Our Village. See Village, Our.

"Oursels as others see us. To see."
See Louse, To a.

" Ourselves to know. And aU. our
knowledge., is."

—

Pope, Fssay on Man, epistle iv.,

line 398.

" Out at heels."—King Lear, act ii., scene 2.

" Out, damned spot ! out, I say."—
Macbeth, act v., scene 2.

"Out of house and home. He hath
eaten me."

—

King Senry IV., part ii., act ii.,

scene 1.

" Out of mind as soon as out of sight.
And." A line from Lord Brooke's Sonnet Ivi.

See also Thomas a Kempis's Imitation of Christ,

book i., chap. 23 :
" And when he is out of sight,

29

quickly also is he out of mind." Gay has the-

line :

—

" Out of sight when out of view."

Arthur Hugh Clough has a poem of which the
above forms the motif and refrain.

" For men, that will not Idlers be.
Must lend their hearts to things they see

;

And friends who leave them far behind.
When out of sight are out of mind."

"Out upon it, I have loved Three
whole days together." First line of a ballad by Sir
John Suckling (1609—1641).

"Out-herods Herod, It."—MamUt, act
iii., scene 2.

Outram, George, Scotch lawyer and jour-
nalist (b. 1805, d. 1856), was author of Lyrics,

Legal and Miscellaneous.

Outram, William, Prebendary of West-
minster (b. 1625, d. 1679), wrote De Sacrijiciis

Libri Dito (q.v.).

Outre-Mer : " a Pilgrimage beyond the Sea.''

A series of prose tales and sketches by Henry
Wadswobth Longfellow (b. 1807), published
in 1835. "The Pays d'Outre-Mer," says the
writer, " is a name by which the pilgrims and
crusaders of old usually designated the Holy Land.
I, too, in a, certain sense, have been a pilgrim of

Outre-Mer ; for to my youthful imagination the
Old World was a kind of Holy Land, lying afar

off beyond the blue horizon of the ocean. In this

my pilgrimage, I have traversed France from
Normandy to Navarre; smoked my pipe in a
Flemish inn ; floated through Holland in a Trek-
schuit ; trimmed my midnight lamp in a German
university ; wandered and mused amid the classic

scenes of Italy ; and listened to the gay guitar and
merry Castanet on the borders of the blue Guadal-
quiver."

"Outrun the constable." A phrase-

occurring in Butler's poem of Sudibras, part i.,

canto iii., line 1,367.

" Over shoes in love. He was more
than."— The Two Gentlemen of Verona, act i.,

scene 1.

" Over the mountains." First line of
Love will Find Out the Way (q.v.)

.

Overall, John, successively Bishop of Lich-
field, of Coventry, and of Norwich (b. 1559, d.

1619), was the author of The Convocation SooTe, a
treatise on the divine origin and claims of govern-

ment. He was also one of the authors of the
Chwreh of Fngland Catechism, and one of the trans-

lators of the Bible. Hallam says of The Convocation

Book that the author's arguments are " singularly

insufficient. He quotes nothing but a few irrele-

vant texts frpm Genesis ; he seems not to have
known at all the strength, whatever it may be, of

his own case."

Overbury, Sir Thomas, poet and philoso-

pher (b. 1581, d. 1613), was the author of Characters-
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or Witty Descriptions (1614), The Memedy of Love

(1620), Observations in his Travailes (1626), and
Crumms FaVnfrom Kinc/ James's Table (1716), all of

which are referred to under their respective heads.

See Eimhault'e edition of the Works in the Library

of Old Authors. Hallam thus compares the prose
styles of Earle (q.v.) and Overbury:—"Earle," he
says, " has more natural humour, and hits his mark
more neatly ; the other is more satirical, but often
abusive and vulgar. The wit is often trivial and
flat ; the sentiments have nothing in them general
or worthy of much remembrance

;
praise is only

due to the graphic slriH in delineating character.

Earle is as clearly the better, as Overbury is the
more original writer." See Newes fkom any
WHENCE, and Wipe, A.

Overdo, Adam. A justice of the peace in

Ben Jonson's Bartholomew Fair (q.v.).

Overreach, Sir Giles. A miser and extor-

tioner, in Massinger's New Way to Pay Old Debts
(q.v.) , supposed to be intended for Sir Giles Mom-
pesson, to whom, and to Sir Francis Michell, was
granted the famous patent for the exclusive manu-
facturing of gold and silver lace, characterised by
Macaulay as " the most disgraceful of all patents
in our history."

Overs, John. See Evenings op a Workins
Man.

" Over-violent or over-civil."—Absalom
and Aehitophel, part i., line 557.

Ovid. The Metamorphoses of this famous
poet was translated by George Sandys (1677

—

1644), and published in 1626. " He comes so near
the sense of his author," says Langbaine, "that
nothing is lost ; no spirits evaporate in the decant-

ing of it into English ; and if there be any sedi-

ment it is left behind." An earlier version was
made by Arthur Golding in 1665. The Elegies

were translated by Christopher Marlowe, the
dramatist, in 1597.

Owain Kyveiliog, Prince of Powis (circa

1162). See Circuit through Powis, The, and
Hirlas Horn.
" Owe you one, I." See Ollapod.

Owen, George, M.B. (d. 1568), published
in the latter year A Meet Diet for the New Agite,

setforth by Mr. Owen.

Owen, Henry, clergyman (b. 1716, d. 1795),
wrote A Brief Account of the Septuagint (1787),
Observations on the Fov/r Gospels (1764), The Intent

and Propriety of the Scripture Miracles (1773),
Critica Sacra (1774—5), CoUatio Codicis Cottoniani

Oeneseos (1778), Critical Disquisitions (1784), Ser-

mons (1797), and other works.

Owen, John (d. 1622), published Epigram-
mata (1606), of which translations were issued by
Hayman in 1628, by Harvey in 1677, and by
Harflete, Peoke, and Vicars.

Owen, John, D.D., Nonconloimist divine

(b. 1616, d. 1683), produced The Display of Ar-
minianism (1642) ; Commimion with God (1657)

;

Exposition of the Epistle to the Sebrews (1668)

;

On Justification (1677) ; Salus Electorum, Sanguis

Jesu : or, the Death of Death in the Death of Christ;

Diatriba de Divina Justitia ; Doctrine of the Saints

Perseverance explained and confirmed; Yimdieia

Evangelicce ; Mortification of Sin hy Believers;

On the Divine Original, Authority, Self-evidencing

Light and Power of the Scriptures ; On the Natu/)-e,

Rise, and Progress, and Study of True Theology

(1661); Animadversions on "Fiat Lux;" In-

dwelling Sin; A Discourse of the Holy Spirit

;

Christologia ; and other Works, all of which were
edited by Thomas EusseU, with a Life by William
Orme, in 1826. A Memoir of Dr. Owen had
appeared in 1720. See Abminianism, Display of.

Owen Meredith. See Meredith, Owen.

Owen of Carron. A baUad by John Lang-
HORNE (1735—1779), the story of which bears

strong resemblance to that of Gil Morrice (q.v.).

Owen of Carron is the illegitimate son of Lady
EUen, daughter of the Earl of Moray, and the

Earl of Nithsdale.

Owen, Kichard, comparative anatomist

(b. 1804), has published Lectures on Comparative

Anatomy (1843—69), Principles of Comparative

Osteology (1855), Palneontology (1860), and nume-
rous otiier works of great scientific interest.

Owen, Robert Dale (b. 1804, d. 1877),

wrote New Views of Society (1825), Footfalls on the

Boundaries of Another World (1859), The Wrong of
Slavery (1864), Beyond the Breakers (1870), and
ThreadingMy Way,an autobiographical work (1873).

Owenson, Sydney. See Morgan, Lady.

Owl and the Wightingale, The. An old

Engliah poem, by Nicholas de Gtuildfokd (circa

1197), written in the reign of Eichardl. It has

been edited for the Roxburgh Club (1838), and for

the Percy Society by Thomas Wright. It tells

how the two birds quarrelled over their claims to

admiration, and left it to the writer to decide

between them.

Owl, The. A semi-aUegorical poem, by.

Michael Drayton, published in 1619.

" Owl (The), for all his feathers, was
a-cold."

—

Keats, The Eve of St. Agnes.

Own Times, History of My, hy Gilbert
Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury (1643 — 1716);
published in 1724, and giving an outline of events

under the Commonwealth, and a narrative of the

succeeding period down to 1713. Bishop Atter-

bury is said to have remarked of its author,
" Damn him, he has a good deal of truth ; but
where the devil did he learn it?" Dr. Johnson
considered the Sistory " very entertaining. The
style, indeed, is mere chit-chat. I do not believe

that Burnet intentionally lied ; but he was so much
prejudiced that he took no pains to find out the
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truth. He was like a man who resolves to regulate
his time hy a certain watch, hut will not inquire
whether the watch is right or not." It is certain

that the publication of his, work was the signal for

a series of attacks from the Tory and Jacobite party,
a list of which attacks, too long to be given here,

may be read in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.
The somewhat egotistic style of Burnet was admir-
ably quizzed in Pope and Arbuthnot's Memoirs of
JP. P., a Parish Clerk (q.v.).

Oxenden, Ashton, D.D., Bishop of Mon-
treal and Metropolitan of Canada (b. 1808), has
written Sermons on the Christian Life, God's Mes-
sage to the Poor, A Plain Sistory of the Christian

Church, The Pathway of Safety, and many other
popidar religious works.

Oxenford, Jplm, dramatist and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1812, d. 1877), wrote many successful
pieces for the stage, and contributed largely to the
periodical literature of his time. Among his trans-
lations are the Autobiography and Conversations of
Goethe, Jacob's Hellas, and Fischer's Bacon. He
was for many years the dramatic critic of The Times.

Oxford. A poem by Robert Montgomery
(q.v.), published in 1831.

Oxford. A poem by Thomas Tickbll, in-

scribed to Lord Lonsdale, and published ia 1707.

Oxford, Earl of, Edward Vere (b. 1545,

d. 1604), was the author of some fugitive verses,

some of which appeared originally ia The Paradise

of Dainty Devices (q.v.). See Dr. Hannah's
Comrtly Poets. See, also. Judgment op Desire, The.

Oxford Sausage, The. A collection oijeux
d'esprit, by Thomas W^rton, phbHshed in 1764.

Oxnead, John of. See John op Oxnead.

" Oyster may be crossed in love, An."
See Sheridan's play of The Critic, act iii., scene 1.

Ozell, John, translator (d. 1743), published

versions in English of Moliere, Comeille, and
Eacine's plays, of Fenelon's Telemaqm, of Eabelais,

and other authors. He is referred to in The Dunciad,
book i., 284—6.

Ozymandias. A sonnet by Percy Bysshe
Shelley, written in 1817.

" My name Is OzymEiidlas, king of kings

;

Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair !

"

"Pack, clouds, away, and welcome
day,"—First line of a lyno by Thomas Hey-
WOOD

—

" To give my lore good morrow,
Sing birds in every furrow."

Pacolet. The familiar spirit of Sir Eiohaed
Steele in Ms periodical The Tatler (q.v.) ; origi-

nally the name of a dwarf, ia the old story of

Valentine and Orson, who possessed an enchanted
steed, fashioned of wood, and is frequently alluded

to by early writers.

" Pagan suckled in a creed outworn,
A." A line in Wordsworth's Sonnets, part 1,

xxxiii.

Page, Anne, in The Merry Wives of Windsor
(q.v.), is iu love with Fenton (q.v.).

Page, Mr., in The Merry Wives of Windsor, is

the husband of Mrs. Page.

Page, Mrs,, ia The Merry Wives of Windsor,

is beloved by Sir John FalstafE, who is put to

shame by her and Mrs. Ford in a well-known
scene.

Page of Plymouth, The Lamentable
Tragedy of the. A play (temp. Queen Eliza-

beth), founded on an actual occurrence.

Page, William, in The Merry Wives of Wind-
sor, is a schoolboy, son of Mrs. Page.

Paige, Eldridge P. See Dow, JuN.

Paine, Thomas, miscellaneous writer (b.

1737, d. 1809), published, among other works
(enumerated in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual),

Common Sense (1776), The American Crisis (1776

—

83), The Eights of Man (1791—92), (q.v.), and
The Age of Season (1792 and 1796). His Life was
written by "Francis Kydys" (George Chalmers)

iu 1791, and by Eichard Carhle in 1819. His
political Works and the report of his trial were
published in 1792 ; his political works again in

1817 and 1819 ; his miscellaneous works in 1819 ;

and his theological works ia 1822. Further

Memoirs of Paine were published by Oldys in 1791,

Cheetham in 1809, Eickman in 1814, Sherwia ia

1819, Harford in 1820, and Vale in 1853. See Tlie

North American Review, vol. Ivii. See also Eeason,
The Age op.

"Paint a thought? Can you,"—Ford,
The Broken Heart—

" Or number
Every fancy in a slumber ?

"

"Paint like nature? Who can."—
Thomson, The Seasons ("Spring," line 465—6).

" Paint the meadows with delight."—
Love's Labours Lost, act v., scene ii.

"Painted ship (A) upon a painted
ocean."

—

Coleridge, The Ancient Mariner, part ii.

Painter, William, miscellaneous writer (circa

1554—1593), published The Palace of Pleasure

(q.v.). See Warton's Mglish Poetry, vol. iv. (ed.

Hazlitt). See also Antiprognosticon.

Paire of Turtle Doves, A: "or, the

Tragicall History of BeUora and FideKo." A novel

by EoBERT Greene, priated in 1606.
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"Palace (A) lifting to eternal summer,
Its marble walls."

—

Lytton, lady of Lyons, actii.,

scene 1.

"Palace and a prison on each hand,
A." A line in BYRorrs poem of Childe Harold's
Filgrimage, canto iv., stanza 1. The reader mil
remark the grammatical error in the phrase " each

hand;" the poet evidently meant " either hand."

Palace of Art, The. A poem by Alpbed
Tennyson, published in 1830. It is an allegory,

designed to show that a mere artistic enjoyment of

the universe will make no great soul permanently
happy. It is fuU of admirable picture-drawing,

as

—

*• One, an Engliali home,—gray twilight poured
On dewy pastures, dewy trees.

Softer than sleep,— all things in order stored,
A haunt of ancient Peace ;

"

and of poetic characterisation, as

—

"There was Milton like a seraph strong.
Beside him Shakespeare bland and mild,

And there the world-worn Dante grasped his Bong,
And somewhat grimly smiled."

Palace of Honour, The. An allegorical

poem by Bishop Gawtn Douglas, of Dunkeld,
probably suggested by the Sejour d'Bonneur of

Octavien de St. Gelais. Its general object is to

represent the vanity of human glory, and to

demonstrate that the path of virtue is the way
to happiness. It bears some resemblance to Bun-
yan's Filgrim's Progress (q.v.).

Palace of Pleasure, The : " beautified,

adorned, and well furnished vrith pleasant histories

and excellent novels, selected out of divers good
and commendable authors." A collection of tales,

chiefly by Boccaccio and BiondeUo, on which many
of the EKzabethan writers, Shakespeare especially,

founded the plots of their dramas. It appeared in

1566—69, under the editorship of William Painter
(q.v.), clerk of the armoury to Queen Elizabeth, and
wasrepriiitedial575. A reproduction of thelatter

edition was superiatended by Joseph Haslewood in

1813.

"Palace of the soul, The."

—

Byron,
Childe Harold's Filgrimage, canto ii., stanza 6.

Paladin of England, The Famous,
Pleasant, and variable History of:
" Translated out of French by Anthony Mundat"
in 1588. The French title runs as follows:

—

Histoire Faladienne traitant des Gestes et genereux

Fails d'Armes et d'Amours de plusieurs grands

Frinoes et Seigneurs, specialement de Falladien Mis
du Fog Milanor d'Angleterre et de la belle Selerine

(1565).

Palamon. A character in "The Knight's
Tale" in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales; in love

with Emilia, who is also beloved by Palamon'

s

friend, Arcite. Dryden versified Chaucer's poem
in his Falamon and Arcite. See Palamon and
Aroyte.

Palamon, in Spenser's poem of Colin Clout, is

supposed to be intended for Thomas Churchyard,
the poet (q.v.),

—

•' That Bang so long until anlte hoarse he grew."

Palamon. The hero of The Two Noble Kins-

men (q.v.)

Palamon and Areyte . "A comedy in two
parts," by Kichard Edwards, acted before Queen
Elizabeth on September 2 and 3, 1566.

"Pale east of thought. The." See
" Sicklied o':er."

"Pale moonlight, The."—Scott, Lay of
the Last Minstrel, canto li., stanza 1.

"Pale (To) his uneffectual fire."—
Hamlet, act i., scene 5.

"Pale, unripened beauties of the
North."

—

Addison, Cato, act i., scene 4.

"Pale-faced moon. The."—King Henry
IV., pait i., act i., scene 3.

Palemon, in Falconer's poem of The Ship-

wreek (q.v.), is in love with the daughter of Albert,

the commander of the vessel in which he sails.

Palemon, in Thomson's poem of "Autumn" in

The Seasons (q.v.), is a yoimg man, "the pride of

swains," in love vrith Lavinia (q.v.). Palemon is

a poetical representation of Boaz, while Lavinia is

intended for Kuth.

Palestine. An Oxford prize poem by Regi-
nald Heeer, afterwards Bishop of Calcutta (1783—1826). It was written in 1803. Parts of it were
set to music.

Palestine, Traditions of, by Harriet
Martineau (1802—1876)

;
published in 1830, and

consisting of imaginative sketches of the Holy
Land in the time of our Saviour.

Paley, Frederick Apthorp, classical

editor (b. 1817) (grandson of WiUiam Paley), has
published editions of worksby .Sischylus, Euripides,

Homer, Aristophanes, Demosthenes, Martial, Ovid,
Propertius, and Theocritus ; also, translations of

works by .Slschylus, Pindax, Propertius, Plato, and
Aristotle. He is the author of a translation of

Milton's Zycidas into Latin hexameters.

Paley, William, theologian and moralist (b.

1743, d. 1805), published Principles of Moral and
Political Philosophy (1785); Horcs Paulines (1790),

(q.v.) ; A View of the Evidences of Christianity

h794) ; Natural Theology (1803), (q.v.) ; Sermons

(1808); Seasons for Contentment; and The Clergy-

man's Companion in Visiting the Sick. His Works
were published in 1816, with " an account of his

Life and writings " by his sou ; his Memoirs by
G. W. Meadley, in 1809. For Criticism, see Dr.
Palsy's Works, a lecture by Archbishop "What'ely.

See Evidences op Christianity.

Palfrey, The. A poem by James Henry
Leigh Hunt (1784—1859), published in 1842.
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The scenes are partly laid in Kensington, wliere

the work was written.

Palgrave, Francis Turner (b. 1824), is

best known as the editor of The Golden Treasury

of English Songs imd Lyrics (1861). He has also

published Idylls and Songs (1854), Essays on Art
(1866), Hymns (1867), Lyrical Foems (1871), and
other works. " Palgrave," says Stedman, " seems
to illustrate the Laureate's saying

—

"
' Tbere lives more faith In honest donht.

Believe me, than in half the creeds.'

Nevertheless, in The Seign ofLaw, one of his best
and most characteristic pieces, he argues himself
iuto a reverential optimism. He may be said to

represent the latest attitude of the meditative
poets." See Thurston, Henry T.

Palgrave, Sir Francis, historian (b. 1788,
d. 1861), published a Sistory of the Anglo-Saxons
(1831) ; The Sise and Progress of the English Com-
monwealth (1832) ; Sotuli Gterue Begis (1835) ; The
Ancient Kalendars and Inventories of his Majesty's

Exchequer (1836) ; Truths and Fictions of the Middle
Ages : the Merchant and the Friar (1837) ; The
Sistory of Normandy and of England (1851—57)

;

and other works.

Palgrave, William GiflFord, traveller (sou
of the preceding) (b. 1826), has writtenA Narrative

of a Tear's Journey in Central and Eastern Arabia
(1865) ; Essays on Eastern Questions (1872) ; Butch
Guiana (1876); a,nA Hermann Agha, a novel (1872).

Pall Mall Gazette, The, in Thackeray's
novel of Pendennis (q.v.), is a paper started by
Bungay, edited by Captain Shandon, sub-edited by
Jack Fraucane, and counting among its contri-

butors Arthur Pendennis, George Warrington, and
a large number of notables. "Fall Mall Gazette !—
why Fall Mall Gazette ? " asks Wagg. " Because
the editor was bom in Dublin, the sub-editor at

Cork, because the proprietor lives in Paternoster
Eow, and the paper is published in Catherine
Street, Strand. Won't that reason suffice you,
Wagg?" Thackeray wrote this in 1849. In 1865,
an evening newspaper, entitled The Fall Mall
Gazette, was started in London, and has since taken
a high position in the newspaper world.

Palladis Tamia : " or. Wit's Treasury; being
the Second part of Wit's Commonwealth [q.v.]."

A selection of prose sentences from ancient
authors, by Francis Meres (d. 1646), published in
1598. The book includes an original essay by the
compiler, containing various references to Shake-
speare and other Elizabethan dramatists. See
Meres, Francis.

Fallantus and Eudora.
The.

See Conspiracy,

Pallet. The painter in Smollett's Peregrine

Pickle (q.v.); "a man without any reverence for

ancient customs and modem etiquette."

Palmer, Samuel, printer (d. 1732), wrote a
Sistory of his craft.

Palmerin of England: '"The Historie of
Prince Palmerin of England, translated out of
French" by A(nthony) M(unday) (q.v.), in 1580—1602. Southey, who also translated this nar-
rative from the Portuguese, remarks of Munday's
version tha,t, begun with care, it was after-
wards resigned to others less qualified than him-
self, and that at least three-fourths of the book
were translated by one who neither understood
French nor English, nor the story he was translat-
ing. Leigh Hunt speaks of Palmerin as a book
fuU of colour and home landscapes, ending with an
affecting scene of war. It was a great favourite
with the poet Keats.

Palmyra. A poem in twenty-five stanzas by
Thomas Love Peacock (1785—1866), published
in 1806.

" Palpable hit, A veTy."—Samlet, act v.,

scene 2.

" Palpable obscure, The." — Milton,
Paradise Lost, book ii., line 406.

"Palsied eld."—Measure for Measure, act
iii., scene 1.

Paltock, Bobert, " of Clement's Inn, Gen-
tleman," is the author of the romance entitled
The Adventures of Peter Wilkins (q.v.). He is also
said to have written The Memoirs of Farnese, a
Spanish Lady (1751). His name is sometimes spelt
Pultock.

Pamela : " or. Virtue Rewarded." A novel by
Samuel Richardson, published in 1740. The name
was borrowed from Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia
(q.v.). The heroine is represented as an innocent
country maiden, whom her master endeavours to
seduce, but who withstands all his efforts, until,

foiled hy her unconquerable virtue, "he is com-
pelled," says Masson, " to call in the clergyman,
and she is rewarded by becoming his wife, riding
in a coach drawn by the Flanders mares, and being
introduced in her blushing beauty to all his great
relations." It was ridiculed by Fielding in his
Joseph Andrews (q.v.), and imitated by Voltaire in
his Nanine, and Goldoni in his Pamela.

Pamela. One of the heroines of Sidney's
Arcadia (q.v.) ; beloved by Musidorus (q.v.). See
Philoclea.

A Latin comedy, acted atPammachius.
Cambridge in 1544.

"Pampered menial, A." This phrase
was first used by the Rev. Thomas Moss (q.v.)

in The Beggar's Petition (q.v.).

Pan, A Song to, occurs in John Fletcher's
Faithful Shepherdess, ending thus :

—

**Bver honoured, ever young.
Thus great Pan is ever sung."
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i Deab Pan.

Panacea: "a Poem on Tea," ty NahumTate
(1652—1715).

Pandarus. TJnol« to Cressida, in Shake-
speare's play of Troilus and Cressida (q.v.), and con-
spicuous for his courteous contrivanoes " to bring
together the two lovers who do not stand in need of

him." " In Chaucer's story," says Hazlitt, " he
is a friendly sort of go-between, tolerably busy,
officious, and forward in bringing matters to bear

;

but in Shakespeare he has a ' stamp exclusive

and professional'—^he wears the badge of his trade;
he is a regular knight of the game."

Pandemonium figures in Paradise Lost
(q.v.) as

'• The high capital
'

Of Satan and hlB peers" (hk, 1.1.

Pandosto, the Triumph of Time: "or,
the History of Doraustus and Faunia." A romance
by KoBERT GrBEENE, printed in 1588. It suppHed
the foundation for Shakespeare's comedy of The
Winter's Tale (q.v.). The following is a specimen
of its versification :

—

" Ah, were she pitiful as she is fair.

Or but as mild as she is seeming so,
Then were my hopes greater than my despair-
Then all the world were heaven, nothing woe.
Ah, were her heart relenting as her hand.
That seems to melt e'en with the mildest touch.
Then knew I where to seat me in a land
Under the wide heavens, hut yet not such.
So as she shews, she seems the budding rose,
Yet sweeter far than is an earthly Hower

;

Sovereign of beauty, like the spray she grows.
Compassed she is with thorns and cankered flower

;

Yet, were she willing to be plucked and worn.
She would be gathered though she grew on thorn."

Panegyric upon the Iiord Protector,
Oliver Cromwell. A poem by Edmund
Wallek, of which Dr. Johnson says that "of the
lines, some are grand, some are graceful, and all

are musical."

Pangloss, Dr. A poor pedant, in Colman
the Younger's comedy of the Heir at Law (q.v.),

who has been created an Artium Societatis Socius,

and acts as tutor to Dick Dowlas (q.v.), at a salary
of £300 a year. He is remarkable for the aptness,

if triteness, of his quotations.

"Pangs (The) of despised love."—
Samlet, act iii., scene 1.

"Pangs (The) of guilty power or
hapless love."— Johnson, Epitaph on Claudius
Philips.

Panizzi, Sir Anthony (b. 1797), has pub-
lished editions of Boiardo's Orlando Innamorato,
and Sonnetti e Canzone ; Ariosto's Orlmido Furioso ;
and Dante's Divina Commedia. To that of the
Orlando Innamorato he prefixed an essay maintain-
ing the Celtic origin of Italian poetry. See his
L^e by Cowtan (1873). Sir Anthony was for some
years Principal Librarian of the British Museum.

"Panjandrum, The Great." The name
of a mythical personage introduced by Foote, the

dramatist (q.v.), into some amusing lines written

by biTn for Macklin, the actor (q.v.).

Panopticon: "or, the Inspection House."
A work in which Jekemy Bentham (1748—1832)

advocated a plan for utilising the labour of con-

victs. It was printed in 1791.

Pan's Anniversary. A masque by Ben
JoNsoN, written in 162S.

" Pansies : that's for thoughts.—Bemfe*,
act iv., scene 5.

Panthea. The heroine of Beaumont and
Fletoheb's Kimg and No King (q.v.); "innocent,

but insipid."

Panther, The Spotted, in Dryden's Hind
and Panther, is intended to represent the Church of

England. See Hind and Panther, The.

"Panting Time toiled after him in
vain. And." A line in Dr. Johnson's Prologue mi

the Opening of Drury Lane Theatre. The descrip-

tion is made to apply to Shakespeare.

Pap with a Hatchet: " aJias a Fig for My
Godson; or. Crack me this Nut; or, a Country
Cufi ; that is a Soimd Box on the Ear for the Ideot
Martin to hold his Peace. Written by one that
dares call a Dog a Dog" in 1589. This pamphlet
against the Martinists has been attributed to
Thomas Nash, but, according to Oldys, was
written by Lyly, the dramatist (q.v.).

" Paper bullets of the brain. These."—
Much Ado About Nothing, act ii., scene 3.

Parable of the Wicked Mammon, The,
by William Tyndale (1477—1536), was printed in
1528. It was the favourite book of Anne BuUen,
and is said to have induced King Henry Vni. to
incline favourably towards the Reformers.

Paracelsus. A dramatic poem by Robert
Browning, published in 1835. It is a work of sin-

gular,beauty, and is informed with lofty and solemn
thoughts on the fate of genius and the chance and
change of life. The Paracelsus of the poem is a
very difilerent person from the Paracelsus of his-
tory—the brilliant and daring quack, who professed
to have discovered the philosopher's stone, but
who, by the introduction of opium among the
remedies of the Pharmacopoeia, in some wise made
amends for his absurd extravagance.

Paraclesis : " or. Consolations deduced from
Natural and Revealed Religion." Two treatises
by Thomas Blacklook (1721—1791), one of whidi
is original, the other being a translation from a
work ascribed to Cicero.

Paradise and the Peri. One of the tales,
'in verse, told by Feramors (q.v.) in Moore's Lalla
Eookh (q.v.).

" Paradise (And) was opened in his
face."

—

Dryden, Absalom and Achitophel, part i.,

line 30. Pope has the line (Eloisa to Abelard)—
" And Paradise was opened In the wild."
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Paradise IiOSt. This famous poem by John
Milton (1608—1674:) appears to have had its

origin in the year 1641 or 1642, when the poet,

who had long meditated a great work of the kind,

put " Paradise Lost " at the head of a long list of

subjects from which to choose. So early as 1639
had he conceived the idea of a magnmn opus,

which he had decided should he an English poem,
and an epic poem; he had even gone so far as

to think that the story of Arthur, since adopted
by Alfred Tennyson, would serve his purpose.

This notion, however, was quickly rejected, and
for a year or two he seems to have thought that he
would produce a drama, rather than an epic. It

was, indeed, as a drama that Paradise Lost first

presented itself to hia mind. No fewer than four

separate drafts of it are extant, all of which point

to a dramatic treatment of the subject. It was not,

however, until sixteen years after 1642—^that is, in

1658—that Milton really commenced his long-

thought-of work, and by that time he had decided
it should take an epic form. It is not known how
long he took to complete it, but it is supposed it was
either five or eight years—^from 1658 to 1663 or

1665. It was in 1666 that he sent it to be licensed

;

it was in 1667 that it acttially issued from the
press. It is a common superstition that Milton
only received £5 for his masterpiece. As a matter
of fact, he received £10 ; the agreement with his

publisher being that he was to receive £5 do-n^n,

and £5 when 1,300 copies of the book had been
sold. These two sums he did obtain, and he would
have received two other sums of £5 each, according
to arrangement, had two other similar editions been
caEed for ; but they were not. Milton's wife,

however, six years after her husband's death—that
is, in 1680—^received an additional £8, for which
amount she yielded up all interest in the poem. A
second edition of 1,300 copies had appeared in 1674,
for which £6 were due to Mrs. Milton ; so that it

was really for £3 that she sold the copyright of

the work. Several theories have been stated as
to Milton's choice of a subject. That which he
eventually chose was, says Masson, " one of those
which already possessed in a marked degree that
quality of hereditary and widely-diffused interest

which fits subjects for the purposes of great poets.

Milton, it may be said, inherited a subject with
which the imagination of Christendom had long
beenfascinated, and which had been nibbled at again
and again by poets in and out of England, though
by none managed to its complete capabilities. There
are traces in his juvenile poems of his very early
familiarity, in particular, with some of those con-

ceptions of the personality and agency of Satan,
and the physical connection between • Hell and
Man's World, which may be said to motive his

great epic. Nothing is more certain, however,
than that, though thus signalled in the direction of

his great subject by early presentiments and ex-

periments, he came to the actual choice of it at

last through considerable deliberation. To say
merely that Faradise Zost is a most learned poem

—

the poem of a mind fuU of miscellaneous lore

wherewith its grand imagination might work—^is

not enough. Original as it is, original in its entire

conception, and in every portion and passage, the

poem is yet full of flakes from all that is greatest

in preceding literature, ancient or modem. It is

permeated from beginning to end with citations

from the Bible. It is possible again and again to

detect the fiaah, through his noblest language, of

some suggestions from the Psalms, the Prophets,

the Gospels, or the Apocalypse. How was the
poem, as it grew in Milton's mind, committed to

paper ? It was dictated by parcels often, twenty,
thrrty, or more lines at a time. After his blind-

ness, Milton scarcely wrote at all with his own
hand. Faradise Zost is an epic. But it is not,

like the Iliad or the ^neid, a national epic ; nor
is it an epic after any other of the known types.

It is an epic of the whole human species—an
epic of our entire planet, or indeed of the
entire astronomical universe. The title of the
poem, though perhaps the best that should have
been chosen, hardly indicates beforehand the fuU
nature or extent of the theme ; nor are the open-
ing lines, by themselves, sufficiently descriptive of
what is to follow. It is the vast comprehension of

the story, both in space and time, that makes it

unique among epics, and entitles Milton to speak
of it as involving

" * Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme.*

It is, in short, a poetical representation, on the
authority of hints from the Book of Genesis, of the
historical connection between Human Time and
Aboriginal or Eternal Infinity, or between our
created "World and the unmeasurable and incon-
ceivable Universe of Pre-Human existence. So
far as our world is concerned, the poem starts from
that moment when our newly-created earth, with
all the newly-created starry depths about it, had
as yet but two human beings upon it, and these
are consequently, on this side of the supposed
Infinite Eternity, the main persons of the epic.

But Satan, as all critics have perceived, is the real
hero of the poem. He and his actions are the link
between the new World of Man, the infancy of
which we behold in the poem, and that boundless
antecedent Universe of Pre-Human Existence
which the poem assumes." See Masaon's Intro-
duction to the poem in his smaller edition of the
poems of Milton. See Paradise Eegained.

Paradise of Dainty Devices, The. A
collection of poems by various hands, the first

edition of which appeared in 1576, the second in
1580, and the third in 1600. It was reprinted by
Sir Egerton Brydges, with introductory remarks,
biographical and critical, in 1810.

"Paradise of fools. The." See Fools*
Paradise.

Paradise Begalned appears to have owed
its origin to a suggestion of Milton's friend,

Ellwood, who, when shown Paradise Zost in MS.,
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saii, " But wliat liast thou to say of ' Paradise

Found?'" This was in 1665, and hy the time
Faradise Lost was published, Paradise Regained
was ready, though kept hack. It was not ac-

tually puhlished tUl 1671, when its predecessor had
heen in circulation for four years. The latter

is in twelve books; the former is only in four.

Its subject is, as Massou says, " expressly and
exclusively the Temptation of Christ by the

Devil in the Wilderness, after his Baptism by
John. Commentatore on the poem, indeed, have
remarked it as somewhat strange that Milton
should have given so general a title to a poem
representing only this particular passage of the
Gospel History. For the subject of the poem is

thus announced in the opening lines :

—

" * I, who erewhile the happy garden sung
By one man's disohedlence lost, now sing
Recovered Faradise to all mankind,
By one man's firm obedience fully tried
Thnmgh all temptation, and the Tempter foiled
In all his wiles, defeated and repulsed.
And Eden raised in the waste Wilderness.'

"

Masson also points out that in Paradise Begaimed

Satan is " no longer quite the sublime spirit as in

the Paradise Lost. .The thousands of years he has
spent since then in his self-elected function as the

devil of our earth, have told upon his nature and
even upon his mien and bearing. He is a meaner,
shrewder spirit, both morally and physically less

impressive." As to the question whether the

poem is complete or not—a question raised by
Warburton and others—the same critic urges that

by no protraction of the poem over the rest of

(Smst's life could Milton have brought the story to

the consummation thought desirable. " The virtual

deliverance of the world from the power of Satan
and his crew may be represented as achieved in
Christ's life on earth, and Milton represents it as

achieved in Christ's first encounter with Satan
at the outset of His ministry, but the actual or
physical expulsion of the evil spirits out of their

usurped world into their o'sra nether realm was left

as a matter of prophecy or promise, and was cer-

tainly not regarded by Milton as having been
accomplished even at the time when he wrote.
Paradise JRegained is a different poem iiom. Paradise

Lost—not so great, because not admitting of being
so great ; but it is as good in its different kind.

The difference of kinds between the two poems is

even signalised in certain differences in the lan-

guage and versification."

Paraguay, A Tale of. A poem in the Spen-
serian stanza, by Eobekt Southet (1674—1843),
published in 1826.

Faraphrases, Portions of the Scripture story

rendered into old English verse by O^dmon (d.

about 680). The first part is devoted to the book of

Genesis, including the story of the Fall of Man,
which bears a striking resemblance to Milton's

narrative in Paradise Lost. The second book con-
sists of a series of fragments, which describe the
descent of Christ into Hades, the Ascension, and
the Temptation in the Wilderness.

Parasitaster : "or, the Fawn." A comedy
by John Mahston (1575—after 1633), produced in

1606. See " Old Plays," edited by Wilkes (1816),

vol. ii.

"Parchment (That), being scribbled
o'er. Should undo a man."

—

King Benry VI., part

ii., act iv., scene 2.

Parcy Eeed, The Death of. A ballad,

first published in The Local Bistoriam's Tabh-Boolc,

by EoBERT White, '
' from the chanting of an

old woman." Parcy or Percival Eeed, proprietor

of Troughend, in Eedesdale, Northumberland,
having brought to justice certain moss-trooping

relatives or allies of the Croziers, is by these Cro-

ziers set upon and murdered, with the connivance
of the Halls of Gorsanfield, a farm near Troughend.
" The ballad," says Allingham, " is a simple and
effective narrative of the realistic kind."

Pardoe, Julia, novelist and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1806, d. 1862), published Poems; Lord
Moreas of Bereward; Traits and Traditions of
Portugal; Speculation; The Mardens and the

Daventrys ; The City of the Sultan; The Ri/oer and
the Desert : or, Recollections of the Rhone and
the Chartreuse; The Romance of the Barem; The
Beauties oftlie Bosphorus; The City of the Maygar:
or, Bungary amd its Institutions ; The Bungarian
Castle; Recollections of the Rhone and the Chartreuse;

Louis XIV. : or, the Court of the Seventeenth Century;

The Life of Marie de Medicis; The Confessions of
a Pretty Woman; The Rival Beauties; The Life of
Francis I.; Flies in Amber; Reginald Lyle; The
Jealous Wife; A Thousand and One Days; Poor
Relations; and Pilgrimages in Paris.

Pardon, George Frederick. See Craw-
let, Captain.

Pardoner, The, in Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales (q.v.), tells the story of three rioters, who
pledged each other to slay Death.

" Parent of good."—Paradise Lost, book v.,

line 153.

Parental Ode to my Son, A, " aged three

years and five months." By Thomas Hood. See
his Poems of Wit and Bum,our.

" Parents passed into the skies, The
sons of."—CowPER, On the Receipt of my Mothe>-'s

Paridel. A libertine knight in Spenser's
Faerie Queene, referred to by Sir Walter Scott:

—

** Nor durst light Paridel advance.
Bold as he was, a looser glance.*

Paris. A young nobleman, kinsman to Escalus
(q.v.), in Romeo and Juliet (q.v.).

Paris in 1815. A poem, ia the Spenserian
stanza, by the Eev. George Crolt (1780—1860),

in which the principal works of art in the Louvre
are described in glowing and melodious verse.

Paris, John Ayrton, M.D., physician (b.

1786, d. 1856), wrote Philosophy in Sport.
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Paris, Matthew of. See Matthew op Pams.

Paris Sketch-Book, The. A aeries of

sketches and stories, reprinted from various periodi-

cals, and dedicated to " M. Aietz, tailor, etc.," by
William Makepeace Thackekay, in 1840. This
dedication was out of gratitude for some pecuniary

assistance rendered hy the tailor to Thackeray at

a time of embarrassment when in Paris.

Paris, The Arraignment of. See Ak-
EAIGNMENT OP ParIS, ThE.

Parish Register, The. A poem by Geobge
Crabbe (1754—1832), published in 1807, and in-

cluding the popular story of Phoebe Dawson (q.v.).

Parish, The Annals of the. See Annals
op THE Pakish, The.

Parisina. A narrative poem, by Lord Byron
(1788—1824), published in 1816, and founded on
an incident recorded in Gibbon's Antiquities of
the Souse of Brunswick. It appears that " under
the reign of Nicholas III. Ferrara was polluted

with a domestic tragedy. By the testimony of an
attendant, and his own observation, the Marquis of

Este discovered the incestuous loves of his wife,

Parisina, and Hugo, his bastard son, a beautiful

and valiant youth; They were beheaded in the

castle by the sentence of a father and husband, who
published his shame, and survived their execution.

He was unfortunate," says Gibbon, " iB they were
guilty ; if they were innocent, he was still more
unfortunate ; nor is there any possible situation in
which I can sincerely approve the last act of the

justice of a parent."

Parismenos. The hero of the second part of

Parismus. It records his " adventurous travels and
noble chivalry, with his love to the fair Princess

Angelica, the Lady of the Golden Tower." See
next paragraph.

Parismus, the Benowned Prince of
Bohemia. A history, in two parts, by Edward
EoKDE or Emanuel Foobd, published in 1598, and
containing a description of his " noble battles

against the Persians, his love to Laurana, the
kmg's daughter of Thessaly, and his Strange Ad-
ventures in the Desolate Island." See Parismenos.

Park, Andrew, Scottish poet (b. 1811),

published some volumes of Foems, and a book of

travels, called JEgypt and the East (1867). A col-

lected edition of his poetical works appeared in

1854.

Park, Thomas, literary editor (b. 1759, d.

1834), produced editions of Sir John Haryngton's
Nugas Antiques (1803), Horace Walpole's Soyal and
Noble Authors (1806), and The Marleian Miscellany

(1808—13) ; assisted in the production of the Cen-

sura Literaria and British Bibliographer, and pub-
lished a volume of origioal Foems in 1797. He also

edited Heliconia, a collection of Elizabethan poems.

Parker, John Henry (b. 1806), has written

A Glossary of Architecture (1836), An Introduction

to the Study of Gothic Architecture (1849), Domestic

Architecture of the Middle Ages (1853—59), The
Archaeology of Rome (1874), and many other similar

works.

Parker, Matthew, Archbishop of Canter-

bury (b. 1504, d. 1576), wrote a treatise Be Anti-
quitate Britannicte Ecclesice et Pri/viligiis Ecelesiai

Gantuariensis, cum Archiepiscopis ejusdem 70 (1572),

superintended the production of the Bishops' Bible

(1568), and edited the works of Matthew of Paris

and other writers. See the Life by Strype (1711)
and Dean Hook's Lives of the Archbishops of Can-

Vaxkev MSS., The, collected by Matthew
Parker, Archbishop of Canterbury, are now pre-

served in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

Parker, Samuel, Bishop of Oxford (b. 1640,

d. 1688), publishedA Discourse on the Bowers of the

Civil Magistrate in Matters of Religion, Be Rebus

sui Temporis (1660—80), Commentariorum Libri

Quatuor (1726), and other works. See Disraeli's

Quarrels ofAuthors.

Parker Society, The, was instituted at

Cambridge, in 1840. Fifty-three works were pub-
lished under its auspices. It is now dissolved.

Parker, Theodore, American theologian

(b. 1810, d. 1860), published in 1843 his contribu-

tions to The Christian Examiner under the title of

Miscellaneous Writings. His chief work, however,

is his Biscou/rses on Matters pertaining to Religion,

which embody his peculiar views upon religious

subjects. His Collected Works yieve edited by Miss
Cobbe in 1863—71 ; his Critical Writings appeared

in 1865. See the Life and Correspondence by Weiss

(1863), and the Life and Writings by EeviUe (1866).

Parkes, Bessie Rayner (Mrs. Belloo), poet

and prose writer, has published Poems (1865),

Gabriel (1856), The Cat Aspasia (1860), Ballads and
Songs (1863), La Belle France (1868), The Peoples

of the World (1870), and other works.

Parkhlirst, John, Bishop of Norwich (b.

1511, d. 1574), translated a portion of the Apocrypha
in the Bishops' Bible (1568), and published volumes
of Latin epigrams (1560, 1573). See Ludicra, &c.

Parkhurst, John, clergyman (b. 1728, d.

1797), pubhshed An Hebrew and English Lexicon

without Points, to which is prefixed a methodical

Hebrew Grammar without Points, as also the Hebrew
Grammar at one View (1762) ; Greek and English

_

Lexicon to the New Testament, to which is prefixed a

plain and easy Greek Grammar (1769) ; The Bivinity

and Fre-existence of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ demonstrated from Scripture (1787) ; and
other works.

Parley, Peter. A pseudonym originally

assumed by Samuel Griswold Goodrich, an
American writer, afterwards consul at Paris, in

the publication of several popular works. It has

since been adopted by William Martin, George
Mogridge, and others.
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Parliament of Bees, The.
Pakliambnt of.

See Bees, The

Parliament of Briddes, The : "or, the
Assemtly of Foules." See Fotjles, The Assembly
or.

Parliament of England, The History
of the, "which hegan November 3, 1640," by
Thomas May (1595—1650)

;
printed in 1647, and

characterised by Bishop Warburton as written
" with much temper, moderation, and judgment,
and with great vigour of style and sentiment."

Parliament of Love, The. A comedy by
Philip Massingee (q.v.).

Parlyament of Devylles, The. An old
poem, published by De Woede in 1509, and since

reprinted for the Early Text Society.

Parnassi Puerperium. Translated from
the Latin of Owen and Sir Thomas More, with a
century of epigrams, by Thomas Pecke, published
in 1659.

Farnell, Thomas, Archdeacon of Clogher,

and poet (b. 1679, d. 1718), wrote a satire on
Dennis and Theobald, called The Life of Zoilus; a
Life of Somer, prefixed to Pope's translation of

Homer; and some papers in The Guardian called

Visions. These were published, together with his

Foems, in 1773, with a Life by Oliver Goldsmith.
Pope speaks of Pamell as

"with softest manners, ffentle arts, adom'd,
Blest in each science, blest in every strain."

" His praise," writes Dr. Johnson, " must be
derived from the easy sweetness of his diction ; in
his verse there is more happiness than pains ; he
is sprightly without efEort, and always delights,

though he never ravishes ; everything is proper,
yet everything seems casual." "Pamell," wrote
Goldsmith, '

' is ever happy in the selection of his
images, and scrupulously careful in the choice of
his subjects." See Batkachomyomachia ; Paiky
Tale, A; Hermit, The; Hesiod ; Poetey, Essay
ON ; Zoilus, The Life of.

Parolles, in^ZZ'a Well that Ends Well (q.v.), is

described by TJlrici as "the little appendix to the
great PalstafE." "The comic part of the play," says
HazHtt, " turns on the folly, boasting', and cowardice
of Parolles, a parasite and hanger-on of Bertram
[q.v.], the detection of whose false pretensions to
bravery and honour formB a very amusing episode."

Parr, Harriet, miscellaneous writer, has pub-
lished the following among other novels :

—

Sylvan
Salt's Daughter, Beautiful Miss Barrington, For
Richerfor Poorer, Ser Title ofHonour, Katie Bramde,
and Thorney Hail. Her other works include In the

Silver Age, Essays, and Echoes of a Famous Tear.
See Lee, Holme.

Parr, Mrs. IiOUisa, novelist, has written
Dorothy Fox, The Frescotts of Famphillon, and other
stories.

Parr, Samuel, IiL.D., critic and commen-
tator (b. 1747, d. 1825), published a Charity Sermon

at St. Peter's, Manoroft, Norwich (1780) ; a Discourse

on the Late Fast (1781) ; a, Sermon at Norwich Cathe-

dral (1783) ; a Discourse on Education and on the

Plan pursued in Charity Schools (1786); Frefatio

ad Bellendenmn de Statu Frisi Orbis (1788); a Latin

Preface to Bellenden's De Tribus Luminibus- Ro-

manorum (q.v.), (1788) ; Tracts by Warburton and

a Warburtonian (1789) ; Letter frmn Irenopolis to

the Inhabitants of Eleutheropolis (1792); A Spital

Sermon (1801) ; Fast Sermons at Hatton (1803,

1808); Four Sermons [IWi) ; Characters of the Late

Eight Honourable Cliarles Jaines Fox, selected, and
in part written by Philopatris Varvicensis (1809)

;

and a few fugitive pieces. Aphorisms, Opinions,

and Eeflections of the late Dr. S. Parr were pub-
lished in 1826 ; Bibliotheca Parriana : a Catalogue

of the Library of the Bev. Samuel Parr, LL.D., in

1827 ; Parriana : or. Notices of the Bev. Samuel
Farr, LL.D., collected and in part written by E. H.
Parker, Esq., in 1828—9; and Memoirs of the Rev.

Samuel Farr, LL.D., by the Eev. William Meld,
in 1828. In the same year appeared an edition of

T[usWorks, "with Memoirs of his Life and Writings,
and a selection from his Correspondence, by John
Johnstone, M.D." For Criticism, see Sydney
Smith's essay in The Edinbv/rgh Review for 1802,

and the Works of De Quincey. See Phileleutherus
Noefolcieksis ; Philopatris Varvicensis.

"Parriteh (The haelsome), chief o'
Scotia's food."

—

Burns, The Cottar's Saturday
Night, stanza 11.

Parson Adams. See Adams, Passon.

Parson IiOt. See Lot, Paeson.

" Parson, oh ! illustrious spark

!

There goes the,"—A line in Cowper's verses On
Observing sotne Names of little Note—

"And there, scarce less Ulustrious, goes the clerk I

"

Parson, The Chartist. A name bestowed
at one time upon the Eev. Charles Kinosley
(1819—1875), in reference to the socialistic opin-
ions he then entertained.

Parson's Tale, The, in Chaucer's Canter-
bury Tales (q.v.), is "a long and earnest sermon in

prose, applying the parable of a pilgrimage to
man's heavenward journey."

Parson's "Wedding, The. A comedy by
Thomas Killigeew, Groom of the Chamber to
Charles II., and his privileged jester

;
printed in

1663. It was^ originally represented wholly by
women, and the plot bears a suspicious resemblance
to that of Shakerley Mannion's comedy of The
Antiquary (q.v.). See Carew HazUtt's edition of

Dodsley's Old Plays (q.v.).

Parthenia. A lady loving and l?eloved by
ArgaluB (q.v.), in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia
(q.v.).

Parthenia. A personification of Chastity,
in Phineas Fletcher's Purple Island (q.v.)

—

" Choice nymph ! the crown of chaste Diana's train.
Thou beauty's lily, set In heav'nly earth."
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Parthenope, in the Duke of Buckingham's
farce of The Rehearsal (q.v.), is beloved by Prince
Volscius (q.v.).

Parthenophil and Parthenophe : " Son-
nets, Madrigals, Elegies, and Odes," by Baknaby
Baenes (1569—1607). For a brief description of

this volume, supposed to be unique, see Beloe's

Literary Anecdotes. It appeared in 1693.

"Parting is such sweet sorrow,"—
JRotneo and Juliet, act ii., scene 2

—

" That I shall say good night till It he morrow." '

Partington, Mrs. An imaginary old lady
whose sayings nave been preserved to us by an
American humorist, P. B. Shillaber (b. 1814).

like Smollett's Wiidfred JenMna (q.v.) and Ta-
bitha Bramble (q.v.), Sheridan's Mrs. Malaprop
(q.v.), and Hook's Mrs. Kamsbottom (q.v.), she is dis-

tinguished by her affected, incorrect use of sesqui-

pedalian words. She frequently appears in Punch,
and has, indeed, become the common property of

the comic papers. The reader will remember
Sydney Smith's humorous reference to Mrs. Par-
tington in his speech at Taunton ia 1831, when he
compared the attitude of the House of Lords to

the Reform Bill, to the efforts of Mrs. Partington
to mop up the Atlantic.

Parton, Sarah Payson. Aa American
authoress (b. 1811, d. 1872), who, under the pseu-
donym of "Fanny Fern," wrote a aeries of verypopu-
lar domestic works such as Fern Leaves, Shadows
and Swnbeams, Fresh Leaves, and Suth Sail, a novel.

Her husband is the author of several popukr books.

Partridge, in Fieldino's novel of The Sistory

of Tom Jones (q.v.), ia the servant of the hero.

"Parts of one stupendous whole."
See " All akb but parts," &c.

" Party is the madness of many for
the gain of a few." One of Swift's Thoughts on
Various Subjects (q.v.).

"Party (To) gave up what was meant
for manlnnd."

—

Goldsmith, Setaliation, line 32.

The allusion is to Edmund Burke (q.v.).

Paschal Homily, The, by Mi^sbic, an abbot
of the tenth century, is noticeable aa an early

denial of the doctrine of transubstantiation. It

was pnbHahed by Archbishop Parker in 1667, and
ia principally from the Latin of Eatramnus. See
Gassell's Library of English Literature {Religion).

See also Homilies.

Pasquil's Jests :
" mixed up with Mother

Bunch's Merriments;" pubHshed.in 1604. Mother
Bunch ia said to have been an ale-wife who lived

in the latter part of the sixteenth century, and is

referred to by Dekker in his Satirmnastix (1602).

See Bunch, Mother.

Pasquil's Mad-cap and Mad-cappe's
Message: "a Satyrical piece in Stanzas," by
Nicholas Breton (1558—1624) ;

published in

1600, and described by Warton as " of consider-

able merit."

Pasquin. A comedy by Henry Fielding (1707
— 1754), produced in 1736, in which there occurs

the mock rehearsal of two plays, and which ia full

of satire upon the electoral corruptions of the day
and the abuses then prevalent in the learned pro-
fessions. In the following year. Fielding produced
a piece of a similar character, entitled The his-
torical Register.

" Passage (The) of an angel's tear."—
Keats, Sonnets.

" Passages that lead to nothing." See
Gray's poem, A Long Story.

Passe Tyme of Pleasure, The. A ro-
mantic and allegorical poem by Stephen Hawes
(1483-1512), the fuU title of which runs as fol-

lows :

—

The Sistory of Graund Amoure and La Bel
Pueell, called The Pastime of Pleasure, containing the

Knowledge of the Seven Sciences, and the Course of
Man's Life in this Worlde. An analysis of the plot

is given by EUis in his Specimens of the English
Poets, and by Profeaaor Morley in Cassell's Li-

brary of English Literature (Religion). The poem
includea two tales copied from the French
fabliaux, and has amongst its characters, be-

sides the hero and heroiue, Godfrey Gobelive, False
Report, Dame Grammar, Dame Rhetoric, Dame
Music, and many others. It was printed in 1517,

1554, and 1555. "In this work," says Campbell,
"the personified characters have all the capricioua-

ness and vague moral meaning of the old French
allegorical romance; but the puerility of the
school remains, while the zest of its novelty is gone.
There is also in his foolish personage of Godfrey
Gobelive aomething of the burlesque of the worst
taste of Italian poetry. It is certainly very tire-

some to foUow Hawes' hero. Grand Amour, through
aU his adventures, studying grammar, rhetoric, and
arithmetic in the tower of Doctrine ; afterwards
slaughtering giants, who have each two or three

emblematic heada; aacrificing to heathen gods; then
marrying according to the Catholic rites ; and,

finally, relating his own death and burial, to

which he is so oblignig as to add his epitaph.

Yet, as the story aeema to be of Hawes' inven-

tion, it ranks him above the mere chroniolers and
translators of the age."

" Passeth show."—Samlet, act i., scene 2.

" Passing fair."—The Two Gentlemen of

Verona, act iv., scene 4.

Passing of Arthur, The. The title of one

of Tennyson's Ldylls of the King (q.v.).

"Passing rich with forty pounds a
year, And." See Deserted Village, The.

"Passing strange, "S -was." — Othello,

act i., scene 3.

Passion of a Distressed Man, The. A
poem by Samuel Daniel, in which is described

the difficulty of a man, who, being in a boat,

during a storm, with two women, one of whom he
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loves in vain, and the other who loves ^^m without
return, is commanded by Neptune to oast out a
victim to appease the rage of the tempest. The
issue is thus stated;

—

"And her disdain her due reward must have

;

She must be cast away that would not save.!'

"Passion to tatters, Tear a."—Samlet,
act iii., scene 2.

Passionate Pilgrim, The. A collection of
sonnets and other poems byWilliam Shakespeake,
Chbistophek Maklowe, Richard Baknpield, and
Sir Walter Ealeigh, published in 1599. See
Cynthia.

Passionate Shepherd to his Iiove,
The. A lyric by Christopher Marlowe, in-

troduced in The Jew of Malta (q.v.). CampbeU
says of this charming lyric that it "combines a
sweet, mild spirit with an exquisite finish of ex-
pression." Palgrave considers it "a fine example
of the high-wrought and conventional Elizabethan
pastoralism." The sixth stanza was probably
written by Izaak Walton. A reply to Marlowe's
verses was written by Sir Walter Ealei&h.

"Passions are likened best to floods
and streams."

—

The Silent Lover, by Sir Walter
Baleiqh.

Passions, Ode to the. See Odes.

" Passion's slave, That is not."

—

Samlet,
act iii., scene .2.

"Past all surgery."—Othello, act ii., scene 3.

Past and Present. A work by Thomas
Carltle (b. 1795), published in 1843, in which
English society in the Middle Ages is contrasted
with English society of to-day.

Past, The. A lyric by Percy Bysshe
Shelley, written in 1818.

Pastime of Pleasure, The. See Passe
Tyme of Pleasure, The.

Paston Letters, The. In 1787 appeared
two quarto volumes of " Original Letters written
during the Eeigns of Henry VI., Edward IV.,
and Bichard III., by various persons of rank or
consequence ; containing many curious Anecdotes
relative to that turbulent, bloody, but hitherto
dark, period of our history ; and elucidating not
only pubKc matters of State, but likewise the
private manners of the age, digested in chronolo-
gical order, with notes, historical and explanatory,
and authenticated by engravings of autographs,
paper-marks, and seals, by John Fenn, Esq., M.A.
and F.A.S." This was a collection of letters

written during the Wars of the Eoses by or to

the members of the fanuly of Paston, in Norfolk,
and hence called the Paston letters. They had
been preserved in that family for several genera-
tions, when they came successively into the
possession of the Earl of Yarmouth; Peter Le
Neve, Norroy King of Arms in 1704; Mr. Thomas
Martin, of Palgrave, Suffolk, who married Mrs. Le

Neve, and eventually sold the letters to a Mr. John
Worth, a chemist at Diss, in Norfolk, through

whose hands they passed into those of the Mr.
Fenn referred to above. By him they were pub-

lished, in part, in 1787, and again in 1789, the

whole series being completed by the preparation

of a fifth volume in 1794. The originals of the

first four volumes were placed for a time with the

Antiquaiian Society, and at last were presented to

King George III., who lost them. The originals

of the fifth volume were retained by the Fenn
family, and, though at one time they were mis-

laid, and the authenticity of the whole series

acutely questioned by such critics as Herman Meri-
vale (in the eighth number of The Fortnightly

Review), their eventual discovery and reproduction

have demonstrated their veracity beyond a doubt, as

has been ably argued by James Gairdner, of the
Record Office, in the eleventh number of the same
critical journal.

Pastoral Ballad, A, in four parts, by
William Shenstone (1714—1763); written in

1743, and celebrating the love of a certain Corydon
and a certain PhyUis. It contains, among others,

the following lines :

—

** What forced the fair nymph to forego
What anguish I felt In my heart 1

Yet I thought—but It might not be so

—

'Twas with pain that she saw me depart.
She gazed as I slowly withdrew.

My path I could scarcely discern.
So sweetly she bade me adieu,

I thought that she hade me return.**

Perhaps it was in parody of the last two lines that
a humorist wrote :

—

" He kicked me down-stairs with such exaulslte grace
Tliat I thought he was handing me up.'*

Pastoral Dialogue between Alexis and
Strephon: "written at the Bath in the year
1674," by John, Earl of Rochester.

Pastorals, "with a Discourse on Pastoral,"
by Alexander Pope (1688—1744); written in
1704, when the author was only sixteen years of
age, and published in 1709. The first. Spring,
or Damon, is dedicated to Sir William Trumbal

;

the second. Summer, or Alexis, to Dr. Garth;
the third, Autumn, or Hylas and Argeon, to
Wycherley ; and the fourth. Winter, or Daphne,
" to the memory of Mrs. Tempest." Their scenery
is mainly that of Windsor Forest, where the poet
had resided with his father from the age of twelve.

Pastorals, by Ambrose Philips (1671—1749);
published in 1708, and written on the model of
Spenser's Eclogues. It was owing to a too friendly
notice of these poems in The Guardian that the
quarrel arose between their author and Pope. The
latter poet was displeased at the prominence given
to his rival's performance, and accordingly con-
cocted a comparison of Philips' Pastorals with his
own, in which, says Dr. Johnson, '

' with an unex-
ampled and unequalled artifice of irony, though he
has himself always the advantage, he gives the
preference to Philips. The design of aggrandising
himself he disguised with such dexterity, that,
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though. Addison discovered it, Steele was deceived,

and was afraid of displeasing Pope by publishing

his paper. Published, however, it was [in No.
40 of The Guardian], and from that time Pope
and Philips lived in a perpetual reciprocation of

malevolence."

Pastorel. A wrestler, who figures in Somek-
viHiB's burlescLue poem of Mobbmol (q.v.) :

—

" Toimg Pastorel, for active strength renown'd . . .

Him every shouting ring
In triumph crown'd, him every champion fear'd."

" Pastures new." See " Fresh woods."

Pastyme of Pleasure, The. See Passe
Tymb of Pleasuke, The.

Patersou, Samuel, book auctioneer and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1728, d. 1802), wrote Another

Traveller by Coriat, jun. (1766), and Jomeriana

( 1772) , besides a periodical called The Templar. See

Nichols' Literary Anecdotes, iii.

"Paths of glory lead but to the grave,
The."—G-KAY, Elegy written in a Comitry Church-

yard.

Patie. A character in Allan Ramsay's Gentle

Shepherd (q,.v.). He is the hero of the poem, and
in love with Peggy. Thought to be a shepherd,

he turns out to be Sir William Worthy's son.

"Patience, on a monument, Like."
See "Melancholy, And with a green and
YELLOW." Shakespeare refers to "Patience," d,lso

in JPericles, act v., scene 1, as

"Gazing on king's graves, and smiling
Extremity out of act."

Patient Grizzell. A comedy by Henry
Chettle, William Houghton, and Thomas
Dekker, the story of which was taken from
Boccaccio. See G-riselda, The Patient.

" Patient merit."—Samlet, act iii., scene 1.

"Patines of bright gold."—r^e Merchant

of Venice, act v., scene 1.

Patmore, Coventry Kearsey Dighton,
poet (b. 1823), is the author of a volume of

Foems, published in 1844, and reproduced with
additions in 1853, under the title of Tamerton

Chitrch Tower, and other Foems. He has also written

The Angel in the Souse, issued in four parts, namely.

The Betrothal (1854), The Espousal (1856), Faithful

for Ever (1860), and The Victories of Love (1862)

;

besides The Unknown Eros (1877). . He has pub-

lished a selection of poetry called The Children's

Garland. "Patmore has made verses in which,

despite a few lovely and attractive passages, the

simplicity is afieoted, and the realism too bald. A
carpet knight in poetry, he merely photographs
life, and often in its poor and commonplace forms."

Paton, Sir Joseph Noel, poet and painter

(b. 1823), has published Foems by a Fainter (1861),

and Spindrift (1867).

Patriarcha. A treatise by Sir Robert Filmer
(d. 1688), published in 1680, in which he contends

I that men are not naturally free, and have not

therefore the right to make compacts with their

rulers, who have despotic power. Locke replied to

this essay in his treatises On Government, published
in 1694.

Patrick, Simon, Bishop of Chichester and
Ely successively (b. 1626, d. 1707), was the author
of Christian Sacrifice, The Devout Christian, a com-
mentary on parts of the Old Testament, and various
devotional and doctrinal pieces.

"Patriot of the world alone, A
steady,"

—

Canning, The Anti-Jacobin—
"And friend of every country—but his own."

Patriot, The True. A periodical, the first

number of which appeared on the 5th of Novem-
ber, 1745, and in which Fielding, the novelist

(1707—1754), exercised all the resources of his wit
and humour in favour of the Georgian dynasty.
See Jacobite Journal, The.

Patronage. A novel by Maria Edgeworth,
published in 1812.

PattieSOn, Peter. The name assumed by
Sir Walter Soott as the author of the Tales of
My Landlord (q.v.), which were supposed to be
published posthumously by Jedediah Cleishbotham
(q.v). Pattiesonwas described as assistant teacher

to Cleishbotham at Gandercleugh (q.v.).

Paul Clifford. See Olipeord, Paul.

Paul Dombey. See Dombey, Florence.

Paul Ferroll. A novel by Mrs. Archer
Clive, published in 1855, and followed in 1860 by
an explanatory narrative, entitled Why Faul Ferroll

killed his Wife. Paul was in love with EUnor
LadyUft, from whom he is separated by the wUes
of Laura Chanson. He marries the latter, and
then, discovering her deception, murders her.

Paul Plemming. See Flemming, Paul.

Paul Pry. See Pry, Paul.

Paulding, James Kirke, an American
author (b. 1779, d. 1860), was associated with
Washington Lrving in Salmagundi (1809), (q.v.),

and wrote, among other works. The Lay of a
Scotch Fiddle (1813), The Svoerting Sistory of John
Full and Brother Jonathan (1816), Lettersfrom the

South (1817), A Sketch of Old England (1822), and
The Futchman's Fireside (1831). A Life, by his

son, was published in 1867, when his Select Works
appeared. See Langstaee, Launcelot.

Paulina. Wife of Antigonus in The Winter's

Tale (q.v.).

Pauline. The heroine of Lord Lytton's play.

The Lady of I/yons (q.v.).

Paul's Epistles, Essay for the Under-
standing of St.: "by consulting St. Paul

himseU." This was published in 1777, by John

Locke (1632—1704), in the form of an mtroduction

to his Paraphrases of the Epistles to the Corin-

thians, Romans, Galatians, and Ephesians, and

illustrated the author's treatment of the Bible by

the inductive method. "Locke," says Professor

Fraser, "was one of the earliest of our lay Biblical

critics, and his interpretations connect him gene-

rally with the Arminian School."
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" Pause for a reply, I."—Julius Casar, act

iii., scene 2.

" Pause, Must give us." A phrase used
in the famous soliloquy in Samlet, act ii., scene 1.

Payn, James, novelist, has -written Lost Sir

Massingberd, Fallen Fortunes, What Me Cost Ser,

By Proxy, and various other stories.

Payne, John, poet, has -written The Masque
of Shadows (1870), Intaglios (1871), and Songs and
Life and Death (1872). " This young poet," says
Stedman, " has m:e, imagination, and other inborn
qualities."

Payne, John Ho-ward, American dramatist

(b. 1792, d. 1852), produced, among other plays,

the drama of Clari, famous as containing the

popular ballad of " Home, Sweet Home." His
drama of Brutus : or, the Fall of Tarquin, -was pro-

duced in 1820. See Home, S-weet Home.

Paynel, Thomas. See Amadis op Fkaunce.

Paynter, William. See Paintek, William.

"Peace hath her victories, no less
reno-wned than -war." See Milton's verses To the

Lord General Cromwell (Sonnet xvi.).

"Peace rules the day, where reason
rules the mind."

—

Collins, Felogues, ii.

Peace, The Prospect of. A poem by
Thomas Tickell (1686— 1740), "of which the
tendency," says Dr. Johnson, " -was to reclaim the
nation from the pride of conquest to the pleasures

of tranquillity."

"Peace, This -weak piping time of."
See " PiprNS time oe peace."

"Peace (When shall) lie like a shaft
of light across the laud ?"

—

Tennyson, The Golden
Tear.

"Peacemaker, Your 'if ' is the only."—As Ton Like It, act v., scene 4.

Peacham, Henry, miscellaneous -writer (b.

1576 ? d. 1650), produced Fpigraijis and Satyrs

(1600) ; Graphiee : or, the most ancient and ex-

cellent Art of Drawing with the Pen and Limning
with Water Colours (1606) ; Minerva Britanna :

or, a Garden of Seroical Devises (1612), (q.v.);

Prince Senry Bevived (1616) ; Thalia's Banquet
(1620) ; The Compleat Gentleman (1622), (q.v.) ; The
Gentleman' s Exercise (1639) ; The Valley of Varietie

(1638) ; A Merry Discourse between Meum and Tuum
(1639); The Art of Living in London (l^iVj ; The
Worth of a Penny : or, a Caution to keep Money
(1664) ; The History of the Five Wise Philosophers

(1672) ; and other -works. See Notes and Queries,

vol. xi., pp. 217, 407. See Jehosophat the
Hekmit ; Living in London, The Art of.

Peachum. A pimp, in Gay's Beggar's Opera
(q.v.) ; husband of Mrs. Peachum, -who ad-vises her
daughter Polly (q.v.), to be "somewhat nice" in
her deviations from virtue.

Peaeh-um, Polly. The daughter of Peachum,
in Gay's Beggar's Opera (q.v.). Arnong the -vicious,

virtuous only she ; and her fidelity to Macheath
has in it something of the heroic, which elevates

the general standard of the drama.

Peacock, Thomas Love, novelist and poet

(b. 1786, d. 1866), was the author of the followii%

novels:

—

Headlong Sail (1816); Melincourt (q.v.),

(1817) ; Nightmare Abbey (q.v.), (1818) ; Maid
Marion (q.v.), (1822) ; Misfortunes of Flphin (q.v.),

(1829); Crotchet Castle (q.v.), (1831); and Gryll

Grange (q.v.), (1860). His chief poems were:
Palmyra (q.v.), (1806) ; The Genius of the Thames
(1810 and 1812) ; and Shododaphne : or, the Thes-

salian Spell (q.v. ) , (1 8 1 8) . Lord Houghton, speaking
of his works, says :—" 'They are the natural product

of a mind whieh, through a long life of employ-
ment in practical affairs, was used to find its best

relaxation in the studies its youth had mastered
and appropriated, and of a temperament which
sustained to the last a redundant fancy and keen
observation of mankind. There is Httle about
them of scholastic authorship, or of pretension to

add to the -wisdom of the world, but a great deal

of the intellectual gaiety to which the foUies, in-

consistencies, exaggerations, conceits, and oddities

of other men supply a continual fund of interest

that does not exclude sympathy, and which prefers

to satisfy its sense of superiority by humorous
dissection and comic portraiture rather than by
solemn censure or soatlung ridicule. There is, too,

the presence of the lyrical and inventive faculties

which go far to humanise the critical understanding,
and to the defect of which is due the utter barren-
ness and inutility of so much acute and learned
disquisition. Peacock belonged, in aU his tastes,

sentiments, and aspects of life to the eighteenth
century, the age pre-eminently of free fancy and
common sense. 'This is apparently the key to his
character, and it finds the strongest confirmation in
the construction, intention, and spirit of his works.
His fictions continually recall the Contes which
fiUed the Hterary and philosophical atmosphere of
Prance between the Regency and the Revolution.
There is the same disregard of plot, the same con-
tinuous weft of satirical allusion, the same exag-
geration of the fallacies of opponents, the same
assumption of an infallible judgment, but -with a
total absence of the indecency and impiety." A
complete edition of Peacock's Works appeared in
1875 imder the editorship of Mr. (afterwards Sir)
Henry Cole, and with a Biography by Peacock's
granddaughter, Edith NiooUs. For Criticism, see
the essay of Robert Buchanan in T/ie New Quar-
terly Magazine for 1875. See Peppercorn, Peter;
Rich and Poor ; Thames, The Genius op the.

" Pealing anthem swells the note of
praise. The." See Gray's JElegy written in a
Country Churchyard, stanza 10.

" Pearl upon an Ethiop's arm. As."—
Dyer, Grongar's Sill.
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" Pearls at random strung." Sec
" Obient peakls."

Pearne, Thomas, Unitarian -writer (d. 1827),

was the author of Gregory Blimt.

Pearson, Charles Henry, historian (b.

1830), has published A Sistory of Englcmd during

the Early and Middle Ages (1861, 1868), and other
works. He edited The National Review in 1862
—63.

Pearson, John, Bishop of Chester (b. 1612,

d. 1686), wrote an Exposition of the Greed (1659),
Vindieiee Epistolantm S. Ignatii (1672), Annates
Cyprianici (1682), and Annates Paulini (1685). His
Minor Theological Works were " first collected,

with Memoir, Notes, and Index," by E. Churton,
in 1842. The Opera Posthuma Chronologiea ap-
peared in 1688. "The closeness of Pearson, and
his judicious selection of proofs, distinguish him,"
says Hallam, "from many, especially the earlier,

theologians. Some might surmise that his un-
deviating adherence to what he caUs the Church
is hardly consistent with independence of think-

ing, but, considered as an advocate, he is one of

much judgment and skill." See Creed, An Ex-
position OF THE.

Peasant Bard, The. A, name appUed to

Robert Burns (1759—1796), who at one time in

his life followed the plough.

Peasant Poet of Northamptonshire,
The. A name applied to John Clare (1793

—

1864), bom at Helpstone, in Northamptonshire.
See Clare, John ; Northamptonshire Poet.

" Peasantry (A bold), their country's
pride,"

—

Goldsmith's Deserted Village, line 55

—

"When once destroyed, can never be supplied."

Peaseblossom, Cobweb, Moth, Mus-
tardseed. Fairies, in A Midsummer Night's

Dream.

Pebles to the Play. See Peebles to the
Play.

Peck, Rev. Francis, antiquary (b. 1692, d.

1743), was the author of Desiderata. See the Life

by Evans.

Pecksniff, in Dickens's novel of Martin

Chuzzlewit (q.v.), is the prototype of what Lord
Lytton calls the men of decorous phrase and blood-

less action, the systematic self-servers, in whom
the world forgives the lack of all that is generous,

warm, and noble, in order to respect the passive

acquiescence in methodical conventions and hollow

forms. " How common," he says, " such men are

with us in this century, and how inviting and how
necessary their delineation, may be seen in this

—

that the popular and pre-eminent observer of the

age in which we live has since placed their proto-

type in vigorous colours upon imperishable canvas.

Need I say I allude to the Pecksniff of Mr.

Dickens ?" In Dickens's story, Pecksniff is repre-

sented as possessing two daughters, Mercy and

Charity. "Pecksniff and his daughters," wrote

Sydney Smith to their creator, " are admirable

—

quite first-rate painting, such as no one but your-
self can execute." See Beaufort, Robert.

Pecock, Reginald, Bishop of St. Asaph and
Chichester (b. 1 S90, d. 1460), was the author of Donet

(1440), and The Repressor of Overmuch Blaming of
the Clergy (about 1449), (q.v.). The former was
an introduction to the chief truths of Christianity,

in the form of a dialogue between father and son.

See the Zife by Lewis; The Fortnightly Review,

Nos. 6 and 7 ("Bible Study," by James Gardner)

;

also Cassell's Library of English Literature {Religion,

chap, iv.), and Morley's English Writers, vol. ii.,

part 1.

Pedder Coffeis, Ane Description of,
by Sir David Lindsay (1490—1557), printed in

Laing's Ancient Popular Poetry of Scotland.

Pedlington, Little, and the Pedling-
tonians. A satirical work by John Poole
(q.v.), published in 1839, and described as " over-

flowing with racy humour." Little Pedlington is

an imaginary locality in which quackery, humbug,
cant, selfishness, and other social vices abound.

Pedro, Bon. Prince of Arragon, in Much Ado
About Nothing; the "villain" of the play, who
slanders the fair Hero (q.v.).

Peebles, Peter. A pauper Utigant in Sir

"Walter Scott's novel of Redgawntlet (q.v.).

Peebles to the Play. A humorous poem,

attributed by John Mair to King James I. of

Scotland. One of the verses runs :

—

" Than tliey come to the towne'a end
Wlthouten more delay.

He before and she before.
To see who malst was gay.

AH that lulket them upon
Leuch fast at their array ;

Some said the Queen of May was come
01 Peebles to the Play."

The play referred to (sometimes called "Peebles

at the Play") is the festival called Bettane Day,

still kept at Peebles, and very ancient in its origin.

It was the occasion of all sorts of sports, as described

in the poem. See Cassell's Library of English

Literature [Shorter English Poems).

Peele, George, poet and dramatist (b- 1552,

d. 1598), produced The Arraignment of Paris

(1584), (q.v.); The Device of the Pageant (1585);

An Eclogue Gratulatorie (1589); A Farewell (1589);

Polyhymnia (1590), (q.v.) ;
Descensus Astrace

(1591) ; The Sunting of Cupid (1591) ;
King Ed-

ward the First (1593); The Sonour of the Garter

(1593) ; The Battle of Alcazar (1594) ;
The Old

Wives' Tale (1595), (q.v.); The Love of King David

and fair Bethsabe (1599), (q.v.); Sistone of Two

Valiant Knights (1699); Merrie Conceited Jests

(1627) ; The Turkish Mahomet and Syren the Haire

Greek. His Life has been written by Dyce,

and prefixed to an edition of the works m
1828. For Criticism, see Campbell's Specimens

of the English Poets, Lamb's Dramatic Poets,
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Collier's Dramatic Poetry, &c. Campbell wrote
of Peele:—"His fancy is rich and his feeling

tender; and his conceptions of dramatic cha-
racter have no inconsiderable mixture of solid

veracity and ideal beauty. There is no such
sweetness of versification and imagery to be found
in our blank verse anterior to Shakespeare." " I
must concur," says HaUam, " with Mr. Collier in
thinking these compliments excessive. Peele has
some command of imagery, but in every other
quality it seems to me that he has scarcely any
claim to honour ; and I doubt if there are three Hnes
together in any of his plays that could be mistaken
for Shakespeare's. His Edwasrd I. [q-v.l is a gross

tissue of absurdity, with some facility of language,
but nothing truly good.' ' See TJlrici's Dramatic Art
for an extended criticism on Peele's various works.
See Alabm against Usurers; Aloazab, Battle
OP ; Edward the First ; Honour or the
Garter, The ; Trot, The Tale or.

"Peers of England, pillars of the
state."

—

King Senry VI., part ii., act i., scene 1.

Peerybingle, John. The carrier, and hus-
band of Dot (q.v.), in Dickens's story of The
Cricket on the Searth (q.v.).

Peg, sister of John BuU, in Dr. Abbuthnot's
Sistory of the latter name (q.v.), is intended to
personify the Church and State of Scotland. " Peg
had, indeed, some odd humours and comical, for

which John would jeer her. ' What think you of

my sister Peg,' says he, ' that faints at the sound
of an organ, and yet will dance and frisk at the
noise of a bagpipe ?

' Lord Peter [the Pope] she
detested; nor did Martin [Luther] stand much
better in her good graces ; but Jack [Calvin] had
found the way to her heart."

Peg-a-Ramsay. The heroine of an old,

and, according to Bishop Percy, an indecent
ballad, referred to in Twelfth Night, act ii., scene 3.

Peg of Limavaddy. A humorous ballad
by William Makepeace Thackeray.

Pegge, Samuel, LL.D. (b. 1704, d. 1796),
was the author of several works on antiquarian
subjects. His Life was written by his son Samuel,
author of Curialia.

Peggotty. The servant in Dickens's novel
of David Copperjield (q.v.), who is courted in so

curious a fashion by the carrier Barkis (q.v.). Her
brother Daniel, and nephew Ham, take a prominent
part inthe story.

Peggy. See Patie.

Pelecanicidium : "or, the Christian Adviser
against Self-Murder ; together with a Guide, and
the Pilgrim's Pass to the Land of the Living," by
Sir William Denny (b. about 1630) .

" Mine ears,"

says the author, in his preface, " do tingle to hear
so many sad relations, as ever since March last,

concerning several persons of divers rank and
quality, inhabiting within about so eminent a city

as late-famed London, that have made away and

murdered themselves. Chose rather the quickness
of verse than more prolix prose (with God's bless-

ing first implored), to disenchant the possessed;

following divinely-inspired David's example to

quiet Saul with the melody of his harp." This
work was published in 1653.

Felham. : "or, the Adventures of a Gentleman."
A novel byEdward, Lord Lytton, published anony-
mously in 1827. " l?elham," says WiUiam Caldwell
Eoscoe, '

' first startledand pleased the world of novel-
readers with its brisk witticisms, its sharp sarcasms
and lively caricatures, its clever descriptions, and
skilful narrative, and annoyed them by its hard-
ness, its affectations, and its pseudo-sentiment."
"Pelham," says The Quarterly Seview,

"
'belongs

to a past generation, and describes a society whose
fashion and language are growing stranger, but it

stiU lies on every railway bookstall, and will be
fresh in the memories of most of our readers."

Pelham, M. One of the numerous noms de
plume of Sir Bichard Phillips (q.v.).

Pelican Island, The. A poem, in blank
verse and nine cantos, by James Montgomery
(1771—1864), published in 1827, and founded on a
passage in Captain Fliluders's Voyage to Terra
Australis, which describes the ancient haunts of
the pelican in the small islands on the coast of
New Holland.

"Pelion and Ossa flourish side by
side."

—

Samuel, byWilliamWordsworth ; written
in 1801.

Pelleas and Etarre. The title of one of
Tennyson's Idylls of the King (q.v.). Of Pelleas
we read that

—

" Lord of many a barrep Isle was he."

He figures in The Faerie Qwene as one of those
who pursue the Blatant Beast (q.v.). Milton men-
tions him in the same line with Lancelot (q.v.) and
PeUenore (q.v.). (See Etarre.

Pellenore, Sir, is referred to by Milton as
one of "the Knights of Logres or of Lyones."
He appears in the old romance of the Morte
d'Arthur (q.v.).

"Pelting (The) of this pitiless storm."—King Lear, act iii., scene 4.

Pelusium, The Battle of. The subject of
a song in Beaumont and Fletcher's Mad Lover.

Pembroke, Coxintess of, Mary Herbert
(sister of Sir Philip Sidney), wrote an Elegy on Sir
Philip Sidney, and a Pastoral Dialogue in praise of
Astraa ; besides translating many of the Psalms
into English verse, and a tragedy called Antony,
and a Discourse of Life and Death, from the Frenct.
It was on this lady that Ben Jonson wrote his
famous epitaph :

—

"Sidney's sister, Pembroke's niotlier,

—

Death, ere thou hast slain another,
Learned and fair and good as she.
Time shall throw a dart at thee."

See Antony and Arcadia.
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Pembroke, Earl of, William Herbert, son

of preceding (b. 1580, d. 1630), wrote Tarious short

poems, an edition of wHoh appeared in 1660.

HaUam describes them as of little merit, and some-
times grossly indecent. Some interest attaches to

Pembroke as being perhaps the " W. H." to whom
Shakespeare's Sonnets (q.v.) are dedicated.

" Pen (A), that mighty instrument of
little men."

—

Bybon's English Bards and Scotch

Pen and the Album, The, A lyric by
William Makepeace Thackeray.

"Pen (The) is mightier than the
sword."—Lord Lytton, Sichelieu, act ii., scene 2.

"Pen (The) wherewith thou dost so
heavenly sing,"

—

Constable, Sonnet—
" Made of a qulU from an angel's wing."

So Dorothy Beket :

—

" WTioBe nolile praise
^ Deserves a qulU plucked from an angel's wing."

Wordsworth has the lines {Eecleaiastical Sonnets,

part iii.) :

—

" The feather,whence the pen
Was shaped that traced the lives of these good men.
Dropped from angel's wing."

The " lives" referred to are Walton's.

" Pence, That eternal want of,"—Ten-
nyson, Will Waterproofs Monologue.

Pencillings by the Way. A book of

gossip about celebrated men and places, published

by Nathaniel Parker Willis (1806—1867) in

1835. See People I have Met.

Pendennis, Major, TJnole of Arthur Pen-
dennis, in Thackeray's novel of that name (q.v.).

" The Major," says Hannay, "a selfish and gentle-

manly tnfle hunter, is one of the happiest of

Thackeray's comic figures, and what is highly

significant, he somehow never loses a certain

dignity, though his life is essentially narrow and
servile."

Pendennis, The History of : "his fortunes

and misfortuneSjhis friends and his greatest enemy,'

'

i.e., himself, by William Makepeace Thackeray,
was originally published in a serial form, in

1849—50. The hero, Arthur Pendennis, reappears

in the author's Adventures of Fhilip, and is repre-

sented as teUirig the story of The Newcomes. Among
the characters are the Major above mentioned,

Foker (q.v.) ; Jack Costigan (q.v.) ; Miss Fotheringay

(q.v.); Laura Bell, whom Arthur eventually marries

;

Blanche Amory (q.v.); Warrington (q.v.); Jack
Finucane (q.v.) ; Captain Shandon (q.v.) ; Bungay
(q.v.), and Fanny Bolton.

"Penduliim betwixt a smile and
tear. Thou." A description applied to Man by
Byron, in stanza 109, canto iv., of his CMlde

Harold's Filgrimage.

Penelophon, The name of the Beggar Maid
in the ballad of King Gophetua (q.v.).

30

Penfeather, Lad^ Penelope. The lady
patroness of the Spa in Sir Walter Scott's St.

Eonam's Well.

Penitential Psalms, The, were translated

into EngKsh metre by Sir Thomas Wyatt, and
printed in 1549. Another metrical version, 'written

by Thomas Brampton in 1414, was edited by
Black, for the Percy Society, in 1842.

Penn, William (b. 1644, d. 1718), founder
of Pennsylvania, was the author of No Cross,

No Crown (1669), (q.v.).; a Brief Account of
the Rise and Frogress of the People called (Quakers

(1694); and various other publicatious, a list of

which is given in Lowndes's Bibliographer's

Manual. A Collection of his Works, containing a
Journal of his Life, was published in 1726. His-

ij/ehas been written by Marsillao (1791), Clarkson

(1813), Hughes and Dixon (1855), and Janney.

Pennant, Thomas, naturalist and anti-

quarian (b. 1726, d. 1798), was author, among other-

works, of British Zoology (1766) and Some Account

of London (1790). See his Autobiography.

Pennell, Henry Cholmondeley, poet and
prose writer (b. 1836), has written Puck on Pegasus-

(1861), Crescent (1866), Modem Babylon (1873),,

Pegasus Pe-saddled (1877), and various books on
angling; besides editing The Muses ofMayfair.

Penny Cyclopaedia. See Encyclopaedia.

Penny Magaziae, The, was started by
Charles Knight in 1832, the year which also saw
the birth of Chambers's Journal (q.v.). These two
periodicals inaugurated the period of cheap jour-

nalism and other literature for the people. See

Knight's Autobiography and the Memoirs of W.
and E. Chambers.

Penny, Sir. A ballad which Warton thinks

may be coeval with Chaucer, and of which the title ^

is Incipit Narratio de Domino Denario. It describes-

the power of money with much humorous satire.

" The praise of Sir Penny," says Ellis, " appears,

to have been a favourite subject with the northern

minstrels, for a poem with the same title is to be
found in Lord Hailes' collection, and another in

Kitson's Ancient Songs."

Penny-Wise, Pound-Poolish. See How
A Meechande dyd hys Wyee Betray.

Pennyless PUgrimage, The: "or, the

Moneyless Perambulation of John Taylor, alias the-

King's Majesty's Water-Poet," by John Taylor

(1380-1654), published in 1618; descriptive of a

journey afoot from London to Edinburgh, "not

carrying any money to and fro, neither begging,

borrowing, or asking meat, drink, or lodging." The
Water-Poet performed, in 1620, a similar journey

to. Prague, of which he also published an account.

in prose and verse. The style of The Pennyless:

Pilgrimage may be judged by the following :—
" Bight miles from CarUsle runs a little river.

Which England's hounds from Scotland's grounds do sever

;

Without horse, bridge, or hoat I o'er did get

;

On foot I went, yet scarce my shoes did wet.
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I being come to this long-looked-for land,
Did mark, re-mark, note, re-note, viewed, and scanned

;

And I saw nothing that could change my will.
But that I thought myaelf in England Btlll.
The Mngdoma are so nearly joined and fixed.
There scarcely went a pair of shears betwlit

;

There I saw sky above and earth below.
And ae In England there the sun did show ;
The hills with sheep reiilete, with com the dale,
And many a cottage yielded good Scotch ale."

Pennyworth of Wit, The. See How a
Merchande dyc hys Wyfe Betray.

Penrose, Thomas, poet (t. 1743, d. 1779),
finds a place in Campbell's Specimens, and in
Anderson's British Foets. He wrote Tht Selmets,
The Field of Battle, and other lyrics.

Penry, John (1559—1693), was one of the
Puritan writers in the "Martin Mar-Prelate" con-
troversy. See Mar-Pkelate.

"Pens a stanza when he should en-
gross, 'Who,"

—

Pope's description of— "

"A clerk foredoomed his father's soul to cross,"

in his Epistle to Arbuthnot, line 17.

Fenseroso, H. A poem hy John Milton
(1608—1674), written as a companion to L'Allegro
(q.v.). The latter ia composed in the cha-
racter of a cheerful, the former in that of a
melancholy, man, and the whole tone of each poem
is regulated accordingly. The one begins with
the dawn, the other with evening. The one opens
with the lark, the other with the nightingale, and
so on. Maason inclines to think that they were
written at Horton, between 1632—8.

"Pensive public, My." See the prologue
to Bon Gaultier Ballads (q.v.).

Pentameron, The. A prose work, con-
sisting of imaginary "interviews" between Boc-
caccio and Petrarch, published by Walter Savage
Landor in 1837. " Even to those who differ with
its estimation of Dante, its learning, fidelity, and
picturesqeness seem admirable beyond comparison.
Mrs. Browning found some of its pagea too delight-
ful to turn over."

Pentateuch, The, tranalated by William
Tyndale, waa publiahed in 1530.

" Penury (Chill) repressed their noble
rage,"

—

Gray's Elegy—
" And froze the genial current of the souL"

People I have met. Personal sketches by
Nathaniel Parker Willis (q.v.), published in
1850. See Pencillings by the Way.

" People's voice is odd, The,"—Pope's
Imitations of Borace, epistle i., book ii.

—

" It is, and It Is not, the voice of God."

Pepper, K. TS. The Uterary pseudonym of
James W. Morris, an American writer, who pub-
lished The K. N. Pepper Papers in 1858.

Peppercorn, H., M.D. A pseudonym
adopted, it is beheved, on more than one occasion
by the Eev. Eichard Harris Bakham (q.v.).

Peppercorn, Peter, M.D. A mm <

assumed by Thomas Love Peacock (1785—1866)
in the publication of some veraes, entitled Bich and
Poor : or. Saint and Sinner (q.v.).

" Peppered the highest was surest to
please, WTio."

—

Goldsmith's Betaliation, line 112.

Peptic Precepts, byDr.William Kitchener
(1775-1827) ;

published in 1824.

Pepys, Samuel (b. 1633, d. 1703), pubUshed
in 1690 Memoirs relating to the state of the Royal
Navy of England. His famous Diary lay neglected
and unknown for more than fifty years after its

reception, in 1775, at Magdalen CoUege, until at
last it was discovered by the Master and deciphered
and edited by Lord Braybrooke in 1825. It is a
record, in shorthand, of Pepys' personal doings and
sayings from January 1, 1660, to May 31, 1669,
and is now published in more than one edition,

each claiming to be a more accurate transcrip-
tion from the original cipher than the others.

See a notice of the Diary in The Quarterly Eevieio,

No. 33, by Sir Walter Scott, and in The Edinburgh
Eemew, No. 43, by Lord Jefirey. The Life, Journals,
and Correspondence of Pepys was published in 1841.
Lord Jeffrey, writing of the Diary, says : " Pepys
seems to have been possessed of the most extra-
ordinary activity, and the most indiscrimiuating,
insatiable, and miscellaneous curiosity that ever
prompted the researches, or supplied the pen, of a
daily chronicler. He finds time to go to every
play, to every execution, to every procession, fire,

concert, riot, trial, review, city feast, or picture
gallery, that he can hear of. Nay, there seems
scarcely to have been a school examination, a
wedding, christening, charity sermon, buU-bait-
ing, philosophical meeting, or private merry-
making in his neighbourhood, at which he is

not sure to make his appearance, and mindful
to record all the particulars. He is the first to
hear all the Court scandal, and aU the public
news—to observe the changes of fashion and the
downfall of parties—to pick up family gossip, and
to detail philosophical intelligence—to criticise
every new house or carriage that is built—every
new book or new beauty that appears—every
measure the king adopts, and every mistress he
discards."

Pereeforest, The name of a Knight of the
Hound Table, whose history is recounted in an old
romance described in DmOa-g's History of Fiction.
It was written in Erench verse, about 1220.

"Pereie and Douglas, The Old Song
of." See Chevy Chase.

Percival, James Gates, an American poet
(b. 1796, d. 1866), pubUshed Zamor (1815), Poems
(1820), Clio (q.v.), (1822, 1827), aa^ a. Report on the
Geology of Connecticut (1842). A collected edition
of his poetical Works, with a biographical sketch,
appeared in 1869. For Criticism, see Lowell's My
Study Windows. There is a Life of Percival by
Ward.
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FercivaJ.e, Sir, in. Tennyson's
desoribed ty tne poet as

"The saintly youth, the apotleBB lamb of ChrlBt,"

and by one of the poet's critics as a man " with,

ready, pure, and fervid heart and tongue, whose
warm and natural love, heing rudely blunted, has

made of his impressible temperament, as of his

sister's, a proper soil for asceticism."

Percy. A tragedy by Hannah Moke (1746

—

1833), produced by Garriok at Drury Lane in 1777,

and acted for seventeen successive nights. The
theatrical profits amounted to £600, and for the

literary copyright the authoress obtained £150.

Percy Anecdotes, The. By Sholto (J. C.

Eobinson) and Reuben Percy (Thomas Byerley),

"Brothers," as they styled themselves, " of the

Benedictine Monastery, Mont Berger." This

work was published in 1820—23. A Sistory of
London, by the same authors, appeared in 1824.

Percy Society, The, was instituted in

London in 1840. Ninety-four books were pub-
lished vmder its auspices. It is now dissolved.

Percy, Thomas, Bishop of Dromore (b. 1728,

d. 1811), published his Seliques of Ancient Unglish

Foetry (qt-Y.) in 1765, and his translation of Mallet's

Northern Antiquities in 1770. His other works
are :

—

Five Fieees of Stmie Foetry, translated (1763)

;

The Songs of Solomon, translated with a Commentary

(1764) ; The Hermit of Warkworth (1771) ; A Key
to the New Testament (1779) ; and An Essay on the

Origin of the English Stage (1793). The Seliques

were edited by Hales and FumivaU in 1868. See

Fbiab of Ordebs GrBEY and " Nancy."

"BeKS^, WiUiam. See CccK-auEANE's Er-
rant ; Sonnets to the Fairest Celia.

Percy's Relictues. See Percy, Thomas,
and EELiaTJES of Ancient English Poetry.

Percyvell of Gralles. A romance said to

have been composed by Robert de Thornton in

the reign of Henry TI., and stiU. preserved in the

library of Lincoln Cathedral.

Perdita, in The Winter's Tale (q.v.J, is the

daughter of Leontes and Hermione, King and

Queen of SioUia, and in love with Florizel (q.v.).

Perdita, The Pair. A name bestowed upon
Mrs. Mary Robinson, the actress and poetess (1758

—1800), whose performance in the character of

Perdita in The Winter's Tale attracted the atten-

tion of the Prince of "Wales, and led to her becoming

his mistress.

" Perdition catch my soul. But I do
love thee ! "

—

Othello, act iii., scene 3.

Peregrination of Mannes Lyfe, The.
A prose work by John Skeiton (q.v.).

Peregrine. A character in Colman's John

Bull (q.v.).

Peregrine Pickle, The Adventures of:
"in which are included the Memoirs of a Lady of

Quality." A novel by Tobias George Smollett
(1721—1771), pubhshed in 1751. The " Lady of

Quality," whose scandalous memoirs are introduced
into the story after the manner of similar inter-

polations by Le Sage and Fielding, was the
notorious Lady Vane, who is said to have herself

afforded the materials for the narrative which
SmoUett wrote of her various intrigues and gal-

lantries. The novel also contains personal sketches
of Lord Lyttleton, Fielding, Akenside, and other
well-known persons. The hero is described as
one whose "base brutality, besides his ingratitude

to his uncle, and the savage propensity which hs
shows in the pleasure he takes to torment others

by practical jokes, resembling those of a fiend in

glee, exhibit a low and ungentlemanlike tone of

thinking."

Peregrinus, Gulielmus. See Laureate,
Poets ; Odoepobicon Ricardi Regis.

"Perfect woman (A), nobly planned,"—^Wordsworth's She was a Fhantom of Delight—
" To warn, to comfort, and command."

" Perfection, The very pink of." See
" Pink of perfection."

" Perfiime on the violet, To throw a."—King John, act iv., scene 2.

"Peri at the gate. One morn a."—
Moore, Faradise and the Feri (q.v.).

Pericles and Aspasia. Awork byWALiEB
Savage Landob (1776—1864), written in the form
of letters, and published in 1836. Stedman calls

it his masterpiece. It is also the title of a lyric

by the Rev. Geoboe Cboly (1780—1860).

Pericles, Prince of Tyre, The Booke
of. A play published in 1609, and generally

attributed to William Shakespeare (1564—1616),
if not as a whole, at least in parts. " From the

poverty and bad management of the fable, the

want of any effective or distinguishable character

—for Marina is no more than the common form of

female virtue, such as all the dramatists of that

age could draw—and a general feebleness of the

tragedy as a whole, I should not believe," says

HaUam, " the structure to have been Shakespeare's.

But many pages are far more in his manner than
in that of any contemporary writer with whom I
am acquainted, and the extrinsic testimony, though
not conclusive, being of some value, I should not

dissent from the judgment of Steeveus and Malone,

that it was, in no inconsiderable degree, repaired

and improved by his touch." It is notable that in

a work published in 1646 Shakespeare is distinctly

referred to as the author of the play, but as the
^

writer of the work appears to see something Aristo-

phanic in Fericles, his opinion cannot be considered

valuable. The story on which Fericles is founded

figures in the Gesta Bomamorum (q.v.) and in

Gower's Confessio Amantis (q.v.). A prose tract,

entitled The Fainfull Adventures of Fericles, Prince
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of Tyre, appeared in 1608, and was not improbably
a resmni of the play, though, the conjeotuial date
of its composition is given by Fumivall as 1608
—9.
Peril in Paramours. A short poem by a

Scottish poet, called Mersae (q.v.), printed in Lord
Hailes' ooUeotion.

Perimedes, the Blacke - Smith : " a
Grolden Methode how to use the Mind ia pleasant
and profitable exercise." PubKahed by Eobert
Gkeene in 1588. This work consists of stories,

reflections, and poetry.

Perion. A King of "Wales in the romance of
jimadis of Fraimee (q.v.).

"Perish that thought!" See Cohet
Gibber's version of Shakespeare's play of King
Michard III., act v., scene 3.

"Perished in his pride." See "Mar-
vellous Boy, The."

Perissa. The step-sister of Elissa and Medina
in Spenser's faerie Queene.

Periwinkle, The Princess. A character
in Smart's comedy of A Trip to Cambridge: or,

the Grateful Fair (q.v.).

Perjured Wun, The. See Love-Sick King,
The.

Perker. The little lawyer, in Dickens's novel
of the Fickwiek Fapers (q.v.).

Perkin Warbeck, Chronicle History
of, by John Ford, was written in 1634.

Perkins's Ball, Mrs. "A Christmas Book,"
by William Makepeace Thackeray.

" Perpetual feast of neetared sweets,
A." See " Nectared sweets."

Perplexities, The. The title under which
The Adventures of Five Hours (q.v.), altered by
Thomas Hull, was played for a few nights in the
year 1767.

Perrinchief, Richard. ' Agathocles.

Perry, James, journalist (b. 1756, d. 1821),
contributed to The General Advertiser, founded The
Muropean Magazine in. 1782, became editor of The
Gazetteer in 1783, and in 1792 acquired part pro-
prietorship of The Morning Chronicle (q.v.), which
he edited as a "Whig organ until his death in 1821.

Persian Eclogues. >See Eclogues, Oriental.

Persian, Letters from a, in England to
his friend in Ispahan. Published by Lord
Lyttelton (1709—73) in 1735. " They have," says
Johnson, " something of that indistinct and head-
strong ardour for liberty which a man of genius
always catches when he enters the world, and
always sufEers to cool as he pasaea-forward."

Persian Prince, The: "or, Loyal Brother."
A play by Thomas Southern (1660—1746), acted
in 1682. The character of the "Loyal Brother"

was probably intended as a compliment to the

Duke of York, and brought the author a sub-

stantial acknowledgment for his pains. Dryden
wrote the prologue and the epUogue.

Persian Song of Haflz, A. BySir"WiLLL4M
Jones (1746—1794). The last verse runs :

—

" Go boldly forth, my simple lay.
Whose accents flow with artless ease.
Like orient pearls at random strung

;

Thy notes are sweet, the damsels say

;

But oh I far sweeter, If they please
The nymph for whom these notes are sung !

"

Persian Tales. Translated by Ambrose
Philips (1671—1749) from the French of Petit de
la Croix, and published in 1709. Philips is said to

have had the assistance of Addison in this trans-

lation, for which the former was paid at the rate of

haU-a-crown a line ; thus giving point to Pope's
famous sarcasm, when he refers to Philips as

" The hard, whom pilfered Pastorals renown.
Who turns a Persian Tale for half-a-crown."

"The book," says Dr. Johnson, "is divided into
many sections, for each of which if he received
half-a-crown, his reward, as writers were then
paid, was very Kberal."

" Persian's heaven is easily made, A,"—^Moore's Intercepted Letters, No. vi.

—

'" 'Tls but hiack eyes and lemonade."

Persic, Peregrine. The nom de plume under
which Jambs Morier (1780—^1849) published his
novel of Kajji Baba ofIspahan (q.v.).

Personal Talk. Four sonnets by "William
"Wordsworth, written in 1846.

Persuasion. A novel by Jane Austen, post-

humously published in 1818.

" Persuasion tips his tongue whene'er
he talks,"

—

Isaac Hawkins Browne's Fipe of
Tobacco—

I "And he has lodgings In the King's Bench Walks."

This is a parody on Pope's lines on Murray [Imita-
tions of Horace, ep. vi.) :

—

"Grac'd as thou art with all the power of words.
So known, so honour'd at the House of Lords."

Perth, The Pair Maid of. See Fair Maid
op Perth, The.

" Perverts the Prophets and purloins
the Psalms."

—

Byron, English Bards and Scotch
Seviewers, line 326. The allusion is to " sepulchral
[James] Grahams" (q.v.), author of The Sabbath
and Biblical Pictures.

PervUigium "Veneris. A poem by Thomas
Paknell (1679—1718), translated from Catullus.

Peschiera. A lyric by Arthur Hugh Clough
(1819—1861), written, like its companion, Alteram
Fartem, in 1849.

Pet Lamb, The : " a Pastoral," by"WiLLLAM
Wordsworth, written in 1800.

" Petar, Hoist with his owe."—Samlet
act iii., scene 4.
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Peter Bell. See Beli, Peter.

Peter Bell the Third: "by Miohing
MaEeclio, Esq.," i.e., Percy Bysshb Shelley. A
satirico-political poem, suggested ty Wordsworth's
Peter Bell (q.v.). See Miohing Malleoho.

Peter, IiOrd. The name hy which the Pope
is designated in Swiri's Tale of a Tub (q.v.), and
Dr. Aebuthnot's Siatory of John Bull (q.v.).

Peter Parley. See Parley, Peter.

Peter Pindar. See Pindar, Peter.

Peter Plymley. See Plymley, Peter.

Peter Simple. See Simple, Peter.

Peter Wilkins. See Wilkins, Peter.

Peterborough, The Earl of (b. 1658, d.

1735), was the author of a Song by a Person of
Quality, the first verse of which runs :

—

" I said to my heart, between Bleeping and waking,
Thou wild thing, that always art leaping or achmg.
What black, brown, or fair, in what clime, in what nation.
By turns haa not taught thee a pit-a-pat-ation ?

"

Peter's Letters to his Kinsfolk, hy John
Gibson Lookhart (1794—1854) ;

published in

BlaehwooHs Magazme during 1819, and containing

lively sketches of Edinburgh society.

"Petition me no petitions, sir, to-
day."—I^ELDiNG, Tom Thiimb, act i., scene 2.

Compare with the same author's " But me no
buts," Shakespeare's " Thank me no thankings,

proud me no prouds" {Eomeo and Juliet, iii., 5),

Massinger's " Cause me no causes" {New Way to

Pay Old Debts, i., 1), and Tennyson's "Diamond
me no diamonds, prize me no prizes" (Elaine).

Peto, in the first and second parts of Shake-
speare's Senry IV. (q.v.), is a companion of Sir

John Falstafi (q.v.).

Petrarch, The English. A name applied

to Sir Philip Sidney (1554—1586) by Sir Walter
Baxeigh.

Petruchio. A gentleman of Verona, ia The
Taming of the Shrew (q.v.) ; husband of Katheiine,

and " a fine, hearty compound," says Leigh Hunt,
"of bodily and mental vigour, adorned by wit,

spirits, and good nature."

"'Petticoat influence' is a great re-
proach."

—

Byron, Don Jitan, canto xiv., stanza
xxvi. :

—

" I for one venerate a petticoat—
A garment and a mystical Bublimity,
No matter whether russet, silk, or dimity."

Petty, Sir William, political economist (b.

1623, d. 1687), published A Treatise of Taxes and
Contributions (1667), Political Arithmetic (1682,
1687, 1690, 1699), Political Anatomy of Ireland

(1691), and other works enumerated in Lowndes'
Bibliographer' s Manual. See Aubrey's Iwes and
Wood's Athencc Oxonienses.

Petyt, William (b. 1636, d. 1707), wrote
The Ancient Right of the Commons of Engla/nd as-

serted (1680), Jus Parliamentariwm (1739), and
Miscellania Parliamentaria.

Peveril of the Peak. A novel by Sir

Walter Scott, published ia 1823.

Phsedra. A tragedy by Edmund Smith (1668
—1710), acted ia 1708, and highly praised by Dr.

Johnson. "As to Phsedia, she has certainly," he
says, "made a finer figure under Mr. Smith's con-

duct, upon the English stage, than either ia Rome
or Athens ; and if she excels the Greek and Latia
Phjedra, I need not say she surpasses the French
one, though embeUished with whatever regular

beauties and moving softness Eaciae himself

could give her." Notwithstanding this high
eulogium, however, Phadra is now forgotten.

Phsedra, in the classical mythology, was the second

wife of Theseus of Athens, with whose son Hippo-
lytus she feU in love.

Phsedria. The handmaid of Acrasia (q.v.)

in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Phsedrus. A metrical translation of the

Fables of this writer, who fiouiished in the Augustan
age, was published by Christopher Smart (q.v.)

.

Phaer, Thomas, miscellaneous writer (d.

1560), is chiefly known as the author of the etory

of Glendower in the Mirror for Magistrates (q.v.),

and of a translation of the first nine books of

Virgil's .^Ineid, which was printed in 1558 with a

dedication to Queen Mary, and completed by Dr.

Thomas Twyne in 1573 ; the work of both trans-

lators being published in one volume in 1583. See
Walton's Sistory of English Poetry and Morley's

Shorter English Poems.

Phaeton: "or, .Loose Thoughts for Loose
Thinkers." A dialogue written,' on the classical

model, by the Eev. Charles Kingsley (1819

—

1875), and directed in the interests of orthodoxy
against the heresies of the Emersonian school. It

was printed in 1852.

Phalaris, A Dissertation upon the
Epistles of, by EiOHARD Bentley (1662

—

1742), was published in 1699, and edited by Dyce
in 1836. It arose out of the publication by
Sir William Temple of an Essay on Ancient and
Modern Xtmguages, in which he contended for the

genuineness of the Epistles, in opposition to the
views of Fontenelle and Perrault. To this a reply

was made by Wotton in his Eeflections on Ancient

and Modern Learning, to the second edition of

which, in 1697, Bentley appended a few notes

demonstrating the spuriousness of the reputed

letters, and to which Atterbury and SmaUridge in

their turn replied, aided by the powerful sarcasm

of Swift in his satire of The Battle of the Boohs

(q.v.). Then Bentley pubHshed his Dissertation,

proving that the epistles were full of anachronisms,

and that the style was more that of Attic than of

Sicilian Greek. Phalaris, it may be explained,

was a tyrant of Agrigentum, in Sicily, who
flourished about the middle of the sixth century
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before Christ, and who was described by Cicero as
" crudelissimus omnium tyrannorum." In the
JEpiatUs he is represented as quite a humane and
cultivated man. It was in connection with this
famous controversy, in which the Hon. Charles
Boyle was one of Bentley's foremost opponents,
that Garth wrote his well-known epigram (see

Boyle, Chaklbs). A list of the publications
treating of the Epistles and the Dissertation on
them is given in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.

Phaleg, in Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel
(q.v.), is intended for a Mr. Forbes, a, Scotchman.

Phantasmagoria. A book of poems, essays,

and miscellaneous sketches, published by Maria
Jane Fletchek (d. 1833) in 1829. It is also the
title of a volvune of varied verse by Lewis Caeroll
(q.v.).

Fhantastes. A faerie romance hy George
MaoDonald (b. 1824), published in 1858, and
including many " short swallow ilights of song."

"Phantom of delight, She was a,"—First Hne of a lyric by Wordsworth—

•

" When first she buret upon my sight,"

Phaon. A young man who is 01-treated by
Furor (q.v.), in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Pharronida: "a Heroic Poem," by William
Chamebrlayne (1619—1689), published in 1659.
The scene is partly laid in Sicily and partly in
Greece. Thomas Campbell considered Pharronida
" one of the most interesting stories that was ever
told in verse. What Dr. Johnson said, unjustly, of
Milton's Comus, that it was like gold hidden under
a tub, may unfortunately be applied with too much
propriety to Pharronida. Never, perhaps, was so
much beautiful design marred by infelicity of
execution; his ruggeduess of versification, abrupt
transitions, and a style that is at once slovenly and
quaint, perpetually interrupts us in enjoying the
splendid figures and spirited passion of this ro-
mantic tablet, and make us catch them only by
glimpses." The following is a specimen of the
poem :

—

" Is 't a sin to be
Bom high, that robs me of my liberty ?
Or is 't the curse of greatness to behold
Virtue through such false optics as unfold
No splendour, 'less from equal orbs they shine?
What heaven made free, ambitious men confine
In regular degrees. Poor love must dwell
Withm no climate but what 's parallel
tTnto our honoured births : the envied fate
Of princes oft these burdens find from State,
Wben lowly swains, knowing no paxent's voice
A negative, make a free happy choice."

Pharsalia. 8ee Lucan.

Phases of Faith. See Newman, Francis
William.

Phebe. A shepherdess in As You Like It (q.v.).

Phelps, Elizabeth Stuart, American
writer, has written, among other works. The Gate's

Ajar, Hedged In, The Silent Fm-tner, and Men,
Women, and Ghosts; also. Poetic Studies.

Phenix, Lord, figures in the ballad of The
Lovers' Quarrel (q.v.).

Phesoj Eeneps, i.e., the letters of " Joseph

Spence" reversed, thus making up the name of

the "Dervise of the Groves" in Kidley's Tales

of the Genii (q.v.), who is intended as a portrait

of the Eev. Joseph Spence, author of An Essay on

Philander. A counsellor, in the play of

Gorboduo (q.v.) ; also, the name of a character in

Akiosto's Orlando Furioso.

Philander. See Narcissa.

Philarete (from (plKos and apcTTj, a lover of

virtue) figures in Browne's pastoral of The Shep-

herd^s Pipe, eclogue iv., and is intended for his

deceased friend, Thomas Manwood. The poem is

supposed to have suggested to Milton his Lycidas

(q.v.).

Philargyria is a character, representing

Avarice, in Skelton's moral interlude entitled

The Nigramansir, printed in 1504. Crowley
printed in 1551 what he called The Fable of
Philargyrie, " the great gigant of Great Britain."

Philario, in Gymbeline (q.v.), is an Italian

friend of Posthumus (q.v.).

Philaster :
" or. Love Lies a-Bleeding." A

play by Francis Beaumont and John Flbtchee,
and " in its day," says HaUam, " one of the best-

known and most popular of their plays." The
plot turns on the suspected infidelity of Arethusa
(q.v.). Euphrasia (q.v.), for the love of Philaster,

disguises herself as a page, and is called BeHario.
"For many years," says Charles Lamb, "after
the date of this drama, scarce " play can be found
without one of these women pages in it, following
in the train of some pre-engaged lover, calling on
the gods to bless her happy rival, and either made
happy at last by some surprising turn' of fate, or
dismissed with the joint pity of the lovers and the
audience."

Phlleleutherus Norfolciensis. The nmn
de plume imder which Samuel Parr (1747—
1825) published, in 1781, a Discourse on the Late
Fast. The American war was alluded to in terms
of condemnation; and it is believed that the sermon
stood in the way of the author's preferment in the
Church of England. iSee Philopatris.

Philip. The hero of Clough's Pothie of Tober-
na- Vuolich (q.v.) ; in love with Elspie.

Philip de Bames. <S'«« Blonde of Oxford;
Manekine, Le.

Philip, The Adventures of, "on his

way through the World, showing who robbed him,
who helped him, and who passed him by." A
novel, by William Makepeace Thackeray, which
first appeared in 1860, in The Comhill Magazine, of

which the author was at that time editor. It is a
continuation of The Shabby Genteel Story (q.v.).

Philip Van Artevelde. See Van Arte-
VELDE, Philip.
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Philip Wakem, in George Eliot's novel of

The Mill on the Floss (q.v.), is in love with Maggie
Tulliver (q.v.).

FMlips, Ambrose, poet and dramatist (b.

1671, d. 1749), published Pastorals (1708), (q.v.)

;

A Foetieal Letter from Copenhagen (1709), (q.v.)

;

Persian Tales (1709), (q.v.) ; The Distrest Mother

(1712), (q.v.) ; The Briton (1722), (q.v.) ; Hum-
phrey, Duke of Gloucester (1722) ; and Poems (1748).

He was also some time editor of The Freethinker

(q.v.). His Life was written by Dr. Johnson.
Macaulay called Philips " a good Whig and a
middling poet ; " Thackeray has characterised him
as "a serious and dreary idyllic cockney." Shef-

field, Duke of Buckinghamshire, has him ia his

Election of a Laureate :—
" when Philips came forth as starch as a Quaker,
Whose simple professlon 's a pastoral makeri
Apollo advised him from playhouse to keep,
And pipe tO'naught else but his dog and his sheep."

Dr. Johnson says, " he cannot he denied the praise

of lines sometimes elegant, but he has seldom
much force or much comprehension. He has
added nothing to English poetry." See Namb-sc-

Pambt.

Philips, John, poet (b. 1676, d. 1708), wrote
The Splendid Shillimg (1703), (q.v.); Blenheim

(1705), (q.v.); Ciifor (1708), (q.v.), and other pieces.

Editions of his Works, with Memoirs of the author,

were published in 1720, 1762, and 1781. See Dr.

Johnson's Lives of the Poets.

Philips, Catherine. A poetess (b. 1631,

d. 1664), better known as "The Matchless
Okinda" (q.v.)i Her Works were published in

1667, with the following title:

—

Poems by Mrs.
Katherine Philips, the Matchless Orinda ; to which
is added Monsieur Corneille's "Pompey" with several

other Translations out of French.

Philisides, in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia
(q.v.), is intended for the author himself. The
name is formed from Philip and Sidney, with the

Latin termination es. Thus Bishop Hall :

—

" He knew the grace of that new elegance
That sweet Philisides fetched of late from Prance."

Phillida and Corydon. "A pleasant song,''

sung before Queen Elizabeth at Elvetham in 1591,

and included in England's Selicon (1600). It was
written by Nicholas Breton (q.v.).

Phillipps, J. O. Halliwell-. See Halli-
well-Phillipps, James Orchard.

Philipps, Miss. See Old Maid, An.

Phillips, Charles, barrister and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1789, d. 1859), wrote Recollections

of Gvrran and some of his Contemporaries (1818)

;

also The Loves of Celestine and St. Aubert (1811),

The Emerald Isle (1812), various speeches, and
some fugitive publications.

Phillips, Sdward, miscellaneous writer (b.

1630, d 1680), compiled Theatrwm Foetarum (1675),

and wrote The Mysteries of Love and Eloquence

(1658), Enchiridion, and Specultim Lmguce Latmce

(1684), A New World of Words (1720), The Life of
John Milton (1694), and other works enimierated in

Lowndes's Bibliographer's Manual. See Wood's
Athence Oxonienses. See Theatbtjm Poetakum.

Phillips, G. Searle. See Searle, January.

Phillips, Jessie: "a Tale of the Present

Day." Written by Mrs. Trollope (q.v.), and
published in 1843.

Phillips, Samuel, IiL.B., journalist and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1815, d. 1854), edited John
Bull (q.v.), and contributed to The Morning Serald
(q.v.), his principal journalistic work, however, con-

sisting of literary criticisms in The Ti)nes, a selection

from which, under the title of Eminent Men and
Popular Books, was published in 1852—54. His
novel of Caleb Stukely (q.v.) appeared in Black-

wood's Magazine, to which he contributed We are all

Low People here, and other tales. His connection

with the Crystal Palace led to the publication of

the Guide and Portrait Gallery, of which he was
the compiler.

PhiUips, Sir Richard, joumaHst (b. 1768,

d. 1840), started The Leicester Herald in l790, and
The Monthly Magazine in 1796. Besides his contri-

butions to the latter periodical, he published a tract

On the Practices of Anonymous Critics (1806), A
Morning's Walk from London toKew (1&17), Essays

on the Proximate Catises of Material Phenomena

(1821, 1824), Golden Pules of Social Philosophy

(1826), A Million of Facts (1832), and several other

works. He is supposed to be identical with the

vegetarian editor of Sorrow's Lavengro (q.v.).

(Se« Barrow, Eev. S. ; Blair, Eev. David; Clarke,
Rev. C. C. ; Material Phenomena ; Pelham, M.

Phillis. The lady, real or imaginary, cele-

brated by John Cleveland (1613—1659) in his

sonnets and lyrics.

Phillis: "honoured with Pastoral Sonnets,

Elegies, and Amorous Delights. Whereuuto is

annexed the Tragycall Complaynt of Elstred."

This was written by Thomas Lodge in 1593.

Philobiblon. A prose treatise by Richard of
Bury, Bishop of Durham (1281—1345), in which
he celebrates his love of books, and shows how
they may be made serviceable to the restoration of

learning. It consists of a prologue and twenty
chapters; and in the prologue the author greets

his readers, and expresses his sympathy for good
scholars whose study poverty impedes. The first

chapter opens the subject by commending Wisdom,
and books as the abode of Wisdom; the second

shows how books are to be preferred to wealth and
fleshly luxuries ; the third argues that they ought
always to be bought,whatever their cost,when there

are means of paying for them, except when they
are knavishly overcharged, or when a better time
for buying is expected ; the fourth compares the

degenerate clergy to the progeny of vipers that

destroy their parents ; the fifth tells how the good
clergy used not only to commune with books, but
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to write them ; the sixth contrasts the mendicant
friar as he used to be and at the time that the
hook was written. And so the bishop goes on,

chapter after chapter, deploring the destruction of

Taooks by fire, praising the old scholars at the ex-
pense of the new, exhorting his readers to the
cleanly handling and orderly keeping of books,
not so much, as Morley says, in the tone of a
bibliomaniac as in that of a rich and learned man
of the world. The FhiloHblon was first printed at
Cologne in 1473, and in England, at Oxford, in
1599. An English translation was published in
1832. See Morley's Mglish Writers.

Philobiblon Society, The, "composed of
persons interested in the History, Collection, or
Peculiarities of Books," was instituted in London
in 1853.

Philoclea, in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia
(q.v.), is probably intended for the Lady Penelope
Devereux, whom the author celebrates in his poetry
as Stella. See Ptrooles.

Phlloctetes, who was one of the Argonauts,
and is fabled as haTdng assisted at the siege of
Troy, has been made the subject of a dramatic
poem by J. Leicebtbe Warren (q.v.). Of this

Stedman says that it is " close, compact, Grecian,
less rich with poetry and music than Atalania
[q.v.], but even more statuesque and severe."

Fhilologns. The hero of the moral play of
The Conflict of Conscience (q.v.).

FhilolOgUS, "the lover of learning," is

an interlocutor with Toxophilus, the lover of
archery in Asoham's Schole of Shootings. See
TOXOPHILUS.

Philomed^, in Pope's MoralEssays, epistle ii.,

is intended, Warton says, for the Duchess of
Marlborough, who so much admired Congreve

;

not the famous Duchess, but her daughter Hen-
rietta, who married the Earl of Godolphm.

Philomela. The name under which Mrs.
Elizabeth Eowe (1674—1737) published a volume
of poems.

Philomelus. The Druid bard in Thomson's
Castle of Indolence (q.v.).

Philonides and Menippus. Two charac-

ters in a dramatic fragment, from the press of

John Eastell, which appears to have formed part
of a modem Latin play by Kghtwise, master of

St. Paul's School, London. In the part extant
Menippus gives an account of a journey to the
lower regions.

Philopatris Varvicensis. The nom de

plume under which Dr. Samuel Parr (1747—1826)
published, in 1809, Characters of the late Sight
Sanouraile Charles James Fox, of whom he was a
great admirer. See Phileleutherus.

Philoponus. One of the interlocutors in
Stubbes's Anatomic of Abuses (q.v.).

PHO

Minute. See MinutePhilosopher, A
Philosopher.

" Philosopher and friend." See "Guide,
philosopher, and friend."

Philosopher of Malmesbury, The. A
title bestowed upon Thomas Hoebes (q.v.), the

author of Zeviathan (q.v.), who was bom at

Malmesbury.

Philosopher of Wimbledon, The. A
designation given to John Horne Tooke (q.v.),

the author of The Diversions of Purley (q.v.), who
resided at Wimbledon, in Surrey.

"Philosopher that could endure the
toothache. There was never yet."

—

Much Ado
About Nothing, act v., scene 1.

" PhUoBophic pains, A childish waste
of."—CowPER, Tiroeinium, line 76.

Philosophical and Physical Opinions,
by Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle; published
in 1656. This, the authoress tells us, was the
" beloved of all her works, her masterpiece."

Philosophus Anglorum. A title bestowed
upon Athelard of Bath (circa 1110—1120) by
Vincent of Beauvais, a writer of the thirteenth

century.

"Philosophy." See "Adversity's sweet
MILK."

"Philosophy, Divine." See "Apollo's
lute."

"Philosophy in thee? Hast any."—
As Tou Like It, act ui., scene 2.

"Philosophy, Mild." See "Lights op
mild philosophy."

Philosophy of the Human Mind, The.
A work by Dugald Stewart (1753—1828), pub-
lished, the first volume in 1792, the second in 1814,
and the third in 1827. Thomas Brown (1778

—

1820), (q.v.) pubhshed Lectures on the same sub-
ject. See Human Understanding.

Philosophy of the Moral Feelings. A
work by Dr. John Abercrombie (q.v.).

Philosophy Teaching by Example.
See " History is philosophy," &c.

Philostrate. Master of the Revels to Theseus
(q.v.), in A Midsummer Night's Dream (q.v.).

Philotas. A tragedy by Samuel Daniel (q.v.),

produced in 1607, and dedicated to Prince Charles.
The hero was supposed, by some, to represent the
unfortunate Earl of Essex.

Philotime. The Queen of Hell and daughter
of Mammon, in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Phiz. See Pickwick ; and Quiz.

Phoceans, The. An unfinished epic by
Walter Savage Landor.
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Phoebe. The heroine of Bykom's pastoral,

beginning :

—

*'My time, O ye Muses, was bapplly spent."

She is supposed to he identical with Joanna
Bentley, afterwards the mother of Biohard Cum-
herland, the dramatist.

PhOBbe Dawson figures in Crabbe's Parish

"Her air, her manners, all who saw, admired.
Courteous though coy, and gentle though retired."

" PhCBbuS 'gins arise."

—

Cymbelim, act ii.,

scene 3.

"Phoebus! what a name ! " — Btbon,
English Bards and Scotch Heviewers, line 399.

Phoenix, John, Gentleman. The mm
de plwme of Captain Geokge Horatio Derby (d.

1861), a humorous American writer.

Phoenix, The. A poem on the myth of the

Phoenix is included in The Exeter Boole (q.v.).

" Phosphor, Sweet."—Quables's Emblems,

hook i., emblem 14.

"Phrase, A flco for the."—The Merry
Wives of Windsor, act i., scene 3.

"Phrase, A grandsire." See "Grand-
sire."

Phrontisterion : " or, Oxford in the Nine-

teenth Century." "An unfinished drama," some
" scenes" from which were published by Dean Man-
SEL (1820—1871) in 1852. In that year appear^ed

the report of the Conmiission appointed to inquire

into the State, Discipline, Studies, and Eevenues of

the Uniyersity and Colleges of Oxford, and it was
in reference to that report that this " exquisite

parody" and "inimitable imitation" was written.

Among the dramatis persona are :
—" Strepsiades-

Cottonarchicalico-Craticus, the Model Manchester

Man;" " Pheidippides-Johnny, the Model Minis-

ter, a compoimd, as his name implies, of parsimony

and chivalry, a great public benefactor, but prefers

doing it at other people's expense;" "Secretary

to the Commission ; " " Commissioner-Socrates,

the Model Instructor of Youth ; " " Chorus of

Cloudy Professors;" "Just Discourse, a Bigot;"

and " Unjust Discourse, a Liberal." The Phron-

tisterion was reprinted, with Dean Mansel'sietter*,

Zectwes, a/nd Reviews, in 1873.

Phunky, Mr., in Dickens's Fickwick Papers

(q.v.), assists Sergeant Snubbin in defending Mr.

Pickwick in the famous trial.

"Phyllis, Weat-handed," See "Neat-
handed Phyllis."

Phylologia : "or, the Philosophy of Agricul-

ture and Gardening, with the Theory of Draining

Morasses, and with an improved Construction of

the Drill Plough." A work by Erasmus Darwin
(1731—1802); published in 1799.

Phylypp Sparowe, The Boke of. See

Spaeowe, Phylypp.

"Physic to the dogs. Throw."—-3/«<!-

ieth, act v., scene 3.

Physical Theory of Another Iiife,

The. See Another Lipe, The Physical Theory
OF.

" Physics pain." See " Labour we delight
IN."

PhysiologUS. See Bestiaxy.

"Pibroch of Donuil Dhu." First line

of a lyric by Sir Walter Soott.

Picken, Andrew, novelist (b. 1788, d. 1833),

produced Tales and Sketches of the West of Scotland;

The Sectarian (1829), (q.v.) ; The Dominie's Legacy

(1830); Travels and Researches of Emi/nent English

Missionaries (1830) ; The Club Book (1831) ; Tra-
ditionary Stories of Old Eamilies ; Waltham ; and
The Black Watch.

Picken, Andrew Belfrage (b. 1802, d.

1849), was author of The Bedouins and other Poems

(1828), The Plague Ship and other tales, and Lights

and Shadows of a Sailor's Life. See Grant "Wilson's

Poets of Scotland.

Pickle, Peregrine. See Peregrine Pickle.

Pick^yiek Club, The Posthumous
Papers of. A novel by Charles Dickens (1812
—1870), originally published in 1836. It arose out

of a proposal that Dickens should write "a some-

thing that should be published in shilling monthly
numbers." "The idea propounded to me," says

Dickens, "was that the monthly something shoi^d

be a vehicle for certain plates, to be executed by
Mr. Seymour; and there was a notion that a
' Nimrod Club,' the members of which were to go
out shooting, fishing, and so-forth, and getting

themselves into difficulty through their want of

dexterity, would be the best means of introducing

these. I objected that the idea was not novel;

that it would be infinitely better for the plates to

arise naturally out of the text ; and that I should

like to take my own way, with a freer range of

English scenes and people. My views being deferred

to, I thought of Mr. Pickwick, and wrote the first

number, from the proof-sheets of which Mr. Sey-

mour made his drawing of the club, and that happy
portrait of its founder, by which he is always re-

cognised, and which may be said to have made him
a. reality." The illustrations were supplied, after

Seymour's death, by H. K. Browne, who assumed

the signature of "Phiz"—scarcely a less famous

one than " Boz" (q.v.). For the first five months

the Pickwick Papers were a decided failure, and it

was only on the appearance of Sam Weller (q.v.)

that the sale rose above fiity copies a number.

After that, it rose daily to an enormous extent,

and, by the time the twelfth number was issued,

the publishers were in a position to send the

author a cheque for £500. In the interval between

the twelfth and the concluding number they pre-

sented him with further sums, amoimting in aU to

£3,000, over and above the stated weekly pay-
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ment. The popularity of the Papers waa evinced

in the moat curious ways. The famous Pickwick
cigar sprang into existence; the Pickwick hat

waa followed hy the Pickwick cane, and the Pick-
wick cane by the Pickwick coat. A voliune of

the Beauties of Fiekwie/c was sold, it is stated,

hy tens of thousands. The great Mr. Pick-
wick himself, as he appears in the famous
illustrations of the Papers, appears to owe his

peculiar bodily presence to Mr. Qiapman, the pub-
lisher, who, writing to Dickens, said that Mr.
Seymour's first sketch was for a long, thin man.
"The present immortal one he made from my
description of a friend of mine at Eichmond."
The name " Pickwick" is said to have been taken
from the cluster of houses which formed, we are

told, the last resting stage for coaches going to

Bath. From the mass of criticism on the novel,

the epigrammatic statement may be selected,

that it is made up of "two pounds of Smollett,

three ounces of Sterne, a handful of Hook, a

dash of the grammatical Pierce Egan—^incidents

at pleasure, served up with an original sauce

piquante." " To this day," says another critic,

"we are lost in admiration of the wealth of humour
which could go on, page after page, chapter after

chapter, month after month, to the close of a long
work, pouring forth, from a source seemingly
exhaustible, fun and incident and description and
characters, ever fresh, vivid, and new, which, if

distributed with a thrifty hand, would have served
to relieve and enliven, perhaps immortalise, twenty
sober romances." It may be added that the
Papers were dramatised by Moncrieff, under the
title of Sam Weller : or, the PickwicMans, Mrs.
BardeU being found guilty of attempted bigamy,
her husband being Mr. Alfred Jingle, and Messrs.
Dodson and Fogg being sent to Newgate for con-
spiracy. In 1838, a monthly Pickwiek Abroad: or,

a Tour in France, illustrated by Alfred Crowquill,
was started, a comparison of which with the
original wiU amuse the reader.

"Pickwickian sense, In a." A phrase
indicating that an expresaion is used in its most
complimentary meaning. See Dickens's Post-
humous Papers of the Pickwick Club, chapter i.

Ficnic Papers, The: "by various hands,''

edited by Chahles Dickens (1812—1870), appeared
in 1841, and were published in aid of the family
of Macrone, the publisher, who had died "pre-
maturely young," "before he had had time or
opportunity to make any provision for his wife and
infant children." The editor's contribution was
entitled " The Lamplighter's Story."

Picnic, The. A newspaper started by Colonel
Heney Grenville, and afterwards merged in The
Cabinet. James Smith (1775—1839) was a con-
tributor to it, and published in 1803 a, selection

from his contributiona.

Picture, The. A tragi-oomedy by Philip
Massingeb, written in 1630, and described by
Hallam as one of the writer's best productions.

" The good sense, rational fondness, and chastened

feeling, of the dialogue in which Matthias, a knight

of Bohemia, going to the wars, in parting with his

wife, shows her substantial reasons why he should

go—make it more valuable," says Charles Lamb,
" than many of those scenes in which this writer

has attempted a deeper passion and more tragical

interest."

Pied Piper of Hamelin, The :
" a Child's

Story," in verse, by Robert Browning (b. 1812),

teUing how the pied piper played aU the rats,

and then aU the children, out of the town of

Hamelin into the Koppenberg, because the Mayor
and Corporation would not pay tiiTn his promised
thousand guilders for the former feat.

" Did I say allf No I One was lame,
And could not dance the whole of the way."

And it was he who, in aftertime, told the wonder-
ful story. This waa in 1284, and ever since that

year, not a note of music is permitted in the street,

the Bungen-Strasse, through which tradition says

the piper and the children passed. " So profound,"
says Baring-Gould, " was the impression pro-

duced by the event, that the town dated its public

documents from this calamity," and, to this day,

one may read written upon a wall in Hamelin the
following inscription in gold letters :—"Anno 1284
am dage Johannis et PauU war der 26 Junii dorch
einen piper mit aUerlei farve bekledet Gewesen
130 kinder verledet binnen Hameln gebon to

Calvarie, hi den Koppen verloren." A similar

story is told of places in various parts of the world.

See Curious Myths of the Middle Ages.

Pierce Pennilesse, his Supplication
to the Devil. An autobiographical narrative, by
Thomas Nash (1567—1600?), printed in 1592, and
" describiag the Over-spreadmg of vice, and Sup-
pression of Vertue, pleasantly interlaced vrith vari-

able Delights, and pathetically intermixed with
conceipted Eeproofs." Extracts from this severe

satire on the reigning vices of the age may be read
in Brydges' Censura Literaria, and an edition pre-

pared by J. 0. HaUiwell-Philiippa has been pub-
lished by the Shakespeare Society (1842).

Pierce Plowman, The Vision of.' See

Piers Plowman, The Vision or.

Piereeforest. See Peeoeforest.

"Pierian Spring, The." See "Little
learning."

Pierre. A conspirator, in Otway's tragedy of

Venice Preserved (q.v.). He dies stabbed by Ja&er
(q.v.). Byron has a reference to him in the
fines :

—

" Shylock, and the Moor,
And Pierre cannot be swept or worn away."

Piers Plowman, The Vision of. A
satirical poem, ascribed to William Lanqland, a
secular priest who lived in the middle of the four-
teenth century. It is divided into twenty parts,

and describes a series of visions which the plough-
man supposes himself to have seen whilst lying
asleep upon the Malvern HiUs. It is oharaoterised
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by Ellia as a " long moral and religious discourse,

rendered interesting by a succession of incidents,

and enlivened sometimes by strong satire, and
sometimes by the keenest ridicule of the vices of

all orders of men, and particularly of the religious.

It is also ornamented by many fine specimens of

descriptive poetry." It is remarkable as exhibiting

the revival of the system of alliteration, which had
obtaraed in old English verse. See EUis' s Specimens,

Waxton'a Unglish Poetry, 'Percy' aJReliqtees, Wright's
Biographia Foetica, Ritson's Bibliographia Foetica,

HaUam's Literary Sistory, CasselVs Library of
Snglish Literature {Seligion), and other authorities.

The Vision -was first printed in 1550, and gave rise to

numerous imitations, of which the most interesting

are Fiers the Ploughman's Creed (q.v.) ; The Fraier

and Complaynfe of the Floweman unto Christ, written

not long after the Tere of owre Lorde a thousande

and three hundred, printed in the sixth volume of

The JSarleian Miscellany ; Fiers Flowman, a satire

on the Roman Catholics ; and A Lytell 6este Sowe
the Flowman lerned his Fater Noster, a poetical

satire printed by "Wynkyn de Worde. The Vision

was edited by Whittaker in 1813, and by Wright
in 1842 (revised edition in 1856). See the edition

by Skeat (1869). It has also been edited for the

Early EngUsh Text Society (1867).

Piers the Ploughman's Creed. A sati-

rical poem, evidently suggested by The Vision of
Fiers Flowman (q.v.) ; written in the same metre,

and vfith a similar purpose. It was probably com-
posed after the death ofWyoliffe,whichtook place in
1384. It recounts how " an ignorant plain man,
having learned his Pater Noster and Ave Mary,
wants to learn his creed," and for that purpose
goes successively to the different orders of friars,

who only disgust bJTn with their pride and greed.

Then he finds "an honest poor plowman in the

field," who hears his tale and joins with bim in an
invective against the monks. See the edition by
Skeat (1867).

"Pig in a poke, Buying or Selling of."—^TussER, Five Mmtdred Foints of Good Bushandry.

Pigmalion's Image, The Metamor-
phosis of: " and certain Satyres." A rare work
by John Mabston (1575—after 1633), printed in

1598 under the nom de plume of W. K(insayder),

and suppressed soon after its publication on account

of its licentious character.

Pigs, Songs of the. Attributed to Merddin,
the bard (circa 500) in The Myvyrian Archaiology.

Pigwiggin, in Deayton's Nymphidia (q..v.),

is an elf, whose amours with Queen Mab (q.v.)

bring bim into collision with the jealous Oberon.

"PikestafiF, Plain as." See " Plain as a
PIKESTAIT."

Pilgrim of Gleneoe, The. A poem by
Thomas Campbell, written in 1842.

Pilgrim, The. A play by Beaumont and
Fletcher. See Coleridge's Mies and Lectures.

Pilgrim to ComposteUa, The: "being
the Legend of a Cock and a Hen, to the honour
and glory of Santiago." " A Christmas Tale," in-

verse, by Robert Southey (1774—1843) ; founded
on a legend which is to be found in Lucius Marniens
Sioulus and the Acta Sanctorum.

Pilgrimage, Sir Walter Raleigh's. A
lyric, written in 1603, between the interval of his

condemnation and his respite.

Pilgrimes : "or, Relations of the World, and
the Religions observed in aU Ages and Places dis-

covered from the Creation to tHs Present." This
was published in 1613 by Samuel Puechas (1577—1628), and followed in 1625 by a compilationfrom
Hakluyt's posthumous papers entitled Sakluytus
Fosfhwnus, or Furchas his Filgrimes, conta/yning a
Sistory of the World, in Sea Voyages and Lande
Travels, by Englishmen and others. Purchas has
been described by HaUam as " an EngHsh clergy-

man, inclined by nature, like Hakluyt, with a
strong bias for geographical studies," and as having
consisted above 1,200 authors for his work. " The
accuracy of this useful compiler has been denied

by those who have had better means of knowledge,
and probably is inferior to that of Hakluyt ; but
his labour is far more comprehensive. The Pilgrim

was at aU events a great source of knowledge to

the contemporaries of Purchas."

Pilgrims and the Peas, The. A humorous
poem by John Woloot (1738—1819).

Pilgrims of the Bhine, The. A novel by
Edward, Lord Lytton, published in 1834, as the

result of a tour in Germany. "It is well named
in the preface, a garland of wild flowers cast

upon a grave. It recalls to our minds Shelley's

Alastor [q.v.] or fair Fidele's [q.v.] grave; it is

a tale to make us half in love with death. And
though a dream, it is not all a dream, Uke Long-
fellow' a Hyperion [q.v.] . To borrow Lord Lytton'

s

favourite antithesis, the Real is never lost in the

Ideal. The story of Lucille and St. Amand is

thoroughly realistic in its treatment, though its

pathetic tenderness makes it harmonise with the

rest."

Pilgrim's Progress, The, by John Bunyan
(q.v.). The first part of this work was published

in 1678, and only one copy of the edition is known
to be in existence. A second edition appeared in

the same year, and a third in 1679. The second part

was originally published in 1684. The best modem
edition of the whole is by George Offor, who fur-

nishes a list of allegorical works from which Bunyan
may have derived some suggestions. A poetical

VOTsion by Hoffman was published in 1706. "It

is the only work of its kind," says Lord Macaulay,
'
' which possesses a strong human interest. Other

allegories only amuse the fancy. The allegory

of Bunyan has been read by many thousands with

tears. While it obtains admiration from the most

fastidious critics, it is loved by those who are too

simple to admire it. Doctor Johnson, all whose
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studies were desultory, and who hated, as he said, to
readbooks through,madean exception in its favour."
"OBunyan," says Hallam, " saw, and makes us see,

what he desorihes ; he is circumstantial without pro-
lixity, and in the variety and frequent changes of
his incidents never loses sight of the imity of his
allegorical fahle. His invention was enriched, or
rather his device determined, by one rule he had
laid down to himself—the adaptation of all the
incidental language of Scripture to his own Jise.

There is scarcely a circumstance or metaphor in
the Old Testament which does not find a place,
bodily and literally, in the story of The Pilgrim's
Frogress ; and this particular artifice has made his
own imagination appear more creative than it really
is. In the conduct of the romance no vigorous
attention to the propriety of the allegory seems to
have been uniformly preserved. Vanity Fair, or
the cave of the two giants, might, for anything we
see, have been placed elsewhere ; but it is by this

neglect of actual parallelism that he better keeps
up the reality of the pilgrimage, and takes off the
coldness of mere allegory. It is also to be remem-
bered that we read this book at an age when the
spiritual meaning is either little perceived or little

regarded." " The Filgnm's Frogress" says Cole-
ridge, " is composed in the lowest style of English,
without slang or false grammar. If you attempted
to polish it, you would at once destroy the reality
of the vision. For works of imagination should
be written in very plain language ; the more purely
imaginative they are the more necessary it is to be
plain. This wonderful work is one of the few
books which may be read over repeatedly at dif-

ferent times, and each time with a new and a dif-

ferent pleasure. I read it once as a theologian

—

and let me assiu-e you, that there is great theo-
logical acumen in the work—once with devotional
feelings—and once as a poet. I could not have
beKeved beforehand that Calvinism could be painted
in such exquisitely delightftil colours."

Piltington, Letitia (b. 1712, d. 1760), pub-
lished her Memoirs in 1732, and her play of The
Turkish Court : or, the London Frentiee, in 1748.

" Pillar of state, A."—Faradise Lost, book
ii., Une 302.

Pillory, Hymn to the, by Daniel Defoe
(1663—1731), was published by the writer on the
first of the three days in which, by order of the
Government of his day, he stood in the pillory
(July 29, 30, and 31, 1703). See Shortest Way
WITH Dissenters.

Pillory, Beflections in the. An essay by
Charles Lamb, published in The London Magazine
in March, 1826.

Pills to Puxge Melancholy. See Laugh
AND BE Fat.

" Pilot of the Galilean lake, The."—
Milton, Lycidaa, line 109.

Pilot, The. A naval novel by James Fenimore
Cooper, published in 1823; "a worthy sample

of the maritime fiction of the author."

" Pin (A) a day will fetch a groat a
year."

—

Kino, Art of Cookery.

Pinabello figures in Ariosto's Orlando Fwrioso.

Pinch. A schoolmaster and conjuror in The

^Comedy of Errors (q.v.).

Pinch, Tom and Euth, are prominent cha-

racters in Dickens's Martin Chuzzlewit (q.v.).

Pinchwife, Mrs., inWYCHERLEy's comedy of

The Coumtry Wife (q.v.), is founded on the character

of Agnes in Molidre's L'Ecole des Femmes. Hazlitt

expresses the opinion that she " wiU last for ever."

Pindar. The first and second Olympiads of

this writer were translated by William Hamilton
(1704—17S4). The same books were translated by
Ambrose Philips (q.v.) ; the Odss, by Gilbert West,
(1705—1756), in 1749. The Epinikian Odes were
translated by T. C. Baring in 1875, and the Olym-
pian and Fythian Odes by F. 0. Morice in 1876.

Pindar, Peter. The nom de plmm Tinder

which John Wolcot (1738— 1819)—who, says
Allibone, was " always ready to libel kings, lords,

or commons without mercy," and whose silence

the ministry thought it desirable to buy with an
annuity of £300 per annum—published a great
number of political satires and other pieces, " some
of which exhibit a rare combination of fluency,

wit, point, and vigour." His first composition, in
which he describes himself as " a distant relation

of the Poet of Thebes," was entitled Lyric Odes to

the Boyal Aeademiciams for 1782, and among others
were The Apple Dumplings and a King (q.v.), The
Lousiad (q.v.), Whitbread's Brewery Visited by
their Majesties, and Feeps at St. James's. The
Works of Fefer Findar were published in five vols.

(1794—1801). The name was afterwards assumed
Dy a writer named C. F. Lawler.

Pindaric Essays. Poems by John Pomfret
(1667—1703), published in 1699, and obviously
imitated from Cowley.

Pindaric Odes, by Abraham Cowley,
" though deformed by metaphysical conceits, con-
tain," says a critic, " some noble lines and illustra-

tions." See Odes.

Findorus. One of the two heralds, in Tasso's
Jerttsalem Delivered. The othw is named Arideus.

" Pink of courtesy, I am the very."—
Someo and Juliet, act ii., scene 4.

"Pink of perfection. The very." See
Goldsmith's comedy of She Stoops to Conquer,
act i., scene 1.

Pinkerton, John, historian and antiquary
(b. 1758, d. 1826), published Sco«j»A Tragic Ballads
(1781); an Essay on MedaU (1782); Rimes (1782);
Select Scottish Ballads (1783) ; Letters on Literature

(1786), (q.v.); Ancient Scottish Foems (1786); A Dis-
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tertation, on the Origm and Progress of the Scythian's

or Goths (1787); ViteeAntiquaSanetortimj^c. (1789);

An Enquiry into the History of Scotland (1789) ; The
Medallie History of England to the Mevolution

(1790); Scottish Poems (1792) ; Observations on the

Antiquities, etc., of Western Scotland (1793)

;

lehonographia Scotica (1797); The History of Scot-

land from the Accession of the Home of Stuart to

that of Mary (1797); The Scottish Gallery (1799);
Walpoliana; Modem Geography ; Secollections of
Paris; Petralogy; an edition of Barbour's Bruce;

and otlier works. His Literary Correspondence was
published in 1830. See Heron, Eobekt.

Pinkerton, The Misses, in Thackebat's
novel of Vanity Fair (q.v.), are the schoolmistresses

of Becky Sharp (q.v.), and owners of " an estabhsh-

ment which had been honoured by the presence of

The Great Lexicographer, and the patronage of

the admirable Mrs. Chapone."

Pinner of Wakefield. The. A play by
EoBERT GrKEENE (1560—1592), wMch has George-
a-Greene (q.v.) for hero.

"Pious Belinda goes to prayers."
First line of a song by 'William Congkeve.

Fiozzi, Hester Lynch (Mrs. Thrale, b.

1740, d. 1821), published Anecdotes of the late

SarmtelJohnson, LL.B., durimg the last twenty years

of his Life (1786) ; British Synonymy (1794)

;

Letters to a/ndfrmn the late Samuel Johnson, to which
are added some Poems (1788) ; A Journey through

France, Italy, and Germany (1789) ; and Retro-

spection (1801). Piozziama: or. Recollections and
Anecdotes of Mrs. Piozzi, by E. Mangin, were pub-
lished in 1833 ; her Literary Correspondence, edited

by Dawson Turner, in 1838 ; her Jjme Letters

(q.v.), in 1843 ; and her Autobiography, Letters,

and Literary Remains, edited with notes and intro-

ductory account of her Lift and writings, by A.
Hayward, in 1861.

Pip. The hero of Dickens's novel of Great

Expectations (q.v.). " My father's family name,"
he says, ia the opening, sentence of the book,
" being Pirrip, and my Christian name Philip, my
infant tongue could make of both nsimes nothing
larger or more explicit than Pip. So I called

myself Pip, and came to be called Pip." He is in

love with Estella (q.v.), and after the death of her
husband, Bentley DnimmJe (q..v.), is married to her.

Piper of Hamelin, The Pied. See Pied
PiPEB, OF Hamelin.

Piper of KUbarohari, The. A poem by
Robert Sempill (1595—1669) ; the piece by which
he is best known. Its style and form were fre-

quently imitated by Bums and Allan Eamsay.

Piper, Tom. The hero of an old popular

story which has not come down to us, though it

is often referred to in English literature. For
instance, Drayton, in his panegyrical verses upon
Thomas Coryat (q.v.) and his " crudities :

"

"Tom Piper Is gone out, and mirth bewailes.
He never "VFill come in to tell uB tales."

Pipes, Jeems, of Pipesville. The pseu-

donym of Stephen 0. Masset, an American writer.

Pipes, Tom, in Smollett's Adventmes of
Peregrine Pickle (q.v.), is described asaretired boat-

swaiu's mate,who acts as major-domo to Coimnodore
Trunnion (q.v.).

"Piping as though he never should
be old." Sidney's description of the shepherd boy
in Arcadia (q.v.), book i.

" Piping time of peace. This weak."—Richard III., act i., scene 1.

Pippa Passes. A drama, Italian in scene
and character, by Eobert Browning (b. 1812).

" It is," says Stedinan, "a cluster of four scenes,

with prologue, epilogue, and interludes, half

prose, haU poetry, varying with the refinement of

the dialogue. Pippa is a delicately, pure, good,

blithesome peasant maid. It is New Year's Day
at Ardo. She springs from bed at sunrise, resolved

to enjoy to the full her sole holiday. Others may
be happy throughout the year : haughty Ottima
and Sebald, the lovers on the hill; Jules and
Phene, the artist and his bride; Luigi and his

mother ; Monsignor, the bishop ; but Pippa has
only this one day to enjoy. Now, it so happens
that she passes, this day, each of the groups or

persons we have named, at an important crisis in

their lives, and they hear her various carols as she
trills them forth in the innocent gladness of her
heart. Pippa Passes is a work of pure art, and
has a wealth of original fancy and romance, apart
from its wisdom." It appeared in 1842.

Pirate, The. A play by Eoebbt Davenport;
never printed.

Pirate, The. A tale by Sir Walter Scott
(1771—1832), published in 1822. See Bkenda and
NOESTA.

Pisander. See Bondman, The.

Pisanio, in Cymbelime (q.v.), is servant to Post-
humus (q.v.).

Piscatorie SclOgS, by Phineas Fletcher,
were printed in 1633. They are seven in number,
and in one of them. The Prize, are contrasted the
pleasures and privileges of a shepherd's and a
fisher's lives.

Pistol. A follower of Falstafi,in Shakespeare's
comedy of The Merry Wives of Windsor (q.v.),

and in the second part of King Henry IT. (q.v.).

HaUiwell-Phillipps suggests tlmt the name may
be derived from " pistolfo," explained by Florio as

"a roguing beggar, a cantler, an upright man that

liveth by cozenage."

"Pit, The many-headed monster of
the." &e "'Many-headed MONSTER."

Pitman, Isaac (b. 1813). This writer's first

work on phonetic writing appeared in 1837 under
the title of Stenographic Soimdhand, and was fol-

lowed in 1840 by Phonography: or, Writing of
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Sownct^ in 1853 Ijy The Fhonographic Reporter'8 Com-
panion, and subsequently by The Fhonetie Journal.
His system of pbonography is largely in use.

Pitt, Christopher, poet (b. 1699, d. 1748),
published T'oems (1727), Vida'a "Art of Foetry"
translated into English Verse (1725), and an English
translation of Virgil's JEneid (1740). A second
edition of the latter, edited by Joseph Warton,
appeared in 1754. Dr. Johnson said of it : " Pitt
pleases the critics, and Drydeu the people ; Pitt is

quoted, and Diyden read."

" Pity melts the mind to love, For."
See Dryden's poem of Alexander's Feast, line 96.
So in Souihekn's play of Oronoolco, act i., scene 1

:

"Pity's akin to love;" and in Shakespeake's
play of Twelfth Night, act iii., scene 1, Viola says

:

"I pity you," and OU-ria replies: "That's a
degree to love." " Pity," says Young in his
Night Thoughts, " swells l5ie tide of love." Beau-
mont and Fletcher say in The Knight of Malta,
act i., scene 1 :

—

** Of all the paths lead to a woman's love.
Pity's the Btralghtest."

The same authors, in The Spanish Curate, act v.,

scene 1, have

—

" Pity, Bome say, is the parent
Of future love."

So also Pomeket, in the Fortunate Complaint

:

—
"And pity may at last be changed to love."

" Pity of it, lago, Hhe."—Othello, act iv.,

scene 1.

"Pity the sorrows of a poor old man."
First line of The Feggar's Fetition (q.v.), a lyric by
the Eev. Thomas Moss.

"Pity 'tis, 'tis tme."— Samlet, act ii.,

scene 2.

Pixies, Song of the, by Samuel Taylor
CoLBKiDGE, was written in 1793.

"Plagiare." Milton, in his Iconoelastes,

speaks of a Mnd of borrowing, which, "if it be
not bettered by the borrower, among good authors
is accounted plagiare."

Plagiary, Sir Fretful, in Sheridan's play
of The Critic (q.v.), is an irritable and conceited
dramatist, by whom the author is said to have
intended Richard Cumberland (q.v.).

" Plague o' both your houses ! A."—
Borneo and Juliet, act iii., scene 1.

Plague of London, Journal of the,
by Daniel Defoe (q.v.), an imaginary narrative,
which from its extraordinary vraisemblance and
masterly realism, has frequently been accepted as
an historical chronicle. " Defoe," says Professor
Masson, " though he is usually plain and prosaic,
yet, when the facts to be reported are striking or
horrible, rises easily to their level. His description
of London during the Plague leaves an impression
of desolation far more death-like than the similar I

descriptions in Thucydides, Boccaccio, and Man-
zoni." The Journal appeared in 1722.

"Plague upon the people fell. A."—
The Victim, by Alfred Tennyson (b. 1809).

" Plain as a pikestaff." A proverbial ex-

pression, which is to be found, we believe, in a
translation of the plays of Terence, published in

1641, as well as in Smollett's Gil Mas, book xii.,

chapter 8. It was used by the Duke of Bucking-
ham in a speech delivered in the House of Lords
in 1676.

Plain Dealer, The. A play by William
Wycherley (1640—1716), produced in 1677. It

was so popular that it actually caused its name to

be transferred, in every-day speech, to the author
himself. Hazlitt caUs it " a most severe and poig-
nant moral satire. The truth of feeling and the
force of interest prevail over every objection." See
Manly and Olivia.

"Plain living and high thinking are
no more."

—

^Wordsworth, sonnet xiii.

" The wealthiest man among us is the best

;

No grandeur now in nature or in book
Delights us."

Plain Speaker, The : " Opinions on Books,
Men, and Things." By William Hazlitt

;
pub-

lished in 1826.

Plain Truth and Blind Ignorance: a
poetic dialogue. "This excellent old ballad is

preserved in the little ancient miscellany entitled

The Garland of Goodwill. Ignorance is here made
to speak in the broad Somersetshire dialect. The
scene we may suppose to be Glastonbury Abbey."
See Percy's Seligtces.

Planche, James Robinson, dramatist and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1796), has produced the
following dramas, fairy extravaganzas, and farces

:

—Amoroso (1818); The Vampire (1820); Success-
or, a Sit if Tou Like It (1826) ; The Eencontre

(1827) ; The Green Eye'd Monster (1828) ; A
Daughter to Marry (1828); CharUs XII. (1828);
Olympic Bevels (1831) ; The Loan of a Lover (1833)

;

The Fed Mask (1834); The Court Beauties (1835);
Biquet (1836); The Fortunate Isles (1840); The
Sleeping Beauty (1840); The Follies of a Night
(1842) ; Fortunio (1842) ; The Fair One with the

Golden Locks (1843); The Golden Fleece (1845);
The Invisible Prince (1846) ; The Golden Branch
(1847) ; Theseus amd Ariadne (1848); King Charming
(1850) ; The Yellow Dwarf (1854); Love and FoHune
(1859) ; My Lord and My Lady (1861) ; King Christ-
inas (1871); and the libretti of numerous operas,
including Maid Marian, Oberon, and Norma. He
has also arranged several old plays for the modem
stage. Among his publications are :

—

Lays and
Legends of the Bhine (1826) ; The Descent of the

Danube (1827) ; The Sistory of British Costume
(1834); Begal Records (1838); The Pursuivant at

Arms (1852); and The Cyclopaidia of Costume
(1876—7). See his Becollections and Beflections

(1872).
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Flanetomachia : "or, the First Part of the
General Opposition of the Seven Planets;" by
EoBEBT Greene, written in 1586.

FlangUS. A character in Sir Philip Sidney's
Arcadia (q.v.) . See Andkomana.

Plantagenet's Tragical Story : " or, the
Death of "King Edward the Fourth, with the Un-
natural Voyage of Richard the Third through the
Red Sea of his Innocent Nephews' Bloud to his

Usurped Crown," published in 1649, by Thomas,
sometimes called Captain, Weaver. See Songs
AND Poems or Love and Drollery.

Plants, Of. A poem, in six books, by Abra-
ham Cowley (1618—1667).

Flato. The Republic of this Greek philoso-
pher has been often translated. One of the best
EngUah versions is that of Davies and Vaughan
(1866). The Dialogues, translated by Jowett,
appeared in 1871 ; the Oorgias, by Cope, in 1864

;

the Meno, by Mackay, in 1869 ; and the Fh(sdo, by
Cope, in 1875. See the Lives by Ast and Grote.

"Plato, thou reasonest •well."—Addi-
son's Gato, act v., scene 1.

Platonic Puritan, The. A name bestowed
upon John Howe (q.v.), the Nonconformist divine.

Plausible. A character in Wycherley's
Plain Dealer (q.v.).

Pla^ betwene Johan the Husbande,
Tyb his Wife, and St. Johan the Prestyr.
A really "mery" interlude by John Heywood
(1506—1565), printed in 1533, and turning upon
the misfortunes of Johan, the henpecked husband,
in contention with Tyb, his wife, and St. Johan,
her paramour.

Play betwene the Pardoner and the
Frere, the Curate and Ifeybour Pratte.
An interlude by John Heywood (1606—1565),
printed in 1533, and probably written before 1521.
The plot turns upon the permission given by the
Curate to a Friar and a Pardoner to use his Church—^the one for the exhibition of his relics, the
other for the delivery of a sermon ; the object of
both being the same, viz., that of procuring money.
They naturally come into collision, and the Curate,
hearing the disturbance, calls to his aid the Ney-
bour Pratte, whose assistance, however, does not
enable him to get rid of the two assailants. These
are therefore permitted to depart peacefully, after
giving the author numerous opportunities for
exposing the tricks and impositions for which they
were then famous.

Play called the Four P's, The, by John
Heywood (1506-1565)

;
printed in 1569, and pro-

bably written twelve or fifteen years before it was
published. The plot is founded upon a dispute as to
which of the four characters can tell the greatest
lie, which is settled by the extraordinary assertion
of the Palmer that he never saw a woman out of

patience in his life.

Play of Love, A :
" or, a new and merry

Enterlude of aU manor Weathers," by John Hey-
wood (1506—1565) ;

printed in 1533.

Play of the Wether, The. An interlude
by John Heywood (1606—1565) ; and written,

not merely for the amusement of spectators, but
"to enforce and illustrate a point of natural philo-
sophy, and under the name of Jupiter to vindicate
Providence in the course and distribution of the
seasons." The dramatis persotKS include Jupiter,
Phoebus, Saturn, .aiolus, Phoebe, Merry Report,
The Gentleman, The Ranger, The Water-MiUer,
The Wind-Miller, and The Gentlewoman. This
work was printed in 1533.

Playfellow, The. A series of tales for
children by Harriet Martineau (1802—1876),
including Mats on the Fiord, The Settlers at Home,
The Feasant and the Prince, and The Crofton Boys.

" Play-place of our early days. The."
—CowpER, Tirocinium, line 266.

Plays confuted in Five Actions: "prov-
ing that they are not to be suffered in a Christian
Commonweale." A tract by Stephen Gosson,
published in 1581, in which he followed up the
attack on the Elizabethan stage begun in his

Sehoole of Abuse. See Defence or Stage Plays.

"Play's the thing. The."—Samlet, actii.,

scene 2.

Plays to delineate the stronger Pas-
sions of the Mind, by Joanna Baillie (q.v.),

was published in 1798, 1802, 1812, and 1836.

Plea of the Midsummer Fairies, The.
A poem by Thomas Hood, published in 1827.
Hood's children, in their Memorials of their father,
call it truly "a most artistic poem, which has
latterly been more fairly appreciated in spite of its

antiquated style."

Pleader's Guide, The : " a didactic poem,
in two books," by John Anstey, son of the author
of The New Bath Guide (q.v.), containing the con-
duct of a Suit at Law, with the Arguments of
Counsellor Bother 'um and Counsellor Bore'um
in an action betwixt John-a-Gull and John-a-
Gudgeou." The pretended author of this piece,

which was published in 1796, was one "John
Surrebutter, Esq.," and the hero one " Tom
Tewkesbury." It is quoted by Lord Campbell in
his Lives of the Justices, where it is stated that
Professor Person was able to recite the whole
from memory.

Pleasant Biscourse of Court and
Wars, written by Thomas Churchyard in 1596.

"Pleasant, sure to see one's name in
print, 'Tis."

—

Byron, English Bards and Scotch
Reviewers (q.v.):

—

" A book's a book, although there's nothing in It."

Pleasant Walks of Moorflelds, The.
A work by Richard Johnson, written in 1607.
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"Pleased he knows not why, and
cares not wherefore."

—

Sterne, Tristram Shandy.

" Pleased themselves (They who are)
must always please."

—

Thomson, The Gastle of
Indolence, canto i., stanza 15.

"Pleased with a rattle, tickled with
a straw." Pope, Essay on Man, epistle ii., Une 276.

"Pleasing dreams and slumbers
light."

—

L'Envoy to the Reader, va.Marm.ion (q.v.).

" Pleasing others (And), learn'd her-
self to please."

—

Chdkchill, Epistle to Sogarth.

"Pleasing pain. Painful pleasure
turns to."

—

Spenser, The Faerie Qiuene, book iii.,

canto X., verse 60.

"Pleasure after pain. Sweet is."—
Dryden, Alexander's Feast, hne 60.

" Pleasure at the helm." See " Youth at
THE PROW."

" Pleasure - house, A lordly." See
" Lordly pleasure-house."

" Pleasure in poetic pains. There is a,"
—CowpEB, The TasAjhookii. ("The Timepiece")

—

"WMch only poets know."

"Pleasure in the pathless woods,
There is a." See stanza 178, canto iv., of Byron's
poem of Childe Barold's Pilgrimage (q.v.). The
passage continues :

—

"There Is a rapture on the lonely shore.
There is society, where none Intrudes,
By the deep sea, and music In Its roar

;

I love not Man the less, but Nature more."

Pleasure is mixed with Every Pain,
That. A lyric by Sir Thomas Wyatt (1503

—

1542). The converse proposition was sustained in

some verses by Lord Vaux (q.v.), entitled No
Pleasure without Some Pain.

"Pleasure she was bent. On."—Cowper,
History of John Gilpin.

" Pleasure that comes unlook'd for is
thrice welcome."

—

Rogers's Italy {An Interview).

Pleasure, The Lady of. A comedy by
James Shirley (1594—1666), produced in 1637,
and characterised by Dyce as " a finished specimen,
replete with airy, sparkling wit." Lamb wrote in

his Specimens : " The dialogue between Sir Thomas
Bomewell and his lady Aretina is in the very spirit

of the recriminating scenes between Lord and Lady
Towneley (q.v.) in the Provoked Hushamd (q.v.). It

is difficult to believe, but it must have been Van-
brugh's prototype."

Pleasure, The Triall of. See Triall op
Pleasure.

" Pleasure to be drunk. To-day it is
our,"

—

Fielding, Tom Thtimb—
" And this our Queen shall he as drunk as we.'

"Pleasure to come, An immense."—
High Life below Stairs, act ii., scene 1.

" Pleasures are ever in our hands or
eyes,"

—

Pope, Essay on Man, epistle ii., line 123

—

" And when In act they cease, in prospect rise."

" Pleasures are like poppies spread,"—Burns, Tam o' Shanter—
" You seize the flower, its bloom is shed.
Or, like the snow-fau in the river,
A moment white, then melts for ever."

Pleasiires of Hope, The. A poem by
Thomas Campbell (1777— 1844), published in

1799, and suggested evidently by Eogers's Pleaswres

of Memory (q.v.). It was very successful, going
through four editions in the year of publication.

Wordsworth considered that it was "strangely
over-rated." " Its fine words and sounding fines

please," he says, " the generality of readers, who
never stop to ask themselves the meaning of a

The lines—
" ' Where Andes, giant of the western star.

With meteor standard to the wind unfurled.
Looks from his throne of clouds o'er half the world '—

are sheer nonsense—nothing more than a poetical

indigestion. What has a giant to do with a star ?

What is a meteor standard? But it is useless
to inquire what such stuS means." Hazlitt says
that the Pleasures belong to the school in which
" a fanciful attention is paid to the expression
in proportion as there is' little to express, and
the decomposition of prose is substituted for the
composition of poetry. The sense and keeping in
the ideas are sacrificed to a jingle of words and
epigrammatic turn."

Pleasures of Imagination, The. A
poem, in three books, by Mark Ajk.enside (1721

—

1770), published in 1744, and written in Scotland.

Pleasures of Melancholy, The. A
poem by Thomas Warton (q.v.), published in
1745.

Pleasures of Memory, The. A poem by
Samuel EopERS (1763—1855), published in 1792.
and characterised by Lord Byron as " one of the
most beautiful didactic poems in our language.'*
"There is," says Hazlitt, "no other fault to be
found," with this poem, " than a want of taste

and genius. The sentiments are amiable, and
the notes at the end highly interesting." We
are told that over a covered seat in the flower-
garden at Holland House, where Kogers was wont
to sit, appears this couplet by Lord Holland

—

" Here Rogers sat, and here for ever dwell.
To me, those pleasui-es that he saug so well."

"Pleasures that to verse belong.
Sweet are the,"

—

Keats, Epistles—
" And doubly sweet a brotherhood in song."

Pleasure's Vision, with Desert's Com-
plaints, andA Short Dialogue ofWoman's
Properties, betweene an Old Man and a
Young. Poems by Arthur Newman (b. 1580),
published in 1619. The conversations are carried
on in very much the same maimer as in the Con-
tention between a Wife, a Widow, and a Maid, by
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Sir John Davies, in Davison's Poetical Shapsody
(q.v.).

Pleiad, The: "a Series of Atridgements from
Seven Distinguished Writers on the Evidences
of Christianity." Contrihuted hy Archdeacon
Wrangham (1769—1843) to Constahle's Miscellany

in 1828.

"Plentiful lack of wit, They have a."—Samlet, act ii., scene 2.

" Plenty made him poor." — Spenser,
Fa'cHe Qiieene, book i., canto iv., stanza 29 and
Sonnet 35. Drayton and Dryden have the same
expression, which is to he foimd in Ovid and Livy.

"Plenty o'er a smiling land. And
scatter."

—

Gray's Elegy written in a Govmtry
Churchyard.

Pleydell, Mr. Paulus. A lawyer, in

Scott's novel of Q%ni Mannerimg (q.v.).

Pleyndamour, Sir, is referred to by CHAtrcER
in his Rime of Sir Thopas. The name is, says

Carew Hazlitt, probably only another form of

Plenus Amoris, Thomas Plenus Amoris purporting

to be the author or transcriber of an early Scottish

romance on the subject of Alexander.

Pliable, Mr., figures in The Pilgrim's Progress

as a friend of Christian (q.v.), who accompanied

him as far as the Slough of Despond, and then
turned back.

Pliant, Sir Paul. An uxorious, fond old

knight in Congreve's Double Dealer (q.v.). His
wife. Lady Pliant, is a woman of easy virtue, who
presumes upon her husband's blindness.

Plotting Sisters, The. A play by Thomas
D'TJrfey (1650—1723), thus referred to hy Steele

in No. 82 of The Tatler (q.v.). "This comedy,"
he says, '

' was honoured with the presence of

King Charles II. three of the first five nights.

My friend has in this work shown himself a
master, and made not only the characters of the

play, but also the furniture of the house, contribute

to the main design. He has also made excellent

use of a table with a carpet, and the key of a
closet; with these two implements he, which
would, perhaps, have been overlooked by an ordi-

nary writer, contrives the most natural per-

plexities that ever were represented on a stage.

He also made good advantage of the knowledge of

the stage itself ; for, in the nick of being surprised,

the lovers are let down, and escape at a trap-

door." The play was produced in 1676.

Ploughers, Sermon on the, by Hugh
Latimer, Bishop of "Worcester (about 1491—1555),

was preached on January 18, 1549, and published

in the same year.

Ploughman's Tale, The, is included in

some editions of the poet Chaucer. It was per-

haps written, says Professor Morley, by Thomas
Brampton. It satirises the wealth and luxury of

31

the prelates and all the temporal corruptions of

the Church, in the form of a dispute between a
griffon and a pelican, for and against the Roman
Church, the ploughman being arbitrator in the

dispute. The pelican, which represents the Angli-
can Church, is the victor.

Ploughshare. One of the characters whose
"adventures" are described in Strutt's post-

humous work, entitled Bumpkin's Disaster (q.v.).

"Pluck from the memory a rooted
sorrow."

—

Macbeth, act v., scene 3.

"Plucked (And) his gown, to share
the good man's smile."

—

Goldsmith, The Deserted
Village, line 184.

Plume, Sir, in Pope's Rape of the Loch (q.v.),

is intended for Sir George Brown, brother of Mrs.
Morley :

—

" sir Plume of amber snufl-boi justly vain.
And the nice conduct of a clouded cane."

Plummer, Caleb. The toy-maker, in Dic-
kens's story of The Cricket on the Hearth (q.v.),

whose son, Edward, eventually marries May
Fielding (q.v.) . See Bertha.

"Plump as staU'd theology. As."—
Yov^a,mght Thoughts ("The Christian Triumph").

Plumptre, Edward Hayes, clergyman,

poet, and translator (b. 1821), has published Ser-

mons at King's College (1859) ; Lamrus, and other

Poems (1864) ; Master and Scholar, and other Poems

(1865) ; Theology and Life (1866) ; Christ and
Christendom (1867) ; Byways of Scripture (1869)

;

and Biblical Studies; besides translations from
Sophocles (1866) and .Slsohylus (1870). He also

edited The Bible Educator, and has contributed

largely to periodical literature.

Plurality of Worlds, The. An essay by
William Whewell (1794—1866), in which he
argues that our earth is the only sphere inhabited

by sentient beings. His views were opposed by
Sir David Brewster and Sir James Stephen, and
supported by Dr. Chalmers in his Astronomical

Plutarch. The Lives of this writer were
translated by North (1579), by Langhome (1770),

and by A. H. Clough. To the first of these

versions Shakespeare was largely indebted for the

plots of some of his plays.

Plymley, Peter. The pseudonym under
which the Rev. Sydney Smith (1771—1845) wrote
the political tract entitled Letters on the Subject of
the Catholics, to my brother Abraham, who lives in

the Country (1808).

Pocoeke, Edward, D.D., Orientalist (b.

1604, d. 1691), whose "Theological Works, con-

taining his Porta Mosis and English Commentary
on Hosea, Joel, Micah, and Malachi, to which is

prefixed an account of his Life and Writings," by
Leonard TweUs, were published in 1740. His
Specimen Sistoriee Arabwm appeared in 1649 ; his
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Arabic text of the Sisforia Dynastioa of Abu-1-
Pharag, with a Latin translation, in 1663.

Pocula Castalia, containing The Author's

Motto, Fortime's Tennis Sail, and other pieces, was
written by Eobert Baron (b. 1631) in 1650. See
Todd's edition of Milton's poetical works.

Fodsnap. A " type of the heavy gentry,

lumbering, and straight-backed as Elizabethan
furniture," in Dickens's Our Mutual Friend.

Poe, Sdgar Allan, poet and prose writer

(b. 1811, d. 1849), published Al Aaraff amd other

Foems (1829) ; Tales of the Grotesque amd Ara-
besque (1841) ; another volume of Tales and a
collection of his Foems (1845) ; and Eureka : a

Frose Foem (1848) His best-lmown works are his

poem of The Raven (q.v.), and The Bells, to which
may be added Annabel Lee, To Selen, and El
Dorado. Among his stories the most familiar are

The Gold Bug, The Murders in the Rue Morgue,

and The Mystery of Marie Soget. He was also the

author of Essays on Mrs. Browning, Macaulay,
Dickens, Lever, Longfellow, and Hawthorne.
The most complete edition of his Works is that

compiled by J. H. Ingram, produced with a

Memoir in 1876. See also the Life by Hannay
(1863). For Criticism, see the essay by Bande-
laire prefixed to the 1872 edition of the Works.

Lowell describes Poe as

'* Three-Mths of him genius and two-flftbs sheer fudge,"

and speaks of him as one
" "Who talks IU:e a hook of lamhs and pentameters.
In a way to make people of common sense damn metres

;

Who has written some things quite the hest of their kind.
But the heart somehow seems all squeezed out hy the mind."

Perhaps his most appreciative critic was James
Hannay, who characterised him as "perfectly
poetic in his own province. If his circle is narrow,
it is a magic one. His poetry is sheer poetry, and
borrows nothing from without, as didactic poetry
does." He said of himself that poetry had been
with him " not a purpose, but a passion." Among
the more striking passages in his poems is that
which occurs in his verses To Melen, about

" The glory that was Greece,
And the grandeur that was Rome."

This has frequently been attributed to Byron. See

POLITIAN.

Foemata et Spigrammata, by Eiohard
Crashaw (1616—1650), containing, among others,

the following on St. John ii.
—"Aquae in vinum

versse"

—

" Unde rohur vestrls, et non sua purpura lymphis ?

Qu© rosa mirantes tam nova mutat aquas ?

Numen (convivjE) prassens agnoscite numen

:

Lympha pudlca vidit J>eum, et erubuit."

The latter line was translated by Crashaw, as

follows :

—

"The conscious water saw its God, and blushed."

Hayley has it, much less successfully,

" The element saw God, and blushed with awe."

Foems, by Mrs: Eadclippe, the novelist, were
published in 1834. "It ought not to be forgotten,"

says Mrs. Barbauld, " that there are many elegant

pieces of poetry interspersed through the volumes of

Mrs. EadclifiEe;" and Sir "Walter Scott remarks that
" her poetry partakes of the rich and beautiful

colouring which distinguishes her prose composi-

tion." It is comparatively unknown, however, to

modem readers.

Foems and Ballads, by Algernon Charles
Swinburne (b. 1837J,

appeared in 1866. " Here,"
says one of his critics, " was a series of wild and
Gothic pieces, full of sensuous and turbid passion,

lavishing a prodigious wealth of music and ima-
gery upon the most perilous themes, and treating

them in an openly defiant manner. The fault of

the book is excess. This poet, extravagant in

spiritual or political revolt, in disdain, in dra-

matic outbursts, was no less so in his treatment of

sensuous themes. The value of the book consists

in its fine poetry, and especially in the structure
of that poetry, so full of lyrical revelations, of

harmonies unknown before."

Foems before Congress, by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning (1809— 1861), were published
in 1860, and "written," as the authoress tells us,
" xmder the pressure of the events they indicate,

after a residence in Italy of many years." The
"Congress " referred to is that of ViUafranca.

Foesie, Art of English. See Art of Eng-
lish POESIE.

Foesy, Defence of. See Depencb or Poetry,
and Poetrie, Apology tor.

Foesy, The Progress of. See Progress of
Poesy, The.

" Foet (A) soaring in the high region
of his fancies." See " Garland and singing
robes."

Foet-Laureate, The Election of a. See

Laureat, The Election or a.

"Foet of Ifature, thou hast wept
to know." — To Wordsworth, by Percy Bysshe
Shelley.

Foet of Foets, The. A title sometimes
given to Percy Bysshe Shelley, of whom Ma-
caulay said that the terms "bard" and "inspira-

tion" had a special significance when applied to

him.

Foet of the Foor, The. A name bestowed
on George Crabbe (q.v.).

Foet SO[Uab. A name conferred on John
Dryden (q.v.) by the Earl of Rochester (q.v.), on
account of the former's corpulency.

Foet, The. A poem by Alfred Tennyson,
published in 1830, and beginning :

—

" The poet in a golden clime was born,
with golden stars above

;

Dower'd with the liate of hate, the scorn of scorn,
Theloveof love.
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" He saw thro' life and death, tliro' good and 11],

He saw thro' hlB own aouL
The marvel of the everlasting wlU,
An open scroll,

" Before him lay : with echoing feet he threaded
The secretest walks of fame

:

The viewless arrows ofhis thoughts were headed
And wing'dwith flame."

See Postman Poet,

See Quaker Poet,

See, aha, Poet's Mind, The.

Poet, The Postman.
The.

Poet, The Quaker.
The.

Poetaster, The. A comedy ty Ben Jonson
(1674—1637), -written in 1601, in which, he re-

venged himself for the attacks of some of his

contemporary dramatists by introducing them
under fictitious names into the scene and action

of his piece. Crispinus is Marston; Demetrius,

Dekker. Himself he personates under the disguise

of Horace. His adversaries were not crushed,

however, hy his weighty felows, and Dekker re-

plied in his Satiro-Mastix (q..v.), produced in 1602.

See Disraeli's Quarrels of Authors and Coleridge's

Notes and Zectwes. The word poetaster is now
incorporated in the language.

"Poetess, A maudlin." See "Maudlin
POETESS."

"Poetic child. Meet nurse for a."—
Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel, canto vi.,

stanza 2.

" Poetic fields encompassme around,"
—Addison, A Letter from, Italy—

" And still I seem to tread on classic ground."

"Poetic nook, O for a seat in some."
—Hunt, FoUtics and Poetics.

" Poetic pains." See " Pleasure in poetic

PAINS,"

" Poetic prose." See " Wareler of poetic

PROSE."

Poetics© Vi Medica, De : " Prelectiones

Academicae Oxonii Labitse, Annis 1832—41," by

the Rev. John Keble (1'?92-1866), who held

the Professorship of Poetry at Oxford from 1831

to 1842. These Latin lectures, which appeared

in 1844, and a volume of Occasional Tapers and

Reviews published in 1877, represent all Keble's

work in this field of literature.

Poetical Farrago, The: " beiog a Miscel-

laneous Assemblage of Epigrams and other }eux

ffesprit, selected from the most Approved Writers,"

and published in 1794.

" Poetical, I would the gods had made
thee."

—

As Tou Like It, act iii., scene 3.

Poetical Letter from Copenhagen, A.
Addressed by Ambrose Philips (1671—1748) to

the Duke of Dorset, and published in The Tatler.

Pope speaks of it in one of his letters as the pro-

duction of a man " who could write very nobly;"

and Steele calls it "as fine a piece as we ever

had from any of the schools of the most learned

painters." It was written in 1709.

PoeticalMiscellanies,byWilliamBrowne
(q.v.), consist of love-songs, "hymendals," trans-

lations, and paraphrases of the Psalms, and ap-

peared in 1633.

Poetical Rhapsody, A: "containing

divers Sonnets, Odes, Elegies, Madrigals, Epigrams,
Pastorals, Eclogues, with other Poems, both in

rhyme and measured verse, for variety and plea-

sure, the like never yet published :

—

" * The hee and spider, by a diverse power.
Suck honey and poison from the self-same flower.'

"

This collection was edited by Eranois Davison in

1602, and includes poems by Charles Best, Thomas
Campion, Henry Constable, Sir John Davies, John
Donne, Thomas Spelman, Edmimd Spenser, Sir

Philip Sidney, Joshua Sylvester, Thomas Watson,

Davison himself, and others. It was re-edited by
Sir Harris Nicholas in 1826.

Poetrie, An Apology for. A prose work
of criticism, by Sir Philip Sidney, published in

1696, and afterwards called The Defense of Poesy.

The latter is the title also of a work by Shelley.

See Defence of Poetry.

Poetry in England—^poetry, that is, written

in English and by English people—begins with

Csedmon (q.v.), Beowulf (q.v.), which would other-

wise have come first, having been written by an

Englishman before he and his countrymen arrived

in Britain. It is a remarkable and characteristic

fact that our first poeticalwork of any merit should

have been religious in character. As it happens,

religion is one of the most distinctive " notes " of

our literature throughout, and may be accounted

for by the peculiar constitution of the people.

The English always were a God-fearing and God-

loving race, and it is not surprising, therefore,

that their poetry should open with a work—^the

Paraphrases (q.v.)— in which the striking pas-

sages of both Testaments are versified with much
fire and energy. The tale told by Csedmon was

taken up by Aldhelm (q.v.), and a large proportion

of the remains of early verse, as found in the Exeter

(q.v.) and VerceUi (q.v.) Books, is religious in

subject and in tone. Occasionally a wax-note was

sounded, as in the poems which celebrate the battles

of Finnesburh (q.v.), Brunanburgh, and Maldon

(q.v.), for the English were a fighting as well as

a pious and homely people, but for a long time it

is the piety and the homeliness which figure most

conspicuously in our song-work. It was so even

after the Norman Conquest had occurred, and had

brought -with it the influence of Norman thought

and customs. To the latter too much must not be

attributed. The Normans never efiected any_ very

revolutionary change in our language or ideas.

The early English notion of verse had been one of

short decisive lines, destitute of rhyme, but not

without rhythm,'and with considerable alliteration.

This was the poetic style before the Conquest, and

it may be said to have reigned supreme, with
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modifications, to the time of Chaucer. As a matter
of fact, Norman and Englishman soon coalesced,

being indeed of the same blood, and side by side

resisted the French encroachments which, under
the Plantagenets, really did influence our life and
literature. The religious tendency was never
thwarted. The notable works of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries alternate between reli-

gion and legendary history. Side by side with
the affection for what was right and holy was the
fondness for drawing out long pedigrees for the
country in which the English found themselves,

and which long generations had taught them to

love heartily. To about 1200 belongs the Brut of

Layamon (q.v.), a rhyming Chronicle, foimded on
the work of Wace, which in its turn had been
founded on that of Geoffrey of Monmouth (q.v.).

In 1213, came the Ormulmn (q.v.) of Ormin, a monk
like Layamon—for it is to the clergy that we owe
so much of the poetry of this period. The one traced

the history of Britain up to fabulous times, the

other was a poetic version of Church services, with
homilies adhibited. In 1298,, we have another
chronicle from Robert of Gloucester (q.v.), and in

1303, another didactic work in the Sandlmg of
Sims (q.v.) of Eobert de Brunne (q.v.). After
this came (about 1320) the Cuirsor Mimdi, a
metrical summary of both Testaments, with legends
interspersed, and (about 1340) Eichard EoUe of

Hampole's Fricke of Conscience (q.v.) , the title of

which teUs its tale. The supreme poet of this time
has yet, however, to be mentioned in the person of

Langland, the author of The Vision of Piers Plow-
man (q.v.), the first man of real genius after Csed-
mon. Ormin and Eolle and the rest were patient
and industrious, even fervid and enthusiastic, com-
pilers, but little more. Langland, on the other hand,
has a perfect right to rank with the leaders of our
literature, less, perhaps, for his manner, which,
adapted to the popular comprehension, is somewhat
rough and coarse in character, than for his matter,
which throws immense light upon the England and
the English of his time. This, and not the works
of WycHfEe, was the literary beginning of the Ee-
formation, which owed more to Langland than has,

tiU lately, been supposed. The Vision is a work of

unmistakable power, its exaltation of feeling being
only one of its many merits. To this age, too,

must be assigned the rise of the English lyric, both
of love and of war, the former in but tiny quan-
tities, and still tinier qualities ; the latter finding

its best representative in Laurence Minot (q.v.).

The story-telling spirit did not confine itself to

British history, but delighted in narratives from
classical history and legendary lore. This, in
fact, was the time of the voluminous romances,
which Englishmen laboriously rendered from the
French, and which answered then the purposes
now answered by the novel. A true vein of na-
tural poetry was struck by Nicholas of Guildford
in The Owl and the Nightingale (q.v.), which stands
out, along with the Vision, as a supreme specimen
of English poetry in these two centuries. At the

close of the fourteenth we come upon the works of

Gower, whose Confessio Amantis (q.v.) is a curious

compound of many simples, and whose general

didacticism is said to have earned for him from

Chaucer the epithet of "moral." Chaucer (q.v.)

himself is, as everybody knows, too great an artist

to be statedly and prominently didactic. He is the

great tale-teller in the language—our English

Boccaccio, with, to be sure, some of his Italianpro-

totype's coarseness, but with a general healthiness

of sentiment and fancy which the latter had not.

Chaucer was a man of the court and of affairs, and
he is the first writer in what may be termed

literary English. In him we find many of the

modem forms of metre, and a facility of rhyme
owing somewhat to his free adoption of Anglicised

French words. He may be said to have crystal-

lised the language, to which he gave at once

breadth and variety. Of his command of humour
and pathos it is unnecessary to speak, nor need the

accuracy and vividness of his pictures of contem-

porary character and manners be insisted upon.

After his decease, English poetry languished for

many a long day, living for a considerable time only
in the works of Lydgate (q.v.) and Occleve (q.v.), the

former of whom was a distinct imitator of his great

predecessor. His Falls of Princes (q.v.), Story of
Thebes (q.v.), and Troy Book (q.v.), are all out-

comes of the tale-telling spirit, the first of these

being founded on Boccaccio's De Casibus Illustrium

Virorum. Occleve is remembered by his Governail

of Princes (q.v.). To this period belong, too, the

Chronicles of John Harding (q.v.), and others, as

well as the stream of ballads which, at. all time
plentiful in England, began to sweU up from the

hearts of the people with remarkable fulness.

The reign of Henry VII. boasted only one leading
worthy—the Stephen Hawes (q.v.) who wrote The
~ ~ of Pleasure (q.v.). A much greater
name is that of John Skelton (q.v.), cleric and
laureate, whose broad satires marked the days of

Henry VIII., and whose Colin Clout (q.v.) and
Phylypp Sparowe (q.v.), render him our foremost
poet between Chaucer and Spenser. Here was
another reformer of the same stamp as Langland,
but with a different manner of expression—coarser,

and therefore less effective; lacking, too, the
high spirituality of the elder poet. Wyatt (q.v.)

and Surrey (q.v.), who came after him, are, in
comparison, but amorous twangers of the lyre.

They were courtly poets, and sang of love and
nothing else, in series of sonnets and other lyrics

from which few gems can be extracted. Of the
two, Wyatt had the lighter touch and the better
eye for form. But both are notable as the founders
of what may be called the amorous schcol of Eng-
lish poetry, which has devoted itself to the analysis
of the tender passion. Sackville (q.v.), who ranks
among the dramatists by virtue of Gorioduc (q.v.),

is worthy of remembrance as a poet for his share
in The Mirror for Magistrates (q.v.), of which he
was the conceiver, and to which he contributed the
ablest portions. Gascoigne's Steele Glasse (q.v.) is
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more curious than permanently interesting. The
year of its appearance saw also the publication of the
collection of verses entitled The Faradise of Dainty
Devices (q.v.). It is notahle that, just before the
burst of poetic brilliancy which illumined the reign
of Elizabeth, came our earliest books of criticism

—

"Wilson's Art of Setorique, Sidney's Art of Foetrie,

Webhe's Discourse of Foetrie, and Puttenham's
Arte of Foesie—which, no doubt, did something to

make poetry more of an art than it had been
before. The great name in Elizabethan poetry
before Shakespeare's is that of Edmimd Spenser
(q.v.), whose Shepherd's Calendar (q.v.) appeared
in 1579, followed in 1590 by The Faerie Queene
(q.v.), and early in 1593 by Venus mid Adonis (q.v.),

Shakespeare's earliest work. Spenser is our prose

Bunyan, our great poetical allegorist, and perhaps
our sweetest versifier. The ordinary reader rarely

finishes his Faerie Qtieene ; but to his brother poets

it has been a mine of noble thoughts and beauteous
fancies. It is full of the throbbing earnestness

of the age. Of the larger cluster of Elizabethan
writers it is difEicult to speak in such a small space.

The greatest of them come rather under the head
of Drama (q.v.) than of Poetry, though most of

them were as great as poets as they were as

dramatists. Shakespeare certainly was, and so was
Marlowe (q.v.), and Chapman (q.v.)—the second
as the author of The Fassionate Shepherd (q.v.), and
the third of what still remains the most poetical

rendering of Homer. As for Ben Jonson, who
would not rather have his songs and minor pieces

in preference to his too learned dramas P The won-
derfulvarietyand depthof the Shakespearian Sonnets
(q.v.) need no eulogy. Let us, however, dwell rather

upon the undramatic writers of the time—^uponmen
like Bamfield (q.v.), Breton (q.v.), Constable (q.v.),

and Lodge (q.v.), who belong to the amorous
school ; Fulke GreviUe (q.v.) and Sir John Davies
(q.v.), who represent the abstract thinkers; and
Drayton (q.v.), Daniel (q.v.), and Warner (q.v.),

whose Polyoliion (q.v.), Ci/vil Wars (q.v.), and
Albion's England (q.v.) respectively, testify to the
enthusiastic patriotism of the English of that age.

The first of these is a poetical guide-book to Eng-
land, at once fanciful and accurate. The other

two are as vigorous, but inferior in imagination.

The translators need only be referred to. The
poetasters include such names as Watson (q.v.),

Taylor (q.v.), Tnsser (q.v.), Norton (q.v.), and the

like, who were only .quaint or affected, or perhaps

both. After the dramatic climacteric, pure lyricism

had the best of it. Jonson, and Dekker, and
Webster, and Heywood, and Middleton, were all

writing in the reign of James I., but the times

of the two first Stuarts, James and Charles,

were emphatically those of the lyric poets, who,
as became the growing frivolity of society,

learned to sing with more ease and lightness

than the majority of their fathers. The songs

of Suckling (q.v.), Lovelace (q.v.), Herrick
(q.v.), and Carew (q.v.), have never been sur-

passed, and never will be, for their gaiety and

grace are incommunicable. These are the Cavalier
poets. The rural muse shows itself in Browne
(q.v.), whose Britannia's Fastorals (q.v.), are
among the first beginnings of our purely pas-
toral song. Satire and didactics find a voice
in men like Hall (q.v.), Donne (q.v.), and Wither
(q.v.), though the last-named has a claim to rank
with the Lovelaces, by reason of certain, of his
lyrics. Donne is the metaphysician among poets,

closely followed in that vein by Cowley (q.v.),

whilst a general religious tone runs through
the works of Fletcher (q.v.), Herbert (q.v.),

Taughan (q.v.), and Crashaw (q.v.), whose notes
are among the sweetest and most refined of those
that figure in what George MacDonald has called
England's Antiphon. Habing-ton (q.v.) and Waller
(q.v.) rank with the amorous writers; and the
latter will always be remembered as the author
of at least two lyrics which defy improvement,
the Lines to a Girdle, and Go, lovely Fose. The
former's Castara (q.v.), is fuU of tender delicacy.

Milton (q.v.), who bridges over the interval be-
tween Stuart and Stiiart, is essentially the poet
of revolution, and was fond of representing
struggle, as in Satan and in Samson. The former
is really the hero of Paradise Dost (q.v.), and is one
of the grandest figures in our literature. For
the rest, this poem, together with The Pilgrim's

Progress (q.v.), has done much to mould the re-

ligious notions of the people. It is pre-eminently
a learned work, and can hardly be appreciated by
those who cannot realise its wonderful aUusiveness.

Its marvellously majestic style has influenced all

succeeding blank verse, except Tennyson's. Its

continuation. Paradise Segained (q.v.), is markedly
inferior, though the poet had in this case Christ for

a hero. Milton's most perfect works, perhaps, are
his D'Allegro (q.v.) and II Penseroso (q.v.), which
have a freshness and lightness, with a felicity of
epithet, perennially charming. The Sonnets stand
alone in their statuesque grandeur of form and
phraseu After Milton came Marvell (q.v.), with
his satires against the court of Charles II., and
Butler (q.v.) with his Stidihras (q.v.), a stiU more
powerful satire against Marvell's friends, the
Puritans, embodying all the bitterness of the
Cavalier scorn with more than the ordinary Cava-
lier wit and humour. For satire, however, the first

great English master was John Dryden (q.v.), the
literary father of Alexander Pope, and the first to

aim consciously at correctness of style. He figures as

a theologian and a translator, as well as a satirist,

and is great in all. His Absalom and Aehitophel

(q.v.) is masterly in its character-drawing ; in the
Seligio Laici (q.v.), he argues for the Church of Eng-
land, and in The Sind and Fantlier (q.v.), for the
Church of Eome, with equal success artistically. His
version of Virgil has vigour, but lacks the calm
dignity of the original. His contemporary Oldham
(q.v.) has the merit of forcible satiric power.
Dorset (q.v.), Eoscommon (q.v.), Sheffield (q.v.),

Eochester (q.v.) and Sedley (q.v.), are the " mob
of gentlemen" whom Pope describes, and whose
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ease of style reminds us of the Sucklings and
Lovelaces of an earlier generation. Some of their

lyrics have a vitality which would surprise the

writers could they know of it. Pope (q.v.) himself

has more polish than Dryden, and more keenness,

but not so much vigour. His wit is rapier-like in

its dexterity, not crushing like a bludgeon ; he can
sneer magnificently, and has blown away many
a reputation with a breath. He had few original

ideas, but he could immortalise a common-place,
and crystallise for ever some one else's thought. He
is the high-priest of epigram. His Dunciad (q.v.)

is the first of personal satires ; his Bape of the Lock
(q.v.) is unapproachable as the epic of artificial Hfe.

Of his contemporaries—^Addison (q.v.), Swift (q.v.),

Thomson (q.v.), PameU (q.v.), Green (q.v.), Somer-
vitle (q.v.). Prior (q.v.). Gray (q.v.), Yoxmg (q.v.).

Dyer (q.v.), TickeU (q.v.). Philips (q.v.), Shen-
stone (q.v.), Blair (q.v.), and Congreve (q.v.)—not

many of these had the divine fire. Yet all are

notable—Swift and Young for the vigour of their

satire; Prior and Congreve for the grace and
brightness of their vers de societe; and Thomson,
PameU, Green, SomerviUe, and Dyer for their

descriptions of Nature, now coming more and more
into appreciation. In what may be termed the

next generation, we find a marked improvement
both in the matter and the manner of English
poetry, which retains all its correctness and ob-

tains more naturahiess. That generation iacludes

Akenside (q.v.), Collins (q.v.). Goldsmith (q.v.).

Gray (q.v.), Churehill (q.v.), Chatterton (q.v.),

and many others ; Atenside being notable for the
Spenserian smoothness of his Pleasures of Imagi-
nation (q.v.), Gray and Collins for the classical

beauty of their Odes, Churchill for the sledge-

hammer hardness of has satires, Chatterton for the
general precocity of his wonderful genius, and
Goldsmith for the pleasing clearness of his style,

as well as for his simple enjoyment of nature. But
the leader par excellence of the natural poets was
Cowper (q.v.), whose earlier works partake of the
rigidity of the Popeian school, whilst his later

have the ease of the post-Eevolution writers. His
humour is seen in John Gilpin (q.v.) , his pathos in

the JLines to Mary Unwin, but his great work is

The Task (q.v.), whose charm lies in its delightful

garrulity about himself, his doings, his thoughts,
and everything that happens to him. Crabbe (q.v.)

introduced the Dutch method into English poetry,

and photographed English rural life and character

in The Village (q.v.) and The Parish Segister (q.v.).

The writers who were most largely influenced by
the ideas of liberty and equality that took their rise

in France were Southey (qv.), Coleridge (q.v.),

"Wordsworth (q.v.), Byron (q.v.), and Shelley (q.v.),

the first three of whom were speedily disenchanted,

and relapsed from eager and aggressive Eadioalism
into the most sober and contented Conservatism.
Southey opened with Wat Tyler (q.v.) and closed

with The Vision of Judgment ((^.y.). Coleridge began
with the Ode to France (q.v.), and ended with a
suggestive Ode to Dejection. So, also, with Words-

worth, whose best writing is associated with the

noblest patriotism—^the noblest since Shakespeare.

Southey was hardly a poet in the true sense of the

term ; his big epics are already dead, but some of

his lyrics live. Coleridge produced less work, but

more perfect work, than any poet of his time, his

Ancient Mariner (q.v.) being thoroughly unique in

power. The interest of Wordsworth lies chiefly in

his treatment of Nature, to which he impaxted a

vital personality suggestive of the pantheism of

the ancients. The Excursion^ (q-v.), is full of noble

passages, but his most sustained production is the

majestic Ode on the Intimations of Immortality

(q.v.), whilst his Sonnets are worthy to rank with

those of Milton and Shakespeare. Byron's revo-

lutionary spirit took the form of protests against

the conventionalities of the society of his time, and

is seen to perfection in Don Juan (q.v.), the most

truly original and permanent of all his works.

His others are but so many studies of his own
character and career. His lyrics, with a few
exceptions, lack form, but all are full of the
" force " which Arnold regards as his chief quality.

Shelley's revolt was against not only the world

but God as he conceived Him. His larger poems
are even now unread, except The Cenci (q.v.),

perhaps the most powerful tragedy outside Shake-

speare's, and the Adonais (q.v.), his melodious

lament for Keats. Has lyrics are among the most
musical in the language. Keats, who cared

nothing about contemporary things, went to

mythology for his Hyperion (q.v.) and Endymion
(q.v.), two beautiful fragments, overflowing with

luscious description. Lander (q-v.) also lived

among the men of old, and imparted to his verse

the classic charm that he adnured so much. In
The Pleasures of Memory Eogers (q.v.) reproduced

the regular verse of his young days, failing in

power, but achieving elegance. Moore (q.v.) was
the satirist of the society of his time, and the

writer of amatory songs of which the sweetness

cloys; whilst the dash and vigour of the war-
songs of Campbell (q.v.) wiU always give him
fame. Leigh Hunt's (q.v.) verse is pleasing and
no more, but Procter (q.v.) sang of the sea

—

his special subject—^with power and enthusiasm.
Among others may be named Kirke White (q.v.),

Bloomfield (q.vj. Hartley Coleridge (q.v.). Lisle

Bowles (q.v.). Peacock (q.v.), Keble (q.v.), Mrs.
Hemans (q.v.). Hood (q.v.), and Beddoes (q.v.).

Coming down nearer to our own time, we have
to regret the decease of David Gray (q.v.),

Sydney Dobell (q.v.), Alexander Smith (q.v.),

Aytoun (q.v.). Lord Lytton (q.v.), Mrs. Browning
(q.v.), and Charles Kingsley (q.v.) . Mrs. Browning
is not only the greatest English female poet, but
probably the greatest female poet that ever lived.

Her so-called Sonnetsfrom the Portuguese (q.v.) are

indubitably her supremest effort, but Aurora Leigh
(q.v.) will always be found interesting. The later

poets may almost all be ranged under the respec-

tive banners of Tennyson (q.v.), Browning (q.v),

Arnold (q.v.), Swinburne (q.v.), Morris (q.v.), and
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D. Gr. EoBsetti (q.v.). Of these, TennyBOn reigns by-

force of tlie variety of his gifts and the width of

his range, though his superiority to his contempo-

raries as a lyrist and idyllist would alone give him
pre-eminence. As a song-writer and a painter in

words he ranks with Shakespeare, whilst as an
artist pure and simple, he may he said to have no
equals. His In Memoriam (q.v.) ranks with Lycidas

(q.v.) and Adonais (q.v.) as mere poetry, and it

has the additional quality of being a philosophic

guide from doubt to faith. As such, it is unique

in English literature. His Idylls of the King (q.v.)

is the epic of the nineteenth century, shadowing
forth the eternal war of sense with soul. His Qwen
Mary (q.v.) and Sarold are admittedly among
the finest poetic dramas since the Elizabethans.

For the rest, Browning's is the poetry of intro-

spection, sometimes, it must be said, clothed in un-

wieldy form, and too often incomprehensible. The
Ring and the Book (q.v.), Fippa Fasses (q.v.), and
certain of his lyric and dramatic monologues, are

the best things he has done. Matthew Arnold's

poetry, again, is that of isolation from the age, of

craving for the calm which the Zeit-geist denies

to him. His Thyrsis (q.v.) is worthy of a place

with Lyeidas, and some of his lyrics are certain

to be remembered for their melancholy sweetness.

Swinburne's characteristics are fliow of language

and variety of metre; his mental attitude is, like

Shelley's, one of intellectual and spiritual re-

volt. His most successful work is probably his

Atalanta in Galydon (q.v.), in which he has repro-

duced the old Greek drama with remarkable fide-

lity. Ghastelard (q.v.) is too monotonously sensuous,

not to say sensual, in tone; and Bothwell (q.v.) is

too tediously long to live. Morris is a dreamer,

whose soul is with the men of old, and whose
power of story-telling, as in The Earthly Paradise

(q.v.), would have delighted Chaucer. He entertains

us, but he does not teach. Rossetti is the leader

of the mediaevEilists, and is the author of some pas-

sionate as well as some fantastic lyrics. Frederick

Locker (q.v.) and Austin Dobson (author of Vignettes

in Rhyme) have brought society-verse to the perfec-

tion of ease and poUsh. The other modem poets

can only be enumerated:—WUliam AUingham,
Alfred Austin, P. J. Bailey, Wm. Barnes, Robert

Buchanan, Aubrey de Vere, George EHot, E. W.
Gosse, R. H. Home, Lord Houghton, Jean Ligelow,

Lord Lytton, George MacDonald, P. B. Marston,

Gerald Massey , GeorgeMeredith, Arthur 0'Shaugh-
nessy, P. T. Palgrave, Covenfiy Patmore, John
Payne, Christina Rossetti, Charles Tennyson Tur-

ner, Archbishop Trench, Leicester Warren, Augusta

Webster, and Thomas Woolner (all of whom see),

with others of less fame. Among the names above-

mentioned are those of some Irishmen, like Moore
and AUingham, and some Scotchmen, like Thom-
son and MacDonald—^meu who, however, are only

to he regarded as Irish or Scotch by birth, seeing

that their writings are in English and are English

in tone. Scott himself is hardly to be ranked

among the poets of Scotland for the very same

reason. He introduced into narrative poetry the
mt and swing of the ballad, whose metre he so

largely adopted, and some of his lyrics are perfect.

Among distinctively Scottish poets may be enume-
rated Thomas the Rhymer, John Barbour, Henry
the Minstrel, James I., Robert Henxysoun, Walter
Kennedy, William Dunbar, Gawin Douglas, Sir

David Lindsay, Alexander Montgomery, Allan
Ramsay, John Skinner, Hector MacNeiLl, Robert
Fergusson, Robert Bums, Lady Naime, James
Hogg, Robert TannahiU, William Nicholson, AUan
Cunningham, WiUiam Motherwell, and James
BaUantine (all of whom see) ; and, among these,

Dunbar, Douglas, Lindsay, Ramsay, Bums, and
Tannahill stand out pre-eminently—Bums espe-

cially, as the man in whom the purely Scottish spirit

found its most varied and powerful poetic utterance.
What is called American Poetry is almost wholly
in the same key as English Poetry, the scenery
and sentiment of which have been largely and in-

evitably imitated by Transatlantic writers. There
is nothing national, for example, about the pro-
ductions of Poe (q.v.), Longfellow (q.v.), Bryant
(q.v.), Emerson (q.v.), and Whittier (q.v.)—un-
questionably the leading poets of their country.

'They may take American topics, as in Hiawatha
(q.v.), but that is all. The treatment and the style

are on the old familiar models. More thoroughly
characteristic is the humorous verse of America, as

represented by Holmes (q.v.), Bret Harte (q.v.),

and Lowell (q.v.). Whitman (q.v.) cannot be re-

cognised as a poet at all. Stedman (q.v.) is the
most accomplished producer of occasional verse.

The authorities on English Poetry include War-
ton's History (ed. HazEtt), Campbell's Specimens,

Ellis's Specimens, Brydges' Centura Literaria and
other works, Wright's JBiographia Toetica, Hallam's
Literary History, Craik's English literature, Mor-
ley's English Writers, and Shorter English Poems,
Taine's History of English Literature, and Pal-
grave's Golden Treasury, besides an enormous
variety of occasional criticism embodied in works
like Leigh Hunt's Men, Women, and Books, Imagi-
nation and Fancy, Wit and Humour, Hazlitt's Eng-
lish Poets, Lowell's Among my Books and My Study
Windows,^ui^a!^sEssays,'Roacoe'sEssays,T)eTnns's
Studies, Swinburne's Essays and Studies, Stephens'
Hours in a Library, MacDonald's England's Anti-
phon, Masson's Essays, &c. &o. British and
American writers are fully treated in Allibone's

Dictionary of British and American Authors, and
reference may also he made to Griswold's Poets of
America, and Grant Wilson's Poets of Scotland.

Poetry, An Essay on, in heroic verse, by
John Sheffield, Duke of Buckinghamshire (1649—1721). This poem was highly praised by Ros-
common, Dryden, Pope, and others.

Poetry, Essay on the DiflTerent Styles
of. A poem, in English heroic verse, by Thomas
Parnell (1679—1718).

Poetry, History of English. See War-
ton, Thomas.
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" Poetry (Not) but prose run mad."—
Pope, Epistle to Br. Arbuthnot, line 188.

Poetry, On the Uncommon Scarcity
of. " Some lines containing," says tlie Hew. J.

Mitford, " a very vmusnal and vinneoeBsary com-
plaint." They were contributed ty William
Falconer (1730—1769) to The Gentleman's Maga-
zine for December, 1755.

"Poetry, the language of the gods."
See " Nature denied him inncH."

Poetry, The Progress of. See Prosress
OP Poesy, The.

Poets, An Account of the Greatest
Snglish. A poetical epistle addressed by Joseph
Addison (1672—1719) to Mr. Henry Sacheverell,
in April, 1694. It iacludes criticisms on Chaucer,
Spenser, Cowley, Milton, Waller, Eosoommon,
Denham, Drydeu, Congreve, Montague, and Dorset.

"Poets are all who love, who feel
great truths and teU them."

—

Bailey's Festm.

Poet's Complaint to his Muse, The.
A poem by Thomas Otway (1661—1686), pub-
lished ia 1680 ; " part of which," says Johnson,
" I do not understand ; and in that which is less

obscure I find little to commend. The language
is often gross."

" Poet's dream. The." See " Consecra-
tion and the poet's dream."
" Poet's eye in a fine frenzy rolling,

The." For the familiar quotation of which this is a
part, see A Midsitmmer Night's Dream, act v., sc. 1.

Poets-Laureate. See Laureate, Poets.

Poets, Iiives of the, by Dr. Samuel John-
son (1709—1784), prefixed to an edition of the
works of those poets, produced iu 1779—81. For
the editing and biographies, which include much
interestiag criticism, the writer received three
hundred guineas. The Jjives were eventually
edited in their turn by William Hazlitt, the
yoimger, who supplied a number of others, from
Csedmon to Wordsworth, with the assistance of
Allan Cunningham, Sir Henry Bulwer, &c.

Poet's Mind, The. A poem by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1830, and beginning:

—

*' Vex not thou the poet's mind ....
,

Clear and bright It Btaould be ever,
Plowing like a crystal river,
Bright as light and clear as wind."

" Poet's pen. The."—-<i Midsiimmer Night's
Dream, act v., scene 1.

Poet's Pilgrimage to Waterloo, The.
A poem by Robert Southey (1774—1843), pub-
lished in 1816.

Poets' Poet, The. A term sometimes ap-
applied to Edmund Spenser (q.v), who has always
been a favourite with the greatest of his successors.

See Poets, The Prince of.

Poet's Song, The. A lyric by Alpred
Tennyson, published in 1842.

Poets, The Feast of the. A satiric poem

by James Henry Leigh Hunt (1784—1859), in

which the great majority of his poetic contem-

poraries are introduced, and touched off with much
liveliness. See Poets, The Session op the.

Poets, The Prince of. Edmund Spenser

(q.v.) is so called on his monument in West-
minster Abbey. See Poets' Poet, The.

Poets, The Session of the. A quizzical

series of verses, written by Sir John Suckling
(1609—1641), in which the poets of his day are

severally represented as laying claim to the

baySi Finally, the laurel is given to an alder-

man, on the ground that
" The best sign

Of good store of wit was to have good store of coin."

See Leigh Hunt's Wit and Mmnow. In our own
day, Robert Buchanan (q.v.) contributed to The
Spectator, in 1866, a humorous poem called The
Session of the Foets, in which he introduced Tenny-
son, Browning, Arnold, Lord Lytton, Swinburne,
Kingsley, Alford, Bailey, Miss Ingelow, himself,

and others. See Laubeat, Election op a ; Poets,
The Feast op the.

"Poets (The), who on earth have
made us heirs." See " Blessings be with them."

"Poets (We) in our youth begin in
gladness,"

—

^Wordsworth, Resolution and Inde-

" Whereof come In the end despondency and madness."

Pogram, Xilijah, the American iu Dickens's
novel of Martin Chuzzlewit (q.v.), distinguishes

himself by his fervid eulogies upon his native
land. "Elijah Pogram," says Friswell, "with
his defiance, and his reference to his country,
' whose bright home is in the settin' sun,' is im-
mortal."

Poins, in Senry IV., parts i. and ii., is a com-
panion of Falstaff (q.v.).

" Point a moral, and adorn a tale. To."
Line 222 of Dr. Johnson's satire. The Vanity of
Summi Wishes (q.v.).

Polemo-Middinia inter Vitarvam et
Ifebernam. A macaronic poem, in burlesque
Latin, by William Drummond (1585—1649). The
scene is laid in Fifeshire. Here is a specimen :

—

" HIc aderant Geordy Akinhedlus, et little Johnua,
Et Jamy Rlchasus, et stout Michel HendersonuB,
Qui jolly trypiiaa ante alios danaare solebat,
Et bobbare bene, et lassaa kissare bonieaa.

Poliarchus, in Barclay's romance of Argenis
(q.v.), of which he is the hero, is intended for
llenry of Navarre.

Poliarchus. The pseudonym under which
Sir Charles Cotterell corresponded with Mrs.
Katharine Philips, " the matchless Orinda " (1631—1664), (q.v.). 'The letters that passed between
them were published in 1705.

Policeman X, The Ballads of. Con-
tributed to Funch by William Makepeace
Thackeray. The ballads include : Lines on a Late
JSospieioits Ewent, The Ballad of Eliza Davis, Jacob
Omnium's Hoss, and The Organ Boy's Appeal.
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Polieie of a Prince, The Active. See

Active Policie of a Prince, The.

Polindar and Mostella, The History
of, "and other poems," by Sir John Hasyngton
(1561—1612) ;

published in 1651.

Polite Learning, An Inquiry into the
Present State of. A prose essay, in twelve

chapters, by Oliveii Goldsmith (1728— 1774);
published in 1759. " It is the first publication of

Goldsmith's," says Professor Masson, "ia -which

one need now look for anything of his real mind,

and is still worth reading."

"Politeness costs nothing, and gains
everything." A sentence in one of Lady Mary
WoBTLEY Montagu's Letters. Henry IV. of

France had said long before :

'
' Parole douce ne

cofite rien."

Politeuphia : " or. Wit's Commonwealth."
A collection of prose sentences from ancient

authors, arranged by John Bodbnham, the com-
piler of England's Selicon (q.v.), and published in

1598. See Palladis Tamia.

Politian. An unfinished drama by Edgar
Allan Poe (1811—1849). Only five scenes have
been published. Among the characters aie Ales-

sandra, Castiglione, Di Broglio, Lalage, Jadnta,
and Baldazzar. Politian is described as Earl of

Leinster, and as
"A prodigy.

Pre-eminent In arts, and arms, and wealtb.
And high descent."

Political Economy. See McCullooh;
Malthus; Martineau; Mill; Eioabdo; Smith;
Stewart ; and Whately.

Political Justice, An Inquiry concern-
ing; "and its influences on General Virtue and
Happiness." A prose work by William Godwin
(q.v.), published in 1793, and " distinguished," says

one of his critics, " bythe most acute and severe logic,

and by the utmost boldness of thinking, founded
on a love and conviction of truth. It is a system
of ethics, and one that, though I think it erroneous

myself, is bmlt on following up into its fair con-

sequences a very common and acknowledged prin-

ciple—that abstract reason and general utility are

the only text and standard of moral rectitude."

Political Register, The. A weekly serial,

conducted by William Cobbett (q.v.), from
January, 1802, to 1835. Originally Tory in tone,

it gradually turned round, untU it reached the

acme of violent Kadicalism, and distinguished

itself by its attacks on Pitt. It more than once

procured imprisonment for its editor, who was at

one time (1810) fined £1,000 for his remarks on the

flogging of militiamen, and who at another (1817)

forwarded his articles to the printer from the other

side of the Atlantic.
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Politician,
Shirley (1594—

The.
1666).

A tragedy by James

Polixenes. King of Bohemia, in The Winter's

Tale (q.v.).

Pollente. The father of Munera in Spenser's
Faerie Queene (q.v.).

Pollio. An elegiac ode, by William Julius
Mickle (1734—1788), pubKshed in 1765.

Pollok, Robert, Scottish poet (b. 1799, d.

1827), wrote Tales of the Covenanters and The Course

of Time (1827), (q.v.). His Life was published by
his brother in 1843.

Polly. See Beggar's Opera and Pbachum.

Polonius. Lord Cihamberlain to the King
of Denmark, in Samlet (q.v.). He is described

by Coleridge as "the personified memory of

wisdom no longer actually possessed. Take Ms
advice to Laertes, and Ophelia's reverence for his

memory, and we shaU see that he was meant to

be represented as a statesman somewhat past his

faculties—^his recollections of Hfe all full of wis-

dom, and showing a knowledge of human nature,

whilst what immediately takes place before him,

and escapes from him, is indicative of weakness."

"Polonius's character," says Warburton, "is that

of a weak pedantic minister of state. His decla-

mation is a fine satire on the impertinent oratory

then in vogue, which placed reason in the formality

of method, and vrit in the jingle and play of words."

Polychronieon. A history of the world,

from its creation, compiled by Ralph Higden
(q.v.). It was in seven books, the first of which
described the countries of the world, and especially

Britain ; the second gave the history of the world
from the creation to Nebuchadnezzar; the third

closed with the birth of Christ ; the fourth con-

cluded with the arrival of the English in Britain

;

the fifth went down to the invasion of the Danes

;

the sixth ended with the Norman Conquest ; and
the seventh brought the narrative down to 1342.

1!he Folychronicon had a high reputation long after

the writer's death, in 1363.

Polydore. See Guiderius.

Polyglotta BibUa Waltoni. The title

given to the famous Polyglott Bible, edited by
Brian Walton, Bishop of Chester (1600—1661),

and published between 1654 and 1657. The Paris

Polyglott by Le Jay had been completed in 1645,

and in 1652 Walton issued, with a specimen, pro-

posals for an edition of his own. " Selden and
Usher announced their approval of the scheme,

and the Council of State granted him permission,

afterwards renewed by Cromwell, to import the

paper for the work duty free. One copy was to

be suppUed for £10, six for £50 ; and Walton's
Polyglott is said to have been, with the exception

of Minshen's Dictionary, the first work published

iu England by subscription. £9,000 were soon
subscribed and contributed. As an aid to its

students," we are told, "Walton published in

1654 an 'Introductio ad lectionem linguarum
Orientalium.' The first volume of the Polyglott
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itself appeared in September, 1654, and the publi-

cation of the work, in aix volumes, was completed

in 1657. Pocock and Usher revised the earlier

sheets, and among the scholars who gave their aid

to the work were Lightfoot, Wheelock, Clarke,

Sanderson, and, above all, Dr. Edmund Castell,

whose valuable Lexicon Heptaglotton, a lexico-

graphical appendix to the Polyglott, was published

in two volumes in 1669. The first volume of the

Polyglott consists of prolegomena, which have been
several times repubhshed separately, the sixth of

various readings and critical remarks. Nine
languages are used in the work, but no one book is

given in so many. The Gospels are given in six

languages. The Chaldee paraphrase is more com-
plete than in any former Polyglott, and some parts

of the Bible are printed in .ZEthiopic and Persian,

'

neither of which were to be found in any similar

work."

Polyhymnia. A poem by Geobge Peele
(1652—1598), written in 1590, in celebration of Sir

Henry Lee's resignation of the office of Queen's

Champion.

Polyolbion. A poetical celebration of the

natural beauties and historical associations of Eng-
land, by Michael Dkayton (1563—1631). The
first part, containing eighteen songs or books, was
published in 1612, and the second part, in twelve
books, in 1622. The information it contains

—

legendary, historical, and topographical—is in

general so accurate that the work is quoted as an
authority by Heame, Wood, and Nicholson. Yet
these diy details are handled with so much power
and pioturesqueness that they do not weary the

reader. "Such a poem," saysHallam, " is essentially

designed to instruct, and speaks to the understand-
ing more than to the fancy. The powers displayed
in it are, however, of a high cast. The style is

sustained with extraordinary ability on an equable
line, from which he seldom much deviates, neither
brilliant nor prosaic ; few or no passages could be
marked as impressive, but few are languid and
mean. The language is clear, strong, various,

and sufficiently figurative ; the stories and fictions

interspersed, as well as the general spirit and
UvelinesB, relieve the heaviness incident to topo-
graphical description. There is probably no poem
of this kind in any other language, comparable in

extent and excellence to the Polyolbion ; nor can
any one read a portion of it without admiration
for its learned and highly-gifted author. Yet
perhaps no English poem, knov?n as well by name,
is so little known beyond its name."

Pomfret, John, clergyman and poet (b. 1667,
d. 1703), published his Foema in 1699. See the Life
by . Dr. Johnson ; and for Critieism, Southey's
English Poets and Campbell's Selections. " Perhaps,"
says Dr. Johnson, " no composition in our language
has been oftener perused than Pomfret's Choice.

In his other poems there is an easy volubility ; the
pleasure of smooth metre is afforded to the ear,

and the mind is not oppressed with ponderous or

entangled with intricate sentiment." See Choice,

The ; Plndakio Essays.

" Pomp and circumstance of glorious
war, Pride."

—

Othello, act iii., scene 3.

Pompeii, The Last Days of. See Last

Days oe Pompeh.

Pompey A clown, in Measure for Measure

(q.v.).

Pompey the Great, his fair Cornelia's

Tragedy. Translated into English blank verse

from the French of Eobert Gamier, by Thomas
Kyd, in 1594, and reprinted in Dodsley's collection

of Old Plays.

Pont, Robert, Presbyterian minister (b. 1525,

d. 1606), published, in 1604, Be Vnione Britannia

(q.v.); also. Three Sermons against Sacrifice (1699);

Farms Oatechismus (1673); and A Newe Treatise

of the Sight Heefconing of Teares (1599).

Poole, John, dramatist and humorous -writer,

was the author of a Comic Sketch Book : or.

Sketches and Recollections (1835) ; Patrician and

Parvenu, a comedy (1835) ; Oddities of London

Life (1838); Little Pedlington and the Pedling-

tonians (1839) ; Phineas Quiddy : or, Sheer Indmtry

(1842) ; Comic Miscellany (1845) ; Paul Pry, a

comedy; and other works, including several

burlesques. See Pedlington, Little ; Pry,
Paul.

Poole, Matthew, Biblical commentator (b.

1624, d. 1679), produced a Synopsis Griticorum

{1669), Annotations upon the Holy Bible (1683), The

Nullity of the Bomish Faith (1667), and other

works.

" Poor and content is rich, and rich
enough."

—

Othello, act iii., scene 3.

Poor Gentleman, The. A comedy by
George Colman the Younger (1762—1836), pro-

duced in 1802. The hero is Sir Charles Cropland.
See Ollapod.

" Poor in abundance, famish'd at a
feast."

—

Young, Night Thoughts, vii., part ii., line

44.

Poor Jack. A song by Charles Dibdin
(1746—1814). The last two lines run:—

" There's a sweet little cherul) that sits up aloft.
To keep watch o'er the life of Poor Jack !

"

"Poor little, pretty, fluttering thing."
First line of Matthew Prior's version of Hadrian's
lines To his Soul. See " Vital Spark."

Poor Relations. One of the best known and
most humorous of the Fssays of Blia (q.v.). "A
poor relation is the most irrelevant thing in nature,
a piece of impertinent correspondency, an odious
approximation, a haunting conscience, a prepos-
terous shadow, lengtheiifng in the noontide of your
prosperity, an unwelcome remembrance, a perpe-
tually recurring mortification, a draw on your
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purse, a more intoleraWe dun on your pride, a
drawback upon success, a retuke to your rising, a
stain in your blood, a Wot on your scutcheon,

a rent in your garment, a death's-head at your
banquet, Agathocles' pot, a Mordecai at your gate,

a Lazarus at your door, a lion in your path, a frog

in your chamber, a fly in your ointment, a mote in

your eye, a triumph to your enemy, an apology to

your friends, the one thing not needful, the hail

in harvest, the ounce of sour in a pound of sweet."

Poor Bicliard.. See Kiohakd, Poor.

Poor Hobin. See Eoein, Pook.

Pope, Alexander, poet (b. 1688, d. 1744)

vrtoteFastorals (1709) ; AnBssay on Criticism (1711)

The Rape of the Lock [nil); The Messiah (1712)

Frologm to Gato (1713) ; Windsor Forest (1713) ; Ode

to St. Cecilia's Day (1713); The Temple of Fame
(1714) ; Elegy to the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady

(1717); Epistlefrom Eloisa to Abelard (1717); Three

Sours after Marriage (q. v.) ; translation of the

i?ja(?(1820); edition of Shakespeare (1726); trans-

lation of the Odyssey, vols. i. to iii. (1725) ; Letters

to Cromwell (1726); Treatise on the Bathos (1727);

The Duneiad, books i. to Hi. (1728) ; contributions

to The Grub Street Journal (1730—1737); Epistle

on Taste (1731) ; Essay on Man (1732—1734) ; Moral
Essays, concluded (1735) ; Epistle to Arbuthnot

(1735) ; Correspondence (1735 and 1736); Imitations

of Sorace (1733-4-7) ; Epilogue to the Satires

(1738) ; The New Dwnciad (1742—1743). The best

edition of Pope's Works is undoubtedly that of the

Eev. Whitwell Elwin. See also the editions by
A. "W. Ward (1869), Cowden Qarke (1873), and
Eossetti (1873). All have biographies. Detailed

notices of most of the Works will be found in

their proper places. For Criticism, see Johnson's

Lines of the Foets, Hazlitt's English Foets, De
Quincey's Leaders of Literature, Sainte Beuve's

Cameries, Taine's English Literature, Stephen's

Bours in a Libra/ry, Lowell's Sttidy Windows.

"Pope," says Lowell, "had one of the prime
qualities of a great poet in exactly answering the

intellectual needs of the age in which he lived, and
in reflecting its lineaments; He did in some not

inadequate sense hold the mirror up to nature. It

was a mirror in a drawing-room, but it gave back a
faithful image of society, powdered and rouged, to

be sure, and intent on trifles, yet still as human
in its own way as the heroes of Homer in theirs.

It would be an inadequate or a dishonest criticism

that should hold Pope responsible for the narrow
compass of the instrument which was his legacy

from his immediate predecessors, any more than
for the wearisome thrumming over of his time by
those who came after him, and who had caught his

technical skill without his genius. The question

properly stated is, How much was it possible to

make of the material supplied by the age in which
he lived? and how much did he make of it?

Thus far, among the great English poets who pre-

ceded him, we have seen actual life represented by
Chaucer, imaginative life by Spenser, ideal life by

Shakespeare, the interior life by Milton. But as

everything aspires to a rhythmical utterance of

itself, so conventional life, a new phenomenon, was
waiting for its poet. It found or made a most
fitting one in Pope. He stands for exactness of

intellectual expression, for perfect propriety of

phrase (I speak of him at his best), and is a striking

instance how much success and permanence of

reputation- depend on conscientious finish as well
as on native endowment. However it may be
with poets, it is very certain that a reader is hap-
piest whose mind is broad enough to enjoy the
natural school for its nature, and the artificial for

its artificiality, provided they be only good of their

kind. At any rate, we must allow that the man
who can produce one perfect work is either a great

genius or a very lucky one ; and so far as we who
read are concerned, it is of secondary importance
which. And Pope has done this in The Sape of
the Lock. In The Mope of the Lock he appears
more purely as poet than in any other of his pro-

ductions. Elsewhere he has shown more force,

more wit, more reach of thought, but nowhere such
a truly artistic combination of elegance and fancy.
Hia genius has here found its true direction, and
the very same artificiality, which in his pastorals

was unpleasiag, heightens the effect, and adds to

the general keeping. As truly as Shakespeare is

the poet of man as God made him, dealing with
great passions and minute motives, so truly is Pope
the poet of society, the delineation of manners, the

exposer of those motives which may be called

acquired, whose spring is in institutions and
habits of purely worldly origin. In his own
province he stfll stands unapproachably alone.

If to be the greatest satirist of individual men,
rather than of human nature ; if to be the highest

expression which the life of the court and the ball-

room has ever found in verse; if to have added
more phrases to our language than any other but
Shakespeare ; if to have charmed four generations

make a man a great poet—then he is one. He was
the chief founder of an artificial style of writing,

which in his hands was living and powerful, because
he used it to express artificial modes of thinking,

and an artificial state of society. Measured by any
high standard of imagination, he will be found
wanting ; tried by any test of wit, he is unrivalled."

"A poet," says Taine, "exists in Pope, and to

discover bim we have only to read him by frag-

ments; if the whole is, as a rule, wearisome or

shocking, the details are admirable. Ask Pope to

paint in verse an eel, a perch, or a trout—^he has

the exact phrase ready ; we might glean from him
the contents of a gradus. He gives the features so

exactly that at once we think we see the thing.

He possesses the richest store of words to depict

the sylphs that flutter round his heroine Belinda.

Doubtless these are not Shakespeare's sylphs ; but

side by side with a natural and living rose, we may
stiU look with pleasure on a flower of diamonds,

as they came from the hands of the jeweller, a

masterpiece of art and patience, whose facets make
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the light glitter, and cast a shower of sparkles

over the filagree foliage in which they are em-
bedded. To descriptive talent Pope unites oratorical

talent. In his time, poetry had became a mere
affected prose subject to rhyme. It was only a
higher land of conversation. Its final task was
the didactic poem, which is a dissertation in verse.

Pope excelled in it, and his most perfect poems are

those made up of precepts and arguments. In
this Pqpe is incomparable. I do not think there

is in the world a versified prose Uke his. If the

ideas are mediocre, the art of expressing them
is truly marvellous : marvellous is the word."
" Pope," says Leslie Stephen, " was more than a

mere Kterary artist. He was a man in whom there

was the seed of many good thoughts, though
choked in their development by the growth of

innumerable weeds. The Universal Prayer may
be unfamiliar to some readers. If so, it will do
them no harm to read over again a few of its

verses. Perhaps, after that experience, they will

admit that the Uttle cripple of Twickenham, disT

torted as were his instincts after he had been
stretched on the rack of this rough world, and
grievous as were his offences against the laws of

decency and morality, had yet in him a noble
strain of eloquence significant of deep religious

sentiment." See Dennis, Naekative, &c. ; Dying
Christian; Eloisa to Abelard; Epitaphs;
Fame, The Temple op ; Horace, Satires, &c. ;

Imitations of English Poets; January and
May ; One Thousand Seven Hundred ; Satires

;

Scriblerus, Martin ; Solitude, Ode to ; Statius
his Thebais ; Universal Prayer.

Pope, Walter. See Old Man's Wish, The.

Popery and Arbitrary Government in
England, An Account of the Growth
of. A prose work by Andrew Marvell (1620

—

1678), which, on its pubUcatiouin 1678, so provoked
the authorities by its biting satire, that a reward
was offered for the discovery and apprehension of

the autho.r, printer, or pubhsher of what was termed
" this scandalous and seditious libel."

Poplar, Anthony. The name assumed by
the editor of The Duilin Vnmersity Magazine in its

earlier numbers. See Urban, Sylvanus, and
YoRKE, Oliver.

"Populous city pent, In." See "City
pent."

" Porcelain clay of human kind, This
is the."

—

Drydbn, Don Sebastian, act i., scene 1.

Porcupine, Peter. A nom de plume of

"William Cobbett (1762—1835), who, in 1796,

established at Philadelphia a newspaper called

Peter Porcupine's Cfazette. The Works of Peter

Porcupine, in twelve volumes, were published in
London in 1801.

Pordage, Samuel, was the author of Azaria
and Hushai (q.v.), a reply to Dryden'a Absalom
and Achitophcl (q.v.); and of The Medal Pevers'd:

a Satire against Persecution, a reply to the same

writer's Medal (q.v.). He also wrote two tragedies

entitled Berod and Mariamne (1673) and The

Siege of Babylon (1678) ; a romance called JEliana,

and a version of Seneca's Troas. His shorter

Poems appeared in 1660.

Porrex. The younger son of Gorboduc, in the

play of the latter name (q.v.).

Porsena, Lars. A legendary king of Etruria,

who figures in one of Maoaulay's Lays of Ancient

Borne.

Person, Richard, classical editor and critic

(b. 1759, d. 1808), published Letters to Mr. Arch-

deacon Travis (1790), editions of the Hecuba,

(1797), Orestes (1798), Phwnissee (1799), Medea

(1801) ; and other publications collected by Monk
and Bloomfield in the Adversaria (1812) ; by
Dobree in the Notce m Aristophanem (1820) ; by
Kidd in the Tracts and Miscellaneous Criticisms

(1815) ; the whole forming, with his Photii Gracwm
Lexicon and An Imperfect Outline of his Life by
Kidd, the six volumes of Person's Opera Philologica

et Critica. See, also, Porsoniar.a (1814) ; A Short

Account of the late Mr. Eichard Porson, by the Kev.

Stephen Weston (1808) ; A Narrative of the last

Illness and Death of Richard Porson, by Dr. Adam
Clarke (1808); A Vindication of the Literary

Character of the late Professor Porson, by Crito

Cantabrigiensis (Dr. Turton, Bishop of Ely),

(1827) ; The Life of Richard Porson, by the Eev.

J. Selby Watson (1861) ; and Aikin's Atheneeum.

Sir Egerton Brydges wrote of Porson:—" His gift

was a surprising memory ; he appeared to me a
mere linguist, without any original powers of

mind. He was vain, petulant, arrogant, over-

bearing, rough, vulgar. He was a great Greek
scholar ; but this was a department which very
few much cultivated, and in which therefore he
had few competitors. What are the extraordinsiry

productions he has left to posterity? Where is

the proof that he has left of energetic sentiments,

of deep sagacity, of powerful reasoning, or of high
eloquence? Admit that he has shown acuteness

in verbal criticism and verbal emendation: what
is that ? The fame of his erudition blinded and
dazzled the public."

"Port to imperial Tokay." See "Humble
PORT," &0.

Porte-Crayon. A pseudonym assumed by
David H. Strother, an Arnerioan writer, in con-
tributing a series of articles to Sarper's Weekly, a
magazine published in New York.

Porteous, Beilby, successively Bishop of

Chester and London (b. 1731, d. 1808), published
Sermons on Several Subjects (1783), Lectures on the

Gospel of St Matthew (1802), Tracts on Various
Subjects (1807), and Death; a Poem (1739). His
Works were published, with an account of his Life,
by Dr. Hodgson, in 1811. See, also, the Life by a
Layman of Merton College (1810).
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Porter, Anna Maria, poet and novelist (b.

1780, d. 1832), wrote Artless Tales (1793) ; Octcmia

(1798) ; The Lakes of Killarney fl804) ; A Sailor's

Friendship and » Soldier's Love (1805) ; The Sim-
garian Brothers (1807) ; Don Sebastian (1809)

;

Ballads, Homances, and other Poems (1811) ; The
Meeluse of Norway (1814) ; Walsh CoMlle (1819)

;

The Feast of St. Magdalen (1818) ; The Village of
Mariendorpt (1821) ; The Knight of St. John (1821)

;

Boche Blanche (1822) ; Tales round a Winter Hearth
(in conjunction mth her sister, Jane) ; Honor
O'Hara (1826) ; Barony (1830) ; and other works.

Porter, George Ricliardson, statistician

(b. 1792, d. 1852), published, among other works,

The Progress of the Nation (1851). See The Gentle-

man's Magazine for 1852.

Porter, Jane, noveUat (b. 1776, d. 1850),

published Thaddeus of Warsaw (1803), (q.v.)

;

The Scottish Chiefs (1810), (q.v.); The Pastor's

Fireside (1815) ; JDulce Christian of Limeherg (1824)

;

Coming Out, and the Field of Forty Footsteps (1828)

;

Tales round a Winter Hearth (in conjunction with
her sister, Anna Maria), (1826) ; Sir Fdward Sea-

ward's Diary (q.v.) ; and other works.

Portfolio, The. A literary periodical edited

by Joseph Dennie (1768—1812), and published in

America from 1800 until 1812. Among the con-
tributors were John Quincy Adams, Morris,

Tyler, Binney, Hopkinson, Biddle, Brookden
Brown, and the editor.

Portia, in The Merchant of Venice (q.v.), is

a rich heiress, whose hand and fortune hang upon
the right choosing between a gold, a silver, and a
leaden casket. She is ia love with Bassanio (q.v.),

who, luckily, chooses well. She appears at the
trial of Antonio (q.v.) as a "young doctor of

Rome," named Balthazar (q.v.).

Posset for Nature's Breakfast, A.
Lines by Margabet, Duchess of Newcastle
(q.v.), beginning :—

" Life Bcums the cream of beauty with Thne's spoon.
And draws the claret wine of blushes soon

;

Then boils It in a skillet clean of youth.
And thicks it well with crumbled bread of truth

;

Sets Ituponthe .Are of Life, which does
Bum clearer much when Health her bellows blows."

"Post (The) of honour is a private
8tation."^ADDisoN, Cato, act iv., scene 2.

Posthumus, husband of Imogen (q.v.), in

Shajcespeare's play.of Cymbelvne,is " the ostensible

hero of the piece, but its greatest charm is the

character of Imogen. Posthumus," says Hazlitt,

"is only interesting from the interest she takes in

him, and she is only interesting herself from her
tenderness and constancy to her husband."

Postman Poet, The. The name by which
Edward Capern (q.v.), of Bideford, is frequently

designated, in reference to the occupation which
he has for some time followed.

"Potations pottle deep."

—

Othello, act ii.,

scene 3.

"Potent, grave, and reverend signiors.
Most."

—

Othello, act i., scene 3.

Potestate Pape, De. A work published by
John Barclay (1582—1621) in 1611, but really
written by his father. It lays down the proposi-
tions that the Pope has no power direct or indireet

over sovereigns in temporals, and that they who
allow him any such power, whatever they may
intend, do very great prejudice to the Eoman
Catholic religion. These, as Allibone remarks,
were curious arguments for an adherent of the
Eomish Church to put forward, and they naturally
excited considerable reprobation and discussion.

They were answered by Cardinal Bellarmine, to-

whom Barclay duly replied in his /. Barclay Pcetas

(1612) ; but inhia Pyri^nensis ad Sectaries, pubKshed
in 1617, Barclay attempted some reparation for his.

father's heresies.

Potion, Mr., the apothecary in Smollett's
novel of Roderick Sandom (q.v.), is intended for

Mr. John Gordon, an eminent surgeon, to whom
the novelist was bound apprentice in the earlier

years of his life, and to whom he does greater

justice by the mouth of Matthew Bramble (q.v.)

in his Humphrey Clinker (q.v.).

Pots, Tom, occurs in the ballad of The-

Lovers' Quarrel (q.v.).

Pott, Mr. Editor of The Eatanswill Gazette

(q.v.) in Dickens's novel of the Pickwick Papers

(q.v.). See Sltjrk.

Potter, John, Archbishop of Canterbury (b.

1,674, d. 1747), published Lycophron's Alexandria:-

(1697), Antiquities of Greece (1691—9), and Dis-

course on Church Government (1707). His theo-

logical Works were published in 1753.

Potter, Robert, Prebendary of Norwich (b.

17-21, d. 1804), translated plays by .ailschylus,

Euripides, and Sophocles ; wrote metrical versions-

of the Song of Adoration and the Oracle against

Babylon in Isaiah ; and published an Inquiry into

some Passages in Johnson's Lives of the Poets (1783).

Pounce, Mr. Peter, figm-es in Fielding's

novel of The Adventures of Joseph Andrews (q.v.).

"Pound of flesh, A.."—The Merchant of
Venice, act iv., scene 1 .

Poundtext, Peter. An " indulged pastor"

with the army of the Covenanters, in Sir Walter
Scott's novel of Old Mortality (q.v.).

" Poverty, tout not my will, consents.
My."

—

Borneo and Juliet, act v., scene 1.

"Poverty to the very lips. Steeped
me in."

—

Othello, act iv., scene 2. Longfellow
(in The Goblet of Life) has the expression

—

" steeped to the lips In misery."

Powell, Baden, clergyman and philosopher

(b. 1796, d. 1860), was the author of a History of

Natural Philosophy (1842); Essays on the Spirit

of Inductive Philosophy, the Unity of Worlds, and
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the Fhilosophy of Creation (1855) ; The Order of
Nature (1859) ; The Study and Evidences of Chris-

tianity (1860) ; and other works.

Powell, Edward, Roman Catholic divine (d.

1540), wrote Fropugnaeultim Smnni Sacerdotii Soan-
geliei (1523), and Traetatus de non Dissohendo Sen-
rici regis eiim Catherina Matrimonia.

Powell, Mary. A novel hy Miss Anne
Manning (b. 1807), puhlished in 1850.

" Power, A forty-parson." See '
' Forty-

parson POWER, A."

"Power the giftie gie us, O wad
some,"

—

Burns, To a Louse—
** To see ouraelB as ithers see us !"

" Power (The) of thought, the magic
of the mind."

—

Byron, The Corsair, canto i.,

stanza 8.

Powerfull Favorite, The :
" or, the Life

of iElius Sejanus." A tract printed in Paris in
1628, and directed against the Duke of Bucking-
ham. It has heen attributed to Pierre Matthieu,
the French historian, and to Philip Massinger, the
dramatist.

Powers of the Human Mind, The
Active. See Active Powers op the Human
Mind, Essay on the.

Poynetj John, Bishop successively of Eochea-
ter and Wmchester (b. 15U, d. 1656), wrote A
Tragedie : or, Dialoge of the unjust usurped Frimaeie
of the Sishop of Rome ; A Shorte Treatise of Folitik
Fower (1556) ; A Notable Treatise Concerninge the
Myght XJse of the Lordes Supper (1550); A Defence
for Marriage of Friests (1549) ; and other works.

Poyser, Mrs. A character in Adam' Sede
(q.v.). Some of this worthy's wonderfully shrewd
and humorous observations have passed into the
language. Here are some specimens :

—" It seems
as if them as aren't wanted here are th'only
folks as aren't wanted in the other world."
"I'm not denyin' the women are foolish: God
Almighty made 'em to match the men." "It's
hard to tell which is Old Harry when every-
body's got boots on." " There's many a good bit
o' work done with a sad heart." " It's poor work
allays settin' the dead above the livin'. It 'ud be
better if folks 'ud make much on us beforehand,
istid o' beginning when we're gone." " Some
folks' tongues are like the clocks as run on
strikin', not to tell you the time of day, but
because there's summat wrong in their own in-
side."

P. P., A Parish Clerk. The feigned author
of a book of Memoirs (q.v.) by Dr. Arbuthnot.

Praotyse of Prelates, The, by William
Tyndale (1477—1536), was published iu 1530, and
discussiog " whether the Kjmges Grace may be
separated from hys Queene, because she was hys
Brothers Wyfe."

Praed, Winthrop Mackworth, politician

and poet (b. 1802, d. 1839), contributed to The
Utonian and to Knighfs Quarterly Magazine. His
verses were wholly occasional and fugitive, and
were first brought together by an American pub-
lisher in 1844. Among the best known are The
Viear, Quince, The Chaunt of the Brazen Head, Our
Sail, A Letter of Advice, and The Belle of the Ball-

room. An authorised and complete edition of his

Foems was published in England in 1864. See the
edition prepared and prefaced by Sir George Young.
" Praed," says Frederick Locker, "possesses a fancy
less wild than Moore, while his sympathies are

narrower than Thackeray's ; he has plenty'of wit,

however, and a high idiomatic, incisive, and most
finished style, and, in his peculiar vein, has never
been equalled, and, it may be safely affirmed, can
never be excelled." See Cotjrtenay, Peregrine.

Praise at Parting. A moral play by Stephen
GossoN.

" Praise by wholesale. To."—Canning,
The Anti-Jacobin (q.v.).

" Praise Grod from whom all blessings
flow."

—

Ken's Evening Symn.
" Praise indeed.' " Approbation, &c."

"Praise is only praise when well
addressed."

—

Gay, Epigrams.

" Praise it or blame it too much. We
scarcely can."

—

Goldsmith, Setaliaiion, line 30.

Praise of a Solitary Iiife- A sonnet by
the Eaii of Ancrum (1578—1654).

Praise of Aige. See Aige, Praise op.

Praise of His Lady, A. A poem, attri-

buted to George, Viscount Eochefort (d. 1536),
in TotteVs Miscellany (q.v.).

Praise ofthe Fair Brydges, afterwards
Lady Sands, " on her having a scEir in her
forehead." A poem by George Gascoigne, in
Alexandrine metre, printed in A Sundreth Stin-
drie Flowres in 1572. The lady here celebrated
was Catherine, daughter of Edmond, second Lord
Chandos, wife of William, Lord Sands.

Praise of Women, A. See Women, A
Praise of.

"Praise undeserved is satire in dis-
guise."

—

Broadhurst, The British Beauties, in
The Garlarid (1723). The line is misquoted by
Pope in his Jmitation of Horace (epistle i., book
ii.), as

" Praise imdeaerved Is scandal In disgutse."

"Praises (Our) are our wages."—TAe
Winter's Tale, act i., scene 2.

"Praising what is lost makes the
remembrance dear."—^Z^'s Well that Ends Well,
act v., scene 3.

Pratt, Samuel Jackson. See Melmoth,
Courtney.
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" Prayer all his business, all his plea-
sure praise."

—

Pahnell, The Hermit, line 6.

"Prayer and praise." See "Oppicesop
Prayek and Pbaise. '

"Prayer ardent opens heaven."

—

YotiNG, Night Thoughts, night viii., line 271.

"Prayer is the soul's sincere desire."
First line of Prayer, a lyric ty Jambs Montgomery
(1771—1854).

Prayer-Book. See Common Prayer, Book op.

" Prayeth well, who loveth well. He,"
—See part viii. of The Ancient Mariner (q.v.)

—

" Both man and iJlrd and Tjeaet."

" He prayeth best who loveth hest
AU things, both great and small

;

For the dear God who loveth us,
Hath made and loveth all."

" Preached (I) as never sure to preach
again."— Baxter, Love Breathing Thanks and
Fraise. See " Dying man to dying men."

" Preached to death by wild curates."
An expression of Sydney Smith's. See his Zife

hy his daughter.

Preaching Sermon reproving un-
preaching Prelates : " heing a faithful collec-

tion of observahle Passages in Several Sermons
preached hy Hugh Latimer," Bishop of Woe-
oestee (ahout 1491—1555) ;

printed in 1661.

"Preaching simple Christ to simple
men."

—

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

Preceptor, The, published by Robert Dods-
ley in 1748, consisted of a number of treatises on
various branches of knowledge, and was long a
popiilar and useful work.

Preciosa. A gipay girl, the heroine of The
Spanish Student (q.v.) ; in love with Victorian.

" Her step was royal,—queen-like,—and her face
As beautiful as a saint's in Paradise."

"Precious stone, set in a silver sea.
This." A description of England contained in

scene i., act ii., of King Richard II.

"Thishappy breed of men, this little world, . . .

This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England."

Predestinatione, De.
Johannes Scotus (d. 877).

A treatise by

Prelatical Episcopacy, Of, " and whether
it may be deduced from the Apostolical Times, by
virtue of those Testimonies which are alleged to

that purpose in some late Treatises, one whereof goes
under the Name of James Lord Bishop of Armagh."
This was a reply, by John Milton (1608—1674),
published in 1641, to the confutation of Smec-
tymnuus (q.v.) attempted by the learned Bishop
Usher; the work of Smectymnuua having been
itself a reply to the Sumile Bemonstramce of Bishop
Hall, of Norwich, in defence of Episcopacy. Milton
returned to the charge in 1642 with his Reason of
Church Government urged against Frelacy, whidi

contains a remarkable premonition and prophecy
of Paradise Lost.

Prelude, The :
" or, the Growth of a Poet's

Mind." " Aji autobiographical poem," in blank
verse, by William Wordsworth ; begun in the
early part of 1799, and finished in the summer of

1805. It was intended as an introduction to "a
philosophical poem, containing views of Man,
Nature, and Society, and to be entitled The Recluse,

as having for its principal subject the sensations
and opinions of a poet living in retirement." This
poem was to have consisted of three parts, of which
the second only. The Excursion (q.v.), was com-
pleted and published. The Prelttde consists of

fourteen books :•—Book i, Childhood and School-

Time ; book ii.. School Time, continued; book iii.,

Residence at Cambridge; book iv., Summer Vaca-
tion; 'bodk.'v., Books ; book vi., Cambridge and the

Alps; bookvii.. Residence in London; book viii.,

Retrospect—Love of Nature leading to Love of Man ;
book ix.. Residence in France ; bookx.. Residence in

France, continued; book xi., France, concluded;
book xii.. Imagination and Taste, how Impaired and
Restored; book xiii., the same subject continued
and concluded; and book xiv., conclusion. See
Coleridge's Sybilline Leaves (1817).

Prendergast, Paul. A nom de plume adopted
by Douglas Jerrold (q.v.) in Heads of the People.

"Prentice han' she tried on man,
Her." A line in Burns' s song, Green grow the

Rashes 0! (q.v.).

"Presbyterian true blue, 'Twas." Line
191, canto i.,part i., of Butler's Hudibras (q.v.).

Presbyteries, The Due Bight of. A
treatise by Samuel Eutherford (1600—1661),
published in 1644, " wherein the way of the Church
of Christ in New England, and the arguments of

Mr. Robinson, are examined." , It called forth a
reply from Mather, and suggested to Milton the
subject of one of his smaller poems.

Prescott, 'William. Hickling, historian

(b. 1796, d. 1859), wrote The History of the Reign

of Ferdinand and Isabella the Catholic (1837), The
History of the Conquest of Mexico (1843), The
History of the Conquest of Peru (1847), and The
History of the Reign of Philip II. of Spain (1855
and 1858). His Biographical and Critical Essays

appeared in 1843. See the Memoir by Sir William
Sturling-Maxwell in The Encycloptsdia Britannica;

also the Life by Ticknor.

Presence. A comedy by Margaret, Duchess
of Newcastle (1624—1673).

" Present fears are less than horrible
imaginings."

—

Macbeth, act i., scene 3.

Presentiments. A lyric by William
Wordsworth, written in 1830.

Preservative agaynst Deth, A, by Sir

Thomas Elyot (d. 1546), was published in 1545.

It is a short moral discourse, with quotations from
Scripture and the Fathers.
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" Preserve thy sighs, unthrifty girl."
First line of a lyric by Sir William Davenant.

"Press not a falling man too far."—
King Henry VIII., act iii., scene 2.

Press, The. See Newspapers.

Presto. Aname under which Swift frequently
refers to himself in the course of his correspondence.
It was hestowed upon him by the Duchess of
Shrewshury, who, heing a foreigner, could not
pronounce " Swift " properly, and thus translated

it.

Preston, John, D.D., Puritan writer (b.

1587, d. 1628) ; was the author of The New Cove-

nant, and other works.

Preston, Thomas (b. 1537, d. 1598). See

Cambyses.

" Pretty (A) kind of—sort of—kind of
thing,"

—

Leigh Hunt, A Thought or Two—
"Not much a verse, and poem none at all."

" Pretty firstling of the year !"—B. W.
Procter, To the Snowdrop.

Pretty Woman, A. A lyric by Eobert
Browning (b. 1812).

" That fawn-skln-dappled hair of hers.
And the blue eye
Dear and dewy,

And that Infantine fresh air of hers I

"

Prettyman, Prince, ia the Duke of Buck-
ingham's farce of The Rehearsal (q.v.), is in love
with Cloris, and figures alternately as a prince
and as a fisherman's son. He is said to be intended
as a parody on Leonidas (q.v.) in Drydeu's play of
Marriage a la Mode (q.v.).

Price, Richard, D.D., Dissenting minister
(b. 1723, d. 1791), wrote a Review of the Principal
Qmstions and Difficulties in Morals (1758) ; three
dissertations on Rrayer, Miraculous ' Evidences of
Christianity, and On the Reasons for expecting that
virtuous men shall ineet after death in a state of
happiness (1767) ; and A Free Discussion of the Doc
trines of Materialism (1778). See the Life by
Morgan (1815) ; also Taiae's English Literature.

Price, Sir Sdim, historian (d. 1553), wrote, in
answer to Polydore Virgil, a Sistorice Britannia
Defensio (1573), and a Description of Wales, from
the Latin (1663).

Price, Sip Uvedale (b. 1747, d. 1829), pub-
lished Essays on the Picturesque (1810 and 1842), an
Essay on the modern Pronunciation of tlie Greek and
Latin Languages (1827), and some other works.

Prichard, James Cowles, M.D., ethno-
logist (b. 1786, d. 1848), wrote Researches into the

Physical History of Mankind (1813 and 1849),
The Eastern Origin of the Celtic Languages (1831),
and other works enumerated in a notice of the
writer in The Gentleman's Magazine for February,
1849.

Pricke of Conscience, The. A poem, in
seven parts, treating of Man's Nature, of the

"World, of Death, of Purgatory, of the Day of

Judgment, and the Torments of HeU. Warton
supposes it to be a translation by contemporary

poets from a prose work by Kichakd Rolle (q.v.)

,

called Stimulus Conscientiee ; but Yates and Walter
consider it was written in verse by Eolle him-
self, and have reprinted it, the former in the

nineteenth volume of Arehceologia, the latter in a

separate publication. Its date is about 1340.

"Pricking of my thumbs. By the,"—
Macbeth, act iv., scene 1

—

•' Something wicked this way comes."

"Pricking on the plaine, A gentle
Knight was."

—

Spenser, The Faerie Queene, book
i., canto i., Hne 1.

Pride and Prejudice. A novel of domestic

Ufe, by Jane Austen, published in 1812.

Pride and Vices of Women Ifow-a-
days. The. A rhyming satire by Charles
Bansley, said to have been written about 1540,

and beginning

—

" Bo-peep, what hare we spied? "

" Pride in their port, defiance in their
eye"—Line 327 of Goldsmith's poem of The
Traveller (q.v. ),^

" I see the lords of humankind pass by."

"Pride, of all others the most dan-
gerous fault."

—

Roscommon, On Translated Verse.

Pride shall have a Pall. A comedy by the

Rev. George Croly (1780—1860).

" Pride still is aiming at the blessed
abodes."

—

Pope, Essay on Man, epistle i., line 123.

" Pride that apes humility. The." See
Coleridge's poem of The Devil's Walk

:

—
"And the Devil did grin, for his favourite sin

Is pride that apes humility."

"Pride that licks the dust."—Pope,
Epistle to Dr. Arbutlmot, line 333.

"Pride, the first peer and president
of HeU." — Defoe, The True-born Englishman,
part i.

"Pride, the never-failing vice of
fools."

—

Pope, Essay on Criticism, part ii., line 4.

Prideaux, Humphrey, Dean of Norwich
(b. 1648, d. 1724), wrote Jlfarmora Oxoniensa (1676),
Directions to Churchwardens [1101), Life of Mahomet
(1707), The Original amd Right of Tithes (1710), The
Connection of the OldandNew Testament (niS—17),
and On the Validity of Orders in the Church of Eng-
land. His Life was published in 1748.

Pridwin. King Arthur's famous shield, on
which the image of the Virgin Mary was painted.
Thus Drayton :

—

" flls great shield, and what the proof could bear."

Priest Dissected, The. A satire in verse

by Christopher Anstey (1724—1805), published
in 1774, but afterwards suppressed.
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Priestley, Joseph, LL.D., Unitarian

minister and cliemiat (b. 1733, d. 1804), waa
the author of The Scripture Doctrine of Semission,

lectures on the Theory of Language and Universal

Grammar {1162) ; Chart of Biography (1765); The

Sistory and Present State of Electric Science, with

Original Observations (1767); Mudiments of English

Grammar (1769) ; Theological Mepository (1769

—

88) ; The Mistory and Present State of Discoveries

relating to Vision, Zight, and Colours (1772) ; Insti-

tutes of Natural and Revealed Religion (1772)

;

Experiments and Observations on Different Kinds of

Air (1774) ; The Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity

(1777) ; Lectures on Oratory and Criticism (1777)

;

Disquisitions relating to Matter and Spirit (1777) ;

A Sarmony of the Evangelists, in Greek (1777)

;

Observations on Education (1778); tetters to a

Philosophical Unbeliever (1781—87) ; An Sistory

of Corruptions of Christianity (1782) ; A History

of Early Opinions concerning Jesus Christ (1786)

;

Lectures on Sistory and General Policy (1788)

;

A General Sistory of the Christian Church to the

Fall of the Western Empire (1790) ; Discourses

on the Evidences of Revealed Religion (1794) ; An
Answer to Mr. Paints Age of Reason (1795) ; A
C&mparison of the_ Institutes of Moses with those of
the Sindoos and other ancient Nations (1799) ; A
General Sistory of the Christian Churchfrom the Fall

of the Western Empire to the Present Time (1802);

Notes on all the Books of Scripture (1803); The
Doctrines of Seatlien Philosophy compared with those

of Revelation (1804); and other Works mchxAsAio.

the 26-Tolunie edition published, with a Life, by
J. TowiU Eutt, in 1824. See also the Life by John
Corry (1805), which includes Critical Observations

on his Works, and the Memoirs of Dr. Joseph

Priestley, to the year 1795, written by himself, with

a continuation to the Time of his Decease, by his son

Joseph Priestley, and Observations on his Writings,

by Thomas Cooper and William Christie (1806—7).

See CoKHupTioNS of Chkistianity ; Matteb. akd
Spirit ; Remission, &c.

Prig. A knavish beggar in The Beggar's Bush
(q.Y.)-

Prig, Betsy. A monthly nurse, and friend of

Mrs. Gamp (q..v.), in Martin Ohuzzlewit (q.v.).

Prim, Obadiah. A Quaker, in Mrs. Cent-
litre's comedy of A Bold Strokefor a Wife (q.T.).

Prima Donna, Lord. A character in Vivian

Grey (q.v.).

"Primrose by the river's brim, A,"
—See stanza 12 of part i. of Wordsworth's poem
of Peter Bell (q.v.)—

"A yellow primrose was to hlra.

And it was notMng more."

Primrose Family, The, in Goldsmith's

novel of The Viem- of Wakefield (q.v.), consists of

Dr. Primrose, the vicar ; Mrs. Deborah Primrose,

his wife ; his sons, George and Moses ; and his

daughters, Olivia and Sophia.

32

" Primrose, first-born child of Ver."—Th^ Two Noble Kinsmen, act i., scene 1.

Primrose, Gilbert, Scottish divine (d.

1642), was the author of Jacob's Vow, and other
works.

"Primrose path of dalliance, The."—
Samlet, act i., scene 3.

Primrose, The: "being at Montgomery
Castle, upon the bill on which it is situate." A
lyric by Joim Donne (q.v.).

Primrose, The. A lyric, attributed both
to Thomas Oarew (1589—1639) and to Robert
Herriok (1591—1674). See "Ask me why."

Primrose, The. A sonnet by John Clabe
(q.v.) :—

" How Bweet thy modest imaflected pride
Glows on a sunny bank and wood's warm side I

"

"Prince (A) can make a belted
knight,"

—

Burns, Is therefor Sonest Poverty—
" But an honest man's above Ms might."

Prince d'AmoTir, Le. A poetical miscel-

lany, published in 1660.

Prince, John, vicar of Berry-Pomeroy (b.

1643, d. 1723), vrrote Self-Murder asserted to be a

very Seinous Crime (1709) and The Worthies of
Devon (1710).

"Prince of Darkness (The) is a gen-
tleman."

—

Kimg Lear, act iii., scene 4.

Prince of Poets. See Poets, Pbince op.

" Princedoms, virtues, po'wers."—Para-
dise Lost, bk. v., line 601.

Princely Pleasures at the Courte at
Kenilworth, The, by Geobge Gascoignb
(1530—1577), was -written in 1676, and republished,

with 3, Masque, in 1821.

Prince's Cabala, The. See Crumms pal'n

prom King James's Table.

Princes, The Palls of. See Falls of
Princes, The.

Princess, The: "a Medley." A poem by
Alpred Tennyson, published in December, 1847.

" This, however, is merely the rude sketch of The
Princess we now read. The poem has been entirely

re-written since it first appeared ; and the songs, as

well as the account of the Priace's weird seizures,

are an afterthought." It is, says Stedman, " as he
entitles it, a medley, constructed of ancient and
modern materials—a show of mediaeval pomp and
movement, observed through an atmosphere of

latter-day thought and emotion. The poet, in his

prelude, anticipates every stricture, and to me the

anachronisms and impossibihties of the story seem

jjot only lawful, but attractive. 'Tennyson's

special gift of reducing incongruous details to a

common structure and tone is fuHy illustrated in a

poem made

—
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" • To suit with time and place,
A Gothic ruin and a Grecian house,
A talli of college and of ladles' rights,
A feudal knight in silken masauerade.*

Other works of our poet are greater, but ftone is

so faaoinating. Some of the author's most deli-

cately musical lines are herein contaiued. The
tournament scene is the most vehement and rapid
passage in the whole range of Tennyson's poetry.

The songs reach the high water-mark of lyrical

compositions. The five melodies— ' As thro' the
land,' ' Sweet and low,' ' The splendour falls,'

' Home they brought,' and ' Ask me no more,'

—

constitute the finest group of songs produced in

our century, and the third seems to many the most
perfect English lyric since the time of Shake-
speare." The name of the Princess is Ida.

Prineipia Philosophise Waturalis
Mathematica. A Latin work by Sir Isaac
Newton (1642—1727), the first book of which was
presented to the Eoyal Society in 1686, and the
second £ind third in 1687 ; the whole work being
published in the latter year.

Principle of Population, An Essay on
the, "as it affects the Future Improvement of

Society," by Thomas Robert Malthus (1766

—

1834) ;
published in 1803. It excited great attention

at the timp, and ultimately became the centre of a
controversy in which such men as Hazhtt and God-
win took part. The theory of the book is, that the
means of subsistence cannot be made to increase
otherwise than in an arithmetical ratio, whereas
population has a tendency to increase in a geo-
metrical ratio. Hence the distress of the labouring
classes, which requires to be alleviated by the
Poor-Law system, seems an instrument of Provi-
dence for checking the growth of population, which
might be stopped, thought Malthus, if the lower
classes would abstain from maqriage altogether, or
at least discourage matrimonial unions at an early
age. See Malthus, Thomas Robert.

Pringle, Thomas, Scottish poet and miscel-
laneous writer (b. 1788, d. 1834). The Poetical Works
of Pringle were published in 1839, with a Life by
Leitch Ritchie. They include African Sketches,

Scenes of Teviotdale, Ephomerides, and other poems.
See Grant Wilson's Poets and Poetry of Scotland.

"Pringle's poetry," says a brother poet, " has great
merit. It is distingui^ed by elegance rather than
strength, but he has many forcible passages. The
versification is sweet, the style simple and free

from all superfluous epithets, and the descriptions
are the result of his own observations. His African
Sketches, which consist of poetical exhibitions' of
the scenery, the characteristic habits of animals,
and the modes of native life in South Africa, are
alone sufficient to entitle biTn to no mean rank as a
poet."

_
Prior, Matthew, poet (b. 1664, d. 1721), pub-

lished (with Halifax) (q.v.) The City and Country
Mouse (1687) ; Carmen Seculare (1700), (q.v.) ; and
other works, a collected edition of which appeared
in 1718. Other editions followed in 1740 and

1779, and his Poems, besides figuring in the various

collections, have since been edited, with bio-

graphical and critical introductions, by Dr. Johnson

(1822), John Mitford (1835), and George GilfiHan

(1857). The Memoirs of Prior and a Su/pplement

to his poems appeared in 1722. " Matthew
Prior," says Taine, " had been an ambassador

to the French court, and writes pretty French
impromptus; he turns with facility little jest-

ing poems on a dinner, a lady ; he is a gallant, a

man of society, a pleasant story-teller, epicurean,

even sceptical like the courtiers of Charles II.,

that is to say, as far as and including political

roguery ; ia short, he is an accomplished man of

the world, as times went, with a correct and
fiowing style, having at command a light and a
noble verse, and pulling, according to the rules of

Bossu and Boileau, the string of mythological

puppets. Of his principal poems, one on Solomon
paraphrases and treats of the remark of Eccle-

siastes, 'AH is vanity.' Under the rhetorical

and uniform composition of his verses, we perceive

warmth and passion, rich painting, a sort of mag-
nificence, and the profusion of an overcharged
imagination. Prior's other poem, very bold and
philosophical against conventional truths and
pedantries, is a droU discourse on the seat of the
soul, from which Voltaire has taken many ideas

and much foulness. The whole armoury of the
sceptic and materialist was built and furnished in
England, when the French took to it. This poem
is also wholly written in a prosaic style, with a
harsh common-sense -and a medical frankness, not
to be terrified by the foulest abominations." See
Thackeray's English Humourists. See also Alma;
Carvel, Hans ; City Mouse anh Country Mouse

;

Happy Old Couple, The; Henry and Emma;
Namur, Ode on the Taking of; Solomon on
the Vanity op the "World.

Prioress, The, in Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales (q.v.), tells the story of a Chiistian child
HUed by the Jews in Asia. " The child when
living had loved the Virgin, who appeared to it

when dying, and put a grain under its tongue, so
that the dead child-martyr stiU sang, ' alma
redemptoris mater.' Until the grain was removed,
the song continued." This poem was "modern-
ised" by Wordsworth.

Priscilla. The heroine of Longfellow's
poem of The Courtship of Miles Standish (q.v.) ; in
love with, and eventually married to, John Alden.

Prison Amusements. Poems by James
Montgomery (1771 —1854); written while the
author was suffering imprisonment in York Castle,
ia the years 1794 and' 1795. In 1794 he was in-
carcerated on the charge of printing a ballad on
the demolition of the BastUe, in which the autho-
rities, to the poet-editor's amazement, discovered a
seditious Kbel. In 1795 he was confined for in-
serting in his paper, The Sheffield Iris, a paragraph
which reflected on the conduct of a magistrate in
quelling a riot in that town.
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"Prison-house, The secrets of my."—Samlet, act i., scene 5.

Prisoner of ChLllon, The. See Chillon,
Prisoner of. Byron has a eomiet on the same
subject as this poem, heginning;

—

" Eternal Spirit of tlie cliainleBa Mind."

Prisoner's Prayer, The. An old English
poem (circa 1250—1300), edited hy A. C. EUis in

1868.

Priuli. A character in Otway's tragedy of

Venice Treserved (q.T.).

"Privileged beyond the common
walk."—Young, Night Thoughts, night ii., hne
633.

"Prize me no prizes." — Tennyson's
Idylls.ofthe King ("Elaine").

" Process of the suns, The."—Tennyson,
LochsUy Sail.

Procida, John of. A play hy James
Sheridan Ejjowles (1784—1862), founded on the

familiar story of the Sicilian Vespers.

" Procrastination is the thief of time."
See line 393, night i., of Young's poem, Night
Thoughts.

Procris and Cephalus. The title of what
"Warton calls " a didl poem," hy Thomas Ed-
wards

;
printed in 1595.

Procter, Adelaide Anne, joetess (b. 1825,

d. 1864), was the author of Legends and Lyrics

(1858). See the Memoir prefixed to her poems by
Charles Dickens, to whose periodical, Sousehold
Words, she contributed. "It is," says Stedman,
" like telling one's beads, or reading a prayer-

book, to turn over her pages—so beautiful, so pure,

and unselfish, a spirit of faith, hope, and charity

pervades and hallows them."

Procter, Bryan Waller, poet, father of

the preceding (b. 1790, d. 1874), wrote Dramatic
Scenes (1819), A Sicilian Story (1820), Marcian
Colonna (1820), The Flood of Thessaly, Mirandola
(a play, produced in 1821), Effigies Poetica, and
English Songs, besides Biographies of Kean and
liamb. See Miss Martineau's Biographical Sketches

and his Autobiography (1877). " His songs," says a
critic, " have, beyond those of any other modem,
an excellence of ' mode ' which renders them akin
to the melodies of Shakespeare, Marlowe, Jonson,

Heywood, Fletcher. They are at once delightful

to poets and to the singing commonalty. In
short, Procter was a ' strayed singer '—an Eliza-

bethan who had wandered into the nineteenth
century. There never was a more dramatic song-

writer. Stoddard questions ' whether aU the early

Enghsh poets ever produced so many and such
beautiful songs as Barry Cornwall,' and says that
' a selection of their best would be foimd mferior

as a whole to the 172 little songs in Procter's

volume.' There are many who would demur to

this comparative estimate
;
yet they too are charmed

by the spirit, alternately tender and blithesome, of

Procter's songs; by their unexpected grace, change-
ful as the artless and imexpected attitudes of a fair

girl; by their absolute musical quality and com-
prehensive range. The later chips from Procter's

dramatic workshop are superior to his early blank-
verse in wisdom, strength, and beauty. It is a pity,

that, after aU, they are but Dramatic Fragments,
and not passages taken from complete and heroic
plays. Bryan Waller Procter, restricted from the
production of such masterwork, at least did what
he could." See Cornwall, Barry.

Proctor, Richard Anthony (b. 1837), is

the author of a number of works (chiefly astro-

nomical) on. popular science. Among these are

Salf Sours with the Telescope, Other Worlds than
Ours, Light Science for Leisure Sours, Orbs Around
Us, The Borderland of Science, The Expanse of
Sea/oen, and Owr Flace Among the Infinities.

"Prodigal of ease."— Dryden, Absalom

"Prodigal within the compass of a
guinea."

—

^Irving, The Stout Gentleman.

Prodigies and Miracles as related by
Historians, The Causes of: "a Critical

and Philosophical Inquiry," by William War-
EURTON, Bishop of Gloucester (1698—1779), pub-
lished in 1727, and accompanied by an essay
" towards restoring a method and purity in history,

in which the characters' of the most celebrated

writers of every age, and of the several stages and
periods of history, are occasionally criticised and
explained."

"Product (The dxdl) of a seoflfer's
pen."

—

Wordsworth', The Excursion, book ii.

" Profanely, Not to speak it."—Samlet,
act iii., scene 2.

Professor, The. A novel by Charlotte
Bronte (1816— 1855), published in 1856, but
written as early as 1846. " The plot in itself,"

says Mrs. GaskeU, " is of no great interest ; but
Charlotte Bronte never excelled one or two sketches

of portraits which she has given in The Professor,

nor, in grace of womanhood, ever surpassed one
of the female characters there described."

" Profit (No) grows where is no plea-
sure ta'en."

—

Taming of the Shrew, act i., scene 1.

Profound Doctor, The. A title bestowed
by his contemporaries upon Thomas Bradwar-
DINE, Archbishop of Canterbury (d. 1349), one of

the most renowned schoolmen of his day. It was
also applied to Richard Middleton (d. 1304), an
English divine of some repute in his time. See

Solid Doctor, The.

" Progeny of learning, A." One of Mrs.

Malaprop's phrases in Sheridan's Mivals, act i.,

scene 2.

Progress of Civil Society, The. A bom-
bastic poem by Eichard Payne Knight (1750

—
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1824), publiahed in 1796, which forms the subject

of an amusing parody by Canning, Gifiord, Frere,

Hammond, and Ellis in The Anti-Jacobm (q.v.).

Progress of Poesy, The. A Pindaric ode

by Thomas Gray (q.v-), written in 1755 and pub-

lished in 1757. The poet here gives a rapid and
brilliant sketch of the career of his art from the

earliest times to that of Dryden. Milton is charac-

terised as "blasted with excess of Hght," and
Shakespeare as " Nature's darling," to whom

" The mighty mother did unveil
Her awtul face."

See Collins's Ode to Simplicity and Keats's Sleep

Progress of Eomanee, The : " through
Times, Countries, and Manners ; with Remarks on
the good and had effects of it on them respec-

tively." A series of prose dialogues between
fictitious characters, by Clara Reeve (1725

—

1803), published in 1785, and consisting of a

number of criticisms exchanged between Horten-
sius, Sophronia, and Euphrasia, who stands for the

authoress, on the novels which were in general

reading at that time. Judgments are passed,

among others, upon The Female Quixote, Feter

Wilhins, Soliman and Almena, John Bimele, and
The Fool of Quality, all of which see.

Progress of Taste, The: "or, the Eate of

Delicacy." A poem by William Shenstone
(q.v.).

_ Project for the Adyaneement of Ee-
ligion, A : " and the reformation of manners,"
" by a person of quality," i.e., Jonathan Swift
(1667—1745) ; written in 1709, and dedicated to

the Countess of Berkeley.

Prologues to plays have existed from the
very earliest days of the stage. At first they
appear to have been adopted as a means of con-
veying information about the plays to which they
were prefixed. As Colman says :

—

" Of old the Prologue told the story.
And laid the whole affair before ye."

By-and-by, from Elizabeth's time downward, they
were used more as the vehicles for apology than
anything else. Perhaps the briefest ever delivered

was that which Shakespeare represents as being
spoken before "The Murder of Gonzago" in
Hamlet

:

—
"For us and for our tragedy
Here stooping to your clemency.
We beg your hearing patiently.

Very few of his own are extant, for some reason
rmknown. The prologue-speaker of his time was
wont to appear upon the stage, after the trumpets
had thrice sounded, attired in a long cloak of black
cloth or velvet—a costume which long obtained in
the theatre. Thus Lloyd writes, 1761 :

—

"With decent sables on his back
(Your prologulsers all wear black),
The prologue comes."

Ben Jonson seems to have chiefly employed hia

prologues as an instrument for railing at the play-

goers. Dryden was a master of the art, and made
it very lucrative, charging latterly as much as £10
for a single efiort. His work in this direction ia

fuH of curious hints as to the condition of the stage

in his time. Very fertile, too, in this species of

composition were Garriok and Johnson. It was
quite the custom in the eighteenth century for

dramatic authors to show their respect for each

other by providing prologues for their works. The
first play which was produced without a prologue is-

said to have been Planche's arrangement of Row-
ley's A Woman never Vext (1824). See Dutton
Cook's Book of the Flay. See also Epilogue, The.

"Prologues (Happy) to the swelling
act of the imperial theme."— Macbeth, act i.,

scene 3.

Prometheus : " or, the Poet's Forethought."

A poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
(b. 1807), founded on the tradition

" Of that flight through heayenly portals,
The old classic superstition
Of the ttieft and the transmission

Or the Are of the Immortals !

"

A companion poem is Fpitnetheus : or, the Foet's

Afterthought.

Prometheus Bound, " translated from the

Greek of ^schylus," by Elizabeth Barrett
Browning (1839—1861), was published in 1833.

It was afterwards entirely re-cast. " This later

version of a- most sublime tragedy is more poetical

than any other of equal correctness, and has the

fire and vigour of a master-hand. No one has suc-

ceeded better than its author in capturing with
rhymed measures the wilful rushing melody of the
tragic chorus."

PrometheusUnbound : " a Lyrical Drama,
in four acts," by Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792

—1822); puhhshed in 1819. "The Frmnetlieus

Unbound, grand as it is," says Stedman, "is classical

only in some of its personages and in the mythical
germ of its conception—a sublime poem, full of

absorbing beauty, but. antique neither in spirit nor
in form."

Promos and Cassandra. A tragedy by
George Whetstone (q.v.), published in 1578. It

was founded on one of Giraldo Cinthio's novels,

and is supposed to have suggested hints to Shake-
speare for his Measure for Measure (q.v.). It is re-

printed in Dodsley's collection, in The Shakespeare
Library, and in HaUiweU-Plullipps's edition of

Promptorium Parvulorum. See Geof-
frey THE Grammarian.

Pronesia. A handmaid, noted for her wisdom,
in Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.

Proofs of a Conspiracy against all the
Religions and Governments of Europe,
by John Robison (1739—1805), published in 1797,
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was directed against a society called " The Illu-

minati," the object of which, according to the
writer, "was the subversion of religion and govern-
ment throughout the "world.

"Proper study of mankind is man,
The."

—

Pope, Jlssay on Man, line 2, epistle ii.

Prophecy of Dante, The. See Dante,
The Puophecy of.

Prophecy, The. A political satire in verse,

by Thomas Chattekton (1752—1770); "remark-
able for freedom and maturity of style."

" Prophetic soul, mine uncle, O my."—Hamlet, act i., scene 5.

" Prophets of the beautiful, God's."—
Mrs. Browning's description of the poets.

" Prose (Measured), which they call
verse.' '

—

Chuechill, Independence.

"Prose run mad, It is not poetry,
but." See " Poetky (Not)," &c.

Prose, The Father of. See Father of
English Prose, The.

Proserpine, Hymn to, by Algernon
Charles Swinburne (q.v.), contains the passage,
beginning

—

" Thou has conquered, O pale Galilean."

Prosopopoia: " or. Mother Hubbard's Tale."
A poem by Edmund Spenser, printed in 1591, but
composed " in the raw conceit of the poet's youth."

Prospero, Duke of MHnnin. The Tempest (q.v.),

has been dispossessed of his sovereignty by Ms
brother Antonio and the King of Naples, and cast
by shipwreck on a desert island with his daughter
Miranda. "With his magical powers, his super-
human wisdom, his moral worth and grandeur,
and his kingly dignity, he is," says Mrs. Jameson,
" one of the most sublime visions that ever swept,
with ample robes, pale brow, and sceptred hand,
before the eye of fancy. He is as distinct a being
from the necromancers and astrologers celebrated
in Shakespeare's age as can well be imagined."
" I should describe Prospero," says Dowden, " as
the man of genius, the great artist, lacking at first

in practical gifts which lead to material success,
and set adrift on the perilous sea of Hfe, in which
he finds his enchanted island, where he may
achieve his works of wonder. He bears with him
Art in its infancy—the marvellous child, Miranda
[q.v.]. The grosser passions and appetites—CaUban
[q.v.J—he subdues to his service. Prospero's depar-
ture from the island is the abandoning by Shakspere
of the theatre, the scene of his marvellous works."

Prospero, in Dibdin's " bibliographical ro-
mance," called Bibliomania (q.v.), is intended for
ruANOis Douce, the antiquary (q.v.).

ProtesUaus, Son of Ipomedon. A ro-
mance, in Anglo-Norman, by Hush of Eutland
(circa 1190), containing 11,000 lines. &«Ipomtdon.

"Protest too much, methinks, The
lady doth."

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 2.

Protestation, The : " a Sonnet," by Thomas
Carew (1589—1639).

Proteus. One of The Two Gentlemen of
Verona (q.v.). The other is named Valentiae.

"Proteus rising from the sea."—
Wordsworth, Miscellaneous Sonnets.

Prothalamion : "or, a Spousal Verse," by
Edmund Spenser; written in honour of the double
marriage of the Ladies Elizabeth and Catherine
Somerset, daughters of the Earl of Worcester.
"Although beautiful," says Palgrave, "it is in-
ferior to the Mpithalamion [q.v.] on Spenser's own
marriage."

Protogenes andApelles. A tale in verse
by Matthew Prior.

"Proud Maisie is in the wood." The
first Hue of a lyric by Sir Walter Scott.

" Proud me no prouds."—Rom^o and
Juliet, act iii., scene 6.

" Prouder than rustling in impaid-for
silk."

—

Oymbeline, act iii., scene 3.

Proudfute, Oliver. A bonnet-maker in Sir
Waiter Scott's Fair Maid of Berth (q.v.).

Prout, Father. The pseudonym adopted by
Francis Mahony (b. 1805, d. 1866), the journalist,
whose Eeliques, consisting of his contributions to
Fraser's Magazine, were published in 1836. The
Final Beliques, collected and edited by Blanchaid
Jerrold, appeared in 1875.

Proverbial Philosophy, "a Book of
Thoughts and Arguments, originally treated," was
written by Martin Farouhar Tupper (b. 1810).
The first series was published ia 1838, the second
in 1842, and the third ia 1867.

Proverbs. Attributed to King Alpeed, and
preserved in two manuscripts of the thirteenth
century. They consist of moral instructions in
verses supposed to be addressed by >iim to his
people and to his son.

iProverbs of Hendyng, The. A collec-
tion of proverbial sayings, each introduced by a
rhyming stanza, which appears to have had its

origin in the South of England towards the end of
the fourteenth century. " In earlier times, " says
Professor Morley, "English proverbs had been
fathered on King Alfred. Their new father is

called in an opening stanza ' Maroolve's son,' but
Hendyng seems to have been only a name given
to an imaginary proverb-maker. He may have
had Marcolph given to him for a father because, in
an old popular poem of the Middle Ages, Salomo
and Marcolph, Marcolph represents the homely
wisdom of the people in communion with the
wisdom of the wise. As for the name Hendyng
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itself, I telieve that it suggests only tlie wisdom
of age and experience, and is one of the vernacular
words drawn, from the Celtic part of our population,
for Henddyn means in Welsh an aged person."
The following is one of the stanzas in the coUeo-
tion, as modernised by Professor Morley. See
Gassell's Library of English Literature [Shorter

English Toems)

:

—
" wise man's words are well kept tn

;

1^'or he will no song toegln
Ere he have tuned his pipe.

The fool's a lool, and that Is seen

;

For he will speak words while they're green
Sooner than they are ripe.

* The fool's bolt is soon shot,'
Quoth Headyng,"

Here is the original ;

—

" wis mon holt Is wordes ynne

;

For he nul no gle begynne
Ere he have tempred his pype.

Sot is sot, ant that is sene

;

For he wol speke wordes grene
Er then hue huen rype.

' Sottes bolt is Bono shote,'
Quoth Hendyng."

" Providence, foreknowledge, will,
and fate,"—line 559, book ii., of Milton's poem
of Faradise Lost (q.v.)

—

" Fixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute."

Provoked Husband, The. A comedy on
which Sir John Vanbrugh (q.v.) was engaged at
the time of his death, and which was finished by
CoLLEY Gibber (q.v.). See Pleasure, Lady of.

Provoked Wife, The. A comedy by Sir
John Vanbrugh (q.v.), produced in 1697. HazHtt

' says that " the ironical conversations in this play
between Belbada and Lady Brute wiU do to com-
pare with Congreve in the way of wit and studied
raillery, but they will not stand the comparison.
Araminta and Clarissa keep up the ball among
them with more spirit." See Brute, Sir John

;

Provoked Husbaud, The.

Provost, The. A novel of Scottish life and
character by John Galt (1779—1839), published
in 1822.

"Prudes (With) for proctors,
dowagers for deans,"

—

Tennyson, The Princess—
'* And sweet girl-graduates with their golden hair."

Prusio. King of Alvarecchia, in Ariosto's
Orlando Ewioso.

Pry, Paul. A comedy by John Poole
(q.v.), and the name of its hero, who is described
as " one of those idle, meddling fellows, who,
having no employment themselves, are perpetually
interfering in other people's affairs."

Prynces, The Falls of. See Falls op
Princes, The.

Prynne, Hester. The heroine of Haw-
thorne's romance of The Scarlet Letter (q.v.).

Prynne, William, lawyer and antiquarian
(b. 1600, d. 1669), pubhshed Sistrio-Maatix : the

Flayer's Scourge, or Actor's Tragcdie (q.v.), (1633);
Newesfrom Ipswich (q.v.), (1637) ; The Antipathic
of the English Lordly Legacie both to regall

Monarchy and Civill TTnity (1641) ; A Fleasant

Purge for a Roman Catholic to evacuate his Evill

Sumowrs (1642) ; Pride's Purge (1648) ; Records of
the Tower ; Parliamentary Writs ; and many other

works, enumerated by Wood in his Athence Oxoni-

enses, and by Lowndes in his Bibliographer'

&

Manual. A large collection of tracts, and the like,

against " voluminous and rancorous Prynne," will

be found in the British Museum, the Bodleian

Library, Oriel College, Oxford, and Lincoln's Inn
Library, London. Another, said to be the most
extensive in existence, was purchased by Mr. Lamb-
ton, afterwards Earl of Durham, in 1823.

Psalm of Life, A : " What the heart of the
young man said to the Psahnist." A lyric by
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

Psalmanazar, George. The assumed name
of a writer (1679—1763), who in 1704 printed a
description of Formosa, an Island subject to the

Emperor of Japan (q.v.), which subsequent inquiries

proved to be a fabrication. Its full title ran as

follows :

—

An Historical and Geographical Descrip-

tion of Formosa, an Island subject to the Emperor of
Japan. Giving an account of the Religion, Customs,

Manners, ^c, of the Inhabitants, together with a
relation of what happerCd to the Author in his

Travels; particularly his Conferences with Jesuits,

and others, in several parts of Europe. Also the

History and Reasons of his Conversion to Christianity,

with his objections against it in defence of Paganism,
and their Answers. To which is prefixed a Preface
in vindication of himself from the reflections of a
Jesuit lately come from China, with an account of
what passed between them. By George Psalma-
nazar, a native of the said Island, now in London.
Illustrated with several cuts. Lond. : Printed for
Dav. Brown, at the Black Swan, without Temple
Bar, ^e. As a matter of fact, the man callirig

himself George Psalmanazar had never been out
of Europe, and the work in question was a pure
invention from beginning to end. It was, indeed,
at first received as genuine ; its author was sent to
Oxford, and maintained there by the Bishop of
Oxford ; and his Description was republished in
many French editions. By-and-by, however, he
repented of the imposture ; and, " those persons
now being dead . . . who for private ends took
advantage of his youthful vanity," he took occa-
sion " to assure the world that the greatest part
of that account was fabulous . . . and he
designs to leave behind him a faithful account of
that unhappy step . . . to be published after
his death, when there will be less reason to
suspect him of having disguised or palliated tho
truth." This was written in 1747. In 1763
Psalmanazar died, and in 1765 appeared his
Memoirs, in which the whole story was retold at
length.

Psalms, A Metrical Version of the, by
" Sternhold, Hopkins, and others," was completed
in 1662. Of these, Thomas Sternhold, Groom
of the Eobes to Henry VIII., translated fifty-
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one Psalms, and died in 1549. John Hopkins, his

coadjutor, wrote fourteen.

Psalms of David,The : "turned into metre,"

by Henry Kino, Bisliop of Chiohestek (1591

—

1669), and published in 1651.

Fsalms of David, A New Version of:
"fitted to the Tunes used in Churches." This
version, by Sir Richard Blackmore, M.D. (1650—1729), published in 1721, was recommended by
the archbishops and bishops, and obtained a licence

for its admission into public worship.

Fsalms ofDavid, The: "translatedby King
James," and printed at Oxford in 1631. William
AiEXANDER, Earl of Stirling (1580—1640), is be-

lieved to have been the principal, if not the sole,

author of this translation.

Fsalms of David, The, were translated into

English verse by Nahum Tate (1652—1715), and
Nicholas Brady (1659—1726), whose version sup-
planted that of Stemhold and Hopkins, and stUl

holds its place at the end of the Prayer Book of

the Church of England. The first twenty Psalms
were published in 1695 ; a complete translation
appeared in 1698 ; and in 1700 a supplement of

Church hymns was added.

^
Fsalms of Dundee. See Godlie and

Spirituall Songs.

Fsalms, The. Besides the versions of the
Psalms noted separately above were those of

William of Shoreham (1327), Eiohaed Eolle
(1336), Matthew Parker (1560), Davison (temp.
Elizabeth), Johnston (1637), Sandys (1636), and
Ecus (1641).

Fsalms, The, as they appear in The Book of
Common Prayer (q.v.), are identical with the ver-

sion included in Crammer's Bible in 1540.

Fseudo-Martyr, The. A treatise, by Dr.
John Donne, in refutation of the doctrines of Papal
Supremacy, written in 1610, at King James's
request.

Fseudoxia Epidemiea: "or. Enquiries
into very many received Tenets and commonly
presumed Truths, or Enquiries into vulgar and
common Errors." A prose work, by Sir Thomas
Browne (1605—1682), pubUshed in 1646.

Fsyche. A poem, in six cantos, written in the
Spenserian stanza, by Mrs. Mary Tighe (1773

—

1810). It is founded on the well-known episode,

related by Apuleius, and made the subject of a
poem by William Morris (q.v.), of the loves of

Cupid and Psyche, an allegory of the union be-

tween Love and the Soul. It was printed pri-

vately in 1805, and publicly circulated in 1811.

Psyche, Ode to, was written by John Keats.

Psyche: "or. Love's Mystery." A poem in

twenty-four cantos, by Joseph Beaumont (q.v.),

written in 1647—8. Of this work, concerning which
Pope is reported to have said " that there are in it

a great many flowers well worth gathering, and a
man who has the art of stealing wisely, will find his

account in it," a notice will be found in The Uetro-

'), vol. xi.

Psychozoia :
" or, the first part of the Song

of the Soul, containing a Christiano-Platonical

display of life." A poem by Henry More (1614

—

1687), published in 1642, with another poem of

considerable length, entitled Fsehyathcmasia : or,

the Second Bart of the Song of the Soul, treating of
the Immortality of Souls, especially Man's Soul.

To these, four other poems on kindred subjects,

together with several minor poems, were added,
and the complete collection of Philosophieal Poems
appeared in 1647. " They are now," says Prin-
cipal Tulloch, "hardly known, and are not found
in any collection. In some respects, they foim
the most singular attempt in literature, to turn
metaphysics into poetry. Apart from the ' notes

'

and 'interpretation,' which he has himself happily
furnished, they are barely intelligible. Even
with such assistance, they are a most intricate

and perplexing study. Yet there are here and
there not a few genuine gleams both of poetic and
spiritual insight; and the mental picture which
the poems present is altogether so curious as to
reward the patience of a congenial student." The
titles of the four poems referred to are very curious
in themselves. They are: 1. Bemocritus Platonis-

sceus : or, an Essay upon the Infinity of Worlds out

.of Platonic principles. 2. Anti-psychopannychiador,
the Third Booh of the Song of the Soul : containing

a Confutation of the Sleep of the Soul after Beath.
3. The Pne-JSxistency of the Soul, an Appendix to

the Third Part of the Song of the Soul. 4. Anti-
monopsychia : or, the Fourth Part of the Song of the

Soul; containing a Confutation of the Unity of Souls.

Public Advertiser, The. The journal,
published by Woodfall (q.v.) , to which Junius (q.v.)

contributed his famous letters. '

Public Employment and an Active
Life: "preferred to Solitude, and aU its Ap-
pendages." An essay written by John Evelyn
(1620—1706), in reply to Sir George Beaumont's
Moral Bssay preferrimg Solitude to Public Employ-
ment. The latter was published in 1665, the
former in 1667.

Public Intelligencer, The, started in
August, 1663, by L'Estrange (q.v.), was continued
tiU November, 1665.

Public Ledger, The. A daily newspaper,
price twopence-halfpenny, started in 1769—60 by
Newbery, the publisher, and famous as containing

the papers wluoh Oliver Goldsmith afterwards

repubhshed under the title of The Citizen of the

World (q.v.).

"Public, My pensive." See "Pensive
public."

Public Spirit, An Essay upon. "A satire

in prose," by John Dennis (1657—1734), "on the
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luxuries of the times, the chief sources of our pre-
sent parties and divisions."

Public Wooing. A comedy hy Mahoaret,
Duchess of Newcastle (1624—1673).

Publius. The imm de plume under which
General Alexander Hamilton (1757—1804), an
American soldier and statesman, contributed several
essays to The Federalist. See the Life hy J. C.
Hamilton (1842).

Pucelle, La Belle. The heroine of Hawes'
allegorical romance of The Fasse Tyme of Fleasure
(q.v.).

Puck, or Robin Goodfellow. The sprite

who plays so prominent a part in A Midsummer
Night'sFream (q.v.). " Who," says Grant White,
" that has read the play (and who has not?) cannot
caU the urchin before his mind's eye as instantly
as Oberon commanded his real presence—a rough,
knurly-hmhed, faun-faced, shock-pated little fellow,

a very Shetlander among the gossamer-winged,
dainty-limbed shapes around him, and strong
enough to knock aU their heads together for his
elvish sport p " " It is first in Shakespeare," says
Keightley, " that we find Puck confounded with
the house spirit, and having those traits of charac-
ter which are now regarded as his very essence,

and have caused his name Pug to be given to the
agile, mischievous monkey, and to a kmd of little

dog." See Pug.

Pllff, in Sheridan's farce of The Critic (q.v.),

is the author of The Spanish Tragedy there intro-

duced. He describes himself as " a practitioner in
panegyric ... a professor of the art of
puffing."

Pufif, Mr. Partenopex, in Disraeli's novel
of Vivian Grey (q.v.), is " a sayer of good things

;

but he is a modest wit, and generally fathers
his bon mots on his valet Booby, his monkey, or
his parrot."

PuflF, The. A dialogue in verse, between a
bookseller and an author, by Egbert Lloyd (1733
—1764) :—

"New works, we Imow, rectulre a puff ;A title to entrap the eyes,
And catch the reader by surprise."

"Puff (The) of a dunce he mistook it
for fame."

—

Goldsmith, Retaliation.

Pug, in Ben Jonson's play. The Devil's an Ass
(q.v.), is identified with the Puck of the fairy tales,

though he here figures as a demon. See Puck.

Pulian. Leader of the Nasamoni in Ariosto's
Orlando Furioso. He is slain by Rinaldo (q.v.).

Pultock, Robert. See Paltock.

Pumblechook. IJncleof Joe Gargery (q.v.),

in Dickens's novel of Great Expectations (q.v.).
" Might I, Mr. Pip—May I— ?

"

" Pun-provoking thyme."—Shenstone,
The Schoolmistress, stanza 2.

Punch, the comic weekly paper with whicli

every one is now so famiUar, first saw the light on
July 17, 1841. The origin of the title is even now
lost in obscurity, though the honour of suggesting

it is claimed for several. It is certain that in 1832

Douglas Jerrold had brought out a paper called

Pzmch in London, which may or may not have
suggested the briefer designation of the periodical

started in 1841. The original editors of Fvmch
were Horace Mayhew (q.v.) and Mark Lemon
(q.v.), on the latter of whom the sole command
devolved in 1843, and who retained it until his

death in 1870. It was then assumed by Shirley
Brooks (q.v.), who died in 1874, when the conduct
of the paper was accepted by Tom Taylor (q.v.).

The present frontispiece was drawn by Richard
Doyle, the artist, who left Fwnch in 1851, in con-
sequence of the attacks made by it upon the Eoman
Catholics, just as Thackeray left it on account of
its treatment of the Emperor Napoleon. Among
the earliest artists upon Fimch were John Leech
and Archibald Henning, the former of whom con-
tributed to the fourth issue ; Birket Foster, Alfred
Crowquill (q.v.), Sir John Gilbert, and Kenny
Meadows, who illustrated Punch's Letters to his

Son. John Tenuiel joined in 1851, when Doyle
left, and he subsequently succeeded to the position
of chief cartoonist, assisted in other departments of
the paper by George Du Maurier, Charles Keene,
Linley Samboume, and others. The Uterary staff

at first included Douglas Jerrold (q.v.), whose
Caudle's Curtain Lectures (q.v.) were among his
contributions ; Percival Leigh, the author of the
Coifiic Latin Grammar; and Gilbert a Beckett
(q.v.), of Comic History celebrity. Dr. Maginn
(q.v.) had a brief connection with the paper ; so,

it is said, had Coventry Patmore (q.v.), Laman
Blanchard (q.v.), James Hannay (q.v.), and George
Augustus Sala (q.v.). Albert Smith furnished for
it his Physiology of Evening Parties and Side Scenes
of Society ; Thackeray (q.v.), his Fat Contributor,
Hook of Snobs, and other misceUanies. Tom Taylor
began to write for it in 1846, and subsequently
contributed the more prominent semi-humorous,
semi-serious verse, chiefly on topics of imperial
interest. Shirley Brooks (q.v.) wiU long be re-
membered as the author of the witty Essence of
Parliament, .which was for so many years a feature
of the publication. A selection from his miscel-
laneous epigrams and jeux d'esprit appeared in
1876. Of late years F. C. Burnand (q.v.) has come
to the fore with his Songs of Sixpence and Sappy
Thoughts, the latter being the most successful
series in Punch since the Book of Snobs. Mortimer
CoUins (q.v.) had also been admitted to the staff
some time before his death. See Hatton's True
Story of Punch.

Purchas, Samuel, clergyman and historian
(b. 1577, d. 1628), published in 1613, Purchas, his
Ptlgrimes: or. Relations of the World, and the
Religions observed in all Ages and Places discovered
from the Creation to this Present ; followed, in 1625,
by Saklytus Posthumus: or, Purchas his Pilgrimes,
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eontayning a History of the World, in Sea Voyages

and Zande Travels, by Bnglishmen and others. He
•was also the author of Microcosmus : or, the Historie

ofMan (1619) ; The King's Tower and Tn^lmphant
Arch of London (1623) ; and a Funeral Sermon
(1619). See Pilbrimes, &c.

"Pure as snow."—Samlet, actiii., scene 1.

"Pure (Her) and eloquent blood
Spoke in her cheeks,"

—

Donne, Funeral Elegies—
" and so distinctly wrought.

That one might almost say her hody thought."

"Pure in thought as angels are."

—

HoGERS, Jacqtieline, stanza 1.

Pure, Simon. A Pennsylvanian Quaker, in

Mrs. Centlivre's comedy of A Hold Stroke for a
Wife (q.v.), whose personality is assutaed by Capt.

Teignwell, but is afterwards successfully esta-

blished by its real possessor. Hence the phrase—"the real Simon Pure."

Purgatorie, On. A "Soots Poem" iu

Purgatory of Suicides, The. A poem in

the Spenserian stanza, by Thomas Cooper (b.

1805), published in 1845. It was written in 1842

—

44, whilst the author was in Stafford G-aol.

Puritan Maid (The), the Modest Wife,
and the Wanton Widow. A play by Thoma,s
MiDDLETON (1570—1627), probably written about
1602. The manuscript was unfortunately destroyed—" burnt, or put under pye-bottoms"—^by one of

Bishop "Warburton's servants.

Puritan, The. A poem in eleven stanzas by
John Cleveland (q.v.). One of the verses runs :

—

" With speech in thought, quick revelation,
with boldness in predestination.
With threats of absolute damnation,
For yea or nay hath some salvation
For his own tribe, not every nation

;

See a new teacher of the town,
the town, O the town's new teacher 1

"

Purley, The Diversions of. See Diver-
sions op Purley, The.

Purple Island, The. A poem in twelve
cantos, by PhineasF^jExcher (1582—1650), written

in 1633, in which the poet furnishes an elaborate

anatomical description of the body of man, and a
minute philosophical examination of the operations

of his mind, heart, and intellect :

—

" An Isle I fain would sing, an island fair

;

A place too seldom view'd, yet still in view

;

Near as ourselves, yet farthest from our care

;

Which we by leaving find, by seeking lost

;

A foreign home, a strange, though native coast

;

Most obvious to all, yet most unknown to most."

The prince of. that isle is intellect, and he is

endowed with eight counsellors—Fancy, Memory,
Common-sense, and the five senses. The human
fortress, thus defended, is attacked by the vices.

A fierce contest rages, in the midst of which an
angel—identified by the poet with King James I.

!

—interposes, and promises victory to the Virtuess

"What," says George MaoDonald, "renders the

conception yet more amazing is the fact that the

whole ponderous mass of anatomy and metaphysics,
nearly as long as Paradise Lost, is put as a song, in

the mouth of a shepherd, who begins a canto every
morning to the shepherds and shepherdesses of the
neighbourhood, and finishes it by folding-time in
the evening. And yet the poem is full of poetry.
It is a whole ; its members are well-fitted; it is full

of beauties—in parts they swarm Uke fire-flies. It
is Uke a well-shaped house, biult of mud, and stuck
full of precious stones."

"Purple light of love. And."—Gtray,
The Progress of Poesy, part i., stanza 3.

Pursuits of Literature, The. A satirical

poem by Thomas James Mathias (1767—1835), pub-
lished in 1794, and including some clever sketches

of the writer's poetical contemporaries. The notes
are full of curious information; indeed, the poem
was said to have been written up to them, and not
they to the poem, which is now forgotten, though
famous in its day.

Pusey, Edward Bouverie, D.D., Canon
of Christ Church and Regius Professor of Hebrew
at Oxford (b. 1800), has published, among other

works, The Doctrine of the Real Presence Vindicated

(1855) ; A Sistory of the Councils of the Church

(1857) ; Sermons preached before the University of
Oxford (1859 and 1872); The Minor Prophets,

with Commentary (1862) ; Daniel the Prophet

(1864) ; The Church ofEngland a Portion of Christ's

One Holy Catholic Church (1865) ; and other works.
Some volumes of Parochial Sermons have also been
issued. Dr. Pusey was the principal editor, and a
constant contributor to the Tracts for the Times
(q.v.).

"Put money in thy purse."—Othello,

act i., scene 3.

Puttenham, George. The reputed author
of the Arie of English Poesie (q.v.). The evidence
in his favour is very clearly stated in the prolego-
mena to Arber's reprint, published in 1869. The
first positive allusion to birn seems to be contained
in Bolton's Hypercritica, published in 1722, and
written probably about 1620 :

—" Queen Elizabeth's

verses, those which I have seen and read, some
extant in the elegant, witty, and artificial Book of

the Arte of English Poetry (the Work as the Fame
is of one of her Gentleman Pensioners, Puttenham),

are Princely, as her Prose." See Wood's Athence
Oxonienses, where he is stated to be a contemporary
of Dyer.

Pycroft, James, clergyman (b. 1813), has
written, besides The Ways and Works of Men of
Letters (I860), the following stories:

—

Twenty Tears
in the Church (1859) ; Elkerton Rectory (1860)

;

Agony Point (1861) ; and Dragon's Teeth (1863).

He is also the author of 2%e Cricket Field.

Pye, Henry James, poet-laureate (b. 1745,
d. 1813), produced The Progress of Refinement

(1783) ; Shooting (1784) ; A Commentary illustrating

the Poetics of Aristotle, by Examples taken chiefly

from the Modern Poets (1792); Alfred (q.v.), (1801);
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and Comments on the Commentators of Shakespeare

(1807). Collected editions of his poems were pub-
lished in 1787 and 1810.

Pygmalion and G-alatea. A mythological
comedy, by W. S. Gilbert (q.v.), embodying the

fable of the Athenian sculptor, who prayed the

gods to put life into the statue of Galatea which
he had fashioned. In the comedy, Galatea evokes
the jealousy of the sculptor's wife Cynisca; and.

after causing great misery by her very innocence,

Toluntarily returns to the original stone.

Pygmalion's Im.age. See Pigmalion's
Image.

Pylgrimage of the Sowle, The : "trans-
lated out of the Frenshe into BngUshe. Emprynted
at Westminster byWilliam Caxton, the first year of

Kynge Edward V., 1483." Probably founded on
Le FUerin de I'Ame, by Guillaume, prior of Chaulis.

Pyramus. The hero of the interlude in

Shakespeare's Midsiimmer Night's Bream (q.v.).

La mythology, he is represented as the lover of

Thisbe, who, supposing her dead, stabs himself under
the mulberry tree ; whereupon, Thisbe, finding the
body of her lover, kills herself upon the selfsame

spot Abraham Cowley (q.v.) wrote a Tragical

History of Fyramus and Thisbe when he was ten
years old. See Thisbe.

Pyramus and Thisbie, A New Sonnet
of. Contributed by one I. Tomson to the collec-

tion of verse called A Sandefull of Fleasant Belites

(1684). Morley thinks it may have suggested to

Shakespeare the notion of his interlude of Fyramus
and Thisbe in A Midsummer Night's Bream (q.v.)

.

See Pyramus.

Pyrodes, in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia
(q.v.), is probably intended for the author himself.

Q. IBlizabeth's Verses while a Prisoner
at Woodstock : " vrrit with Charcoal on a
Shutter," and preserved by Hentzner in his

Travels. See Percy's JReliqms. They are dated
1653, and begin ;

—

•* Oh, Fortune ! how thy restlees, wavering state
Hath fraught with cares my troubled wltt I

"

See Elizabeth, Queen.

Q.Q., The Contributions of, "to a
Periodical Publication," consist of various papers
written by Jane Taylor (1783—1824), for The
Youth's Magazine, and republished in 1824.

Quadrille: "a Ballad on," was written by
John Gay (q.v.).

Qusestiones Naturales. A work by
Athelard of Bath (circa 1110— 1120), several
manuscripts of which exist under varying titles.

It was printed, apparently, as early as the fifteenth

century, and is in the form of a dialogue between
the author and his nephew. It is dedicated to

Richard, Bishop of Bayeux (circa 1108—1133). It

contains Athelard' s opinions on several physical

questions relating to animals, man, and the ele-

ments, and at the conclusion promises another

treatise on higher philosophical subjects, to be

entitled Be Initio de Initiis. See Wright's Bio-

graphia Britannica Literaria.

Quair, The King's. See King's Quair.

Quaker Poet, The. A name sometimes

conferred both on Bernard Barton (q.v.) and
John Greenleap Whittier (q.v.), both of them
members of the Society of Friends.

Quakers. See Apology eob the true
Christian Divinity.

" Quality, A taste of your." See " Taste
OE YOUR QUALITY."

"Quality of mercy is not strain'd.
The,"—First line of the famous speech by Portia

in The Merchant of Venice, act iv., scene 1

—

" It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath : It is twice blest

;

It blesseth hira that gives, and him that takes

;

'Tis mightiest in the miglitiest; it becomes
The tlironed monarch better ttmji his crown."

Quallon. The nom_ de plume under which
S. H. Bradbury has published some occasional

verse.

Quarles, Francis, poet (b. 1592, d. 1644),

wrote A Feast for Wormes (1620); Fentalogia: or,

the Quintessence of Meditation {\&W); Sadassa : or,

the History of Queen Esther (1621) ; Argalus and
Farthenia (q.v.), (1621) ; Job Militant, with Medi-
tations Bivine and Moral (1624) ; Sion's Elegies

wept by Jeremie the Frophet (1624) ; Sion's Sonnets

Sung by Solomon the Sing, and periphras'd (1625) ;

Bivine Foems (q.v.), (1630) ; Bivine Fancies (1632) ;

Emblems, Bivine and Moral (q.v.), (1636) ; Hiero-
glyphics of the Life of Man (1638) ; The Shepherds
Oracles (1644) ; The Virgin Widow (1649) ; Enchi-
ridion, containing Institutions Bivine, Contemplative,

Fracticall, Moral, Ethical, Economical, Folitical

(q.v.), (1652); and other works. Quarles is

spoken of by Wood as the " old Puritanical poet,

the some time darling of our plebeian judgment."
Baxter thought that Quaries outdid all the poets.
" Milton," says Horace Walpole, " was forced to
wait till the world had done admiring Quarles," of
whom Lloyd wrote in 1668 that " his pious books
by the fancy take the heart ; having taught poetry
to be witty without profaneness, wantonness, or
being satirical ; that is, without the poet's abusing
God, himself, or his neighbour." "He was a poet,"
says Langbaine, "that mix'd religion and fancy
together, and was very careful in aU his writiugs
not to intrench upon good manners by any scur-
rility in his works, or any way offending against his
duty to God, his neighbour, and himself." " His
verses on Job," says Fuller, " are done to the Ufe,
so that the reader may see his sores, and through
them the anguish of his soul." Quarles's son,
John, also wrote some verse. He died in 1665.
See Loyal Convert, The.
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Quarll, Philip. The hero of The Bermit
(q.v.).

" Quarrel is a very pretty quarrel as it
stands, The."

—

Shekidan, The Mivals, act iv.,

scene 3.

" Quarrellets of Pearl, The."—Herrick,
The Sock of Rubies.

Quarterly Magazine, Knight's, was
started hy Charles Kjnight (q.v.) in 1823, and
expired in 1824. It enjoyed numerous distin-

guished contributors, including Thomas Babington
(afterwards Lord) Macaulay, Winthrop Mack-
worth Praed, Derwent Coleridge, Moultrie, and
others. Praed was editor.

Quarterly Review, The, was started in
1809 as an opponent to The Edinburgh Review
(q.v.), which was then doing for the Wliigs what
the Quarterly has since done for the Conservative
party in the State. William Gippord (q.v.) was
the first editor of the Quarterly, and continued to

conduct it until 1824, when John Gibson Lockhart
(q.v.) succeeded him. The title of " quarterly"
has since been adopted by the British Quarterly,
Church Quarterly, and other reviews.

"Queen and huntress, chaste and
fair." A song sung by Hesperus in Ben Jonson's
Cynthia' s Revels (q.v.).

Queen Eleanor's Confession. A ballad
concerning the consort of Henry II., who is made
in it to confess to unfaithfulness to the Mng, and
to having intended to poison him, the king being
one of those who hear her confession. See Percy's
Reliqttes.

Queen Elizabeth's Verses while a
Prisoner at "Woodstock. See Q. Elizabeth's
Vebses, &c.

" Queen Guinevere had fled the court,
and sat." The first line of " Guinevere," in
Tennyson's Idylls of the Kimg. See Gxiineverb.

Queen Mab. See Mas, Queen.

" Queen Mab hath been with you ; O
then, I see,"—See act i., scene 4, of Romeo and
Juliet (q.v.) :

—

" She Is the fairies* midwife ; and she comes
In shape no bigger than an agate-stone
On the forefinger of an alderman,
Drawn with a team of little atomies
Athwart men's noses as they lie asleep."

See Mab.

Queen Mary. A drama by Alfred Tenny-
son (b. 1809), published in 1875, and moulded on
the historical plays of Shakespeare. The heroine

,
is Mary I. of England, and the play brings into

prominence her love for, and marriage with Philip

of Spain ; the religious and political dissensions of

her reign ; and her hopeless yearning for an heir to

the double crown of England and Spain. Among
the dramatis persona are Elizabeth, Cecil, Cranmer,
Gardiner, and Sir Thomas Wyatt, the poet (q.v.).

A drama with Mary for heroine had been written

some years previously by Sir Aubrey db Verb
(1807—1846), and published in 1847 under the
title of Mary Tudor.

Queen-Mother, The. A tragedy by Alger-
non Charles Swinburne (b. 1837), published ia
1861. In this work, Catherine de' Medici is, say&
Stedman, " strongly and clearly delineated,—

a

cruel, relentless, yet imposing figure. The style ia

caught from Shakespeare. Scattered through it

are some of the curious old French lyrics which
the author already was so deft at turning. The
volume reveals many traits of the genius that has.

since blazed out so finely."

Queen of Carthage, The. See Dido.

Queen, To the. The dedication of his poema
by Alpbed Tennyson, in March, 1851 ; containing
the fine tribute to Wordsworth, his predecessor in
the laureateship :

—

" This laurel greener from the hrows
Of him that uttered nothing base."

"Queen (Our) shall be as drunk as
we." See " Pleasure to be drunk."

Queene ofArragon, The. A tragi-comedy
by William Habington, first acted about 1635 or
1636, and revived in 1666, with a prologue and
epilogue by Butler. It was printed in 1640.

Among the characters are Decastro, general of the
forces of Arragon, and in love with the queen

;

Florentio, general of the forces of Castile, also'

enamoured of her ; and Asoanio, the disguised king
of Castile. Plorentio eventually wins the queen.

See Carew HazHtt's edition of Dodsley's Old Plays.

Here is a verse of one of the songs in the play :

—

"Fine young folly, though you were
That fair beauty I did swear.
Yet you ne'er could reach my heart ;

For we courtiers learn at school.
Only with your sex to fool

;

T'are not worth the serious part."

Queenhoo Hall. An unfinished romance-
by Joseph Strutt (1749—1802), which was pub-
lished, in 1808, after the death of the writer, by
Sir Walter Scott, and is said to have suggested to
him the idea of composing an historical novel in
the form of Wamerley. Queenhoo Sail was ac-

companied in this publication by Ancient Times, a
drama. Another posthumous work of Strutt's was
his Test of Guilt : or. Traits of Antient Supersti-

tion, a dramatic tale, printed by his son in 1808,
See The Gentleman's Magazine, vol. Ixxviii.

Queen's Ball, The. One of the "IX.
Poems by ' V.' " In July, 1847, Miss Mitford
wrote to a correspondent :

—" Mrs. Archer Clive,

who is a great friend of mine, sent me the other
day her poem. The Queen's Ball, of which the
subject is most striking : one hundred and fifty

persons were invited who are dead. She has made
a fine use of this remarkable fact." The shades-

are supposed to be reached by these cards of invi-

tation, so sought and schemed for in the upper
world ; and leave to accept is accorded by the ruler

of Hades. Some shades decline Pluto's permit.
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Others, strange to say, are alive to the royal com-
pliment, and " glad to he thought of once agaia."

There is originality hx the grouping of dead and
living -which results. (Contemporary Meview, 1874.)

See " v.," Poems by.

Queens, The Masque of, hy Ben Jonson,
was written in 1610.

Queen's Wake, The. A legendary poem
by James Hogo (1772—1835), published iu 1813,
and consisting of a variety of tales and ballads

supposed to be sung to Mary Queen of Scots by
the royal bards, at a wake at Holyrood. Among
these is the touching and popular story of Kilmeny
(q.v.).

Quentin Durward. See Durwabd, Quentin.

Query, Peter, !BSC[. The pseudonym under
which Martin Parquhar Tupper (b. 1810) pub-
lished £ides and Reveries of Mr. S!sop Smith
(1858).

Questioning Spirit, The. A lyric by
Arthur Hugh Clough (1819—1861). See Beth-
ESDA.

Quete de Saint Graal, Le. A romance
compiled by Walter Mapes, Archdeacon of Ox-
ford (1150—1196). See Grail, The Holy.

"Queubus, The equinoctial of." An
expression attributed by Sir Andrew Ague-cheek
(q.v.) to the clown in Twelfth Night (actii., scene 3),

as a part of his " very gracious fooling " on the
previous night. "Perhaps," says Leigh Hunt, " it

means some glorious torrid zone lying beyond three
o'clock in the morning." But, of course, it has no
meaning.

Quevedo Eedivivus. See Vision op
Judgment, The.

Quickly, Mrs. Servant to Dr. Cains, in The
Merry Wives of Windsor (q.v.), and hostess of a
tavern in Eastcheap in the Krst and Second Parts
of King Henry IV.

Quidnunc. A meddling busybody, in a farce
by Arthur Murphy (q.v.) called The Upholsterer

:

or. What News ?

Quiet Conscience, On a. Verses attri-

buted to King Charles I. in the Poetical Calendar
of 1763, vol. viii., where it was reprinted from
Nahum Tate's Miscellanea Sacra : or, Poems on
Divine amd Moral Subjects.

" Quiet eye, The harvest of a." See
" Harvest op a quiet eye."

" Quiet sense of something lost. The."—Tennyson", In Memoriam, Ixxvii.

" Quiet to quick bosoms is a hell."—
Byron, Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, canto ui.,

stanza 42.

" Quietus make with a bare bodkin,
His."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 1.

"Quill from an angel's wing." See
" Pen (The), wherewith," &c.

" Quills upon the fretful porcupine."
See "Fretpul Porcupine."

Quilp. A hideous dwarf in Dickens's novel

of The Old Curiosity Shop (q.v.).

Quinborough, The Mayor of. A comedy,
supposed to be one of the earhest productions of

its author, Thomas Middleton, though not printed

until 1661. The part of chorus is performed by
Eanulph, monk of Chester.

Quince. An "Every-day Character," by
WiNTHROP Mackworth Praed :

—

" Welcome was lie in hut and hall
To maids and matrons, peers and peasants

;

He won the sympathies of aU
By making puns, and making presents . . .

Sound was his claret—and his head

;

Warm was his double ale—and feelings :

His partners at the whist club said
That he was faultless in his dealings."

Quince, Peter. A carpenter, in A Midsummer
Night's Dream (q.v.).

Quincey, Thomas de, miscellaneous writer
(b. 1785, d. 1859), published a large number of
Works, the chief of which were collected in 1853
into fourteen volumes, in the following order:

—

i.. Autobiographic Sketches; ii., Autobiographic
Sketches, with Seeollections of the Lakes ; iii.. Mis-
cellanies, chiefly Narrative; iv.. Miscellanies; v.,

Confessions of am, English Opium Eater ; vi.. Sketches,

Critical and Biographic ; vii.. Studies of Secret Re-
cords, Personal and Historic ; vm.., Essays, Sceptical
and Anti-Sceptical, or Problems neglected or miscon-
ceived ; ix., Leaders in Literature, with a Notice of
Traditional Errors affecting Them ; x., Classic Re-
cords, Reviewed and Deciphered; xi.. Critical Sugges-
tions on Style and Rhetoric, with German Tales; xii.,

Speculations, Literary and Philosophic, with German
Tales; xiii., Speculations, Literary and Philosophic

;

and xiv., Letters to a Young Man whose Education
has been Neglected. A much more complete edition
is that published by Ticknor and Field, of Boston,
tr.S., in twenty volumes, the contents of which are
given inLowndes' Bibliographer's Manual,\fheTe the
reader will also find a complete list of De Quincey's
contributions to The London Magazine, Blackwood's
Magazine, and Tail's Magazine. For Biography, see
his Autobiography, Miss Martineau's Biographical
Sketches, and his Life by Page (1877). For Criti-
cism, see Stirling's Essays and Stephen's Hour in a
Library. " In seventy-three years," says the latter
writer, " De Quincey read extensively and thought
acutely by fits, wrote a few pages which revealed
new capacities in the language, and provided a good
deal of respectable padding for magazines." " De
Quincey," says Harriet Martineau, "was not made
like other men, and he did not live, think, or feel
like them. A singular organisation was singularly
and fatally deranged in its action before it could
show its best quahty. Marvellous analytical faculty
he had, but it all oozed out in barren words.
Charming eloquence he had, but it degenerated
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into egotistical garruHty, rendered tempting by the

gilding of hia genius. It is questionable whether,

i£ he had never touched opium or wine, his real

achievements would have been substantial, for he

had no conception of a veritable standpoint of

philosophical investigation; but the actual effect

of his intemperance was to aggravate to excess his

introspective tendencies, and to remove him inces-

santly farther from the needful discipline of true

science. His conditions of body and mind were
abnormal, and his study of the one thing he knew
anything about—^the human mind—was radically

imperfect. His moral nature relaxed and sank,

and the man of genius who administered a moral

warning to aU England, and commanded the sym-
pathy and admiration of a nation, Hved on to

achieve nothing but the delivery of some confi-

dences of questionable value and beauty, and to

command from us nothing more than a compas-
sionate sorrow that an intellect so subtle, and an
eloquence so charming in its pathos, its humour, its

insight, and its music, should have left the world
in no way better for such gifts—^unless by the

warning aiEorded in the Confessions first, and then

by example, against the curse which neutralised

their influence and corrupted its source." See

English Opium-eater.

Quintin Schaw. See Sohaw, QurNTis.

Quip for an Upstart Courtier: "or, a
Dispute between Velvet-breeches and Cloth-

breeches." A prose pamphlet by Egbert Gtreene,
printed in 1592; probably a plagiarism from an
older poem under the title of The Debate between

Fride and Lowlines pleaded to an issue in Assize, S;o.

It is reprinted in vol. v. of The Sarleian Miscellany.

" Quips and cranks and wanton
wUes."

—

Milton's poem of Z'Allegro, line 27.

"Quips and sentences."— Mmk Ado
About Nothing, act ii., scene 3.

"Quiring to the young-eyed cheru-
bins."

—

The Merchamt of Venice, act v., scene 1.

Quisara. The heroine of Fletcher's play of

The Island Frmcess (q.v.). See Armusia.

"Quit, O quit this mortal frame!"
See "Vital spark."

Quixote, Don. See Cervantes.

Quixote, Don, in England. A comedy
by Henry Fielding (If07—1754).

Quixote, Don, The Comical History
of, " in two parts," by Thomas D'Urfet (1650

—

1723), published in 1694.

Quiz. A nom de plume assumed by Charles
Dickens (1812—1870) in publishing Youmg Couples.

The pseudonym of the artist, Hablot K. Browne,
was Phiz.

Quiz, The. A weekly journal, published at

threepence, and conducted by Thomas Frognall

Dibdin (1770—1847), in conjunction with Sir

Eobert Ker Porter and his sisters.

Quotem, Caleb. A parish clerk, in Colman's
play of The Review : or, the Wags of Windsor
(q.v.).

" Quoth the Raven, ' TTever more.'

"

The refrain of several verses in The Saven
(q.v.).

Kab and his Friends. A story by Dr.
John Bro-W'N, contained in his work entitled

Sora Subseovvce (q.v.). It has also been published
in a separate form. Eab is a dog, whose fidelity

to, and affection for his master and mistress are
painted with graphic power.

Rabelais. The History of Qargantua and
Pantagruel by this famous writer (1483—1553) was
translated—the first three books by Sir Thomas
Urquhart (q.v.) in 1663, and the other three by
Peter Antony Motteux (q.v.), the joint production
being reserved by John Ozell (q.v.), with correc-

tions of text, and notes by a French writer called

Le Duchat.

"Rabelais' easy chair, Or laugh and
shake in."

—

Pope, The Duneiad, book i., line 22.

Rabelais, The English. A name applied

indifferently to Dean Swiet (1667—1745); Law-
rence Sterne (1713—1768), of whom Percy Fitz-

gerald says that " the cast of the whole Shandean
history, its tone and manner and thought, is such
as would come from one saturated, as it were, with
Eabelais, and the school that imitated Eabelais

;"

and to Thomas Amort (1691—1788), author of

The Zife of John Buncle, Esq. (q.v.), of whom
HazKtt writes that " the soul of Francis Eabelais
passed" into him—"both were physicians, and
enemies of too much gravity. Their great business

was to enjoy life." Dr. Maginn (1794—1842) was
sometimes called " The Modem Eabelais."

Rabsheka, in Dryden's Absalom and Aehi-
tophel (q.v.), is intended for Sir Thomas Player.

Raby, Aurora. See Aurora Eaby.

"Race of politicians. The -whole."—
SwiET, Travels of LemMel Gulliver, chapter vii.

Race, The. A satiric poem by Cuthbert
Shaw (1738—1771), written in imitation of The
Soseiad (q.v.). It contains " characters" of Dr.
Johnson, Kenrick, and others.

" Rack of a too easy charCj Stretched
on the."

—

Pope, The Duneiad, book iv., line 342.

"Rack of this rough world. The."—King Lear, act v., scene 3.

Rackrent, Sir Condy. A character in

Miss Edgeworth's novel of Castle Sackrent (q.v.).
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Badcliffe Library, The, at Oxford, was
ioimded by Dr. Jolm Eadclifife, who, dying on
November 11, 1714, bequeatlied by will to the
University of Oxford £40,000 for that purpose.

The first stone of the building was laid on May
12, 1737, and the library was opened on AprU
13, 1749.

BadcliETe, Mrs. {nee Ann Ward), novelist

(b. 1764, d. 1823), wrote The Castles of Athlin md
Dmibayne (1789), (q.v.); The Sicilian Somanee (1790);

TheHomance of the Forest (1191), (q.v.); TheMysteries

ef Udolpho (1794), (q.v.); AJowney through Sol-
land (1795); The Italian (1797), (q.v.); and Poems

<1834), (q.v.). For Biography and Criticism, see

Scott's Biographies, Dunlop's Sistory of Fiction,

Kavanagh's Women of Letters, and Jeaffireson's

Novels and Novelists. Haynes Bayly wrote of her
in his Fashionable Novel

:

—
*• O Radellffe I thou once wert the charmer

Of girls who sat x'eading all night

:

Thy heroes were striplings in armour,
Thy heroines damsels in white.

But past are thy terrible touches,"

and so on. " Mrs. EadclifEe, as an author," says
Sir Walter Seott, " has the most decided claim to
take her place among the favoured few who have
been distinguishfed'as the founders of a class or

school. She led the way in a peculiar style of

composition, affecting powerfully the mind of the
reader, in which no one has attained or approached
to the excellence of the original inventor. The,
species of romance she introduced attains its in-

terest neither by the path of comedy nor of

tragedy, and yet it has, notwithstanding, a deep,

decided, and powerful effect, gained by means
independent of both—by an appeal, in one word,
to the passion of fear, whether excited by natural
dangers or by the suggestions of superstition. Her
materials are all selected with a view to the
author's primary object. Her scenery is generally

as gloomy as her tale, and her personages are those
.at whose frown that gloom grows darker. She
has made much use of obscurity and suspense. To
break off the narrative when it seemed just at the
point of becoming most interesting—^to extinguish
a lamp just when a parchment containing some
hideous secret ought to have been read—to exhibit

shadowy forms and half-heard sounds of woe—are

resources which Mrs. EadcHfie has employed vrith

more effect than any other writer of ronaance."

Hadegond. Queen of the Amazons, "half
like a man," in Spenser's Faerie Queene (q.v.).

Radirobanes, in Barclay's romance of

Argenis (q.v.), is intended for Philip II., King of

Spain.

Bae Wilson, Esquire, Ode to, by
Thomas Hood. A fine piece of satire on rehgious
pride and bigotry. It contains some well-known
passages. For example :

—

" Man may pious texts repeat,
And yet religion have no inward seat

:

'Tls not so plain as the old Hill of Howth,
A man has got his belly full of meat
Because he talks with victuals iu bis mouth."

Again :

—

" I do confess that I abhor and shrink
From schemes, with a religious wllly-mlly.

That frown upon St. Giles's sins, but blink
The peccadilloes of all Piccadilly."

Ragg, Thomas, poet and clergyman (b.

1808), has jjublished The Incarnation, and other

Foems (1833) ; The Deity (of which The Incarnation

forms a part), (1834) ;
The Martyr of Verulam, and

Other Poems (1835) ; Lyrics from the Fentateuch

(1837) ; Eeler, and Other Foems (1840) ; Scenes and

Sketches (1847) ;
Creation's Testimony to Us Author

(1855) ; and Man's Dreams amd God's Realities

(1858).'

Bagman Boll. An old poem, printed from

the Fairfax MS. in Wright's Aneedota Literaria

and Carew Hazlitt's Farly Fopular Foetry. " It is

curious as being one of the earliest of those attacks

on the female sex, which subsequently issued from

the press in such abundance. The origin of the

strange title of this piece is assignable to a

mediaeval game so designated."

"Railed (And) on Lady Fortune in
good terms."

—

As You Like It, act ii., scene 7.

Rain, An Ode to the, by Samuel Tailor
Coleridge ; written in 1809.

*' Dear rain ! I ne'er refused to say
You're a good creature in your way,
Nay, I could write a book myself
Would fit a parson's lower shelf.

Showing how very good you are

—

What then 7 sometimes it must be fair I

And if sometimes, why not to-day 1

Do go, dear Rain 1 do go away !

"

"Rain from heaven, The gentle."—
The Merchant of Venice, act iv., scene 1.

Bain in Summer. A poem by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807).

"How beautiful is the rain 1

After the dust and heat.
In the broad and fiery street.
In the narrow lane,
How beautiful is the rain !

"

" Rain influence. Ladies whose bright
eyes."

—

Milton, L'Allegro, line 121.

" Rain, rain, and sun ! a rainbow in
the sky." A Une in MerHn's song in The Passing

ofArthur (Tennyson's Idylls of the King).

Rainbow, To the. A lyric by Thomas
Campbell. It begins :

—

" Triumphal arch that fill'st the sky.
When storms prep-ire to part,

I ask not proud Philosophy
To teach me what thou art." ^

"Bainbow to the storms of life, Be
thou the."^

—

Byron, The Bride of Abydos, canto ii.,

stanza 20.

Raine, James, D.C.L. (b. 1791, d. 1858), was
the author of A Sistory of North Durham (1830
and 1852).

Rainolde, Richard, " maistre of arte of the
Universitie of Cambridge," published in 1563,
The Foundation of Rhetorike.
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Eainy Day, The. A lyric ty Henry Wads-
WOKTH Longfellow (b. 1807).

" In each life some rain must fall,

Some dajs be dark and dreary."

Raising of Lazarus. See Lazarus, Eaisinq

OF.

Raising the Wind. A farce by James

Kenney (1780—1849), produced, in 1803, at

Covent Garden Theatre. The cMe£ character is

Jeremy Diddler (q.v.).

"Rake (A) among scholars, and a
scholar among rakes."

—

Macaulay's description of

Sir Richard Steele. See his essay on Addison.

Raleigh, Sir Walter (b. 1552, d. 1618),

wrote The Discovery of the Large, Beautiful, and
Rich Empire of Guiana (1696), A History of the

World (1614), Advice to his Son, and various other

miscellanies in prose and verse. His Works were
published in 1751 and 1829. Fox Biography, seethe

Lives by Whitehead, Oldys, Birch, Cayley (1805),

Thomson (1830), Tytler (1833), Napier (1857), St.

John (1868), and Edwards (1870); also, Disraeli's

Curiosities ofLiterature scai 'Kiagsley'B Miscellanies.

For Criticism, see The Edinburgh Review, vol. Ixxi.

See also Hannah's edition of the Poems (1875).

Discussing Raleigh's Sistory of the World, HaUam
says :

—" We should expect from the prison-hours

of a soldier, a courtier, a busy intriguer in state

affairs, a poet, and a man of genius, something

well worth our notice, but hardly a prolix history

of the ancient world, hardly disquisitions on the site

of Paradise and the travels of Cain. The Greek
and Roman story is told more fully and exactly

than by any earlier English author, and with
a plain eloquence which has given this book a
classical reputation in our language. Raleigh has

intermingled poUtioal reflections, and illustrated

his history by episodes from modem times, which
perhaps are now the moat interesting passages. It

descends only to the second Macedonian war.

There is little now obsolete in the-words of Raleigh,

nor, to any great degree, in his turn of phrase ; the

periods, when pains have been taken with them,

show that artificial structure which we find in

Sidney and Hooker ; he is less pedantic than most
of his contemporaries, seldom low, never affected."

Puttenham (q.v.) says :^" For dittie and amourous
Ode, I finde Sir Walter Rawleyghs vayne most
loftie, insolent, and passionate." See Cynthia;
Lie, The ; Shepherd op the Ocean.

Ralph. An independent clerk, the attendant

of Hudibras, in Butler's poem of the latter name
(q.v.).

Ralph, Alderman. A tale by Thomas
Cooper (q.v.), published in 1853.

Ralph Esher, Sir. A novel by James
Henry Leigh Hunt (q.v.), published in 1832.

Ralph, James, miscellaneous writer (d. 1762),

produced The Touchstone (1728) ; Taste of the Town

(1730) ; a History of England during the reigns of

Kimg William III., Anne, and King George I., with
an introductory Review of the Reigns of Charles

II. and James II., by a Lover of Truth and
Liberty (1744—46) ; The Use and Abuse o/ Farlia-

ment (1744) ; The Case of Authors by Profession

stated, in regard to Booksellers, the Stage, and the

Public (1758) ; and other works. See Drake's
Essays, Walpole's Memoirs, and Davies' Life of
Garrick. See Authors by Profession.

Doister. See RoisterRalph Roister
Doister, Ralph.

RamAlley: "or,MerrieTrickes." "AComedy
divers times heretofore acted by the Children of the
King's Revels," and written by Ludowick Barry
(temp. James I.). Ram Alley was an avenue
from Fleet. Street leading into the Temple, and
formerly claimed to be exempt from the process of

courts of laws ; a privilege of which it was deprived

in the reign of William III. The play, which
was published in 1611, may be characterised, says

Carew HazHtt (Dodsley's Old Plays), " as a
strongly-written and well-constructed domestic

drama, valuable as a social monument of the times.

But it is full of gross passages, allusions, and
inuendoes."

Rambler, The. A periodical in essay form,

written and published by Dr. Johnson (q.v.) twice

a week—every Tuesday and Saturday—from
March 20th, 1750, to March 14th, 1762. During
that period, only five of the essays proceeded from
other hands than those of Johnson—namely. No.
10 from Mrs. Ohapone, No. 30 from Mrs. Talbot,

No. 97 from Richardson the novelist, and Nos. 44
and 100 from Mrs. Elizabeth Carter. "As The
Rambler," says Boswell, " was entirely the work of

one man, there was, of course, such a uniformity

in its texture, as very much to exclude the charm
of variety ; and the grave and often solemn cast

of thinking, which distinguished it from other

periodical papers, made it for some time not

generally liked. I will venture to say, that in no
writings whatever can be found more bark and
steel for the miad, if I may, use the expression."

Rame, Mdlle de la. See Ouida.

Rames,/ Philip de. See Blonde of Oxford ;

Manekine, Le.

Ramilies, The Battle of. See Battle op
Ramilies, The.

Ramsay,' AUan, poet (b. 1686, d. 1758),

published, in his early years, various poetical

pieces, including an epistle to the Easy Club, and
a continuation of Christis Kirk of the Grene (q.v.)

;

followed in 1719 by The Tea-Table Miscellany (q.v.),

in 1724 by The Evergreen (q.v.), and in 1725 by The

Gentle Shepherd (q.v.). His collected poems were
published in 1731, and again in 1800, with a glos-

sary, a Life of the author by George Chalmers, and
'
' remarks on his poems, from a large view of their

merits," by Lord Woodhouselee.
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Ramsay, David and Margaret. The
names of an old watclimaker and his daughter in

Sir Walter Scott's Forttmes of Nigel (q.v.).

Ramsay, Edward Bannerman, IiIi.D.,
Dean of Edinhurgh (b. 1793, d. 1872), was author
of Beminiscences ofScottishZife and Character, which,
published in 1858, has passed into no fewer than
twenty-three editions. To the twenty-third, in

1874, was prefixed a Memoir of the Dean by Pro-
fessor Cosmo Innes. Dean Eamsay also wrote
Sermons, Christian Besponsibility , Catechetical In-
struction, Pulpit Table-Talk, Thomas Chalmers, and
other works. See the Memorials and Secollcctions

by C. Eogers (1873).

Ramsbottom, Mrs. The imaginary author
of a series of letters, distinguished by their gro-

tesquely bad spelling, which were contributed to

the John Bull newspaper in 1829 by Theodoke
Hook.

Randolph., Thomas, poet and dramatist

(b. 1605, d. 1634), wrote Aristvppus : or, the Jovial

Philosopher (1620) ; The Jealous Lovers (1632) ;

Cornelianum Dolium (1638) ; Amyntas : or, the Im-
possible Dowry (1638), (q.v.) ; Sey for Honesty

(1651), (q.v.) ; and Poems, published with The
Muses' Loohing-Glass (q.v.) and his other works
(1668). An edition of his Poetical and Dramatic
Worhs, edited by W. Carew Hazlitt, appeared in

1875. See Wood's Athena Oxonienses and The
0, vi., 61—87.

Random, Roderick, The Adventures
of. A novel by Tobias Gbokse Smollett (1721

—

1771), written on the model of Le Sage's Gil Bias.

" Boderick Bandom," says Hazlitt, "is the purest
of SmoUett's novels; I mean in point of style
and description. Most of the incidents and cha-
racters are supposed to have been taken from the
events of his own Hfe, and are therefore truer to
nature. The style is more easy and flowing than
that of Tom Jones; the incidents follow one
another more rapidly ; the humour is broader and
more effectual, and there is very nearly, i£ not
quite, an equal interest excited by the story." It

was published in 1748. ,See Bowling, Eattlin,
and Stkap.

Rands, W. B. See Beowne, Matthew;
FlELDMODSE, TiMON ; HoLEEAOH, HeNRT.

Ranger. A character in Wyohehlet's comedy
of Zove in a Wood.

Ranger, in Hoadley's comedy of The Sus-
picious Husband (q.v.), is " only a variation on the
characters of Farquhar, of the same class as his Sir
Harry Wildair [q.v.] and others, without equal
spirit."

Ranger, The. The pseudonym of Captain
Flack, author of A Texan Hunter and other works.

"Rank is but the guinea's stamp,
The." A liae in Bukns's verses, Is there for
Honest Poverty.

Rankine, William John Macquorn,
Professor of Engineering at Grlasgow fb. 1820, d.

1872), was author of Songs and Fables (1874), and
numerous works on mechanics.

Ranter, The Widow. A comedy by Mrs.

Aphra Behn, written in 1690.

Ranthorpe. A tale by George Henry Lewes .

(b. 1817), published in 1847. See the Life of
Charlotte Bronte, by Mrs. GaskeU.

Rape of Luereee, The. See Luorece,

The Eape of.

Rape of the Lock, The. A "heroi-comical"

poem, by Alexander Pope (1688—1744), dedicated

to Mjrs. Arabella Fermor, and occasioned by a,

froKo of gallantry in which Lord Petre cut off

a lock of that lady's hair. From this incident

arose a quarrel between the two families, whichi

Mr. Secretary Caryll suggested Pope might com-

pose by the production of a ludicrous poem. The
first sketch was written in less than a fortnight,

and published in 1712, in two cantos. The delicious

machinery of sylphs and gnomes, which adds so

much to the beauty of the poem, was added, say&

Lowell, at the suggestion of Doctor Garth.
" The idea was taken from that entertaining book.

The Count de Oabalis, in which Fouque afterwards

found the hint for his Undine ; but the little sprites

as they appear in the poem are purely the creation

of Pope's fancy. The theory of the poem is excel-

lent. The heroic is out of the question in fine-

society. The mock-heroic is the only way in which
the petty actions and sufferings of the fine world
can be especially treated, and the contrast con-

tiauaUy suggested with subjects of larger scope

and more dignified treatment, makes no small part

of the pleasure, and sharpens the point of the wit.

The invocation is admirable :

—

" ' Say, what strange motive. Goddess, could compel
A well-tored lord to assault a gentle belle?
O say what stranger cause, yet unexplored.
Could make a gentle belle reject a lord?'"

The poem, in its present complete form, was pub-
lished in 1714, and was followed in 1715 by a Key
to the LocTc, written by Pope himself under the
pseudonym of " Esdras Bamevelt, Apoth.," and
gravely explaining the whole as a covert satire

upon Queen Anne and the Barrier Treaty.

"Rapt seraph that adores, The."

—

Pope, Fasay on Man, epistle i., Kne 277.

"Rapture on the lonely shore." See
"Pleasure in the pathless woods."

" Rare Ben Jonson ! O." An appellation
bestowed upon Jonson, the dramatist and poet,
by an eccentric gentleman, who gave a mason
eighteen-pence to cut it upon the stone of Jonson'a
grave in Westminster Abbey.

Rare Triumphs of Love and Fortune,
The. A play, " wherein are many fine conceites
with great delight," printed in 1589. Only one
copy of it is known to be extant. It is printed in
Carew Hazlitt' s edition of Dodslej^'s Old Plays.
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" Rarely, rarely, comest thou, Spirit
of DeUght." A lyric by Percy Bysshe Shelley,

written in 1821.

"Earity of Christian charity, Alas!
for the." See " Alas ! foe. the rarity," &c.

Rashleigh. One of the Osbaldistohe family,

in Sir "Waxteb Scott's novel of JRob Soy (q.v.).

See OSBALDISTONE.

"Rashly importunate, gone to her
death."

—

Hood, The Bridge of Sighs.

Rasni. King of Nineveh, in Lodge and

Greene's play of A Looking-Glasse for London and

England (q.v.) ; an " imperial swaggerer," full of

rant and hlasphemy. " In the course of the play,"

says CampbeU, "the imperial swaggerer marries his

own sister, who is quite as consequential as him-

self ; hut, finding her struck dead hy lightning, he
deigns to espouse her lady-in-waiting, and is finally

converted, aiter his wedding, hy Jonah, who soon

afterwards arrives at Nineveh."

Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia. A prose

tale by Dr. Johnson (1709—1784), published in

1759. " I have to mention," says Boswell, " that

the late Mr. Strahan, the printer, told me that

Johnson wrote it, that with the profits he might

defray the expense of his mother's funeral, and
pay some little debts which she had left. He told

Sir Joshua Keynolds that he composed it in the

evenings of one week, sent it to the press in por-

tions as it was written, and had never since read it

over. Mr. Strahan, Mr. Johnston, and Mr.
Dodsley purchased it for £100, but afterwards paid

him £25 more when it came to a, second edition.

None of his writings have been so extensively

diBEused over Europe, for it has been translated

into most, if not all, of the modem languages.

This tale, with all the charms of Oriental imagery,

and all the force and beauty of which the English

language is capable, leads us through the moat
important scenes of human hfe, and shows us that

this stage of our being is fuU of ' vanity and vexa-

tion of spirit.' " " Kasselas and Imlac, Nekayah
and Peknah, are evidently meant," says Macaulay,
" to be Abyssinians of the eighteenth century

;

for the Europe which Imlac describes is the Europe

of the eighteenth century ; and the inmates of the

Happy Valley talk familiarly of the law of gravi-

tation which Newton discovered, and which was

not fuUy received even 'at Cambridge tUl the

eighteenth century. Johnson, not content with

turning filthy savages, ignorant of their letters

and gorged with raw steaks out from living cows,

into philosophers as enlightened as himself or his

friend Burke, and iato ladies as highly accomplished

as Mrs. Lennox or Mrs. Sheridan, transferred the

whole domestic system of England to Egypt."

RasteU, John. See Four Elements; Phi-

lonides and Menippus.

Rat Doctor. The curate in Gammer Gwrton's

Needle (q.v.).

33

"Rather than be less^ Cared not to be
at all."

—

Paradise Lost, book li., line 47.

Rattler, Morgan. A pseudonym under which
Percival weldon Banks (b. 1806, d. 1860) con-
tributed to Fraser's Magazine.

Rattlln, Jack. A naval character, in Smol-
lett's Advenhires of Roderick Sandom (q.v.).

Rattlin' Roarin' Willie. A Scottish song,

which appeared for the first time in Johnson's
Musical Musemn (1788), to which it was communi-
cated by Robert Bdrns. Another song, repre-

senting the Willie in question (who appears,
accor(fing to Scott, to have been a real person) in

an amatory light, is quoted by Chambers. See
also HaUiwell-Phillipps's Nvwrsery Rhymes.

" Rave, recite, and madden round the
land, They." See " Madden round the land."

Raven, The. A poem by Edgar Allan Poe
(1811—1849), published in 1845, which has attained

a world-wide popularity. For the author's account
of the mode of its construction, see The Philosophy

of Composition, an essay, in the collected edition of
his works. The last verse runs :

—

" And the Raven, never flitting, Btill is sitting, still is sitting,
On tbe ijallid bust of Pallas, just above my chamber door.

And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon's that is dreaming^
And the lamplight o'er him streaming throws his shadow on

the floor

;

Andmy soul from out that shadow that lies floating on the floor
Shall be lifted—Nevermore 1"

"Raven-do'wn (The) of darkness."

—

Mllton, Comus, line 249.

Ravenswood, The Master of, is the hero
of Scott's romance of The Bride of Lammenmor
(q.v.) . His name is Edgar, and he is in love with
Lucy Ashton.

Rawlett, John, of Newcastle, divine (b. 1642,

d. 1686), was the author of The Christian Monitor,

and other works.

Rawlins, Thomas, dramatist (d. 1670), was
the author of The Rebellion (q.v.) and Tom Essence

(1677), and of a volume of poems entitled Calanthe

(1648). See Carew HazKtt's edition of Dodsley's

Old Flays, vol. xiv.

Rawlinson, George, Canon of Canterbury

(b. about 1815), has produced Historical Evidences

of the Truth of the Scripture Records (1860), The
Five Great Monarchies of the Ancient Eastern World
(1862—5), The Seventh Great Oriental Monarchy

(1876), and other works.

Ray, John, botanist and miscellaneous writer

(b. 1628, d. 1705), published Methodus Plantarum

Novus (1682) ; A Collection of English Proverbs

(1670) ; Sistoria- Plantarum Generalis (1686) ; A
Collection of English Words not generally used (1674)

;

Observations made in a Journey through Part of the

Low Countries, Germany, Italy, and France (1673)

;

The Wisdom of God manifested in the Creation

(1691); Three Physico-Theological Discourses con-

cerning Chaos, the Deluge, and the Dissolution of the
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World (1693) ; and many other works, chiefly on
hotanical Bubjects, a list of which is given in

Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual. A Life of Ray,
hy WiUiam Derham, appeared in 1760 with his

Latest Itemains. His Correspondence was published
in 1718 and 1848 ; Say's Miscellany in 1850. See,

also the Sat/ Society Fublications (1844—56).

Kayland, Mrs., in Mrs. Smith's novel of

The Old Manor House (q.v.), is described by Miss
Kavanagh as " one of the most finely drawn cha-

racters in the EngKsh fiction of the eighteenth
century, and, we wiU venture to add, to Sir Walter
Scott's praise, ' old Mrs. Eayland is without a
rival,' that none, save Mrs. Smith, could have
portrayed her. Miss Bumey would have ex-

aggerated, and Mrs. Inchbald would^have satirised

her."

Eaymond, " master of 4,000 infantry,"

figures in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

"Raze out the written troubles of
the brain."

—

Macbeth, act v., scene 3.

"Eazure of oblivion," — Measure for
Measure, act v., scene 1.

Beach, Angus Bethune, novelist and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1821, d. 1856), produced
Clement Larimer (1848); Leonard Lindsay (1850)

;

Claret and Olives, from the Garonne to the Rhone

(1852) ; The Natural History of Bores and Hum-
bugs; The Cmnic Bradshaw; London on the Thames;
and other works. See Charles Mackay's Recol-

lections.

Beade, Charles, D.C.L., novelist anddrama-
tist (b. 1814), is the author oiFeg Woffington (1852)

;

Christie Johnstone (1863) ; Lt is Never too Late to Mend
(1857) ; The Course of TrueLove never does run Smooth
(1857); Jack of all Trades (1858) ; Love Me Little,

LoveMe Long (1859) ; White Lies (I860) ; The Cloister

and the Hearth (1861) ; Hard Cash (1863) ; Griffith

Gaunt (1866) ; Foul Play (with Dion Boucicault,

1869) ; Put Yourself in his Place (1870) ; A Terrible

Temptation (1871) ; J. Simpleton (1873) ; The Wan-
dering Heir (1875) ; A Hero and Martyr (1876)

;

and The Woman-Hater (1877) ; besides producing
the following dramas:

—

Gold (1850); Two Loves
and a Life (1854) ; The King's Rivals (1854) ; and
MasTcs and Faces (with Tom Taylor), (1854) ; Foul
Play (with Dion Boucicault), (1868) ; The Wander-
ing Heir (1875); and The Scuttled Ship (1877).

Beade, John Edmund, poet (d. 1870),

published The Broken Heart, and otiier Poems (1826)

;

Cain, the Wanderer (1830); The Revolt of the Angels

(1830); Italy (1838); Cataline (1839); Revelations of

Life (1849) ; Memnon; and other works. A collected

edition of his Poems appeared in 1865.

"Reader! walk up at once (it will
soon be too late) And buy at a perfectly ruinous

rate, A fable for critics." The opening hues
of a poetical satire by James Russell Lowell
(b. 1819), published in 1848, and containing hu-

morous criticisms on the writer's literary contem-

poraries. See Critics, A Fable for ;
Wonderful

Quiz, A.

"Beading, Cursed hard." See "Easy
WRITING," &C.

" Beading maketh a fullman."—Bacon's
essay On Studies.

Beal Life in London: "or, the Rambles

and Adventures of Rob TaUyho, Esq., and his

Cousin, the Hon. Tom Dashall, through the Me-
tropolis." A work of fiction, published by Pierce

Egan ("An Amateur"), in 1821—2.

"Beal Simon I'ure." <S«e Puke, Simon.

Reaper and the Flowers, The. A lyric

by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807) :

—

" 'Twaa an angel vlstted the green eartb.
And took the flowers away,"

"Bear (To) the tender thought,"—
Thomson, The Seasons ("Spring," line 1,149)

—

" To teach the young idea how to shoot."

" Beason (A) upon compulsion !"—Fal-

staff, in King Henry IV., part i., act ii., scene 4.

" If reasons were as plentiful as blackberries, I

would give no man a reason upon compulsion."

Beason of Church Grovernment. See

Prelatical Episcopacy, Of.

" Beason or rhyme. Without."—George
Peele, Edward I. The following quatrain is attri-

buted to Churchyard (q.v.) :

—

*'You hid y' treasurer on a time
To give me reason for my rhyme.
But from that time and tliat season
I liave had nor rhyme nor reason."

Four very similar hnes are ascribed to Spenser.
"Neither rhyme nor reason" occurs in As Ton
Like It, act iii., scene 2.

Beason, The Age of: "being an Investiga-
tion of true and fabulous Theology," by Thomas
Paine (1737—1809), pubhshed in 1792 and 1796.

It was answered by Bishop Watson. Anew edition,
enlarged by Richard Carlile, appeared in 1818.

" Beason the card, but passion is the
gale."

—

Pope, Essay on Man, epistle ii., line 108.

" Beason, The feast of." See " Feast of
Reason," &c.

Beasonableness of Christianity, The:
"as delivered in the Scripture." A treatise by
John Locke (1632—1704) ; written, it is said, in
support of WiUiam III.'s favourite scheme of
comprehending the Dissenters in the National
Church. It was published anonymously in 1695,
and was attacked in the following year by Dr.
Edwards, in a pamphlet called Socinianism Un-
masked, which drew from Locke two Vindications
in 1695 and 1697.

Rebecca. Daughter of Isaac the Jew, and
in love with the hero, in Sir Walter Scott's
romance of Ivanhoe (q.v. ).
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Rebecca and Rowena :
" a romance upon

romance," by William Makepeace Thackeray
;

written in ridiciile of Sir Walter Scott's Ivanhoe

(q.v.); of which, it professes to te a continuation.

Rebellion and Civil Wars in England,
History of the, by Edwaud Hyde, Earl of

Clarendon (1608—1674), -was begun in 1641, and
first published in 1702, and edited by Bishop Sprat
and Dean Aldrich in 1826. See also Civil Wars,
The.

Rebellion, The. A tragedy by Thomas
Eawlins (d. 1670), printed in 1640, and again in

1664. See also Carew Hazlitt's edition of Dods-
ley's Old Plays.

Recess, The :
" or, a Tale of Other Times,"

by SophiaLee (1750—1824), published in 1784. The
scene of this novel, -which is probably the earliest

historical fiction in the language, is laid in the
reign of Elizabeth.

"Recks not his own rede. And."—
Hamlet, act i., scene 3.

Recluse, The. A lyric by James Mont-
gomery (q.v.).

Recluse, The. See Prelude, The.

Recollections of a Chaperon, The. See

Dacre, Lady.

Recollections of the Arabian Nights.
A poem by Alfred Tennyson, published in 1830.

Reconcilement, The. A song by John
Sheeeield, Duke of Buckinghamshire (1649

—

1721) :—
" 'Tls the most tender part of love

Each other to forgive."

Record, The. An ecclesiastical newspaper,
started in 1828.

Recorde, Robert, mathematician (b. 1500,

d. 1558), was the author of The Whetstone of Witte

(1567), and other works.

"Recorders, Oh! the."—Samlet, act ui.,

scene 2. Milton also refers to " soft recorders
"

{Paradise Lost, i., 561). They were a large kind

of flute.

"Recording angel, The," figures in a

famous passage in Sterne's Tristram Shandy {q-v.),

vol. vi., chap. viii. " The accusing spirit, which
flew up to heaven's chancery with the oath,

blushed as he gave it in ; and the recording angel,

as he wrote it down, dropped a tear upon the word
and blotted it out for ever." There is an echo of

this passage in the following couplet from Camp-
bell's Pleasures of Sope :—

" But sad as angels for the good man's sin,

Weep to record, and blush to give It in."

Recreation for Ingenious Head-
pieces : " or, a Pleasant Grove for their Wits to

walk in." A collection of epigrams published in

1664.

Recreations of Christopher North. A
work by Professor John Wilson (q.v.), published

in 1842. See North, Christopher.

Recreations on Adam's Banishment.
Poems by William Hunnis (d. 1568), published
in 1588.

Recreations with the Muses. Miscel-

laneous poems by William Alexander, Earl of

Stirling (1580—1640), published in 1637.

Recruiting Officer, The. A comedy by
George Far(1uhar (q.v.), produced in 1706. The
chief character is Sergeant Kite (q.v.).

Red Book of Hergest, The, or Llyfr
Coch, preserved in Jesus College Library, Oxford,
includes some of the oldest known copies of most
of the poems ascribed to Taliesin and Llywarch
Hen, a brief chronology from Adam to a.d.

1318, and a chronological History of .the English
to 1376. All these are in manuscript of the four-

teenth century.

Red Cotton Night-cap Country: "or,
Turf and Towers." A poem by Robert Browning,
published in 1873. 'The country referred to is

Brittany, where, Miss Thackeray assures us, red

cotton night-caps are in vogue. The work is one
of the author's least successful productions. '

Red Cross Knight, The, in Spenser's
poem of The Faerie Queene,oodk. i., is a personifica-

tion both of St. George, the patron saint, and of

the Church of England, besides typifying Holiness

generally. He is assigned by the fairy queen to

ITna as the champion who is to kiU the dragon
which desolates her father's country. This achieve-

ment he duly performs, and afterwards marries

Una (q.v.).

Red, Red Rose, A. A song by Eobekt
Burns (1759—1796). See " my Luve's like a
RED, RED ROSE."

Redbreast Chasing the Butterfly,
The. A lyric by William Wordsworth, writ-

ten in 1806.

Redden, Iiaura C, American authoress, has
written Notable Men of the Thirty-seventh Congress

(1862), Idylls of Battle and Poems of the Rebellion

(1864), and other works. See Glyndon, Howard.

Redding, Cyrus, miscellaneous writer (b.

1785, d. 1870), wrote Pemarhable Misers, Yesterday

and To-day, A. Wife and not a Wife, and many
other works. For autobiographical details, see his

Past Celebrities whom I have known (1865), and
Personal Reminiseences of Mminent Men (1867). He
was at one time co-editor with Thomas Campbell of

The New Monthly Magazine.

Redgauntlet. A novel by Sir Walter
Scott, published in 1824. The hero is Sir Edward
Hugh Eedgauntlet, a Jacobite, who possesses the

power of contracting his forehead into a frown in

the lines of which the shape of a horseshoe might
,

be traced—that being the fatal mark of his family.

Redin, Young. A baUad, found in various

collections under the different titles of jEarl

Richard, Totmg Bunting, and Lord William. It

is printed by Herd, Buohan, Scott, Kinloch,
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Motherwell and Laing, and relates how young
Kedin, having told his sweetheart that he loves

another better, is by her killed and thrown into

the river.

Kedlaw. The " Haunted Man," in Dickens's
story of the latter name (q.v.).

Redmond. The page of Eokeby, in Sir

Walter Scott's poem of the latter name (q..v.).

Beed, Isaac^ commentator and editor (b.

1742, d. 1807), issued, with the assistance of

Johnson and Steevens, a twenty-one-volume edition

of Shakespeare's works in 1803. He also edited

Dodsley's Old Flays and Collections of Poems,

Pearch's Collection of Foems, the Repository, and
'Bakec'sBiographiaDramatica. SeeNichols' Literary

Anecdotes.

Bees, Abraham, D.D., miscellaneous writer

(b. 1743, d. 1825), published a continuation of the

Cyelopcedia of Ephraim Chambers, which extended

to forty-five quarto volumes, and was completed

in 1819. Dr. Eees was a contributor to The
Literary Remetv, and wrote numerous tracts and
sermons. /S«e Chambers,Ephbaim; ENOYCLopiEDiA.

Reeve, Clara, novelist and miscellaneous

writer (b. 1725, d. 1803), produced Foems (1769)

;

The Fhasnix (1772) ; The Champion of Virtue : or,

the OU Unylish Baron (1777) ; The Progress of
Romance (1786) ; The Two Monitors ; The Exile

;

The School for Widows; Flans of Hdtication ; and
The Memoirs of Sir Roger de Clarendon. See Sir

Walter Scott's Biographies, and Jeaffireson's Novels

and Novelists. See Old English Bakon ; Pkogress
or KoMANOE, The.

Reeve, Henry, D.C.L., Eegistrar of the
Privy Council (b. 1813), succeeded Sir G. Gome-
wall Lewis as editor of The Edinburgh Review
in 1856. He has published translations of De
Tocqueville's Democracy in America and France

before the Revolution of 1789, and of Guizot's

Washington, besides editing Whitelooke's Journal of
the Swedish Embassy in 1652—54, and GreviUe's

Jownals of the Reigns of King George IV. and King
William IV. His only original work is Royal and
Republican France.

Reeve's Tale, The, in Chaucer's Canterbury

Tales (q.v.), appears to have been taken from a
fabliau of the trouveur Jean de Boves, entitled De
Gombert et les Deux Clercs. There is a story like it

in the Decameron and in La Fontaine's Berceau.

Refinement, The Progress of. A poem
by Henry James Pye (1745—1813), published in

1783.

Reflection,Aids to. See Aids to Reflection.

" Reflection came. But with the morn-
ing cool."—SooTT, introduction to chap iv. of The

Reflections on the French Revolution.
See French Revolution, Reflections on the.

" Reform it altogether."—Samlet, act iii.,

scene 2.

Reformation of Religion within the
Realm of Scotland, A History of the, by
John Knox (1503—1672), was printed after his

death. "It is valuable for its information, and
for the pubUo documents it contains, and it has

passages of vigorous picturesque writing, humour,
and satire."

Reformation of the Church of Eng-
land, The History of the, by Gilbert
Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury (1643—1715), the

first part of which was published in 1679, and
obtained the thanks of both Houses of Parliament.

The second and third volumes appeared in 1681

and 1715 respectively; and the whole work was
translated into several European languages. It is

still the best authority on the subject of which it

treats.

Regan. A daughter of King Lear, in Shake-
speare's tragedy of the latter name (q.v.) ; sister of
Goneril (q.v.). " Began and Gonenl," says Cole-

ridge, " are the only pictures of the unnatural in

Shakespeare—the pure unnatural; and you -will

observe that Shakespeare has left their hideousness
unsoftened or diversified by a single line of good-
ness or commonhuman frailty ; whereas in Edmund,
for whom passion, the sense of shame as a bastard,

and ambition, offer some plausible excuses, Shake-
speare has placed many redeeming traits."

"Regent oflove-rhymes," (that is, Cupid).

See Love's Labour's Lost, act iii., scene 1

—

" The anointed sovereign of siglis and groans."

Regicide, The. A tragedy by Tobias
Georoe Smollett (1721—1771), which he pre-
sented in 1747 for performance at Drury Lane,
but which, after some encouragement from Lord
Lyttelton, was for a time neglected, and at

length brought out by subscription in 1749. See
ScRAO, Gosling.

Regunente, The Compendyouse : " or,

a Dietary of Healthe made in Mount Pyllor,"

published by Andre-w Borde (q.v.) in 1562. " It

is the only one of his books," says Warton, " that
can afford any degree of entertainment to the
modem reader; where, giving directions as a
physician, concerning the choice of houses, diet,

and apparel, and not suspecting how little hie

should- instruct and how much he might amuse
a curious posterity, he has preserved many anec-
dotes of the private Ufe, customs, and arts of our
ancestors."

Regimine Principum, De. A metrical
version of this work is mentioned in The Fasten
Letters (q.v.) as one of the books belonging to John
Paston in the reign of Edward IV. It was in the
favourite metre called rhyme royal, was begun by
John Lydoate (q.v.), and is said to have been com-
pleted by Benedict Burgh (q.v.). A rhythmical
version was also written by Ooolete (q.v.). " The
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original work," says Professor Morley, "sometimes
called in English The Governail ofPrinces, and some-
times The Boole of all Good Themes, is known to us
as the hasis of the seventh book of Gower's Confessio

Amantia" (q.v.). Occleve describes it as a compila-
tion from a work of the same name by ^gidius de
Colonna, the Secretum Secretorum ascribed to Aris-

totle, and the Game of Chess Moralized, by Jacques
de Cessoles.

Beginald. Dalton. See Dalton, Keginaid.

" Begular (As) in your irregularities
as ever."—O'Brien, Cross Purposes, act i., scene 1.

Rehearsal, The. A burlesque by George,
Duke of BucKixGHAM (1627—1688), produced iu

1671. It is " in great measure taken," oays HazUtt,
" from the comedy entitled The Knight of the Burn-
ing Pestle" (q.v.). Shaftesbury, in his Characteristics

(q.v.), refers to it as " that justly-admired piece of

comic wit " which " has furnished our best wits in

all their controversies, even in religion and politics,

as well as in the affairs of wit and learning, with
the most effectual and entertaining method of ex-

posing folly, pedantry, false reason, and ill-

writing." See Bayes.

Behearsal Transposed, The. A prose
work written by Andrew Marvell (1620—1678),
in reply to a now-forgotten work by Dr. Samuel
Parker, Bishop of 0:rford. It was published in

1672, and was chiefly occupied by a defence of

lElton, who was, he says, " and is, a man of as

great learning and sharpness of wit as any man."
Swift said of it, " that it was the only instance
of an answer which could be read with pleasure
when the publication which occasioned it was
forgotten."

Beid, Mayne, novelist (b. 1818), has pub-
lished the following among other stories of

adventure, chiefly intended for boys :

—

The Kifle

Mangers (1849), The Scalp Hmiters (1860), The
Boy Swnters (1852), The Young Voyagers (1853),

The White Chief (1855), The Quadroon (1856), The
War Trail (1858), The Wild Suntress (1861), The
Cliff Climiers (1864), The Seadless Horseman (1865),

Afloat in the Forest (1866), The Guerilla Chief

(1867), The Child Wife (1868), The Castaways

(1870), The Finger of Fate (1872), The Death Shot

(1873), and T/jc Flag of Distress (1876).

B.eid, Thomas, philosophical writer (b. 1710,

d. 1796), wrote an Fssay on Quantity (1748), An
Inquiry into the Hmnan Mind on the Principles

of Common Sense (1763), The Logics of Aristotle

(appended to Lord Kames's Sketches of the Sistory

ofMan, 1773), Essays an the Intellectual Powers of
Mom (1786), and Essays on the Active Powers of
the Human Mind (1788). His collected Worlcs were
edited, with Dissertation and Notes, by Sir William
Hamilton, and with a life by Dugald Stewart, in

1846. For Criticism, see the contemporary writings
of Priestley and the later comments of Dugald
Stewart, Brown, Eoger Collard, Cousin, and Pro-

fessor Fraser. " The merit of what you are pleased
to call my philosophy,' ' wrote Eeid to a friend, " lies,

I think, chiefly in having called in question the
common theory of ideas or images of things in the
mind being the only objects of thought—a theory
founded on natural prejudices, and so universally
received as to be interwoven in the structure of
the language." " The basis of the philosophy of
Eeid," says Fraser, " is the Fact of External Per-
ception." See Active Powers op the Human
Mind; Common Sense; and Intellectual Powers
OF Man.

Reid-Squair, The Battal of the. Fought
on the 7th July, 1576. See Eamsa/s Evergreen.

" Reign in heU." See "Better to reign."

Reign of Law, The. See Argyll, Duke of,

and Palgrave, Francis Turner.
" Reign (To) is worthambition,though

in hell."

—

Paradise lost, book i., line 261.

Reis, Ada. An Eastern tale by Lady Caroline
Lamb (1785—1828), published in 1823. The hero
is represented as a sort of Georgian Don Juan,
who, sold hke Othello into slavery, rises even-
tually to honours and distinction. The heroine, on
the other hand, " is condemned, for various mis-
deeds, to eternal punishment."

Rejected Addresses: "or, the New
Theatrum Poetarum," by James and Horace
Smith (1775—1839, 1779—1849), was published in

1812. 'This little work consists of eleven imitations

in verse of the leading poets of the time, includ-

ing Wordsworth, Coleridge, Crabbe, Scott, Moore,
and Southey. Of these, the travesties of Words-
worth and Scott are perhaps the most felicitous.

The addresses are pretended to have been composed
for deHvery at the opening of Drury Lane Theatre
in 1812, in terms of the competition for a cer-

tain premium offered by the committee of man-
agement. They were written by the brothers, in
the course of six weeks, when residing at some
distance from each other, but they were afterwards
submitted to each other's perusal and correction.

The real address was written by Lord Byron, and
is to be read in his works. The fictitious addresses

sprang immediately into popularity, and have
passed through a large number of editions. See

Baby's Debut.

Relapse, The. A comedy by Sir John
Vanerugh, produced in 1697. One of the cha-

racters (Amanda)' is, says HaUam, " interesting,

especially in the momentary wavering and quick
recovery of her virtue. This is the first homage
that the theatre had paid, since the Eestoration, to

female chastity." See Clumsy, Sir Tunbelly;
FoppiNGTTON, Lord.

Relation of a Journey (A), began
A.D. 1610 : " Four Books, containing a Descrip-

tion of the Turkish Empire, of Egypt, of the Holy
Land, of the remote Parts of Italy and Islands ad-

joining," written by George Sandys (1577—1644),
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and publislied in 1615. A special feature of this

work is the attention devoted by the writer to the
references in classic literature to the localities

through which he passed.

Relations, Poor. See Poor Relations.

Reldresal. Principal Secretary for Private
Affairs in the court of LiUiput, in Gulliver's Trcmels.

"Relic of departed worth, Sad."—
Byeon's apostrophe to "fair Greece," in Childe

BarolcPs Pilgrimage, canto ii., stanza 73.

"Relief (For this), much thanks."—
Samlet, act i., scene 1.

Religio Bibliopolse. See Bibliopol.^, Re-
MGIO.

Religio Cleriei: "A Churchman's Epistle.''

Apoemby the Rev. E. Smedley (about 1789—1836),

published in 1818, and written in reply to the

question, " Why are you a Church of England
Christian?" A second "Epistle" appeared in

1819, and in the course of it the writer expressed

the desire that the following lines might form his

epitaph ;

—

" He loved established modes of sen'ing God,
Preaclied from a pulpit rather tlian a tub,
And gave no guinea to a Bible Club."

Religio Iiaici. A poem by John Drybbn
(1631—1701), published in 1682, ia which he
sketches his religious opinions. It is, as

Morley says, a natural prelude to The Hind and
Fanther (q.v.). The poet confesses that, once
upon a time, the clergy traded upon the ignorance
of the laity in Biblical matters ; now, he says, the
Bible is widely known, but quite as widely
abused :

—

" So all we make of Heaven's discovered will.
Is not to have it or to use it ill

;

The danger's much the same, on several shelves.
If other wreck us or we wreck ourselves."

On the whole, he is inclined to rest upon the
Church's interpretation of the Scriptures :

—

*' In doubtful questions 'tis the safest way
To learn what unsuspected ancients say

;

For 'tis not likely we should higher soar
In search of heaven than all the Church before :

Nor can we be deceived, unless we see.
The Scriptures and the Fathers disagree."

Again:

—

" And after hearing what the Church can say.
If still our reason turn the other way,
That private reason 'tis more just to curb
Than by disputes the public peace disturb :

For points obscure are of small use to leaim,
But common quiet is mankind's concern."

"The Church" here is the Church of England.
In The Sind and Panther it becomes the Church
of Rome.

Religio Iiaici, by Charles Blount (1654

—

1698), is described by Leland as being little more
than a translation of the De Meligiom Laiei (q.v.) of

Lord Herbert of Cherbury. Blount, who inscribes

his work to Dryden, says :
—" I have endeavoured

that my discourse shall be only a continuance of

yours, and that, as you taught men how to believe,

so I might instruct them how to Uve."

Religio Medici. A prose work by Sir

Thomas Browne (1605—1682), published in 1643,

and running through eleven editions between that

date and its author's death. It excited much
controversy, and had the unusual honour of being

placed in the Papal Index Expurgatorius. It was
translated into several European languages, and
provoked over thirty imitations, either of its scope

or title. It is very much the prose counterpart of

Dryden's Religio Laiei (q.v.). The writer begins

by claiming for himself the name of Christian,

which he feels himself bound to embrace by the

principles of grace and the law of his own reason.

But that name being too general to express our
faith, he hastens to explain that he belongs to

"that re-formed new-cast religion," of which he
hates nothing but the name ; that he is " of the

same belief our Saviour taught, the Apostles

disseminated, the Fathers authorized, and the
martyrs confirmed, but by the sinister ends of

princes, the ambition and avarice of prelates, and
the fatal corruption of the times, so decayed,

impaired, and fallen from its native beauty, that it

required the careful and charitable hands of these

times to restore it to its native integrity." " To
difference myself nearer, and draw into a lesser

circle, there is no Church," continues Sir Thomas,
" whose every part so squares into my conscience,

whose articles, constitutions, and customs seem so

consonant unto reason, and, as it were, framed to
my particular devotion, as this thereof I hold
my belief—the Church of England ; to whose faith

I am a sworn subject. Whatsoever is beyond, as
points indifierent, I observe according to the rules

of my private reason or the humour and fashion of

my devotion." " The Seligio Medici," says the
elder Lytton, " is one of the most beautiful prose
poems in the language ; its power of diction, its

subtlety and largeness of thought, its exquisite
conceits and images, have no parallel out of the
writers of that brilliant age, when Poetry and
Prose had not yet divided their domain, and the
Lyceum of Philosophy was watered by the mixing
of the wine !

" See Lytton's Qttarterly Essays and
Hazlitt's Lectures on The Age of Elizabeth.

Religio PMLosophi Peripatetici. A
work by Christopher Da\-enpobt (1598—1680),
published in 1662, and written on the occasion of a
"miracle" said to have been performed by the
Virgin Mary in 1640. In this "miracle " the writer
fully believed. "It is a curious book, full of
digressions and odd stories."

Religio Stoici: " with a friendly Addresse to
the Phanatickes of all Sects and Sortes," by Sir-

Georoe Mackenzie (1636—1691), published in
1665. "My design," says the author, "butts at
this one principle : that Speculations in Religion
are not so necessary as, and are more dangerous
than, sincere practice."

Religion of Common Life, The. A
sermon by Dr. John Caibd (b. 1823), preached
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before the Queen, and published by royal command
(1856).

Beligion of Nature Delineated, The.
A work by William Wollaston (1659—1724),
discussing tie foundations of morals, published m
1722.

Beligion of P rotestants. The, a way
to Salvation. A controversial work by William
Chillingwobth (1602—1644), published in 1638,

and reprinted in 1846. See TuHoch's Religious

Thought in the Seventeenth Century.

Beligion of the Heart, The, A prose

work by James Henby Leigh Hunt (q.v.), de-

scriptive of his religious opinions. It appeared in

1853, and was the occasion of much criticism.

Beligion, The Force of: " or. Vanquished
Love." A poem, in two books, by Edward Yotjng
(1684—1765), published in 1713, and founded on
the story of the execution of Lady Jane Grey and
her husband. Lord Guildford, in 1554, which had
previously been made the subject of tragedies by
Eowe and Edmund Smith. The dedication to the

Countess of Salisbury is a model of courtly compli-

ment. "To behold," it says, " a person only virtuous,

stirs in us a prudent regret; to behold a person
only amiable to the sight, warms us with a religious

indignation ; but to turn our eyes to a Countess of

Salisbury gives us pleasure and improvement ; it

works a sort of miracle, occasions the bias of our
nature to fall from sin, and makes our very senses

and affections converts to our religion and promoters
of our duty."

Beligione Iiaici De, by Lord Hekbert of

Cherbukt (1581—1648); published in 1645, and
iatended to prove that ordinary people can never
attain to any certainty in religious truth. See

Rbligio Laici.

Beligious. A tragi-comedy by Margaret,
Duchess of Newcastle (1624—1673).

Beligious Musings. "A desultory Poem,
written on the Christmas Eve of 1794," by Samuel
Taylok Colekidge.

BeUgious Opinions, A History of, by
Hannah Adams (1756—1832),wa3publishedinl784.
It includes an alphabetical compendium of the

denominations among Christians, a brief account of

Paganism, Mohammedanism, Judaism, and Deism,
and an accotmt of the religion of the different

nations of the world.

BeUgious World Displayed, The, by
EoBEKT Adam (1770—1826) ; described as " gene-

rally correct and candid," and published in 1809.

Beliques of Ancient English Poetry

:

"consisting of old Heroic Ballads, Songs, and
other Pieces of our earlier Poets (chiefly of the

Lyric kind) , together with some few of later date."

A famous collection, published by Thomas Perot,

Bishop of Dbomore (1728—1811), in 1765, and

characterised by Ellis as "the most agreeable.

perhaps, which exists in any language." Musical
Illustrations to the Seligues were published by Dr.
E. F. Eimbault in 1850. See Percy, Thomas.

Beliques of Irish Poetry, "Translated
into English Verse, with Notes." A work pub-
lished, in 1789, by Charlotte Brooke (q.v.).

Eeliquiee Baxterianee. See Baxter.

Beliquise Wottonianse : "or, a Collection
of Lives, Letters, Poems; with Characters of
Sundry Personages, and other incomparable Pieces
of Language and Art by Sir Henry Wotton, Kt."
First published in 1651, twelve years after the
author's death, and afterwards reprinted in 1654,
1672, and 1685. Poems from the Eeliquiie were
reprinted by Dr. Hannah in his Courtly Foets (1870).

" Bemedies (Our) oft in ourselves do
lie."

—

All's Well that JEiids Well, act i., scene 1.

Bemedy of Love, The. A poem by
Geoffrey Chaucer (q.v.), and ascribed to his

youth. " Based upon Ovid's sequel to his Art of
Love, it follows its own more serious way, and
draws chiefly from the Proverbs of Solomon the
illustrations of its counsels to avoid what Ovid
calls the ' indignae regna pueUae.' It has a liveli-

ness and ease of versification, with healthy shrewd-
ness and thought."

BemedyofLove, The First and Second
Part of. A poem by Sir Thomas Oveebuby,
published in 1620. It is a paraphrase of Ovid's

famous poem.

"Bemedy worse than the disease."
For illustrations of this proverbial phrase, see

Bacon's essay of Seditions and Troubles; Beaumont
and Fletcher's play of Love's Cure (act iii., scene

2) ; Suckling's poem, A Dissuasionfrom Love; and
Deyden's translation of Juvenal's XVIth Satire,

line 32.

Bemedy worse than the Disease, The.
An epigram by Matthew Prior :

—

" I sent for Radcliffe ; was so ill

That other doctors gave me over

:

He felt my pulse, prescrib'd his pill.

And I was likely to recover.

" But when the wit hegan to wheeze,
And wine had warra'd the iiolitician,

Cur'd yesterday of my disease,
I died last night of my physician."

"Bemembered kisses after death.
Dear as,"

—

Tennyson, The Princess, canto iv.

—

" And sweet as those by hopeless fancy feigned
On lips that are for others."

"Bemembering happier things." See
" Sorrow's ckown of sorrow."

Bemembranees. The title under which
George Whetstone (q.v.) wrote several biogra-

phies of English worthies ; among others, those of

George Gascoigne, Sir Nicholas Bacon, Sir James
Dyer, Thomas, Earl of Sussex, and Sir Philip

Sidney. They were afterwards reprinted at the

Auchinleok Press.



Reminiscences of Scottish Life and
Character. See Eamsay, Edwakd Bannekman.

Remission, The Scripture Doctrine
of. A work by Joseph Priestley (1733—1804),
in whioli he endeavours to refute the doctrine of

atonement by the death of Christ.

Remorse. A tragedy, in five acts, by Samuel
Taylob Coleridge (q.v.) . It contains, says Swin-
burne, "little worth praise or worth memory,
except such casual fragments of noble verse as

may readily be detached from the loose and pliable

stuS in wMch they lay imbedded. In the part of

Alhadra there are lofty and sonorous interludes of

declamation and reflection. The characters are flat

and shallow ; the plot is at once languid, violent,

and heavy." The play (originally called Osorio)

was first cast in 1797, and was written expressly

for the stage, for which, however, Sheridan rightly

pronounced it unfitted. Nevertheless, it was pro-

duced at Drury Iiane in 1813, and ran for twenty
nights. A scene from the first draft of the play,

called then The Dtmgeon, and now The Foster

Mother's Tale, was published in the Lyrical Ballads

in 1798.

Remorse of Conscience, The. See

Ayenbite of Inwit.

" Remote, unfriended, melancholy,
slow."

—

Goldsmith, The Traveller, 'Hds 1.

"Remuneration? "What is a,."—Love's
Labour's Lost, act iii., scene 1. Biron asks the
question, and Costard answers it: "Marry, sir,

halfpenny-farthing."

Renaud of Holland, song -writer (circa

1190). One of his compositions is printed by
Wright, in the Anecdota Literaria.

Renault. A conspirator, in Otway's play of

Venice Preserved (q.v.).

Renegade, The. A tragi-comedyby Philip
Massinger (1584—1640), produced in 1624, and
printed in 1630.

Renford, John. See Marriage op Wittb
iiND Science, The.
' RentOWel, Mr. Jabesh. A Covenanting

preacher, referred to in Sir Walter Scott's novel

of Wmerley (q.v.).

Repealers, The. A novel by Marguerite,

Countess of Blessington (1790—1849), published

in 1833, "but containing scarcely any plot, and

few delineations of character, the greater part

being filled with dialogues, criticisms, and reflec-

tions. Her ladyship is sometimes sarcastic,

sometimes moral, and more frequently personal.

One female sketch, that of Grace Oassidy, a young
Irish wife, is the only one of the characters we
can remember."

"Repent at leisure." See "Married in

HASTE."

] BEP

"Repentance (Pierce) rears her snaky
crest."

—

Thomson, The Seasons ("Spring," line 996).

" Repents (He) on thorns that sleeps
on roses. —Quarles, Emblems, book i., No. 7.

Reply to the Schoole of Abuse, A, hy
Thomas Lodge (1555-1628), published in 1579—
80, and described as "one of the rarest tracts in

the whole compass of English dramatic literature."

See ScHOOLE op Abuse, The.

Representative Men. A series of lectures

by Ralph Waldo Emerson (b. 1803), delivered in

1849, and treating of "The Uses of Great Men;"
"Plato: or, the Philosopher;" "Swedenborg: or,

the Mystic;" "Montaigne: or, the Sceptic;"

"Shakespeare: or, the Poet;" "Napoleon: or, the

Man of the World ;" and " Goethe : or, the Writer."

Representative, The. A daily newspaper,
commenced by John Murray, the publisher, in
1824. Lord Beaconsfield (then Mr. Disraeli) was
reported to be its editor, but has since denied the
statement. John Gibson Lockhart (q.v.) was
really its conductor. It quickly expired.

Repressor of Over Much Blaming of
the Clergy, The. A work by Reginald Pecock,
Bishop of St. Asaph and Chichester (1390—1460),
written about 1449, and edited under the direction

of the Master of the EoUs by Churchill Babing-
ton, in 1860. This was a defence of the clergy
against what the author considered to be the tm-
just aspersions of the Bible Men, and was planned
to show that the clergy had reasons for continuing
practices which had been severely blamed. It

justifies the use of images, the going on pil-

grimages, the holding bf landed possessions, the
various ranks of the hierarchy, the framing of

ecclesiastical laws by Papal and Episcopal autho-

rity, and the iustitution of the religious orders.

But more than this, it is one of the earliest

attempts in English theological literature to exer-

cise that nationalising spirit in religion which has
since operated so powerfully amongst us. The
bishop was judged to have been guilty of writing
heresy by a Council held at Westminster in 1457,

and the University of Oxford burnt his books at

Carfax. Morley considers the present work " one
of the best and most considerable specimens of

early prose among the treasures of our literature."

See Pecock, Reginald.

Reprisals, The :
" or, the Tars of Eng-

land. A farce or comedy by Tobias George
Smollett (1721—1771), "written and acted," in

1767, "to animate the people against the French,
with whom we were then at war. In pursuance
of his plan, every species of national prejudice is

called up and appealed to, and the Frenchman is

represented as the living representative and original

of all the caricature prints and ballads against the

eaters of sonpe maigre and the wearers of wooden
shoes. The sailors are drawn to the life, as the

sailors of Smollett always are. The Scotchman
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and Irishman, are hit ofE with the touch of a
caricaturist of skill and spirit. But the story of

the piece is as trivial as possible.''

Keproof, The. A poetical satire by Tobias
George Smollett (1721— 1771), aimed at the
Pelham Ministry, by whom, however, it does not
seem to have been considered formidable. It con-

sists of a dialogue between the poet and a friend.

" Beputation, Bubble." See "Bubble
REPUTATION."

"Beputation dies, At every word a."—Pope, The Rape of the Lock, canto iii., line 16.

" Beputation ! Beputation ! Beputa-
tion !" See scene 3, act ii., of Otltello (q.v.), where
Cassio says— " 0, I have lost my reputation ! I
have lost the immortal part, sir, of myself, and
ivhat remains is bestial."

"Bequest of friends." See " Obliged ey
HUNGER," &C.

Beresby, Sir John (d. 1689), was the author
of Memoirs (1734), which are fuU of curious and
valuable information. They were edited by Cart-

wright in 1875. See The Retrospective Review, viii.,

342—80.

Berum Scoticarum Historia: "a His-
tory of Scotland, in Latin," by George Buchanan
(1506—1582) ;

published in the year of his death.
" If," says Dr. Eobertson, " his accuracy and impar-
tiality had been in any degree equal to the elegance
of his taste and to the purity and vigour of his

style, his history might be placed on a level with
the most admired compositions of the ancients. But
instead of rejecting the improbable tales of the
chronicle writers, he has been at the utmost pains
to adorn them, and has clothed with all the
beauties and graces of fiction those legends which
formerly had only its wildness and extravagance."

"Beserve thy judgment."—.Siwre^e*, act

i., scene 3.

Besignation. A poem by Henry Wads-
worth Longfellow (b. 1807), containing the

weU-known lines

—

" There is no fireside, liowsoe'er defended,
Bat has one vaca.nt chair

!

"

" Besignation gently slopes the way."—Goldsmith, The Deserted Village, line 110.

Besolute Doctor, The. A title bestowed
on John Bacon, Bacondorp, or Baoonthorp (d.

1346), of whom Fuller writes, in his Worthies

:

—
"He groped after more light than he saw, saw
more than he durst speak of, spake of more than
he was thanked for by those of his superstitious

order, amongst whom (saith Bale), neither ' before

nor after, arose the like for learning and religion."

He was a Carmelite monk, and was a distinguished

disciple of the Arabian philosopher Averroes. A list

of his writings is given by Leland, Bale, and Pits.

Besolution and Independence. A lyric

by William Wordsworth, written in 1807. It

contains the weU-known allufiion to Chatterton.
See "Marvellous Boy, The.''

" Besolution, The dauntless spirit of."—JSinif John, act v., scene 1.

"Besolution, The native hue of."—
Samlet, act iii., scene 1.

"Besolve itself into a dew."—Samlet,
act i., scene 2.

Besolves : " Divine, Moral, and Politieal." A
series of short essays by Owen Feltham (b. about
1608), which profess to give the solutions to some
of the most difficult questions in divinity, morality,
and politics. The first part was composed when
the writer was eighteen, and a second edition
of the work appeared in 1628. In 1636 it was
issued in an enlarged form, the first part consist-
ing of a hundred and the second part of eighty-
five essays. See the edition of 1806, and T/ie

Retrospective Review, vol. x.

"Eesonant steam eagles. The."

—

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Zady Geraldine's

Courtship.

" Best and be Thankful !" A sonnet by
William Wordsworth, written in 1831. The
title is taken from an inscription which the poet
found upon a seat at the head of Glencroe, in
Argyllshire, during a visit to Scotland.

"Who that has gained at lenfjth the wished-for height,
This hrief, this simple wayside call can slight,
And rests not thankful 2"

"Best (The) is all but leather or pru-
nello." &e" Leather or prunello." •

Betaliation. A poem by Oliver Goldsmith
(1728—1774), published in 1774, and occasioned by
some epigrams upon him, notably one by David
Garrick in the form of an epitaph :

—

" Here lies Poet Goldsmith, for shortness called Noll,
Who wrote like an angel, but talked like poor Poll,*'—

to which Goldsmith took this opportunity to reply.

Burke, Cumberland, Reynolds, Macpherson, Ken-
rick, KeUey, and Woodfall are among those sati-

rised ; and Garrick was described as

"a salad ; for in him we see,
Oil, vinegar, sugar, and galtness agree."

To this the actor again replied in his Jtipiter and
Mercury, " a fable." " Who," says Professor

Masson, " does not know this exquisite masterpiece
of satire, or rather of humorous character-

painting?"

" Betired leisure," — Milton, II Fen-
serosa—

*' That in trim gardens takes his pleasure."

"Betirement, O blest."

—

Goldsmith, The
Deserted Village, Une 97.

" How hlest is he who crowns, in shades like these,
A youth of labour with an age of ease."

"Betirement (Short) urges sweet
return."

—

Faradise Lost, book ix., line 250.
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Betorigue, The Art of, by Sir Thomas
Wilson (d. 1681) ,

published in 1653, is a treatise in

which the author lays down the principles that

should regulate composition,and is very severe upon
, tricks of style, Hke alliteration, which detract from
simplicity of language. He teUs us in his preface

that on account of writing this treatise and another
on The Art of Logic, he was imprisoned at Rome
by the Inquisitors of the Holy See as a presump-
tuous and dangerous heretic, and observes :

" If

others never gette more by books than I have
doen, it wer better be a carter than a scholer,

for worldlie profite." "Wilson's treatise," says
Warton, " is liberal and discursive, illustrating the
arts of eloquence by eloquence, and examining and
ascertaining the beauties of composition with the
speculative skill and sagacity of a critic. It may
therefore be justly considered as the first book or

system of criticism in our language." '
' The rules

in this treatise," says Hallam, " are chiefly from
Aristotle, with the help of Cicero and Quintilian,

but his examples and illustrations are modem."
Warton gives a full analysis of this work in the
fifty-fifth section of his History of English Foetry.

See, also. The Gentleman's Magazine for 1835.

"Retort courteous, The."—As Yoit Like

It, act v., scene 4.

"Betreat, Loopholes of." See "Loop-
holes OF RETKEAT."

Betrospeetive Eeview, A. Some semi-
playful, semi-serious verses imder this title were
included in the Foems published by Thomas Hood
in 1827 :—

" When that I was a tiny boy
My days and nights were luU of joy.

My mates were blithe and kind

:

No wonder that I sometimes sigh.
And dash the tear^lrop from my eye,

To cast a look behind 1

"

Betrospeetive Beview, The. A literary

periodical devoted to the discussion of old books
and old authors. The first series comprised four-

teen volumes, and, was issued from 1820 to 1826;
the second, consisting of two volumes, appeared in

1828.

Beturn from Parnassus, The. A play
published in 1606, and supposed by Hawkins to

have been written by some wits and scholars of

Cambridge, apparently before Shakespeare had
become known as a dramatic poet, for, when he
is mentioned, allusion is made only to his Venus
amd Adonis (q.v.) and Rape of Lucrece (q.v.), and
he is advised to choose "a graver subject,"

" Without love's lazy foolish langulshment."

The play, which seems to have been preceded by
another, no longer extant, called The Filgrims to

Farnassus, is designed, as Hawkins says, " to ex-

pose the vices and follies of the rich in those days,
and to show that little attention was paid by that
class of men to the learned and ingenious."

" We only show a scholar's discontent."

The characters consist of several students of dif-

ferent capacities and dispositions, who leave the

university in the hopes of advancing their fortunes

in the metropolis—one as an author, another by
paying court to a college friend for a benefice he
has in his gift, and two others by appearing suc-

cessively as physicians, actors, and musicians ; but

the writer is neglected, the living is given away to

an illiterate clown, and in the end three of the

scholars have to go into exUe, one returns to Cam-
bridge as poor as he left it, and two others become
shepherds on the Kentish downs. The piece is

curious, as including incidental criticisms not only

on Shakespeare, but on Spenser, Constable, Daniel,

Lodge, Drayton, Sir John Davies, Marston, Mar-
lowe, and Ben Jonson, who is called " the wittiest

fellow of a bricklayer in England." The Setitrit

is printed in Carew Hazlitt's edition of Dodsley's
Old Flays. For criticism, see Hazlitt's Age of
Elizabeth.

Beturn of the Druses, The. A play by
KoBERT Browning (q.v.) ; " like some of Byron's
plays ; the scene, an isle of the Sporades ; the

legend, half Venetian, half Oriental, one that aoly
Browning could make available. The girl Anael
is an impassioned character, divided between
adoration for Hakeem, the god of her race, whom
she believes incarnate in Djabal, and her love for

Djabal as a man. The tragedy, amid a good deal
of trite and pedantic language, is marked by heroic
situations and sudden dramatic catastrophes."

"Beturn (To) to our muttons." A
phrase appearing in an English translation of

Rabelais (book i., chapter i.), the original being

:

" Eevenons a nos moutons."

Beturne of the Knighte of the Post
from Hell, The. A tract, published in 1606.

Beturne of the renowned Cavaliero
Pasctuill of England, The, was written by
Thomas Nash (q.v.), and published in 1689. ^

Beullura. A short poem by Thomas Camp-
bell (q.v.). " Eeullura" is a Gaelic word, meaning
"beautiful star."

'
' Bevelryby night. There was a sound

of."

—

Byron, Childe Harold's Filgrimage, canto iii.,

stanza 21.

Bevenge, The. A tragedy by Edward
Young (1684—1765), produced in 1721. The hero
is a Moor called Zanga, who is captured by the
Spaniards, condemned to slavery by Don Alonzo,
and, in revenge, excites the latter to jealousy,
which proves his ruin.

Bevenger's Tragedy, The. A play by
Cyril Tourneur (circa 1600), printed in 1607, and
included in Doddey's collection of Old Flays (ed.

Hazhtt).

" Bevered, beloved, O you that hold."—To the Queen, by Alfred Tennyson.

Eeverie of Poor Susan, The. A lyric by
William Wordsworth, written in 1797.
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"Review, My grandmother's." See
" Grandmother's Review, My."

Review, The. A literary and political

periodical, started by Daniel Defoe ia 1704, and
continued for about nine years, appearing for the

first twelvemonth twice, and afterwards thrice, a

week. It was the precursor of the periodical

essays afterwards issued by Addison, Steele, John-
son, and others.

"Review, The Breeches." 5ee" Breeches
Review, The."

Review, The Edinburgh. See Edinburgh
Review, The.

Review, The Quarterly. See Q,uar,terly

Review, The.
" Revisit'st thus the glimpses of the

moon."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 4.

Revolt of Islam, The. A poem, in twelve

cantos, by Percy Bysshe Shelley (q.v.), written in

1817; originally called Laon and Cythna, and pub-

lished in the year after its composition. Its original

idea was that of conjugal love between a brother

and sister, but the author was afterwards induced to

modify the conception. The poem has been described

as " a great effort, and a near approach to a poem,

though its vast scale and unmeasured ambition

place it stOl more obviously in the category of

imperfect achievements. Gorgeous ideality, hu-

manitarian enthusiasm, and a passionate rush of

invention, more especially of the horrible, go hand
in hand in The Revolt of Islam''

Revolt of the Bees, The, by John Min-
TEK Morgan, is a scheme of Christian socialism,

sometimes erroneously attributed to Robert Owen,
and published in 1820.

Revolution in England in 1688, A
History of the. A work on which Sir James
Mackintosh (1765— 1832) was engaged at the

time of his death. Only a fragment remains, pub-

lished in 1834.

Revolution in Prance, Reflections on
the. See French Revolution.

Reynaldo. A servant to Polonius (q.v.), ia

Samlet (q.v.).

Reynarde the Poxe, The Historye of,

was printed by Caxton in 1481. The story, of

which this is an English version, appears to have

been Flemish in origin, and to date from HSO.
The hero was then called Reineke Fuchs, which in

High German became Reinard, and in French
Reynard—whence the word " renard " for fox,

which completely supplanted the old " goupil

"

(from "vulpes"). The legend rivalled that of

Arthur in popularity during the Middle Ages. See

versions by Arnold and Eoscoe.

Reynolds, Prederiek, dramatist (b. 1765,

d. 1841), produced Werter (IISG), .Moisa (1786),

The Drmnatist (1789), (q.v.), Zauffh when you Can,

The Delinquent, The mil. Folly as it Flies, Life,

Management, Notoriety, Fortune's Fool, The Sage,
The Blind Bargain, Sow to Grow JRich, Speculation,

and other plays. An account of his Zife and Times,

written by Simself, appeared in 1826. Lord Byron
has the following reference to him in his English
Bards and Scotch Meviewers :—

" While Reynolds vents his ' Dammes,' • Poohg,' and 'Zounds,'
And commonplace and common sense confounds."

Reynolds, Sir Joshua (b.' 1723, d. 1792),
pubHshed Discourses on Painting, delivered at the

Royal Academy (1771); three contributions to The
Idler, some notes to Mason's translation of Du
Fresnoy's Art of Painting, and Notes on a tour
through Flanders and Holland. His Literary
Works were published in 1797, with a Life by
Edmund Malone. The Life by Northcote appeared
in 1813 ; by Farrington, in 1819 ; by Cotton, in

1856 ; and by Leslie, in 1863.

Rhadamanth. The justice, in Somerville's
burlesque poem of Sobbinol (q.v.) ;

—
" Good Khadamanth ! to every wanton clown
Severe, indulgent to himself alone."

Rhapsody, A Poetical. See Poetical
Rhapsody, A.

Rhapsody of Life's Progress, A. An
ode, by Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1809

—

1861), beginning

—

"We are borne into llfe—lt is sweet, it Is strange."

Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, Lectures
on. See Blair, Hugh.

Rhetoric, The Art of. See Retorique,
The Art or.

Rhetoric, The Philosophy of, by Dr.

George Campbell (1719—1796), was published in

.1776.

Rhodes, "William Barnes. See Bombastes
FURIOSO.

Rhododaphne: "or, the Thessahan SpeU."

A poem, in seven cantos, by Thomas Love Pea-
cock (1785—1866), published in 1818. " Lord
Byron," says Lord Houghton, " admired it, and it

is not without signs of his influence. It is the old

tale of the contest between natural and supernatural

love, in which the supernatural ia made to have

the worst of it, and where, by an odd inversion of

ideas, the senses have a higher moral bearing than

the imagination."

" Rhyme nor reason. Ifor." See " Reason

OR RHYME."

Rhyme of the Duchess May. See

Duchess May.

"Rhyme the rudder is of verses."—
Butler, Sudibras, part i., canto i., Hne 463.

"Rhymed (If they) and rattled all

was weU."

—

Dryden, Absalom and Aehitophel, line

419.

Rhymer, The Corn-Law. See Corn-Law
Rhymer, The.
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Rhymer, Thomas the, or Thom.as of
Srcildoun (a village in Tweeddale), who lived

temp. Edward I., and is reputed to be the author of

some metrical prophecies. Sir Walter Scott ascribed
to him the old romance of Sir Tristram (q.v.). See
Scott's Border Minstrelsy j,nd Grraut Wilson's Foets

of Scotland.

Rhymes, An Apology for. See Apology
FOR Rhymes, An.

Rhymes for Merry England, byMichael,
"the Cornish poet" (circa 1210)

;
quoted in Cam-

den's Remains.

Rhymes for the Road, by Thomas Moore
;

published in 1820, as being " extracted from the
journal of a travelling member of the Pococurante
Society." They were the result of a tour on the
Continent.

Rhyming Dictionary, A: "i.e., a Dic-
tionary of the English Language, answering at

once the Purposes of Rhyming, Spelling, and Pro-
nouncing." Published by John Walker (1732

—

1807) in 1775.

"Rhyming peer. A." See "Maudlin
POETESS."

"Rhyming planet, I was not born
under a."

—

Much Ado About Nothimg, act v.,

scene 2.

"Riband (A very) in the cap of
youth."

—

Samlet, act iv. , scene 7.

Ricardo, David, political economist (b. 1772,
d. 1823), published The High Frice of Bullion
Jt proof of the Depreciation of Bank Notes (1809)

;

On the Influence of a Low Friee of Corn on the

Frofits of Stock (1815) ; Froposalsfor an Economical
Jind Secure Economy (1816) ; Frincvples of Folitical

Economy and Taxation (1817) ; On the Funding
System (in The Encyclopedia Britannica, 1820) ; On
Frotection to Agriculture (1822) ; and a Flan for
the Establishment of a National Bank (1824). His
Works were published, with a Notice of lus Life
and writings by J. R. McCulloch, in 1846.

Riccabocca, Dr. A character in Lord
Lytton's story of My Novel (q.v.), whom "we re-
cognise chiefly by his pipe, his red umbrella, and
his Machiavellian proverbs," but who, "when we
strip him of all his theatrical properties, still re-
mains a true man, a soft-hearted cynic, a simple
aage, a philosopher prepared for either fate."

Rich and Poor: "or. Saint and Sinner."
The title of some verses contributed by Thomas
Love Peacock (1785—1866), under the name of
"Peter Peppercorn, jM.D.," to The Globe (q.v.).

They begin :

—

" The poor man's sins are glaring
In the face of ghostly warning

;

He Is raiight In tbe fkct
Of an overt act.

Buying greens on Sunday morning,"

"Rich and rare were the gems she
wore," First line of a song by Thomas Moorb,

included in the Irish Melodies. It was founded on
an anecdote which is related in Warner's History

of Ireland.

Rich, Barnabe, See Farewell to Militarie
Proeesbion, and Simonides, Don.

" Rich gifts wax poor when givers are
unkind."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 1.

" Rich men rule the law."—Goldsmith,
The Traveller, line 386.

"Rich, not gaudy."—iTamfei, acti., scenes.

It is generally misquoted, "neat, not gaudy."

" Rich with the spoils of time."—Gray,
Elegy in a Country Churchyard. Sir Thomas
Browne, in his Beligio Medici (q.v.), has the ex-

pression :

'

' Rich with the spoils of nature."

Richard I. of England (b. 1167, d. 1199).
Various poetical pieces attributed to this monarch
are printed in Le Roux de Lincy's Chants Histori-
ques, Eaynouard's Choix des Foesies des Troubadours,
and L'Annuaire Historique for 1837.

Richard II., The Tragedy of King, by
William Shakespeare (1564^1616),was pubUahed
in quarto by Andrew Wise in 15)^, and was one of / ir

'

the plays enumerated as Shakespeare's by Francis
Meres in 1598. Such was its popularity that a
second edition in quarto was issued by Wise in the
same year, and a third quarto edition appeared in
1608, containing the additions of The Parliament
Sceane and the Deposing of King Bichard. The
play is founded chiefly on Holinshed's Chronicle.

An older piece on the same subject undoubtedly
existed ; but from the account of it given by Dr.
Simon Porman in his Diarie, there can be no ques-
tion that it bore no resemblance to the Slmke-
spearian tragedy. Charles Knight points out some
similarities between certain passages in the latter

and certain passages in Samuel Daniel's Civil Wars
(q.v.), but they are very slight, the most striking
being the account of Richard and BoUngbroke's
entry into London, in book ii., stanzas 64 and
65. Hartley Coleridge writes, in Essays and
Marginalia

:

—" Of Shakespeare's historic dramas,
King Bichard II., which wants little to be a
regular tragedy, is certainly the best. 'The course
of fiction, which commences in the first scene, pro-
ceeds with little iaterruption to the conclusion.
In pathos few plays excel it, yet it is not a general
favourite, perlmps for want of a striking female
character. As to the queen, though she makes
some pretty womanly speeches, she might be left
out altogether without making a. hole in the
baUad. There is little or nothing about the play
that can be pronounced inconsequent. The depo-
sition and death of Richard result, and are clearly
shown to result, from his unjust interference in
the quarrel of Norfolk and Bolingbroke; and
eveiy step in the drama advances towards the con-
clusion. Then the composition—if we except a
little, a very little, too much of rhyme and conceit
in the first act—is in Shakespeare's best manner,
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just as poetical as it should be, and no more ; in

phildsophy it is only second to Hamlet ; in political

wisdom second to none. In truth it is almost a
prophecy; for Shakespeare's Richard II. was the

real Charles I. The defect of the play is that

Eichard stands alone, and other characters are

nohodies, unless we except old York—that true,

good, wrong-headed ultra-EoyaHst."

Richard III., The Tragedy of King:
"containing his treacherous plots against his

brother Clarence : the pittiefuU murther of his in-

nocent nephewes : his tyraimical usurpation ; with
the whole course of his detested life, and most
deserved death. As it has been lately acted by the

Eight Honourable the Lord Chamberlaine his

servants. At London, printed by Valentine Lewis,

for Andrew Wise, dwelling in St. Paul's Church-

yard, at the signe of the Angell, 1597." Such is

the title-page of Shakespeare's play in the earliest

edition of it known. There had previously been
published, in 1694, The True Tragedie of Riehard

the Third; wherein is showne the death of Mdward
the Fourth, with the smothering of the two young
Princes in the Tower; with a lamentabh ende of
Shore's wife, an example for all wicked women. And
lastly, the conjunction and ioyning of the two noble

Souses, Lancaster and Yorke. But to this play
Shakespeare was in no wise indebted ; his only
authorities were the chroniclers, whose narratives

he has worked up with consummate skill. A
second edition of his noble drama appeared in

1598, with its author's name appended ; a third,

" newly augmented," in 1602; a fourth in 1605;

and a fifth in 1613. Then came the folio edition

in 1623, which was not improbably printed from
a copy which had been revised by Shakespeare.

A version of the tragedy, adapted to the audiences

of his time, much vulgarised, and still unaccount-

ably in vogue on the stage, was compiled by Colley

Gibber (1671—1757). "The Eichard of Shake-

speare," says HazKtt, "is towering and lofty;

equally impetuous and commanding; haughty,

violent, and subtle; bold and treacherous; con-

fident in his strength as well as in his cunning;

raised high by his birth, and higher by his genius

and crimes ; a royal usurper, a princely hypocrite,

a tyrant, and a murderer of Plantagenet.

" ' But I was bom so Mgli
Our aery buildeth in the cedar's top.
And dallies with the wind, and scorns the sun.'

The idea conveyed in these lines is never lost sight

of by Shakespeare. The restless and sanguinary

Eichard is not a man striving to be great, but to

be greater than he is ; conscious of his strength of

wiU, his power of intellect, his daring courage,

his elevated station; and making use of these

advantages as giving him both the means and the

pretext to commit unheard-of crimes, and to shield

himself from remorse and infamy. The play itself

is undoubtedly a very powerful effusion of Shake-

speare's genius. The groundwork of the character

of Eichard, that mixture of intellectual vigour

with moral depravity in which Shakespeare de-

lighted to show his strength, gave full scope, as

well as temptation, to the exercise of his imagina-
tion. The character of his hero is almost every-

where predominant, and we watch its lurid track
throughout. The arrangement and development
of the story, and the mutual contrast and combi-
nation of the dramatis personce, are in general as

finely managed as the development of the characters

or the expression of the passions. Perhaps the
two most beautiful passages are the farewell apos-
trophe of the queen to the Tower, where her
children are shut up from her, and Tyrrell's

description of their death. These are some of

those wonderful bursts of feeling done to the life,

to the very height of fancy and nature, which our
Shakespeare alone could give."

Richard Cceur de Iiion. An extravagant
French romance, apparently written in the reign

of Edward I., translated into English some years

after, and first printed by Wynl^m de "Worde, in

1509.

Richard of Almaigne : " a ballad made by
one of the adherents to Simon de Montfort, Earl

of Leicester, soon after the battle of Lewes, which
was fought May 14, 1264." This is an interesting

bit of popular satire, and may be found in the

Harleian MSS. at the British Museum, 2253,

s. 23.

Richard of Bury, Lord Chancellor of Eng-
landand Bishop of Durham (b. 1281, d. 1345), was
the author of Philobiblon (q.v.). His Life is written

in those of the Judges, by Foss (q.v.). See also

Morley's English Writers, ii., 1.

Richard of Cirencester, chronicler and
topographer (d. 1402), wrote Historia ab Hengista

ad annum 1S48, of which the first part is preserved

in the Public Library at Cambridge ; the second is

supposed to be in the Library of the Royal Society.

An attributed work of Richard of Cirencester is the

De Situ Britanniee, first published by Stukeley, and

edited by Hatchard, with a. Life of the presumed

author, in 1809. It is now published as one of the

Six Old English Chronicles in Bohn's Antiquarian

Library (1848).

Richard of Hexham, prior there in 1143,

wrote a history of the Church of Hexham, and a

short account of the last two years of the reign of

Henry I., and of the reign of Stephen.

Richard, Poor. The nom de plume under

which Benjamin Franklin (1706—1790) issued a

series of almanacks, commencing in 1732, and

concluding in 1757. They were distinguished for

the "wise saws and modem instances" with which

they abounded. See Franklin's Autobiography.

Eichard Saunders was the full name of the sup-

posed author of the almanacks.

Richards, Alfred Bate, poet, dramatist,

and miscellaneous writer (b. 1820, d. 1876), pro-

duced Crmus, King of Lydia, a tragedy (1845)

;

The Death of the Magdalen, and Other Poems (1847)

;
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Cromwell, a drama (1847) ; TIw Dream of the Soul,

and Other Poems (1848) ; Vandyck, a play (1850)

;

The Minstrelsy of War, and Other Foems (1854)

;

Beligio Animce, and Other Poems (1866) ; Medea, a
poem (1869) ; and So Very Suman, a novel (1871).

He at one time edited The Daily Telegraph, and con-

ducted The Morning Advertiser from 1870 to 1876.

"Richard's himself again." See scene

3, act T. of Colley Gibber's version of King
Jiiehard III. (q.v.).

Richards (orRychardes), Thomas. See

Mesogonus.

Richardson, Charles, LIi.B., philologist

(b. 1775, d. 1865), was the author oi An jEnglish

Dictionary (184ti), and The Study ofLanguage (ISbi).

Richardson, John, Bishop of Armagh (b.

1579,' d. 1654), was the author of a work On JSzelciel.

Richardson, Joseph, dramatist (b. 1758,
d. 1803), wrote a comedy called T/ie Fugitive, and
was one of the authors of The Folliad (q.v.) . His
Literary Relics were published, with a Life, in 1807.

Richardson, Samuel, novelist (b. 1689, d.

1761), wrote Pamela (1740), (q.v.) ; Clarissa Sar-
lowe (1748), (q.v.) ; Sir Charles Gfrandison (1754),
(q.v.) ; and No. 97 of Dr. Johnson's Sambler (q.v.).

His Complete Works were published, with a sketch of

his Life and writings, by the Eev. E. Mangin, in
1811. His Correspondence, to which was affixed
" a Biographical Account of the Author, and
Observations on his Writings," by A. L. Barhauld,
appeared in 1804. For Criticism, see Masson's
Novelists and their Styles, Scott's Novelists and
Dramatists, Hazlitt's Comic Writers, Tame's English
Literature, and Stephens' Sours in a Library.
" We do not," says Professor Masson, " read
Richardson's novels now ; and it cannot be helped
that we do not. There are the novels of a hundred
years between us and him ; time is short ; and
novels of eight or ten volumes, written in the
tedious form of letters, and recording conversations
and meditations in which the story creeps on inch
by inch, without so much as an unexpected pistol-

shot or a trick of Harlequin and Pantaloon to
relieve the attention, have little chance against the
brisker and broader fictions to which we have been
accustomed. We have to remember, however, not
only that, a hundred years ago, Richardson's novels
were read everywhere, both in Britain and on the
Continent, with a protracted sense of fascination, a
leisurely intensity of interest, such as n9 British
author of prose stories had ever commanded
before, but also that almost every thoughtful critic

who has read Richardson since has spoken of him
as, all in all, one of the masters of our literature.

When we read Richardson for ourselves, we can see
the reasons which have led to so high an opinion.
His style of prose fiction is, perhaps, more original
than that of any other novelist we have had. In
this respect it was in his favour that he knew no
other tongue than his own, that even in English
literature his reading had been select rather than

extensive, and that his life had been that of a grave,

shrewd, and rather retiring citizen, not sophisti-

cated in his literary taste by second-hand notions

of literary method picked up at clubs of wits, or

amid the effects and clap-traps of theatres. When,
by a kind of accident, he was called upon to task a

faculty for constructing stories, for which he had
had a reputation in his boyhood, but which had
lain dormant since, this very narrowness of his

direct acquaintance with the conventional life and
the casual literature of his time helped him to be
inventive and original. Not having ranged over a
wide surface of actual life, so as to have accumu-
lated in much variety recollections of actual

incidents, physiognomies, scenes, and characters,

to be introduced into his novels, he was obliged, in

constructing his stories, to set out from his ex-
perience of human nature in its essential principles

(in which experience men may be sound and deep
without a very wide acquaintance at first hand with
passing manners), and, placing certain imagined
characters in certain imagined situations, to divine
what would take place by their working on together.
This is, accordingly, what Richardson does. He
places a girl who is to be his heroine, or a man
who is to be his hero, in a certain imagined situa-

tion, and in certain imaginary relations to other
personages—parents, uncles, aunts, and other ladies

and gentlemen close to the family group ; he sets

these persons in motion, exhibiting slowly, in letters

which pass among them, their approximations, re-
cessions, and feelings towards each other; from
time to time he throws in a fresh incident or a new
character to complicate the history ; and so on he
creeps to the catastrophe or the consummation.
His peculiar power consists throughout in the
subtle imagination of progressive states of feeling
rather than of changing external scenes; in the
minute anatomy of the human heart as worked
upon gradually by little, alterations of time, place,
and motive, rather than in the rapid succession
of external visions and surprises. He writes on
and on in a plain, fuU, somewhat wordy style, not
always grammatically perfect ; but every page is a
series of minute touches, and each touch is from
thorough conception of the cause which he is repre-
senting. In minute requisition into the human
heart, and especially the female heart, and in the
exhibition of conduct as affected from day to day
by growing complications of feeling and circum-
stance, Richardson is a master."

Richardson, William, dramatist, poet, and
critic (b. 1743, d. 1814), wrote Poems, chiefly Rural
(1781); several works of criticism on Shakespeare
(1774, 1783, 1789, 1797, 1812) ; Anecdotes of the
Russian Empire (1784) ; The Maid of Lochlin, a
Lyrical Drama (1801) ; The Indiana; and various
articles in the reviews and magazines.

Richelieu : " or, the Conspiracy." A drama
in five acts, by Edwabd, Lord Lytton

;
produced

in 1839, the part of the hero being played by
Macready. For some of the incidents the author
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confessea himself indebted to the authors of Cinq

Mars and Pieeiola. Among the characters are

Baradas, the favourite ; De Mauprat, in love with
Julie ; Julie de Mortemar herself ; Marion de
Lorme, mistress of Orleans ; Orleans himself

;

Louis XIII., and others. G. P. R. James (1801
—1860) has a novel on the subject of RicheKeu.

"Biches (The) of Heaven's pave-
ment."—Paradise Lost, book i., line 679.

Bicbland, Miss. An heiress iu, and the

heroine of, Goldsmith's comedy of The Good-

Natured Man (q.v.) ; eventually married to Honey-
wood (q.v.).

BichniOlld, Iiegh, clergyman and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1772, d. 1827), produced A
Selection from the Writings of the Reformers and

Early Protestant Divines of the Church of England,

and Annals of the Poor (q^.v.), (1814). See his Life

by Grimshawe.

"Kiehmonds in the field ; I think there
be six."—King Richard III., act v., scene 4.

Biddell, Henry Scott, poet and prose writer

(b. 1798, d. 1870), published Songs of the Ark (1831)

;

The Christian Politician (1844) ; Poems, Songs, and
Miscellaneous Pieces (1847) ; and other volumes.

His Poems were collected in 1871. See Grant
Wilson's Poets of Scotland.

Biddell, Mrs. Charlotte Eliza Lawson,
novelist, has published George Geith, City and
Suburb, Too Much Alone, A Life's Assize, Austin-

Friars, Far Above Rubies, ^hemie Keller, The
Race for Wealth, Ser Mother's Darling, and other

works. See Tkafpokd, F. G.

Rider, William, historian and divine (d.

1785), was the author of a Sistory of England.

" Bides in the whirlwind and directs
the storm." A line in Addison's Campaign (q.v.),

quoted by Pope in his Duneiad (book iii.).

Eidgeley, Thomas, D.D., dissenting divine

(b. 1667, d. 1734), was the author of Tlie Assembly's

Catechism, and other works.

"Bidicule is the test of truth." An
aphorism attributed to SHArTESBUBY (q.v.), but
not to be found in any of his works. " Of all

chimeras," says Carlyle, " that ever advanced
themselves in the shape of philosophical doctrines,

this is, to us, the most formless and purely incon-

ceivable."

Bidicule, On. A poem by William White-
head (1715—1785), published in 1743, and be-

ginning

—

" 'Twas said of old, deny it now who can,
The only laughing animal Is man."

Eidiculous Imitation of the French,
Satire on our. A humorous poem, in irregular

verse, by Samuel Bdtleb (1600—1680), occasioned

by the love of aU things appertaining to France

and the French, which was common in England in

the time of Charles II.

Eidley, Gloucester, Prebendary of Salis-

bury (b. 1702, d. 1774), wrote, at an early age, a
tragedy which was not produced ; some poems, of

which one, called Pysche, is included in Dodsley'a
Collection ; and a Life of Bishop Ridley (1763).

Bidley, James, son of the preceding, chap-
lain to the East India Company, and miscellaneous
writer (d. 1765), produced a periodical called The
Schemer; The Sistory of Jaynes Lovegrove, Esq.;
and The Tales of the Genii (1765). See Genii,
Tales op the ; Morell, Sir Charles.

Bidley, Nicholas, Bishop of London (b.

1500, d. 1555), wrote A brief Declaration of the

Lordes Supper (1555) ; De Coena Dominica Assertio

(1556) ; Gertein Conferences betwene D. Nicholas
Rydley, late Bysshoppe of London, and M. Hugh
Latiiner, Bisshop of Worcester, during the Tyme of
theyr Emprysonmentes (1556) ; A Friendly Farewel,
which Master Doctor Ridley, late Bishop of London,
did write being Prisoner in Oxeforde, unto all his

true Lovers and Frendes in God, a little before that

he suffredfor the Testimony of the Truth of Christ

his Gospell (1559) ; Letters Written to Different

Friends during his Confinement (1564) ; A pituous

Lamentation of the miserable Estate of the Chwche
of Christ in Englande (1666) ; An Account of a
Disputation at Oxford (1688) ; The Way to Peace
Amongst all Protestants (1688); and other works, all

of which were edited and published by the Eev.
Henry Christmas for the Parker Society. His
Life was written by Gloucester Ridley (1763). See,

also, Foxe's Book ofMartyrs.

Bidley, Sir Thomas (d. 1629), was the

author of Civil and Ecclesiastical Law (1607).

Bidolphus. One of the adventurers who
joined the Crusaders in Tasso's Jerusalem De-
livered.

Bienzi. A tragedy by Mary Russell Mit-
roRD (1786—1855), produced in 1828.

Bienzi, " the Last of the Tribixnes." An his-

torical romance, by Edward, Lord Lytton ; pub-

lished in 1835. 'The hero is the famous tribune

who was assassinated at Rome in 1364. " In

Rienzi," says The Quarterly Review, " Lord Lytton

accomplished the feat of modifying the generally

received estimate of a great historical personage.

The death of Rienzi is eloquently told. The chief

blot in the novel is the long intei?val that elapses

between the early chapters and the closing scene."

Bievaulx, Ailred of. See Ailred op

RiEVAULX.

Bigtay, The Bight Honourable Nicho-
las, in Disraeli's novel of Conimgsby (q.v.), is re-

presented as a " fawning, plotting, insolent man of

dirty work."

Bigdum PunnidOS . A character in Oaeey' s

burlesque, Chrononhotonthohgos (q.v.), and a nick-

name bestowed by Sir Walter Scott on his

friend John Ballantyne. See Aldibokontiphos-

cophornio.
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"Bight divine of kings to govern
wrong, The." Line 188, book iv., of Pope's
poem, The Dtmciad (q.v.).

"Eight to dissemble your love. Per-
haps it -was,"

—

Isaac Biokerstaff, ' Tis Well it's

no Worse—
*' But why did you kick me downstairs ?

"

Bight Woman, A. A comedy by Bead-
MONT and Fletcher, written about 1616.

Eightful Heir, The. A play by Edward,
Lord Lytton, produced in 1868. It is identical
with The Sea-Captain (q.T.).

Bights of Man, The : " being an answer to
Mr. Burke's Attack on the French Eevolution,"
by Thomas Paine (1737—1809). This work,
which was published in 1791—92, procured for the
writer the distinction of a trial for sedition, which
he escaped by flying to France.

Eights of Women, A Vindication of
the. A work published by MaryWollstonecraft
(1759—1797) in 1792.

Bigs o' Barley, The. A song by Eobbbt
Burns (1759—1796):-

*' I ken 't her heart was a' my ain

;

I lov'd her most sincerely

;

I kiss'd her owre and owre again
Amang the rigs o' barley."

Bimini, Francesca da. See Francesca da
ElMINI.

Binaldo. A steward in AlVs Well that JEnds

Well (q.v.).

Binaldo. The "Achilles of the Christian
army" in Tasso's Jermalem Delivered. Also the
name of a character—the rival of Orlando—in
Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.

Eing and the Book, The. A poem by
Robert Browning, published in 1869. "It is

the story of a tragedy which took place at Home
[in 1698]. The versified narrative of the child

Pompilia's sale to Count Guide, of his cruelty and
violence, of her rescue by a young priest, the
pursuit, the lawful separation, the murder by
Guido of the girl and her putative parents, the
trial and condemnation of the murderer, and the
affirmation of his sentence by the Pope—aU this

is made to fiU out a poem of 21,000 Hues; but
these include ten different versions of the tale,

besides the poet's prelude, in which latter he gives
a general outUne of it. The chapters which con-
tain the statements of the priest-lover and Pompilia
are fuU of tragic beauty and emotion ; the Pope's
soliloquy, though too prolonged, is a wonderful
piece of literary metempsychosis."

Eing of Amasis, The. A poem by Eobert,
Lord Lytton, published in 1863.

"Eing out, wild bells, to the wild
sky." A line in Tennyson's In Memoriam, stanza
cv. In the same poem are the lines

—

" Ring out the darkness of the land,
King In the Christ that is to he."

"Einging grooves of change, Down
the."

—

^Tennyson, Loehsley Sail.

Eingwood, The Earl of. A cynical old

nobleman, in Thackeray's novel of The Adventures

ofFhilip (q.v.).

Eintoul, Eobert Stephen, journalist (b.

1787, d. 1858), became editor of The Dimdee Ad-
vertiser in 1813, and started The Spectator in 1828.

Bip Van Winkle. A tale by Washington-
Irving (q.v.), adapted from the old German legend
of Peter Klaus, a goatherd, who fell asleep one
day upon the Kyffhauser Hills, and did not wake
up till twenty years after, when he returned to

his native village to find everything changed, and
no one who knew him. In Irving' s tale the hero

is a Dutchman living in America, and the scene is

the Kaatskill Mountains. The story is most pic-

turesquely told, and has been effectively drama-
tised, the leading personage being illustrated by
the genius of Jefferson.

" Bipe and ripe. We,"—As You Like It,

act ii., scene 7

—

"And then, from hour to hour, we rot and rot."

"Bipest fruit first faUs, The."—Xi«(r

Richard II., act ii., scene 1.

Eipley, George, Canon of Austin Friars,

Bridlington (d. 1490), was the author of The Com-
pound of Alchemic and The Medulla (q.v.). His
Works appeared in 1649. "His chemical poems,",

says Waxton, " are nothing more than the doctrines
of alchemy clothed in plain language, and a verj-

rugged versification. They have no other merit
than that of serving to develop the history of

chemistry in England. They certainly contributed
nothing to the state of our poetry." See Alchemie,
The Compounde of.

Eipley, George, IiIi.D., American journa-
list and author (b. 1802), has published The
Philosophy of Religion (1839);,T/)e Latest Form of
Infidelity (1840) ; and other works, besides editing
The Dial, The Sarbinger, and The New 'York Tri-
bune (since 1849).

Else of Woman, The. See Hesiod.

"Else, said the Master, come unto the
feast." lirst line of a sonnet by Dean AiFwm
(q.v.).

" She heard the call and rose with willing feet."

"Eise still with an appetite."—Her-
RiOK, Sesperides, cccxli.

Eishanger, WiUiam, monk of St. Albana
(circa 1300), wrote Opus Chronieorum (q.v.), Gesta
Edward I., and De Bellis Leues et Eusham. See
Morley's English Writers, ii., 1. Bale is the
original authority. His chronicle was edited by
EUey in 1865.

Bising in the North, The. An old ballad
on the subject of the great northern insurrection
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in tlie twelfth year of the reign of Elizabeth,

1669.

Bisley, Thomas, Puritan -divine (b. 1630,

d. 1716), was author of a work on Family Seli-

gion.

BitcMe, Leiteh, author (b. 1801, d. 1865)

;

published Headpieces and Tailpieces (1828) ; The
Game of Life (1851) ; Schinderhannes, the Robber of
the Rhine (1848) ; The Magician (1853) ; Weary-

foot Common (1855) ; Tales and Confessions; London
Night Entertainments ; The Romance of French Sis-

tory; The Picturesque Annual; and other works;
besides editing various illustrated books and con-

ducting the Glasgow Wanderer, The London Review,

The Era, and Chambers's Journal.

BitBOn, Isaac, author (b. 1761, d. 1789),

published a translation of Homer's Symn to Venus,

and wrote the preface to Clarke's Su/rvey of the

Lakes, besides contributing medical articles to The
Monthly Review.

Bitson, Joseph, literary antiquary and critic

(b. 1762, d. 1803), published J'«^ZJsA Songs (1783);
Ancient Songs (1790) ; Ancient Popular Poetry

{1191); An English Anthology (1793—4); Scot-

tish Songs (1794) ; Robin Mood Poems (1795)

;

Minofs Poems (1795) ; Pibliographia Poetica

(1802) ; Northern Garlands (1810) ; Gammer Gu/r-

ton's Garland (1810) ; The Caledonian Muse (1821)

;

A Life of King Arthur (1826) ; Memoirs of the

Celts or Gauls (1827) ; Annals of the Caledonians

(1828); Fairy Tales [ISSl); and many other works,
enumerated in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.
See the Life and Letters, by Sir Harris Nicolas

(1833). See also Eo£iN Hood, &c.

Bitter Baun, The. A ballad by Thomas
Campbell, telling how the ritter, or knight, who
had been estranged from his love, was restored to

her and his child.

Bival Queens, The. A play by Nathaniel
Lee (1655—1692), produced in 1677, and charac-

terised by' "great power mixed with extrava-

gance."

Bivals, The. A comedy by Sir William
Davenant, produced in 1668.

Bivals, The. A comedy by Eiohakd Bkins-
LET Shekidan (1751—1816), produced at Covent
Garden in 1775, and described by HazKtt as "a
play of even more action and incident, but of less

wit and satire than The School for Scandal (q.v.).

It is as good as a novel in the reading, and has the

broadest and most palpable efEect upon the stage."

&e Absolute; Acbes; Fag; Falkland; Julia;

Languish ; Malapeop ; and O'Tkiggeb.

Bivella, The Adventures of. A work
by Mrs. De la Eivieke Manley (1672—1724),
which is substantially the autobiography of the

authoress herself, though many of the charac-

ters and incidents are disguised under fictitious

names.

34

Eiver of Forth Feasting, The. A poem
by William Deummond (q..v.), designed as a com-
pliment to King James VI. on his visit to Scotland

in 1617. " It attracted the envy as well as the
praise of Ben Jonson.''

"Biver (The) of his thougl^ts." See
" Ocean (The)". Longfellow also uses the ex-

pression "river of his thoughts," in The Spanish

Student, act ii., scene 3.

Eivers, Earl (Anthony Woodville), (1442

—

1483). See Balbt, A; Book named Coedtall,
The ; Dictes and Sayings ; Divees Balades, &c.

Boad to Buin, The. A comedy by Thomas
Holoeopt (1746—1809), characterised by Mrs.
Inchbald as " amongst the most successful of

modem plays. There is merit in the writing, but
much more in that dramatic science which disposes

character, scenes, and dialogue with minute atten-

tion to theatric exhibition." Its date is 1792.

"Beads (Fifty) to town, and rather
more to Heaven." — Wintheop Mackwoeth
Praed, Ghaimt of the Brazen Sead.

" Boar you (I will) as gently as any
sucking dove."

—

A Midsummer Night's Bream, act

i., scene 2.

Boaring Camp, The Luck of. A prose

sketch by Beet Harte (q.v.), an American

humorist, in which the softening efiects of the

presence of a little child in a camp of ruffiansare

very touchingly described. It has been dramatised

for the New York stage.

Bearing Girl, The : "or, MoU Cut-Purse."

A comedy by Thomas Middleton (1570—1627),

produced in 1 6 1 1 . MoU Cut-Purse became a popular

appellation for a woman of bad character, and ap-

pears to have been drawn from real life, one Mary
Firth being quoted as her original. In this play

Middleton received some assistance from Dekker.

"Boast beef of old England, Oh, the."
A line in one of Fielding's poems.

Boast Pig, A Dissertation upon. One
of the most amusing of the Essays of Elia (q.v.),

by Charles Lamb (1776—1834). "Of aU the

delicacies in the whole mwndus edibilis, I will

maintain it to be the most ieliceAe—prineeps

obsoniorum."

Bob Boy. A romance by Sir Walter Soott

(1771-1832), published in 1818, and founded on

some passages in the career of the famous High-

lander, Robert Macgregor Campbell (b. about

1660, d. about 1733), who was popularly called

Hob Eoy, and whose Life was written in 1818, by
Macleay. The nominal hero of Rob Roy is Francis

Osbaldistone (q.v.); the heroine, Diana Vernon

(q.v.). Among the other characters are Baillie

Nicol Jarvie (q.v.), "The Dougal Cratur" (q.v.),

Andrew Fairservice (q.v.), Helen Macgregor, Sir

Frederick Vernon, andEashleigh Osbaldistone. The

novel has been dramatised in a version which still
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holds tlie stage in Scotland. Scott speaks of Rob
as " the Eobin Hood of Scotland—the dread of the

wealthy, hut the friend of the poor, and possessed

of many quaUties, both of head and heart, which
would have graced a less equivocal profession than

that to which his fate condemned hvm."

Hob Boy's Grave. A poem by William
WonDSWOETH, written in 1803, and containing the

lines:

—

" Because the good old rule
Bufflceth them, the simple plan,
That they should take who have the power.
And they should keep who can."

"Botobed (He that is), not wanting
what is stolen,"

—

Othello, act iii., scene 3

—

" Let him not know it, and he's not robbed at all."

"Bobbed (The) that smiles steals
something from the thief."— Othello, act i.,

scene 3.

"Bobbing Peter (By) he paid Paul."
An expression to he found in a translation of

Eabelais. In the same chapter occurs the phrase

about catching larks " if ever the heavens should

fall." The former phrase is generally understood

to have originated in the fact that in December,

1540, the Abbey of St. Peter, "Westminster, was
advanced by letters patent to the dignity of a

«athedral, but ten years later was joined to the

diocese of London again, and many of its estates

appropriated to the repairs of St. Paul's Cathedral.

Bobbins, Peter. See Anson, Georoe, Lord.

Eobert de Brtmne. See Beunne, Robert de.

Bobert, Duke of Normandy, a com-

mander in the Christian army, figures in Tasso's

Jerusalem Delivered.

Bobert, Earle of Huntington, The
Downfall of : " afterwards called Eobin Hood
of merrie Sherwodde; with his love to chast

Matilda, the Lord Fitzwater's Daughter, after-

wards his faire Maide Marian." A play printed

in 1601, and for a long time attributed to Thomas
Heywood. It is now kno"wn to have been writ-

ten by Anthony Mtinday (1554—1633), who also

wrote the companion play, published in the same
year, entitled The Death of Eobert Earle of Sun-
tington, with the lamentable Tragedie of chaste

Matilda, his faire Maid Marian, poysoned at

Dummmoe by King lohn. In the latter he was as-

sisted by Henry Chettle (q.v.), though to what
extent cannot be decided. " The interest of this

second part is, on the whole, stronger than that of

the first part, and some powerful, though not al^ways

tasteful, -writing gives effect to the situations.

The death of Eobin Hood takes place as early as

the end of the first act, and attention is afterwards

directed to the two, otherwise unconnected, plots

of the fate of Lady Bruce and her little son,

and the love of King John for Matilda. Eobert

Davenport's tragedy of King John and Matilda

[q.v.], acted in 1651, goes precisely over the

aame ground, and -with many decided marks of

imitation, especially in the conduct of the storyi

Davenport's production is inferior in most respects

to the 'earher work of Chettle and Munday."

Both the above plays are included m Carew

HazEtt's edition of Dodsley's collection. See Robin

Hood.

Bobert of Avesbury. See Avesbuet,

Robert of.

Bobert of CysiUe: i.e., Sicily. An old

Enghsh romance, in verse, of which an analysis

win be found in Warton's Knglish Foetry, and

EUis's Early English Romances. The former critic

observes that the history of the Emperor Jovinian,

in the 59th chapter of the Gesta Momanorum, is

nearly identical with this romance. The incidents

are not, however, exactly similar, and in some of

these, says EUis, the Latin prose has a manifest

advantage over the minstrel poem, which consists

of 476 lines.

Bobert of Gloucester. See Gloucbstee,

EOBEET OP.

Bobert of Paris, Count. A tale by Sir

Walter Scott (1771—1832), published in 1831.

BobertS, WiUiam, miscellaneous writer (b.

1768, d. 1849), was the author of a Life of Hannah
More, and other works. See the Life by Roberts.

Bobertson, Frederick WiUiam, clergy-

man and miscellaneous writer (b. 1816, d. 1863),

wrote Sermons, Expository Lectures on St. Faul's

Epistles, An Analysis of Mr. Tennyson's " In Me-
moriam," Lectures and Addresses on Literary and

Social Subjects, and Notes on Genesis. His Life has

been vnritten by the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke (1865).

Bobertson, James Burton, Professor of

History and Literature in Dublin Roman Catholic

University (b. 1800), has published Lectures on

Various Subjects of Ancient and Modem Sistory

(1858) ; The Prophet Enoch, an epic poem in blank

verse (1860) ; Lectures on Spain, Chateaubriand,
Freemasons, and other topics (1864) ; and Edmund
Burhe : his Life, Writings, and Times (1868) ; be-

sides translations of Schlegel's Philosophy of
History (1835), Mohler's Symbolimn (1843), and
Hergenrother's Anti-Janus (1870).

Robertson, James Craigie, Canon of

Canterbury (b. 1813), has -written Sketches of
Church History (1855), A Biography of Thomas
Becket (1869), and A History of the Christian

Church (1853—1875), besides various contributions
to the re^views.

Bobertson, Joseph, divine (b. 1726, d. 1802),
wrote An Introduction to the Study of Polite Litera-

ture, an Essay on Punctuation, and an Essay on the

Nature of English Verse.

Bobertson, Patrick, Scottish judge (b.

1794, d. 1855), published two volumes of verse,

chiefly of a humorous character.

Bobertson, Thomas William, dramatist
(b. 1829, d. 1871), produced a great number of
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Mglly successful plays, including David Garrick,

. and the comedies of Sooiety, Caste, Ows, Some,
School, and M.l:

Bobertson, 'William, grammarian and lexi-

cograplier (d. about 1686) ; was the author of Gates
to theSoly Tongue (1653), and other works.

Robertson, Williain, D.D., historian (b.

1721, d. 1793), wrote The Sistory of Scotland
dtiring the Reigns of Queen Mary and of King James
VI., till his Accession to the Grown of England
{1759, and, with additions and corrections, 1787)

;

Tlie Sistory of the Reign of the Emperor Charles V.,

with a View of the Rrogress of Society in Europe,

from the Subversion of the Roman Empire to the

beginning of the Sixteenth Century (1769) ; The
Sistory of America (1777, and, with additions and
corrections, 1788) ; and An Sistoricai Disquisition

Concerning the Knowledge which the Ancients had of
India, and the Progress of Trade with that Country
prior to the Discovery of the Fassage to it by the

Cape of Good Sope (1791). His Works were pub-
lished, with a Life of the author, by Bishop Grleig,

in 1828. An Account of the Life and Writings of
William Robertson, D.D., by Dugald Stewart, had
appeared in 1801. See, also. Brougham's Men of
Letters of the Time of George III.

"Bobes loosely flowing, hair as free."
A line in Ben Jonson's song, beginning

—

" still to be neat, still to t)e drest."

See his Silent Woman.

Robin and Makyne. "An ancient Scottish

pastoral;" by Eobekt Henrysoun, " Scohnaister

of Dumfennling ; " published in 1571. It is the

story of a maiden who loves a youth, and is re-

jected by him, but who by-and-by brings him to

her feet, thus turning the tables on him. Here is

a specimen verse :

—

"Bobin sat on the gude grene Hill,
Keipand a Flock of Pie,

Quhen miriT Makyne said him till,

O Robin rew on me,
I half tliee luivt baith loud and still.

This Towmonds twa or thre :

My dule in dem but gif thou dill,

Doubtless hot Dreld I die."

Robin Conscience. A dramatic fragment
of the latter part of Edward VI.'s reign, or of the

earlier part of Queen Elizabeth's. It consists of

three dialogues between the hero, the representa-

tive of Conscience in the human mind ; his father,

who is a personification of Covetousneas ; his

mother, called New-G-uise ; and his sister, named
Proud-Beauty. " It was, in fact," says Collier,

"a moral lecture against avarice, novelty, and
vanity, conducted dramatically ; but it is a matter
of doubt, judging from the extant specimens,

whether it was ever acted, or was intended by the

authorfor representation." It was probably written

soon after the Eeformation.

Robin Goodfellow. A song attributed to

Ben Jonson (1574—1637), and apparently intended

for insertion in a masque. Eobin Goodfellow is, of

course, only another name for Puck (q.v.), whose

vagaries are graphically described by Milton in Ma
L'Allegro (q.v.). See Q-oodeellow, Eobin.

Robin Gray, A\lld. See Acld Eobin Gray.

Robin Hood :
" a Collection of all the Ancient

Poems, Songs, and Ballads, now extant, relating
to that celebrated English Outlaw," published by
Joseph Eitson in 1796, and prefaced by "his-
torical anecdotes " of Eobin Hood. See, also, the
introduction to vol. v. of English and Scottish

Ballads, edited by Professor Child, of Boston
(1867) ; Percy's Reliques, Wright's Essays on the

Middle Ages, and Hunter's Critical and Sistoricai

Tracts. Of these, Wright argues against Eobin as
a myth, Hunter for him as a real personage ; and,
indeed, it is hardly possible so much genuine song
could have gathered round a wholly imaginary
ataiu Fordim and Mair distinctly mention biiiri

as the prince and the most gentle of thieves. Stow
tells us that he plundered the rich but spared the
poor, suffering no woman to be ill-treated. Eitson
argues that his name was Eobin Eitzooth, and that

he had a claim to the Earldom of Huntingdon. It

is quite possible, however, that a good deal that is

purely fanciful has gathered round the story of his

Hfe. A Maid Marian may be conceded to him, but
there is a strong scent of the fictitious about Friar

Tuck, Little John, and other of his "merry
men." Sir Walter Scott has more than one re-

ference to
" Bold Robin Hood and all his band,—
Friar Tuck, with quarter-staff and cowl.
Old Scathelooke, with his surly scowl.
Maid Marian, fair as ivory hone.
Scarlet, and Hutch, and Little John."

Thomas Love Peacock (q.v.) has made the story

of Eobin Hoon and Maid Marian the subject of a
romance. See Egbert, Earle op Huntingdon.

Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne. A
ballad printed in Bishop Percy's Reliques.

Robin Hood and the Pindar of "Wake-
field. An old ballad, of which Silence (q.v.) hums
a scrap or so in Shakespeare's King Senry IV.

Robin Hood rescuing the Widow's
Three Sons. A ballad, printed by Eitson from
Robin Sood's Garland (1690), and considered by him
to be " one of the oldest " in that series.

Robin Hood, The Birth of. A ballad,

printed by Jamieson from the recitation of a

Mrs. Brown, which relates how Willie and Earl

Eichard's daughter go to " the gude greenwood,

"And ere the night was dune.
She's borne to him a bonny young son,

Among the leaves sae green."

This is Eobin Hood. The ballad is not, however,

one of the famous Eobin Hood series.

Robin Hood's Death and Burial. A
baUad, from Robin SoocCs Garland, printed by
Eitson, and describing how Eobin, " being Ul, goes

for aid to Kirkley Nunnery, where the abbess,

though his kinswoman, treacherously lets him
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bleed to death. He shoots his last arrow, and
where it falls his grave is made."

Robin, jolly Robin. An old song, men-
tioned by Shakespeare in Twelfth Night, act iv.,

scene 2
;
printed in Bishop Percy's Seliques; and

attributed by some to Sir Thomas Wyatt, though
it is obviously of older date.

Robin of Portingale, Old. A baUad
referred to in Percy's Eeliques.

Robin, Poor. The supposed author of an
almanack first published in 1661 or 1662, and
ascribed to Kobebt Herrick, the poet (q.v.).

Several publications were afterwards issued imder
his name ; such as Poor Robin's Pathway to Know-
ledge (1663) ; Poor noun's Jests (1669) ; Poor Robin's

Visions
f
wherein is described present Swnours of

the Times (1677) ; Poor Robin's True Character

ofa Scold : or, the Shrew's Looking-Glass, dedicated

to all Do7nineering Dames, Wives Rampant, Cuckolds

Couchant, and Senpecleed Sneaks (1688) ; and Poor
Robin's Perambulations from Saffron Waldon to

London, performed this month ofJuly, 1678, curious

as a description, in verse, of various interesting

localities.

Robin Redbreast's Testament. A Scot-

tish song, printed in Herd's collection (1776), and
reprinted by Chambers :^

" Gar tak this guld richt leg o' mine,
And mend the brig o' Tay

;

It will be a post and pillar guid,
It will neither bow nor gae."

Robinson, Clement. One of the contribu-
tors to the collection of verges called A Sandefull

of Pleasant Delites, pubKshed in 1684.

Robinson Crusoe. See Orusoe, Eobinson.

Robinson, Edward, D.D., American
divine (b. 1794, d. 1864), produced A Sarmony of
the Gospels in Greek (1834), Biblical Researches

(1841), The Holy Land (1851), and a Dictionary of
the Holy Bible.

Robinson, Henry Crabb (b. 1775, d. 1867).
The Diary, Reminiscences, and Correspondence of

this writer, who lived to an advanced age, moved
in the highest social and literary circles, knew
almost every man of eminence in his time, and has
left copious anecdotes of his contemporaries, ap-
peared in 1869, edited by Dr. Sadler.

Robinson, J. C. See Percy Anecdotes.

Robinson, Mary, actress and poetess (b.

1758, d. 1800), produced PoCT«« (1775) and Lyrical

Tales (1800). Her Works were published in 1806
;

her Memoirs, written by herself, in 1801. See

Pebdita, The Fair.

Robinson, Ralphe. See Eobtnson, Eaphe.

Robinson, Robert, Nonconforming divine

(b. 1735, d. 1790), wrote Arcana (1774), Plan of
Lectures on Nonconformity (1778), The Sistory of
Baptism (1790), Ecclesiastical Researches (1792), and

other Works published, with a Life by G-eorge Dyer,

in 1807 and 1812.

Robison, John, philosophical writer (b. 1739,

d. WOSV', wrote Elements of Mechanical Philosophy

(1804, and, edited by Sir David Brewster, in 1822),

and Proofs of a Conspiracy Against all the Religions

and Governments of Europe (1797), (q-v.).

RobV Joh.n, poet and miscellaneous writer

(b. 1793, 'd. 1860), published Sir Bartram, a, poem
in six cantos (1815); Traditions ofLancashire (1829

and 1831) ; Seven, Weeks in Belgium (1838) ; and other

works. His Legendary and Poetical Remains, with

a Sketch of his Life and Character by his Widow,

appeared in 1864.

Robynson, Raphe, "citizen and goldfemythe

of London," translated into English the Utopia

(q.v.) of Sir Thomas More (q.v.), which he calls

a "fnitefull and profitable boke, containing and

setting forth ye best state and fourme of a pub-

lique weale."

Roche, James. See Octogenarian, An.

Rochefort, Viscount, George Boleyn (d.

1536), was one of the contributors to TotteVs Mis-

cellany (q.v.). See Praise of his Lady, A.

Rochester, Earl of, John Wibnot, poet

(b. 1647, d. 1680), wrote Yalentinian, a tragedy,

published in 1685. His Poems, written " on various

occasions," were first printed collectively in 1680.

"His pieces," says Johnson, "are commonly short.

His songs have no particular character ; they tell,

like other songs, in smooth and easy language,

of scorn and kindness, dismission, and desertion,

absence and inconstancy, with the commonplaces
of artificial courtship. 'They are commonly smooth
and easy, but have little nature and little senti-

ment. In all his works there is a sprightliness and
vigour, and everywhere may be found tokens of a

mind which study might have carried to excel-

lence." See Nothing, On; Trial of the Poets
FOR the Bays ; and next paragraph.

Rochester, Some Passages in the Life
and Death of John, Earl of, by Gilbert
Burnet, Bishop of Saxiseuby (1643—1715) ;

pub-
lished in 1680. The bishop had been the means of

reclaiming the young noble from infidelity and
profligacy. Of the Passages, Dr. Johnson said

that the critic should read them for their elegance,

the philosopher for their arguments, and the saint

for their piety.

Rochester, Mark. The nom de plume under
which "William Charles Mark Kent (b. 1823),

(q.v.) has published several works.

Rochester, Mr. A character in Charlotte
Bronte's novel of Jane Eyre (q.v.), to whom the

heroine is eventually married.

Rock, Memoirs of Captain, by Thomas
Moore, the poet ; written in 1824. Captain Eock
was a celebrated Irish chieftaia.



"Rock of Ages." A hymn by tK|

Augustus ToPLADY (1740—1778), whic^i^
to have 'been suggested by a passage/ma^B^HTs
learned tractate, entitled T/ie Chri^mu^^^^Kient
and Sacrifice, ed. 1679. It has hpediwH^^a into

Latin verse by the Eight Hon. Jfr.- E^^QMltone.

Bock (The) and We&4mkmrTow. A
short poem in the Scottishjqialftot liyALEXANDEB
Bobs (1699—1784), first^BHIr in 1768. It

'* There was an aulj^^^^^^E^e pickle tow."

" Bock (Thisj^^Hp From its firm
base as soon as X."^^^^^Kthe Lady of the Lake,

canto v., stanza

"

Bocke of ^^^HR-ii The. A poem, by
George Whetstot^^PT circa 1550), " divided iato

foure parts : Thii oBRe of Delight, The Garden of

TJnthnftinesse, The Arbour of Virtue, The Orchard
of Eepentance," and published in 1576.

"Bod in pickle, A."

—

O'EIeepe, Midas,

act ii., scene 1.

"Bod of empire. The."—Gkay, :Elegt/

written in a Country Churchyard.

Bodsriek Bandom.. See Eamdom, Eodeeick.

Boderick, the Last of the Goths. A
poem in blank verse by Eobekt Southey (1774

—

1843), published in 1814.

Boderigo. A Venetian gentleman, in Othello

(q.v.).

Bodogline. The king in Eowe's tragedy of

The Royal Convert (q.v.) ; " a personage truly

tragical, of high spirit and violent passions great,"

says Dr. Johnson, " with tempestuous dignity, and
wicked, with a soul that would have been heroic if

it had been virtuous."

Eoger de Coverley, Sir. See Coveblet.

Boger de Hoveden. See Hoveden, Eoqek.
DE.

Boger of Wendover, Prior of Belvoir, and
chronicler (d. 1237), wrote Flores Sistoriarwn, a
chronicle wldoh ranges from the Creation almost to

the writer's death, and the Latin text of which has
been edited by Coxe for the English Historical

Society (1841—44). See Matthew op Paris.

Bogero. A Sicilian gentleman, in The Winter's
Tale (q.v.). Also the name of one of a band of

adventurers in the crusading army in Tasso's
Jerusalem Delivered.

Bogero, in Canning's Hovers (q.v.), is repre-
sented as singing the well-known song about the
" U—niversity of Gottingen" :

—

" My years are many—they were few
When first I entered at the U—

niversity of Gottingen,
niversity of Gottingen.

*' There first for thee my passion grew.
Sweet, sweet Matilda Pottlngen

!

Thou wast the daughter of my tu-
tor, law professor at the U—

niversity of Gottingen,
niversity of Gottingen."

The last stanza of the song was written by Pitt the
statesman.

Rogers, Charles, LL.D., minister and
antiquarian (b. 1825), has written, among other
works, Scotland, Social and Domestic; Monuments
and Momunental Inscriptions in Scotland; Bos-
welliana ; A Centtiry of Scottish Life ; Our Mernal
Destiny; besides publishing The Modern Scottish

Minstrel, Lyra JBritannica, and editions of the
Foetieal Remains of King James I. of Scotland, and
the Poems of Sir Eobert Aytoun.

Rogers, Henry, critic (b. about 1814, d. 1877),
wrote Essaysfrom " The Edinburgh Review" (1850),
reprinted with additions in 1874 ; a Life of Thomas
Fuller (1856) ; Reason and Faith (1866) ; Essays
from " Good Words" (1868) ; Theological Controversies

of the Time (1874) ; and The Superhuman Origin of
the Bible (1874). His best-known work, however,
is The Eclipse of Faith (1852). He has also pub-
lished Selections from the Correspondence of R. E. S.
Greyson (an anagram of his own name)

.

Rogers, John. See Bible, The.

Rogers, Samuel, poet and banker (b. 1763,

d. 1855), wrote The Scribbler (q.v.) in The Gentle-

man's Magazine; Ode to Superstition, and other

Poems (1786) ; The Pleasures of Memory (1792),

(q.v.); An Epistle to a Friend (1798), (q.v.);

Columbus (1812) ; Jacqueline (1814), (q.v.) ; SumoM
Life{l&W), (q.v.) ; and Italy (1822), (q.v.). Recol-

lections of the Table Talk ofSamuel Rogers, Esq., with

a Memoir of his Life, appeared in 1856, and some
further Recollections, edited by WiUiam Sharpe, in

1859. See Hayward's Biographical and Critical Es-

says, first series; Eoscoe's .Essays; 3eSrej's Essays;
Hazlitt's English Poets; Lockhart's Life of Scott,

chaps. Ixii., Ixxvi. ; and Martineau's Biographical

Sketches. "Eogers," says Hazlitt," is avery lady-like

poet. He is an elegant but feeble writer. He wraps
up obvious thoughts in a glittering cover of fine

words, is full of enigmas with no meaning to them,

is studiously inverted and scrupulously far-fetched

;

and his verses are poetry, chiefly because no particle,

line, or syllable of them reads like prose. He
differs from Milton in this respect, who is accused

of having inserted a, number of prosaic lines in

Paradise Lost. This kind of poetry, which is a
more minute and inoffiensive species of the Delia

Cruscan, is like the game of asking what one's

thoughts are like. It is a tortuous, tottering,

wriggling, fidgety translation of everything from
the vulgar tongue, with all the tantalising, teasing,

tripping, lisping mimminee pimminee of the highest

brilliancy and fashion of poetical diction. You
have nothing like truth of nature or simplicity of

expression." Harriet Martineau says :
—"His poetry

could scarcely be said to live so long as himself, as

it was rather the Olustrations. with which it was
graced than the verse itseU that kept his volumes

on sale and within view. The elegance and

correctness of his verse are beyond question; but

the higher and more substantial qualities of true

poetry wiU hardly be recognised there. It should
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be rememtered that there is a piece of prose writing
of his, of which Mackintosh said that ' Hume
could not improve the thoughts, nor Addison the
language.' That gem is the piece on assassination in
his Italy. In it may be clearly traced the influence

of his early Nonconformist education. When he
wrote it, half a lifetime ago, worldUness had not
quite choked the good seed of early-sown philo-

sophy ; and the natural magnanimity of the man
was not extinguished by the passions—as strong as

any in their way—which spring from the soil of

conventionalism. If Eogers is to be judged by his

writings, let it be by such fragments as that little

essay; if further, by his deeds rather than his
words. So may the world retain the fairest remem-
brance of the last English Maecenas, and the only
man among us perhaps who has illustrated in his

own person the position at once of patron and of

oUent." See Ginevka.

" Bogues in buckram."

—

Kimg Senry IV.,
part i., act ii., scene 4.

Bolster Doister, Balph. The first regular
English comedy, written by Nicholas Udall (1506—1566), and first printed, anonymously, in 1566.

Its authorship was not ascertained untU so late as

1818. It was afterwards edited for the Shake-
speare Society by Durrant Cooper, and has since

been reprinted by Arber. TJdaU was Master of

Eton School from 1534 to 1541, and wrote this

amusing interlude for his scholars to perform
" about the feast of St. Andrew, the 30th day of

November." It was modelled on the comedies of

Plautus and Terence, and was intended to expose
the folly of " vain gloriousness." It is composed
throughout in rhyming couplets, and is duly
divided into acts and scenes. Its leading motive
is the courtship of Dame Custance (q.v.) by the
hero, who falls a victim to the wiles of a certain
Matthew Merrygreek (q.v.) , and after being sadly
discomfited, at last joins in with the humour of the
others, and consents to the union of the dame with
Gawin Goodlucke, a merchant, to whom she is

already betrothed. Among the minor characters are
Madge Mumblecrust, Tibet Talkapace, Annot Aly-
face, and Dobinet Doughtie. Eafe Roister is a cha-
racter in Fulwel's Like Will to Lihe (q.v.), and a
"roister-doister" was used proverbially for a hare-
brained fellow. The word "roister" is evidentlyfrem
the French " rustre," a ruffian, and recalls the" rus-
tarii,"or lienclLfreebooters, of the eleventh century.

Rokeby, iA poem in six cantos by Sir
Walter Scott, published in 1813. Eokeby is a
modem mansion near Greta Bridge, in Yorkshire,
and was in the time of Scott possessed by the Mr.
Morritt to whom the poem is dedicated. The
work is fuU of description of the estate on which
the mansion stands, so much so that Moore in
his Twopenny Foat Bag pokes fun at the poet in
this way :

—

"Having quitted the Borders to seek new renown.
He 18 romfng by long quarto stages to town,
And beginning with Rokeby (the job's sure to pav>.
Means to do all the gentlemen's seats by the way."

The action of the poem takes place partly in the
castle which once occupied the site of the building

that Scott knew, and partly at Barnard Castle and
other places in the vicinity. The date of the sup-

posed events is immediately subsequent to the battle

of Marston Moor. Palgrave speaks of RoJcely as
"by no means destitute of interest and beauty."

Bokesmith, John. The hero of Dickens's
novel of Our Mutual Friend (q.v.).

Bokewode, John Gage (b. 1786, d. 1842),
was the author of A History of Suffolk.

Boland and Farragus. An old English
romance, in verse, of which an analysis will be
found in Ellis's Early English Romances. It was
founded, like all the romances which relate to

Charlemagne, on the Joannis Twrpini Sistoria de

Vita Caroli Magni et Rolandi, vrritten before 1122.

Boland de Vaux, Lord, figures in Cole-
eidge's Ghristabel (q.v.).

Boland, The Chanscta de. A poem, in

the Anglo-Norman tongue, by Tueold, an English
minstrel (circa 1140); celebrating the famous battle

of EoncesvaUes, which had already been made
popular in the Latin story ascribed to Bishop
Tirrpin. " The composition," says Wright, " is

one in which, though devoid of the artificial orna-
ments of more refined poetry, the story marches
on with a kind of lofty grandeur, which was well
calculated to move the hearts of the hearers for

whom it was intended, and which, even to amodem
reader, is not without its charms. As in most of

the early romances, the largest portion of the poem
consists of battle scenes, which are told with some-
what of Homeric vigour. Instead of rhyming
couplets, we have a continuous series of lines,

varying in number, bound together by one final

rhyme ; and this final rhyme, or, rather, assonance,
rests upon the last two or three vowels, entirely
independent of the consonants."

"BoU down their golden sand."—
Hebee, From Greenland's Icy Mountains.

"Boll of common men, I am not in
the."^jr»»(7 Henry IV., part i., act iii., scene 1.

"Boll on, thou deep and dark blue
ocean, roU."

—

Byron, Childe Harold's Filgrimage,
canto iv., stanza 179.

Bolla. A tragedy by Matthew Geegoet
Lewis (1775—1818), produced in 1799.

Bolle, Eichard, poet (b. about 1290, d. 1349),
wrote a Metrical Paraphrase of the Book of Job, of
the Lord's Prayer, and of the Seve^Feniten tial

Fsalms, and a poem in seven parfj^jaUed The
Fricke of Conscience (q.v.). EoUe^BPa hermit of
the order of Augustine, and livedfjfiife of solitude
near Hampole, Doncaster. '

' The penitential psalms
and theological tracts of a hermit were not likely
to enrich or improve the style of our poetry ; and
they are accordingly confessed, by those who have
read them, to be very dull. His name challenges
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notice only from, tlie paucity of contemporary
writers."

Rolliad, The, is the title eventually given to

a series of political satires, the first of "which, pub-
lished in. a London newspaper in 1784, was devoted
to a humorous criticism on Colonel (afterwards

Lord) Eolle. The most important of these satires

was the Rolliad, par excellence, a pretended review
of an imaginary epic poem, which was followed

by the Probationary Odes for the Laureateship, and
Political Eclogues, in which, probably following

the example of Pope in his castigation of GoEey
Gibber, a large number of wits and men of fashion

joined together in the composition of satirical

portraits of various men of eminence of the day.
Among the former were Dr. French Lawrence, the
editor of the series, who died in 1807 ; General
Eichard Fitzpatrick (1747—1813), Eichard TickeH
(d. 1793), Joseph Kichardaon (1758—1803), Lord
John Townshend (1757-1837), George EDis
(1746—1815), Sir E. Adair, General Burgoyne,
Hare, Eeid, Bate Dudley, Brummel, Boscawen,
Pearce, Sir John Hawkms, and the Bishop of

Ossory.

Bollock, Robert, Scottish scholar and divine

(b. 1555, d. 1598), was the author of numerous
commentaries on different portions of Scripture.

His brother Hercules contributed Latin poems
to the Selitice Poetanim. Scotoriim, See the Life by
Eobertson (1599).

Bolt, Biehard, miscellaneous writer (b.

1724, d. 1770), wrote Cambria, a poem, and some
other works, for the titles of which see Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual.

Bomaine, William, theologian (b. 1714,

d. 1795), wrote The Walk of Faith (1791), The
Trimnph of Faith (1795), and other works. See
the Life by Cadogan.

Roman de Bou, Le. See Eou, Lb Eoman de.

Boman Father, The. A tragedy by Wil-
liam Whitehead (1716—1785) ; produced at

Drury Lane in 1750, and founded on the Sorace of

ComeiUe.

"Boman holiday, A." See "Butchered to
make," &c.

Boman, The. A dramatic poem by Sydney
DoBELL (1824—1874), published in 1850.

Romance and Reality. A novel by
Letitia Elizabeth Landon (1802—1838), pub-
lished in 1830. The heroine's name is Enuly.

Romances, German : "Specimens of the

Chief Authors, with Biographical and Critical

Notices," by Thomas Caelyle (b. 1795); published

in 1827. " TiS^," wrote the author in 1857, _ " was
a book of translations, not of my suggesting or

desiring, but of my executing as honest journey-

work in defect of better."

Romance of the Forest, The. A tale by
Mrs. Eadolipee, published in 1791. See Motte, La.

Romance of the Swan's Ifest, The. A
lyric by Elizabeth Barrett JBrowning (1809

—

1861), published in 1844, and beginning

—

" Little Ellle sits alone
'Mid the teeches of a meadow
By a stream-side on the grass."

Peo-Romanee, The Progress of.
gress op Eomance, The.

Romances derive their name from the fact

that the earliest tales which appeared in the Middle
Ages were written in the Eomance languages—

•

those languages having been formed out of the
mingling of the Latin with the indigenous tongues
of France and Spain. " Eomaus " became in this
way the natural word for stories, and, these stories

being generally of an exceedingly fanciful nature,
we have here the reason why in later times nar-
ratives of a highly imaginative order came to be
designated by the term "romances." For a long
time after the Conquest translations from stories

in the Latin or French were all that could be
obtained iu England in the way of fiction. This
was the time in which Alexander, Arthur, Charle-
magne, Amadis de Gaul, Ogier le Danois, Huon de
Bordeaux, and other heroes were celebrated in
" eternal romances," which existed in popularity
up to the time of Elizabeth. Side by side with
them, however, for many years went a number of

purely indigenous legends, such as those of Eobert
the Devil, Thomas of Eeading, Friar Bacon, Friar

Eush, Virgil, Eobin Hood, George-a-Green, Tom-
a-Lincoln, Faustus, and the like, which bring us
down to a time contemporary with Shakespeare.
Utopia (q.v.) does not call for mention, because it

was written in Latin, not English ; and a similar

objection attaches to Hall's Mtmdus Alter et Idem
(q.v.) and Barclay's Argenis (q.v.). These must
give place to what is really the first legitimate

romance in our language—-the Arcadia (q.v.) of

Sir Philip Sidney, written in emulation of Italian

and Spanish models, and containing, with much
that is tedious, much that is beautiful. Lyly's

Fuphties (q.v.) is an effort in the same direction,

but not so successful a one. After that, our prose

fiction, which began properly with Greene (q.v.)

divides itself naturally into Eomance and Novel
(q.v.), according to the style and subject, the

former being governed by' the fanciful, the latter

by the real—the former permitting to itself legiti-

mate extravagance, the latter contenting itself

with representations of every day ordinary life.

The modem romantic school is headed by Wal-
pole's Castle of Otranto (q.v.), followed up by
Clara Eeeve's Old English Baron (q.v.), Mrs.

EadcUffe's Momance of the Forest (q.v.), Lewis's

Monk (q.v.), Mrs. Shelley's Frankenstein (q.v.),

and similar works. Among later examples, we
have the Ivanhoe (q.v.) of Scott—^typical of the

historical romance in which G. P. E. James
(q.v.) and Harrison Ainsworth (q.v.) have since ex-

celled ; the Zanoni (q.v.) of Lord Lytton, and the

Phamtastes (q.v.) of George MacDonald. In all

of these, liberties are taken with nature or with
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iistory which -would not he permitted in the case
of novels proper, -which are hound to confine them-
selves to characters and incidents not outside the
bounds of the prohahle. The romance, on the other
hand, is practically unlimited in its scope ; it may-
imagine what it pleases, so long as it observes the.

laws which control the class of fiction to which it

belongs.

Komaunt of the Page, The. A ballad by
Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1809—1861), pub-
lished in 1839.

Bomaunt of the Bose, The. A poem
attributed to Chaucer, who is believed to have
partly translated and partly adapted it from the
SVench of Grmllaumede Lorris and Jean de Meung.
Some of the best critics, however, doubt if it be the
work of Chaucer, on the ground that the versifica-

tion is not in his manner.

" Borne shall stand, While stands the
Coliseum." See " Coliseum ("While Stands the)."

Borne, The Bnins of. See Eums op Rome.

Borneo, in Borneo and Juliet (q.v.), is a son of

Montague (q.v.), and in love -with Juliet (q-v.),

the daughter of Capulet (q.v.).

Borneo and Juliet. A tragedy by William
Shakespeare (1564—1616), which was printed in

1597, and revised ia 1599. The poet had been
indebted for the plot of his tragedy to the Istoria

novellamente ritrovata di dui nobili Amanti of Luigi
da Porto (1536), and the Sfortimata morte di due
infelicissimi Amanti of BiondeUo (1554), the latter

of which was rendered into EngHsh verse by
Arthur Brooke ia 1562, and into English prose by
WilUam Painter in his Palace of Pleasure (q.v.),

in a story entitled " The Goodly Hystory of the
true and constant love between Ehomeo and
Julietta, the one of whom died of poyson, and the
other of sorrow and hevinesse, wherein be com-
prysed many adventures of love, and other devises
touchinge the same" (1567). "Someo and Juliet,"

says Schlegel, " is a picture of love and its pitiable

fate in a world whose atmosphere is too sharp for
this the tenderest blossom of human life. Two
beings created for each other feel mutual love at

the first glance ; every consideration disappears
before the irresistible impulse to Kve in one
another ; under circumstances hostile in the
highest degree to their union, they unite them-
selves by a secret marriage, relying simply on the
protection of an invisible power. Untoward in-

cidents foUo-wing in rapid succession, their heroic

constancy is -within a few days put to the proof,

till, forcibly separated from each other by a volun-
tary death, they are united in the grave to meet in

another world. All this is to be found in the
beautiful story which Shakespeare has not in-

vented, and which, however simply told, wiU
always excite a tender sympathy; but it was
reserved for Shakespeare to join in one ideal pic-

ture purity of heart with warmth of imagination,

sweetness and dignity of manners with passionate

intensity of feeling. Under his handling it be-

comes a glorious song of praise on that inexpres-

sible feelmg which ennobles the soul and gives to

it its highest sublimity, and which elevates the

senses into soul, while at the same time it is a
melancholy elegy on its inherent and impartial

frailty. All that is most intoidcating in the odour
of a southern spring, aU that is most languishing

in the song of the nightingale, or voluptuous in

the first opening of the rose, all alike breathe

forth from this poem." " This description," says
HazHtt, "is true, and yet it does not come up to

our idea of the play. For if it has the sweetness

of the rose, it has its freshness too ; if it has the
languor of the nightingale's song, it has also its

giddy transport ; if it has the softness of a
southern spring, it is as glowing and as bright."

See next paragraph and Eosaline.

Bomeus and Jviliet, The Tragical His-
tory of. A poem by Arthur Brooke (d. about

1563), published in 1662, and reputed to be the work
from which Shakespeare obtained the story of his

tragedy. It is founded on the Itahan of BiondeUo,
and is remarkable for the ease and variety of its

versification. A prose version was included in The
Palace ofPleasure (q.v). See preceding paragraph.

Bomola. A novel of Italian life and character
by George Eliot (b. about 1820) ; published
originally in The Cornhill Magazine in 1863.
" Romola,^' says The Quarterly Review, "is a mar-
vellously able story of the re-rival of the taste and
beauty and freedom of Hellenic maimers and
letters, under Lorenzo di Medici and the scholars
of his Court, side by side -with the re-vival of
Eoman virtue, and more than the ancient austerity
and piety, under the great Dominican, Savonarola.
The period of history is one which of all others may
well have engrossing interest for George EHot.
Treasures of learning and discipHne, amassed for
mankind ages before, for ages stored and hidden
away, see again the sun, are recognised and put to
U£e. What use they will be put to, -with what new
and fruitful effects on the State and the citizen,
-with what momentary and -with what lasting con-
sequences, this she strives to discover; this she
follows through the public history of Italy during
the modem invasion of Charles VIII. and the
events which succeed his invasion, and through the
private fortunes of her admirably chosen group of
characters, some of them drawn from life, aU of
them true to nature. The motive and plot of
Romola, it may be worth while to observe, had
been previously handled by George Ehot on a
much smaller scale and with very different back-
ground and setting, in one of her very striking
shorter tales of English middle-class society, named
Janets Repentance" (q.v.).

Bonald, Iiord. A baUad, which relates how
the hero comes home poisonedfrom his sweetheart's
house, and tells his mother to "make his bed
soon,"

" For I'm sick at the heart, and I fain would lie down."
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" Getting 'frogs for fish.,' " AUingham explains to

mean "foul play," and says it is a plirase used in

the ballad of Katharine Janfarie. " Buchan's ver-

sion, Willie Boo, is in the form of a nursery song.
Sweden and Germany have similar haUads."

Rondel, Boundel, or Roundelay. The
various names of a poem usually of thirteen lines,

eight in one rhyme, and five in another.

Bone. Kiag Arthur's " noble spear ;" referred
to by Michael Drayton.

" Room and verge enough." See "Ample
EOOM."

'Rooted sorrow, A.." —Macbeth, act v.,

scene 3.

Roper, William, was the author of a Life of
Sir Thomas More, published iu 1716, and edited in.

1817 by Singer.

Rory O' More. A novel by Samuel Lover
(1797—1868) ;

published in 1836, and subsequently
dramatised for the stage. Lover wrote a ballad
with a similar title and on a similar subject.

Rosa Anglica, by John of Gaddesden" (circa

1320), is a famous compilation of the whole
practice of physic— " practica mediciue a capite ad
pedes"—as derived from the Arabians by himself
and Gilbert Anglicus and other of his predecessors,

' with additions from bis own experience. It con-

tains a full description of all the prescriptions and
nostrums used by the physicians of his time, and
was first printed at Pavia ia 1492.

Rosa Dartle. See Dartle, Eosa.

Rosa Mackenzie. A character iu Thack-
sua.y's Neweomes (q.v.); first wife of Olive New-
come, and daughter of " The Old Campaigner"
(q.v.).

Rosa, Rosalynd, and Rosmary : " a
plesant new historie, or a fragrant posie made of

three floures." A romance by Thomas Newton
(d. 1607).

Rosabelle. A ballad, by Sir Walter Scott,
beginning

—

*' listen, listen, ladies gay."

Rosalind. A character in As You Lihe It

(q.v.) ; daughter of the banished duke, and beloved
by Orlando (q.v.). She " has vivacity and wit
enough," says K. Grant White, " to captivate those
who Eke a woman of spirit ; and yet with this there
is interwoven so much womanly tenderness and
delicacy—she is, in her gayest moods, so truly,

sometimes so touchingly feminine, that she wins
more admirers than she dazzles." " EosaHnd,"
says Professor Dowden,

" ' a gallant cnrtle-axe upon her thigli,

A boar-spear in her hand,'

and the bright, tender, loyal womanhood within,
is a figure which quickens and restores our spirits,

as music does, which is neither noisy nor super-
ficial, and yet knows little of the deep passion and
sorrow of the world."

Rosalind. A name by which Spenser cele-
brates in his poetry a youthful lady-love. She
appears as Rosalind in The Shepherd's Calendar,
and as Mirabel in the sixth book of The Faerie
Queene. Her real name was Rose; she was the
sister of Samuel Daniel, the poet ; and she married
John Plorio, who is ridiculed by Shakespeare in
the characters of Don Adriano de Armado (q.v.)

' and Holofernes (q.v.), in Zove's Laiour's Lost.

Rosalind and Helen. A poem by Percy
Bysshe Shelley, written in 1818. It is one of his
least perfect productions, but fuU of lovely and
thick-coming fancies. The poet calls it " a modem
eclogue," and remarks that it " is undoubtedly not
an attempt ia the highest style of poetry."

Rosaline. A lady celebrated in the poetry of
Thomas Lodge (1655—1625), especially iu a poem
beginning—

" Like to the clear in highest sphere,"

which Palgrave calls a " gorgeous Vision of
Beauty, equally sublime and pure in its paradi-
siacal naturalness."

Rosaline. A lady for whom Romeo, in
Shakespeare's play, is represented as having had
a hopeless passion before he saw Juliet (q.v.). See
act i., scene 1 :

—

" She will not stay the siege of loving terms,
Uor hide the encounter of assailing eyes."

" No one, I believe," says Coleridge, " ever experi-
ences any shook at Romeo's forgetting his Rosaline,

who has been a mere name for the yearning of his
youthful imagination, and rushing into his passion
for Juliet. Rosaline was a mere creation of his

fancy." See Romeo and Juliet.

Rosaline, in Love's Laiour's Lost (q.v.), is a
lady in attendance on the Princess of France.

Rosalynde : " Euphues' Golden Legacy, found
after his death in his ceU at Silexedra." A romance
by Thomas Lodge (1565—1625), published iu 1590.
lYom this, Shakespeare took the story of As You
Like It (q.v.). "No higher praise," says J. Payne
Collier, " can well be given it ; our admiration of
many portions of it will not be diminished by a
comparison with the work of our great dramatist."

Rosamond. A poetic drama, by Algernon
Charles Swinburne, published in 1861.

Rosamond. An opera, by Joseph Addison,
produced in 1706. "This," says Macaulay, "wasill
set to music, and therefore failed on the stage ; but
it completely succeeded in print, and is, indeed,

excellent in its kind. The smoothness with which
the verses glide, and the elasticity with which
they bound, is, to our ears at least, very pleasing."

Rosamond, Fair. A ballad relating to the

loves of that famous lady and King Henry II.,

and first printed in Strange Histories : or, Songs and
Sonnets of Kinges, Princes, Dukes, Lords, Ladyes,

Knights, and Gentlemen, etc., by Thomas Deloney,
published in 1612.
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Bosamond Gray and Blind Old Mar-
garet, A Tale of, by Charles Lamb (1775
—1834); published in 1798. ^'This miniature
romance," says Talfourd, "is unique in Englisb
literature. It bears the impress of a recent perusal
of The Mem of Feeling and Julia de Roubigne ; and
while on the one hand it wants the graphic force
and delicate touches of Mackenzie, it is informed
with deeper feeling and breathes a diviner morahty
than the most charming of his tales. Lamb never
possessed the faculty'of constructing a plot either
for drama or novel; and in this tale nothing is

made out with distinctness, except the rustic piety
and grace of the lovely girl and her venerable
grandmother, which are pictnred vrith such earnest-
ness and simplicity as might beseem a fragment of
the book of Euth. The villain who lays waste
their humble joys is a murky phantom without
individuality ; the events are obscured by the haze
of sentiment which hovers over them; and the
narrative gives way to the reflections of the author,
who is mingled with the persons of the tale in
visionary confusion, and gives to it the character
of a sweet but disturbed dream."

Rosamond, Th.e Complaint of. An
historic poem by Samuel Daniel (q.v.), published
in 1594. Fair Rosamond, from the Lower World,
tells her pitiful story of sin, suffering, and death,
for the warning of maids as fair and frail as she.
The reader -vfSL remember Tennyson's allusion to
her in A Dream of Fair Women :—

" I am tbat Rosamond, whom men called fair,
If wbat I was I be

;

Would I had been some maiden coarse and poor I

O me, that I should ever see the light I

Those dragon eyes of anger'd Eleanor
Do haunt me, day and night !"

Hosamond Vincy, ia George Eliot's novel
of Middlemarch (q.v.), is eventually married to
Lydgate, the young doctor.

Bosciad, The. A poetical satire, in the
heroic couplet, directed against the actors of his
day,_ by Charles Churchill (1731—1764), and
published in 1761. It was at first issued anony-
mously, but on its being attributed by rumour to
Lloyd, and to Thornton, Cohnan, and Lloyd com-
bined, the author reprinted it with his name. The
passage which refers to Davies, a well-known per-
former of the time, will be familiar to most readers
of poetry;

—

" with him came mighty Davies. On my life.
That Davies hath a very pretty wife :—
Statesman all over !—In plots famous grown '—
He mouths a sentence as curs mouth a hone."

Among others characterised in this famous satire
are Havard, Holland, King, Yates, Woodward,
Foote, Jackson, Murphy.

Boscoe, Henry, law writer (b. 1800, d. 1836),
wrote Lives of Eminent Lawyers for Lardner's
Cyelopadia, a biography of his father, William
Eoscoe (q.v.), and various legal works.

Boscoe, Bobert, poet (b. 1789, d. i860),
was the author of Alfred, and other works.

Boscoe, WiUiam, historian (b.l753, d.l831),
wrote The Life of Lorenzo di Medici, called the

Magnificent (1795); The Life and Fontifieate of Lea
the Tenth (1805) ; and several smaller works, in-

cluding one On the Origin and Vicissitudes ofLitera-
ture. See the Life by his son (1833).

Boscoe, William CaldweU, poet and
essayist (b. 1823, d. 1860). The Foems aitd Essays
of this author were pubhshed, with an introductory
memoir, by E. H. Hutton, in 1860.

Boscommon, Earl of (Wentworth DiUon),
poet (b. 1633, d. 1684). The Works of this writer
were published, with those of Eichard Duke, in

1717, and are included inChahners's and Anderson's
collections. The chief are the Essay on Translated
Verse, and a translation of Horace's Art of Foetry.
"He is elegant," says Johnson, "but not great; he
never labours after exquisite beauties, and he seldom
falls into gross faults. His versification is smooth,
but rarely vigorous ; and his rhymes are remark-
ably exact. He improved taste, if he did not
enlarge knowledge, and may be numbered among
the benefactors of Enghsh literature." Pope has
this tribute to him:

—

" In all Charles's days,
Roscommon only boasts unspotted lays."

See Day or Judgment ; Translated Verse, Essay
ON.

" Bose (A) by any other name wotild
smell as sweet."

—

Romeo and Juliet, act ii., scene 2.

Bose and the Bing, The: " or, the History
of Prince Gigho and Prince Bulbo." "A fireside

Pantomime for Great and Small Children," by Wil-
liam Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863), pub-
lished in the winter of 1854—5. See some verses
on the subject by Frederick Locker, to whose little

daughter, then suffering from illness, Thackeray
read the MS. of the story as it was written from
time to time.

Bose Aylmer. A lyric, by Walter Satagb
Landor (1776—1864) :—

"Ah, what avails the sceptred race.
Ah, what the form divine

!

What every virtue, every grace !

Rose Aylmer, all were thine.
Kose Aylmer, whom these wakeful eyesMay weep, but never see

;

A night of memories and of sighs
I consecrate to thee."

Lamb said this had a charm for him,he could not
explain. He adds, " I lived on it for 'weeks."

Bose, Blanche, and Violet. A novel by
George Henry Lewes (b. 1817), pubhshed in 1848.

Bose, George. See Sketchley, Arthur..

Bose, Hugh Jam.es, divine and miscel-
laneous writer (b. 1795, d. 1838),,was editor of The
British Magazine, and Encyclopmdia Metropolitana,
joint editor of the Theological Library, and pro-
jector-of a Biographical Dictionary. He also edited
several classical works.

"Bose like a rocket(He), he feU like
a stick. This was written of Burke by Thomas
Paine in his Letter to the Addressers.

"Bose of Summer, The Last." See
" Last Rose of Summer."
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" Eose (The) is fairest when 'tis bud-
ding new,"

—

Scott, Lady of the Lake, canto iv.,

stanza 1

—

"And bope is brightest when It dawns from fears."

"Eose (The) is red, the violet blue,"
—^A line occurring in a valentine, dated 1721

—

*' The lily's sweet, and so are you,"

Rose, The Message of the. A lyric, ty
Edmund Waller, beginning—

•

" Go, lovely Hose "

Eose, The Eomaunt of the. See Eomaunt
OF THE Eose, The.

Eose, William, Scottish poet (b. 1762,

d. 1790), wrote The Last Bay of Love, and
other poems, published in 1834. " He chiefly

delighted," says one of his critics, "in pastoral

poetry, of which he seized the true and genuine
spirit. TTig Fraise of the Highland Maid is a

masterpiece in this species of composition." See
Grant Wilson's Foetry of Scotland.

Eose, William. Stewart, poet and trans-

lator (b. 1775, d. 1843), produced A Naval Sistory

of the late War (1802), a translation of Amadis de

Gaul (1803), The Crusade of St. Louis, and other

Foems (1810), LMters to Henry Hallam from the

North of Italy (1819), a version of the Orlando

Innamorato (1823), a translation of the Orlando

Furioso (1831), and other works.

"Rosemary : that'siforremembrance."—Samlet, act iv., scene 5.

Eosencrantz. A courtier, in Samlet (q.v.).

"Eoses have thorns, and silver foun-
tains mud."

—

Shakespeare, Sonnets.

"Eoses, their sharp spines being
gone." A Hne in a song in The Two Noble Kins-

men (q.v.).

Eosiclear. See Donzel del Pheeo.

Eosiphele, Princess of Armenia. A
character in Gower's Confessio Amantis (q.v.),

where she is represented as being insensible to the

power of love, until a vision which greets her on a

May-day ramble awakens her to a conviction of

her foUy.

Eoslin Castle. A song, written by Eichakd
Hewitt (d. 1764), and jSrst published in Herd's

collection (1776).

" Of Nannie's charms the shepherd sung

;

The hills and dales with Nannie rung

;

While Roslin Castle beard the swain.
And echoed back his cheerful strain."

EoSS, Alexander, misoeUaneous writer (b.

1590, d. 1654), produced Rerum Judaicarummemo-
rabiliwn Lihri tres (1617—19, and 1632, liber

quartus) ; Three Decads of jDivine Meditations

(1630) ; Virgilius Fmngelizans (1634) ;
A Centurie

of Divine Meditations upon Fredestination and its

adjuncts (1646) ; Mystagogua Foeticua: or, theMus^s

Interpreter (1647) ; Mel Selieonimn : or, Foetieall

Boney Gathered out of the Weeds of Farnassus

(1642) ; Medicua Medicatua (1645) ; Arcana Miero-
cosmi: or, the Sid Secrets of Man's Bodie (1652) ;

The Sistory of the World (1652) ; A View of all

Religions (1653) ; and other works. He is alluded

to by Butler in his Sudibras :—
" There was an ancient sage philosopher.
That had read Alexander UoBB over."

Eoss, Alexander, schoolmaster and poet (b.

1699, d. 1784), published Selenore : or, the Fortu-

nate Shepherd, a Fastoral Tale in the Scottish Dialect,

to which are added a few Songa by the Author (1768).

This, the first, edition contained " a humorous poem
by Dr. Beattie in the broad Scottish dialect;" that
of 1812 included a Life of Eoss, by his grandson,

the Eev. Alexander Thomson. See also Cham-
bers's Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,

Irving's Scottiah Writers, and Grant Wilson's Foets

of Scotland. See Eock (The) and Wee Pickled
Tow and Woo'd and Married.

Eoss, John. See EousE.

Eoss, The Man of. See Man of Eoss, The,

Eoss-Church, Mrs. See Marryat, Flor-
ence.

Eossetti, Christina Georgina, poet and
prose writer (b. 1830), has published Goblin Market,

and other Foema (1862) ; The Frince's Frogress, and

other Poems (1866) ; Commonplace and other Short

Stories (1870) ; Sing-Song : a Nursery Rhyme-Book

(1872) ; Speaking Likenesses (1874) ; and Annua
Domini : A Prayer for Every Day in the Tear

(1874). Her Posms were coUeotedin 1875. "Miss

Eossetti," says Stedman, " is a woman of genius,

whose songs, hymns, ballads, and various lyrical

pieces are studied and original. I do not greatly

admire her longer poems, which are more fan-

tastic than imaginative; but elsewhere she is_ a

poet of a profound and serious cast, whose lips

part with the breathing of a fervid spirit within.

She has no lack of matter to express ; it is that

expression wherein others are so fluent and adroit

which fails to serve her purpose quickly; but

when, at last, she beats her music out, it has

mysterious and soul-felt meaning."

Eossetti, Dante Gabriel, poet and painter

(b. 1828), has pubhshed Foema (1870), and a work

on Tlie Early Italian Poeta, reproduced in a

new edition in 1873, as Dante and his Circle.

"Eossetti," says one of his critics, " is one of those

men whose significant position is not so much due

to the amount of work which they produce as to

its quality, and to the principles it has suggested.

His poems are collected in a single volume ; two

score ballads, songs, and studies, with thrice that

number of sonnets, make up its contents; but

there are not a few to maintain that here we have
' infinite riches in a little room.' In this collection

I find no verse so reaHstio as to be unimaginative,

but I do find a quaint use of old phraseology, and

a revival of the early rhj-thmical accents. Besides

enriching, like Tennyson, our modern English by

the revival of obsolete yet effective Saxon and

Norman words, Eossetti adds to its flexibility by
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novel inversions and accentual endings. Through-
out his poetry we discern a finesse, a regard for

detail, and a knowledge of colour and sound, that
distinguish this master of the Neo-Eomantic
School. His end is gained by simplicity and sure
precision of touch. He knows exactly what effect

he desires, and produces it by a firm stroke of
colour, a beam of light, a single musical tone. He
approaches Tennyson in simplicity, purity, and
richness of tone. His verse is a compact of ten-
derness, emotional ecstasy, and poetic fire." See
Stedman's Victorian Poets, Swinburne's Essays and
Studies, and Forman's Living Foets.

Rossetti, Maria Francesea, prose writer
(b. 1827, d. 1875), was the author of The Shadow of
Dante (1871), and other works.

Rossetti, WLlliam Michael, prose writer,

is the author of Criticisms on Swinburne's Poems
mid Ballads (1866); Fine Art: chiefly Contemporary
Notices (1867), and other volumes, besides being
the editor of the works of many of the poets,

notably of an edition of Shelley's works.

" Rotten at the heart."—The Merchant of
Venice, act i., scene 3.

"Rotten in the state of Denmark,
Something is."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 4.

Rou, Le Roman de. A poetical chronicle,

written in Norman French, by Maistre Wage, and
probably finished iu 1115. It consists of 17,000
lines, and records the history of the Normans from

,

the settlement of EoUo (Eou) ia France to the
year 1106. The Roman was edited, with noteS, in
1827, by M. Frederick Pluquet. English trans-
lations of the portions which refer to England
were written, iu prose, with notes, by Edgar
Taylor, in 1827, and in rhyme, with the Anglo-
Norman text, by Eev. Alexander Malet, in 1860.

Roubigne, Jlllia de. See Julia de Eou-
BIGNE.

"Rough as nutmeg-graters, Be as."—
Aakon Hill, Verses written on a Window.

"Rough-hew them how we will."
See " Divinity that shapes our ends."

"Round, fat, oUy man of God, A
little."

—

Thomson, The Castle of Indolence, canto i.,

stanza 69.

Round Table, The. A series of essays
published in The Fxaminer by William Hazlitt
(1778—1830) and James Henky Leigh Hunt (1784—1859). They were fifty-two in number, of which
only twelve were by Hunt. The remainder, by
HazHtt, were eventually published separately in
1817. According to the original idea, the essays
were to be contributed by several persons : hence
the title of The Round Table.

Round Table, The Knights of the, who
figure in Tennyson's Idylls of the King (q.v.) are
Lancelot (q.v,), Bohort (q.v.), Gawain (q.v.), Kay
(q.v.), Modred (q.v.), Percivale (q.v.), Galahad

(q.v.), Gareth (q.v.), Pelleas (q.v.),Bedivere (q.v.),

and Tristram (q.v.). The Round Table itself is

fabled to have been constructed in imitation of the
one which Joseph of Arimathea himself established

iu imitation of that used at the Last Supper. There
were thirteen seats round it, corresponding to the
number of the apostles, and one was always vacant,

in allusion to the treachery of Iscariot. Other
accounts put the number indifferently at fifty,

sixty, and more, and some say the empty seat—the
" siege perilous ''—was for the Holy Grail. The
Table came into the possession of Arthur (q.v.)

as the portion of his wife Guinevere, whose faliier,

Leodogran, got it from Uther Pendragon, for
whom it was made by Merlin (q.v.).

" Round unvarnished tale deliver, I
will a."

—

Othello, act i., scene 3.

Roundabout Papers, The. A series of
essaj's by William Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863), originally published iu The Cornhill
Magazine, and written, says Hannay, "in the
true essay vein, vrith its confidential frankness of
humour. They give us the feelings about many
high subjects of Thackeray's ripest mind and
experience," containing "at once some of his
most wildly playful comedy, and some of his most
directly serious moralising."

"Rounded with a sleep. Our little
life is."

—

The Tempest, act iv., scene 1. Swdt-
BCRNE, in his Atalanta in Calydon (q.v.), speaks of

our life as
"A watch or a vision

Between a sleep and a Bleep."

Rousillon, Count of. See Bertram.

Rousseau, Jean Jacques. A French
writer, whose Confessions, Nouvelle Seloise, and
Fmile have all appeared in English. See Carlyle's

fferoes and Hero Worship.

Routh, Martin James, D.D., President
of Magdalen College, Oxford (b. 1755, d. 1854),
published Reliquia Sacra (1814—48), and edited
several classical works, besides producing an edition
of Bishop Burnet's Sistory of his Own Times (1823
—33).

Rovers, The: "or, the Double Arrange-
ment." A parody on the German sentimental
drama generally, and on Schiller's Eobbers in par-
ticular

; contributed to The Anti-Jacobin (q.v.) by
George Canning (q.v.), John Hookham Freke
(q.v.), and others. See Eogero.

Row, John, Scottish minister (b. 1568, d.

1646), was the author of a Sistory of the Kirk of
Scotland.

Row, John, Principal of King's College,
Aberdeen (b. 1598, d. 1672), was the author of a
Hebrew Grammar and a Hebrew Vocabulary.

Rowe, John, of Tiverton, Nonconformist
divine (d. 1677), was the author of The Love of
Christ, and other works.
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Bowe, Mrs. Elizabeth, miscellaneous

•writer (b. 1674, d. 1737), published Friendship in

Death, in Twenty Letters from the Dead to the

Living (1721) ; The Sistory of Joseph (1736); Devout
Exercises of the Seart (1737); and Letters, Moral
and Entertaining. Her Works were published by
her husband, Thomas Eowe (q.v.), in 1739. See

Philomela.

Effwe, NiehLOlas, poet-laureate and dramatist

(b. 1673, d. 1718), wrote The Ambitious Stepmother

(1700) ; Tamerlane (1702), (q.v.) ; The Fair Peni-

tent (1703), (q.v.) ; The Biter (1706), (q.v.)

;

Ulysses (1706), (q.v.) ; The Royal Convert (1708),

(q.v.) ; /o»e Sh^re (1714) ; Lady Jane Grey (1715),

and other works printed with the plays, and a Life

of the Eev. S. Hales, in 1719. His edition of

Shakespeare appeared in 1709, his translation of

Lucan's Fharsalia in 1718. "Eowe's genius,"

says Warton, " was rather dehoate and soft than
strong and pathetic; his compositions soothe us
with a tranquil and tender sort of complacency,
rather than cleave the heart with pangs of com-
miseration. His distresses are entirely founded
upon the passion of love. His doctrine is extremely
elegant and chaste, and his versification highly
melodious. His plays are declamations rather than
dialogues, and his characters are general and un-
distinguished from each other." "Whence," says

Johnson, "has Eowe his reputation? From the
reasonableness and propriety of some of his scenes,

• from the elegance of his diction, and the suavity of

his verse. He seldom moves either pity or terror,

but he often elevates the sentiments; he seldom
pierces the breast ; but he always delights the ear,

and often improves the understanding. His versifi-

cation seldom wants either melody or force." "He
was a friend of Addison's," says Professor Ward,
" and did good service to the cause of dramatic litera-

ture by his edition of Shakespeare, accompanied by
a biography. In his own plays he adopted blank
verse in Keu of the heroic couplet established by
Dryden ; but has nothing else to approach him
to the Elizabethan tragedians. -He is, perhaps,
happiest in the delineation of female passion and
weakness." See Despaibinb Shephekd, The;
Jane Shore.

Rowe, Thomas, Nonconformist divine (d.

1698), was the author of The GhristianU Work, and
other treatises.

Howe, Thomas, miscellaneous writer (b.

1687, d. 1715), wrote a continuation of Plutarch's

Lives (1728), and some verses, published with the

works of his wife, Elizabeth Eowe (q.v.), in 1739.

Rowena. A Saxon princess, ward of Cedric

of Eotherwood, in Sir Walter Scott's romance of

Ivanhoe (q.v.).

Rowland, Childe. An old Scottish ballad,

which tella how the hero, from whom it takes its

name, and who is identical with Eoland or Or-
lando, the famous Paladin, imdertakes the perilous

jouniey to EUland, and, guided by Merlin, succeeds

in rescuing his sister, Burd Helen, from the con-
finement in which she was kept by the fairies.

Shakespeare has an allusion to the story.

Rowlands, Samuel, poet and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1570, d. 1625), produced The Betraying of
Christ, and other poems (1698), (q.v.) ; The Letting
Sumour's Blood in the Head-Vayne (1600); 'Tis
Merry when Gossips Meete (1602) ; The famous His-
torie ofGuyBarle of Warwiclce (1607) ; Democritus:
or, Doctor Merriman his Medicines against Melan-
choly Hiimours (1607); Diogenes's Lanthorne (1607);
Humors Looking-glasse (1608), (q.v.) ; The Knave
of Clubs (1609), (q.v.); Martin Mark-all, Beadle
of Bridewell (leiO); Saile Fellow, Well Met {1612)

;

More Enames Yet ; the Knaves of Spades and Dia-
monds (1612) ; The Melancholic Knight (1615) ;

The Night Raven (1618) ; Good Newes and Bad
Newes (1622); Seamen's Glory, seeke it: Earth's
Vanitie, fly it: Sell's Sorrm-, fere it (1628);
and some other works, for titles of which
see Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual. See also

Warton's Sistory of English Foetry, Eitson's
Bibliographia Foetica, BrydgeS' Censura Literaria,

British Bibliographer, Sestituta, and Collier's

Foetical Decameron. See Diogenes's Lanthobne;
Guy and Amarant; Theatre op Deli&htpul
Eecreation, The.

Rowle. A Scottish poet, referred to in
Lindsay's Complaynt. It is not certain who is

here intended, whether "Eowll of Aberdeen" or
"Eowll of Coatorphine," both of whom are men-
tioned by Dunbar, and to one of whom is attri-

buted the poem entitled Sowlls Cursing, printed
by Laing in Remains of the Early Fopular Foetry

of Scotland.

Rowley, Thomas. See Ohattekton,Thomas.

Rowley,'William,dramatist(temp. Jamesl.),
produced the following:

—

A Search for Money:
or, the Lmnentable Complaint for the Losse of the

Wandring Knight, Moimsieur L'Argent (1609) ; A
New Wonder, a Woman never Vext (1632) ; All's

Lost by Lust (1633), (q.v.) ; A Match at Midnight

(1633) ; A Shoemaker a Gentleman (1638) ; The
Birth of Merlin : or, the Childe hath found its Father

(1662) ; and various plays, written in conjunction
with other dramatists. Several dramas on the

books of the Stationers' Oompany are ascribed to

him. See Search tor Money, A; Wonder, A
New.

Roxana. A Latin tragedy by William Ala-
baster (1567—1640), acted at Cambridge in 1592,

and pubUshed in 1632. It was praised by Dr.

Johnson as equal in point of style to Milton's

Latin verses, whilst Hallam has discovered that

it is to a great extent founded upon an Italian

tragedy by Luigi Groto, called La Dalida.

Roxana. A romance by Daniel Deeoe (1663

—1731), published in 1724.

Roxana. A leading character in Lee's Rival

Queens (q.v.).
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Boxana Termagant, Madame. The
supposed editress of Save at ye all : or, the Dni/ry-

Lane Journal, conducted by Bonnell Thornton
(1724—1768) in 1752.

Roxburglie Club, The, consisting of forty

(formerly thirty-one) members, was instituted in

London in 1812. A considerable number of pub-
lications of great value and interest have been
issued under its auspices.

Roy, Rob. See Rob Roy.

Roy, William. See Breefe Dialogue, &c.,

and Burying of the Mass, The.

Royal Captive, The. A tragedy by John
Maxwell, a blind poet, published at York in 1745.

Maxwell was also author of The Distressed, Virgin,

another tragedy, published in 1761.

Royal Convert, The. A play by Nicholas
EowE (1673—1718), acted in 1708. " The scene,"

says Dr. Johnson, "lies among our ancestors in

our country, and therefore very easily catches

attention. " See Eodogune.

Royal Institution Library, The, was
founded in 1809. The ball-room, converted into

a library, was opened in 1814.

Royal King (The) tod Loyal Subject.
A play by Thomas Heywood (d. 1640), pubUshed
in 1637, from which Fletcher was indebted for

the general conception of his Loyal Subject (q.v.).

There can be no doubt that the Royal King was
the original, though the Loyal Subject was per-
formed in 1618. " Heywood," says HaUam, " has
therefore the credit of having conceived the
character of Earl Marshal, upon which Fletcher
improved in Ajrohas; a brave soldier, of that

disinterested and devoted loyalty which bears aU
ingratitude and outrage at the hands of an un-
worthy and misguided sovereign."

Royal Progress, The. A poem, in celebra-

tion of the arrival in England of George I., by
Thomas Ticicell; inserted in No. 260 of The
Spectator.

Royal Slave, The. A tragi-comedy by
"William Cartwright (1611—1643), printed in
1639, and performed before the King and Queen
by the students of Christ Church, Oxford, on
August 30, 1637, and at Hampton Court, in 1640.

The celebrated Dr. Busby took part in the former
representation.

Roy's Wife of Aldivalloeh. A Scottish

song by Mrs. Grant of Carron (1745—1814)

;

sometimes erroneously attributed to Mrs. Grant of

Laggan. "Both Bums and Allan Cunningham
admired and praised it." The writer is thought to

have founded her work upon an old ballad, printed
in Mackay's Scottish Songs, and said to be the
composition of a, shoemaker, which described how
the wife of a real Eoy ran ofE with a certain
Davie Gordon, but was pursued, and brought back

to her.husband. Mrs. Grant's version has of course

more refinement'than this older composition.

Rubbe and a great Cast, and Runne
and a Great Cast. The second bowle.
"Epigrams by Thomas Freeman, Gent.," pub-

lished in 1614.

Ruddiman, Thomas, grammarian and
classical editor (b. 1674, d. 1767), published Rudi-
ments of the Latin Tongue (1714) ; Grammaticcc

LatincB Institutiones (1725—31); and various other

works connected with classical scholarship, includ-

ing an edition of Buchanan's works (1715). See
his Life by George Chalmers (1794).

"Ruddy drops (The) that visit my
sad heart."

—

Julius Ctssar, act ii., scene 1. Gray,
in The Bard (part \., stanza 3), speaks of "the
ruddy drops that warm my heart."

Ruddymane. The infant son of Sir Mor-
dant, "so called because his hand was red with
his mother's blood," in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

"Rude am I in my spQeoh.."—Othello,

act i., scene 3.

"Rude forefathers of the hamlet
sleep. The." See stanza iv. of Gray's
written in a Cowntry Churchyard (q.v.).

Rudge, Barnaby. See Barnaby Eudge.

Rugby. Servant to Dr. Caius, in The Merry
Wives of Windsor (q.v.).

Rugby Chapel. A poem by Matthew
Arnold, dated November, 1857, and written in

memory of the author's father, Thomas Arnold
(q.v.).

Ruggle, George, Fellow of Clare College,

Cambridge (b. 1575, d. 1622), produced Ignoramus,
a comedy (q.v.).

"Ruin fiercely drives her plough-
share o'er Creation."

—

Young, Night Thoughts,
night ix., line 167. Burns speaks of

—

" stem ruin's ploughshare "

in A Mountain Daisy.

"Ruin seize thee, ruthless king."
First line of Gray's ode. The Sard (q.v.).

"Ruin upon ruin, rout on rout,"—
Paradise Lost, book ii., line 995.

Ruins of Rome, The. A didactic poem, in
blank verse, written by John Dyer (1700—1758),
and published in 1740.

Ruins of Time, The. A poem by Edmund
Spenser, dedicated to Sidney's sister, Mary Coun-
tess of Pembroke. It is from the French of BeUay.

Rule a Wife and have a Wife. A
comedybyJoHN Fletcher (1576— 1626),"founded,"
Dyce says, " in part, on one of the novels of
Cervantes." " Every personage in this comedy,"
says another critic, "is drawn with a vigorous
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peAoil. It is indeed a mere picture of roguery;

for even Leon, the only character for whom yre

can feel any sort of interest, has gained his ends

by stratagem ; but his gallant spirit redeems this

in our indulgent vie-w of dramatic morality, and we
are justly pleased with the discomfiture of fraud

and effrontery in Estifania and Margarita." It

was produced in 1624.

" Sule Britannia ! Britannia rules the
waves." First line of the chorus of a song in

Thomson's masque of Alfred (q.v.), act ii., scene 6.

Bllle of Reason, The :
" conteinying the

Arte of Logique, set forth ia Bnglishe," by
Thomas Wilson (d. 1581). See Betokmue, Aut
OP.

"Etiler of the inverted year."—Cow-
pek's apostrophe to Winter, in The Task ("Winter
Evening "), book iv.

"B.Tiling passion (The) conquers
reason still."

—

Pope, Moral Essays, epistle iU.,

line 153.

"Ruling passion (Your) strong in
death."

—

^Pope, Moral JEssays, epistle i., line 262.

"Rum and true religion." A phrase

occurring in stanza 34, canto ii., of Byron's poem
of Bon Juan (q.v.) :—

*' There's nought, no doubt, bo much the spirit cahns,
As rmn and true religion."

"Ruminating age."—Cowpeb, The Progress

of Error, line 24.

Rumour speaks the prologue to the Seeond

Fart of King Henry IV. The stage direction

describes the character as "painted full of tongues"
—a common method of representing Eumour. Thus
Chavcer in the Souse of France :—

" She
Had also fell upstaudyng eres
And tongiB as on hest hen heres."

"Run a-muck. To."—Pope, Imitation of
Morace, book ii., satire i., line 69.

Runnimede. A tragedy by John Logan
(1748—1788), produced in 1783, and founded on
the story of Magna Charta. It was interdicted in

London by the Lord Chamberlain upon political

grounds, but was acted in Edinburgh and after-

wards pubUshed, much to the disgust of Logan's
parishioners, who thought the composition of a
tragedy inconsistent with the profession of a
clergyman.

Riuinymede, Letters of, on political topics,

written by Benjamin Dishaeli (q.v.) in 1836.

They were addressed to the leading statesmen of

the day.

"Runs (He that) may read."—Cowpeb,
Tirocinium, Hue 80. The original of the phrase
is in Habakkuk ii. 2 :

—" That he may run that
readeth it."

"Runs my dream. So,"—Tenntsonj In
Memoriam, canto lui.

"Runs (So) the round of life from
hour to hour."

—

'Tennyson, Circumstance.

" Runs (So) the world a,'wa,y."Samlef,
act iii., scene 2.

" Rupert of Debate, The." A title be-
stowed upon the late Earl of Derby (1799—1869)
by Edward, Lord Lytton, in his New Timon (q.v.),

part i., stanza 6.

Rural Content : "or, the Muirland Parmer.''

A poem in the Scottish dialect, by Andrew Scott
(1757—1839).

Rural Postman of Bideford, The. See

BiDBEORD, The Eural Postman op.

Rural Sports. A Georgic, by John Gay;
printed in 1711, and dedicated to Pope. It is in

two cantos.

Rural Tales and Ballads. By Eoeert
BiooMFiELD, written in 1802.

RushWOrth, John (d. 1690), was an in-

defatigable, if somewhat undisBriminating, col-

lector of historical documents relating to his time,

a number of which appeared in 1659, the whole
work being completed in 1701, under the title of

Historical Collections of Frioate Fassages of State,

Weighty Matters in Law, and Remarkable Froceed-

ings in Fine Farliamentsfrom 1618 to 1648.

Ruskin, John, LL.D., art critic, Slade

Professor of Fine Art at Oxford (b. 1819), has

written Salsetto and Elephanta, a Foem (1839)

;

Modern Fainters (1843—1860) ; The Seven Lamps

of Architecture (1849); The Stones of Venice (1851

—1853) ; Notes on the Construction of Sheepfolds

(1851); The King of the Golden River (1851); Two
Faths (1854) ; Lectures on Architecture and Painting

(1854) ; Giotto and his Works (1855) ; Notes on the

Turner Collection (1857) ; The Political Economy of

Art (1858) ; Elements of Perspective (1859); Decora-

tion and Manufacture (1859); Unto this Last (1862)

Ethics of the Dust (1865); Sesame and Lilies (l865)

The Study of Architecture in our Schools (1865)

The Crown of Wild Olive (1866) ; Time and Tide by

Wear and Tyne (1868); The Queen of the Air : the

Greek Myths of Cloud and Storm (1869) ; Lectures

on Art (1870); Aratra Pentelici : the Elements of

Sculpture (1872) ; and Fors Clavigera. He has also

contributed largely to periodical literature. " Mr.

EusixQ," says Charlotte Bronte in one of her

letters, " seems to me one of the few genuine

writers, as distinguished from bookmakers, of this

age. His earnestness even amuses me in certain

passages, for I cannot help laughing to think how
Utilitarians wUl fume and fret over his deep, serious

(and, as they wiU think, fanatical) reverence for Art.

That pure and severe mind you [G-. H. Lewes]

ascribed to Mm speaks in every line. He writes

Hke the consecrated Priest of the Abstract and

Ideal." See Graduate op Oxford, A; L'alsetto

AND Elephanta ; Seven Lamps op Arohitegturb,

The; Sheeppolds, Notes on the Construction op.
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Sussel, Alexander, ioumalist (b. 1814, d.

1876), was the author of a work on The Salmon,

and of various contributions to Tait's Magazine,

Blackwood; s Magazine, The Edinbwgh and Quarterly

Beviews, and The JSncyclopiedia Brltannica. He
became editor of The Berwick Advertiser in 1839,

of T/te Fife Berald in 1842, and conducted The
Scotsman from 1847 to 1876.

Russell, Jolm, Earl, statesman (b. 1792),

has written The Life of Lord William, Russell

(1819); Letters for the Post, not the Press (1820);

The Nun of Arronca, a Tale (1822); Bon Carlos, a

Tragedy (1822); AnEssay on the IListoryoftheEnglish

Government (1823); Memoirs of the Affairs ofEurope

!1824—9) ; The Establishment of the Twks in Europe

1828); An Essay on the Causes of the Erench Bevo-

lution (1832); Memoirs of Thomas Moore (1862—6);
The Life and Times of Box (1859); Letters on the

State ofIreland (1868); The Foreign Policy ofEngland
from 1570 to 1870 (1871); Essays on the Bise and
Progress of the Christian Beligion in the West of
Fiurope from the Beign of Tiberius to the End of the

Council of Trent (1873); BecoUections and Sugges-

tions, 181S~187S (1875); and other works. A
Selection from his Speeches, 1817—41, and Pespatches,

1859—65, appeared in 1870. See Gentleman who
HAS LEET HIS LoDGINGS, A.

KusseH, Michael, IiL.D.,D.C.L., Bishop
of Glasgow and Galloway (b. 1781, d. 1848), wrote
The Connection of Saered and Profane Sistory (1821—27) ; The History of the Church of Scotland, in
Eirington's Theological Library ; several works in

the Cabinet Library ; and a large mmiber of con-
tributions to The Encyclopaedia Britannica, The
British Critic, and other periodicals.

Russell, Williain Howard, IiIi.D., jour-
nalist (b. 1821), has been a contributor to The
Times since 1841, when he wrote for it descrip-

tions of the llrish elections. He became a regular
member of the staff in 1843, and in 1846 wrote
accounts of the potato famine of that year. He
first acted as "Special Correspondent" for his

paper in 1854—5, going aU through the Crimean
War, of which he penned a Sistory that put him
in the front rank of his profession. Since then he
has acted as the historian, in the pages of the
leading ioumal, of the Indian Mutiny, the American
Civil War, the laying of the Atlantic Cable, the

Austro-Prussian War, the Pranco-Prussian War,
the Prince of Wales' Visit to India, and other

famous events of modem times. His Letters frmn
the Crimea appeared in volume form in 1855—6

;

his Diary in India, in 1860 ; his Diary North and
South, in 1863 ; his Diary in the East, ia 1869 ; his

Diary im the Last Great War, 1873; and his Towr

of the Prince of Wales in India, in 1877. Dr.
EusseU founded and became the editor of TheArmy
and Navy Gazette in 1868. His novel. The Adven-
tures of Dr. Brady, appeared in 1868.

Russell, William, LL.D., historian (b.

1746, d. 1794), published a History of Modern

Europe (1779) ; a Sistory of America (1779) ; a
Sistory of Ancient Europe (1793) ; tragedies, tales,

fables, poems, and other works. See The Quarterly

Beview, xxxv., 198, 199, and the Life by Irvine

(1801).

Rust, George, Bishop of Dromore (d. 1670),
wrote A Discourse of Truth, and other works.

"Rustic moralist to die. That teach
the.' —Gkay, Elegy Written in a Country Church-

Rustifucius, Trism.egistus. See Nothing,
Ode to.

"Rustling in unpaid-for silk." See
" Pkouder than bustling," &c.

Ruth. A lyric by Thomas Hood, written in
1827. It begiDS :—

" She stood breast-high amid the com,
Clasp'd by the golden light of morn

;

Like the sweetheart of the sun,
Who many a glowing kiss had won."

Ruth. A poem by Sir William Stirling Max-
WELL (b. 1818), included in a privately-printed
volume of Songs of the Soly Land. See Grant
Wilson's Poets and Poetry of Scotland.

Ruth. A poem by, William Wobdbwoeth,
written in 1799.

Rutherford, Samuel, Presbyterian divine
(b. 1600, d. 1661), wrote Exercitationes Apologeticee

pro Divina Gratia (1636) ; A Peaceable and Tem-
perate Plea for Paul's Presbyterie in Scotland (1642)

;

The Due Bights of Presbyteries (q.v.) ; Lex Bex
(q.v.) ; The Tryall and Triumph o/ Faith (1645)

;

The Divine Bight of Church Government (1646)

;

Christ Dying and Drawing Sinners to Simself
(1647) ; A Survey of the Spiritual Antichrist

(1648) ; A Free Disputation against pretended
Liberty of Conscience (1649) ; Disputatio Scholastica
de Divina Providentia (1650) ; The Covenant of
Life Opened (1655) ; and A Survey of the Survey of
that Summe of Church Discipline penned by Thomas
Sooker (1658). His Life has been written by
Murray (1828) and Thomson (1836). His Beligious
Letters were printed in 1819 and 1836.

Ryenee's Challenge, King. A song sung
before Queen Elizabeth at KenUworth in 1578,
and founded on one of the Arthurian legends.

Rychardes, Thomas. See Mesogonus.

Ryle, John Charles, Canon of Norwich (b.

1816), is the author of Expository Thoughts on the
Gospels (1856—9), Christian Leaders of a Stmdred
Years Ago (1868), Bishops and Clergy of Other
Days (1869), and numerous other works on reli-
gious subjects.

Rymar, Robert. "Poet at the Spa," in
Sir Walter Scott's St. Bonan's Well.

Rymer, Thomas, antiquarian and critic (b.

1638, d. 1714), produced Edgar: or, the English
Monarch, a play (1677) ; The Tragedies of the Last
Age Considered (1678) ; The Antiquity, Power, and
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Decay of Parliament (1684) ; A Short View of the

Tragedy of the Last Age (1693) ; a translation of

Eapin's Beflections on Aristotle's Treatise of Foesie

(1694) ; and Fwdera, Conventiones Ziterte (q.v.).

Sabbath, The. A poem by James G-rahame
(1765—1811), publislied in 1804. It was apropos

of this work that Byron duhbed the author
" Sepulchral Grahame." He published Sabbath

Walks in 1805. The Sabbath is in blank verse :

—

/
** How still the morning of the hallowed day I

Mute Is the voic« of rural labour, hushed
The nloughboy'a whistle and the milkmaid's song

:

The dizzy millwheel rests ; the anvil's din
Hath ceased ; all, all around is quietness."

" Sabbath ! thee I hail, the poor man's
day!"

—

Geahame, The Sabbath, line 40.

Sabrina. The daughter of Looiine and
Efltrildas, King and Queen of England; thrown
into the river Severn by Gwendolen, the divorced

wife of Locrine. In Milton's Comus (q.v.) and
Fletcher's Faithful Shepherdess (q.v.), she is repre-

sented as being transformed into a river nymph, in

order that her honour might be preserved inviolate.

Sacharissa. The heroine of the love poetry
of Edmund Waller (1605—1687). " Being too

young," says Johnson, "to resist beauty, and pro-

bably too vain to think himseU resistible, he fixed

his heart perhaps half fondly and half ambitiously

upon the Lady Dorothea Sidney, eldest daughter
of the Earl of Leicester, whom he courted by all

the poetry in which Sacharissa is celebrated. She
was not," however, " to be subdued by the power
of verse, but rejected his addresses, it is said, with
disdain, and drove him away to solace his dis-

appointment with Amoret or Phillis. She married
in 1639 the Earl of Sunderland ; and in her old

age, meeting somewhere with Waller, asked him
when he would again write such verses upon her

:

'When you are as young, madam,' said he, ' and
as handsome as you were then.' " Sacharissa is

from the Greek <roKxop, sugar.

Sack Full of Ifews, The. A play, sup-
pressed by the Privy Council in 1557. A Sack Full

of News was the name of an old baUad, on which
the play may possibly have been founded.

Sackville, Charles. See Dorset, Earl op.

Saekville, Thomas, Earl of Dorset and
Lord Buokhurst (1527—1608), wrote The Indue-
tion to The Mirrorfor Magistrates and (with Thomas
Norton, 1532—1584) The Tragedy of Gorboduc. See
the biography by Wood in his Athence Oxonienses

;

also Cooper's Athenee Cantabrigienses and Lloyd's
Worthies. His works were printed in 1820. Eor
Criticism, see Warton's English Foetry, Hazlitt'a

Age ofElizabeth, and Schlegel's Dramatic Literature

;

See Gorboduc, 'The Tragedy of; Induction, The.
Mirror for Magistrates, The.

35

Sacra Privata: "Private Meditations and
Prayers," by Thomas Wilson, Bishop of Sodor
and Man (1663—1755) ; published in 1800. Com-
paring this work with the same writer's Maxims of
Piety and Christianity, Matthew Arnold says, in his
Essays in Criticism: "Some of the best things
from theMaxims have passed into the Sacra Privata;
still, in the Maxims we have them as they first

arose ; and whereas, too, in the Sacra Privata the
writer speaks very often as one of the clergy, and
as addressing the clergy, in the Maxims he almost
always speaks solely as a man. I am not saying a
word against the Sacra Privata, for wivioh I have
the highest respect."

Sacrament, The Play of the. A middle-
English drama, edited in 1860 for the Philological

Society.

Sacred Allegories, by the Eev. William
Adams (d. 1848), contains The Shadow of the Cross

(1842), The Distant Sills (1844), The Old Man's
Some, and The King's Messenger, which were
written, the author tells us, "with the object of
bringing out strongly and distinctly the realities

of the unseen world."

Sacred Poems, by Richard Crashaw (1616—1650); published in 1646, and opening with an
anagram on the author's name :

—

*' Was Car then Crashaw, or was Crashaw Car,
Since both within one name combined are ?

'*

Sacred Songs, by Thomas Moore. These
were written in 1816.

Sacred Theory of the Earth, The. Se^
Burnet, Thomas.

"Sacred to ridicTile his whole life

long."

—

Pope, Imitations of Somer, bk. ii., satire i.,

line 78.

Sacrifleiis, De :
" libri duo ; 1°, Omnia

Judseorum Nonnulla Gentium Profanarum Sa-

crificia; 2°, Sacrificium Christi." A work by
William Outram (1625—1679), published in 1677,

in which he defends the doctrine of vicarious

punishment and piacular sacrifices.

Sacripant. A Saracen and King of Circassia

in Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.

" Sad by fits ('Twas), by starts 'twas
•wild."

—

Collins, The Passions, line 28.

"Sad is our youth, for it is ever
going." First line of a sonnet by Aubrey de
Verb (q.v.).

Sad One, The. A tragedy by Sir John
Suckling (q.v.).

Sad Shepherd, The : " or, a Tale of Robin

Hood." An unfinished pastoral drama by Ben
Jonson (1574—1637), produced in 1637. "The Sad

Shepherd is," says Hallam, "the best testimony to

the poetical imagination of Jonson. Superior in

originality, loveliness, and beauty to The Faithful

Shepherdess (q.v.) of Fletcher, it, reminds us rather.
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in language and imagery, of the Midsummer Night's
Dream, and perhapa no other poetry has come so

near to that of Shakespeare. This beautiful drama
is imperfect, hardly more than haK remaining, or,

more probahly, having ever heen written."

" Sad stories of the death of kings."—
King Sic/iard II., act iii., scene 2.

" Sadder and a wiser man. A." See Cole-
bidge's poem of The Ancient Mariner, part vii.

Saddletree, Mr. Bartoline. " The learned
saddler," in Sir Walteu Scott's Heart of Mid-
lothian (q.v.).

Sadler, Anthony, D.D. (temp. Charles II.),

wrote The Subjects' Joy for the King's Sestoration,

cheerfully made known in a Sacred Masque (1660),
and other works. See Wood's Athence Oxonienses.

Sadler, John, Adjutant-Greneral and Town
Clerk of London (b. 1615, d. 1674), wrote The
Mights of the Kingdom : or, Customs of our Ancestors,
published in 1649.

Sadler, Michael Thomas, political econo-
mist (b. 1780, d. 1835), wrote Ireland, its Evils and
their Bemedies (1828) ; and The Law of Population
(1830). See his Memoirs (1842).

Sagan of Jerusalem, The, in Drtden's
Absalom and Achitophel (q.v.), is intended for Dr.
Compton, Bishop of London.

Sage, John, Bishop of Edinburgh (b. 1652,
d. 1711), wrote a Life of Gawin Douglas, The
Fimdamental Charter of Fresbytery, The late

Establishment of Freshyterian Government in 1690,
The Reasonableness of a Toleration of those of the

Episcopal Fersuasion, and other works. See the
life by GiUan (1714). The Works were published
in (1844—6), by the Spottiswoode Society.

Sagramoiir. A Knight of the Round Table,
who figures in Lancelot du Lac, Morte d^Arthur,
and other romances of chivalry.

St. Abe and his Seven Wives : " a Tale
of Salt Lake City," by Robert Buohanau (q.v.)

;

published in 1871, and devoted to a satirical expose
in verse of Mormon life and principles. St. Abe
himself tells the story, and records how he left six

of his wives, and ran away with the one whom he
really loved.

St. Agnes, The Eve of. See Agnes, The
Eve of St.

St. Andrews, Dunkeld, and Dunblane,
Bishop of. See WonDswoiiTH, Charles.

St. Cecilia's Day. See Cecilia's Day, St.

St. Clement's Eve. A play by Sir Henry
Taylor (b. 1800), pubhshed in 1862, the heroine
of which, called lolande, endeavours to cure a
certain king by dipping her finger in the sacred
contents of a vial, and then laying it on the king's
head. But the cure can only be performed by a
pure virgin, and lolande is conscious of being in
love with a man who has a wife living. Therefore

her efforts fail. "The story of lolande," says

Anthony TroUope, " is wonderfully graceful, and,

if original with the author, contains strong evidence

of the fertOity of his imagination."

" Saint George of Merry England."—
Spenser, The Faerie Qmene.

St. Graal, The. The fragment of a metrical

romance, quoted by Warton in his History, and
ascribed to Thomas Lovelick, who lived in the
reign of Henry VI. It is said to consist of 40,000
lines. See also GtBAIl, The Holy.

" Saint in crape is twice a saint in
lawn, A." Line 136, epistle i., of Pope's Moral

St. Irvyne. A novel, written by Percy
Bysshe Shelley in his sixteenth year, and pub-
lished in December, 1810. The heroine is one
Megalena di Metastasio.

St. John. The clergyman in Charlotte
Bronte's novel of Jane Eyre (q.v.), who is in love
with the heroine, but whose offer of marriage she
decliaes.

St. John, Henry, Viscount BoUngbroke.
See BOLINGBROKE.

St. John, James Augustus, miscellaneous
writer (b. 1801), has published The Anatomy of
Society (1831) ; Journal of a Fesidence in Normtmdy
(1831) ; Lives of Celebrated Travellers (1831) ; The
History, Manners, and Customs of the Hindoos (1832);
Egypt and Mohammed AH : or, Travels in the Valley

of the Nile (1834) ; Tales of the Kamadhan (1835)

;

Margaret Favenscroft : or. Second Love (1835) ; The
Hellenes (1842) ; Sir Cosmo Digby (1843) ; Egypt
and Nubia (1844) ; Views in Borneo (1847); Oriental
Album (1861) ; Isis, an Egyptian Filgrimage (1852)

;

There and Bach Again in Search of Beauty (1853)

;

The Nemesis of Fower (1854) ; Fhilosophy at the
Foot of the Cross (1854) ; The Fing and the Veil

(1856); SuLife of Louis Napoleon (1857) ; The Educa-
tion of the Feople (1858) ; a History of tlie Four
Conquests ofEngland (1862) ; Weighed in the Balance,
a novel (1864) ; and a Life of Sir Walter Raleigh
(1869); besides editions of the works of Browne,
Bunyan, Locke, Milton, and More.

St. John, Bayle, miscellaneous writer, son of
of the above (b. 1822, d. 1859), wrote Two Tears'
Residence in a Levantine Family ; Village Life in
Egypt; Furple Tints of Faris ; The Turks w»
Europe; The Travels of an Arab Merchant; The
Louvre, a Biography of a Museum; Maretimo, u
Story of Adventure ; Tlie Sub-Alpine Kingdom

;

The Memoirs of St. Simon ; Montaigne the Essayist;
and other works.

St. John, Horace Boscoe, miscellaneous
writer, brother of the above (b. 1832), has pub-
lished The Indian Archipelago, History ofthe British
Conquests in India, and a Life of Columbm. His
wife, the granddaughter of William Roscoe (q.v.),

has written Lives of Audubon and MasanieUo, The
Court of Anna Carafa, and other works.
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St. John, Percy Bolingbroke, miscel-

laneous writer, trother of the above (b. 1821), has

written Tlie Arctic Cmsoe, The Snow Ship, Faul Pea-
iod/y, The Bachwood Rangers, The Coral Reef, The
Creole Bride, Tlie Bed Queen, and many other tales

of adventure.

St. John, Spenser, miscellaneous writer,

brother of the above (b. 1826), has published Life

in the Forests of the Far West, and other works.

St. John, The Eve of. See Scott, Sir
Walter.

St. Leon: " a Tale of the Sixteenth Century,"
written by William Godwin (1756—1836) in 1799.

"The situations," says Kegan Paul, "are indeed
sufficiently incredible, since the hero, St. Leon, has
the secrets of the Philosopher's Stone and the

Elixir Vitse ; and Godwin took as his motto to the

work a quotation from Congreve, ' Ferdinand
Mendez Pinto was but a type of thee, thou liar of

the first magnitude.' The aim of the tale is to

show that boundless wealth, freedom from disease,

weakness, and death, are as nothing in the scale

against domestic affection, and ' the charities of

private life.' Though it had a considerable reputa-

tion, and went through many editions, it never had
the popularity of Caleb Williams [q.v.] ; its even
greater improbability removed it still more from the
re^on of human sympathies. But the description

of Marguerite, drawn from the character of Mary
Wollstonecraft, and of St. Leon's life with her,

idealised from that which Godwin had himself

enjoyed, are among the most beautiful passages in

English fiction, while the portrait of Charles, St.

Leon's son, stands alone. No such picture has
elsewhere been drawn of a perfectly noble, self-

sacrificing boy."

St. Nicholas (or, The Image of St. Nicholas).

A miracle play by Hilabius (q.v.). See Morley's
English Writers.

St. Patrick's Day: "or, the Scheming
Lieutenant." A farce by Eichakd Bkinsley
Sheridan (1751—1816) ;

produced at Covent
Garden in 1775.

Satat Peter's Complaynt. A poem by
EoBERT Southwell (1560—1595) ;

published in

1595, and consisting of 132 stanzas.

Saint-Pierre, Bernardin de. A French
writer (b. 1737, d. 1814), author of Faul and
Virginia and The Indian Cottage, both of which
have been frequently translated into English.

St. Bomauld. A semi-humorous, semi-serious
poem by Robert Southey (q.v.), first published in
his British Anthology for 1800.

St. Ronan's Well. A novel by Sir Walter
Scott (1771—1832), published in 1824. The village

described in it has been identified vpith GUsland
in Cumberland, where Scott wooed and won his

wife, then Mdlle. Charpentier. Among the cha-
racters are Francis Tyrell, Lord Etherington, and

Clara Mowbray. See Dods, Meg ; MacTubk, Cap-
tain Hector; and Meiklewham.

" Saint run mad. The worst of mad-
men is a."

—

Pope, Imitations of Horace, bk. i., ep.

vi., line 27.

"Saint (The) sustained it, but the
woman died."

—

Pope, Epitaph on Mrs. Corbet.

Sainte-Beuve, Charles Augustin, (b.

1804, d. 1869). A selection from the Gauseries

de Lwndi of this French critic has been published
in English.

Saint's Encouragement, The. A poem
by Alexander Brome (q.v.), in nine stanzas,

ending :—
" But wlien our faith and works fall (lown,

And all our boiJes decay,
Oui' acts "win Lear us up to heaven
The clean contrary way."

Saints' Everlasting Best, The. A reli-

gious work by Richard Baxter (q.v.), published
in 1649. It was written whilst recovering from a
severe illness. "This is a book," says a critic,

"for which multitudes will have cause to bless

God for ever. . . . The examples of heavenly
meditation which Baxter gives realty breathe of

heaven ; and the importance of such meditation as

a duty and as a means of spiritual growth is ad-

mirably set forth."

Saint's Tragedy, The. A dramatic poem
by the Rev. Charles Kingsley (1819,—1875)

;

published in 1846, and founded on the story of St.

Elizabeth of Hungary. The preface is by the Rev.
F. D. Maurice (q.v.).

" Saints who taught and led the way
to heaven."

—

Tickell, Fpistle on the Death of

Sala, George Augustus, novelist, essayist,

and journalist (b. 1828), has written The Seven Sons

of Mammon, Captain Dangerous, Quite Alone, The
Two Frima Donnas, and other stories; Twice Roimd
the Clock, Breakfast in Bed, Gaslight and Daylight,

Tinder the Sim, and other essays ; besides America
in the Midst of the War, Two Kings and a Kaiser,

A Journey due North, Dutch Fictures, From Water-

loo to the Peninsula, Rome and Venice, William

Hogarth, and other miscellaneous works. His
burlesque, Wat Tyler, M.P., was produced in 1869.

He is a voluminous contributor to magazine litera-

ture, and has long been on the stafi of The Daily

Telegraph. He was the founder and first editor of

the Temple Bar magazine.

Salamandrine, The. A poetic romance by
Dr. Charles Mackay (q.v.), published in 1842. It

is founded on the Rosicrucian system.

Salanio and Salarino. Friends of Antonio

and Bassanio, in The Merchant of Venice (q.v.).

Salathiel, the Immortal. A romance by
the Rev. George Croly (q.v.).

Sale, George, Orientalist (b. 1680, d. 1736),

translated the Koran into English (1734), accom-
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panying his version with notes and a preliminary

discourse. He also contributed the articles on
Oriental history to Dr. Birch's General Dictionary

and the Cosmogony to the Universal History.

Sale of Rebellious Household Stuff,
The. " This sarcastic exultation of triumphant
loyalty is printed " hy Bishop Percy in his Reliques
" from an old black-letter copy in the Pepys CoUec-
tion, corrected by two others, one of wMch is pre-

served in A Choice Collection of IW Loyal Songs,"

published in 1684.

Salesbury,Williain,Welsh philologist, pub-
lished in 1567 a translation of the New Testament
into his own vernacular ; besides A Dictionary in

English and Welshe (1547), and one or two minor
works.

Salisbury, Sari of. See Cecil, Eoeebt.

Salisbury, John of. See John of Saiis-

BUKT.

Sally in our Alley. A famous ballad, in

seven stanzas, by Henry Cabey (1663—1743). Pal-

grave speaks of it as " a little masterpiece in a very
difficult style ; CatuUus himself could hardly have
bettered it. In grace, tenderness, simplicity, and
humour, it is worthy of the ancients; and even
more so, from the completeness and unity of the

picture presented." See " Of all the gikls," &c.

Salmacis and Hermaphroditus. An
episode in Ovid's Metamorphoses, translated by
Thomas Peend in 1565.

Salmagundi. A collection of amusing and
satirical essays by "Washington iKvrfTG (q.v.l,

William Irving, and James K. Paulding (q.v.),

published in 1809.

Salmon, Nathaniel, topographer and anti-
quarian (d. 1742), wrote Lives of the Bishops. A list

of his Works will be found in Nichols' Literary
Anecdotes. See also Lowndes's

Salmon, William, an empiric who flou-

rished in the seventeenth century, published Foly-
graphice : or, the Arts of Drawing, Limning, and
Painting (1676) ; Some Mathematicm sea Uramia
(1679) ; Sephormn : or, the Druggist's Shop Opened
(1693) ; Botanologia (1710) ; and Palladio Londinensis

(1743). BeeWsAts' BibliotJieca.

Salsetto and Elephanta. The title of the
Newdigate prize poem, gained by John Euskin
(b. 1819) in 1839. Salsetto and Elephanta are two
well-known islands, famous for their temple-caves,

and these in Euskin' s poem are peopled with the
airy forms of that Hindoo mythology which the
author, in his peroration, prays may soon give way
before the spread of Christianity.

Sam Slick. See Slick, Sam.

Sam Weller. See Wellek, Sam.

Samor: "Lord of the Bright City." "An
heroic poem," by Dean Milman (1791—1868), pub-
lished in 1818.

Sampson. Servant to Capulet in Borneo <md
Juliet (q.v.).

Sampson, Dominie. A schoolmaster, in

Sir Walter Scott's novel of Guy Mamnerimg
(q.v.) ; " a poor, modest, humble scholar," says the

author, " who had won his way through the

classics, but had fallen to the leeward in the

voyage of life—^no uncommon personage in a
country where a certain portion of learning is

easUy attained by those who are willing to suffer

himgor and thirst in exchange for acquiring Greek
and Latin." The Dominie's favourite exclamation

when surprised or astonished is " Pro-di-gi-ous !"

Samson Agpnistes. A dramatic poem hy
John Milton (q.v.), probably written after 1667,

and published in 1671 with Paradise Regained

(q.v.). The subject appears to have suggested

itself to him as early as 1640, and it is easy to

understand why he should so long have clung to it

and finally adopted it. "The story of Samson,"

says Masson, "must have seemed to MUton a
metaphor or allegory of much of his own life in

its later stages. He also, in his veteran days, was
a champion at bay, a prophet-warrior alone among
men of different faith and different manners. He
also was blind, as Samson had been. He also had
to live mainly in the imagery of the past. Like
Samson, substantially, he had been a Nazarite

—

one who had always been ascetic to his dedicated

service to great designs. Like Samson he had
married a Philistine woman—one not of his own
tribe, and having no thoughts or interests in com-
mon with his own. The tragedy," Masson goes

on to say, " was offered to the world as avowedly
of a different order to that which had been estab-

lished in England. It was of the sev^e classic

order. In reading it, not Shakespeare, nor Ben
Jonson, nor Massinger, must be thought of, but

^schylus, Sophocles, and Euripides." It was not

intended for the stage, though Bishop Atterbury
had a scheme for producing it at Westminster,
with the acts and scenes arranged by Pope. It

was set to music by Handel in 1742.

Sancroft, William, Archbishop of Canter-
bury (b. 1616, d. 1693), wrote Modern Policies

(1652) ; Occasional Sermons (1694) ; and some other

works. His Life was written by the Eev. G.
D'Oyley (1818). See Hallam's Literary History,

iv. See Fur Pr^edeshnatus.

Sand, George. The nom de plume of Mdme.
Dudevant (1804—1876), the French authoress,

many of whose works have been translated into
English.

Sanders, Robert, author (b. 1729, d. 1783),
wrote Gaffer Greybeard, a novel ; histories of Eng-
land and Eome; The Complete English Tramller ; a
commentary on the Bible ; The Newgate Calendar;
and other works.

Sanderson, Robert, Bishop of Lincoln (h.

1687, d. 1663), was the author of Logicee Artis
Compendium (1615), DeJuramenti Obligatione (1647),
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Twenty Serimns (1655), Nine Cases of Conscience

Sesolved (1668— 74), and other works. Dean
Hook speaks of him as holding an eminent place

among "those true sons of the Church, -whose

memory she cherishes with joy and thankfulness."

HaUam describes him as " the most celebrated of

the English casuists." See the Ecclesiastical Bio-

graphy ; also Isaak Walton's Lvoes. Sanderson's

Worles were collected and published by Dr. Jacob-

son.

Sanderson, Robert, antiquary (b. 1660, d.

1741), wrote a continuation of Hhymer's Fadera

(q.v.), edited some original letters by William III.,

and published a Zife of Henry V., besides other

works.

Sandford and Merton, The History of.

A famous story of juvenile romance by Thomas
Day (1748—1789) ; firstpublishedin 1783—89. An
amusing parody of it was contributed to Punch by
F. C. Bumand (q.v.). Lord Houghton describes

Sandford and Merton as "the delight of the youth

of the first generation of this century," and as " a

skilful imitation and adaptation of the Emile of

Kouaseau to English life."

Sandford, Harry. One of the boys in Day's

Sandford and Merton (q.v.).

Sands of Dee, The. A lyric by the Kev.

Chakles Kbsgsley (1819—1875) :—

" still the Ijoatmen hear her call the cattle home
AcroBB the sandB of Dee."

" Sands (Our) are almost rim. "—.Pej-icfo*,

act v., scene 2.

Sandstone, The Old Red. A geological

work by Hugh Milleb (1802—1856), published m
1841, which originally appeared ia the pages of

The Witness and Chambers's Journal.

Sandys, Edwin, Archbishop of Tork (b-

1519, d. 1588), was the author of Sermons, and the

translator of the books of Samuel, Kings, and

Chronicles in the " Bishops' Bible." See Bible,

The. See the Life by Whittaker (1812).

Sandys, Sir Edwin, eon of the above (b.

1661, d. 1629), wrote Europe Speculum: or, a

View or Survey of the State of Religion im the

Western Parts of the World (1605).

Sandys, George, poet and traveller (b.

1577, d. 1644), wrote A Relation of a Journey

iegoM A.D. 1610 (1615), paraphrases of the Psalms

and the Song of Solomon (1636 and 1642), and

translations of Grotius's Christ's Passion and

Ovid's Metamorphoses (1626), (q.v.). See Relation

op A Journey, &c.

" Sang (The) will maist delight That
minds ye o' lang syne."

—

Susanna Blamib.b, The

Traveller's Return.

Sanglamore. The sword of Braggadochio

(q.v.) in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Sanglier Shan, Sir, in Spenser's Faerie

Queene, is intended for Shan O'Neil, leader of the

Irish insurgents in 1567.

Sanity of True Genius, The. One of the

Last Essays ofEliajhy CHXRiXBiiiMS (1775—1834),

in which he contends that " so far from the position

holding true that great wit has a necessary alliance

with insanity, the greatest wits, on the contrary,

will ever be found to be the sanest writers. It is

impossible," he says truly, " for the mind to con-

ceive of a mad Shakespeare."

"Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sana
everything."

—

As You Like It, act ii., scene 7.

Sansfoy, Bryan. See Clyomon and
Clamydes.

Sansfoy, Sansjoy, and Sansloy. Cha-
racters in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Sansonetto. A Christian ruler of Mecca in

Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.

Santa Pilomena. See Filomena, Santa.

Sapience, The Werke of. A body of divi-

nity compiled by John Lydgate (q.v.) from the

French, and furnished with historical examples,

apologues, and parables. It was printed by Caxton.

Sapientia Veterum, De. A work on " the

wisdom of the ancients," by Francis, Lord Bacon

(1561—1626) ;
published in 1609, and described by

Lord Macaulay as one " which, ii it had proceeded

from any other writer, would have been considered

as a masterpiece of art and leanung, but which

adds little to the fame" of its author. It consists

of a series of mythological fables, with " explana-

tions."

" Sapphire blaze, The."—Gray, The Pro.

gress of Poesy, part iii., stanza 2.

Sappho, in Pope's Moral Essays, epistle iii., is

intended for Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, who
had first been addressed by him under that name

in 1722. Then the poet was good enough to be

complimentary. In the Moral Essays he compares
" Sappho's di'monds with her dirty smock"

—

"a Sappho at her toilet's greasy task.

With Sappho fragrant at an ev'nlng masque.

Sappho, A Modern. A lyric by Matthew
Arnold (b. 1822).

Sappho, Fragment of. Verses by Am-

brose Philips, praised highly by Addison, and

beginning :

—

" Blessed as the Immortal gods Is he.

The youth who loudly sits by thee,

And hears and sees thee all the while

Softly speak and fondly smile.'

Sappho was bom about 630 B.C. Her Odes, Frag-

ments, and Epigrams were translated into Bnghsh

by Francis Fawkes (q.v.). See Mure's and Mul-

ler's Introductions to GreeJe Literature.

Sappho to Phaon. An amatory poem, by

Alexander Pope. See Sappo and Phao.
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" Sappho (Where burniiig) loved and
sung."

—

Bykon, Don Juan, canto iii., stanza 86.

" Sapping a solemn creed with solemn
sneer."

—

Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, canto

iii., stanza 107. See Decline aud Eall.

Sappo and Phao. A drama by John Lyly,
played before Queen Elizabeth on Sbiove Tuesday,
1591. See Sappho to Phaon.

Sardanapalus. A tragedy, in five acts, by
Lord Byron (1788—1824), of which the author

says : "In this tragedy it has been my intention

to follow the account of Diodorus Siculus, reducing

it, however, to such dramatic regularity as I best

could, and trying to approach the unities. I

therefore suppose the rebelHon to explode and
succeed in one day by a sudden conspiracy, instead

of the long war of the history." The chief cha-

racters in the drama are Sardanapalus himself, the

King of Nineveh and Assyria ; Zarina, the queen

;

Myrrha, an Ionian female slave, and the favourite

of Sardanapalus ; and Arbaces the Mede, who
aspires to the throne. The tragedy is dedicated
" to the Illustrious Goethe," to whom the author
" presumes to ofier the homage of a literary vassal

to his Hege lord, the first of existing writers, who
has created the literature of his own country, and
illustrated that of Europe." Sardanapalus appeared
iti 1821, and has been performed occasionally siuce.

Sartor Besartus (».«., "the Tailor Patched"—^the title of an old Scottish baUad) : being " The
life and Opinions of Herr Teufelsdrockh, in three

books," by Thomas Caelyle (b. 1795) ;
pubhshed

in Fraser's Magazine duriag the years 1833 and
1834, and reprinted in 1838. It may be described
as a kind of philosophical romance, in which the
author gives us, in the form of a review of a sup-
posed German work on dress, and a notice of the
^i'riter, his opinions on things in general. The
hero, it has been said, seems to be intended for a
portraiture of human nature as affected by the
moral infiuence to which a cultivated mind would
be exposed by the transcendental philosophy of

Fichte. " The book, with its mixture of indig-

nation and force, strikes one," says Lowell, "as
might the prophecies of Jeremiah, if the marginal
comments of the Eev. Jlr. Sterne in his wildest
mood had by some accident been incorporated with
the text. It is curious to see the humour of Swift
and Sterne and Fielding, after filtering through
Eiohter, reappear in Carlyle with a tinge of Ger-
manism." See TETjrELSBROCKH.

Sartoris, Adelaide, nk Kemble (b. about

1816), published A Week in a French Country
House (1867) and Medusa, and other Tales (1868).

Satan. See Paradise Lost.

Satan : " or, Intellect without God." A poem
by Egbert Montgomery (1807—1855), published
in 1830, and described by Lord Macaulay as " a
long soliloquy, which the Devil pronounces in five

or six thousand lines of bad blank verse, concern-

ing geography, politics, newspapers, fashionable

society, theatrical amusements. Sir Walter Scott's

novels, Lord Byron's poetry, and Mr. Martin's

pictures." This poem obtained for its author the

sobriquet of " Satan Montgomery."

" Satan finds some mischief stUl For
idle hands to do."

—

^Watts, Divine Songs, song xx.

"Satan now is wiser than of yore,"—
Pope, Moral Essays, epistle iii., line 351

—

"And tempts T)y making rich, not making poor."

" Satan trembles when he sees. And,"
—A line in Cowper' s poetical Fxhortation to Frayer,

followed by

—

*' The weakest saint npon his knees."

" Satanic School of Poetry, The." A
description applied by Southey, in the original

preface of his Vision of Judgment, to the band of

writers of whom Byron and Shelley were the

recognised leaders. " Though their productions,"

wrote Southey, " breathe the spirit of Belial in their

lascivious parts, and the spirit of Moloch in their

loathsome images of atrocities and horrors, which
they delight to represent, they are more especially

characterised by a Satanic spirit of pride and
audacious impiety which still betrays the wretched
feeling of hopelessness wherewith it is allied."

" Satellites burning in a lucid ring."—
An allusion by Wordsworth in one of his sonnets

to the worthies treated of by Isaak Walton in his

Lives; followed by

—

" Around meek Walton's heavenly memory."

Satire against Hypocrites, A, was writ-

ten by John Phillips, the nephew of Miltou.

Satire, An Essay upon, in heroic verse, by
John Dryden (1631—1701) and John Sheffield,
Duke of Buckinghamshire (1649—1721). The
argument is probably Bummed up in the concluding
line—

•

" Learn to write well, or not to write at all."

" Satire has always shone among the
rest,"

—

Dryden and Sheffield, Essay an Satire—
"And is the boldest way, if not the best.
To tell men freely of their faintest faults.
To laugh at their vam deeds, and vainer thoughts."

" Satire in disguise." See " Praise unde-
served."

Satire of the Three Estates. See Three
ESTATIS.

" Satire or sense, alas ! Can Sporus
feel." See Spoeus.

" Satire should, like a polished razor
keen." First line of an' epigram by Lady Mary
WoRTLEY Montagu, of which the second runs :

—

" Wound with a touch that's scarcely felt or seen."

Both lines occur in some Verses addressed to Pope,
in which Lord Hervey assisted Lady Montagu.
See Sappho and Spords.
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Satire, The Abuse of. iSee Abuse or

SAinuB.

Satires, ty Alexander Pope (1688—1744).

These include the First Satire of the Second Book

of Eorace (1733) ; the Second Satire of the same

hook (1734) ; the Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot (1735)

;

Bonne's Satires Versified (1735) ; the First and

Sixth Epistles of the First Boole of Horace aad the

First and Second Epistles of the Second Book of
Horace (1737) ; and the Epilogue to Satires, Bia-

logms i. and ii. (1738). They arose out of a happy
suggestion of Lord Bolingbroke, who happened to

take up Horace and light upon the first satire of

the second book, and -who, seeing its appUcability

to the then position of Pope, advised him to trans-

late it into English. "The common characteristics

of the entire group," says Professor Ward, " need
little demonstration. In Tersification and diction

generally, these satires are Pope's masterpieces."

Satires, hy Dr. John Donne (1573—1631)

;

first published in a complete edition of his works
in 1719.

Satires, in six books, by Joseph Hall,
Bishop of ExETEK and Norwich (1574—1656) ; also

called Virgidemiarum. The first three books are

CJjled Toothless Satires, the last three Biting Satires.

"Satire's my weapon, but I'm too
discreet." Line 69, hook ii., satire 1, of Pope's
Imitation of Horace (q.v.).

Satiro-Mastix :
" or, the Untrussing of the

Humorous Poets." A comedy by Thomas Dekker
(q.T.), produced in 1602 ; chiefly a satire on Ben
Jonson, who is represented as Young Horace. See

Poetaster.

Satis House, the residence of Miss Havis-
ham, in Dickens's novel of Great Expectations

(q.v.), takes its name from an actual building near
Boley Hill, Rochester, where Queen Elizabeth waS
entertained by Richard Watts in 1573, he apologis-

ing for the smallness of the accommodation for so

great a queen, and she replying, as she left, that it

was " satis," i.e., enough for her.

Saturday Review, The, a weekly journal
of literature, politics, and art, was started in 1855
by John Douglas Cook, a Scotch writer, some
tune editor of The Morning Chronicle (q.v.).

Satyrane, Sir. A knight, who befriends

Una (q.v.), in Spenser's Faerie Queene (q.v.).

" Sauce for a goose is sauce for a
gander." An expression attributed to Thomas
Brown (d. 1704), and said to occur inNew Maxims,
in volume iv. of his collected Works.

Saul. A sacred poem, in blank verse, by Wil-
liam SoTHEBT (1757—1833), pubUshed in 1807.

Saul, in Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel

(q.v.), is intended for Oliver Cromwell.

Saunders, Clerk. A ballad, printed in

Scott's Border Minstrelsy, and by Herd, Jamieson,

Kinloch, and Buchan, though in varying versions.

In one of these Saunders is called " weU-learued at

the school;" hence hia name of "Clerk." The
story tells how he is killed in his sweetheart's
arms, and afterwards appeared to her in a ghostly
form.

Saunders, John, novelist, has published
Abel Brake's Wife, Gmj Waterman, Boimd to the

Wheel, Hirell, One against the World, The Ship-
owner's Baughter, and Israel Mort, Overman.

Saunders, Katherine, novelist, daughter of

the above, is the author of The Haunted Crust, and
other Stories ; Margaret and Elizabeth ; Gideon's

Bock, and other Tales; Joan Merryweather, and
other Tales ; and The High Mills.

Saunders, Richard. A pseudonym under
which Benjamin Franklin commenced the publi-

cation of Boor Richard's Almanack. See Richard,
Poor.

Savage, Marmion, novelist, has written

The Bachelor of the Albany, The Woman of Business,

Clover Cottage, The Falcon Family, Reuben Medlicott,

and other stories.

Savage, Bichard, poet and dramatist (b.

1698, d. 1743), was the author of Love in a Veil, a

comedy (1718) ; The Bastard, a poem (1728) ; The

Wanderer, a poem (1729) ; and other works. See

Johnson's Lives of the Poets. His Works were

coUeoted in 1776. "It must be acknowledged,"

says his great biographer, " that his works are the

production of a genius truly poetical ; his descrip-

tions are striking, his images animated, his fictions

justly imagined, and his allegories artfully pursued

;

his diction is elevated, though sometimes forced,

and his numbers sonorous and majestic, though

frequently sluggish and encumbered. Of his style

the general fault is harshness, and its general

excellence is dignity; of his sentiments the pre-

vailing beauty is simplicity, and uniformity the

prevailing defect."

Savage, 'William (b. 1771, d. 1844), was the

author <A a, Bictionary of Printing.

" Save me, oh ! save me, from the
candid friend." A line in Canning's poem of

The New Morality, xkxvi.

Savile, Sir Henry, antiquarian (b. 1549, d.

1622), published in 158i a translation of The Ende

of Nero and Beginning of Galba, Fortner Bookes of

the Histories of Cornelius Tacitus; The Life of

Agricola; and in 1596, RerumAnglicartm Scriptores,

post Redam preecipui, a folio containing the works

of William of Malmesbury, Henry of Huntingdon,

Roger de Hoveden, Ethelwerd, and Ingulphus of

Croyland. His famous edition of Chrysostom ap-

peared in 1613. See Hallam's Literary History.

Savonarola. The famous Florentine reformer,

who figures in George Eliot's novel of Romola

(q.v.). He was bom in 1452, and died in 1498.
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Savonarola, Jeremy. The pseudonym of

Francis Mahony in his tacts and Figures from
Italy, addressed to Charles Dickens, and forming
an appendix to the latter's Fictures from Italy

(1847).

" Saw the air, Do not."—Mamlet, act iii.,

scene 2.

" Saw (I) those that saw the Queen."—Swift, On Simself.

" Saw Ye Johnnie Comin' ? quo She."
" One of the old rustic productions of the Scottish

muse, for which," says Chamhers, who prints it,

" there is no trace of authorship." Burns con-
sidered the song unrivalled in humour.

" Saw Ye My Father ? " A romantic Scotch
song, printed by Herd in 1776, and reprinted by
Chamhers. Chapell thinks it was English in origin.

"It is remarkable for relating an adventure of

nocturnal courtship in a manner free from vul-
garity."

"Saw ye my wee thing, saw ye my
ain thing?"

—

Heotok MaoNeill, Mary of Castle-

cary

:

—
" Saw ye my true love down on yon lea ?

Red, red are her ripe lips, and sweeter than roses

;

Where could my wee thing wander Irae me ? "

" Saw ye nae my Peggy ? " First line of
a Scottish song by the Baroness Nairne.

" Saws (Wise) and modern instances."—As Ton lAke It, act ii., scene 7.

Sawyer, Mr. Bob. A young surgeon who
figures in Dickens's Pickwick Papers (q.v.).

Sawyer, William, poet and prose writer
(b. 1828), has puhHshed Thought and Reverie

(1849), Ten Miles from Town (1867), The Legend of
Phillis (1872), A Year of Song (1872), and other
volumes.

Saxe, John Godfrey, American poet and
humorist (b. 1816), has produced, among other
works. The Flying Dutchman (1862), Clever Stories

of Many Nations (1864), The Masquerade, and other
Foems (1866), and Leisure Day Rhymes (1876).

Saxon Chronicle, The. See Anolo-Saxon
Chronicle, The.

"Say not the Struggle naught
availeth." A lyric by Arthur Huoh Clough
(1819—1861).

"Say over again, and yet once over
again, That thou dost love me,"—^First lines of a
Sonnetfrom the Portuguese, by Elizabeth Barrett
Browning (1809—1861)

—

" Say thou dost love me, love me, love me—toll
The silver iterance I—only minding, Dear,
To love me also in silence with thy soul."

Sayers, Frank, poet (b. 1763, d. 1817), pub-
lished Dramatic Sketches of the Ancient Northern
Mythology (1790), Disquisitions, Metaphysical and
Literary (1793), JVm</(8 Foetica (1803), Miscellanies

(1806), and other works, the whole being collected

and issued, with a Life, by "WiUi'am Taylor, of

Norwich, in 1823.

Sayings and Doings. A series of tales by
Theodore Edward Hook (1788—1841), of which
the first volume appeared in 1824, the second in

1825, and the third in 1828.

Scadlock, James, Scottish poet (b. 1775, d.

1818), was the author of October Winds and other
popular lyrics. His Poems have been collected.

See Grant Wilson's Poets of Scotland.

Scseva. The nom de plume assumed by John
Stubees (1541—1600) in the publication of his

later works, after his right hand had been cut off

by the Government in revenge for his pamphlet
called The Discovery of a Gaping Gulf. See
Stubees, John.

" Scandal about Queen Elizabeth, I
hope, No." See act ii., scene 1, of Sheridan's
farce of The Critic (q.v.).

"Scandalous and poor."—Rochester's
description of the " Merry Monarch " in his verses
On the King.

"'Scapes, Hairbreadth." See "Hair-
breadth 'Scapes."

Scarlet Letter, The. A romance by
Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804—1864), pubKshed
in 1850. The letter is the badge of the heroine's
shame, which forms the main motive of the story.

Scarlet, Will. A companion of Kobin Hood,
who frequently makes his appearances in the old
EngUsh ballads.

Scarronides :
" or, Virgil Travestie." A

translation of the first book of Virgil's JEneid into
English burlesque verse, by Charles Cotton (1630—1687) ;

published in 1664. It has since passed
through more than fifteen editions. It was fol-

lowed shortly afterwards by his Burlesque upon
Burlesque: or, the Scoffer Scoffed, "being some
of Lucan's Dialogues newly put into English
Fustian."

Scatcherd, Miss. A teacher in the " Lowood
Institution," described by Charlotte Bronte in
Jane Eyre (q.v.). She has been identified with a
lady in the employment of the Eev. W. Cams
Wilson, who tyrannised over the Brontes while
they were under her care at school at Cowan's
Bridge, near Leeds.

Scathlooke. One of Eobin Hood's followers,
in the numerous ballads devoted to the famous
robber-chief. See Eobin Hood.

Scelestina. See Calistus.

Scenes and Legends in the North of
Scotland: "or, the Traditional History of
Cromarty," by Hugh Miller (1802—1856) ; pub-
lished in 1834.

Scenes of Clerical Life. A series of
tales by George Eliot (b. about 1820), published
originally in Blackwood's Magazine, and re-issued
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ia 1858. They include The Sad Fortunes of the

Bev. Amos Barton, Mr. Gilfil's Love Story, and

Jamfs Repentance.

Scenes of Infancy. A poem by John
Leyden (1775—1811), publislied in 1803, and

descriptive of the country round Iris birthplace in

Eoxburgbshire. The poet says in one place :

—

** E'en as I muse, my former life retiM-ns,

And youth's first ardour in ray liosom burns.
Like music melting in a lover's dream,
I liear the murmuring song of Teviot's stream

:

The crisping rays, that on the water lie.

Depict a paler moon, a fainter sky

;

While through Inverted elder houghs helow
The twinkling stars with greener lustre glow . .

.

As evening prospect opens on my view,
I seem to five departed years anew ;

When in these wilds a jocund, sportive child.

Bach flower self-sown my heedless liours beguil'd."

" Scent the morning air, Methinks X."
—Hamlet, act i., scene 5.

Sceptre, Th.e. A poem by Thomas Mooke,
written in 1809.

Schaw, Qnintin. A contemporary of Bunbar,

the Scottish poet, of whose writings only one speci-

men remains, printed by Pinkerton in his Scottish

Poems, and caSisA. Advice to a Courtier (q.v.).

Schedoui. The monk in Mrs. Eadclippe's

Italian (q.v.) ; " a strongly-drawn character as ever

stalked through the regions of romance, equally

detestable for the crimes he has formerly per-

petrated, and those which he is willing to commit

;

formidable from his talents and energy ; at once a

hypocrite and a profligate, unfeeling, unrelenting,

and implacable."

"Schemes o' mice and men." See

"Best laid," &c.

Schiller (b. 1759, d. 1805). The leading works

of this writer have been translated into English;

notably The Thirty Years' War, Essays, Mary
Stuart, Don Carlos, Maid of Orleans, Wallenstein, and

William Tell. His Poems have been translated by
Edgar Bowring. His Life was written by the elder

Lord Lytton. See next paragraph.

Schiller's Life and Writings. A series

of papers by Thomas Carlyle (b. 1795), which
origiaaUy appeared in The London Magazine for

October, 1823, and January, July, August, and Sep-

tember, 1824. They were republished in 1826.

Schlegel, Augustus William von, Ger-

man critic (b. 1767, d. 1845). The Dramatic Art
and Literature of this writer appeared in English

in 1846.

Schlegel, Frederick Charles William
von, German critic (b. 1772, d. 1829). The
Philosophy of History, Modern History, and History

of Literature of this writer have been translated

into English.

"Scholar (A), and a ripe and good
one."

—

Kimg Henry VIII., act iv., scene 2.

" Scholar among rakes." See "Eake (A)

AMONG 8CH0LABS."

Soholar-Gipsjr, The. Apoem by Matthew
Aknold (b. 1822), founded on a passage iaGlanvil's
Vanity of Dogmatising (1661):

—

" The story of that Oxford scholar poor.
Of sliining parts and Quick inventive brain.

Who, tired of knocking. at in-efcrmeut's door.
One summer morn forsook

His friends, and went to learn the gipsy lore.
And ruam'd the world with that wild brotherhood.

And came, as most men deem'd, to little good,
But came to Oxford and his friends no more."

Scholar, The Poor. A story by William
Cableton (1798—1869), into which many autobio-
graphical details are woven.

"Scholar's life assail. What Uls the."—Johnson, Vanity of Hmnan Wishes, iiae 169.

" Scholars, The laud of."—Goldsmith,
The Traveller, line 356.

Sehole Howse, The. A "lyteU boke,"

published anonymously in 1542, " wherein every

man may rede a goodly Prayer of the condyoyons

of women." The character of this satire may be
gathered from the following verse :—

" Trewly some men there be.
That lyve alwaye in great horroure

:

And say, it goeth by destenye
To hange or wed, both hath one houre

:

And whether it be, I am well sure,
Hangynge is better of the twayne.
Sooner done and shorter payne."

It was replied to by Edward More, in 1557, in his

Defence of Women, especially English Women, against

a book intituled the School-House of Women. See

Woman, Apology for.

Scheie for Shootinge, The. See Toxo-

PHILUS.

Scholefleld, James, scholar and clergyman

(b. 1789, d. 1853), edited the works of iEschylus,

Person's Euripides, Middleton's Greek Article,

Leighton's Prelections, and Dobree's Adversaria.

He was the author of Hints for an Improved Trans-

lation of the New Testament. See his Life by his

widow (1855).

Scholemaster, The : " or, plaine and perfect

way of teaching children to understand, write, and

speake, in Latin tong, but specially purposed for

the private brynging up of youth iu Gentlemen

and Noblemens houses, and commodious also for aU

such as have forgot the Latin tonge, and would, by

themselves, without a Scholemaster, in short tyme,

and with small paines, recover a sufficient habilitie,

to understand, write, and speake Latin." A prose

workby EoGER AscHAM (1515-1568), writtenabout

1563—68, and first published in 1570. It was

edited, with notes, by Upton, in 1711 ; by J. E. B.

Mayor in 1863 ; and by Arber in 1870. It has

also been pubHshed in Ascham's Works by Bennet

(1771) ; Cochrane (1815); and GHes (1864'—5). It

is in two books, the first of which, after giving the

first two stages of the author's method of learning

Latiu, goes on to urge at length that "Love is

fitter than Fear, Gentleness better than Beatmg,

to bring up a chUd rightly in learning." Then we

are told " the di£Eerenoe between Quick Wits and
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Hard Wits," and the writer discusses "Plato's

seven plain notes to choose a good wit in a child

for learning." The book ends with a severe

onslaught on the " Itahanated " Englishman of

Ascham's time. The second hook gives stages

three and four of Ascham's method, besides

criticisms of Latin authors, and incidental notices

of some English writers.

School for Scandal, The. A comedy
by EicHAnn Bkinsley Sheridan (1751—1816),

produced at Covent Garden Theatre in 1777,

and characterised by Hazlitt as, "if not the most
original, perhaps the most finished and fault-

less comedy which we have. The scene in which
Charles [Surface] sells all the old family pictures

but his uncle's, who is the purchaser in disguise,

and that of the discovery of Lady Teazle when
the screen falls, are among the happiest and most
highly wrought that comedy, in its wide and bril-

liant range, can boast. Besides the art and
ingenuity of this play, there is a genial spirit of

frankness and generosity about it, that relieves the
heart as well as clears the lungs. "While it strips

ofi the mask of hypocrisy, it inspires a confidence

between man and man." See Backbite ; Candour ;

Crabtree ; Sneerwell ; Scrface ; and Teazle.

"School-boy heat (The), The blind
hysterics of the Celt."

—

^Tennyson, In Memoriam,
stanza viii.

"School-boy, The whining,"—.<i« Tou
Like it, act ii., scene 7 :

—

" with his satchel
And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school."

. "School-boy's tale (A), the wonder
of an hour !

"—Byron, Ohilde Sarold's Filgrimage,
canto xviii., stanza 2.

Schoole of Abuse, The : " containing a
pleasant Invective against Poetes, Pipers, Players,

Jesters, and such-like CaterpUlers of a Common-
wealth," by Stephen Gosson (1554—1623) ; an
attack on the Elizabethan stage, published in 1579,
and reprinted by the Shakespeare Society. It was
answered by Thomas Lodge. See Eeply, &c.

Schoole of Vertue, The, " and Booke of

Good Nourture for Children." A tract, pub-
lished in 1557, or earlier, by Francis Seager.
" This," says Warton, " is a translation into metre
of many of the less exceptional Latiu hymns
anciently used by the Catholics, and stiU con-
tinuing to retain among the Protestants a degree
of popularity. At the end are prayers and graces
in rhyme. This book, in Wood's time, had been
degraded to the stall of the ballad-singer, and is

now only to be found on the shell of the anti-

quary."

"Schoolmaster is abroad. The." A
famous saying, contained in a speech delivered

by Lord Brougham (1779—1868) on January 29,

1828 :
—" Let the soldier be abroad if he will ; he

can do nothing in this age. There is another

SCO

personage, a personage less imposing in the eyes

of some, perhaps insignificant. The schoolmaster is

abroad, and I trust to him, armed with his primer,

against the soldier in full military array."

Schoolmaster, The. A work by Eoger
Ascham. See Soholemaster, The.

Schoolmistress, The. A descriptive poem,
in the manner of Spenser, by William Shenstone
(1714—1763). It was "written at college " in

1736, and was pubhshed originally among Poems
tipon Various Occasions in 1737. It was afterwards

altered and enlarged, and published in 1742. The
poem celebrates, not a fictitious person, but a real

individual named Sarah Lloyd, who taught a
school at Leasowes, in the parish of Halesowen,
Shropshire, where the poet received his earliest

instruction. To the second edition, Shenstone
added a Ludicrous Index, afterwards suppressed by
Dodsley, the publisher.

"Science, O star-eyed."—Campbell, The
Pleasures of Hope, pt. ii., 325.

Scillse's Metamorphosis, "interlaced with
the unfortunate love of Glaucus." A poem by
Thomas Lodge, published in 1689. "Wiereunto
is annexed the delectable discourse of the Discon-
tented Satyre."

" Scio'S rocky isle." See "Blind old man."

Scogan, Henry, a contemporary of Chaucer,
has left behind him A Moral Balade, and a few
other pieces.

Scogan, John. See Scoggin's Jests.

Scoggin's Jests, The First and Best
Parts, " fuU of witty Mirth and pleasant Shifts,

made by him in France, and other places ; being a
Preservative against Melancholy: Gathered by
An. Boord, Dr. of Physicke," and published in

1626. Johii Scoggin or Scogan was a favourite

buffoon at the court of Edward IV. See Warton's
ISnglish Poetry.

"Scorn delights, and live laborious
days, To."

—

Milton, Lycidas, line 73.

"Scorn not the sonnet; critic, you
have frowned." A line from a sonnet by William
Wordsworth.

Scornful Lady, The. A comedy by Beau-
mont and Fletcher (q.v.), of which Beaumont
probably wrote the greater part. It is full of

effective scenes.

Scot Abroad, The. A prose work by John
Hill Burton (b. 1809), published in 1864, and
consisting of sketches and anecdotes of Scotsmen
in foreign countries.

Scot, Alexander, poet, styled by Piukorton
the Anacreon of ancient Scottish poetry, wrote
The Newe Year Gift to the Queen (1562), and other
works. His Poems, " from a MS. written in 1568,"
were edited by David Laiug in 1821. They are to
be found scattered through Eamsay's Evergreen,
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the collections by Hailes, Pinkerton, and Sibbald,

and in the Bannatyne MS. See Grant Wilson's

Poets of Scotland. " Gay and elegant," says Allan

Cunningliam, "beyond most of the poets of his time,

Alexander Scot sang with much more sweetness

than strength, and was more anxious after the

smoothness of his numbers than the natural beauty

of his sentiments. He flows smooth, but he seldom

flows deep ; he is refined and delicate, but has little

vigour and no passion. Yet his verses are exceed-

ingly pleasing ; they are melodious, with meaning
in their melody, and possess in no small degree that

easy and gliding-away grace of expression of which
the old minstrel vaunted

—

" * Forbye how sweet my numbera flow.
And slide away like water.'

"

See JusTDie between William Ajoamson, &c.

Scot, Reginald, wrote The Ferfite Platforme

of a Hoppe-Garden, printed in 1574, and enlarged

and reprinted in 1575—6.

Scotch Piddle, The Lay of a. A satirical

poem by James Kirke Paulding (1779—1860),

published in 1813, and announced as written by
"Sir Walter Scott."

" Scotched the snake, not killed it>

We've."

—

Macbeth, act iii., scene 2.

Scotland, Historie of, by John Bellenden
(d. 1550) ; a free translation of the first seventeen

books of Hector Boece's Latin Chronicle, under-

taken at the request of James V. of Scotland.

Bellenden has introduced into the text two poems
of considerable length, entitled respectively the

Proheme of the Cosmographie and the Proheme of the

Mistorie.

Scotland, Histories of, have been written

by Bishop Lesley, Dr. William Eobertson, Dr.

Gilbert Stuart, William Gvtheie, Lord Hailes,
Malcolm Laing, Sir Walter Scott, John Pin-
kerton, Patrick Fraser-Tytler, and John Hill
Burton, all of whom see.

Scotland Skaith: "or, the History o'

WiU and Jean." A poem by Hector MacNeill
(1746—1818), published in 1795, and intended to

depict the effects of intemperate habits. It was
followed in 1796 by The Waes o' War: or, the

Upshot of the Sistory o' Will and Jean.

" Scotland, that knuckle end of Eng-
land, that land of Calvin, oat-cakes, and sulphur."
—See Sydney Smith's Life, by his daughter.

Scotland, The Complaynt of. See Com-
PLAYNT OF Scotland, The.

Scotland's Teares. A poem written by
William Lithsow (1580—1640), on the decease
of King James VI. (1625), and reprinted by David
Laing in his Ancient Scottish Popular Poetry. It

was followed in 1633 by Scotland's Welcome to

King Charles.

Scots Courant, The. A newspaper started
by James Watson (1675—1722) in Edinburgh in

1706, and printed by him "beyond the year 1718."

Scots Magazine, The, first appeared in
January, 1739, and appears to have been produced
in order that " the Caledonian Muse might not be
restrained by want of a pubhc echo to her song."
It was discontinued in 1826.

Scots Kation, The Martial AtcMeve-
ments of the, by Patrick Abercrombie
(1666—1720); printed in 1711—15. "The first

volume," says Lowndes, " abounds in the marvel-
lous ; but the second is valuable on account of its

accurate information respecting British history in

the fourteenth and fifteen centuries."

Scots, The Murder of the King of. A
ballad describing the death of Henry Stewart, Earl
of Darnley, the ill-fated husband of Mary Queen
of Scots.

" Scots, wha hae wi' Wallace bled."
First line of a song written by Egbert Burns
(1759—1796), in 1793, to an old air, called Hey
tuttie taitie, concerning which " there is a tradi-

tion," he says, " that it was Kobert Bruce's march
at the battle of Bannockburn. This thought
warmed me to a pitch of enthusiasm on the theme
of Liberty and Independence, which I threw into a
kind of Scottish ode, fitted to the air, that one
might suppose to be the gallant royal Scot's

address to his heroic followers on that eventful

morning."

Scots Worthies, A brief Historical
Account of the Lives, &c., of the most
Bminent, was published by John Howie (1735
—1791) in 1781. The work was reprinted in 1827,

1835, and 1836.

Sootsman, The, newspaper, was first issued

in 1817, under the editorship of Charles MaclareiJ
(1782—1866), who in 1847 resigned the conduct of

the paper to Alexander Eussel (1814-1876).
The latter was succeeded by Dr. Wallace.

Scott, Andre'w, Scottish poet (b. 1757, d
1839), published coUeotions of his Poems in 1805,

1808, 1811, 1821, and 1826, the 1811 volume being

entitled Poems, chiefly in the Scottish Dialect, and
the 1826 work Poems on Various Subjects. See
Grant Wilson's Poets of Scotland.

Scott, John, canon of Windsor (b. 1638, d.

1694), wrote The Christian Life (1681, 1685, and

1686), (q.v.). His Works were published m. 1718.

See Wood's Athena Oxonienses.

Scott, John, poet (b. 1730, d. 1783), wrote

Critical Mssays on the English Poets, which, with an
Account of the Life and Writings of the Author, by
John Hadley, were published in 1785. His Poems,

with a Life by E. A. Davenport, were collected

and published in 1822. A previous edition had
appeared in 1782. See Amwell; Elegies,
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Scott, Michael, noveUst (b. 1789, d. 1835),

wrote Tom GrmgWs Log and The Cruise of the

Midge. See Cringle's Log, Tom.

Scott, Robert, D.D., Dean of Rocliester (b.

1811), is co-author with Dean Liddell (q.v.) of the

well-known Greek Lexicon, and translated portions

of The Library of the Fathers.

Scott, Sir Michael. The following works
are ascribed to this famous philosopher and reputed

wizard of the thirteenth century :

—

Avieennam de

AnimalibuSy ex A.rabico in Latinum transtulit ; De
Frocreatione et Sominis Fhisionomia, Opus (1477)

;

Qucestio Guriosa de Natura Solis et Luna (1622)

;

and Mensa Fhilosophica, translated into English in

1633 under the title of The Philosopher's Banqwt.

Scott, Sir Walter, poet, novehst, and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1771, d. 1832), published a
translation of Biirger's Ballads (1796) ; a version

of Goethe's Goetz von Berlichingen (1799) ; The Eve

of St. John, Glenjmlas, and The Grey Brothers

(1800) ; The Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border

(1802—3) ; The Lay of the Last Minstrel (1805)

;

Ballads and Lyrical Pieces (1806); Marmion (1808);

The Lady of the Lalce (1810) ; The Vision of Don
Roderick (1811); Rolceby (1813); The Bridal of
Triermain (ISIS); Waverley {1814); The Lord of the

Zifos (1816); The Field of Waterloo (\%15); Guy Man-
nering (1815) ; Paul's Letters to his Kinsfolk {1815)

;

The Antiquary (1816) ; Old MoHality (1816) ; The
Black Dwarf (1816) ; Barold the Dauntless (1817)

;

The Heart of Midlothian (1818) ; Rob Roy (1818)

;

The Bride of Lammermoor (1819) ; The Legend of
Montrose (1819) ; Lvanhoe (1820) ; The Monastery

(1820); The Abbot (1820); Kenilworth (1821)
The Pirate (1822) ; The Fortunes of Nigel (1822)

Peveril of the Peak (1823); Quentin Dtirward (1823)

St. Ronan's Well (1824) ; Redgauntlet (1824) ; The
Betrothed (1825) ; The Talisman (1825) ; Lives of
the Novelists (1825) ; Woodstock (1826) ; The Life of
Napoleon (1827) ; The Two Drovers (1827) ; The
Highland Widow (1827) ; The Surgeon's Daughter

(1827) ; Tales of a Grandfather (1827—30) ; The
Fair Maid of Perth (1828) ; Anne of Geierstein

(1829) ; Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft

(1830); a History of Scotland (1829—30); The Doom
of Devorgoil (1830) ; Auchindrane (1830) ; Count
Robert of Paris (1831) ; and Castle Dangerous

(1831); besides editions of Dryden (1808), Swift

(1814), and Sir Tristram, a romance (1804), (q.v.).

For Biography, see the Life by Lockhart (1832

—

37), GilfiUan (1870), Rossetti (1870), and Chambers
(1871). For Criticism, see Hazlitt's Spirit of the

Age, Jefirey's Fssays, Keble's Occasional Papers,

Carlyle's Fssays, Senior's Fssays on Fiction, Mas-
son's Novelists and their Styles, Jeaffreson's Novels

and Novelists, Taine's English Literature, Stephen's
Hours in a Library, Mortimer Collins' s introduc-
tion to the Miniature Edition of the Poems, and F.
T. Palgrave's preface to the Globe Edition. The
Novels and Poems have been issued in innumer-
able editions. The Fssays on Chivalry and the

Drama have also been collected. " Scott's novels,"

says Palgrave, " have naturally overshadowed his

fame as a poet ; they are more singularly and
strikingly original, more unique in literature ; and
the form of the prose story, admitting readily of

narrative details, and allowing the author to explain

remote allusions as he advances, was more capable

of giving free play for Scott's tastes and materials

than poetry, however irregular in its structure.

Hence he did not make himself quite so much at

home in his poems. Perlmps they depended a little

too much on archaeology; the ancient manners,

dresses, and customs painted occasionally compete
in interest with the delineation of human cha-

racter ; those marvellous scenes from common life

which are true in all ages, or those sketches of

contemporary manners, which Scott has employed
with such skUl and power to counterpoise the

antiquarian element in the novels, could hardly

find a place in verse. He has indeed given us
something of this kind in the beautiful introduc-

tions to the Lay and Marmion, and, less successfully,

though even here with much grace, in Triermain

;

but they are not wrought up into a whole ; they do
not form an integral portion of the poem. On the

other hand, the metrical descriptions of scenery, if

not more picturesque and vivid than those of tha

romances, tell more forcibly ; they also relieve the
narrative by allowing the writer's own thoughts
and interests to touch our hearts—an expedient used
by Scott with singular skill. Scott's completeness

of style, which is more injurious to poetry than
to prose, his ' careless glance and reckless rhyme,'

have been alleged by a great writer of our time as

one reason why he is now less popular as a poet
than he was in his own day. Besides these faults,

which are visible almost everywhere, the charge
that he wants depth and penetrative insight, has
been often brought. He does not ' wrestle with the
mystery of existence,' it is said; he does not try
to solve the problems of human life. Scott, could
he have foreseen this criticism, would probably
not have been very careful to answer it. He might
have allowed its correctness, and said that one man
might have this work to do, but his was another.
High and enduring pleasure, however conveyed, is

the end of poetry. Othello gives this by its pro-
found display of tragic passion ; Paradise Lost gives
it by its reKgious sublimity ; Childe Harold by its

meditative picturesqueness ; the Lay by its bril-

liant delineation of ancient life and manners. All
poets may be seers and teachers ; but some teach
directly, others by a less ostensible and larger pro-
cess. Scott never lays bare the workings of his
mind, like Goethe or Shelley ; he does not draw
out the moral of the landscape, like Wordsworth

;

rather, after the fashion of Homer and the writers
of the ages before criticism, he presents a scene,
and leaves it to work its own effect on the reader.
His most perfect and lovely poems, the short songs
which occur scattered through the metrical or the
prose narratives, are excellent instances. He is

the most unselfconsoious of our modern poets

—

perhaps, of all our poets ; the difference in this
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respect between him and his friends, Byron and
Wordsworth, is like a difference of centuries. If

they give us the inner spirit of modern life, or of

nature, enter into our perplexities, or probe our

deeper passions, Scott has a dramatic faculty not

less delightful and precious. He hence attained

eminent success in one of the rarest and most
difficult aims of Poetry—sustained vigour, clear-

ness, and interest in narration. If we reckon up
the poets of the world, we may be surprised to find

how very few (dramatists not included) had accom-

plished this, and may be hence led to estimate

Scott's rank in his art more justly. One looks

through the English poetry of the first half of the

century in vain, unless it be here and there indi-

cated in Keats, for such a power of vividly throwing
himself into others as that of Scott. E&s contem-
poraries, Crabbe excepted, paint emotions. He
paints men when strongly moved. They^draw the

moral ; but he can invent the fable. Goethe was
accustomed to speak of Scott as the 'greatest

writer of his time,' as unique and unequalled.

When asked to put his views on paper, he replied

with the remark which he made also upon Shake-
speare, Scott's art was so high, that it was hard to

attempt giving a formal opinion on it. But a few
words may be added on the relation borne by the

Novels to the author's character. It has been
observed that one of the curious contrasts which
make up that complex creature, Walter Scott, is

the strong attraction which drew him, as a Low-
lander, the bom natural antagonist of the Gael, to

the Highland people. All that we admire in the

Gael had been to the Scot proper the source of con-

tempt and of repugnance. Such a feeling is one
of the worst instincts of human nature ; it is an
unmistakable part of the brute within us; more
than any other cause, the hatred of race to race

has hampered the progress of man. There is also

no feeling which is more persistent and obstinate.

But it has been entirely conquered in the case of the

Saxon and the Grael. Now this vast and salutary

change in national opinion is directly due to Scott.

This may be regarded, on the whole, as his greatest

achievement. He united the sympathies of two
hostile races by the sheer force of genius . He healed
the bitterness of centuries. Scott did much in

idealising, as poetry should, the conunon life of his

contemporaries. He equally did much in rendering
the past history, and the history of other countries

in which Scotchmen played a conspicuous part,

real to us. But it is hardly a figure of speech to

say that he created the Celtic Highlands in the
eyes of the whole civilised world. If this be not
first-rate power, it may be asked where we are to

find it. The admirable spirit and picturesqueness of

Scott's poems and novels carry us along with them
so rapi^y, whilst at the same time the weaknesses
and inequalities of his work are so borne upon
the surface, that we do not always feel how unique
they are in literature. Scott is often inaccurate in

historical painting, and puts modem feeling into

the past. He was not called upon, as we have

noticed, to represent mental struggles, but the
element of original thought is deficient in his
creations. 'Scott's,' says an able critic, 'is a
healthy and genial world of reflection, but it wants
the charm of delicate exactitude ; we miss the
consecrating power ' [National Beview, April,
1858). He is altogether inferior to Miss Austen in.

describing the finer elements of the womanly
nature ; we rarely know how the heroine feels ; the
author paints love powerfully in its effects and its

dominating influence ; he does not lead us to ' the
inmost enchanted fountain ' of the heart. For
creating types of actual human life, Scott is

perhaps surpassed by Crabbe ; he does not analyse
character, or delineate it in its depths, hut exhibits-

the man rather by speech and action; he is
' extensive ' rather than ' intensive ;

' has more
of Chaucer in him than of Goethe

;
yet, if we look

at the variety and richness of his gallery, at his
command over pathos and terror, the laughter and
the tears, at the many large interests besides those
of romance which he realises to us, at the way in
which he paints the whole life of men, not their

humours or passions alone, at his unfaiUng whole-
someness and freshness, like the sea and air and
great elementary forces of Nature, it may be
pronounced a just estimate, which—without trying-

to measure the space which separates these stars

—

places Scott second in our creative or imaginative
literature to Shakespeare. ' All is great in the-

Waverley novels,' said Goethe, in 1831, 'material,

effect, characters, execution.' Astronomers tell

us that there are no fixed points in the heavens,
and that earth and sun momentarily shift their

bearings. An analogous displacement may be
preparing for the loftiest glories of the human
intellect; Homer may become dim, and Shake-
speare too distant. Perhaps the same fate is

destined for Scott. But it would be idle to speculate

on this, or try to predict the time when men
will no longer be impressed by the vividness of
Waverley or the pathos of Lammermoor.^ " Under
the titles of most of the novels and poems of this

author will be found detailed notices ; in addition

to which see Boeder-Minstbei. ; Bobdee-Thief
School ; Geeat Magioiak, Great Ujjknown

;

Malagrowxher ; Pattieson, Peter; Somnam-
BULTJS ; Temp^eton, Lawrence ; Wizaed.

Scott, Thomas, commentator and religious

writer (b. 1747, d. 1821), wrote The Force of Truth

(1799) ; Essays on the Most Important Subjects of
Zeligion (1793) ; Sermons on Select Subjects (1796)

;

a Commentary on the Bible (1796) ; Vindication of
the Inspiration of Scripture (1796) ; Remarks on the

Refutation of Calvinism by O. Tomline, Bishop of
Carlisle (1812); and A Collection of the Quotations

from the Old Testament in the New, in The Christian

Observer for 1810 and 1811. His Works, edited by
his son, were published in 1823—5 ; his lAfe, in-

cluding a narrative dra-wn up by himself, and
copious extracts from his letters, in 1824 ; and his

Letters and tapers, with Observations, in 1824 also.
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Scott, William Bell, poet and writer on art

(b. 1811), wrote Hades: or, The Transit (1838);

The Year of the World, a poem (1846) ; Memoir of

David Scott (1850) ; Poems (1855) ; Poetm by a

Painter (1864); Life and Works of Albert Durer

(1869), and other works. His Poems were collected

and published in 1875. See Grant Wilson's Poets

of Scotland.

Scottish Anacreon, The. See Anacreon,
The Scottish.

Scottish Chiefs, The. A romantic story

by JjUje Porter (1776—1850), published in 1810,

and counting among its heroes Robert Bruce and
Sir William Wallace.

Scottish Homer, The. A title sometimes
accorded to William wilkie (1721—1772), author
of The Epigoniad (q.v.).

Scottish Theocritus, The. A title some-
times given to Allan Ramsay (q.v.).

Scotus, Johannes Duns (d. 877). For
particulars concerning this writer, see Wright's
Siographia Pritannica and Histoire Xitteraire de

Franoe. See also Divisions Nature, De ; Eucha-
RisTicA, De; Subtle Doctor, The.

Scougall, Henry, theological writer (b.

1650, d. 1678), wrote Pe Objectu Gultus Eeligiosi

(1664) ; The Life of God in the Soul ofMan (1677)

;

New Piscourses on Important Subjects (1735) ; and
Occasional Meditations (1740). His Works, with
the preface by Bishop Burnet, were published in

1822, and again, with an iatroductory essay, by
Watson, ia 1826.

Scourge, The. A poetical flagellation of

evil-doers, by (Jeorge Wither (1588—1667), pub-
lished in 1615, for which he was imprisoned.

Scourge of Baseness, The : " or, Kicksey-
Wicksey, or a Lerrycome-Twang." A humorously
satirical poem by John Taylor, the Water-Poet
(1580—1654).

Scourge of ViUanie, The. "Three
bookes of Satires," by John Maeston (1575, after

1633), printed in 1598, and reprinted in Bowie's
Pieces of Ancient English Poesie (1765).

Scoville, Joseph A. See Barrett, Walter,
Clerk.

Scrag, Gosling. A character who appears
only in the first edition of Smollett's Peregrine

Pickle (q.v.), and who is intended to represent the
Lord Lyttelton whose treatment of the author's

Begieide (q.v.) had excited his resentment.

Scrapiana: "or. Elegant Extracts of Wit;"
published in 1819, and attributed to George Col-
man the Younger.

" Screw your courage to the sticking-
place."

—

Macbeth, act i., scene 7.

" Scribble (And), not for pudding, but
for praise,"

—

Blacklock, The Author's Picture.

" Scribble (Who daily), for your daily
bread."— Byron, English Bards and Scotch

Seviewers.

Scribbler, The. The title of eight essays

contributed to The Gentleman's Magazine in 1781

by Samuel Rogers (1763—1856).

Scribleriad, The. " An heroic poem in six

books" byRichard OwenCambridge (1717—1802),

published in 1751. This is really a mock heroic^

poem, written in parody of some of the best-known
translations of the classics, such as those of Dryden
and Pope, whose style is often very happily
imitated. The hero of the piece is an antiquary,

with a touch of the pedant and the alchemist ; and
the general object of the poem is to ridicule the

vagaries of false taste and of false science.

Scriblerus Club, The, was formed in 1714,

and included amongst its members Pope, Gray,
Swift, Arbuthnot, Congreve, Atterbury, and Harley.
It did not long remain in existence, but as the

result of its formation we have the Memoirs of
Martimus Scriblerus (q.v.) ; The Travels of Gulliver

(q.v.); and Pope's Treatise of the Bathos (q.v.).

Scriblerus, Martinus, Memoirs of the
Extraordinary Life, Works, and Dis-
coveries of. A satirical history, generally

published among Pope's works, but attributed to

Dr. John Ajrbuthnot (1675—1735), and intended
to ridicule affectation and false taste in learning,

in the person of a man who knows a little of every-

thing and not much of anything. Cervantes is

said to have been the model on which Arbuthnot
wrote, and on the other hand Comehus Scriblerus,

the father of Martinus, not impossibly suggested

to Swift the conception of his Uncle Toby (q.v.).

He is represented as bringing up his son in the
most eccentric maimer, and " so contriving it as to

make everything contribute to the improvement of

his knowledge, even to his very dress. He invented
for him a geographical suit of clothes, which might
give him some hints of that science, and likewise
some knowledge of the commerce of different

nations. He had a French hat with an African
feather, Holland shirt and Flanders lace, English
cloth lined with Indian silk ; his gloves were
Italian, and his shoes were Spanish. He was made
to observe this, and daily catechised thereupon,
which his father was wont to call travelling at

home."

Scrivener, Frederick HenryAmbrose,
IiIj.D., clergyman (b. 1813), has published an
edition of the Greek Testament, a Plain Introduc-
tion to the Criticism of the New Testament, the Codex
Beece, the Cambridge Paragraph Bible, and other
works.

"Scrofulous French novel, O my."—
Robert Browning, Soliloquy in a Spanish Cloister.

Scroggen. A poor author in Goldsmith's
Description of an Author's Bedchamber.

Scrooge, in Dickens's Christmas Carol (q.v.),

is "a wrenching, grasping, scraping, clutching,
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covetous old einner," whose conversion to gene-

rosity and good nature is effected by a series of

visions accorded to him in a dream on Christmas

Eve. See Ckatohit, Bob.

Scrub, servant to Mrs. Sullen, in FARdUHAa's
Beaux' Stratagem (q.v.), is a miserable factotum.
" Of a Monday I drive the wash ; of a Tuesday
I drive the plough ; on Wednesday I follow the

hounds ; on Thursday I dun the tenants; on Friday

I go to market; on Saturday I draw warrants;

and on Sunday I draw beer."

Scudamore, Sir. The name of the husband
of Amoret (q.v.) in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Scythrop Glowry, in Peacock's novel of

Nightmare Abbey (q.v.), is said to have been in-

tended for the poet Shelley. He is represented as

being in love with and beloved by Marionetta
O'CarroU and CeHnda Toobad, both of -whom,
however, eventually desert him. "It is pleasant

to remember," says Buchanan, "that Shelley

admitted the truth of the portrait, and was amused
by it. Specially pointed was the passage wherein
Soythrop, who loves two young ladies at once [as

Shelley loved Mary Godwin and Harriett West-
brook], teUs his distracted father that he will

commit suicide."

" 'Sdeath, I'll print it."—Pope, Mpistle to

Br. Arbuthnot, line 61.

Sea Captain, The. A tragedy, in five acts,

by Edward, Lord Lytton (q.v.)
;
produced in 1839,

and, .satirised by Thackeray in Fraaer's Magazine.

It 1^,3 since been acted under the title of The
Rightful Heir (q.v.), and parodied as The Frightful

Hair. See Yellowplxjsh, The Memoirs or C. J.

" Sea-change (A) into something rich
and strange."

—

The Tempest, act i., scene 2.

Sea Tairies, The. A poem by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1830; "musical and
vivid."

" Sea-kings' daughter from over the
sea." The first line of A Welcome to the Princess

Alexandra (March, 1863), by Alered Tennyson.
" Sea-maid's music, The."—A Midsum-

mer Night's Bream, act ii., scene 2.

" Sea of jet. A."—^Waller, lines to the

Countess of Carlisle.

" Sea of pines. Thy silent."—Coleridge,
Hymn in the Vale of Ghamouni.

" Sea of troubles, K.^Samlet, act iii.,

scene 1. The phrase occurs in Hamlet's famous
soliloquy.

"Sea of upturned faces." A phrase

which, used by Daniel Webster in a speech de-

livered by him on September 30, 1842, is to be
found in Scott's novel of Sob Roy, chapter xx.

" Sea (The), the sea, the open sea,"
—^Krst line of a song by Bryan Waller Procter
(1790-1874)—

" The blue, the fresh, the ever free."

"Seals of love, but seal'd in vain,
seal'd in vain." —Measure for Measure, act iv.,

scene 1.

" Sear, the yeUow leaf, Ta.e."—Macbeth,
act v., scene 3.

Search after Happiness, The. A pastoral
drama by Hannah More (i745—1833), published
in 1773. It was composed in the writer's seven-
teenth year.

Search, Edward. The fictitious name under
which Abraham Tucker (1705—1774) published
his Light of Nature Pursued (q.v.) and Voeal

Search for Money, A : " or, the Lament-
able Complaint for the Losse of the Wandering
Knight, Mounsieur 1'Argent ; or. Come along
with me, I know thou lovest Money." A tract by
William Eowley (temp. James I.) ; reprinted by
the Percy Society. "It is a lively, fanciful,

minute, and amusing picture of manners, and it

includes some curious topographical details, chiefly

regarding London and its suburbs. The author

supposes himself and some other disbanded soldiers

to go in search of money, personified under the

figure of the Wandering Knight. This guest leads

them through various parts of the metropolis, and
among different classes of society, which are

described with humour, spirit, and fidelity."

Search, John. The pseudonym under which
Archbishop Whately (1787—1863) pubUshed, in

1841, a "metrical tract," called Religion and her

Name. In the preface to this the archbishop

states " that he is not accountable for anything

that may have appeared under that signature"

previously.

Searle, January. The nom de plume of

George Searle Phillips, author of The Gypsies

of the Ba/ne's Bike, and other pieces.

" Seas incarnadine." See " Multitudinous
seas."

" Season of mists and mellow fruitful-
ness."

—

To Autumn, by John Keats.

Season, The. A poetical satire by Alfred
Austin, published in 1869.

Seasonable Argument, A. A tract by
Andrew Marvell (1620—1678), afterwards re-

published under the title of Flagellmn Parliamen-

tarium ; being sarcastic notices of nearly 200

members of the first Parliament after the Eestora-

tion, A.D. 1661 to 1678. It has been edited by
Sir Harris Nicholas from a, contemporary manu-
script in the British Museum.

"Seasoned timber (Like), never
gives."

—

Herbert, Virtue.

Seasons, The. A series of poems by James

Thomson (1700—1748), which appeared in the fol-

lowing order : Winter (1726) ; Summer (1727)

;

Spring (1728); and Autumn (1730); the whole
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teing re-published, with the famous Symn, in the
latter year. Horace Walpole said he would rather

have written the most absurd lines by Lee than
The Seasons ; but Wordsworth, on the other hand,
speaks 'of it as "a work of inspiration ; much of

it," he says, "is written from himself, and nobly
from himself."

"Seated heart (My) knock at my
ribs." See " Heakt knock," &c.

Seaward's Diary, Sir Edward. A fic-

titious work by Jane Pokteb (1776—1850), which
was published in 1852, and written with so much
of Defoe's wonderful power of vraisemblance that
a leading review devoted an article to its systematic
exposure as a pretended narrative of facts. It was
originally issued as being merely "edited"' by
Miss Porter; and, when pressed to disclose its

authorship, she was accustomed to say, '
' Sir Walter

Scott had his great secret; I may be allowed to
keep my little one."

Seaweed. A poem by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow (b. 1807) :

—

"Ever drKtlng, drifting, arUtlng,
On the sulltlng

Currents of the restless main."

Sebastian figures in The Tempest (q.v.).

Sebastian. " A young gentleman, brother to

Viola," in Twelfth Night (q.v.) ; full of " the rash-
ness and impetuosity of youth."

Sebastian, Don : " or, the House of Bra-
ganza." A romance by Anna Maria Portek (1780
—1832), published in 1809.

Seeker, Thomas, Archbishop of Canterbury
(b. 1693, d. 1768), was the author of Sermons, and
ijeetitres on the Catechism of the Church of England.
See the Life by Porteus.

"Second and sober thoughts." See
Matthew Henry's Exposition, Job vi. 29.

Second and Third Blast of Retrait
from Plaies and Theaters. An attack upon
the Elizabethan stage, printed in 1580.

" Second childishness and mere obli-
vion."—As You Like It, act ii., scene 7.

Second Funeral of Napoleon, The. A
prose sketch by William Makepeace "Thackeray
(q.v.), published in 1841, under the pseudonym of
" Michael Angelo Titmarsh."

Second Maiden's Tragedy, The. A
play first printed from Lansdowne MS. in Bald-
win's Old English Drama, and, siace, in Carew
Hazlitt's edition of Dodsley's Old Plays. The
author is unknown, nor can any connection be
traced between the play and its title, which seems
to have been affixed by some other than the writer,

whoever he may have been. The heroine is not
named at all, being called " the Lady."

" Second thoughts are best ? Is it so
true that."

—

Tennyson, Sea Dreams—
" Not first and third, which are a riper first ?

"

" Secret(The) of aweed's plain heart."—Lowell, Sonnet xxv.

" Secrets (The) of my prison-house."
See " Prison-house," &c.

Sectarian, The : " or, the CJhurch and the
Meeting House." A novel by Andrew Pioken
(1788—1833), published in 1829, in which the
Dissenters are described in very unfavourable
terms.

Sedgwick, Catherine Maria, American
authoress (b. 1789, d. 1867), published The New
England Tale (1822) ; Sope Leslie (1827); The Lin-
woorfs, (1835) ; Letters from Abroad [l&id) ; Life of
Margaret and Lucretia Davidson; Redwood, and
other works. Her Life and Letters were published
in 1871.

Sedley, Amelia. ! Amelia Sedley.

Sedley, Joseph. A returned Indian nabob,
brother of Amelia Sedley (q.v.), in Thackeray's
novel of Vanity Fair (q.v.). Becky Sharp (q.v.),

then Mrs. Kawdon Crawley, eventually becomes
his mistress.

Sedley, Sir Charles, poet and dramatist (b.

1639, d. 1728), was the author of The Mulberry
Garden, a .play (1668); Antony and Cleopatra, a
play (1677) ; and various fugitive poetical pieces.

Rochester wrote of him :

—

" Sedley has that prevailing, gentle art
That can with a resistless charm impart
The loosest wishes to the chastest heart."

Macaulay speaks of him as " one of the most bril-

liant and profligate wits of the Restoration." His
Works were printed in 1702, 1707, and 1722. For
Biography, see Jesse's Reign of the Stuarts. See
Bellamira.

" See her is to love her. To,"—Burns,
' And love but her for ever."

Rogers, in Jacqueline, has the liue :

—

** To know her was to love her."

See me and See me Not. A "risible
comedy" by Hans Beerpot ; translated into Eng-
lish by Dabridgcourt Belcher (q.v.) in 1618.

" See oursels as others see us. To."
See Louse, To a.

"See the chariot at hand here of
Love." Prom a song by Ben Jonson, in^ Cele-
bration of Charis

(
Underwoods).

" See, the conquering hero comes,"—
Nathaniel Lee, Alexander the Great, act ii.,

scene 1

—

" Sound the trumpet, heat the drnras."

" See (To), and eke for to be seye."
See Chaucer's poem, The WifofBathes Prologe,]ins
6134; also Ben Jonson's Epithalamion, stanza Hi.,
line 4_; Dryben's translation of Ovid's Art of Love,
book i., Une 109 ; and Goldsmith's Citizen of the
World, letter 71.
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"See (To) what is not to be ^een."

—

Tevmball, McFingal, canto i., line 68.-

"See two dull lines." See "Accept a
amACLE." ^

"See what a lovely shell."—Sect. xxiv.

of Tennyson's Maud.

Seeley, John Robert, Professor of Modem
History at Cambridge (b. 1834), is the autbor of

Ecce Soma (q.v.), (1865) ; Lectures and Essays

(1870) ; and otber works.

"
' Seems,' madam ! nay, it is ; I know

not ' seems.' "

—

Hamlet, act i., scene 2.

SejanuS. A tragedy by Ben Jonson, produced

at the Globe in the year 1603. Shakespeare played

in it.

Selborne, The Natural History and
Antiquities of, by Gilbert White (1720—
1793), curate of Selborne, "in the county of

Southampton;'' published originally in 1789, in

the form of A Series of Letters to the Son. Sarnies

Barrington and Thomas Pennant, Esq. Since then

it has appeared in numerous editions : in 1802,

edited by W. Markwick ; in 1813, edited by Sir

"W. Jardme ; in 1833, edited by J. Kennie ; in 1835,

edited, with notes, by Captain Thomas Brown ; in

1837, edited, with notes, by B. Turner Bennett

;

in 1843, edited, with notes, by the Eev. Leonard
Jenyns; in 1850, edited by E. Blyth; in 1853,

edited again by Sir W. Jardine; in 1857, edited

by the Eev. J. G. Wood; and in 1850—61, edited,

with a memoir of the author, by Edward Jesse.

Selden, John, miscellaneous writer (b. 1584,

d. 1654), published England's Epinomis (1610)",

Jani Anglorum fades altera (1610) ; The l)uello

:

or, Single Combat (1610) ; Notes to Drayton's

Polyoliion (1613) ; Titles of Sonour (1614) ; Ana-
leeton Anglo-Britannieon (1615) ; Se Diis Syris

(1617) ; The History of Tithes (1618) ; Marmora
Artmdelliana (1628) ; L>e Successionibus (l631) ; Mare
Clamwm (1635) ; De Jure Naturali et Gentium juxta

Biseiplinam Hebrceorum (1640) ; Table Talk (1689)

;

and some minor works. "John Selden," says

Arber, " is the Champion of Human Law. It fell

to his lot to live in a time when the life of England
was convulsed, for years together, beyond pre-

cedent ; when men searched after the ultimate and
eB8entia,l conditions and frames of human society

;

when each strove fiercely for his rights, and then
dogmatically asserted them. Amidst immense, pre-

posterous, and inflated assumptions ; tbrough the

horrid tyranny of the system of thorough ; in the

exciting debates of Parliament ; in all the storm of

CSvil War; in the still fiercer jarring of religious

sects ; amidst all the phenomena of that age

;

Selden clung to ' the Law of the Kingdom.' ' All
is as the state pleases.' He advocates the supre-

macy of human law against the so-called doctrine

of Divine Right. He thrusts out the civil power
against all ecclesiastical pretensions, and raising it

to be the highest authority in the state, denies the

existence of any co-ordinate power. So strongly

36

does he assert the power of the nation to do or
not to do, that, for the purpose of his argument,
he reduces religion almost to a habit of thought,
to be assumed or cast off, like a fashion of dress, at
will. ' So Eeligion was brought into the Kingdom,
so it h^ been continued, and so it may be cast out,
when the State pleases.' 'The Clergy tell the
Prince they have Physick good for the Souls of
his People, upon that he admits them ; but when
he finds by experience they both trouble biTn and
his People, he will have no more to do with them:
what is that to them or any one else if a King will
not go to Heaven?' 'The State still makes the
Eeligion, and receives into it what will but agree
with it.' Selden," continues Arber, "lodges the
Civil Power of England in the King and the
Parliament. He shows that our English Consti-
tution is but one great contract between two equal
Princes, the Sovereign and the People, and that if

that Contract be broken, both parties are at parity
again. That, by a like consent, the majority in
England governs; the minority assenting to the
judgeship of the majority, and being involved in
their decision. EinaUy, reducing all relationships

to like mutual agreements, he urges the keeping of

contracts, as the essential bond of human .society.

' Keep your Eaith.' " See the Lives by WHkins
(1726), Aikin (1773), and Johnson (1835); also

Ha.miay's Essays from The Quarterly. See 'Tabi.e

Talk.
" Self, that dallying luscious theme."—Churchill, The Candidate, Hne 117.

"Self-approving hour whole years
outweighs. One,"

—

Pope, Essay on Man, epistle iv.,

line 255—
" of stupid Btarers and of loud huzzas."

Self-Control. A novel by Mrs. Brunton
(1778—1818), published in 1811, and " intended to

show the power of the religious principle in

bestowing self-command, and to bear testimony
against a maxim, as immoral as indelicate, that a
reformed rake makes the best husband." The
hero is a man called Hargrave, and the heroine,

Laura, is a reproduction of Eichardson's Clarissa.

" Self-dispraise, There is a luxury in,"—^Wordsworth, The Excursion, book iv.

—

*' And Inward self-disparagement affords
To meditative spleen a grateful feast."

" Self-Slaughter, His canon 'gainst."
—Hamilet, act i., scene 2.

Selim. The hero of Byron's tale, in verse,

of The Bride of Abydos (q.v.) ; in love with, and

beloved by, Zuleika (q.v.).

SeUm. The hero of Moore's tale, " The Light

of the Harem," in Lalla Sookh (q.v.) ; beloved by
Nourmahal.

SeUm the Persian. The fictitious name

under which Lord Lyttelton figures in an iromcal

poem,- written in his defence by Edward Moore
(1712—1757), and published in 1748. Selini is

represented as being brought to trial "for high

crimes and misdemeanours."
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Selkirk, Alexander. See Crusoe, Kobin-
SON.

Selvaggio. The father of Sir Industry and
the hero of Thomson's Castle of Indolence (q.v.)-

Semele. An opera, or musical drama, hy
William Congkeve (1670—1729), which Handel
set to music.

Sempill, Francis (b. 1605, d. ahout 1680—5),
wrote The Blythsome Bridal, She Hose and Loot me
in, Maggie Lauder, and other songs. See Grant
Wilson's Foets of Scotland.

Sempill, Robert (b. 1595, d. 1659). The
Sempill Satiates, attributed to this writer, have
been republished. See Piper op Kilbarchan.

Sempill, Sir James (temp. James VI. of

Scotland), wrote The Tackman and JPriest, a satire.

Sempronius. A senator in Addison's tragedy
of Cato (q.v.) to whom Fortius addresses the well-

known exordium (act i., scene 2) :

—

" 'Tis not in mortals to command success."

See " Not in mortals," &c.

Senancour. See Obebmann.

" Senate at his heels." See " Gssab with
A SENATE AT HIS HEELS."

" Senators of mighty woods. Those
green-robed." See " Green-robed senators."

Seneca, The English. Joseph Hall,
Bishop of Norwich (1574—1656), is "commonly
called our English Seneca," says Fuller, "for the
pureness, plainness, and fullness of his style."
" The style of his prose," says Warton, " is strongly

tinctured with the manner of Seneca." A com-
parison has also been drawn between the philo-

sopher and the author of The Night Thoughts
(q.v-)-

Seneca. This writer's Troas (1559), Thyestes

(1560), Sercules Turens (1561), were translated by
Jasper Heywood ; his (Edipus by Alexander Neville

(1560) ; hisSippolytus, Medea,Agamemnon, stnAHer-
cules (Eteus by John Studley ; his Ootavia by Thomas
Nuoe ; and his Thebais by Thomas Newton, who
published all Tenne Tragedies in 1681. See also the
versions of the Medea and Troades by Sir Edward
Sherburne (q.v.), and of the Morals by Sir Eoger
L'Estrauge (q.v.).

Senior, Nassau, Professor of Political Eco-
nomy at Oxford (b. 1790, d. 1864), was author of

two Lectures on Population (1831), Essays on Fiction

(1864), and other works.

"Senior-junior (That), giant-dwarf,
Dan Cupid."

—

Lorn' s Labour'a Lost, act iii., scene 1.

Sense and Sensibility. A novel by Jane
Austen (1776—1817), published anonymously in

1811.

Sensitive Plant, The. A poem by Percy
Bysshe Shelley (1792—1822), written in 1820.

Sensitive, Samuel. A character who figures

in Berespobd s Miseries of Human Life (q.v.).

Sensus Communis: "or, an Essay upon
the Freedom of Wit and Humour," by Anthony
Ashley Cooper, third Earl of Shaptesbury (1671—1713) ;

published in 1709, and forming the second
treatise of his Characteristics (1711 and 1713).

Sentimental Journey through France
and Italy, A, by Laurence Sterne (1713

—

1768) ;
published in 1768. In 1767 he was writing

of this work :
" It is a subject which works well,

and suits the frame of mind in which I have been
for some time past. I told you my design in it

was to teach us to love the world and our fellow-

creatures better than we do—so it runs most upon
those gentler passions and affections which aid so

much to it." See Thackeray's English Humourists.

" Sentinel stars set their watch in the
sky. The." See Campbell's poem, The Soldier's

Bream (q.v.). The line has been imitated by
Eobert Montgomery in his Omnipresence of the

Deity (q.v.).

Sentry, Captain. A member of the fictitious
" Spectator Club," created by Joseph Addison,
which was supposed to conduct the arrangements
of The Spectator (q.v.).

Separation, Discourse on the Mis-
chief of. Preached by Edward Stillingfleet,
Bishop of Worcester (1635—1699), before the
Mayor of London, in 1680. This attack on the
principles of Nonconformity was answered by
Owen, Baxter, Howe, and others, and was followed
by another work of StilUngfleet's on the same
subject, entitled The Unreasonableness of Separation

(1681), to which Baxter again replied.

Sepultura, De. A treatise, written by Sir
Henry Spelman (1562—1641) to expose the ex-
actions practised at that time in the matter of
burial fees.

Seraphim, The. A poem by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning (1809—1861), published in
1838. " It is the time of the Crucifixion ; and the
angels of Heaven have departed towards the Earth,
except the two Seraphim, Ador the Strong and
Zerah the Bright One. The place is the outer side
of the shut heavenly gate." " The Seraphim,"
says Clarence Stedman, "is a diffuse, mystical
passion-play, an echo of the .^schylean drama.
The rhythm is wild and discordant ; neither mean-
ing nor music is thoroughly beaten out."

"Serene of heaven. The."—Southey,
Thalaba.

Sergeant and the Frere, The. A poem
by Sir Thomas More (1478—1535), written in very
early life.

Sermons, by Dr. Isaac Barrow (1630—
1677), published in 1686, are notable as being
rather treatises than sermons proper, and as
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SO very much more lengthy than is the case with

the productions of more modem divines. That on
the duty and reward of bounty occupied three hours

and a half in delivery. Perhaps it was this which
occasioned the remark of Charles II., who caUed
Barrow '

' an unfair preacher, because he exhausted

«very subject, leaving nothing for any person that

came after him to say."

Sermons, by Hugh Blair (1718—1799), were
published in 1777, on the recommendation of Dr.

Johnson, who told Strahan, the publisher, that he
had read the first sermon " with more than apprp-

bation ; to say it is good is too little." These
sermons were remarkably successful; they were
bought by everybody, and were translated into

almost every European language. Johnson said

afterwards, " I love Blair's Sermons, though the

dog is a Scotchman and a Presbyterian. I was the

first to praise him."

" Sermons in stones, and good in
everything."—^s Tou Like It, act ii., scene 1.

" Sermons (Resort to), but to prayers
most."— George Herbert, The Temple, stanza

beginmng
" Prayer's the end ol preaching."

Serpentino. One of the leaders of the

Moorish army in Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.

"Serve (They also) -who only stand
and wait."

—

Milton, Sonnet xxi.

" Servile to all the skyey influences."
—Measure for Measure, act ui., scene 1.

Session of the Poets, The. See Poets,

The Session of the.

Setebos. A deity referred to in The Tempest,

as worshipped by Sycorax (q.v.).

Seth Bede. A character in Gtegrge Eliot's

novel of Adam Bede ((J.v.).

Settle, Elkanah, dramatist (b. 1648, d.

1724), produced the following plays : — The
Empress of Morocco (1673) ; Love and Revenge

(1675), Cambyses, The Conquest of China, Fatal

Love, The Female Prelate, Ibraham, and Pastor

Fido, the last two being founded respectively on
works by Magdeleine Scuderi and G-uarini. The
undated plays were aU written before 1681. Settle

also wrote a reply to Absalom and Achitophel,

called Absalom Senior. Dryden wrote of him:

—

" He's an animal of most deplored understanding,

without reading and conversation. His being is in

a twilight of sense and some glimmering of thought

which we can never fashion into wit or English.

His style is boisterous and rough-hewn, his rhyme
incorrigibly lewd, and his numbers perpetually

harsh and Ul-sounding. The little talent he has

is fancy. He sometimes labours with a thought

;

but, with the pudder he makes to bring it into the

world, it is commonly stni-bom ; so that for want
of learning and elocution he will never be able to

express anything justly or naturally." See The

Edinburgh Review for 1855. Pope alludes to
Settle in The Dunciad, lines 89, 90 :

—

" Now, night descending, the proud scene was o'er.
But lived In Settle's numbers one day more."

Seven Champions of Christendom,
The Famous Historie of the. A work con-
taining many of the finest fictions of old Arabian
Romance; edited by Richard Johnson (1570

—

1630), and published in 1595. The Seven Cham-
pions are—St. George of England, St. Denis of
France, St. James of Spain, St. Anthony of Italy,
St. Patrick of Ireland, St. Andrew of Scotland,
and St. David of Wales. Johnson's compilation
jDoay have given some hints to Spenser for his
Faerie Queene. Bishop Hall, in his Satires (1697),
speaks of the legend of St. George as one of the
most popular stories of his time. Morley describes
the Seven Champions as "a pious romance of
saintly knights and fair ladies, dragons and chi-

valrous adventures, told in euphuistio style," and
adds :

'

' Shakespeare read it, and since Elizabeth's

time it has been dear to many generations of

children." " The once famous story of The Seven
Champions of Christendom, by one Johnson, is,"

says Hallam, " of rather a superior class. The
adventures are not original, but it is by no means
a translation from any single work."

" Seven cities warred for Homer being
dead,"—First line of a couplet by Hbywood in

The Hierarchic of the Blessed Angels (q.v.)—
" Who living had no roofe to shrowd his head."

Seven Deadly Sins, The Dance of the.
See Dance, The.

Seven Gables, The House of the. A
romance by Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804—1864),

published in 1851. "In The House of the Seven

Gables" says R. H. Hutton, " we have a picture

studied to impress on us that both personal charac-

ter, and the malign influences of evil action, axe

transmitted, sometimes with aooumulatiog force,

even through centuries, blighting every generation

through which they pass. This subject would ap-

parently involve a series of sketches, but only two
are introduced from the past, and the family cha-

racteristics are so anxiously preserved as to make
even these seem like slight modifications of some

of the living group. The only incident in the tale

is the light thrown upon a crime—which had been

committed thirty years before the story opens—^by

the sudden death of the principal representative

of a family from the same specific disease, in the

same chair, and under the same circumstances, as

that of the old ancestor and founder of the family,

whose picture hangs above the chair."

"Seven hours to la-w, to soothing
slumber seven,"—Sir William tfoNES, Ode in Imi-

tation of Alcceus—
" Ten to the world allot, and all to Heaven."

Seven Lamps of Architecture, The.
A prose work by John Ruskin (q.v.)

;
published in

1849. The " seven lamps " are those of Sacrifice,
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Truth, Power, Beauty, Life, Memory, and Obe-
dience.

Seven Motives for Leaving the Church
ofEngland, was by William Alabaster (1567

—

1640), who, having accompanied the Earl of Essex
in his voyage to Cadiz, remained in Spain, and
there became a convert to the Roman Church.
Hence this pubHcation, which was answered by
John Kacster in 1698 and by Roger Fenton in
1599.

Seven Sisters, The : " or, the Solitude of

Binnorie." A poem by "William Woedswoeth
(1770—1850), which teUs how the seven daughters
of Lord Archibald Campbell, flying from the em-
braces of a rover band, throw themselves headlong
into a lake, from out of which spring by-and-by

" Seven little islands, green and bare."

The lyric was written in 1804, and is founded on the
German of Frederica Brun.

Seven Sobs of a Sorrowful Soul for
Sin, by "William Hunnis (d. 1568), was written
in 1586, and forms a poetical version of the Seven
Penitential Psalms. See Handful op Honey-
suckles.

Seven Wise Masters, The. An old
romance, of Oriental origin, of which an historical

account and analysis is given in EUis's ISarly

English Romamces. In one form it is called The
Procea of the Sevyn Sages.

Seven Wonders of England, The. A
poem by Sir Philip Sidney.

Sevigne, Marquise de, Marie de Rabutin
Chantel (b. 1627, d. 1696). The charmiag Letters
of this lady to her daughter were published in an
English translation in 1801.

Sevyn Sages, The Proees of the. See
Seven "Wise Masters.

Seward, Anna, poetess (b 1747, d. 1809),
wrote Louisa (1782), The Visions, and various other
works, published, with a biographical sketch, by
Sir Walter Scott, in 1810. Her Letters were
printed by Constable in 1811. See Swan of Lich-
field, The.

Seward, William Henry, miscellaneous
writer (b. 1746, d. 1799), published Anecdotes of
Various Distinguished Personages, Biographicma, and
other works.

Sewell, Elizabeth Missing, poet and
noveUst (b. 1816), has written Amy Serbert (1844);
Sketches (1847) ; Gertrude (1847) ; Katherine Ashton
(1854); Margaret Percival [Wbi); Ursula {Wf>%);
Isabel Orey (1863) ; Hotmly Ballads and Stories in
Verse (1SG6) ; The Pose of Cheriton, a ballad (1872)

;

and other works.

Sewell,William, clergyman (b. 1805, d. 1874),
was author of Christian Morals (1840) ; Introduction

to the Dialogues of Plato (1841) ; Christian Politics

(1844) ; and Christian Vestiges of Creation (1861).

" Sex to the last." See line 368 of Dey-
den's Cymon.

Sexagenarian, The : " or. Recollections of
a Literary Life," by William Beloe (1756

—

1817) ;
published in 1817, and full of much curious

and interesting information upon literary subjects.

Seyd, A pasha in Byron's Corsair (q.v.). H©
is murdered by Gulnare (q-v.).

Seyton. An officer attending on Macbeth in
the tragedy of the latter name (q.v.).

Sforza. A character in Tasso's Jerusalem
Delwered.

Sforza. The hero of Masbinger's tragedy of

The Duhe of Milan (q.v.).

S. G-. O. The initials of the Rev. Lord Sydney
Godolphin Osborne (b. 1808), whose letters on
various subjects, contributed to The Times, excited

some attention.

Shabby Genteel Story, The. A novel

by William Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863)
which originally appeared in Fraser's Magazine.

"It was my intention," wrote the author in 1857,
" to complete the little story, of which only the first

part is here written. Caroline was to be disowned
and deserted by her wicked husband ; that aban-
doned man was to marry somebody else ; hence,

bitter trials and grief, patience and virtue, for poor
little Caroline—and a melancholy ending ;" but
"the tale was interrupted at a sad period of the
writer's own life;" and it was only in 1860 that

Thackeray published the continuation of the story
in the form of The Adventures of Philip (q.v.).

" Shade (The) of that which once was
great."

—

Wordsworth, Sonnets to National Inde-
pendence and Liberty, part i.

" Shade,unpereeived, so softening into
'—Thomson, The Seasons ("Winter," line

25).

Shadow, John. The assumed name under
which John Byeom (1691—1763) contributed to
The Spectator (Nos. 586 and 593) two papers oa
"Dreaming."

" Shadow of the sUent night. The."—
Marlowe, The Jew of Malta, act ii., scene 1.

" Shadow (The), cloaked from head to
foot."

—

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxui. :

—

"Who keepa the keys of all the creeds."

Shadwell, Thomas, dramatist and poet-
laureate (b. 1640, d. 1692). His dramatic Works
were printed in 1720. See The Retrospective Re-
view, new series, vol. ii. Dryden's line

—

" Shadwell never deviates into sense "—

occurs in his MacFlecknoe. See Alsatia, The
SauiRE OP ; MaoFlecknoe ; Virtuoso, The.
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" Shaft at random sent, O, many a."
See stanza 18, canto v., of Scott's poem, The Lord

of the Isles (q.v.)

—

"And many a word, at random spoken,
Hay soothe, or wound, a heai't that's broken "

Shaftesbury, Earl of (Anthony Ashley
Cooper), misoeUaneoua writer (d. 1671, d. 1713),

wrote A Letter concerning Enthusiasm (1708)

;

Sensus Communis (1709) ; Soliloquy: or. Advice

to an Author (1710) ; An Inquiry concerning Virtue

or Merit (1699) ; Moralists : a Philosophical Rhapsody

(1709); Miscellaneous Beflections (1714); and The
Judgment of Sercules (1713) ; fonning the seven

treatises of his Characteristics of Men, Manners,
Opinions, and Times (1711). He also -wrote Several

Litters by a Noble Lord to a Young Man at the

University (1716) ; and Letters to Sobert Molesworth,

Esq., with Two Letters to Sir John Cropley (1721).
" You say,' ' wrote Gray, the poet, to one of his

correspondents, " you cannot understand how Lord
Shafteshury came to be a philosopher in vogue ; I

will tell you: first, he was a lord; secondly, he
was as vain as any of his readers; thirdly, men
are very prone to believe what they do not under-
stand ; fourthly, they will believe anything at all,

provided they are under no obligation to believe

it; fifthly, they love to take a new road, even
when that road leads nowhere; sixthly, he was
reckoned a fine writer, and seems always to mean
more than he said. Would you have any more
reasons ? ' See Chakactekistics op Men, &o.

Shafton, Sir Piercie, in Sir"Walter Scott's

novel of The Monastery (q.v.), is a grandson of one
Overstitch, a tailor, and is drawn in ridicule of the

pedantic courtiers of Elizabeth's time.

Shairp, John Campbell, IiL.B., poet,

prose writer, and Principal of United CoUege, St.

Andrews, has published Kilmahoe, and other Poems

(1864); Studies in Poetry and Philosophy (1868);

Lectures on Culture and Religion (1870) ; and The
Poetic Interpretation of Nature (1877).

Shakespeare Illustrated. A work by
Charlotte Lennox (1720—1804), published in

1753, in which she quotes freely from the authors

to whom the poet was indebted for the foundations
of his dramas, and, in her critical comments, en-

deavours to prove that Shakespeare did not alto-

gether adorn everything he touched. She is said

to have been assisted in her work by Dr. John-
eon.

Shakespeare of Divines, The. A name
conferred on Jeremy Taylor (q.v.), by Ralph
Waldo Emerson (q.v.) in one of his poems.

Shakespeare Papers. Nine essays, by
William Maqinu (q.v.), on Shakespeare's plays

and characters.

Shakespeare Society, The, was instituted

in London in 1840 and dissolved in 1853. A gxeat

number of publications were issued under its

Shakespeare Society, The M"ew. See
Shakspere Society, The New.

Shakespeare, The Beauties of. See
Beauties or Shakespeare, The.

Shakespeare, To the Memory of. Verses
by Ben Jonson. See Shakespeare, William.

Shakespeare, William, poet and dramatist
(b. 1564, d. 1616), is generally credited with the
authorship, complete or partial, of the following
plays and poems, here given in the conjectural
order of composition, as indicated by P. J. Furni-
vaU in his Introduction to The Leopold ShaJcspere :—PiRST Period (? 1588—94) : Love' s Labour' s Lost

(? 1588—9) ; The Comedy of Errors (? 1589) ; A
Midsummer Night's Dream (? 1590—1) ; Two Gen-
tlemen of Verona (?1590—1); Momeo and Juliet

(1591—3) ; Venus and Adonis (1593) ; The Rape
of Lucreee (1693—4) ; The Passionate Pilgrim
(? 1589—99) ; Richard II. (? 1593) ; 1, 2, 3 Senry
VI. (P1592—4); Richard III. (? 1594). Second
Period (? 1595—1601) : King John (? 1595) ; The
Merchant of Venice (? 1596) ; The Taming of the

Shrew (?1596—7); 1 Henry IV. (1596—7); 2
Senry IV. (1597—8) ; The Merry Wives of Windsor
(1598—9) ; Henry V. (1599) ; Much Ado About
Nothing (1599—1600); As You Like It (1600);
Twelfth Night (1601) ; All's Well that Ends Well
(1601—2) ; Sonnets (? 1592—1608). Third Period
(1601—1608) : Julius C<esar (1601) ; Samlet (1602

—3) ; Measurefor Measure (? 1603) ; Oi;AeZ?o'(?1604)

;

Macbeth (1605—6) ; King Lear (1605—6) ; Troilua

and Cressida (P1606—7); Antony and Cleopatra

(P1606—7); Coriolmus (f 1607— 8); Timon ofAthens

I? 1607—8). Fourth Period (1609—1613) : Peri-

cles (1608—9) ; The Tempest (1609—10) ; Cymbelim

(? 1610) ; The Winter's Tale (1611) ; Henry
VIII. (1612—13). These dates differ in many in-

stances from those adopted by other Shakespearian

editors, but they have the merit at least of in-

dicating the results of some of the most recent

criticism and research. Various considerations con-

nected with them will be found discussed under the

separate headings of the different works referred

to. In addition to the above-named plays and poems,

reference may be made to Arden of Feversham,

The Two Noble Kinsman, A Lover's Complaint, Sir

Thomas More, Sir John Oldcastle, The Passionate

Pilgrim, Titus Andronieus, and A Yorkshire Tra-

gedy, with all of which—as well as with other

works—Shakespeare's name has been more or less

conjaected. 'The pkys were first pubUshed in a

collected form in 1623, in a foHo volume containing

thirty-six dramas, Pericles being omitted; these

were edited by J. Heminge and H. Condell. A
second edition appeared in 1632, a third in 1664

(including for the first time Pericles and some of the

doubtful works above referred to), and a fourth in

1685, which was merely a reproduction of the

third. Since then the leading editions have been

by Bowe (1709), Pope (1725), Theobald (1733),

Hanmer (1744—6), Warburton (l747), Blair (1753),

Johnson (1765), Capell (1767—8), Johnson and
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Steevens (1773), Bell (the stage edition, 1774), Ays-

cough (1784), Nichols (1786—90), Malone (1790),

Boydell (1802), Johnson, Steevena, and Eeed (1803),

Cihalmers (1805), Bowdler (the "family" edition,

1818), Harness (1825), Singer (1826), CampheU
(1838), Knight (1838—43), Procter (1839—43),

Collier (1841), HazUtt (1851), Halliwell-PhiUipps

(1851—63), Hudson (1852—57), CoUier (1853),

Halliwell-PhiUipps (1853—61), Lloyd (1856), Dyoe

(1857), Grant White (1857—60), Staunton (1858

—60), Mary Cowden Clarke (I860), Carruthers and
Chambers (1861), Clark and "Wright (" Globe

"

edition, 1863—6), Dyce (1866—8),Keightley(1867),
Hunter (separate plays, 1869—73), Moberly (sepa-

rate plays, 1872—3), Bell (1875), and DeUus
andFumivall ("Leopold" edition, 1877). TheBio-
graphies of Shakespeare, besides those contained in

the above-mentioned editions, are by ;—Gentleman

(1774), "Wheler (1806), Britton (1814), Drake (1817

and 1828), Skottowe (1824), Wheeler (1824), Mon-
creifi (1824), Harvey (1825), Symmonds (1826),

NeiU (1861), FuUom (1861), and Kenney (1864).

For Criticism, see, in addition to the above editions

and biographies. Abbot's Shaieapea/rian Grammar,
Bathurst's Shakespeare's Versification, Brown's
Sonnets of Shakespeare, BuclmilFs Mad Folk of
Shakespeare, S. T. Coleridge's Literary Remains

and Siographia Ziteraria, Hartley Coleridge's Jfotes

and Marginalia, Cohn's Shakespeare in Germany,

Courtenay's Commentaries on Shakespeare, Craik's

EnglishofShakespeare,JieQix>mcefsEssays,T)ouce's

Jlkistrations of Shakespeare, Vowien'sMindandArt
of Shakspere, Farmer's Learning of Shakespeare,

Fletcher's Studies ofShakespeare, Hallam's Literary

History, HazUtt's Characters of Shakespears Plays,

English Foets, and Comic Writers, Heraud's Lnner

Life of Shakspere, Leigh Hunt's Imagination and
Fancy, Hudson's Art and Characters ofShakespeare,

Ingram (in Dublin Afternoon Lectures, 1863),

Jameson's Characteristics of Women, Lamb's Works,

Langbaine's Dramatiok Foets, Lowell's Among My
Books, Maginn's Shakespeare Fapers, Massey's

Shakspeare's Sonnets and his Frivate Friends, Mrs.
Montagu's Genius of Shakespeare, Richardson's

Essays on Shakespeare's Characters, Heed's Lectures,,

Bushton's Shakspear^s Euphuism and Shakspeare

a Lawyer, Eusldn (in Dublin Afternoon Lectures,

1869), Simpson's Fhilosophy of Shakespeare' s Son-

nets, Walker's Versification of Shakespeare, and
Wordsworth's Shakespeare's Knowledge and Use of
the Bible. See, also, Friswell's Life Portraits of
Shakespeare, Green's Shakespere and the Emblem
Writers, Ingleby's Shakspere Allusion Books, W. C.

Hazlitt's Shakespeare Jest Books and Shakespeare's

Library, Mrs. Cowden Clarke's Concordance to Shake-

speare, and Schmidt's Shakespeare Lexicon, and
the various publications of the Shakespeare and
New Shakspere Societies. Among foreign autho-

rities on Shakespeare may be mentioned the bio-

graphies by Moratin (Spanish, 1795), and Buchon
(Dutch, 1824). France has yielded, besides the lives

by Hugo, Guizot (1821), Villemain (1840), Pichot

(1841), and Chasles (1861), Taine's History of

English Literature, Mezifere's Shakespeare, ses (Emireg

et ses Critiques, and Lacroix's Infiuenee de Shak-
speare sur le Thedtre Framgais. From Germany we
have the Shakespeare Jahrbuch, Gervinus's Com-
mentaries, Sohlegel's Dramatic Art and Literature,

TJlrici's Dramatic Art of Shakespeare, Friesen's

AUengland und William Shakspere, Hebler's

Aufsdtze ilher Shakespeare, Tschischwitz' Shak-
spere-Forschungen, Ludwig's Shakespeare-Studien,

Kotscher's Shakespeare in seinen hochsten Cha/rakter-

geiilden, Kiimelin's Shakespeare-Studien, Kreyssig's

Shakspeare -Fragen, Hertzberg's Shakespeare's Dra-
matisehe Werke, Vehse's Shakespeare als Protes-

tant, Politiker, Psycholog, und Dichter, Flathe's

Shakspeare in seiner Wirkliohkeit, Delius's Der
Mythus von W. Shakespeare, and the Jahrbuch der

Deutschen Shakespeare Gesellsehaft. For con-

temporary references to Shakespeare, see the work
by Dr. Ingleby, entitled Shakspere Allusion Books.

Among the most notable is that by Spenser in his

Teares of the Muses (1591), in which Shakespeare i&

spoken of as
" That game gentle spirit, from whose pen

Large streams of honey and sweet nectar flow ;

"

a tribute which may be contrasted with the attack

on the poet in Greene's Groat's -worth of Wit

(1592), addressed to Lodge, Peele, and Marlowe:—" Base-minded men, all three of you, if by my
misery ye be not warned ; for unto none of you
(like me) sought those burrs to cleave ; these pup-
pets (I mean) that speak from our mouths ; these

antics, garnished in all our colours. Is it not

strange that I, to whom they all have been be-

holding ; is it not like that you, to whom they all

have been beholding, shall (were you in that case I
am now) be both of them at once forsaken ? Yes,

trust them not ; for there is an upstart crow beau-

tiful in our feathers, that vrith his tiger's heart

wrapped in a player's hide, supposes he is as well

able to bombast out a blank verse, as the best of

you ; and being an absolute Johannes Factotum, is,

in his own conceit, the only Shakescene in the
country." The allusion here is obviously to.

Shakespeare, who is known to have adapted the
works of his contemporaries for the stage, and
whose popularity and prosperity would naturally

gain enemies for him. The following is from the
Discoveries of Ben Jonson ;—" I remember," he
says, "the players have often mentioned it as an
honour to Shakespeare, that in his writing (what-
soever he penned) he never blotted out a line. My
answer hath been, ' Would he had blotted out a
thousand,' which they thought a malevolent speech.

I had not told posterity this, but for their ignorance,

who chose that circumstance to commend their
friend by, wherein he was most faulted; and to
justify mine own candour ; for I loved the man,
and do honour his memory, on this side idolatry,

as much as any. He was, indeed, honest, and of
an open and free nature; had an excellent phan-
tasy, brave notions, and gentle expressions

;

wherein he flowed with that facility, that some-
times it was necessary that he should he stopped

;
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Suffiammandtis erat, as Augustus said of Haterius.

His wit was in Ms own power ; would the rule of it

had been so too ! Many -times he fell into those things

that could not escape laughter : as when he said in

the person of Csesar, one speaking to him, ' Csesar,

thou dost me wrong !

' He replied, ' Csesar did never
wrong but with just cause,' and such like, which
were ridiculous. But he redeemed his vices with
his virtues. There was ever more in him to be
praised than pardoned." Compare this with the
still more familiar and more generous tribute by
Jonson, in verse, To the Memory of Shakespeare

:

—
" Soul of the age 1

Th' applause, delight, the wonder of our stage,
My Shakespeare, rise ! I will not lodge thee by
Chaucer or Spenser, or bid Beaumont lie
A little farther to make thee room :

Thou art a monmuent without a tomb.
And art alive still, while thy book doth live.
And we have wits to read, and praise to give. . . .

If I thought my judgment more of years,
I should commit thee surely with thy peers,
And tell how far thou did'st our Lyiy outshine.
Or sporting Kyd, or Marlowe's mighty line. . . -

Triumi>h, my Britain, thou hast one to show
To whom all scenes of Europe homage owe.
He was not of an age, but for all time."

Bqually familiar is the reference by Milton in his

L'Allegro to

" Sweetest Shakespeare, fancy's child,"

to whom the writer of Paradise Lost also dedicated
the lines, written in 1630, beginning :

—

" What needs my Shakespeare for his honoured bones ?

The labour of an age in piled stones 7

Or that his hallowed reliques should be hid
Under a star-y-pointing pyramid ?

Dear son of memory, great heir of fame,
"What need'st thou such weak witness of thy name 7"

Dryden, who was great both as critic and poet,
• wrote that

—

" Shakespear's magic could not copied be,
' Within that circle none durst walk but he."

aid thatJ

—

" Shakespeare (whom you and every playhouse bill
Style * the divine,' ' the matchless,' what you will)
For gain, not glory, winged his roving flight.
And grew immortal in his own despite."

" Among the English," wrote Addison, at a time
when the great poet was but little known, " Shake-
speare has incomparably excelled all others." In
Gray's Progress of Poesy we read :

—

" To him the mighty mother did unveil
Her awful face : the dauntless child
Stretch'd forth his little hand and smiled.
* This pencil take (she said), whose colours clear
Richly paint the vernal year :

Thine, too, these golden keys, immortal boy

;

This can unlock the gates of joy.
Of Horror that, and thrilling Pears,
Or ope the sacred source of sympathetic Tears.'"

Dr. Johnson's famous lines run :

—

"Each change of many-coloured life he drew ;

Exhausted worlds, and then imagined new

;

Existence saw him spurn her bounded reign.
And panting Time toiled after him in vain."

Churchill says, very similarly :

—

"A loose he gave to his unbounded soul.
And taught new lands to rise, new seas to roll,
Called into being scenes unknown before.
And, passing nature's bounds, was something more."

"Whatever other learning he wanted," says

Young—and Ben Jonson had referred to him as one
who had

" small Latin and less Greek "—

"he was master of two books unknown to
many profound readers—I mean the Book of
Nature and that of Man." "The genius of
Shakespeare," says Keats, " was an innate uni-
versality; wherefore he laid the achievement of
human intellect prostrate beneath his indolent and
kingly gaze. He could do easily man's utmost."
" It seems to me," says Coleridge, " that his plays
are distinguished from those of all other dramatic
poets by the following characteristics :—

^(1) Expec-
tation in preference to surprise. (2) Signal
adherence to the great law of nature, that all
opposites tend to attract and temper each other.

(3) Keeping at all times to the high road of life.

(4) Independence of the dramatic interest of the
plot. (5) Independence of the interest on the story
as the groundwork of the plot. (6) Interfusion of
the lyrical—that which in its very essence is

poetical—^not only with the dramatic, but also in
and through the dramatic. (7) The characters of
the dramatis persona, like those of real life, are to
be inferred by the reader; they are not told to
him. Lastly, in Shakespeare the heterogeneous is

united, as in nature. He entered into no analysis
of the passions or faiths of men, but assumed ham-
self that such and such passions and faiths were
grounded on our common nature, and not on the
mere accidents of ignorance or disease. This is an
important consideration, and constitutes our Shake-
speare the morning star, the guide and the pioneer
of true philosophy." '

' There is nothing wanting,"
says Leigh Hunt, " either to the imagination or
fancy. The one is lofty, rich, affecting, palpable,
subtle ; the other is full of grace, playfulness, and
variety. He is equal to the greatest poets in
grandeur of imagination ; to all in diversity of it

;

to all in fancy ; to all in everything else ; except
in a certain primeval intensity, such as Dante's
and Chaucer's ; and in narrative poetry, which he
certainly does not appear to have had a call to

write. He over-informed it with reflection. Shake-
speare, though he had not a college education, was
as learned as any man in the highest sense of the
word by a scholarly intuition. In fact, if Shake-
speare's poetry have any fault, it is that of being
too leamedj too over-informed with thought and
allusion. He thinks twenty times to another man's
once, and makes all his serious characters talk as

well as he could himseU." " The striking pecu-

liarity of Shakespear's mind," says Hazlitt, " was
its generic quality, its power of communication
with other minds, so that it contained a universe of

thought and feeling within itself, and had no one
peculiar basis or exclusive excellence more than
another. He was just like any other man, but
that he was like all other men. He was the least

of an egotist that it was possible to be. He not

only had in himself the germs of every faculty and
feehng, but he could follow them by anticipation,

intuitively, into all their conceivable ramifications,
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through every change of fortune, or conflict of

passion, or turn of thought. He had a mind reflect-

ing ages past and present ; all the people that ever

lived were there. There was no respect of persons

with him. His genius shone equally on the evil

and on the good, on the wise and the foolish, the

monarch and the beggar. The world of spirits lay

open to him, like the world of -real men and women

:

,ind there is the same truth in his delineation of

the one as of the other; for if the preternatural

characters he describes could be supposed to exist,

they would speak, and feel, and act as he makes
them. He had only to think of a thing in order

to become that thing, with all the circumstances

belonging to it. You do not merely learn what his

characters say ; you see their persons. A word, an
epithet, paints a whole scene, or throws us back
whole years in the history of the person repre-

sented." "It may be reckoned," says Lowell,
" one of the rarest pieces of good luck that

ever fell to the share of a race, that (as was
true of Shakespeare) its most rhythmic genius,

its aoutest intellect, its profoundest imagination,

and its healthiest understanding, should have
been confined in one man, and that he should
have arrived at the full development of his powers
at the moment when the material on which he was
to work—that wonderful composite called English—^was in its freshest perfection. Had Shakespeare

been bom fifty years earlier, he would have been
cramped by a book language not yet flexible

enough for the demands of rhythmic emotion, nor
yet sufficiently popularised for the natural and
familiar expression of supreme thought, nor yet so

rich in metaphysical phrase as to render possible

that ideal representation of the great passions

which is the end and aim of art ; not yet subdued
by practice and general consent to a definiteness of

accentuation essential to ease and oongruity of

metrical arrangement. Had he been bom fifty

years later, his ripened manhood would have found
itself in an England absorbed and angry with the
solution of poKtioal and religious problems from
which his whole nature was averse, instead of that

Elizabethan social system, ordered and planetary in

functions and degrees as the angelic hierarchy of

the Areopagite, where his contemplative eye could

crowd itself with various and brilliant pictures, and
whence his impartial brain—one lobe of which
seems to have been Normanly refined, and the

other Saxonly sagacious—could draw its morals of

courtly and worldly wisdom, its lessons of prudence
and magnanimity." " Two views," writes Pro-

fessor Dowden, '
' of the character of Shakspere

have been ofiered for our acceptance. According to

one of these views, Shakspere stands before us a
cheerful, self-possessed, and prudent man, who con-

ducted his life with sound worldly J
udgment ; and he

wrote plays, about which he did not greatly care

;

acquired property, about which he cared much;
retired to Stratford, and attaining the end of his

ambition, became a wealthy and a respectable

burgess of his native town, bore the arms of a

gentleman, married his two daughters with pru-

dence, and died with the happy consciousness of

having gained a creditable and substantial position

in the world. The other view of Shakspere's

character has been recently presented by M. Taine,

with his unflagging brilliancy and energy. Ac-
cording to this second conception, Shakspere was
a man of almost superhuman passions, extreme in

joy and pain, impetuous in his transports, disorderly

in his conduct, heedless of conscience, but sensitive

to every touch of pleasure, a man of inordinate,

extravagant genius. It is impossible to accept

either of these representations of Shakspere as a
complete statement of the facts. Certain it is,

however, that a portion of truth is contained in the

first of these two Shakspere theories. There can be
no doubt that Shakspere considered it worth his

while to be prudent, industrious, and economical.

He would appear to have had a very sufficient sense

of life, and particularly of his own Ufe, as real, and
of this earth as a possession. He took the means
which gave him the best chance of attaining worldly
prosperity ; he made himself useful in every possible

way to his dramatic company. Practical, positive,

and aKve to material interests, Shakspere un-
questionably was. But there is another side to his

character. About the same time that he brought
his action against Philip Rogers for the price of

malt, the poet was engaged upon his Othello and his

Zear. Is it conceivable that Shakspere thought

more of his pounds than his plays, strongly as. he
felt the fact about the little sum of money which
he sought to recover ? is it not beyond possibility

of doubt that his whole nature was immeasurably
more kindled, aroused, and swayed by the vision of

Lear upon the heath, of Othello taken in the snake-

like folds of lago's cunning, and by the inscrutable

mysteries respecting human life which these sug-

gested ? It is highly important to fix our attention

on what is positive, practical, and finite in Shak-
spere's art, as well as in Shakspere's life. But
if the poet was of his own age, he was also ' for all

time.' He does not merely endeavour to compass
and comprehend the knowable; he broods with a

passionate intensity over that which cannot be
known. And again, he not only studies self-

control ; he could depict, and we cannot doubt that

he knew by personal experience, absolute abandon-
ment, and self-surrender, the infinite of meditation,

the infinite of passion. Both these lay within the

range of Shakspere's experience and Shak-
spere's art. He does not, indeed, come forward
with explanations of the mysteries of existence;

perhaps because he felt more than other men their

mysteriousness. Many of us seem to think it the
all-essential thing to be provided with answers to

the difficult questions which the world propounds,
no matter how little the answers be to those great
questions. Shakspere seems to have considered it

more important to put the questions greatly, to feel

the supreme problems. Thus Shakspere, like

nature, and like the vision of human life itself,

if he does not furnish us with a doctrine, has
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the power to free, arouse, dilate. Again and
again, we fall back into our little creed or our

little theory. Shakspere delivers us ; under

Ks influence we come anew into the presence

of stupendous mysteries, and, instead of our

little piece of comfort, and support, and con-

tentment, we receive the gift of solemn awe, and
Tjow the head in reverential silence. These ques-

tions are not stated by Shakspere as iatellectual

prohlems. He states them pregnantly, for the

emotions and for the imagination. And it is by
virtue of his very knowledge that he comes face

to face with the mystery of the unknown. Because
he has sent down his plummet farther into the

depths than other men, he knew better than others

how fathomless for human thought those depths

remaia. Our conclusion, therefore, is that Shai-
spere lived and moved in two worlds—one limited,

practical, positive ; the other, a world opening into

two infinites, an infinite of thought, and an infinite

of passion. He did not suppress either life to the

advantage of the other; but he adjusted them, and
by stem and persistent resolution held them in the

necessary adjustment. How shall a man live sanely

in the presence of the small daily facts of life

(which are also not small but great), and in pre-

sence of the vast mystery of death ? How sha,lL

he proportion his interests between the bright

iHuminated spot of the known, and the dim,

environing unknown which possesses such strong

attraction for the soul? Shakspere' s attainment

of sanity and self-control was not that of a day or

of a year, it was the attainment of his life. Now
he was tempted by his speculative inteUeot and
imagination to lose all clear perception of his

limited and finite life ; and again he was tempted
to resign the conduct of his being by the prompt-
ings of a passionate heart. He is inexorable in

his plays to all rebels against the fact ; because he
was conscious of the strongest temptation to become
MmseU a rebel. He cannot forgive an idealist,

because in spite of his practical and positive nature
he was (let the Sonnets witness) an idealist him-
self. His series of dramatic writings is one long
study of self-control. He feared that he might
become (in spite of Mercutio's jest) a Romeo ; he
feared that he might falter from his strong self-

maintenance into a Hamlet ; he suffered grievous
wrong, and he resolved that he would not be a
Timon. He ended by becoming Duke Prospero.
He broke his magic stafi; he drowned his book
deeper than ever plummet sounded ; he went back,
serenely looking down upon aU of human life, yet
refusing his share in none of it, to his Dukedom at

Stratford, resolved to do Duke's work, such as it

is, well
;
yet Prospero must for ever have remained

somewhat apart and distinguished 'from other
Dukes, and Warwickshire magnificoes, by virtue
of the enchanted island, and the marvellous years of

mageship. _It has been asked whether Shakspere
waj a Protestant or a Catholic, and he has been
proved to belong to each communion to the satis-

faction of contending theological zealots. Shak-

spere' s poetry, resting upon a purely human basis,

is not a rendering into art of the dogmas of either
Catholicism or Protestantism. Shakspere him-
self, a great artistfc nature framed for manifold
joy and pain, may, like other artists, have had
no faculty for the attainment of certitude upon
extra-mundane and super -human matters. Of
concrete moral facts he had the clearest per-
ception, but we do not find that he was in-

terested, at least as an artist, in truths or alleged
truths which transcend the limits of human expe-
rience. That the world suggests inquiries which
cannot be answered—that mysteries confront
and baflle us—that around our knowledge lies

ignorance, around our light, darkness—this, to

Shakspere seemed a fact, containing within it

a profound significance which might, indeed, be
named religious. But studiously as Shakspere
abstains from embodying theological dogma in his

art, and tolerant as his spirit is, it is certain

that the spirit of Protestantism—of Protestantism
considered as a portion of a great movement of

humanity—animates and breathes through his

writings. Unless he had stood in antagonism to

his time, it could not be otherwise. Shakspere's
creed is not a series of abstract statements of truth,

but a body of concrete impulses, tendencies, and
habits. The spirit of his faith is not to be ascer-

tained by bringing together little sentences from
the utterances of this one of his dramatis personee

and of that. The faith by which Shakspere
lived is rather to be discovered by noticing the

total issues and resultant of his art towards the

fostering and sustenance of a certain type of human
character. It may be asserted, without hesitation,

that the Protestant type of character, and the

Protestant polity in state and nation, is that which
has received impulse and vigour from the mind
of the greatest of English poets." Tennyson has

written of Shakespeare's "bland and universal

eye,", and has elsewhere shown large admiration

of the "myriad-minded" poet. Matthew Arnold

has among his poems the following sonnet, ad-

dressed to Shakespeare :

—

" others abide our question—Thou art free I

We ask and ask—Thou smilest and art still,

Out-topping knowledge I So some sovran hill

Who to the stars uncrowns his majesty.
Planting his steadfast footsteps on the sea.

Making the heaven of heavens his dwelling-place,

Spares hut the border, often, of his base
To the foll'd searching of mortality ;

And thou, whose bead did stars and sunbeams know,
Self-school'd, self-scann'd, self-honour'd, self-secure.

Didst walk on earth unguess'd at. Better so !

Ail pains the immortal spirit must endure^
All weakness which impairs, all griefs which how,
Find their sole voice in that victorious brow."

Tor a discussion of the modes of spelling Shake-

speare's name, see an article in Scribner's Monthly

(an American magazine) for May, 1876. The mode
adopted in this work is that which is favoured by
many of the best authorities.

Shakespearian Forgeries. See Ireland,

W. H.

Shakspere Society, The New, founded
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by F. J. Fumivall, was formed in 1874. Several

publications have been issued under its auspices.

" Shall I, like a hermit, dweU." First

line of a lyric by Sir Walter Ealeigh (<1.v.).

Compare with. Wither' s Shall I, wasting in despair,

to which Ben Jonson wrote a reply. I

"Shall I, wasting in despair." See
" Shall I, like a hermit, dwell."

Shallow. A country justice, in The Merry
Wives of Windsor, and in the second part of

King Henry IV. ; supposed to be intended for Sir

Thomas Lucy, of Gharlecote, near Stratford-upon-
Avon, with whom Shakespeare is said to have come
into unpleasant collision in early life.

Shalott. The Lady of. A poem by Alfred
Tennyson (q.v.), in four parts, published in 1832.

It is founded on an Arthurian legend, and depicts
" a being whose existence passes without emotion,

without changes, without intelligible motive for

living on, without hope here or hereafter. Con-
sidered merely as a picture," says Brimley, " The
Lady of Shalott has a serene beauty."

Shandon, The Bells of. A lyrio by
Francis Mahony (Father Prout) :

—

*"Ti8 the bells of Shandon
That sound bo grand on
The pleasant waters

Of the river Lee."

Shandon, Captain, in Thackeray's novel
of Pendennis (q.v.), is the sometime editor of The
Fall Mall Gazette (q.v.)

.

Shandy, Captain. Uncle to Tristram Shandy,
in Sterne's novel of the latter name (q.v.). See

Toby, Uncle.

Shandy, Dinah. See Dinah, Atwt.

Shandy, Mrs. Elizabeth. Mother of

Tristram Shandy, in Sterne's novel of the latter

name (q.v.).

Shandy, Tristram, Gent., The Life and
Opinions of. A famous work by Laurence
Sterne (1713—1768), originally intended merely
as a local satire, but eventually revised and made
more general in its application. It was published

in 1759, and, in two days, more than 200 copies

had been sold at five shillings each—a princely

sale in those days. The work immediately sprang
into popiflarity, and its author into notoriety. He
went to London, was feted by noblemen, and
waited upon by bishops, whilst at the same time
he was fiercely attacked in the newspapers and
reviews, and made the subject of coarse rhymes
and squibs. The design of the work, as Fitzgerald

remarks, " is not original, and is founded, in the

main, on Eabelais and Martinus Scriblerus, and in

its details is an imitation of the old humour of

some two or three centuries before. The inditing

of a sort of grotesque biography—a grave, solemn
account of the birth, education, and bringing up
of a child—was a favourite way of laughing at the
foUiea and hobbies of the times. The library of

his friend Hall Stevenson overflowed with strange
books of this description, written with a serious

earnestness and gravity, on trifling and odd sub-
jects, and which, indeed, is the secret of the Shan-
dean humour. Sterne has been detected in abundant
instances of plagiarism, but the charge has been
made too much of. The truth is, these are the
weakest portions of Tristram,. They are affecta-

tions and excrescences, drawn in as it were by head
and shoulders to fiU. up the measure. For he
reckoned on his work as a steady income, and pro-

posed to tax the pubHo every year. Gradually he
found his resources faiHng him, and the under-
taking a drudgery ; and to stimulate pubKo in-

terest had recourse to these borrowings, which
soon took the shape of familiarities and freedoms
that amounted almost to efErontery. Such were
the blank and marbled pages, wi'ong headings of
chapters, 'the careless squirtings' of his ink,
resources to fill up his stipulated two volumes.
His real strength was in character—the admirable
touchings—the knowledge of human springs of
action. Where he was dealing with my Uncle
Toby [q.v.], or Yorick [q.v.], or Mr. and Mrs.
Shandy [q.v.], he was on firm ground."

Shandy, Walter. Father of Tristram Shandy
in Sterne's novel of the latter name (q.v.). " The
author supposed in him," says Sir Walter Scott,
'' a man of an active and metaphysical, but, at the
samp time, a whimsical cast of mind, whom too
much and too miscellaneous reading had brought
within a step or two of madness, and who acted, in
the ordinary affairs of life, upon the absurd theories
adopted by the pedants of past ages. He is most
admirably contrasted with his wife, well described
as a good lady of the poco-cwrante school, who
neither obstructed the course of her husband's
hobby-horse—to use a phrase which Sterne has
rendered classical—nor could be prevailed upon to
spare him the least admiration for the^race and
dexterity with which he managed it."

Sharp, Becky, in Thackeray's Vanity Fair
(q.v.), is an adventuress, who manies Hawdon
Crawley (q.v.), and eventually becomes the mistress
of Joseph Sediley (q.v.) See Hannay's Studies on
Thackeray.

Sharp, Dr. Samuel. See Mundungtjs.

Sharp, Richard, familiarly known as " Con-
versation Sharp " (b. 1760, d. 1835), published, in

1834, an anonymous volume of Letters and Essays,
in prose and verse.

Sharpe, Charles Kirkpatrick, antiquary
(b. 1780, d. 1851), published a volume of metrical
Legends and other Poems (1807), the Life of
Lady Margaret Cimninghame (1828), The Genealogy
of the House of Seton (1830), and various edited
works, of which the most important are Kirkton's
History of the Church of Scotland (1817), Law's
Memorials of Witchcraft (1820), The Ballad Book
(1823), Lord Kelly's Minuets and Songs (1837), and
Sargundo: or, the Valiant Christian (1837).
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Sharpe, Samuel, historian, has published a
Bistory of Egypt, Sistoric Notes on the Books of the

Old and New Testament, and an Historical Accoimt

of the Monuments if Egypt.

Shaw, A. W. See Bilmnos, Josh.

Shaw, Cuthbert. See Race, The.

Shaw, Stetotaing, divine (b. 1762-, d. 1803),
edited a periodical caUed The Topographer (1789),
and began a History of Staffordshire.

Shaw, Thomas, divine (d. 1751), was author

of Travels : or, Observations on several parts of Bar-
iary and the Levant, afterwards translated into

French, German, and Dutch.

"She dwelt among the untrodden
ways." The first line of a lyric by "William
WoBDSwoRTH, written in 1799 :

—

•' A maid whom there were none to praise.
And very few to love."

" She is a winsome wee thing,"—First
line of My Wife's a Winsome Wee Thing, a song by
KoBEKT BuKNS (1759—1796)—

" She is a handsome wee thing.
She is a hounlc wee thing,
This sweet wee wile o' mine."

"She is far from, the land where her
young hero sleeps." First line of an Irish Melody
by Thomas Moore.

"She stood breast-high amid the
com." See Euth.

She Stoops to Conquer: "or, the Mistakes
of a Night." A comedy by Oliver Goldsmith
(1728—1774), produced at Covent Garden Theatre
on March 15, 1773, and characterised as "about
the best thing of its kind in the English literature

of the eighteenth century." " All the town rang
withit," says Professor Maason ; " and the humours
of the immortal Tony Lumpkin [q.v.] raised such
roars of laughter that good hearty laughter came
again into fashion on the stage." The plot is said

to have been suggested by an adventure which
happened to the author himself. Hazlitt considers

that, i' with all its shifting vivacity, it is rather a
sportive and whimsical effusion of the author's

fancy, a delightful and delicately managed cari-

cature, than a genuine comedy."

"She, That not impossible,"—Crashaw,
Wishes to his supposed Mistress—

" That shall command my heart and me."

_" She walks in beauty, like the night."
First line of one of Byron's Hebrew Melodies

(q.v.):-
"One shade the more, one ray the less,

Had half impairod the nameless grace
Which waves in every raven tress.

Or softly lightens o'er her face

;

Where thbughts serenely sweet express
How pure, how dear their dwelling-place."

" She was a phantom of delight." A
lyric by William Wordsworth, written in 1804.

_
" She wore a wreath of roses." First

line of a lyric by Thomas Haynes Bayly (1797—
1839).

She Would if She Could. A comedy by
Sir George Etherege (1636—1694), produced in
1668. " I know but one," wrote Steele, in No. 61
of The Spectator, " who has professedly written a
play upon the basis of the desire of multiplying
our species: and that is the polite Sic George
Etherege. No author, except this, has put the
imaginations of the audience upon this one purpose
from the beginning to the end of the comedy."

Shetabeare, John, M.D., political writer
(b. 1709, d. 1788), wrote The Marriage Act (1754)

;

Letters on the English Nation, by Battista Angeloni,
a Jesuit (q.v.) ; Letters to the People of England
(1755—7) ; History of the Sumatrans (1760) ; and
an Essay on the Origin, Progress, and Establishment

of National Society (1776).

Sheepfolds, Notes on the Construc-
tion of. Published by John Ruskin (b. 1819), in
the form of a pamphlet, in 1851." They suggest
the union, on a sort of semi-Episcopalian, semi-
Presbyterian basis, of all the Protestant Churches,
in Europe, and the trial of all " hars, cheats, alid

dishonest persons" before courts of a semi-lay,
semi-ecclesiastical character.

" Sheeted dead (The) did squeak and
gibber in the Roman streets."— Hamlet, act i.,

scene 1.

Sheflfteld, John. See Buckinghamshire,
Duke of.

Sheil, Richard Iialor, dramatist and
politician (b. 1791, d. 1851), produced Adelaide

(1814); The Apostate {ISn); Bellamira (1818);
Evadne (1819), (q.v.); Montoni (1820); Sketches of
the Irish Bar (1822); The Huguenot; some articles

in French in the Parisian L'Etoile on the subject

of the Catholic grievances, and some minor pub-
lications. See the Biographies by McNevin (1846)
and McCulloch (1865).

Shekarry, The Old. See H. A. L. (p. 266).

Shelley, Mrs. Mary, novelist and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1797, d. 1851), wrote Frankenstein

(181 8), (q.v.) ; Valperga (1823) ; The Last Man
(1824); Perkiti. Warbeck (1830); Lodore (1835);

Falkner (1837) ; and Rambles in Oermany and Italy

(1844) ; besides contributing largely to The Cabinet

Cyelopesdia, and editing the works of her husband,

Percy Bysshe Shelley, the poet. (,See next para-

graph.)

SheUey, Percy Bysshe, poet (b. 1792, d.

1822), wrote Queen Mab (q.v.); Alastor: or, the

Spirit of Solitude (1816), (q.v.) ; The Eevolt of Islam-

(1817), (q.v.); Rosalind and Helen (q.v.), (1818);

Julian and Maddalo (q.v.), (1818); Prometheus

Vnbound (1819), (q.v.); The Genci (1819), (q.v.);

PeterBellthe Third{181S), {ii.v.);(EdipusTyrannus:

or, Swellfoot the Tyrant (1820), (q.v.) ; The Witch

of Atlas (1820), (q.v.); Epipsyehidion (1821),

(q.v.); Adonais (1821), (q.v.); Hellas (1821), (q.v.);

and miscellaneous poems at various dates, the

most important of which are referred to under
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their respective titles. Amongst Shelley's Minor
Writings may he mentioned Zastrozzi (q.v.) and
The Nightmare (1809) ; St. Irvyne (q..v.) and Original

Poetry by Victor and Cazire (1810) ; Fragments of

Margaret Nicholson (1811) ; The Shelley Fapers

(ahout 1815) ; Semaris on Mandeville and Mr.
Godwin (1816) ; The Coliseum (about 1819) ; and a
translation of Spinoza's Tractatus Theologico-

Foliticus (1820). The student should refer to the

Essays, Letters from Abroad, Translations, and
Fragments, edited by Mrs. Shelley ; The Shelley

Memorials, edited by Lady Shelley; and R. Gar-
nett's Relics of Shelley. For Biography, see Hogg's
Zife of Shelley; Trelawny's Mecollections of the

Last Bays of Shelley and Byron ; Medwin's Life of
Shelley; articles by T. L. Peacock in Fraser's

Magazine for 1868 and 1860 ; Leigh UmiVs Autobio-

graphy, Correspondence, and Lord Byron and some

of his Contemporaries ; Shelley, by One who knew
him (Thornton Hunt), in The Atlantic Monthly for

February, 1863; R. Garnett in. Macmillan' s Maga-
zine for June, 1860 ; Shelley and his Writings, by
C. S. Middleton; Moore's Life of Lord Byron;
and the Memoir by "W. M. Rossetti, prefixed to his

edition of the Poems. See the Criticism by A. C.

Swinburne, in Fssays a/nd Studies ; by De Quincey,
in his Fssays, vol. v. ; by Professor Masson, in

Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, and other Fssays ; by
R. H. Hutton, in his Fssays; and Leigh Hunt's
Lmagination and Famcy. " Shelley's works," says

Leigh Hunt, " in justice to himself, require either

to be winnowed from what he disliked, or to be
read with the remembrance of that dislike. He
had sensibility almost unique, seemingly fitter for

a planet of a different sort, or in more final con-

dition, than ours. He has said of himself—so

delicate was his organisation—that he could
"

' hardly bear
The weight of the superincumbent hour ;

'

and the impatience which he vented for some years
against that rough working towards good, called

evil, and which he carried out into conduct too

hasty, subjected one of the most naturally pious
of men to charges which hurt his name and
thwarted his philanthropy. Had he lived, he
would have done away with all mistakes on these

poults, and made everybody know him for what
he was—a man idolised by his friends, studious,

temperate, of the gentlest life and conversation,

and wiUing to have died to do the world a
service. Of the poetry of reflection and tragic

pathos Shelley has abundance ; but even such fan-

ciful productions as The Sensitive Plamt and The
Witch of Atlas are fuU of metaphysics, and would
require a commentary of explanation. For sweet-

ness (and not even there in passages), the Ode to the

Skylark is inferior only to Coleridge—in rapturous

passion, to no man. It is like the bird it sings

—

enthusiastic, enchanting, profuse, continuous, and
alone—small, but filling the heavens. Notwith-
standing Shakespeare's lark singing 'at heaven's

gate,' the longer effusion of Shelley wiU. be iden-

tified with thoughts of the bird hereafter in the

minds of aU who are susceptible of its beauty.

What a pity he did not live to produce a hundred

such ; or to mingle briefer lyrics—as beautiful as

Shakespeare's—with tragedies which Shakespeare

himself might have welcomed ! for, assuredly, had

he Kved, he would have been the greatest dramatic

writer since the days of Elizabeth ; if, indeed, he

has not abundantly proved himself such in his

tragedy of The Cenci. In general, if Coleridge is

the sweetest of our poets, Shelley is at once the

most ethereal and most gorgeous—^the one who has

clothed his thoughts in draperies of the most

evanescent and most magnificent words and
imagery. Not Milton himself is more learned in

Grecisms, or nicer in etymological propriety ; and
nobody throughout has a style so Orphic and pri-

maeval. His poetry is as full of mountains, seas,

and sMes, of Hght, and darkness, and the seasons,

and aU the elements of our being, as if Nature

herself had written it, with the creation and its

hopes newly oast around her, not, it must be con-

fessed, without too indiscriminate a mixture of

great and small, and a want of sufficient shade—

a

certain chaotic biillianoy, ' dark with excess of

light.' SheUey (in the verses To a Lady with u,

Guitar) might well call himself Ariel. All the

more enjoying part of his poetry is Ariel—^the

'delicate' yet powerful ' spirit,' jealous of restraint,

yet able to serve ; living in the elements -and the

flowers; treading the 'ooze of the salt deep,' and

running ' on the sharp wind of the north ;

' feeling

for creatures unlike himself ;
' flaming amazement

'

on them too, and singing exquisitest songs." " The
poetry of Shelley," says W. M. Rossetti, "is in

domain supreme, and in beauty supreme. Its para-

mount quality is the ideal ; through the husks of

all things he penetrated into their soul, and saw

this soul in the garb of beauty. It might have

been said of Shelley as of his own skylark

—

" 'And singing still dost soar, and soaring ever singest.'

The poetic ecstasy took him constantly upwards, and
the higher he got, the more thoroughly did his

thoughts andwords become one exquisite and intense

unit. With elevation of meaning, and splendour and
beauty of perception, he combined the most search-

ing, the most inimitable loveHness of verse-music

;

and he stands at this day, and perhaps -mSV always
remain, the poet who, by instincts of verbal selec-

tion and charm of sound, comes nearest to express-

ing the half-inexpressible—the secret things of

beauty, the intolerable light of the arcane. Beside's

this unparagoned merit, Shelley is admirably great

in the poetic-famDiar, as in Julian and Maddalo

;

the tragic, as in The Cenci; the fantastic-grotesque,

as in Peter Bell the Third ; and in poetic translation

generally. He is, therefore, very far indeed from
being (as the popular notion tends too much to

supposing) a mere vague idealist, who is pretty
nearly at the end of his tether when he has no
metaphysical abstractions to talk about, no anti-

actual impersonations to present, and no indeter-

minate magnitudes of the natural world to spatiate
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in. Not the less true is it that Shelley is often too

shadowy in thought and phrase, and hence indif-

ferently qualified for narrative work, and too ready

to lose himself in the fascinations rather than to

follow out the structural contours of his suhjects.

He is also, from first to last, a somewhat loose and
haphazard writer, considered strictly as such, apart

from the impulses of poetic genius. He comes

right continually through instinct and power ; if

he does not thus come right, neither does he keep

himself right through heedfulness, or the resolute

vrill for artistic perfection. To sum up, there is

no poet—and no man either—in whose hehalf it is

more hefittiug for aU natures, and for some natures

more inevitable, to feel the privileges and the

delights of enthusiasm. The very soul rushes out

towards Shelley as an unapproached poet, and
embraces him as a dearest friend." See Defence
OF PoETKY, A ; Nicholson, Margaret ; Skylark,
To a; Victor and Cazirb; Wandering Jew, The.

Shenstone, "WiUiam, poet and essayist (b.

1714, d. 1763), published Foems wpon Seperal Occa-

sions (1737) ; The Schoolmistress (1737 and 1742),

(q.v.) ; Essays on Men and Manners; and some minor
pieces. His Works in prose and verse appeared,

complete, in 1764—9 ; his poetical works in 1798.

Secollections of some Particulars in his Life, by
WUliam Seward, were published in 1788. " His

poems," says Hazlitt, " are indifferent and taste-

less, except his Pastoral Ballad, his Lines on Jemmy
Dawson, and his Schoolmistress, which last is a

perfect piece, of writing." "His divine elegies,"

wrote Bums, " do honour to our language, our

nation, and our species." " He was," says Howitt,
" a man rather of taste than genius, and may claim

a fuU alhance with the poets of Nature, but is as

far from association with great poets as the glow-

worm is with the comet." See Dawson, Jemmy
;

Elegies ; Inn at Henley ; Pastoral Ballad, A

;

Progress of Taste, The.

Shepheards Holiday, The. A " pastoral!

tragi-comaedie," reprinted by Carew Hazlitt in his

edition of Dodsle/s Old Flays. It was printed in

1635, and was commended by Ben Jonson.

Shepheard's Legacy, The : " or, John
Clearidge his Forty Years' Experience of

_
the

Weather ; being an excellent Treatise, wherein is

showed the knowledge of the Weather. 1, By
the Rising and Setting of the Sun ; 2, How the

Weather is known by the Moon ; 3, By the Stars

;

4, By the Clouds; 5, By the Mists; 6, By the

Eainbow; 7, And especially by the Winds,
whereby the Weather may be exactly known
from^Time to Time, which Observation was never

heretofore published by any author ; 8, Also how
to k^p_.your Sheep sound when they be sound;

9, And h'o-w to cure them if they be rotten ; 10, is

shewed the'-Antiquity and Honour of Shepheards.

With some certain and assured Cures for the

Horse, Cow, and Sheep." This, published in

1670, was the original of The Shepherd of Fanliury's

Weather-rules, which was at one time exceedingly

popular among the lower orders, and was re-

published, with additions, in 1744, by Dr. John
Campbell, and again in 1827. Dr. Campbell was
probably largely indebted to the Eev. John
Pointer's Mational Accoimt of the Weather, pub-
lished in 1723 and 1738.

" Shepherd Lord, The," referred to by
Wordsworth in his White Doe of JRylstone, was the
Lord Henry Clifford (d. 1543), whom his mother,
during the Wars of the Roses, entrusted to a
shepherd to bring up as his own son, and who was
eventually restored to his proper sphere in society.

Shepherd of Salisbury Plain, The. A
tract by Hannah More (1745—1833), published
in 1791, celebrating the virtues of one David
Saunders, who, with his father, kept sheep upon
Salisbury Plain for one hundred years.

Shepherd of the Ocean, The. A name
bestowed by Spenser, in his poem of Colin Clout's

Come Some Again (q.v.), on Sir Walter Raleigh, in

aUusiou to his maritime journeys and discoveries.

Shepherd, The Ettrick. See Ettrick
Shepherd, The.
" Shepherd, what's love ? I pray thee

tell."—"The Shepherd's Description of Love," by
Sir Walter Raleigh, in England's Helicon (q.v.).

Shepherd's Address to his Muse, The.
A poem by' Nicholas Breton, in England's

Helicon (q.v.).

" Shepherd's boy (Here's a) piping as
though he should never grow old." See " Piping
AS though," &o.

Shepherd's Calendar, The : containing

twelve eclogues, proportionable to the twelve
months. A pastoral poem by Edmund Spenser,

dedicated to Sir Philip Sidney, and published in

1579. In the first eclogue, the poet, under the

guise of Colin Clout, bewails the unfortunate issue

of his passion for " a country lass " named Rosa-

lind (q.v.). Tityrus is Chaucer; Algrind, Arch-
bishop Grindal.

Shepherd's Description of Love, The.
See '

' Shepherd, what's love ?
"

Shepherd's Garland, The. A poem, in

nine eclogues, by Michael Drayton, published in

1593.

Shepherd's Hunting, The. A poem by
George Wither (1588—1667), published in 1615,

" containing, perhaps, the very finest touches;"

says Campbell, " that ever came from his hasty

and irregular pen."

"Shepherds, I have lost my love."
First line of Anna, a lyric by Thomas Blaoklook.

Shepherd's Pipe, The. A pastoral poem,

in seven eclogues, by William Browne, published

in 1614. The first eclogue is copied from Occleve

(q.v.). In the fourth the poet laments the death

of his friend, Thomas Manwood, under the name

of Philarete (q.v.). This poem is said to have

suggested MUton'a Lycidas.
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Shepherds' Play, The, Professor Morley
thiriks, " perhaps rose out of a custom, -which, cer-

tainly existed in the Netherlands, of hlending the

performance of a great mystery in the Church
%vith the daily life of the people outside. The
first notion was a homely realisation of the record
that 'there were in the same country shepherds
abiding in the field, keeping watch over their

flocks by night.' Simple shepherds were repre-

sented first, talking together, and their talk was
sometimes of the hardships of the poor, of wrongs
to be righted ; then came one who was especially

the comic shepherd, and jesting began, with wrest-

ling or some other rough country sport. After
"that, each would bring out his supper. Jest having
been made over the rude feast, there floated through
the air, from concealed choristers, the song of the
angels. At first the shepherds were still in their

jesting mood, and mimicked the singing ; then they
became filled with religious awe, went with their

rustic gifts to the stable in which the infant lay,

and, after they had made their offerings, rose up
exalted into saints. In the Wakefield series there

are two Shepherds' Plays, so that the actors might
take either. In one of them the comic shepherd is a
sheep-stealer ; and an incident, which must have
excited roars of laughter from a rough and hearty
Yorkshire audience, is so cleverly dramatised that,

apart from the religious close, which can be com-
pletely separated from it, this Wakefield Shepherds'

Play may justly be accounted the first English
farce." See Wakefield Plays, The.

Shepherd's Sirena, The. A poem by
Michael Dkatton (1563—1631).

Shepherd's Week, The. Six pastorals,

by John Gay (1-688—1732,) pubKshed in 1714.

These are lively and amusing transcripts of actual

rural life and manners, in ridicule of the affected

simplicity of those authors who sought to paint
English country life as an ideal Arcadia. The
six pastorals are entitled, respectively, " Monday

:

or, the Squabble;" "Tuesday: or, the Ditty;"
" Wednesday ; or, the Dumps ;

" " Thursday : or,

the Spell;" "Friday: or, the Dirge;" and
" Saturday : or, the Flights." " Thou wilt not,"

says Gay to the " courteous reader," " find my shep-
herdesses idly piping on their reeds, but milking
the kine, tying up the sheaves ; or, if the hogs are

astray, driving them into their sties. My shepherd
gathereth none other nosegays but what are the

growth of our fields ; he sleepeth not under myrtle
shades, but under a hedge ; nor doth he vigilantly

defend his flock from wolves, because there are

none."

Sherborne, in Vivian Orey (q.v.), is supposed
to be intended for the elder Disraeli (q.v.).

Sherburne, Sir Ed-ward, poet (b. 1618, d.

1702), published, in 1651, Salmaeis, Zyrian and
Silvia, Forsaken Lydia, The Rape of Helen, A
Comment thereon, with several Other Poems and
Translations ; and, in 1675, The Sphere of Marcus

Mamilius, besides translating the Medea (1648) amd
Troades (1679) of Seneca.

Sheridan, Mrs. Frances, romanoist and
dramatist (b. 1724, d. 1766), produced Memoirs

of Miss Sidney Siddulph, a novel (1761) ; Noiar-

jahad, a romance (1767) ; and two comedies, The
Discovery, and The Dupe. Memoirs of the Life

and Writings of Mrs. Frances SJieridan, Mother

of Richard Brinsley, with Biographical Anecdotes of
her Family and Contemporaries, by Alicia Lefanu,

appeared in 1824. See Sidney Biddulph.

Sheridan, Kichard Brinsley, dramatist

and politician (b. 1761, d. 1816), -wrote The Rivals

(1775), (q.v.); St. Fatrieh's Day: or, the Schem-
ing Lieutenant (1775), (q.v.) ; The Duenna (1775),

(q.v.); The School for Scandal (1777), (q.v.); A
Trip to Scarborough (1777) ; The Critic : or, a
Tragedy Rehearsed (1779), (q.v.) ; and Fizarro

(1799). His dramatic Works were published, -with

a critical essay by Leigh Hunt, in 1846, and in
Bohn's Library in 1848. See also the edition by
Bro-wne (1873). His Life was -written by Thomas
Moore, the poet (1825). Apropos of this standard
biography, the story is told that some one remarked
to George IT. that " Moore has been murdering
Sheridan!" "No,'' replied the king; "but he
has certainly attempted his life!" See also the
Lives, by Watkins (1817), and Bro-wne (1873).
" Sheridan," says Hazhtt, "has been justly called
' a dramatic star of the first magnitude ;

' and
indeed, among the comic writers of the last century,

he ' shines like Hesperus among the lesser Kghts.'

He has left four several dramas behind him, all

different, or of different kinds, and aE excellent

in their way : The School for Scandal, The Rivals,

The Duenna, and The Critic. The attraction of this

last piece is, however, less in the mock tragedy
rehearsed, than in the dialogue of the comic scenes

and in the character of Sir Fretful Plagiary, which
is supposed to ha-i^e been intended for Cumberland.
If some of the characters in The School for Scandal
were contained in Murphy's comedy of Know Your
Own Mind, yet they were buried in it for want of
grouping and relief, like the colours of a well-

drawn picture sunk in the canvas. Sheridan brought
them out, and exhibited them in all their glory.
If that gem, the character of Joseph Siirface, was
Murphy's, the splendid and more valuable setting

was Sheridan's. He took Murphy's Malvil 'from
his lurking-place in the closet, and ' dragged the
struggling monster into day ' upon the stage ; that
is, he gave interest, life, and action—or, in other
words, its dramatic—to the mere conception and
-written specimens of a character. This is the
mierit of Sheridan's comedies, that everything in
them tells—there is no labour in vain. His Comic
Muse does not go prying about into obscure cor-
ners, or collecting idle curiosities, but shows her
laughing face, and points to her rich treasure—the
follies of mankind. She is garlanded and cro-wned
-with roses and "vine-leaves ; her eyes sparkle with
delight, and her heart runs over -with good-natured
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malice ; her step is light, and her omamenta con-

summate ! " " No writers," says Macaulay, " have
injured the Comedy of England so deeply as Con-
greve and Sheridan. Both were men of splendid

wit and polished taste. UnhappUy, they made all

their characters in their own likeness. Their works
bear the same relation to the legitimate drama
which a transparency hears to a painting. There
are no delicate touches, no hues imperceptibly

fading into each other: the whole is lighted up
with a universal glare. The flowers and fruits of

the intellect abound ; but it is the abundance of the

jungle, not of a garden, unwholesome, bewilder-

ing, unprofitable from its very plenty, rank from
its very fragrance. Every fop, every boor, every
valet, is a man of wit. The very butts and dupes

—

Tattle, Witwould, Puff, and Acres—outshine the
whole potel of EambouiUet. It was not surely

from want of wit that Shakespeare adopted so dif-

ferent a manner. All the good sayings of the
facetious houses of Absolute and Surface might
have been clipped from the single character of

FalstafE, without being missed."

Sheridan, Monody on the Death of
the Bight Hon. E. B. Written by Lord
Bykon (1788—1824) at Diodati, in July, 1816, and
spoken at Drury Lane Theatre. It was published
in 1817. The concluding lines run :

—

" Long shall we seek bis likeness—long in vain.
And turn to all of him which may remain,
Sighing that Nature form'd but one such man.
And broke the die—in moulding Sheridan I

"

See " Nature formed," &c.

Sherlock, Eichard, divine (b. 1613,d. 1689),
wrote The Practical Christian, and other works.

Sherlock, Thomas, Bishop of London (b.

1678, d. 1761), wrote The Use and Intent of Pro-
phecy in the several Ages of the World (1725) ; The
Trial of the Witnesses of the Hesurreetion of Jesus

(1729); Discourses at the Temple Church (1764);
and other works, published by Hughes in 1830.

Sherlock, Wmiam, D.D., father of the
preceding (b. 1641, d. 1707), wrote practical Dis-
courses concerning Death (1689), a Vindication of
the Doctrine of thi Trinity (1690), A Futwre Judg-
ment (1692), and The Divine Providence (1694).

Sherwood, Mrs. Mary Martha, noveKst
(h. 1775, d. 1861), wrote The Lady of the Manor;
The Fairchild Family; Waste not, Want not; Charles

Lorame, and other tales. 'KexLife appeared in 1864.

Shields, Eobert. See Gibber, Theophilus.

"Shifted his trumpet, and only took
flnufi. He." Line 146, in Goldsmith's poem of

Metaliation (q.v.) . It refers to Sir Joshua Reynolds.

"When they talked ol their Raphaels, Oorregglos, and stufi."

"ShikspurP Shikspur? Who wrote
.it? No, I never read Shikspur."—Kitty, in
the farce of High Life Below Stairs (q.v.), act ii.,

scene 1. "Then you ha,ve an immense pleasure
to come," says a fellow-servant.

Shillaber, P. B. See Partington, Mrs.

Shimei, in Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel
(q.v.) is intended for Bethel, the Lord Mayor.

Shimei. The name under which Dryden is

satirised in PoRDAGB's^zaria and Sushai (q.v.) :

—

•* Sweet was the muse that did his wit inspire.
Had he not let his hackney muse to hire ;

But variously his knowing muse could sing,
Could Doeg praise, and could blaspheme the King

:

The bad make good, good bad, and bad make worse.
Bless in heroics, and in satyrs curse."

Ship of Fools, The. See Shyp of Folys.

Ship, The Building of the. A poem by
Henry wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807), con-

cluding with an apostrophe to the United States

—

" Thou too, sail on, O Ship of State I

Sail on, O Union, strong and great

!

Humanity with all its fears.
With all the hopes of future years,
Is hanging breathless on thy fate 1

"

"Ships, dim discovered, dropping
from the clouds."

—

Thomson's Seasons (" Summer,"
line 946).

Shipton, Mother, The Strange and
"Wonderful History and Prophecies of,
" plainly setting forth her birth, Uie, death, and
burial," by Eichard Head (d. 1678), printed in

1677. Eor a list of the other works bearing the

name of Mother Shipton, see Lowndes' Biblio-

grapher's Manual.

Shipwreck, The. A poem in the heroic

couplet by William Falconer (1730—1769), pub-

lished in 1762. A second edition appeared in 1764,

enriched by the addition of about nine hundred
lines, and the characters of Albert, Rodmond,
Palemon, and Anna. To the third edition (1769),

the author added about two hundred lines more,

and made various transpositions and other altera-

tions. In the edition of 1804, edited by Stanier

Clarke, the text is given as compounded from the

three previous editions, and this arrangement is

now generally adopted. Anna is the daughter of

Albert, the captain of the ship Britannia, whose
wreck forms the motive of the poem ; Palemon is

her lover. The catastrophe of the poem is repre-

sented as taking place off Cape Colonna.

Shirley. A novel, by Charlotte Bronte
(1816—1855), published iu 1849.

Shirley, James, dramatist (b. 1594, d. 1666),

produced the following plays :

—

The Wedding

(1629) ; The Grateful Servant (1630) ; The Schoole

of Complement (1631); The Changes (1632); A
Contentionfor Sonour and Riches {l&ZS); The Wittie

Faire One (1633) ; The Tritmph of Peace (1633)

;

The Bird in a Gage (1633) ; The Night Walkers

(corrected from Fletcher, 1633) ; The Traytor (1635),

(q.v.) ; The Lady of Pleasure (1637) ; The Young

Admirall (1637), (q.v.) ; The Fxample (1637) ;
Side

Parlce (1637), (q-v.) ; The Gamester (q.v.); The

Soyal Master (1638) ; The Duke's Mistris (1638) ;

The Maides Revenge (1639) ; The Tragedie of Chabot,

Admiral of France (1639) ; The Ball (1639) ; The

Arcadia (1640), (q.v.); The Humorous Courtier
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(1640) ; The Opportunitie (1640) ; St. Patrick for
Ireland (1640) ; Loves Crueltie (1640) ; The Conatcmt
Maid (1640) ; The Coronation (1640) ; The Triumph
ofBeautie (1646); The Brothers (1652); The Sisters

(1652) ; The Doubtful Seir (1652) ; The Imposture

(1652); The Cardinal (1652); The Cotii-t Secret

(1653); Cupid and Death (1653); The General
(l853); loue's Victory (1853); The Folitician(l%56);
The Gentleman of Venice (1655); The Contention of
.Ajax and Achilles (1659) ; Honoria and Mammon
(1669) ; and Andromana (attributed to Shirley,

(1660). AlsoEccho: or, the Infortunate Lovers {161&),
(q.v.); Narcissus, or the Self Lover (1646) ; Via ad
Latinam Linguam, Complanata (1649) ; Grammatica
Anglo-Latma (1651) ; The Rudiments of Grammar
(1656) ; and An Essay towards an Universal amd
Rational Grammar (1726). Shirley's Dramatic
Works and Poems were edited, with notes by
Gifford, and some accoimt of his life and writings
by Alexander Dyce, in 1833. See Beautie, The
Teiumph of ; Chabot, Philip.

"Shoe (Her very) has power to
wound."—MooEE, Eables ("The Spider and the
Bee").

" Shoot folly as it flies." See " Folly as
IT PLIES."

Shooting. A poem by Henry James Pye
(1746—1813), published in 1784.

Shooting Niagara—and After. A prose
pamphlet by Thomas Caklyle (q.v.), published in
1867.

Shore, Jane. See Jane Shobe.

Shore, John. See Teignmouth, Lord.

Shoreham, William of. See Psalms, The.

" Short measure (In) life may perfect
be."

—

Ben Jonson, Underwoods.

Shortest Way with Dissenters, The.
A pamphlet by Daniel Defoe (1663—1731), pub-
lished in 1702. "In this playful piece of irony
the author gravely proposed, as the easiest and
speediest way of ridding the land of Dissenters, to
hang their ministers and banish the people. But
both Churchmen and Dissenters viewed the whole
in a serious light ; and while many of the former
applauded the author as a staunch and worthy
Churchman, as many of the latter, filled with ap-
prehensions dire, began to prepare for Tyburn and
Smithfield." There was a reaction, however, when
it was discovered that the pamphlet was a satire in
defence of Kberty of conscience, though the Dis-
senters did not relax their wrath against the author.
The result was that the book was declared to be
a libel, and was ordered to be burnt by the public
hangman ; and Defoe himseU had to suffer for his

boldness in the piUory and as a prisoner in New-
gate. His Hymn to the Pillory (q.v.) appeared on
the first of the three days of his exposure in the
former.

" Should auld acquaintance be for-
got." First line of Auld Lang Syne (q.v.), by

EoBEET Burns. " This song," says Chambers,
'

' has found a lodgment in the hearts of Scotsmen
in aU parts of the earth, and must there remain,
while the words continue to be understood." It
was preceded by two songs with the same refrain,

one printed by Watson in 1711, and the other
written by Allan Eamsay (q.v.).

" Shreds and patches." See " King op
SHREDS AND PATCHES."

"Shrine of the mighty!"—Byron, The
Giaour, line 106.

Shufaebottom, Abel. See Abel Shdpple-
BOTTOM.

" Shuffled oflf this mortal coil. When
we have."

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 1.

" Shut (And) the gates of mercy on
mankind."

—

Gray, Plegy in a Country Churchyard.

Shylock, in The Merchant of Venice (q.v.), is.

*
' one of the inimitable masterpieces of charac-

terisation which," says Schlegel, "are to be found
only in Shakespeare. He is everything but a
conn inon Jew. He possesses a strongly-marked
and original individuality, and yet we perceive a
light touch of Judaism in everything he says or
does. . . . The letter of the law is his idol

;

he refuses to lend an ear to the voice of mercy,
which, from the mouth of Portia [q.v.], speaks to
him with heavenly eloquence ; he insists on rigid
and inflexible justice, and at last it recoils on his
own head." The reader should compare the great
Shakespearian creation with Barabas (q.v.).

Shyp of rolys of the Worlde, The.
A poem, in the octave stanza, by Alexander Bar-
clay (q.v.), paraphrased " out of Laten, Frenche,
and Doehe, into Englyishe tongue;" that is, from
the original German, by Sebastian Brandt,
written in 1494, and from two translations into
Latin and French. To these, says Warton, he
made " considerable additions gleaned from the
foDies of his countrymen. The design was to
ridicule the reigning vices and follies of every rank
and profession, under the allegory of a ship
freighted with fools of all kinds, but without any
variety of incident or artificiality of fable. Our
author's stanza is verbose, prosaic, and tedious."
The Shyp was printed in 1509 and 1570, and
some extracts from it may be found in Warton's
History and The Muses' Library.

Siamese Twins, The. A satirical poem by
Edward, Lord Lytton, published in 1831.

Sibbald, James, antiquarian and miscel-
laneous writer (b. 1747, d. 1803), produced a
Chronicle of Scottish Poetry, and Glossary of the
Scottish Language (1802), and edited The Edinburgh
Magazine (1783), and Edinburgh Herald (1792).

Sibbald, Sir Robert (b. 1643, d. 1712),
wrote a large number of historical and antiquarian
tracts, the titles of which are given in Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual, and which were republished
in 1739 under the general title of A Collection of
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several Treatises, in folio, concerning Scotland, as it

teas of old and also of later times.

Sibbes, Bichard (or Sibbs), devotional

writer (b. 1677, d. 1635), -wrote The Fountain Sealed

(1627) ; Saints Cordials in Simdry Sermons on Special

Occasions (1629) ; Bruised JReede and Smoahing
Flax (1631), (q.v.) ; Soule's Convict with itselfe and
Victory over itselfe by Faith (1635), (q.v.) ; Light

from Seaven (1638) ; Divine Meditation and Holy
Contemplations (1638) ; and many other works,
published in a collected edition in 1809, again in

1812, and more recently under the editorship of

the Eev. A. B. Grosart.

Sicilian Romance, The, by Mrs. Eabclipfe
(q.v.), was published in 1790. " This work," says

Scott, "exhibits the exuberance and fertility of

imagination which was the author's principal

characteristic. Adventures heaped on adventures,

with all the hair-breadth charms of escape or cap-

ture, hurry the reader along with them, and the
imagery and scenery are like those of an oriental

tale"

Sicilian Summer, A. A comedy by Sir

Henrt Taylok (b. 1800), produced in 1850, and
characterised by TroUope as " a pretty play, well
told, always readable, giving assurance that it has
come from a poet's mint, but it leaves no mark
behind."

Sick King of Bokhara, The. A tale in

verse by Matthew Arnold (b. 1822) ; told in a
conversation between the king and his vizier.

"Sicklied o'er with the pale cast of
thought."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 1.

Siddons, Life of Mrs. Attributed to

Thoi(as Campbell (1777—1844), but evidently
only edited by him. Eossetti calls the book,
which was brought out in 1834, a " slovenly per-

formance."

Sidney, Algernon, EepubUcan politician

(b. 1622, d. 1683), wrote Discourses on Government

(1698), an Apology, and other works, which, with
d,Life by "Willis, appeared in 1751. See the Life
byMeadley(1813).

Sidney Biddulph, The Memoirs of
Miss. A novel by Mrs. Fbancbs Shekidan
(1724—1766), published in 1761. " I know not,

madam," said Dr. Johnson to the authoress,
"that you have a right, upon moral principles, to

make your readers suffer so much."

Sidney, Mary. See Pembroke, Countess op.

Sidney, Sir Fhilip, poet and prose writer
(b. 1354, d. 1586), wrote The Countess of Pern-

hrohe's Arcadia (q.v.), (1590) ; Astrophel and Stella

(1591), (q.v.) ; An Apologie for Foetrie (1595)

;

various miscellaneous poems, and some fugitive

treatises reprinted by Collins in the Sidney Papers.
His Works were edited by Gray in 1829. His
Correspondence with Hubert Langmt was translated
from the Latin and published by Pears in 1845.

37

See the Biographies by Fulke GrevUle (1652),
Zouch (1808), Lloyd (1862), and H. E. Fox-Bourne
(1862). See also Walpole'siioya; and Noble Authors,
Lamb's prose Works, Hallam's Literary History,
Hazhtt's Age of Elimbeth, Masson's English
Novelists, and Cambridge Essays (1858). Spenser
describes Sidney as

" That most heroick spirit,
The heavens' pride, the fflory of our day."

Drayton has this reference to him

:

••The nohle Sidney . .

.

That heroe for numbers and for prose.
That throughly pac'd our language as to show
The plenteous English handm hand might goe
with Greek and Latin."

Southey has the lines :

" Sidney, than whom a gentler braver man
His own delightful genius never feigned.
Illustrating the vales of Ai-cady
With courteous courage and with loyal loves."

Cowper's description of Sidney as " warbler of

poetic prose" (q.v.) is well known. "Sidney's
prose," says Professor Craik, " is the most flowing
and poetical that had yet been written in English

;

but its graces are rather those of artful elaboration

than of vivid natural expressiveness. The thought,
in fact, is generally more poetical than the
language ; it is a spirit of poetry encased in a
rhetorical form. Yet notwithstanding the conceits

into which it frequently runs—and which, after

all, are worthy rather the frolics of a nimble wit
somewhat solicitous of display, than the sickly

perversities of a coxcombical or effeminate taste

—

and notwithstanding also some want of animation
and variety, Sidney's is a wonderful style—always
flexible, harmonious, and luminous, and on fit

occasions rising to great stateUness and splendour

;

while a breath of beauty and noble feeling lives in

and exhales from the whole of his great work, like

the fragrance from a garden of flowers." See Ai,-

manzor and Almanzaida ; Calidore ; Ireland,
View op the State op ; Petrarch, The English

;

PoBTRiE, An Apology pok.

Sidonia, in Disraeli's novel of Coningsiy

(q.v.), is, says The North British Review, " a

strange, mysterious Spanish Jew, a perfect Eoth-
schild for money, and a Disraeli for philosophy,

who appears and disappears during the story in

rather a startling fashion, and has an air of in-

definite power and grandeur stamped upon his

countenance." Sidonia may be described as first

cousin to the Syrian in Lothair (q.v.).

Sidonia, Ben, in Anti- Coningsiy (q.v.), is

intended for the author of Coningsby (q.v.).

Sidrophel. A name given by Butler in his

Hudibras (q.v.) to William Lilly, the famous

astrologer and magician of the seventeenth cen-

tury.

Siege of Corinth, The. A narrative poem,

in octosyllabic metre, by Lord Byron (1788—

•

1824), pubHahed in 1816, and founded on an his-

torical incident which took place ia 1715.
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Siege of Khodes. A play by Sir William
Davenant, produced in 1656.

" Sigh no more, ladies, sigh no more,"
—First line of a song in Much Ado About Nothing,

act ii., scene 3

—

" Men were deceivers ever,
One foot In sea, and one on shore.

To one thing constant never."

Percy includes this stanza in his ballad of The
Friars of Order Grey (q.v.).

"Sighed and looked, and sighed
again."

—

Dryden, Alexander's Feast.

"Sighed, and looked unutterable
things." See " Looked unutterable things."

"Sight (A) to dream of, not to teU."
See part i. of Coleridge's poem of Christabel
(q.v.).

Sigismunda. The heroine of Thomson's
tragedy of Tanered and Sigismtmda (q.v).

Sigismunda and Guiscardo. A story
related by Boccaccio, versified in the octave stanza
by William Walter in 1632, and afterwards
" beautifully paraphrased," says Warton, by John
Dryden (q.v.).

"Signifying nothing." See "Tale told
BY AN IDIOT.

Sigourney, Mrs. Lydia Huntley, an
American poetess and prose -writer (b. 1797, d.

1865), wrote, among many other works. Letters to

Yoimg Ladies, Pocahontas and Other Foems, and
Fleasant Memories of Pleasant Lands.

Sikes, Bill. A thief, in Dickens's novel of
Oliver Tivist (q.v.). See Nancy.

Silas Marner. A novel by George Eliot
(b. about 1820). published in 1861. The Quarterly
Review referred to this novel as "one of the
authoress's most beautiful stories, the most poetical
of them all—the tale of Silas Mamer, who deems
himself deserted and rejected utterly of G-od and
man, and to whom, in his deepest misery, in place
of lost gold, a littie foundling girl is sent. This
tale is the most hopeful of all her books. The con-
templation of the renewal of enterprise and energy,
which comes with little children, and of the pro-
mise with which each new generation gilds the
crown of honour for its sires, is pleasant and grate-
ful to her. She writes upon her title page the
lines of Wordsworth :

—

'"A child, more than all other gifts
Tliat earth can offer to declining man.
Brings hope with It and forward-looking thoughts.'

"

The weaver of Eaveloe and Eppie are creations
after Wordsworth's own heart.

Silence. A country justice, in King Menry IV.
' SUence gives consent."

—

Fuller, Wise

" Silence in love bewrays more woe."
First Hne of a poem by Sir Walter Ealeigh
(1552—1618).

" Silence is a virtue."

—

Henry Chettle's
Patient Grissel, act i., scene 1.

"Silence is the perfectest herald of
joy."

—

Much Ado About Nothing, act ii., scene 1.

" SUent finger points to heaven." See
" Spires whose silent finger," &c.

SUent Land, Song of the. A lyric

translated from the German of Salis by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807) :

—

"Ah I who shall lead us thither ?

Clouds In the evening sky more darkly gather.
And shattered wrecks lie thicker on the strand.
Who leads us with a gentle band
Thither, oh thither.
Into the Silent Land 7

"

Silent Lover, The. A lyric by SirWalter
Raleigh. See Hannah's Courtly Poets.

Silent Woman, The. See Epicene.

" Silently as a dream the fabric rose."
See " No hammers fell," &c.

Silex Scintillans, i-e., "sparks from the flint

stone." '' Sacred Poems and Private Ejaculations,"

by Henry Vaughan (1621—1695) ;
published in

1650—5.
" Silk attire. In." A phrase occurring in

the ballad by Susanna Blamire (q.v.), which
begins:

—

"And ye sail walk In silk attire.
And siller hae to spare."

In Silk Attire forms the title of a novel by William
Black (q.v.).

Siller Croun, The. The title given to the
baUad beginning

" And ye sail walk In silk attire."

See " Silk attire."

Siller Gun, The. A poem by John Mayne
(1759—1836), the first draft of which, in twelve
stanzas, was published in 1777 ; in 1778 it was
expanded into two cantos ; in 1780 it was issued in

three cantos in Fuddiman's Magazine ; and on its

publication in four cantos in 1808 Sir Waltfer Scott

said of it that " it surpassed the efforts of Fergusson,
and came near to that of Burns." The subject of

the poem is an ancient custom in Dumfries, called
" Shooting for the SiUer Gun "—the SiUer Gun
being a silver tube presented by King James VI.
to the best marksman in the incorporated trades.

" Siloa's brook,"—Paradise Lost, book i.,

line 10—
"Thatflow'd

Past by the oracle of God."

Bishop Heber has a reference to " cool Siloam's
shady riU " in his verses on the First Sunday After
Epiphany.

SUurist, The. The name applied to Henry
"Vaughan, the poet (1621—1695), because he was
bom among the SUures, or people of South Wales.

Silva, Don. Duke of Bedmar, in George
Eliot's dramatic poem of The Spanish Gypsy
(q.v.) ; in love with Fedahua :

—

" A goodly knight,
A noble caballero, broad of chest
And long of limb.''
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Silver Age, The : " induding the Love of

Jupiter to Alomena, tlie Biith of Hercules, and the

Eape of Proserpine." A play hy Thomas Hey-
wooD (d. 1640), puhlished in 1613. Two com-

panion pieces, entitled The Brazen Age and Tlie

Iron Age, were printed in 1613 and 1632 respec-

tively. Harriet Parr (Holme Lee) published a

volume of essays, entitled In the Silver Age, in

1864.

"Silver bells of rhyme. Cheered by
the."

—

Patmore, The Angel in the Souse.

"Silver lining."—Milton, Comus, liiie222.

Silverfork School, The. A nickname
applied' to that body of novelists, of whom, per-

haps, Theodore Hook, Mrs. TroUope, Lady Bles-

sington. Lord Lytton, and Lord Beaconsfield, are

fair examples, which lays so much stress upon the

etiquette and scenery of the drawing-room, and
treats so largely of fashionahle hfe and manners.

SiLverman's Explanation, George. A
story by Charles Dickens (1812—1870) ; origi-

nally published in America, and afterwards re-

published in All tlie Year Sound for 1868.

Silverpen. The nom de plume of Eliza Mete-
TAED (b. 1824), (q.v.). It was bestowed upon her
by Douglas Jerrold, and afterwards adopted by
her.

SUver-tongned, The. An epithet which has
been applied to Joshua Sylvester (1563—1618),

translator of Du Bartas' Divine Weeks and Works ;

and to William Bates, the Puritan divine (1625

—

1699).

Silvia, in Tlie Two Gentlemen of Verona, is the

Duke's daughter, and beloved by Valentine (q.v.).

It is of her the song is sung, in act iv., scene 2 :

—

"Who Is Sylvia? What is she?
That all our swains commend her ?

Holy, fair, and wise is she

:

The heavens such grace did lend her.
That she might admired he,"

Simcox, George Augustus, poet and prose
writer, has published Prometheus Unbound, a Tra-
gedy (1867) ; and Poems and Somances (1869). Sted-
man speaks of the latter as " elaborate and curious
studies."

Simeon, Charles, vicar of Trinity Church,
Cambridge (b. 1759, d. 1836), wrote Sora Bomile-
ticie (1832), (q.v.) ; The Bxeellence of the Litwgy
(1812); The Offices of the Moly Spirit (1838);
Appeals to Men of Wisdom and Candomr (1839)

;

Summation of the Son of God (1839) ; Discourses on
behalf of the Jews (1839); The Christian's Armour
(1840) ; and other Works published in a collective

form in 1832 and 1854. His Memoirs, with a Col-

lection of his Writings and Correspondence, were
edited by the Rev. W. Cams, in 1847. Memoranda
and Brief Metmirs of Simeon were published by
M. M. Preston and the Eev. J. WiUiamson respec-
tively, in 1840 and 1848.

Simeon of Durham (temp. 12th century),

wrote a history of the kings of England from 616
to 1130, which was continued to the year 1156 by
John, prior of Hexham. It is included among
the Decern Scriptores of Twysden. Simeon is also

credited with an Mistoria ^cclesits Dunhelmensis,
which Selden says was reaUy written by Arch-
bishop Turgot.

" Simile that solitary shines, A." Line
111, book ii., epistle i., of Pope's Imitations of
Horace (q.v.).

Similes, A New Song of New. By John
Gay (1688—1732).

"Similes are like songs in love,"—
Prior, Alma, canto iii., line 314

—

I
*' They much describe ; they nothing prove."

Simms, William GUlmore, American poet
and prose writer (b. 1806), has published Zyrical
Poems and Early Lays (1827) ; The Vision of Cortes,

and other Poems (1829); The Tri-Colour (1830);
Atalantis, a Drama of the Sea (1832) ; Passages and
Pictures (l839) ; Border Romances (1859) ; A His-
tory of South Carolina; and various biographies.

Simon Lee, the Old Huntsman. A lyric

by William Wordsworth, written in 1798.

Simon Pure. See Pure, Simon.

Simon, Simple. The hero of a well-known
nursery song.

Simonides, Son, The Straiinge and
Wonderfull Adventures of: "conteyniag
verie pleasaunte discourse, gathered as well for the

recreation of our noble yong gentilmen as our
honourable courtlye ladies," by Barnabe Kioh,
printed in 1581. "Much poetry," says Warton,
" is intermixed."

Simple. Servant to Slender (q.v.), in Tht
Merry Wives of Windsor (q.v.).

" Simple child That lightly draws its
breath. A." The first two lines of We are Seven

(q.v.), a lyric by William Wordsworth, the first

verse of which was contributed by Coleridqe. .

" Simple Christ to simple men." See

" Preaching simple Christ," &c.

Simple, Peter. A novel by Captain Maehyat
(1792—1848). "The greatest hit he had yet

made. The perpetual liveliness," says Hannay,
"and succession of adventures and incidents, the

crowd of characters, at once as amusing as cari-

catures and as real as living people, delighted

everybody." It was published in 1834.

" Simple plan. The." A phrase in Words-
worth's poem of Bob Boy's Grave (q.v.).

Simple story, A. A novel by Elizabeth

Inchbald (1753—1821), pubUshed in 1791.
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Simple, The Adventures of David. A
novel by Sarah Fielding (1714—1768), published

in two volumes in 1744, a third volume being added
in 1752. Familiar Letters between the Charaeters in

David Simple appeared in 1747. David Simple
himself is a young man who travels through London
and Westminster " in search for a faithful friend ;"

with what success may be seen from the novel.

Simplicity, Ode to, by William Collins
(1721—1756), was published in 1747.

Simpson, John Palgrave, novelist and
dramatist, has published Second Love, and other

Tales (1846) ; Gisella, a Novel (1847) ; and other

volumes. Among his original plays are The
World and the Stage, Second Love, and Sybilla;

among his adaptations, A Scrap of Paper, from
Les Pattes de Mouche. He has written a Life of
Weber (1865).

" Sin who tell us Love can die. They."
See stanza 10, canto x., of Southey's poem. The
Curse of Kehama :—

" With life all other passions fly

;

All others are but vanity."

Sinai, The New. A lyric by Akthur Hugh
Clouqh (1819—1861).

Sinbad the Sailor. A famous character in
The Arabian Nights' Entertainments (q.v.), in which
the story of his seven voyages and wonderful
adventures is related.

Sinclair, Catherine, novelist (b. 1800, d.

1864), wrote Jf(Kfor« Accomplishments (1836); Modern
Society (1837); Soliday Souse ^1839); Sill and
Valley (descriptive of a tour in Wales, 1840);
Scotland and the Scotch (1840); Shetland and the
Shetlanders (1840) ; The Journey of Life (1847)

;

Modern Flirtations (1855) ; Beatrice; Lord and Lady
Sarcourt ; The Business of Life; Charlie Seymour;
The Heirs of the Ccesars; and other stories.

Sindall, Sir Thomas. A character in
Mackenzie's novel of The Man of the World (q.v.),

who endeavours to seduce the heroine, Lucy.

" Sinews of war. The." A description
applied to money in Fletcher's Fair Maid, act i.,

scene 2. Cicero is said to have been the first to use
the expression

—

•* Nervos belli pecuniam."

" Sinful (A) heart makes feeble hand."—Scott, Marmion, canto vi., stanza 31.

" Sing oil, sing on, my bonnie bird."
First lino of Bonnie Jean, a lyric by James Hogg.
The " Jean " in question was a Miss Jane Cunning-
ham.

Singer, Sam.uel WeUer, literary antiquary
(b. 1783, d. 1858), published an edition of the plays
of Shakespeare in 1826. He also edited the works
of Bacon, and wrote Researches into the Sistory of
Playing Cards (1816).

"Singing of anthems."—King Senry IV.,
part ii., act i., scene 2.

"Single gentlemen rolled into one.
Two." A line in Colman's humorous poem, en-
titled Lodgings for Single Gentlemen.

Singleton, Captain, The Adventxires
of. A novel by Daniel Defoe (1663—1721),
published in 1720.

Singleton Fontenoy. See Hannay, James.

Singular Doctor, The. A title sometimes
given to William of Occam (q.v.).

Sinking in Poetry, The Art of. See

Bathos, &c.

" Sinned against than sinning. More."
See " More Sinned," &c.

Sinner's Guide, The, by Fbancis Meees
(d. 1646), was printed in 1596.

Sir John Grehme and Barbara Allen.
A Scottish ballad, given by Bishop Percy in his

Ecliques. See Barbara Allen's Cruelty.

Sir Oracle. See " Oracle ; I am Sir."

Siris : " a Chain of Philosophical Reflections

and Inquiries respecting the Virtues of Tar-water
in the Plague," by Bishop Berkeley (1684

—

1753) ; written in 1747.

Sirventes. Satirical and declamatory remarks
in verse on certain of his foes and rivals, attributed

to Richard I. (q.v.).

" Sister spirit, come away! "—Pope, T/te

Dying Christian to his Soul.

Sisters, The. A prurient novel, written by
Dr. William Dodd (1729—1777), and published,

in 1764, anonymously. Also the title of a ballad

by Alfred Tennyson, published ia 1830.

" Sit (I) as God, holding no form of
creed."

—

'Tennyson, The Palace of Art.

" Sits the wind in that corner ? "

—

Much
Ado About Nothing, act ii., scene 3.

Situ Terrse Sanctse, De: or, "De Locis
Sanctis." See Locis Sanctis.

Siward, Earl of Northumberland, and General
of the English forces, figures in Macbeth (q.v.).

Skeat, "Walter 'William, clergyman (b.

1835), has published editions of Lancelot of the

Laii (1865), The Tale of Melusine (1866), Piers the

Plowman (1867—73), Pierce the Ploughman's Credc

(1867), Savlok the Dane (1868), Barbour's Bruce
(1870), Joseph of Arimatheea (1871), The Gospels in

Anglo-Saxon (1872), Plutarch's Lives (1875), and
numerous similar works, for the Early Dialect
Society which he founded (1873), and the Oxford
and Cambridge Presses. He is also the compiler
of several school manuals. He is the author of
The Tale of Ludlow Castle, a poem (1866), and of a
translation of The Songs and Ballads of Uhland
(1864).
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Skeggs, Miss Carolina Wilhelmina
Amelia. A "false pretender to gentility," in

Goidsmitk'b Vicar of Wakefield (q.v.).

Skeleton in Armour, The. A lyric by
Henky Wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807), sug-

gested to the writer while riding on the sea-shore

at Newport. A year or two previous a skeleton

had been dug up at Fall River, clad in broken and
corroded armour ; and the idea occurred to him of

connecting it with the Round Tower at Newport,
generally known hitherto as the Old Windmill,
though now claimed by the Danes as a work of

their early ancestors.

Skelton, John, poet-laureate (b. about 1460,

d. 1529), wrote On the Death of King Eihoard IV.
(U84) ; An Elegy on the Death of the Earl of
Northumberland (1489) ; The Nigramansir (1504)

;

A Goodly Garland or Chapelet of Lau/rell (1523)

;

MerieTales (1575) ; Magnyfycenee (q.v.); The Bouge

of Courte ; Collyn Clout ; Phyllyp Sparowe ; Why
tome ye not to Courte ? (q.v.) ; Speake Parot (q.v.)

;

Ware the Sawke ; The Tunning of Elynowr £um-
myng ; The Maner of the World Nowadays;
Mannerly Mistress Margery; Speculum Princi-

pis; Agaynste a comely Coystrowne ; and many
other Works reprinted in the edition by Dyce
(1843). See also Wood's Athena Oxonienses, Tan-
ner's Biiliotheca Sritanniea, Warton's Sistory of
Snglish Poetry, Ritson's Pibliographia Poetica,

Brydges' Censura Literaria, and the Eetrospective

Umiew. " There is certainly," says Campbell, " a
vehemence and vivacity in Skelton which was
worthy of being guided by a better taste, and
the objects of his satire bespeak some degree of

public spirit. But his eccentricity in attempts at

humour is at once vulgar and flippant ; and his

style is almost a texture of slang phrases, patched
with shreds of French and Latin." See Bouge
OP Coukt; Clout, Colin; Dolorous Dettib;
Spabowe, Phyllyp ; Tkiall op Pleasure.

Skene, WiUiam Forbes, antiquarian (b.

1809), has published The Highlanders of Scotland,

their Origin and History (1837) ; The Dean of Lis-
More'sBook (1862) ; Chronicles of the Piets and Scots

(1868) ; The Four Ancient Books of Wales (1869)

;

tordun's Chronicles (1871) ; and other works.

Sketch-Book, The. A series of short tales,

sketches, and essays, published by Washington
Ibving (1783—1859) in 1820. They are chiefly

descriptive of English manners and scenery, and
have often been reprinted. See Crayon, &c.

Sketches and Travels in London, by
William Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863);
supposed to be written by a Mr. Brown to ms
nephew. They include papers on The Influence of
lovely Wmnan upon Society, on The Pleasures of
ievng a Fogy, on Going to see a Man Hanged, &o.

Sketches by Boz. See Boz, Sketches by.

Sketches of Irish Character. See Irish

Chaeaotee, Sketches op.

Sketchley, Arthur. The nom de plume of
the Rev. George Rose, whose Mrs. Brown has
become familiar to the pubho through the comic
papers and by separate publications. Mr. Rose
has also written The Great Country : or. Impres-
sions of America (1868), and some plays.

Ske'wton, Mrs., in Dickens's novel of Domiey
and Son (q.v.), is the mother of Edith (q.v.), after-
wards Mrs. Dombey.

Skialetheia. A collection of epigrams, pub-
lished in 1598 and again in 1641.

Skimpole, Harold, in Dickens's novel of
Bleak House (q.v.), is intended, in some points of
his character, as a portrait of James Henry Leigh
Hunt, the essayist and poet (q.v.). " Exactly
those graces and charms of manner which are re-

niembered," says Dickens, "in the words we have
quoted, were rememberedby the author of the work
of fiction in question when he drew the character
in question. He no more thought, God forgive
him! that the admired original would ever be
charged" [as he frequently was charged] "with
the imaginary vices of the fictitious creature than
he has himself ever thought of charging the blood
of Desdemona and OtheUo on the innocent Academy
model who sat for lago's leg in the picture."

Skinner, John, Scottish clergyman and poet

(b. 1721, d. 1807), wrote A Dissertation on Job's

Prophecy (1757), an Ecclesiastical History of Scot-

land (1788), A Eeservation against Presbytery, and
numerous poems, of which the best known and
most popular is Tullochgorum (q.v.). The last-

named were published under the title of Amuse-
ments of Leisure Hours, or Poetical Pieces chiefly in

the Scottish Dialect. His theological treatises and
numerous compositions in Latin verse were pub-
lished in 1809, with a Memoir by his son. An
edition of his Poems appeared in 1859, with a
Memoir by H. G. Reid. See also Grant Wilson's

Poets and Poetry of Scotland.

" Skirmish of wit between them. A."—Much Ado about Nothing, act i., scene 1.

Skylark, Ode to the, by Percy Bysshe
Shelley (q.v.) ; written in 1820. " In sweetness,"

says Leigh Hunt, " and not even there in passages,

the Ode to the Skylark is inferior only to Coleridge

—

in rapturous passion to no man. It is like the bird

it sings—enchanting, profuse, continuous, and
alone—small, but filling the heavens."

"Hall to thee, blithe spirit 1

Bird thou never wert.
That, from heaven, or near it,

Pourest thy full heart
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.

Skylark, The. A lyric by James Hogg
(1772—1835), beginning—

" Bird of the wlldernesB,
Blithesome and cumherlesfl.

Sweet he thy matin o'er moorland and lea I

"

Slammer, Dr., of the Ninety-seventh. A
character in Dickens's novel of i'bs: Posthumous
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Papers of the Pickwick Club, with whom Mr. Winkle
is on the brink of fighting a duel. See chap. ii.

Slater, Williain, poet and divine (b. 1587,
d. 1647), published Threnodia (1619), Palte-Albion,

a history of Great Britain in Latin and English
verse'; Genethliacon, a genealogy of" James I. in

Latin and English ; and The Psalms of Dcmid in

Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and English.

Slatins, Henry. See Fub, Pbjbdestinatus.

" Slave of the dark and dirty mine !

"

—Leyden, On cm Indian Gold Coin.

Slave Trade, Poems concerning the,
by KoEERT SouTHEY (1774—1843) ; including six

sonnets. To the Genius of Africa, and The Sailor,

written respectively in 1794, 1795, and 1798.

Slavery, Poems on, by HenryWadsworth
Longfellow (b. 1807) ; written in the latter part
of October, 1842, and published in the following
year. They include The Slave's Dream, The Good
Part, The Slave in the Dismal Swamp, To Williain

E. Cha/rmimg, and others.

" Slavery, said I, stillthou art a bitter
draught."

—

Sterne, Sentimental Journey.

" Slaves cannot breathe in England,"—CowPEB, The Task, bk. ii.. The Timepiece—
" If their lungs

Receive our air, that moment they are free

;

They touch our country, and their shackles fall."

Slawkenbergius, Hafen, in Sterne's Life
and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent., is an imagi-
nary author, who is represented as a great authority
on the subjeot of noses, and a passage from whose
writings, detailing the story of a man with an
enormously long nasal organ, is incorporated into

the novel.

Slay-GrOOd, Giant, in Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress (q.v.), is slain by Mr. Greatheart (q.v.).

Sleek, Aminadab. A character in Morris
Barnett's comedy of The Serious Family,

" Sleep (And) in dull cold marble."—
King Senry VIII., act iii., scene 2.

Sleep and Poetry, A poem by John
Keats.

" Sleep, the friend of woe."—Southey,
The Curse of Kehmna, canto xv.

Sleep, The Pains of. A poem by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, first published, with Kuhla
Khan (q.v.), in 1816, with the following notice :

—

"As a contrast to this vision, I have annexed a

fragment of a very different character, describing

with equal fidelity the dream of pain and disease."

It was written in 1803.

" Sleep (The) that knows not break-
ing."—Scott, The Lady of the Lake, canto i.,

stanza 31,

"Sleepless themselves to give their
readers sleep."

—

Pope, The Dunciad, bk. i., line 94.

Slender. Cousin to Shallow (q.v.), in The
Merry Wives of Windsor (q.v.).

"Slew the slain. Thrice he slew."—
Dryden, Alexander's Feast.

Slick, Sam. A clockmaker, of SHckville;

the pretended author of various works vmtten by
Thomas Chandler Haliburton (q.v.). Sam is

represented as having a very distinctive style and
humour of his own.

"Slings and arrows of outrageous
fortune. The."

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 1.

Slingsby, Jonathan Preke. The pseu-

donym Tmder which Dr. John Francis "Waller
(b. 1810), (q.v.) has published The Slingsby Papers,

and other works.

Slinkton, Julius, in Dickens's story of

Hunted Down (q.v.), is the attempted murderer of

Alfred Beckwith, and fimaUy destroys himself.

Slop, Doctor. See Doctor Slop.

Sloper, Mace. A nom de plume of the
American himiorist, Charles G. Leland (b. 1824).

See Breitmann, Hans.

Slough of Despond, The, in Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress (q.v.), is the name of a bog into

which Christian falls by accident, and from which
he is extricated by Help.

"Slow and steady wins the race."—
Lloyd, Fables (" Hare and Tortoise ").

" Slow rises worth by poverty de-
pressed."

—

Johnson, London, line 176.

"Slow wise snule. The."

—

Tennyson,
The Miller's Daughter.

Slowboy, Tilly. Dot's servant-maid, in

Dickens's story of The Cricket on the Hearth
(q.v.).

Sludge, Dickon. A dwarf in Sir Walter
Scott's Kenilworth who goes by the name Flib-

bertigibbet. See Flibbertigibbet.

Slum, Mr. A "poet" in Dickens's Old

Curiosity S/iop.

"Slumber did my spirit steal, A."
First line of a lyric by William Wordsworth,
written in 1799.

Slurk, Mr. Editor of The Eatanswill Inde-
pendent, in Dickens's novel of the Pickwick Papers
(q.v.). See Pott.

Sly, Christopher. A tinker, in the "in-
duction" to The Taming of the Shrew (q.v.).

Smalbroke, Bichard, Bishop successively

of St. David's, and Lichfield and Coventry (b.

1673, d. 1749), was the author of A Vindication

of Our Saviour's Miracles, and other works.

Small Beer Poet, The. A name bestowed
by William Cohbett upon William Thomas Fitz-
gerald (1759—1829), a versifier ridiculed by Byron
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in his English Bards and Seotch Eevieviers, and

parodied by Horace Smith, in his Rejected Ad-

" Small toeer. To chronicle."—0<A«Wo,
act ii., scene 1. So, in King Henry IV., act ii.,

scene 2, Prince Hal says:—"Doth it not shov

vilely in me to desire smaE heer."

"Small sands the mountains, moments
make the year." Line 208, satire vi., of Young's

poem. The Love of Fmne.

Small-Endians. See Big-Endians.

"Smallest (The) worm willturn, being
trodden on."

—

King Mmry VI., part iu., act ii.,

scene 2.

Smart, Christopher, poet and dramatist

(b. 1722, d. 1770), wrote A Trip to Cambridge : or,

the Grateful Fair (ahout 1747) ; contrihutions to

The Student (1748) ; Poetical Essays on the Divine

Attributes (1750, 1751, 1752, 1753, and 1755);
Poems on Several Occasions (1752) ; The Milliad

(1753), (q.v.) ; The Smartiad (1753); the works of

Horace in English prose (1756) ; A Hymn to the

Swprerne Being (1756) ; a prologue and an epilogue

to the tragedy of Othello (1761) ; A Song to David
(1763); Poem^ (1763); Hannah (1764); 0<fe to the

Earl of Northumberland (1764) ; A New Version of
the Psalms (1765) ; A Poetical Translation of the

Fables of Phcedrus (l765) ; The Parables in Familiar
Verse (1768) ; and other works, the best edition of

which is that of 1791, to which is prefixed An
Aecoimt of his Life and Writings. See David, A
Song to ; Divine Attributes, On the ; Gtbatepui,

Faie, The ; Hop-G-abden, The.

Smart, Hawley, novelist, has published
Breezie Langton (1869), A Race for a, Wife (1870),

Cferife (1871), Bitter is the Rhind (1S71), False Cards

(1872), Broken Bonds (1874), Two Kisses (1875),

Courtship in 1720; in 1860 (1876), and Bozmd to

Win (1877).

"Smarts so little as a fool, No crea-
ture." A line by Pope in his ^istle to Dr.
Arbuthnot.

Smaiiker, Mr. John. A footman who
figures in the famous " swarry " in chapter xxxvii.

of Dickens's Piehwiek Papers (q.v.).

Smectymnuus. A once-famous attack upon
English episcopacy, published in 1641, and written

by five Presbyterian divines, the initial letters of

whose names furnished the title

—

Stephen Mar-
shall, Edmund Calamt, Thomas Young, Mat-
thew Newcome, and William SpiNvStow, all of

whom see. In 1642 Milton published ^« Apology

for Smectymnuus.

Smedley, Edward, clergyman (b. about

1789, d. 1836); wrote, among other works, Religio

Clerici (q.v.), a History of the Reformed Religion in

France (1832—34), and several poems.

Smedley, Francis Edward, novelist and
nusoeUaneous writer (b. 1819, d. 1864), wrote,

among other stories, Frank Fairleigh (1850), Harry
Coverdale's Cotwtship (1854), and Miles Coverdale's

Courtship. See Fairleigh, Frank.

Smedley, Menella Bute, poet and prose
writer, has published Twice Lost, and other Tales

(1863), Linnet's Trial (1864), Poems (1869), A Mere
Story (1869), Other Folks' Lives (1869), Two Dra-
matic Poems (1874), and other works.

Smelfungus. A nickname applied by Sterne
(q.v.) to Smollett (q.v.), whose description of
his Travels through France and Italy is described
by Fitzgerald as " one prolonged snarl." " The
lamented Smelfungus," says Sterne, " travelled

from Boulogne to Paris, from Paris to Rome, and
so on ; but he set out with the spleen and jaundice,

and every object he passed by was discoloured or
distorted. He wrote an account of them, but 'twas
nothing but the account of his miserable feelings."

" SmeU a rat, I." Line 821, canto i., parti.,

of Butler's Hudibras (q.v.).

Smike. A character in Dickens's novel of

Nicholas Niehleby (q.v.). He becomes the protege

of Nicholas, after a boyhood of misery at Dothe-
boys' HaU (q.v.).

" Smile, and smile, and be a villain.
One may."

—

Hamlet, act i., scene 5.

"SmUe (The) from partial beauty
won."

—

Campbell, The Pleasures of Hope, part ii.,

line 21.

" Smiles from reason flow."—Paradise

Lost, book ix., line 239.

Smiles, Samuel, biographer and historian

(b. 1816), has written a Life of George Stephenson

(1857), Self-Help (1860), Lives of the Engineers

(1862), Industrial Biography (1863), Lives ofBoulton

a/nd Watt (1865), The Hugiienots in England and
Ireland (1867), Character (1871), The Huguenots in

Framce (1874), Thrift (1875), Life ofa Scotch Natu-
ralist (Thomas Edward) (1876), and other works.

Smirke, Mr. : " or, the Divine in Mode." A
prose work by Andrew Marvell (1620—1678), in

which he defends Dr. Croft, Bishop of Hereford,

from the attacks of the ultra-High Church party;

who disliked the Bishop's theological liberalism

and toleration. To this work, which was published

in 1674, was appended a short Historical Essay con-

cerning General Councils, Creeds, and impositions in

matters of Religion.

Smith, Adam, IjL.D.,economicaland philo-

sophical writer (b. 1723, d. 1790), wrote The Theory

of Moral Sentiments (1759); An Enquiry into the

Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776)

;

The Rights of Great Britain asserted against the

Claims of America (1776) ; Letter to Mr. Strahan on

the Last Illness of Damid Hume {1711) ; and Essays

on Philosophical Subjects (1795). See the Life

by LordBrougham in his Men of Letters and Science,

by Playfair (1805), and by SmeUie (1800). A bio-

graphical and critical memoir was prefixed, by
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Dugald Stewart, to an edition of The Theory of
Moral Sentiments published in 1853. See Mokal'
Sentiments, &c. ; and Wealth of Nations.

Smith, Albert Richard, novelist and mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1816, d. -I860), contributed
Sketches in Paris to The Mirror; Confessions of
Jasper Buddie, a dissecting-room porter, to The
Medical Times ; and numerous papers to Bentley's

Miscellany and Punch ; besides editing The Man of
the Moon in conjunction witb Angus B. Eeach.
(1847—9), The Month, and other periodicals;
and publishing The Adventures of Mr. Ledbury,
The Scattergood Family, The Marchioness of Brin-
villiers, Christopher Tadpole, The Pottleton Legacy,
A Month in Cottstantinople, and other works.

Smith, Alexander, poet and essayist (b.

1830, d. 1867), published A Life-Drama (q.v.), and
other Poems (1852) ; Sonnets on the Crimean War
(with Sydney Dobell, 1854); City Poems (1857);
Hdwin of Beira (1861); Breamthorpe, (1863), (q.v.);
A Summer in Skye (1865) ; Alfred Sagart's Some-
hold, a novel (1866) ; Last Leaves, essays and poems
(1868) ; and various contributions to encyclopEedias,
reviews, and magazines. His Life has been written
by P. P. Alexander (1868) in a Memoir prefixed to
his Last Leaves. Miss Mitford writes in one of her
letters :

—"Alfred Tennyson says that Alexander
Smith's poems show fancy, but not imagination

;

and on my repeating this to Mrs. Browning, she
said it was exactly her impression." " His prose
essays," says Stedman, " were charming, and his
City Poems, marked by sins of omission only, may
be rated as negatively good. Glasgow and The
Night before the Wedding reaUy are excellent."

Smith, Charlotte, novelist (b. 1749, d. 1806),
wrote Mlegiac Sonnets (1784); Emineline (1788),
(q.v.); Ethelinda (1789), (q.v.); Celestina (1791);
Besmmd (1792); TJie Old Manor Souse (1793),
^q.v.); Marchmont (1796); The Young Philosopher
(1798); The Solitary Wanderer; The Wanderings of
Warwick; The Banished Man; Montalbert; and
other works.

Smith, Edmund, poet (b. 1668, d. 1710),
wrote Phadra, a tragedy (q.v.), a translation of
the Sublime of Longinus, and other works. See
his Biography in Johnson's Lives of the Poets. His
real name was Neale.

Smith, G-amaliel. A pseudonym used by
Jbbemy Bentham (q.v.) in the publication of his
Not Paul but Jesus (1823).

Smith, Goldwin, LL.D., miscellaneous
writer (b. 1823), has published Three English States-
men: Pym, Cromwell, and Pitt (1867); Empire;
Irish History and Irish Character; The Study of
History ; and many other works.

Smith, Horace, novelist and miscellaneous
writer (b. 1779, d. 1849), wrote Horatio: or.
Memoirs of the Bavenport Family (1807) ; Rejected
Addresses (with his brother James, 181'2), (q.v.)

;

Horace in London (1813), (q.v.) ; First Impressions
(1813); Trevanion: or. Matrimonial Errors (1813)

;

The Runaway (1813) ; Gaieties and Gravities (1825)

;

Brambletye House (1826); Reuben Apsley (1827);
The Slor Hill (1827) ; Zillah : a Tale of the Holy
City (1828) ; The New Forest (1829) ; Walter CoVy-
ton: a Tale of 1688 (1830); Midsummer Medley
(1830) ; Festivals, Games, and Amusements of all
Nations (1831) ; Tales of the Early Ages (1832)

;

Gale Middleton (1833); The Involuntary Prophet
(1835); The Tin Trumpet (1836); Jane Lomax : or,
a Mother's Crime (1837); Oliver Cromwell (1840);
The Moneyed Man, and the Lesson of a Life (1841)

;

Adam Brown, the Merchant (1843) ; Arthur Arundel
(1844); Love's Mesmerism (1845); and Poetical
Works (collected, 1846).

Smith, Isaac Gregory, divine (b. 1826), has
written Faith and Philosophy (1867), The Silver
Bells (1869), Fra Angelieo and other Poems (1871),
Characteristics of Christian Morality (1873), and
other works.

Smithy James (b. 1775, d. 1839), was joint-
author, with his brother Horace (q.v.), of Rejected
Addresses (1812), (q.v.), scdA Horace in London (1813),
(q.v.) . His Memoirs, Letters, and Comic Miscellanies
were edited by his brother in 1840.

Smithj James, Scottish poet and prose writer
(b. 1824), is the author of Poems, Songs, and Bal-
lads (1866), and five volumes of fiction entitled
Sumorous Scotch Stories, Jenny Blair's Maunderings,
Sabbie and Madge, Peggy Pinkerton's Recollections,
and Archie and Bess.

Smith, Jam.es. See Musarum Delicijb.

Smith, John, divine (b. 1563, d. 1616), wrote
The Essex Bove presenting the World with afew of
her Olive Branches (1629), and an Exposition of the
Creed and Explanation of the Articles of our Christian
Faith (1632).

Smith, John, divine (b. 1618, d. 1662), was the
author of Ten Select Discourses, and other works.
See the Biographies by Patrick (1660) and Hailea
(1821).

Smith, John PyG>*Ii6ol°gical^™iter (b. 1775,
d. 1851), wrote Letters to Belsham (1804), The Scrip-
ture Testimony to the Messiah (1818—21), Scripture
and Geology (1839), First Lines of Christian Theology
(1854), and other works. His Life was written by
Medway in 1853, and by Dr. Eadie in an intro-
duction to the fifth edition of The Scripture Testi-
mony, published in 1859.

Smith, MUes, Bishop of Gloucester (b. about
1568, d. 1624), was chosen, along with Bishop
Bilson, to give the final revision to the Authorised
Version of the Bible, for which he wrote "The
Translators' Preface "— "a comely gate," says
Fuller, "to a glorious city." His Sermons were
published in 1632.

Smith, Mr., in Madame D'Arblay's Evelina
(q.v.), is a character of whom Miss Kavanagh
says that his "foUy, his confident impudence,
his 'vulgamess,' as Madame Duval would say,
seemed to Dr. Johnson the very height of art. He
would not admit that Fielding could have drawn
such a character."
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Smith, Robert Payne, D.D., Dean of

Canterbury (b. 1818), is the author of Messianic

Interpretation of the Frophecies of Isaiah (1862),

Prophecy as a Preparation for Christ (1869), and
various other works.

Smith, Samuel, religious writer (1588

—

1663), wrote David's Blessed Man : an Exposition of
the Mrst Psalm; The Great Assize ; A Fold for
Christ's Sheep; The Christian' a Guide ; and other

tracts and sermons.

Smith, Seba. See Downing, Major Jack.

Smith, Sydney, clergyman and miscellaneous

writer (h. 1771, d. 1845), wrote Six Sermons

preached at Charlotte Chapel, Edinbiirgh (1800)

;

Letters on the Catholics from Peter Fl/ymUy to his

trother Abraham (1808) ; Sermons (1809) ; The Judge

that smites contrary to the Law (1824); A Letter to

the Electors on the Catholic Question (1826) ; Three

Letters to Archdeacon Singleton on the Ecclesiastical

Commission (1837—9) ; The Ballot (1837) ; Letter to

Lord John Russell on the Church Bills (1838)

;

Letters on American Eebts (1844) ; Fragment on the

Irish Soman Catholic Church (1845) ; Sermons

(1846) ; and Elementary Sketches of Moral Philo-

sophy (1849). A Selection from his Writings ap-

peared ia 1855 ; his Wit and Wisdom in 1861. His
Works, including his Contributions to the Edinburgh

Seview, were published in 1839—40. See the Life

by Lady Holknd, and the Letters, edited by Mrs.

Austen; also, The Edinburgh Review, No. cii., and
Prater's Magazine, No. xvii. See Plymley, Peter.

Smith, Thomas Southwood, physician

(b. 1788, d. 1861), wrote 2"Ae Philosophy of Health

(1834), The Divine Government, A Treatise on Fever,

and numerous papers in The Westminster Review.

Smith, Walter C, Scotch Free Church
minister, has published Symns of Christ and the

Christian Life (1867), and a volume of verse under
the signature of " Orwell." He is also the reputed

author of two poems entitled Olrig Grange (1872)

and Borland Hall (1874).

Smith, WiUiani, Dean of Chester (b. 1711,

d. 1787), translated Longinus On the Sublime, the

works of Thuoydides, and Xenophon's History of

Greece, besides publishing a volume of sermons on
the Beatitudes, and some poems.

Smith, Witliam, geologist (b. 1769, d. 1839),

was the author of the first geological map pub-

lished in England, and wrote A Mineral Survey :

or. Delineations of the Strata of England, Wales,

and part of Scotland (1815) ; Strata Identified

by Organised Fossils (1816—19) ; Stratigraphical

System of Organised Fossils (1817); and other

works. His Life was published by John Phillips

in 1844.

Smith, William, LL.D., D.C.L., classical

editor and scholar (b. 1813), has edited The Dic-

tionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities (1840—2),

The Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and

Mythology (1843—9), The Dictionary of Greek and

Roman Geography (1852—7), Gibbon's Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire (1854), a Latin-English
Dictionary (1855), a Dictionary of the Bible (1860—3),

an English-Latin Dictionary (1870), an Atlas of
Biblical and Classical Geography (1875), and (with
Professor Wace) a Dictionary of Christian Bio-
graphy (vol i., 1876), besides compUing a number
of school manuals. He was appointed editor of The
Quarterly Review in 1867.

SmoUett, Tobias George, M.D., novelist

and poet (b. 1721, d. 1771), wrote The Tears of
Caledonia {me); The Advice : a Satire {17i6) ; The
Reproof: a Satire (1747) ; The Adventures of Rode-
rick Random (1748) ; The Regicide : a Tragedy (1749)

;

An Essay on the External Use of Water, with parti-

cular Remarks on the Mineral Waters of Bath (1750)

;

The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle (1761) ; The
Adventures of Ferdinand, Count Fathom (1753) ; a
translation of Don Quixote {11 bb) ; The Reprisals:

or. Tars of Old England (1757) ; A Compleat History

of England (1757) ; A Compendium of Voyages and
Travels (1757) ; The Adventures of Sir LawnceUt

Greaves (1762) ; The Present State of all Nations

(1764); Travels through France and Italy (1766);

The History and Ad/ventures of an Atom (1769) ; The
Expedition of Humphrey Clinker (1771) ; Ode to In-

dependence (1773) ; and some miscellaneous poems
and essays contributed to The Critical Review. His
Plays and Poems, with Memoirs of the Life and

Writings of the Author, were published in 1777;

his Miscellaneous Works in 1790, 1796, 1797, and
1845; the second and last of these editions in-

cluding notices of his Life by Dr. Anderson and

W. Roscoe respectively. His complete Works ap-

peared in 1872, with a Memoir by J. Moore. See

also the Biographies by Sir Walter Scott and Eobert

Chambers. For Criticism, see Hazlitt's Comic Writers,

Thackeiay's Ertglish Httmowists,Foiayt'b.'aN'ovelists

of the Eighteenth Century, Masson's Novelists and

their Styles, and Notices of most of Smollett's

works will be found under their respective titles.

" SmoUett's humour," says Hazlitt, " often arises

from the situation of the persons, or the peculiarity

of their external appearance, as from Eoderick

Random's carroty locks, which hung down over his

shoulders like a pound of candles, or Strap's igno-

rance of London, and the blunders that follow from

it. There is a tone of vulgarity about aU his

productions. The incidents frequently resemble

detached anecdotes taken from a newspaper or

magazine; and, like those in Gil Bias, might

happen to a hundred other characters. He exhibits

the ridiculous accidents and reverses to which

human life is liable, not ' the stufi ' of which it is

composed. He seldom probes to the quick, or

penetrates beyond the surface ; and therefore he

leaves no stings in the minds of his readers, and in

this respect is far less interesting than Fielding.

His novels always enliven, and never tire us ; we

take them up with pleasure, and lay them down

vrithout any strong feeling of regret. We look on

and laugh, as spectators of a highly amusing scene,

without closing in with the combatants, or being
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made parties in the event." "He did not," says

Thackeray, " invent much, as I fancy, but had the

keenest perceptive faculty, and described what he
sa-w with wonderful relish, and delightful broad
humour. I think Uncle Bowling ,in JRoderick

Random is as good a character as Squire Western
himself ; and Mr. Morgan, the "Welsh apothecary,

as pleasant as Dr. Caius. What man who made
his inestimable acquaintance—what novel-reader

who loves Don Quixote and Major Dalgetty—will

refuse his most cordial acknowledgments to the

admirable Lieutenant Lismahago ? The novel of

Humphrey Clinker is, I do think, the most laugh-

able story that has ever been written since the

goodly art of novel -writing began. Winifred
Jenkins and Tabitha Bramble must keep English-

men on the grin for ages yet to come ; and in their

letters and the story of their loves there is a per-

petual fount of sparkling laughter, as inexhaustible

as Bladud's well." " On a comparison," says

Masson, " of Fielding with Smollett it is easy to

point out subordinate differences between them.
Critics have done this abundantly and accurately

enough. Smollett, they teU us, is even more his-

torical in hismethod, dealsmore in actualobservation
and reminiscence, and less in invention and combi-
nation of reminiscence, than Fielding. His notion
of a story, still more than Fielding's, is that of a
traveller moving over a certain amount of ground,
and through a succession of places, each full of

things to be seen, and of odd physiognomies to be
quizzed. Fielding's construction is more careful and
well considered, his evolution of his story the more
perfect and harmonious, his art altogether the more
classic and exquisite ; his humour, too, is the finer

and more subtle, Uke that of a well-wrought
comedy, whUe Smollett's is the coarser and more
outrageous, Uke that of a broad farce. Both are

satirists, but Fielding's satire is that of a man of

joyous and self-possessed temperament, who has
come to definite conclusions as to what is to be
expected in the world, while Smollett writes with
pain, and under irritation. Fielding has Kttle

scruple in hanging his villains, as if he had made
up his mind that the proper treatment of villains

was their physical annihilation. Smollett, with all

his fiercer indignation, punishes his villains too,

but generally deals with them in the end as if they
might be curable. If Fielding's, on the whole, as

Thackeray and most critics argue, is the ' greater

hand,' there are peculiarities in Smollett in virtue

of which Scott and others have hesitated to admit
absolute inferiority so easily as might be expected,

and have ranked him, all in all, as Fielding's rival.

Some of SmoUett's characters are as powerful
creations as any in Fielding; and he has given

• UB a range of sea characters in Tom Bowling,
Trunnion, Hatchway, &c., to which there is nothing
similar in the works of the other. In sheerly

ludicrous episode, also—in the accumulation of

absurd and grotesque detail till the power of

laughter can endure no more—Smollett has, per-
haps, surpassed Fielding. There is also a rhetorical

strength of language in Smollett which Fielding
rarely exhibits ; a power of melodramatic effect to

which Fielding does not pretend; and a greater
constitutional tendency to the sombre and the
terrible. There was potentially more of the poet
in SmoUett than in Fielding ; and there are passages-

in his writings approaching nearer, both in feelmg
and in rhythm, to lyric beauty."

Smuggler, The. A tale by John Banim
(1798—1842).

Smyth, William, Professor of Modem His-
tory at Cambridge (b. 1766, d. 1849), published
English Lyrics (1806), Memoirs of Mr. Sheridan

(1840), Lectures on Modern JSistory (1840), and
Evidences of Christianity (1845).

Smythe, George Sydney. See Angela
PisAKi, and Strangfokd, viscount.

Snake, in Sheridan's comedy of The School

for Scandal (q.v.), is a scandal-monger.

Snare. A sheriff's officer, in the second part of
King Henry LV.
" Snatch a grace beyond the reach of

art, And."

—

Pope's Essay on Criticism, i., 153.

Sneak, Jerry. A pin-maker, in Foote's
farce of The Mayor of Garrat.

Sneer figures in Shekidan's farce of The Oritic

(q.v.) . His character is indicated by his name.

Sneerwell, Lady, in Sheridan's comedy of

The School for Scandal (q.v.), is a member of the
Scandal Club, in love with Charles Surface (q.v.).

Snevellicci, Miss. An actress in Mr.
Crummies' company, in Dickens's novel of
Nicholas NioMeby (q.v.).

Snob, The : " a Literary and Scientific

Journal, not ' Conducted by Members of the Uni-
versity.' " A series of humorous papers, published
weekly for eleven weeks at Oxford, in the year
1829, beginning on April 9. It was edited by
W. M. Thackeray and a friend of his called

Lettsom, and contains some very amusing things
in a vein Thackeray afterwards worked with suc-

cess and popularity.

Snobs, The Book of, by William Make-
peace Thackeray (1811—1863), originall}' ap-
peared in PwjcA. " It contains," says James Han-
nay, " Thackeray's best satirical writing. Before
it appeared, the word ' snob ' belonged to the world
of slang, and was indeed chiefly applied, by those
whom we now describe as snobs, to people who
mainly differed from themselves by being poorei".

Thackeray raised the word out of slang into litera-

ture, and attached to it a new meaning, not very
easy to define, but which everybody understands,
nevertheless." It appeared separately in 1848.

Snodgrass, Mr. Augustus. The " poet," in

Dickens's Fickwick Papers (q.v.)

.

Snout. " A tinker," in A Midsummer Night's
Dream (q.v.). See Wall.
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Snubtain, Sergeant, in Dickens's Fiekwick
Fajpers (q..v.), is counsel for tlie defendant in the

famous trial of " Bardell v. Pickwick."

Snuff. See Akbuokle, James.

Snug. " A joiner," in A Midsummer Nights
Dream ^.v.).

" Snug little island, Oh ! it's a." A line

in one of Dibdin's songs, in wHoli there also oc-

curs the line

—

" A right little, tight little iBland."

"So aU day long the noise of battle
roU'd."

—

MoHe d'Arthur (q.v.), hyALPKED Ten-
NTSON.

" So Hector spake ; the Trojans roar'd
applause." First fine of a " Specimen of a trans-

lation of The Iliad into hlank verse," hy Alfked
Tennyson.

" So many worlds, so much to do,"—
Tennyson, In Memoriam, stanza Ixxii.

—

" So little done, such things to be."

Sobrino. A Saracen soldier, called the Sage,
in Aeiosto's Orlando Furioso.

Sociable Companions: "or, the Female
Wits." A comedy hy Makgabbt, Duchess of

Newcastle (1624—1673).

Society and Solitude. Twelve essays hy
Eaiph Waldo Emerson (q.v.), published in 1870.

"Society is now one polished horde,"
—Stanza 95, canto xiii., of Bykon's poem of I>on

Juan—
"Formed of two mighty tribes, the Bares and Bored."

" Society where none intrudes, There
is." See stanza 178, canto iv., of Byron's poem
of Childe Marold's Filgrimage (q.v.). See " Plea-
sure IN THE Pathless Woods."

" Soft blue sky (The) did never melt
into his heart."

—

Wordsworth, Feter Bell, part i.,

15.

" Soft impeachment ; I own the."—
Mrs. Malaprop, in Sheridan's comedy of The
Swals (q.v.), act v., scene 3.

"Soft words with nothing in them
make a song."

—

Waller, To Creech, line 10.

Sohrab and Ilustum. "An episode," or
narrative in verse, hy Matthew Arnold (h. 1822).
The story is told in prose in Sir John Malcolm's
Sistory of Fersia. " The powerful conception of
the relations between the two chieftains, and the
slaying of the son by the father, are," says Stedman,
"tragical and heroic. The descriptive

,

passage at
the dose [beginning

—

" But the majestic river floated on "],

for diction and breadth of tone would do honour
to any living poet."

Soldier's Dream, The. A lyric, by

Thomas Campbell. See "Our bugles sano
truce;" and "Sentinel stars."

Soldier's Home, The. A poem by Egbert
Bloompibld (1766 — 1823), of which Professor
Wilson wrote:— "The topic is trite, but in
Bloomfield's hands it almost assumes a character
of novelty. Burns's Soldier's Seturn is not, to our
taste, one whit superior."

Soldier's Eeturn, The. See Soldier's
Home, The.

Soldier's Tear, The. A song by Thomas
Hatnes Bayly (q.v.), which was remarkably
popular in its day.

"Solemn mockery. This." — Ireland,
Vortigern, act iii.

Solid Doctor, The. A title bestowed upon
EiOHARD MiDDLETON (d. 1304), On account of his
great learning.

" Solid pudding against empty praise,
And." Line o2, book i., of Pope's satire of The
Dimeiad (q.v.).

Soliloquy : " or. Advice to an Author," by
Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl of Shaftes-
bury (1671-1713) ;

published in 1710, and form-
ing the Third Treatise of his Characteristics (q.v.).

Soliman and Perseda, The Tragedye
of, " wherein is laid open Love's constancy,
Fortune's inconstancy, and Death's triumphs;"
printed in 1599. "The introduction," however,
" of a portion of the story into Kyd's Spanish
Tragedy [q.v.], licensed in 1592, would seem to
show that the play had been written, partly or
wholly, several years before." " The author having
concealed his name," says Hawkins, "we cannot
pronounce by whom it was written ; though might
I be allowed to conjecture, I would ascribe it to

Kyd, as it carries with it many internal marks of

that author's manner of composition. The plan
is similar to that of The Spanish Tragedy, and the
same phrases frequently occur in both. It is

farther observable that in The Spanish Tragedy the

story of Erastus and Perseda is introduced by
Hieronimo [q.v.], in order, it would seem, to be-

speak the attention of the audience to a more
regtilar and more perfect representation of their

tragical catastrophe. Shakespeare has frequently

quoted passages out of this play." See Caiew
Hazhtt's edition of Dodsley's Old Flays.

Solinus, Duke of Ephesus. A character

in The Comedy of Errors (q.v.).

Solitude, Hymn on, by James Thomson
(1700—1748); beginning:—

" Hailraildly-pleaalng solitude,
Companion of the wise and good . .

.

Oh I how I love with thee to walk.
And listen to thy whisper'd talk."

"SoUtude (O) ! where^ are thy
charms P" A line in Cowper's poem of Lines

Supposed to he written by Alexander Selkirk.
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Solitude, Ode to, by Alexandek Pope
(1688—1744); -written when the author was about

twelve yeaxs old. It begins :
—

" Happy the man whose wish and care
A few paternal acres hound.

Content to breathe his native air.

In bis own ground."

Solitude, Ode to, by James Grainqeb (1723

—1767); beginning:—

" O Solitude, romantic maid I

"

"Solitude sometimes is best society.
For." Line 249, book ix., of Milton's poem of

Paradise Lost (q.v.).

Solom.ou and Saturn. Apoem by Cynewulp
(q.v.), " which consists," says Warton, " of a variety

of gnomic sentences, mixed, however, with a variety

of other matter, in the form of a dialogue." It
" treats of the divine virtue, personified under the

ifiystic names of ' Pater-noster,' of 'vasa mortis,' the

bird of death, of the faU of the angels, of the good
and evU spirits which watch over men to en-

courage them to virtue or tempt to evil, of fate,

old age, and various moral and rehgious subjects.

Many passages of the poem are of high poetic

beauty."

Solomon on the Vanity of the World.
A poem, in three books, by Matthew Prior (1664—1721), the first book of which treats of Know-
ledge, the second of Pleasure, and the third of

Power. It is written in the heroic couplet, and
according to Johnson, its author " has infused into

it much knowledge and much thought, has often

polished it into excellence, often dignified it into

splendour, and sometimes heightened it to subli-

mity. Its tediouuness," he says, " proceeds, not
from the uniformity of the subject—for it is suf-

ficiently diversified—^but from the continued tenour
of the narration, in which Solomon relates the
successive vicissitudes of his own mind, without the
intervention of any other speaker, or the mention
of any other agent, unless it be Abra."

Solomon's House. "The College of the
Six Day's Works," the description of which occu-
pies so large a portion of Lord Bacon's unfinished

work. The New Atlantis (q.v.).

Solomons, Ikey, jun. The nom de plume
adopted by William Makepeace Thackeray (q.v.)

,

in contributing to Fraser^s Magazine his story of

Catherine (q.v.).

Solomon's Song was a favourite subject of

versification with the old writers. A version was
made by Dudley Penner in 1587, and another by
EoBERT Fletcher in 1586. Warton mentions
several others in his Bistory of English Poetry.

"Some ask'd me where the rubies
grew."—First line of a lyric by Kobert Herrick
(q.v.), followed by :

—

"NotbinpT T did say,
But witli ray finger pointed to

The lips of Juba."

" Some mute inglorious Milton." See
" Mute inglorious Milton."

Somebody, For the Sake of. A song by
Robert Burns (1759—1796), beginning

—

" My heart is sair, I dare na tetl.

My heart is sair for somebody ; . .

I could range the world around,
For the sake o' somebody."

Somebody's Luggage. The title of the
Christmas number of All the Year Poimd for 1864,
written by Charles Dickens (1812—1870). The
story of Christopher, the head-waiter, is very
amusingly told.

SomerviUe, Mrs. Mary, scientific writer
(b. 1780, d. 1872), was the author of The Mechanism
of the Semens (1831), The Connection of the Physical
Sciences (1834), Physical Geography (1848), Mole-
cular and Microscopic Science, and other works.
Her Personal Recollections arid Correspondence ap-
peared in 1873.

Somerville, Thomas, D.D., Presbyterian
minister (b. 1741, d. 1830), published a Bistory of
the Political Transactions in the Reign of Williatn

III. (1792), and a Bistory of Great Britain in tlie

Reign of Queen Anne (1798). His autobiography
was published in 1861 under the title of My Own
Life and Times in 1741—I8I4.

SomerviUe, "WiUiam, poet (b. 1692, d.

1742), wrote The Two Springs (1725) ; Occasional

Poems (1727); TJie Chase (1735), (q.v.); Field Sports

(1742), (q.v.) ; and Bobbinol (q.v.). His Works are

included in Anderson's edition of The British Poets.

For Criticism, see Johnson's Lives of the Poets.

" Something in me dangerous." See
" Splenetive and rash."

" Sometimes counsel take (Dost), and
sometimes tea."

—

Pope, The Rape of the Lock,
canto iii., line 7.

Somnambulus. The pseudonym adopted by
Sir Walter Scott (1771—1832) in contributing

some political satires, entitled The Visionary, to

The Edinburgh Weekly Journal in 1819.

Somnium. A poem by George Buchanan
(1506—1582), in which he severely reflects upon
the vices and irregularities of the Franciscan
monks. St. Francis appears to the poet in a dream,
and endeavours, by describing the character and
pleasures of the order, to induce biTn to enter it.

Somnium was followed very shortly by Franciscanus,
in which the satire is even more bitter than in the
former poem ; and the anger of his enemies was so

great that Cardinal Beaton ofEered a price for his
head, and he was compelled to flee for safety to

London.

Sompnour, The, or Summoner, in Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales, teUs the story of a friar who
was outwitted by a dying man. "The tale is

cousin," says Morley, " to a fabliau by Jacques de
Baisieux."
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Song :
" ty a Person of Quality." Writteii in

1733, by Alexandek Pope, in ridicule of the
euphuistio songs popular at the time.

Song, A New : " showing the cruelty of

Gemutus, a Jew, who, lending to a merchant an
hundred crowns, would have a pounde of his fleshe,

because he could not pay him at the time appointed.

To the tune of Black and Yellow." A once popular

ballad, which was probably known to Shakespeare,

and may have furnished a hint for his Merchant of
Venice (q.v.).

"Song charms the sense." Line 556,

book ii., of Milton's poem of Paradise Lost (q.v.).

Song of Italy, A, by Algernon Charles
SwDJBUBNE (q.v.)

;
published in 1867. " It is

marked by sonorous eloquence, and carries us
buoyantly silong

; yet, despite its splendid apos-
trophes to Mazzini and Garibaldi, it was not a
poem to be widely received and to stir the common
heart."

Song of Lady Bessy, The most plea-
sant. An historical poem on the movements of

Elizabeth of York, afterwards Queen of England,
from Christmas, 1484, to the battle of Bosworth
Field. "In a literary point of view," says

Warton, "the poem is interesting and valuable.

The supposed author is Humphrey Brereton, the

lady's squire."

Song of Seaven Straines of the Soul.
A hymn by Willlam Lisle (d. 1637), which exists

only in manuscript.

Song of the Chyld-Byshop, The, "as it

was sunge before the queeues majestic [Msury I. of

England] by the chylde byshope of Paules churche
with his company." A poem of thirty-six stanzas,

celebrating a ceremony much in vogue in the
Middle Ages, in which a boy dressed in episcopal

robes " went abroad in most parts of London,
singing after the old fashion, and was received
with many ignorant but weU-disposed people iato

their houses, and had much good cheer." The
music is of that species of composition called
" Canon in the unison," and is supposed to be of

the fifteenth century. See Chappell's-Pop«/«r Music
of the Olden Time, and Ellis's edition of the Song.

Song of the Cuckoo, The, is the oldest

English song, says "Warton, that appears in our
manuscripts, with the musical notes annexed. It

begins :

—

" Sumner is i-comen In,
Ltaude sing cuccu

:

Groweth fed, and bloweth med,
And Bprlngeth the wde nu.

Sing cnccu."

Song of the Shirt, The. A lyric by
Thomas Hood, which appeared in the Christmas
number of Ftmch for 1843. The opening lines are

familiar :

—

" With Angers weary and worn,
with eyelids heavy and red,

A woman sat, in unwomanly rags.
Plying her needle and thread.

Stitch—stitch—stitch

!

In poverty, hunger, and dirt.
And still, with a voice of dolorous pitch.
She sang the ' Song of a Shirt I

*

"

Song, The Dead Man's, " whose dwelling
was near BasinghaU, in London," is printed in
Wood's Ballads. It begins :

—

" Sore sicke, dear friends, long tyme I was."

Song-Writing, Essay on, by Dr. John
AiKiN (1747—1822), was pubUshed in 1771.

Songes and Sonettes, "by Hbnky Howaed,
Earl of Surrey, Sir Thomas Wyatt the Elder,
Nicholas Grimald, and uncertaiu authors." See
Tottel's Miscellany.

Songs and other Poems, by Alexander
Brome (1620—1666)

;
published m 1660, and in-

cluding a large number of songs and lyrics in
favour of the Cavalier cause, to the ultimate success
of which, in the restoration of Charles II., Brome
may be said to have largely contributed.

Songs and Poems of Love and Drol-
lery, by Thomas, sometimes called Captain,

Weaver (d. 1662). The volume is partly political,

and against the Roundheads. For writing this

book, which was declared to be a seditious libel

against the Government, the author was expelled

from the University of Oxford by the Presby-
terians.

Songs and Sonnets. A work by George
TuRBERViLLE (circa 1530—1594) ;. published in 1567.

Songs before Sunrjse. A volume of poems
by Algernon Charles Swinburne (q.v.), published,

in 1871. "It is a series of lofty and imposing

odes, exhibiting Swinburne's varied lyrical powers,

and his most earnest traits of character. The
conflict of day with night before the sunrise

of freedom is rehearsed in two-score pieces, which
chant the democratic uprising of Continental

Europe and the outbreak in Crete."

Songs, Divine and Moral, by Dr. Isaac

Watts (1674—1748). "Some absurdities and

many beauties," says Southey, "might be col-

lected from his poems. He has the rare merit of

being seldom dull, and except where he has pur-

posely stooped to the capacity of children for the

best and most praiseworthy motives, he usually

displays a skilful ear and an active fancy; a mind

well stored with knowledge, and a heart of piety

and goodness." They appeared in 1720.

Songs for the Niirsery: "or, Mother

Goose's Melodies for Children." See Goose,

Mother.

Songs in Absence. Composed by Arthur
Hugh Clough (1819—1861), during his stay in

America in 1852.

Songs of Innocence and Songs of Ex-
perience. Poems by William Blake (1757

—

1828), pubUshed between 1789 and 1793, withiOus-

trations by the author. The Songs of Innocence:
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include "The Lamb;" the Songs of Experience,
"The Tiger" (q.v.).

Songs of two Worlds. See Mokeis,
Lewis.

Songs of Zion, "being imitations of the
Psalms." A work by James Montoomery (1771

—

1854) ; published in 1822.

Sonnets in English have their origin, like so

niuoh else ia our literature, ia Italy, where they
were brought to perfection by Petrarch, Tdsso,
and Dante, and whence they were imported into
our own country by Sir Thomas Wyatt and the
Earl of Surrey, the earliest sonneteers in our
language. The Italian sonnet consisted of four-
teen lines, divided into two groups of eight and
six lines respectively; the first eight {called the
Octave) having only two rhymes between them

—

the first, fourth, fiSth, and eighth being in one
rhyme, and the second, third, sixth, and seventh
being in the other. There was then a pause in
the sense, and the six concluding lines (called the
Sestette) had two rhymes between them, those
rhymes generally alternating in the most finished

specimens. In this form of sonnet Wyatt and
Surrey wrote ; but, since then, the only fixed rule
in regard to the English sonnet has been tha,t it

should consist of fourteen lines. The great
English masters of this form of verse have all

difiered in their arrangement of the rhymes.
Spenser divides the fourteen lines thus :—The first

and third lines rhyme oneway; the second, fourth,
fifth, -and seventh another; the sixth, eighth,
ninth, and eleventh another ; and the tenth and
twelfth another, the last two lines forming a
couplet with another rhyme. Here is a speci-

men:

—

"One day I wrote her name upon the strand

:

But came the waves and washM it away

:

Again I wrote It with a second hand,
But came the tide and made ray pains his prey.
• Vain man !

' said she, ' that dost in vain assay
A mortal thing so to immortalize

;

For I myself shall like to this decay,
And eke my name be wiped out likewise.*
* Not so,' quoth I, ' let baser things devise
To die In dust, but you shall live by fame

:

My verse your virtues fair shall 6temlze,
And in the heavens write your glorious name.
Where, whenas Death shall all the world subdue.
Our love shall live, and later life renew,"

Shakespeare's sonnets consist simply of three qua-
trains and a couplet, the rhymes being seven ii

number. Thus :

—

" Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds.
Or bends with the remover to remove

:

Oh, no ; it is an ever fixed mark,
That looks on tempests, and is never shaken

;

It is the star to every wandering bark.
Whose worth's unknown, although his height he taken.
Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks
Within his bending sickle's compass come

:

Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

If this be error, and upon me proved,
I never writ, nor no man ever loved."

In Milton's sonnets there is the classic division

into octave and sestette, the former being properly
carried out, but the latter being fitted with three

rhymes—^the ninth and twelfth, tenth and thir-

teenth, and eleventh and fourteenth rhyming
together. Here is an instance, in the poet's son-
net on his blindness :

—

*' when I consider how my light is spent
Ere half my days. In this dark world and wide ;And that one talent which is death to hide.
Lodged with me useless, though my soul more bent
To serve therewith my Maker, and present
My true account, lest He returning chide ;—
• Doth God exact day-labour, hght denied ?

'

I fondly ask : But Patience, to prevent
That murmur, soon replies, ' God doth not need
Either man's work, or his own gifts ; who best
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best : his state
Is kingly ; -thousands at his bidding speed.
And post o'er land and ocean without rest;—
They also serve who only stand and wait.' ''

Wordsworth, again, is very tmcertain in the
arrangement he adopts. In the following specimen,
for example, he gives us the ideal sonnet as con-
ceived by the Italians :

—

"The world is too much with us ; late and soo^.
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers

:

Little we see in nature that is ours

;

We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon I

This sea tbat bares her bosom to the moon.
The winds that will be howling at all hours.
And are up-gathered now like Bleeping flowers.
For this, lor everything, we are out of tune

;

It moves us not—Great God 1 I'd rather be'A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn.
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea.
Have glimpses that should make me less forlorn.
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea.
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn."

In other cases, he will preserve the octave, and
give three rhymes to the sestette, placing them as
he pleases. Two things, however, a sonnet must
have, besides its fourteen lines ; it must be complete
in itself, and it must be perfect in expression. It
must be flawless, or it is worthless ; if it is flawless,
it can give an undying reputation. Drayton, for
example, lives more by his sonnet begitming

—

" Since there's no help, come let us kiss and part,"

than by any of his larger works. Blanco White
has absolutely no other place in literature than
that which his sonnet on Night and Death has
effectually secured for him. The sonnet was
naturally a favourite form of verse with the
Elizabethans, for Italian influence was then strong
in England. Passing by Wyatt and Surrey, we
have as sonneteers in the sixteenth century. Sir
Philip Sjdney, Henry Constable, Thomas Liodge,
Thojirfs Watson, Joshua Sylvester, Samuel Daniel,
ajM many others apart altogether from Spenser
"Sad Shakespeare. Sidney will be chiefly remem-
bered for the sonnets beginning—

•

"Come Sleep, O Sleep, the certain knot of peace;"
and

—

" With how sad steps, O Moon 1 thou dimb'st the skies ;

"

—both of them certain of immortality. Steevens
thought Watson a '

' much more elegant sonneteer"
than Shakespeare—a judgment which depends upon
what is meant by " elegant." Spenser's sonnets are
eighty-eight in number, and c&\i.ei Amoretti (q.v.);
they " sing the cruelty and charms of his mistressm the artificial style so frequently adopted in that
£^e." Sir Walter Raleigh wrote a sonnet on the
Faerie Queene, which lYench calls "about tie finest
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compliment ever paid ty poet to poet." Con-

stable's efforts were entirely amatory in tone, and

addressed to a Diana (q.v.): they are " not witliout

melody and feeUng." Shakespeare's are discussed

elsewhere. Daniel had a Delia for his inspiration,

and wrote fifty-seven sonnets in her praise. Com-
ing down to the seventeenth century, we have

William Drummond, the most famous of whose

sonnets is that commencing

—

" A good that sever satisfies the mind."

Hazlitt desorihes them as " in the highest degree

elegant, harmonious, and striking," and as " more

in the manner of Petrarch than any other that we
have." Milton's sonnets were pooh-poohed hy
Johnson, whose verdict, however, is not that of the

lest critics. They are only eighteen in nnmher
(the English ones)—" soul-animating strains," says

Wordsworth—" alas ! too few ! " From his time

to that of Gray, the sonnet languished. The
period of Italian influence passed away, and the

R:endi element became powerful. By-and-by,

however, the sonnet reasserted its charm. Even
Gray wrote a specimen, and a very characteristic

one. Warton wrote at least one which Lamb
could characterise as of first-rate excellence. It

was Cowper, however, who restored it to its proper

eminence among forms of poetry. Of this poet's

sonnets, Palgrave says that " Shakespeare's have

more passion, Milton's stand supreme in stateHness,

Wordsworth's in depth and deUcacy. But Cowper
unites with an exquisiteness in the turn of thought,

which the ancients would have called irony, an
intensity of pathetic tenderness, peculiar to his

loving and ingenuous nature." 'The work of Anna
Seward and Charlotte Smith may be left without

comment. The sonnets of Bowles are interesting

only as having inspired Coleridge, who recom-

pensed liim in the lines beginning

—

"My heart has thanted thee, Bowles, for those soft strains."

Wordsworth was perhaps the first to make a poem
out of sonnets, as a bracelet is made up of separate

clasps or coils. Such a poem is his Eccleaiastwal

Sonnets, devoted to the Church of Englajid ; but

far greater than these are his sonnets dedicated to

the cause of liberty. These include not only some

of the finest things he ever wrote, but some of the

finest that were ever written. Poems pulsing

more nobly with exalted feeling were never com-

posed, whilst for felicity of fancy and of diction

they are unrivalled. It is curious that Wordsworth,

whilst almost earning the title of our greatest son-

net writer, should have produced the most notable

apology for and commendation of the Sonnet, and

that too in the form of sonnets. Here is one of

them :

—

" Scorn not the Sonnet ; Critic, you have frowned
Mindless of Its iust honours ; with this key
Shakespeare unlocked his heart ; the melody
Of this small lute gave ease to Petrarch's wouna

:

A thousand times this pipe did Tasso sound

;

With it Camoens soothed an exile's grief;

The Sonnet glittered like a gay myrtle leaf

Amid the cypress with which Dante crowned
His visionary hrow ; a glowworm lamp
It cheered mild Spenser, called from Faery-land

To struggle through dark ways ; and when a damp
Fell round the path of Milton, in his hand
The thing became a trumpet ; whence he blew
Soul-animating strains—alas, too few 1

"

Here is the other ;

—

** Nuns fret not at their convent's narrow room

;

And hermits are contented with their cells

;

And students with their pensive citadels

;

Maids at the wheel, the weaver at his loom.
Sit blithe and happy ; hees that soar for bloom.
High as the highest peak of Fumess-fells,
Will murmur by the hour in foxglove bells.

In truth, the prison unto which we doom
Ourselves, no prison is : and hence for me.
In sundry moods 't was pastime to be bound
VTithln the Sonnet's scanty plot of ground

;

Pleased if some souls (for such there needs must be),
Who have felt the weight of too much liberty.

Should find brief solace there, as I have found."

The sonnet writers among Wordsworth's contem-

poraries included Keats, with his

—

"Much have I travelled in the realms of gold ;

"

Shelley, with his

—

" I met a traveller from an antique land ;

"

Byron, with his

—

" Eternal Spirit of the chainless Mind I

"

Hartley Coleridge, with his

—

" What was 't awakened first the untried ear ;

"

and others for the names of whom there is not

space. Among later ones may be mentioned Mrs.

Browning, whose Sonnets from the Fortuguese are

separately referred to ; Arthur HaUam, with his

—

" Lady, I bid thee to a sunny dome ;

"

W. C. Eosooe, with his

—

" Like a musician with a flying finger ;

"

Julian Fane, with his touching sonnets Ad
Matrem ; David Gray, vrith his

—

" Die down, O dismal day, and let me live
;

"

and Alexander Smith, with his

—

" Beauty still walketh on the earth and air."

Among poets of our own day, Alfred Tennyson,

Matthew Arnold, and Dante Epssetti are those who
have treated the sonnet most successfully—the first-

named only occasionally, and evidently not with

a great liking for it; the others, and especially

Eossetti, more largely. For a history and speci-

mens of the English Sonnet, see Leigh Hunt's

Book of the Sonnet; see also Dennis's English

Sonnets and Studies in English Literature, Arch-

bishop Trench in Dublin Afternoon Lectures (1867),

and The Quarterly Review for 1873.

Sonnets from the Portuguese. A
series of poems by Elizaeeth Barkett Browning

(1809—1861), pubUshed iu 1844. "From the

Portuguese" is, of course, a poetic fiction. "I

am disposed," says Stedman, "to consider the

Sonnets from tlie Fortuguese as, if not the finest, a

portion of the finest subjective poetry iu our

literature. Their form reminds us of anEnghsh

prototype, and it is no sacrilege to say that their

music is showered from a higher and purer

atmosphere than that of the Swan of Avon

Shakespeare's personal poems were the overflow of

his impetuous youth—his broader vision, that
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took a world within its ken, was absolutely ob-

jective ; while Mrs. Browning's Love Sonnets are

the outpourings of a woman's tenderest emotions,

at an epoch when her art was most mature, and
her whole nature exalted by a passion that to such
a being comes but for once and for all. Here,
indeed, the singer rose to her height; here

she is absorbed in rapturous utterance, radiant and
trivraiphant with her own joy. The mists have
risen and her sight is clear. Her mouthing and
aifectation are forgotten, her lips cease to stammer,
the lyrical spirit has full control. The torrent,

artificial in weaker hands, becomes swift with
feeling, red with a ' veined humanity,' the
chosen vehicle of a royal woman's vows. G-races,

felicities, vigour, glory of speech, here are so

crowded as to tread each upon the other's sceptred

paU. The first sonnet, equal to any in our tongue,
is an overture containing the motive of the
canticle—"not Death, but Love" had seized her
unawares. The growth of this happiness, her
worship of its bringer, her doubts of her own
worthiness, are the theme of these poems. Never
was a man or minstrel so honoured as her ' most
gracious singer of high poems.' In fine, the
Portuguese sonnets, whose title was a screen
behind which the singer poured out her full

heart, are the most exquisite poetry hitherto
written by a woman, and of themselves justify us
in pronouncing their author the greatest of her
sex—on the ground that the highest mission of a
female poet is the expression of love, and that
no other woman approaching her in genius has
essayed the ultimate form of that expression."

Sonnets, The, generally ascribed to William
Shakespeare (1564—1616), were published in

1609, by Thomas Thorpe, a bookseller 6f the day,
whose initials appear at the foot of the following
dedication of the work :—" To the onlie begetter
of these insuing sonnets Mr. W. H. all happinesse
and that etemitie promised by our ever-living
poet wisheth the well-wishing adventurer in setting
forth." No performance of the kind, it may be
safely said, has ever excited so much controversy
as the above short sentence. The absence of
punctuation renders it uncertain whether it is

" T. T. " who wishes " all happiness " to " Mr.
W. H.," the " only begetter of the sonnets," or
whether it is to the " only begetter of the son-
nets" that "Mr. W. H. " wishes " all happiness."
The very identity of " Mr. "W. H. " is doubtful.
Drake, Gervinus, Kreyssig, and others suggest
Henry Wriothesley, Earl of Southampton; Boaden,
Bright, A. Brown, H. Brown, and Hallam suggest
William Herbert, Earl of Pembroke; but to
neither of these noblemen does the description
given in the Sonnets strictly apply. The author-
ship of the Sonnets has never been seriously
questioned ; the title-page describes them as
" Shakapeare's Sonnets, never before ^imprinted,"
and the critics have been content to accept the
testimony as conclusive, chiefly, no doubt, because

if Shakespeare did not write these poema, it would
be difficult to say who did. Shakespeare, then,
acknowledged as their author, the questions arise

:

What was his aim in writing them ? and. What, as

a body, do they mean ? The answers to these are
various. The theory held by Dyce and Morley is

that they were " composed in an assumed character

on different subjects, and at different times, for

the amusement, if not at the suggestion, of the
author's intimate associates (hence described by
Meres [in his Falladis Tamia, 1598] as ' his sugred
sonnets among his private friends

;

'
" and though

these writers "do not deny that one or two " of
the sonnets "reflect Shakespeare's genuine feel-

ings," they contend that " allusions scattered

through the whole series are not to be hastily

referred to the personal circumstances of Shake-
speare." Somewhat allied to this notion is the
opinion that some of the soimets were addressed by
the poet to Southampton, others to Southampton
in Elizabeth Vernon's name, others to that lady in
Southampton's name ; whilst a few again were
addressed in Southampton's name to Lady Rich.
This was flrst partly broached by Mrs. Jameson,
and afterwards fully argued by Gerald Massey,
in The Quarterly Beview (1864), and stiU more
elaborately in a separate publication by that writer

(1870). "The peculiarity of Henry Brown's inter-

pretation," says Dowden, who himself expands the
autobiographical theory, " is that he discovers in

the soimets the intention of Shakespeare to parody
or jest at the fashionable love-poetry and love-

philosophy of the day." This view is partially

adopted by Delius and Friesen. The autobiographi-
cal theory has certainly an imposing array of names
on its side. Besides Dowden, there are Drake,
Gervinus, Kreyssig, Boaden, Bright, the two
Browns, Hallam, and Furnivall. To these must be
added the still more powerful support of Coleridge,
who says " the soimets could only have come from
a man deeply in love, and in love with a woman ;"

and of Wordsworth, who declares them to be the
expression of Shakespeare's " own feelings" in his
"own person." See Dowden's Shakspere's Mind
and Art, Heraud's Shakspere's Inner Life, Massey's
Shakspeare's Sonnets and Ms Private Friends, Henry
Brown's Sonnets of Shakespeare Solved, Hallam's
Literary History, and Bamstorff's Schliissel zu
Shakspere's Sonnetten, besides other authorities
noted under Shakespeare.

Sonnets to the Fairest Celia, by Wil-
liam Percy

;
published in 1694, and " of little or

no merit," says Collier.

Sophocles. The chief complete translations
into EngHsh of this Greek tragic poet are those by
Potter (1788), Dale (1824), and Plumptre (1865).

Sophonisba. A play by John Makston
(1575—after 1633), published in 1606. " It is not
very probable," says Gifford, " that Mr. M. Lewis
ever looked into Marston; yet some of the most
loathsome parts of The Monk are to be found in
this detestable play."
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Sophonistaa. A tragedy by James Thomson
(1700—1748), produced at Drury Lane in 1729. It

raised such expectations in .the popular mind, that

Johnson tells us " every rehearsal was dignified

with a splendid audience, collected to anticipate

the delight that was preparing for the public. It

was observed, however, that nobody was much
afiected, and that the company rose as from a

moral lecture. It had upon the stage no unusual
degree of success." See " Sophonisba !

"

Sophronia. A Christian maiden beloved by
Olindo (q.v.) in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

Sophronia. See Eufhbasia.

Sophrosyne figures in Akiosto's Orlando

Furioso.

Sophy, The. A tragedy by Sir John Denham
(q.v.), prmted in 1642. It is a mediocre combi-
nation of Turkish love, jealousy, revenge, and
murder.

SordeUo. A poem by Robert Browning
(q.v.), published in 1840. " SordeUo," says

Button, "is an ambitious poet of the ancient

troubadour type and times, divided ivith himself

whether he should try to influence the world
directly or only through his song. It is the

psychological history of this conflict which
Browning apparently wishes to describe." "Sor-
dello," says Stedman, "is a fault throughout, in

conception and execution ; nothing is ' expressed,'

not even the ' incidents in the development of a

soul,' though such incidents may have had some
nebulous origin in the poet's mind."

Sorrel, Hetty. A character in Adam Bede
(q.v.).

" Sorrow and silence are strong, and
patient endurance is god-like."

—

Longfellow,
Eoangelirte, part ii., Hue 60.

"Sorrow more beautifulthan beauty's
self."

—

Keats, Hyperion.

"Sorrows come (When), they come
not single spies."

—

Hamlet, act iv., scene 5.

" Sorrow's crown of sorrow is remem-
bering happier things. And a." A line in Tenny-
son's poem of Zocjcsley Hall (q.v.). A similar idea
is expressed by Boetluus, Dante, and Chaucer.

Sotheby, WiUiam, poet (b. 1757, d. 1833),

published^ Tour through Parts of Wales (1789) ; a
translation of Wieland's Oberon (1798) ; A Poem
commemorative of the Battle of the Nile (1799) ; a
translation of VirgU's Georgies (1800); A Poetical

Epistle on the Encouragement of the British School

ofPainting (1801) ; Julian and Agnes (1801); Orestes

(1802), (q.v.) ; Saul (1807), (q.v.) ; Constance de

Castile (1810), (q.v.) ; four more tragedies (1814)

;

Italy (1828); translations of the Iliad and Odyssey

(1832); and miscellaneous poems. A short memoir
of his Life is prefixed to his Lines suggested by the

Third Meeting of the British Association (1834). See

TouK THROUGH Parts op Wales, A.
38
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" Soxil (A) in aU things." See "Nature
IS BUT A NAME."

"Soul of goodness in things evU,
There is some."

—

King Henry V., act iv., scene 1.

" Soul of the age ! "—Ben Jonson's verses
To the Memory of Shakespeare. See Shakespeare.

Soul, The Progress of the. A poem by
Dr. John Donne (1573-1631).

" Soul (Thy) was Uke a star, and dwelt
apart." A description applied to Milton by
Wordsworth in one of his sonnets.

Soules Conflict (The) with itselfe, and
Victory over itselfe by Faith. A devotional
work by Richard Sibbes (1577—1635), pubhshed
in 1635, and so admired by Izaak Walton that he
desired it might be read by his son, "so as to be
well acquainted with it."

" Souls (And) are ripened in our
Northern sky."—Mrs. Barbauld, The Invitation.

" Soul's dark cottage (The), battered
and decayed." A line in Waller's Verses upon
his Divine Poesy. The next line runs :

—

" Lets in new light ttirough cliinks tliat time has made."

Soul's Errand, The. (See Lie, The.) « The
Soul's Errand" says Campbell, " by whomsoever it

was written, is a burst of genuine poetry. I know
not how that short production has ever affected other
readers, but it carries to my imagination an appeal
which I cannot easily account for from a few
simple rhymes. It places the last and inexpressibly

awful hour of existence before my view, and sounds
like a sentence of vanity on the things of this

world, pronounced by a dying man, whose eye
glares on eternity, and whose voice is raised by
strength from another world."

" Souls of poets dead and gone."—i««»
on the Mermaid Ta/oern, by John Keats.

" Souls that were (All the), were for-
feit once."

—

Measure for Measure, act ii., scene 2.

" Soul's (The) calm sunshine and the
heartfelt joy."

—

Pope, Essay on Man, epistle iv.,

line 168.

Soul's Tragedy, A. A poem by Robert
Browning (q.v.) ;

" of value and interest, first, for

a masterly distinction between the action of senti-

ment and that founded on principle ; and, secondly,

for wit, satire, and knowledge of affairs. Ogoriben,

the legate, is the most thorough man of the world

Browning has drawn."

" Sound and fury, PuU of." A phrase

used in Macbeth, act v., scene 5 ;

—

" It is a tale

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury.

Signifying notlilng."

" Sound of a voice that is still. And
the." See Tennyson's poem beginning :

—

" Break, hreak, hreak " (q.v.).
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"Sound of revelry by night. There
wag a." See stanza 21, canto iii., of BYEON'spoem
of Childe Harold's Filgrimage (q.v.).

Sound, On the Power of. A poem, in

fourteen stanzas, ty William Wokusworth. It

was wi'itten in 1828.

" Sound shall triiunph over sense."—
CowPEB, Conversation.

" Sound the loud timbrel o'er Egypt's
dark sea." First line of a sacred lyric by Thomas
MOORB.

"Source of sympathetic tears, The
sacred.",

—

Gray, The Progress of Foesy, part iii.,

stanza 1.

South, Esquire. The name under which
the Archduke Charles of Austria figures in Dr.
Akbuthnot's History of John Bull (q.v.).

South, Robert, D.D., Canon of Christ
Church, Oxford (b. 1633, d. 1716), published
Musica Incantans (1655), The Laitie Instructed

(1660) ; Animadversions on Sherlock's Vindication of
the Doctrine of the Trinity (1693) ; and Tritheism
charged on Or. Sherlock's New Notion of the Trinity

(1695). His Opera Fosthuma appeared in 1717; a
collection of his Sermons in 1823. More recent
editions are those of 1843 and 1850.

South Sea, History of Voyages and
Discoveries in the, by Captain James Burkey,
was published in 1803— 17.

Southern Wight, A. A lyric by Matthew
Arnold (b. 1822), in memory of the author's
brother, William Delafield Arnold (q.v.), who died
at Gibraltar, on his way home from India, on the
9thof April, 1859 :—

" Of tbee I think, ray brother I young
In heart, higb-souled."

Southern, Thomas, dramatist (b. 1660, d.

1746), produced The Fersian Frince : or, the Loyal
Brother (1682), (q.v.); The Disappointment : or, the
Mother in Fashion (1684) ; The Wife's Fxcuse (1692)

;

The Spartan Dame (1721), (q.v.); Isabella: or,

the Fatal Marriage (q.v.) ; Orenooko (q.v.) ; The
Bambling Lady ; Cleomenes ; and two other plays,
the whole of which were first collected and pub-
lished, with an account of the life and writings of
the author, in 1774.

Southesk, The Earl of, poet and prose
writer (b. 1827), has published Jonas Fisher, a
poem (1875), Saskatchewan and the Bocky Mountains
(1875), Greenwood's Farewell and other Foems (1876),
and The Meda Maiden and other Foems (1877).

Southey, Mrs. Caroline Anne Bowles,
poetess (b. 1786, d. 1854), wrote Mien Fitzarthwr
(1820), The Widow's Tale, Solitary Hours, and a
series of ballads, lyrics, and domestic tales, which,
says Professor Nichol, " are marked by genuine
pathos and simplicity of thought, with an unusual
grace and harmony of versification."

' Southey, Robert, poet-laureate, essayist,

and historian, (b. 1774, d. 1843), published the
foUowiug poems : Wat Tyler (1794) ; Foems (1795,

1797, 1801); Joan of Arc (1796); Thalaha the

Destroyer (1801); Madoe (1805); Metrical Tales

and other Foems (1805) ; The Curse of Kehama
(1810); Roderick (1814); Odes (1814); Minor
Poems (1815); Carmen Trimnphale (1815); The
Poet' s Pilgrimage to Waterloo (1816); The Lay of the

Laureate (181S); A Vision ofJudgment (1821); The
Expedition of Orsua and the Crimes of Aguirre
(1821) ; A Tale of Paraguay (1825) ; All for Love
and the Pilgrim to CompOstella (1829) ; Oliver

Newman, and other Poetical Bemains (1845) ; and
Bobin Hood, u, fragment (1847). His prose works
are as follow :

—

Letters written during a short

Besidence in Spain and Portugal, with smne account

of Spanish and Portuguese Poetry (1791); Letters

from England, by Don Manuel Alvarez Fspriella

(1807); Chronicle of the Cid Bodrigo Diaz de Bivar,

from the Spanish (1808) ; a History of Brazil

(1810); Ommana: or,the Horce Ostiosiores (\ii\2]; a
Life of Nelson (1813) ; a Life of Wesley (1820); a
History of the Peninsular War (1823) ; The Book of
the Church (1824); Sir Thomas More: or. Colloquies

on the Progress and Prospects of Society (1824);
Vifidicice Fcclesiee Anglicante (1826); Essays, Moral
and Political (1832) ; Lives of English Admirals
(1833—40); The Doctor (1834—38); Lives of
Cromwell and Bunyan (1844); and a Life of Doctor
Andrew Bell (1844). Southey also edited the
English Anthology for 1799—1800; Specimens of
the Late English Poets, with Preliminary Notices

(1807); Attempts at Verse, by T. Jones, with an
Essay on Uneducated Poets (1813) ; and Select Works
of the Early British Poets, with Biographical Notices

(1831). His Commonplace Book, edited by J. W.
Warter, appeared in 1849—51 ; selections from his

prose works in 1832, and from his poetical works
in 1831. His Life and Correspondence were pub-
lished by his son in 1849—50 ; and a Selection
from his Letters by his son-in-law, Warter, in
1856. See, also, the Life of Southey by C. T.
Browne (1854). Detailed notices of most of
Southey's works will be found under their respec-
tive headings. " The most ambitious and the most
voluminous author of his age, Southey," says John
Dermis, "was also one of the least popular; and
time, instead of changing the national verdict, as
he anticipated, has apparently confirmed it. His
vast epics, the acorns which he planted when his
poetical contemporaries, as he said, were sowing
kidney-beans, are not the trees whose majestic pro-
portions win our admiration or to whose shade we
willingly resort ; his bulky histories of Brazil and
the PeninsularWar stand upon our shelves unread

;

his Doctor, that strange jumble of humour and non-
sense, of learning and simplicity, of literary strength
and weakness, is read chiefly by the curious ; his
Naval History of England is a dead book ; so is the
Colloquies. The Book of the Church is not dead, but
it has never attained popularity; and probably
the only works which keep Southey's name before
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the latest generation of readers are the 'biographies

of John Wesley and Lord Nelson. Failure, then,

if any trust may be placed in the verdict we have
recorded, is written upon a large proportion of

Southey'a works."

Southwell, Robert, poet (b. 1560, d.

1595), wrote A Supplication to Queen Elizabeth

(1593) ; Marie Magdalen's Funerall Teares (1594)

;

St. Feter's Gomplaynt (q.v.), with other Poems (1596);

Uaonia (1595) ; The Tritimphs over Death (1595),

(q.v.) ; Epistle of Comfort to the reverend priests

and others of the lay sort restrained in durance for
the Oatholikefayth (1605), (q.v.) ; and A Short Rule

of Good Life. The prose Works of Southwell were
edited hy "Walter in 1828 ; his poetical Works by
Tumbull in 1856. For Biography, see The Gentle-

man'sMagazineioT 1798, Brydges' Censura Literaria,

Ellis's Specimens, and Campbell's English Poets.

For Criticism, see MacDonald's England's Antiphon.
See BnKNiNG Babe, The.

"Spacious flrmament on high, The."
Krst line of an ode generally printed among the
poema of Joseph Addison (1672—1719), but by
some writers attributed to Andrew Makvell
(1620—1678).

" Spake full well, in language quaint
and olden." First line of Flowers, a lyric by
Henky Wadsworth Lonopellow.

Spalding, William, professor at St. Andrews
(^A..\ib^),yn:ote An Introduction to Logical Science,

A Sistory of English Literature, Italy and the

Italians, and other works.

Spanish Curate, The. A comedy of

intrigue, by John Fletcher (1676—1625), and
founded on Gerardo : or, the Unfortunate Spaniard,

by Goncalo de Cespides, of which an English trans-

lation, by Leonard Digges, appeared in 1622.

Spanish Father, The. A tragedy written
by Henry Mackenzie (q.v.) in early life, and never
performed. An extract is given in Grant Wilson's
Foets and Foetry of Scotland.

Spanish Friar, The : "or, The Double Dis-
covery." A play by John Dryden (1631—1701),
written against the Eoman Catholic priesthood.

"It has earned," says Morley, " special praise for
the dramatic skill with which it makes an under-
plot unite with the main action of the piece." It

was produced in 1681.

Spanish Gypsy, The. A dramatic poem
by &EORQE Eliot (q.v.), published in 1868. It

was originally written in the winter of 1864—65,
hut was re-written and amplified after a visit to
Spain in 1867. Some passages have already
become classical: the allusion to the Mediter-
ranean

—

" Tlie mid sea that moans with memories ;

"

and the lines

—

" Ancl bells make Catholic the tremhllng air."

" What times are little ? To the sentinel
That hour Is regal when he mounts on guard."

" The soul of man Is widening towards the past."

" For now the old Epic voices ring again
And Tlhrate with the heat and melody,
Stirred by the wai-juth at old Ionian days."

Spanish Lady's Love, The. A ballad of
the Elizabethan time, which relates of

"A Spanish lady,
How she wooed an English man."

The Englishman is said to have been a member of
the Popham family.

Spanish Masquerade, The. A work by
Robert Greene (q.v.), written in 1589.

Spanish Student, The. A dramatic poem
by Henry Wadsworth Longpellow (b. 1807),
published in 1845.

Spanish Tragedy, The : " or, Hieronimo is

mad again ; containing the lamentable end of Don
Horatio and Belimperia; with the pitiful death of

Hieronimo." A play by Thomas Kyd, printed in
1603. Charles Lamb speaks of "the wild, solemn,
preternatural cast of grief" which colours several

scenes. See Dodsley's Old Flays, ed. Carew Hazlitt.

See also Hieronimo.

Spanish Virgin, The : "or, the Effects of

Jealousy." A ballad, the subject of which is taken
from a folio collection of tragic stories called The
Theatre of God's Judgments (q.v.).

" Spare the rod and spoil the child.
Then." Line 843, canto i., part ii., of Butler's
poem of Hudibras (q.v.).

Sparkes, Thomas, Puritan divine (b. 1548,

d. 1616), published .4 Brotherly Persuasion to Unitie

and Uniformitie in Judgment and Practice touching

the received and present Ecclesiastical Government,

and the authorised Eites and Ceremonies of the Church

of England (1607) ; A Comfortable Treatise for a

Troubled Conscience ; The Highway to Seaven ; and
other works.

Sparks, Godfrey.' A pseudonym assumed

'by Charles Dickens (1812—1870) in publishing

The Bloomsbury Christening.

Sparks, Timothy. See Sunday under
THREE HEADS.

Sparowe, Phyllyp, The Boke of. A
poem by John Skelton (q.v.), written before

the end of 1508, and apparently suggested by the

Sparrow of Catullus. It is supposed to be the

lament of a certain maiden named Jane Sorope

for Philip, her pet sparrow, who had been killed

by a cat. The poem ends with a Latia 'epitaph

on the bird, and lines Jn commendation of its mis-

tress. It is written in the characteristic verae

invented by the author, and since called by his

name.

Spartan Dame, The. A tragedy by

Thomas Southern (1660—1746), acted m 1721.

The plot is taken from the life of Agis, by Plu-

tarch, and the character of Chelouis is said to

have been intended for Queen Mary, wife of

William IH.
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Spasmodic School of Poets, The. A
term frequently applied to a body of authors of

the present century, of whom Alexander Smith
(q.v.), and Philip James Bailey (q.v.), may he
taken as the representatives, and whose writings
are distinguished by a certain unreahty and diffi-

cult straining after effect. They have been admi-
rably ridiculed by Professor Aytoun in Ms Firmilian
(q.v.), a Spasmodic Tragedy.

Speake Parot. A poem by John Skelton
(q.v.), in Chaucer's seven-line stanza. The writer
here makes his parrot speak piquant satire on men
and things of the time. Henry VIII. is ridiculed

as Bo-ho, and Cardinal Wolsey as Hough-ho, both
being figured as dogs. The parrot was the court

bird of that age.

Specimens of the British Poets, " with
bibliographical and critical notices, and an Essay
on English Poetry," by Thomas Campbell, were
published in 1819, 1841, 1845, and 1848.

Spectator Club, The. See Spectator, The.

Spectator, The. A series of essays by
Joseph Addison, Sir Richard Steele, and
others, begun on March 1st, 1711, and continued
daily untU December 6th, 1712, by which time it

had run through 555 numbers. It was resumed
in 1714, when eighty numbers were pubKshed,
making 635 in aU, of which Addison wrote 274,
and Steele 240. Pope contributed to one of the
issues his Messiah (q.v.). The idea of the Spec-
tator himself was Addison's, but the notion of the
periodical was certainly derived from that of The
Tatler (q.v.), which preceded it, just as the success
of The Spectator, in its turn suggested The
Guardian, and other similar publications. " The
Spectator," says Macaulay, " is a gentleman who,
after passing a studious youth at the University,
has travelled on classic ground, and has bestowed
much attention lipon curious points of antiquity.

He has, on his return, fixed his residence in London,
and has observed all the forms of life which are to
be found in that great city, has daily listened to

the wits of Will's, has smoked with the philoso-

phers of the Grecian, and has mingled with the
paraons at Child's, and with the politicians at the
St. James's. In the morning he often listens to the
hum of the Exchange ; in the evening his face is

constantly to be seen in the pit of Drury Lane
Theatre. But an insurmountable bashfuluess
prevents him from opening his mouth, except in a
amaU circle of intimate friends. These friends

were first sketched by Steele. Eour of the club,

the Templar, the clergyman, the soldier, and the
merchant, were uninteresting figures, fit only for

a background. But the other two, an old county
baronet, and an old town rake, though not
delineated with a very delicate pencil, had some
good strokes. Addison took the rude outlines into
his own hands, retouched them, coloured them,
and is in truth the creator of the Sir Roger de
Coverley and the Will Honeycomb with whom
•we are aU familiar. The plan of The Spectator

must be allowed to be both original and eminently
happy ; every valuable essay in the series may be
read with pleasure separately

;
yet the five or six

hundred essays fonn a whole, and a whole which
has the interest of a novel. It must be remem-
bered, too, that at that time no novel giving a
lively and powerful picture of the common life and
manners of England had appeared. Richardson
was working as a compositor ; Fielding was robbing
birds' nests; Smollett was not yet bom. The
narrative, therefore, which connects together the
Spectator's Essays, gave to our ancestors their

first taste of an exquisite and untried pleasure.

That narrative was indeed constructed with no art

or labour. The events were such events as occur
every day. Sir Roger comes up to town to see

Eugenio, as the worthy baronet always calls Prince
Eugene, goes with the Spectator on the water to

Spring Gardens, walks among the tombs in the
Abbey, and is frightened by the Mohawks, but
conquers his apprehension so far as to go to the
theatre when The Distressed Mother is acted. The
Spectator pays a visit in the summer to Coverley
Hall, is charmed with the old house, the old butler,

and the old chaplain, eats a jack caught by Will
Wimble, rides to the assizes, and hears a point of
law discussed by Tom Touchy. At last a letter

from the honest butler brings to the club the news
that Sir Roger is dead. WOl Honeycomb marries
and reforms at sixty. The club breaks up, and
the Spectator resigns his functions. Such events
can hardly be said to form a plot

;
yet they are

related with such truth, such grace, such wit, such
humour, such pathos, such knowledge of the human
heart, such knowledge of the ways of the world,
that they charm us on the hundredth perusal."
See the editions by Nichols (1786), Bisset (1793),
Chalmers (1817), and Henry Morley (1868). See'
also Hazlitt's Comic Writers, Thackeray's lEnglish

Sumourists, and other authorities mentioned under
Addison and Steele. See Coverley, SiRRoaEUDB.

Spectator, The. A weekly newspaper, started
in 1828 by Robert Stephen Elntoul (q.v.), and
now edited by Richard Holt Htjtton, author of
lEssays, Theological and Literary.

Spectator, The Female. See Female
Spectator, The.

Spectators, A Sequel to the. See Lay
Monastery, The.

Speculation : " or, a Defence of Mankind."
A work by Christopher Anstey ; written in 1780.

Speculum Christiani, A theological tract,

by John Watton, a contemporary of Dunbar;
prefaced by some " miserable rhymes."

Speculum Meditantis. The first book of
a poem by John Gower (q.v.), written in French,
and never printed. It is described by a contem-
porary copyist as being divided into twelve books,
and " treating of the vices and virtues, and of the
various degrees of this age." It sought "to teach,
by a right path, the way whereby a transgressed
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sinner ought to return to the knowledge of his

Creator." See Confessio Amantis and Vox
Clamantis.

Speoulum Stultorum. A satire in Latin

elegiacs, by Nioelus Wieeker (circa 1190), on
the follies and corruptions of society in his time,

and especially of the monastic orders. The hero,

Brnnellus, an ass—designed as a personification of

the monks—becomes discontented with his evil

condition and his short tail, and sets out in search

of a better state and a longer appendage. He
decides upon entering into holy orders; and in

order to judge which monastic estabhshmeut is the

best fitted for him, passes them aU in review, and
finds something to reprobate and condemn in every

one. At last he is discovered by his old master,

and is compelled to return to his former condition

of servitude, with his tail even shorter than before.

Speed. Servant to Valentine, in The Two
Gentlemen of Verona (q.v.).

Speed, Jolm, chronicler and geographer (b.

1555, d. 1629), published The Theatre of the Empire

of Great Britain (1611), (q.v.) ; The History of
Great Britaine imder the Conquests of ye Momans,
Saxons, Danes, and Normans (1611); A Glowd of
Witnesses (1616) ; A Prospect of the most Famous
Farts of the World (1631) ; and The Genealogies of
Scripture (c[-v.), according to every Familie and Tribe

(1640).

Speed the Plough.. A comedy by Thomas
MoKTON (1764—1838), which appeared in 1798.

"Speed the soft intereourse from soul
to soul,"—Line 57 in Pope's epistle of Eloisa to

Abelard (q.v.)

—

*" And waft a Bigh from Indus to the Pole."

Spelman, Sir Henry, antiquary (b. 1562,

d. 1641), publishedi)« Sepultttra; Denon Temerandis

Mcclesiis (1616) ; Glossarium Arch<Bologicum (1626
and 1664) ; Concilia, Decreta, Leges, Constitutiones,

in re Fcclesiaram Orbis Britannici (1629 and
1641) ; A Frotestanfs Account of his Orthodox

Molding in Matters of Religion (1642) ; Villare

Anglicanum (1656) ; History and Fate of Sacrilege

discovered by Examples of Scripture, of Heathens,

of Christians (1698) ; and Eeliquia SpehnannianiB

(1698). His English Worlcs were published, .with

a Life, by Gibson in 1723. See Concilia, &c. ;

EcoLEsiis, De non temerandis ; Glossarium Ab-
CHJEOLOGICUM ; Sepultura, De.

Spence, Joseph, critic (b. 1698, d. 1768), wrote
Polymetis (1747) ; An Essay on Pope's Translation

of Homer's Odyssey (1727) ; Moralities: or. Essays,

Letters, Fables, and Translations (1753) ; an Account

ofihe Life, Character, and Poems of Mr. BlacJelocle

(1754) ; A Parallel, in the manner of Plutarch,

between a most celebrated Man of Florence [Signer

Magliabecchi^, and one scarce ever heard of in England
[Robert Hill] (1758) ; and Observations, Anecdotes,

md Characters of Boohs and Men (1820). See The
Quarterly Eeview, vol. xxiii.; also, the Life by

Singer (1820). /S«e Beaumont, Sir Harry ; Pheboj
ECNEPS.

Spencer, Herbert, philosophical writer (b.

1820), is the author of The Proper Sphere of Govern-
ment (1842); Social Statics (1851); Principles of
Psychology (1855) ; Essays : Scientific, Political,

and Speculative (1858—74); Education (1861);
First Principles (1862) ; Classification of the Sciences

(1864) ; Principles of Biology (1864) ; Spontaneous
Generation (1870) ; Peeent Discussions in Science,

Philosophy, and Morals (1871) ; The Study of
Sociology (1872) ; Descriptive Sociology (1873) ; and
Sins of Trade and Cominerce (1875).

Spencer, The Hon. William Eobert,
poet (b. 1770, d. 1834), published several volumes
of vers de societe. His Works were collected and
published in 1835. See Beth-Gelert.

Spens, Sir Patrick. A famous ballad,

printed in the collections of Percy, Scott, Jamie-

son, Buchan, and Motherwell, concerning which
there has been much discussion, and of whose
origin no one appears to have any accurate infor-

mation. Sir Walter Scott imagines it to refer to

an expedition that may have been sent for Mar-
garet, caUed the Maid of Norway (daughter of

Erie, King of Norway, and Margaret, daughter, of

Alexander III. of Scotland), after the death of

her grandfather in 1285, which made her Queen
of Scotland. Finlay thinks it has reference to

the marriage of James III. of Scotland with Mar-
garet, daughter of the King of Denmark; while

Motherwell suggests that it sings the fate of

certain Scottish nobles who accompanied Margaret,

daughter of Alexander III., to her nuptials with

Eric, King of Norway, and who were drowned on

their return home from the voyage. Chambers,

on the other hand, "feels assured that 'Sir Patrick'

is a modem ballad, and suspects, or more than

suspects, that the author is Lady Wardlaw."
Alhngham advises his readers not to trouble them-

selves about the connection of this or any other

ballad with authentic history, and they wiU be

gainers in comforts, and no losers otherwise.

Spenser, Edmund, poet-laureate (b. 1652,

d. 1599), pubKshed The Shepherd's Calendar

(1579), (q.v.); The Faerie Queene (1590), (q.v.);

Complaintes (1591); Prosopopoia : or. Mother Hub-

bard's Tale (1591) ; Tears of the Muses (1691),

(q.v.); Daphnaida (1691), (q.v.); Colin Cloufs

Come Home Againe (1595), (q.v.); Amoretii

(1595), (q.v.); Foure Hymns (1596); Prothalamion

(1696), (q.v.); Britain's Ida (1628), (q.v.); also,

with Gabriel Harvey (1545—1630), Three proper

and wittie familiar Letters, lately passed between

two University Men, touching the Earthquake in

Aprill last, and our English Eefourmed Versifying

(1580), and Two other very Commendable Letters of

the same Men's Writing, both touching the foresaid

artificiall Versifying, and certain other Particulars

(1580), both of which are reprinted in vol. ii. of

Haslewood's Ancient Critical Essays lipon
'^—•'••'
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Foeta andPoesy ; besides^ View ofthe State ofIreland

(1633). Spenser'a Poetical Works have been edited,

with. Notes and Memoirs, by Hughes (1715 and
1760), Birch (1761), Church (1768), Upton (17S8),

Todd (1805 and 1840), Aikin (1806 and 1842),

Robinson (1825), Mitford (1829), Hillard (1839),
Masterman (1848), Child (1855), GilfiUau (1859),
and Morris (1869). See Warton's English Poetry

;

Hazlitt's English Poets; Spenser and his Poetry, by
G. L. Craik (1845) ; Morley's Library of English

Literature. " Spenser's great characteristic," says

Leigh Hunt, "is poetic luxury. If you go to him
for a story, you wUl be disappointed ; if for a style,

classical or concise, the point against him is con-
ceded ; if for pathos, you must weep for personages
half-real and too beautiful ; if for mirth, you must
laugh out of good breeding, and because it pleaseth

the great sequestered man to be facetious. But if

you love poetry well enough to enjoy it for its

own sake, let no evil reports of his ' allegory' deter

you from his acquaintance, for great wiU be your
loss. His allegory itself is but one part allegory,

8md nine parts beauty and enjoyment; sometimes
an excess of flesh and blood. His forced rhymes,
and his sentences written to fill up, which in a less

poet would be intolerable, are accompanied by
such endless grace and dreaming pleasure, fit to

"
' Make heaven drowsy with the harmony,'

that although it is to he no more expected of any-
body to read him through and through at once, than
to wander days and nights in a forest, thinking of
nothing else, yet any true lover of poetry, when
he comes to know him, would as soon quarrel with
repose on the summer grass. You may get up
and go away, but will return next day at noon to
listen to his waterfalls, and see, ' with half-shut
eye,' his visions of knights and nymphs, his gods
and goddesses, whom he brought down again to
earth in immortal beauty. Spenser, in some re-
spects, is more southern than the south itself. He
is more luxurious than Ariosto or 'Tasso, more
haunted with the presence of beauty. His whole-
sale poetical belief, mixing up all creeds and mj-th-
ologies, but with less violence, resembles that of
Dante and Boccaccio. Then his versification is

almost perpetual honey. Spenser is the farthest
removed from the ordinary cares and haunts of the
world of all the poets that ever wrote, except
perhaps Ovid ; and this, which is the reason why
mere men of business and of the world do not like
him, constitutes his most bewitching charm with
the poetical. He is not so great a poet as Shak-
speare or Dante ; he has less imagination, though
more fancy, than Milton. He does not see things
so purely in their elements as Dante, neither can
he combine their elements like Shakspeare, nor
bring such frequent intensities of words, or of
wholesale imaginative sympathy, to bear upon his
subject as any one of them, though he has giveji
noble diffused instances of the latter in his Una,
and his Mammon, and his accounts of Jealousy
and Despair. Take him for what he is, whether

greater or less than his fellows, the poetical faculty

is so abundantly and beautifully predominant in

him above every other—though he had passion, and
thought, and plenty of ethics, and was as learned

a man as Ben Jonson, perhaps as Milton himself

—

that he has always been felt by his countrymen to

be what Charles Lamb called him, the ' Poets'

Poet.' He has had more idolatry and imitation

from his brethren than all the rest put together.

The old undramatic poets, Drayton, Browne, Drum-
mond, Giles, and Phineas Fletcher, were as full of

him as the dramatic were of Shakspeare. Milton
studied and used him, calling him ' Sage and
serious Spenser ;

' and adding, that he ' dared be
known to think him a better teacher than Scotus
and Aquinas.' Cowley said he became a poet by
reading him. Dryden claimed him for a master.

Pope said he read him with as much pleasure when
he was old, as young. Collins and Gray loved
him ; Thomson, Shenstone, and a host of inferior

writers, expressly imitated him; Bums, Byron,
Shelley, and Keats made use of his stanza ; Cole-

ridge eulogised him. Spenser has stood all the
changes in critical opinion ; all the logical and
formal conclusions of the understanding, as opposed
to imagination and lasting sympathy." " What
distinguishes him," says 'Taine, " from all others

is the mode of his imagination. Generally with a
poet his mind ferments vehemently, and by fits

and starts; his ideas gather, jostle each other,

suddenly appear in masses and heaps, and burst
forth in sharp, piercing concentrative words; it

seems that they need these sudden accumulations
to imitate the unity and life-like energy of the

objects which they reproduce; at least, almost all

the poets of that time, Shakspeare at their head,

act thus. Spenser remains cabn in the fervour of

invention. The visions which would be fever to

another leave him at peace. They come and un-
fold themselves before him easily, entire, uninter-

rupted, without starts. He is epic, that is, narrator,

not a singer like an ode-writer, not a mimic like a
play-writer. No modern is more like Homer.
Like Homer and the great epic-writers, he only
presents consecutive and noble, almost classical,

images, so nearly ideas, that the mind seizes them
unaided and unawares. Like Homer, he is always
simple and clear : he makes no leaps, he omits no
argument, he robs no word of its primitive and
ordinary meaning, he preserves the natural se-

quence of ideas. Like Homer again, he is redun-
dant, ingenuous, even childish. He says every-
thing, he puts down reflections which we have
made beforehand; he repeats without limit his
grand ornamental epithets. We can see that he
beholds objects in a beautiful uniform light, with
infinite detail ; that he wishes to show all this
detail, never fearing to see his happy dream change
or disappear; that he traces its outline with a
regular movement, never hurrying or slackening.
He is even a little prolix, too unmindful of the
public, too ready to lose himself and dream about
the things he beholds. His thought expands
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. in vast repeated comparisons, like those of the old

Ionic poet. He develops all the ideas which he
handles. AH his phrases hecome periods. Instead

of compressing, he expands. To bear this ample
thought and its accompanying train, he requires a

long stanza, ever renewed, long alternate verses,

reiterated rhymes, whose uniformity and fulness

recall the majestic sounds which undulate eternally

through the woods and the fields. To unfold

these epic faculties, and to display them in

the sublime region where his sold is naturally

borne, he requires an ideal stage, situated beyond
the bounds of reality, with personages who could

hardly exist, and in a world which could never be.

He made many miscellaneous attempts in sonnets,

elegies, pastorals, hymns of love, Uttle sparkling
word-pictures ; they were but essays, incapable for

the most part of supporting his genius. Yet
already his magnificent imagination appeared in

them ;
gods, men, landscapes, the world which

he sets in motion is a thousand miles from that in

which we live. His Shepherd's Calendar is a
thought-inspiring and tender pastoral, full of

delicate loves, noble sorrows, lofty ideas, where no
voice is heard but of thinkers and poets. His
Visions of Petrarch and Du Bellay are admirable
dreams, in which palaces, temples of gold, splen-

did landscapes, sparkling rivers, marvellous birds,

appear in close succession as in an Oriental fairy-

tale. If he sings a " Prothalamion," he sees two
beautiful swans, white as snow, who come softly

swimming down amidst the songs of nymphs, and
vermeE roses, while the transparent water kisses

their silken feathers, and murmurs vrith joy. If

he bewails the death of Sidney, Sidney becomes a
shepherd; he is slain like Adonis; around him
gather weeping nymphs. His most genuine senti-

ments become thus fairy-like. Magic is the mould
of his mind, and impresses its shape on aU. that he
imagines or thinks. Involuntarily he robs objects

of their ordinary form. If he looks at a landscape,
after an instant he sees it quite differently. He
carries it, unconsciously, into an enchanted land.

At last he finds a subject which suits him, the
greatest joy permitted to an artist. He removes
his epics from the common ground which, in the
hands of Homer and Dante, gave expression to a
living creed, and depicted national heroes. He
leads us to the summit of fairy-land, soaring above
history, on that extreme verge where objects

vanish and pure idealism begins." See Astrophel;
EPITHALAMION

; HyMNS IN HONOUK OF LOVE, &C.
;

Poets' Poet; Poets, Prince of ; Peosopopoia.

. Speranza. The pseudonym adopted by Mrs.
(afterwards Lady) Wilde in the publication of Ugo
Bassi, a tale in verse (1857), and other works.

" Spheres, The music of the." See
" Music OP THE SPHERES, ThE."

"Spice-islands (The) of youth and
hope."^CoLERiDGE, Table- Talk.

Spider and the Mie, The, by John
Heywood (1506—1565)

;
published in 1556. A

long and tedious allegorical poem in seven-line
stanzas; the Spider representing the Protestants,
and the Phe the Catholics. See Harrison, in
HoUnshed's Chronicle.

" Spiders crawling upon my startled
hopes."—CoLLBY Gibber, in his adaptation of
Richard III., act iv., scene 3.

Spira, Francis. See Conpuct op Con-
science, The.

" Spires whose * sUent finger points
to heaven.' " A line in book vi. of Wordsworth's
poem of The Bxeursion (q.v.). The quoted words
are from No. 14 of Coleridge's Priend (q.v.),

where it is said: "An instinctive taste teaches
men to build their churches in flat countries with
spire-steeples, which, as they cannot be referred

to any other object, point as with silent finger to

the sky and stars."

" Spirit of a youth (The) that means
to be of note."

—

Antony and Cleopatra, act iv.,

scene 4.

Spirit of the Age, The. A series of criti-

cisms on contemporaries published by William
Hazlitt (q.v.) in 1825. The New Spirit of the

Age, edited and chiefly written by Eichard
Hengist Horne (q.v.), appeared in 1844.

"Spirit of the worm (The) beneath
the sod,"

—

Shelley, Episyohidion, line 124—
" In love and worship tilends itself with God."

Spirit walks (The) of every day
—Young, Night Thoughts, night ii., line

180.

Spiriting gently, And do va.j."—The
t, act i., scene 3.

"Spirits, whenthey please. Can either
sex assume, or both."

—

Faradise Lost, book i., line

423.

Spleen, The. A poem by Matthew Green
f1696—1737), first published by Glover, the poet

(q.v.). "It was originally a very short copy of

verses, and was gradually and piecemeal increased.

Pope speedily noticed its merit, Melmoth praised

its strong originality in Fitzosborne's Letters, and
Gray duly commended it in his correspondence

with Walpole, when it appeared in Dodsley's Col-

lection. In that walk of poetry, where fancy

aspires no farther than to go hand in hand with

common sense, its merit," says Campbell, "is cer-

tainly unrivalled."

"Splendid angel (A), newly drest,
Save wings, for heaven."

—

Keats, 3oe of St.

Agnes.

Splendid Shilling, The. A poem by John
Philips (1676—1708), published in 1703, and

written in parody of the epic style of Milton. It

begins :

—

-
*' Happy the man, who, Toid of care and strife.

In silken or In leathern purse retains
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A splendid sbllllng. He nor bears with pain
New oysters cried, nor siglis for cbeerful ale

;

But with bis friends, wben nigbtly mists arise.

To Junil)er's Magpie or Town-ball reiiairs :

"Wbere, mindful of tbe nymnli wbose wanton eye
Transllxed Ills soul and klDuled amorous flames,
Cbloe or Phlllls, be, eacli circling glass,
"Wisbetb ber healtb, and joy, and equal love.
MeauwUlle be smoites, and laugbs at merry tale.

Or pun ambiguous, or conundi'um uuaint."

"Splendour falls on castles walls,
The." A song, ty Alfred Tennyson, in The
Frincess (q.v.) ; commonly called " The Bugle
Song."

"Splenetive and rash.; I am not."—
Samlet, act v., scene 1 :

—

"Yet have I something in me dangerous."

" Sport that is not worth the candle,
It is a poor." See Herbert's Jaeula Frudentv/m

(q.v.). The French proverh runs :—" Le jeu ne
vaut pas la chandelle."

" Sports of children satisfy the child.
The." Line 154 of Goldsmith's poem of The
Traveller (q.v.).

Sporus, in Pope's Bpistle to Br. Arhuthnot (q.v.),

is a satirical portrait, intended for Lord Johii

Hervey (q.v.), son of the Earl of Bristol, and author
of the Memoirs of the Reign of George II. " The
cause of his estrangement from Pope," says Pro-
fessor Ward, " remains obscure ; hut the first

public offence was given by Pope, in allusions in

his Miscellanies (1727) and the first edition of The
Duneiad (1728). Then, in 1734, appeared the
Imitation of the First Book of Sorace, where Lord
Hervey was twice attacked under the sobriquet of

Lord Fanny, and his friend. Lady Mary Montagu,
was even more venomously aspersed. They retorted

in verse and prose ; and Pope wrote his prose
Letter to a Noble Lord. The character of Sporus
followed in 1734 ; and another attack in the satire

originally called The Epilogue to the Satires (1738)
brought out a poem. The Difference between Verbal
and Fraetical Virtue Exemplified, by Lord H."
" In the first edition of the Epistle," saya Bowles,
""Pope had the name 'Paris' instead of Sporus."
The satire opens thus :

—

" Let Sporus tremble What 7 that thing of slllt ?

Sporus, that mere white curd of ass's milk?
Satire or sense, alas ! , can Sporus feel ?

Who breaks a butterfly upon a wheel t
"

Spottiswoode, John, Archbishop of St.

Andrews (b. 1565, d. 1639), wrote a History of
Scotland, beginning the year of our Lord WS, and
continued to the end of the reign of James VI. (1655),
which was edited by Bishop EuaseU, with a bio-

graphical sketch of the author, and notes, in 1847—
51. Spottiswoode also wrote a Refutatio Libelli de

Regimine Eoclesia Scotieanie (1620), the "doctrines"
of which "are opposed," says Bishop Nicolson,
'
' by David Calderwood, in his A Itare Damascenum '

'

(q.v.).

Sprat, Thomas, Bishop of Eoohester (b.

1636, d. 1713), published a Foem on the Death of
Cromwell (1659) ; The Flague of Athens (1659)

;

The Sistory of the Royal Society (1724) ; Observa-

tions on Sorbiere's Voyage into England (1665) ; A

True Account and Declaration of the Horrid Con-

spiracy [the Rye House Flot'] against the Late King,
his present Majesty, and the present Government

(1685); a Life of Cowley, some sermons, and
other miscellaneous works. Some Account of the

Life and Writings of Sprat was published in
1715.

Sprig of ShiUelah, The. A famous Irish

national song, whose authorship is attributed by
some writers to a certain H. B. Lode, and by
others to the poet Edward Lysaght.

Spring. A poem, forming one of the series of

The Seasons (q.v.), by James Thomson (1700—1748),
published in 1728.

Spring : "a New Version." A humorous poem
by Thomas Hood.

" Spring comes slowly up this way,
And the."

—

Coleridge, Christabel, part i.

Spring, Ode to, by Anna Letitia Barbauld
(1743—1825) ; " a happy imitation of CoUins."

"Springes to catch woodcocks."—
Hamlet, act i., scene 3.

" Springtime, the only pretty ring-
time." See Shakespeare's play of As You Like
It, act v., scene 3 :

—

" Sweet lovers love the spring."

So Tennyson in Locksley Hall

:

—
'* In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thonghts

of love."

Spudeus. One of the interlocutors in Stubbes's
Anatomic of Abuses (q.v.).

Spumador. The name of Prince Arthur's
horse in Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Spurgeon, Charles Haddon, Baptist
minister (b. 1834), has published, among other
works, Jo?m Ploughman' s Talk, and The Treasury

of David, in addition to a, very large number of

Sermons.

Spy, The. A story by James Eenimorb
Cooper (1789—1851), founded on incidents in the
American Revolution, and published in 1821.

Squab, Poet. See Poet SauAB.

Square, Mr. "A philosopher," in Fielding's
novel of Tom Jones (q.v.)

.

Squeers. A Yorkshire schoolmaster, owner of
Dotheboys' Hall, in Dickens's novel of Nicholas
NicUeby (q.v.). " This picture of Squeers," says
Friswell, '

' was so true and natural that many of
the schoolmasters identified themselves with it;

and one individual who happened to have but one
eye, and who, therefore, resembled Squeers phy-
sically as well as mentally, threatened the author
with an action at law." See the preface to the
novel. Mrs., Miss Fanny, and Master Wackford
Squeers aU figure in the story.

Squier, Ephraim George. See Bard,
Samuel, A.
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Squintum, Doctor, in Poote's farce of The
Minor, is intended for the celebrated George
Whitefibld (1714—1770). The same nickname
waa bestowed by Theodore Hook upon the Eev.
Edward Irving (1792—1834), who had «, slight

cast in his eye.

Squire Meldrum. See Meldrum, Squire.

Squire of Dames, The, figures in Spenser's
Fairie Qaeene (c|..v.), book iii., canto vii., stanza 51,

et seq.

Squire of Low Degree, The. A romance
aEii(ied to by Chaucer in the Mime of Sir Topas ;
probably the same as that inserted by Eitson in
his Ancient Romances. It is analysed by Warton
in his Bistory. See also Carew Hazlitt's Remains
of Early JPopular Foetry. Eitson calls the work
"a strange and whimsical, but genuine EugHsh
performance."

Squire, Samuel, Bishop of St. Davids,
(b. 1714, d. 1766), wrote A Defence of the Ancient
Greek Chronology and an Inquiry into the Origin of
the Greek Language (1741), The Ancient History of
the Hebrews Vindicated (1741), an Enquiry into the

Foundation of the English Constitution (1745),
Indifference for Religion Inexcusable (1758), and
other works.

Squire Western. See Western, Squire.

Squire's Tale, The, in Chaucer's Canter-

bury Tales ((J.v.), is of the Tartar Cambys Kian,
or Cambuscan, who warred with Russia, and had
two sons, Algarsif and Camballo, and a daughter
Canace. The tale is not finished, whence the
aUusioa by Milton in his II Fenseroso. See Cam-
buscan.

Squyr of Lowe Degre, The. See Squire
OP Low Degree, The.

Stackhouse, Thomas, vicar of Benham
(b. 1680, d. 1752), published a Comment on the

Apostles' Creed (1747), A Complete Body of Specu-
lative and Fractical Divinity (1743), Memoirs of the

Life and Writings of Bishop Atterbury (1727), A
History of the Holy Bible, which appeared, '

' cor-

rected and improved" by Bishop Gleig, in 1817,
and other works.

"Stage (A), where every man must
play a part."

—

The Merchant of Venice, act i.,

scene 1. See "All the world's a stage."

"Stale, flat, and unprofitable." See
" Weary, stale," &o.

"Stand not upon the order of your
going."—Macbeth, act ui., scene 4.

" Stand on end."—Hamlet, act i., scene 3.

"Stand stiU, true poet that you are."
—First line of Popularity, a lyric by Robert
BrowNiNG (b. 1812) :

—

"Some night you'll fail us ; when afar
You nse, rememher one man saw you,

Knew you, and named a star !

"

Standard, The, a daily newspaper of Con-
servative politics, was started -in 1827.

Standish, Miles, in Longfellow's poem of
The Courtship (q.v.) of that famous captain, is in
love with PrisciUa, who does not return his affec-
tion, and who, on the report of his death, becomes
the wife of John Alden (q.v.).

" Stands Scotland where it did ? "

—

Macbeth, act iv., scene 3.

Stanhope, Earl, Philip Henry, statesman (b.

1805, d. 1875), -wiote A History of the War of the
Succession in Spain (1832); A History of England
from the Peace of Utrecht to the Peace ofAix-la-Cha-
pelle (1836-52) ; The Court ofSpain wider Charles II.

(1844) ; A Life of the Great Condi (1845) ; A Life
of Belisarius (1848); Historical Essays (1848); A
History of the Rise of our Indian Empire (1858) ; A
History of the Reign of Queen Anne to the Peace of
Utrecht (1870) ; an edition of the Letters of Lord
Chesterfield (1845) ; Memoirs of Sir Robert Peel; a
Life of William Pitt ; and other works.

Stanhope, George, Dean of Canterbury
(b. 1660, d. 1728), published A Paraphrase and
Comment upon the Epistles and Gospels, for all

Sundays and Holydays (1705), various Sermons
(1700 to 1739), and translations from the writings
of St. Augustine, Epictetus, a Kempis, and others.

His Life was published in 1797.

Stanhope, Philip Dormer. See Chester-
field, Earl of.

Stanihurst, Richard, poet and scholar (d.

1618), published in 1583 a translation of the first

four books of the JEneid into English hexameters

;

in 1584 an Irish chronicle in Latin, De Rebus in

Hibernica Gestis, Libri IV.; and in 1587, in Latin
also, A Life of St. Patrick.

Stanley, Arthur Penrhyn, D.D., Dean
of Westminster (b. 1815), has published a Life of
Dr. Arnold (1844) ; Stories and Essays on the

Apostolic Age (l846) ; A Memoir of Bishop Stanley

(1850) ; The Epistles to the Corinthians (1854)

;

Historical Memorials of Canterbury (1854) ; Sinai

and Palestine (1855) ; The Unity of Evangelical and
Apostolical Teaching (1859) ; Sermons preached

before the University of Oxford (1860) ; The History

of the Eastern Church (1861) ; Sermons preached in

the East (1862) ; The History of the Jewish Church

(1863) ; Historical Memorials of Westminster Abbey

(1867); The Three Irish Churches (1869); Essays

on Church and State (1870) ; The Athanasian Creed

(1871) ; The History of the Church of Scotland

(1872), many fugitive sermons, and numerous con-

tributions to reviews and magazines.

Stanley, Thomas, poet and scholar (b. 1625,

d. 1698), published, in 1649, a volume of poems

and translations, which were republished, with

additions, in 1651, and were edited by Sir Bgerton

Brydges in 1814 ; also, Psalterium Carolinum : the

Devotions of his Sacred Majestic in his Solitude and

Sufferings, rendered into verse (1657) ; a History of
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Philosophy, containing t/ie Lives, Opinions, Actions,

and Discourses of the Philosophers of every Sect, the

first part of which, was published in 1655, and the

third in 1660, a Latin translation being published

by Oleanus at Leipsio in 1711 ; and an edition of

JEschylus published, with a Latin translation, in

1660, and highly praised by HaUam. A Life of

Stanley was prefixed by Sjr Egerton Brydges to

the edition of his Poems published in 1814.

Stanzas written in dejection near
Naples, by Percy Bysshe Shelley, in 1818.

They begin

—

*' Tbe Bnn IB warm, the sky Is clear.

The wjLVCs are dancing fast and bright

;

Blue isles and snowy moxintains wear
The purple noon's transparent might."

"Staple ofMs argument, The."—Love's

Labour's Lost, act v., scene 1.

Staple of News, The. A comedy by Ben
JONSON, produced in 1625.

" Star of dawn,A later."—Wordswoeth,
A. Morning Mxerdse.

" Star that bringest home the bee."—The Evening Star, by Thomas Campbell.

Star, To the Evening. A song by Thomas
Campbell. See also part ii. of Caroline, by the

same author.

Star-spangled Banner, The. One of the

national songs of the "United States, written by
F. S. Key:—

" And the star-spangled banner, O long may it wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave I

"

" Star-y-pointing pyramid. Under a."
Line 4 of Milton's Epitaph on Shakespeare.

Stareleigh, Mr. Justice, in Dickens's

Pickwick Papers (q.v.), is the judge in the famous

trial of " Bardell v. Pickwick." He is described

as a most particularly short man, and so fat that

he seemed all face and waistcoat.

" Starry G-alileo with his woes. The."—Byron, Childe Sarold's Pilgrimage, canto iv.,

stanza 54.

"Starry girdle of the year, The."—
Campbell, Pleasures ofSope, part ii., line 194.

" Stars are with the voyager, The."
A song, by Thomas Hood, written in 1827.

" Stars that in earth's firmament do
shine." A description applied to flowers in Lono-
FELLow's poem on the latter subject.

Stars, The Light of. A lyric by Henry
Wadswokth Longfellow (b. 1807), containing

the lines :

—

" O fear not in a world like this,

And thou Shalt know ere long,—
Know how sublime a thing it is

To suffer and be strong."

"Started like a guilty thing, It."—
Samlet, act i., scene 1.

Starveling. "A tailor," in A Midsummer
Night's Dream (q.v.).

State Considered in its Belations with
the Church, The. A prose treatise by William
EwART Gladstone (b. 1809), published in 1838, and
reviewed by Macaulay in The Edinbui-gh Seview for

1839. " The author of this volume," wrote the
critic, " is a young man of unblemished character,

and of distinguished parliamentary talents, the
rising hope of those stem and unbending Tories,

who follow, reluctantly, and mutinously, a leader

whose experience and eloquence are indispensable

to them. . . We dissent from his opinions, but
we admire his talents ; we respect his integrity

and benevolence ; and we hope that he will not
suffer pohtical avocations so entirely to engross
him, as to leave him no leisure for literature and
philosophy."

" States can be saved without it [the
sword] ; bring the pen."—Lord Lytton, Ptichelieu,

act ii., scene 2.

Statesman, The. A prose treatise by Sir

Henry Taylor (b. 1800), published in 1836, and
described by Maginn as " the art of official humbug
systematically digested and familiarly explained."

Crabb Robinson in his Diary says :
" He pubhshed

a book called The Statesman, which some thought
presumptuous' in a junior clerk in a Government
office."

Statesmen of the Reign of George III.,
Historic Sketches of, by Henry, Lord
Brougham (q.v.), were published in 1839—43.

Statins his Thebais, The First Book
of, translated into English heroic verse by Alex-
ander Pope in 1703, was printed in Lintot's Mis-
cellany in ,1711. The translation had been reidved

by his friend'^Henry Cromwell. The Thebais con-

sists of twelve books, and is said to have been
founded on a Greek poem by Antimachus. See
Merivale's Romans under the Empire, c. Ixiv.

" Statue that enchants the world,
The."

—

Thomson, The Seasons (" Summer ").

" Steal us (They) from ourselves
away." — Pope, Imitations of Horace, bk. ii.,

ep. ii., line 72.

" Steals my purse, steals trash, Who."— Othello, act iii., scene 3.

Stedfast Shepherd, The. Stanzas by
George Wither (q.v.), forming part of his
pastoral poem, called The Mistress of Philarete.

See Percy's Reliques.

Stedman, Edmund Clarence, American
poet and prose-writer, is the author of The Blame-
less Prince, and other Poems (1869), Victorian Poets,

essays (1875), and other works. His Poems were
published complete in 1874.

Steele Glasse, The. " A satyre," in blank
verse, by George Gascoigne, published in 1676.
"It is a vigorous effort in favour of truth, right,
and justice." It was reprinted by Arber in 1868.
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Steele, Sir Hichard, dramatist and essayist

,. 1671, d. 1789), produced The Christian Hero

1701), (q.v.) ; The Ftmeral: or, Grief d la Mode
'1702), (q.v.) ; The Tender Husband (1703), (q.v.)

;

The 'Lying Lover (1704); The Crisis (1714); The
Conscious Lovers (1722), (q.v.) ; contributions to

The Tatler (q.v.), Guardian (q.v.), and Spectator

(q.v.) ; and some miscellaneous works, a list of

wMch is given in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.

The Life of Steele may be read inForster's^io^ra-

phical and Critical JSssays, and in the Memoir by
Montgomery. See also Thackeray's English Hu-
mourists and Dennis's Studies in Bnglish Litera-

ture. "The great charm of Steele's writing," says

Thackeray " is its naturalness. He wrote so

quickly and carelessly, that he was forced to make
the reader his confidant, and had not the time to

deceive him. He had a small share of book-learn-

ing, but a vast acquaintance with the world. He
had known men and taverns. He had lived with
gownsmen, with troopers, with gentlemen ushers

of the Court, with men and women of fashion, and
with the frequenters of aU the clubs and cofiee-

hooses in the town. He was not of those lonely

ones of the earth whose greatness obliged them to be
solitary ; on the contrary, he was admired, I think,

more than any man who ever wrote ; and full of

hearty applause and sympathy, wins upon you by
calling you to share "his delight and good humour.
He has a relish for goodness and beauty, wherever
he meets it. He admired Shakespeare affection-

ately, and more than any man of his time ; and,

according to his generous expansive nature, called

upon all his company to like what he liked himself.

He did not damn with faint praise." " Steele,"

says Hazlitt, "seems to have gone into his closet

chiefly to set down what he observed out of doors.

Addison seems to have spent most of his time in

his study, and to have spim-out and wire-drawn
the hints which he borrowed from Steele, or took
from nature, to the utmost. I am far from wish-

ing to depreciate Addison's talents, but I am
anxious to do justice to Steele, who was, I think,

upon the whole, a less artificial and more original

writer. The humorous descriptions of Steele,

reseipble loose sketches or fragments of a comedy

;

those' of Addison are rather comments or ingenious

paraphrases on the genuine text. Several of the

incidents related by Steele have never been sur-

passed in the heart-rending pathos of private

distress. I prefer Steele's occasional selection of

beautiful poetical passages, without any afEecta-

tion of analysing their beauties, to Addison's finer-

spun theories. I owe this acknowledgment to a

writer who has so often put me in good humour
with myself, and everything about me, when few
things else could." See Biokekstaff, Isaac;

Edgak, Sir John; Lover, The Lying; Paco-
LET.

"Steep and thorny way to heaven.
The."

—

Hamlet, act i., scene 3.

Steerforth, in Dickens's novel of David Cop-

perjield (q.v.), is the friend of the hero and the
betrayer of Httle Em'ly (q.v.).

Steevens, George, Shakespearian editor and
commentator (b. 1736, d. 1800), published editions

of Shakespeare's plays (with Johnson) in 1773 and
1778, and (with Johnson and Reed) in 1785, 1793,
and 1803. He also wrote the commentary on
Hogarth's works prefixed to Nichols' Biographical
Anecdotes of that painter, and contributed largely
to the Biographia Bramatica. Giffiord called him
the Puck of commentators.

Stella, in the poetry of Sir Philip Sidney, is

the name under which he celebrates his love for
the Lady Penelope Devereux. The latter lady i§

celebrated by Spbnsee in his Astrophel (q.v.). See
Philoolea.

Stella. The poetical name bestowed by Dean
Swift upon Miss Esther Johnson, whose tutor he
was, and whom he married privately in 1716. The
word " Esther," from the Greek k^rrip, means " a
star ;" in Latin " steUa."

Stella. The authoress of some verses called

Ml/ Queen, which, allied to a charming melody by
Blumenthal, have had and stiU have a wide-spread

popularity. Stella's real name was Mrs. Bowen-
Graves.

Step-Mother, The Ambitious. A play

by Nicholas Kowe (1673— 1718), produced in

1700.

StephanO. .A butler, in The Tempest (q.v.).

Stephano. Servant to Portia, in The Mer-
chant of Venice (q.v.).

Stephano. A leader of the Christian army,

in Tasso's Jerusalem Belivered.

Stephen Guest, in George Eliot's novel of

The Mill on the Floss (q.v.), is in love with and

beloved by Maggie TuUiver.

Stephen, Leslie, miscellaneous writer; has

written The Playground of Europe {Wl),Bssays on

Free Thinking and Plain Speaking (1873), Hours in

a Library (1874—5), and a History of FnglHh

Thought in the Fighteenth Century (1876).

Stephen, Master. A character in Ben Jon-

son's comedy of Every Man in his Humour (q.v,).

Stephen of Amboise. A military com-

mander,—" impetuous in attack, but soon repulsed,"

—in Tasso's Jerusalem Belivered.

Stephen, Sir James, essayist and historian

(b. 1789, d. 1859), published, in 1849, a series of

Essays in Ecclesiastical Biography, contributed to

the Edinburgh Review between 1838 and 1848 ; and

Lectures on the History of France (1851), delivered

at Cambridge in 1850. His Life, by his son, was

published in 1860.

Stephen, Sir James Titzjames, barrister

(b 1829), is the author of a work on Liberty,

Equality, and Fraternity (1873). See Barrister,

A.
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Stephen's, St. A poem by Edwakd, Lord
Lytton (q.v.), published in Blackwood's Magazine in.

1860, in whicli the writer characterises the famous
Parliamentary orators of England from the Geor-
gian period to the present day.

Stepney, George, poet (b. 1663, d. 1707),
wrote various pieces, which are found in the col-

lections of his time. His Life was briefly written
by Dr. Johnson, who says that, " in his original

poems now and then a happy line may perhaps
be found, and now and then a short composition
may give pleasure; but there is, in the whole,
little either of the grace of wit or the vigour of
nature."

Steps to the Temple, by Richabd Chashaw
(1616—1650) ; pubhshed in 1646. A collection of
sacred poems, characterised by great opulence of
diction, luxuriance of fancy, and power of invention.
They were so entitled, " because," says his earliest

editor " in the temple of God, under His wing, he
led his life in St. Mary's Church, near to Peter-
House (Cambridge) . There he lodged under Tertul-
lian's roof of angels. There he made his rest, more
gladly than David's swallow, near the house of
God, where, like a primitive saint, he ofllered more
prayers in the night than others usually offer in
the day. There he penned the said poems for
happy souls to climb to heaven by."

Sterline, Iiord. See Alexander, William,
Earl op Stirling.

Sterling, Edward, journalist (b. 1773, d.

1847), was for some time a leading contributor to
The Times (q.v.). Some notices of his Life are in-
cluded in Thomas Carlyle's memoir of his son,
John Sterling {see next paragraph). See Thun-
derer and Vetus.

Sterling, John, essayist and critic (b. 1806,
d. 1844), -viroie Arthur Goningshy, a novel (1830);
Poms (1839); The Eleetion {liiX); scad. Straford, a,

tragedy (1843) ; besides various contributions to
magazines and reviews. His Works were collected
in 1848. See the Lives by Hare (1848) and Carlyle
(1851). _ "He falls, to my appreciation," says Mrs.
Browning, " into the class of respectable poets

;

good sense and good feeling, somewhat dry and
cold, and very level, smooth writing being what
I discern in him." "A few of Sterling's minor
lyrics," says Stedman, " are eloquent ; and while
defaced by conceits and prosaic expressions, show
flashes of imagination which brighten the even
twilight of a meditative poet." See Coningsby,
Arthur

; and Election, The.
" Stern daughter of the voice ofGod !

"

A line in an Ode to Duty, by William Wordsworth,
written in 1805.

"Stern joy which warriors feel. And
the." See stanza 10, canto v., of Scott's poem of
The Lady of the Lake (q.v.).

Sterne, Laurence, clergyman and novelist
(b. 1713, d 1768), published The Life and Opinions
of Tristram Shandy, Gent. (1769) ; Sermons (1760)

;

A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy

(1768), (q.v.) ; and The History of a Warm Watch-
coat (1769). His Letters to his most Intimate Friends
were published by his daughter in 1775 ; his
Letters to Fliza [Mrs. Draper], in the same year;
other portions of his correspondence appeared in
1788 and 1844. Eoralist of Sterneiana, see Lowndes'
Bibliographer's Manual. For Biography, see The
Quarterly Beview, vol. xlix., Sir Walter Scott's

Lives of the Nomlists, and Fitzgerald's Life of
Laurence Sterne. For Criticism, see Thackeray's
Lectures on the Sumou/rists, Taine's Fnglish Litera-
ture, and Masson's Fnglish Novelists. See also
Ferriar's Illustrations of Sterne. " The humour
of Sterne," says Professor Masson, "is not only
very different from that of Fielding and Smol-
lett, but is something unique in our literature.

He also was a professed admirer of Cervantes ; to
as large an extent as Swift, the whimsical and
perpetually digressive manner of Eabelais; and
there is proof that he was weU acquainted with
the works of preceding humorists, less familiarly
known in England. But he was himself a hu-
morist by nature—a British or Irish Yorick, with
differences from any of those who might have
borne that name before him, after their imaginary
Danish-prototype ; and, perpetuaEy as he reminds
us of Eabelais, his Shandean vein of wit and fancy
is not for a moment to be regarded as a mere
variety of Pantagruelism. There is scarcely any-
thing more intellectually exquisite than the
humour of Sterne. To very fastidious readers,

much of the humour of Fielding or of SmoEett
might come at last to seem but buffoonery; but
Shakespeare himself, ag one fancies, would have
read Sterne with admiration and pleasure. Tris-
tram Shandy and the Sentimental Journey were
certainly novelties in English prose writing. The
first peculiarity that strikes us in them, considered
as novels, is the thin style of the fiction in com-
parison either with that of Fielding or with that
of Smollett. There is little or no continuous story.
That special constituent of epic interest which
arises from the fable or the action, is altogether
discarded, and is even turned into jest ; and aU is

made to depend on what the critics called the
character, the sentiments, and the diction. As to
the characters, who knows not that group of
originals, Shandy the elder, "Uncle Toby, Corporal
Trim, Dr. Slop, the Widow Wadman, &o. ? These
were characters of nature, and not characters of
manners, creations of a. fine fancy, worldng in an
ideal element, and not mere copies or caricatures of
individualities actually observed. And how good
they all are ! what heart as well as oddity there is
in them! One feels that one could have lived
cheerfully and freely in the vicinity of Shandy
Hall, whereas it is only now and then among the
characters of Fielding and SmoUett that this
attraction is felt by the reader. Coleridge, who
has noted as one of Sterne's great merits this faithm moral good as exhibited in his favourite cha-
racters, noted also his physiognomic skiU and his
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art in bringing forward, and giving significance to

the most evanescent minutiEe in thougM, feeling,

look and gesture. In the dissertations, digTessions,

and interspersed whimsicalities of Sterne, we see

the same art of minute observation displayed

;

while we are perpetually entertained and surprised

by reminiscences from out-of-the-way authors

(many of them plagiarisms from Burton), by
remarks full of wit and sense, by subtleties of a

metaphysical intellect, and by quaint flights of a

gay and delicate, but bold imagination. The
tenderness of Sterne, his power of pathetic writing,

all his readers have confessed ; nor even can the

artificiality of much of his pathos take away the

effect on our sympathies. Sensibility—a capacity

for being easily moved—^was the quality he gave
himself out as possessing personally in a high
degree, and as most desirous of representing and
diffusing by his writings, and he certainly suc-

ceeded. So far as sensibility can be taught by
fiction, his works teach it, and perhaps it was one

of his uses at the time when he Uved that he had
chosen to be the apostle of a quaKty which was
otherwise greatly at a discount in contemporary
literature. Add to all, the exquisite accuracy and
finish of Sterne's diction. Even the grace, the in-

sinuating deKoacy, the light lucidity, the diamond-
like sparkle of Sterne's style, make reading him a
peculiar literary pleasure. One could cull from his

pages, and especially from his Tristram Shandy, a

far greater number of passages for a book of

elegant extracts, than from the works of Fielding

or Smollett." " Sterne," says Taine, " is a sickly

and eccentric humorist, a clergyman, and a Hber-

tine, who preferred [said Byron] ' whining over a

dead ass, to relieving a living mother,' selfish in

act, selfish in word, who in everything takes a

contrary view of himself and of others. His book
is like a great storehouse of articles of vertu,

•where curiosities of all ages, kinds, and countries

lie jumbled in a heap ; forms of excommunication,
medical consultations, passages of unknown or

imaginary authors, scraps of scholastic erudition,

strings of absurd histories, dissertations, addresses

to the reader. His pen leads him ; he has neither

sequence, nor plan; nay, when he lights upon
anything orderly, he purposedly distorts it ; with
a kick he sends the pile of folios next to him over

the history he has commenced, and dances on the

top of them. He delights in disappointing us, in

sending us astray by interruptions and delays.

Gravity displeases him ; he treats it as a hypocrite

—to his lilnng folly is better, and he paints him-
self in Yorick. In a well-constituted mind, ideas

march one after another, with uniform motion and
acceleration; in this odd brain they jump about
like a rout of masks at a carnival, in troops, each
dragging his neighbour by the feet, head, coat,

amidst the most general and unforeseen hubbub.
The tone is never for two minutes the same

;

laughter comes, then the beginning of emotion,

then scandal, then wonder, then sensibility, then

laughter again. Like aU men who have nerves,

he is subject to sensibility ; not that he is reaUy
kindly and tender-hearted; on the contrary, his
life is that of an egotist ; but on certain days he
must needs weep, and he makes us weep with Mm.
What still more iacreases this sad sweetness is the
contrast of the free and easy waggeries which,
hke a, hedge of nettles, encircle it on all sides.

Sterne, like all men whose mechanism is over-
excited, has odd desires. If he goes into dirty
places, it is because they are forbidden and not
frequented. What he seeks there is singularity
and scandal. The allurement of this forbidden
fruit is not the fruit, hut the prohibition ; for he
bites by preference where the fruit is half-rotten
or worm-eaten. Thus, to read Sterne, we should
wait for days when we are in a peculiar kind of
humour, days of spleen, rain, or when through
nervous irritation we are disgusted with ration-
ality." See Bramine, The; Eliza, Letteks to;
Shandy, Tristram.

Sternhold, Thomas, versifier (d. 1549),
translated fifty-one of the Psalms of David into

English metre. See Warton's History of Mnglish
Poetry, iii., 146—166. Campbell says of him and
Hopkins (q.v.) that, " with the best intentions and
the worst taste, they degraded the spirit of Hebrew
psalmody by flat and homely phraseology, and,
mistaking vulgarity for simplicity, turned into

bathos what they found sublime." See Psalms,
A Metrical Version of.

Stevens, George Alexander, actor and
author (b. 1720, d. 1784), wrote several songs, A
Lecture on Heads, and an operatic comedy called

A Trip to Fortsinouth.

Stevenson, John Hall, poet (b. 1718,

d. 1785), pubHshed Crazy Tales (1762), PaUes for

Grown Gentlemen, Lyric Epistles, Moral Tales, and
other pieces, the whole of which were re-puhhshed

collectively in 1795. For his Biography, see the

memoir prefixed to the Works, and Nichols'

Literary Anecdotes. See Eugenius.

Stewart, Dugald, philosophical writer (b.

1753, d. 1828), published .B^cmen^s of the Philosophy

of the Human Mind (1792, 1814, and 1827)

;

Account of the Life and Writings of William

Robertson, D.I). (1801) : Account of the Life and

Writings of Thomas Eeid,I).I) . (1803); Philosophical

Essays (1810) ; Account of the Life and Writings of

Adam Smith (1811); Dissertation exhibiting the

Progress of Metaphysical, Ethical, and Political

Philosophy since the Revival of Letters in Europe

(1815 and 1821) ; The Philosophy of the Active and

Moral Powers (1828) ; and Lectures on Political

Economy, published in 1855, with the remainder of

Stewart's Works, and an account of his Life and

Writings, edited by Sir William Hamilton. For

Criticism, see The Edinburgh Review, vols, xxvii.

and xxxvi. ; The Quarterly Review, vols. xvii. and

xxvi.

Stewart, The. A poem by John Barboi.ii

(1316—1396), not now in existence.
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Steyne, The Marquis of. A character in

Thackekay's novel of Vanity Fair (q.v.) .
" Cannot

we name some clever novelists,' ' says Hannay, "who,
given the figure of the Wicked Old Nobleman, Lord
StejTie, would have made him talk cynical epigrams
far too clever for life ; and others who would have
exaggerated him into a mere monster of iniquity

from another point of view ? Thackeray takes

neither course, and yet he makes it perfectly clear

that the marquis is hoth a clever and a bad man."

Stiekney, Sarah. See Ellis, Mes. William.

" Stiff in opinions, always in the
wrong." A line in Duyden's poem of Absalom
and Achitophel (q.v.), descriptive of the Duke of

Buckingham.

Stigand, William, poet and prose writer

(h. 1827), is the author of A Vision of Barbarossa,

and other Foems (1860) ; Athenais : or, the First

Crusade (1866) ; a Life of Heinrich Heine ; and
various contributions to the reviews.

Stiggins, Mr., in Dickens's Fickwick Fapers

(q.v.), is the Dissenting " shepherd" who adminis-
ters consolation to Mrs. Weller, and is the horror
and execration of Tony Weller and his son Sam.

" StiU achieving, stitL pursuing."

—

Longfellow, A Fsalm of Life.

Still, John, Bishop of Bath and Wells, and
dramatist (b. 1643, d. 1607), wrote A ryght pithy,

pleasaunt, and merie comedie, intytuled Gammer
Burton's Nedle (q.v.), played on the stage not long

ago in Christe's Colledge, Cambridge. Made by
Mr. 8., Master of Arts. See Hawkins's Origin

of the English Drama, Collier's Dramatic Foetry,

Dodsley's Old Flays, HazKtt's Age of Elizabeth,

and other authorities.

" Still, sad music of humanity. The."
A line in Wordsworth's verses upon Tintem
Abbey.

" Still smaU voice spake unto me. A."—The Two Voices, by Alfred Tennyson. The
phrase, "A still small voice," occurs in 1 Kings
xix. 12. See "Gratitude," &o.

" Still to be neat, still to be drest."
A song by Ben Jonson ia The Silent Woman;
imitated, apparently, from a Latin poem begin-
ning—

" Semper munditlaa, semper Basiliasa, decoras."

" Still to ourselves, in every place con-
signed,"—First line of a couplet in Goldsmith's
poem of The Traveller (q.v.), contributed by Dr.
Johnson :

—

*' Our OTTO felicity we make or find."

StiUingfleet, Edward, Bishop of Worcester
(b. 1636, d. 1699), was the author of Irenicum
(q.v.) ; Origines Sacrae (1662), (q.v.) ; Rational
Account of the Grounds of the Frotestant Religion

(1666) ; The Reason of Chrises Suffering for Us
(1678) ; Origines Britanniccc (1686) ; Sermons

preached on several Occasions (1&96—98); A Vindica-
tion of the Doctrme of the Trinity (1697) ; Directions

for the Conversations of the Clergy (1710); Miscel-
laneous Discourses on several Occasions (1735) ;

Discourses on the Church ofRome,\and. other works.
The Life and Character of Fishop StiUingfleet, to-

gether with some account of his Works, by Timothy
Goodwin, appeared in 1710 ; and in the same year
was published a complete edition of his Works ia
ten volumes. See Tulloch's Rational Theology in
England. Hallam describes StiUingfleet as " a
man deeply versed in ecclesiastical antiquity,
of an argumentative mind, excellently fitted for
polemical dispute, but perhaps by these habits of
his life rendered too much of 'an advocate to satisfy

an impartial reader. In the critical reign of James
II. he may be considered as the leader on the Pro-
testant side." See Separation, Discourse on.

Stirling, Earl of. See Alexander, Willlim.

Stirling-Maxwell, Sir William. See
Maxwell, Sir William Stirling.

Stitch, Tom. The subject of a "merry
history," which attained great popularity in, the
seventeenth century. The hero ia a young tailor,

famous for his gallantries.

Stoddard, Kiehard Henry, American
writer (b. 1826), has published Footprints (1849)

;

Foems (1862) ; Songs of Summer (1857) ; A Life
of Alexander Von Humboldt (1859) ; Loves and
Heroines of the Foets (1860) ; Under Green Leaves

(1866) ; Late English Foets (1866) ; The Book of the

East, and other Foems (1871) ; Female Foets of
America (1874) ; Foets and Foetry of England in

the Nineteenth Century (1876) ; A Memoir of Edgar
Allan Foe (1875) ; and other works. His wife,
Elizabeth, has published three novels :— The
Morgesons (1862), Two Men (1865), and Temple
House (1867).

Stoddart, Sir John, journalist (b. 1773, d.

1866), was for some time a leading contributor to
the London Tim^s, leaving it, in 1817, to establish
The New Times, which, after being combined with
The Day, was discontinued in 1828. See Doctor
Slop.

" Stoic of the woods (A)—a man with-
out a tear."

—

Campbell, Gertrude of Wyoming,
part i., stanza 23.

Stokers and Pokers—Highways and
Byways. The title of a volume of essays re-

published by Sir Francis Bond Head (q.v.) from
The Quarterly Review.

"Stone (The) that is rolling can
gather no moss."

—

Tussee, Five Hundred Foints of
Good Husbandry.

"Stone walls do not a prison make,"—A line in Lovelace's poem To Althea (q.v.)

—

" Nor Iron bars a cage

;

Minda Innocent and quiet take
That for an hermitage."
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Stonelienge. The nom de plume of John

Henry Walsh, a writer on sports and pastimes.

"Stop!—not to me at this bitter
departing."

—

Separation, in Faded Leaves, a series

of lyrics by Matthew Aknold (b. 1822).

Stordilano. A leader of the Moorish army in

Abiosto's Orlando Furioso.

Storer,' Thomas, poet (d. 1604), was the

author of several compositions, of which The Life

and Death of Thomas Wolsey, Cardinall, published

in 1599 (q.-v.), is the best known and the most

important. See The Retrospective Review, vol. v.

" Storied Tim, or anim.ated bust. Can."
See stanza 11 of GrRAy's Elegy written in a Cotmtry

Ghurehyard (q.v.).

" Story ? God bless you, I have none
to tell, sir!"

—

Canning's Needy Knife Grinder.

Story, Joseph, American judge (b. 1799, d.

1845), wrote Commentaries on the Constitution of

the United States (1833), Commentaries on the Con-

fliet of Laws (1834), and other works.

Story, William. Wetmore, poet, prose

vrriter, and sculptor (b. 1819), has published Foems

(1847); Roba di Roma, being Italian sketches in

prose (1862); Orajiti d^ Italia, poems (1869); The

Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem, a poem (1870) ; Nero :

an Eistorical Flay (1875) : and other works.

Stow, John, chronicler and antiquarian (b.

1525, d. 1605), published lA Summarie of Enghjsh

Chronicles (1561) ; an edition of Chaucer (1561)

;

Annates: or, a Generall Chronicle of England (1580),

(q.v.); A Surmy of London (1598); Flores His-

toriarum (1606); and The Successions of the Sistory

of England (1638). A Life of Stow is prefixed to

Strype's edition of the Swvay. See London, A
SnavAT OP.

Stowe, Mrs. Harriet Beecher, American
writer (b. 1812), has written The May Flower

(1849); Uncle Tom's Cabin (q.v.); A Feep into

Uncle Tom's Cabin for Children (1853) ; A Key to

Uncle Tom's Cabwi (1853) ; Sunny Memories of

Foreign Lands (1854) ; The Christian Slave, a drama

(I860) ; Dred : a Tale of the Dismal Swamp (1866)

;

Our Charley, and What to Do with Sim (1859) ; The

Minister's Wooing (1869) ; The Fearlof Orr's Island

(1862); Agnes of Sorrento (1862); Little Foxes : or,

the Insignificant Little Habits which mar Domestic

Soppiness (1865) ; Menofour Times (1868) ; The True

Story of Lady Byron's Life (1869) ; Fink and White

Tyranny (1871); Fahnetto Leaves (1873); Betty's

Bright Idea (1876) ; Footsteps of the Master (1877)

;

and many other works. See CuowriELD, Chkis-

TOPHEE. ; and Tom, Uncle.

Strafford. An historical tragedy by Eobekt
Bkownino (b. 1812), performed at Covent Garden,

on May 1, 1837. Macready played Strafford; and
Helen Paueit, Lady Carlisle. " The action," says

Stedman, " moves with sufficient rapidity, yet in a

confused and turbulent way. The characters are

eccentrically drawn, and are more serious and
mystical than even the gloom of their period would
demand. It is hard to perceive the motives of

Lady Carlisle and the Queen ; there is no under-
plot of love in the play, to develop the womanly
element, nor has it the humour of the great play-

wrights, so essential to dramatic contrast, and for

which the Puritans and the London populace might
afford rich material. The language is more natural

than usual with Browning." John Sterling (q.v.)

wrote a tragedy on this subject in 1843.

Strange Gentleman, The. A burletta by
Charles Dickens (q.v.), first played at St. James's
Theatre, London, on September 29, 1836; J. P.

Harley playing the title rtle. It ran tiU December,
when it was superseded by an operatic burletta

by the same author, called The Village Coquettes

(q.v.).

Strange Histories : " or. Songs and Sonnets

of Kinges, Princes, Dukes, Lords, Ladyes,

Knights, and Gentlemen," by Thomas Deloney
(circa 1660—1600) ;

published in 1607. This volume
consists of twelve ballads, chiefly of a socio-pohtical

character, " very pleasant either to read or songe,

and a most excellent waminge for all estates." It

has been reprinted by the Percy Society.

Strange Wewes of the intercepting
Certaine Letters. A satirical piece by TThomas

Nash; printed in 1592, and directed against Gra-

briel Harvey and the Puritans. See Have with
YOU AT Saefbon "Walden ; and Harvey, Gabriel.

Strange Story, A. A novel by Edward, Lord
Lytton (1805—1873), which appeared originally

in All the Year Round, and was re-published in

1862. " Zanoni," it has been said, "is the con-

templation of our positive life through a spiritual

medium. A Strange Story is written to show that,,

without some gleams of the supernatural, man is

not man and nature is not nature. Both works

illustrate and supplement each other. Both of

them—but the Strange Story in a far higher degree

—produce terror, a sense of a vast unknown, a world

of which we are not denizens, a universal life around

us The introductory chapters of A Strange

Story—Mis. Colonel Poyntz and the coterie of the

HiU—are among the happiest of the writer's

sketches of provincial EngUsh society."

Stranger in Ireland, The : " or, a Tour in

the Southern and "Western parts of that Country m
1805." Published by Sir John Carr (1772—1832)

in 1806, and severely satirised in a Jeu S esprit by

Edward Dubois, entitled. My Fochet Book: or,

Sints for a righte merrie and eonceitede Tom; to be

called The Stranger in Ireland (1807).

Stranger, The. A play by the German

dramatist, Kotzebue, said to be translated by

Benjamin Thompson, but more probably adapted

by EioHARD Brinslby Sheridan (q.v.), who also

adapted Kotzebue' s Fizarro.

Strangford, Viscount (Percy Clinton

Sydney Smythe), diplomatist and poet (b. 1780,
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d. 1855), published Poems from the Portuguese of
Camoens, with Remarks on his Life and Writings

(1803). A sarcastic reference to Strangford may be
read in Byron's JEnglish Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

Strangford, Viscount (G-eorge Sydney
Smythe), son of the above (b. 1818, d. 1867), was
the author of Historic Fancies (1844), Angela Pisani

(1875), and various contributions to periodical

literature. See Angela Pisani.

Strap, Hugh. A friend and adherent of
Eoderict Eandom, in Smollett's novel of the latter

name (q.v.).

Stratagem, TJie Beaux's. See Beaux's
Stratagem, The.

Strayed Reveller, The. A poem by Mat-
thew Arnold (b. 1822), consisting of a conversa-
tion between Circe, Ulysses, and a youth.

" Streaming to the wind. Shone like a
meteor." See " Meteor to the troubled air."

Strephon. A shepherd, in Sir Philip Sid-
ney's Arcadia (q.v.) ; in love with a shepherdess
called Urania. His name became synonymous
with that of any lover in the so-called pastoral
poetry of the eighteenth century.

"Stretched forefinger of aU time,
The." See " Jewels five words long."

Stretton, Hesba. The pseudonym adopted
by Sarah Smith, a novelist of the present day,
author of The Doctor's Dilemma, Hester Morley's
Promise, and many other works.

Strickland, Agnes, biographer and miscel-
laneous writer (h. 1801, d. 1874), produced The-
Pilgrims of Walsingham (1835) ; Lives of the Queens
of England from the Norman Conquest (1840—9);
Lives of the Queens of Scotland and English Prin-
cesses connected with the Regal Succession of Great
Britain (1850—9) ; Lives of the Seven Bishops
(1866) ; and other works.

" Strike while the iron is hot." A pro-
verbial phrase, of which some illustrations will be
found in Webster's play of Westward Ho '. act ii.,

scene 1, and Farquhar's comedy of The Beaux's
Stratagem, act iv., scene 1.

" Striving to better, oft we mar what's
weU."^

—

King Lear, act i., scene 4.

Strode, Dr. Wmiam (d. 1644), was the
author of numerous poetical pieces, not yet col-
lected. He wrote, among other things, an answer
to The Lover's Melancholy.

Strode, Ralph, called by Chaucer "the
philosophicall," was bom about 1370, and wrote
verse both in English and Latin, his works in-
cluding Fables, Panegyrics, Phantasmata, and Argu-
ments against Wielif. Some of his writings were
printed abroad in 1517.

"Strolling tribe (The), a despicable
race."

—

Churchill, The Apology, line 206.

" Strong Son of God, immortal love."—Introduction to In Memoriam, by Alfred Ten-
nyson.

Strother, David H. See Porte-Crayon.

" Strove (I) with none, for none was
worth my strife,"—First line of a quatrain by
Walter Savage Landor (q.v.), intended as an
epitaph upon himself

—

" Nature I loved, and, after Nature, Art

:

I warmed both hands before the Are of life

;

It slnkB, and I am ready to depart."

StruldbrugS. The inhabitants of Luggnagg,
in Swift's Gulliver's Travels (q.v.). They are
represented as being, like Tithonus, "consumed"
by " cruel immortality."

Struthers, John, poet (b. 1776, d. 1863),
published The Poor Maris Sabbath (1804), The
Peasant's Death (1806), The Winter's Bay (1811),
The Plough (1816), and Bechmjont (1836) ; also 2%e
History of Scotland from the Union to 18V, and
several contributions to Chambers's Lives of Emi-
nent Scotsmen. He edited The Harp of Caledonia,
to which Sir Walter Scott and Joaima Baillie were
among the voluntary contributors. His poetical
Worhs were collected and published by himself
in 1850.

Strutt, Joseph, engraver and antiquarian
writer (b. 1749, d. 1802), published The Regal and
Ecclesiastical Antiquities of England (1773) ; Horda
Angel-Cynnan : or, a Complete View of the Manners,
Customs, Arms, Habits, ^c, of the Inhabitants of
England, from the Arrival of the Saxons till the
Reign of Henry VIII. (1774—6) ; The Chronicle of
England, from the Arrival of Julius Ccesar to the
Norman Conquest (1777—8); A Biographical His-
tory of Engravers (1785—6); A Complete View of
the Dress and Habits of the People of England, from
the Establishment of the Saxons in Britain to the
Present Time (1796—9); The Sports and Pastimes of
the People of England (1801) ; Queenhoo Hall (q.v.),
a,ndAncient Times (1808^ The Test of Guilt (1808);
a.nd Bumplciri s Disaster (1808), (q.v.).

Strutt, Lord, in Dr. Areuthnot's History of
John Bull (q.v.), is intended for King Charles II.
of Spain, who, having no children, had settled the
monarchy upon Philip, Duke of Anjou, who is
personified as Philip BalDoon (q.v.).

" Strutted, looked big."—Churchill, The
Ghost, book ui., line 471.

Strype, John, biographer (b. 1643, d. 1737),
published Annals of the Reformation and other
various Occurrences in the Church of England during
Q. Elizabeth's happy Reign (1709—31); Ecclesiastical
Memorials, relating chiefly to Religion, and the Re-
formation of it, and the Emergencies of the Church of
England, under K. Henry VIII., K. Edward VI.,
and Q. Mary I. (1721—33); and biographies of
Archbishop Cranmer (1694), Sir Thomas Smith
(1698), John Aylmer, Bishop of London (1701),
Sir John Cheke, Archbishop Grindal (1710),
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ArchMshop Parker (1711), and Arohbisliop Whit-
gift (1718). Strype also published an e(Ution of

Stow'B Survey of London (1720).

Stuart, Gilbert, LL.D., (b. 1742, d. 1786),

wrote a History of Scotland from the Estahlishment

of the Reformation till the Death of Queen Mary
(1782).

Stilbbes, John, political -writer (b. 1541, d.

1600), published, among many other works, The

Discovery of a Gaping Gulf, whereinto England is

like to be swallowed by another French Marriage, if

the Lordforbid not the Banes, by letting her Majestie

see the Sin and Fimishment thereof; a tract written

against the projected aUiance of Queen Elizabeth

vrith the Duke of Anjou, and published in 1679.

Much curious information about this work is given

in Park's edition of Haryngton's Nwg« Antiquce.

See SoJEVA.

Stubbes, Philip, miscellaneous writer (temp.

Elizabeth), produced Two Judgments of God

(1581) ; A View of Vanitie, and Allarum to England

or retrait from Sinne (1S82); The Anatomic of

Abuses (1583) ; The Rosarie of Christian Fraiers and

Meditations for divers Furposes, and also at divers

Times, as well of the day as of the night (1583) ; The

Theatre of the Fope's Monarchic (1684) ; A Motive

to Good Worlees (1592) ; The Ferfeot Fath to Felicitie

(1592); smd.A Christall Glassefor Christian Women,
containing a Discourse of the Life and Christian

Death of Mistris Katherine Stubs (1592). See

Wood's Athena Oxonienses, and the Shakespeare

Society Papers. See Abuses, The Anatomie or.

Stubbs, Thomas, Archbishop of York (d.

1373) ;
published an Aecotmte of the Archbishops

of York; also, in Latin, A Shield against the Oppo-

nents of Ecclesiastical Statutes; On the Stipends due

to Preachers of the Word of God; On the Perfection

of the Solitary Life; and On the Art of Dying.

Stubbs, William, clergyman (b. 1825), has

written The ConstitutionalFCistory ofEngland {1S1 3),

besides editing Symnale seeundem usum Sarum

(1850) ; Tractatus de Santa Cruce de Waltham

(1860); Mosheim's Institutes of Church History

(1863); Chronicles and Memorials of Richard I.

(1864—5); Benedict of Peterborough's Chronicle

(1867) ; the Chronicle of Roger de Hoveden (1868

—71); Select Charters and other Illustrations of

English Constitutional History {li^W), axiA. Memorials

of St. Dunstan {Wi).
Student, The. A series of sketches contri-

buted by Edward, Lord Lytton (q.v.), to The New
Monthly Magazine, of which he was for some time

editor, and republished in 1835.

Studley, John. See Agamemnon ;
Hekcdles

CEtjEos; HippoLTTtJS.

"Study what you most affect."—We
Taming of the Shrew, act i., scene 1 :

—

" No profit grows where Is do pleasure taken."

Stukeley, William, M.D., antiquarian

writer (b. 1687, d. 1766), produced Itinerarium

Curiosum (1724) ; Stonehenge, a Temple restor'd to

39

the British Druids (1740) ; A-bury, a Temple of
the Ancient Druids (1743) ; Falceographia Sacra
(1736—63) ; Palaographia Britannica (1743—52)

;

The Medallie History of Marcus Aurelius Valerius

Carausius (1757—69) ; An Account of Richard of
Cirencester (1757) ; and some minor works.

Sturdy Rock, The. A poem reproduced
by Pekcy in his Reliques from The Paradise of
Dainty Devices. Two out of the four stanzas
appeared in 1606 in An Howres Recreation in

Musioke.

" Style is the dress of thoughts." See
Chestekpield's Letters to his Son, November 24,
1749.

Stylites, St. Sim.eon. A lyrical monologue»
by AiPRED Tennyson, written in 1842.

Subjection of Women, The, by John
Stuart Mill, was published in 1867.

Sublime and Beautiftil, A Philoso-
phical Inquiry into the Origin of our
Ideas of the, by Edmund Bueke (1729—1797);
published in 17o7. It had been begun by the author

in his eighteenth' year, that is, in 1748, and its

publication not only attracted public attention to
him, but gained for him the friendship of Eeynolds,

Soame Jenyngs, Lyttelton, Warburton, Hume,
and Dr. Jolmson.

" Sublime (How) a thing it is to suffer
and be strong."

—

Longpellow, The Light of Stars,

"Sublime to the ridiculous. Prom
the." A proverbial phrase which arose out of a

passage in Paine's Age of Reason, pai-t ii., ad fin>

(note) ;
—'

' The sublime and the ridiculous are often

so nearly related, that it is difficult to class them
separately. One step above the sublime makes the

ridiculous, and one step above the ridiculous makes

the sublime again."

Subtle, in Ben Jonson's comedy of The

Alchemist (q.v.), is a cunning professor of the

alchemical science, who imposes upon Sir Epicure

Mammon (q.v.), a wealthy dupe, by his pretensions

to the possession of the Philosopher's Stone.

Subtle Doctor, The. A name conferred on

Johannes Duns Scotus (q.v.).

Such Things Are. A comedy by Mrs.

Inohbald (1763—1821),_ for which she received.

de400. It wasjproduced in 1787.

"Suckle fools, and chronicle small
beer. To."

—

Othello, act ii., scene 1.

Suckling, Sir John, poet and dramatist

(b. 1609, d. 1641). The Works of this writer, con-

sisting of his poems, letters, and plays, were-

collected and pubUshed in 1770. A selection from

them, accompanied by a Life of the author and

remarks on his writings and genius, by the Eev.

Alfred Suckling, appeared in 1836. See also Leigh.

Hunt's Companion. " Suckling," says HaUam, "is

acknowledged to have left far behmd him all

former writers of song in gaiety and ease; it is not
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equally clear that he has ever since heen surpassed.

His poetry aims at no higher praise ; he shows no
sentiment or imagination, either hecause he had
them not, or because he did not require either in

the style he chose." See Aslauea ; Ballad upon
A Wedding; Brennobalt; Campaiqne; Goblins,
The; Poets, The Session of the.

Suckling's Campaigne, Sir John. See

Campaigne, Sib, John Suckling's.

" Suffer and be strong, To." See " Sub-
lime A THING."

Suicides, The Purgatory of. See Pub-
GATOBY OP Suicides, The.

Sullen, Sc[uire. A character in Fahquhar's
comedy of The Coimtry Blockhead.

Summa Predicantium Fratris Johan-
nis de Bromyard, Ordinis fratrum Pre-
dicatorum. Krst printed in an edition without
date, and again at Numberg in 1485 ; a book
arranged under such heads as Abjicere, Abstinence,
Absolution, Adulation, Avarice, Contrition, Con-
science, Counsel, The Cross, Damnation, Detrac-
tion, Election, Faith, Judgment, Patience, Poverty,
Penitence, Spiritus Sanctus, Trinity, Visitation,

Vocation, and the like ; ending in Christus, and
forming, says Morley, an earnest, erudite, and in-

teresting mass of mediaeval practical theology.

Summer. A poem, forming one of the series

of The Seasons, by James Thomson (1700—1748),
and published in 1727.

" Summer is y-comen in." First line of

a poem ascribed by Ellis to the time of Edward I.,

and preserved by Sir John Hawkins in his Sistory

of Music, vol. ii.

Summer Islands, The Battle of. A
poem by Edmund Walleb (1605—1687).

Sunmierly, Felix. The nom de plume under
which Sir Henby Cole (b. 1808) published various
guide-books to the National GaUery and other
places, and issued several editions of iUustrated
books for the young.

Summer's Day, Thanks for a. A poem
by Alexander Hume (1560—1609), in which,
according to Campbell, " there is a train of images
that seem peculiarly pleasing and unborrowed—
the pictures of a poetical mind, humble, but genuine
in its cast."

Summer's Last 'Will and Testament.
" A pleasant comedie " by Thomas Nash (1567

—

1600?), acted before Queen Elizabeth in 1592, and
printed in 1600.

Summerson, Esther. The heroine of
Dickens's novel of Bleak Bouse (q.v.).

Summum Boniim: "a Discourse of the
Felicitie of Man," written by Sir Eichabd Baeok-
LEY

;
published in 1698, and reprinted in 1603 and

1631. " It purports to be an ethical treatise on
human happiness, consisting of six books. In the

first, the author offers to prove, and by example to
show, that felicity consists not in pleasure ; in the
second, not in riches ; in the third, not in honour
and glory ; in the fourth, not in moral virtue, after
the academicks and peripateticks, nor in philoso-
phical contemplation ; in the fifth he declares his
own opinion of the happiness of this Ufe; in the
sixth he shows wherein consists the true feUoity
and summtm ionum of man, and the way to attain
to it." His conclusion is as follows :—" To worship
and glorifie God in this life, thafwe may be joined
to him in the world to-'come, is our beatitude, or
Smnmum Bonum."' See The Setrospectwe Seviete,
vol. i.

Sumner, Charles Richard, D.D., Bishop
of Winchester (b. 1790, d. 1874), translated and
edited Milton's treatise on Christian Doctrine, heaideB
publishing in 1822 a treatise on The Ministerial
Character of Christ. His Life, by the Rev. G. H.
Sumner, appeared in 1876.

Sumner, John Bird, Archbishop of Canter-
bury (b. 1780, d. 1862), published Apostolical
Preaching considered in an Examination of St. Paul's
Epistles (1815) ; A Treatise on the Records of the
Creation, and on the Moral Attributes of the Creator,
with particular reference to the Jewish History and
to the Consistency of the Principle of Population
with the Wisdom and Ooodness of the heity (1816)

;

Sermons on the Principal Festivals of the Christian
Church (1817) ; Sermons on the Christian Faith and
Character (1821); The Evidence of Christianity,

derivedfrom its Nature andReception (1824) ; Charges
at Chester (1829—44) ; Practical Exposition of the

Gospels and the Epistles of the New Testament (1833—40); Sermons on Christian Charity (1841); and
Practical Reflections (1859).

" Sun myself (To) in Huncamunca's
eyes."

—

Fielding, Tom Thumb, act L, scene 2.

"Sun of the sleepless! melancholy
star!"—First line of one of Byron's Hebrew
Melodies (q.v.)

"Sunbeams out of cucumbers, A
project for extracting." See chap. 5, part iii., of
Swift's Travels of Gulliver (q.v.).

"Sunday shiues no Sabbath-day to
me. E'en."—Pope, Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, hue 12.

Sunday under three Heads : " As it is

;

As Sabbath Bills would make it ; As it might be
made." A pamphlet by " Timothy Sparks," i.e.,

Charles Dickens (1812—1870), published in 1836,
and now extremely rare.

Sun's Darling, The. A masque by John
Ford (1686—1639), produced in 1667.

" Sunshiae broken in the rill, The."—^MooRE, Xalla Rookh ("The Fire-Worshippers").

" Sunshine of the breast. The."—Gray,
Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College.

Super Sententias. A prose work "on
opinions," in four books, by Robert Holcot (d.
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1349). The first took contains two main quea-

tiona, the second four, the third one, and the

fourth eight. Each main question heads a col-

lection of subordinate questions, the object of

which is, less the explanation than the settle-

ment of faith. It is asked, for instance, whether

God foreknew that he should produce the world ?

Whether the devils fell by their own wiU?
Whether the Son of God could become incarnate ?

And so on to the last question—Whether eternal

happiness is the reward of the good wayfarer

thioagh life? Holcot's works were printed at

Strashurg in three volumes, and include single

looks on The Seven Mortal Sins; The Origin, JEnd,

and Remedy of Sin; The Immortality of the Soul;

The Book of Wisdom; The Song of Songs, &c.

-. Superannuated Man, The. One of the

Last Essays of Mia, by Charles Lamb (1775

—

1834), in the course of which he describes his own
sensations when he was asked to accept as a
pension for life the amount of two-thirds of his

accustomed salary—" a magnificent ofEer."

"Superfluous lags the veteran on the
stage."—Johnson, The Vanity ofMuman Wishes.

Superiority. A comedy by Anthony Brewer
• (Ij. circa 1580), produced in 1607 ; of note from the

(aroumstance that Oliver CromweU, as a student

at Cambridge, is said to have performed in it the

part of lactus.

Supernatural Philosopher, The : " or,

the Mysteries of Magick," by William Bond (d.

1735); published in 1728. It is apparently an
audacious piracy from Defoe's Life of Humcan

"Supped full of horrors; I have."
—Macbeth, act v., scene 5.

Supplement to Lord Anson's Voyage
round the "World ;

" containing a Discovery

of the Island of Frivola." A satirical romance in

which the French nation (Frivola) is severely

ridiculed; published in 1752. See Anson, Lord
George.

'

Supplication to Queen Elizabeth, A-
Pubhshed by Robert Southwell (1560—1595) in

1593.

Supposes, The. A play produced at Gray's
Inn in 1566, and translated by Geoeoe Gascoigne
from 6li Sitppositi of Arioato; the only existing

specimen of a play in English prose acted, either

inpublic or private, up to that date. It is included

in Hawkins's Origin of the English Drama.

Surface, Charles. A young rake in Sheri-
dan's comedy of The Schoolfor Scandal (q.v.).

Surface, Joseph, in Sheridan's comedy of

The Schoolfor Scandal (q.v.), is brother of the fore-

going. He is a consummate hypocrite, and noted
for his " sentiments." He pretends to admire Lady
Teazle, and pursues Maria (q.v.) for her fortune.

See Sheridan.

Surface, Sir Oliver, in Sheridan's comedy
of The School for Scandal (q.v.), is the uncle of
Charles and Joseph Surface.

Surgeon's Daughter, The. A tale by Sir
Walter Scott (q.v.), published in 1827.

" Surgical operation (It requires a) to
get a joke well into a Scotch understanding."

—

Sydney Smith's Memoir, by Lady Holland.

Surly. A character in Ben Jonson's comedy
of The Alchemist (q.v.).

Surrebutter, John, Esq. The pseudonym
under which John Anstey, son of the author of The
New Bath Guide, published his Pleader's Guide: a

Didactic Foem (q.v.).

Surrey, Earl of. See Howard, Henry.

Surtees, Robert, historian (b. 1779, d.

1834), wrote The History and Antiquities of the

Cownty Palatine of Durham (1816—23), and a ballad

entitled The Death of Peatherstonhaugh (q.v.). His

Life was written by the Eev. G. Taylor in 1839.

See also Dr. J. H. Burton's Boole Sumter. The
Surtees Society was established in 1834 for the

publication of inedited MSS., illustrating the his-

tory of the region lying between the Humber and
the Forth, the Mersey and the Clyde.

Surtees Society, The. See Surtees,

Robert.

Susanna : " or, the Arraignment of the Two
Elders." A poem by Dr. E. Aylett, published

in 1622.

" Suspicion always haunts the guUty
mind." King Henry VI., act v., scene 6, part iii.

Suspicious Husband, The. A comedy
by Benjamin Hoadley (1706—1767), produced in

1747. See Ranger.

Swain, Charles, poet (b. 1803, d. 1874), pro-

duced Metrical Essays (1827) ; The Mind, and other

Poems (1831) ; Dramatic Chapters, Poems, and Songs

(1847) ; English Melodies (1849) ; Art and Fashion

(1863) ; and Songs and Ballads (1868). See Man-
chester Poet, The.

" Swan of Avon, Sweet." See Ben Jon-

son's verses To the Memory of Shakespeare.

Swan of Lichfield, The. A title sometimes

given to Miss Anna Seward, the poetess (q.v.).

" Swan-like, let me sing and die."—
Byhon, Don Juan, canto iii., stanza 86.

" Swashing and a martial outside. A."
—As You Like It, act i., scene 3.

" Swear not by the moon, the incon-

stant moon."—iJomeo amd Juliet, act li., scene 2.

" Swear to the truth of a song ? Must
one."—Prior, A Better Answer.
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Sweepers, The. A poem by William
Whitehead (1715—1785), beginning :

—

" I sing of sweepers frequent In thy Btreeta,
Augusta, as tbe flowers which grace the spring.
Or tranches withering in autuinnal shades.
To form the hrooms tliey wield. , . .

Let others meanly chant in tuneful song
The black-shoe race, whose mercenary tribes,
Aliur'd by halfpence, take their morning stand
"Where streets divide, and to their profler'd stools
Solicit wandering feet. . .

,

" Not so you pour
Tour blessings on mankind. Nor traffic vile
Be your employment deem'd," &c.

" Sweet after showers, ambrosial air."
—Sect. Ixxxv. of In Memorimn, by Alfred Ten-
HTfSON.

" Sweet and low, sweet and low." A
song by Alfred Tennyson, in Tlie Princess.

" Sweet are the thoughts that savour
of content." A sonnet by Eobert Greene (q.T.).

" Sweet are the uses of adversity."—
As Tou Like It, act ii., scene 1.

" Sweet Auburn ! loveliest vUlage of
the plain." See Auburn ; Deserted Village.

" Sweet, be not proud of those eyes."—A lyric by Robert Herrick.

" Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so
brigbt." First lilie of Herbert's verses on
Virtue.

"Sweet disorder in the dress. A."
First line of some stanzas by Robert Herrick
(1591—1674). Compare -wdtb Ben Jonson's " Still

to be neat, still to be drest " (q.T.).

"Sweet Emma Moreland of yonder
town."

—

E&ward Gray, by Alfred Tennyson.

" Sweet is true love, tho' given in vain,
in vain."—^Elaine's song in Tennyson's Idylls of
the King. " A little song . . . the song of Love
and Death . . . sweefly could she make and
sing." See Elaine.

" Sweet little cherub that sits up aloft.
There's a." A line in Dibdin's song, Foot Jack.

" Sweet looks ! I thought them love."—^A lyric by William Allingham :

—

"Alas I how much mistaken I

"

"Sweetmoodwhen pleasantthoughts.
In that." See Wordsworth's Lines written in
Early Spring

:

—

•

" Bring sad thoughts to the mind."

"Sweet neglect moretaketh me. Such."
Aline in Ben Jonson's song, beginning:

—

" still to be neat, still to be drest."

Sweet William's Farewell. The title

sometimes given to -the ballad better known as
Black-Eyed Susan (q.v.).

Sweet William's Ghost. A ballad, first

published in Allan Ramsay's Tea Table Miscellany
(q.v.) ; also by Kinloch, under the title of Sweet
William and May Margaret; and by Motherwell,

under that of William and Marjorie. "It is very
dreamlike and awful," says Allingham. " The
need of getting back the faith and troth once
plighted is one of the strange laws of the ghostly
kingdom." See Pair Margaret.

" Sweetness and Light." " The two
noblest things," says Swift, in that passage of The
Battle of the Books (q.v.) from which the phrase,

made celebrated by Matthew Arnold, is taken.

See Culture and Anarchy, by the latter author.

"Sweetness long drawn out." See
" Linked Sweetness."

" Sweets to the sweet."—-fiomfo^, act v.,

scene I.

Sweno. Son of the King of Denmark, in
Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

Swidger, William, with his wife Molly,
and his father Philip, figures in Dickens's
Sawnted Man.

Swift, Dean, inThackeray's novel of Esmond
(q.v.), is a reproduction, in fiction, of the famous
author of Cfulliver's Travels, which has been severely
criticised. " The Swift of the novel," says Han-
nay, " is a vulgar Irish bully,—a satirical concep-
tion only, and somewha,t ignobly satirical into the
bargain. It is not a true portrait, however admir-
ably executed."

Swift, Jonathan, Dean of St. Patrick's (b.

1667, d. 1745), wrote The Battle of the Books
(1704) ; Tale of a Tub (1704) ; Sentiments of a
Church of England Man in Mespect to Religion and
Government (1708) ; An Argument against the

Abolition of Christianity (1708) ; The Conduct of the

Allies (1712); The Fublic Spirit of the Whigs
(1714) ; Letters by M. B. Drapier (1724) ; Travels

of Lemuel Gulliver (1726) ; a Sistory of the Four
Last Tears of Queen Anne; Folite Conversation;

Directions to Servants; A Journal to Stella, and
much miscellaneous prose and poetry. His Works
were edited, with a Memoir, by Sir Walter Scott,

in 1814. See also the Biographies byDeane Swift,.

Hawkesworth, Sheridan, Johnson, and Forster.

For Criticism, see HazUtt's Comic Writers, Thack-
eray's English Siunourists, Jeaffireson's Novels and
Novelists, Masson's Novelists and their Styles,

Taine's English Literature, and other writers. "As
an author," says Sir Walter Scott, "there are
three peculiarities remarkable in the character of
Swift. The first of these is the distinguished
attribute of originality, and it cannot be refused to
Swift by the most severe critic. Even Johnson
has allowed that perhaps no author can be found
who has borrowed so little, or has so weU main-
tained his claim to be considered as original. There
was indeed nothing written before his time which
could serve for his model. The second peculiarity
is his total indifference to literary fame. He is
often anxious about the success of his argument,
and angrily jealous of those who debate the prin-
ciples and the purpose for which he assumes the
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pen, but he evinces, on all occasions, an unafiected

indifference for tlie fate of his writings, provided

the end of their publication was answered. The
third distinguishing mark of Swift's literary cha-

racter is that, with the exception of history (for

hia fugitive attempts in Pindaric and Latin verse

are too unimportant to he noticed), he has never

attempted any style of composition in which he
has not obtained a distinguished pitch of excellence.

We may often think the immediate mode of exer-

cising his talents trifling, and sometimes coarse and
offensive ; but his Anglo-Latin verses, his riddles,

his indelicate descriptions, and his violent political

satires, are in their various departments as excel-

lent as the subjects admitted, and only leave us

room occasionally to regret that so much talent

was not more imiformly employed upon nobler

topics. As a poet. Swift's post is pre-eminent in

the sort of poetry he cultivated. He never at-

tempted any species of composition in which either

the sublime or the pathetic was required of him,
but in every department of poetry where wit was
necessary, he displayed, as the subject chanced to

req[uire, either the blasting lightning of satire, or

the lambent and meteor-like coruscations of

frolicsome humour. His powers of versification

are admirably adapted to his favourite subjects.

Swift seldom elevates his tone above a satirical

diatribe, a moral lesson, or a poem on maimers

;

but the former are unrivalled in severity, and
the latter in ease. Sometimes the intensity of

Ms satire gives to his poetry a character of

emphatic violence which borders upon grandeur.

Yet this grandeur is founded, not on sublimity

either of conception or expression, but upon the

energy of both; and indicates rather ardour of

temper than power of imagination. The eleva-

tion of tone arises from the strong mood of

passion rather than from poetical fancy. As an
historian. Swift is entitled to little notice. The
History of England is an abridgment, written

evidently in imitation of Pateroulus, but without
those advantages in point of information which
rendered the Latin author valuable. His account
of the Four Last Years of Queen Anne has little

pretensions to the name of history ';
it is written

with the feelings and prejudices of a party writer,

and does not deserve to be separated from the
Examiners and other political tracts of which
Swift was the author. But although his political

treatises raised his fame when published, and are

still read as excellent models of that species of

composition, it is to his Tale of a Tab, to The Battle

of the Books, to his moral romance of Gulliver, and
to his smaller, but not less exquisite satires upon
men and manners, that Swift owes the extent and
permanency of his popularity as an English classic

of the first rank. In reference to these works,
Cardinal Polignao used the remarkable expression,

'qu'il avait 1' esprit cr^ateur.' He possessed,

indeed, in the highest perfeotipn, the wonderful
power of so embodying and imaging forth 'the

shadowy tribes of mind,' that the fiction of the

imagination is received by the reader as if it were
truth. Undoubtedly the same keen and powerful
intellect, which could sound all the depths and
shaUowB of active life, had stored his mind with
facts drawn from his own acute observation, and
thus supplied with materials the creative talent
which he possessed ; for although the knowledge
of the human mind may be, in a certain extent,
intuitive, and subsist without extended acquaint-
ance with the living world, yet that acquaintance
with manners, equally remarkable in Swift's pro-
ductions, could only he acquired from intimate
familiarity with the actual business of the world.
In fiction he possessed, in the most extensive
degree, the art of verisimilitude—the power, as we
observe in the case of Gulliver's Travels, of adopting
and sustaining a fictitious character, under every
peculiarity of place and circumstance. A consider-
able part of this secret rests upon minuteness of
narrative. Small and detached facts form the fore-
ground of a narrative when told by an eye-witness,
but to a distant spectator all these minute inci-

dents are lost and blended in the general current
of events, and it requires the discrimination of

Swift or Defoe to select, in a fictitious narrative,

such an enumeration of minute incideUts as might
strike the beholder of a real fact. This proposition
has a corollary resting on the same principles.

There is a distance as well as a. foreground in
narrative, as in natural perspective, and the scale

of objects necessarily decreases as they are with-
drawn from the vicinity of him who reports them.
In this particular the art of Swift is equally mani-
fest. The information which Gulliver acquires

from hearsay is communicated in a more vague
and general manner than that reported on his own
knowledge. He does not, like other voyagers into

Utopian realms, bring us back a minute account of

their laws and government, but merely such general

information upon these topics as a well-informed

and curious stranger may be reasonably supposed

to acquire, during some months' residence in a

foreign country." Scott concludes by quoting

with approbation the following comments by Dr.

Johnson on the style of Swift :—" In his works,"

says the latter critic, " he has given very different

specimens both of sentiment and expression. His

Tale of a Tub has little resemblance to his other

pieces. It exhibits " vehemence and rapidity of

mind, a copiousness of images, and vivacity of

diction, such as he afterwards never possessed,

or never exerted. In his other works is found an

equable tenor of easy language, which rather

trickles than flows. His delight was in simplicity.

That he has in his works no metaphor, as has been

said, is not true ; but his few metaphors seem to

be received rather by necessity than choice. He
studied purity. His sentences are never too much
dilated, or contracted, and it will not be easy to

find any embarrassment in the complication of his

clauses, any inconsequence in his connections, or

abruptness in his transitions. His style was w«ll

suited to his thoughts, which are never subtilised
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by nice diaquisitions, decorated "by sparkling con-

ceits, elevated by ambitious sentences, or variegated

by far-sought learning. The peruser of Swift wants

little previous knowledge ; and it will be sufficient

that he is acquainted with common words and
common things ; he is neither reqviired to mount
elevations, nor to explore profundities ; his passage

is always on a level, a long solid ground, without

asperities, without distinction." See Akgument,
&c. ; Baucis and Philemon ; Battle op the
Books, The ; Broomstick, &o. ; Cadenus ; Con-
versation ;

Ceeichton ; Deapiee Letters ; Eng-
lish Tongue, Thej Hospital for Incurables;
Letters ; Modest Proposal, A ; Project for
THE Advancement op Eeligion ; Tale of a Tub

;

Thoughts on Various Subjects; Teavels into

Seveeal Remote Eegions op the World.

"Swiftly walk over the western
wave."

—

To Night, by Percy Bysshe Shelley,
written in 1820.

"Swimmer in his agony. Of some
strong." See stanza 53, canto ii., of Byron's Don
Juan (q.v).

Swintonrne, Algernon Charles, poet and
critic (b. 1837), has published The Queen Mother
and Sosamond, plays (1861); Atalanta in Galydon,

(1864), (q.v.) ; Ohastelard (1865), (q.v.) ; Poems and
Ballads (q.v.), (1866) ; Notes on Poems and Reviews

(1866) ; A Song of Italy (1867), (q.v.) ; William
Blake, a critical essay (1868) ; Notes on the Boyal
Academy Exhibition (1868) ; Ode on the Proclamation

of t/ie French Septiblic (1870) ; Songs before Simrise

(1871), (q.v.) ; Under the Microscope (1872) ; Bothwell,

a tragedy (1874); Mssays and Studies (\i7b); George

Chapman, an essay (1875) ; Mrectheus, a tragedy

(1876) ; and A Note on Charlotte Bronte (1877). For
Criticism, see Lowell's Study Windows, Forman's
Li/ving Poets, and Clarence Stedman's Victorian

Poets. "The one'faculty," says Stedman, " in which
Swinburne excels any living English poet is his

miraculous gift of rhythm, his command over the
unsuspected sources of a language. Before the
advent of Swinburne we did not realise the full

scope of English verse. In his hands it is like the
violin of Paganini. The range of his fantasias,

roulades, arias, new effects of measure and sound,

is iacomparable with anything hitherto known.
The first emotion of one who studies even his

immature work is that of wonder at the ^eedom
and richness of his diction, the su-surrus of his

rhythm, his unconscious alliterations, the end-
less change of his syllabic harmonies, resulting in

the alternate softness and strength, height and fall,

riotous or chastened music, of his affluent verse.

In his poetry we discover qualities we did not
know were in the language—a softness that seemed
Italian, a rugged strength we thought was
German, a blithe and debonnaire lightness we de-

spaired of capturing from the French. It is safe

to declare that at last a time has come when the
force of expression can no farther go. I do not
say it has not gone too far. The fruit may be,

and here is, too luscious; the flower is often of

an odour too intoxicating to endure. Yet what

execution! The voice may not be equal to the

grandest music, nor trained and restrained as it

should be. But the voice is there, and its possessor

has the finest natural organ to which this genera-

tion has listened. Swinburne, especially in his

earlier poems, has weakened his effects by cloying

us with excessive richness of epithet and sound

:

in later works, by too elaborate expression and re-

dundancy of treatment. StiU, while Browning's

amplification is wont to be harsh and obscure,

Swinburne, even if obscure, or when the thought

is one that he has repeated again and again, always

gives us unapproachable melody and grace. It is

true that his glories of speech often hang upon the

slightest thread of purpose. He so constantly

wants to stop and sing when he gets along slowly

with a plot. As we listen to his fascinating music,

the meaning, like the libretto of an opera, often

passes out of mind. The melody is unbroken : in

this, as in other matters, Swinburne's fault is that

of excess. Until recently his voice had a narrow

range ; its effect resulted from changes on a. few

notes. The richness of these permutations was a
marvel, yet a series of them blended into man-
nerism. His first volume. The Queen Mother, and

Rosamond, gave biTn no reputation. "We now see

that it was of much significance. It showed the

new author to be completely unaffected by the

current idyllic method. Not a trace of Teimyson

;

just a trace, on the other hand, of Browning;
above all, a true dramatic manner of the poet's

own. Three years later Swinburne printed
.
his

classical tragedy, Atalanta in Galydon. Swinburne
took up the classical dramatic form, and made the

dry bones live, as even Landor and Arnold had
not; as no man had, before or after Shelley.

Atalanta reads like an inspired translation. As a
work of art, it stiU remains the poet's flaw-

less effort, showing the most objective purpose,

and clarified by the necessity of restraint." Of
Poems and Ballads the same critic says :

" Some
were content to reprehend, or smack their lips

over the questionable portions of the book ; but

many, while perceiving the crudeness of the ruder

strains, rejoiced in the lyrical splendour that broke
out here and there, and welcomed the poet's unique
additions to the metric and stanzaio forms of

English verse. The full bloom of his lyrical genius

appears not only in the choruses of Atalanta, but
in that large moulded ode, Ave Atque Vale, com-
posed in memory of Charles Baudelaire. Here is

an ethereal strain of the highest elegiac order,

fashioned in a severe yet flexible spirit of lyric art.

A Song of Italy is marked by sonorous eloquence,

and carries us buoyantly along. The Ode to the

French Republic was less worthy of the author, and
not equal to the occasion. Songs before Sunrise
may be taken as the crowning effort of the author
during this period. In Swinburne's poems we do
not perceive the love of nature which was so

passionate an element in the spirit and writings
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of Sielley. He haa teen an industrious man of

letters. His prose, like his poetry, is unflagging

and impetuous beyond that of other men. No
modem writer, save De Quincey, has sustained

himself so easily and with such cumulative force

through passages which strain the reader's mental
power. Chastelard is wann-hlooded and modem,
charged with lurid passion and romance. It has

less mannerism than we find in most of the author's

early style. The chief personages are drawn
strongly and distinctly, and the language is true

to the matter and the time. The whole play is

intensely emotional. The second and greater

portion of the Stuart trilogy required a man to

write it. - The time has not yet come to determine

the place of Bothwell in English literature ; hut I
agree with them who declare that Swinburne, by
this massive and heroic composition, has placed
himself in the front line of our poets; that no one
can he thought his superior in true dramatic power.
Considered as a dramatic epic, it has no parallel.

If," says Stedman in conclusion, " Swinburne were
to write no more, and his past works should be
collected in a single volume, although, as in the
remains of Shelley, we might find Uttle narrative

verse, what a world of melody, and what a wealth
of imaginative song! It is true that his well-

known manner would pervade the book ; we should
find no great variety of mood, few studies of visible

objects, a meagre reflection of English life as it

exists to-day. Yet a subtle observer would per-

ceive how truly he represents his own time ; and to

a poet this compendium would become a lyrical

handbook—a treasured exposition of creative and
leautiful design."

"Swinish multitude, The."— Bubke,
French ^Revolution.

Swiss Family Robinson, The : " or, the

Adventures of a Shipwrecked Family on a Desolate
Island." Written by Joachim Heinrich Kampe,
and frequently translated into English. It was
obviously suggested by Bobinson Crusoe (q.v.) .

"No
one but a German," says Miss Yonge, "could have
thought it jiractioable to land a whole family in

a row of washing-tubs nailed together between
planks—and the island did contain peculiar flora

and fauna ; but the book is an extremely engaging
one, for all that."

Swithun, Miracles of. Described in Latin
verse by "Wolstan of Wejchestee (circa 990).

Switzerland. A series of eight love lyrics,

by Matthew Aknold (b. 1822).

Swiveller, Dick. A character in Dickens's
novel of The Old Curiosity Shop (q.v.).

Sword (Captain) and Captain Pen. A
poem by Leigh Hunt, in which the writer dis-

cusses the respective powers and properties of those

two powerful instruments. See " Pen is mightieb
THAN THE SwOKD."

Sword Chant of Thorstein Raudi. A
lyric by William Motherwell (1797—1835).

"Swore terribly in Plahders, Our
armies.

' See chapter xi., vol. iii., of Sterne's
Tristram Shandy (q.v.).

Sybil: " or, The Two Nations." A novel by
Benjamin Disraeli (q.v.), published in 1845.
" Few," saya a critic, " wiU read the volumes for
either the atory or the plot."

Sybil Waruer. A character in Lord Ltttton'b
romance of The Last of the Barons.

Sycorax. The dam of Prospero's slave, Cali-
ban (q.v.), in The Tempest (q.v.).

Sycorax, in Dibdin's "bibliographical ro-
mance," called Bibliomania (q.v.), is intended for
Joseph Eitson, the literary critic and antiquary.

Sydney, Lord Henry. A character in
Disraeli's novel of Coningsby (q.v.).

Sylphs, The, figure in Pope's poem of The
Sape of the Lock (q.v.). See Ariel.

Sylva : " or, a Discourse of Forest Trees, and the
Propagation of Timber in his Maj esty' a Dominions,"
by John Evelyn (1620—1706) ; published in 1664,
and "written in consequence of an application
to the Royal Society by the Commissioners of the
Navy, who dreaded a scarcity of timber in the
country. This work, aided by the king's example,
stimulated the landowners to plant an immense
number of oak trees, which, a century after, proved
of the greateat service to the nation in the construc-

tion of ships of war." It was edited by Dr. Hunter
in 1776, and was republished in 1825.

Sylva Sylvarum: "or, a NaturaU Historic,

in ten centuries," by Lord Bacon (q.v.); pubHahed
by Dr. Eawley in 1627.

Sylvander. The name under which Robert
Burns correaponded for some time with a Mrs.
Maclehose. See Clarinba.

Sylvanus TTrban. See Urban, Stlvanus.

Sylvester, Joshua, poet and translator (b.

1563, d. 1C18), was the author of Poems, published

in 1614—20, and of a translation of The Divine

Weeks and Works of the French poet Du Bartas.

The latter was highly esteemed by Spenser, Bishop

HaU, Izaak Walton, and Milton, the last-named of

whom is thought to have been slightly indebted to it

for some ideas and expressions. Among Sylvester's

other works are Lachryma Lachrymarum : or, the

Spirit of Teares Distilled (1612); and Tobacco Battered

and the Pipes Shattered about their Pares, that idely

Idolize 80 base and barbarous a Weed, or at least

overlove so loathsome a Vanity, by a Volley of Holy

Shot Thundered from Mount Selicon (1616). See

Silver-tongued, The.

Sylvia. See Discoveries.

Sylvia: "or, the May Queen." A poem by

GrEOBGB Darley (q.v.), published in 1827; "a

crude but poetical study in the sweet pastoral

manner of Jonson and Fletcher."
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Synagogue, The : " or, Shadow of the

Temple.'' A coUeotion of sacred poems, "in imi-

tation of Mr. George Herbert " (q.v.), by Chris-
TOPHEK Haevey (1597—1663), published ia 1647.

Syntax, Dr., The Three Totirs of. A
tumorous poem, which, appearing collectively in

1855, had previously appeared in three separate

parts : The Tow in Search of the Picturesque, in

J812; the Tow in Search of Consolation, ia 1820;
and the Tour in Search of a Wife, in 1821. The
author was "William Coombe (1741—1823), and
they were illustrated by Eowlandson in drawings
whose graphic humour had much to do with the
success of the work. The following were not by
Coombe :

—

The Tow of Dr. Syntax through London
(1810) ; Br. Syntax in Paris, in Search of the Gro-
tesque (1820) ; and Dr. Syntax's Life of Napoleon

(1823).

Syphax. A character in Addison's tragedy
of Cato (q.v.).

Syphax. Chief of the Arabs who joined the
Egyptian armament Against the Crusaders, in
Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

Syrinx: "or, a Sevenfold Historie, handled
with Varietie of pleasant and profitable, both com-
mical and tragicaU argument," by William "War-
ner (1568—1609) ;

printed in 1597. This work,
which "Warton describes as a novel or suite of

stories much in the style of the adventures of

Heliodorus' Ethiopic Romance, originally appeared
in 1554, under the title of Pan his Syrinx, or Pipe,

compact of seven JReedes, including, in one, seven

TragicaU and Commicall Arguments.

Tabard, The, is the inn, in High Street,

Southwark, from which Chattcer makes his pil-

grims start on their journey to Canterbury. " At
"the Southwark inns," says Morley, " the companies
who had agreed to make the pilgrimage together
to the shrine of Canterbury usually and naturally
met. Southwark was close to the highway of the
Thames, which brought pilgrims also from other

villages and towns upon the river." A tabard,

Morley adds, is the sleeveless coat on which arms
were embroidered, when it was worn by nobles, as

by the heralds for their coats of arms in service.

The name of the Tabard was altered into Talbot,
after the famous inn, or the greater part of it, had
"been burnt down by the fire of 1676. The last

remains of the old hostelry feU before the march of

modem improvement a few years since.

"Table of my memory. The."—Samlet,
act i., scene 5.

" Table on a roar, To set the."—Samlet,
act v., scene 1.

Table-Talk. A poem by William Cowper.
(q.v.), published in 1782.

Table-Talk : " being the Discourses of John
Selden, Esq. ; or his Sence of Various Matters of

Weight and High Consequence Relating especially

to Religion and State." Published in 1689, and
again in 1696, 1698, 1716, 1786 (with a Life of the
author), 1789, 1819 (edited by Dr. Irving), 1847
(edited, with biography and notes, by Singer), 1856
(in the Library of Old Authors), and 1868 (in

Arber's English Reprints). It was also edited by
Archdeacon Wilkms with the other works of

Selden in 1726. The original editor was the Eev.
Eichard Milward, who did for Selden what Boswell
did for Johnson, though, unfortimately, not so

copiously. The Table-Talk belongs chiefly, if not
entirely, says Arber, to 1634—1654. It is arranged
by Milward under headings alphabetically placed,

and treats of such various topics as Articles, Baptism,
Bible, Bishops, Books, Ceremony, Christmas, Clergy,
Confession, Conscience, Creed, Duel, Epitaph,'Faith
and Works, Gentlemen, Holy-days, Idolatry, Jews,
Juggling, King, Law, Lectures, Liturgy, Wferriage,

Money, Oaths, Oracles, Poetry, Popery, Presbytery,
Proverbs, Religion, Sacraments, Trade, Truth,
University, Wit, Women. Some of his definitions

have passed into current coin of thp realm. Thus
he says of himiility that it is " a Vertue all preach,

none practise;" and of libels that "though some
make slight" of them, " yet you may see by them
how the wind sets ; as take a straw and throw it

up into the air
;
you shall see by tiat which way

the wind is." Again, of marriage, that "of all

actions in a man's life his marriage does least con-
cern other people, yet of all actions of our life, 'tis

most medled withby other people ;" and of pleasure,

that " pleasure is nothing else but the intermission
of pain, the enjoying of something I am in great

trouble for till I have it." Coleridge, speaking of

the Table-Talk, says there is " more weighty bullion

sense" in it than he ever found "in the same
number of pages of any uninspired writer." " Oh !"

he cries, " to have been with Selden over his glass

of vrine, making every accident an outlet and a
vehicle of wisdom!" Dr. Johnson said of the
work that it was better than all the ana of the
Continent. "These sayings," remarks Hallam,
" are full of a vigour, raoiness, and a kind of scorn
of the half-learned, far less wide, but more cutting,

than that of Scaliger." " Dry, grave, and almost
crabbed in his writings, Selden's conversation,"
says Hannay, " is homely, humorous, shrewd,
vivid, even delightful! He is still the great
scholar and the tough Parliamentarian, but merry,
playful, and witty. He writes Uke the opponent
of Grotius ; he talks like the friend of Ben Jon-
son."

Table-Talk, by Samuel Tatlor Coleridge,
was published in 1835. It consists of specimens
of his conversation as noted down from time to
time by Henry Nelson Coleridge, his nephew.
These specimens extend from December 29, 1822,
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to July 10, 183i, and range over a very wide
variety of subjects. "I know," writes the tran-
scriber, " better than any one can tell me, how in-

adequately these represent the peculiar splendour
and individuality of Mr. Coleridge's conversation.
How should it be otherwise P Who could always
follow to the turning-point his long arrow-flights

of thought ? "Who could fix those ejaculations of
light, those tones of a prophet, which at times have
made me bend before him as before an inspired
man f Such acts of spirits as these were too subtle

to be fettered down on paper. Yet I would fain
hope that these pages will prove that aU is not
lost ; that something of the wisdom, the learning,
and the eloquence of a great man's social converse
has been snatched from forgetfulneas, and endowed
with a permanent shape for general use."

Table-Talk of Samuel Rogers, Becol-
lections of the, appeared in 1856.

Tacitus. Among the translations of this Latin
historian are those by Arthur Murphy (q.v.), A. J.

Church, and W. J. Brodribb (1864 and 1868), A.
H. Beesley (1869), and E. Mongan (1872). See
Ancient Classics for English Readers.

Tackleton. The toy merchant, in Dickens's
story of The Cricket on the Hearth (q.v.).

Tadpole. An electioneering agent who figures

in DisHABLi's Coningsby. He is identified with a
Mr. Bonham. See Taper.

Tag, Bag, and Bobtail, Messrs. The
pseudonymadoptedbylsAAeDisKAELi (1766—1848),
in the publication of his Flim-Flams ! or the Life
and Errors of my Uncle, and the Amours of my
Aitnt, with Illustrations and Obscurities (1805).

Tain Bo Chuailgng, The (or Cattle-Spoil
of Chuailgne, a place now called Cooley, in the
county of Louth), is an old G-aelio tale, an outline
of which wUl be found in Morley's English Writers.

Professor 0'Curry regards the tale as holding to-
wards Irish history the position held by the
Argonautic Expedition, and the Seven against
Thebes, towards Greek History.

Tait, Archibald Campbell, D.D., Arch-
bishop of Canterbury (b. 1804), has published
Bangers and Safeguards of Modern Theology (1861),
The Word of God and the Ground of Faith (1863),
Marmony of Sevelation and the Sciences (1864), The
Present Condition of the Church of England (1872),
and various charges and sermons ; besides contri-

butions to the quarterly reviews.

Tak your auld cloak about ye. A
Scottish song, printed in The Tea Table Miscellam/
(q.v.), and supposed to belong to the sixteenth
century. The following lines bear a strong resem-
blance to some quoted by lago in Othello, act iL,

scene 3 :

—

"In days when our King Robert rang.
His trews they cost but half-a-crown

;

He said they were a groat ower dear.
And ca'd the tailor thief and loon."

" Take her up tenderly, Lift her with
care. See Hood's poem. The Bridge of Sighs.

" Take him for aU in aU, I shaU not
look upon his like a,ga.m."—Mamlet, act i.,

scene 2.

"Take no note of time (We) But
from its loss."—^YoxJNO, Mght Thoughts, night i.,

line 55.

" Take, O take those lips away." First
line of a verse in Measure for Measure, act iv.,
scene 1. The same verse, and another begin-
ning

—

" Hide, O hide those hills of snow,"

occur in the spurious edition of Shakespeake's
Foems (1640), and in the play of The Bloody Bro-
ther, act v., scene 2.

Tal y Moehre, Ode on the Battle of: by
GwALCHMAi, a Welsh bard (circa 1160) ; describing
the defeat of the fleet sent to Wales in 1157, by
Henry II. It has been translated by Gray, the
poet, in his Triumphs of Owen.

" Tale in everything, A." See Wobds-
woeth's poem of Simon Lee.

Tale of a Trumpet, A. A humorous poem
by Thomas Hood.

Tale of a Tub : " written for the universal
improvement of mankind," by Jonathan Swift
(1667 — 1745), and published, anonymously, in
1704. It had been sketched out and composed
either during the author's residence at Trinity
College, Dublin, or during his stay with Sir
William Temple, at Moor Park, in 1692. " Under
the allegory of three sons altering, neglecting,
observing, or mistaking the will of their father,

Swift satirises unsparingly the corruptions and
pretensions of the Church of Eome, and the
extremes and follies of the dissenting bodies, and
describes with approval, or at least without con-
spicuous offensiveness, the origin and estabhshm'ent
of the Reformed Churches, particularly that of

England. At the same time, in his Preface and
Digressions, he stops, and turns aside, to deal

piercing thrusts, and crushing down-strokes at

arrogant, feeble, pretentious, and scurrilous critics,

pedants, and authors, of his own and all time.

The satire operated, however, so far injuriously

against his own prospects, that it efiectuaUy pre-

vented him from obtaining any high preferment in

the English Chvirch ; and the Archbishop of York,
who to a great extent had the ear of the queen,

was so utterly scandalised by it that he assured

her Majesty that the writer of it must be an infidel.

In the same way Voltaire is said to have recom-

mended it to his own proselytes, 'because the

ludicrous combinations which are formed in the

mind by the perusal tend to lower the respect due
to revelation.'

"

Tale of a Tub, The. A comedy, by Ben
JoNsoN, produced in 1633, and the last work that

he submitted to the stage.
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" Tale of Troy divine, The."—Milton,
Jl Fenaeroso, Ime 100.

Tale of Two Cities, A. A novel, by
Chables Dickens (1812—1870), originally produced
in All the Year £ound for 1859, and afterwards
republished in a, complete form. The author
says be first conceived the main idea of the story
when aotiug, with his children and friends, in
WilMe Collnns's drama of The Frozen Deep. The
scene of his narrative is the French Revolution
of 1789, and it was one of Dickens's hopes, be
says, to add something to the popular and pic-
turesque means of understanding that terrible time

;

"though no one," he says, "can hope to add
anything to the philosophy of Carlyle's wonderful
book."

" Tale told by an idiot. A." See " Sootd
AND FUEY."

" Tale unfold, I could a."Samlet, act
i., scene 5.

"Talent of our English nation, 'Tis
the,"— Geokge Chapman, The Widow's Tears,
act i., scene 1—

" still to be plotting some new Reformation."

Tales of a Grandfather, by Sir Waltek
Scott (q.v.), were published in 1827—30.

Tales of Fashionable Iiife, by Mabia
Bdgewokth (q.v.) ; three volumes of which ap-
peared in 1809, and were followed in 1812 by
three others. The best are The Absentee and
Vivian.

Tales of My Landlord, by Sir Walter
Scott (q.v.), include The Black Dwarf, Old Mor-
tality, The Seart of Midlothian, The Bride of
Lammermoor, The Legend of Montrose, Cotmt Sobert
of Faris, and Castle Dangerous.

" Tales of sorrow done."—Goldsmith,
The Deserted Village, line 157.

Tales of Terror, by Matthew Q-regokt
Lewis (1775—1818), were published in 1799. His
Tales of Wonder appeared in 1801.

Tales of the Crusaders, by Sir Waiter
Scott " (q.v.), comprise The Betrothed and The
Talisman.

Tales of the Genii. See Genii, Tales op
THE.

Tales of the Hall. Poems by George
Craebe (q.v.)

;
published in 1819, and dealing with

the upper classes of society. Among the better-
known episodes are those of Sir Owen Dale, Ruth,
and Ellen.

Tales of the O'Hara Family. See
O'Haba Family.

Tales of Wonder. &e Tales or Tbekor.

Talfourd, Sir Thomas Noon, dramatic poet
and miscellaneous writer (b. 1795, d. 1864), pub-

lished Ion, a tragedy (1835), (q.v.) ; Tlie Athenian
Captive, a tragedy (1838); A proposed New Law
of Copyright of the highest Importance to Authors
(1838) ; Glenooe, or the State of the MaeDonalds,
a tragedy (1839) ; Three Speeches delivered in the
Souse of Commons in favour of an Extension of
Copyright (1840) ; Speech for the Defendant in the
Prosecution, the Queen v. Moxon, for the Fubliea-
tion of Shelley's Foetical Works (1841) ; Secollections

of a First Visit to the Alps (1841) ; Vacation
Mambles and Thoughts (1844) ; Final Memorials of
Charles Lamb (1848) ; The Castilian, a tragedy
(1863) ; and various contributions to The Retro-
spective Review, London Magazine, and New Monthly
Magazine, besides The History of Greek Literature
in The Uncyclopcedia Metropolitana.

Taliesin. A Welsh bard, who Uved circa 560.
A romantic history of Taliesin, supposed to have
been compiled by a certain Thomas ap Einion,
occurs in the Mabinogion (q.v.). An analysis of
it is given in Morley's English Writers, I. ii.

" Talk only to conceal their mind.
Men." See " Men talk only," &c.

Talkapace, Tibet. A character in TJdall's
Ralph Roister Doister (q.v.).

Talking Oak, The. A lyric by Alfred
Tennyson, published in 1842.

Tallyho, Rob., Esq. The hero of Pleeoe
Egan's romance, called Real Life in London (q.v.).

Talvi. The nom de plum^ of Mrs. Robinson,
author of Seloise (1850), Life's Discipline (1851),
and other tales; formed from the initials of her
maiden name, Therese Albertine Louise von Jacob.

Tam o' Shanter. A tale in verse by Robert
Burns (1759—1796), which he considered his
" standard performance in the poetical line."
" 'Tis true," he says, that it " discovers a spice of
roguish waggery, that might, perhaps, be as well
spared ; but then it shows, in my opinion, a force
of genius and a fimshing polish that I despair of
ever excelling." It was first published in Grose's
Antiquities of Scotland. The following are among
its most familiar lines :

—

" Nursing her wrath to keep it warm."
*' Aiild Ayr, wham ne'er a town surpassea,
For honest men and bonnle lasses."

" Ah, gentle dames I It gars me greet,
To think how monle counsels sweet.
How mony lengthen'd sage advices.
The husband frae the ivife despises !

"

" Inspiring bold John Barleycorn I

What dangers thou canst make us scorn !

"

The main incident in the poem is founded on the
beKef that "no diabolical power can pursue God
beyond the middle of a running stream." Thus,
Tam o' Shanter, riding in hot haste from Alloway
Kirk, where he had seen the "hellish legion
dancing," made for the river Doon, and was half-
way across it before "Cutty Sark" could grasp
his horse's taU. Alloway Kirk, it is almost unne-
cessary to say, is near the town of Ayr.
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Tarn Samson's Elegy. A poem by Robert
Burns (1759—1796). "When this worthy old
sportsman went out last muir-fowl season, he sup-
posed it was to be, in Ossian's phrases, ' the last of
his fields,' and expressed an ardent desire to die
and be buried on the moors. On this hint the
author composed his Elegy and Epitaph."

Tamburlaine the Great, "who, from a
Scythian Shephearde by his rare and wonderfull
Conquests, became a most puissant and mightye
Monarque, and (for his tyranny, and terrour ia
Warre) was teaimed. The Scourge of God. De-

,
uided into two Tragicall Discourses," &c., by
Christopher Marlowe (1564—1593) ; first pub-
hshed, in quarto, in 1590. " Most likely a joint-

stock piece, got up from the manager's chest by
Marlowe, Nash, and perhaps half-a-dozen others."

The play contains many fine passages amidst a be-
wHdering wilderness of rant and bombast. Shake-
speare ridicules its stilted language through the
mouth of Ancient Pistol in Smry IV., part ii.,

act ii., scene 4.

Tamerlane. A tragedy by Nicholas Eowe
(1673—1718)', played in 1702, in which the hero is

intended to represent King William III., and
Bajazet Louis XTV. " This," says Dr. Johnson,
" was the tragedy which Eowe valued most, and
that .Jwhich probably, by the help of political

auxiliaries, excited most applause."

Taming of the Shrew, The. A comedy
by William Shakespeare (1564—1616), first

printed in the folio edition of the plays (1623). It

is undoubtedly founded on the " plesant conceyted
historic " called The Tamynge of a Shrowe, printed
in 1594, and ascribed to Robert Greene (q.v.), the
general structure of which it closely follows. The
incident of Vinceutio's personation by the pedant
was borrowed by Shakespeare from George
Gascoigue's Si(ppo«es (q.v.). The play was pro-

bably written about 1607, when its copyright was
assigned to one John Smythiok. Even as it stands,

it is possibly not the work of Shakespeare alone.

Grant White traces at least three hands in it

—

that of the author of the " conceyted historie,"

that of Shakespeare, and that of a co-labourer.
" The first," he says, " appears in the structure of

the plot, and in the incidents and dialogues of

most of the scenes ; to the last must be assigned
the greater part of the love-business between
Bianca and her two suitors ; while to Shakespeare
belong the strong, clear characterisation, the de-
licious humour, and the rich verbal colouring of

the re-cast Induction, and all the scenes in which
Katherine and Petruohio and Grumio are the

prominent figures, together with the general effect

produced by scattering lines and words and phrases
here and there, and removing others elsewhere,

throughout the play." Collier is of opinion that

Shakespeare had nothing to do with any of the

scenes in which Katheriue and Petruchio do not

appear, and that the underplot recalls the style

of William Haughton (q.v.). " The Taming of the

Shrew," says Schlegel, " has the air of an ItaKan
comedy. The characters and passions are lightly
sketched

; the intrigue is introduced without much
preparation, and, in its rapid progress, impeded by
no sort of difficulties ; whUe in the manner in
which Petruchio, though previously cautioned as to
Katherine, stiU encounters the risks in marrying
her, and contrives to tame her—in all this the
character and pecuHar humour of the English is
distinctly visible."

Tamora. Queen of the Goths, in Tittis Ati'
dronicus (q.v.).

Tancred, in Tasso's Jerusalem Delvoered, was
the greatest of all the Christian warriors except
Rinaldo (q.v.).

Tancred: "or, the New Crusade." A ro-
mance by Benjamin Disraeli (q.v.), published in
1847. "Tancred is a young Enghsh nobleman who
goes out to the Holy Land to penetrate " the Asian
Mystery," but runs himself into a variety of ad-
ventures to no purpose, his career in the East being
cut short by the appearance of his parents on the
scene.

Tancred and Sigismunda. A tragedy
composed by five members of the Inner Temple,
and presented there before Queen Elizabeth. It
was the first English play founded on the plot of
an Italian novel.

Tancred and Sigismunda. A tragedy by
James Thomson (1700—1748), produced with some
success at Drury Lane in 1745.

Tannahill, Bobert, Scottish poet (b. 1774,
d. 1810), pubhshed a volume of Songs and Poems in
1807. 'This was republished in 1838 with a Memoir
of the poet by P. A. Ramsay. A centenary edition

of his poems appeared in 1874. See BALauHiTHER,
The Braes o' ; and Jessie, the Flower o' Dum-
PLANE.

Tannhauser. See Temple, Neville.

Taper. An electioneering agent in Disraeli'9
Coningsby (q.v.) ; identified with a Mr. Clarke. See

Tadpole.

Tapley, Mark. Body-servant to Martin
Chuzzlewit, in Dickens's novel of that name (q.v.).

"At Folkestone," says M. A. Lower, " there is, ot
at least there was, a veritable Mark Tapley—one,

too, who had been in America."

Tappertit, Simon. An apprentice, in

Dickens's novel of Barnaby Riidge (q.v.).

Tar-water, The Virtues of, in the
Plague. See SiRis.

Targe, Duncan. A Highlander, in Moore's
novel of Zelwo (q.v.), whose disagreement with his

fellow-servant, George Buchanan, about the virtues

of Mary Queen of Scots, and consequent duel with

him, are among the most amusing passages in the

book.

Task, The. A poem by William Cowper
(q.v.), which sprang out of the suggestion of his
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friend, Lady Austen, that the poet should try his

hand at blank verse. It was published in 1784,

and became immediately popular. "The Task,"

says Southey, " was at onoe descriptive, moral, and
satirical. The descriptive parts everywhere bore

evidence of a thoughtful mind and a gentle spirit,

as well as of an observant eye ; and the moral
sentiment which pervaded them gave a charm in

which descriptive poetry is often found wanting.

The best didactic poems, when compared with The
Task, are like formal gardens in comparison with
woodland scenery." " The Task," says Hazhtt,
'
' has fewer blemishes than The Seasons, but it has
not the same capital excellence, the 'unbought
grace' of poetry, the power of moving and infusing

the warmth of the author's mind into that of the
reader."

Tasso. Among the leading translations of

Jerusalem Delivered are those by Richard Carew
(1594) and Edward Fairfax (1600), (q.v.). The
Aminta was translated by Abraham Fraunce in

1591 ; the treatise on Marriage and Wiving by Tofte
in 1599. See Godfkey of Bullogne.

Tasso, The Lament of. A poem by Lord
Byron, written in 1817.

" Taste of your quality, Give us a."—
Samlet, act ii., scene 2.

Taste, On the Nature and Principles
of. An essay by the Eov. Archibald Alison
(1757—1839); pubHshed in 1790. "Mr. Alison,"
says Lord Jeffrey, " maintains that all beauty, or at

least that all the beauty of material objects, depends
upon the associations that may have connected
them with the ordinary affections of our nature

;

and in this, which is the fundamental point of his

theory, we conceive him to be no less clearly rjght,

than he is convincing and judicious in the copious
illustrations by which he has sought to establish

its truth."

Tate, Nahum, poet-laureate (b. 1652, d.

1716), produced Foems (1677) ; Memorials for the

Learned (1686); Characters of Virtue and Vice

(1691); A Version of the Psalms of David (1696),
The Innocent Epicure (1697) ; Miscellanea Sacra

(1698) ; Elegies (1699) ; several plays, including
JBrutus of Alba, The Loyal General, Richard II.,

and Injured Love, versions of Shakespeare's King
Lear and Coriolanus, and other works. He suc-
ceeded Shadwell as laureate in 1692. Pope wrote
of him;

—

" The bard whom pilfered pastorals renown,
Who turns a Persian tale for half a crown,
Just writes to make hie barrenness appear,
And strains, from bard-hound brains, eight lines a year

;

He who still wanting, tliougb he lived on theft.
Steals much, spends little, yet has nothing left

:

And he who now to sense, now nonsense, leaning.
Means not, but blunders round about a meaulng.
And he who's fustian's so sublimely bad.
It is not poetry, but prose run mad

:

All these my modest satire bade translate,
And owned that nine such poets made a Tate."

See Absalom and Achitophel ; and Psalms op
David.

Tatler, The :
" or. Lucubrations of Isaac

Bickerstaff, Esq." A serial publication, started by
Sir Richard Steele (1671—1729) in 1709, and
published for the first time on Tuesday, the 12th

of April of that year. It was issued every Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday, and, after the first four

numbers, which were given gratis, cost a penny.
It was concluded on January 2, 1711. The name
of Bickerstaff (q.v.) was adopted from the nom de

plmne used by Swift in a pamphlet which, as

directed against the vulgar almanack makers of

the time, had a great success. Of this circum-
stance Steele took a skilful advantage, contriving

in this way to draw immediate attention to his

venture. The motto taken for the serial was from
Juvenal :

—

•' Qulcquid agunt homines ....
Nostrl est mrrago libelli."

"All accounts of gallantry, pleasure, and enter-

tainment," wrote Steele, "shaU be under the article

of White's Coffee-house ; learning, imder the title

of Grrecian; foreign and domestic news you will
have from St. James' Coffee-house ; and what else

I have to offer on any other subject shall be dated
from my own apartment." The "general pur-
pose " of the paper, said its conductor in the
dedication of the first volume, was " to expose the
false arts of life, to pull off the disguises of cunning,
vanity, and affectation, and to recommend a general
simplicity in our dress, our discourses, and our
behaviour;" also, "to rally all those singularities

of life, through the different professions and
characters in it, which obstructed anything that
was truly good and great ;" and, again, " to allure
the reader with the variety of his subjects, and in-
sinuate, if he could, the weight of reason with the
agreeableness of wit." Just as Defoe in his Weekhj
Review had a Scandal Club, so Steele in The Tatler
had his club at the Trumpet, of which Isaac Bicker-
staff was chairman, and which included among its

members Sir Jeffrey Notch, " a decayed gentleman
of ancient family ;" Major Matchlock, " old Dick
ReptUe," and " the elderly bencher of the Temple ;"

besides whom Steele introduces a certain Jenny
Distaff, a half-sister of Bickersteiff, who is to be
regarded as the exponent of the views and interests
of her sex. There are also three nephews of Bicker-
staff, the dramatis persona being completed by a
familiar spirit, Pacolet (q.v.), who is the vehicle
for conveying a variety of information beyond
human ken or experience. Among other character
sketches are those of "WiU Daotyle, Senecio, Will
Courtley, Sophronius, and Jack Dimple. Forster
writes of the fictitious Bickerstaff :

" The humorous
old gentleman who is always prying into his neigh-
bours' concerns, when he is not gossiping of his
own

; to whom the young beau is made responsible
for wearing red-heeled shoes, and the young belle
for showing herself too long at her glass; who
turns the same easy artillery of wit against the
rattling dice-box and the roaring pulpit ; who has
early notice of most of the love affairs in town,
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can tell you of half the domestic quarrels, and
knows more of a -widow with a handsome jointure

than her own lawyer or next of kin ; whose tastes

take a range as wide as his experience, to whom
Plutarch is not less familiar than a pretty fellow,

and who has for his clients not only the scholars

of the Grrecian, but the poets at Will's, the men
of fashion at White's, and the quidnuncs of the

St. James's—this old humorist, you would say, is

ahout the last man to pass for a Socrates ; and yet

there was something more than whim in the old

Isaac's ambition to have it thought of his lucu-

brations, that, whereas Socrates had brought philo-

sophy down from heaven to inhabit among men,
he had himself aimed to bring philosophy out of

closets and libraries, schools and colleges, to dwell

in clubs and assemblies, at tea-tables and in cofEee-

houaes." Out of the 271 numbers to which The
Tatler extended, Addison wrote forty-one, thirty-

four were written by Addison and Steele together,

Swift is credited with thirteen, Harrison contri-

buted one, and John Hughes is responsible for six.

The remainder were nearly all the work of Steele

alone. See Spectator, The.

Tattle. A half-witted beau, in Conoeeve's
comedy of Lovefor Love (q.v.).

Tatwine. Archbishop of Canterbury from 731

to 734. For notices of the works of this writer,

see Wright's JBiographia Britarmica. He wrote

Latin enigmas, still extant in MS. See also

iENIGMATA.

" Taught us how to die."—Tickell, On
the Death of Addison, line 82.

Taverner, Bichard. See Bible, The.

" Tax not the royal saint with vain
expense." First line of a sonnet by Wokds-worth.

The " royal saint " is Henry VI., founder of King's

College, Cambridge.

Taylor, Ann (Mrs. Gilbert, 1782—1866). See

Taylok, Jane.

Taylor, Bayard, American poet and prose

writer (b. 1825), has published Ximena, and

other Foems (1844); Views Afoot: or, Europe seen

with Knapsack and Staff (1846); A Voyage to

California (1850) ; The Lands of the Saracen (1854)

;

At Some andAbroad (1859—62) ; The Poet's Journal,

a poetical domestic autobiography (1862) ; Bannah
Thurston, a story (1863) ; John Godfrey's fortunes,

a novel (1864) ; The Story of Kennet, a tale (1866)

;

Byeways of Europe (1869) ; The Masque of the

Gods, a poem (1872) ; The Frophet, a tragedy

(1874); Some Fastorals, and other Foems (1876)_;

and many other works. A collected edition of his

Poems appeared in 1864, and of his Travels in

1869.

Taylor, Isaac, miscellaneous writer (b. 1787,

d. 1865), began his literary career as a contributor

to The Eclectic Review in 1818, afterwards publish-

ing The Elements of Thought (1822) ; a Memoir of

his Sister Jane (1825) ; a Sistory of the Transmission

of Ancient Books to Modern Times (1827) ; The Pro-
cess of Sistorical Proof Exemplified and Explained

(1829) ; a Translation of Serodotus (1829) ; The
Natural Sistory of Enthusiasm (1829) ; A. New
Model of Christian Mission (1829) ; The Temple of
Melepartha (1831); Saturday Evening (1832);
Fanaticism (1833) ; Spiritual Despotism (1835) ; The
Physical Theory of Another Life (1836) ', Some
Education (1838) ; Ancient Christianity and the

Doctrines of the Tracts for the Times (1839) ; Mart
responsible for his Dispositions (1840); Lectwes on
Spiritual Christianity (1841) ; Loyola and Jesuitism

in its Rudiments (1849) ; Wesley and Methodism,

(1851); The Restoration of Belief (1855); The
World of Mind (1857) ; Logic in Theology, and other

Essays (1869) ; Ultimate Civilisation, and other Essays

(1860); and The Spirit of Sebrew Poetry {HQQ).
See Another Life, The Physical Theory oej
Enthusiasm, Natural History or.

Taylor, Jane, second sister of the preceding'

(b. 1783, d. 1824), produced, in conjunction with
her sister Ann, Original Poems for Infant Minds

(1807), Rhymes for the Nursery (1807), Symns for
Infant Minds, and other works; also, unassisted.

Display: a Tale for Young People (1815) ; Essays in

Rhyme on Morals and Manners (1816) ; The Con-

tributions of Q. Q. to a Periodical Publication {The

Youth's Magazine), (1824) ; and Correspondence be-

tween a Mother and her Daughter. Her Memoirs^

Correspondence, and Poetical Remains were edited by
her brother Isaac in 1825. The Autobiography of

Ann Taylor (Mrs. Gilbert) appeared in 1874.

Taylor, Jeremy, Bishop of Down and Connor
and of Dromore (b. 1613, d. 1667), published a
Sermon on the Gunpowder Treason (1638) ; Of the

Soared Order and Offices of Episcopacy by Divine

Institution asserted (1642) ; Psalter of David, with

titles and collects, according to the Matter of each

Psalm (1644) ; Discourse concerning Prayer extempore

(1646) ; A Dissuasivefrom Popery (1647) ; New and
Easy Institution of Grammar (1647); A Discourse

of the Liberty of Prophesying (1647) ; The Martyr-

dom of King Charles (1649); The Great Exemplar

(a " life of Christ "), (1649) ; Prayers before and after

Sermon (1651); Soly Living and Dying (1650),

(q.v.); Clerus Domini (1651) ; A Course of Sermons

for all the Sumdaies in the Year (1651—3) ; A Short

Catechism, with an Explication of the Apostles' Creed

(1652); Discourse of Baptism, its institution and

efficacy (1652) ; The Real Presence and Spiritual of
Christ in the Blessed Sacrament proved against the

Doctrine of Transubstantiation (1654) ; The Golden

Grove (1655), (q.v.) ; Unwm Necessarium : or, the

Doctrine and Practice of Repentance (1655), (q.v.);.

Dem Justificatus, Two Discourses on Original Sin

(leSe) ; A Collection of Polemical and Moral Dis-

courses (1657) ; Discourse on the Measures and Offices

of Friendship (1657) ; The Worthy Communicant

(1660); Ductor Dubitantium (1660), (q.v.); Rules

and Advices given to the Clergy of the Diocese of
Down and Connor (1661); Discourse of Auxiliary

Beauty {16&2) ; Contemplations on the Stdte ofMan
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in this Life and that which is to come (1684) ;

Toleration Tolerated ; and other works, a list of

which appears in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.
^Editions of Bishop Taylor's Works appeared in

,
1819, 1822 (with Life of the Author, and a Critical

Jlxamination of his Works, by Bishop Heher)
;

1825 (edited by Bradley) ; 1831 (edited, with a
Life, by Hughes) ; 1834 (edited, with a Life, by
Croly and Stebbing) ; 1841 (with a Memoir) ; 1847
(Heber's edition, revised by Eden) ; and 1851
(with an Essay, biographical and critical, by Henry
jlogers). Other biographies of Jeremy Taylor are

by Wheeldon (1793), Bonney (1815), Wilmott
(1847), and Duychinck (1860). See also Principal

Tullooh's Rational Theology in England. Hazlitt

has the following contrast between Jeremy Taylor
and Sir Thomas Browne (q^.v.). " Taylor," he
says, " had less thought, less ' stuff of the con-

ecience,' less ' to give us pause,' in his impetuous
oratory, but he had equal fancy—not the same
vastness and profundity, but more richness and
beauty, more warmth and tenderness. He is as

rapid, as flowiug and endless, as the other is stately,

abrupt, and concentrated. The eloquence of the
one is like a river, that of the other is more like

an aqueduct. The one is as sanguine as the other
is saturnine in the temper of his mind. Jeremy
Taylor took obvious and admitted truths for

granted, and illustrated them with an inexhaustible
display of new and enohantiug imagery. Sir
Thomas Browne talks in sum-totals ; Jeremy
Taylor enumerates aU the particulars of a subject.
His characteristic is enthusiastic and delightful
amplification. Sir Thomas Browne gives the be-
ginning and the end of things, that you may
judge of their place and magnitude; Jeremy
Taylor describes their qualities and texture, and
enters into all the items of the debtor and creditor
account between life and death, grace and nature,
faith and good works. He puts his heart into hia
fancy. He does not pretend to annihilate the
passions and pursuits of mankind in the pride of
philosophic indifference, but treats them as serious
and momentous things, warring with conscience
and the soul's health, or furnishing the means of
grace and hopes of glory. In his writings, the
frail stalk of human life reclines on the bosom of
eternity. His Soly Li/oi/ng tmdDyingis a divine pas-
toral. He writes to the faithful followers of Christ
as the shepherd pipes to his flock. He introduces
touching and heartfelt appeals to familiar life;

condescends to men of low estate ; and his ^ous
page blushes with modesty and beauty. His style
is prismatic. It unfolds the colours of the rain-
bow ; it floats like the bubble through the air ; it

is Uke innumerable dew-drops that gUtter on the
face of the morning, and tremble as they glitter.

He does not dig his way underground, but slides
upon ice, borne on the winged car of fancy. His
exhortations to piety and virtue are of gay
memento mori. He mixes up death's-heads and
amaranthine flowers; makes life a procession to
the grave, but crowns it with gaudy garlands, and

' rains sacrificial roses ' on its path. In a word, his

writings are more like fine poetry than any other

prose whatever ; they are a choral song in praise

of virtue, and a hymn to the Spirit of the Universe.
When the name of Jeremy Taylor is no longer
remembered with reverence, genius will have
become a mockery, and virtue an empty shade !

"

See Episcopacy Asserted ; Exemplab, The Great;
Liberty or Pkophesyino; Shakespeare op Di-
vines, The.

Taylor, John, "the Water Poet" (b. 1580,

d. 1654), published a long series of works, a list of

which occupies eight closely-printed pages in

Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual, and also in

Brydges' Gensura Literaria. See Chalmers' Biogra-
phical Dictionary. See also Drinke and Welcome

;

Gregory Nonsense, Sir ; Jacke-a-bent ; Jayle,
KSfD Jaylers, &c. ; Linen, The Praise of Cleane

;

Needle's Excellency, The ; Nonsence cpon
Sence ; Pennyless Pilgrimage, The ; Scourge
OF Baseness, The ; Taylor's Travels ; Water-
Poet, The ; Water-Work.
Taylor, Robert, dramatist (temp. Queen

Elizabeth), produced The Hogge hath Lost his

Fearle, a Comedy, divers times publikely acted, by
certaine London Prentices, and published in 1614.

Taylor, Sir Henry, D.C.L., essayist and
dramatic poet (b. 1800), has written iiaac Comnenus
(1827); Philip VanArtevelde (1834); Edwin the Fair

(1842); A Sicilian Summer (1850) ; St. Clement's Eve
(1862); besides The Statesman (1836), (q.v.); NoUs
from Life, and Notes on Books, in prose. See
the Criticism by Anthony TroUope, in vol. i. of
The Fortnightly Feview. "Taylor," says Stedman,
" whose noble intellect and fine constructive powers
were easUy affected by the teachings of Words-
worth, entered a, grand protest against the senti-

mentalism into which Byronic passion now had
degenerated. He would, I believe, have done
even better work, if this very influence of
Wordsworth had not deadened his genuine
dramatic power. He saw the current evils, but
could not substitute a potential excellence or
found an original school. As it is, Philip Van
Artevelde and Edwin the Fair have gained a place
for him in English literature more enduring than
the honours awarded to many popular authors of
his time." See Comnenus, Isaac; Edwin the
Fair; Van Artevelde, Philip; St. Clement's
Eve

; and Sicilian Summer.

Taylor, Thomas, platonist (b. 1758, d. 1835),
published Elements of a New Method of Seasoning
in Geometry (1780) ; A Dissertation on tlie Eleusinian
and Bacchic Mysteries (1791) ; Dissertation on Nul-
lities and Diverging Series (1801) ; The Elements of
the True Arithmetic of Infinities (1809) ; The
Arguments of the Emperor Julian against the
Christians (1809) ; A Dissertation on the Philosophy
of Aristotle (1812) ; The Elements of a New Arith-
metical Notation (1823) ; Eistory of the Restoration
of Platonic Theology ; Theoretic Arithmetic ; and
various translations from Apuleius, Aristotle,
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Hierooles, lamblious, Julian, Maximus Tyrius,

Pausanias, Plato, Plotinus, Porphyry, Sallust, and
other classic authors. For Biography, see The
Mhemeam (1835), Knight's Fenny Cyclopedia,

Barker's Literary Anecdotes, and Public Characters

(1798—9).

Taylor, Tom, dramatist and miscellaneous

writer (h. 1817), is the author of Flat and Passion

(1852) ; Diogenes and his Lantern (1849) ; The Vicar

of Wakefield (1850) ; The Philosopher's Stone fl850)

;

Prince horns (1850) ; Sir JRoger de Coverley (1851)

;

Our Clerics (1852) ; Wittikind and his Brothers

(1852) ; To Oblige Benson (1854) ; A Blighted Being

(1864); Still Waters Bun Deep (1855); Helping
Eands (1856) ; Retribution (1856) ; Victims (1866)

;

Going to the Bad (1858) ; Our Ainerican Cousin

(1868); Nine Points of the Law (1859); The Souse
and the Home (1859); The Contested Election (1859)

;

The Ftiol's Fevenge (1859) ; A Tale of Two Cities

(1860); The Overland Foute (1860); The Babes in

the Wood (1860) ; The Ticket-of-Leam Man (1863)

;

'Twixt Axe and Grown (1870) ; Joan of Arc (1870)

;

Glancarty (1873) ; Anne Boleyn (1876) ; An Unequal

Match, and other plays; besides being the part

author of New Men and Old Acres, Masks and
Faces, Slave Life, and several other dramas. A
volume of Historical Plays appeared in 1877. He
has also published The Life and Times of Sir Joshua

Reynolds, Leicester Square, and Songs a/nd Ballads of
Brittany ; has edited the Autobiographies of B. E.
Haydon and C. E. Leslie. Since 1846 he has been
a constant contributor to Punch, of which he be-

came editor in 1874.

Taylor, William, critic and translator (b.

1765, d. 1836), published English Synonyms Dis-

criminated (1813) ; an Historic Survey of German
Poetry, interspersed with various translations (1828

—

30) ; numerous contributions to The Monthly Review

stai Monthly Magazine; and versions of Biirger's

Lenore, Lessing's Nathan the Wise, Goethe's

Jphigenia, and SchiUer'a Bride of Messina. His
Memoirs, and Correspondence with Robert Southey,

were published by Eobberds in 1843. See The
'

I Review, Ixxxvii.

Taylor's Travels: "Three Weeks, Three
Days, and Three Hours. Observations, from Lon-
don to. Hamburg, in Germany, amongst Je^ws and
Gentiles ; with descriptions of To^wns and To-wers,

Castles and Citadels, Artificial Gallo^weaes and
Natural Hangmen ; dedicated for the present to the

absent Odcombian knight-errant, Sir Thomas
Coriat, Great Britain's Error and the "World's

Mirror." A work by John Taylor, the Water-
Poet (q.v.)

;
published in 1616.

Tea Table Miscellany, The. A collec-

tion of Scotch and EngUsh songs, published by
Allan Eamsat in 1719, some of the contents being

&om his own pen.

" Tea, thou soft, thou sober, sage, and
venerable liquid."

—

Gibber, The Lady's Last Stake,

act i., scene 1.

Tea-Kettle, The Song of the. A poem
by Ann Taylor (1782—1866) :—

"Slow was the world ray wortti to glean,
My visible secret long unseen I . . .

At lengcb the day in its glory rose,
And off on its spell—the m^iTie goes !

"

" Teach me to feel another's woe." A
line in stanza 10 of Pope's tfniversal Prayer.

"Teach the young idea how to shoot.
To." See "Eeae, (To) the tender thought."
" Team of little atomies, A."—JJomco amd

Juliet, act i., scene 4.

Tear, On a. Lines by Samuel Eogees (q.v.),

begitming

—

" O that the chemist's magic art
Could crystallise this sacred treasure I

Long should It glitter near my heart,
A secret source of pensive pleasure."

Tear-sheet, Doll. A courtesan who figures
in the second part of Shakespeare' s KimgHenry IV.
" Tears, idle tears, I know not what

they mean." Song by Alfred Tennyson, in The
Princess (q.v.).

"Tears from the depth of some dl^vlne despair
Rise in the heart and gather to the eyes.
In looking on the happy Autumn-flelds,
And thinking of the days that are no more."

" Tears, If you have, prepare to shed
them now."^

—

Julius Casar (q.v.), act iii., scene 2.

Tears of Caledonia, The. A poem, in
which Tobias George Smollett (1721—1771)
expresses his indignation at the severities exercised
upon the Highlanders by the Eoyal army, after

the battle of Culloden, in 1745. It was published
in the following year, and begins :

—

" Mourn, hapless Caledonia, mourn
Thy banished peace, thy laurels torn."

" Tears of joy."—Gongeeve, T
Bride, act i., scene 4.

Tears of the Muses, The. A poemTiy
Edmund Spenser, published in 159'1.

"Tears of the widower, when he
sees." First line of sect. xiii. of In Memoriam,
by Alfred Tennyson.

" Tears of woe, The."—Moore, The World
is all a Fleeting Show.

" Tears such as angels -weeip."—Paradise
Lost, book i., line 619.

" Tears (The big round) Cpurs'd one
another down his innocent nose Li piteous chase."
—As Tou Like It, act ii., scene 1.

Teazle, Lady. The heroine of Sheridan's

comedy of The School for Scandal (q.v.). See next

paragraph, and Surface, Joseph.

Teazle, Sir Peter. An uxorious character

in Sheridan's comedy of The School for Scandal

(q.v.) ; husband to Lady Teazle (q.v.).

Teignmouth, Lord (John Shore), states-

man (b. 1751, d. 1834), published The Life,

Writings, and Correspondence of Sir William Jones
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(1799—1807). His own Life and Correspondence,

edited ty his son, appeared in 1842.

Telfer, Jamie. The hero of an old Scottish

hallad.

"Tell me, my soul, can this be
death ?

"

—

Pope, The Dying Christian to his Soul.

" Tell me not, in mournful numbers."
First line of A Fsalm of Life (o[.t.) by Henky
Wadsworxh Lon&pellow.

"Tell me not, sweet, I am unkind,"
—First Une of a song hy Eichabd Lovelace
(q.T.)-

"That from the nunnery
Of thy chaste hreast and quiet mind

To war and arms I fly."

" Tell me, O soul of her I love,"—First
line of a song by James Thomson (1700—1748)

—

" AJi 1 tell me whither art thou fled 1

"

" Tell me where is fancy bred." Song
by Shakespeake in The Merchant of Venice, act

iii., scene 2 :

—

*' Or iii the heart or in the head ?

How begot, how nourished? . .

It Is engender'd in the eyes,
"With gazing fed ; and Fancy dies
In the cradle where It lies."

" Fancy " here means love.

" TeU truth, and shame the devil."—
King Senry IV., part i., act iii., scene 1.

Tell, William. A tragedy by James
Sheridan Knowles (1784—1862), produced in
1825.

" Tell-tale women."—JJicAarrfJ/j., act iv.,

scene 4.

Temora. An epic poem in eight books, pub-
lished, in 1763, by James Macpheeson (1738

—

1796) as the production of Ossian (q.v.).

"Temper (One equal) of heroic
hearts,"

—

Tennyson, Xfh/sses—
"Made weak hy time and fate, but strong in will.
To strive, to seek, to flnd, and not to yield."

" Tempers the wind to the shorn Iamb,
God." See " God tempeks."

Tempest, The. A play by William Shake-
speare (1564—1616), first printed ia the foUo of
1623, where it takes precedence of all the other
dramas in the volume. That it was written after
1603 is plain from a speech by Gonzalo, in act ii.,

scene 1, which is evidently founded on a passage in
Florio's translation of Montaigne's Ussays, pub-
lished in that year. The plot may be accepted as
the poet's own invention, though Thorns, on the
authority of Tieck, has suggested that Shakespeare
was indebted to some obscure English play,
adapted for the German stage by one Jacob
Ayrer of Nuremberg about 1818. There is much
greater probability in the supposition that Ayrer
adapted from the Shakespearian work, of which
he may possibly have obtained an outUne. In a
Btmilarly fahciiul mannerj Prospero's island has

been Identified with Lampedusa, which lies in the
Mediterranean, between Malta and the coast of
Africa. Campbell the poet adopts the theory that
The Tempest was the last work written by Shake-
speare, and says that it has consequently " a sort
of sacrednesB." " Shakespeare," he says, " as if
conscious that it would be the last, and as if

inspired to typify himself, has made his hero a
natural, a dignified, and benevolent magician, who'
coiild conjure up spirits from the vasty deep, and
command supernatural agency by the most seem- '

ingly natural and simple means. And this final

play of our poet has magic indeed ; for what can.

be simpler than the courtship of Ferdinand and.
Miranda, and yet what can be more magical than
the sympathy with which it subdues usf Here
Shakspeare himself is Prospero, or rather the
superior genius who commands both Prospero and
Ariel. But the time was approaching when the
potent sorcerer was to break his staff, and to bury
it fathoms in the ocean

—

'* Deeper than did ever plummet sound." '

That staff has never been, and never will be,
recovered." " The Tempest," says Hazlitt, " is

one of the most original and perfect of Shake-
speare's productions, and he has shown in it all

the variety of his powers. It is full of grace and.

grandeur. The human and imaginary characters,

the dramaticand the grotesque, are blended together
with the greatest art, and without any appearance
of it. Though he has here given to ' airy nothing
a local habitation and a name,' yet that part
which is only the fantastic creation of his mind,
has the same palpable texture, and coheres
' semblably ' with the rest. As the preternatural

part has the air of reality, and ahnost haunts,

the imagination with a sense of truth, the real

characters and events partake of the wildness of a
dream. The stately magician, Prospero, driven
from his dukedom, but around whom (so potent ia

his art), many spirits throng numberless to do hls>

bidding ; his daughter Miranda (' worthy of that
name ') to whom all the power of his art points,

and who seems the goddess of the isle; the princely

Ferdinand, cast by fate upon the haven of 'ins.

"happiness ; the delicate Ariel ; the savage Caliban,

half brute, half demon ; the drunken ship's crew
—are all connected parts of the story, and could
not be spared from the place they fill. Even the
local scenery is of a piece and character with the
subject. Prospero's enchanted Island seems to have
risen out of the sea; the airy music, the tempest-
tost vessel, the turbulent waves, all have the eJEEect

of the landscape background of some fine picture.

Shakespeare's pencil is (to use an allusion of his
own) 'like the dyer's hand, subdued to what it

works in.' Everything in him, though it partakes
' of the liberty of wit,' is also subjected to the
'law' of the understanding. For instance, even
the drunken sailors share in the disorder of their
minds and bodies, in the tumult of the elements,
and seem on shore to be as much at the mercy of
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chance as they were hefore at the mercy of the
winds and waves. These fel],ows, with their sea-

wit, are the least to our taste of any part of the

play, hut they are as like drunken sailors as they
can he, and are an indirect foil to Caliban, whose
figure acquires a classical dignity in the com-
parison."

" Tempestuous petticoat, The."—Her-
BIOK, Delight in Disorder.

Temple Beau, The. A comedy by Henry
FiELDiNO (1707—1734), produced in 1780.

Temple, Henrietta. A love story by Ben-
jamin Disraeli (q.v.), published in 1837.

Temple, Henry, D.D., Bishop of Exeter

(h. 1821), has published Sermons in Eugby School

(1867—71), and The Catholic Faith : Six Lectures

on the Athanasian Creed (1873). He was one ot
the contributors to Bssays and Reviews (q.v.).

Temple, Launcelot. The nam deplmae under
which John Armstrong, the poet (1709— 1779),

published, in 1758, a volume of prose Sketches

;

" some of which," says Campbell, " are plain and
sensible, vrithout any effort at humour." Chalmers
is less complimentary.

Temple, Miss. The governess at " Lowood's
Institution " in Charlotte Bronte's novel of Jane

Syre (q.v.), who is represented as being the good
angel of the household. She is the fictitious

impersonation of a lady who was kind to the

authoress while at school at Cowan's Bridge, near

Leeds. See Burns, Helen.

Temple, NeviUe, and Trevor, Edward.
The names assumed by the Hon. Julian Charles
Henry Fane (1827—1870), and the Hon. Edward
EoBERT Bulwer, afterwards Lord Lytton (b. 1831),

in publishing Tannhduser: or, the Battle of the Sards,

a poem (1861).

Temple of Glasse, The. . A poem attributed

to both Stephen Hawes (1483—1512) and John
Lydgate (1375—1460). It is apparently written in

imitation of Chaucer's .ffoMse of Fa^ne. See Fame,
House OF.

Temple of Nature, The : "or, the Origin of

Society." A poem, with philosophical notes, by
Erasmus Darwin (1731—1802), published in 1803.

Temple, Sir 'William, statesman and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1628, d. 1698), published

Observations wpon the United Provinces of the

Ifetherlamds (1673); Miscellanea (ten essays) on

various /SwSyecis (1680—90) ; Memoirs ,of what passed

in Christendom from Wf to 1679 (1693); Letters

(edited by Dean Swift), (1700) ; Letters to King

Charles II., %c. (1703) ; and Miscellanea, containing

Four Essays upon Ancient and Modern Learning, The

Gardens of Fpicurus, Seroick Virtue, amd Poetry

(1705) . Memoirs ofhis Life andNegotiations appeared

in 1715 ; his Memoirs, by the Et. Hon. T. P.

Courtenay, in 1836. His Works were published,

in a collected form, with a Life, in 1814. See

40

Lamb's essay on The Genteel Style of Writing in
the Fssays by Flia. " It is an ordinary criticism,"
he

^
says, " that my Lord Shaftesbury and Sir

"William Temple are models of the genteel style in
writing. We should prefer saying—of the lordly,
and the gentlemanly. Nothing can be more un-
like than the inflated finical rhapsodies of Shaftes-
bury, and the plain, natural chit-chat of Temple.
The man of rank is discernible in both writers,
but in the one it is only insinuated gracefully, in
the other it stands out offensively. The peer seems
to have written with his coronet on, and his earl's
mantle before him; the commoner in his elbow-
chair and undress." See Ancient and Modern
Learning.

Temple, The : " or, Sacred Poems and Pri-
vate Ejaculations," by George Herbert (1593

—

1633), published in 1633. See Synagogue, The.

Templeton, Lawrence. The pseudonym
under which Sir Walter Scott published his ro-

mance of Ivanhoe (q.v.).

Temptatyon of our Lorde and Saver
Jesus Christ by Sathan in the Desart,
Concerning the. A "brefe comedy or enter-

lude," by John Bale, Bishop of Ossory (1495

—

1563) ;
printed in 1538.

" Ten low words oft creep in one dull
line, And."

—

Pope, Essays on Criticism.

Ten Thousand a Year. A novel by
Samuel Warren (b. 1807), published in 1841. See

Titmouse.
" Tender grace of a day that is dead.

But the." See Tennyson's poem beginning

—

" Break, lireak, break."

"Tender-handed stroke a nettle."
First line of some verses written " on a window
in Scotland," by Aaron Hill (1685-1750) :—

"Tender-handed stroke a nettle,
And it stings you for your iiains

;

Grasp it like a man of mettle.
And it soft as silk remains.

" 'Tis the same with common natures

:

Use 'em kindly, they reliel

;

Be as rough as nutmeg graters,
And the rogues obey you well."

Tender Husband, The : "or, the Accom-
plished Fools." A comedy by Sir Richard Steele

(1671—1729), written in 1703. " His second play;

in which," says Thackeray, "there is some delight-

ful farcical writing, and of which he fondly owned
in after Ufe, and when Addison was no more, that

there were ' many applauded strokes ' from Addi-

son's beloved baud."

Tennant, William, poet (b. 1784, d. 1848),

pubKshed Anster Fair (1812), (q.v.); Papistry

Storm'd: or, the Dingin' Doun of the Cathedral

(1819); The Thane of Fife (1822); Cardinal Beaton,

a tragedy (1823); John Baliol (1825); and Hebrew

Dramas (1845) . He was also the author of a Memoir

of Allan Ramsay, & Syriac and Chaldee Grammar,

and various articles in The Edinburgh Literary

Journal. A Memoir of his life by M. F. Conolly

appeared in 1861.
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Tennyson, Alfred, Poet-laureate (b. 1809),

has published Poems by Two Brothers (with, his

brother Charles Tennyson) (1827) ; Timbuctoo

(1829) ; Foems, chiefly lyrical (1830) ; No More,
Anacreontics, and A Fragment, in The Gem (1831)

;

a Sonnet, in The Englishman's Magazine (1831); a
Sonnet, iaFriendship' s Offering (1832) ; Foems (1833)

;

Stanzas, in The Tribute (1837) ; Foems (1842) ; The
New Timon and the Foets, in Fwnch (1846) ; The
Frincess (1847) ; Fn Memoriam (1850) ; Stanzas, in

The Keepsake (1851); Sonnet to W. G. Macready, in

The Household Narrative (1851); Ode on the Death
of the Duke of Wellington (1852); The Third of
February, in The Examiner (1852) ; The Charge of the

Light Brigade, in The Examiner (1854) ; Maud, and
other Foems (l855) ; Idylls of the Xing [Enid,

Vivien, Elaine, Guinevere), (1859) ; The Grand-
mother's Apology , in. Once a Week (1859); Sea Dreams,
in Macmillan's Magazine (1860); Tithonus, in The
Gornhill Magazine (-1860) ; The Sailor Boy, in The
Victoria Segia (1861); Ode: May thcFirst (1862) ; A
Welcome (1863) ; Attempts at Classic Metres in Quan-
tity, in The Gornhill Magazine (1863); Epitaph on the

Duchess of Kent (1864) ; Enoch Arden (1864) ; The
ilol/y Grail, and other Foems (1867) ; The Victim,va.

Good Words (1868); 1865—6, in Good Words (1868);
A Spiteful Letter, in Once a Week (1868); Wages, in
Macmillan's Magazine (1868) ; Lucretius, ia Macmil-
lan's Magazine (1869) ; The Window: or, Songs of the

Wrens (1870) ; The Last Tournament, in The Contem-
porary Review (1871) ; Gareth and Lynette, and other
Foems (1872) ; Idylls of the King (complete), (1873)

;

Queen Mary (1875), and Harold (1876). The fol-

lowing poems have been attributed to him ;

—

A
Lover's Story (privately printed, 1833) ; Britons,

guard your own, in The Examiner (1862) ; Sands all

Found, in The Examiner (1852), and Riflemen, form !

in The Times (1859). Separate notices of most, of
the above will be found under their respective
headings. A Selection from the Works appeared
in 1865 ; Songs from his Fublished Writings in
1871. A Focket Edition of the Works was issued
in 1869, a Library Edition in 1871—3, a Cabinet
Edition in 1874, an Author's Edition in 1875, and
a,Ti Imperial Library EditionialSIT. A Concordance
to the Works was published in 1869. For the
bibliography of Tennyson see Tennysoniana (1867).
For Criticism, see Brimley's Essays, A. H. Hallam's
Remains, W. C. Rosooe's Essays, Kingsley's Mis-
cellanies, Hutton' s Essays, Tavish' s Studies in Tenny-
son, Bayne's Essays, Austin's Foetry of the Feriod,
J. H. Stirling's Essays, J. H. Ingram in The
Dublin Afternoon Lectures, Forman's Living Foets,

Buchanan's Master Spirits, and Stedman's Victorian
Foets. " Mr. Tennyson," says E. H. Hutton, "was
an artist even before he was a poet; in other words,'
the eye for beauty, grace, and harmony of effect

was even more emphatically one of his original
gifts than the voice for poetical utteraufce itself.

This, probably, it is which makes his very earliest
pieces appear so full of effort, and sometimes even
so full of affectation. They were elaborate attempts
to embody what he saw, before the natural voice

of the poet ha,d come to him. I think it possible

to trace not only a pre-poetio period in his art

—

the period of the Orianas, Owls, Hermans, &o.—

a

period in which the poem on Recollections of the

Arabian Nights seems to me the only one of real

interest, and that is a poem expressive of the
luxurious sense of a gorgeous inward picture-gallery

—but to date the period at which the soul was
'infused' into his poetry, and the brilliant exter-
nal pictures became the dwelling-places of ger-
minating poetic thoughts creating their own music.
Curiously enough, the first poem where there is any
trace of those musings on the legends of the Round
Table [q.v.] to which he has dS:ected so much of
his maturest genius, is also a confession that the
poet was sick of the magic mirror of fancy and its

picture-shadows, a/nd was turning away from them
to the poetry of human life. But even after the
embryo period is past, even when Mr. Tennyson's
poems are uniformly moulded by an 'infused'
soul, one not unfrequently notices the excess of
the faculty of vision over the governing conception
which moulds the vision, so that I think he ia

almost always most successful when his poem begins
in a thought or a feeling, rather than from a picture
or a narrative, for then the thought or feeling
dominates and controls in otherwise too lavish
fancy. Whenever Mr. Tennyson's pictorial fancy
has had it in any degree in its power to run away
with the guiding and controlling mind, the richness
andthe workmanship have to some extent overgi-own
the spiritual principle of his poems. I suppose it

is in some respects this lavish strength of what
may be called the bodily element in poetry, as dis-

tinguished from the spiritual life and germ of it,

which has given Mr. Tennyson at once his delight
in great variety and richness of materials, and his
profound reverence for the principle of spiritual
order which can alone impress unity and purpose on

,the tropical luxuriance of natural gifts, fit is

obvious, for instance, that even in relatfcn to
natural scenery, what his poetical faculty delights
in most are rich, luxuriant landscapes, in which
either nature or man has accumulated a lavish
variety of effects. '^ There is nothing of Words-
worth's passion ferthe bare wild scenery of the

^rugged North in his poems. It is in the scenery of
'Hhe mill, the garden, the chase, the down, the rich
pastures, the harvest-field, thi' palace pleasure-
grounds, the Lord of Burleigh's fair domains, the
luxuriant sylvan beauty, bearing testimony to the
careful hand of man, 'the summer crisp with
shining woods,' that Mr. Tennyson most delights.

r If he strays to rarer scenes it is almost always in
"-search of richer and more luxuriant loveliness, like
the tropical splendours of Enoch Arden [q.v»], and
'the enervating skies which cheated the Lotos-Eaters
[q.v.] of their longing for home. There is always
complexity in the beauty which fascinates Mr. Ten-
nyson most. And with the love of complexity comes,
as a matter of course in a born artist, the love of
the ordering faculty which can give unity and
harmony to complexity of detail. Measure and
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t order are for Mr. Tennyson the essence of beauty.
His strong fascination for the Arthurian legends
results, no doubt, from the mixture, in the moral
materials of the age of chivalry, of exuberant
stateKness and rich polish, with the imperious need
for spiritual order to control the dangerous elements
of the period. His Arthurian epic is a great attempt
to depict the infusion of a aoul into a chaos of

stately passions. Even in relation to modem
pohtics you always see the same bias, a love of

rich constitutional traditions welded together and
ruled by wise forethought and temperate judgment.
He cannot endure either spasmodic violence on the
one ha,nd, or bold simplicity on the other. And
this love of measure and order in complexity shows
itself even more remarkably in Mr. Tennyson's
leaning to the domestic, modem type of women.'A
All his favouiite women are women of a certaiiir

fixed class in social life, usually not the lowest

;

sometimes homely, like AJice the imller's daughter,
and Eose the gardener's daughter, or Dora [q..v.],

or the wife of the Lord of Burleigh; sometimes
women of the drawing-room or the palace, hke
Maud, Lady Flora ia. The Say Dream, or the

^ tnr
-^ Jor

)^

Princess in the poem about women, or Lynettel
[q.v.], and Enid [q.v.], and Elaine [q.v.j, and]
Guinevere [q.v.] in the Idylls of the King ; but'
always women of the quiet and domestic type
(except the heroine of The Sisters), [q.v.], women
whom you might meet every day in a modem
home, women of the garden-flower kind rather
than of the wild-flower kind. The simplest and
most lyrical heroines, heroines like Gretchen in

Faust, or Mignon in Wilhelm Meister, are hardly
in Mr. Tennyson's way. He loves something of

the aiijjpA. manners which a fixed social, status

gives. fThe simplest though hardly the most
oharactmstic form of his art is no doubt the
Idyll, in which Mr. Tennyson has delighted
from the first—so much so, that he has appHed
the term, somewhat misleadingly, I think, to

one of his last, and ia many respects his greatest,

works. The power which makes Mr. Tennyson's
Idylls so unique in their beauty is, I think, his

wonderful skill in creating a perfectly real and
hviug scene—such as always might, perhaps some-
where does, exist in external Nature—for the
theatre of the feeling he is about to embody, and
yet a scene every feature of which helps to make
the emotion delineated more real and vivid. Mr.
Tennyson's power of compeUiug the external world
to lend biTTi a language for the noblest feelings is,

however, but the instrument of a still higher
faculty, the power of appjehending those feelings

themselves with the vigour of a great dramatist

;

and though his range is not wide, they include some
of the most delicate and intellectual, and some of

the coarsest and most earthly. He is not a great

dramatist, for his delineations move almost wholly
in one plane, in the mood he has studied and writes

to interpret. He has hardly attempted, except in

Qiteen Mary, [Harold,'\ and his three studies taken
from the yeoman class, to draw a chaxacter in all

its variety of attitudes ; and though these poems
are quite fine enough to show his dramatic power,
they are not sufficiently characteristic of his genius
to show any wealth of dramatic fancy. Hence his
genius can hardly be called dramatic, though in
relation to single moods he finds an infinitely more
characteristic language for their expression than.
Mr. Browning, who would make Tithonus [q.v.],
Ulysses [q.v.], St. Simeon Stylites [q.v.], and the
Northern Farmers [q.v.], all talk Browningese.
But admitting the partial limitation of Mr. Tenny-
son's genius to the interpretation of moods, ad-
mitting even the limited number of moods he can
interpret adequately—for he seems to fail through
caricature when he attempts, as in Maud [q.v.]

;

or. The Vision of Sin [q.v.], to express misan-
thropical moods—yet no other poet has rivalled in
force and subtlety the work he has thus achieved.
Mr. Tennyson's powers of observation, though
Tuy no means rapid, are exceedingly close and
tenacious, and he has the strong apprehensive
grasp of the naturalist in conjunction with the
harmonising faculty of the poet. He seems to have
studied his ' Grandmother ' and his two ' Northern
Farmers' much as he has studied the habits of

trees and animals. He has a striking microscopic
faculty on which his poetic imagination works.
No poet has so many and such accurate references
to the vegetable world, and yet at the same time
references so thoroughly poetic. He is never tired

of reflecting in his poetry the physiology of flowers
and trees and tnds. It is precisely the same mi-
croscopic faculty as this applied to characteristic

human habits which has produced the three
wonderful studies in Enghsh vernacular hfe. Yet
it would be completely false to give the impression
that Mr. Tennyson's^ studies are studies in ' still '

'

life. There is always the movement of real life in.

his poem?, even in passages where the movement
could never show, if the movement itself, like the
subject of it, were not magnified by the medium
through which he makes us view it. In painting,

Mr. Tennyson is so terse and compressed that,

though he never suggests the idea of swiftness

—

there is too much pains expended upon the indi-

vidual stroke for that—it would be simply absurd

to call his manner dilatory. Indeed, his pictures

succeed each other too rapidly. It is only in the

song, or pieces closely approaching a song in

structure, that i^ style ripples along with perfect

ease and grace."J See Aloibiades ; Meblin.

" Tenor of their way, They kept the
noiseless." A line in stanza 19 of G-ray's ,"'

written in a Cotmtry Churchyard (q.v.).

"Tent the language o' their een."—
Eamsay, The Gentle Sheph^d.

"Tented field, 'Eh.Q."— Othello, act i.,

scene 2.

" Tenth transmitter of a foolish face,

No." Line 7 of Savage's poem of The Bastard.
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Tenures, A Treatise on, ty Sir Thomas
Littleton (1421—1481) ; originally written in

Norman-French, and printed at Eouen in 1584.

It was reprinted from that edition in 1825, with

a sketch of the author's Life by H. Eosooe. The
Commentary on it, by Sir Edward Coke (1551

—

1632), appeared in 1628. It has been terijied " the

principal pillar on which the superstructure of the

law of real property in this kingdom is supported."

Terence. Among the translations of the plays

of this comic poet may be mentioned those of

Bentley (1726) and Parry (1857).

Terence, The English. A title bestowed

by GrOLBSMiTH in Retaliation (q.v.), on Bichaud
CnMBEKLA»D (1732—1811), the dramatist.

Terra: "a Discourse of the Earth, relating

to the Culture and Improvement of it for "Vegeta-

tion and the Propagation of Plants," by John
Evelyn (1620—1706); published in 1675, and
edited, with notes, by Dr. Hunter in 1778.

Terrible Tractoration. See Caustic,

Cheistophek.

Tessa, in Geoboe Eliot's novel of Romola
(q.v.), is in love with Tito Melema.

Tessira, in Akiosto's Orlando Furioso, is a
leader of the Moorish army.

Testament of Love, The. A prose work
by G-EOFPREY Chadcek (1328—1400), written to

beguile the tedium of confinement. It is an alle-

gory, in imitation of Boethius' Consolations ofPhilo-

sophy, telling how the goddess of Love visited him
in prison, and accosted him as her own immortal
bard. He then descants to her on his own misfor-

tunes, on the politics of London, and of his devo-
tion to the Lady Marguerite, or Pearl, whom he
found in a mussel-shell, and who turns out at last,

says Campbell, to mean the spiritual comfort of

the Church.

Testament, The TS&W, translated from
the Greek by William Tyndale (1477—1536),
was first pubhshed at Antwerp in 1526. See

Bible, The.

Teste. The clown in Twelfth Night (q.v.),

who, "in his adopted garb of motley, moves," says
Ulrici, " with inimitable ease."

Testiment of Pair Cresseid. See Cres-
SEID, Testiment of Fair.

Testimony of the Bocks, The. A geo-

logical work by Hugh Miller (1802—1856), pub-
lished after his death (in 1857).

Testy, Timothy. A character who figures

in Beresford's Miseries of Human Life (q.v.).

Tetrachordon. See Divorce, The Doctrine
AKD Discipline of.

Teufelsdrockh, «.«., " devil's dung.'' The
name of the imaginary author of Garlyle's Sartor

Sesartm (q.v.), who is represented as devoting his

lofty genius to the sublime " Philosophyof Clothed."
'
' The secrets of man's life were laid open to thee ;

thou sawest into the mystery of the universe

farther than another ; thou hadst in petto thy
remarkable Volume o;i Clothes."

Thackeray, Anne Isabella, novelist and
miscellaneous writer, daughter ofW. M. Thackeray,

has published The Story of Elizabeth (1863) ; The

Village on the Cliff (1866) ; Five Old Friends , and a

Yowng Prince (1868) ; To Esther, and other Sketches

(1869) ; Old Kensington (1872) ; Toilers and Spinsters,

and other Essays (1873) ; Bluebmrd's Keys, and
other Stories (1874) ; and Miss Angel (1875). A
uniform edition of her works appeared in 1876

—

6.

Thackeray, William Makepeace, no-

velist and miscellaneous writer (b. 1811, d. 18B3),

published The Paris Sketch Book (q.v.), (1840);

The Second Fimeral of Napoleon (q.v.), and The
Chronicle of the Drum (q.v.), (1841) ;i The Irish

Sketch Book (q.v.), (1843) ; Notes-ofa Journeyfrom
Cornhill to Grand Cairo (1845); Vanity Fair (q.v.),

(1847); Mrs. Perkins's Ball (1847); Our Street

(1848); Dr. Birch and his Young Friends (1849);

The Sistory of Pendennis (1849—50) ; Rebecca

and Rowena (1850), (q.v.); The Kickleburys on the

Rhine (q.v.), (1851) ; Esmond (q.v.), (1852) ; The
Newcomes (q.v.), (1855) ; and The Virginians (q.v.),

(1857) ; besides the following, contributed to The
Cornhill Magazine, Eraser's Magazine, and Punch:—The Soggarty Diamond, Catherine (q.v.), Barry
Lyndon (q.v.), Jeames's Diary (q.v.), The Book of
Snobs, Roundabout Papers (q.v.), Lovel the Widower
(q.v.), The Adventures of Philip, Denis Diwal
(q.v.), and Novels by Eminent Sands (q.v.). See,

also, his lectures on The Four Georges (q.v.) and
The English Sumourists of the Eighteenth Century

(q.v.). A volume of sketches, fragments, and
drawings by Thackeray, with Notes by his daughter
Anne Isabella (q.v.), was published in 1876, under
the title of The Orphan of Pimlico. His Works
have been issued complete in various library and
popular editions ; they include, besides the above,

ballads, short tales, and other miscellaneous writ-

ings, most of which will be found described under
their headings in other parts of this volume.
For Biography, see Thackerayana (1875) and
Thackeray, the Humourist and Man of Letters

(1864). For Criticism, see Roscoe's Essays, Senior's

Essays on Fiction, and Hannay's Characters and
Sketches, and Studies on Thackeray. " Thackeray,"
says Hannay, "was not a man with a gift for the
creation of stories only, or even with the higher
one for the creation of character only. He was a
thinker and humorist who showed a proportionate
degree of power in everything he undertook. The
smallest of his sketches or essays had his mark
upon it as distinctly, and could as little have been
produced by anybody else, as Esmond or Vanity
Fair ; the broad arrow of his sovereignty was on
biscuits no less than on anchors. His writings
form a system of social J)hilo3ophy, and represent
a special type of literary genius, with perfect
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completeness and individuality. Thackeray's
range took in the whole society of England. Lord
Steyne is just as real and lifelike as J. J., and
not a whit more so. Dr. Portman is neither better

nor worse described than Dr. Firmin, and Major
Pendennis is as distinct in outline and solid in

body as Colonel Newcome. If the reader wiU take

up Thackeray's figures in handfuls—just as they
come—Becky Sharp, Laura Pendennis, Mr. Deuce-
ace, Barnes Newcome, Ethel, his sister, Henry
Esmond—he will find, on thinking them over,

that as regards naturalness and truthfulness they
are all on an equality. He deals little, to be sure,

with humble life, andjias not left us a Sfmcho
Panza, Andrew Fairservice, Caleb Balderstone, or

Jacob Faithful, but this fact is due to the veracity

which was his crowning merit. He was too honest

to draw fancy pictures of classes with whom he
had never lived. Let it be remembered too, that

this admirable fidelity to nature, enlivened with
a humour never grotesque, and tinged with a
sentiment never maudlin, is wholly Thackeray's
own. Many have imitated him, but he imitated

nobody. None of the thousand moods or fashions

of our schools of thinking are repeated in his

works—even in the earliest of them. His strong

intellect kept its independence from the beginning;
his strong moral nature did justice from the

beginning. Faithfully and regardless of all sen-

timental whimpering, he laid bai^e the selfishness,

meanness, and servility of the age. But with equal

truth he brought on the stage noble and kindly

characters like Colonel Newcome, Ethel Newcome,
and Henry Esmond. Severe upon society as

society, he had the strongest faith in human
nature ; and his own great heart beat responsive

to all that was generous in history, or fiction, or

the world of his time. The independence and
originality of Thackeray's character as a writer

make it difficult to indicate the sources of the

culture by which his genius was formed. Sir

"Walter Scott had a . general influence over

Thackeray, no doubt, but he had no special in-

fluence, and the character of his genius was very

different. Thackeray was without Scott's feudal

sympathies, and had far less romance and historical

feeling ; neither was his imagination so various

as that of Scott, nor his vein of poetry so rich.

Li one point the late writer had an advantage

—he wrote a better style. The prose of Scott

is cumbrous, and apt to be verbose; whereas

Thackeray's English is one of his greatest merits.

It is pure, clear, simple in its power, and har-

monious ; clean, sinewy, fine, and yet strong, like

the legs of a racehorse. One sees very distinctly in

Thackeray's style, as in his way of thinking and
feeling about things, the English public-school and

University man—the tone of one bom and bred

in the condition of a gentleman. "We may also see

in it a certain conversational ease and grace, which
is not the result only of reading, and which is the

direct opposite of the detestable style, formed upon

newspapers, of so many inferior men. There are

several varieties of the humorists. There is the
poetic humorist, in whom the faculty exercises
itself on materials supplied by the imagination
and the feehngs, and there is the humorist who is

a man of the world, not necessarily destitute of
poetry and sentiment, but who, bypreference, draws
his materials from observation, analysing common
experience and everyday Hfe. 'To this latter

division Thackeray belongs. He was not without
poetry, imagination, and sentiment; nevertheless
these qualities do not hold the same prominence
in his writings that they do in those of some other
novelists. He is more a humorist than a poet

;

more a man of the world than a man of sentiment.
The substance of his intellect was a robust hu-
morous sagacity, and to this weighty element,
which, by a natural law, gravitated towards abso-
lute truth, he kefit everything else subordinate,

/frothing can be' more superficial than the notion
that Thackeray was by choice, and taste, and
affectation, a severe or satirical man—a man who
took a pleasure in censure and ridicule for censure

and ridicule's sake; He had rather an original

tendency towards the soft and lachrymose and sen-

timentally-religious view of life, and it required all

his sound, shrewd sense, and his active humour

—

broad at once and fine—to keep this tendency in

order. "^ In the class of humorists among whom
we have placed Thackeray he held a perfectly

distinct position. He is original as a humorist

no less than as a novelist. It has been said that

his humour was ' broad at once and fine,' and its

union of these two characteristics deserves par-

ticular notice. He could be ' Charles Yellowplush,'
' Jeames,' the ' Fat Contributor,' and ' Pleaceman X,'

and he could also produce the most delicate, subtle,

decorous irony. "Windy sentimentaUsm, flatu-

lence of style, these he early began to expose

;

these, and sordid self-seeking, unkindliness, ser-

viUty, were what he detested, and loved to hold up
to contempt. Perhaps the most thorough proof

of Thackeray's greatness as a humorist is the way
in which he embodies his humour in characters.

Sometimes the humour depends solely on what the

character says. Sometimes he is an oddity, vrith

crochets or peculiarities—which reappear as re-

gularly as he does, and are mere matters of trick.

But the most amusing of Thackeray's personages

is a character in a deeper sense, and shows more

than one or two points or angles to the observer.

His satire is not employed upon that character, it is

part of the character itseU. It is neither the satire

of class nor of party. It is the impartial satire of

a philosophic humorist. But besides being im-

partial Thackeray's satire was curiously subtle and

many-sided. He allowed freely that a gentlemanly

snob might exist, whereas your common satirist

heaps indiscriminate abuse on every type of cha-

racter which he undertakes to expose. The object

of Thackeray was not destruction, but correction.

His humour and satire, like all his other gifts,

rested on moral soundness and truthfulness, were

thoroughly original and English in their type, and
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were employed witli a gravity, simpKoity, and yet
exquisitely subtle piquancy of execution peculiarly

his own. Tracing Ms literary pedigree through
Fielding to Horace, and coUateraUy related to

Montaigne, he will be remembered as the classical

English humorist and satirist of the reign of

Queen Victoria." Besides the above-mentioned
references, see Coknhill Magazine ; Cornhill to

Gkand Cairo ; Fitzboodle Papers, The ; Pen-
DENNis ; Philip, Adventures op ; Eose and the
King, The; Snob, The; Snobs, Book op; Solomons,
Ikey, Jun. ; Titmarbh, Michael Angelo ; Tit-
marsh, Samuel; Yellowpldsh.

Thaddeus of Warsaw. A romantic novel
by Jane Porter (1776—1850), published in 1803,
and afterwards translated into various Continental
languages. The author was elected a lady canoness
of the Teutonic Order of St. Joachim ; and a rela-

tive of Kosciusko, the Polish patriot, who figures in

the story, sent her a gold ring, containing that
hero's portrait.

Thaisa. A daughter of Simonides, in Fericles

(q.v.).

Thalaba the Destroyer. A poem, in
twelve books, by Eobert Southey (1774—1843),
published in 1801, and written iu regular verse,

which thie author is careful to explain he did not
prefer to the regular blank verse, but which, he
thought, was suitable to the varied subject of this

particular poem. " It is the arabesque ornament
of an Arabian tale." " Thalaba," says Dennis,
"while it has its wildernesses and deserts, can
also boast, as indeed aH SOuthey's epics may, many
a fair scene of richness and beauty. Splendour of
diction and felicity of description occur frequently,
but frequently also the action halts, the verse drags,
and the reader feels inclined to resign himself to
slumber. On the whole, perhaps the erudition
lavished on the poem is more striking than its

poetical wealth, and it is sometimes a relief to turn
aside from the text to the curious and highly en-
tertaining notes which serve to illustrate it.^

Thalestris, in Pope's Rape of the Lock (q.v.),

is intended for Mrs. Morley, sister of Sir George
Brown, who is celebrated under the name of '

' Sir
Plume" (q.v.).

Thalia Rediviva: "The Pass Times and
Diversions of a Country Muse in Divine Poems,"
by Henry Vaughan (1621—1695) ;

published in
1678.

Thaliard. A lord of Antioch, in Pericles (q.v.).

Thames, The Genius of the. A poem
in two parts, by 'I'homas Love Peacock (1785

—

1866), the first part of which appeared in 1810, the
second in 1812.

Thanatopsis. A poem in blank verse, pub-
lished by "William Cullen Bryant (b. 1784) in
1817.

" Thank me no thankings."—Romeo md
Juliet, act iii., scene 5.

"That day of wrath, that dreadful
day." First Ime of Sir Walter Scott's version

of the Dies Iree, in The Lay of the Last Minstrel.

" That out of sight is out of mind." A
Song in Absence (q.v.) by Arthur Hugh Clough
(1819—1861). See "Out op mind."

Thealma and Clearehus. A pastoral

romantic poem, whose scene is laid in Aroady, and
whose object is a rapturous panegyric on the G-olden
Age

;
pubKshed by Izaak Walton, under the

pseudonym of "John ChalkMU" (q.v.). Some
critics (notably Sir John Hawkins) have believed
Chalkhill to be a real personage, but Singer and
Sir Egerton Brydgea adduce abunda,nt grounds
for rejecting this supposition.

Theatre ofDelightful Recreation, The.
A book of poems, on subjects taken chiefly from the
Old Testament, by Samuel Rowlands (1570—
1625) ;

published in 1605.

Theatre of God's Judgments, The. A
folio collection of " tragical stories," published by
Drs. Beard and Taylor in 1642. It contains,

among other instances of "special judgments," the
tragical end of Christopher Marlowe, the dramatist.

Theatre of the Empire of Great
Britain,' The. Fifty-four maps of England
and Wales, constructed and published, in 1611, by
John Speed (1555—1629).

Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum

:

" containing several Poetical Pieces of our famous
Philosophers who have written the Hermetique
Mysteries in their own Ancient Language^" A
collection, by Elias Ashmole (1617—1692), of the

works of English chemists, which up to that time
had remained in manuscript. It was published in

1652, and contained, inter alia, poems by George
EiPLEY (q.v.), and Thomas Norton (q.v.), on the

general subject of Chemistry.

Theatrum Poetarum. :
" or, Compleat Col-

lection of the Poets :" "especially the most eminent
of aE ages, the ancients being distinguidted from
the moderns in the several alphabets; with some
observations upon many of them, especially those

of our own nation; together with a Prefatory

Discourse of the Poets and Poetry in general."

This work, which was principally from the pen of

Edward Phillips (1630—1680), one of Milton's

nephews, is said to contain passages -which could
only have been written by the great poet himself.

It was published in 1675, and " contains," says

Warton, " criticisms far above the taste of that

period, and such as were not common after the
national taste had been just corrupted by the false

and capricious refinements of the court of Charles
II." Those which have been attributed to Milton
are on the subject of Shakespeare and Marlowe;
and the preface also seems to bear marks of his

fine Roman hand. An edition of the Theatmm
was published by Sir Egerton Brydges in 1800.
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Thebais, The. A play, adapted from the
Greek of Seneca, by Thomas Newton (d. 1607),
and printed in 1681. It is written in Alexandrine
measure.

Thebes, The Story of, by John Lydgate
(1375—1460), was intended as a continuation of

The Canterbury Tales, and is consequently included
in some editions of Chaucer. " It contains," says
Ellis, " some poetical passages ; hut Lydgate's
style, though natural and sometimes rich, does

not possess that strength and conciseness which is

observable in the works of \ his master. It is

dangerous for a mere versifier to attempt the
completion of a plan which has been begun by a
poet." It was first printed abo,ut 1561. See the
analysis in Warton's Sistory, sect. 22.

Theobald, IiOWiS, dramatist, translator, and
Shakespearian editor (b. 1688, d. 1744), produced
The Persian Princess (1711); a translation of Plato's

Pheedo (1713) ; a part-translation of Homer's
Odyssey (1716) ; a Life of Raleigh (1719) ; Shakespear

Restored: or. Specimens of Blunders committed or

unamended in Pope's edition of the poet (1726) ; Pro-

posals for Publishing Emendations and Remarks on

Shakespear (1728) ; an edition of Shakespeare's

plays (1733) ; translations from Sophocles and
Aristophanes; and various contributions to The

Censor. Theobald was the original hero of The
Ihmciad (q.v.), and remained so until 1743, when
he was replaced by Gibber.

Theocritus. The poems of this writer have
been translated into English by Francis Fawkes
(q.v.), and by C. S. Calveblet (q.v.). See also the

version of the Idylls, by the Eev. J. Banks (1853).

An interestiag comparison between Theocritus and
.Tennyson will be found in Stedman's Victorian

Poets. •

Theodore and Honoria. A tale from
Boccaccio, translated into English in 1569, when
the lovers were disguised as Nastagio and Trauer-

sari. It was afterwards "beautifully paraphrased,"

as Warton says, by Dkyden.

Theodosius. A tragedy by Nathaniel Lee
(1655—1692), produced in 1680, and considered

one of his best works.

Theodosius and Constantia, The
Letters that passed between, "after she

had taken the veil ; now first published from the

Original Manuscripts," by John Langhorne (1735

—1779), in 1763. They are founded on the story

told by Addison in No. 164 of The Spectator.

Theodric. A "domestic tale" by Thomas
Campbell, written in 1824.

Theophila: "or. Love's Sacrifice." "A
Divine poem" by Edward Benlowes (1613

—

1686), published in 1652.

Theophilus, The Legend of, was written

in Anglo-Norman verse, by William the Tbow-

TERE (circa 1197).

" There be none of Beauty's
daughters." First Kne of some Stanzas for Music
by Lord Byron (1788—1824), written in 1815.

" There came to the beach a poor exile
of Erin." First line of a lyric by Thomas Camp-
bell.

" There is a garden in her face." First

line of a lyric by Richard Allison, published in

An Houre's Recreation in Musicke (1606).

"There is a reaper, whose name is
Death." First line of The Reaper and the Flowers,

a lyric, by Henry Wadsworth LoNGrELLOw.

" There is a sound of thunder afar."—RiflcTnen, form ! a patriotic song, by Alfred
Tennyson, published in The Times on the 9th of

May, 1859.

" There is no flock, however watched
and tended." First hne of Resignation, a poem, by
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

"'There is no God,' the wicked
saith." A lyric in Svpsychus (q.v.), by Arthur
Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

" There lies a vale in Ida, lovelier."—
CEnone, by Alfred Tennyson.

"There was a time when meadow,
grove, and stream." First line of Wordsworth's
Ode on the Intimations of Immortality.

" There's a good time coming, boys."
First line of a lyric by Charles Mackay (q.v.).

"There's na luck about the house."
First line of the refrain of Mickle's ballad of The
Mariner's Wife (q.v.), and generally given as the
title of the ballad itself.

" There's not a joy the world can give
like that it takes away." First line of some
Stanzas for Music, by Lord Byron (1788—1824),

written in March, 1815.

" There's not in the wide world a
valley so sweet." An Irish Melody by Thomas
Moore.

" There's some say that we wan, and
some say that they wan." First Ene of a Scottish

song on the subject of the battle of SherifEmuir.

See Herd's collection (1776), and the Jacobite

Relics.

Thersames, in Suckling's play of Aglaura

(q.v.), is in love with the heroine.

Thersites. "A deformed and scurrilous

Grecian,'' as he is called, in Shakespeare's play of

Troilus and Cressida (q.v.) . He is described by Cole-

ridge as "the Caliban of demagogic Ufe—^the admi-

rable portrait of intellectual power deserted by all

grace, all moral principle, all not momentary im-

pulse
;
just wise enough to detect the weak head,'and

fool enough to provoke the armed fist of his betters

;

one whom malcontent Achilles can inveigle from
malcontent A] ax, under the one condition that he
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shall be called on to do nothing hut abuse and
slander, and that he shaU be allowed to abuse as

much and as pruriently as he likes—that is, as he
can." See Thehsytes.

Thersytes. An interlude, written in 1537,
though not printed till many years afterwards, in
which it is endeavoured to show "how that the
greatest boestera are not the greatest doers," and of

which Thersites (c(-t.)i l'*^^*
returned from Troy, is

the hero. It is remarkable as being the first in-

stance in which an historical character is introduced
into an English drama ; although, as Collier points
out, the events he is engaged in are mere ridiculous

burlesque, and have no connection whatever with
history. It was printed in 1820, by Haslewood,
and in 1848 by ChUd, who says " its lively absurdity
could not have failed to be entertaining to an easy
audience, and is not tiresome now. Thersites
indulges largely in the old privilege of the Vice—^that of talking incoherent nonsense." Carew
Hazlitt includes the piece in his edition of Dods-
ley's Old Plays.

"These, as they change, Almighty
Father, these." The first line of the Symn ap-
pended by James Thomson to the complete edition
of his Seasons in 1730 :

—

Are but ttie varied God 1 The roUing year
IsluUofTUee."

" These lame hexam.eters, the strong-
winged music of Homer."

—

On Translations of
Somer, by Alfked Tennyson.

" These to his memory, since he held
them dear." Opening line of the dedication to
Tennyson's Idylls of the King (q.v.) ; a noble
tribute to the memory of the late Prince Consort :

" Sweet Nature, gilded by the gracious gleam
Of letters, dear to Science, dear to Art,
Dear to tby land and ours, a Prince indeed.
Beyond all titles, and a honseboid name,
Hereafter, thro" ail times, Albert the Good."

Theseus. Duke of Athens, in A Midsummer
Night's Dream (q.v.).

"Thick - coming fancies, She is
troubled with."

—

Macbeth, act v., scene 3.

Thief and the Cordelier, The. A baUad
by Matthew Prior (1664—1721).

" Thief of time. The." See " Procrasti-
nation IS THE THIEF OF TIME."

Thiel, The Book of, by William Blake
(1757—1828), was published in 1789.

Thierry and Theodoret. A tragedy by
John Fletcher (1576—1625), written before 1621.

Thierry, Sir, figures in the romance of Sir
Ouy of Warwick (q.v.).

" Thin partitions sense from thought
divide. What." Line 226, epistle i., of Pope's
Essay on Man (q.v.). So Dryden, line 163, part i.,

of his Absalom and Aohitophel (q.v.) :

—

" And thin partitions do their bounds divide I"

"Thing of beauty is a joy for ever,
A." The opening line of Keats's poem of Ertdy-

mion (q.v.) :

—

" Its loveliness increases ; it will never
Pass into nothingness."

"Things are not what they seem,
And." A line in Longfellow's poem,A Fsahn of
Life (q.v.).

" Things seen are stronger than things
heard."—Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

" Things unattempted yet in prose or
rhyme." Line 16, book i., of Milton's Faradise
Lost (q.v.). '^

"Think too little fWho), and who
talk too much."

—

Dryden, Absalom and Achitophel,
part i., line 534.

Thinks I to Myself. A novel by the Rev.
Edward Nares (q.v.) ; a clever and original pro-
duction, whose authorship has been much discussed,

but is attributed to Nares by Lowndes, in his Bib-
liographer's Manual.

Thirlwall, Connop, D.D., Bishop of St.

David's (b. 1797, d. 1876), published A History of
Greece (1835—41), and was joint translator witib.

Archdeacon Hare of Niebuhr's History of Mome.
The former work was enlarged and reprinted in
1845—52, and again reproduced in 1855. The
bishop's Literary Remains, consisting of charges to
his clergy and critical essays, appeared in 1876.
His first work was issued in 1809, when his father

published Priwj^j(g.' or. Essays and Poems on Various
Subjects, Seligious, Moral, and Entertaining, by
Connop Thirlwall, eleven years of age.

" Thirty dayes hath November." The
opening line of a familiar nursery rhyme, which is

to be found in Orafton's Chronicles of England
(1590), and in the old play. The Eeturnfrom Par-
nassus (q.v.), produced in 1606.

Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of
England, Exposition of, by Gilbert Bur-
net, Bishop of Salisbury (1643—1715), published
in 1699, and highly commended by Bishops Tillot-

son, Tenison, and Sharp. Works on the same
subject have been written of late years by Bishops
Forbes (1817—1875), and Browne (q.v.).

" This figure that thou here seest
put." — On the Portrait of Shakespeare, by Ben
JoNSON, in Vnderwoods (q.v.).

"This is no my ain house." An old
nursery song in Scotland, the refrain of which after-

wards suggested a Jacobite song. See Chambers's
Scottish Songs.

"This is the forest primeval. The
murmuring pines and the hemlocks." First line
of Longfellow's poem of Evangeline (q.v.).

"This is the month, and this the
happy morn."

—

Milton's Ode on the Morning of
Chrisfs Nativity.
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Thistae. The heroine of the interlude in A
Midsummer Night's Bream (q.v.) . In the old myth-
ology, she is a beautiful maiden of Babylon, beloved
by Pyramus, whom she is not allowed to marry.
They succeed, however, in communicating with
one another through a chink in a wall; whence
the amusing episode in Shakespeare's play :

—

** And through wall's chink, poor souls, they are content
To whisper."

See Pykamus.

Thom, WiUiam, poet (b. 1799, d. 1850),
published, in 1841, Rhymes and Recollections of a
Sandloom Weaver. See Blind Boy's Prank, The.

Thomalin. One of the shepherds in The
Shepherd's Calendar, by Spenser.

Thomas a Eempis. See Kempis, Thomas a.

Thomas, Annie (Mrs. Pender CudHp), no-
veUst, is the author of Denis Donne, False Colours,

Sigh Stakes, On Guard, Flayed Out, Theo Leigh,

Walter Goring, A Fassion in Tatters, No Alternative,

A Narrow Escape, The MasJeelynes, Blotted Out,

and many other novels.

Thomas, Elizabeth (b. 1676, d. 1730), wrote
several poems, which were highly praised by Dry-
den. A series of letters, professing to be a selec-

tion from those which passed between her and the

poet, were published after her death, under the

title of Fylades and Corinna—the latter being a
name bestowed upon her by her correspondent.

They are, probably, to a great extent, fictitious.

Thomas, Lord, and Fair Ellinor. A
ballad, telling how Lord Thomas, by advice of

friends, marries the Brown Girl, who, fair Ellinor

coming to the wedding, there stabs her, and is

herself slain by Lord Thomas. It is given in A
Collection of Old Songs (1723), Percy's Feliques, and
Eitson's Ancient Songs, and is almost identical with
the ballads called Lord Thomas and Fair Annet and
Fair Margaret and Sweet William.

Thomas, Monsieur. A comedy by Beau-
mont and FiiBTCHER, produced in 1639.

Thomas, Moy, novelist and miscellaneous

writer, has vpritten A Fight for Life, When the

Snow Falls, and other works.

Thomas of Reading :
" or, the Six Worthy

Yeomen of the West." A prose fiction by Thomas
Deloney (circa 1560—1600.) It was printed in

1612.

Thomas, Ralph. See Hamst, Olphak.

Thomas Redivivus : " or, a Compleat his-

tory of the life and marvellous actions of Tom
Thumb. In three tomes. Interspers'd with that

ingenious comment of the late Dr. Wagstafi, and

annotations by several hands. To which is pre-

fixed historical and critical remarks on the life and

writings of the author." Published in 1729, and

written in ridicule of Addison's criticisms on the I

ballad of Chevy Chase ia The Spectator. See Tom
Thumb.

Thomas, The Incredulity of. An old
miracle play, edited by Collier for the Camden
Society.

Thomas the Rhymer. See Ehymeb,
Thomas the.

Thomas, William, miscellaneous writer
(d. 1553), wrote The Sistorie of Italic, a Soke
exceedyng profitable to be redde (1549) ; The Vanitee

of this World (1549); The Principal Rules of
the Italian Grammar (1550) ; Le Peregrynne, or a
Defence of King Henry VIII., to Aretine, the
Italian Poet, and a translation of Cato's speech,
and Valerius's reply, from the fourth Decade of
Livy. For Biography, see Wood's Athena

Thompson, Edward, poet and dramatist
(b. 1738, d. 1786), published The Meretriciad;
The Soldier (1764); The Courtezan (1765); The
Demirep (1765) ; A Sailor's Letters, written to his select

Friends in Fngla/nd, during his Voyages and Travel^

(1767) ; an edition of the works of Oldham (1771)

;

The Fair Quaker: or, the Humours of the Navy
(1773) ; two other dramatic pieces, unpublished,

editions of the works of Whitehead and Marvell

(1777) ; The Court of Cupid; Aristophanes; and
The Muse's Mirror.

Thompson, J. C See Wharton.

Thompson, Mrs. Katherine. SeeWnoi.-

Thompson, Mortimer.
Q. K. Philander.

See DoESTioKS,

Thompson, William, Dean of Eaphoe (d.

1766). The poetical works of this writer are in-

cluded in Anderson's British Poets, where they are

preceded by a Memoir.

Thoms, William John, antiquarian

writer and editor (b. 1803), besides foimding Notes

and Queries (q.v.), has published Early Prose

Romances (1828), Lays and Legends of Various

Nations (1834), Book of the Court (1838), Notelets

on Shakspere (1866), Longevity of Man (1873), and
other works.

Thomson, James, poet and dramatist (b.

1700, d. 1748), pubhshed Winter (1726); Summer
(1727); Britannia (q.v.), (1727); Spring (1728);

Sophonisba (q.T.), (1729); Autumn (1730); Liberty

(q.v.), (1734 and 1736) ; Agamemnon (q.v.), (1738k

Edward and Eleonora (q.v.), (1739) ; Alfred (q.v.),

(written with Mallet, 1740) ; Tancred and Sigis-

munda (q.v.), (1745) ; The Castle of Indolence (1748)

;

Coriolanus (q.v.), (1749) ; and some miscellaneous

pieces. His Works were edited, with his last

corrections and improvements, and a Life by
Murdoch, in 1762 ; with Memoir and Notes by Sir

Harris Nicolas, in 1830 ; with a Life, critical

dissertation and notes, by GUfiUan, iu 1853, and

by Kobert BeU, ia 1865. See also the Life by
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Buehan (1792). "Thomson," says Hazlitt, "is

the best of our descriptive poets : for he gives

most of the poetry of natural description. Others

have heen quite equal, or have surpassed him, as

Cowper, for instance, in the picturesque part of

his art, in marking the peculiar features and curious

details of objects; no one has yet come up to him
in giving the sum total of their effects, their vary-

ing influences on the mind. He does not go into

the minutiae of a landscape, but describes the vivid

impression which the whole makes upon his imagi-
nation, and thus transfers the same unbroken, un-
impaii'ed impression to the imagination of his

readers. The colours with which he paints seem
wet and breathing, like those of the living statue

in The Winter''s Tale. He describes not to the eye
alone, but to the other senses and to the whole
man. He puts his heart into his subject, writes as

he feels, and humanises whatever he touches. His
faults were those of his style—of the author and
the man ; but the original genius of the poet, the
pith and marrow of his imagination, the fine natural

mould in which his feelings were bedded, were too

much for him to counteract by neglect or afiecta-

tion or false ornaments. It is for this reason that
he is, perhaps, the most popular of all our poets,

treating of a subject that all can understand, and
in a way that is interesting to all aHke." See also

Castle op Indolence, The ; Newton, Sie Isaac,

To ; Seasons, The.

Thomson, William, D.D., Archbishop of
York (b. 1819), has published The Atoning Work of
Christ (1853), Sermons in Lincoln'sinn Chapel (1861),
The Limits of Philosophical Inquiry (1868), Life in

the Light of God's Word (1870), The Necessary Laws
of Thought, and other works. He also edited Aids
to Faith.

Thopas, The Rime of Sir, occurs in
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (q.v.), and is described
by Morley as " a merry musical burlesque upon the
metrical romances of the day, the chief purpose of

it being to caricature the profusion of tedious and
trivial detail that impeded the progress of a story
of tasteless adventure."

Thorn, The. A poem by William Words-
worth, written in 1798.

Thorn, William (circa 1380), was the author
of a Chronicle of Canterbury.

Thorntaerry, Job. See Joe Thornberrt.

Thornbury, George Walter, poet, no-
velist, and miscellaneous writer (b. 1828, d. 1876),
published iaj/s and Legends of the New World (1851)

;

Monarehs of the Main (1855) ; Shakespeare's Eng-
land (1856) ; Art and Nature at Some and Abroad
(1856) ; Songs of Cavaliers and Roundheads (1857)

;

Every Man his own Trumpeter, a novel (1858)

;

a Life of J. M. W. Turner, R.A. (1862) ; True
as Steel, a novel (1863) ; Wildfire, a novel
(1864) ; Haunted London (1865) ; Tales for the

Mariner (1865); GreatJieart, a novel (1866); The
Vicar's Courtship, a novel (1869) ; Old Stories Retold

(1869) ; A Tour Bound Englamd (1870) ; Criss Cross

Journeys (1873) ; Old and New London (vols. i. and
ii.) ; and a collection of his poems under the title of

Historical and Legendary Ballads and Songs (1875).

Thorndike, Herbert, divine and con-

troversialist (d. 1672), produced A Discourse on the

Government of the Churches (1641) ; A Discourse on

Religious Assemblies (1642) ; On Religious Assemblies

and the Public Worship of God (1642) ; Discourse on

the Right of a Church im a Christian State (1649);
An Epilogue to the Tragedy of the Church of England
(1659) ; Just Weights and Measwes, that is, the

present state of Religion Weighed in the Balance, and
'

Measured by the Standa/rd of the Sanctuary (1662);
De Ratione ac Jure Finiendi Controversias Ecclesia

Disputatio (1670). His Works were published
in a collected form in the Anglo- Catholic Library
(1844—56). See Epiloque to the Tragedy oe
THE Church op England.

Thornhill, Sir William.. See Bubchell,
Mr.

Thornton, Bonnell, versifier and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1724, d. 1768), started The
Student, or Oxford and Cambridge Monthly Mis-
cellany (1748) ; Have at ye All, or the Drury Lane
Journal (1752), (q.v.) ; and The Connoisseur (1754)

;

besides contributing to The Public Advertiser and
The St. James's Chronicle, and publishing An Ode on

St. Cecilia's Day (1765) ; and The Battle of the

Whigs (1768), (q.v.). See Eoxana Termagant.

Thornton, Robert de. See Percyvell op
Galles.

Thornton, William Thomas, political

economist (b. 1813), has written Over-Population
and its Remedy (1845), A Plea for Peasant Pro-
prietors (1848), On Labour (1869), Old Fashioned
Ethics and Common Sense Metaphysics (1873), and
some poems.

Thorough Doctor, The. The title be-
stowed upon William Varho, a scholastic philo-

sopher of the thirteenth century.

Thorpe, Thomas Bangs, American writer
(b 1816), has pubHshed The Mysteries of the Back-
woods (1846) ; Tom Owen : or, the Bee-Hunter

(1847^ ; Lynde Weiss (1854) ; A Voice to America
(1855), and other works.

"Thou art not, Penshurst, built to
envious show."

—

TJie Forest, by Ben Jonson.

" Thou art not steeped in golden
languors."

—

Madeline, by Alfred Tennyson.

" Thought hath liberti." — Skelton,
Phylyp Sparowe.

" Thought may weU be ever ranging."—Love not Duty, lyric by Arthur Hugh Clough
(1819—1861).

Thoughtless, Miss Betsey. The heroine
and title of a novel by Eliza Haywood (1693—
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1756), which, probably suggested to Madame
D'Arblay the plan of her Evelina (q.v.).

Thoughts in a Garden. See Qahden, &c.

"Thoughts of men (And the) are
widened by the process of the suns."

—

Tennyson
Locksley Sail.

Thoughts on Various Subjects, Moral
and Diverting, by Jonathan Swift (1667
1748). They arose out of a sojourn in the country
with the poet Pope, during which the two agreed
to write down such involuntary ideas as might
occur to them. Some of Swift's have the best
quahties of epigram ;

" We have just enough
religion to make us hate, but not to make us love
one another." " The reason why so few marriages
are happy, is, because the young ladies spend their
time in making nets, not in making cages." " If
a man will observe as he walks the streets, I believe
he will find the merriest countenances in mourning
coaches." " Query, whether churches are not
dormitories of the living as well as of the dead P

"

" Complaint is the largest tribute heaven receives,
and the sincerest part of our devotion."

Thoughts on "Wheels. See Wheels, &o.

"Thoughts that breathe, and words
that bum." Line 4 of the third section of the
third part of Gkay's Progress of Poesy (q.v.).

" Thoughts that do often lie too deep
for tears." A line in Wordsworth's Ode on the
Intimations of Immortality (q.v.).

Thrale, Mrs. See Piozzi, Hester Ltnch.

Thrasher's Labour, The. A poem by
Stephen Duck (d. 1756), who at one time followed
the occupation of an agricultural labourer. He
afterwards entered the Church, and was advanced
to a living of considerable value, finally becoming
preacher at Kew Chapel in 1751.

Thre Lawes of Nature, Moses, and
^
Christ, ' The

i
Comedy Concernynge :

"Corrupted by the Sodomytes, Pharisees, and
^Papysts most Wycfced." A miracle-play by John
Bale,!' Bishop of Ossory (1495—1663), written in
1538. It is a satire against Popery, and, according
to Warton, probably the first composition of the
kind in English Literature.

" Threaten and command, To."—Sam-
let, act ui., scene 4.

Three Dead Powis, The. A poem by
Patrick Johnstoun, printed in Lord HaUes'
Collection.

Three Estatis, Ane Pleasant Satyre of
the : " in Commendation of Verteu and Vitupera-
tion of Vyoe." A remarkable drama by Sir

,
Bavid Lindsay (1490^1557) ;

produced in 1536. It

was performed in the open air at Cupar, Linlith-

gow, Perth, and Edinburgh before the Mng, queen,

and court, and occupied a whole day in its per-
formance. It is unsparing in its exposure of the
abuses which had crept into the government of the
Scottish kingdom in the time of James I.

Three Fishers, The. A lyric by the Eev.
Charles Kingsley (1819—1875), telliog how they
" went sailing away to the West," and how, when
the morning came,

" Three corpses lay out on the shining sands,
And the women are weeping and wringing their bands
For these who will never come home to the town."

Three Graves, The. A poem in four parts
by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, written in 1805

—

1806.

Three Hours after Marriage. A farce by
Alexander Pope (q.v.) and John G-ay (q.v.), which
was attacked by Colley Cibber, and thus led to
the latter' s enthronement ia the place of Theobald
as "King of Dunces" in Pope's Dunciad (q.v.).

Hazlitt says it was "not a successful attempt; [the
authors] brought into it ' an alligator stufli'd,'

which disconcerted the ladies, and gave just offence
to the critics. Pope was too fastidious for a farce-
writer." It was produced in 1717.

Three Ladies of London, The. A moral
play, printed in 1584; "wherein it is notablie
declared and set foorth how, by meanes of Lucar,
Love and Conscience is so corrupted, that one is

married to Dissimulation, the other fraught with
all abhomination." It is to be found in Carew
Hazlitt' s ed. of Dodsley's Old Plays.

Three Laws of Nature. See Thre Lawes.

Three Lords and Three Ladies of
London, The. A moral play, printed in 1590;
and diversified by a good deal of contemporary
allusion and satire. See Dodsley's Old Plays, ed.

Carew Hazlitt.

" Three poets, in three distant ages
bom." First line of an epigram, written by
Dkyden, Under Mr. Milton^s Pietwre, in which he
is understood to praise Homer for his " loftiness of

thought," and Virgil for his " majesty," whilst

Milton is said to possess " both :"

—

" The force of Nature could no farther go ;

To make a third she joined the -other two."

See some excellent remarks on this epigram in

Guesses at Truth (q.v.).

" Three sexes — men, women, and
clergymen." See Sydney Smith's Zife and Letters.

Three Tailors of Tooley Street, The.
A fictitious body of persons continually being
alluded to on public platforms and in the periodical

press. They owe their existence to the lively

fancy of Canning (q.v.), who represented them as

holding a meeting for the consideration of popular

grievances, and as inditing to Parliament a petition

which began with the words, " We, the people

of England." Tooley Street. is in Southwark,
London.
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Three Warnings, The. A moral poem by
Mrs. Piozzi (1740—1821), beginning

—

" The tree of deepest root Is found
Least wlllluj^ still to iiuit tbe ground ;

'Twas tliererore said by ancient sages
That love of life Increased wltli years

Bo muL'b, that In iiur latter stages,
When pains gniw sharp, and sickness rages,
The greatest love of life appears."

Threnodia Augustalis : " Sacred to the
Memory of her Royal Highness the Princess

Dowager of "Wales" (1772). "This," as the
author, Goldsmith, himself says, " may more pro-

perly be termed a compilation than a poem. It

was prepared for the composer in little more than
two days, and may therefore be considered as

rather an industrious effort of gratitude than of

genius."

" Thrice he threw the slain."

—

Drtden,
Alexander's Feast, line 68.

"Thrice is he armed that hath his
quarrel just."—2 King JSenry VI., act iii., scene 2.

Thrissil and the Bose, The. A poem by
William Dunbar, composed on the occasion of the
marriage of James IV. of Scotland with Margaret,
eldest daughter of Henry VII. The poet is sup-
posed to have a dream, in which he is addressed by
May, and desired to celebrate in a poem the return
ofSpring. He is then introduced into a delicious

garden, where Nature, having summoned all created
beings to appear before her, crowns the lion, the
eagle, and the thistle, as the kings of beasts, and
birds, and plants, accompanying the action with
many moral and political maxims. To the pro-
tection of the thistle (James IV.) she particularly
consigns the rose (Queen Margaret), whom she also

crowns, with a crown so brilliant that it illumes
aU the land ; and the song of joy that breaks forth
from the birds efiectually and effectively concludes
the poet's vision.

" Thrones, dominations, princedoms,
virtues, powers." Line 601, book v., of Paradise
Lost (q.v.).

" Through thick and thin."—Spenser,
The Faerie Queene, book i., canto i., stanza 17. In
the same passage occurs the equally familiar ex-
pression, "by hook or crook."

Thucydides. The Works of this Greek
historian were translated into English by Thomas
Hobbes in 1629, and were edited by Dr. Thomas
Arnold in 1830—33.

Thumb, Tom. See Tom Thumb.

Thunder and Small Beer, Essay on.
See KlCKLEBUBYS ON THE Ehine, The.

" Thunder (In), lightning, or in rain."—Macbeth, act i., scene I.

Thunderer, The. A name bestowed upon
The Times (q.v.) in allusion to the vigorous articles

contributed to it at one time by Edward Sterlinq

(q.v.), who possessed a literary style of consider-

able power.

Thundertentronckh, Arminius von.
The nom de plume under which Matthew Arnold
(b. 1822) contributed several papers, of a satirical

character, to the pages of The Fall Mall Gazette.

These, with one or two others originally published
in The Cornhill Magazine, were republished in the
volume entitled Friendship's Garland, which the
writer pretended to have woven as a memorial of

his dead friend, Arminius, the young Prussian
officer.

Thurio, in The Two Gentlemen of Verona (q.v.),

is a rival of Valentine in the love of Silvia (q.v.).

Thurloe, John (b. 1616, d. 1668), statesman,
collected a series of State Papers relating to the
affairs of the Protectorate, which, after his death,
were found in a false ceiling in Lincoln's Inn.
They afterwards came into the hands of Sir Joseph
Jekyll and Lord Chancellor Somers, and from them
devolved upon a bookseller, who entrusted their

publication to Birch in 1742. They were accom-
panied by a Life of Thurloe. Warburton writes

of them as "letting you thoroughly into the
genius" of the times and persons to whom they
refer.

Thurlow, Edward, Lord, Lord CSiancellor

and poet (b. 1732, d. 1806), published Poems on
Several Occasions (1813), Carmen Pritannicttm

(1814), and Select Poems (1821). Seethe article by
Thomas Moore, the poet, in The Edinburgh Meview,
vol. xxxi.

Thurston, Henry T. The nom de plume
under which Francis Turner Palgrave (q.v.)

published The Passionate Pilgrim: or, Fros and
Anteros {IStS).

Thwackum. A character in Fieldino's
novel' of Tom Jones (q.v.).

"Thy voice is heard thro' roUing
drums." First line of a song by Alered Tennyson
in The Princess.

Thyestes. A play adapted from the Greek of

Seneca, by Jasper Heywood, and published in

1560. A tragedy called Thyestes was written by
John Crowne (q.v.).

Thyrsis. An elegiac poem by Matthew
Arnold (b. 1822), described as "a monody, to

conamemorate the author's friend, Arthur Hugh
Clough, who died at Florence, 1861."

" He went ; his piping took a troubled sound
Of storms that rage outside our liappy ground

;

He could not wait their passing ; he is dead 1

"

Thyrsis is the name of a herdsman mentioned in
the poems of Theocritus, as well as of a shepherd
in VirgU's seventh Eclogue. Hence the name
came to figure frequently in pastoral poetry.

Thyrza, To. An elegiac poem by Lord Bybon,
written in 1811.
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Titobs, Beau. See Beau Tibbs.

Tibullus. The works of this Latin elegiac

poet have been translated hy James Grainger

(1758), and more recently by James Cranstoun
(1872).

Tickell, Bichard, grandson of Thomas
TiokeU (1793), besides contributing to The Eol-

liad, published The Wreath of Fashion, and other

poetical pieces, and a political pamphlet, entitled

Anticipation. ^

Tickell, Thomas, poet and politician (b.

1686, d. 1740), wrote The Prospect of Peace; The
Moyal Progress ; a translation of the first book of

the Iliad; A Letter to Avignon; Kensington Oar-
iens (q.v.) ; Thoughts on a Picture of Charles I.

;

To the Earl of Warwick, on the Death of Mr. Addi-
son ; and other pieces. See the Life, by Dr. John-
son, and for Criticism consult The Spectator, to

which Tickell was an occasional contributor. See

Colin and Lucy ; Peace, The Prospect op.

"Tickle your catastrophe, I'll."—

2

King Senry IV„ act ii., scene 1 .

" Tickled with a straw." .See " Pleased
WITH A RATTLE."

Tickler, Timothy, in the Nodes Amhro-
siana (q.v.), is intended partially as a portrait of

Eobert Sym, an Edinburgh lawyer (1750—1844).

Ticknor, George, American historian (b.

1791, d. 1862), was the author of a History of
Spanish Literature (1849), a Life of Lafayette,

and a Memoir of Prescott the historian. His Life,

Letters, and Journals appeared in 1876.

Tiddler's Ground, Tom. See Tom
Tiddler's Ground.

" Tide in the affairs of men, There is

a,"

—

Julius Cmsar, act iv., scene 3

—

" Which, taten at the flood, leads on to fortune,"

Tidings fra the Session, by "William

Dunbar, is a poetical conversation between two
rustics, satirising the proceedings in the supreme

civil law courts of Scotland.

" Tiger, tiger, burning bright." First

Hne of The Tiger, a lyric by William Blake (q.v.),

published in Songs of Experience :—
" What Immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?
What the baiumer? wli.it tlie chain?
In wbat furnare was thy brain ?

What the anvil ? wbat dread grasp
Dare its deadly terrors clasp ?

"

Tigg, Montague. A character in Dickens's

novel of Martin Chuzzlewit (q.v.), whose murder by
Jonas Chuzzlewit (q.v.) is one of the most effective

passages in the story.

Tighe, Mrs. Mary, poetess (b. 1773, d. 1810),

published Psyche (q.v.), and some miscellaneous

pieces.

" Tight little island," See " Snug little
island."

Tilburina. Daughter of the Governor of
Tilbury Fort, in Puff's tragedy of The Spanish
Armada, contained in Sheridan's farce of The Critic

(q.v.). The Governor himself is described as " a
plain matter-of-fact man ; that's his character."

Tillotson, John, Archbishop of Canterbury
(b. 1630, d. 1694), pubhshed The Rule of Faith

(1666) ; Sermons (1671, 1678, 1682, and 1694) ; and
other works, all of which were collected and re-

published, with a Life of the author, by Thomas
Birch, in 1752. See also the Life, by Young
(1717).

Tilly Slowboy. See Slowboy, Tilly.

Tim, Tiny, in Dickens's Christmas Carol

(q.v.), is the little son of Bob Cratchit (q.v.), and
his happy sentiment, " God bless us, every one," is

now a famous one.

Timber. See Discoveries.

Timbs, John, miscellaneous writer (b. 1801,

d. 1875), published Anecdote Biography, English.

Eccentrics, Sistoric Ninepins, The Pomance of Lon-
don, Things not Generally Known, Walks and Talks

about London, and numerous other works.

Timbuctoo. A prize poem by Alpred Ten-
nyson (Cambridge, 1829). It is in blank verse,

and, according to Sterling or Maurice in The
Athenmum, July 22, 1829, it " indicates really fine

poetical genius, and would have done honour to

any man that ever vprote." It is now only to be

met with in the American editions of the writer's

works. It has for motto Chapman's lines :

—

" Deep in that lion-haimted island lies

A mystic city, goal of high emprise."

Here is a passage from it :

—

"Then first within the South methought I saw
A wilderness of spires, and crystal pile

Of rami)art ui)on rami)art, dojue on dome.
Illimitable range of battlement
On battlement, and the Imperial height
Of canopy o'ercanopied.

Behind
In diamond light up spring tlie dazzling peaks

' Of Pyramids, as far suniassing eartli's

As beaven tliao eartli is fairer. Each aloft

Upon bis narrowed eminence bore globes
Of wheeling suns, or stars, or scjnblances
Of either, showering circular abyss
Of radiance. But the glory of the place

Stood out a |)lllai-ed front of burmsbed gold.
Interminably high, of gold it were
Or metal nu)re ethereal, and beneath
Two dor)rs of blinding brilliance, where no gaze
Might rest, stood oi)en, and tbe eye ciuild scan
Through length of porch and valve and boundless hall.

Part of a throne of fiery flame, wherefrom
The snowy skirting of a garment bung.
And glimpse of multttnde of multitudes
That ministered around It."

"Time conquers all, and we must
time obey."—Pope, Pastorals (" Winter," line 88).

" Time elaborately thrown away."—
Young, The Last Bay, book i.

" Time is out of joint, Th.e."—Samlet,
act i., scene 5

—

"0 cursed siiitel

That ever I was horn to set it right."
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" Time I've lost in wooing, The." An
Irish melody by Thomas Mooke.

" Time, The thief of." See " Pkooeastina-
TION IS THE THIEF OP TIME."

"Time, The tooth of." — Youns, The
Statesman's Creed.

" Time toiled after him in vain, And
panting." &e " Panting Time."

" Time tries the troth in everything."
-Tusser, in an acrostic entitled Thomas Tusser

1 TIM

" Time wasted is existence ; used, is

life."

—

Young, Night Thoughts, night li., line 150.

"Time writes no wrinkle on thine
azure brow." See stanza 182, canto iv., of Bykon's
poem of Don Juan.

" Time's noblest offspring is the last."
A line in Bishop Berkeley's poem On the Prospect

of Planting Arts and Learning in America (q.v.).

Times, The. The daily newspaper which
stands unmistakably at the head of its kind, and
has a reputation commensurate with the spread of

the English language throughout the world, first

saw the light in 1785, when it was started by Mr.
John Walter, grandfather of the present pro-

prietor, under the title of The Daily Universal

Megister—a title which it retained until the 1st of

January, 1788, when it appeared under its present
designation. At this period, as it had been for some
time previously, and as it was for some time after,

The Times was "set up" on the logographic prin-

ciple—that is to say, the type consisted of whole
words or portions of words, instead of single or
double letters as at present. The price of the
paper was, as now, threepence, and there were no
leading articles or reviews, though there were
dramatic criticisms, and though the intelligence

was fairly well arranged. The number of adver-
tisements in the first number of The Times was
fifty-seven ; the small beginning of an advertising

connection such as no other journal has ever
equalled or approached. In 1803 John Walter the
younger succeeded his father in the management,
and in or about 1812 appointed Dr. (afterwards
Sir John) Stoddart to the editorship—a post
which he retained only till about 1816, when he was
dismissed on account of the rabidity of his attacks
on Napoleon I., and, in revenge, started a paper
in opposition to The Times, called The New Times,
which expired after an existence of ten or eleven
years. The next editor was Thomas Barnes,
under whom the paper, largely increased in in-

fluence and circulation. Before his appointment,
however, a change had taken place in the mode of
production of Tlie Times, which was destined to
have the most notable effect upon the future, not
only of that journal itself, but on the whole news-
paper press. Up to the 28th of November, 1814,
the paper had been printed by hand-presses, which
turned out at the most 460 copies an hour. The

issue for the 29th of the same month was brought
out by means of the Kiinig printing-machine, and
was the first ever produced by the agency of

steam. Even then the production did not exceed
1,100 copies an hour; but the Konig press was soon
superseded by that of Applegafth and Cowper;
the latter eventually gave way to Hoe's ; and the
Walter press now turns out impressions at the
remarkable rate of 12,000 an hour. Eight of

these machines being employed in the printing of
The Times, it is now produced at the rate of 96,000
copies an hour. The change from manual to
mechanical power was not, of course, allowed to
occur without strong opposition on the part of the
pressmen, who were, however, reconciled when it

became known that they were not to lose their
situations in ,the establishment. It was 1834 or
thereabout that The Times began its system of
special expresses for the collection of intelligence
in this country—an arrangement which was
supplemented by the appointment of special
correspondents in every capital. This was before
the days of telegraphs and railways: what The
Times has done since the invention of those now
familiar adjuncts of our civilisation is well known.
Its foreign correspondence is the envy of all its

contemporaries, and the occasions on which the
enterprise displayed- in it has been surpassed are
very few indeed. One great feature of The Times
—that in which it is quite unrivalled—is the
number and value of its advertisements, which on
one day in 1861 amounted to over 4,000, whilst in
1871 the revenue from them was as much, it is said,

as £5,000 weekly. Wbat it is now it would be
impossible to say, but the sum total for the year
must be something almost incredible. The circu-
lation of The Times so far back as 1843 was only
10,000 copies; this rose in 1854 to over 50,000,
and in 1860 to over 60,000. On single occasions
it has- been enormous. At the opening of the
Exhibition in 1862 it was 88,000; on the arrival
of the Princess Alexandra in London it was
98,000 ; at her marriage it was 110,000. But
these numbers were of course phenomenal.
Thomas Barnes was succeeded in the editorship of
The Tim^s by John Thadeus Delane in 1841.
The literary contributors are, it is well known,
dravm from the leading -writers of the day, who
have always counted it an honour to be retained in
the service of the leading paper. Among others
may be mentioned, as having gained celebrity in
the past by their appearances in The Times,
Matthew J. Higqins' ("Jacob Omnium," q.v.),
Edward Sterling ("Vetus," q.v.), Benjamin
Disraeli ("Eunnymede," q.v.), Rev. Lord Sydney
GoDOLPHiN Osborne ("S. G. 0.,'' q.v.), Deaji
Blakesley (" A Hertfordshire Incumbent," q.v.),
and Sir W. Vernon Harcourt (" Historicus,"
(q.v.). For particulars concerning the career and
internal working of The Times, see Frederick
Hunt's Fourth Estate, Andrews' History of
Journalism, CasseH's National Portrait Gallery
("Mr. John Walter"), and other works. See
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EussBLL, W^iLLiAM Howard; Sterling, Edwaiuo
;

and Thunderer, The.

Timias. A character in Spenser's Faerie

Qtteene (q.v.). "The affection of Timias for

Belphoebe [q.v.]," says Sir Walter Scott, " is

allowed, on aU hands, to allude to Sir Walter
Kaleigh's pretended admiration of Queen EUzaheth;
and his disgrace, on account of a less platonio

intrigue with the daughter of Sir Nicholas Throg-
morton, together with his restoration to favour, are

plainly pointed out in the subsequent events."

Timon, in Pope's Moral Essays, epistle iv., is

a portrait of the first Duke of Chandos, who had
a great passion for stately buildings and splendid

Kving. His seat, described in the poem, was called

"Canons."

Timon of Athens. A tragedy by William
Shakespeare (1564-.-1616), first printed in the
folio of 1623. The story of the misanthrope was
probably derived by the poet from two books which
we know to have been his constant companions

—

Painter's Falace of FUasure, and North's transla-

tion of the Lives of Plutarch. "Of all the works
of Shakespeare," says Schlegel, " Timon of Athens
possesses most the character of satire—a laughing
satire in the picture of the parasites and flatterers,

and JuvenaBan in the bitterness of Timon' s impre-
cations on the ingratitude of a false world. The
story is very simply treated, and is definitely

divided into large masses. In the first act, the
joyous bfe of Timon, his noble and hospitable

extravagance, and around him the throng of suitors

of every description ; in the second and third acts,

his embarrassment, and the trial which he is hereby
reduced to make of his supposed friends, who all

desert him in the hour of need ; in the fourth and
fifth acts, Timon' s flight to the woods, his misan-
thropical melancholy, and his death. The only
thing which may be called an episode is the banish-

ment of Alcibiades by force of arms. However,
they were both examples of ingratitude—the one
of a state towards its defender, and the other of

private friends to their benefactor." The reader
will remember, perhaps, the allusion in a poem by
Tennyson, published in 1846:

—

"We know him out of Shakespeare's art,

And those fine curses which he spoke ;

The old Timon with his noble heart,
That, strongly loathing, greatly broke."

See New Timon, The.

Timon of Athens the Man-Hater, The
History of. A play by Thomas Shadwell
(1640—1692), published in 1678, in the dedication

of which to George, Duke of Buckingham, the

author says :
" This play was originally Shake-

speare's, who never made more masterly strokes

than in this ," yet, I can truly say I have made it

into a play."

Timon, The KTew. See New Timon, The.

Tin Trumpet, The. A series of papers,

published anonymously, and written by Horace
Smith (q.v.). This work was erroneously ascribed

to Thackeray, and was reprinted with the real

author's name affixed.

Tinclarian Doctor, The Great, was the
title assumed by William Mitchell, a Scotch
tin-plate worker, in the pubHcation of numerous
books and pamphlets at Edinburgh and Glasgow
in the early part of the eighteenth century.
Among these was The Tinkler's Testament, "The
reason," he said, "why I caU myself Tinclarian
Doctor is because I am a Tinklar, and cures old
Pans and Lantruns."

Tindal, Matthew, LL.B., deistical writer
(b. 1657, d. 1733), wrote an Fssay Coneerning
Obedience to the Supreme Powers, and the Duty of
Subjects in all Revolutions (1694); an Essay Con-
cerning the Laws of Nations and the Sights of
Sovereigns (1695); The Fights of the Christian

Church Asserted against the Romish, with a Freface
Concerning the Government of the Church of England
as by Law Established (1706) ; 21, Defence of the Eights

of the Church against W. Wotton (1707); A Second
Defence (1708); The Jacobitism, Ferjury , and Fopery
of the Sigh Church Friests (1710) ; Christianity as

Old as the Creation (1730); and other works.

Tindal, Nicholas, clergyman and author
(b. 1687, d. 1774), wrote a History of Essex

(1726); a continuation of Eapin's Bistory of
England (1757) ; some translations, and various

other miscellaneous works.

Tindal, "William. See Tyndale.

Tinker, The Inspired. A name bestowed
on John Buntan (q.v.).

Tintern Abbey, Lines Composed a
few Miles Above. Written by William
Wordsworth, on July 13, 1798. They have no
reference to the famous ruin.

Tinto, Dick. A poor artist, in Sir Walter
Scott's novels of The Fride of La/mmermoor and
St. Bonan's Well (q.v.).

Tinto, Dick. The nom de plwme of Frank
Booth Goodrich, an American writer (b. 1826).

Tipto, Sir Glorious. A character in Ben
JoNsoN'siVcw Lnn (q.v.), who indulges inthrasonical

language and vainglorious affectation.

Tiptree Races. A comic poem, redolent of

puns, written by "0. C."— Charles Clark, of

Great Tolham HaU, Essex. It appeared in 1834.

" Tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy
sleep." First line, night i., of Young's poem.

Night Thoughts (q.v.).

'Tis a pity she's a Whore. A tragedy by
John Ford, which appeared in 1633. The subject is

unfortunate ; but it would be difScult to praise too

highly the beauty, pathos, and melancholy tender-

ness of this exquisite play.

" 'Tis better to have loved and lost."

See " Better to have loved and lost."
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" 'Tis done,—but yesterday a king."
First line of an Ode to Napoleon Bonaparte, by Lord
Bykon (1788—1824), pubUshed in 1814.

" 'Tis not the lily brow I prize." First

line of a lyric by Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

" 'Tis not your saying that you love."
First line of a lyric by Aphea Behn.

"'Tis the last rose of summer." See
" Last Rose or Summek."

" 'Tis time this heart should be un-
moved." First line of some verses by Lord
Byron (1788—1824), entitled On this Day I complete

my Thirty-Sixth Year, and written at Missolonghi,

on January 22, 1824. The poet died on the 19th

of April in that year. The last two verses of this

poem—the last he ever wrote—run :

—

" If thou regrett'st thy youth, why live ?

The land of honourahle death
la here ;—up to the field, and give

Away thy breath I

" Seek out—less often sought than found—
A soldier's grave, for thee the hest

;

Then look around, and choose thy ground,
And take thy rest."

lord Lytton the elder has some verses couched in

very much the same strain of melancholy regret.

Titania. The queen of the fairies in A
Midsummer Night's Dream (q-v.). "The Shake-
spearian commentators," says Keightley, "havenot
thought fit to inform us why the poet designates

the fairy queen ' Titania.' It, however, presents
no difficulty. It was the belief of those days that
the fairies were the same as the classic nymphs,
the attendants of Diana. The fairy queen was
therefore the same as Diana, whom Ovid styles
' Titania.' " See Oberon.

Titcomb, Timothy. The literarypseudonym
adopted by Josiah Gilbert Holland, an American
writer (q.v.).

Tithes, The History of, was published by
John Selden (q.v.) in 1618.

Tithonus. A poem by Alfred Tennyson,
written in 1860 ; the soliloquy of one whom " only
cruel immortahty consumed."

Titles of Honour, A Treatise on, was
p,ublished by John Selden (q.v.) in 1614, and is

still a high authority on the subject of which it

treats.

Titmarsh, Michael Angelo. The mm de

plmne adopted by William Makepeace Thackeray
(1811—1863) in the pubUoation of several of his

works. " Michael Angelo " is said to have been a

nickname bestowed upon him by a friend, probably
in allusion to his early artistic career and aspira-

tions ; whilst " Titmarsh " was possibly added as a
sort of humorous anti-climax.

Titmarsh, Samuel, The History of,

and the Great Hoggarty Diamond. A
story by William Makepeace Thackeray, pub-

lished in 1841. John Sterling wrote of it, in

1841: "What is there better in Fielding or

Goldsmith ? the man is a true genius. . . There
is more truth and nature in these papers than in

aU 's novels put together."

Titmouse, Mr. Tittlebat. The hero of

Warren's novel of Ten Thousand a Year (q.v.) ; a
linendraper's assistant, who is suddenly discovered

to be a " scion " of the aristocracy.

Tito Melema, in George Eliot's novel of

Somola (q.v.), is the son of Baldassare Calvo (q.v.).

Titus Andronicus. A play generaBy attri-

buted to William Shakespeare (1564—1616), and
included in most editions of his works, but con-

sidered by the best judges to be the work of some
other dramatist or dramatists, though it is possible

that the poet may have inserted a line here and
there. It is ascribed to him by Meres ia his

Falladis Tamia (1598), and is included in the folio

of 1623 ; but the iutemal evidence is entirely

against Shakespeare's authorship. Malone says:
" To enter into a long disquisition to prove this

piece not to have been written by Shakespeare
would be an idle waste of time. To those who arv

not conversant with his writings, more words would
be necessary than the subject is worth ; those who
are well acquainted with his works cannot enter-

tain a doubt on the question. I will, however,

mention one mode by which it may be easily ascer-

tained. Let the reader only peruse a few lines of

any of the pieces that were exhibited before the

time of Shakespeare, and he will at once perceive

that Titiis Andronicus was coined in the same mint."
Ravenscroft, who, in the time of James II., adapted
the play to the stage, mentions a tradition that it

was the work of a private author, and that all

Shakespeare did was to add a few master-touches
to some of the principal characters and incidents.

Langbaine states that the play was first printed in

1594 ; and Henslowe records in his diary the
acting on the 23rd of January in that year of a
tragedy called Titus Andronicus, which was, no
doubt, the work ascribed to Shakespeare. " Titm
Andronicus," says Hazlitt, " is certainly as unlike
Shakespeare's style as it is possible. It is an
accumulation of vulgar physical horrors, in which
the power exercised by the poet bears no proportion
to the repugnance excited by the subject. The
character of Aaron the Moor is the only thing
which shows any originality of conception, and the
scene in which he expresses his joy 'at the black-
ness and ugliness of his child begot in adultery,'
the only one worthy of Shakespeare. Even this is

only worthy of him in the display of power, for it

gives no pleasure. Shakespeare managed these
things differently . Nor do we think it a sufficient

answer to say that this was an embryo or crude
production of the author. In its kind it is full

grown, and its features decided and heavy. It is

not like a first imperfect essay, but shows confirmed
habit, a systematic preference of violent effort to
everything else. There are occasional detached
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images of great teauty and delicacy, Ijut these

were not teyond the powers of other writers then

Uving."

Titus Andronicus's Complaint. A
ballad induded in the old collection called The
Golden Garland. It is interesting as being on the

same subject as a play by Shakespeare, though
whether the poet was indebted to it or not it is

impossible to say. See Percy's Seliques.

" To all you ladies now on land." First

line of "a song "written" by Charles Sackville,

Earl of DoKSET (1637—1706), "at sea, the first

Dutch war, 1665, the night before an engage-

ment," and characterised by Prior as " one of the

prettiest that ever was made." It concludes with

;

"And now we've told you aJl our loves
And likewise all our fears.

In hopes this declaration moves.
Some pity for our tears ;

Let's hear of no inconstancy.
We have too much of that at sea.
With a fa la, la, la, la."

"To draw no envy, Shakespeare, on
thy name."

—

To the Memory of Shakespeare, by Ben
JoNSOK, in Underwoods.

" To love unloved it is a pain." First

line of Alexander Scot's Lament when his Wife

Left Him.

"To one wlio has been long in city
pent." First line of a sonnet by John Keats. See

" City pent."

"To the West! to the West! to the
land of the free

! "

—

Charles Mackay, To the

West.

Toad, Mr. Stapylton, in Disraeli's novel

of Vivian Grey (q.v.), is a lawyer's clerk who has

risen to be a member of Parliament.

Tobacco, A Counterblaste to. A short

prose treatise by King James I., pubhshed in 1604.

It was reprinted by Arber in 1869.

"Tobacco (Sublime)!" — Byron, The
Island, canto ii., stanza 19 :

—

*' Which from east to west
Cheers the tar's lahours or the htirtMan's rest.** »

-

Tobacco, The Pareweirto,Dy Charles
Lamb (1775—1834). "Tobacco," says Serjeant

TaKourd, " had been at once Lamb's solace and his

bane. In the hope of resisting the temptation of

late conviviality to which it ministered, he formed

ajresolution, the virtue of which can be but dimly

guessed, to abandon its use, and embodied the

floating fancies which had attended on his long

wavering in one of the richest of his poems."

Tobin, John, dramatist (b. 1770, d. 1804),

wrote The Faro Table, The Undertaker, The School

for Authors, The Curfew, The Indians, and The

Boneymoon (q.v.). His Memoirs were published by
E. S. Benger, in 1820.

Toby, TJncle, i-e. , Captain Shandy,in Sterne's

Tristram Shandy (q.v.), was, it is suggested,

41

intended as a sketch of the author's father,

who was a lieutenant in the army. " My XTncla

Toby," says Hazlitt, " is one of the finest compli-
ments ever paid to human nature. He is the most
unoffending of God's creatures ; or, as the French
express it, un tel petit bonhomme ! Of his bowhng-
green, his sieges, and his amours, who could say or
think anything amiss?" "But what shall I say
of thee," says Leigh Hunt, " thou quintessence of
the milk of human kindness, thou reconciler of

war (as far as it was once necessary to reconcile

it), thou returner to chUdhood during peace, thou
lover of -widows, thou master of the best of cor-

porals, thou whistler at excommunications, thou
high and onlj' final Christian gentleman, thou pitier

of the devil himself, divine Uncle Toby ? Why,
this I win say, made bold by thy example, and
caring nothing for what anybody may think of it

who does not in some measure partake of thy
nature, that he who has created thee was the wisest

man since the days of Shakespeare ; and that

Shakespeare himself, mighty reflector of things as

they were, but no anticipator, never arrived at

a diaracter like thine." Percy Fitzgerald has
issued a selection from Sterne's novel, entirely

devoted to Uncle Toby, his doings and sayings.

A writer in Macmillan's Magazine (July, 1873)

asserts, with some degree of probability, that the

character of Uncle Toby was drawn by Steme
from Captain Hinde, a neighbour of Lord Daore,

whoin the great author used to visit at his,country

seat. This Captain Hinde was a retired officer,

and it is recd'ded of him that he made an em-
battled front to his house, called his labourers from

the fields by the sound of a bugle, and had a bat-

tery at the end of his garden.

Toby Veck. See Veck, Toby.

" Tocsin of the soul—the dinner-bell."—Byron, Don Juan, canto v., stanza 49.

To-day in Ireland. The title of a collection

of tales, pubhshed anonymously in 1825, and fol-

lowed by a similar collection entitled Yesterday in

Ireland in 1829.

" To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-

morrow."

—

Macbeth, act v., scene 5.

" To-morrow to fresh woods and pas-
tures new." See " Fresh woods and pastures

NEW."
•' To-morrow's sun to thee may never

rise."—CoNGREVE, Letter to Cobham.

Todd, Henry John, Archdeacon of Cleve-

land (b. 1763, d. 1845), wrote Some Account of the

Deans of Canterbury (1793), Illustrations of the

Lives and Writings of Gower and Chaucer (1810),

Memoirs of Brian Walton (1821), and a Life of

Cranmer (1831) ; besides editing the works of

Milton (1801) and Spenser (1805), and Johnson's

Dictionary (1814).

Todd, Laurie. A novel by John Galt (1779
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—1839), founded on the autobiography of Grant
Thorburn.

Todgers, Mrs. M., in Dickens's novel of

Martin C/iuzzlewit (q.v.), is the proprietress of a
" commercial boardmg-nouse."

Tofte, Kobert. See Boiabdo and Tasso.

"Toil and trouble."—Macbeth, act iv.,

scene 1.

"Toil, envy, -want, the patron, and
the jail."—Dr. Johnson's d,esoription of the " ills"

that "the scholar's life assail," in The Vanity of
Hitman Wishes.

Tokens before the Day of Judgment.
A poem by Adam Davie (q.v.).

Toland, John, miscellaneous writer (b. 1669,

d. 1722), was the author of Christianity not Mys-
terious (1696), (q.v.) ; a Life of John Milton (1699)

;

Memoirs of Benzil, Lord SoUes (1699) ; Anglia
Libera: or, the Limitation and Succession of the

Crown of England (1701); Letters to <S«r««»'(1704);

Account of the Courts ofPrussia and Hanover (1706)

;

Adeisidiefnon sive Titus Livius, a superstitione vin-

dicatus (1709); The Art of^Restoring : or, the Probity

of General Monh in bringing about the Last Pesto-

ration (1714) ; Nazarenus : or, Jewish, Gentile, and
Mahometan Christianity (1718) ; Tetradymus (1720)

;

Pantheisticon (1720); A History of the Druids (1814);
and other works. An Historical Account of the

Life and Writings of John Toland was published in

1722; and ^ Collection of Several Pieces, now first

published from his Original Manuscripts, with some
Memoirs of his Life and Writings, by Des Maizaux,
in 1726. See also the Life by Mosheim..

" Tolerable (Most), and not to be
endured."

—

Much Ado about Nothing, act iii.,

scene 8.

Toleration, Letters concerning, by
John Locke (1632—1704), three in number, were
published in 168'9, 1690, and 1692. The first is

probably the most important, "as containing,"
says Professor Fraser, " a scientific exposition and
defence of lessons he had derived from the Enghsh
Independents and Quakers, on a subject which had
lately employed the pen of Jeremy Taylor, of
Bayle, and of Leibnitz." It was originally written
in Latin.

" Toll for the brave." The opening line
of Cowpek's lyric, On the Loss of the Moyal George.

Tom Bowling. A lyric by Chaeies Dibdin.
See " Bowling, Tom."

Tom Brown's School Days. See Brown,
Tom. Tom Brown at Oxford, a continuation of
this work, by the same author, appeared in 1861.

Tom, Corinthian. One of the heroes of
Piebce Eoan's story of Life in London (q.v.).

Tom Crib's Memorial to Congress. See

Ceib, Tom.

Tom Essence. A comedy, printed in 1677,

and ascribed in Walpole's Anecdotes to Thomas
Eawlins (d. 1670).

Tom Jones. See Jones, Tom.

Tom Thumb. See Tragedy op Tragedies.

Tom Thumb, his Life and Death. A
famous old ballad, '

' wherein is declared many mar-
vailous acts of manhood, full of wonder and strange
merriments. Which little knight lived in King
Arthur's time, and famous in the Court of Great
Britaine. London, printed for John Wright,
1630." Nine years previously, in 1621, had ap-
peared The History of Tom Thwmbe the little, for
his small stature named King Arthur's Dwarfe

:

whose Life and Adventures containe many Strange
and Wonderfull Accidents, published for the delight

of merry Time-spenders. This, however, was merely
a prose version of the popular story, in the preface

to which the author, Kichard Johnson, refers to

his hero as " Little Tom of Wales, no bigger than
a Miller's Thumbe, and therefore for his small
stature sumamed Tom Thumbe." " The Ancient
Tales of Tom Thumbe in the olde time have been,"

he says, " the only revivers of drowsy age at mid-
night ; old and young have with his Tales chim'd
Mattens tDl the cocks crow in the morning ; Bat-
chelors and Maides with his Tales have compassed
the Christmas fire-blocke, tiU the Curfew-Bell
rings candle out ; the old Shepheard and the young
Plow-boy after their dayes labour, have carrold

out the "Tale of Tom Thumbe to make them merry
with." The " little knight " is referred to by Ben
Jonson in his masque of The Fortunate Lsles. See

Thomas Kedivivus.

Tom Tiddler's Ground. The title of the
Christmas number, by Charles Dickens (1812

—

1 870) , of ^^Z the Year Round for 1 86 1 . Mr. Mopes,
the hermit, who forms the subject of one of the
tales, was a real personage, named Lucas, who
resided at Redcoats Green, near Stevenage, in
Hertfordshire, and whom Dickens had visited in
company with Sir Arthur Helps.

Tom TUer and his "Wife. A moral-play
first published in 1578 and again in 1661, and pro-
fessing to be a, reproduction of "an excellent old
play, as it was printed and acted about a hundred
years ago." ColUer fixes the date of its com-
position not long after the rebellion of 1569, and
infers, from the prologue, that, like many other
pieces of about the same date, it was performed by
children :

—

" To make you joy and laugh at luerry toys,
I mean a play set out by pretty boys."

The plot, he says, is a, mere piece of merriment
relating to the sufferings of Tom TUer under the
affliction and inflictions of a shrewish wife. The
whole is written in short couplets, two of which
are usually printed in one line, as

—

"Curstnesseprovokea
Kind hearts to dissever, and hatred for ever
Most commonly growes by dealliig of blowes."
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Six songs are interspersed in various lyrical

measures, but none of them are of peculiar merit.

Tom, Uncle. A negro slave, noted for his faith-

fulness, in Mrs. Beechbr Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin
(q.T.). The prototype of this character is said to

have heen Josiah Henson, a negro well known in

the United States, who was bom in Maryland in

1789, and held in bondage for forty-two years,

when he made his escape to Canada. He came to

England in 1876.

Tom-a-Lincoln, The most pleasant
History of, " that ever-renowned soldier, the

Ked Rose Knight, sumamed the Boar of England,
showing his honourable victories in foreign coun-
tries, with his strange fortunes in Paery Land, and
how he married the fair Angliterra, daughter to

Prester John, that renowned monarch of the
world

;

" written by Richard Johnson, and entered

on the books of the Stationers' Company, Decem-
ber 24, 1599.

" Tomb of aU the Capulets, The."—
Burke, in a letter to Matthew Smith.

Tombs in Westminster Abbey, On
the. Lines written by Fkanois Beaumont.

Tomkis. See AiiBTjMAZAE, the Astronomer.

Tomline, George Pretyman, Bishop of

Winchester (b. 1750, d. 1827) ; wrote Elements of
Christian Theology, A Refutation of the Charge of
CaUvnism against the Church of England, and The

Life of the Right Hon. William Pitt, characterised

by Macaulay as " the worst biographical work of

its size in the world."

Tom's Cabin, Uncle. See Uncle Tom's
Cabin.

"Tongue dropped manna, His."—See
line 112, book ii., of Paradise Lost (c[.v.)—

" And could make the worse appear
The better reason, to perplex and dash
Maturest Counsels."

"Tongues (Airy) that syllable men's
names." See " Airt tongues."

" Tongues in trees, books in the run-
ning brooks."

—

As You Like It, act ii., scene 1.

See " Sermons in stones."

Tonna, Mrs. C. E. See Chabi,ottb-Emza-
beth.

Tonson, Jacob (b. 1656, d. 1736), is notable

as the publisher of many of the works of Dryden,
Addison, and Pope. His name figures largely ia

the literature of his time.

Tony Iiumpkin. See Lumpkin, Tony.

Too late to call baeke Yesterday, and

To-morrow comes not Yet: "the words

fancied in a dialogue, supposed betwene a lover

and the day." A poem by Robert Davenport,

published in 1625.

" Too late, too late, ye cannot enter

now.'' Refrain of the novice's song in " Guine-
vere," in Tennyson's Idylls of the King.

" Too poor for a bribe, and too proud
to importune." First line of Gray's " Sketch of

his own character," written in 1761, and found in

one of his pocket-books.

" Too, too solid flesh would melt ; O,
that this."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 2.

Toobad, Mr., in Peacock's novel' oi Night-
mare Ahhey (q.v.), is a person whose object in

existence is to prove to the world that " the devil

is come among you, having great wrath, because
he knoweth that he hath but a short time." He
has a daughter called Celinda.

Tooke, John Home, philologist (b. 1736,
d. 1812), wrote The Diversions of Purley (1786

—

1805), The Petition of an Englishman (1765), Letter

to Mr. Dunning (1778), Letter on the Reported
Marriage of the Prince of Wales (1787), and some
minor works. A Memoir of Tooke was pubhshed
by Hamilton in 1812; and by Stephens in 1813.

See the Life by Reid. See Diversions op Purley,
The.

Tooke, Bichard. See Dodd, Charles.

Tooke, William, clergyman and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1744, d. 1820), wrote a History

of Russia, a Life of the Empress Catherine II, , a

View of the Roman Empire, and Varieties of Litera-

ture, besides translating the works of Luciail, and
editing the first five volumes of the General Bio-

graphical Dictionary.

Tootel, Hugh. See Dodd, Charles.

Toothache, Address to the. A poem
written by Robert Burns (1759—1796), " when
the author was grievously tormented by that dis-

order."

Toots, Mr. A character in Dickens's novel

of Dombey and Son (q.v.) ;
" than whom there

were few better fellows in the world." He is

represented as in love with Florence Dombey, and

as continually remarking that " it's of no conse-

quence."

" Top of my bent, The." See "Fool me
to the top," &c.

Tophas, Sir, in Lyly's Endymion (q.v.), is

" an affected, blustering, talkative, cowardly pre-

tender."

Toplady, Augustus Montague, polemical

writer (b. 1740, d. 1778), wrote Historic Proof of

the Doctrinal Calvinism of the Church of England

[mi), Psalms and Hymns for Public and Private

Worship (1*'76), The Church of England Vindicated

from the Charge of Arminianism, The Doctrine of

Absolute Predestination Stated and Asserted, and The

Doctrine of Christian and Philosophical Necessity

Asserted. His Memoirs were published in 1779 and

1794, and a Sketch of his Life was appended to an

edition of Ms Hymns and Sacred Poems in I860.
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His complete Worlcs, with " an enlarged Memoir
of the Author," appeared in 1825, and again in

1869. See " EocK OE Aqes."

Topsy. A young slave girl, in Mrs. Beecher
Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin (q^.v.) :

—

*' Topsy never was bom,
Never had a mudder

;

Specks I growed a nigger brat.
Just like any udder."

Torre, Sir. Brother of Elaine (q.v.) in Tenny-
son's Idylls of the King.

Tory's Chronicle, The. The name popu-
larly given to Dr. Samuel Pakkek, Bishop of

Oxford's De Rebus sui Temporis (1660—80) Com-
mentariorum Libri Quatuor, which, published

originally in 1726, was translated into English by
T. Newlm in the following year.

Total Discottrse, The, of the Rare
Adventures and Painful Peregrinations
of Long Nineteen Years Travayles

:

"from Scotland to the most Famous. Kingdoms in

Europe, Asia, and Africa. Perfited by Three
Dear-bought Voyages in Surveyiug Forty-eight

Eingdoms, Ancient and Modem ; Twenty-one
Eeipublios, Ten Absolut© Principalities, with Two
Hundred Islands." A work by "William Lithgow
(1580—1640), the various editions of which were
published in 1614, 1623, 1632, and 1640. A notice

will be found in The Eetrospecfive Review, vol. xi.,

3424—69. Lithgow is said to have walked no fewer
than thirty-six thousand miles in the course of his
" painful peregrinations."

Tottel's Miscellany: "or, Songes and
Sonettes," by Henry Earl of Surrey, Sir Thomas
Wyatt the Elder, Nicholas Grimald, Thomas
Lord Vaux, John Heywood, Edward Somerset,
and " uncertain authors ; " pubhshed by Eichard
Tottel, in 1557, and subsequently edited by Bishop
Percy, Sir -H. Nicholas, Eobert Bell, George Gil-

fillan, and Edward Arber (1870). The last-named
says ;

" It would be interesting to know with whom
originated the idea of this first miscellany of

English verse. Who were its first editors ? What
was the principle of selection ? Who were the
'uncertain authors?' This much we do know:
that quite half of the collection was posthumous.
Wyatt had been dead fourteen, Surrey ten, Bryan
eight years when it appeared. Of others of its

contributors living, there were Lord Vaux, who
was about forty-six, Grimald thirty-nine, Hey-
wood fifty, and Churchyard thirty-seven years of

age. If to any of these four we might assign, as a
guess, first the existence of the work, in conjunc-
tion with the printer, then its chief editing, and
supervision through the press, it would be Grimald.
We know he was previously in business relations

with the printer of this work. Eank undoubtedly
placed Surrey's name on the title-page; but Sir

T. Wyatt is the most important of all the con-

tributors, both as to priority in time, as to literary

influence, and as to the number of poems contri-

buted. The whole of these poems may be said to

have been written within the thirty years between
1527—1557."

Tottenham Court. A comedy by Thomas
Nabbes (1600—1646), acted in 1633, and printed
in 1638.

"Touch (A), a kiss! the charm was
snapt." First line of "The Eevival" in The Day
Dream, a lyric by Alfred Tennyson (b. 1809).

"Touch of a vanished hand, The."
See Tennyson's poem, beginning

" Break, break, break."

"Touch of nature makes the whole
world kin, One."

—

See " One Touch op Nature."

" Touched nothing he did not adorn,
And." See Dr. Johnson's Epitaph on Oliver Gold-
smith, which was originally written in Latin.

Touchstone. A witty clown in As You like
It (q.v.). " Touchstone," says Hazlitt, " is not in
love, but he will have a mistress as a subject for
the exercise of his grotesque humour, and to show
his contempt for the passion, by his indiflEerence

about the person. He is a rare fellow. He is a
mixture of the ancient cynic philosopher with the
modern buffoon, and turns folly into wit and wit
into folly just as the fit takes him. His courtship
of Audrey not only throws a degree of ridicule on
the state of wedlock itself, but he is equally an
enemy to the prejudices of opinion in other respects.

The lofty tone of enthusiasm which the duke and
his companions in exile spread over the stiUness

and solitude of a country life receives a,pleasant
shock from Touchstone's sceptical determination of

the question :
—

' Corin : And how like you this

shepherd's life, Master Touchstone ? Clown : Truly,
shepherd, in respect of itself, it is a good life ; but
in respect that it is a shepherd's life it is naught.
In respect that it is solitary, I Hke it very well

;

but in respect that it is private, it is a very vile

Hfe. Now in respect it is in the fields, it pleaseth
me well ; but in respect it is not in the court, it is

tedious. As it is a spare life, look you, it fits my
humour ; but as there is no more plenty in it, it

goes much against my stomach.'
"

Touchwood, Lady. A character in Mrs.
Cowley's comedy of The Belle's Stratagem (q.v.).

Touchwood, Lady, in Conqreve's Double
Dealer (q.v.), is a woman of strong passions, who
aims at securing Mellefont's love, though wedded
to an admirable husband.

Touchwood, Peregrine. An old East
Indian, in Sir Walter Scott's novel of St. Ronan's
Well (q.v.).

Toulmin, Camilla (Mrs. Newton Crosland),
miscellaneous writer (b. 1812), has published Lays
and legends illustrative of English Life; Partners for
Life; Stratagems; Toil and Trial; Lydia; Stray
Leaves from Shady Places; Memorable Women; Mil-
dred, the Daughter; Light in the Valley: My Expe-
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riences of Spiritualism; Mrs. Blake; The Island of
the Rainbow; and The Diamond Wedding: a Doric

Story, and other Poems.

Toulmin, Joshua, Dissenting minister (b.

1740, d. 1815), wrote a Dissertation on the

Evidences of Christianity, An Historical Review of
Protestant Dissenters, a Life of Socinus, and a Bio-

graphy of Priestley, besides editing Neal's Sistory

of the Puritans.

Tour through Parts of Wales, A. A
poem by William Sotheby (1757—1833), pub-
lished in 1789 as the result of a tour made in the

previous year in company with the writer's brother.

Admiral Sotheby.

Tournament, The Iiast. The title of

one of Tennyson's Idylls of the King (q.v.). See

Tbistkam and Iseult.

Tourneur, Cyril, poet and dramatist (circa

1600), produced iazi^A andLieDown : or,the World's

Folly (1605) ; The Revenger's Tragedie (q.v.) ; A
Funerall Poem upon the Death of Sir Francis Vere,

knight (1609) ; The Atheist's Tragedy: or, the Sonest

Man's Revenge (1611), (q.v.) ; and A Griefe on the

Death of Prince Senrie, expressed in a broken Elegie,

according to the Nature of such a Sorrow (1613).

His Works have been published. See The Retro-

spective Review, vol. vii.

Toutrond, Martin : " a Frenchman in

London in 1841." A novel by James Mokier,
pubhshed in 1849.

" Tower of strength. A."—King Richard
In, act v., scene 3.

Tower of Vertue and Honour, The.
One of the five Eclogues of Alexander Barclay

;

being an elegy on the death of the Duke of Nor-
folk, Lord High Admiral.

"Towering passion. Into a."—Samlet,
act v., scene 2.

Towers, Joseph, miscellaneous writer (b.

1737, d. 1799), wrote, among other works. The

General Doctrines of Christianity (1763) and British

Biography (1766).

Town and Country Mouse, The : or, in

the original Scottish, The Uplandis Mous and the

Barges Mous. A poetic fable by Robert Henry-
souN. See Mouse, The Countr'S and the City.

Town Eclogues. Satires, in the manner of

Pope, written by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu
(1690—1762), and published in 1716. See Basset
Table.

Town Ladies, A Satire on the. Written
by Sir Richard Maitland (1496—1586).

Town, The . A book of historical and literary

gossip about London and its famous men and

places, by James Henry Leigh Hunt, published

in 1848.

Towneley, Lord and Lady. Characters in

Vanbkugh and Cibbbb's comedy of The Provoked

Susband (q.v.).

Towneley Mysteries, The. to Wake-
field Plays, The.

Townley, James, divine, schoolmaster, and
dramatist (b. 1715, d. 1778), wrote False Concord,

and The Tutor, besides assisting Garrick in the
composition of several of his plays, and Hogarth
in that of his Analysis of Beauty. See the Bio-
graphia Dramatica. See also High Life Below
Stairs.

Townley, John (b. 1697, d. 1782), translated
Hudibras into French, and his work was duly pub-
lished at Paris in 1757, the French version and the
English original being printed in parallel columns.

Tox, Miss. An old maid, in Dickens's novel of

Dombey and Son (q.v.); " the very pink of general
propitiation and politeness."

Toxophilus :
" the Scheie, or partitions of

Shootinge contayned in ii bookes,"written byRoger
AsoHAM (1515—1568) in 1544, and published in 1545.

It consists of a series of conversations between the

two college fellows, Philologus, the lover of learn-

ing, and Toxophilus, the lover of archery, which
took place beside the wheat-fields in the neigh-

bourhood of Cambridge, where, throughout a sum-
mer afternoon, they discoursed concerning the

respective attractions of "the Booke and the Bowe."
In the first part the author commends the use of

the bow as a " most honest pastyme," " fit," not

only "for princes and greate men," but "for

soholers and students ;" much " fitter for students

than any musicke or instrumentes," and one in

wliich no man can have too much practice. In
peace it excludes all ignoble and unlawful games,

such as cards and dice ; and in war it gives a nation

strength. In the second part he goes into the

details of shooting, and all through the work, "not
only," says Arber, " are the main arguments inter-

woven with a most earnest moral purpose, but they

are enlivened by frequent and charming discussions,

in the which he often lays down great principles, or

illustrates them from the circumstanoea of his time."
" The Toxophilus of this useful and engaging

writer was written," says Dr. Drake, "in his

native tongue, with a view to presenting the public

with a specimen of a purer and more correct

English style than that to which they had hitherto

been accustomed, and with the hope of calling the

attention of the learned from the exclusive study

of Greek and Latin to the cultivation of their

vernacular language. Tho result which he contem-

plated was attained, and from the period of this

publication the shackles of Latinity were broken,

and composition in English prose became an object

of eager and successful attention." The Toxo-

philus was included in the edition of Asoham's

works by Dr. Giles in 1865, was republished by

J. R. Smith in 1866, and was re-edited by Edward

Arber in 1868.

TraotatUS Logicse : "divisus in tres partes."

A treatise by William of Occam (1270—1347),

published in 1488. The first part treats of terms,

definition, division, the categories, and the nomi-
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naliat theory of univereals ; the second of propo-
sitions ; and the third of syllogisms and faUaoiea.

Each part is subdivided into chapters, and "the
whole treatise is developed," says Professor Fraser,
" with singular clearness and power. His editor

declares that if the gods used logic it would be the
logic of Occam."

Tracts for the Times: "by Members of

the University of Oxford," viz., Eichakd Huebbl
Froude, John Henby Feodde, Edwakd Bouverie
Ptjsey, John Henry Newman, John Eeble,
Arthur Peroival, William Palmer, and others.

A series of pamphlets on ecclesiastical subjects,

published between 1833 and 1837. They form the
literary origin of the modem High Church party,

whose opinions they were the first to formulate.
They were the subject of a long and persistent

controversy.

Traddles, Tommy. The young lawyer-
friend of David Copperfield, in Dickens's novel of

the latter name (q.v.), who falls in love with, and
marries, " one of ten" daughters of a curate.

Tradelove. A character in Mrs. Centlivre's
comedy of A Sold Stroke for a Wife (q.v.).

" Trade's proud empire hastes to swift
decay."

—

Johnson, in some lines added to Gold-
smith's Deserted Village.

Traditional Tales of the English and
Scottish Peasantry, by Allan Cunningham,
were published in 1822.

Traditions of Palestine. See Palestine.

Traffbrd, P. G. The pseudonym adopted by
Mrs. J. H. EiDDELL (q.v.), in the publication of
several of her earlier novels.

Tragedy, in English drama, opens with the
Gorboduc (q.v.) of Sackville and Norton, written
in 1561. It flourished most conspicuously in
the age of Elizabeth, when the distinction between
tragedy and comedy was more marked than it is

now. Then plays may be said to have been
written on the general principle that tragedy
should end with a death or deaths, and comedy
with a marriage or marriages. 'The one dealt
with the great forces of liuman passion ; the latter

dealt more with what were then called "humours"
—the peculiar idiosyncrasies of individual cha-
racter, together with the curiosities of contempo-
rary manners and customs. In tragedy as in
comedy Shakespeare reigned supreme. The four
great tragedies of the world are his Hamlet,
Othello, Macbeth, King Lear ; with others, such as
JRiohard II., Richard III., Antony and Cleopatra,

and Romeo and Juliet, which rank only second to
the unapproachable four. Grouped round the
supreme writer were men like Marlowe, Webster,
Ford, Peelp, Dekker, Marston, and Ben Jonson,
whose works, even more intense in passages than
some of Shakespeare's, lack the modesty of nature
within which the latter, at the most terrible mo-
ments, always confined his works. There is no

bombast in Shakespearian tragedy; nor is horror
excited where terror only is admissible. The minor
Elizabethan writers took frequent lofty fligh^ts,

but they had not the sustaining power of their

great contemporary. Inferior to him, however,
they were infinitely superior to their immediate
successors, the Settles, Crownes, Lees, and Otways
of the seventeenth century ; a body from among
whom Dryden stands out conspicuously, without,
however, at all approaching to the Elizabethan
standard. In the eighteenth century tragedy
languished altogether, Home's Douglas (q.v.) being
the representative drama of that period. A nearer
approach to excellence was afterwards made by
Dean Milman in his Fazio (q.v.), and Lord Byron
in his Sardanapalus (q.v.). Greater than either,

however, as a work of genius, was The Cenci (q.v.)

of Shelley. In our own time tragedy proper has
been practically discarded in favour of a hybrid
" comedy-drama," in which characteristics of both
tragedy and comedy are sought to be combined.
The most successful approximations to the EHza-
bethan manner are the Harold of Tennyson, and
the Bothwell of Swinburne, by the side of which
the scholarly but essentially imdramatic efforts of
Browning, Westland Marston, and others, pale
their ineffectual fires.

Tragedy of Hoffmann, The, by Henry
Chettle, was acted in 1602, and printed in 1631.

Tragedy of Tragedies, The: "or, the
Life and Death of Tom Thumb the Great." A
burlesque drama, byHenry Fielding (1707—1754),

which appeared in 1751. In this humorous com-
position occur the lines :

—

" So when two dogs are flffhtlng In the streets,
when a third dog one or the two dogs meets ;

Witli angry tooth he l)itea hhn to the bone.
And this dog smarts for what that dog has done."

Tragical Tales, by George Tureertille
(1530—1594); "translated ... in time of his

'Troubles, out of sundrie Italians," and published
in 1676.

" Trail of the serpent is over them
all, The." See Mooke's poem of Paradise and the

Peri. The line has furnished Miss M. E. Braddon
with the title of one of.her novels.

Traill, Robert, Presbyterian minister (b.

1642, d. 1716), was the author of sermons on The
Throne of Grace, The lord's Prayer, and other
works, collected and published in 1810.

Traill, Robert, D.D. (d. 1847), translated
the Jewish War of Josephus, of whom he also wrote
a Biography. Both works were edited by Isaac
Taylor.

Traill, Thomas Stewart, Professor of
Medical Jurisprudence in Edinburgh University
(b. 1781, d. 1862), edited the eighth edition of The
Bncyehpadia Britannica in 1852.

Tramecksan and Slamecksan, in Swift's
Gulliver's Travels (q.v.), are the low heels and the
high heels, the two political parties of LUHput.
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"Trammel up the consequence,
Should."

—

Macbeth, aoti., scene 7.

Tranquilitate,De Animi. A Latin dialogue,

written by Flokenoe Wilson (d. 1564), and puh-
Kshed in 1543. It is described as an allegory, was
dedicated to King James IV. of Scotland, is

" adorned," says Warton, " with many pleasing
incidents and adventures, and abounds with genius
and learning."

Tranquillity, An Ode to, was written by
Samuel Taylor Coleeidge.

Transactioner, The. Two dialogues, by
William Kino (1663—1712), in which the author
satirises Sir Hans Sloane and the Koyal Society,

of which he was president. They were printed in

1700. In 1708 were published Useful Transactions,

a series of essays with a similar purpose.

Transformation : " or, the Romance of

Monte Beni," by Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804
—1864); published in 1869, and described by
Button as "the most characteristic instance of

Hawthorne's power in studying combinations of

emotions that are, as it were, at once abhorrent to

nature and true to hfe." The two leading charac-

ters are a young Tuscan count called DonateUo,
who is rumoured to be the descendant of an ancient

faun, and is described as possessed only of the

happy spontaneous Ufe of the natural creatures,

though awakened afterwards (whence the title of

the book) to the higher responsibilities, by his

remorse for an impulsive crime ; and his lady-love,

Miriam, a lady artist of high powers and mys-
terious origin, who is pursued by a semi-madman,
semi-demon, whom DonateUo destroys in the one
striking incident in the book.

" Translated, Thou art."—A Midsummer
Night's Bream, act iii., scene 1.

Translated Verse,An Essay on. Written
in heroic verse by Wentworth Dillon, Earl of

EoscoMMON (1633—1684), and containing the fol-

lowing lines, in comparison of French and English

poetry :
—

"Vain are our neighbours* hopes, and vain their cares

;

The fault is more their language's than theirs

;

'Tis courtly, florid, and abounds in words
Of softer sound than ours perhaps aifords

:

But who did ever in French authors see
The comprehensive English energy ?

'

The weighty bullion of one sterling line.

Drawn to French wire, would through whole pages snlne.

Also, this apology for translations:

—

" 'Tis true composing Is the nobler part.
But good translation is no easy art

;

For though materials have long since been found,
Yet both your fancy and your hands are bound

;

And by improving what was writ before.
Invention labours less, and judgment more."

Transom.e, Mrs., in George Eliot's novel

of Felix Bolt, is the mother of Harold, and.

secretly married to Matthew Jermyn, the lawyer.

Trapbois. A usurer, in Sir Walter Scott's

novel of The Fortunes of Nigel.

Trapp, Joseph, D.D., divine (b. 1679, d.

1747), published a translation of 'Virgil in blank
verse (1717), Pralectiones Foeticee (1718), and Notes
on the Gospels (1747), besides translating into Latin
the works of Anacreon, and Paradise Lost.

" Trappings and the suits of woe.
These but the."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 2.

Traquair, The Bush aboon. See Bush
aboon Traquair, The.

"Traveller from "New Zealand,
Some." See "New Zealand," &c.

Traveller, The: "or, a Prospect of Society."

A poem, in the heroic couplet, by Oliver Gold-
smith (1728—1774), published in 1764 ; "the idea

of which had occurred to him nine years before

during his continental wanderings, and some frag-

ments of which he had then written and sent home
from Switzerland to his brother Henry." " It was
widely and highly praised by the reviews, the

general verdict being that there had been nothing
so fine in verse since the time of Pope ;" and after

Johnson had read the poem aloud to Miss Reynolds
from beginning to end, she said, "I shall never

more think Mr. Goldsmith ugly." The poem in-

cludes descriptions of the country and inhabitants

of Italy, Switzerland, and France, and contains

many familiar lines.

" Remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow."
" Where'er I roam, whatever realm to see,
My heart untravell'd fondly turns to thee."

*' And learn the luxury of doing good."
" Pride In their port, defiance In their eye,
I see the lords of human kind pass by."

Traveller's Oracle, The, by Dr. William
Kitchener (1775—1827), was published in 1828.

Traveller's Song, The. An old English

poem, preserved in the Exeter Book (q.v.).

Travelling, On the Abuse of. A canto,

in imitation of Spenser, contributed to Dodsley's

coUeotiou of poems by Gilbert West (1705

—

1766), and highly praised by Gray in his Letters.

Travels into Several Eemote Tfations
of the "World : " by Lemuel GuUiver, first a

surgeon, and then a captain, of several ships. In

four parts: Parti. A Voyage to LiUiput. Paitii.

A Yoyage to Brobdingnag. Part iii. A Voyage to

Laputa, Bahiibarbi, Luggnagg, Glub-dub-diib, and

Japan. Part iv. A "Voyage to the Country of the

Houyhnhnms." This famous work by Jonathan
Swipt (1667—1745) was published, the first part

in 1726, the second part in the following year, and

appeared with the embellishments of maps of the

countries visited and a portrait of the explorer,

after the example of ordinary books of travel. It

had been in preparation for several years, and was

at first published anonymously, the manuscript

being dropped at night from a hackney coach at

the door of Motte, the bookseller, "it was re-

ceived," says Johnson, " with such avidity that the
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price of the first edition waa raised before the
second could he made ; it was read by the high
and low, the learned and illiterate. Criticism was
for awhile lost in wonder ; no rules of judgment
were applied to a hook written in open defiance of

truth and regularity." At Voltaire's suggestion,

the Abhe Desfontainea translated the Travels into

French ; and ever since that time it has re-

mained the most popular book, excepting, perhaps,

Defoe's Sobinson Crusoe, in the juvenile library

;

" children thumb it, boys read it ; men understand
it, and old folks commend it." In the Voyage to

Lilliput, Swift employs the old and familiar fiction

of the pigmies to satire the court, ministry, and
policy of the reign of George I. ; Sir Robert
Walpole being severely criticised in the person of

Lord-Treasurer Flimnap, and the relatione between
England and France represented vmder those
imagined between the empires of Lilliput and
Blefuscu. In the voyage to Brobdingnag, the
author describes "a race of exaggerated beings,

raised above our fears, our passions, our deceits,

our meannesses, as much as they are above
our stature ;" WiUiam III. being portrayed in
the character of the king of that country, who
was " incurious about Gulliver till he found the
pigmy possessed a mind, and then was wOling to

learn all he could from the rational atom." In the
Voyage to Laputa, the satire is directed against
philosophers and pedantic scholars, and Sir Isaac
Newton and the Eoyal Society come under the
satiric lash ; whilst in that to the country of the
Houyhnhnms, Swift represents man in the form of

the Yahoos, who are beneath the scale of horses
endowed with the gift of reason. For further
particulars, see the references to some of the various
places to which Lemuel Gulliver is supposed to
have travelled.

Travels of an Irish Gentleman in
Search of a Religion, by Thomas Moobe,
the poet, was written in 1827.

Travers. A rttainer of the Earl of Northum-
berland, in the second part of King Henry IV.
(q.v.).

Travers, Walter. A divine of the Church
of England, notable on account of his controversies
with Hooker, against whose appointment to the
Mastership of the Temple he protested. He was a
strong Puritan in his opinions. He wrote A Full
and Flain Declaration of Ecclesiastical Discipline out

of the Word of God, and the Declining of the Church
of Englandfrom the same.

Travis, Letters to Mr. Archdeacon.
Written by Biohakd Pobson (1759—1808), " in
answer to his Defence of the Three Heavenly
"Witnesses," and originally published, in 1787,
in The Gentleman's Magazine. The dispute was
as to the genuineness of the words in 1 John
V. 7, 8: "In heaven, the Father, the Word, and
the Holy Ghost : and these three are one. And
there are three that bear witness in earth."

Gibbon had attacked the passage in his usual
manner, and Archdeacon Travis had written a
reply, to which Person's Letters were themselves
an answer. Gibbon thought them " the most acute
and accurate piece of criticism which has appeared
since the days of Bentley."

Traytor, The. A tragedy by James Shieiet
(1594—1666) ;

produced in 1636, and again, with
alterations by a man called Eivers, in 1692. Pepys
relates in his diary, how, on October 10, 1661, "Sir
W. Pen, my wife, and I, to the theatre, and there
was The Traytor most admirably acted, and a most
excellent play it is."

"Tread a measure, 'So."—Love's Zabour't
Lost, act v., scene 2.

" Treason doth never prosper. What's
the reason ? " First line of an epigram by Sir John
Haryngton (1561—1612), of which the second is

:

" Why, if it prosper^none dare call it treason."

"Treasons, stratagems, and spoils."
See " Fit por treasons."

" Treasures up a wrong. Him who."—Byron, Mazeppa.

" Tree of deepest root is found. The."
First line of Mrs. Piozzi'a narrative poem, The
Three Warnings (q.v.).

Tremaine : "or, the Man of Eefinement." A
religio-metaphysical romance by Bobert Plumeb
Ward (1765—1846), published, in 1825.

Tremendous, Sir. A character in Pope and
Gay's farce of Three Hours after Marriage (q.v.).

See Appiirs.

Trench, Richard ChenevLx, D.D., Arch-
bishop of Dublin (b. 1807), has published the fol-

lowing volumes of poems :

—

Sabbation, Honor Neale,

and other Foems ; The Story of Justin Martyr ; Ge-
noveva ; Flegiae Poems ; and Foem^ from Eastern
Sources. Also, Notes on the Parables ; Notes on the

Miracles ; The Lessons in Proverbs ; The Sermon on
the Mount, as illustratedfrom St. A.ugustine; Sacred
Latin Poetry ; St. Augustine as an Interpreter of
Scripture; Synonyms of the New Testament ; The
Epistles to the Seven Churches of Asia Minor ; An
Essay on the Life and Genius of Calderon ; Deficien-
cies in Sixty English Dictionaries; A Glossary of
English Words used in Different Senses ; The Autho-
rised Version of the New Testament, with Thoughts
on its Revision ; The Study of Words ; English Past
and Present ; Gustavus Adolphus; Social Aspects of
the Thirty Years' War; A Household Book of
English Poetry ; Notes on the Greek of the New Tes-
tament ; The Salt of the Earth; Shipwrecks of
Faith; Studies in the Gospels; The Subjection of
the Creature to Vanity ; and Synonyms of the New
Testament. His Poems were published in a collected
form in 1865.

" Trencherman, A very valiant." —
Much Ado about Nothing, act i., scene I.
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Trevelyan. A novel by Lady Dacre, pub-
lished in 1833.

Trevelyan, George Otto, miscellaneous
writer (b. 1838), has written Letters of a Competition

Wallah (1864), Cawnpore (1865), The Ladies in

Parliament (1869), and a Life of Lord Maoaulay
(1876). He has also published Selections from the

Writings of Lord Maoaulay (1876).

Trevisa, John of (d.,1412), was the trans-

lator of Higden's Folychronicon (q.v.).

Trevisan, Sir. A knight in Spenser's Faerie
Queene, who finally hangs himself.

Trevor, Edward. See Temple, Neville.

Tria^, The Welsh, in which facts or
moralities, says Morley, are strung together in

successive groups of three of a kind, now exist in

collections which are not more ancient than the

twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth cen-

turies. " They are . triads of history, bardism,

theology, ethics, and jurisprudence. The form of

triad was older, and earlier triads of j urisprudence

, appeared in the tenth century among the laws of

Hael Dda."

Trial of the Poets for the Bays, The.
A satirical poem by John Wilmot, Earl of Roches-
ter (1647—1680), in the manner of Suckling's

Session oftheFoets (q.v.) and Leigh Hunt's i%iis< of
the Poets (q.v.). The following writers are charac-

terised : — Dryden, Etherege, Wycherley, Shad-
well, Settle, Otway, Mrs. Behn, D'Urfey, and
Betterton, to whom the bays are given.

Triall of Pleasure, The. "A new and mery
Enterlude" or moral-play, by John Skelton (about

1460—1529)
;
printed in 1567, and directed against

the vanity of wealth. " The author," says ColUer,

"promises in the 'preface' 'to be 'merry and
short,' but he is neither the one nor the other.

The versification is tolerably easy, but Just, Trust,

and Contention have several wearisome conten-

tions, varied only by the singing of a psalm."

The play is included by Carew Hazlitt in his

edition of Dodsley's Old Plays.

TrialOgUS. A Latin treatise by John Wt-
CLIH'E (1324— 1384), in which he attacks the

leading tenets of the Roman Church. It was first

read in the form of lectures before the University

of Oxford. -

Trials of Margaret Lindsay, The. See

Masqaret Lindsay.

Triamour, SiTy An old English romance, in

verse, of which an analysis may be found in Ellis's

Early English Romances. It consists of 1,592 Hnes,

and is probably from a French original.

Tribus Lumuiibus Bomanorum, De.
A Latin treatise by William Bellenden (q.v.).

The first of his "three lights" is, of course, the

Cicero whom he eulogises in his Bellendenus de Statu

(q.v.) ; the other two heroes of his unfinishedwork
would probably have been Seneca and Pliny.

"Tribute of a sigh. The passing."—
Gray, Megy written in a Country Churchyard.

Trick for Trick: "or, the Debauched Hypo-
crite." A comedy by Thomas D'Urfey (1650

—

1723), acted in 1678, and founded on Monsieur
Thomas (q.v.).

" Trick worth two of that ; I know a."—1 King Henry IV., act ii., scene 1.

Triermain, The Bridal of: " or, the Vale
of St. Johh." A poem by Sir Walter Scott, in
three cantos, pubHshed in 1813.

" Trifles, A snapper-up of uncon-
sidered."

—

The Winter's Tale, act iv., scene 2.

" Trifles, light as aii."—Othello, act iii.,

scene 3.

Trim, Corporal. Servant to Uncle Toby (q.v.),

in Sterne's novel of Tristram Shandy. "Trim,"
says Elwin, " instead of being the opposite, is, in

his notions, the duplicate of Uncle Toby. Yet,
with an identity of disposition, the character of

the common soldier is nicely discriminated from
that of the officer. His whole carriage bears

traces of the driU-yard, which are wanting in the
superior. Under the name of a servant, he is in

reality a companion ; and he is a, delightful mix-
ture, of familiarity in the essence and the most
deferential respect in forms. Of his simplicity and
humanity, it is enough to say that he is worthy to

walk behind his master."

Trimmer, Mrs. Sarah, miscellaneous writer

(b. 1741, d. 1810), was the author of numerous educa-

tional and religious works, of which the best known
are Fabulous Histories (1785); A Companion to the

Booh of Common Prayer of the Church of England

(1791) ; An Attempt to Familiarize the Catechism of
the Church of England (1791) ; An Easy Introduction

to the Knowledge of Nature and Heading the Holy
Scriptures (1791) ; Abridgments of Scripture History

(1792 and 1793) ; Scripture Catechism (1794)

;

Sacred History (1796) ; The Guardian of Educa-

tion (1802—3) ; and Sermons for Family Reading.

Some Account of the Life and Writings (of this

authoress), with original Letters, Meditations, and
Prayers, selected from her Journals, was published

in 1814.

Trimming of Tom TTash, The, by
Gabriel Harvey, was written in 1597.

Trinculo. A jester, in The Tempest (q.v.).

"Trip it as you go."—Milton, L'Allegro,
line 33.

Trip to Cambridge, A : " or, the Grateful

Fair." See Grateful Fair, The.

Tripartite Chronicle, The. Written by
John Gower, the poet (1320—1402), as a sup-

plement to his Latin poem, Vox Clamantit
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(q.v.). It is a history of the reign of Eiohard II.,

and is so called because it tells the story of the
king's ruin in three parts, " of which the first,

said Gower, related human work ; the second,
hellish work; the third, a work in Christ. Human
work was the control of Richard by his uncle
Gloucester when the Commission of Regency was
established ; hellish work was the coup d'etdt ; the
work in Christ was the consequent dethronement
of King Richard."

Trippet, Beau. A character in Gaekiok's
farce oi The Lying Valet.

Tristram and Iseult. A poem, in three
parts, by Matthew Arnold (b. 1822). Tennyson
has treated part of the same story in " The Last
Tournament," in The Idylls of the King. See also

Swinburne's Sailing of the Swallow. See Tristram.

Tristram Shandy. See Shandy, Tristkam.

Tristram, Sir. A knight of Arthur's court,

who, sent to bring Iseult, of Brittany, home to his

uncle and her future husband, Mark of Cornwall,
falls in love with her, as does she with him, they
having both partaken by mistake of a love-philtre.

^ee Tristram and Iseult.

Tristram, Sir, in Dibdin's " bibliographical

romance" called Bibliomania (q.v.), is intended for

Sir Walter Scott, and is obviously an allusion to

his edition of the romance of that name.

" Triton blow his wreathSd horn, Or
hear old."

—

Wordsworth, Miscellaneous Sonnets,
part i., No. 33.

"Triton of the minnows, Hear you
this."

—

Coriolanus, act iii., scene 1.

Triumph of Beautie, The. See Beautie,
The Triumph of.

Triumph ofIiOve, The. A poem, in octo-
syllabic verse, by William Hamilton (1704—

•

1754) ;
printed in 1748, and iucluded in Anderson's

British Poets.

" Triiunphal arch that fQl'st the sky."
First line of Campbell's verses To the Sainbow:—

" I ask not proud Philosophy
To teach me what thou art."

Triumphis Eoclesise, De. A Latin poem,
in eight books, by John Garland (circa 1210), con-
taining many notices of English history.

Triumphs. , A series of " solemnities '" com-
posed by Thomas Middleton (1570—1627), and
acted on various occasions : The Triumphs of Truth
(1613), of Honour and Industry (1617), of Love
and Antiquity (1619), of Honour and Virtue (1622),
of Integrity (1623), and of Health and Frosperity
(1626).

Triumphs of Temper, The. A poem in
six cantos by William Hayley, published in
1781.

Triumphs over Death, The :
" a consola-

torie epistle for afflicted minds, in the affects of

dying friends," by Robert Southwell (1560

—

1696) ;
pubKshed in 1695.

Triumvirate, The. A poem by Leonard
Welsted (1689— 1747), supposed to be written as

a satire upon Pope, for which the author was
rewarded with a niche in The Dunciad (q.v.).

Trivet, Nicholas, Dominican friar (d.

1328), wrote Annates Sex Begum Anglice, published
at Oxford in 1719; besides various commentaries
on the Scriptures and criticisms on great classic

authors.

Trivia :
" or, the Art of Walking the Streets

of London." A poem, in three books, by John Gay
(1688—1732), written in 1715, and described as
" sprightly, various, and pleasant."

Troia Britannica: "or, Great Britaine's

Troy." A poem, " divided into 17 severall cantons,

intermixed with many pleasant poeticall Tales;
Concluding with an universall Chronicle from the
Creation until these Present Times;" by Thomas
Heywood (d. 1640) ; published in 1609.

Troilus and Cresseide. A poem in five

books, by Geoffrey Chaucer (1328—1400). "It
is a poem of vast length and almost desolate sim-

plicity, and abounds," says Campbell, "in all those

glorious anachronisms which were then, and so long

after, permitted to romantic poetry ; such as making
the son of Priam read the ' Thebais ' of Statius,

and the gentlemen of Troy converse about the

devil, jousts and tournaments, bishops, parlia-

ments, and scholastic divinity. The languor of

the story is, however, relieved by many touches of

pathetic beauty." Troilus and Cresseide was a great

favourite with Sir Philip Sidney, and was pro-

bably, Campbell thinks, after The Canterbury Tales,

the most popular poem in England down to the

time of Queen Elizabeth.

Troilus and Cressida. A play by William
Shakespeare (1664— 1616), first published in 1608,

with a preface in which the " eternal reader" was
informed that he had " here a new play, never
staled with the stage, never clapper-clawed with
the palms of the vulgar." It was, however, pro-

duced later in the year, and, after that, a second
edition of the play was issued, from which the
preface was necessarily omitted. Shakespeare
seems to have found his materials in the poet

Lydgate's Hystory of Troye, in Caxton's Beeueil of
the Historyes of Troye, and in Chaucer's Troilus and
Cresseide, which in their turn had been severally

derived from the Ijatin of Guide of Columpra, the
French of Eaoul le Fevre, and from one Lollius,

a Lombard. " Troilus and Cressida^' says Sohlegel,
" is the only play of Shakespeare which he allowed
to be printed without being previously represented.
It seems as if he here for once wished, without
caring for theatrical effect, to satisfy the nicety of

his peculiar wit, and the inclination to a certain
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guile, if I may say so, in the characterisation. The
whole is one continued irony of that crown of all

heroic tales—the tale of Troy. The contemptible

nature of the origin of the Trojan War, the lazi-

ness and discord with which it was carried on, ao

that the siege was made to last ten years, are only
placed in clearer light by the noble descriptions, the

sage and ingenious maxims, with which the work
overflows, and the high ideas which the heroes
entertain of themselves and of each other. In
this let no man conceive that any indignity was
intended to the venerable Homer. Shakespeare
had not the Iliad before him, but the chivalrous

romances of the Trojan War, derived from Dares
Phrygias. From this source he took the love in-

trigue of Troilus and Cressida—a story at one
time so popular in England that the name of

Troilus had become proverbial for faithful and ill-

requited love, and Cressida for female falsehood."

Of the former character, Schlegel says that he,
" the pattern lover, looks patiently on whilst his

mistress enters into an intrigue with Diomedes.

No doubt he swears that he will be revenged ; but
notwithstanding his violence in the fight next day,

he does harm to no one, and ends with only high-

sounding threats." See Ckessida.

Trokelowe, John of. See John op Teoke-
LOWB.

Trolle on Away :
" a newe ballade made of

Thomas CrumweU," i.e., Thomas Lord Cromwell,

the Minister of Henry VIII. "We have here,"

says Bishop Percy, "a spurn at fallen greatness

from some angry partisan," which gave rise to a

poetic controversy ; the results of which, in the

shape of seven or eight other ballads, may be

found in the archives of the Antiquarian Society.

Trollope, Anthony, son of the following,

novelist (b. 1815), has written TAe Macdermots of
Ballyeloran (1847), The Kellys and the O'Kellys

,

(18i8), La Vendee (1850), The Warden (1855), The
' Three Oler/cs {\8o7) , Barchester Towers (1857), Doctor

Thorne (1858), The Bertrams (1859), Castle Richmond

(1860), Framley Parsonage (1861), Tales of All
Countries (1861), Orley Farm (1862), Bachel Ray
(1863), The Small Souse at AUington (1864), Can You
Forgive Her? (1864), The Belton Fstate {1S65), Miss

Mackenzie (1865), The Last Chronicles of Barset

(1867), The Claverings (1867), Lotta Schmidt and

other- Stories (1867), Se Knew Be was Right (1869),

Bhineas Finn (1869), An Editor's Tales (1870), Sir

. Earry Hotspur (1870), The Vicar of Bullhampton

{1870), Ralph the Seir (1871), The Eustace Diamonds

(1872), The Golden Lion of Grandpere (1872), Phineas

Redux (1873), Karry Beathcote (1874), Lady Anna
(1874), The Prime Minister (1875), The Way we

Live Now (1875), and The American Senator (1877);

besides The West Indies and the Spanish Main

(1859), North America (1862), Bunting Sketches

(1865), Clergymen of the Church of England (1866),

Travelling Sketches (1866), Australia and New Zea-

land (1873), New South Wales and Queensland (1874),

South Australia and Western Australia (1874), and
Victoria and Tasmania (1874).

Trollope, Mrs. Frances, novelist (b. 1778,
d. 1863), "vixoie Domestic Manners of the Americans
(1832) ; The Refuge in America (1832) ; The Abbess

(1833) ; The Adventures of Jonathan Jefferson Whit-
law (1836), (q.v.) ; The Vicar of WrexUll (1837)

;

A Romance of Vienna (1838) ; Tremordyn Cliff

(1838); Widow Barnaby (1838), (q.v.); Michael
Armstrong: or, the Factory Boy (l839); One Fault
(1839); The Widow Married (1840); The Blue
Belles ofEngland (1841) ; Charles Chesterfield (1841)

;

The Ward of Thorpe Combe (1842); Eargrave
(1843); Jessie Phillips (1843); The Laurringtons
(l843) ; Young Love (1844) ; Petticoat Government,
Father Eustace, and XJncle Walter (1852) ; and The
Life and Adventures of a Clever Wornan.

Trollope, Thomas Adolphus, novelist

and historical writer (b. 1810), has written A
Decade of Italian Women (1849), Impressions of a
Wanderer in Italy (1850), Catherine de Medici (1859),

Filippo Strozzi (1860), Paul the Pope and Paul the

Friar (1860), La Beata (1861), Marietta (1862),

Giulio Malatesta (1863), Beppo the Conscript (1864),

Lindisfarn Chase (1864), History of the Common-
wealth of Florence (l865). Gemma (1866), The Dream
Numbers (1868), Diamond Cut Diamond (1875), The
Papal Conclaves (1876), A Family Party at the

Piazza of St. Peter's (1877), a Life of Pope Pius IX.

(1877), A Peep behind the Scenes at Rome (1877), and
other works. He has also edited a work called

Italy: from the Alps to Mount JStna (1876).

Trompart. A lazy, but cunning feUow in

Spenser's Faerie Queene, who accompanies Brag-
gadochio as his squire.

" Troops of friends."—Macbeth, act v.,

scene 3.

Trotley, Sir John. A character in the farce

of Bon Ton: or, Bigh Life Above Stairs (q.v.).

Trotter, Job. See Job Trotter.

Trotty Veek. See Veck, Toby.

Trotwood, Mrs. Betsy. Aunt of David

Copperfield, in Dickens's novel of the latter name
(q.v.).

Troubadour, The. A poem by Letitia

Elizabeth Landon (1802—1838), published in

1825.

Trowbridge, J. T. See Creyton, Paul.

" Troy divine. The tale of."—Milton,
II Penseroso, line 99.

Troy, The Tale of. A poem by George

Peele (1552—1698), published in 1589. It is

accompanied by a Farewell to the English expedi-

tion then about to sail for Portugal, which Dyce

characterises as an energetic and harmonious com-

position, breathing a fine spirit of patriotism.

Troye, Reeueil of the Hystoryes of.

Translated from the French of Raoul Le Fevre by
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William Caxton (H12—1491), and printed by
him at Cologne in 1471 ; being the first book in tbe
English language ever put to press.

Troye, The Hystory, Sege, and De-
Struccyon of. A poem by John Lydgate
(1375—1460), first printed by Pynson in 1513, and
stj'led " The onely trewe and syncere Chronicle of

the Warres betwixt the Grecians and the Troyans."

It is merely a translation or paraphrase of Guido
de Colonna's prose romance entitled Sistoria

Trojana, which is itself founded on Dares Phrygius
and Dictys Cretensis. It is " valuable as a speci-

men of the learning, as well as of the credulity, of

our ancestors." The Hystory was begun in 1412, at

the request of Prince Henry, afterwards Henry V.,

and was finished in 1420.

"True as the dial to the sun,"—Line
175, canto ii., part iii., of Sutler's Sudibras—

" Although it be not Bhlned upon."

" True as the needle to the pole." A
simile which occurs in a poem by Barton Booth,
an EngKsh actor (1681—1733).

True Born EngUshman, The. A poetical

satire by Daniel Defoe (1663—1731), published
in 1701, and aimed at those who derided the Dutch
origin of William III. Eighty thousand copies of

the work are said to have been sold in the streets.

True Love Requited : " or, the Bailiff's

Daughter of Islington." A ballad, preserved in

the Pepys Collection. Islington in Norfolk is pro-
bably the locality indicated. The ballad tells how
the lover of the bailiff's daughter, returning from
a seven years' apprenticeship, does not know her
at first, but afterwards recognises her, and marries
her.

"True love's the gifb that God has
given." See stanza 13, canto v., of Scott's Lay of
the Last Minstrel.

True Patriot's Journal, The. A periodical
conducted by Henry Fielding (q.v.).

" True patriots we, for be it under-
stood." First line of a witty epigram—ascribed to
George Baerington, a superintendent of convicts,
and author of A Voyage to New South Wales (1795
and 1800), of which the second line runs

—

" We left our country for our country's good."

" True to the kindred points ofHeaven
and home." See " Heaven and home."

Trull, Dolly. A character in Gay's Beggar's
Opera (q.v.).

Trulliber, Parson. A character in Field-
ing's novel of The Adventures of Joseph Andrews
(q.v.).

Truman, Joseph, Nonconformist divine (b.

1631, d. 1671), was the author of A Discourse of
Wiral and Natural Impotency, republished in 1834
l?ith a biographical introduption by Henry Rogers.

Trumbull, John. See MacFingall.

" Trumpet-tongued." — Macbeth, act i.,

scene 7.

Trunnion, Commodore Hawser. A
character in Smollett's novel of The Adventures of
Feregrine Fickle {q.v.). "Commodore Trunnion,"
says Hannay, " is perhaps more amusing than
Bowling [q.v.]. He is not such a likeable man,
and we are left in doubt whether his wounds were
all gained in action. But how irresistibly comic
he is ! His beating to windward in the lanes, his

involuntary part in the fox-hunt—what capital

specimens they are of that fine natural comedy
which is good not merely for the spirits and temper
of the reader, but for his very lungs and diges-
tion !"

" Trust no future, howe'er pleasant."
A line in Longfellow's poem, A Fsalm. of Life,

Truth Cleared of Calumnies. A work
by Robert Barclay (1648—1690), published in
1670.

Truth, Essay on the Kature and Im-
mutability of: " in opposition to Sophistry and
Scepticism;" by James Beattie (1735—1802);
published in 1770. "This work," says Dr. McCosh,
" was his principal study for four years ; he wrote
it three times over, and some parts of it oftener.-

His object is—first, to trace the several kinds of

evidence and reasoning up to their first principles

;

second, to show that his sentiments are in accord-

ance with true philosophy and the principles of

the most eminent philosophers ; and, third, to
answer sceptical objections. This work is not so

profound or original as that of Eeid [q.v.]." Gold-
smith wrote of it :

" The existence of Dr. Beattie
and his book, together, will be forgotten in the
space of ten years."

Truth in Rhyme. A poetical epistle,

addressed by David Mallet (1700—1765) to Lord
Bute, and distinguished by its eulogistic references

to that minister and to George III. It appeared
in 1 76 1 . Chesterfield said of it :—

" It has no faults, or I no faults can spy

:

It Is all beauty, or all blindness I."

The reader wiU probably accept the latter alterna-

tive.

" Truth of truth is love, The."—Bailey,
Festus.

Truthful James. See James, Truthful.

Tryphon. The doctor of the sea-gods in

Spenser's Faerie Queene.

Tub, Tale of a. See Tale of a Tub.

Tubal. A Jew, and friend of Shylook, in The
Merchant of Venice (q.v.).

Tuck, Friar. One of the associates of Robin,
Hood in Sherwood Forest ; introduced by Sir

Walter Scott into his romance of Ivanhoe, as the
Holy Clerk of Copmanhurst.
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Tuoker, Abraliam, miscellaneous writer (b.

1705, d. 1774), wrote The Covmtry Gentleman's

Advice to his Son on the Subject of Party Clubs

(1755) ; I'ree Will, Foreknowledge, and Fate (1763)

;

Cuthbert Comment's Man in quest of Himself: or,

the Individuality of the Human Mind or Self (1763)

;

The Light of Nature Pursued (1768) ; and Vocal

Sounds (X^&l). &« Comment, CuTHBEKT ; Seakch,

Edward.

Tucker, Josiah, D.D., Dean of Gloucester

(b. 1711, d. 1799), waa the author, among other

works, of a Treatise on Civil Government (1781), An
Apology for the Present Church of England, and
Letters to Dr. Kippis.

Tucker, Miss, the "lady of England" who
writes under the initial-pseudonym of "A.L.O.E.,"

has produced the following, among many other

worlca for children :

—

Fairy Know-a-bit, Pride and

his Prisoners, Exiles in Babylon, Hebrew Heroes,

House Beautiful, The Giant Killed, Cyril Ashley,

The Lady of Provence, and The Silver Casket.

Tuekle, Mr. A footman who figures in the

famous " swEirry " in chap, xxxvii. of Dickens's

Pickwick Papers (q.v.).

" Tug of war, The." See " Gkeeks joined

Greeks."

Tuke, Sir Samuel. See Adtentukes op

Five Hours.

Tulkillgliorn, Mr. A lawyer, in Dickens's

novel of Bleak House (q.v.) ; the confidential adviser

of Sir Leicester Dedlock (q.v.), and eventuaEy

shot by the French maid, Hortense (q.v.).

Tulliver, Maggie. The heroine of George

Eliot's novel of The Mill on the Floss (q.v.) ;
in

love with, and beloved by, Stephen Guest.

Tulliver Mrs., in George Eliot's novel of

The Mill on the Floss (q.v.), is the mother of Maggie

and Tom Tulliver.

Tullocll, John, D.D., Principal of St. Mary's

College, St. Andrews (b. 1823), has pubhahed

Theism (1855), Leaders of the Beformation (1859),

Beginning Life (1861), Christ of the Gospels and

Christ of Modern Criticism (1864), Rational Theo-

logy and Christian Philosophy in the Seventeenth

Century (1872), The Christian Doctrine of Sin

(1876), and Some Facts of Religion and of Life

(1877).

TuUochgorum. A song by the Rev. John

Skinner (1721—1807), celebrating the virtues o±

the " reel," or dance, which goes in Scotland by

that famous name :

—

"There need na be sae great a phrase
wr drlnsing dull Italian lays ;

I wadna gle our aln strathspeys
For half a hundred score o em . . ,

They're doiiff and dowle at the nest,

Their alk-gros, and all the rest.

They canna please a Highland taste,

Compared wl' TuUochgorum.'

Tupman, Mr. Tracy, in Dickens's novel of

the Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club (q.v.),

is noted for the facility with which he falls in love.

The story of his amorous adventures with Miss
Wardle is told in chapter viii.

Tupper, Martin Farquhar, D.C.L., poet
and prose writer (b. 1810), has written Geraldine

and other Poems (1838) ; Proverbial Philosophy (1838,

1842, 1867); The Modern Pyramid (1839); An
Author's Mind (1841); The Twins, a tale (1841);
The Crock of Gold (1844) ; Hactenus, u, Budget of
Lyrics (1848) ; Surrey ; a Rapid Review of its

Principal Persons and Places (1849) ; King Alfred's

Poems in English Metre (1850) ; Hymns of all

Nations, in Thirty Languages (1851) ; Ballads for
the Times, and other Poems (1852) ; Heart, a tale

(1833) ; Probabilities : an Aid to Faith (1854)

;

Lyrics (1855); Stephen Langton: or, the Days of
King John (1858); Rides and Reveries of Mr.
.Msop Smith (1858) ; Three Hundred Sonnets (1860)

;

Ciihara: Lyrics (l863) ; Twenty-one Protestant

Ballads (1868) ; A Creed and Hymns (1870) ; Fifty

Protestant Ballads (1874); and Washington, a drama

(1877). A Selection from his Poems appeared in

1866. See Proverbial Philosophy ; Query,
Peter, Esa.

Turberville, George, poet (b. about 1530, d.

after 1594), published .Ep4i«pAe«, Epigrams, Songs and

Sonets, with a Discourse of the Friendly Affections of

Tymetes to Pyndara his Ladie (1570) ; The Booke of

Faulconrie (1575) ; The Noble Art of Venerie or

Hunting (1576) ; Tragical Tales translated by Tur-

bervile, in time of his Troubles, out of sundrie Italians

(1576), (q.v.); and translations from the Eclogues

of Mantuan and the Heroical Epistles of Ovid.

See Wood's Athenes Oxonienses, Brydgea' Censura

Literaria, and Ritson's Bibliographia Poetiea. See

Faulconrie, The Booke or.

"Turf shall be my fragrant shrine,
The." First line of a lyric by Thomas Moore.

Turkish Lady, The. A lyric by Thomas
Campbell.

Turkish Mahomet, The, and Hyren
the faire Greek. A drama by George Peele

(1552—1598). See Hiren.

"Turn, gentle hermit of the dale."
First line of Goldsmith's ballad, Edwin and

Angelina.

" Turn, Fortune, turn thy -wheel, and
lower the proud." Enid's song in Tennyson's

Idylls of the King.

Turnament of Tottenham, The: "or,

the Wooeing, "Winning, and Wedding of Tibbe,

the reev's daughter there." A ballad written in

ridicule of the ancient chivalric customs. It waa

first printed in 1631, and is included in the Harleian

MSS. in the British Museum.

Turner, Charles Tennyson, clergyman

and poet, elder brother of Alfred Tennyson, has

published Sonnets (1864) ; Small Tableaux (1868)

;

and Sonnets, Lyrics, and Translations (1873). See

Two Brothers.
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TTirner, Sharon, historian (b. 1768, d. 1847),
published a History' of the Anglo-Saxons (1799

—

1805), A Vindication of the Genuineness of the

Antient British Poems ofAneurin, Taliesin, Llywarch
Hen, and Merdhin, with Specimens of the Poems

(1803); a History of Englandfrom the Norman Con-

quest to 1509 (1814—23); Prolusiones on the Present

Greatness of Britain, on Modern Poetry, and on the

Present Aspect of the World (1819); a History of
the Reign of Henry VIII. (1826) ; a History of the

Reigns ofEdward VI., Mary, and Elizabeth (1829)

;

The Sacred History of the World (1832) ; and Richard
Z/J., a poem (1845).

Turold. An EngKsh minstrel (circa 1140).

See Wright's Biographia Literaria Britannica. See

EoLAND, The Chanson de.

Turveydrop. The dancing-master in Dic-
kens's novel of Bleak House (q.v.) ; said to be in-

tended as a portrait of King George IV.

Tusser, Thomas, poet (b. 1515, d. 1580),

wrote A Hondredth Good Points of Husbandrie

(1557), (q.v.), and A Dialoge of Wyvinge and
Thryvinge (1562), the test edition of which is that

by Mavor, published in 1812. For Biography, see,

in addition to the author's own account of his Life

inverse (\bTZ),tiyeAthenieCantabrigienses. Tusser'a

poems are included in. Southey's collection of The
English Poets, from Chaucer to Lovelace.

Twa Corbies, The. A ballad printed by
Scott in his Border Minstrelsy, '

' as written down,
from tradition, by a lady," and communicated by
Charles Fitzpatrick Sharpe. Compare with The
Three Ravens, a ballad which Eitson printed in

his Ancient Songs.

Twa Dogs, The. A tale in verse by Eoberx
B011NS (1759—1796), consisting of a dialogue be-
tween the "twa dogs "in question,, called Caesar
and Luath. The latterwas the name of a favourite

dog of Bums, which had been killed by the wanton
cruelty of some person the night before his father's

death, and on which the poet desired to confer such
immortality as was in his power. Caesar is under-
stood to he a creature of Burns' s imagination,
created for the purpose of holding a colloquy with
Luath, though Brewer says that the idea of the
poem was " perhaps suggested by the Spanish Col-

loquio de Bos Perros of Cervantes."

Twain, Mark. The pseudonym adopted by
Samuel Langhorne Clemens (q.v.). It is said
that during a journey down the Mississippi to New
Orleans, in 1855, Mr. Clemens "made friends with
the steam-boat pilots, and was soon quaUfied to
become himself a river pilot. In this employment
he was often directed to 'mark twain,' that is,

that there were two fathoms of water ; and from
this he took his nom de plwme." See Innocents
Abroad, The.

Twangdillo. The fiddler, in Someeville's
burlesque poem of Hobbinol (q.v.) :

—

" Hark I from aloft his tortured cat-gut Bqueals,
He tlrklea every string, to every note
He bends his pliant neck, his single eye
Twinkles with joy, his active stump beats time."

" 'Twas at the silent solemn hour."
First line of Mallet's ballad of William and Mar-
garet.

" 'Twas when the seas were roaring."
Song by John Gay, introduced in his poem, The
What d 'ye call it ?

" Tweedledum and Tweedledee." A
phrase which arose out of the famous feud between
Handel and Bononcini, concerning whom John
Byrom (q.v.) wrote, in 1762:

—

" Some say, comnared to Bononcini,
Tbat Mynbeer Handel's but a nitiuy

;

Otbers aver that he to Handel
Is scarcely at to hold a candle.
Stranf^e all this difference should be
Twijtt Tweedlediuu and Tweedledee."

The last two Hues have been attributed both to
Pope and Swift.

Tweedside. A lyric by Egbert Crawpobb
(d. 1'733), beginning:

—

" Wbat beauties does Flora disclose I

How sweet are her smiles on the Tweed I

Tet Mary's, still sweeter than those,
Both Nature and Fancy exceed."

Twelfth-Night: " or. What you Will." A
comedy by William Shakespeare (1664—1616),

first printed in the folio of 1623, and probably so

called because first acted on the anniversary of

TweKth-Night. "There is little, or nothing,"

says Leigh Hunt, "belonging to the occasion in

it, except a set of merrymakers, who carouse all

night, and sing enough songs to ' draw three souls

out of a weaver.' It is evident that Shakespeare
was at a loss for a title to his play, for he calls

it Twelfth-Night : or. What You Will, but the noc-

turnal revels reminded him of the anniversary
which, being the player and the humorist that

he was, and accustomed, doubtless, to many a good
sitting up, appears to have stood forth prominently
among his recollections of the year." In the Diary
of one Maimingham, student of the Temple, pre-

served in the British Museum, we read, under the

date of February 2, 1601—2 :
—"At one feast wee

had a play called Twelve Night : or, What You Will,

much like the Commedy of Errors, or Menechine,

in Plautus, but most like and near to that in

Italian called Inganni. A good practice in it is

to make the steward believe his ladye -widdowe
was in love 'with him, by counterfayting a lettre,

as from his lady, in generaU termes, telling him
what she Uked best in him, and prescribing his

gesture in smiling, his appanaile, etc. ; and then,

when he came to practise, making him believe they
tooke him to be mad." The poet seems to have
derived at least a portion of his plot from The
Historic of Apolonius and Silla, contained in
Eich's Farewell to Militarie Profession (q.v.) ; and
he obtained some further hints from BeUeiorest's
Histoires Tragiques—which was itself founded on
a tale by BiondeUo—and from an Italian comedy,
61' Ingannati (the Deceived), first printed about
1537, of which an English translation had pro-
bably been seen by Shakespeare, and from which
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he took tlie names of two of his characters, Fahian
(or Fabio), and Malvolio (or Malevola). The comic
passages are, of course, as in The Comedy of Errors

and in other plays, entirely Shakespeare's own; and
here, as in the Midsummer''s Night's Dream, we are

oppressed with wonder at the remarkable genius
which can " blend into one harmonious picture the

utmost grace and refinement of sentiment, and
the broadest effects of humour, the most poignant
wit, and the most indulgent benignity. In short,"

says Mrs. Jameson, " to bring before us in the
same scene Viola and Olivia, with Malvolio and Sir

Toby, belonged only to Nature and to Shake-
speare." Twelfth Night is indeed "a genuine
comedy ;—a perpetual spring of the gayest and
sweetest fancies."

" Twice-told tale, A.,"—Sing John, act iii.,

scene 4 :

—

" Texing the dull ear of a drowsy man."

Twice Told Tales. See Hawthorne.

Twickenham, The Bard of. A name
bestowed on AiEXANDER Pope (q[.v.), who resided

at that place for thirty years.

"Twig is bent, the tree's inclined;
Just as the." line 150 in Pope's Moral Essays,

epistle i.

Twist, Oliver. See Oliveb Twist.

Twitcher, Jemmy. A character in GtAy's

Beggai's Opera, and a nickname afterwards given

to John, Earl of Sandwich, a man of notoriously

vicious character. As Gay writes :

—

" When sly Jemmy Twitcher had smugged up his face.

With a lick of Court whitewash and pious grimace."

The Earl of Sandwich had been a boon companion

of Wilkes, but turned against him when he was

persecuted by the Court and the Ministry.

"Shortly after the meeting of Parliament, The

Beggar's Opera was acted at Covent Garden
Theatre. Wien Macheath uttered the words

—

'That Jemmy Tvritoher should peach me I own
surprised me '—^pit, boxes, and galleries burst into

a roar which seemed likely to bring the roof down.

From that day," says Lord Macaulay, "Sandwich
was universally known as Jemmy Twitcher."

Two Brothers, Poems by. The title

under which Alfred and Charles Tennyson
published avolume of poems in 1827.

" Two children in two neighbour vil-

lages. Playing mad pranks along the healthy leas."

—Cirevmstance, by Alfred Tennyson.

Two Drovers, The. A tale by Sir Waiter
Scott, published in 1827. '

Two Gentlemen of Verona, The. A
comedy by William Shakespeare (1564—1616),

first published in the folio of 1623. It has been sup-

posed that the poet derived some hints from Monte-

mayor's romance of Diana, which did not, however,

appear in an English form till 1598, before which

date the comedy was almost certainly written. Fur-
nivall considers the date of its composition to be
1590— 1.

,

" It is little more," says Hazlitt, " than
the first outlines of a comedy loosely sketched in.

It is the story of a novel dramatised with very little

labour or pretension; yet there are passages of

high poetical spirit, and of inimitable quaintness
of humour, which are undoubtedly Shakespeare's,

and there is throughout the conduct of the fable a
careless grace and felicity which mark it for his.

Two Italian Gentlemen, The. A drama-
tic work, probably translated from the Italian, by
Anthony Mtinday (1554—1633), and printed shortly

after 1684 under the title of Eidele and Eortunio.

It is entirely in rhyme.

Two Married"Women and the "Widow,
The. A comic piece by William Dunbar (1466—1630), in which three gay ladies discuss, some-

what freely, the merits of their respective husbands,

living and late, and the means by which wives

may best advance their own interests.

Two Noble Kinsmen, The. See Kinsmen,
The Two Noble.

"Two of a trade seldom agree." A
popular proverb, illustrations of which will be
found in Eay's Proverbs, Gay's Old Sen and the

Cock, and Murphy's Apprentice, act iii.

Two Queens of Brentford, The : "or,

Bayes no Poetaster." A comic opera, by Thomas
D'Urfey (1650—1723), intended as a sequel to

The Behearsal (q.v.).

" Two strings to one's bow." A popular

phrase, of which some illustrations will be found

in Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, book v., chap.

Ixxx. ; Butler's Sudibras, part iii., canto i., line 1

;

Churchill's Ghost, book iv. ; and Fielding's Zove

in Several Masques, scene 13.

Two Tragedies in One. A play written by
Eobert Yarrington, and printed in 1601. It is

founded on two stories—the murder of a Mr. Beech,

in Thames Street, London, and the history of The

Babes in the Wood, which form two distinct plots,

and have no connection with one another, the scene

alternating, at the author's wiR, between England

and Italy.

Two Valiant Enights, The Historie
of, by George Peele (1552—1598), was printed

in 1599.

" Two voices are there ; one is of the
sea." Sonnet by William Wordsworth, entitled

Thought of a Briton on the Subjugation of Switzer-

land.

Two Voices, The. A philosophical poem

by Alfred Tennyson, written in 1842, the

" voices " being those of Faith and Doubt.

Two Wise Men and all the rest Fooles

:

" or, a oomioaU Moral, censuring the Follies of
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this Age." A play, in seven acts, by George
Chapman (1557—1634), which appeared in 1619.

Two Years Ago. A novel by the Eev.
Charles Kinqsley (1819—1875), published in

1857.

Twopenny Postbag, The. See Inter-
cepted Letters.

Twyne, Thomas, physician, completed the

translation of Virgil's ^neid begun by Thomas
Phaer (q.v.).

Tybalt. Nephew of Lady Capulet, in Someo
and Juliet (c[.v.).

Tye, Christopher, musical composer (circa

1545), wrote The Aetes of the Apostles translated

into Englyshe Metre (1553), (q.v.).

Tyler, Wat. See Wat Tyler.

Tylney Hall. A novel by Thomas Hood
(1798—1845), the scenery of which is laid near
Wanstead, where the book was written. It was
published in 1834.

Tylor, Edward Burnett, miscellaneous

writer (b. 1832), has published Anahnacs : or,

Mexico a/nd the Mexicans (1861) ; Researches into

the JSistory of Mankind (1865) ; and Trimitive

Culture (1871).

Tyndale, William, theological writer (b.

1477, d. 1536), was the author of The Obedyence of
a Christen Man, and how Christen Rulers ought to

governe (1528), (q.v.) ; The Parable of the Wicked
Mammon (1528), (q.v.) ; Exposition on 1 Cor. vii.,

with a Prologue, wherein all Christians are exhorted
to read the Scriptures (1529) ; The Practyse of^ Pre-
lates : whether the Kynges Grace may be separated

from hys Queue, because she was hys Brothers

Wyfe (1530) ; A Compendious Introducmon, Pro~
loge, or Preface unto the Pistle of St. Paul to the

Eomayns (1530) ; a translation of The Pyrst Poke
of Moses called Genesis [with a preface and pro-
logue shewinge the tise of the Scripture'] (1530); The
Exposition of the Pyrst Epistle of 'Seynt John, with
a Prologge before it by W. T. (1531) ; The Supper of
the Lorde after the true Meanying of the Sixte of
John and the xi. ofthefyrst Epistle to the Corinthias,

whereunto is added an Epistle to the Reader, and
tneidently in the Exposition of the Supper is cofuted
the Letter of Master More against John Fryth
(1633) ; A briefe Declaration of the Sacraments
expressing thefyrst Originally how they come up and
were institute, etc. (1538) ; An Exposicion upon the
v., vi., vii. Chapters of Mathew, whyeh three chapiters
are the Keye and the Bore of the Scripture, and the
restoring again of Moses Lawe, corrupt by the Scribes

and Pharisees, etc. (1648) ; An Answer unto Sir
Thomas Mores Dialogue; Tyndale's Pathway to

Scripture ; and the famous translation of the Bible.
A Life of Tyndale, and Selections from his Writings,
will be found in vol. i. of Eiohmond's Fathers of
the Church. See also the Life by Ofior (1836).
The Works were published (with those of Frith
and Barnes) in 1673, (with those of Frith) in 1831,

and, edited by Walter, in 1848—50. See Bible,

The ; Testament, The New.

Tyndall, John, !LIj.D., scientific writer (b.

about 1820), has published The Glaciers of the Alps
(1860); Mountaineering (1861); A Vacation Tour

(1862) ; Heat considered as a Mode of Motion (1863)

;

On Radiation (1865) ; Sound (1868) ; Lectures on
Light (1869); The Imagination in Science (1870);
Fragments of Science for TJnscientiJio People (1871)

;

Hours of Exercise in the Alps (1871); Contributions

to Molecular Physics (1872) ; The Forms of Water
in Clouds and Rivers, Ice and Glaciers (1872)

;

Lectures on Light (1873) ; and Address delivered

before the British Association (1874).

Typographical Antiqiiities :
" being an

Historical Account of Printing in England, with
some Memoirs of our ancient Printers, and a Ee-
gister of the Books printed by them from the year
1471 to 1600; with an Appendix concerning Print-
ing in Scotland and Ireland, to the same time," by
Joseph A'mes (1689—1758); published in 1749. It
was afterwards edited by William Herbert, and
published, volume by volume, in 1785, 1786, and
1790. Last of all, it was redacted by Dr. Thomas
Dibdin, and issued, in four separate volumes, in
1810, 1812, 1816, and 1820.

Tyrannic Love: "or, the Eoyal Martyr."
A play by John Drtden, produced in 1669.

" Tyrant of his fields withstood, The
little." See " Little tyrant."

Tyre, in DrtdSn's Absalom and Achitophel
(q.v.), is intended for Holland.

TyreU, Francis. See St. Eonau's Well.

Tyrwhitt, Thomas, critic (b. 1730, d. 1786),

was the author of an Epistle to Florio (1749), Obser-

vations and Conjectures on some Passages in Shake-
speare (1766), and edited the works of Chaucer and
Ghatterton.

Tytler, Alexander Eraser, Lord Wode-
houselee, Scottish judge (b. 1747, d. 1813), wrote an
Essay on thePrinciples ofTranslation (\'J9\),a.ii. Essay
on Military Law and the Practice of Courts Martial

(1800), The Elements of General History (1801), an
Essay on the Life and Writings of Petrarch (1810),

a Biography of Lord Karnes, and other works,

Tytler, Ann Praser, writer for the young,
has published Leila : or, the Island; Leila at Home;
Leila in England ; Mary and Florence ; and Mary
and Florence at Sixteen.

Tytler, C. C. Praser, poet and novelist, has

published Sweet Violet, and other Stories ^1868)

;

A Rose and a Pearl (1869) ; Jasmine Leigh (1871) ;

Margaret (1872); Mistress Judith (1873); and
Jonathan (1876).

Tytler, Patrick Praser, historian and bio-

grapher (b. 1791, d. 1849), published Lives of the
Admirable Crichton (1819), Sir Thomas Craig of
Riccarton (1823), The Scottish Worthies (1832), Sir
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Walter Raleigh (1833), and King Henry VIII. and
his Contemporaries (1837) ; besides his History of
Scotland (1828—40), England under the Meigna of
Mward VI. and Mary (1839), and Historieal View

of the Progress of Discovery on the Northern Coasts

of America.

Tytler, Sarah. The nom de plvme adopted
by Miss Kjeddie in the publication of several novels
and numerous miscellaneoua works. Among the
former are Citoyenne Jacqueline, Days of Yore, The
Diamond Rose, Girlhood and Womanhood, The Hugue-
not Family, Noblesse Oblige, A Garden of Women,
Sy the Elbe, What She Game Through, and Lady
Bell; among the latter, Ropers for Thoughtful
Girls, Sweet Coimsel, Modern Painters, Modern Com-

, and The Old Masters.

Tytler, "William, historian (b. 1711, d. 1792),
published an Inquiry, Historical and Critical, into

the Evidence against Mary Queen of Scots, and an
Examination of the Histories of Dr. Robertson and
Mr. Huine with respect to that Evidence (1759).

U

TTblque. The pseudonym adopted by Gill-
moke Pakkek, an American writer, in the publi-

cation of Afloat and Ashore, and other works.

UdaU, Ifieholas, dramatist and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1506, d. 1556), wrote Flowes
for Latine Spekynge (1533), (q.v.); Ezechias (1564),

(q.T.); Ra^h Roister Doister(\bQS); and translations

from Terence and Erasmus (Apophthegms and a
Paraphrase upon the New Testament). See Roistek
DoiSTEK, Ralph.

TJgly Princess, The. A lyric by the Rev.
Chables Kingslet (1819—1875), which describes

how she was compelled to take the veil :

—

" I was not good enouffh for man»
And BO am given to God."

Ulama, Queen of Perduta or Islanda, figures

in Ariobto's Orlando Fttrioso.

TJLlin's Daughter, Lord. See Lord Ullin's

BatightBr.

Ulrica. A sybil, in Sir Walter Scott's ro-

mance of Ivanhoe (q.v.).

XTlysses. A play by Nicholas Rowe (1673—

15:18) ; written in 1706, and founded on the old

mythological story.

Ulysses. A poem by Alfred Tennyson,

written in 1842, and fuU of " modem touches."

Ulysses, The Adventures of: " a juve-

nile book," bv Charles Lame (1775—1834), sug-

gested, he tells us, by the ShaTeespeare Tales,

written by himself and sister. It was published in

1808, and has, says TaUourd, " some tinge of the

quaintness of Chapman ; it gives the plot of the

earliest and one of the most charming of romances,

without spoiling its interest."

42

Umbra, in Pope's Moral Essays, epistle i., is in-
tended for Bubb Doddington, who is agam referred
to in the Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, v. 280.

Umbra, Obsequious, in Garth's Dispen-
sary (q.v.), is intended for Dr. Gould.

Una, in Spenser's Eaerie Queene, is an alle-

gorical personification of Truth, whose loveliness
is depicted in the most exquisite colours that poetic
imagination can furnish. Her name, Una, " one,"
probably indicates the oneness of object and unique
excellence which characterise Truth. The reader
will remember Wordsworth's famous allusion :

—

" And heavenly Una, with her milk-white lamb,"

See Red Cross Knight, The.

"Unadorned (When), adorned the
most."

—

Thomson, The Seasons (" Autumn "), line

206.

"Unanimity is wonderful; Where
they do agree on the stage, their." See scene 2,

act ii., of Sheridan's farce of The Critic (q.v.).

"Unassuming commonplace of Na-
ture, Thou." A description applied to the daisy,

in one of Wordsworth's poems.

" Unbounded stomach. He was a man
of an."

—

King Henry VIII., act iv., scene 2.

" Uncertain, coy, and hard to please."
^Scott's description of "woman, in our hours of

ease," in his Mavmion, canto vi., stanza 30.

" Uncertain glory of an April day.
The." — The Two Gentlmnen of Verona, act i.,

scene 3.

" Unclasps her warmed jewels one by
one."

—

Keats, St. Agnes' Eve.

Uncle Toby. See Tory, XJncle.

Uncle Tom. See Tom, Uncle.

Uncle Tom's Cabin. A work of fiction by
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe (b. 1812), whick

first appeared in parts in The Washington National

.&a(1850), after which it was pubHshedin complete

form. It had an enormous sale, and at once made
the author famous. As a picture of slave life as it

once obtained in the Southern States of America

it is certaioly unsurpassed. The scenes described

in it are so terrible that Mrs. Stowe deemed it

advisable to pdbHsh in 1853 a Key to the work,

showing the large extent to which it is founded

upon fact. The hero is of course Uncle Tom ;
the

figure next in interest being Legree, the brutal

slave-owner. Every one, also, wiU remember Eva

and Topsy (q.v.). See Tom, Uncle.

Unco Guld, or the Rigidly Righteous,
An Address to. A satirical poem by Robert

Burns (1759—1796) :— '
.

" O ye wha are eae guld yoursels,

Sae pious and sae Holy,

Te've nought to do but mark and tell

Tour neebour'B fauts and lolly 1

"

TTncommercial Traveller, The. A series

of misceUaneous papers, contributed by OHAKLEa
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Dickens (1812—1870) to All the Tear Sound (q.T.),

and republished, to the number of twenty-eight,

towards the end of 1860.

" Unconquerable mind, Man's." —
WoHDSwoKTH, Sonnet to Touasaint V Ouverture.

"Unconsidered trifles." See "Triples,

A SNAPPER-UP OF TINOONSIDBRED."

Unconverted Sinners, An. Alarm to.
See Alarm to Unconverted Sinnhes, An.

"Under a spreading chestnut tree."
First line of The Village Blacksmith, a lyric by
Henry Wadsworth Lonofellow.

" Under which king, Bezoniau? speak
or die."

—

King Henry IV., part ii., act v., scene 3.

"Underneath this sable hearse."—
"Epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke," by Ben
JoNSON in Vnderwoods (q.v.).

"Underneath this stone doth lie."
First line of Ben Jonson's epitaph on Queen
Elizabeth.

Undertones. A volume of poems by Eobert
Buchanan (q.v.), published in 1860.

Underwoods: "consisting of Divers Poems."
By Ben Jonson (1674—1637).

" Undevout astronomer is mad, An."
—TouNQ, Night Thoughts, night ix., line 773.

"Undiscovered country (The) from
whose bourn No traveller returns."

—

Samlet, act

iii., scene 1.

"Uneasy lies the head that wears a
crown."

—

Kimg Senry IV., part ii., act iii., scene 1.

" Unexpressive she. The."—^« You Like
It, act iii., scene 2.

" Unfeathered, two-legged thing
(That), a eon."

—

Dryden, Absalom and Aehitophel.

Unfortunate Lady, Elegy to the Me-
mory of an, by Alexander Pope (1688—1744)

;

first published in 1717, but probably written some
time before that date. It is not known to whom
the lines apply, but it is conjectured they refer to
a Mrs. "Weston, who soon after her marriage was
separated from her husband, and who is doubtless
referred to by Pope in his letters as a " Mrs.W ," who had endured a series of hardships
and misfortunes. " Buckingham's lines," says
Carruthers, on a Lady designing to retire into a
Monastery, " suggested the outlme of the picture,

Mrs. Weston's misfortunes and the poet's admira-
tion of her gave it life and warmth, and imagination
did the rest."

Unhappy Favourite, The: "or, the Earl
of Essex. A play by John Banks (q.v.), pro-

duced in 1682. Steele has a reference to it in The
Tatler, No. 14 :—" Yesterday," he says, " we were
entertained with the tragedy of The Earl of Essex,

in which there is not one good line; and yet a

play which was never seen without drawing iears

from some part of the audience."

" Unhousel'd, disappointed, una-
nel'd."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 5.

Unimore :
" a Dream of the Highlands," in

ten poetical Visions ; written by Professor John
Wilson (1785—1854), and published in .Btociwioorf's

Magasine in 1831.

" Unintelligible world. This."—"Words-
worth, Ti/ntern Abbey.

Union Review, The, was started in 1863.

Unione Britannise, De. A political dia-

logue by Robert Pont (1525—1606), published in
1604, and containing some curious particulars as
to Scottish manners at that time.

Universal Beauty. A poem by Hj;nry
Brooke (1706—1783), published in 1735, under
the auspices of Pope. It should be compared with
Darwin's poem of The Botanic Garden (q.v.).

" "Universal darkness buries all. And."
A line in Pope's poem. The Dunciad, book iv., line

649.

Universal Etymology, An Essay to-
wards: "or, the Analysis of a Sentence," by
Thomas Blaoklock (1721—1791) ; printed in 1756.

Universal Passion, The : i.e., " the Love
of Fame." Seven poetical and " characteristioal

"

satires by Edward Young (1684—1765), the pub-
lication of which began in 1725. The fifth and
sixth, on women, appeared respectively in 1727
and 1728, in which year the whole-poem was issued
with notes by Horace Walpole. It brought the
poet the handsome sum of £3,000.

Universal Prayer, The. A poem by Alex-
ander Pope (1688—1744), consisting of thirteen
quatrains, in imitation or paraphrase of the Lord's
Prayer. It was published in 1738. The twelfth
verse runs :

—

" This day be bread and peace my lot.
All else beneath the sun.

Thou know'6t it best bestowed or not

:

And let Thy will be done."

" University of Gottingen, The." See
ROGERO.

" Unkindest cut of all," See " Most un-
KINDEST OUT OP ALL, ThE."

"Unknelled, uncoflaned, and un-
known." — Byron, Childe Sarold's Filgrimage,
canto iv., stanza 179.

Unknown, The Great. See Great Un-
known.

" Unlike my subject now shall be my
song."—First line of an epigram by Lord Chester-
keld :

—

*' It shall be witty, and it shan't be long."

" Unmask her beauty to the moon, If
she."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 3.
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ITniiatural Combat, The. A tragedy by
Philip Massinger (1884—1640), written in 1639.

Mellefont, having poisoned his first wife to make
way for a second, is challenged by his son. They
fight, and the son is slain. " In this play," says

Hallam, " we find a greater energy, a bolder strain

of figurative poetry, more command, of terror, and
perhaps of pity, than in any other of his diamas."

Unnatural Tragedy, The. By Makoakbt,
Ducheas of Newcastle (1624—1673).

" TJnpremeditated verse. My." Line

23, book ix., of Taradise lost (q.v.).

" Unreal mockery, hence ! "

—

Macbeth,

act iii., scene 4.

" Unrespited, unpitied, unreprieved."
—JParadise Lost, book ii., Une 185.

" Unsyllabled, unsung !"—Motherwell,
Jeanie Morrison.

Unum iETecessarium : "or, the Doctrine or

Practice of Repentance." A work by Bishop
Jeremy Taylor (1613—1667), published in 1655;
"describing the necessity and measure of a strict, a

holy, and a C!hristian hfe, and rescued from popular

errors." "This book," says Principal Tulloch,
" presents the writer as an original speculator on
the great subjects of Christian dogma." "The
views as to original sin which he propounded in

this treatise drew wide attention, and called down
hostile criticism, not only from the Calvinistio and
Puritan theologians of the day,, upon which he no
doubt reckoned, but from his own theological

friends." The venerable Sanderson, in particular,

"bewailed the misery of the times which did not

admit of suppressing by authority so perilous and

unseasonable novelties."

" Unutterable things." See " Looked
ttnutterable things."

"Unvarnished tale." See "Kolto), tjn-

varnished tale."

" Unwept, unhonour'd, and unsung."
A line in Scott's Lat/ of the Last Minstrel, canto

vi., stanza 1.

"Unwhipt, unblanketed, unkicked,
mislain." —Lady Wortley Montagu and Lord

Hervey in some Verses addressed to Pope.

Up the Rhine. A prose work by Thomas
Hood, written "in letters" at Ostend, where the

author was then residing.

Upcott, William, bibliographer (b. 1779, d.

1845), wrote A Bibliographical Account of the Prin-

cipal Books relating to English Topography (1818),

and edited several valuable and well-known works,

including The Clarendon (1828), and Thoreshy Cor-

respondence (1830), and Pepys' and Evelyn's

Diaries (1825).

Upland, Jack. A popular song of the time

of Richard II., which espoused the cause of the

Wycliffites against Antichrist and his followers

in the Church of Rome. See Wright's Political

Songs (1861).

"Uplift a thousand voices full and
sweet."

—

Ode Sung at the Opening of the Inter-

national Exhibition, by Alfred Tennyson.

" Upon this hint I spaikB."—Othello, act i.,

scene 3.

Upton, John, clergyman and critic (b. 1707,
d. 1760), published an edition of Arian's Epictetus

(1737), Critical Observations on Shalcespere (1746),

Remarks on Three Flays of Benjannin Jonson (1749),

Letters concerning a New Edition of Spenser's Faerie

Queene, addressed to Gilbert West (1761), and an
edition of The Faerie Queene, in 1758.

Urban, Sylvanus. The name originally

adopted, and still retained, by the editor of The
Gentleman's Magazine (q.v.). It is intended to

typify the interest taken by the periodical in both
town and country affairs.

Uriel. "Regent of the Sun," and " sharpest-

sighted spirit of all in heaven," appears in Milton's
Paradise Lost (q.v.). He is also introduced by
Longfellow in The Golden Legend (q.v.) as the

minister of Mars.

Urim, in Garth's poem of The Dispensary

(q.v.), stands for Dr. Francis Atterbury, Bishop of

Rochester (1662—1732), who is thus described •—

'* Urim was civil, and not void of sense.
Had numour and a courteous confidence . .

.

But see how ill-mistaken parts succeed I

He threw off my dominion, and would read

;

Engag'd in controversy, wrangled well,

In convocation language could excel,

In volumes prov'd the Church without defence—
By nothing guarded but by Providence."

Urquhart, Sir Thomas, translator (b. 1613,

d. 1661), published Tlie Trissotetras : or, a most

exquisite Table for resolving all manner of Triangles

(1649) ; The Jewel, a panegyric on Scotland and

Scotsmen ; Logopandeeteision : or, an Introduction to

the Universal Language; and other works, of which

the best known is his translation into English of

the first three books of Rabelais (q.v.).

Ursa Major. A title bestowed upon Dr.

Johnson by the father of James BosweU (Lord

Auohinleck).

Ursula. A servant to Hero,' in Much Ado

About Nothing (q.v.).

" Use doth breed a habit in a man.
How."

—

The Two Gentlemen of Verona, act v.,

scene 4.

" Use 'em kindly, they rebel."—Aaron

Hill, Verses written on a Window.

Used Up. A comedy adapted by Charles

James Mathews (b. 1803), from a French piece

caUed L'Eomme Blase. The hero is Sir Charles

Coldstream, a young but worn-out man of the

world, who is eventually converted to energy by

the force of circumstances.

Usher, James. See TJssheb.
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Usher's WeU, The Wife of. A baUad,
printed in the Border Minstrelsy, and thought by
some critics to be a fragment of a longer one called

Tlie GlerWs Twa Sons "' Owsenford. The wife,
" hearing her three sons are lost at sea, passionately

prays that the storm may never cease till they come
back to her. One night, at Martinmas, they come
home, but at cook-crow depart again."

Usinulea, in Baeclat's allegorical romance
Argenis (q.v.) , is intended for the French reformer,

Oalvin.

Ussher, James, Archbishop of Armagh (b.

1686, d. 1656), wrote Annates V. et N. Testamenti,

d primd Mundi Origine dediwta ad extremmn Sei-

publicce Judaica Excidiwn EceUsiarum ; Grmissimce
Quesfionis de Christianarum m Oecidentis prtsser-

tim partibus (1613) ; Answer to a Challenge of a

Jesuit in Ireland [William Malone] (1624) ; A Ms-
course on the Seligion anciently professed by the Irish

and British (1622) ; Britannicarum Ecclesiarum
Antiqtiitates et Frimordia (1639) ; The Original of
Bishops and Metropolitans (1641) ; Direction con-

cerning the Lyturgy and Episcopal Government

(1642) ; Vox Siberniee : or, rather the Voyce of the

lord from Ireland (1642) ; Immanuel : or, the

Mystery of the Incarnation of the Son of God (1638)

;

The Brinciples of the Christian Religion (1644)

;

Chronologia Sacra et de Somana Ecclcsite Symbolo
Apoatolico Yetere (1660) ; Episcopal and Presbyterian

Govern/imnt conjoyned (l679) ; and many other
Works, the whole of which were collected and
published, with a Life of the author, by Dr.
Ebrington, in 1847. See also the life of Ussher
by Bernard (1656), the life by Dillingham (1700),
Se Vita Jac. Usserii, Archiep. Armachani (1704),
The Life and Prophecies ofArchbishop Ussher (1712),
the Life by Aikrn (1773), and the Life and Letters

by Dr. Samuel Parr.

ITsurers, An Alarm against. See Alaem
AGAINST USUKERS, Aw.

XJther. The reputed father of King Arthur, in
Tennyson's Idylls of the King.

Utopia. The title of a curious philosophical
romance, written in Latin by Sir Thomas Moke
(1478—1535), and said to have been first published
at Louvain in 1 5 1 6 . The edition issued by Erasmus
at Basle in 1518 is, however, the earliest that bears
a date ; and the first translation of the work that
appeared in English was by "Eaphe Kobynson," a
London goldsmith (q.v.), published in 1551. The
Utopia was afterwards translated by Bishop Burnet
in 1684. It is a description of an imaginary island
which the author represents as having been dis-

covered by a companion of Amerigo Vespucci, and
as enjoying the utmost perfection in laws, politics,

customs, manners, and the like, as compared with
the defects of those which then existed elsewhere.
The fundamental principle of the republic is a
conununitjr of wealth, and "the structure," says
Dunlop, " is what might be expected from such a
basis." "That the author meant this imaginary
republic seriously to embody his notions of a sound

system of government, can scarcely be believed,"

says Burton, '
' by any one who reads it, and

remembers that the entirely fanciful and abstract

existence there depicted was the dream of one who
thoroughly knew man in all his complicated re-

lations, and was deeply conversant in practical

government." " The Bepublic of Plato," says
Hallam, " no doubt furnished More with the germ
of his perfect society ; but it would be unreason-
able to deny him the merit of having- struck out
the fiction of its real existence from his own fertile

imagination; and it is manifest that some of his
most distinguished successors in the same walk of

romance, especially Swift, were largely indebted
to his reasoning as well as inventive talents." See
the edition by J. A. St. John (1838). The follow-
ing passage will give a notion of the style of Bishop
Burnet's translation :—" There were," he makes
More say, " several sorts of religions, not only in
different parts of the island, but even in every
town. . . . Every man might be of any religion
he pleased, and might endeavour to draw others
to it by the force of argument, or by amicable
and modest ways, but without bitterness against
those of other opinions, but that he ought to use
no other force but that of persuasion, and was
neither to mix reproaches nor violence with it;

and such as did otherwise were to be condemned to
banishment or slavery. This law was made by
TItopus, not only for preserving the public peace,
which he saw suffered much by daUy contentions
and irreconcilable heats in these matters, but be-
cause he thbught the interests of religion itseH
required it. He judged it was not fit to deter-
mine anything rashly in that matter, and seemed
to doubt whether those different forms of religion
might not all come from God, who might inspire
men differently. He being possibly pleased with
every variety of it; and so he thought it was a
very indecent thing for any man to frighten and
threaten other men to believe anything because it

seemed true to him ; and in case that one religion
was certainly true, and all the rest false, he
reckoned that tiie native force of truth would
break forth at last, and shine bright, if it were
managed only by the strength of argument and with
winning gentleness." See Htthloday, Eaphabl.

"v.", IX. Poems by. "Written by Mrs.
Akchee Clive, authoress of Paul FerroU (q.v.).

Lockhart wrote of them in The Quarterly Review,
vol. Ixvi. ;

—" We believe this is the first time the
world has heard of ' V.' ; we are persuaded that it

will not, cannot, be the last." The Collected Poems
of "V." were published in 1872. See Grave, The;
Queen's Ball, The.

Vafrino is the squire of Tancred in Tasso's
Jerusalem Bclivei'ed.
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" Vain is the eflPort to forget." A line

in " On the Khine," in Faded Lemes, by JIatthew
Arnold (b. 1822).

"Vale of years, The."—OtAeBo, act iii.,

scene 3.

Valentine. A gay, -witty gentleman, in debt

and in love ; tlieliero of Congbbve's Love for Love

(q.v.).

Valentine, in Twelfth Night (q.v.), is a

gentleman in attendance on tbe Duke.

Valentine. One of The Two Gentlemen of

Verona (q..v.) ; the other is named Proteus.

Valentine and Ursine. A ballad founded

on the old story of Valentine and Orson, which

forms one of the earliest of the French romances.

Valentinian. A tragedy by Francis Beau-

mont and John Fietchek (q.v.). "The matron

purity of the injured Lucina, the ravages of un-

restrained indulgence on a mind not wholly without

glimpses of virtue in Valentinian, the vileness

of his courtiers, the spirited contrast of unconquer-

able loyalty in ^lius, with the natural in-

dignation at wrong in Maximus, are brought

before our eyes," says Hallam, " in some of

Fletcher's best poetry." But, notwithstanding

this, the play is disfigured by a remarkable want

of taste and judgment, which has led the authors

to descend from beauty and dignity to the most

preposterous absurdities. See next paragraph.

Valentinian. A tragedy by John Wilmot,

Earl of Rochester, published in 1685 ; altered

from the tragedy by Beaumont and Fletcher, de-

scribed above.

Valerius. " A Eoman story," by John Gibson

LocKHABT (1794—1854), published in 1824, and

containing eloquent descriptions of Eome and

Eoman society in the time of Trajan. The hero

is the son of a Eoman commander, who has settled

in Britain, and on whose death Valerius returns

to Italy to claim his estates; there he falls m
love with Athanasia, the daughter of Capito the

philosopher, and by her is initiated into the

mysteries of the Christian faith.

"VaUant trencherman." See "Tken-

cheeman, a very vaiiant."

VaUant-for-Truth. A brave Christian in

Btotan's Pilgrim's Progress, who, after some

encounters on the way, joins Christiana's party to

the Celestial City.

" Vallambrosa, Thick as autumnal
leaves that strow the brooks \si:'—Pa/radise Lost,

book i., line 302.

VaUey of Humiliation, The, in Bunyan's

mgrwiis Progress (q.v.) , is the place where Christian

is attacked by ApoUyon (q.v.).

VaUey of the Shadow of Death, The,
is referred to in Bitnyan's Pilgrim's Progress (q.v.).

Christian has to pass through it on his way to the
Celestial City.

Valliere, The Duchess de la. See

Duchess de la Valii^e, The.

" Valotir is certainly going. My." See
scene 3, act v., of Sheridan's comedy of The
Rivals (q.v.). The speaker is Bob Acres (q.v):

" It is sneaking off ! I feel it oozing out, as it were,

at the pabus of my hands !

"

Van Artevelde, Clara. Sister of the hero,

and beloved by Walter d'Arlon, in Sir Henry
Taylor's Philip Van Artevelde (q.v.). "She is

as arch," says Anthony Trollope, "as Eosalind;

but her arclmess never goes beyond the natural

wit and bearing of a woman. Henry Taylor's

ladies are always ladies, and Clara, with her

frolic and fun, is as perfect a lady as any."

Van Artevelde, Philip. A play, in two
parts, by Sir Henry Taylor (b. 1800) ;

published

in 1834, and characterised by its author as "an
historical romance, cast in a dramatic and rhyth-

mical form." The subject, we are told, was
suggested by Southey, and recounts the story of

the Arteveldes, father and son, who figure so

largely in the history of Flanders. See Elena and
previous paragraph.

Vanbrugh, Sir John, architect and comic

writer (b. 1666, d. 1726), wrote ^sop (1697), The

Melapse (1697), The Provoked Wife (1697), The Palse

Friend, and oliier plays. His characteristics as an

architect drew forth the following epigram in the

form of an epitaph :

—

" Lie heavy on him, earth, for he
Laid many heavy loads on thee."

Another of his critics speaks of his comedies as

being "renowned for the well-sustained ease and

spirit of the dialogue;" whilst Colley Cibberon

his part testifies that they were great favourites

with the actors of his day—" there was something

so catching to the ear, so easy to the memory, in

aU he wrote." See Conpederacy, The ; Provoked
Husband, The ; Provoked Wipe, The ; EeLapse,

The.

Vanderbank, Instructions to. A poem
by Sir Eichard Blackmore (q.v.), in imitation of

Denham's Advice to the Poet. It was agreeably

ridiculed by Steele in The Tatler.

Vane, Prank, in Stbexinq's poem of The

Flection (q.v.), is a rival with Peter Mogg (q.v.)

for the representation of an English borough. The
sentiments he expresses are probably those of John

Sterling himself.

Vane, Lady. See Frail, Lady.

Vanessa. See Cadenus.

"Vanille of society, The." A phrase

invented by Sydney Smith. See his Memoir by

his daughter.
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Vanity Fair, in Bunyan's Filgrim's Progress
(q.v.), is the name of a city where a fair was held
all the year round. (See Psalm Ixii. 9.) " The
way to the Celestial City," says Bunyan, "lies

jnst through this town where this lusty fair is

kept ; and he that would go to the city, and yet not
go through this town, must needs go out of the
world."

Vanity Pair :
" a Novel without a Hero," by

William Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863)

;

published in 1847. "There are scenes of all sorts,"

says the author in his preface to the work: " some
dreadful combats, some grand and lofty horse-

riding, some scenes of high life and some of very
middBng indeed, some loTe-maldng %ot the senti-

mental, and some light comic business ; the whole
accompanied by appropriate scenery, and brilliantly

iUuminated with the author's own candles." See

Amelia Sedley; Crawley, Captain Rawdon;
Dobbin, Captain ; Sharp, Becky.

Vanity of Human Wishes, The. A
poem in imitation of the manner of Juvenal;
written by Dr. Johnson (q.v.), and described by
Sir Walter Scott as "a satire, the deep and
pathetic morality of which has often extracted
tears from those whose eyes wander dry over pages
professedly sentimental." It was published ia
1749, and brought the author the sum of fifteen

guineas.

"Vantage-ground of truth, The."—
Bacon, Essays (" Of Truth").

Vapians, The. A name occurring in Twelfth
Night, act ii., scene 3, and evidently the invention
of the poet. See " Queueus, The EauiNOCTiAL
OF."

Vapid. The hero of Eetnolds's comedy of
The Dramatist (q.v.) ; a dramatic author, who goes
to Bath "to pick up characters," and who has
" tlje ardor scrihendi upon him so strong, that he'd
rather you'd ask him to write an epilogue or a
scene than ofEer him your whole estate. The theatre
was his world, in which were included all his hopes
and wishes."

Varden, Dolly. See Dolly Vardbn.

Varden, Gabriel. Father of DoUy, in
DlOKEKs's novel of Barnahy Budge (q.v.). It is a
curious fact that Gabriel Varden was to have been
the title of a work of fiction which was announced
to be published from the pen of Dickens before the
appearance of Fickwick, and which would thus have
become his earliest novel. It was so announced
untU the commencement of 1837, when Macroue,
who was to have issued it, failed in business, and
the advertisement was withdrawn.

"Variable as the shade."—Scott, Mar-
union, canto vi., stanza 30.

"Varied earth, the moving heaven,
The." — Chorus in an Unpuilished Drama, by
Alered Tennyson ; " written very early," and

publiahed in Poems (1830), (not reprinted in Eng-
land).

"Variety's the very spice of life."
Line 606, book ii., of Cowper's Task (q.v.).

" Varying year with blade and sheaf,
The."j—" The Sleeping Palace," in The Day-Dream,
by Alfred Tennyson.

Vasa, Gustavus. See Gustavxts Vasa.

"Vasty deep. The."—Mng Henry ir.,
part i., act iii., scene 1.

Vathek :
" An Arabian Tale, from ' an un-

published MS.," by William Beckford (1760

—

1844) ; originally written in French, and printed in
1787. "It was composed," says the author, "as
it now stands, at twenty-two years of age. It took
me three days and two nights of hard labour. I
never took off my clothes the whole time." The
description of the Hall of Ebhs, which is often
quoted, was taken, it appears, from the old hall
at Fonthill, Beckford's residence, probably the
largest in any private house in England. " It was
from that haU I worked, magnifying and colouring
it with Eastern character. All the female characters
were portraits drawn from the domestic establish-

ment of old Fonthill, their good or evil qualities

ideally exaggerated to suit my purpose." Vathek
was translated into English, it is not known by
whom, immediately on its appearance. "It was
one of the tales," says Byron, "I had a very
early admiration of. For correctness of costume,
beauty of description, and power of imagination, it

far surpasses all European imitations, and bears
such marks of originality that those who have
visited the East will find some difficulty in believing
it to be more than a translation." Byron further
refers to Beckford in the first canto of Childe
Sarold.

Vaudraeour and Julia. A poem by
William Wordsworth, in which the writer treats

the passion of love with more force and glow than
is customary with him.

Vaughan, Charles James, D.D., Master
of the Temple (b. 1816), has published Last Words
m the Parish Church at Doneaster (1869), Salf
Hours in the Temple Church (1871), The Solidity of
True Beligion (1874), Heroes of Paith (1876), and
many other works.

Vaughan, Henry, poet and devotional
writer (b. 1621, d. 1695), published Poems, with the
Tenth Satyre of Juvenal Englished (1646) ; Olor
Iscanus (1651), (q.v.) ; Silex Scintillans (1660—55),
(q.v.); The Mount of Olives (1652), (q.v.); Plores
Solitudinis (1654), (q.v.) ; and Thalia Pediviva
(1678), (q.v.). An edition of his Poems appeared
in 1847. See the jBto^rapA^/ by Lyte. "Vaughan's
art," says MacDonald in England's Antiphon, " is

not comparable to that of Herbert's. He is careless
and somewhat rugged. If he can get his thought
dressed, and thus made visible, he does not mind
the dress fitting awkwardly, or even being a little
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out of elbows. And yet he has grander lines and
phrases than any in Herbert. He has occasionally
a daring success that strikes one -with astonish-
ment. In a word, he says more splendid things
than Herbert, though he writes inferior poems.
His thought is profound and just, the harmonies
in his soul are true, its artistic and musical ear is
defective. His movements are sometimes grand,
sometimes awkward. Herbert is always gracious."
See SiLUKiST, The.

Vaughan, Robert Alfred, Dissenting
minister and miscellaneous writer (b. 1823, d.

1855), wrote Soars with the Mystics (1856). His
Essays and Remains, with a memoir by his father,
appeared in 1858.

Vaughan, Bobert, D.D., Nonconformist
divine (b. 1795, d. 1868), published The Life and
Opinions of Wycliffe (1828); Congregationalism
(1842) ; The Modern Fulpit (1842) ; The Age of
Great Cities (1843) ; Essays on Mistory, Philosophy,

,

amd Theology (1849) ; Revolutions in English His-
tory; and other works. H^ started The British
Quarterly Review in 1844.

"Vaulting avaJoition."—Macbeth, act i.,

scene 7.

Vaurien: "or. Sketches of the Times." A
philosophical novel by Isaac Disraeli (1766—
1848), pubUshed in 1797.

Vaux, Thomas (Lord), poet (b. 1510, d.

1557). The poems of this writer were originally
printed in TotteVs Miscellany (q.v.), (1557), and The
Paradise of Dainty Devices (q.v.), (1576).

Vavasour. A character in Diseabli's novel
of Tancred (q.v.).

Veek. Toby, in Dickens's story of The
Chimes (q.v.), is a London ticket-porter who,
plying his vocation near an old churdi, Ustens to
the voices of the bells, and learns encouragement
from them. The story is mainly occupied by a
description of his dream, and ends with his per-
formances in a country dance to the step which
had obtained for him the nickname of Trotty.
"They called him Trotty from his pace, which
meant speed if it did not make it. He could have
walked faster perhaps; most likely; but rob him
of his trot, and Toby would have taken to his bed
and died."

Vedder, David,' poet (b. 1790, d. 1854), wrote
Orcadian Sketches (1832). Hia collected Poems
appeared in 1842.

Veiled Prophet of Khorassan, The.
One of the tales in verse told by Feramors in

Moore's Zalla Rookh (q.v.). The real story of the

Prophet, who was called Mokanna, from the veil of

silver or golden gauze he always wore, may be
read in Herbelot.

Velvet, The Eev. Morphine. A preacher

in Samiibl Wabben's Ten Thousand a Tear (q.v.)

;

described as being one "who feeds his audience

with milk well sugared."

Venerable Bede, The. See Bede.

Venerable Initiator, The. A title be-
stowed uponWilliam of Occam (q.v.) , the scholastic
philosopher, on account of the lead he took in the
theological and philosophical discussions of his day.

Venetia. A novel by Benjamin Disraeli
(q.v.), published in 1837. &e Delta.

Venice Preserved. A tragedy by Thomas
Otway(1651—1686); "his lastand gxeatest dramatic
work," published in 1682. Johnson speaks of " want
of morality in the original design, and the despicable
scenes of vile comedy with wMch he has diversified
his tragic action. The striking passages," he says,
"are iu every mouth, and the pubHc seems to judge
rightly of the faults and exceUences of this play,
that it is the work of a man not attentive to decency
or zealous for virtue, but of one who conceived
forcibly and drew originally by consulting nature
in his own breast."

"Venice sat in state. Throned on her
hundred isles."

—

Bybon, Childe Harold's Pilgrimage,
canto iv., stanza 1.

Venice, The Stones of. A work by John
EusKm (q.v.), published in 1851.

Venison, The Haunch of. "A poetical

epistle to Lord Clare," by Oliver Goldsmith (1728
—1774).

Venn, Henry, clergyman and religious writer

(b. 1725, d. 1797), published The Complete Duty of
Man (1764), Sermons (1759), Mistakes in Religion

Exposed in an Essay on the Prophecy of Zacharias

(1774), and other Works. His Life, and a Selection

from his Letters, was published by the Rev. John
Venn (1834). See Sir J. Stephen's essay on The
Evangelical Succession. See Duty of Man, The
Complete.

Venus and Adonis. A poem by William
Shakespeare, published in 1593, when the author

was in his twenty-ninth year. It is full of fine

passages, but treats the old myth of Venus's pas-

sion for the beautiful youth Adonis in too generally

licentious a tone to admit of its being very widely

read. It was Shakespeare's first work, and has aU
the faults of youth.

" Venus rising from a sea of jet."—
Waller, Lines to the Countess of Carlisle.

" Venus, take my votive tablet." Krst
line of an epigram from Plato, by Matthew Prior
(1664—1721), called The Lady who offers her looking-

glass to Venus.

Verbal Criticism. A satire in verse by
David Mallet (1700—1765), published in 1733,

and aimed at the great scholar, Richard Bentley,

whom he describes as

—

" In error obstinate, In wrangling loud.
For trifles eager, positive, and proud

:

Deep in the darkness of duli anthors bred,
With all their refuse lumbered on his head."
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Vercelli Book, The. A volume of old

EagUsh. manuscripts, so called because originally

discovered iu 1823 ia a monastery at VercelH, in

"the MilaneBe. Among its contents are Cynewulf 's

JBlene; a Legend of St. Andrew; a Vision of the Holy
Rood; a poem on The Falsehood of Men; another

on The Fates of the Apostles; and two Addresses of
the Soul to the Sody. See Exetbb Book, The.

Verdant Green, The Adventxires of
Mr. A work of fiction by Ccthbebt Bede (q.v.),

descriptive of college life
;
published in 1857.

Vere, Aubrey Thomas de, poet (b. 1814),
has written The Waldenses, and other Foems (1842);

The Search after Proserpine (1843) ; Sketches of
Greece and Turkey (1850); The Infant Bridal, and
ether Poems (1874) ; The Fall of Mora (1877) ; Antar
and Sora (1877) ; and other works.

" Vera de Vere, The caste of."—Tenny-
son, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

Vere, Edward. See Oxpokd, Eabi. op.

Vere, Sir Aubrey de, poet (b. 1807, d.

1846), wrote Julian the Apostate (1822) ; The Duhe

of Mercia (1823) ; A Song of Faith, and other Poems
(1842) ; and Mary Tudor, a drama (1847).

" Verge enough." See " Ample room."

Verges. A watchman, in Much Ado About
Nothing (q.v.).

Verisopht, Lord Frederick. A dissolute

youngnobleman,friend of Sir MulberryHawk (q.v.),

in Dickens's novel of Nicholas Niohlehy (q.v.).

Vernal Ode, A, was written by William
"WoHDSwoETH in 1817.

Verne, Jules. The best works of this French
Tomancist (b. 1828), have been translated into
EngHsh. Among others are A Journey to the Centre

of the Earth, Twenty Thousand Leagues under the

Sea, From the Earth to the Moon, Around the Earth
in Eighty Days, A Floating City, and Michael
Stroggoff.

Vernon, Diana. See Diana Vehnon.

Verona, The Two Gentlemen of. See

Two Gentlemen or Verona, The.

Vers de Socidt6 ie the title which &i England
as well as in France is given to the lightest kmd of

lyrical poetry—the poetry which either busies
itself with the doings and sayings of the fashion-

able world, or treats of general topics in a semi-
careless, semi-serious manner. Of this species of

verse, Frederick Looker, one of its most successful
cultivators, says that it " should be short, elegant,

refined, and fanciful, not seldom distinguished by
chastened sentiment, and often playful. The tone
should not be pitched high, and it should be
idiomatic, the rhythm crisp and sparkling, the
rhyme frequent and never forced, while the entire

poem should be marked by tasteful moderation,
high finish, and completeness, for however trivial

the subject-matter may be, indeed, rather in pro-

portion to its triviality, subordination to the rules

of composition, and perfection of execution, should

be strictly enforced. Each piece cannot be expected

to exhibit all these chaxacteristics, but the qualities

of brevity and buoyancy are essential." He adds
that " it should have the air of being spontaneous,
and no one has fully succeeded in it without pos-
sessing a certain gift of irony. The poem may be
tinctured with a well-bred philosophy, it may be
gay and gallant, it may be playfully malicious or
tenderly ironical, it may display lively banter, and
it may be satirically facetious ; it may even, con-
sidering it as a mere work of art, be pagan in its

philosophy or trifling in its tone, but it must
never be ponderous or commonplace." Among
the earliest masters in this peciiiar style, were
Ben Jonson, Raleigh, and Marlowe, each of whom
has left lyrics, rivalling in grace and ease the
compositions of less earnest ages. The Cavaliers
were naturally adepts in this direction, yielding
as they do the names of men like Lovelace and
Suckling, who sang, as they lived, gaily and
gallantly. In a later generation, Wall-fer was
supreme in this way, emulated by courtly writers
Kk;e Sedley and Rochester. The eighteenth cen-
tury produced society-verse in Pope, Swift, Prior,
Goldanith, Gray, and Cowper. Of late years, the
best productions in that vein have been the work
of Captain Morris, Canning, Haynes Bayly, Thomas
Moore, Praed, Thackeray, Mortimer Coffins,

Frederick Locker, and Austin Dobson, vrith many
others hardly less successful.

" Verse, a breeze mid blossoms stray-
ing." First line of Youth and Age, by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge.

Verse, The Danger of Writing. A poem
by William Whitehead (1715—1786), published
in 1741, in which he complains that

" Not In thlB, like other arts, we try
Our light excursions in a Bummer sky.
No casual flights the dangerous trade admits.
But wits once authors are for ever wits.
The fool in prose, like earth's unwieldy son.
May oft rise vlg'rous, though he's oft o'erthrown

;

One dangerous crisis marks our rise or fall

:

By all we're courted, or we're shunned by all."

"Very like a whale.'"—SamUt, act iii.,

scene 2.

Very Woman, A :
' or, the Prince of

Tarent. ' A tragi-comedy by Philip Massingeb
(1584—1640), apparently founded on an Italian
story. It appeared in 1665.

" Vesture of decay." See " Muddy ves-
ture."

Veterans. The hero of Shakerley Marmion's
comedy. The Antiquary (q.v.).

Vetus. The nom de plume under which Edward
Sterling (1773—1847), father of John Sterling,
the poet (1806—1844), contributed a series of letters
to The Times newspaper in 1812 and 1813; "volun-
tary letters, I suppose," says Carlyle, "without
payment or pre-engagement, one successful letter
calling out another, tiU Vetus and his doctrines
came to be a distinguishable entity, and the busi-
ness amounted to something ; but of my own
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earliest newspaper reading, I can remember tlie

name Vetus as a kind of editorial backlog on which
able editors were wont to chop straw now and then.

Nay, the letters were collected and reprinted." See

Thundeker.

" Vex not his ghost : O, let him pass

:

he hates him." The first Hne of a passage in King
Lear, act v., scene 3, which was used with much
eflect by Thackeray in the conclusion of his

Leetwre on George IV.

"Vex not thou the poet's mind."—2%e
J'osi's Mind, by Alfred Tennyson.
" Vibrates in the memory." The second

line of a lyric by Shelley, commencing :

—

"Music, when soft voices die " Cq.v.).

Vicar of Bray. See Bray, The Vicar op.

Vicar of Wakefield, The. See Wake-
piELD, The Vicar op.

Vicar of WrexMU, The. A novel by
Mrs. Frances Trollope (1778—1863), published

in 1837, and characterised as " her best."

"Vice is a monster of so frightful
mien." The first Hne of a couplet in Pope's Essay

an Man, epistle ii. , of which the second line runs

—

" As to be hated, needs hut to be seen."

Dryden had previously written in his Hmd and
Ftmther

:

—
" For Truth has such a face and such a mien,
As to be loved, needs only to be seen."

Vice, The. A grotesque allegorical character,

who " invariably figures," says Wheeler, " in the

old English mysteries and moralities which pre-

ceded the rise of the regular modem drama. He
was fantastically accoutred in a long jerkin, a cap

with ass's ears, and a dagger of lath. His chief

employment was to make sport for the multitude

by leaping on the back of the Devil, and belabour-

ing biin with his dagger till he roared; The Devil,

however, always carried biTin ofi in the end. He
bore the name sometimes of one particular vice,

and sometimes of another ; but was generally called
' The Vice ' simply."

Victim, The. A lyric by Alpred Tennyson,
published in 1868.

Victor and Cazire, Original Poetry
toy, published in 1810, and containing some of the

earliest efforts of the poet Shelley when scarcely

seventeen years of age. Cazire is his friend Miss
Grove. Some of the pieces are borrowed bodily

from Matthew Gregory Lewis.

Victoria, Queen (b. 1819), has appeared as

an authoress by the publication of Leaves from the

Jowrnal of our Life in the Sighlimds (1867).

' Victorian. A student of Aloala, the hero

of Longfellow's dramatic poem, The Spanish

Student (q.v.) ; in love with Preciosa.

Victory at Agincourt, For the. An old

ballad, reprinted by Bishop Percy from a MS.
copy in the Pepys Collection.

"Victory, or else a grave."

—

Kin
VI., part iU., act ii., scene 2.

Vida, Mark Jerome. The Art of Poetry
of this writer (b. 1S66) was translated into English
verse by Christopher Pitt (q.v.), and published
in 1725.

Village Blacksmith, The. A lyric by
Henry Wadsworth Longpellow, (b. 1807), which
thus concludes :

—

" Thus at the flaming forge of life

Our fortunes must be wrought

:

Thus on Its sounding anvil shaped
Each burning deed and thought I"

Village Coquettes, The. An operatic

burletta; the words by Charles Dickens (1812

—

1870), the music by John Hullah ; produced in

1836. Braham and John Parry both sang in it,

and some of the songs, such as The Child and the

Old Man sat alone. Love is not a feeling to pass away,
Autwmn Leaves, and There's a Charm in Spring, are

still remembered.

" Village Hampden, that, with daunt-
less breast. Some." bee stanza 15 of Gray's Elegy

written in a CovMtry Churchyard (q.v.).

Village Minstrel, The. A poem by John
Clare (1793—1864), descriptive of the career and
feelings of a peasant poet, published in 1821.

Village, Our. A series of rural sketches,

contributed by Mary Eussell Mitford (1786

—

^55) to The Lady's Magazine in 1819, and re-

pubhshed in 1824. A second volume followed

in 1825, a third in 1828, a fourth in 1830,

and a fifth in 1832. "Every one," says Chorley,

"now knows Our Village, and every one knows
that the nooks and corners, the haunts and
copses, so delightfully described in its pages, wfll

be found in the immediate neighbourhood of

Reading, and more especially around Three -Mile-

Cross, a cluster of cottages on the Basingstoke

Eoad, in one of which the authoress resided for

many years."

VUlage, The. A poem by George Crabbe
(q.v.), descriptive, as the title would imply, of

country life and character. Before publication in

1783 it had been seen and corrected by Johnson

and Burke, and when it appeared its success was

immediate and thorough. It was quoted every-

where, and earned for the author the gift of a

couple of small livings from L0r(rThurlow.

"ViUaine maketh vUleine."—Chaucer,
Somaumt of the Rose.

"Villainous low, With foreheads."—
The Tempest, act iv., scene 1.

" Villainous saltpetre."—.K«^ Henry IV.,

part i., act i., scene 3.

ViUeneuve, Huon de. See Aymon, The
History op the Four Sons op.

Villette. A novel by Charlotte Bronte

(1816—1865) ;
published in 1850.
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Villiers, George. See Buckingham, Duke
OP.

Vineentio. Buke of Vienna, in Measure for
Measure (q.v.). Also the name of an old gentleman
of Pisa in The Taming of the Shrew (q.v.).

" Vindieate the ways of G-od to man.
But." A line in Pope's poem. An Essay on Man,
which may te compared with Milton's Hne in

Paradise Lost, hook 1 :

—

"And justify the ways of God to man."

Vindicise Gallicse : "ADefence of theFrench
Eevolutiou and its English Admirers against the

Accusations of the Eight Hon. Edmund Burke,"

by Sir James Mackintosh (1765—1832) ;
published

in 1 79 1 . Several passages were suppressed in later

editions.

Vinegar Bible, The. An edition published

by the Oxford Clarendon Press in 1717, and so

called because, in the twentieth chapter of St.

Luke's Gospel, " The Parable of the Vinegar " is

printed instead of "The Parable of the Vine-
yard."

Vinesaiif, Geoffrey de. See Nova
POETKIA.

Viola. Sister to Sebastian, and the heroine in

Twelfth Night (q.v.) ; in love with Orsino,the Duke of

Ulyria. " That she should be touched by a passion

made up of pity, admiration, gratitude, tenderness,

does not, I think," says Mrs. Jameson, "in any
way detract from the genuine sweetness of her
character, for she never told her lorn.^'

Violante. One of theheroines of Lord Lytton's
story of My Novel (q.v.), of whom it has been said

that " to the unconscious grace, and innate nobility,

which, rightly or wrongly, we associate with high
birth and a long line of ancestors, she adds
something of the energy and modest boldness of

the Viola [q.v.] in Twelfth Night, and possibly Lord
Lytton may, with the name, have borrowed from
Shakespeare the hint of her relations with
L'Estrange."

Violante. The high-spirited heroine of

Flbtcheb's Spanish Curate (q.v.).

Violante, Donna. The heroine of Mrs.
Centlivke's comedy of The Wonder (q.v.) ; be-
loved by Don FeUx (q.v.).

Violenta. See Aoheley, Thomas.

Violente. Aohaiaoterin^Z/'* Well that Mtds
Well (q.v.).

Violet, On a Dead; A lyric by Peboy
Bysshe Shelley.

"Violets plucked, the sweetest rain,"—John Pletchee, The Queen of Corinth—
" Makes not fresh nor grow again."

These lines reappear, slightly altered, in Percy's
composite ballad of The Friar of Orders Grey.

' Virgidemiarum. See Satires in Six Books.

Virgil. The leading English versions of the
.^Sneid of this famous poet are those of Gawin
Douglas, finished in 1513 ; of Lord Surrey, pub-
lished in 1553 ; Thomas Phaer and Thomas
Twyne (1658—1573); Richard Stanihurst (1583);
John Dryden (1697) ; Christopher Pitt (1740)

;

John Conington (1870) ; and "William Morris
(1876). See the Aneient Glassies for English
Readers.

Virgil Travestie. See Scaeronides.

Virgil's Gnat. A poemby Edmund Spenser.

Virgin Martyr, The. A tragedyby Philip
Massinger (q.v.), written in 1622. In this fine

play he was assisted by Dekker.

Virgin TJnmasked, The: "or, Female
Dialogues," by Bernard de Mandeville (about

1670—1733); published in 1709, and consisting of
coarse discussions on an indecent subject.

Virgin Widow, The. A comedy, by
Francis Quakles (1592—1644), which appeared
in 1649. This was the only dramatic production of
the author of Divine Emblems.

Virginia. The subject of one of Maoaulay's
Lays of Aneient Rome (q.v.).

Virginians, The : " A Tale of the Last
Century," by William Makepeace Thackeray
(1811—1863) ;

published in 1857. " The Vir-
ginians," says Hannay, " shows many of Thack-
eray's best qualities, but does not add to the
resources at our disposal for understanding or
measuring his powers."

Virginitatis, De Iiaude. A prose treatise

byALDHELM (656—709).

Virginius. A tragedy by James Sheridan
Knowles (1784—1862), produced originally at
Oovent Garden Theatre, with Macready in the
title-role.

Virolet. The hero of Fletcher's play of The
Double Marriage ; married to Juliana (q.v.) and to
Martia (q.v.).

"Virtue alone is happiness below."
Line 310, epistle iv., of Pope's Essay on Man
(q.v.).

"Virtue alone out-builds the pyra-
mids." Line 312, night vi.,-of Young's poem of
Night Thoiights.

"Virtue is her own reward." A line
which occurs in Dryden' s play of Tyrannic Love
(act iii., scene 1). Avery similar thought is found
in Prior's Imitation of Eorace (book iii., ode 3),
Gray's Epistle to Metliiien, and Home's play of
Douglas (act iii., scene 1). Henry More, in his
Cwpias Conflict, says, " Virtue is to herseU the best
reward."

Virtue of necessity. Make s.."—Two"
of Verona, act iv., scene 1. The expres-
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sion appears to have been previously used by
Chaucer in The Squire's Tale :—

" Tb&n I made vertu of necessite."

It is foimd also in Dryden's Palamon and Arcite.

Virtue or Merit, An Enquiry con-
cerning, by Anthony Ashley Cooper, third
Earl of Shapteseury (1671—1713); published in
1699, again in 1709, and eventually forming the
fourth treatise in the -writer's Characteristics, pub-
lished in 1711 and 1713.

Virtuoso, The. A comedy by Thomas Shad-
well (1640—1692), produced in 1676. " There is

nobody," says Langbaine, " will deny this play its

due of applause; at least, I know that the
university of Oxford—who may be allowed
competent judges of comedy, especially of such
characters as Sir Nicholas Gimcrack, and Sir
Formal Trifle—applauded it. And as no one ever
undertook to discover the frailties of such pre-
tenders to this kind of knowledge before Mr.
Shadwell, so none since Mr. Jonson's time ever
drew so many different characters of humours, and
with such success."

"Virtuous actions are but born and
die." A line in Stephen Harvey's translation of
Juvenal, satire is..

Virtuous Oetavia. A "tame and feeble"
Boman play, by Samuel Brandon (temp. Eliza-
beth)

;
produced in 1598.

"Virtuousest, discreetest, best." See
"Wisest," &c.

Vision, A. The title of what Chambers calls

"a grand and thrilling ode," by Eoeert Burns,
" in which he hints—^for more than a hint could
not be ventured upon—^his sense of the degradation
of the ancient manly spirit of his country under
the Conservative terrors of the passing era."

Vision of Judgment, A. A poem by
Robert Souieey (1774—1843), published in 1821.

See next paragraph.

Vision of Judgment, The : "by Quevedo
Eedivivus ; suggested by the composition so

entitled by the author of Wat Tyler" (q.v.), and
published in 1822. " Quevedo Eedivivus " is Lord
Byron, who wrote this poetical parody upon
Southey's poem in revenge for an attack on
him by the latter in a newspaper of the day.

Southey had also denominated Byron, in his Vision

of Judgment, the leader of the " Satanic School of

Poetry " (q.v.). The scene of Byron's satire is laid

hard by the gates of heaven, where St. Peter stands

ready to admit those worthy, and whither the

devU repairs in order to show just reason why
King Gteorge III., who has just died,

" by no means could or should
Make out a case to be exempt from woe
Eternal."

To this end he calls several witnesses, including

WUkes and Junius, and the latter ha,s just " melted

ia celestial smoke," when the ghost of Southey
makes its appearance, and after recounting briefly
aU the things he has written, he proceeds to read
a few lines from an unpublished MS., which causes
the company to disperse in great disorder, and
induces St. Peter to knock the poet down with his
bunch of keys.

" AU I saw further, in the last conlusion,
Was, that King George slipp'd into heave

And when the tumult awlndled to a calm
I left him practising the hundredth psalm."

Vision of Poets, A. A poem by Elizabeth
Barrett Brownino (1809—1861), published in.

1844. It describes how
" a poet could not sleep aright,
For his soul kept too much llgrht
Under bis eyelids for the night,"

and how he
*'rofle disquieted

With sweet rhymes ringing thro' his head.
And in the forest wandered,"

meeting there a lady whose mission it was to
" crown all poets to their worth," and through
whose agency he obtaius a sight of some of the
gxeat men of song. These axe characterised in
generally felicitous terms.

Vision of Sin, The. An allegorical poem
by Alfred Tennyson, vrritten in 1842.

"Vision of the faculty divine, The."—^Wordsworth, The Excwsion, book i.

Vision of the Sea, A. A poetic fragment
by Percy Bysshe Shelley, written,in 1820.

Vision, The. A poem by John Sheppield,
Duke of Buckinghamshire (1649—1721), written
in 1680, during 9, voyage to Tangiers. It is "a
licentious poem," says Johnson, "such as was
fashionable in those times, with little power of
invention or propriety of sentiment."

Vision, The Theory of, by George
Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne (1684—1753), was
published in 1 709. The author's aim in this treatise

is "to distinguish," says Dugald Stewart, "the
immediate and natural objects of sight from the
seemingly instantaneous conclusions which experience

and habit teach us to draw from them in our
earliest infancy; or, in the more concise meta-
physical langniage of a later period, to draw the
line between the original and acquired perceptions

of the eye."

Visions: "of Bellay," "of Petrarch," "of
the World's Vanity." Poems by Edmund Spenser.

Visions, A Book of. By Egwin, Bishop of

Worcester (d. about 768).

Visions in VerSe. Poems by Nathaniel
Cotton (1721—1788), intended "for the instruc-

tion of younger minds."

"Visions of glory, spare my aching
sight."

—

Gray, The Sard, part ui., stanza 1.

" Vital spark of heav'nly flame." First

line of The jDyvng Christian to his Soul (q.v.), an
ode by Alexander Pope (1688—1744).
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Vitalis, Ordericus. See Ordemous Vitams.

Vivian. The pseudonym adopted by G-eobge
Henky Lewes (q.v.) in various contributions to

The Leader.

Vivian Grey. A novel by Benjamin Disraeli
(q.v.), published in 1826—7. The -writer is supposed

to have indicated, if nothing more, his own character

in that of the hero, who is represented as being, like

himself ,the son of aliterary man, and between whose
career and that of the subsequent Lord Beacons-
field there are certain points of likeness. Among
the other characters in the book are the Marquis
of Carabas, Sirs. FeKx Lorraine, Stapylton Toad,
Mrs. Million, and many others. In one of his

prefaces to the work, the author describes Vivian

Grey as a youthful production, having all the
usual faults of youth. It was highly popular
when first published, and is still widely read,

chiefly, however, for the light it is supposed to

throw upon the author's life and character.

Vivien. The title of one of Tennyson's Ich/lls.

" The wily Vivien " is she who ensnares the prophet
Merlin in " the hollow oak."

"For Merlin once had told her of a charm,
The which, if any wrought on any one
With woven paces and with wavhig ai'ms.
The man so wrought on ever seem'd to lie

Closed in the four walls of a hollow tower.
From which was no escape for evennore,
And none could find that man for evermore.
Nor could he see but him who wrought the charm.

" Coming and going, and he lay as dead
And lost to lixe and use and name and fame.
And Vivien ever sought to work the charm
Upon the great Enchanter of the time.
As fancying that her glory would,be great
According as his gi-eatness whom she quenched."

" Vocal spark."—Wordsworth, A Morning
JExercise.

"Voice of the sluggard, 'Tis the."
First Une of some verses by Dr. Watts.

"Voiceful sea, The."—Coleridbe, Famy
in Nubibus.

Voices of the Wight. Poems by Henry
Wadsworth Lonqpellow (b. 1807), published in
1841. They include the Frelude, the Symn to the
Night, A Faalm of Life, and Flowers.

" Violet by a mossy Stone, A." A Une
in Wordsworth's poem, beginning

—

" She dwelt among the untrodden ways."

The whole verse runs

—

"A violet by a mossy stone.
Half-hidden fi-om the eye

!

Fair as a star when only one
Is shining in the sky."

Volpone :
" or, the Pox." A comedy by Ben

JoNSON (1574—1637), written in 1605. Hazlitt
calls it his best play ;

" proHx and improbable,
but intense and powerful. It seems formed on
the model of Plautus in unity of plot and in-
terest." The principal character is represented
as a, wealthy sensualist, who tests the character

of his friends and kinsmen by a variety of

stratagems, obtains from them a large addition to

his riches by the success of his impostures, and
finally falls under the vengeance of the law. " Vol-
pone," says Campbell, "is not, like the common
misers of comedy, a mere money-loving dotard, a
hard, shrivelled old mummy, with no other spice

than his avarice to preserve him—he is a happy
villain, a jolly misanthrope, a little god in his own
selfishness ; and Mosca [q.v.] is his priest and pro-

phet. Vigorous and healthy, though past the prime
of life, he hugs himself in his harsh humour, his

successful knavery and imposture, his sensuality

and his wealth, with an unhallowed relish of selfish

existence."

Volscius, Prince, in the Duke of Buceing-
ham's farce of The Rehearsal (q.v.), is in love with
Parthenope (q.v.).

Voltaire. The Life of this French writer was
written by Oliver Goldsmith in 1769. See the
essay by Thomas Carlyle, included in his Miscel-

laneous Works ; and the Life by Francis Espinasse

(1866) ; the biographical study by John Morley,
published in 1871 ; also Foreign Classicsfor English
Readers, in which is included a work on Voltaire

by Colonel Hamley.

Voltimand. A courtier, in Hamlet (q.v.).

Vortigern and Sowena. A drama written
by William Henry Ireland (q.v.), and put for-

ward by him as the work of Shakespeare. It was
brought out at Drury Lane, with Kemble as the
leading character, but was immediately condemned,
the line,

"And when this solemn mockery Is o'er,"

significantly emphasised by the actor, being taken
up by the pit, and received with a roar of ironical

approval which sealed the fate of the drama.

Vox ClamantiS. The second part of a great
poem by John Gower (1320—1402), written in
Latin, and never printed. It is in seven books,
of alternate hexameter and pentameter verse,
and " treats," according to a contemporary chroni-
cler, " of that marvellous event which happened in
England ia the time of King Richard II., in the
fourth year of his reign, when the servile rustics
rose impetuously against the nobles and gentles of
the kingdom, pronouncing, however, the innocence
of the said lord the king, then under age, his case
therefore excusable. He declares the faults to be
more evidently from other sources by which, and
not by chance, such strange things happen among
men. And the title of this volume, tiie order of
which contains seven sections, is called Vox
Clamantis: the Voice of one Crying." This, of
course, refers to the insurrection of Wat Tyler,m 1381. Many years later, after the accession of
Henry IV., Gower added to this poem a supple-
ment called The Tripartite Chronicle (q.v.). See
CoNPEssio Amantis and Speculum Meditantis.
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Voyage and Travaile, The, "wHch
treateth of the Way to the Hierusalem, and of
the Maivaylea of lude, with other Islands and
Countryes," by Sir John Majjeeville (q.v.) ; origi-
nally written in English, then translated into Latin,
and finally into English, " that every man of his
nacioTin" might read it.

Voyage of Captain Popanilla, The.
A work of fiction by Benjamin Disraeli (q.v.),

pnhUshed in 1828.

" VTilgar flight ofcommon souls, The."—Murphy, Zeiiobia, act v., scene 2.

Vyet, Childe. A ballad, printed by Maid-
ment, Buchan, and Jamieson. "Lady Maisry,
loving Clulde Vyet, is forced to marry his elder
brother. Lord Ingram, and a sudden fate falls npon
the three." The two brothers Mil one another,
and Lady Maisry goes mad. See, in Jamieson's
collection, the ballad called io>-«? Wa'yates andAuld
Ingram.

W
Waee, Maistre, Norman poet (b. 1112,

d. 1184), wrote Le Soman de Brut and Ze Roman
de Mou. See The Setrospective Review for Novem-
ber, 1853; "Wright's BiograpMa Literaria; and
Plugnet's Notice swr la me et les ecrits de Bohert
Wace. See Latamon and Eou.

"Wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us,
0." See Louse, To a.

Waddington, Greorge, D.D., Dean of

Durham (1793—1869), pubU3hed.Z( Visit to Greece

(1825), A Sistory of the Church from the Manliest

Ages to the Meformatiori (1833), and A History of
the Reformation on the Continent (1841).

Waddington, William of, was the English
author of the French work, Mamuel des Peehes,

which Eobert de Brunne translated into English
as A Stmdling of Sins (q.v.). Waddington'

s

own work was, however, so far from being original

that he himself said of it, " Eien del mien ni

mettrai."

Wade, Thomas, poet (b. 1805), has published

Mtmdi et Cordis (1836), and other works. See Sted-

man's Victorian Poets.

"Wade through slaughter to a throne.
Forbade to."

—

Gkay, Megy written in a Cowntry

Wadman, Widow. A character in Stekne's

novel of Tristram Shandy (q.v.) ; an intriguing

female, who essays the heart of Uncle Toby (q.v.).

"Waft a sigh from Indus to the Pole,
And." Line 58 of Pope's epistle of Abelard to

Jiloisa.

Wager, Lewis. See Maeie Magdalene.

Wager, W. See Longer thou livest, &c.

Wages. A lyric by Alpbed Tennyson, origi-

nally published in Macmillan's Magazine.

Waggoner, The. A poem in four cantos by
William Woedswobth, written in 1805, and dedi-
cated to Charles Lamb. It was published in 1819.

Waife, Gentleman, in Lord Lytton's novel
of What Will he So with It ? is described by The
Quarterly Review as " a perfectly new character,

drawn with all the tender delicacy of a Sophocles—
the old man, who, for the sake of screening a dis-

solute and criminal son, consents to undergo trans-

portation, and for years to bear the imputation of
a felon ; struggling against poverty for the support
of his grandchild, with the same thrift and calm
philosophy as Dr. Eicoabocca; dreading success
more than failure, because it brings notoriety ; re-

fusing each proffer of friendship, and loving dark-
ness because his deeds are good and his son's evU."

Wake, Sir Isaac, political and miscellaneous

writer (b. about 1575, d. 1632), was the author
of, among other works, Rex Platonieus, sive de

Potentissimi principis Jacohi regis ad Acad. Oxon.

adventu (1606), which contaias a passage that is

said to have suggested to Shakespeare the plot of

his Macbeth.

Wake, William, Archbishop of Canterbury

(b. 1667, d. 1737), was the author of An Exposition

of the Boctrines of the Chwrch 'of England (1686),

An English Version of the Genuine Epistles of the

Apostolic Fathers (1693), and The State of the

Church and Clergy of England Considered (1697).

His Remains include Charges and Sermons.

"Waked to ecstasy the living lyre.
Or."—GrBAY, Elegy written in a Cowntry Church'

Wakefield, Gilbert, scholar and miscel-

laneous writer (b. 1756, d. 1801), published a large

number of works, of which the most important are

his translation of the New Testament; Poemata

Latine partim scripta, partim reddita (1776) ; An
Essay on Inspiration (1781) ; A Plain and Short

Account of the Nature of Baptism (1781) ; An En-

quiry into the Opinions of the Christian Writers of
the three^st centuries concerning the Person of Jesus

Christ (1784) ; Remarks on the Internal Evidence of

the Christian Religion (1789); Silva Critica (1789

—

95) ; An Enquiry into the Expediency and Propriety

of Public or Social Worship (1792) ; Evidences of
Christianity (1793) ; An Examination of the Age

of Reason, by Thomas Paine (1794); A Reply to

Thomas Paints Second Part of the Age of Reason

(1795) ; Observations on Pope (1796) ; and A Reply

to some Parts of the Bishop of Llandaff's Address to

the People of Great Britain (1798). His Memoirs,

written by Bimself, appeared in 1792 ; his Corre-

spondence with the late Right Son. Charles James Fox

in the years 1796—1801, chiefly on subjects of Classical

Literature, appeared in 1813.
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Wakefield Plays, The, Bometimes called the

Towneley or the WidMrk Mysteries; Towneley,

because the only MS. in which they are con-

tained belongs to the library of the Towneley
family at Towneley, Lancashire ; and Widkirk,

from the statement made by Douce in 1814 to the

effect that they " formerly belonged to the Abbey
of Widkirk, near Wakefield, in the county of

York." It has since been discovered that no such

place as Widkirk ever existed, and that as at

woodldxk—^which is four miles from the town of

Wakefield—there were no guilds or trades, it is

obvious the plays could only have been acted at the

latter place, which is also sufficiently indicated by
internal evidence. The mysteries, which are thirty-

two in number, were first published in 1836 for the

Surtees Society. " The metres," says Professor

Morley, "are more various and irregular than those
of the Chester or Coventry series, and more freely

broken up into dialogue by the dramatic spirit of

the writers. It is evident that these plays are not,

as the other sets appear to be, the production of

one wit." A full analysis of them will be found
in Collier's History of Dramatic Literature and
Morley's English Writers. See Shephekd's Play,
The.

Wakefield, The Vicar of. A novel by
Oliver Goldsmith (1728—1774), published in

1766, with the sub-title of A Tale, supposed to be

written by himself—i.e., the Vicar. It had been
written as early as 1764, when Johnson, calling at

his lodgings, found he had been arrested by his

landlady for rent, " at which he was in a violent

passion." " He had got a bottle of Madeira and a
glass before him. I put the cork into the bottle,

desired he would be cahn, and began to talk to

him of the means by which he might be extricated.

He then told me he had a novel ready for the press,

which he produced to me. I looked into it, and
saw its merit; told the landlady I would soon
return, and, having gone to a bookseller, sold it

for £60." The bookseller was Newberry, by
whom the tale was issued on the 27th of March,
1766. By May, a second edition had been called for

;

by August, a third ; and a sixth had been issued

before Goldsmith's death in 1774. It was trans-

lated into most European languages, and it was only
four years after its publication that Herder read a
German version of it to the poet Goethe, who
admired it greatly. " How simple this Vicar of
Walcefleld was," says Professor Masson, "how
humorous, how pathetic, how graceful in its

manner, how humane in every pulse of its meaning,
how truly and deeply good ! So said everybody

;

and gradually into that world of imaginary scenes
and beings, made familiar to Engli^ readers by
former works of fiction, a place of special regard
was found for the ideal Wakefield, the Primrose
family (q.v.), and all their belongings."

" Waken, lords and ladies gay." Pirst

line of a Himting Song by Soott, first published in

The Mdinbwgh Annual Register for 1808 :

—

" To the greenwood liaBte away."

" Waking bliss. Such sober certainty
of."

—

Milton, Comus, line 263.

Wald, Matthew. A novel by John Gibson
LocKHAKT (1794—1854), published in 1824, and
written in an autobiographical form.

Walden, Thomas of (b. about 1380, d.

1430), wrote Doctrinale Antiquitatmn Ecclesi<e

(q.v.); De Sacrament is ; Bumdles of Master John
Wielif's Tares with Wheat ; Fasciculi Zizaniorwm ;
and various books on theological and metaphysical
subjects.

Waldly, John of.
The.

MntKOB. OF LlPE,

Walford, Edward, misoeUaneous writer (b.

1823), has published A HandbooJc of the Greek
Drama (1856) ; Lives of the Prince Consort (1862),
Lord Pahnerston (1867), and Louis Napoleon
(1873); Old and New London (after vol. ii.) ; Tales

of our Great Families (1877) ; and many other
works. He was for some time the editor of Once
« Week (1864—67) and of The Gentleman's Maga-
zine (1866—68), and has contributed largely to
periodical literature.

Walker, Clement (d. 1651), was the author
of The History of Independency, published in three
parts, in 1648, 1649, and 1651. A fourth part was
added by another hand in 1660.

Walker, John, lexicographer (b. 1732, d.

1807), published, in 1775, A Dictionary of the

English Language, answering at once the Purposes of
Shyming, Spelling, and Pronowncing ; Elements of
Elocution (1781) ; Mintsfor Improvement in the Art
of Heading (1783) ; The Melody of Speaking Deli-
neated (1787) ; A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary
and Expositor of the English Language (1791)

;

Rhetorical Grammar (1801) ; English Theines and
Essays (1801) ; The Academic Speaker (1801) ; Out-
lines of English Grammar (1805) ; and A Rhyming
Dictionary (q.v.).

Walker, Obadiah. See Beauty, A Dis-
COUKSE OF.

Walker, Sir Edward (b. early in the,
seventeenth century, d. 1677), wrote Mistoricaf
Discourses upon the Progress and Success of the Arms
of Charles I., %c. (1705), the most important por-
tions of which are their accounts of the personal
history of that king, in 1644—5, and of Charles II.,
in his Scotch expedition, in 1650—1. He is also
credited with A Circumstantial Account of the
Preparations for the Coronation of Charles II.
(1820), and Iter Carolinum, a diary of the move-
ments of Charles I., from 1641 to his death,
published in 1660.

Walker, Thomas, magistrate (b. 1784, d.

1836), was the author of TJte Original (q.v.).

Walking Gentleman, A. The name
assumed by Thomas Colley Geattan (1796

—
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1864), in the putlication of his work, entitled
Sigh-ways and Bye-ways, or Tales of the Mood-side,
picked vp in the French Provinces (1825).

"Walks in beauty, like the night,
She." First line of one of Byron's Hebrew
Melodies (q.v.).

" Walks the waters like a thing of life.
She." See stanza 3, canto 1., of Bykon's poem
of The Corsair

:

—
" And seems to dare the elements to strife."

Wall. A character in the interlude of Pyramus
and Thisbe, in A Midsummer Night's Dream, enacted
by Snout, a tinker :

—

'• In this same interlude it doth hefall.
That I, one Snout toy name, present a wall."

Wallace, Alfred Bussel, scientific and
misceUaneous writer (b. 1822), has published
Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro (1852), The
Malay Archipelago (1869), Contributions to the

Theory of Natural Selection (1870), and The Geo-
graphical Distribution of Animals.

Wallace, Donald Mackenzie (b. 1841),

is the author of Russia (1877).

Wallace, James. A novel by Eobekt Bage
<1728—1801), pubUshed in 1788.

Wallace, The Acts and Deeds of Sir
William. A poetical chronicle written about the

year 1460, by the wandering minstrel called Blind
TTahh v (q.v.). It is written in the ten-syUabled

couplet, and is said to have been mainly founded on
k Latin Life of the hero by his schoofieUow, John
Blair—

" The man
That first compUd in dyt the Latyne hufc
Off Wallace lyff, rycht famous of renoune."

It was republished in 1869. " Blind Harry," aays

Professor Morley, " was more patriot than poet,

but where the spirit of the patriot is active, the

life-blood of song flows warm."

Wallenstein. A drama in two parts, trans-

lated fcom Schiller by Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
in 1800.

WaUer, Edmund, poet (b. 1605, d. 1687).

The first collection of this writer's works was made
by himself, and published in 1664. It went
through numerous editions in his hfe-time, and
was followed in 1690 by a second collection of

poems, written in his later years. The complete

WorJcs of Edmund Waller, Esq., im Verse and Frose,

published by Mr. Fenton, appeared in 1729. The
Poems were edited by Kobert Bell in 1866.

See Johnson's Lives of the Poets. "The characters,"

says that writer, "by wHich Waller intended to

distinguish his writing are sprightUness and

dignity; in his smallest pieces he endeavours to

be gay; in the larger, to be great. Of his airy

and light productions, the chief source is gallantry,

that attentive reverence of female excellence which

has descended to us from the Gothic ages. As his

poems are commonly occasional, and his addresses
personal, he was not so liberally supplied with
grand as with soft images. The delicacy which
he cultivated, restrains Mm to a certain nicety and
caution, even when he writes upon the slightest

matter. He has, therefore, in his whole volume,
nothing burlesque, and seldom anything ludicrous
or faimliar. He seems always to do his best,

though his subjects are often unworthy of his care.

His thoughts are for the most part easily under-
stood, and his images such as the superficies of

nature readily supplies ; he has a just claim to
popularity, because he writes to common degrees
of knowledge, and is free at least from philo-
sophical pedantry, unless, perhaps, the 'end of a song
To the Sum may be excepted, in which he is too
much a Copemican. His thoughts are sometimes
hyperbolical, and his images unnatural. Hia
images of gallantry are not always in the highest
degree deHcate. Sometimes a thought, which
might perhaps fill a distich, is expanded and
attenuated till it grows weak and almost evanescent.

His sallies of casual flattery are sometimes elegant

and happy, as that in return of The Silver Pen

;

and sometimes empty and trifling, as that upon
The Card torn by the Qtieen. There are a few Lines

Written in the Duchess's Tasso, which he is said by
Fenton to have kept a summer under correction.

It happened to Waller, as to others, that his

success was not always in proportion to his labour.

Of these pretty compositions, neither the beauties

nor the faults deserve much attention. The
amorous verses have this to recommend them,

that they are less hyperbolical than those of some
other poets. ' Waller is not always at the last

gasp ; he does not die of a frown, nor live upon a

smile. There is, however, too much love, and too

many trifles. Little things are made too important

;

and the Empire of Beauty is represented as

exerting its influence further than can be allowed

by the multiplicity of human passions and the

variety oi human wants. Of his nobler and more
weighty performances, the greater part is pane-

gyrical. He certainly very much excelled in

smoothness most of the writers who were living

when his poetry commenced. But he was rather

smooth than strong; of the "fuU resounding Hne"
which Pope attributes to Dryden, he has given very-

few examples. The general character of his poetry is

elegance and gaiety. He is never pathetic, and very

rarely sublime. He seems neither to have had a

mind much elevated by nature, nor amplified by

learning. His thoughts are such as a liberal con-

versation and large acquaintance with life would

easily supply." See Panegyric upon the Lord
Protector ;

Sacharissa.

Waller, JohnPrancis, LL.D., poet and

miscellaneous writer (b. 1810), has published The

Slingsby Papers (1852), Poems (1854), The Dead

Bridal (1856), Pictures from English Literature

(1870), The Revelations of Peter Brown (1870), and

Festival Tales (1873). He was for many years the
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editor of The Dublin University Magazine; has

edited (with biographical memoirs) the works of

Swift, Goldsmith, and Moore ; and has contributed

largely to periodical literature. He also edited

The Imperial Dictionary of Universal Biography.

See SLiNGSBy, Jonathan Fbeke.

Waller, Sir William, general (b. 1597,

d. 1668), wrote Divine Meditations iipon Several

Occasions with a Daily Directory (1680), and a

Vindication of the Character and Conduct of Sir

William Waller, Knt., Commander in Chief of the

Farliamentary Forces in the West; explanatory of his

talcing up ^rms against King Charles the First,

written by himself, now first published from the

original Manuscript (1793). See Wood's Athena
Oxonienses.

Wallis, John, D.D., mathematician (b.

1616, d. 1703), wrote A Grammar of the English

Tongue (1653) ; Mnemoniea : or, the Art of Memory
(1661) ; Sobbius Heauton-timorwmenos (1662)

;

Mcchanica, sive de Motu (1670), and other works,
republished in a complete form in 1693—9, the

titles of which may be read in Hutton's Philoso-

phical Dictionary. For autobiographical particu-

lars, see the pubHsher'a appendix to the preface to

Heame's edition of Langtoft's Chronicle.

" Walnuts and the wine, Across the."—Tennyson, The Miller's Daughter.

Walpole. A comedy by Edwakd, Lord
Lytton (q.v.), pubKshed in 1869, and founded on
incidents in the career of Sir Eobert Walpole.

Walpole, Horace, fourth Earl of Orford,

antiquary (b. 1717, d. 1797), wrote .Sides Walpoli-

a/n<e : or, a Description of the Pictures at Houghton
Sail, the seat, of Sir Robert Walpole, Earl of Or-

ford (1752) ; Catalogue of the IRoyal and Noble
Authors of EngUmd, with Lists of their Works
(1758) ; Fugitive Pieces in Prose and Verse (1758)

;

Catalogue of the Collections of Pictures of the Duke
of Devonshire (1760) ; Anecdotes of Painting in

England (1762---71) ; Catalogue of Engravers who
have been born or resided in England (1763) ; The
Castle of Otranto (1765), (q.v.) ; Sistoric Doubts on
the Life and Seign of King Richard III. (1768),

(q.T.) ; The Mysterious Mother (1768), (q.v.) ; Mis-
cellaneous Antiquities (1772) ; Description of the

Villa of Horace Walpole at Strawberry Sill (1772)

;

Letter to the Editor of the Miscellanies of Thomas
Chatterton (1779) ; Hieroglyphicle Tales (1785)

;

Essay on Modern Gardening (1785); Hasty Produc-

tions (1791) ; Memoirs of the Last Ten Tears (1751
—60) of the Reign of George II. (edited by Lord
Holland in 1812) ; Reminiscences (collected in

1818) ; Memoirs of the Reign of King George III.

from his accession to mi (edited by Sir Denis Le
Marchant in 1845) ; Journal of the Reign of George

III. from 1771 to 178S (edited by Dr. Doran in

1859); and several minor publications. A complete
edition of The Letters of Horace Walpole, Earl of
Orford, edited by Peter Cunningham, chrono-

logically arranged, illustrated with notes, and
accompanied by a general index, appeared in 1857.

His Memoirs, edited by Eliot Warburton, were-

published in 1851. See Macau]a,y's Essays from
The Edinburgh Review and Scott's Biographies.
" It is the fashion," wrote Lord Byron, " to under-
rate Horace Walpole ; firstly, because he was a
nobleman, and secondly, because he was a gentle-

man; but to say nothing of the composition of
Ms incomparable letters, and of The Castle of
Otranto, he is the ' ultimus Romanorum,' the
author of The Mysterious Mother, a tragedy of the
highest order, and not a puling love-play. He i»

the father of the first romance and the last tragedy
in our language, and surely worthy of a higher
place than any living author, be he who he may."
This exaggerated estimate of Walpole may be con-
trasted with Macaiday's criticism :

" None but an
unhealthy and disorganised mind could have pro-
duced such literary luxuries as the works of Horace
Walpole. His mind was a bundle of inconsistent
whims and affections. He played innumerable
parts, and over-acted them all.

. When he talked
misanthropy he out-Timoned Timon; when he-

talked philanthropy he left Howard at an immea-
surable distance."

Walsh, William, poet, critic, and scholar
(b. 1663, d. 1709), wrote The Golden Age Restored ,'

Eugenia, u. Defence of Women ; Esculapius : or, th^
Hospital of Fools ; and A Collection of Letters and
Poems, amorous and gallant. See Johnson's Lives

of the Poets. The reader -srill remember Pope's-

reference to him in The Dunciad

:

—
"And knowing Walsh would tell me I could write."

Walsingham, Thomas, monk of St. Albans,.

and chronicler (circa 1400), -wrote Historia Angli-
cana (q.v.) ; and Tpodigma Neustrim, vel Normannii^
ab Irruptione Normannorum usque ad Annum
Sextam regni Henrici V. (1574). Both works were-
reprinted in 1603.

Walter, John, journalist (b. 1739, d. 1812),.

began The Daily Universal Register on January 1,

1785, merging it, on January 1, 1788, into th&
paper which is now known as The Times (q.v.)

.

Walter of VarUa. A vassal of the Laud-
grave Le-wis, in Chables Kingslet's dramatic
poem of T/ie Saint's Tragedy (q.v.). He represents-
the "healthy animalism" of the Teutonic mind,
with its mixture of deep earnestness and heartj'

merriment.

Walter, Richard.
Lord.

Anson, George,.

Walter, William. See Simsmunda.

- Walton, Brian, Bishop of Chester (b. 1600,.
d. 1661), is best known as the editor of the Poly-
glott Bible, which goes by his name. He was, how-
ever, the author of several valuable and interesting'
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treatises. See the Life by Todd (1821). See also

POLYGLOTTA BiBLIA WalTONI.

Walton, Izaak, biographer and angler (b.

1593, d. 1683), wrote -Cities of Donne (1640), Wotton
(1651), Hooker (1665), Herbert (1670), and Sander-
eon (1678), the first four being published together

in 1671. The Compleat Angler: or, the Contem-

plative Maris Jiecreation (q.v.), appeared in 1653.

Walton also wrote an elegy on the death of Donne
in 1633, and he is said to he the author of "two
modest and peaceable letters " on Zove and Truth

(q.v.), which were published in 1680. A Life of
Izaak Walton, including Notices of his Contem-

poraries, was published by Dr. Zouch in 1814. See

also the Lives by Hawkins, Nicholas, and Dow-
ling. See "Satellites etirninqin a lucid bino,"

and Thealma and Clearchus.

Waltz, The : " an Apostrophic Hymn," by
Horace Hornem, Esq. {i.e., Lord Byron), published

in 1813. A satirical poem, in the heroic couplet,

directed against the improprieties of a dance which
had a short time previously been introduced into

England. The writer represents himself as " a

country gentleman of a Midland county," who,

disgusted with what he witnessed at a ball, " sat

down, and, with the aid of William Fitzgerald, Esq.

,

and Dr. Busby, composed the hynm" in question.

"Waly, waly up the bank, O." See

" WALT, WALT UP THE BANK."

Wamba. "Son of Witless," and jester to

Cedric of Rotherwood, in Sir Walter Scott's

romance of Ivanhoe (q.v.).

"Wandered east (I've) , I've -wandered
west,"

—

Motherwell, Jeanie Morison—
" Through many a weary day."

"Wanderer (A), Wilson, from thy
native land." First line of an Ode to £,ae Wilson,

Esquire, by Thomas Hood.

Wanderer of Switzerland, The. A
poem by James Montgomery (1771—1854), pub-

lished in 1806, and severely reviewed in The

Edinburgh Review for January, 1807. It was

apropos of the latter notice that Byron declared

this poem of Montgomery's to be "worth a

thousand Lyrical Ballads and at least fifty ' de-

graded epics.'
"

Wanderer, The. A poem contained in the

Exeter Book (q.v.), in which the wanderer bewails

the slaughter of his lord and kinsmen, the destruc-

tion of their king, and the hardship of his wander-

ings. " Into this haU epic matter," says Warton,
" are woven reflections on the excellence of con-

stancy and sUent endurance, and on the transitory

nature of earthly things : the ruins which .cover

the face of the earth are but presages of that

general destruction to which all things are tend-

ing; the world grows old and decrepit day by

day."
" 43

Walnderer, The. A poem by Eiohard
Savage (q.v.), published in 1729.

Wanderer, The : " or. Female Difficulties."

A novel by Madame D'Arblay (1752— 1840), pub-
lished in 1814, for which she received the sum of

£1,600. "Yet," as Miss Kavanagh says, "The
Wanderer is a duU story, in spite of character,

incident, evident care, and minor merits." The
heroine is called Juliet Granville, and is wedded
to a man whom she despises, from whom she flees

in despair, and by whom she is relentlessly followed,

until his death delivers her from her torture, and
restores her to liberty and social rank.

Waijderer, The. The title given by EoEERT,
Lord Lttton (q.v.), to a collection of his miscel-

laneous lyrics published in 1859.

Wandering Jew, The. A ballad of the

sixteenth century, which relates how this famous
personage appeared at Hamburgh in 1547, and
pretended he had been a shoemaker at the time of

Christ's crucifixion. It is preserved in the Pepys
collection. The stoiy of the Wandering Jew is

told by Matthew of Paris, and may be consulted in

the erudite pages of Baring-Gould's Curious Myths

of the Middle Ages.

Wandering Jew, The. A romance by
Perot Btsshe Shelley, written in conjunction

with Captain Medwin, about 1809, when the poet

was seventeen years of age.

Wandering Muses, The :
" or, the River

of Forth Feasting." See River or Forth Feast-

ing.

Wandering Prince of Troy, The. An
old ballad on the subject of the travels of .Slneas.

Wandering Willie. A song by Robert

Burns (1759—1796), the heroine of which, accord-

ing to Allan Cunningham, was Jlrs. Riddel.

Chambers, on the other hand, thinks it was written

on Mrs. Maclehose, who was then in the West

Indies, seeking a reunion vrith her husband.

" Wauken, ye breezes, row gently, ye billows,

And waft my dear laddie ance mair lo my arms.

Wandering Wood, The, in Spenser's

Fairie Queene, is the place where the Red Cross

Knight (q.v.) and Una (q.v.) encounter Error,

Who is slain by the former.

" Want of decency is want of sense."

A line in Roscommon's Essay on Translated Verse.

"Want of pence. That eternal." See

" Pence, That eternal want of."

" Wanton wiles." — Milton, L'Allegro,

line 27.

"War (Ez fur), I caU it murder."—
Lowell, Siglow Papers.

" War its thousands slays : peace its

ten thousands."—Beilbt Porteous, Death, line

178.
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" War, Sinews of." See " Sinews op

TVAB."

" War, war is still the cry, * war even
to the knife

! ' "

—

Byeon, Childe Harold's Pilgrimage,

canto i., stanza 86. The expression, " war to the
knife,'' is said to have heeu littered by General
Palafox in reply to a summons to surrender Sara-

gossa in 1808.

"Warbler of poetic prose." A descrip-

tion applied to Sir Philip Sidney hy William
CowPER in his Task, book iv. (" Winter Even-
ing").

"Warbles his native wood-notes
wUd."

—

Milton, L'Allegro. The allusion is to

Warburton and a Warburtonian,
Tracts by. Published by Samuel Parr (1747

—

1825) in 1789. The tracts were early compositions
by William Wakburton, not admitted into the
collected editions of his works ; and the Warbur-
tonian was Bishop Huiid, who had been as full of

adulation for his brother bishop as he had been of

recrimination for his opponents, and whom Parr
bitterly attacked in the preface to the Tracts. See
Disraeli's Quarrels of Authors.

Warburton, Eliot Bartholomew
George, novelist and miscellaneous writer (b.

1810, d. 1852), wrote The Orescent and the Cross

(1845) ; Memoirs of Prince Rupert and the Cavaliers

(1849); Reginald Hastings (1850); Darien : or, the

Merchant Prince (1851) ; and A Life of the Earl of
Peterborough (1853).

Warburton, William, Bishop of Gloucester
(b. 1698, d. 1779), published Miscellaneous Trans-
lations, in Prose and Verse, from Romam Poets,
Orators, and Historians (1714) ; A Critical and
Philosophical Inquiry into the Causes of Prodigies
and Miracles, as related by Historians, ^c. (1727)

;

The Alliance between Chwrch and State (1736),
(q.v.) ; The Divine Legation of Moses Demonstrated
(q.T.) ; A Vindication of Pope's Mssay on Man
(1740) ; A Commentary on the same work (1742)

;

Julian (1750) ; The Principles of Natural and
Revealed Religion, occasionally opened and explained
(1763—64) ; A View of Lord Bolingbroke' s Phi-
losophy (1756) ; The Doctrine of Grace (1762)

;

and some minor publications. His Works were
edited by Bishop Hurd in 1788. His Literary
Remains appeared in 1841, under the editorship of
the Eev. F. KUligrew. His Letters to the Hon.
Charles Torke from 1752 to 1770 were privately
printed in 1812. Dr. Parr edited in 1789 Tracts
by Warburton and a Warburtonian (q.v.) [Bishop
Hurd], and in 1808, Letters from a late eminent
Prelate [Warburton] to one of his Friends [Bishop
Hurd]. The Life of Bishop Warburton was pub-
lished by the Eev. J. S. Watson in 1863. See also
Billiotheca Parnasia, and The Quarterly Review for
June, 1812. See Pjjodigies and Miracles.

Ward, Artemus. The literary pseudonym
of Charles Fareer Browne, an American
humorist (1832—1867), whose story is told in the
preface to his Lecture at the Egyptian Hall, and in
The Genial Showman, by E. P. Kingston. His
Book of Goaks and Travels among the Mormons ap-
peared in 1865, and Artemus Ward in London in
1867.

Ward, Edward, poet (b. 1667, d. 1731),
wrote a large number of Works, published in a
collected form in 1717, of which the following
are the most important :

—

The London Spy (1698—

•

1700); Hudibras Redivivus (q.v.); Vulgus Bri-
tannicus (1710) ; Nuptial Dialogues and Debates

(1710) ; and The History of the Grand Rebellion

digested into Verse (lIlS). A list of Ward's various
writings is given in Lowndes' Bibliographer's
MoMual. For Biography see Baker's Biographia
Dramatiea and The Retrospective Review, vol. iii.

Ward, Robert Plumer, novelist and mis-
cellaneous writer (b. 1765, d. 1846), wrote An
Inquiry imto the Foundation and History of the

Laws of Nations in Europe (1794) ; Tremaine : or,

the Man of Refinement (1825) ; De Vere : or, the Man
of Independence (1827); Illustrations of Life (1837);
Pictures of the World (1838); The Revolution of
1688 (1838); De Clifford: or, the Constant Man
(1841) ; and Ohatsworth : or, the Romance of a
Week (1844). His Memoirs, with selections from
his diaries and letters, appeared in 1850.

Ward, Thomas, Roman Catholic contro-
versialist (b. 1662, d. 1708), wrote Errata of the
Protestant Bible, and EnglancPs Reformation, a
Hudibrastic poem.

"Warder of the brain. Memory, the."—Macbeth, act i., scene 7.

Wardlaw, Lady. See Halket, Elizabeth.

Wardlaw, Balph, D.D., Dissenting divine
(b. 1779,- d. 1853), wrote Sermons {\i09) ; Discourse
on the Principal Points of the Socinian Controversy

(1814) ; JJnitarianism Incapable of Vindication

(1816) ; Lectures on the Book of Ecelesiastes (1821)

;

Essays on Pardon and Assurance (1831) ; On Faith
and Atonement fl832) ; On the Sabbath (1832)

;

Christian Ethics (1834) ; On National Church Estab-
lishments (1839) ; Female Prostitution (1842) ;

On the Atonement (1843) ; Life of Joseph (1845)

;

Infant Baptism (1846) ; Congregational Independency
(1848) ; On the Miracles (1853) ; Systematic Theo-
logy, and lectures on various portions of Scripture
(1860, 1861, and 1862). His Life was published
by Dr. W. L. Alexander in 1856.

Wardle, Mr. A fat gentleman in Dickens's
novel of the Pickwick Papers (q.v.), who possesses
two daughters, EmUy and Isabella, and a maiden
sister, of uncertain age, called Eachel. For their
first appearance, see chapter iv.

Waring. A poem by Robert Brownino (b.

1812), of which the opening lines are:

—
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•' What's become of Waring

Since he gave us ali the slip,

Chose land-iravel or sea-faring,
Boats and chest or stiiffi and scrip.

Rather than pace up and down.
Any longer, London-town ?

"

By Waxing the poet means Alfred Domett, wto,

so long ago as 1837, "was contributing lyrics

to Blackwood, which justly won the favour of the

buriy editor. From a young poet who could throw
ofi a glee like

or,

'Hence, rude Winter, crabhed old fellow,

" • All who've known each other long,*

his friends had a right to expect a brilliant future.

But he was an insatiable wanderer, and ' could not

rest from travel.' His productions dated from

every portion of the globe ; finally he disappeared

altogether, and ceased to be heard from, but his

memory was kept green by Browning's nervous

characterisation of him. After three decades the

question was answered, and our vagrant bard re-

turned from Australia with a long South Sea idyl,

Banolf and Amahia—a poem justly praised by
Browning for varied beauty of power, but charged

with the difEuseness, transcendentalism, defects of

art and action, that were current among Domett's

radical brethren so many years ago. The world,"

says Stedman, writing in 1876, " has gone by him.

The lyrics of his youth, and chiefly a beautiful

Christmas Bymn, are, after all, the best fruits, as

they were the first, of his long and restless Hfe."

(He published in 1877 a volume of lyrics, old and

new, entitled Flotsam a/nd Jetsam.)

"Warn (To), to comfort, and com-
mand."—^WoBDSWOETH, She was a Fhamtom of

Delight.

Warner, Anna B., an American authoress,

sister of Susan Warner {q.v.),has published, under

the pseudonym of " Amy Lothrop," Dollars and

Cents (1852), My Brother's Keeper (1855), Stories of

Vinegar Sill (1871), and various other_ works,

including several in conjunction with her sister.

Warner, Charles Dudley, American

humorist, has published My Svminer in a Garden;

Backlog Studies; Baddech, and that Sort of Thing;

Saunterings; The Gilded Age (with Mark Twain)

;

Mvmmies amd Moslems; and other works.

Warner, Susan.
BETH.

See Wetheeell, Eliza-

Warner, Sybil. A character in liord Lttt-

ton's Last of the Barons.

Warner, William, poet (b. 1668, d. 1609),

wrote Albion's Mgland (1586—1606), (q.v.) ;
Tan

Us Syrinx, or Fipe, compact of Seven Seedes, &o.

(1584) ; besides translating the Meneechmi of

Hautos. See Aboentilb and Cuban ;
Stbinx.

Warning to Fair Women, The. An old

Elizabethan tragedy, in which a London merchant

is murdered by his wife and her paramour. It

was published in 1599. It includes personifications

of IVagedy, History, and Comedy, each of whom
claims superiority and the possession of the stage.

Warren Hastings, Charges Against.
A pamphlet by John Logan (1748—1788), which
excited considerable attention at the time of its

publication, and led to the prosecution of its pub-
lisher by the House of Commons. See the JEssay

on Warren Hastings, by Macaulay.

Warren, John Leicester, poet, has pub-
lished Rehearsals, a Book of Verses (1870) ; Philoe-

tetes, u, Metrical Drama (1871) ; Orestes, a Metrical

Drama (1871); and Searching the Net, a Book of
Verses (1873). "This poet," says Stedman, " is of

the most cultured type. His Sehearsals is a collec-

tion of verses that generally show the influence of

Swinburne, but include a few psychological studies

in a widely difierent vein. He is less florid and
ornate than his favourite master ; all of his work
is highly finished, and much of it very effective."

Warren, Samuel, D.C.L., novelist and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1807, d. 1877), wrote Passages

from the Diary of a Late Physician (1837) ; Ten

Thousand a Year (1841); Now and Then (1847);

The Lily and the Bee (1851) ; Miscellanies, Critical

and Imaginative (1854) ; The Moral and Intellectual

Development of the Age (1854) ; and several legal

works. His writings were published in a uniform

edition in 1854—5.

Warres, Warres, Warres, Arma
Virumque Cano. A poem attributed by

Rimbault, in his preface to The Knight's Con-

juring, to Thomas Dbkker (about 1570—1641).

It was printed ia 1618, and has for motto

—

" Into the field I bring
Souldiers and battailes,

Boeth their fames I sing."

Warrington, George. A barrister, and

friend of Arthur Pendennis, in love with Laura

(q.v.), in Thackeray's novel of Pendennis. " One

of the most real, as well as loveable, of the

author's creations."

"Warrior taking his rest. He lay
like a."—Chaeles Wolfe, The Burial of Sir John

Moore.

"War's a game -which, -were their

subjects wise. Kings would not play at."—Cowpee,

The Task, book v., " Winter Morning Walk."

"War's glorious art."—Young, The Love

of Fame, satire vii., line 55.

" Wars of old, Riag out the thousand."
Tennyson, In Memoriam, canto 5.

" War's rattle."—ScoTT, Marmion, canto iii.,

stanza 10.

" Wars (The big) that make ambition
virtue."

—

Othello, act iii., scene 3.

Warter, John Wood, clergyman and mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1806), is best known as editor
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of his father-in-law, Southeys, Doctor, Common-
place Booh, Letters, and The Last of the Old
Squires (1854). He ha8 also published Parochial
Sermons (1844), The Seaboard and the Down (1860),
Wise Saws and Modern Instances (1861), and other
works. See Oldacre.

Warton, Joseph, poet and critic (b. 1722,
d. 1800), contributed an English translation of the
Hclogms and Georgics to an edition of Virgil under-
taken by himself and Pitt (1753) ; also several

papers, chiefly critical, to The Adventurer. He
published Odes on Several Subjects (1746), An Essay
on the Genius and Writings of Pope (1756—82),
editions of Pope (1797) and Drj-den (1800), and
various miscellaneous pieces. His Biography and
Letters were published by "Wooll in 1806.

Warton, Thomas, poet-laureate and critic

(b. 1728, d. 1790), published Five Pastoral Eclogues

(1745) ; The Pleasures of Melancholy (1745) ; The
Triumph of Isis (1749) ; An Ode for Music (1751)

;

The Union : or, Select Scots and English Poems
(1753) ; Observations on the Faery Queene of Spenser

(1753) ; The Observer Observed (1756) ; The Life ofSir
Thomas Pope (1760) ; The Life and Literary Remains
ofRalph Bathurst, M.D., Dean of Wells (1761) ; con-
tributions to the Oxford Collection of Verses (1761)

;

A Companion to the Guide and a Guide to the Com-
panion (1762); The Oxford Sausage (1764), (q.v.);

an edition of Theocritus (1770) ; A Bistory of
Kiddington Parish (1781) ; An Inquiry into the
Poems attributed to Thomas Rowley (1782) ; an edition
of Milton (1785); The Progress of Discontent;
and Newmarket, a Satire ; A Panegyric on Ale ; A
Description of the City, College, and Cathedral of
Winchester. The first volume of his famous
Mistory of English Poetry appeared in 1774, and
the third iu 1781 ; an edition, with notes by
Eitson, Ashby, Douce, Park, and others, appeared
in 1824 ; and another was published in 1846, with
additional notes by Madden, Thorpe, Kemble,
Thoms, and Taylor. The most elaborate edition
is that prepared by W. Carew HazUtt. Warton's
Poetical Works, with memoirs of his life and
writings, and notes critical and explanatory by
Eichard Mant, were issued in 1802. For an essay
both on Thomas and on Joseph Warton, see
Dennis's Studies in English Literatwre. See Ale,
A Panegykic on Oxford.

Warwickshire, The Antiquities of.
Illustrated. A county history by Sir "William
DuGDALE (1605—1685), pubhshed in 1656, after
twenty years' indefatigable research. "It must
stand," says Gough, " at the head of all our county
histories." " There are works," says Whitaker,
[' which scrupulous accuracy, united with stubborn
integrity, has elevated to the rank of legal evidence.
Such is Dugdale's Warwickshire."

"Waste its sweetness on the desert
air. And." A line in stanza 14 of Gray's Elegy
written in a Country Churchyard (q.v.).

"Waste of wearisome hours, Life is
a."

—

Moore, Oh, think not, my Spirit.

"Wasteful and ridiculous excess."—
I[ing John, act iv., scene 2.

"Wasting in despair. Shall I." First
line of a lyric by George Wither.

Wastle, William. A pseudonym under
which John Gibson Lockhart (1794—1854) con-
tributed several papers to Blackwood's Magazine.

Wat Tyler. A poetic drama, written by
Eobert Southet (1774—1843) " in the course of
three mornings" in 1794, and published in the
same year. " I wrote Wat Tyler," said the poet,
afterwards, " as one who was impatient of all the
oppressions that are under the sun. The subject
was injudiciously chosen, and it was treated as
might be expected by a youth of twenty in such
times, who regarded only one side of the question."

" Watcher of the skies. Some." —
Keats, Sonnet xi.

Watchman, The. A periodical in prose and
verse, projected and written by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge. Its motto was— " That all might
know the truth, and that the truth might make us
free." It was published weekly, and lasted from
March 1 to May 13, 1796.

Water Patient, The Confessions of a.
A letter by Edward, Lord Lytton (1805—1873),
addressed to Harrison Ainsworth, in 1845, in
defence of the hydropathic system, which the
author had been induced to try for the benefit of
his health.

Water-Poet, The. A name bestowed on
John Taylor, the poetaster (1580—1654), who
was for some time a waterman plying on the river
Thames.

Water-Work : " or, the ScuUer's Travels from
Tyber to Thames, with his boat laden with a
Hotch-Potch, or Gallimaufrey of Sonnets, Satires,
and Epigrams. With an ink-horn disputation
betwixt a Lawyer and a Poet, and a quantum of
new-oatched Epigrams, caught the last fishing-
tide, together with an edition of Pastoral Equi-
voques, or the Complaint of a Shepherd, dedicated
to neither Monarch nor Miser, Keaser or Caitii,
Palatine or Plebeian, but to great Mounseer Mul-
titude, alias All, or Every One," by John Taylor
(1680—1654).

"Water, water, everywhere,"—Cole-
ridge, The Ancient Jjlariner, part ii,

—

" Nor any drop to drink.**

Waterloo, The Field of. A poem by Sir
Walter Scott (1771—1832), published in 1815,
with the following advertisement:—"It may be
some apology for the imperfections of this poem,
that it was composed hastily, and during a short
tour upon the Continent, when the author's labours
were liable to frequent interruption ; but its best
apology is, that it was written for the purpose of
assisting the Waterloo subscription." The general
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opinion in regard to the poem is well expressed by
the contemporary epigrammatist, who wrote

—

" On Waterloo's ensanguined plain
Pull many a gallant man was slain.
But none, by bullet or by sliot.
Fell half su flat as Walter Scott."

Waterland, Daniel, theological writer (b.

1683, d. 1740), published Queries in Vindication of
Christ's Divinity (1719) ; Sermons in Defence of
Christ's Divinity (1720); Case of Arian Subscrip-

tion Considered (1721) ; A Second Vindication{n2S)
;

A Further Vindication (1724) ; A Critical History

of the Athanasian Oe«(?(1724); The Nature, Obliga-

tion, and lEfflcacy of the Christian Sacraments Con-
sidered (1730) ; The Importance of the Doctrine of
the Trinity Asserted (1734); Review of the Eu-
charist (1737) ; Scripture Vindicated against Tindal;
and other Works, republished complete by Bishop
"Van Mildert in 1823. A Review of his Life and
Writings accompanied that edition, whidi was
reprinted in 1866.

"Waters, "Toung. Aballad printed in Percy's
Iteliques, "from a copy printed not long since at

Glasgow. The world was indebted for its publica-

tion to the Lady Jean Hume, sister of the Ear] of

Hume." It is supposed to allude to the fate of the

Earl of Murray, who was murdered by the Earl
of Huntley in 1592. " There is, at most," says

Allingham, " a resemblance in the motive."

"W"aterton, Charles, naturalist (b. about

1782, d. 1865), published Wanderings in South

America, the North- West of the United States, and
the Antilles, in 1812, 1816, 1820, and 18U (1825) ;

Essays on Natural History, chiefly Ornithology, with

an Autobiography of the Author (1838) ; a second

series of essays, with a continuation of the auto-

biography (1844) ; and a third series of essays

(1857).

"Wats, Gilbert, miscellaneous writer (b. 1600,

d. 1657), translated Davila's History of the Civil

Wars and Lord Bacon's De Augmentis Scientiarimn.

"Watson, David (b. 1710, d. 1756), published

a translation of Horace and The History of the

Heathen Gods and Goddesses.

"Watson, James, printer and journalist (b.

1675, d. 1722), started The Edinburgh Gazette in

1699, and The Edinburgh Courant and The Scots

Courant in 1705 ; besides publishing a translation

from the French of Jean de la CaLLle entitled The

History of the Art of Frintimg.

"Watson, Richard, Bishop of Llandafl (b.

1737, d. 1816), published Institutiones Metallurgies

(1768); An Apology for Christianity (1776); Xetter

to Archbishop Comwallis on the Church Revenues

;

Chemical Essays (1781—87); Theological Tracts

(1785); Sermons on Public Occasions and Tracts on

Religious Subjects (1788) ; An Apology for the Bible

(1796); Principles of the Revolution Vindicated; and

other Works. Anecdotes of the Life of Richard

Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, written by Himself,

appeared in 1817.

Watson, Richard, Dissenting divine (b.

1781, d. 1833), wrote Theological Institutes (1814);
Conversations for the Yotmg (1830); a. Life of John
Wesley (1831) ; a Biblical and Theological Dic-
tionary (183^); Sermons (1834); Expositions of
Scripture (1836); The Universal Redemption of Man-
kind the Doctrine of Mankind; and other Works.
His Life was written by the Eev. Thomas Jackson,
and published in 1834.

Watson, Robert, LL.D. (b. 1730, d. 1780),
wrote a History of the Reign of Philip II., King
of Spain (1777), of the Eeign of Philip III., King
of Spain (1783), and of the Duke of York (1779).

Watson, Thomas, D.D., Bishop of Lincoln
(d. 1682), published Two Notable Serm,ons before

the Queene's Highness concerning the Reall Presence

(1554), and Holsojne and Catholyke Doctrine con-

cerning the Seven Sacraments (1558).

Watson, Thomas, Nonconformist divine (d.

about 1690), was the author of A Body of Divinity

and The Art of Divine Contentment.

Watson, Thomas, poet (b. 1560, d. 1592), ,

was the author of The 'EKaTofiTraBta : or. Passionate

Centurie of Love, divided into two parts (1682),

(q.v.) ; Amyntas (1585); Melibasus (1590); An
Eclogue upon the Death of the Sight Hon. Sir

Erancis Walsingham (1690) ; The First Set of
Italian Madrigals Englished (1590) ; Am,intie Gaudia

(1592) ; The Tears of Fancie : or. Love Disdained

(1593); Compendium Memoriae Localis ; and a

translation of the Antigone of Sophocles. See

Arber's English Reprints.

Watt, Robert, M.D. (b. 1774, d. 1819), was
the compiler of the Bibliot?ieca Britannica : or.

General Index to British and Foreign Literature

(1819—24); and the author of Rules of Life (1814),

and other works.

Wattle, Captain. A character in Dibdin's

ballad of Captain Wattle and Miss Roe

:

—
" Did you ever hear of Captain Wattle ?

He was all Jor love and a little lor the hottle."

Watton, John. A contemporary of Dunbar.

See Speculum Christiani.

Watts, Alaric Alexander, poet and

journalist (b. 1799, d. 1864), published Poetical

Sketches (1822), Scenes of Life and Shades of

Character (1831), and Lyrics of the Heart, with

other Poems (1851); besides editing The Literary

Souvenir (1825—34), The Poetical Album (1828—

29), and The Cabinet of Modern Art (1836—38).

He also conducted, at difEerent periods. The Leeds

Intelligencer, The United Service Gazette, The

Standard, and other newspapers.

Watts, Isaac, D.D., devotional writer and

reHgious poet (b. 1674, d. 1748), published Hora
Lyricce (1706) ; Hymns (1707) ; Guide to Prayer

(1715); Psalms and Hymns (1719); Divine and

Motal Songs for Children (1720) ; Sermons on Various

Subjects (1721—23) ; Logic (1725) ; The Christian

Doctrine of the Trinity (1726) ; On the love of God,
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and On the Use and Abuse of the Passions (1729)

;

Catechisms for Children and Youth (1730) ; Short

View of Scripture Bistory (1730) ; Humble At-

tempt towards the Jtevival of Practical Jieligion

(1731) ; Philosophical Essays (1734) ; Seliquia

Juveniles (1734) ; Essay on the Strength and Weak-
ness of Human Season (1737) ; The World to Come

(1738) ; The Ruin and Recovery of Mankind (1740);

Improvement of the Mind (1741) ; Orthodoxy

and Charity United (1745) ; Glory of Christ as God-

Man Unveiled (1746) ; Evangelical Discourses (1747)

;

Nine Sermons preached in 1718—19 (1812) ; and
Christian Theology and Ethics, with a Life by Mills,

in 1839. The Life by Milner, including the Cor-

respondence, had appeared in 1834. See Mind,
Improvement or the ; Songs, Divine and Mokal.

Watty and Meg. A poem by Alexander
Wilson (1766— 1813), published anonymously
in 1792, and attributed to Eobert Bums.
Chambers says that as the latter poet was one day
sitting at his desk by the side of the window, a
weU-known hawker, Andrew Bishop, went past

crying—" Watty and Meg, a new ballad, by Eobert
Burns." The poet looked out and said—" That's

a lee, Andrew, but I could make your plack a bawbee
if it were mine."

Waugh, Edwin, poet and prose writer (b.

1817), is the author of Lancashire Songs, Lancashire

Sketches, Tufts of Heatherfrom a Lancashire Moor,

Besom Ben, Ben ant th' Bantam, TK Owd Blanket,

and other works. " Waugh," says Stedman, " is

by far the best of Lancashire's recent dialect-poets.

To say nothing of many other little garlands of

poesy which have their origin in his knowledge of

humble life in that district, the Lancashire Songs
have gained a wide reception by pleasing truthful

studies of their dialect and themes."

Waverley :
" or, 'tis Sixty Years Since." A

novel by Sir Walter Scott (1771—1832), the
first few chapters of which were written in 1805,

but then laid aside, in deference to the unfavour-
able opinion of certain of the author's friends.

Eight years afterwards Scott came across the
manuscript by chance, and determined to conclude
the story. This he did in the remarkably short

period of three weeks, the whole work being pub-
lished anonymously in 1814. It was immediately
and strikingly successful, and the author of

Waverley became a literary lion, the identity of

whom it was long a passion of the reading world
to discover. The secret was, however, kept suc-

cessfully for many years, though it was known,
Scott teUs us, to at least twenty of his private

friends. It was publicly divulged in 1827, first at

the Theatrical Fund Dinner in Edinburgh, and
again in the introduction to The Chronicles of the

Canongate, published in that year. Waverley, it is

well known, was only the first of a long series of
similar works, which are now generally referred
to as The Waverley Novels. These include Guy
Mannering, The Antiquary, Rob Roy, Old Mortality,
The Black Dwarf, A Legend of Montrose, The Bride

of Lammermoor, The Heart of Midlothian, Ivanhoe,

The Monastery, The Abbot, Kenilworth, The Pirate,

The Fortunes of Nigel, Peveril of the Peak, Queniin
Durward, St. Ronun's Well, Redgaumtlet, The Be-
trothed, Chronicles of the Canongate [The Highland
Widow, The Two Drovers, and The Surgeon's
Daughter), The Talisman, Woodstock, The Fair Maid
of Perth, Anne of Geierstein, Count Robert of Paris,
and Castle Dangerous. Of these, the last published
under the pseudonym of " the author of Waverley "

was The Betrothed. Eeferences to many of them
win be found under their respective headings. For
criticism on the novels, see Soott, Sir Walter.

Waverley, Edward Bradwardine. The
pseudonym adopted by John Wilson Croker in
his Two Letters, published in reply to Malachi
Malagrowther (q.v.) in 1826.

Wavrin, John de, was the author of a
chronicle of English history from the earliest time
to 1471. "He is also," says Morley, "probably the
anonymous continuer (from 1443) of the chronicle
of Monstrelet, who died in 1.453. John de Wavrin
was present at the battle of Agincourt."

" Wax to receive, and marble to re-
tain."

—

Byron, Beppo, stanza 34.

Way of the World, The. A. comedy, by
William Conoreve (1670— 1729), which appeared
in 1700. It is the most elaborate and brilliant of

all his works; nevertheless, it faUed on the stage

—

a circumstance which induced Congreve to abandon
dramatic writing.

Way to Bliss, The :
" in three books," by

Elias Ashmole (1617—1692), published in 1668,
and consisting of a treatise on the hermetical philo-

sophy and the Philosopher's Stone. Anthony k
Wooidescribes it as " pen'd by an unknown author
living in the reign of Qu. Elizabeth."

Way to Keep Him, The. A comedy, by
Arthur Murphy (1727—1805), which appeared in
1761.

Ways and. Means. A comedy by George
CoLMAN the younger (1762—1836), produced in
1788.

Wayside Inn, Tales of a. Poems in various
metres by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (b.

1807). The first series, published in 1863, includes
a Prelude ("The Wayside Inn"), the Landlord's
Tale ("Paul Eevere's Eide"), the Student's Tale
('The Falcon of SerFederigo"), the Spanish Jew's
Tale ("The Legend of Eabbi Ben Levi"), the
Sicilian's Tale ("King Eobert of Sicily"), the
Musician's Tale ("The Saga of King Olaf "), the
Theologian's Tale (" Torquemada "), the Poet's
Tale ("The Birds of KiUiugworth"), several In-
terludes, and a Finale.

We are Seven. A lyric by William Words-
wohth, written in 1798. The first verse was con-
tributed by Samuel J?aylor Coleridge.
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We know him out of Shakespeare's
art."

—

The New Timon and the Foeta, by Alfred
Tennyson, written in 1846. See Timon of Athens.

"We left behind the painted buoy."—
The Voyage, by Axfred Tennyson.

"We met— 'twas in a crowd." First
line of a song by Thomas Haynes Bayly (1797—
1839).

"We sleep and wake and sleep, but
all things move."

—

The Golden Tear, by Alfred
Tennyson.

"We wateh'd her breathing thro'
the night."

—

The Death Bed, by Thomas Hood.

"Weakest (The) goes to the wall."—
Borneo and Juliet, act i., scene 1.

"Wealth accumulates andmen decay,
Where." Line 52 in Goldsmith's poem of The
Deserted Village (q.T.).

Wealth of Ifations, An Inquiry into
the Nature and Causes of the. A work
by Adam Smith (1723—1790), published in 1776.
"The Wealth of Nations," says McCulloch, "gives
Adam Smith an undoubted claim to be regarded
as the founder of the modem system of political

economy, and to be classed among the most eminent
benefactors of his species. The excellence of this

great work is obvious from the fact of its having
exercised a more powerful and beneficial influence

over the public opinion and legislation of the
civilised world, since its appearance, than has ever
been exercised by any other publication. It owes
this high distinction to a variety of causes, but
principally, perhaps, to the general soundness and
liberality of its doctrines; to their bearing upon
the most important affairs and interests of nations

and individuals ; and to the admirable manner in

which they are expounded. Nor is it the least of

the author's merits that he has pointed out and
smoothed the route by following which subsequent
philosophers have been able to perfect much that

he left incomplete, to rectify the mistakes into

which he fell, and to make many new and im-

portant discoveries."

" Wealth ofOrmuz and of Ind, The."
See " Ormuz and of Ind."

" Weary, flat, stale, and unprofitable,
How."

—

Samlet, act i., scene 2.

" Weary ofmyselfand sick of asking."—Self-Dependence, a lyric by Matthew Arnold (b.

1822).

"Weave the warp, and weave the
woof." See Gray's poem, The Bard, part ii.,

line 1.

Weaver, John, antiquary (b. 1576) d. 1632),

was the author of A Description of the Aneient

Monuments in this Sealm, and a history of our Lord
in verse.

Weaver, Thomas. See Plantagenet's
Tramcal Story ; Songs and Poems op Love and
Drollery.

Webbe, George, Bishop of Limerick (b.

1581, d. 164:1), was the author of The Fractioe of
Quietness, An Exposition of the Principles of the

Christian Religion, The Protestant^s Jieligion, and a
translation of two of Terence's comedies.

Weber, Henry William, hterary editor
(b. 1783, d. 1818), produced an edition of the
works of Beaumont and Fletcher, and a collection'

of Ancient Metrical Romances.

Webster, Alexander , Presbyterian minister
(b. 1707, d. 1784), wrote some sermons and a few
patriotic lyrics. See "0 how could I venture to
LOVE one like thee.''

Webster, John, dramatist and poet (temp,
seventeenth century), wrote (with Dekker) The
Famous Sistory of Sir Thomas Wyat (1607) ; The
White Devil (1612), (q.v.) ; A Monumental Columne
Erected to the Loving Memory of Senry, late Prince

of Wales (1613) ; The DeviVs Law Case (1623) ; The
Duchess of Malfy (1623), (q.v.) ; The Monument of
Honour (1624) ; Appius and Virginia (1654), (q.v.)

;

The Thracian Wonder (1661) ; and (with Kowley)
A Cure for' a Cuckold (1661). His Poetical and
Dramatic Works were first collected, with some
account of the Life of the Author and notes, by
Dyce, in 1830 ; and again, by W. Hazlitt, in 1857.

"He was a man," wrote Henry Mackenzie, "of
truly original genius, and seems to have felt strong

pleasure in the strange and fantastic horrors that

rose up from the dark abyss of his imagination.

The vices and crimes which he delights to paint,

all partake of an extravagance which nevertheless

makes them impressive and terrible; and in the

retribution and the punishment there is a character

of corresponding wildness." " "Webster," says a

writer in The Edinburgh Meview, " was an unequal

writer, full of gloomy power, but with touches of

profound sentiment and the deepest pathos."

Webster, Mrs. Augusta, poetess, has pub-

lished A Woman Sold, and other Poems (1866);

Dramatic Studies (1866) ; The Auspicious Day
(1872); and several other works. "For many
qualities," says one of her critics, "this lady's

work is nearly equal, in several departments

of verse, to that of the best of her sister artists

;

and I am not sure but her general level is above

them all. She has a dramatic faculty unusual

with women, a versatile range, and much pene-

tration of. thought; is objective in her dramatic

scenes and longer idylls, which are thinner than

Browning's, but less rugged and obscure ; shows

great culture, and is remarkably free from the

tricks and dangerous mahnerism of recent verse."

Webster, Noah, lexicographer and gram-

marian (b. 1758, d. 1843), published^ Grammatical

Institute of the English Language (1783 and 1796)

;

A Dissertation on the English Language (1789) ; A
Compendious Dictionary of the English Language
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^1806) ; A Philosophical and Practical Grammar of
the English Language (1807) ; An American Dic-
tionary of the JSnglish Zanguage (1828) ; and other

works of a similar character.

Wedderburn, David, poet (b. about

1670), wrote In Obitu Senrici Wallia Principis

Lessus (1613) ; JacoH VI. Scotiam suam revisenti

'ivvevippavrlfpiov D. Wedderburnii (1617); Abredonia

Atrata sub obitum Jaeobi VI. Britannia, etc., Regis

(1625) ; ripoireuKTiKiiv pro E. Caroli in Scotia In-

augurations (1633) ; Institutiones GrammaticcR

(1633) ; Meditationum Campestrium, seu Epigram-
matum moralium Centuria tertia (1643) ; and Persius

Enucleatus, sive Oommentarius in Persitan (1664),

the latter being a posthumous work. Some of his

poems were republished in the Deliciis Poetarum

Scotorum and in Lauder's Poetarum Scotorum Muses

Sacrai (1731).

Wedderburn, James, poet (b. about 1500,

d. 1564), wrote a tragedy on the execution of

John the Baptist, and a comedy on the history of

Dionysius the Great, which were acted at Dundee
about 1540, and contained much graphic satire

on the Bomish clergy. He was also the author of

the Compendious Boolce ofGodlie and Spirituall Songs,

eollectit out of su/ndrie partes of Scripture, with sun-

drie of other Ballates changed out ofprophane Songes.

The Complaynt of Scotland (q.v.) has been attri-

buted to his pen. See Godlie and Spirituall
Songs.

Wedding, A Ballad upon a, by Sir John
Suckling (1609—1641), was written about 1637.

"Sir John's most renowned effusion," says Leigh
Hunt, " was A Ballad on a Wedding; and exquisite

of its kind it is. The bridegroom is said to have
been Lord BroghiU, the well-known soldier and
politician (afterwards Earl of Orrery), and the
bride, Lady Margaret Howard, daughter of the
Earl of Suffolk." The most beautiful and famous
passages are those beginning respectively

—

and

—

" Her feet beneath her petticoat,
Like little mice, stole in and out,

As if they fear'd the light ;'•

'' Her lips were red, and one was thin
Compar'd to that was next her chin,

So^e hee had stung it newly."

Wedding Day, The. A comedy by Henry
Fielding (1707—1754), notable for an amusing
anecdote connected with one of the rehearsals.

Garrick, who performed a leading part, was
anxious that Fielding should out down a cer-

tain scene which he was sure would not be
tolerated by the audience; but Fielding would
do nothing of the kind, and said, "No, d n
'em ; if the scene is not a good one, let them find

it out." As it happened, the scene was received

with considerable disapprobation, and Garrick

afterwards rushed into the green-room, where
Fielding was calmly drinking his champagne.
"What's the matter now, Garrick? What are

they hissing now?" "Why, the scene I begged
you to retrench ; I knew it would not do." " Oh,

d n 'em," rejoined Fielding, carelessly, " they

have found it out, have they ?
"

Wee Man, The. A humorous poem by
Thomas Hood.

"Wee,modest,erimson-tipp6dflow'r."
First Kne of To a Mountain Daisy, a lyricby Bobebt
Burns.

"Wee, sleekit, eow'rin, tim'rous
beastie." First line of a lyric To a Mouse, by
BoBERT Burns.

Weeds and Wild Flowers. Poems and
aphorisms by Edward, Lord Lttton, published in

1826.

"Weed's plain heart." See "Secret,
The," &c.

Weekly Ifewes, The. A newspaper started

by Nathaniel Butler in 1622. It was brought

into being by the interest manifested in the Con-
tinental wars of the period.

"Weep no more, nor sigh, nor groan."
Song in The Queen of Corinth, by John Fletcher
the dramatist.

Wegg, Silas. The wooden-legged "literary

man " to Boffin, in Dickens's story of Our Mutual

Friend (q.v.).

"Weighty bullion of one sterling Une,
The." See Translated Verse.

Weir, William, journalist (b. 1802, d. 1858),

was successively editor of The Edinburgh Literary

Journal and The Glasgow Argus, a leading contri-

butor to The Spectator, and conductor of Tlie Daily

News (1854).

Weissnichtwo, i.e., X know not where ; in

Scotch, Kennaquhair; is,inCarlyle's Sartor Sesartus

(q.V.) , the city in whose "university Teufelsdrockh
(q.v.) is supposed to hold a professorate.

Welcome, A. Addressed to the Princess

Alexandra, on her arrival in England on TMarch 7,

1863, by Alfred Tennyson. "As to the laureate's

verses," Wrote William Makepeace Thackeray in

a " Boundabout Paper" on " Alexandrines " in the

Cornhill Magazine, " I would respectfully liken his

highness to a giant showing a beacon torch on ' a

windy headland.' His flaring torch is a pine tree,

to be sure, which nobody can wield but himself.

He waves it ; and four times in the midnight he
shouts mightily ' Alexandra !

' and the Pontic pine

is whirled into the ocean, and Enceladus goes

home." The poem begins :

—

"' SearklngB' daughter from over the sea,
Alexandra I

Saxons and NnrmanB and Danes are we,
But all ol UB Danes in our welcome of thee,

Alexandra I

"

"Welcome the coming, speed the
parting guest." See "Friendship s Laws," &c.

Weldon, Sir Anthony, clerk of the kitchen
to King James I., wrote The Court and Character of
King James, Written and Taken by Sir A. W., being
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an Mr and Eye Witness (1650). This work is an
amusing and valuable, if exaggerated, description
of the Mng and his household.

"Well OfEnglish undefyled." Adescrip-
tion applied to Chaucer by Spensek in hia Faerie
Queene, book iv., canto ii., stanza 32 :

—

" Dan Chaucer, well of English undefyled,
On Fame's eternal beaa-roU worlMe to be pyleS."

"Dan" is a corruption of dominus, master.

Well Ordering and Carriage of a
Man's Life, Precepts and Directions
for. Addressed to his son Robert, by William
Cecil, Lord Burleigh (1520—1598), and published
in 1636. They consist of " precepts and directions

"

on such subjects as the choice of a wife, domestic
economy, the education of children, suretyship and
borrowing, and similar practical matters. Of
children, he says :

" Praise them openly, reprehend
them secretly ;" of girls, " Marry thy daughters in

time, lest they marry themselves;" and of borrow-
ing, " Neither borrow money of a neighbour nor
a Mend, but of a stranger, where, paying for it,

thou shalt hear no more of it."

"Well! thou art happy, and I feel."
First line of a lyric by Lord Byron (1788—1824),
written on November 2, 1808, and addressed to

his former love, Mary Chaworth, at that time a
married woman.

" Well-bred whisper close the scene.
And with a." See book ii. of Cowper's poem of

The Tast{q.\.}.

Weller, Sam. Sonof TonyWeUer (q.v.), and
originally "boots" at an inn; afterwards servant
to Mr. Pickwick, in Dickens's Fickwiok Papers.

Weller, Tony. A stage-coachman, and father

of the above, in Dickens's Fickwiok Papers (q.v.).

He is noted for his horror of widows, one of whom
he has married.

Wellington, Ode on the Death of the
Dllke of, hy Alfred Tennyson, was first pub-
lished in 1852, the day after the duke's funeral.

A second edition, considerably altered, appeared in

1853, and the poem was still further retouched
before it was included in the Maud volume in 1856.

It begins

—

" Bury the Great Duke
With a people's lamentation,"

and includes a large number of familiar lines.

Wells, Charles, poet, is the author of Joseph

and his Brethren, a scriptural drama, which was
reprinted in 1876, with a critical essay by Algernon
Charles Swinburne.

" Wells of fire." See " Laburnums drop-
PINO."

Welsted, Leonard, poet (b. 1689, d. 1747),

wrote Epistles, Odes, fe., with a translation of
Zonginus on the Sublime (1724); The Genius (q.v.);

a prologue and epilogue to Steele's Conscious

Lovers; The Triumvirate (q.v.) ; The Dissembled
Wanton; The Apple Pie ; and many other composi-
tions of a simUar character. His Works, in prose
and verse, were published with notes and Memoir
of the author, by John Nichols, in 1787.

"Weltering in his blood, And."—
Dryden, Alexander's Feast.

Wemmick. The lawyer's clerk in Dickens's
story of Great Expectations (q.v.) ; famous for his
" castle" at Walworth, and for his peculiar ideas
of portable property.

Wenonah. The mother of Hiawatha, in
Longfellow's poem of the latter name (q.v.).

Wentworth, in Plumer Ward's novel of Be
Vere : or, the Man of Independence, is intended as a
representation of George Canning, the statesman,
" the contention in whose mind between literary
tastes and the pursuits of ambition is beautifiiUy
delineated."

Werburgh, Life of St., by Henry Brad-
SHAw (d. 1513) ; a poem, which, besides telling

the story of St. Werburgh's life, includes a de-
scription of the kingdom of the Mercians, the
lives of St. Ethelred and St. Sexburgh, and Ein

account of the foundation of the city of Chester.

Were na my Heart licht I wad dee.
A favourite Scottish song, from the pen of Lady
Grisbll Baillie (1665— 1746) ; first printed in

the Orpheus Caledonius about 1725, and reproduced
by Allan Eamsay in his Tea-Table Miscellany. See
Lady Baillie's Memoirs by her daughter (1822).

Werner :
" or, the Inheritance." A tragedy,

in five -acts, by Lord Byeon (1788—1824), pub-
lished in 1822, and, in the words of the author,
" taken entirely from the German's Tale, Kruitsmer,

published many years ago in Lee's Canterbury

Tales [q.v.], written (I believe) by two sisters, of

whom one furnished only this story and another,

both of which are considered superior to the re-

mainder of the collection. I have adopted the

characters, plan, and even the language of many
parts of this story. Some of the characters are

modified or altered, a few of the names changed,

and one character (Ida of Stralenheim) added by
myself; but in the rest the original is chiefly

followed."

Werther, The Sorrows of. A humorous
poem by William Makepeace Thackeray (1811

—1863) in ridicule of Goethe's famous novel. It

begins

—

" Werther had a love for Charlotte,
Such as words could never utter

:

Would you know how first hemetner?
She was cutting bread and butter."

Wesley, Charles, hymn-writer (b. 1708, d.

1788), pubhshed Bymns for the Public Thanks-

giving Bay, Oct. 9 (1746) ; Hymns and Sacred

Poems (1749) ; Hymns for the Nativity (1750)

;

Hymns for the Ascension Bay (1753) ; Gloria Patri :

or, Mymna to the Trinity (1763) ; Funeral Hymn^
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(I7&3); Hymns for Our Lord's Mesurrection (1754);
Mymns for the New Year's Bay (1756) ; Hymns for
those that Seek and those that have found Re-
demption (1755) ; Hymns for the Year (1756)

;

Hymns on God's Everlasting Love (1756); Hymns
of Intercession for all Mankind (1758) ; Hymns on
the Expected Invasion (1759) ; Hymns for ' the

Thanksgiving Hay (1759) ; Short Hymns on Select

passages from Holy Scriptures (1768); Hymns for
the East Hay (1780) ; Hymns for the Watch-Night

;

Hymns written in the Time of Tumults (1780)

;

Hymns for the Nation in 1782 (1781) ; and Sermons,
with a Memoir of the Author (1816). See also

the Memoirs \)j "Whitehead (1793), and Jackson
(1841). See next paragraph.

Wesley, Jolin, founder of Methodism (b.

1703, d. 1791), published A Plain Account of the

People called Methodists (1749), A Survey of the

Wisdom of Ood in the Creation (1763), and other
works. He was also joint author, with his brother
Charles, of a Collection of Psalms and Hymns
(1738).

Wesley, Samuel, clergyman (b. 1662, d.

1735), wrote Maggots : or, Poems on Several Subjects

(1685) ; The Life of Jesus Christ, an heroick poem
(l693) ; The Pious Communicant, with Prayers and
Hymns (1700) ; The History of the Old and New
Testament attempted in Verse (1704) ; Hissertationes
in Liirum Joii (1736) ; and other works. See
Maogots.

West, Gilbert, LL.D., theological writer
and poet (b. 1705, d. 1756), produced The Institu-
tion of the Garter (1742), Observations on the
History and Evidence of the Resurrection of Jesus
Christ (1747), an English version of the Odes of
Pindar (1749), and several pieces of poetry in-
cluded in Dodsley's collection, among others some
Imitations of Spenser. See Johnson's Lives of the
Poets. See Okdeb, op the Gartee; Tkavellinq,
On the Abuse of.

West Indian, The. A comedy by Richard
Cumberland (1732—1811), produced in 1771.

West Indies, The. A poem by James
Montgomery (1771—1854), published in 1810. It
is in four parts, and is written in the heroic
couplet. It originally appeared in the volume
entitled Poems on the Abolition of the Slave Trade,
which was issued in the previous year, and which,
included contributions from James Montgomery,
James Graham, and Elizabeth Ogilvy Benger.

West, Richard. See Amioos, Ad.

West Wind, Ode to the, by Percy Bysshe
Shelley, was written in 1819. It begins

—

" O wild West wind, thou ireath of Autumn's being."

Westcott, Brooke Toss, D.D., Professor
of Divinity at Cambridge (b. 1825), has published
The Elements of Gosgel Harmony (1851), The History
of the Canon of the New Testament (1855), Charac-

teristics of the Gospel Miracles (1859), Introduction
to the Study of the Gospels (1860), The Bible and the
Church (1864), The Gospel of the Resurrection

(1866), The History of the English Bible (1869), and
other works.

Western, Sophia. The heroine of Field-
ing's Tom Jones (q.v.) ; beloved by the hero.

Western, Squire. A country gentleman,
father of the preceding, in Fielding's novel of Tom
Jones (q.v.) ; described by Sir Walter Scott as " an
inimitable picture of ignorance, prejudice, irasci-

bility, and rusticity, united with natural shrewd-
ness, constitutional good humour, and an instinctive
aiEection for his daughter."

Westminster Drollery: "or, a Choice
Collection of Songs and Poems." Originally pub-
lished in 1671, but subsequently reprinted.

Westminster Magazine, The. A pe-
riodical, started in 1772, to which Oliver Gold-
smith was an occasional contributor.

Westminster Review, The. A quarterly
magazine of Liberal principles, devoted principally
to science and religion, and first published in 1824.

It was at one time edited by John Stuart Mill, and
has received contributions from George Henry
Lewes, George Eliot, George Grote, Herbert
Spencer, and other leading writers. See Breeches
Eeview, The.

Westward Ho! A novel by the Eev.
Charles Kingsley (1819— 1875), pubhshed in

1855, the scene of which is laid in. "the spacious
times of great Elizabeth," when the safety of
England was thi'eatened by the Spanish Armada.
Several historical personages figure in the story,

such as Sir Walter Ealeigh, Sir Richard Grenville,
Admiral Hawkins, and Sir Francis Drake; and
the narrative carries the reader from Bideford to
London, and from thence to Ireland, to the
Spanish Main, and the South American continent,
back again to Bideford and Plymouth, whence the
hero, Amyas Leigh (q.v.), sails to take part in the
famous sea-fight.

"Westward the course of empire
takes its way." First line of a poem by Bishop
Berkeley On the Prospect of Planting Arts and
Learntng in America. See America.

Westwood, Thomas, poet (b. 1814), has
produced Beads from a Rosary (1843), The Burden
of the Bell (1850), Berries and Blossoms (1855), and
The Quest of the Sancgreal (1868). " Westwood's
Quest of the Sancgreal" says Stedman, " marks
him for one of Tennyson's pupils. His minor
lyrics are more pleasing."

" Wet damnation."—Cyril Toubneur, The
Revenger's Tragedy, act iii., scene 1.

"Wet his whistle, To."—Cotton, Virgil
Travestie, line 6.

"Wet sheet and a flowing sea, A."
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First line of a sea song ty Allan Cdkningham
(1784—1842).

Wetherell, Elizabeth. The nom de plume
of Susan Warner (b. 1818), an American writer,

authoress of The Wide, Wide World (1852); Queechy

(1852) ; The Old Helmet (1863) ; Melbourne Souse

(1864) ; and many other -works of fiction. See

Warner, Anna B.

Whale, The. A legendary poem included in

the Exeter Book (q.v.). The whale is represented

as attracting fishes by the sweet odour that pro-

ceeded from his mouth; "then suddenly around

the prey the grim gums crash together. So,"

moralises the poet, " is it to every man who often

and negligently in this stormy world lets himself

he deceived by sweet odour."

"Whale, Very like a."

—

Samlet, act iii.,

scene 2.

Wharton, Grace and Philip. The mm
de plume of Mrs. Katherine Thompson, and her

son, J. C. Thompson, authors of the Wits and Beaux

cf Society (1860), The Queens of Society (1860), and

The literature of Society (1862).

Wharton, Lord. See Lilliburlero.

" What a piece of work is man !
"—

Samlet, act ii., scene 2.

"What a tangled web we weave,"—
Scott, Marmion, canto vi., stanza 17

—

"When first we practice to deceive."

"What ails this heart o' mine?" A
lyric by Susanna Blamire (1747—1794), which,

her biographer says, " seems to have been a

favourite with the- authoress, for I have met with

it in various forms among her papers; and the

labour bestowed upon it has been well repaid by
the popularity it has long enjoyed."

"What bird so sings, yet so does
wail P" A song, by John Lyly.

"What care I how fair she be?"—
George Wither, The Shepherd's Resolution:—

" If she te not so to me."

The same sentiment is echoed by Sheridan in his

verses beginning
*' I ne*er conld any lustre see
In eyes that would not look on me.

See also Ealeigh's Shall I like a Sermit Dwell?

"What does little birdie say?" A
nursery song, which occurs in Sea Dreams, by

Alfred Tennyson.

What d'ye call it ? A tragi-comio-pastoral

farce by John Gay (q.v.) ; acted in 1714, and cha-

racterised by Hazlitt as " not one of his happiest

things."

"What hope is there in modern
rhyme ?"—Sect. Ixxvi. of i» JfmoHam, by Alfred

Tennyson.

" What is mine is yours, and what is

yours is mine."

—

Measure for Measure, act v.,

scene 1.

" What is our life P The play of pas-
sion." A lyric by Sir Walter Raleigh (1562

—

1618).

"What is the existence of man's
life ? " From a lyric, entitled The Dirge, by
Henry King, Bishop of Chichester (1691—1669).

"What made my heart at Kewstead
fullest swell?"

—

A Picture at Newstead, sonnet by
Matthew Arnold (b. 1822).

"What shall I do to be for ever
known?" A line in Cowley's poem of The Motto.

" What time the mighty moon was
gathering light."

—

Love and Death, a poem by
Alfred Tennyson.

" What we,when face to face we see."
—Through a Glass DarMy, a IjTic by Arthur Hugh
Clough (1819—1861).

.

What WiU he Do with It ? A novel by
Edward, Lord Lytton, which appeared originally

in Blackwood's Magazine m. 1857, and was re-

pubKshed, complete, in 1858. See Waife.

" What will Mrs. Grundy say ? " See

Grundy, Mrs.

What you Will. A comedy by John
Maeston, produced iu 1607.

Whately, Bichard, Archbishop of Dublin

(b. 1787, d. 1863), wrote, among other works {a.

Hst of which is given in Lowndes' Bibliographer a

Manual), Sistoric Doubts relative to Napoleon

(1819) ; The Use and Abuse of Tarty Feeling

in Matters of Religion (1822) ; On Some of the

Peculiarities of the Christian Religion (1825); On

Some Difficulties in the Writings of St. Paul and on

other parts of the New Testament (1828) ; The

Mements of Logic (1828) ;
Moments of Rhetoric

(1828) ; A View of the Scriptural Revelations Con-

cerning a Future State (1829) ; Introductory Lectures

on Political Economy (1831) ; Thoughts on the Sabbath

(1832) ; Thoughts on Secondary Punishment (1832)

;

Fssays on Some of the Dangers to tlie Christian Faith

(1839) ; The Sistory of Religious Worship (1847)

;

and A Collection of English Synonyms (1852). His

Life and Correspondence was published by his

daughter. See Country Pastor, A; Newlight,

Aristarchus ; Search, John.

" Whatever is, is right."—Pope, Essay on

Man, epistle i., line 294.

"What's Hecuba to him." See "He-
cuba."

" What's in a name ? that which we
call a rose." The first line of a familiar quotation,

occurring in Romeo and Juliet, act ii., scene 2.

Wheatley, Charles, vicar of Brent (b. 1686,

d. 1742), published A Rational Illustration of tlte
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Book of Common Prayer (1710), a book on The

Nicene and Athanasian Creeds, and a volume of

sermons.

Wheels, Thoughts on, by James Mont-
gomery (1771 — 1854) ;

published in 1817, and
animadverting upon the impropriety of State lot-

teries.

" Wheer 'asta bean saw long and mea
liggin' 'ere aloan?"

—

The Northern Farmer (old

style), by Alfred Tennyson.

"When Adam delv'd and Eve span."
See "Adam delv'd."

" When all is said and done." First Une
of a lyric, On a Contented Mimd, by Thomas, Lord
Vaux.

"When daisies pied, and violets
blue." A song in Love's Labour's Lost, act v.,

scene 2.

"When I consider how my life is

spent." The first Une of a sonnet, On his Blindness,

by John Milton.

"When I go musing all alone." See

Melancholy, The Author's Abstract op.

" When icicles hang by the wall." A
song in Love's Labour's Lost, act v., scene 2.

"When Lazarus left his charnel-
cave."—Sect. xxxi. of In Memoriam, by Alfred
Tennyson.

"When Love,withuneonflnedwings."
The first line of a poem called To Althea, written,

in 1649, by Richard Lovelace (1618—1658) whilst
in the Gate-House Prison. This contains the
stanza, beginning

—

" stone walls do not a prison make."

"WTien lovelywoman stoops to folly."
First line of two stanzas by Oliver Goldsmith
(1728—1774) in The Vicar of Wakefield (q.v.).

" When maidens such as Hester die."
First line of Hester (q.v.), a poem by Charles
Lamb (1775—1834).

"When o'er the hill the Eastern star."
First line of My ain kind dearie 0, a song by Egbert
Burns (1769—1796).

"When shall we three meet again?"—Macbeth, act i., scene 1.

When the Eye comes Hame. A song by
James Hogg (1772—1835), the title of which is

derived from the last Kne of each verse ;

—

" Wliat Is the greatest bliss
That the tongue o' man can name?

TiB to woo a bonnie lassie
When the kye comes hame."

"When the lamp is shattered,"
Stanzas by I'eecy B. Shelley, written in 1822.

"When to the sessions of sweet silent

thought." First line of Shakespeare's Sonnet

No. XXX.

" When we two parted." First line of a
lyric by Lord Byron (1788—1824), writtenin 1808,

and ending

—

" II I should meet thee
Alter long years.

How should t greet thee ?—
With silence and tears."

"When you, poor excommunicate."—To My Inconstant Mistress, by Thomas Carew
(1589—1639).
" Whence are ye, vague desires ? " A

lyric by Arthur Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

" Whence comes my love ? O heart

!

disclose." A sonnet on Isabella Markham by
John Harrington (1634—1582).

" Where Claribel low Ueth."—Claribel,
by Alfred Tennyson.

"Where lies the land to which the
ship would go?" A Song in Absence (q.v.), by
Arthur Hugh Clough (1819—1861).

"Where the remote Bermudas ride."
First line of The Emigrants in the Bermudas, a poem,
by Andrew Marvell (1620—1678).

"Wherever God erects a house of
prayer." See " God never had a church."

Whetstone, George, dramatist and mis-
cellaneous writer (temp. Elizabeth), produced The
RockeofRegard {\6T&), (q.v.); The right excellent and
famous Historye of Promos and Cassandra (1578);
An Heptameron of Civill Discourses (1582) ; A
Mirur for Magestrates of Cyties (1584) ; An
Addition : or, Touchstone of the Time (1584) ; The
Honourable Reputation of a Souldier (1586) ;. The
English Myrror (1686) ; The Enemie to XTivthrifty-

nesse (1586) ; Amelia (1693) ; and Remembrances
of the lives of several worthies, including Sir
Philip Sidney, Sir Nicholas Bacon, and George
Gascoigne. For Biography and Criticism, see
Warton's English Poetry, Ritson's Bibliographia
Poetica, Beloe's Anecdotes of Literature, Brydges'
Censura Literaria, and Collier's Poetical Decameron.
See Promos and Cassandra.

Whewell, William, ' D.D., philosophical
writer (b. 1794, d. 1866), wrote Elementary Treatise
on Mechanics (1819), Analytical Statics (1833),
Astronomy and General Physics considered with
reference to Natural Theology (1833), A History of
the Inductive Sciences (1837), The Philosophy of the
Inductive Sciences (1840), The Mechanics of Engi-
neering (1841), Elements of Morality (1846), The
History of Moral Philosophy in England (1862),
and many other works, a list of which is given in
Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual. An Account of
his Writings, with Selectionsfrom his Correspondence,
by I. Todhunter, was published in 1876.

" Which is the properest dayto drink?
Saturday, Sunday, or Monday p" is the first line of
a catch printed in The Words of the Favourite
Catches and Glees, sung at Rauelagh in 1767.
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There are only four lines altogether, in the form
of question and answer ;

—

" A. Each is the properest day, I think. Why should we name
but one day 1

" Q. Tell me but youra ; I'll mention my day. Let us but flx
upon some day.
" A. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,

Monday."

A parallel to this is found in the weU-known trifle

by Dean Aldrich :—
" If all be true, aa I do think.
There are Ave reasons we should drink

:

Good wine, a friend, or being dry.
Or lest we should be by-and-bye.
Or any other reason why."

Whiehcote, Benjamin, D.D., divine (b.

1610, d. 1683), wrote various Works, of which
collected editions were published in 1701—3, and
again in 1751. His Sermons appeared in 1702—7,

his Moral and IReligious Aphorisms in 1703. See
Principal Tulloch's Mational Theology in England.

W niffers, Mr. A footman, who figures in

the famous " swarry " in chapter xxxvii. of

Dickens's Fickwick Papers (q.v.)

.

Whiffle, Captain, in Smollett's novel of

Boderick Random ^q.v.), is " a loathsome fop," says

Hannay, "radiant in silk lace and diamond buckles,

who, when Random comes to bleed him, exclaims,

'Hast thou ever blooded anybody but brutes?'

The reader is surprised to find in Smollett a dandy,
glittering with gems, drenched with essences, and
talking like the latest fashion of fool of quality,

alongside the tarry veterans in check shirts,

odorous only of pitch, tobacco, and rum."

Whigs, The Battle of the. See Battle
OP the Whigs, 'The.

" While about the shore of Mona those
Neronian legionaries." — Soadicea, by Alfked
Tennyson.

" While that the sun, with his beams
hot." First line of The Unfaithful Shepherdess,

a lyric, of which Palgrave says, that '
' by its

style this beautiful example of old simplicity and
feeling may be referred to the early years of

Elizabeth." The refrain is :

—

*' Adieu love, adieu love, untrue love

:

Untrue love, untrue love, adieu love

;

Your mind is Ught, soon lost for new love."

"While there is life, there's hope ! he
cried." A line in Gay's poem of The Sick Man
and the Angel.

"Whining schoolboy. The."—^^ Tou

Like It, act ii., scene 7 :

—

"With his satchel
And shining morning face, creeping like snail

Unwillingly to schooL'*

Whipple, Edwin Percy, American
(b. 1819), has published The Genius and Writings

of Maeaulay (1843), Essays amd Reviews (1848),

Lectures on Suiijects connected with Literature and

Life (1849), Success and its Conditions (1864),

Character and Characteristic Men (1866), The

Literatwe of the Age of Queen Elizabeth (1869), and

A Biographical Sketch of Maeaulay (1870). A col-

lection of his Essays appeared in 1871.

" Whips and scorns of time, The."

—

Hamlet, act iii., scene 1.

" Whirligig of tim.e brings in his re-
venges. Thus the."

—

Twelfth Night, act v., scene 1.

Whiskerandos, Don Ferolo. The lover
of TUburina (q.v.), inPufE's tragedy of The Spanish
Armada (q.v.), that occurs in Sheridan's farce of
The Critic (q.v.). See Puff.

" Whispering humbleness," See "Bated
ekeath."

" Whispering, ' I will ne'er consent,'
consented."

—

Byron, Don Juan, canto i., stanza
117.

"Whispering tongues can poison
truth. But." A line in Colbkidge's poem of

Christabel (q.v.).

Whistlecraft, WUliam and Robert.
The nom de plume under which John Hookham
Freke (1769—1846) wrote and published his

humorous poem called The Monks and Giants
(q.v.).

" Whistled (And) as he went, for want
of thought."

—

Dryden, Cymon and Iphigenia, line

84.

WMston, William, divine (b. 1667, d. 1752),

was the author of A New Theory of the Earth, from
the Original to the Consummation of all Things

(1696) ; An Historical Preface to Primitive Chris-

tianity Revived (1710); and many other works,

besides an edition of Josephus. His Life was
written by himself (1749).

Whitaker, John, divine and antiquary (b.

1735, d. 1808), wrote The Genuine History of the

Britons (1772), A History of Manchester (1774),

Mary Queen of Scots Vindicated (1788), The Origin

of Arianism jDisclosed (1791), and other works enu-

merated in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.

Whitby, Daniel, D.D., divine (b. 1638, d.

1727), produced The Protestant Reconciler (1683),

A Paraphrase and Commentary on the New Testa-

ment (1703), Disquisitiones Modestcs (1718), Last

Thoughts (1727), Five Points of Calvinism, and other

works.

White, Babington. The author of a novel

called Girce, which was described by many critics

as being chiefly derived from the Lalilah of Octave

Feuillet. He was freely identified with Miss

Braddon (q.v.), who, however, denied the author-

ship of the book in question.

White, Century. See Century "White.

White Devil, The : " or, Yittoria Corom-

bona, a Lady of Venice." A tragedy by John
Webster (temp. 17th century) , first printed in 1612.

" This White Devil of Italy," says Charles Lamb,

"sets ofE a bad cause so speciously, and pleads
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with such an iimooent boldness, that we seem to

see that matchless beauty of her face which in-

spires such gay confidence into her, and are ready
to expect, when she has done her pleadings, that

her very judges, her accusers, the grave ambassadors
who sit as spectators, and all the court, will rise

and make proffer to defend her, in spite of the

utmost conviction of her guilt."

White Doe of Bylstone, The : " or, the

Fate of the Nortons." A poem by "William
"WoKDSwOETH (1770—1850), founded on a tradi-

tion connected with Bolton Priory, Yorkshire,

which the author visited, for the first time, in 1807.

(See also the ballad, The Rising of the North.) The
tradition is, that " about this time," not long after

the Dissolution, " a white doe long continued to

make a weekly pilgrimage from Eylstone over the

fells of Bolton, and was constantly found in the
Abbey churchyard during divine service, after

the close of which she returned home as regularly

as the rest of the congregation."

White, Gilbert, clergyman and naturalist

(b. 1720, d. 1793), published The Natural History
and Antiquities of Selborne (1789), The Naturalist's

Calendar {\795), and some Miscellaneous Observations

and a Calendar, which are included in certain
editions of the foregoing. See the Biographical
Memoir by Jesse, prefixed to an edition of the
Natural Mistory, published in 1860. See Sel-
borne, &o.

White, Henry Kirke, poet (b. 1785, d.

1806), was the author of Clifton Grove and other
poems, pubhshed in 1803. His Remains were edited,

with a Life, by Southey. See also the Biography
by Sir Harris Nicolas.

White, James, vicar of Bonchurch (b. 1804,
d. 1862), wrote a poem entitled The Village Foor-
house : by a Cowntry Curate (1832) ; some plays,

including The Barl of Goiorie, Feudal Times, and
The King of the Commons; several contributions

to Blackwood's Magazine; a series of Historical
Landmarks; histories of France and England;
and an historical suimnary called The Eighteen
Christian Centuries.

White, Joseph Blanco, miscellaneous writer
(b. 1775, d. 1841), published Letters from Spain
(1822) ; Fractical and Internal Evidence against

Catholicism (1826) ; The Foor Man's Freservative

against Fopery (1826) ; Letters to Mr. Butler on
his Notice of the latter (1826) ; Second Travels of
an Irish Gentleman in Search of a Religion (1833),
[see Moore, Thomas] ; and Observations on Heresy
and Orthodoxy (1839). He also edited The London
Review, and translated into Spanish the Evidences
of Porteous and Paley, the Book of Common Frayer,
and some of the Homilies. His Life, " written by
himself," appeared, with a portion of his Corre-
spondence, edited by J. Hamilton Thorn, in 1845.
See Leucadio Doblado, Don ; Night, On.

White Lady of Aveuel, The, figures in

Scott's novel of The Monastery (q.v.) as a myste-
rious spirit that watches over the fortunes of the

Avenel family. She describes herself, in the
work, as

" Something betwixt heaven and hell,
Bomethliig that nelcber Btood nor fell. ....
Neither substance quite or shadow.
Haunting lonely moor and meadow.
Dancing by the haunted spring,
Hiding on the whirlwind's wing,
Aping In fantastic fashion ~

Every change of humjin passion."

"White radiance of eternity, The."
An expression used by Shelley in Ms Adonais,
Va..-.—

" Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass.
Stains the white radiance of etemicj'."

White, Richard Grant, American essayist

and Shakespearian critic (b. 1822), has published
Shakspere'a Scholar (1854); an edition of the plays
of Shakespeare, with essays and notes (1857—64)

;

The Life and Genius of Shakspere (1865) ; Words
and their Uses (1870) ; and several other works.
See Yankee, A.

White Rose and Red. A poem by Robert
Buchanan (q.v.), published anonymously in 1873.

It is American in scenery and incident.

Whitefleld, George, Methodist preacher

(b. 1714, d. 1770), published a great number of

sermons and journals. His Works, with an account
of his life, appeared in 1771—2.

Whitefoord, Caleb, wit and satirist (b. 1734,

d. 1809), lives in English literature in the post-

script to Goldsmith's Retaliation (1774), where he
is described as

" Hare compound of oddity, frolic, and fun,"

and as the

" Best-humour'd man with the worst humour'd mnse."

His writings were chiefly confined to epigrams and
other verses, contributed to The Fublic Advertiser.

Whitehead, Paul, poet (b. 1710, d. 1774),
wrote State Dunces, Manners, Honour, Satires, and
The Gymnasiad (q.v.). His Foems and Miscellaneous

Compositions were edited, with a Life, by Edward
Thompson, in 1777.

Whitehead, William, poet-laureate and
dramatist (b. 1715, d. 1785), wrote On the Hanger
of Writing Verse (q.-v.), Atys and Adrastus (1743),
An Essay on Ridicule (1743), The Roman Father
(1750), Creusa (q.v.). The School for Lovers (q.v.),

A Charge to the Foots (1762), The Trip to Scotland
(1770), and various other works. He himself pub-
lished, in 1774, a coUeotion of his Flays and Foems,
to which was added, in 1788, some further pieces
and a Life by W. Mason. iSee also Fatal Con-
stancy

; Sweepers, The.

Whitelocke, Bulstrode, lawyer and poli-
tician (b. 1605, d. 1676), wrote Memoirs of the
English Affairs from the beginning of the Reign of
Charles I. to the Happy Restoration of Charles II.;
An Account of the Swedish Embassy in 18SS—4; and
Memorials of the English Affairs from the supposed
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expedition of Brute to the end of James I.'s Reign ;

all of them publislied after Ms death, and all of

them of great value to the historical student.

Whitgift, Joh.n, Archbishop of Canterbury
(b. 1530, d. 1604), -wrote various sermons and other
Works, which were coUeoted and edited by the

Eev. John Ayre in 1851—4. His Zife and Acts
were written by John Strype (q.v.).

"Whitlier, O whither, love, shall we
go?"

—

The Islet, by Alfred Tennyson.

Whltlaw, Life and Adventures of
Jonathan Jefferson. A novel by Mrs. Trol-
LOPE (1778—1863), published in 1836, and contain-

ing many satirical pictures of American manners.

Whitman, Walt, American poet (b. 1819),

has pubhshed numerous volumes of " poems," a

selection from which was made and published in

1868 by William Michael Rossetti. They include

Leaves of Grass, Drum Taps, and other productions.
" Let it at once and unhesitatingly be admitted,"

says Robert Buchanan, " that Whitman's want of

art, his grossness, his tall talk, his metaphorical

word-piHiag are faults—^prodigious ones ; and then

let us turn reverently to contemplate these signs

which denote his ministry, his command of rude

forces, his nationality, his manly earnestness, and,

last and greatest, his wondrous sympathy with men
as men. He emerges from the mass of unwelded

materials—in shape much like the earth-spirit in

Patist. He is loud and coarse, like most prophets,
' Boimding,' as he himself phrases it, ' his barbaric

yawp over the roofs of the world.' He is the voice

of which America stood most in need—a voice at

which ladies scream and whipper-snappers titter

with delight, but which clearly pertains to a man
who means to be heard. He is the clear forerunner

of the great American poets, long yearned for, now
prophesied, but not perhaps to be beheld till the

vast American democracy has subsided a little from

its last and grandest struggle."

Whittier, John Greenleaf, American poet

and prose writer (b. 1808), has published, among
other works, Legends of New England, (1831)

;

Ballads (1838); Lays of My Some (1843); The

Stranger in Lowell (1845) ; Voices of Freedom

(1849) ; Old Portraits and Modern Sketches (1850)

;

Songs of Labour (1850) ; Literary Secreations

(1854) ; Mome Ballads and Foems (1860) ; National

Lyrics (1865) ; Maud Mutter (1865) ;
Among the

Bills (1868) ; Ballads .of New Fngland (1870)

;

Child-Life (1871) ; and The Fennsyhanian Pilgrim,

and other Poems (1872). A collection of his Foems

appeared in 1869.

Whittingham, William, published in 1557

a translation of the New Testament from the Greek

text as publidbed by Erasmus. Calvin, his brother-

in-law, prefixed to it An Mpistle declaring that

Christ is the JEnd of the Law.

Whittington, Dick. The hero of a popular

nursery legend, the history of which is fully dis-

cussed by HalKweU-PhiUipps and Keightley in

their respective works on legendary lore.

"Who fears to speak of Ninety-eight ?"
First line of a famous Irish song by Eev. John
Kells Ingram. It first appeared in The Nation
newspaper.

" Who ijluBlies at the name?
When c(»wai'd9 mock the patriot's fate.
Who hangs his head for shame ?

He's all a knave or half a slave,
Who Blights Ms country thus

;

But a true man, like yuu, man.
Will mi his glass with us."

" Who is Silvia P What is she ? " A
song in The Two Gentlemen of Verona, act iv.,

scene 2.

"Who would be a mermaid fair?"—
The Mermaid, by Alfred Tennyson.

"Who would be a merman bold?"

—

The Merman, by Alfred Tennyson.

" Whoe'er has travelled life's dull
round." First line of a quatrain, written by Shen-
STONE on the window-pane of an inn at Henley :

—

" Whoe'er has travelled life's dull round,
Whate'er his stages may have heeu.

May sigh to think he still has found
His warmest welcome at an inn,"

" Whoe'er she be. That not impossible
she." Opening lines of Cbashaw's Wishes to

his (Supposed) Mistress.

Whole Duty of Man, The: "laid down
in a Plain and Familiar Way." A once popular

work, pubhshed in 1659 ; translated into Welsh in

1672, and into Latin in 1693; and attributed at

various times to three archbishops, two bishops,

several clergymen, and a lady. Its authorship

still remains a secret. Morley points out that in

Hobbes's Behemoth, published in 1679, one of the

two interlocutors express a wish for " a system of

the present morals written by some divine of good

reputation and learning, and of the late king's

party ;" whereupon the other says, " I think I can

recommend unto you the best that is extant, and

such a one as (except a few passages that I

mislike) is very well worth your reading." He
accordingly goes on to mention The Whole Duty of

Man. See Duty op Man, The Complete.

" Whole of Hfe to live, 'Tis not the."—
Montgomery, The Issues of Life and Death

:

—
*' Nor all of death to die."

"'Whom the gods love die young,'
was said of yore."—Byron, Bon Juan, canto iv.,

stanza 12. The expression is to be found in

Plautus : " Quem Di dihgunt adolesoens moritur.''

In a fragment of Menander also we read :

—

""Oy

01 flcol <bi\ovaiy i.TroSrliaKei vios."

Whore of Babylon, The. "An elegant

comedy," said to have been written by Edward

VI. It was probably of a religious and contro-

versial character.
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"Why art thou silent ? Is thy love a
plant f" A sonnet by William Wokusworth.

Why come ye not to Conrte ? A rhyming
satire ty John Skelton (q.v.), directed against

Cardinal Wolaey.

" Why does azure deck the sky ? " A
song by Thomas Mooke.

" Why don't the men propose ? " First

Une of a song by Thomas Haynes Bayly (1797

—

1839).

"Why dost thou say I am forsworn ?"
A song by Richakd Lovelace (1618—1658) :

—

" Have I not loved thee much and long,
A tedious twelve-hours' space ?

"

" Why so pale and wan, fond lover ? "

A song by Sir John Suckling (1609— 1641),

occurring in Ms play of Aglaura (q.v.). " How do
you like tbat?" says some one in Longfellow's

Syperion. "To you I say, Uuit, quit for shame!"
replied Flemming. " Why quote the songs of that

witty and licentious age ?
"

Whyttington, William. See Apostolic
Creed ; Athanasian Creed ; Commandments, The
Ten.

Wicked Bible, The. An edition published
in 1631; so called because the word "not" is

omitted in the seventh commandment. See Dr.
Heylin's Life of Laud. " The printers," says

Lowndes, " were called before the High Commis-
sion, fined deeply, and the whole impression de-

stroyed."

Wicket- G-ate, The. The entrance to the
road leading to the Celestial City in Bunyan's
FilgrirtCs Progress.

Wicklif, Wielif, or WicliBfe, John. See
Wyoliefe, John.

"Wide as a church door, A.a."—Romeo
and Juliet, act iii., scene 1.

Widkirk Mysteries. See Wakefield
Plays, The.

Widow, The. A comedy by Ben Jonson,
John Fletcher, and Thomas Mlddleton, acted
in Charles I.'s reign, but not printed until 1652.

Widow's Tears, The. A comedy by
George Chapman (q.v.)

,
produced in 1612, in which

Cynthia, the heroine, falls in love with the sentinel

who is put on guard over the corpse of her husband.

Wieland. The Oberon of this German poet
was translated into English by William Sotheby,
and published in 1798.

Wieland : " or, the Transformation." A
novel by Charles Brookden Brown (1771—1810),
published in 1798.

Wife, A, now a Widowe. A poem written
by Sir Thomas Overbury (1518—1613) in 1614,
to persuade the Earl of Somerset from marrying
the divorced Countess of Essex. " The compassion

of the public," says Campbell, " for a man of worth,
' whose spirit still walketh unrevenged among
them,' together with the contrast of his ideal Wife
with the Countess of Essex, who was his murderess,
attached an interest and popularity to his work,
and made it pass rapidly through sixteen editions

before the year 1653. . . . As a poet Overbury
has few imposing attractions; his beauties are

those of solid reflection, predominating over, but
not extinguishing, sensibility."

Wife of Bath, The. A comedy by John
Gay, first produced in 1713, and again, with altera-

tions, in 1730, but each time unsuccessfully. See

also Bath, The Wipe op.

Wife, The: "a Tale of Mantua." A
tragedy by James Sheridan Knowles (1784

—

1862). Wlien it was originally produced, the hero
and heroine were played by Knowles and Miss
Ellen Tree (afterwards Mrs. Charles Kean) re-

spectively.

Wilberforce, Samuel, D.D., Bishop of

Winchester (b. 1805, d. 1873), published Agathos
(q.v.), and other Stories; Sebrew Heroes; Sermons
and Charges; and other works. Hia Quarterly
Essays appeared in 1874.

Wnberforee, William, anti-slavery advo-
cate (b. 1759, d. 1833), pubhshed in 1797 ^ Fractieal

View of the Prevailing Religious System of Professed
Christians in the Bigher and Middle Classes of this

Country, contrasted with Peal Christianity. See the
Life by his sons.

Wild Flowers. Poems by Egbert Bloom-
PIELD (1766—1823), written in 1806.

"WUd in woods the noble savage
ran, When." A line occurring in Dryden's play
of The Conquest of Granada, part i., act i., scene 1.

WUd Irish Girl, The. A novel by Lady
Morgan (1783-1859), published in 1801. This
" national tale" ran through seven editions in two
years.

Wild Oats : " or, the Strolling Gentleman."
A comedy by John O'Keepe (1747—1833); printed
in 1798.

"WUd with all regret."—Tennyson, The
Princess, canto iv.

WUd, The History of Jonathan. A
novel by Henry Fielding (1707—1754), published
in 1743, and founded on the history of a notorious
highwayman who was executed in 1725. " In that
strange apologue," says WiUiam Makepeace
Thackeray, "the author takes for a hero the
greatest rascal, coward, traitor, tyrant, hypocrite,
that his experience in this matter could enable him
to devise or depict; he accompanies this viUaia
through all the actions of his life, with a grinning
deference and a wonderful mock respect, and does
not leave him tiU he is dangling at the gaUows,
when the satirist makes him a low bow, and wishes
the scoundrel good day." "A satire like this,"
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says W. C. Eoscoe, " strips off the spurious orna-
ments of hypocrisy, shows the beauty of the moral
character, and -will always he worthy the attention
of the reader who desires to rise wiser or better
from the book he peruses."

Wild-Goose Chase, The. A play by
John Fletcher (1576—1625).

Wildair, Sir Harry. A comedy by Georoe
Farquhar (1678—1707), produced in 1701 ; also
the name of the hero of The Constant Couple (1700).

Wilde, Lady. See Speranza.

"Wilderness of sweets, A."—Paradise
Lost, book v., line 294.

WUdfell Hall, The Tenant of. A novel
by Anne Bronte (1822—1849).

Wildfire, Madge. The sobriquet attached
to Margaret Murdoohson in Sir Walter Scott's
novel of The Heart of Midlothian (q.v.)

.

WiUielni Meister's Apprenticeship.
Translated from the German of Goethe by Thomas
Carlyle (b. 1795), and published in 1824. It was
severely criticised by De Quiucey in The London
Magazine, and by Lord Jeffrey in The ^Edinburgh

Wilkes, John, joumaUst (b. 1727, d. 1797),
wrote An Essay on Woman (1763), Speeches

(1777—9 and 1786), and Letters (1767, 1768, 1769,
and 1805). His Life was written by BaskerviUe
in 1769, by Gradock in 1772, by Almon in 1805,
and by W. F. Eae in 1873. "Wilkes," says Mac-
aulay, in his essay on the Earl of Chatham, " was
a man of taste, reading, and engaging manners.
His sprightly conversation was the delight of

green-rooms and taverns, and pleased even grave
hearers when he was sufficiently under restraint to

abstain from detailing the particulars of his amours,
and from breaking jests on the New Testament.
In Parliament he did not succeed. His speaking,

though just, was feeble. As a writer he made a
better figure." See Byron's description of Wilkes
in The Vision of Judgment. See also the Percy
Anecdotes and The Edinburgh Beview for 1839.

See North Briton, The.

Wilkie, WiUiam, D.D., minister and poet

(b. 1721, d. 1772), wrote The JEpigoniad (1757 and

1759), (q.v.) ; A Dream, irn the Manner of Spenser

(1759) ; Fables (1768) ; and some miscellaneous

pieces. His Works are included in Anderson's

pdition of The British Poets. See Scottish Homer,
The.

WilMns, John, D.D., Bishop of Chester

(b. 1614, d. 1672), wrote A Discovery of a New
World: or, a Discourse tending to prove that 'tis

probable there may be another habitable world in the

Moon, with a discourse concerning the possibility of a

passage thither (1638) ; A Discourse concerning a New
Planet, tending to prove that it is probable our Earth

is one of the Planets (1640) ; An Essay towards a
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real Character and a Philosophical Language (1668);
Of the Principles and Duties of Natural Religion
(1675) ; and other works.

Wilkins, Peter, The Life and Adven-
tures of: "relating particularly his Shipwreck
near the South Pole ; his wonderful passage through
a subterraneous Cavern into a kind of New
World; his there meeting with a Gawrey, of
Flying Woman, whose life he preserved, and after-
wards married her ; his extraordinary Conveyance
to the Country of Glumms and Gawreys, or Men
and Women that fly ; likewise a description of this
strange Country, with the Laws, Customs, and
Maimers of its Inhabitants, and the Author's
remarkable Transactions among them ; taken from
his own Mouth on his Passage to England from off
Cape Horn in America in the ship Sector; with
an Introduction giving an Account of the sur-
prising Manner of his coming on Board that
Vessel, and his Death on his landing at Plymouth,
in the year 1739 ; by P. S., a Passenger in the
Hector." This work was first published in 1760,
withadedieationtoEUzabeth, Countess of Northum-
berland, and is presumed, from an agreement
with Dodsley, the publisher, which was discovered
in 1835, to be from the pen of Eoeert Paltook
(q.v.), "of Clement's Inn, Gentleman," of whom
we have absolutely no more information than is

contained in the above description, or in the fact
that Paltock had been indebted to the Countess
for " a late instance of benignity," and that it was
after her that he drew the portrait of Youwarkee,
his charming heroine. The " E. S., a passenger in

the Hector," is obviously a fictitious personage, for

the dedication and the introduction are both signed
by the initials of this Robert Paltook ; and if he
stands for any individual at all, it has been sug-
gested that he is intended for the Pichard Sympson
who stood sponsor for Lemuel Gulliver in Swift's

famous fiction. The idea of the work, together

with the name of the hero, was probably suggested

by Bishop Wilkins' Discovery of a New World,

published anonymously in 1638, which was
described as " a discourse tending to prove that 'tis.

probable there may be another habitable World
in the Moon," and in which there occur specula-

tions as to the possibility of men being able to fly

by means of wings attached to their bodies. Other-

wise, the book seems founded to a great extent on
the plan of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Peter Wilkins

being, like that immortal personage, a shipwrecked

voyager, cast upon a soUtary shore, of which he is

for a considerable time the sole inhabitant. The
name of the " strange Country " inhabited by
Glumms and Gawreys is Nosmnbdsgrsutt, an un-

pronounceable word ; and in the description of it

given by Peter WUkins, there is an evident imita-

tion of the style of Swift. Southey confesses to

having derived from it his conception of the Glen-

doveers who figure in his Curse of Kehama, and

Weber has reprinted the whole story in his Colkc-

tion of Popular Romances. See The Retrospective

Review, vii., 120—183, and Leigh Hunt's Seer.
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Wilkinson, Sir John Gardner, Egypto-
logist (b. 1797), has produced Materia Siero-

glyphiea (1828) ; The Topography of Thebes, and
General View of Egypt (1833) ; The Manners and
Customs of the Aneient Egyptians (1837—il)

;

Salmatia and Montenegro (1848) ; The Architecture

of Ancient Thebes (1850) ; On Colour and on the

Necessity for the General Diffusion of Tastf among
all Classes (1858) ; and other works.

Will Waterproofs Lyrical Mono-
logue. A poem by Alfred Tennyson, written

in 1842; one of the poet's few attempts at the
composition of vers de societe.

Willet, Joe, in Dickens's novel of JBarnaby

Sudge (q.v.), eventually marries DoUy Varden
(q.v.).

William, Archbishop of Orange, figures in
Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

William and Margaret. A ballad by
David Mallet (1700—1765), published in 1727.
See Pair Margaret and Sweet William.

William and the Werwolf. An old Eng-
lish romance, edited by Sir Frederick Madden,
and published by him in 1828 and 1832. The
author is unknown. It was probably written
about 1350.

William de Brampton.
William de.

Brampton,

William of Malmesbury, historian (temp.
eleventh century), wrote several works, enumerated
by Wright in jois Biographia Literaria, among
which the most important are the Gesta Eegum
Anglorum, the Sistoria Novella, and the Oesta
Tontificum. The first includes a resume of English
history from the arrival of the English in 449 tUl
1120; the second opens with a retrospect of Henry
I.'s reign, and terminates abruptly with the year
1143. AU three were first printed in the Scriptores
post Bedam, edited by Sir Henry Saville. Of the
first two, there is an edition by Sir DufBus Hardy,
published in 1840 for the Historical Society. An
English translation by the Eev. John Sharpe, issued
in 1 8 1 5j formed the basis of that made by Dr. Giles,
which is included in Boha's Antiquarian Library
(1847).

William of Newbury (or Newburgh),
historian (b. 1136, d. 1208), wrote the Sistoria
Begum Anglicarum, the narrative of which extends
from the Norman Conquest to the year 1198, and
which was first printed at Antwerp in 1597. It was
edited for the Historical Society, in 1866. For the
original Latin, see Merum Britannicarum Scriptores
(1587).

William of Occam. See Invincible Doctor,
The ; Occam, William op.

William the Trouvere. See Thbophilus.

Williams, Anna, poet (b. 1706, d. 1783),
published, in 1766, a volume of Miscellanies in Prose
and Verse, to which Dr. Johnson contributed a
preface and, it is said, some of the pieces them-

selves. She had published, in 1746, a translation
of La Bletterie's Life of the Emperor Julian.

Williams, Caleb. A novel by William
Godwin (1756—1836), published in 1794. "There
is little knowledge of the world," says Hazlitt,
" little variety, neither an eye for the picturesque,

nor a talent for the humorous, in Caleb Williams.;

but you cannot doubt for a moment of the origi-

nality of the work and the force of the conception.

This novel is utterly unlike anything else that ever
was written, and is one of the most original as well
as powerful productions in the English language."
The hero, Caleb, is a man of " insatiable, incessant
curiosity." See Falkland.

Williams, Daniel, D.D., Nonconformist
divine (b. about 1643, d. 1716), wrote Practical
Discourses, and other Works, published in 1738—50.

His Memoirs appeared in 1718, and Papers relating

to his Life in 1816. See Nelson's Life of Bishop
Bull.

Williams, David, miscellaneous writer (b.

1738, d. 1816), was the author of A Letter to David
Garrick (1770) ; The Philosopher; Essays on Public
Worship, Patriotism, and Projects of Reformation ;
A Liturgy on the Universal Principles of Meligion
and Morality; Lectures on Political Principles;

Lectures on Political Liberty ; Lessons to a Toung
Prince; a, History of Monmouthshire ; a Treatise on
Education ; and Preparatory Sttidies for Political

Seformers. He was the founder of the " Eoyal
Literary Fund."

Williams, Helen Maria, miscellaneous
writer (b. about 1762, d. 1828), pubhshed Miscel-
laneous Poems (1786); Julia: a novel (1790); A
Sketch of the Polities of France in 1793—4 (1795)

;

Letters from France : containing many New Anecdotes
relative to the French Mevolution (1792—96) ; A
Tour in Switzerland (1798) ; Sketches of the State of
Manners and Opinions in the French Pepublie to-

wards the close of the Eighteenth Century (1801)

;

Poems on Various Occasions (1823) ; ajid other
works.

Williams, John, Archbishop of York (b.

1582, d. 1650), was the author of The Soly Table,
Name and Thing, sermons, and other works. See
the Life by Bishop Hacket (1693), and by Ambrose
PhiKps (1700).

Williams, Monier, Sanscrit scholar (b. 1819),
has published A Practical Grammar of the Sanserii
Language (1846), an English and Sanscrit Dictionary
(1851), Indian Epic Poetry (1863), a Sanscrit and
English Dictionary (1872), and numerous transla-
tions from the Sanscrit.

WiUiams, Rowland, D.D., Welsh scholar
and divine (b. 1817, d. 1870), was the author of
Rational Godliness after the Mind of Christ and the
written Voices of Bis Church (1855) ; Sinduism and
Christianity compared (1866) ; The Prophets of Israel
and Judah during the Assyrian Empire (1866)

;

Glendower: a Dramatic Biography (1870); The
Hebrew Prophets, TranslatedAfreshfrom the Original
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(1872) ; and other works, including an article on
Bimsen's Biblical Sesearehes, contributed to Essays
and Seviews (1860). His Life and Letters was
pubUshed in 1874.

Williams, Sarah, p'oet, was the author of
Twilight Sours, a volume of verse published in
1872, with a Memoir by E. H. Plumptre.

Williams, Sir Charles Hanbury, diplo-
matist and poet (b. 1709, d. 1759), wrote Poems
(1763) and Odes [mS), which were republished in
his Works, printed "from the originals," with
notes by Horace Walpole, in 1822.

Williams, Sir Roger, military officer (temp.
Queen Elizabeth), was the author of Actions of the

Low Countries, A Brief Discourse of War, Advice
from France, and other works. See Sir Walter
Scott's edition of Somers's Tracts.

Willie and May Margaret. A ballad,

printed by Jamieson in his collection. Willie is

represented as crossing the Clyde, against his

mother's wish, to visit May Margaret, and as

being drowned on his way home. Buohaii entitles

his version The Drowned Lover.

Willie's Iiadye. A baUad, printed by Scott

inhis Border Minstrelsy, and published by Jamieson
under the title of Sweet Willy. Matthew Gregory
Lewis has included a version in his Tales of Wonder;
and Professor Aytoun gives it as it is given by
Jamieson, with some slight re-touches. The baUad
turns upon the spell under which Willie's Ladye is

laid by her wicked mother-in-law.

" Willing to wound, and yet afraid to
strike."

—

Pope, Frologtie to the Satires, line 203.

" Willingly let die, Wot." A phrase used
by Milton in his essay on Church Government.
" I might, perhaps, leave something so written to

after times as they should not willingly let die."

Willis, Wathaniel Parker, American mis-

cellaneous writer (b. 1806, d. 1867), was the author

of Pencillings by the Way (q.v.), Surrygraphs,

People I.have Met, Dashes at Life, and many other

volumes of a light and gossiping character, de-

scriptive of the men and manners of his time. He
was a large contributor to periodical literature.

Willison, John, Presbyterian divine (b. 1680,

d. 1750), wrote The Mother's Catechism, The

Afflicted Man's Companion, and other works, pub-

lished at Aberdeen in 1769. His Practical Works

were edited, with an introductory essay, by Dr.

Eadie.

Willoughby, Brave Lord. See Brave
Lord Willoughby.

Willoughby, Sir Clement. A character

in Madame D'Arblay's Mvelina (q.v.) ;
" insolent

and polished." " His passion for Evelina is alter-

nately bold and perfidious, and always imper-

tinent."

Willow Tree, The. A pastoral dialogue
between "Willy" and "Cuddy," in Tlie Golden
Garland of Princely Delights (q.v.).

Willow, Willow, Willow. An old ballad,

in two parts, from which Shakespeare took his
song in Othello, act iv., scene 3 :

—

"My mother had a maid call'd Barbara

:

She was iu love ; and he she loved proved mad,
And did forsake her. She had a song of ' willow ;*

An old thing 'twas, hut It express'd her fortune,
And she died singing it."

Wills, William. Gorman, dramatist and
novelist (b. 1828), has written the following plays

:

—The Man o' Airlie (1866), Hin/co (1871), Charles I.

(1872), Migene Aram (1873), Mary Queen o' Scots

(1874), and Jane Shore (1876); also The Wife's
Evidence, David Ohantrey, TJte Pace that Kills,

Notice to Quit, and other stories.

Wills, William Henry, journalist (b. 1810),
was for a long time sub-editor of Household Words
and All the Tear Boimd, under Charles Dickens.
He has published Old Leaves Gatheredfrom Souse-
hold Words.

Wilmot, in Lillo's tragedy of The Fatal
Cariosity (q.v.), is an old man who, with his wife,

murders a rich stranger who takes shelter in theii-

house, and discovers afterwards that he has kiUed
his son.

Wilmot, Arabella, in Goldsmith's Vicar

of Wakefield (q.v.), is beloved by George Prim-
rose.

Wilmot, John. See Eoohester, Eabl op.

Wilson, Alexander, ornithologist and poet

(b. 1766, d. 1813), pubhshed The Laurel Disp^ted

(1791) ; Watty amd Meg (1792), (q.v.) ; American
Ornithology (1808 — 1814) ; and The Foresters

(1825), (q.v.). A sketch of his Life is prefixed to

the ninth volume of the Ornithology ; and a Memoir,

by George Ord, was published in 1828.

Wilson, Arthur, historian and dramatist (b.

1596, d. 1662), wrote a Sistory of Great Britain

:

being the Life and Beign of K. James I., 1603—25

(1653), and three comedies, of which one. The Ln-

constant Lady, -was printed at Oxford in 1814. See

his Autobiography.

WQson, Daniel, IiL.D.,misceUaneouswriter
(b. 1816), has published Memorials of Edinburgh

in the Olden Time (1847) ; Oliver Cromwell and the

Protectorate (1848) ; The Archceology and Prehis-

toric Annals of Scotland (1851); Prehistoric Man :

Researches into the Origin of Civilization in the Old

and New Worlds (1863) ; and Chatterton : a Bio-

graphical Study (1869).

Wilson, Florence, Scottish scholar (b. early

in the sixteenth century, d. 1564), wrote a Latin

dialogue, De Animi Tranquilitate (q.v.), and a

theological tract published in 1539.

Wilson, George, chemist, technologist, and

miscellaneous writer (b. 1818, d. 1859), wrote The

Five Gate-Ways of Knowledge; Paper, Pen, and
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Inlc ; various scientific treatises; an unfinished

Life of Professor Edward Forbes ; a volume of lec-

tures; and numerous contritutions to magazines
and reviews. See the Memoir by his sister (1866).

Wilson, Henry Bristow, divine (b. 1803),

'iontributed a paper on " Christian Comprehension "

o Oxford Essays in 1857, and an article on " The
.National Church " to JEssays and Reviews in 1 860.

Wilson, Horace Hayman, Professor of

Sanscrit at Oxford (b. 1786, d. 1860), published a
translation of Kalidasa's Megha D&ta (1813), an
edition of Colebrooke's Sanscrit-English dictionary

(1819), A Sistory of Cashmere (1825), Specimens of
the Theatre of the Hindoos (1826—7), Doetiments

Illustratvoe of the Burmese War (1827), a transla-

tion of the Vishna Purcma (1840), Ariana Antigua
(1841), an edition of Mill's Sistory of British

India (1844—8), a translation of the Eig-Yeda
(1850—7), and other works. For Biography, see

the Eeport of the Eoyal Asiatic Society (1860).

Wilson, James, zoologist (b. 1795, d. 1856),
was the author of Illustrations of Zoology, Rod and
Gun, contributions to the seventh edition of The
Encyclopedia Britannica, and numerous articles in

the reviews and magazines.

Wilson, James, Chancellor of the Indian
Exchequer (b. 1805, i 1860), founded The Econo-
mist in 1843.

WHson, John, poet (b. 1720, d. 1776), pub-
lished The Clyde (1764), (q.v.); and Earl Douglas,
a tragedy, in the same year. The former was
republished by Leyden, with a biographical sketch
in the first volume of Scottish Descriptive Poems.

Wilson, John (" Christopher North"), poet,
novelist, and essayist (b. 1785, d. 1854), wrote The
Isle of Palms (1812), (q.v.) ; The City of the Plague
(1816) ; Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life (1822)

;

The Trials ofMargaret Lindsay {1S23); The Foresters

(1825), (q.v.); Essay on the Life and Genius of
Robert Burns (1841) ; and Recreations of Christopher
North (1842). His Poems and Dramatic Works ap-
peared collectively in 1825. His complete Works,
edited by Professor Ferrier, and including the
Xoctes Ambrosiana (q.v.), appeared in 1855—8. His
Life was written by las daughter, Mrs. Gordon.
" If ever," says Professor Masson, " there was a,

man of genius, and of really great genius, it was
the late Professor "Wilson. From the moment
when his magnificent physique and the vehement,
passionate, ennui-dispelling nature that it so fitly
enshrined, first burst upon literary society at
Oxford, at the Lakes, and at Edinburgh, there
was but one verdict respecting him. It was that
which Scott and other competent judges expressed,
when they declared, as they did repeatedly, that
"Wilson had powers that might make him in litera-
ture the very first man of his generation. More-
over, what he actually did, in the course of his five-
and-thirty years of literary life, remains to attest

the amount and vigour of his faculties. In quantity
it is large ; in kmds most various. In the general
literature of Britain a place of real importance is

accorded to Christopher North, while his own com-
patriots—with that power of enthusiastic, simul-
taneous, and, as it were, national regard for then-
eminent men, either while yet living, or after they
are just dead, which distinguishes them from their

neighbours the English—have added Tiim to the
list of those illustrious Scots whom they so delight
to count over in chronological series, and whom
they remember with affection. And yet not only
in disinterested England, but even among admiring
Scotchmen themselves, there have been critical

comments and drawbacks of opinion with respect
to "Wilson's literary career, and the evidences of
his genius that remain So far as I have
seen, all the criticisms and drawbacks really resolve
themselves into an assertion that "Wilson, though a
man of extraordinary natural powers, did not do
justice to them by discipline—that he was intel-

lectually, as well as physically, one of those Goths
of great personal prowess, much of whose prowess
went to waste for want of stringent self-regulation,

and who, as respects the total efficiency of their
lives, were often equalled or beaten by men of
more moderate build, but that bvuld Roman." See
MulLION, MORDEOAI ; NOKTH, CHRISTOPHER.

Wilson, Matthias. See Knott, Edwahd.

Wilson, Robert. See Cobbler's Prophesy,
The.

Wilson, Sir Thomas, divine, statesman, and
critic (d. 1581), wrote The Rule of Reason, con-

teinying the Arte of Logique (1551) ; The Art of
Retorique (1553) ; A Discourse upon Usurye, by way
of Dialogue and Oracions ; and a translation of three
of Demosthenes' Orations. See EETOBiauE, The
Art of.

Wilson, Thomas, D.D., Bishop of Sodor
and Man (b. 1663, d. 1755), wrote The Principles
and Duties of Christianity (1707); Instructions for
Better Understanding the LorSs Supper (1736)

;

Parochialia: or. Instruction for the Clergy (1791)

;

Maxims of Piety and Christianity (1791) ;- Sacra
Privata : Private Meditations and Prayers (1800),
(q.v.) ; Sermons (1822) ; and other Works, repub-
lished, with a Life by CruttweU, in 1781. See also
the biographies by Stowell (1810) and Keble (1852).

Wilson, William, Scottish poet (h. 1801, d.

1860), contributed numerous pieces to The Edin-
burgh Literary Journal, Blackwood's Magazine,
Chambers's Journal, The Book of Scottish Song, The
Modern Scottish Minstrel, and similar publications

;

an edition of his Poems being published post-
humously, with a Memoir, by B. Lossing. A second
edition, with additional poems, appeared in 1875.
See Grant "Wilson's Poets and Poetry of Scotland.

" Wilt thou forget the happy hours ?
"

—The Past, by Percy Bysshe Shelley, written
in 1818.
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_ y(A^ ^^o^ leave me thus? And."
i^.r"^^"*,*. ^^° ^y S"^ Thomas Wyatt (1503

—1642), oi which Palgrave says that " it was long
tetore Bnghsh poetry returned to the charming
simplicity of this and a few other poems" by
the same writer.

Wilton, Ralph de.
poem of Marmion (q.v.).

A character in Scott's

Wiltshire Labourers, The Hymn of
the. Contributed by Charles Dickens (1812

—

1870) to The Daily News of February 14, 1846, and
elicited by a speech at one of the night meetings
of the wives of agricultural labourers in Wiltshire,
held to petition for free trade. It begins :

" Oh God, who by Thy Prophet's Hand
Didst smite the rocky hraJce,

Whence water came at Thy command.
Thy people's thirst to slake

:

Strike, now, upon this granite waJl,
Stern, obdurate, and high ;And let some drops of pity fall
For us who starve and die I

"

"There is the true ring in these lines. They
have the note which Dickens consistently sounded
through bfe of right against might ; the note which
found expression in the Anti-Corn Law agitation,

in the protest against workhouse enormities, in the
raid against those eccentricities in legislation which
are anomalies to the rich and bitter hardships to

the poor."

Wily Beguilde. A "pleasant comedie,''

printed in 1606, and reprinted by Carew Hazlitt

in his edition of Dodsleys Old Plays. Hawkins
describes it as " a regular and very pleasing

comedy," and said that " if it were judiciously

adapted to the manners of the times, it would
make, no contemptible appearance on the modern
stage." " The ohiefe Actors," says the title-page,
" be these : A poore scholler, a rich foole, and a

knave at a shifte." The play is not divided into

acts.

Wimble, Will. A member of the fictitious

Spectator Club (q.v.) ; said to be intended as a

portrait of a Mr. Thomas Morecroft (d. 1741).

Winehelsea, Countess of, Anne Finch,

poetess (d. 1720}, published Miscellany Poems, and
a tragedy called Aristomenes, in 1713. Wordsworth
speaks of the former volume as containing " some
delightful pictures from external nature."

"Wind and his nobility. Betwixt
the."

—

Shakespeahe, Xiny Henry IV., part i.,

act i., scene 3.

'

" Wind that profits nobody, lU blo-ws
the."

—

King Henry VI., part iii., act ii., scene 5.

"Windows (Rich), that exclude the
light." See Gray's poem, A Long Story

:

—
*• And passages that lead to nothing."

Windsor Forest. A descriptive poem, by
Alexander Pope, written in 1704 ; completed and
published in 1713.

I ] WIN

" Windward of the law. Just to the."—Churchill, The Ohost, book iii., line 56.

Win^ate, David, Scottish poet (b. 1828),
has published Poems (1862), and Annie Weir, and
other Poems (1866), besides many fugitive verses in

the magazines. " The earnestness," says The
Athenceum, " with which he has cherished his sense

of beauty through a life of severe and perilous toil

demands from us sympathy and respect." See
Grant Wilson's Poets and Poetry of Scotland.

Winifreda. A " beautiful address to con-

jugal love ; a subject," says Bishop Percy, " too
much neglected by the libertine Muses." It was,
he beheves, first printed in a volume of MiseeU
laneotis Poems by several hands, in 1726 ; where it

is said, though apparently on no authority, to be a
translation " from the ancient British language."

Winifreda. A poem by John Gilbert
Cooper (1723—1769).

Winkle, Mr. Nathaniel. The Cockney
sportsman, in Dickens's novel of the Posthumous
Papers of the Pickwick Club (q.v.) ; inserted, the

author tells us, in order to afford scope for the

pencil of Seymour, the artist.

Winkle, Rip Van. See Rip Van Winkle.

Winning of Cales, The. A ballad which
describes the capture of Cadiz, on June 21, 1696,

by Lord Howard and the Earl of Essex.

Winslow, Forbes Benignus, M.D.,
physician and -writer on psychological subjects

(b. 1810, d. 1874), has written On Cholera (1831),

Physic and Physicians (1839), The Anatomy of

Suicide (1840), Lectures on Insanity (1854), Obscure

Diseases of the Brain (1860), and other works.

Winstanley, WDliam, biographer (temp.

Charles I. and II. and James II.), published The

Muses Cabinet, stored with a variety of Poems (1655)

;

England's Worthies: Select Lives of the most Dminent

Persons of the Englysh Nation; from Constantine the

Great down to these Times (1600) ; The Leyall Mar-
tyrology : or. Brief Catalogues of the most Eminent

Persons who suffered for their Conscience during the

late Sebellion (1663) ; The Honour of the Merchant

Taylors (1668) ; Historical Parities and Curious Ob-

servations, domestic and foreign (1684) ; Lives of

the tnost famous English Poets (1687) ; and other

Works.

Winter. A poem, forming one of the series

on The Seasons, by James Thomson (1700—1748),

published in 1726. It had been suggested to the

writer by a poetical composition on the same

subject of his friend Eiccaltoun, and when com-

pleted was sold to a bookseller for the sum of three

g-uineas. To this Sir Spencer Compton, to whom
the poem was dedicated, added twenty guineas.

By-and-by, the work became better known in the

literary world, and was "accompanied in many
editions," says Dr. Johnson, "not only with a pre-

face and dedication, but with poetical praises by
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Mr. Hill, Mr. Mallet (then Mallooh), and Mira,

the fictitious name of a lady once too well known."

"Winter comes, to rule the varied
year."

—

Thomson, Winter, line i.

"Winter of her days, The."—Sir Ohakles
Sedley, Songs.

"Winter of our discontent, Wow is
the."

—

King Eiehard III., act i., scene 1.

"Winter! ruler of the inverted year."
—CowPER, The Task, book it. ("Winter Even-
ing")-

Winter-Night's Vision. A metrical his-

tory of the reign of Queen EHzaheth, by Eichakd
NiccoLS (q.v.), which appeared in 1610.

Winter's Tale, The. A play by William
Shakespeare (q.v.), of which there is no earlier

edition than that of the folio- of 1623. It had,

however, been acted as early as 1611, and the

evidence procurable tends to prove that it was
written about that year. The main idea of the plot

was derived by Shakespeare from Eobert Greene's

novel, Fandosto : the Tritimph of Time (q.v.)

;

otherwise, the play is entirely his. " Eobert
Greene," writes Collier, " was a man who pos-

sessed all the advantages of education ; he was a
graduate of both universities—he was skilled in

ancient learning and in modem languages ; he had,

besides, a prolific imagination, a lively and elegant

fancy, and a grace of expression rarely exceeded

;

yet, let any person well acquainted with The
Winter's Tale read the novel of Fandosto, upon
which it was founded, and he will be struck at

once with the vast pre-eminence of Shakespeare,
. and with the admirable maimer in which he has
^converted materials suppKed by another to his own
use. The bare outline of the story (with the
exception of Shakespeare's miraculous conclusion) is

nearly the same in both ; but this is all they have
in common, and Shakespeare may be said to have
scarcely adopted a single hint for his descriptions,

or a line for his dialogue ; while in point of passion
and sentiment Greene is cold, formal, and arti-

ficial—the very opposite of everything in Shake-
speare." "The idea of this delightful drama,"
says Coleridge, " is a genuine jealousy of dis-

position, and it should be immediately followed by
a perusal of Othello, which is the direct contrast of
it in every particulax. For jealousy is a vice of the
mind, a culpable tendency of the temper, having
certain well-known and well-defined effects and
concomitants, all of which are visible in Leontes,
and not one of which marks its presence in Othello ;

such as first, an excitability by the most inadequate
causes, and an eagerness to snatch at proofs

;

secondly, a grossness of conception, and a dis-

position to degrade the object of the passion by
sevaral fancies and images; thirdly, a sense of
shame of his own feelings exhibited in a solitary

moodiness of humour, and yet, from the violence
of the passion, force to utter itself, and therefore
catching occasions to ease the mind by ambiguities.

equivoques, by talking to those who cannot, or
who are known not to be able to understand what
is said to them, in short, by soliloquy in the form
of dialogue, and hence a confused, broken, and
fragmentary manner ; fourthly, a dread of vulgar
ridicule, as distinct from a high sense of honour,
or a mistaken sense of duty; and, lastly, and
immediately consequent upon this, a spirit of sel-

fish vindictiveness. " The Winter's Tale," says

Schlegel, " is as appropriately named as the Mid-
summer Nights Dream. It is one of those tales

which are peculiarly calculated to beguile the
dreary leisure of a long winter's evening, and are

even attractive and intelligible to childhood ; while
animated by fervent truth in the delineation of
character and passion, and invested with the em-
bellishments of poetry, lowering itself, as it were,

to the simplicity of the subject, they transport

even manhood back to the golden age of the imagi-
nation. Nothing can be more fresh and youthful,
nothing at once so ideally pastoral and princely as
the love of Florizel and Perdita ; of the prince,

whom love converts into a voluntary shepherd;
and the princess, who betrays her exalted origin

without knowing it, and in whose hands nosegays
became crowns." See Autoltous ; Florizel ;

Hermione ; Leontes ; Perdita.

Winthrop, Dolly. A character in George
Eliot's tale of Silas Marner.

"Wire-drawing his words in a con-
trary sense." See Florio's translation of Mon-
taigne's Esswjjs, book ii.

Wireker, ITigeluS, precentor of Canterbury
(circa 1190). See Speculum Stul*orum.

"Wisdom married to immortalverse.'

'

—Wordsworth, The Excursion, book vi.

Wisdom of Solomon, The. "Para-
phrased" by Thomas Middleton (1570— 1627),
and printed in 1597.

Wisdom, The Age of. A lyric by William
Makepeace Thackeray (1811—1863):

—

** All your wish is woman to win,—
ThiB is the way that boys hegiu

:

Wait till you come to Forty Tear."

Wisdom, The House of. " A fantastical

book," published by Francis Bamfyldb (d. 1684)
in 1681, in which the author "would have the
Hebrew tongue and language to be the most
universal character over all the inhabited earth,

to be taught in all schools, and the children to be
taught it as their mother-tongue. He proposes,"
says Anthony h. Wood, '

' a way for the erection of

Academies to have it taught, and all Philosophy
to proceed from Scripture, to have all books trans-
lated into that language, and I know not what."

" Wisdom, which alone is truly fair."—Paradise Lost, book iv., line 491.

" Wise and masterly inactivity." See
"Inactivity, Masterly."
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Wise, Henry Augustus. See awNoo.
"Wise saws, and modern instances "—As you Like It, act ii., scene 7.

"Wisely, but too weU, TSot."—Othello,
act v., scene 2. These words form the title of
a novel by Ehoda Broughton (q.v.).

"Wisely worldly (Be), but not
worldly-wiae."^QuAiiLES, Emblems.

Wiseman, Nicholas, Cardinal, Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Westminster (b. 1802,
d. 1865), published Sorce Syriacce (1828) ; The
Connection between Science and Revealed Seligion
(1836) ; JSssays on Various Subjects (1853) ; Recollec-
tions of the Last Four Fopes, and of Some in their
Times (1858) ; JPoints of Contact between Science and
Art (1863) ; William Shakespeare (1865) ; Fabiola :

or, the Church of the Catacombs (1868) ; and other
works. Memoirs of the cardinal appeared in 1865
and 1867.

" Wisest, brightest, meanest of man-
Knd !

" A description applied to Lord Bacon in
Pope's &say on Man, epistle iv., line 281.

"Wisest, virtuousest, discreetest,
best."

—

^Milton, Faradise Lost, book viii., line 548.

" Wish that of the living whole, The."—Sect. liv. of Tennyson's In Memoriam.

Wish, The. Two lyrics by Abraham Cowley
(1618—1667), one of which is contained in The
Mistress (q.v.), and includes the following verse :

—

"Ah yet, e'er I descend to the grave.
May I a, small house and large garden have

!

And a few friends, and many books, both true.
Both wise and both delightful too

!

And since Love ne'er will from me flee,
A mistress moderately fair.
And good as guardian angels are.

Only belov'd and loving me !

"

Wishart, George, Bishop of Edinburgh (b.

1609, d. 1671), vnote De Rebus Auspiciis Serenissimi
et Fotentissimi Garoli D.G. Brit. Regis, sub imperio
illustrissimi Montisrosarum Marchionis, sub anno
1644, «* dtwbus seguentibus, published at Paris in
1647; translated into English in 1756, and repub-
lished in 1819.

"Wishes (Our) lengthen as our sun
' dedines."

—

^Young, Night Thoughts, night v., Uue
662.

Wishes to his (supposed) Mistress. A
lyric by Eichard Crashaw (1616—1650), contained
in his Delights of the Muses (q.v.). It begins

—

" Whoe'er she be.
That not impossible she,
That shall command my heart and me ;"

and is to be found, somewhat condensed, in Pal-
grave's Golden Treaswy ofEnglish Songs and Lyrics.

"Wishes (Whose), soon as granted,
fly."—SooTT, The Lay of the Last Minstrel, canto
v., stanza 13.

"Wishes will not do."—Isaac Bicker-
STAFP, Thomas and Sally :—

" One cannot eat one's cake, and have it too."

Wishfort, Iiady. A witty but vain person

in Congreve's comedy of The Way of the World
(q.v.).

Wishing Gate, The, and The Wishing
Gate Destroyed. Two lyrics by William
Wordsworth, written in 1828.

Wit, A Satire upon, by Sir Eichard Black-
more (1650—1729), appeared in 1700; a perfor-
mance which, if not witty itself, was the cause of
wit in others.

Wit and Mirth : " or, Pills to Purge Melan-
choly." The title under which a coUeotion of
sonnets by Thomas D'TTrpey (1650—1723), was
republished in 1719—20. See Laugh and be Fat.

Wit at several Weapons. A comedy by
Beaumont and Fletcher, produced about 1614.

Wit, Ode on. A poem by Abraham Cowley
(1618—1667), which Dr. Johnson characterises as
" almost without a rival. It was about the time of
Cowley that wit, which had been till then used for
intellection in contradistinction to will, took the
meaning, whatever it be, which it now bears."

Wit Bestored, "in several select poems, not
formerly published," appeared in 1658. It was re-
-printed in 1817.

"Wit (True) is Nature to advantage
dressed." See "Nature to advantage dressed."

Witch of Atlas, The. A poem by Percy
Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), written in 1820.
" This poem is peculiarly characteristic of his tastes—^wildly fanciful, full of brilliant imagery, and
discarding human interest and passion to revel in
the fantastic ideas that his imagination suggested."
A sympathetic critic ealls it " from first to last,

consummate in imagination and workmanship."

Witch of Edmonton, The. A play, the
joint production of John Ford, Thom.is Eowley,
and Thomas Dekker, which, though acted with
" singular applause," remained in manuscript
until 1658. It is a dramatisation of the story of
Mother Sawyer, a poor woman who had been con-
demned and executed for witchcraft. Weber, the
editor of Ford, assigns to bim in particular the
scenes between Frank, Susan, and Winnifred.

Witch of Wokey, The. A baUad, first

published in 1756, in Mithemia: or, the Power of
Harmony, written by Dr. Harrington, of Bath.
The version in Percy's Reliques contains some
variations " from the elegant pen of the late Mr.
Shenstone." Wokey Hole is a cavern in Somerset-
shire.

Witch, The. A play by Thomas Middleton
(1570—1627) ; discovered in MS. by Isaac Eeed,
editor of Dodsley's Collection of Old Plays. It is

supposed to have suggested the choruses and in-

cantations in Macbeth (q.v.), but the great Shake-
spearian tragedy seems to have been written prior

to Middleton's play, and the witches in the latter

compared with those that assemble on " the blasted
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ieatli," are commonplace and even grotesque

personages. The plot of the Duke and Duchess
of Ravenna, incorporated in this drama, is adapted
from a novel by Biondello, upon -which Sir William
Davenant founded a tragedy.

"Witeliing time of night, 'Tis now
the very."

—

Samlet, act iii., scene 2.

"With a half-glance upon the sky."—
^ Character, by Alpked Tennyson.

"With blackest moss the flower-pots."—Mariana, by Axfred Tennyson.

"With Angers weary and worn."—
The Song of a Shirt, by Thomas Hood.

" With how sad steps, O moon, thou
climbst the sky." A sonnet by Sir Philip Sidney
(1554—1586). Ktrke White commences a sonnet
with a similar line.

"With me, mary syrs, thus sholde it
be." A song by John Skelton ; sung by Liberty
in his moral play of Magnyfycenee (q.v.)

.

Wither, George, poet (b. 1588, d. i667),
wrote Frince Senry's Obsequies : or, MournefuU
Ulegies upon his Death (1612) ; Abuses Stript and
Whipt: or, Satiricall Essayes (1613), (q.v.); Epitha-
lamia (1613) ; A Satyre written to the Kings most
excellent Majestye (1614) ; The Shepheard's Pipe
(1614, written with Browne) ; The Shepherds
Swnting (1616), (q.v.) ; Eidelia (1617) ; Wither's
Motto (1618) ; A Preparation to the Psalter (1619)

;

Exercises upon the first Psahnes, both in Verse and
Prose (1620); The Songs of the Old Testament,
translated into English Measures (1621) ; Jtive-

nilia (1622) ; The Mistress of Philarete (poems)
(1622) ; The Symnes and Songs of the Church
(1623) ; The Schollers' Purgatory, discovered in the
Stationer's Commonwealth, and described m a Dis-
course Apologetieall (1625—6) ; Britain's Remem-
brancer, containing a Narrative of the Plague lately
past (1628) ; The Psahnes of David translated into
Zyrieh verse (1632) ; Collection of Embletnes (1635)

;

Natu/re of Man (1636) ; Bead and Wonder (1641)

;

A Prophesie (1641) ; Hallelujah (1641) ; Campo
Mmte (1643) ; Ze Defendendo (1643) ; Mercurius
Susticus (1643) ; The Speech without Doore (1644)

;

Letters of Advice touching the Choice of Knights and
Burgesses for the Parliainent (1644) ; and nearly
seventy other works, a list of which will be found
in Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual. See, also.
Wood's AthentB Oxonienses, Brydges' Censura
Literaria, British Bibliographer, and Pestituta, and
an essay on With«'s works by Charles Lamb.
See Emblems, Ancient and Modekic; Scoukqe,
The.

"Withering on the virgin thorn."—A Midsummer Night's Dream, act i., scene 1.

"Withers are unwrung, Ovix."—Samlet,
act lii. , scene 2.

Witherspoon, John, D.D., Scotch Presby-
terian minister (b. 1722, d. 1794), wrote Ecclesias-
tical Characteristics, The Connection of Justification
by Faith with Soilness of Life, An Inquiry into the
Nature and Effects of the Stage, and The Dominion
of Providence over the Passions of Men.

Withrington, Soger. A 'squire whose
prowess is celebrated in the ballad of Chevy Chase
(q.v.).

Witikind, an historian of the tenth century,
produced Annates de Gestis Othonum, first published
at Basle in 1532.

Wititterly, Mr. and Mrs., are characters
in Dickens's novel of Nicholas Nickleby (q.v.).

Witness, The. A newspaper, published bi-
weekly, of which Hugh Miller (q.v.) became the
first editor in 1840, and to which he was a regular
contributor. The best of his work in it is included
iu his collected writings.

Wit's Cabal. A comedy, in two parts, by
Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle (1624—1673).

Wit's Commonwealth. See Politeuphia.

Wits Trenchmone : " in a conference had
betwixt a scholler and an angler." A work by
Nicholas Breton (1558—1624), which is supposed
to have suggested The Compleat Angler of Izaak
Walton. It was published in 1697.

Wit's Interpreter. A collection of songs,
epigrams, epitaphs, drolleries, and the like, pub-
lished in 1671.

Wit's Miserie and the World's Mad-
nesse : " discovering the devils incarnate of this
age." A pamphlet by Thomas Lodge, published
in 1596. It is probably alluded to by Shakespeare
iuA Midsummer Night's Dream

;

—" One sees more
devils than vast hell can hold."

Wit's Private Wealth : " stored with
choice Commodities to content the Miade." A
series of maxims, iu the manner of Larochefou-
cauld, by Nicholas Breton (1558—1624), pub-
lished in 1603.

Wit's Recreations. " Selected from the
finest fancies of modern muses," and published in
1640. This collection was reprinted in 1817.

Wit's Treasury, by Francis Meres (d.

1646), appeared ia 1598.

"Witty as Horatius Flaccus." First
line of An Impromptu on Lord Jeffrey, by Sydney
Smith, which continues:

—

" As great a Jacobin aa Gracchus,
Short, though not na fat as Bacchus,
Riding on alittle jackass."

"Witty (So) and so wise."

—

Rochester,
Epistle to Edward Soward.

Witwould, Sir WUful. A character in
Co.ngreve's comedy of The Way of the World {(^.-v.).
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Wives of Windsor, The Merry. A
comedy by William Shakespeare (1564—1616),
first published in 1602, and said to have been
-written by desiie of Queen Elizabeth, who wished
to see Falstaff (q.v.) represented as in love. It
was afterwards revised and much improved by the
author. The plot is founded upon more than one
Italian story. The comedy itseU is described by
Walton as "the most complete specimen of its

author's comic power.'' See the criticisms by
Johnson, Hazlitt, Schlegel, and Hallam. See, also,

Bakdolph ; Caius ; Evans, Sm Hugh ; Ford
;

Nym ; Page ; Pistol ; Shallow ; and Slender.

Wizard of the North, The. A title be-
stowed upon Sir Walter Scott in allusion to the
magical influence of his works, which on their first

appearance fascinated their readers even more
perhaps than they do now.

Wodhtdl, Michael, poet (b. 1740, d. 1816),
published a translation of Euripides into blank
verse (1782), besides various miscellaneous poems,
a collection of which appeared in 1804.

Wodrow, Robert, ecclesiastical historian

(b. 1679, d. nZi),yn:otes.SistoryoftheSufferingsof
the Church of Scotland, from the Reformation to the

Revolution (1721), and Collections v/pon the Lives of
the Reformers amd Most Eminent Ministers in the

Chweh of Scotland (1834). His Analecta: or.

Materials for a History of Remarkable Rrovidences

were published in 1842, and his Correspondence,

edited by M'Crie, in 1842—3. His Private Letters

had already appeared in 1694—1732. See the pub-
lications of the Maitland and Wodrow Societies.

"Woe succeeds a woe, as wave a
wave."

—

Herrick's Sesperides ("Aphorisms").

Young in his Night Thoughts has a very similar

idea :

—

" Woes cluster ; rare are solitary woes

;

They love a train, they tread each other's heels."

Woleot, John, M.D., poet (b. 1738, d.

1819), wrote a large number of Works, the most

important of which were published in five volumes

(1794—1801). A Life of him is included iu the

Annual Biography and Obituary for 1820. See

LousiAD, The ; Pindar, Peter.

Wolf of Badenoch, The. See Lauder, Sir

Thomas Dick.

Wolfstan, Bishop. See Lupus Episcopus.

Wolfe, Charles, clergyman and poet (b.

1791, d. 1823), wrote various poems, of which the

best known is The Burial of Sir John Moore (q.v.).

His Remains were published by Archdeacon Russell

in 1826.

Wollaston, William, divine and scholar

(b. 1659, d. 1724), wrote The Religion of Nature

Delineated (1722), (q.v.), and The Design of Part of

the Booh of Ecclesiastes represented in an English

Poem (1691). A sketch of his Life, Character, and

Writings was prefixed to the seventh edition of

the former ia 1750.

WoUstonecraft, Mary (Mrs. Godwin),
miscellaneous writer (b. 1769, d. 1797), wrote

Thoughts on the Education of Daughters (1787) ; Fe-

male Reader : or. Miscellaneous Pieces (ITSd) ; Moral
and Sistorical Relation of the French Revolution

(1790) ; Original Stories from Real Life (1791) ; A
Vindication of the Rights of Women, with Strictures

on Political and Moral Subjects (1792) ; Origin and
Progress of the French Revolution, and its Effects on

Europe (1795) ; and Letters written during a short

Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark (1796).

Her Posthumous Works were published, with a
Memoir, by her husband, William Godwin, in

1798. A Defence of their Character and Conduct

appeared in 1803.

Wolsey, Cardinal, The Life and Death
of Thomas. A poem by Thomas Storer (d.

1604), "divided iuto three parts: his Aspiration,

Triumph, and Death," and published in 1599. It

is said to have suggested some passages in Shake-
speare's Senry VIII. See the second volume of

Seliconia and the fifth volume of The Retrospective

Review.

Wolsey, The Negociations of Thomas.
See Woolsey.

Wolstan. A monk of Winchester (circa 990)

.

See the Biography of this writer, by William of

Mahnesbury ; also, Wright's Biographia Britannica.

Wolves and the Lamb, The. An un-

acted comedy, by William Makepeace Thackeray
(1811—1863), of which he afterwards made use as

the foundation of his novel of Lovel the Widower

(q.v.).

Woman, An Apology for. Written, in

1609, by William Heale, of Exeter College, of

whom Anthony aWood quaintly says that he "was
always esteemed an ingenious man, but weak, as

being too much devoted to the female sex." His

book was composed primarily as a counter-blast

to a certain Dr. Gager, who had maintained that

it was lawful for husbands to beat their wives."

Woman in the Moon, The. A play by
John Lyly (1563— 1601), which appeared in

1597. The woman is Pandora, who creates much
mischief among the Utopian shepherds.

Woman is a Weathercock, A. See

Woman's a Weathercock, A.

Woman-Hater, The. A tragedy by Beau-

mont and Fletcher (q.v.), first printed in 1607.

A Woman-Hater is the title of a novel by Charles

Eeade (q.v.).

Woman Kilde with Kindnesse, A. A
play by Thomas Hetwood (1670—1640), the first

edition of which (1607) is of extraordinary rarity.

The drama is characterised by Campbell as the

author's " best performance." " In this play," he

says, " the repentance of Mrs. Frankford, who dies

of a broken heart for her infidelity to a generous

husband, would present a situation consummately
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moving if we were left to conceive her death to

be produced simply by gTief . But tie poet most
unskilfully prepares us for her death, by her

declaring her intentions to starve herself, and
mars, by the weakness, sin, and horror of suicide,

an example of penitence that would otherwise be
subHmely and tenderly edifying."

Woman Never Vext, A. See Wondee,
A New.

" Woman scorned, A fury like a." See
" Love to hatred tukned."

"Woman that deliberates is lost,
The." A line in Addison's play of Cato, act iv.,

scene 1.

Woman, The Triumph of. A poem, in

heroic verse, by Kobert Southey (1774—1843),

founded on the third and fourth chapters of the

first book of Esdras.

"Woman ('Tis) that seduces aU man-
kind."

—

Gay, The Beggar's Opera, act i., scene 1 :

—

" By her we first were taught the wheedling arts."

Woman's a Weathercock, A. A play
by Nathaniel Field (d. 1641), written before

1610, and published in 1612, with a preface

addressed to " any woman that hath been no
weathercock." A second part, entitled Amends for
Ladies (q.v.), was acted before 1611. Both plays

have been reprinted by J. P. Collier, who says they
" are the productions of no ordinary poet. In
comic scenes Meld excels Massinger, who was not
remarkable for his success in this department of

the drama; and in those of a serious character

he may frequently be placed on a footing of

equality." See Carew HazHtt's edition of Dodsley's
Old Flays.

"Woman's at best a contradiction
still."

—

Pope, Moral Essays, epistle ii., line 270.

Woman's Inconstancy. A lyric by Sir

Eobekt Ayton (1570—1638).

Woman's Last Word, A. A lyric by
EoBERT Browning (b. 1812).

Woman's Tongue, The Anatomic of a.
See Anatomie of a Woman's Tongue, The.

Women :
" or, Pour et Contre." A novel by

Charles Robert Maturin (1782—1824), pub-
lished in 1818, in which the hero, who is called

De Courcy, is in love with two ladies—Eva Went-
worth and Zaira, the latter of whom turns out to
be mother of the former. De Courcy is false to
both, and while Eva Wentworth dies calmly of
despair, he expires in the agony of his remorse.

Women, A Praise of. A poem by Geofprey
Chaucer (1328—1400), in which he says:—

Wttliowte women were al our joye lore

;

Wherfore we ought alio women to obeye
In al goodneaac ; I can no more Haye."

"Women (As for the), though we
scorn and flout 'em,"

—

Dryden, The Will, act v.,

scene 4—
" We may live with, hut cannot live without, 'em."

Women as They Are : " or, the Manners of

the Day." A novel by Mrs. Gore (1799—1861),
pubHshed in 1830.

Women, beware of Women. A drama
by Thomas Middleton (q.v.), the plot of which
was derived from an Italian story.

" Women's weapons, water-drops."—
King Lear, act ii., scene 4.

Wonder, A :
" or, an Honest Yorkshire-

Man." A ballad-opera, written by Henry Cabey
in 1736.

Wonder, A Ifew : " or, a Woman never
Vext." A " pleasant, conceited comedy " by
William Rowley, first printed in 1632. It is

to be found in Carew Hazlitt's edition of Dodsley's
Old Flays.

"Wonder of an hour, The."—Byron,
Childe Harold's Filgrimage.

" Wonder of our stage. The."—Ben Jon-
son, To the Memory of Shakespeare.

Wonder of Women, The : " or, the
Tragedie of Sophonisba," by John Marston (1575
—after 1633), produced at the " Blaoke Friers"
in 1606. Gifford says :

" It is not very probable
that Mr. M. G. Lewis ever looked into Marston, yet
some of the most loathsome parts of the ' Monk

'

are to be found in this detestable play."

Wonder, The : " or, a Woman keeps a
Secret." A comedy by Mrs. Centuvre (1667
—1723), acted in 1713; "one of the best of our
acting plays," says Hazlitt. " The ambiguity of

the heroine's situation, which is like a continued
practical equivoque, gives rise to a quick succes-

sion of causeless alarms, subtle excuses, and hair-
breadth 'scapes." The hero is called Don Felix
(q.v.), the heroine Violante (q.v.). Among the
characters are Colonel Breton (q.v.), Flippanta
(q.v.), and Lissardo.

Wonderful Quiz, A. The name assumed
by James Russell Lowell (b. 1819) in publishing
his Fable for Critics (1848).

Wonderful Year, The: " wherein is showed
London being sick of the Plague." A tract in
which Thomas Dekker (circa 1570—1641) cele-

brates the death and funeral of Queen Elizabeth
in 1603.

Wondrous Tale of Alroy, The. A
fantastic fiction by Benjamin Disraeli (q.v.), pub-
lislied in 1833.

" Woo'd and Married and A'. A Scotch
song by Alexander Ross (q.v.) :

—

" Woo'd and married and a'.

Married and woo'd and a' !

And was alie sao very weel off,
That waa woo'd and mai-rled and a' ?

"
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W90d, Anthony a, antiquarian and
^stonographer (b. 1632, d. 1695), publislied
Jiw<OT-ia et Anhquitates Universitatis Oxonienais
(1674); Athena Oxmimses (1691—2); Fasti: or,
Annals^ the said XTnimrsity ; and ^ Vindication
of the mstonographer of the University of Oxford
and his Works from the reproaches of the Bishop
of Salisbury {Bttrnefl. The last-named work ap-
peared in 1693. A Zife of Wood appeared in 17U,
and was followed by another in 1772. See also
that by Ea-svfcison (1811). See Athenje Oxoni-
ENSES.

Wood, John George, clergyman (b. 1827),
has written Sketches and Anecdotes of Animal Life,
My Feathered Friends, Common Objects of the Sea
Shore, Common Objects of the Country, Our Garden
Friends and Foes, Smnes without Sands, Bible
Animals, Insects at Some, Man and Beast Sere and
Sereafter, Insects Abroad, A Natural Sistory,
Nature's Teachings, and many other works.

Wood, Mrs. Henry (nee Miss Ellen Price),
novelist (b. about 1820), has written Danebury
Souse (1860) ; Fast lynne (1861) ; The Ghannings
(1862); Mrs. Halliburton's Troubles (1862); The
Shadow of Ashlydyat (1863) ; Verner's Pride

(1863) ; Lord OaJcbwrn's Daughters (1864) ; Oswald
Cray (1864) ; Trevlyn Sold (1864) ; Mildred Arhell
(1865); Bister's Folly (1866); St. Martin's Eve
(1866); A Life's Secret (1867); Anne Screford

(1868) ; Moland Torke (1869) ; George Canterbury's

Will (1870) ; Bessy Sane (1870) ; Dene Sollow

(1871) ; Within the Maze (1872) ; The Master of
Greylands (1873); Told in the Twilight (1875);
Fdina (1876) ; Adam Grainger (1876) ; and other

works.

Woodes, ITathaniel. See Confli<5t of
Conscience, The.

Woodfall, WiUiam, joumaliet (b. about

1745, d. 1803), started The Morning Chronicle in

1769 and The Diary in 1789. He was famous as a

reporter, at a time when reporting, as now imder-

stood, was entirely unknown. He took no notes,

trusting wholly to his memory ; whence his nick-

name, "Memory" "Woodfall.

"Woodman, spare that tree!" First

line of a song by (Jeorge P. Morris (1802—1864),

which continues

—

" Touch not a single bough

!

In youth it sheltered me,
And I'll protect It now."

" Wood-notes wild." See "Native wood-
NOTES WILD."

"Woods decay (The),the woods decay
and fall."

—

Tithonus, by Alfred Tennyson.
" Woods (Fresh) and pastures new."

See " Fbesh Woods," &c.

Woodstock. A novel by Sir Walter Scott,

pubHshed in 1826.

Woodvill, John. A tragedy by Charles

Lamb (1775—1834), published in 1801.

Woodville, Anthony. See Kivers, Earl.

Woolner, Thomas, sculptor and poet (b.

1825), has written My Beautiful Lady (1863),

(q.v.).

Woolsey, The Negotiations of Thcftnas.
A life of "the great Cardinal of England," by
G-EORGE, Cavendish (b. 1550) ;

pubKshed after

the writer's death, in 1641, and reprinted in the
fifth volume of the Sarleian Miscellany, in

Wordsworth's Ecclesiastical Biography in 1810

;

also, with notes and other illustrations, by S. W.
Singer, ia 1825. It includes a parallel between
Wolsey and Laud. See The Retrospective Review,
vol. V.

Woolston, Thomas, sceptical theologian

(b. 1669, d. 1733), was the author of The Old
Apology for the Truth of the Christian Religion

against the lews and Gentiles Revived (1705) ; Fres

Gifts to the Clergy (1723—4) ; Six Discoursesron the

Miracles of Christ (1727—30) ; and many other

works of a similar character, all of which are now
deservedly forgotten.

Worboise, Emma Jane, novelist and writer

for the young (b. 1825), has published Selen Bury,
Lights and Shades of Christian Life, Seed Time and
Sarvest, Thornycroft Sail, Sir Julian's Wife,

Violet Vaughan, Grey and Gold^ The Souse of
Bondage, and many other works.

Word to the Public, A. See Lucretia.

"Words are wise men's counters."—
HoBBES, Leviathan, part i., canta 4.

" Words are women, deeds are men."—Herbert, laeula Brudentum.

"Words came first, or, after, blows."—Lloyd, Speech of Courtney.

" Words of learned length and thun-
dering sound."

—

Goldsmith, TAe Deserted Village,

line 213.

"Words that wise Bacon or brave
Ealeigh spoke."

—

Fove, Imitations of Sorace, book
ii., epistle ii., Une 163.

" Words (The) of Mercury are harsh
after the songs of Apollo."

—

Love's Labour's Lost,

act v., scene 2.

"Words, words, words."—Samlet, act

ii., scene 2.

Wordsworth, Charles, D.D., Bishop of

St. Andrews (b. 1806), has written Shakespeare's

Knowledge and Use of the Bible (1854) ; The Out-

lines of the Christian Ministry Delineated and

Brought to the Test of Reason, Soly Scripture,

Sistory, and Experience (1872) ; Cateehesis : or.

Christian Instruction; A Greek Primer; and nu-

merous sermons, pamphlets, and charges.

Wordsworth, Christopher, D.D., Bishop

of Lincoln (b. 1807), has published, among other

works, Memoirs of William Wordsworth; TheO'

philus Anglicus; an edition of the Greek Testa-

ment, with notes ; an edition of the Old Testament
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in the Authorised Version, with notes and intro-

duction; The Holy Year; Original Hymns ; Greece:

Sistorical, Fictorial, and Descriptive ; Sermons on

the Church of Ireland ; and the Correspondence of
Michard Bentley.

Wordsworth, Christopher, D.D., divine

(b. 1774, d. 1846), was the author of Ecclesiastical

Biography : or, the Liees of Eminent Men connected

lOith the History of Religion in England from the

Reformation to the Revolution (1809) ; Sermons on

Various Occasions (1815) ; and various other

writings.

Wordsworth, Dorothy, sister of William
"Wordsworth (d. 1855), was the author of Recollec-

tions of a Tow made in Scotland in 1803 (1874).

Wordsworth, To William. Lines written

fay Samuel Taylok Coleridge.

Wordsworth, William, poet-laureate (h.

1770, d. I860), pub'iiBb.ei An Evening Walk (printed

1793) ; Descriptive Sketches (1793) ; Lyrical Ballads

(with Coleridge) (1798); The Excursion (1814);

The White Doe of Rylstone (1815) ; The Waggoner

(1819) ; Feter Bell (1819) ; Yarrow Revisited, and
other Poems (1835); The Borderers (1842); and
other works, including Ecclesiastical Sketches, and
Sonnets on the River Duddon. Poi: Biography see

the Lives by Dr. Wordsworth, G. S. PhiUips, and
Paxton Hood; also the article by Lockhart in

The Quarterly Review (vol. xcii.), Crabh Eohinson'a
Diary, and Dorothy Wordsworth's Tour in Seotlcmd.

For Criticism, see Shairp's Studies in Poetry cmd
Philosophy, Hutton's Essays, Brimley's Essays,

Jeffrey's Essays, Hazlitt's English Poets and Spirit

of the Age, Masson's Essays, P. W. Robertson's
Lectures and Addresses, De Q,uincey's Miscellaneous

Works, GilfiUan's Gallery of Portraits, and other
authorities. A complete edition of Wordsworth's
Prose Works, edited by the Kev. A. B. Grosart,
appeared in 1875. "In the opening of The Prelude"
says John Campbell Shairp, " Wordsworth tells us
that when he first thought seriously of being a poet,

he looked into himself to see how he was fitted for
the work, and seemed to find there 'that first

great gift, the vital soul.' In this self-estimate
he did not err. The vital soul, it is a great gift,

which, if ever it dwelt in man, dwelt in Words-
worth. Not the inteUeot merely, nor the heart,
nor the imagination, nor the conscience, nor auy
of these alone, but all of them condensed into one,
flud moving all together. In virtue of this vital
soul, whatever he did see he saw to the verj- core.

He did not fumble with the outside or the acci-

dents of the thing, but his eye went at once to the
quick—rested on the essential life of it. He saw
what was there, but had escaped all other eyes.
He did not import into the outward world tran-
sient feelings or fancies of his own, ' the pathetic
fallacy,' as it has been named ; but he saw it as it

exists in itself, or perhaps rather as it exists in its

permanent moral relation to the human spirit.

Again, this soul within him did not work with
effort ; no painful groping or grasping. It was as

vital in its receptivity as its active energy. It

could be long in a ' wise passiveness,' drawing the
things of earth and sky and of human life into

itself, as the calm clear lake does the imagery of

the surrounding hills and overhanging sky. This
is the cardinal work of the imagination, to possess

itself of the Ufe of whatever thing it deals vpith.

In the extent to which he did this, and the truth-
fulness with which he did it, lies Wordsworth's
supreme power. This power manifests itself in
Wordsworth in two directions—as it is turned on
nature and as it is turned on man. Between Words-
worth's imagination, however, as it works in the
one direction and in the other, there is this differ-

ence. In dealing with nature it has no limit—it

is as wide as the world ; as much at home when
gazing on the little celandine as when moving with
the vast elemental forces of heaven and earth. In
human life and character his range is narrower,
whether these limitations came from within or
were self-imposed. His sympathies embrace by no
means all human things, but within the range
which they do embrace his eye is no less pene-
trating and true." "Wordsworth," the critic

goes on to say, "pushed the domain of poetry
ioto a whole field of subjects hitherto unapproached
by the poets. In him, perhaps more than any
other contemporary writer either of prose or verse,

we see the highest spirit of this century, in its

contrast with that of the preceding, summed up
and condensed. Whereas the poetry of the former
age had dealt mainly with the outside of things,

or if it sometimes went further, did so with such a
stereotyped manner and diction as to make it look
like external work, Wordsworth everywhere went
straight to the inside of things. Seeing in many
things which had hitherto been deemed unfit

subjects for poetry, a deeper truth and beauty
than in those wMeh had hitherto been most
handled by the poets, he reclaimed from the wil-
derness vast tracts that had been lying waste, and
brought them within the poetic domain. In this

way he has done a wider service to poetry than
any other poet of his time, but since him no one
has arisen of spirit strong and large enough to
make full proof of the liberty he bequeathed. The
same freedom, and by dint of the same powers, he
won for future poets with regard to the languag'e
of poetry. He was the first who, both in theory
and practice, entirely shook off the trammels of the
so-called poetic diction, which had tyrannised over
English poetry for more than a century. This
diction of course exactly represented tiie half-
courtly, half-classical mode of thinking and feeling.
As Wordsworth rebelled against this convention-
ality of spirit, so against the outward expression
of it. The whole of the stock phrases and used-up
metaphors he discarded, and returned to living
language of natural feeling, as it is used by men,
instead of the dead form of it which had got
stereotyped in books. And just as in his subjects
he had taken in from the waste much virgin soil,

so in his diction he appropriated for poetic use
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a large amount of words, idioms, metaphors, till
then by the poets disallowed. In doing ao, he
may here and there have made a mistake, the
homely touching on the ludicrous, as in the linps
ahout the washing-tub and some others, long
current in the rihaldjy of critics. But, bating a
few almost necessary failures, he did more than
any other by his usage and example to reanimate
the efiete language of poetry, and restore to it

healthfulness, strength, and feeling. His shorter
poems, both the earlier and the later, are, for the
most part, very models of natural, powerful, and
yet sensitive English ; the language being, like a
garment, woven out of, and transparent with, the
thought. In the world of nature, to be a revealer
of things hidden, the sanctifier of things common,
the interpreter of new and unsuspected relations,
the opener of another sense in men ; in the moral
world, to be the teacher of truths hitherto ne-
glected or unobserved, the awakener of men's hearts
to the solemnities that encompass them, deepening
our reverence for the essential soul, apart from
accident and circumstance, making us feel more
truly, more tenderly, more profoundly, lifting the
thoughts upward through the shows of time to

that which is permanent and eternal, and bringing
down on the transitory things of eye and ear some
shadow of the eternal, tiU we

" * feel through all this fleshly dress.
Bright shoots of everlastiugness '—

this is the office which he will not cease to fulfil

as long as the English language lasts." Separate
notices of most of the poems named will be found
under their respective headings. See also Ar-
menian Lady's Love, The ; Aktegal ani) Bli-
DUBE ; Bbougham Castle ; Bukns, At the Grave
OP ; Cumberland Poet, The ; Fountain, The

;

Habt-leap Well ; Intimations op Immortality
;

Prelude, The ; Eoe Eoy's Grave ; White Doe
of Rylstone, The.

" Work like madness on the brain."
See " Wroth with one we love."

"Work (The) goes bravely on." An
expression occurring in Gibber's version of Shake-

speare's Sichard III., act iii., scene 1.

Work without Hope. A lyric, composed

on February 21, 1827, by Samuel Taylor Cole-

ridge. " What more," asks Swinburne, " could be

left to hope for when the man could already do

such work?"

Workes of a Young Wyt : " trust up with

a FardeU of prettie Fancies
;

" " whereunto is

joined an odde Kinde of Wooing with a Banquet

of Confettes," by Nicholas Breton (1558—1624)

;

published in 1577, and containing curious and

picturesque descriptions of contemporary life and
manners.

"Working-day world, This."—^« Tou

Like It, act i., scene 3.

World, A History of the, by Sir Walter
Ealeigh, was published in 1614. See Ealeigh.

World and the Child, The. A "proper

new interlude, otherwise called Mundus et Infans

,

it showeth of the estate of childhood and man-
hood;" printed in July, 1522. "As a specimen,"

says Collier, " of our ancient moralities, it is of an
earlier date and in several respects more curious

than almost any other piece " in Dodsley's collec-

tion (see Carew Hazlitt's edition).

World at Westminster, The: "a
periodical publication, by Thomas Brown the
Younger," «.«., Thomas Moore, the poet, published

during the year 1816.

World before the Mood, The. A poem,
in the heroic couplet, by James Montgomery
(1771—1854), published in 1813, and consisting of

ten short cantos, in which the writer describes
" the antediluvian patriarchs in their Happy
VaUey, the invasion of Eden by the descendants of

Cain, the loves of Javan and ZiUah, the translation

of Enoch, and the final deliverance of the little

band of patriarchs from the hands of the giants."

World in the Sun and Moon, A
History of the, by Cyrano de Bergeeac
[Sistoire Comique des Btats et Umpires de la Lwie),

was translated by Thomas St. Serf in 1659 ; by
A. LoveU in 1687 ; and by S. Derrick in 1753,

This fantastic romance suggested many passages in

Swift's Gulliver's Travels, Fontenelle's FluruUty of
Worlds, and Voltaire's Micromegas. See Dunlop'a

History of Fiction.

"World is all a fleeting show, This."
A sacred song by Thomas Moore.

" World knows nothing of its greatest
men. The." A line in Sir Henry Taylor's
dramatic poem, Philip Van Artevelde (q.v.).

" World must be peopled, The."—Much
Ado About Nothing, act li., scene 3.

World, The. A lyric by Francis, Lord Bacon,
printed in Seliquiee Wottoniante (q.v.). See

Spedding's edition of Bacon's Works and Hannah's
Courtly Poets. See "World's a bubble," &c.

World, The. A series of prose essays and
sketches, edited by Edward Moqee (1712—1752),

who included among his assistant contributors

Lord Chesterfield. A weekly journal with this

title was started in 1874.

"World (The) had wanted many an
idle song."

—

'Sai^,Epistle to Br. Arbuthnot, hne 28.

"World (The) is too much with us;
late and soon." A sonnet by William Words-
worth :

—

'

" Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers."

"World (The) is very odd, we see."
From a lyric in Dipsychus (q.v.), by ArthurHugh
Clough (1819—1861).
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"World (The) was all before them
where to choose their place of rest."

—

Faradise
Lost, hook xii., line 646.

"Worlde and the Chylde, The. A moral
lay, which came from the press of Wynkyn de
"orde, in 1522, but, from internal evidence,

would appear to have heen written hefore the close

of the reign of Henry VII. Man is here repre-

sented in five stages of life,—infancy, when he is

called Infans ; boyhood, when he is called

"Wanton; youth, when he is called Lust-and-
liking ; maturity, when he is called Manhood

;

and infirmity, when he is called Age ; in each of

which conditions he is supposed to pass a number
of years, and experience many adventures, until at

last Age is converted to Grace, and is then styled
Bepentance.

" Worldly-'Wise." See " "Wisely "worldlt."

Worldly-Wiseman, Mr., in Bunyan's Fil-
prim's Progress, is one who endeavours to dissuade
Christian from continuing his journey to the
Celestial City.

"World's a bubble (The) and the life
of man Less than a span." Opening lines of a lyric
on The World (q.v.), written by Lord Bacon (1561
—1626) ; "a fine example," says Palgrave, " of a
peculiar class of poetry,—^that written by thought-
ful men who practised this art but little."

"World's a stage. All the." &«"All
THE WOKLd's a stage."

World's Hydrographieal Description,
The. A work by John Davis, the Elizabethan
na-rigator (d; 1605), " wherein," as the title-page
informs us, " is proved not onely by aucthoritie of
writers, but also by late experience of travellers,

and reasons of substantiall probabiKtie, that the
worlde in all his zones, clymats, and places, is

habitable and inhabited, and the seas likewise
universally navigable, -without any natural!
annoyance to hinder the same ; whereby appeares
that from England there is a short and speedie
passage into the South Seas to China, Malucoa,
PhiUipina, and India, by northerly navigation, to
the renowne, honour, and benefit of her majestie's
State and Commonalty."

"World's mine oyster. The." — The
Merry Wives of Windsor, act ii., scene 2.

World's Olio, The. A work by Maegahet,
Duchess of Newcastle (1624—1673), which ap-
peared in 1655.

"Worm i' the bud. Like &."—Tmlfth
Night, act ii., scene 4.

" Worm (The), the canker, and the
grief." See Byuon's verses On His Thirty-Sixth
\Birthday.

Vworm will turn. The smallest."—
Kmg Henry VI., part 3, act ii., scene 2.

Wornum., Balph Nicholson, -writer on
art (b. 1812), has published A Sketch of the History

of Painting (1847 and 1859), The Analysis of Orna-
ment (1856 and 1860), A Biographical Catalogue of
the Principal Italian Painters (1865), Epochs of
Painting (1864), A Life ofHolbein (1867), and other
works.

" Worse for -wear. The."—Cowper, John
Gilpin.

"Worship (The) of the "world, but no
repose."

—

Shelley, Hellas.

Worsley, Philip Stanhope, is the author
of a translation of the Iliad of Homer (1866), and
of Poems and Translations (1863).

Worsley, Sir Bichard, historian (b. 1761,
d. 1805), -wrote The History of the Isle of Wight
(1781), and Museum Worsleianmn (1794—1803).
See Savage's Librarian.

" Worst-h-umo-ur'd m-use. The." See
"WniTErooRD, Caleb.

Worthies of England, The History of
the. See Fuller, Thomas.

Wotton, Edward, M.D., naturalist (b.

1492, d. 1555), was the author of He Bifferentiis

Animalium (1552).

Wotton, Sir Henry, diplomatist, poet, and
miscellaneous writer (b. 1568, d. 1639), -wrote

The Elements of Architecture (1624) ; Ad Segem c

/Scotia reducem Henrici Wottonii Plausus et Vota
(1633) ; A Parallel between Robert late Sari of
Essex and George late Huke ofBuckinghwm (1641) ; A
Short View of the Life andl)eath of George Villiers,

Duke of Buckingham (1642) ; The State of Chris-
tendom (1667) ; and Panegyrick of King Charles,

being Observations upon the Inclination, Life and
Government of our Sovereign Lord the King. The
Beliquiie Wottoniana (q.v.), containing Lives,

Letters, Poems, with Characters of Stmdry Person-
ages, and other incomparable Pieces of Language and
Art by Sir Henry Wotton, Kt., appeared in 1651.
The Poems were edited by Dyce for the Percy
Society, and by Dr. Hannah in 1846. See the Life
by Izaak Walton, Wood's Athena Oxonienses, and
Brydges' British Bibliographer. See Bohemia, &o.

Wotton, Sir Henry, Elegy on, by
Abraham Cowley (1618—1667); characterised by
Johnson as " vigorous and happy ; the series of
thoughts is easy and natural, and the conclusion is

elegant and forcible."

Wotton, William, D.D., miscellaneous
writer (b. 1666, d. 1726), published JJ«/feci!w«s upon
Ancient and Modern Learning (1694) ; a History of
Rome (1701) ; Miscellaneous Discourses relating to

the Traditions and Usages of the Scribes and Phari-
sees, in our Saviour Jesus Christ's Titne (1718) ; a
Discourse on the Confusion of Language at Babel
(1730); A Sliort View of Hic/ces' Thesaurus, trans-
lated into English (1736) ; and other works.
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Would you know what's soft? I
dare. First line of a song by Thomas Carew
(1589—1639).

^

"Wounded snake, drags its slow
length along; That, like a." A description applied
to the " needless Alexandrine," in line 168 of
Pope's Essay on Oritieism.

Wpunds of Civill War, The : "lively set
forth in the true Tragedies of Marius and SciUa,"
by Thomas Lodge (1555—1625) ;

printed in 1594,
and written in blank verse. It has been reprinted
in Dodsley's Old Flays.

Wozenham, Miss. The lodging-house
keeper in Dickens's Christmas stories of Mrs.
lirriper's Lodgings (q.v.) and Mrs. Lirriper's
Legacy.

Wraburn,Eugene. Acharacter inDickens's
Oar Mutual Friend (q.v.).

Wrangham, Francis, Archdeacon of

Chester (b. 1769, d. 1843), was the author of

Foems (1795) ; The Sritish Flutarch (1812) ; Svmble
Contributions to a British Flutarch (1816) ; Scraps

(1816); Sermons (1816); Tracts (1816); Sertum
Cantabrigieme (1824) ; The Pleiad (1828), (q.v.)

;

A Few Fpigrams ; an edition of Plutarch ; and
other works.

Wraxall, Sir Nathaniel, misoeUaneous
writer (b. 1751, d. 1831), was the author of Memoirs

of the Kings ofFrance of the Some of Valois (1777)

;

A History ofFrance from the Accession ofHenry III.

to the Death of Louis XIV. (1795) ; Memoirs of the

Courts of Berlin, Dresden, Warsaw, and Vienna

(1797) ; and Historical Memoirs of his Own Time

(1815), a supplementary volume of which appeared

in 1836.

Wray, Enoch. The hero of Cbaebe's poem
of The Village Fatriarch.

"Wreathed smiles." See "Nods and
becks."

Wren, Jenny. A maker of doUs' dresses, in

Dickens's story of Our Mutual Friend (q.v.). See

rLEDGEBY, FASCINATION.

"Wretched are the wise, The only."
A line in Prior' s verses To

" Wretches hang, that jurymen may
dine. And." Line 22, canto iii., of Pope's Rape of

the Lock (q.v.).

Wrexhill, The Vicar of. See Vioae op

WKEXHiiiL, The.

Wright, Thomas, Uterary antiquary and

editor (b. 1810), has published Queen Elizabeth and

her Times (1838) ; England under the House of

Hanover (1848); The Celt, the Norman, and the

Saxon (1852) ; Domestic Manners irn England

during the Middle Ages (1861) ; Essays on Archceo-

logical Subjects (1861); A History of Caricature and

the Grotesque in Literature and Art (1865); Woman-
kind in Western Europe (1869) ; and other works

;

besides editions of The Canterbury Tales, The Vision

of Fiers Flowman, and other classics, and numerous
contributions to magazines and reviews.

"Wrinkled care."—Milton, L'Allegro.

" Write about it, goddess, and about
it."

—

Pope, The Dunciad, book iv., line 232.

"Write me down an ass, O that he
were here to."

—

Much Ado about Nothing, act ii.,

scene 4.

Writing Schoole-master, The, by Peter
Bales (1547—about 1610) ; " oonteining three

Bookes in one—^the first, teaching swift Writing

;

the second, true Writing ; the third, faire Writing
;'

'

published in 1590. This work is also called

Brachygraphy.

" Written on the day that Mr. Leigh
Hunt left prison." A sonnet by John Keats.

Wronghead, Sir IPrancis. A character in

the comedy of The Fromked Husband (q.v.).

" Wroth with one we love, And to be.'

'

A line in Coleridge's poem of Christabel (q.v.).

The couplet runs :

—

"And to be wroth with one we love
Doth work like madness on the brain."

Wulfstan, Bishop of Worcester (d. 1013).

See the Biography of this writer by William of

Mahnesbury. See, also, Wright's Biographia
Britannica.

Wuthering Heights. A novel by Emily
BRONTis (1818—1848), published in 1847.

Wyatt, Sir Thomas, diplomatist, poet, and
prose writer (b. 1503, d. 1542), wrote various songs

and lyrics, which first appeared in Tottel's Miscel-

lany (q.v.) in 1557. His Foems were published,

with a Memoir, in 1831, and are included in

Chalmers's Collection of the Foets. See also Hannah's
Courtly Foets. " The genius of Sir Thomas Wyatt,"
says Campbell, " was refined and elevated, but his

poetry is sententious and sombrous, and in .his

lyrical effusions he studied terseness rather than

suavity." He is referred to in Tennyson's Queen

Mary, where his son is represented as saying of

him:

—

** Courtier of many courts, he loved tlie more
His own gray tbwers, plain life and letter'd peace.
To read and rhyme in solitary fields

;

The lark above, the nightingale below.
And answer them in song."

Wycherley, William, dramatist and poet

(b. 1640, d. 1715), wrote Love in a Wood (1672)

;

The Gentleman Dancing Master (1673) ; The Country

Wife (1675), (q.v.); and The Flain Dealer (1677),

(q.v.). His Works in Frose and Verse were revised

and published by Theobald in 1728 ; and his plays

were published with those of Congreve, Vanbrugh,

and Farquhar, in 1842. His Miscellany Foems

appeared in 1704.

Wycliffe, John, religious reformer (b. 1324,

d. 1384), wrote JFyrfj-Ze's Wycket (q.v.), (1546) ; The

True Copye of a Frolog written about two C Tears
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past by John WycMiffe, the original whereof is

fotmde in an old English Bible, betwixt the Olde

Testament and the Newe (1550); Two Short Treatises

against the Orders of the Begging Friars, edited,

witli a Glossary, by Dr. James (1608) ; The Last

Age of the Church, now first printed from a Manu-
script in the University Library, Dublin, edited,

with notes, by Dr. Todd (1840) ; An Apology for
Lollard Doctrines, attributed to Wickliffe, now first

printed from a MS., with an introduction and notes,

by Dr. Todd (1842) ; Tracts and Treatises of John
de TVycliffe, D.D., with selections and translations

from his Manuscripts and Latin Works, with an
introductory memoir by Bobert Vaughan, D.D.

(1845); and various otter pieces which, have not

come down to us. See, also, the publications of

theWycHfie Society; Fasciculi Zizaniorum Magistri

Johannis Wycliff, edited by W. "W. Shirley (1858)

;

the Ufe by P. P/ Tytler (1826) ; the Lxfe by Le
Bas (1823) ; and the Life in Foxe's Acts and Monu-
ments, which is also given in vol. i. of Words-
worth's Fcclesiastical Biography. Wyclifife's Select

English Works were edited by T. Arnold in 1871.

See Bible, The ; Evangelic Doctor, The ; Morn-
ing Star or the Reformation, The ; Trialogtis.

Wycltffe, "Wilfrid, in Sir Walter Scott's

Rokeby (q.v.), is in love with Matilda, heir of

Rokeby's Knight.

WyclyflFe's Wyoket : " whyche he made in

Kynge Eycards Days the Second in the Yere of

our Lorde God M.CCC.XIV;" "a learned and
godly treatise of the Sacrament," first printed in

1546.

Wye, The Banks of. A poem by Eobert
Bloomfield, written about 1822.

Wyl Bueke his Testament. Attributed to

John Lacy (d. 1681), and consisting of ten stanzas.

The remainder of the tract is occupied with recipes

for dressing various joints, and for making savoury
dishes out of a buck or doe. It is reprinted in

HalHweU-Phillipps' Contributions to the Literature

of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.

Wyll of the Devyll, The : " with his ten
detestable Commandments ; whereunto is adjoyned
a Dyet for dyvers of the DevyUes Dearlings,

,

commonly called Dayly Dronkardes," by George
Gascoigne ; reprinted in 1815. See Delicate
Diet, &c.

Wynter, Andrew, M.D., miscellaneous
writer (b. 1819, d. 1876), was the author of Sketches

of Town and Country Life (1855), afterwards re-

published as 0««- Social Bees (1861), Curiosities of
Civilization, Subtle Brains and Lissom Fingers, and
various other volumes, besides contributions to

periodical literature.

Wyntershylle, William (d. about 1424),
was a monk of St. Albans, and wrote a Chronicle.

Wyntoun, Andrew, chronicler (circa 1396
—1420), wrote, in metre, The Orygynale Cronykil of
Scotland which was edited, with notes and glossary,

by David Macpherson, in 1795. See Orygtnalb
Cronykil.

Wyoming, Gertrude of. See Gertrtjdb
OP Wyoming.

Xanadu. The name of a city referred to in

Coleridge's poem of Kubla Khan (q.v.). It is an
altered form of Xaindu, the name given to the
residence of the Khan Kublai in Purchas's Pil-

grimage.

Xenophon. English translations of the
works of this Greek historian have been published
by Bradley, Cowper, Denham, Fielding, Graves,
Morris, Moyle, Smith, Spelman, Watson, Well-
wood, and others. The best edition is that by
Stephens. See also ihs Ancient Classics for English
Beaders.

Xury. A Moresco boy and servant to Eobinson.
Crusoe, in Defoe's work of the latter name (q.v.)

.

Yahoos, The, in Swift's Gulliver's Travels
(q.v.), are a race of beings with the form of men
and the nature of brutes, who are subject to the
Houyhnhnms, a race of horses who are endowed
with reason.

Yair, J. The editor of a collection of Scottish-

songs entitled The Charmer (1749—51).

Talden, Thomas, poet (b. 1671, d. 1736),
was the author of Hymns to Light and To Dark-
ness, and other pieces. See Namur, Ode on the
Capture of.

Yankee, A. The nom de plume under which
Richard GrantWhite (b. 1822), the Shakespearian
commentator, contributed a series of letters on
American affairs to The Spectator.

Yarieo. See Inkle, Mr. Thomas.

Yarrington, Robert. See Children ijf

the Wood, The ; Two Tragedies in One.

Yarrow, The Braes of. See Braes of
Yarrow, The.

Yarrow TJnvisited. A lyric by William:
Wordsworth (1770— 1850), written in 1803.

Tarrow Visited was composed eleven years after, in
September, 1814; Tarrow Bevisited, in 1831.

Yates, Edmund Hodgson, novelist and
journalist (b. 1831), has written, among many
novels. Broken to Samess (1864), Bnnning the

Gauntlet (1865), Kissing the Bod (1866), Black
Sheep (1867), and Wrecked in Port (1869). He
was for several years the editor of Temple Bar, and
has been an extensive contributor to periodical
literature.
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arr„3®' '^'^^f ??A ^raes and streamsaround. The first hne of Sighland Mary, songby Robert Burns (1759—1796)\
^

T)oo,5® w T^^ ^^S ^^a^s o' bonnie
JJoon. First Ime of TAe Banks o' Boon, a songby Robert Burns (1759-1796), which first ap-pe^ed in Johnson's Museum. A simpler, and
undoubtedly a finer version, is that beginning—

" Ye flowery banks o' tionnle Boon,"

which was composed in 1787, while the author sat,
sad and solitary, by the side of a fire in a Httle
country mn, drying his wet clothes.

"Ye Gentlemen of England." An old
English ballad (authorship unknown), of which
Rossetti says, that it would be difacult to find
anything which in stately, noble, and thoroughly
popular structure and melody, comes closer to the
ideal of a patriotic song.

"Ye Mariners of England." The first
hne of a song written at Altona, in 1800, by
Thomas Campbell (1777—1844), and entitled
"Alteration of the Old BaUad Ye Gentlemen of
England, composed on the prospect of a Russian
War." The first four lines are ;

—

" Ye mariners of England,
That guard our native seas ;

Whose flag has braved, a thousand years.
The battle and the breeze."

Yeast : " a Problem." A novel by the Rev.
Charles Kingsley (1819— 1875), published in.

1848, and reprinted in 185&. " The title indicates

the epoch and the character of the work—one in
which, on a limited canvas, are painted side by
side the spiritual, perplexities of a certain higher
class of minds, and the, in many respects, menacing
aspects of the rural population as it then was."

" Yellow autumn, wreathed with nod-
ding com."

—

Burns, The Brig o' Ayr.

" Yellow leaf. My days are in the."
First line of a verse in Byron's lines On Ms
Thirty-Sixth Year:—

"The flowers and fruits of love are gone.
The worm, the canker, and the grief

Are mine alone."

See " Seab, the yellow leap, The.''

"Yellow primrose (A) was to him."
See " Primrose by the river's brim. A."

"YeUow to the jaundiced eye, All
looks."

—

Pope, Essay on Criticism, part ii., line

359.

Yellow-haired Laddie, The. A song by
Allan Ramsay.

YeUpwley, Triptolemus, in Sir "Walter
Scott's Pirate, is " an agricultural enthusiast, of

mixed Scottish and Yorkshire blood." Mistress

Barbara and old Jasper Yellowley are also charac-

ters in the same novel, and are the sister and
father respectively of the above-named individual.

45

Yellowplush, The Memoirs of Mr.
C. J. A series of humorous sketches, written in

the character of a West-End footman, and con-

tributed to Fraser^s Magazine, by William Make-
peace Thackeray (1811—1863). They include
" Miss Shum's Husband," " The Amours of Mr.
Deuceace," " Eoring Parts," "Mr. Deuoeace in

Paris," " Mr. YeUowplush'a Ajew," " Skimmings
from the ' Diary of George IV.,' " and " Epistles

to the Literati "—^the latter a fierce criticism upon
Lord Lytton's play of The Sea Captain (q.v.).

Yendys, Sydney. The mm de plume of
Sydney DoBELL (1824—1874), in the publication of

some of his earlier poetry, e.g.. The Soman, a
Dramatic^ Tale (1850). " Yendys " is, of course,
Sydney written backwards.

Yeo, Salvation, in Charles Kinqsley's
novel of WestioardSo J is a stem wairior, admirable
seaman and gunner, true comrade, Spaniard-hating
and God-fearing Englishman, intended as an
embodiment of EngUsh Puritanism in the days of
Elizabeth.

Yeoman's Tale, The, in The
Tales, is that of a canon who, having borrowed one
mark of a priest for three days, and repaid him
punctually, proceeded to beguile him by jugglery
into the belief that he knew how to make silver

;

whereupon the priest gave forty pounds for the
secret, which turned out valueless, and he never
saw the canon any more. See Morley's

Yes and No : " a Tale of the Day," by the
first Marquis of Normanby (1797—1863).

"Yes! in the sea of hfe enlisled."

—

"To Marguerite," in Switzerland (q.v.); a lyric by
Matthew Arnold (b. 1822).

Yes, The Lady's. Verses by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning (1809—1861) :—

"And her Tes, once said to you.
Shall he yes for evermore,"

Yesterday, To-day, and For Ever. A
poem in twelve books by Edward Henry Bioker-
STETH (b. 1825), published in 1866.

" Yielding marble ofher snowy breast.
The. "

—

Waller, Lines on a Lady, line 12.

Yniol. The father of Enid (q.v.) ia Tennyson's

Idylls of the King.

Yonge, Charles Duke, Professor of English

Literature and History (b. 1812), has published A
History of England to the Peace of Paris, 1856 ; A
Life of the Huke of Wellington; A History of the

British Navy; A Bistory of France under the Bour-

bons ; Three Centuries ofModern History ; A Sistory

of the English Pevolution of 1688; and other works.

Yonge, Charlotte Mary, novelist and

miscellaneous writer (b. 1823), has published,

among many works of fiction. The Seir of Medcliffe

(1853) ; Heartsease (1854) ; The Eaisy Chain (1866)

;

Dynevor Terrace (1867) ; The Trial : More Links of
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the Daisy Chain (1864) ; The Towng Stepmother

(1864) ; The Clever Woman of the Family (1865) ; The
Dove in the Eagle's Nest (1866) ; The Chaplet of

Pearls (1868) ; Lady Hester (1873) ; and The Three

Brides (1876) ; Woman-Kind (1876) ; besides a

Sistory of Christian Names^ a Life of Bishop Patte-

son, Landmarks of History, Stories of jEnglish

History, and many other volumes.

Torick, in Hamlet (q.v.), was jester to the

King of Denmark. " Alas, poor Yoriok ! I knew
him, Horatio ; a fellow of infinite jest, of most
excellent fancy" (act v., scene 1). See next para-

graph.

Yorick, in Sterne's novel of Tristram Shandy
(c[.v.), is an Englishman, who is represented as of

IJanish origin, and as heing descended from the

Yorick (q.v.) of Shakespeare. " Yorick," says Sir

"Walter Scott, " the Uvely, witty, sensitive, and
heedless parson, is the well-known personification

of Sterne himself, and imdouhtedly, like every
portrait of himseK drawn by a master of the art,

bore a strong resemblance to the original. StiU,

there are shades of simplicity thrown into the

character of Yorick, which did not exist in that of

Sterne."

Yorke, Oliver. The pseudonym, at one
time, of the editor of Fraser's Magazine (first as-

sumed by Feancis Mahony), in which appeared
Carlyle's Sartor Resartus. Frequent references

occur in that work to the said Oliver Yorke ; as

also in the entertaining Seligues of Father Prout.

Yorkshire Tragedy, A. A play performed
at the Globe Theatre, in 1604, and four years

afterwards printed with Shakespeare's name as

author. It is probable that the poet revised it for

the stage. Both Dyce and CoUier are of opinion
that it contains passages which can only have
proceeded from his pen.

" You ask me why, tho' ill at ease."
A lyric by Alpked Tennyson, containing his

famous eulogium upon Britain as

" The land that freemen till,

That sober-suited Freedom chose,
The land where, girt hy fi-lends or foes,

A man may spealc the thing he will."

" You meaner beauties of the night."
First hue of a lyric by Sir Henry Wotton On His
Mistress, the Queen of Bohemia (q.v.).

"You might have won the poet's
name." A lyric by Alfred Tennyson addressed
to his elder brother Charles {see Turner, Charles
Tennyson) , and a fine outburst against "the scandal
and the cry" which so often greet a great man at
his death

—

" Procl.alm the faults he would not show,
Break lock and seal ; hetray the trust

:

Keep nothing sacred ; 'tis hut just
The many-headed henst should know."

"You must wake and call me early,
call me early, mother dear."

—

The May Queen, by
Alfred Tennyson,

Young Admirall, The. "A poem," or
tragi-comedy, by jAME.i"~™—"r.nY (1594—1666),
published in 1637. It is ft, o by Evelyn m
his Diary.

Young Beichan. See Bsiohan, Young.

"Young Ben he was a nice young
man."

—

Faithless Sally Brown, by Thomas Hood.

Young Duke, The. A novel, by Benjamin
Disraeli (q.v.), published in 1831. '

Young, Edward, poet, dramatist, and prose

writer (b. 1684, d. 1765), wrote TAeiasiiiJay (1713),

(q.v.) ; nuBpistle to the MightHonourableLord Lands-
downe (1713); The Force of Religion : or. Vanquished
Love (1713) ; On the late Queen's Death, and his

Majesty's Accession to the Throne (1714) ; a Para-
phrase on the Book of Job (1719) ; Bmiris, King
of Egypt, a tragedy (1719) ; The Revenge, a
tragedy (q.v.), (1721); The Universal Passion (q.v.);

Ocean, an Ode (q.v.), (1728) ; The Brothers, a
tragedy (1728) ; A Fine Estimate of Human Life

(1728) ; An Apology for Princes : or, the Reverence

due to Government (1729) ; Jmperium Pelagi, a
Naval Lyrick (1730) ; Two Epistles to Mr. Pope
concerning the Authors of the Age (1730) ; The
Foreign Address {17Si); The Complaint : or. Night
Thoughts on Life, Death, and Lmmortality (1742)

;

The Consolation, to which is annexed some Thoughts
occasioned by the present Jwnctufe (1745) ; The
Centaur not Fabulous (17S5) ; An Essay on the

Writings and Genius of Pope (1756) ; Conjectures on

Original Composition, in a Letter to the Author of Sir
Charles Grandison (1759) ^ and Resignation, in Two
Parts (1762). His Works were published in 1757,
and, with a Life of the author, in 1802 ; his Poetical

Works, with a Memoir by the Rev. J. Mitford, in

1834, and again in 1841 ; his Works, Poetical and
Prose, with a Life by Doran, in 1851 ; and his

Poetical Works, edited, with a Life, by Thomas, in
1852. "Of Young's poems it is difficult to give
any general character, for he has no uniformity of

manner : one of his pieces has no great resemblance
to another. He began to write early and continued
long, and at different times had different modes of

poetical excellence in view. His numbers are
sometimes smooth and sometimes rugged; his

style is sometimes concatenated and sometimes
abrupt ; sometimes diffusive and sometimes concise.

His plans seem to have started in his mind at the
present moment ; and his thoughts appear the
effect of chance, sometimes adverse, and sometimes
lucky, with very little operation of judgment."
" Young," says the first Lord Lytton, "is not done
justice to, popular as he is with a certain class of

readers. He has never yet had a critic to display
and make current his most peculiar and emphatic
beauties. He is of aU poets the one to be studied
by a man who is about to break the golden chains
that bind him to the world—^his gloom does not
then appal or deject ; the dark river of his solemn
genius sweeps the thoughts onwards to eternity."
See Complaint, The ; Imperium Pelaoi ; Keligion,
The Force op.
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J'<?^°^i4°*''^o"w to Shoot, To teach."
oee ItBAE. (lo) THE TENDER THOUGHT."
Young, Matthew, Bishop of Clonfert and

Kilmacdiiacli (b. 1750, d. 1800), wrote An Analysis
of the FnnoipUs of Natural FhUosophy, An Essay

"i?,
*"^-P*«»<»»««a of Sounds, and other works. See

lAe Gentleman's Magazine, vol. bcx.

, T^^m^S. Patrick, Scottish scholar (b. 1584,
d. 1662), puhHshed an edition of the two epistles of
Clemens Romanns, and assisted Reed in the Latin
translation of the works of James VI. He also
contributed to Walton's Polyglot Bible annotations
on the Old Testament down to Numbers xv.

Young, Sir WiUiam (b. 1750, d. 1815),
colonial governor and miscellaneous writer, was
the author of The Spirit of Athens (1779), after-
wards expanded into The Sistory of Athens, politi-
cally and philosophically considered (1786).

Young Waters. A Scottish ballad, in
which covert allusion is apparently made to the
indiscreet partiality which Queen Anne of Den-
mark is said to have shown for the " bonny Earl
of Murray."

" Your ' if' is your only peacemaker

;

much virtue in 'if'."

—

As You Like It, act v.,

scene 4.

Youth and Age. A poem by Samuel
Tatlor Ooleeidge (1772—1834). " This," says

Leigh Hunt, '
' is one of the most perfect poems,

for style, feeling, and everything, that ever was
written."

"Youth at the prow, and Pleasure at
the helm."

—

Gray, The Bard.

Youth, My Lost. A poem by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow (b. 1807), containing

the familiar refrain :

—

"A boy's will IB the wind's will,

And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."

Youth of Nature, The. A lyric by
Matthew Arnold (b. 1822) ; companion piBce to

The Youth of Man, by the same author.

Youth, The Interlude of. A moral play

of the Reformation, printed by John Waley, of

London, between 1547 and 1558. Collier describes

it as decidedly a Roman Catholic production, and
has little doubt that it made its appearance during

the reign of Mary. It details the temptations that

Youth sufiers from the importunities of Pride and
Lechery, who are finally defeated by the more
efEective counsel of Charity and Hutmlity. The
piece is one of the most humorous of its kind. It

is included in Carew Hazlitt's edition of Dodsley's

Old Flays.

Youth's Glory and Death's Banquet.
A tragedy, in two parts, by Margaret, Duchess of

Newcastle (1624—1673).

Youwarkee. The heroine of The Life and

Adventures of Peter Wilkins (q.v.), by Robert
Paltock (c|..v.). She is one of a nation of flying

men and women, " glumms" and "gawreys," who
inhabit Nosmnbdsgrsutt, and who propel them-
selves through the air by means of an apparatus

called a "graundee." AVhen first discovered by
the hero, " she had a sort of brown chaplet, like

lace, round her head, under and about which her
hair was tucked up and twined ; and she seemed to

be clothed in a thin hair-coloured silk garment.

.... She felt to the touch in the oddest manner
imaginable ; for while in one respect it was as

though she had been cased in whalebone, it was
at the same time as soft and warm as if she had
been naked."

Ypodigma Neustriee. See Walsingham,
Thomas.

Ypotis, The Lamentations of the
Child, figures in the inventory of books belonging

to John Paston in the reign of Edward IV. See

Paston Letters, The.

" Yt fell abowght the Lamassetyde."
First line of the ballad of The Battle of Otterbourne

(q.v.).

Ywain and Gawain. A romance, supposed
by Warton to have been written in the reign of

Henry VI. A Welsh version is in the Mabinogion

(q.v.). Warton gives copious extracts.

Zadkiel. The pseudonym under which Lieu-

tenant Richard Thomas Morrison published his

famous Almanacs.

ZadOC, in Dryben's 'Absalom and Achitophel

(q.v.), is intended for William Bancroft (q.v.).

Archbishop of Canterbury.

Zanga. The hero of Young's tragedy of The

Revenge (q.v.).

Zanoni. The title and the name of the hero

of a novel by Edward, Lord Lytton (1805—1873),

published in 1842, and characterised by him as the
" well-loved work of his mature manhood."

Zapolya. " A Christmas Tale, in two parts,'"

by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772—1834), pub-

lished in 1817 ; in which, says Swinburne, there is

"little enough indeed of high dramatic quality,

but a native grace which gives it something of the

charm of life. The song of Glyciue is one of the

brightest bits of music ever done into words."

Zara. A " captive Queen" in Conqreve's

tragedy of The Mourning Bride (q.v.).

Zara. A tragedy by Aaron Hill (1685-

1750), founded on a work by Voltaire.

Zarah, The Secret History of Queen.
A work by Mrs. De la RIviere Manley (1672

—1724), in which the story of Sarah, Duchess of

Marlborough, is told with remarkable freedom;
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the motlier of the duchess, whose maiden name was
Jennings, flguiing as Jenisa.

Zarca. Father of Fedalma, in Geokoe Eliot's
dramatic poem of The Spanish G'^psy (q.v.).

Zastrozzi. A novel written by Percy Bysshe
Shelley (1792—1822) before his seventeenth year.
" It is a wild story," says Eossetti, "of a virtuous

Virezzi, persecuted and ruined by the efEervescent

passion of a 'guilty siren,' Matilda, Countess de
Laurentini, in league with a mysterious and dark-
browed Zastrozzi, who has, in chapter the last, a
family grudge to clear off. Some deep-buried
romance named Zofloya : or, the Moor, is recorded to

have been the model of Zastrozzi."

" Zealand, Some traveller from Tfew."
See "New Zealand, Some traveller from."

Zelica. The heroine of Moore's poem. The
Veiled Prophet of Khorassam, in Lalla Rookh (q.v.)

.

ZeluCO: "Various Views of Human Nature,
taken from Life and Manners, foreign and domes-
tic." A novel by Dr. John Moore (1730—1802),
published in 1789. The scene of the story is chiefly

laid in Italy, and the hero is a sort of Count Fathom
(q.v.), who has been endowed with sufficient graces
to be fascinating.

Zenophon. See Xenophon.

Zephon, in Milton's Paradise Lost (q.v.), is

" a strong and subtle spirit," " severe in youthful
beauty." See Ithuriel.

Zerblno. Friend of Orlando, in Ariosto's
Orlando Furioso.

"Zig-zag manuscript." — Cowper, The
Task, book ii., " The Timepiece."

Zimri, in Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel

(q.v.), is intended for George ViUiers, Duke of

Buckingham, who had satirised Dryden in The
Mehearsal (q.v.) as Bayes (q.v.).

Zincali. A prose work by Georoe Borrow
(b. 1803), giving "an account of the gipsies of

Spain," with a collection of their songs and
poetry, and a copious dictionary of their peculiar

language. It was published in 1841.

Zion, Mount. See Mount Zion.

Zodiac of Life, The. A metrical translation

by Baknaby Googe (q.v.) of the Zodiacus Vitee of

Palingenius (Pier Angelo ManzoU) ; described by
Warton as "a favourite performance." Three
books of it appeared in 1660, six in 1561, and the
whole twelve in 1565. To the first two editions

the translator added separate poetical introduc-
tions. See Carew Hazlitt's Ha/ndbook to Early

Zohrab the Hostage. An historical novel
by James Morier (1780— 1849), published in
1832. The scene is laid in the time of Aga
Mohammed Shah, whose story has been told by
Sir John Malcolm, and who is really the hero of
the book, though that post is nominally assigned
to Zohrab, an iudependent Mazanderini chief, who
faUs in love with Aga Mohammed's niece.

Zoilus, The Life of. A satire on Dennis
the critic and Theobald the commentator, written
by Thomas Parnell (1679—1718) at the request
of the members of the Scriblerus Club (q.v.), with
whom Dennis and Theobald were at variance.
" Your Zoilus," wrote Pope, who was one of the
club, " really transcends the expectation I had
conceived of it." It appeared in 1717.

Zoist, The. A periodical started by Dr. John
Elliotson in support of his physiological opinions.
It was to Dr. ElHotson that Thackeray dedicated
his Pendennis (q.v:).

Zoonomia: "or, the Laws of Organic Life,''

by Erasmus Darwin (1731—1802) ; published in
1794—6.

Zophiel, in Milton's Paradise Lost (q.v.), is
" of cherubim the swiftest wing."

Zophiel :
" or, the Bride of Seven." A poem,

in six cantos, by Maria Brooks (1795—1845),
which was prepared for the press by Eobert
Southey, the poet, who called the author "the.
most impassioned and most imaginative of all

poetesses." It appeared in 1825.

Zoroas, On the Death of. A poem in blank
verse, by Nicholas Grimbold (1519—1562), de-
scribed as " a nervous and animated exordium."

Zouch, Richard, LL.D., lawyer and judge
(b. about 1590, d. 1660), was the author of a large
number of legal works, and of a poem called TJie

Dove (1613).

Zouch, Thomas, divine (b. 1737, ^. 1815),
was the author of The Crucifixion, a poem (1765)

;

Memoirs of the Life atid Writings of Sir Philip
Sidney, sermons, and other works. He also edited,

with a memoir of the author, "Walton's Lives (1796).

Zuleika. The heroine in Byron's poem of
The Uride of Abydos (q.v.), in love with Selim :— ^

•' Fair, aa the flvBt tliat fell of womankind ....
Soft, as the memory of bwried love

:

,
Pm-e, as the prayer which Ohlldliooa wafts above ....
Such was Zuleika—such around her shone
The nameless charms unmark'd by her alone—
The light of love, the purity of grace,
The mind, the Music breathing from her face,
The heart whose softness harmonised the whole ;

And oh I the eye was in itself a Soul."
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